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THE FIRST OF MAY:
A RURAL SCENE ILLTJSTBATED.

BY LIEUTENANT BIUHKAY.

There is something so joyous in the breath of May, that the

coldest and oldest heart cannot resist its influence
; if the eye

of youth kindles with a twofold lustre at its approach, so does
the dim gaze of age regain something of its former brilliancy and
animation as the youth of the year recalls the youth of life.

-May-day was once celebrated throughout "Merry England,"
with peculiar zest and joyousness, and is still, in some of the re-

tired rural districts of that country, where the iron heel of pro-

gress has not yet trampled down all the pleasant usages of olden
times ; where a few genial old curates, smitten with antiquarian

lorCj foster among the peasantry the holiday obsei-vances of their

ancestors. Let us essay abrief description of one of these festivals.

The lads and lasses of a quiet, beautiful village, filled with quaint

old houses and immemorial trees, have sallied forth into the for-

est, and with sound of pipe and tabor and all sorts of mirthful

cries, have escorted to the village green, and there reared aloft in

triumph, the tall May-pole, decorated with many knots of gay
ribbons, wieaths and flowers, just as in the days of old Chaucer.

Around this dearly-loved and honored symbol of spring-time,

gather the entire population. Here is the benevolent clergyman,

whose presence sanctions but does not check the innocent mirth
of his parishioners, perhaps accompanied by his buxom wife, the

partner of his joys and sorrows
;
yonder stands the sturdy black-

smith, resting for once from the fiefy toil of his forge ; the honest
husbandman, embrowned with labor

; the pedantic schoolmaster,

proud of a "little Latin and less Greek," but as happy in a
holiday as any urchin who trembles at his rod ; the matronly
housewife, with her promising brood; the sturdy, red-cheeked,
rustic heau, and the blushing bride, with troops of boys and
girls, young men and maidens. But who is to preside at these

sports "? Lo ! from among that bevy of smiling maidens, fairer flow-

ers than those that adorn the Maypole, orblossota on their snowy
boughs, the universal acclaim of her town's-people has selected

one, the fairest, the purest, the most modest, to receive the crown,

the insignia of one day's sovereignty, the emblem of power that

constitutes her the May Queen. How her dear little heart flut-

ters beneath her rustic boddice with the elation of an innocent tii-

umph ! Now the joyous sound of pipe, viol and tabor hail her ac-

cession, and greet the auspicious commencement of her brief and
joyous reign. The handsomest of all the village beaux advances
and claims her hand for the first dance, and well may he be proud
to lead his partner forth. The music sounds—the dance begins

—the moments glide merrily, 0, how merrily! With the ap-

proach of nightfall the May Queen will abdicate her throne, but

no retiring monarch goes into exile with so light a heart. Thence-
forth she bears a charmed life—association will shed a halo round
her young head, and if it come to be crowned with silver hairs,

as it now is with spotless blossoms, she will then give a sigh and
smile to the happy memory of this hour, and recollect that she

was once Queen of May, and the joyous sovereign of many a
youthful heart.

REPKESESTAIION OF A MAY SCENE IN "' JIERRY. EHGLAND.
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CHAPTER I.

'

CA.STLTC VANE—A YOUNG FISHERMAN.

On the shores of the Sussex, there is no ob-

ject that fills with a deeper interest the eye of

the tourist, both on account of its picturesque

aspect and its historical associations, than Castle

Vane. At the present time it is a stately ruin,

but yet majestic in»decay. Time, while rending

its massive towers, has also bound thera together

with strong^ net-work of vines of ivy and creep-

ing plants, so that they stand like venerable age

supported by the entwining arm of charity and

filial love.

The prospect from the eminence on which

stands this noble ruin is varied and wide-extend-

ed. Northwardly, the green vales and pleasant

uplands of "Merry England" retire away till

softly lost in the dissolving distance. To the

east and west are seen turreted tov/ns and ports

with anchored shipping and defending fortresses.

To the south is outspread the shining blue

waters of the channel, broad and mirror-like,

and bounded in the far southern horizon by the

faint azure-gray line of the coast of Normandy.

The glimmering sheen of the sun-lit channel is

spotted with innumerable specs, some white as

snow-flakes, others black, as they presented their

illumined or shadowy side to the eye. There

are vessels of all sizes and characters, steering

every one on a different course, some on errands

of commerce, others bearing messages of war.

Here and there among them goes a dark, mast-

less craft, trailing a long cloud of opaque smoke

after her along the air, and passing ship after

ship with a speed that mocks them.

Such is the present aspect of the scenery visi-

ble from the clift' on which stands Castle Vane,

on any bright morning in summer. But at the

period of our tale, its features were somewhat

different. No steamers then ploughed the chan-

nel, and fewer vessels were seen dotting its ex-

panse ; while Castle Vane, instead of being a

ruin, lifted its walls and towers and bristling

battlements as high and proudly as any lordly

castle in the land of England.

Almost overhung by the castle was the small

fishing port of Brighthelmstone, a hamlet of

threescore huts, where dwelt a rude, but honest

class of men, who subsisted by fishing in the

channel. From the terrace of the castle one

could toes a penny into the chimney tops of two

or three of the nearest cottages, though the

dwellings were generally some distance apart,

following the windings of a street around the

curving shore of the cove. There was an air of

neatness and thrift about most of the habita-

tions, each having a small garden patch and a

yard in front wherein to dry their nets and fish.

If there was any superiority in the appearance

of either of these cabins over the other, it was to

be claimed by one which stood near the foot of

the cliff, and close to the path which wound
from the beach to its summit. This superiority

consisted in its being whitewashed, and in hav-

ing vines growing over the narrow doorway in

imitation of an arch, beneath which were two
wooden benches, from which, persons seated

upon them had a pleasant view of the channel

with its moving craft. That spot, also, wherein

the other fishermen dried their nets, was by the

proprietor of this abode made a flower-garden,

while on the surrounding rocks were spread his

nets and sun-dried fish.

One evening in May, in the year IGfjO, about

half an hour before sunset, a fishing boat came

sailing into the cove from the cliannel, and

steered directly for the rude landing in front of

the cottage we have described. Its bow was

shattered, and it was evidently leaking freely,

and kept from sinking only by tlie extraordinary

exertions of a young fisherman, who was its sole

occupant, and who was bailiug out water con-

stantly as he approached the shore. At length

the smack touched the beach, and wich an ex-

clamation of satisfaction the young man leaped

on shore.

The danger in which the boat had been was

apparent to more than one in the village, and

encouraging shouts had been sent to the young

man's ear, to keep up his strength and not lose

his courage. Therefore, on reaching the land in

safety, he found himself in the midst of some

score of a group, composed of the fishers' wives,

of maidens, and of such old men as had given

over active service. They looked at the shat-

tered bow of the boat with surprise, and while

some congratulated him with having got safely

to land, others eagerly inquired how he had got

so badly wrecked.

*' It is of no consequence, friends," answered

the young man, as he secured the boat to one of

the posts of the pier, '-accidents will happen at

sea, you know.

This was said with a pleasant laugh : but his

mother, who drew near to welcome him after

the danger she conceived he had been in from

drowning—for he had been seen by her a league

at sea, struggling to save his boat, which he had

so gallantly brought in—knew that the smile

was forced and unnatural to his usually frank

and open face.

" There is something in this," she said shak-

ing her head and turning to two of her particu-

lar gossips, " there is something in this matter

more than Guilford sees fit to tell."

The young man, having secured the craft high

up on the beach and furled the sails, shouldered

a pair of oars, and with a flushed uiow, and a

proud, defiant air, strode up towards the cottage,

without regarding his friends, whom he left ex-

amining the boat and wondering how it could

have been so shattered unless it had been ran

into.

" That is it," asserted an old fisherman, who
had carefully examined the broken shearing

" she ha' been run into, an' by a heavier craft

than hersel'."

The yoiing fisherman, having deposited his

oars in the becket above one of the cottage win-

dows, on the outside of the house, instead of

going in, began to pace up and down in the lit-

tle shell-covered walk before it. His eyes were

restless and fiery, his attitude erect and warlike,

and his heavy step seemed to fall to the sound

of a trumpet. Something evidently had oc-

curred to rouse in the bosom of the young fish-

erman all the pride, independence, and haughty

resentment of the man ; for beneath the fustian

jacket may beat as much pride and sense of

honor as beneath the ermine of a born noble.

The appearance of the young fisherman was
superior to that of young men of his class and

occupation. This superiority did not consist in

dress, for his clothing was as cdarse and lude as

that of any of his fellows ; nor in the symmetry
of his person, for there were in the hamlet as

well shaped young men as he ; but it was in the

noble expression of his whole form and face.

He looked like one bom rather to conimand
those with wliom he dully associHted, than to he

nurcly their equal. This innate power in him
they recognized, though it waa never demanded

by him, for he seemed wholly unconscious of a

huperiority of which all others in tho hainlct

were instinciively conscious. His fuce was

handsome, and perhaps not less so for being

browned by the Kca winds till it was almost as

dark a.^ the Aniltinn. His e\cs were black, and

lilled with iriielligcncc and i.'ourogc. As a f-en-

num lie had no equal on the Sussex coast, of

his age, all men acknowledged. As a fisherman

he was skilled in tiic craft, in all its detadri, so

that no one ever surpassed him in success. Jf

other boats came hack empty, Guilford Gra-

ham's was sure to contain some fruits of his

skill and patience. In trials of strciigih ami

agility in those holiday sports which the youths

of the hamlet used to indulge in, challenging to

competition some inland village, he always

came ofl' victor. Por filiarobcdience in support-

ing a widowed mother, for manly protection of

his beautiful cousin, Anne Graham, for his fast

abiding as a friend, and his reverence for holy

things, Guilford was an example to all the

young men on the coast. His popular manners,

his constan t cheerfulness and good nature, made
him a general J'avorite ; and many a pretty

maiden sighed in her heart for the love of the

handsome Guilford.

" What aileth thee, my son V a^ked his moth-

er. " Something hath gone across thy temper,

and made thee vexed,—tell me what is the mat-

ter with thee V
He stopped in his fierce walk, turned, and

taking both her hands in his, he pressed them

with affectionate respect, and looking her in the

face, would have spoken ; but some strong emo-

tion rising, checked his utterance, and tears

filled his eyes and ran down his cheeks. He re-

leased her hands, dashed the glittering drops

from his face, and would have walked away,

when she gently held him.

" Nay, Guilford, you must come and sit down
in the porch and tell me what has happened.

Tears in my brave boy's eyes ! Ah, something

heavy has pressed upon thy soul this day, to

force tears from thee !"

" Come and sit down, mother, and I will tell

thee," he said, after a moment's internal strug-

gle. " You are wise and discreet, and may be

able to advise me. But you will not despise me
when you shall know all my rash folly V

" You must first prove to me that you have

been rash or foolish, who were never known to

be so," said his mother,, who, though humble in

station and poorly atiired, seemed to be, as he

had said, a wise and discreet woman: being a

person of that plain common sense, so ranch

oftener found in low conditions of life, ihan in

the move artificial circles of society
; and to her

influence was owed, doubtless, his superiority,

—

for it is the woman that forms the character of

the growing man, and her plastic hand leaves

its impression on every moral outline.

CKAPTEE U.

A NARRATIVE OF INTEREST.

The young man had led his mother to the

wooden bench beneath the green arch that

spanned the humble doorway, and there, shel-

tered by the growing foliage, he said to her

:

" Mother, when you have heard what I have

to say, give me your wisest counsel. If I were

to act, led only by my own impulses, I can see

plainly that I should do a greater evil than has

been done to me. You remember with what

buoyancy I left this morning to go on my daily

fishing ci;uisc "?"

" Yes, and spoke of it to Anne before she

went to the castle. Methinks I never saw you

look handsomer or appear happier."

"And well might I have looked happy, dear

mother; I had just seen and spoken with Lady
Catharine !"

" Yes, it always makes one cheerful to see her

sunny face, boy."

"Ah, dear mother, you know not how the

sunshine of her face penetrates to and warms.my

heart. In her presence I feel a joy—a bliss—

a

happiness, that I experience at no other time.

The sound of her voice thrills to my inmost soul.

I feel that I could worship her, and adore the

very flower crushed by her footstep."

" You should not speak thus, my boy ; it is a

sin to worship only God."

"And the Virgin?"

" That is not so errmin, my lioy," she said,

gravely but douI>lingly
J

" biitifwcmoy worahip

the blessed Mary, wc may not worship ^earthly
^

maidens."

" I can see no harm in adoring one so fair and
good as th^ Lady Catharine, dear mother," an-

swered the young fisherman, with tnthusia^m.
" You should not think of htr, my son, for

your words and looks make me fear,

'

" No evil can comeof honoring and delighting

in Lady Catharine, dear mother. She always

speaks to mo kj yruciouHly. The day, jou re-

member, when I succeeded in Having iho noble-

men who were driven on the coast in a Prench

barque, she told me .she only wished that shu

could have had a brother who could have done
this; and ever since tlicn, although it is a year

ago, she has always seemed to fpeak to me with

a peculiar kindness,''

" One of them that you saved was her uncle.

Sir Harry Vane, and she fijels grateful. My
son, do not think of the great ; their words aro

air, and their smiles deceit and guile. If you

go on thinking so much about every smile and
word a noble lady gives you, yon will do some
foolish tiling. Torget the Lady Catharine, boy,

and if you must think of fair maidens, which is

natural enough for a youth of four-and-twenty,

let it be of those of ihinc own station."

" There are tales of noble maidens being loved

and won by lowly youths, raolhcr," answered

Guilford, with a certain light of hope and daring

speaking in his fine eyes.

" And only in tales are they won—never in

reality and truth, my son."

'• We will not talk of this now, mother. Hear
what I have to say to tliee touching what hath

happened to-day."

" That is v/hat I would most listen to."

" After I had embarked this morning for the

channel grounds to fish, and when I had got out

to the rocks over which we cast our lines, I

lowered my sails and proceeded to fish as usual.

It was a cloudless day, and the fish swam too

deep for my hooks, and so I lay back listlessly

in my boat, and amused myself, as I love to do

when I am rocking alone in ray boat out on the

bounding sea. with gazing about me. A hun-

dred craft similar to my own were riding gently

upon the undulating waves, and here and there

could be seen a tali ship with triple towers of

white canvas, crossing from England to France

or from Prance to England. But those objects

soon wearied my eyes, which rery shortly rested

upon the cliff and lordly tower that soars above

our little hamlet. Its castellated angles and

battlements v/ere figured in strong, dark lines

against the blue sky, and it seemed the proper

home of the noble lord who dwells there."

" You speak of our Castle Vane, my son.''

" Yes, mother. As my eye rested upon it, I

could not but recall its fairest inmate ; for I
never behold it that I do not think less of every

one it contains than of the Lady Catharine, ^o
my imagination she seemed the only dweller

there. Nay, do not frown, mother. As I was
gazing on the castellated pile, I recalled, not

only the lovely face and form of Lady Catha-

rine, but the time when we first met. Do you
remember it, dear mother T'

" Nay, I do not mind such little matters. It

was so long ago thou shouldst scarce remind it."

" I shall never forget it. It is a delight for

me to recall it, and a joy to talk of it. t&t was

five years ago only. I was then nineteen, and

it was my birth-day fete ; and on that occasion

you had pi*esented me with a new jacket, and

cousin Anne had 'broidered for,me a gay cap."

" Ah, well do I recollect the jacket and cap
j

and how gallant you looked in them my boy."

" After supper I was going to a dance at Tim
Dowlin's, in honorof his pretty daughter Peggy's

marriage, when, as I was crossing the road that

leads from the bench round by the mill, in order

to reach Tim's before dark, I saw a horse com-

ing towards me at full speed along the old Sus-

sex road. On it was a young girl, who had lost

all command of the animal, who, with the reins

flying, was evidently running away with her.

She did not shriek, nor speak a word, but as she

approached me she cast on me such looks of

appeal for succor, that, regardless of danger, I

threw myself with both hands upon the horse's

hf^ad, and dropping to the ground, let him drag

me several yards before he could be checked.

At every leap forward he made, I expected to

feel his iron hoofs crushing into my chest ; but

the beauty and imploring looks of the lovely

girl, which seemed to appeal to me as her last

and only hope of life, gave rau courage, and
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sti-ength; and at Isngtli I brought the horse's

head and knees to the ground, and held him

vrith a pov/er of muscle that I have never felt

the possession of since, until she got from the

saddle unharmed. I then released my hold of

the liorse, who furiously bounded away like the

wind. My next thought was of the young girl

I had been instrumental in saving. She sprang

towards me, grasped me hy both hands in the

warmest manner, and with eyes filled with tears,

and smiling with gratitude, she said with emo-

tion -.

" * How can words thank you ! How can any-

thing I can express, young stranger, recompense

you for the risk of life you have run for me !

'

" I need no thacks, lady," I said to her, " the

consciousness of your safety is all the reward I

can ask or wish for."

"As I mads her this answer, I looked, dear

mother, with wonder upon the extraordinary

beauty of her face. I had never imagined there

was such loveliness on earth. She was about

fifteen years of age, but with the charming rich-

ness of form, of one two or three years older.

Her eyes were a soft azure, that rivalled the

bending blue of a summer sky on the sea. Her

hood was thrown back, and her golden iresses

dishevelled hy the swiftness with which her horse

had sped with her in his mad flight, and I was

completely bewildered with the glory of her

beauty.
"

' Will you tell me,' she said, in tones that

have never ceased to echo musically in,my soul,

' to whom I am indebted for saving me from a

painful accident, or perhaps a dreadful death 1
'

" It is no matter, lady ; my name is nothing
5

it is humble, and if spoken, will be forgotten by

one so noble as thou art.

"*Dost thou know me, then?' she asked,

with a smile of surprise. ' I have not been here

before since I was a very little child.'

" I do not know thy name, lady, but I see that

thou art one of the high born of the land. I

would, for thy sake, that he who has served

thee to-day had been thy equal. Shall I remain

near thee, as it is growing late, till thy party

comes up, I asked of her, something gloomily,

too, I fear, for I then, for the first time, my
mother, felt what it was to be born of low de-

gree. To gaze upon one so fair and good, and

so made to be loved, and feel that I could never

be more to her than a common hind—this

—

this made my cheek kindle and my vei"y heart

sink."

" Guilford, thou art too ambitious ; be con-

tent to be what thou art, or thou wilt be a mis-

erable man. Thou canst not change thy nature.

Nobles are born nobles—fishermen are bom fish-

ermen. Do thy duty in what thou art."

" It is well to talk, mother, but that does not

make one's wretchedness and consciousness of.

debasement the less."

" Go on with thy story, for I never heai-d all

this before."

" No, nor other ear, save that of my cousin

Anne ; and she listened to it with but little in-

terest to what thou dost, mother."

" Who v/as this maiden ? am I right in guess-

ing to be the Lady Catharine, on the day she

came up to the castle from London, where she

had lived, since she was a child 1
"

"Yes, mother. When I at length told her

my name, she answered that hers was Kate

Yane." f^
'* Lady Kate, you mean ?

"

"No. She said plain Kate Vane; and this,

with the pretty way she spoke it, made me like

her. I saw she was not proud, although I told

her I was ?^ fisherman ; for when she asked me
to show her the way to the castle, and we walked

on together, she asked me a great many ques-

tions about the sea, and the fishes, and the way
I caught them; and said, of all things, she

should like to go out some day in my boat, fish-

ing with me. Well, after half an hour's walk—
the pleasantest half hour of my life, we reached

the castle gate. The day had already closed,

and the moon was shining brightly. The castle

was in a scene of confusion and distress, and,

just as we entered, several persons with torches,

on foot and on horseback, were coming forth,

talking so loudly that we understood from their

words that the horse which Lady Kate had
ridden had reached the castle, and that it was

supposed she had been thrown and killed. But
when she was seen and recognized, who shall

describe the joy. I was quite overlooked in the

fi.rst outburst of the surprise and delight of all,

and instantly withdrew. As I descended the

path, I heard my name called by some one from
the gate who had been sent for me, doubtless

after Lady Kate had time to tell them t > whom
she had been indebted for her escape; but as I

had no wish to be thanked by any other than

L K y Catharine, I quickened my pace, and soon

reached the road on the beach. Instead of going

home, I continued my original route to Tim's;

and as I passed the spot where I had stopped

the horse, I paused to recall the scene, her face

a*nd voice. As I did so, my eyes were attracted

by something which sparkled in the moonlight.

I picked it up from the ground, and with pleasure

discovered that it was a broken ring. It had

evidently been broken by her strong grasp upon

the bridle, and dropped in two pieces from her

finger wh;n she alighted. It was a diamond

set in a circle of pearls. I pressed it to my
lips
—

"

" Daring boy !
" said the mother, half pleased

at his gallantry, yet half disapproving, knowing

as she did the dangerous tendency of such emo-

tions, when once avrakened in the bosom of a

lowly born youth towards a high-born maiden.

She sighed while she smiled: but the smile

passed, leaving a troubled air tipon bercalm and

sensible face. " Yon returned the ring, ofcourse,

Guilford 'i

"

" When next I saw her ; but she bade me
keep it, or rather offered me one in its place, as

she saw I valued it as a memento; but when I

told her I would prefer the broken one, found on

the spot where I had first the happiness of seeing

her, she told me I might keep it; if I would wish

to."

" And when and where did you meet her, my
son? "

" Only the next week after. I was coming in

from the channel, and steered my boat closer

under the castle than usual, for I thought I saw

the form of a young girl on the w^hite beach. I

was not deceived. It was the Lady Kate, gather-

ing shells. Upon recognizing me sailing past,

she beckoned to me to land. I did so, for I

wished to return the ring. She at once began

playfully to chide me for leaving the castle so

abruptly, without waiting to be thanked by her

father and brother, and her friends, for what I had

done. I told her I did not wish to be thanked

at all ; but if any one was to thank me, one word

from her was a world of thanks. She then told

me that she had been riding with her elder

brother, who was an Oxford student, then at

home on a visit, ahead of her party, when a shot

fired by him from his saddle at a heron, had

caused her horse to take fright and run off with

her. * My brother,' she said, ' followed me, but

as I turned to the left, while he took to the

left, he missed me; and but for you I should

have been killed, for I could not have kept my
saddle three minutes longer, as I was fast losing

all presence of mind. You must come up to the

. castle and let my father know you,' she added.

But I told her that I was too lowly to be no-

ticed by nobles, and that I was too proud to be

compelled to feel their superiority. At this, she

looked at me with a stare of beautiful surprise,

and shaking her head she said archly :

"
' I fear you will be too proud to speak to me

by-and-by.'

" 0, no, you don't understand me, lady."
"

' Yes I do, and what is more, I respect you

for your feelings,' she added. * I can conceive

how one like you must feel when you are com-

pelled to endure the superiority of others, who
may, in reality, be your inferiors. But you will

not find my father such a nobleman. Heknows
how to appreciate merit ; and as for my brother,

I heard him say that he should find you out to

thank you.'

"I then offered to her the ring, which, as I

said, she permitted me to retain. Seeing that

she liked the beautiful shells which were scattered

on the beach, of which she had a basket full, but

of indifferent value, I offered to bring her others

from the king's rock beach, where they are to be

found of such rare colors. I then sailed to the

beach and landed to take her basket, for our

conversation had taken place while I was stand-

ing in ray boat, about ten yards from the land,

when a young man, clad as a hunter, followed by

a couple of dogs, came round a jutting angle of

the cliff. He was of the middle height, well

made, with long flaxen hair flowing on his

shoulders, a brown moustache, and a fair, red

and white complexion. He v/as exceedingly

handsome, but an air of angry surprise which he

put on upon discovering us, increased the dis-

agreeable impression his naturally haughty bear-

ing made upon me. I saw at a glance that he

was a noble, and the exclamation of Lady Kate,
' my brother !

' told me who he was without fur-

ther introduction."

CHAPTER in.

A HAUGHTY INTEERUFTION.

" The young nobleman," resumed Guilford,

continuing his narrative to his mother, in the

green embowered porch of the cottage, " stood

for an instant regarding first one and then the

other of us without a word. He then strode up

and said haughtily

;

" Who and what ai-e you, that are so familiar

as to hold converse with this lady, and with thy

cap on, fellow? ' With these words he struck

off my cap to my feet, and one of his dogs taking

it up, carried it ofi^, tearing it with his teeth

" ' Lord Wilmot, how can you be so rash !' ex-

claimed Lady Catharine, with a mingled ex-

pression of pain for me and anger against him.
' This is the young man, Guilford Graham.'

'"And v/ho, pray, is Guilford Graham?' he

repeated, sarcastically.

" * Have you forgotten the name of the brave

youth, who, at the risk of his own life, saved

m^ine ?

'

'

" ' How should one remember every hind's

name ? So, young man, you are the clown that

risked your life and broke the jaw of the best

horse in my father's stud ; for the horse came to

the castle with his jaw broken as with a sledge-

hammer, and we had to shoot him. You have

a hand like Samson. But you did the thing

well, thought it cost a horse worth a thousand

guineas.'
" * Brother, how can you speak of such a trifle,

when my life was at stake ?
'

" ' True, but a discreet person should save one

and not destroy the other. There, fellow, are

four guineas ! I dare swear thou hast not seen

so much gold together before, and that it would

take a year's fishing to give thee in hand the

same amount.'

" As he spoke, he threw the gold at my feet.

I did not notice it. I had felt insulted by his

manner, as well as by his words, and by this act.

I did not deign to glance towards him; but I

looked in the face of Lady Catharine. Her eyes

were alight with just resentment. She felt that

I had been insulted, peasant as I was.
"

' Wilmot, why do you reward courage in

such a strange fashion ? One would fancy you

had found in this young man a foe, rather than

one to whom you owe a debt of gratitude.'

"' Gratitude to one like him!' answered the

young Lord Vane, with a contemptuous glance

at the coarse apparel of Guilford. ' I have paid

him for his service in gold. What fault can he

find? By the rood! it would seem, from the

familiar manner in which I found him holding

converse with you, Kate, that he presumed more

than becometh a hind. Fellow, get into thy

boat and begone ; and think not, because chance

hath made thee the mean instrument of saving

a high born lady's life, that thou hast gage there-

from for speaking to her.'

"
' He did but ofi^er to collect shells for me,

brother,' said the Lady Catharine, reproachfully,

* 1 called to him. He is in no ways to blame.'
"

' Then it is you who are to blame, to de-

scend to speak to a youth like this, who will

boEist in the ale-houses among his fellows that

ho has held tryst with the Lady Kate "Vane.'

" At these words, the eyes of the maiden flash-

ed fire, but instantly filling with tears, she said:-

" ' You are ungenerous, Rudolph.'

" In the meanwhile," said Guilford, addressing

his mother, "I stood amazed and burning with

indignation ; and I really believe that if he had

not been the brother of the fair Lady Catharine,

I should have struck him to the earth for his in-

sulting words to her. But finding that my pres-

ence only made him more bitter towards her,

and fearing a collision, which might render it

necessary for me to strike him in self-defence, I

got into my boat, but taking the basket with me,

resolved to redeem my promise to bring it to

her on some more auspicious day, filled with the

shells she so greatly admired. I therefore made
sail and left them on the beach at the foot of

the castle; but soon I saw them together mak-

ing their way up the path to the gate-way at the

round tower."

" And then you made an enemy ofyoung Lord

Vane forever."

"It maybe so. He soon afterwards left for

Oxford, where he has remained the most of the

time until three days ago, when he returned."

" Did you receive and take away the gold ?
"

" No ; I saw him stoop and gather it up after

I had sailed away. The obligation to me,

therefore, on his part, remained in full force as

at first."

" And hast thou seen the Lady Catharine since

then, my son ? " asked his mother, earnestly.

" Often and often, dearest mother; for it was
not many days afterwards that I left for her

upon the beach, while, from the terrace of the

castle she was looking down and saw me, the

basket of shells, which I soon beheld her descend

and take up. I have met her in the forest path

;

I have seen her at the castle on gala-days ; I

have encountered her on the snowy beach by
moonlight."

" You meet the Lady Catharine by moon-
light ? You say what oversteps the truth, I fear."

" Nay, mother, we have often met, and walked
and discoursed together upon the glorious works

of nature, the majesty of the sea, the mystery of

the stars, the delights of friendship, the bliss of

heaven, and upon everything good and beauti-

ful. Ah, mother, it has been to me as if for the

three years past I had been permitted to have

companionship with an angel of intelligence and
love. 0, how she has elevated my soul, ex-

panded my mind, enlarged my views, purified

the gross in me, and cultivated the virtues, which
knew not how to grow aright. If I am superior

to what I then was, if I am called by the villagers

wiser and better than others, it is to her sweet

teaching in those stolen hours which we have

consecrated together to friendship."

"Guilford! you fill me with amazement. I

tremble at what I hear you utter ! Can all this

he so 1 Yet it must be
;
you could not deceive

me ; and besides, I have now in my mind nu-

merous little circumstances which the revelation

on yom" part gives me a full explanation of.

How wonderful it all is ! You, my son—the

son of a humble fisherman, the chosen friend

and confidant of a noble and high-born maiden,

the daughter of a lord ! It is difficult to believe

it. But it is said woman's heart, when it chooses,

looks not to title, nor rank, nor dress, but for a

kindred heart ; and perhaps that, though one is

born in the castle and the other at the foot of

the castle, the same spirit may be animaticg

your bosoms. But the Lady Kate is young
;

she has seen but little of the world. She is

hardly conscious of the impassable gulf that lies

between you and her own high station. This

romance, sweet and pleasant as it has been to

you, must he broken. Her hand will be asked

by some proud noble, and she will give it to him,

and then she will be ashamed that she has been

so foolish as to descend to your level. Trust

me, my dear boy, this wild dream must he

broken. Let me advise you to see her no more.

Better for your own feelings that you withdraw

now from an intimacy that cannot be perpetual,

which is so extraordinary, than wait to be cast

off with infamy. She is now nineteen, and

what pleased her at fifteen, may disgust her

now."
" You do not know her, my dear mother," an-

swered the young man, his generous face light-

ing up with generous warmth in defence of Lady
Kate. " She feels no differently towards me
now than at all other times. She will never

give her hand to any noble of them all."

" This is a bold speech. Wouldst thou bind

her to thyself, Guilford ? If, in the innocence

and frankness of her nature, she has given her

regards to the humble youth to whom she feels

she owes her life, are you so ungenerous as to

take advantage of her gratitude, which, it would

seem, is ready to give herself with it, in order

that you may have the selfish pleasure of feeling

that you are loved by a high-bom maiden 1
"

" Mother, you do me injustice. You do not

understand either me or the Lady Catharine. I

have bound her by no pledges. I have dared to

exact no promises from her. I have not thought

of any happiness or consummation of our pure

friendship, beyond the sweet bliss of the present

hour."

" You are then both rash and imprudent. You
are wasting a generous heart upon one who can

never be more to you than she now is, and she

is wasting upon you affections which can never

find their fruition ; for the natural tendency of

such attachments as it appears exist between

you and Lady Catharine, is a union by marriage,

and to this result the opposite ranks you occupy

in society must forever put a bar. You, there-

fore, are doing her irreparable injury, and en-

dangering the wreck of her whole life's happi-

ness, by encouraging by your continued presence

in her society, a passion which can only end in

sorrow, tears, and wretchedness to you both."

" I see— I see, dear mother ! Your words

have opened my eyes. I behold my position as

you behold it, and am conscious that it is a false

one. Mother, I will see her no more—no more

—no more ]

"

[to be continued.]
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IVUDAME LOYO, AT NIBLO'S THEATRE, BROADWAY, NEW YORK

MADAME LOYO.
The subject of the above sketch has for a considerable time

paet been delighting the New Yorkers at Niblo's garden, Broad-
way, by her daring and graceful feats of horsemanship. Her
style of riding is represented to be altogether new and brilliant,

and most unexceptionable also as to the matter of true deUcacy.
A brilliant European reputation had preceded her advent in this
country, and when she did come with her beautiful horses she
was found to fully sustain the expectations formed of her ability.

In Paris, Caroline Loyo's career has been one of unexampled
brilliancy in her art, and she has amassed, by industrious applica-
tion, a very handsome fortune. While only a little girl, she
became the favorite of a Parisian public, and she has grown steadi-
ly in the esteem of the people, till her name is one of the most
attractive in the annals of public amusements. Possessed of in-
domitable courage, her manners are yet mild and gentle, and the
graces lend a charm to every movement. Discarding the usual
style of public exhibitions, she confines herself entirely to those
lady-like performances which can never fail to interest those who
admire elegance in the accomplishments of life. Some of her per-
formances have elicited most enthusiastic applause from those
experienced in equestrian matters, and our artist has sketched
her as she actually appeared but a few evenings since in the circle.

Feats of equestrianism seem always to attract the popular admi-
j,iition, and they are sometimes exceedingly startling for their dar-

ing and intrepid skill.

CITY OP PHILADELPHIA.
This fine view is taken, by our artist, from Raighn's Point, on

the Jersey shore of the Delaware River, looking north. The
river here is a mile in width. The two large buildings to the
left of the engraving are the ship-houses of the Navy Yard, in
the upper one of which was built that immense man-of-war,
the "Pennsylvania," and launched from there in July, 1837.
The next object prominently seen, is the tower of Sparks's shot
manufactory. Next are two towers, from one of which a volume
of smoke ascends

; these we believe, rise each from an iron foun-
dry. Next we have the steeple which was erected about eight
years since, on the old Episcopal Church of St. Peter's, at the
corner of Pine and Third Streets. St. Peter's is the aristocratic

church, so to express it, of Philadelphia. The old and wealthy
residents who formerly worshipped mthin its walls, are still repre-

sented here in the persons of their descendants, who roll, every
Sunday, to and from its gates, in rich equipages and " ancestral
pride." Next, seen just above the sail of the schooner boat in the
foreground, we have the celebrated Dr. Jayne's mammoth build-
ing. This vast and superb structure is eleven stories in height, and
and was erected at a cost of more than $150,000. Every stran-

ger in Philadelphia should visit this building, and view from the
cupola which surmounts the northern front, the panorama which
presents itself to the eye on all sides. The staircase is free to all.

Next we have the steeple of an Episcopal church, dating back
to the beginning of the eighteenth centu:^—Christ Church, with

its old English aspect and quaint architecture. The baptismal
and sacramental silver service used in this church are the same
that were presented to its congregation, by Queen Anne, at a
time when all the good people of the colony of Pennsylvania
were" true andpoyal subjects of the British throne. Queen Anne
died in 1714.

« ^.1 ^

THE MOCKING BIRD.

During the time of incubation, neither the cat, dog, animal,
nor man, can approach the nest without being attacked. The
cats in particular, are persecuted whenever they make their ap-
pearance, until obliged to retreat. But his whole vengeance is

more particularly directed against that mortal enemy of his eggs
and young, the black snake. Whenever the insidious approaches
of the reptile are discovered, the male darts upon it with the

rapidity of an arrow, dexterously eluding its bite, and striking

it violently and incessantly about the head, where it is very vul-

nerable. The snake becomes sensible of its danger, and seeks
to escape, but the intrepid defender of its young redoubles its

exertions, and, unless his antagonist be of great nitude, often

succeeds in destroying him. All his pretended j,owers of fascina-

tion avail him nothing against this noble bird. As the snake's

strength begins to flag the mocking bird seizes it, and lifts it up
partly from the ground, beating it with its wings ; and when the

business is completed, he returns to the nest of his young, mounrs
a bush, and pours forth a song in token of victory.— Golden Rule.

""^^^

VIEW OP THE CITY OF PHILADELPHIA, PENN.
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CITY MARSHAL OF B08TOIV.

The accompanying head is a likeness of Fran-

cis Tukey, Esq., the present chief of police, for

the city of Boston. Mr. Tukey was bom in

Portland, Me., June 12th, 1815, and is there-

fore thirty-six years of age. He presents a fine

personal appearance, replete "with physical de-

velopments and manly hearing, and possessing

a face of singular masculine beauty, such as no
portrait can fully show, as it is in the harmoni-

ous play of expression and the intellectual in-

spiration that to go to make up this charm of

feature, that the real character of his face is

formed. But it is not as a handsome man that

we wish to speak of Mr. Tukey ; he is no vain,

carpet knight, to he rendered effeminate by the

possession of a^fine exterior. He is made of stern-

er stuff than would assimilate with such prompt-

ings. Besides possessing the requisite qualities

that render him so eminently qualified for the re-

sponsible and arduous post which he fills, as it

regards the prompt and efficient administration

of the ofiice, he also combines a highly moral and

chivalric disposition, as evinced in the straight-

forward manner in which he administers justice

to all, scorning perquisite?, and receiving any

offer of bribery as a personal insult. And this

is a matter whereon we might enlarge, giving

instances in proof of our remarks. A dishonest

man might grow rich in his office, but Mr. Tu-
key's honesty has kept him poor. An evidence

of his even-handed and judicious manner of con-

ducting the duties of his ofiice, is evinced by the

entire confidence reposed in him by all classes :

and even those rogues who fear his official vigi-

lance, frankly admit his manly and superior

qualities. In foreign countries, the police arc

universally con'upt agents of oppression, open

and acknowledged enemies of the people ; here

they are cf tlie people, not against them, execu-

tives of the laws emanating from the people.

In European cities, the office of chief of police

is one of discredit and aversion ; here, it is one

of dignity and honor, though all must depend

upon the manner in which the duty is adminis-

tered. Mr. Tukey is a model in this respect,

being firm without severity, courageous but not

rash, argus-eyed, active, full of resources, and
seemingly adopts the motto of " eternal vigi-

lance," combining such qualities as would have

made him a great general, had fortune placed

him in the van of an army. Mr. Tukey is emi-

nently a self-made man, having risen from hum-
ble advantages to a distinguished mental ad-

vancement. Brought up to mechanical pursuits,

he early conceived a desire for intellectual im-

provement, and chose the study of the law, as

affording the best field for his object. To this end he entered the

law school at Cambridge, in 1841, and graduated in the class of

1843, and in the subsequent year was admitted to the bar. The
importance of his legal knowledge and experience in his present

position, will be admitted by all. There are many intricate ques-

tions constantly arising in the ordinary discharge of the duties of

this office, that demand the direction of a mind that has been
legally instructed; questions that will admit of no delay, no tar-

rying to consult with legal authority, but which must find in the

marshal both the power to decide and a force to perform on the

spot and at the moment. Mr. Tukey was appointed city marshal
under Josiah Quincy, Jr., in 1 846, and has held the office five years

;

which argues a well-earned reputation as a gentleman and official.

She is oivned by Mesisrs. GrinncU, Mintum &,

Co., New York, and will be commanded by Capt.

Cressey, formerly of the ship Oneida. If the

Flying Cloud does not prove true to her name
for speed and excellent sea qualities, tlicn we are

no judge of maratime matters. We cannot close

this brief reference to the engraving below, wiUi-

out bearing testimony to the minute exactness

of this excellent representation, by our artist,

who has depicted this model of architectural

symmetry and beaut)'.

PORTRAIT OF FRANCIS TUKEY, ESQ., CITY JIARSHAL OF BOSTON,

LAUNCH OF THE FLYING CLOUD.
This splendid specimen of naval architecture was launclied,

a few days since, from the ship yard of Mr. D. McKay, at East
Boston, in gallant style. She is, beyond a doubt, the most beau-
tiful specimen of the Yankee cUpper style of building, that has
yet been turned oft' the stocks. She is 230 feet long, on deck, has
41 feet extreme breadth of beam, 21 feet depth of hold, 30 inches

dead rise at half floor, 8 inches swell or rounding of sides, and 3

feet sheer. Not only is she the longest and largest clipper ship

in the world, but she has the sharpest ends, and is considered by
all who have seen her, as possessing great beauty of model. Her
lines forward are slightly concave, she has an elliptical stem, and a

finely formed run, and broadside on, fills the eye with admiration.

A BATH IN THE DEAD SEA.

Bayard Taylor has enjoyed this equivocal

kind of luxury. One can imagine as much plea-

sure resulting from a dip in a pitch cask. But
let us hear his experience of it. The following

is an extract from one of his interesting letters

to the N. Y. Tribune.—" Beyond Nebbec Mou5-
sa, we came out upon the last heights overlook-

ing the Dead Sea, though several miles of low
hills remained to be passed. The head of the

sea was visible as far as the Basel Feshka orf tlie

west, and the hot fountains of Callirhoe on tlie

eastern shore. Farther than thi.'^, all was vapor

and darkness Tlie water has a soft, deep pur-

ple hue, brightening into blue. Our road led

do^vn what seemed a vast sloping causeway from

the mountains, between two i-avines walled b}-

cliffs several hundred feet in height. It gradi -

ally flattened into a plain, covered with a wliic

saline incrustation, and grown with clumps of

sour willow, tamarisk, and other shrubs, among
which I looked in vain for the osier, or Dead St a

apple. The plants seemed as if smitten with k-

prosy, but there were some flowers growing near

to the margin of the sea. We reached the shovo

about 2 p. 3t. The heat by this time was sever(

,

and the air so dense as to occasion pains in in\

cars. The Dead Sea is 1300 feet belovv" t! c

Mcditen-anean, and without doubt the lowest

part of tb(; earth's surface. I attribute the op-

pression I felt to this fact, and to the sultrin. sn

of the day, rather than any exhalation from tl:o

sea itself" Francois remarked, however, tlu.r

Iiad the wind, which by tliis time was veerin;;'

round to the north-east, blown from the south,

we could scarcely have endured it. The sea re-

sembles a great cauldroVi, sunk between moun-
tains from three to four thousand feet in heiglit,

and probably we did not experience more than a

tithe of the summer heat. I proposed a hath for

the sake of experiment, but Francois tried to

dissuade us. He had tried it, and nothing could

be more disagreeable ; we risked getting a fever,

and besides, there were four houi-s of dangerous

travel yet before us. But by this tinie, we were half undrcssc.i

and were soon floating on the clear bituminous waves. The beach

was fine gravel, and shelved gradually down. I kept my turban

on my head, and was careful to avoid touchmg the water with my
face. The sea was moderately warm, and gratefully soft and
soothing to the skin. It was impossible to sink, and even while

swimming, the body rose half out of the water. I should think

it possible to dive for a short distance, but should prefer that some
one eke would try that experiment. With a log of wood for a

pillow, one might sleep as on one of the patent mattresses. Thi-

taste of the water is pungent, and stings like saltpetre. We were

obliged to dress in all liaste, without even wiping olf the detesta-

ble liquid, yet I experienced veiy little of discomfort."

LAUNCH OF THE CLIPPER SHIP "FLYING CLOUD, AT EAST BOSTON, MASS.
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IDA OF ATHENS:
on,

THE ORESCENT AND THE OKOSS.

ET rKANCIS A. DUKIVAGIS.

To lIvG with fume
Tho godH (illo^v to mauy ! but to dio

With trttual lustra is u blessing lleaToii

Selcetfl from all tht choicetit boons of fiite)

Auii with ft Hpiiring bund ou few buntowy.

—

Leonidas,

DnniNG tho heroic struggle ,of tho modern Greeks for inde-

pendence, when the heart of every libertil throughout the world

was beating with anxiety for the fate of the patriots, the defend-

ers of Miasolonghi found themselves leaguered by a powerful

Turkish army. Moslem cannon had reached their walla; the

ground about them had been mined by their antagonists ; their

ammunition was about exhausted ) their wounded were accu-

mulating on their bauds ; and finally, to complete the liorror of

their situation, famine atarcd them in the face. Yet there was

nothing left for them but to struggle to the last, for the foe was

merciless, and capitulation would only bring death to the men
and a servitude worse than death to the women.

In the ruins of an old church, a council of war, hastily sum-

moned, was assembled by torchlight. Not! Bozzavis, the oldest

living member of %n heroic family, distinguished in the annals

of Greece, the aged patriarch of Missolonghi, presided at the

council. Grouped around him were the wild and haggard faces

of warriors clad in the picturesque garb of their native land.

Some were gray-haired and bowed with age—others in the flower

of manhood, or the vigor of youth, but all bore traces of hard-

ship and suffering.

The patriarch, with a trembling voice, counselled patience.

Succor might arrive—he had no positive advices, but still hope

and faith whispered in his ear. In the enfeebled state of the gar-

rison, fighting was no longer practicable.

Demetrius Pallicaris, a young Suliote, sprang to his feet when

the patriarch had concluded.

" Father," said he, energetically ;
'* I grieve to differ from you.

But you are old. The snows of seventy winters rest on your

venerable head. Kesignation-^fortitude—martyrdom—are the

inspiration of your years : but we of hotter blood cannot brook

the course you counsel. What ! shall we, in the flower of life,

with arms in our hands, sit here and starve to death like rats in

a dungeon ? Forbid it, Heaven ! Forbid it, our ancestrial fame !

The memory of Marathon, of Platiea, of ThermopylK, speaks

to us a different counsel. Our ammunition is almost gone—but

we have yet our good swords. Our ancestors had no other wea-

pons. With these we may cut our way through the ranks of Os-

mau ; and open a path for our aged and our women to liberty

and life. My voice then is for a sortie. Let us take the sacred

standard of the cross, and this very night attack the foe. Your

relative, the noble Marco, father, died in such an attack, but he

died in the arms of victory. Kemember that, father."

A young man, in a foreign uniform, followed Demetrius.

Gerald Falconer was an American of wealth, who had abandoned

the luxuries and endearments of home, to devote his sword and

fortune to the Greek cause. The friend of Demetrius, he shared

his opinions, and defended them eloquently. The sortie was

decided on, and the council of war broke up.

Within half an hour, a small but resolute band waa collected

in the shadow of the ruined church, that rose like a vast bulwark

against the glorious summer heaven, now beginning to be lighted

by the unclouded rays of the full and rising moon. The balmy

breeze breathed through groves of olive and myrtle, and came
laden vath the sweet perfume of flowers. It was a night for lov-

ers to wander arm in arm—it was anight for quiet converse—for

peaceful contemplation—tyranny had willed it to be a night of

deadly strife.

Demetrius whispered to his young friend:—"I have sought

my betrothed, my beloved Ida, but I found her not. If I should

fall in the skirmish of to-night, and you survive me, seek her out,

I pray you, and tell her that my last thoughts were of her. More
than this ;—you are rich and independent, Ida is a poor orphan

—her parents perished in this struggle. When I am gone, she

will have no one to care for her. Promise me, that yon will

soothe her broken heart, that you will remove her from this scene

of strife and bear her to your happy land. There she may cease

to weep—happy she can never be while she survives me,"
Gerald grasped his friend's hand and gave him his required

promise. Demetrius thanked him and turned to his command.
" Forward, brethren," he said. "Every moment is precious.

Tread silently—and keep in my footsteps—when the moment is

arrived, I will give you the signal to strike home. March !"

Silently and swiftly, the little band of heroes, led by Demetrius
and Gerald, issued from a crumbling beach, and keeping in the

shadow of trees, and the hollows of tne ground, approached the

Turkish camp. Their attempt was so daring that no provision

had been made against surprise. No sentinel was there to chal-

lenge. They burat upon their enemies as unexpectedly as the

lightning sometimes streams from a single cloud upon a sum-
mer's day.

At once all was uproar and confusion in the camp. Horsemen
sprang to the saddle but half clad and armed—infantry collected

in confused groups—artillerists rushed to their cumbrous cannon,
half awake and bewildered-tambours, cymbals, and horns sud-
denly broke the stillness of the night^and smothered groans at-

tested the fatal fury of the onslaught of the Greeks. In the midst
of the battle, a rocket fired by the hand of Gerald, mounted to

the zenith like a shooting star, and then exploding scattered its

crimson sparkles all over the face of heaven. It was a token to

Mitifiolonghi of the success of the sortie, and warned the inhabit-

ants to follow the path of tlic victorious troops, and imas through

the Turkish camp-

iStrrking down a man at every blow, Demetrius cut his way to

the tent of the Paclm, intending to surprise and .-ilay him, But

tho Turk had been too prompt. At tho first eouud of alarm, he

)iad vaulted into the .saddle of his Arab steed, and summoning

the faithful by hia powerful voice, rushed to the charge and rolled

back the tide of battlci

"J'cni'ward, ntUl Jorwiu-d,

Miiii lollowud on iunn,

Whilu bis horfie-tujla wui'o dttahlng

Afar iu tlie vftn."

The sho'-Us of "Allali!" and "Bisraillah!" rent the air.

Before the devoted Greeks rose a tumbling sea of white turbans,

lit by the flashing bladen of scimetars, while ou tlieir flanks

poured an irregular but deadly volley from the Turkish infantry.

The standard of the cross was captured, and the little band of

patriots, after fighting till all hope was lost, were driven into

Missolonghi, which the Turks all but succeeded in entering.

The old men, women and children, who were preparing to fly,

filled the air witb lamentations as their last hope vanJshcd-

Demetrius sought the patriarch, and throwing down before him

the fragment of his shattered blade, said, sadly ;

" Father^ I have Bought death, but I have not found it. When
the standard was captured, I could fain have thrown away my
life, but I was borne off in the tide of fugitives, and saved against

my will."

" My child," said the old man, " murmur not against the de-

crees of Heaven. The best of us can only do his utmost—the

result is with a higher power than man's will- G® to thy be-

trothed-—she needs thy presence, doubtless—she at least, will not

grieve at the failure of thy suicidal project."

Meanwhile the Pacha was seated in his tent upon a pile of

cuhsions. An alabaster lamp lighted the rich interior of his

military dwelling. He had laved the blood stains from his hands

;

his fatal acimetar had been returned to its jewelled scabbard, and

now, with the amber mouth-piece of his chibook applied to his

lips, he was quickly inhaling and expelling wreaths of fragrant

smoke, musing perhaps on the delights of that paradise to which

his fidelity to the cause of the Prophet had given him such an in-

contestable claim.

" Well, Hassan," he said, addressing an officer, who was stand-

ing respectfully before him, with his arms folded over his glitter-

ing vest, " thinkest thou the infidel dogs will renew their attack ?"

" No, Pacha I we have them caged now—their fate is in your

hands. But what shall be done with the prisoners V
" They shall die, by the beard of the Prophet ! At the hour

of high noon to-morrow, see that their heads are stricken from

their shoulders. They will be an acceptable present to the com-

mander of the faithful. So may all foes of the Sultan perish !"

" And must all die V
" All '.' yes. Why this question V
" Because there is one whose extreme youth—

"

" I said all, Hassan," replied the Pacha, " But I confess I

should like to see the being who could move your pity."

" Shall I bring him before your highness V
"Ay."
Hassan inclined reverently and disappeared, but soon returned

bringing a Greek boy of slight and graceful figure and exceeding

beauty.

" Slave !" cried the Pacha, as the boy stood erect and with

folded arms before him, " where is your reverence ! know you

in whose presence you stand V
The beautiful lip of the boy curled with a scornful smile.

" I am no slave," he answered, " though a captive. I never

quail or stoop before the face of man. Do I know you 1 Yes

—

I know yon as the assassin of my race—the oppressor of my
countrymen."

" Infidel dog !" said the Pacha. *' Know you the fate reserved

for you'?"

*' I know not—I am a prisoner of war taken with arms in my
hands—you may perhaps shoot me."

" We domot shoot rebels," replied the Pacha. " It is a waste

of ammunition. No ! there is a keener way of solving the mys-

tery. That fair neck and the edge of the scimetar will be made
acquainted to-morrow. Then thy body will be stripped and ex-

posed on the public highway till the hungry dogs devour it."

A sudden paleness overspread tho face of the Greek—his dark

eye closed, and he would have fallen, had not Hassan caught him

in his arms.

"^ Your highness!" he exclaimed—"this is no boy—it is a

woman."

"Ah!" cried the Pacha with kindling eyes. " You are right

—and a woman fit to be the light of the Sultan's harem. But

for my vow—but that I had sworn that all the prisoners should

die, I would reserve her for myself. But she revives."

The Greek girl, for such she was, recovered the use of Jier

faculties, and pushing Hassaji aside, stood erect again and nerved

herself for the termination of the interview.

" You have betrayed yourself, fair infidel," said the Pacha, in

a milder tone than he had before assumed. " The fear of death

was too much for your nerves."

" You shall see that I know how to meet it with the firmness

of a man. Ida of Athens is equal to her fate."

" Now by the beard of the Prophet! this is glorious news!"

cried the Pacha. " Thou art the betrothed of the dog Demetrius,

the leader of last night's onslaught. Wort thou as beauteous as

the Prophet's loveliest houri, thou shouldst die. Away with her,

Hassan. The prisoners die at noon—remember!"

" To hear is to obey," was the answer of Hassan, as ho led tho

unfortunate Ida from the Pucha's presence.

At the approach of the appointed hour, in the centre of a

square of Turkish infantry and cavalry, and in the presence of

the i'acha and his mounted staff, a block was prepared, attended

by an executioner bearing a ponderous scimetar, the instrument

of death. Within the square, and on tho left of the executioner,

stood the handful of doomed Greeks, among whom Ida was con-

spicuous by the beauty of her features, her dress, and her heroic

bearing.

Before the executioner had received his orders to commence

his savage work, the sound of a bugle was heard, and an oflicer,

advancing to the Pacha, announced tho arrival of two messen-

gers from Missolonghi, the bearers of a flag of truce. The Pa-

cha immediately ordered thcin to be set before him ; and in obe-

dience to the command, Demetrius and Gerald, mounted on fine

horses, rode up to the Turkish commander. A faint cry escaped

the lips of Ida as she recognized her lover,

" Pacha," said the latter. "I come to treat with you for the

ransom of yon boy."

The Pacha smiled bitterly.

" What interest," he asked, " do you feel In that—that &oy ?"

"He is the son of a friend," faltered Demetrius ; "I would

save him for his father's sake/'

" You will be sorry to learn then," said the Pacha, coldly,

" that on the hour of noon, he dies.' Dog of an infidel!" he

added; fiercely, '* do not think to blind me. Yon is no boy—it is

Ida of Athens—your betrothed. Ha! ha! am I not avenged'?"

"Pacha!" cried Demetrius, as the cold drops of agony stood

upon his brow, " you know me well ; I am your deadliest enemy

—the sworn foe of your race. In the cities of the minarets the

Moslem mothers are yet weeping for their first born, slain by the

sword of Demetrius, Only last night I made your bravest bite

the dust, and even yet my leadership may save Missolonghi,

Well—I offer you that hated life. Liberate yon captive, and re-

ceive me in her place.

" Pacha ! be firm ! listen not to his proposal V cried Ida.

'* I hate thee, Greek dog !" answered the Pacha, through his

teeth, " but your death alone is insufficient to satisfy that hate.

I would not have thee die till thou hast quaffed the cup of misery

to its dregs. The means of wringing that proud aoul are in my
power. Your beloved dies. Remain and witness her death, or

go back to Missolonghi and tell them when the shadows begin to

fall to the east, Ida of Athens is no more."

"At least," said Demetrius^ "you will permit one last word

to the prisoner ?"

" Granted," said the Pacha, " for it will only add to the agony

of both. But be brief."

At a motion of his hand the ranks opened, and Demetrius

rode into the hollow square.

"Ida," he said, in a melancholy voice, "our days of happi-

ness are numbered, Greece, I fear, is fallen—our dream of

felicity and glory is dispelled. I came here to die for you."

" I could not have purchased life at such a sacrifice," replied

Ida, " Go, dearest, we shall meet in a better world. Go and

tell them at Missolonghi that Ida is happy in dying for her

country."

" Ida ! there is one hope," whispered Demetrius. " This barb

is fleet as the very winds of heaven. Y''our foot and sinews are

light as the gazelle's. Spring up behind me, and away ! They

can but kill us—and it will be so sweet to die together/'

In an instant the lithe Greek girl was on the horse, her arms

around her lover's waist. With the bound of a panther the fl.ee4

animal sprung forward with his double burthen-

Gerald was beside them.

" Fire !" shouted the Pacha, rising in his stirrups, as he headed

the pursuit.

A rattling volley of musketry instantly followed the command,

but the confusion of the soldiers, and the bounds of the flying

horses disconcerted their aim. Winged as the wind^- the Greek

horses sped upon their way, and the lovers and their friend were

soon in Missolonghi.

That night, in the same ruined church which had been the

scene of the council of war, the patriarch united the hands of

Demetrius and Ida, before the ruined altar. The ceremony was

brief and suited to the crisis. The bridegroom was armed to the

teeth, and the bride, unveiled and unadoraed, wore yet her Ama-
zonian attire. A yataghan hung by her side, and a brace of pis-

tols were stuck in the silken sash that encircled her slender

waist,

" The gates of Missolonghi!" are opened, said the patriarch;

" the foe will soon enter. Go, all you who are yet able to meet

thera. Your only hope is to cut a way through their ranks with

your good swords—to remain is to perish."

"But you, father—what is reserved for you ?" asked Deme-

trius, anxiously.

" The crown of martyrdom, perhaps," replied the old man.
" Come with us !" cried Ida. " We will place you on a horse

and bear you off in safety."

" Daughter/' replied the old man, "it were vain. I am totter-

ing on the brink of the grave—the effort alone would kill me.

Leave me^)iere—the church where I worshiped as a child—where

I have ministered as a priest, is the fittest tomb for Noti Bozzaris.

Farewell, my children, and may Heaven bless you !"

The clash of arms interrupted further remonstrance. Deme-

trius and Gerald mounted their steeds, placing Ida on another

horse l)etween them. Thus disposed, and surrounded by devoted

friends, they rushed to meet the advancing foe, now pom-ing into

Missolonghi through the open gate. A furious battle ensued,

but tho handful of Greeks cut their way out into the open

country.
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Meanwhile the infuriated Moslem iuundated the city. A few,

who, like the patriarch, had refused to quit the place, retired

fiEjHtiog to the church, where they ran^jed themselves with their

venerable leader, before the ruined aliar.

" Bravely done, ray friends," said the patriarch. " We have

done our utmost—we have struggled to the last—another blow

is vain. Hither come the oppressors and destroyers of our na-

tior, to sacrifice us at the aitarof our faiih. And here they shall

meet their reward. la the vaults of this church lies a store of

gunpowder. Behold, the match is burning in my hand—the train

lies at ray feet. Let us commend our souls to Heaven'—our hour

has come."

• The patriarch and his followers were still kneeline:, when the

Pacha and a portion of his troops burst into the church,

'' Kill every man !"' shouted the fierce Moslem. " Spare neither

youth nor gray hairs, but destroy them utterly, in the name of

the Prophet."

The church v.'as filled with savag-e men—rank on rank rushed

into the sacred enclosure— even some of the ppahis pushing their

snorting horses forward in their thirst for blood.

At this moment of anticipated triumph, the Greeks rose from

their kneeling attitude—a spark of fire gleamed at the altar's foot

—a rushing sound ensued, then an awful burst of subterranean

thunder, hurling victor and vanquished, Mussulman and Christian,

priest and soldier, to destruction.

Demetrius and Ida had turned to look their last upon their late

abode> when the earth shook beneath thera vi-ith sudden thunder,

and a vast volume of smoke and flame, filled with fragments,

material and human, told the av^al story of the patriarch's ven-

jjeance.

" Now there is nothing left to linger for," said Gerald. " Hide

forward, my dear friends. Missolonghi has fallen, but her foes

have perished."

Often did Demetrius and Ida, when seated at the hospitable

fireside of Gerald Falconer, recur to this scene, and when, after

the battle of Navarino, they retunied to their country, they

erected a simple but striking monum.ent to the memory of the

Patriarch of Missolonghi.

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

BBEATHIi\GS OF AIV ISOLATED HEART.

Br J. MC I.EOD.

How sweet is ail nature when .spring is appoariog,

And warblers melodiously sing in the grove

;

To the heart that is unclouded with Borrow, how cheering

To hear the birds wantonly chanting their love I

0, blest is that man who can listen with pleasure,

0, blest is the eye then undimmed with a tear

;

O, happy the heart unbereft of a treasure,

Than diamonds mor» scarce—than existence more dear.

That heart may be calm as the deep flowing river,

That noiselessly rolls to the fathomless sea
j

But sorrow, alna, is my portion forever,

The gem I most value mine never can be.

Though Eden was mine, with its scenes so eachanfing,

Though riches and beauty around me did twine,

Fd still be unhappy, this plighted heart panting,

Nay, bursting for one "who can never be mine.

But had I this jewel such beauties possessing,

Wliile sojourning hero I would nothing more rrave
;

VA envy no mortal, for with such a blessing,

Time sweetly would glide till I lay in my grave.

O, God, if 'tis sinful thus fondly to love her,

Thou gavest this heart, and 'tis formed to adore;

Thou mad'et her too perfect, and ah ! I can never

Forget her till time shall mth me be no more '.

LITTLE VKXATIOiSiS.

To gi-eat evils we submit, we resent little provocations- I
have before now been disappointed of a hundred-pound job and
lost half a crown at rackets on the same day, and been more
;nortified at the latter than the former. That which is lasting we
share with the future, we defer the consideration of it till to-
morrow

^
that which belongs lo the moment we drink up in all

its biiterness, before the spirit evaporates. AVe probe minute
mischiefs to the quick; we lacerate, tear, and mangle our bosoms
with misfortune's finest, brittlest point, and wieak our vengeance
on ourselves and it for good and all. Small pains are more
manageable, more within our reach

; we can fret and worry our-
selves about them, can turn thera into any shape, can twist and
torture them how we please :—a grain of sand in the eye, a thorn
in the flesh only irritates the part, and leaves us strength enough
to quarrel and get out of all patience with it:—a heavy blow
stuns and takes away all power of sense as well as of resistance.
The great and mighty reverses of fortune, like the revolutions of
nature, may be said to carry their own weight and reason alono-
with them

:
they seem unavoidable and remediless, and we sub-

mit to them without murmuring, as to a fatal necessity.—Ilazlkt.
^*-a>*«i-+

WHITE AND BLACE*
A white man, not long since, sued a black man, in one of the

courts of a free State, and while the trial was before the jud^-e,
the litigants came to an amicable settlement, and so the counsel
btated to the court.

'* A verbal settlement will not answer," replied the jud'^e "
it

must be in writing." ^ *

" Here is the agreement, in black and white,' " responded the
counsel, pointing to the reconciled parties, " pray, what does your
honor want more than this .'"

—

Knickerbocker.

LABOR.
I-abor is life ! 'Tis the still water faUcth

;

•dienesa fcver despaireth, bewaileth;
Keep the watch wound, or the dark rust aesaileth 1

JSIrs. Ofgcod.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A WOLF ADVENTURE.
A TESAi^'S STOEY.

BY L. N. F.UKDICK.

It Was towards the close of one of those hot. sultry days so

peculiar to the southern climate, that a company of iive or six

old trappers and hunters were congregated together, some smok-

ing, and others lounging, half asleep upon the benches on the

broad stoop or piazza of a little tavern near the village of Hen-

derson, in tbe north-eastern part of the now State of Texas.

The sun already tipped the edge of the western prairie, yet the

air was almost stifling ; not a breath of wind could be felt, and

the heat was of the most oppressive kind.

Just at this moment a man was seen approachingupon a large,

powerful steed, covered with sweat and foam, and the traveller

was sadly begrimed with dust collected from his long ride. He
proceeded immediately to the aforesaid inn, and drawing up at

the door, dismounted, and ordered his beast lo be well cared for,

afier which be hastily brushed the dust from his limbs, and seated

himself among the loungers on tbe piazza.

" A warm day this," said one of the men, removing the pipe

from his mouth as he spoke.

" Yes," grunted, rather than spoke, the stranger.

'' Come a long way, to-day, I should think'!" continued the

hunter, who seemed determined to enter into a conversation.

" Yes," he answered.

"From beyond the Brazos.'" interrogated the inquisitive

hunter.

"Yes," answered the stranger, nervously moving in his seat,

as if he wished to settle himself into a quiet sleep.

" Wall, you've had a hot ride over the prairie."

" Yes," and he closed his eyes.

The rest had now grouped around to hear the conversation,

and one of them, an old trapper, commenced

:

"I've known hotter days nor these, though."

" Guess not," interrupted the stranger, suddenly opening his

eyes, as if giving up his intention of sleeping, now there was so

much talking.

" But I have," the trapper continued, "but two years ago this

month, I was trapping, down on a fork of the Colorado, for

beaver. One afternoon, about two o'clock, I skinned twelve of

the critters, and left their carcases layin' over a log. When I

returned, in two hours, may I be chawed to death by a mink if

they hadn't melted, bones and all, and the grease soaked into the

ground."

"Don't doubt it; don't doubt it at all," said the traveller, sud-

denly recovering from his fit and torpor into which he had seem-

ingly fallen. "It aint nothing to what has happened to me
to-day .'"

" Kb ! what was it V they exclaimed quickly.

" Well, it's a short story, and if you wish it, I can soon let you
know my day's adventure."

" Yes, let us hear it, certainly," they all answered.

" Well," he commenced, " I started about tive o'clock this

morning, from Kipley, and after pursuing the main track up the

Brazos for four mile?, I crossed the river, and struck straight

across the open prairie. The sun had by this time arisen, and
begun to cast its burning rays upon the plain. The heat soon

became oppressive, and as 1 rode along, I thought I had never

felt it more. It happened that I had filled the canteen, which I

always carry when travelling, with cold water from a spring close

beside the river, before X attempted to cross the plain, or I should

never have held out till I reached a small stream some fifteen

miles from the Brazos, for before going a mile on ray way, my
thirst had become intolerable. My cauteen was made of tin, and
held about three quarts; but before I reached that stream, the

water was all gone. Yet,^the heat of the day had hardly begun
;

so after resting for a short time, I took a long, cool draught from
the limpid stream, then filling ray canteen again with the pure
beverage, I fastened it to the buck of my saddle, exposed to the

full glare of the sun, and mounting my horse, who was by this

time so refreshed that it'seemed as if a new spirit had been in-

fused within him, I set off again on my lone road, in the direction

of my destination.

The sun had by this time reached the centre of the horizon,

and the fierce rays that were poured down upon me, I shall never
forget. The prairie had, not long since, been swept over by fire,

and the tall grass had given way before the devouring element.

I had continued thus riding along leisurely, buried in my own
thoughts, without paying attention, exactly in which directiou he
was proceeding, until being startled by the sudden action of my
horse : who pricked up his ears and commenced trotting a livelier

pace in another direction, I looked up, and there, about one hun-

dred rods to the right, were three large wolves, who were busily

engaged in tearing the little meat that remained, from the bones
of a buffalo. They were large, gaunt, and hungry looking ani-

mals, and as I liooked up, and turned my horse in a more south-

erly direction, one of the wolves espied me, and with a fiendish

howl, started in pursuit, as likewise did the rest upon seeing the

cause of their companion's sudden departure.

I had neglected bringing with me any kind of weapon think-

ing it needless, as it is very unusual for one of these cowardly

creatures to openly attack a man in daylight, but being pressed

with hunger, and there being more than one of them, they made
no hesitation in immediately pursuing me. I longed for my faith-

ful rifle, that I might rid myself of my detestable enemy, but in

my carelessness, I had set off on my lonely journey entirely de-

fenceless.

I at once gave spurs to my horse, but he needed nothing but

common instinct to acquaint him with the imminent danger he
was near. The dust flew in torrents from his iron hoofs, as he

thundered over the ground, and the foam flew in flakes from his

distended nostrils- Few horses can equal him in a fair race, and
well has he acted his part this day. Bnt his speed could not last

him long, at the terrible pace he was now going. I plainly saw
the voracious wolves, now nearly fifty rods distant, come on with

a long, steady gallop, their hot tongues lolling from their open
mouths, exhibiting to my terrified gaze, long rows of white, sharp

teeth. I knew that if they came up with me all would soon be

over, and I again urged my horse to his utmost speed. How far

it was to any place of security, I knew not, but I felt certain that

there could be none in the immediate vicinity.

Again I cast a glance behind me, and, as if to dispel every

earthly hope, I discovered that one, the largest and fiercest look-

ing of the animals, was some rods in advance of the rest, and
now not twenty rods from me; his pace was unslacked, and oc-

casionally a short howl would issue from his throat. I in vain

endeavored to urge ray horse to a faster run, and despair began to

seize hold of me. I looked again; with a triumphant yelp the

foremost wolf was rapidly coming up, followed by his more tardy

companions a short distance in the rear, their savage eyes fixed

with a gloating look upon me.

I had for the past few moments been ascending a gentle accliv-

ity, and as I arrived at the summit, I saw, scarce half a mile from

me, a large stream. I suddenly became possessed with the idea

that if I could only gain the river I should be saved, by rushing

in and gaining the opposite shore in advance of them, and I dug
the spurs into the flank of my weary steed, up to the rowels, and
dashed onward, but one hasty look behind me completely dis-

pelled the hope, for there, not ten paces from me, came my fierce

enemy, followed by the others. The perspiration poured from

me in a torrent, and the sun cast its burning glare full upon me.
I was now within a quarter of a mile from the water, when t!ie

wolf, who had now gained my side, with jaws extended, and the

hot breath issuing from his mouth and nostrils, gave a spring

upon me."

The stranger paused, and covered his face with his hands, as

if to shut out from his imagination the horrid sight. His listeners

drew a long breath, and with open ears they anxiously awaited

the continuation of the narration.

" What next ; for heaven's sake, stranger, how did you escape 1"

The traveller looked up ; a mournful shade was upon his coun-

tenance ; with a firm, low voice, he proceeded

:

"Gentlemen, my horse dashed aside, and that was the saving

of my life, for the wolf missed his aim, and my left hand was
dashed around, hitting the canteen, wliich was suspended from
the saddle, as it did so, and

—

" What !" gasped out his hearers.

"As I did so," he continued, unmindful of the inteiTuption,

" a new thought struck me. In an instant I tore that canteen

from its place, where it had been exposed to the rays of that

torrid suff, and when, in another moment, the wolf made a second

spring at me, I threw the whole of the contents upon him."
" Well !"

" Why, gentlemen, the fact is, the water was boiling hot, and
with a howl of agony, the blinded and scalded wolf made off in

the dii-ection from which he had come, followed by his frightened

companions."

The stranger paused, and with a sorrowful countenance sank

back into his seat. Each old hunter and trapper gave an ex-

clamation of astonishment, and rose from their seats and entered

the bar-room. The stranger meanwhile proceeded to take an
easy nap undisturbed by the voice of any inquisitive person, and
although he tarried forthree days at that hospitable inn, yet when
he departed, he found his account all settled, and was urged to

call, if he ever had occasion to pass that way again.
. < ^o.*^ f ,

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

WO.HAW:.

BY MAT0EIS Sf. BALtOO.

0, woman ! woman I with thy power to away,

How much of wisdom should direct thy way
;

\Vljat pliant slaves we bend us to thy will,
'

And if thou errest, think thee perfect still

!

Thy witching Toice, the love-light of thine eye,

From manly bosoms draw the tender sigh
;

And captives all, we kiss the chains that wind
Their silken cords our throbbing heart-s to bind,

Niched like some saint within cathedral shrine,

To us as sacred is that form divine
j

Thy soft reUance on our sterner care

Fosters the love our hearts spoutaneoos bear.

With such control, 0, let thine object be

Our souls to f;ishion more and more like thee

And of thy gentleness bestow a share,

Makirsg our lives thine own peculiar cai-e !

-»-

MARCH OF LUXURY.
It is said that American nabobism is eclipsing the European

noblesse in tbe magnificence of its entertainments. We hear of
a single sou-ee up town, costing fifteen thousand dollars—of a
party where one thousand dollars were paid for flowers, and of
other like extravagances. The saloons of one splendid mansion
are described as being decorated and furnished far more gorgeously
than the apartments assigned to Queen Victoria when she
visited the late King of the French, at Versailles. Well, what of
it .' If some of our men of wealth choose to ape the splendor
and exclusive airs of the privileged classes abroad, whose business
is it but their own '? Slidas has a special license from the gods
to wear the ears of an ass. We hear that rules of precedence
are about to be adopted by our aristocracy, similar to those by
which the grades of society are marked out and regulated abroad.
Pork will yield to cotton, and cheese will take the wall of tobac-

co.

—

N. IT. SundoTj Times.
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HOIV. DAIVlIfli WEBSTER.
Mr. Webster has been too long and favorably

known to the world to require tiny elaborate no-

tice from our pen, but wo have deemed that a
life-like picture of tliis eminent individual, at the

present time, while he occupies so prominent a

place before the public cyo, would possess extra-

ordinary interest. During the whole career of

his public life, Mr. Webster has never possessed

so much of the public love and respect as at the

present hour. Tliiw feeling; dates in its strength

from the late stand Mr. Webster took in behalf

of the Union, when the vital principles of the

constitution and tiie glorious bond of brother-

hood that holds these free and independent States

together, was violently assailed by the seltisli

and hot-headed demagogues who would delight

to build up for themselves a fame upon their

country's ruins. Tlie position Mr. Webster
holds as Secretary of State, is one of higli re-

sponsibility and trust ; but his eminence as a

statesman, causes him to impart dignity and lus-

tre to the position, while his noble disposition

would scorn the idea of personal aggrandizement

to himself from this or any other public post.

—

Beyond a doubt, Mr. Webster is the first of liv-

ing orators, and there are few names on the

scroll of fame, that are cherished in the past,

which can compare with him, whether considered

as a lawgiver, or an orator. Mr. Webster is

now 68 years of age, and though capable of per-

forming much mental and physical labor, yet

his frame shows the iron hand of time, and his

noble brow is furrowed by years. Our engrav-

ing is a drawing from a daguerreotype by J. H.
Whitehurst, 3-19 Broadway, N. Y., and our artist

has been most happy in getting an excellent like-

ness of the Defender of the Constitution
; our

readers will prize the picture. Mr. Webster has

lately been among us, and at his farm in Marsh-
field, and we are gratified to know that he is in

the enjoyment of a usual degree of good health

at the present time. Mr. Webster, as an orator,

a diplomatist and a statesman, stands upon the

highest pinnacle of fame, but his crowning glory

is his genuine American heart, his lifeenwoven
love of country. With the constitution of the \

United States, that type of our political existen e, his name stands
indissolubly united, nor can tlie mind dwell a moment on that

great magna ehartarof our liberties, wiihout inevitably beholding
in the same glance the image of its expounder and defender—

a

stately presence

—

" With Atlanteau shoulder.'', fit to Ijcar

Tlie weight of mightiest monarchies.'

A home view of the man will be presented to the reader by a
few statements relating to his farm at Marshficld. The farm con-

tains about 1800 acres of land; 300 acres of it is woodland, 300
is salt meadow, and 200 English grass. They cut 300 tons of salt

hay each year, and 186 tons of Euglisli hay. They have 25 hogs,
200 fowls of various kinds, 75 sheep, imported stock—South
Downs, &.C. They plant 85 acres of com, 12 of turnips, 10 of
potatoes, 2 of carrots, 2 of beets, 6 of buckweat, 7 of rye, and 7

of wheat. There are 3000 fruit trees on the farm, of all the varie-

ties, and rare fruit. There are 2.'j buildings, includii% 7 dwelling-

houses ; one of the liouses belonging formerly to the heirs of

MB. WEBSTER'S CARRIAIJE.
The citizens of New Yurk, desiring to offer to

the present Secretary of State some slight tcKti-

nionial of their respect and earnest friendship

for his noble defence (jf the Constitution, as well

as to express a full seuse of his extraoi'dinary

career of' usefulness as a statesman, and of his

character us a citizen, presented him lately, as

will be remembered, with a fine carriage and
span of horses. Our artist in New York has
seized upon the incident as one of interest, and
has given a faithful picture of the vehicle and
horses, which have formed so apjiropriate a gift

from the generous citizens of New York. This
carriage was manufactured for the jjresentors

by Wood, Tomlinson & Co., 410 Broadway, N.
V"., and is lined with the richest cherry-colored
brocatcUc, (a very thick figured silk goods), the
lace, also of silk, was manufactured for the pur-

pose from silk gro^vn in this country. The
mountings were of silver, and the sides were
ornamented with rich silver-plate lamps. The
body of the coach was painted an in visible green,

—the whole presenting a plain, substantial, and
rich appearance. The carved work was elabor-

ate, and when completed, the vehicle was pro-

nounced the most elegant and finished piece of
workmanship ever turned out in this country.

The whole cost, horses and harness, was S250b.

PORTRAIT OF HON. DANIEL WEBSTER.

Governor Winslow, and is 175 years old. It is in a dilapidated

condition, and is not occupied by any one. Twenty five men arc

employed on the farm througli the year. They use 1500 tons of
manure per year ; a great portion of it is kelp, which they get
from the sea shore. The garden contains about two acres of fine

land, abounding with ilie best and rarest fruits and fragrant fiow-

ers. Beyond the garden at the south, there is an artificial grove,
and summer house. About the centre of the farm, there is a high
elevation overlooking most of the farm and surrounding country,
and far out on the sea. Upon this eminence, Hon. Abbott Law-
rence erected a liberty pole surmounted by an American eagle,

—

a fit and appropriate emblem of the defender of the constitution.

It has been very truthfully said that Mr. Webster is not a man
for this age alone, but for every age ; his works must surely live

after him, and when dead he will yet speak to us through his pub-
lic career, and the records which he will leave behind him. Pro-
bably there never was in England or America a sfatesman who
could at all compare witli Daniel Webster. As a diplomatist he is

very nearly unrivalled, and entirely unexcelled byany living man.

HDMAAITV OF A HEAR.
The bear is capable of general attachment.

Leopold, Duke of Lorraine^ had a bear, called

Marco, of the sagacity of which we have the fol-

lowing instance:—During the winter of 1709, a

Savoyard boy, read)' to perish with cold in a
bam, in whicli he had been put by a good wo-
man, with some more of his companions, thought
proper to enter Marco's hut, without reflecting

> on the danger which he ran by exposmg himself

to the mercy of the beast whicli occupied it,

Marco, however, instead of doing any injury to

tlie child, took him in his paws, and warmed him
liy pressing him to his breast, until the next day,

when he suffered him to depart to ramble abouf,

the city. The young Savoyard in the evening-

returned to the hut, and was received with the
.same affection. For several days, he had no other retreat, and it

added not a little to his joy to observe that the bear regularly re-

served part of his food for him. A number of days passed in this

manner, without the servants knowing anything of the circum-
stance. At length, when one of them came one day to bring the

bear his supper, rather late than ordinary, he was astonislied to

see the animal roll his eyes in a furious manner, and seeming as

if he wished to make as "little noise as possible, for fear of waking
the child, whom he had clasped in his arms. The bear, though
ravenous, did not appear the least moved with the food whicli

was placed before him. The report of this extraordinary circum-

stance was soon spread at court, and reached the ears of Leo-
pold, who, with part of ffls courtiers, was desirous of being satisfied

of the trutli of Marco's generosity. Several of them passed the

night near the hut, and beheld with astonishment that the bear
never stirred as long as his guest showed an inclination to sleep.

At break of day the child awoke, and much ashamed to find him-
self discovered. The bear sought to prevail on liim to eat, which
he did. He was aftenvards conveyed to the prince.— Univers. May.

^'4
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VIEW OF THE CARRIAGE PRESENTED TO HON. DANIEL WEBSTER BY CITIZENS OF NEW YOBK.
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VIEW OF THE STEAMER " ISAAC NEWTON " LEAVING THE WHARF.

STEAMER ISAAC NEWTOIV.

Our artist has represented this fine specimen of American river

navigation, just as she V7as shooting out from her pier, and gatli-

ering way tor her trip up the Noith River. Her length is 345 feet

;

breadth, 40 1-2 feet; breadth over all, 85 feet. She is 1450 tons

burthen. She has a beam engine, wrought iron shafts and cranks,

cylinder 82 inches in diameter, and 12 feet stroke. The Isaac

Newton is the largest river steamer in the world, and is imder the

command of Capt. William H. Peck.

CITY OP SAIV FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
The view represented to the reader, of this rendezvous of the

gold region, on the Pacific, is taken from the foot of Telegrai'h

Hill, looking from Ringon Point and Mission Valley. The city

is located about seven miles from the entrance of the harbor, and
is given boldly in the middle foreground, while the harbor, with

a forest of masts, stretches away in the perspective. The fore-

ground is characteristic and truthful of the neighborhood of the

city, and the belongings of the gold country. Our artist has been

mainly indebted for his design to a lithograph published lately in

New York by George W. Caseliar, and drawn on the spot by
Henry Bainbridge and George W. Caseliar. We could not po.'r-

sibly select a more interesting or valuable subject fer a picture to

give our readers, than this engraving of San Francisco, a place

which has drawn to it so many of our citizens. And although
many have found an untimely grave, yet still the tide of emigra-
tion thither seems not at all to wane ; but rather to increase in

numbers and cliaracter.

VIEW OF THE CITY OF 8AN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
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THE SHEPHERD OE THE VALLEY:
Oft,

THE DISCOVERED TKEASURE.

IIY MK8. L. S. GOODWIN.

The sunlight which made glorious the autumn day, had iilrciidy

bidden j^ood even to the vnHeys, nnd wuh slowly retiring up the

vcrdnnt mountain sidcn, as Hugh Von Hesse and hia pon Alaric

led down their flocks to the fold. A gentle hrecze ciime winj^ing

from the distant waves, now burnished to golden splendor by the

orb just sinking to tlieir embrace, and alighted with welcome

upon the uncovered head of thpit venerable man, parting, and

wafting backward the thin, white locks which fell over his fur-

rowed brow.

But though the old man's brow was furrowed, and his scanty

hair silv*ry, a healthful ruddiness mantled his cheeks, his strong,

muscular frame was erect, and his eye and step were scarcely less

bright and clastic than those of the youth by his side. One
sinewy hand grasped his shepherd's crook, the other held a broad-

brimmed hat of straw, braided by the ever-busy fingers of the

good dame who had been the chief joy of his life.

Cheerfully conversing, tlie father and son went forwards, fol-

lowed closely by the bleating flocks. Among the boughs of the

trees, which here and rbere adorned the slopes and crowned the

summits of the hills, wild birds were at vespers ; while dews came
noiselessly down and immersed the grass, that ever and anon

tempted some fleecy one to linger behii d its companions, and

add another morsel to the day's feasting. Then responding to

the well-known voice of the aged shepherd, as he turned with a

summoning word, the laggard would hasten to join again the ad-

vaneiog herd. Thus they wended along the homeward way.

So serene, so lovely was all the scene, so balmy and genial the

atmosphere, that one might almost have mistaken the closing for

the beginning of the year. The old man was happy. Peace and

content filled his heart, and reflected themselves upon his benevo-

lent face.

Why should he not be happy'? The anguish of going forth

from under a kind, paternal roof to buifet with the waves of for-

tune, of saying a long, perhaps a last farewell to all endeared

things, the vain yearning after childhood's distant home, by

separation made even dearer, he had never kno^vn. But year on

year he had viev/ed the same scenes, and walked the same turf,

upon which his infant eyes had looked, and his infant feet trod-

den. In yonder cot in the vale, where his ancestors of three

generations had lived and died, he drew his first breath; there

too, he hoped and expected to draw his last.

He could take in at a single glance, what to him was the whole

world,—for all that memory and hope held most dear was

bounded by that narrow circle. Time had only strengthened his

attachment to his valley home, and he daily blessed the benefi-

cient Being who had accorded to him a lot so pleasant. His

days, from early morning to shadowy twilight, were passed upon

the mountain watching his grazing flock ; his nights within the

cottage walls, where contentment and piety dwelt, and where un-

wavering affection illumined the scene.

Yet had the sunshine and peacefulness of his existence been

chequered by darkness and sorrow. Five times he had been

made a father, and as often been called to lay the object of fondest

hopes and tendcrest love in the dark grave. But his last-born,

his Alaric, the child of his age, had been spared to be his solace,

the staff of his declining years, his second self when he should be

no more—and the old man was happy, ay, very happy. That

placid evening seemed to hiui a type of the evening of his days.

fcThus brightly, in an atmosphere of tranquillity, would set the sun

of his existence.

For some minutes before the sheep cote was reached, the old

man was lost in delightful reverie, and made no response to the

following words of his son, which fell on his ear, as meaningless

though not imweleome sounds. The flocks being secured, the

two entered the cottage, where thej"^ were met by the wonted

kind greeting of Dame Margery.

"The day hath been like an angel's smile," she said, "yet, I

bethink me, this hath not shut back from your weariness and

hunger. So I joy ye are come home, and now let's to the supper

in waiting, without delay."

Thus saying, she carried from the fire the newly baked oaten

cakes, and the little family drew around the board on which was

spread their frugal but wholesome repast. With clasped hands

and uplifted ejes, the old man besought a blessing, and they

then ate heartily of the light bread and sweet butter, and drank

of the goat's milk which filled to the brim a large wooden howl.

The meal being over, Hugh removed his stool beside the

hearth, on which a small fire was blazing ; for, though ihe day

had been like summer, there was since nightfall a ehillness in the

atmosphere that reminded of autumn. There, with his temple

resting against the chimney—which was of sticks plastered with

clay—he sat with half closed eyes, while the fragrant smoke curled

upwards from the pipe in his mouth.

The dame, having cleared the table, and furnished with a

liberal supper the sagacious dog, which was by all regarded as

one of their household, drew her wheel to the opposite corner,

and set it in ra|)id motion. The youth lay stretched upon the

earthen floor, one hand beneath his head, while with the other he

fondly patted the animal at his side, and tenderly examined the

limb whose accidental lameness had for the past few days con-

fined him to the house.

As her foot moved riuietly up and down to turn her wheel, and

the smooth, wiry thread glided through her fingers to the sound

of the whirring fliers, Margery listened to the convcr-sation which

was going on between father and «on, respecting the stiite of the

Hocks, and mistained her part by an occasional remark or ques-

tion.

Thus was the evening passing at the cot in the vale, when sud-

denly the sound of horscb' hoofs was heanl by its inmates, and,

presently after, there was a rap upon the door.

"Some belated traveller who seeks to spend the night with

us," Paid the old man ;
" ri:^e quickly, my son, and admit !iim."

Alaric obeyed, and gave entrance to two men, whose appear-

ance seemed to denote them as standing in the relation to each

other of master and servant. The first was a tall, dark man,

with bushy, black hair and eyebrows, a haughty and somewhat

austere expression of countenance, and a bearing exactly corre-

spondent. He wore a suit of black, with alight cloak thrown over

his shoulders ; while the other, a shorter and considerably younger

individual, was dressed in rich livery.

" Good even," spoke the shepherd, rising to meet his supposed

guestti, and inviting them to seata.

The eldest of the two strangers acknowledged the salutation

by a slight inclination of the head, moved forward, and availed

himself of the proffered seat, while the other remained standing

near the door.

" You are Hugh Von Hesse," said the stranger gentleman,

looking inlerrogatively in the old man's face.

" Hugh Von Hesse is my name, and I know not that I should

shame to make the confession," was the reply, in a calm, but

somewhat wondering tone.

" Most likely not," rejoined the other ;
" but being assured that

you are the person I seek, I will at once proceed to the trans-

action of the business which brought me hither."

So saying, he drew forth a letter, and placed it in the hands of

Von Hesse, who, after glancing at the superscription, and break-

ing the seal, said, addressing the bearer

—

" My eyes are dim ; shall I command ray son yonder to show

me the contents, or will you, sir, do me that service ?"

Without a word, the stranger extended his hand, received the

missive, and opening, read aloud

:

" To Ilagli Von Hesse, Shepherd in the Valley JVindlemere.

"Sir:—You are doubtless aware that the estate which your

ancestors occupied, the same which you now occupy, did, and

does, of right belong to my family and to myself, through whose

indulgence, alone, you have been, during so long a series of years,

in undisturbed possession.

" As sole heir of the estates of my father. Lord Windlemere,

lately deceased, I hereby demand that immediate payment be

made to me of all rents which have been suffered to accumulate

on the estate in question, since the same began to be tenanted by

your ancestors; and that, hereafter, rents be annually paid ac-

cording to general usage.

" Francis, Lord of Windlemere."

For the space of a minute, not a syllable was uttered, not a

sound was to be heard within the cottage. The astonished

listeners sat motionless, with faces marble pale, and eyes wildly

fixed on the stranger, who, having finished the letter, re-folded,

and with an air of indifference tossed it upon the table.

" What is your answer to my lord V he abruptly demanded.

"Then you are not he," returned the old man, in a strange,

husky voice.

" 1 ! of course not. Do you suppose if I were my lord himself,

I could not have delivered this message to you by word of

mouth, instead of committing it to paper? By the crucifix, but

you are dull, old man."
" True, true, you might have done so—and—and—you are

—

"

" His lordship's private secretary—since you must know.*'

'•pardon; I only wished to assure me that you came from

him."
" Do y#u take me for an impostor V questioned the secretary,

in a passion. " Your eyes must be dim, indeed, if you cannot

see the seal," and he pointed towards the letter enstamped with

the coat of arms of the house of Windlemere.

"Your pardon again," murmured the agitated old man; "I
hardly know what I speak. All this is so strange, so unex-

pected. Had my Lord Windlemere issued a claim upon the wife

of my bosom, or the son of our love, 1 could not have been more

amazed."
" That's nothing here nor there," impatiently interrupted the

other. "I'm for departing—so have done with talk that amounts

to nothing, and if you have aught to say to the purpose, say it

quickly. Will you cancel my lord's demands V
" It is impossible !" gasped the old man :

" I am poor
!"

"Lying in prison will not enrich you, I opine," returned Lord

Francis's secretary, with a heartless sneer. " However, you can

try the experiment if you choose. I shall convey your answer to

my lord with faithfulness," and the speaker moved towards the

door.

" Stay one other moment," entreated Von Hesse. " How far

hence lives my lord—and where ';"

"You must, of a truth, be ignorant enough, not to know that

his lordship's residence is at the villa Desne, on Ford, short four

leagues hence," was the impudent answer.

" Then I will see him on the morrow, and ascertain upon what

this strange claim is founded. Tell this to his lordship, and—

"

" A spice of threatening works wonders sometimes," sneered

the person addressed, witnovt granting the other time to finish

bis sentence. He spoke as if to himself, yet audibly to all in the

room. Then turning to the servant, he ordered his horse brought

to the door.

"'Oyptian darkness!" he exclaimed, with an oath, glancing

without through the opened passage. " I apprehended as much,"

he grumblingly continued, "but knew that night was the only

time in which to catch you off the mountain."
" Might you but be pleased to accept for yourself, your attend*

ant, and your beuits, the best we have to offer, you should bo

most welcome to tarry the nicrht with us," said Von Hesse, with

his accustomed hospitality. The other deigned merely to return

a contemptuous " umph," and left the dwelling. The tramp of

horses Koon died in the distance.

"What means all this"?" asked Margery, whoso wheel had

been silent since the entering of the strangers. " Did I under-

stand aright, that our home is not in truth ours, but another's

property?''

"To that effect is the claim of Lord Windlemere," replied her

husband, "hut v/hethcr we shall indeed be stripped of all, God
knows ! I mind me of the circi^mstances, as I learned them from
my father, by which the valley estate came into possession of the

family of Von Hesse. Scores of years agone, it formed part of

the vast estates of the good lilarl Windlemere, now long since

gone to his honored rest.

'My great-grandfather, Hector Von Hesse, peace to his ashes,

was a soldier. He onee saved the life of his commander, the

Earl Windlemere, in a terrible engagement with the Spaniards,

and received, as token of gratitude, this estate, secured to himself

and heirs forever. At his death, it descended to his eldest Bon,

my grandfather.

" I have heard ray father tell, he could remember the day,

when his father was the wealthiest shepherd in all the surrounding

country. His flocks covered all these hills. But while my
father was yet a youth, there came war, and my grandfather was

summoned to exchange his crook for a sword. He disposed of

his flocks, and put himself in readiness to fight for his king.

"But the very night before the day on which he designed to

join the army, a marauding party ravaged this valley. My
grandfather, in being the defence of those he loved, received a
wound v/^hich struck him senseless, and which soon proved mor-

tal. Neither the price of his flocks nor the title to this estate, were

ever seen afterwards,—having doubtless been carried away or

destroyed, at the lime of the conflict which cost my lamented

ancestor his life.

" On the return of peace, my father applied to the then Earl

Windlemere, to grant a renewal of the lost title. But the eccen-

tric, though kind-hearted nobleman, only recounted in the peti-

tioner's presence, the valorous deed which had won the estate at

the first, and smiling, threw him down a purse of gold, saying

—

"* There is your title ! Go home—purchase flocks, and tend

them, nor ever fear your right to Windlemere valley.'

"But the old earl is hence—a new and avaricious heir has

succeeded ; and now, alas, for our valley home !"

The voice of the aged man was tremulous as he ceased speak-

ing Margery wept full sore, and even young Aldric drew the

sleeve of his coarse jerkin across his eyes.

" Let us not yield to despair," said Von Hesse, in a tone more
firm and cheering. " A few hours, and I shall appear in person

to my lord, and mayhap he will not be inexorable. Let ub cast

ourselves in trustfulness upon Him whose mercy is never-failing,"

and he raised his eyes reverently,

A fervent prayer was wafted above, and the family retired.

Next raorning, Alaric, for the first time, led forth the flocks

alone
; his father had already began the toilsome journey.

Very long was that day to Margery, who sat by her distaff,

hoping and fearing for the success of her lord's undertaking.

Often, as the day waned, did she turn her face towards the little

window that looked down the lane, to see irhe was not ap-

proaching. Nightfall was at hand, when the weary old man was

seen wending his way with slow steps towards his home. Trem-

bling with solicitude, Margery took her son's hand and went

forth to meet him.

As they came near, the old man lifted his eyes, which were

previously bent upon the ground, but spoke not a word. His

haggard looks and speechless tongue told a mournful story

—

there was no need to ask further. When the cottage was reached,

and Hugh had been refreshed by a draught of milk, he related

the events of the day.

The newly-created lord of Windlemere at first refused to listen

to any terms, but informed Von Hesse that his flocks—his sole

dependence—would be forthwith seized, as payment, in part, of

rent in arrears, and commanded him to vacate the valley without

delay. Apparently a little touched by the old man's pleadings,

however, the young lord at last retracted the sentence so far as

to vouchsafe the offer of allowing the shepherd to continue his

tenant, and possess his flocks as in time past, on condition that

quadruple rent should be annually paid.

" Then you are not to be turned out from our home, my father,

as we feared," said the son, joyfully.

" Whether it were better," returned the father, "to starve at

onee, or by piecemeal?"

" Ay," responded the mother, "starvation must be the end.

Then why should we toil on ? Why wear away our remnant of

days in heaping coffers already full '?"

" Thus said I within myself," rejoined her husband, "when

my lord extended the offer ; and yet, something whispered mo to

accept it. Possibly, the first payment might be met without

greatly distressing us ; but the second would rob us, and the

third—it were alt the same if we became beggars to-morrow?"

" Talk not thus, my father, ray mother," inten-upted Alaric,

with energy. " See, these arms were made to labor," and he ex-

posed a muscular arm as he spoke, "I am young and strong, I

will go forth and exert myself for you, and, one day, these valleys

and these hills shall bo indeed ours."

" Ah, my dutiful son," replied his father, "thou knowest not

what thou sayest. What knowest thou of the world to which
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thou wouldst go "? "Where would be the guardian of thy inex-

perience ^ AVhere, too, would be the light of our home, and

thou away "? Boy, boy, utter these words not again—they but

swell my misery !"

" Nay. repeat them not/* sobbed Margery. " Never must thou

leave us till death come, our only one ! Dost think thy father

could be happy even here, if, now in the days of his snowy hairs,

he must lead forth the flocks alone 1 Dost think I could draw

the thread all the long winter evening, and no Alaric to cheer

me with a song? Dost think our food would strengthen, when

thou migbtest not partake V
The lad said no more that night, but the next day, and the

next, he urged his petition, till, by-and by, it began to be viewed

wifh greater favor. Ere a week ehipsed, the project was dis-

cussed with calmness, and plans were devised for its execution.

In a city ten leagues distant, there lived—at least, so far as

was known to Hugh Von Hesse—a distant relative whom in his

orphaned boyhood, the father of Hugh had befriended. At the

latest accounts—which, however, were some years back—he was

said to have adopted the profession of a broker, and to have be-

come possessed of ample means. To him, the father of Alaric

applied for a situation in which his son might earn the means of

assisting to extricate the father from his difficulties.

In the utmost uncertainty, they passed the days that intervened

between the letter's despatch and the return of the mail. The

answer came. It filled the hearts of the parents with mingled

gladness and sorrow. The proposition was accepted, and the

young man was requested to come to town without unnecessary

delay.

The little preparations for the journey were soon completed,

and the morning appointed for his departure arrived. On the last

evening Hugh and Margery had sat late, attempting to warn

their son against dangers of which they were hardly less ig-

norant than himself. ^Nothing now remained, hut to commend

him to the protection of that Great Being, who careth for the

humblest of His creatures, and bid him farewell.

Sadly trjing to the aged couple had been the last few days.

Margery's face had grown many shades paler, and, though no

one saw her weep, her eyes were constantly swollen and inflamed.

On the old man's head, a score of years seemed suddenly to have

alighted,—so careworn was his visage, so bowed his form. So-

cial cheerfulness had vanished from that dwelling, and the few

words spoken were uttered in subdued, mournful tones, meet for

the chambers of death.

The family arose from an almost untasted breakfast. The

father, in a voice rendered half inarticulate by emotion, read

aloud an appropriate portion of Scripture, then they knelt in

prayer. Fervently did the old man supplicate for Heaven's

guardianship to be over the child of his love, about to go forth

into the cold world ; and for its strength to be imparted to those

who were to remain behind, and whose hearts would be bereaved

by his absence. As an earnest that the petition had reached the

throne of grace, the voice of the petitioner grew firm as he pro-

ceeded, and when he arose from his lowly posture, a placid, trust-

ful smile played over his features.

" I shall attend thee a little on thy way, my boy," he said,

taking his hat and cane.

Alaric was to proceed as far as the neighboring post town.

He raised the small bundle of apparel, which his mother had

carefully tied in a clean linen kerchief, and turned to say the

parting word. Now, for the first time, thoughts of his situation

rushed upon him
, with full, almost overpowering force. He felt

how utterly wretched would be his lot, when pining for bis far-off

home, and the dear parents from whom he had never before been

for a single day separated, and to whose happiness his presence was

so necessary. The moisture gathered in his eyes, he could not

speak, but returning his weeping mother's embrace, left the cot-

tage in silence.

Slowly they walked down the lane—that aged shepherd and his

son. When they reached the stream by which the valley was

watered, the former turned aside and said, " Alaric, my child,

here, of these stones, would I rear a sheep-fold. Leave there thy

burthen by the wayside, and come hither. Now lay thou the

corner stone, that when thou art gone, I may have somewhat to

look upon that thy hands have wrought. At each sunrising and

sunsetting, will I come and add a stone, and lift a prayer that yon
may one day dwell peacefully in this vale, as I have dwelt, and

point your children to this pile, as a monument to the memory of

the old man who fears that he is just now looking his last upon
his only one."

His voice faltered, and he walked away a little distance to

conceal from his son the tears which trickled down his cheeks.

A moment after, the lad called, "Father." Von Hesse turned

and beheld him with a smooth, flat stone in his arms, the raising

of which had apparently taxed bis strength to the utmost,—its

weight being too great to permit him to stand upright. There
he stood, gazing fixedly towards the earth.

" What is it, my son ?" asked the father, leisurely approaching.
" It seems a rusty iron box," replied Alaric. " How came it

here ? what can it hcV
'' I know not ; but mayhap we shall see."

So saying, the old man stooped and attempted to raise the

chest, by means of a ring attached to the lid, but the rust had so

nearly severed it, that when at the height of a few inches, it broke,

and the mysterious box fell back to its receptacle in the solid

rock beneath, with a heavy, clinking sound. It was re-lifted, and
carried to the cottage, where, on being opened, it was found to

contain a large amount of old coin, together with the long lost

deed, c nveying the valley to Hector Von Hesse and his heirs

forever.

Rejoicings and thankfulness reigned in the valley home. Never

ao-ain would penury and want be seen at its door, or stern neces-

sity threaten to force asunder its inmates. Thence*lh they

might have inhabited a palace, only the cot in ttie vale was too

dear to be forsaken.

It subsequently appeared, from a confession of the repentant

lord, that he had been prompted to the base act he bad attempted,

by his secretary, who had found among the papers of the

recently deceased nobleman, and in that gentleman's own hand-

writing, a detail of the bequeathal of Windlemere Valley, and of

the loss by its owner, of the instrument securing it to himself and

heirs. It ended with a solemn charge to those who should come

afcer him, that they should never take any unjust advantage of

the latter circumstance ; but that the lands originally conveyed

to Hector Von Hesse, in consideration of his valor, should be

peaceably inherited by his family, throughout their generations.

The secretary was doubtless instigated by the hope of large

reward.

Years afterwards, two bright-eyed children might often be seen

on a fine summer afternoon, climbing up to spell out a ruddy

carved inscription, on a smooth stone that formed the apex of a

pile, erected to mark the exact spot where the treasure had been

opportunely discovered, while an old man with a benign counte-

nance, stood by, leaning upon a ttaff'and murmuring blessings on

their young heads. They were the Shepherd of Windlemere and

his affectionate grandchildren.

[Written for Gleasoa's Pictorial.]

S ALLIE .

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A FBIEA'D.

How sweetly do those little words

Break on the listening ear
;

What hallowed incense cast around

The human heart to cheer
;

To have one nearer than the rest,

Whose thought.-^ and feelings blend,

Linked by that pure and holy tie,

A true—a constant friend.

I do not mean the sycophant.

All radiant with smiles
;

Who, like the rainbow's golden beams,

Are lasting but awhile;

But one whose heart will true remain,

In sunshine or in storm
;

Influenced nought by tattling knave,

Or sneering taunts of scorn.

Who, when the storms of life shall come,

Like ivy on the roof

—

Will ne'er releijse its holds upon,

Or parting, stand aloof;

But closer round its vines entwine,

As if to shield from harm

;

Till by the cold and chilly blast

Is rudely snatched and torn.

This is the friend that I would .have,

No other will I claim
;

I'or round this altar only kneel

Those worthy of the name.

'Twas love like this that prompted one

Whose life to man was given
;

That after death hia soul might find

A sweet repose in heaven.

(—o—~»—

FRIGHTENED BV A COMET.
A. D. 1712, Whiston predicted that the comet would appear

on Wednesday, 14-th October, at live minutes after six in the

morning, and that the world would he destroyed by fire the Friday
following. His reputation was high, and the comet appeared. A
number of persons got into boats and barks on the Thames,
thinking the water the safest place. South Sea and Indian stock
fell. A captain of a Dutch ship threw all his powder into the

sea that the ship might not be endangered. At noon after the

comet had appeared, it is said that more than one hundred cler-

gymen were ferried over to Lambeth, to request that proper
prayers might be prepared, there being none in the church service.

People believed that the day of judgment was at hand, and acted

on this belief, more as if some great temporary evil was to be
expected. There was a prodigious run on the Bank, and Sir

(Gilbert Heathcote, as the head director, issued orders to all tlie

(ire officers in London, requiring them to keep a good lookout,

and have a particular eye upon the Bank of England.

—

Soulhei/'s

Vomvionplace Book.

I\KW AMD TRUE.
It is indeed a fact worthy of remark, and one that seems never

to have been noticed, that throughout the whole animal creation,

in every country and clime of the earth, the most useful animals

that eat vegetable lood, work. The ail-powerful elephant, and
the patient, untiring camel, in the torrid zone; the horse, the ox,

or the donkey, in the temperate ; and the reindeer in the frigid

zone, obtain all their muscular power from nature's simplest pro-

ductions— the vegetable kingdom. But all the flesh-eating ani-

mals keep the rest of the animated creation in constant dread of
them. They seldom eat vegetable food until some other animal
has eaten it first, and made it into flesh. Their own flesh is unflt

for other animals to eat, having been itself made out of flesh,

and is most foul and offensive. Great strength, fleelness of foot,

usefulness, cleanliness and docility, are, then, always charatteristic

of vegetable flesh-eaters.

—

Scraps from Hisfory.

A NOBLE SErVTIiMENT.

Teach your children the elements of Christian Philosophy, the

Bible, lessons of Love and Tt^mperance, and Knowledge, and
Virtue, and Faith, and Hope and Charity, and you may turn them
out into the world without a pang of apprehension, without a
doubt of distrust or fear ; they will never injure the state.

—

llcnry

A. Wise.

BEAUTY.
Beauty is but a vain and doubtful good,
A shioing gloss that fadeth suddenly

;

A flower that dies when first it 'gins to bud,
A brittle glass, that 's broken presently.

A doubtful good, a gloss, a glass, a flower,

Lost, faded, broken, dead within an hour.

—

Skakxjieare.

BY 0. C. WHITTLESEr.

'Twaa when the pi'een grass graced the mead,

And blossoms blessed the vaUey
;

When warblers wedded in the wood,

That I first saw my SalUe.

The raven ringlet.=i fiowicg low

Around her polished brow of snow.

And love, on raiobow-wings of bliss.

Which soft as sighs did dally,

On fairer cheek ne'er coaxed a kiss,

Than that of my sweet Sallie.

Her lips with rosy rapture shone,

Like clouds round a summer's setting sun.

Methouglit the gentle graces ne'er

In finer form did rally,

Nor heart did kindlier impulse rear,

Than that of chanuing Sallie.

Her eyes with lustre shone as bright

As spangles in the sky of night.

But ah I when autumn's wind did wave

O'er mountain, plain, and valley,

The chilling winds swept o'er the grave

Of my dep.irted Sallie.

And then there settled on my heart

A sorrow that can ne'er depart

!

HONORABLE EMPLOYMENT.
Let the young man remember, there is nothing derogatory in

any employment which ministers to the well-being of the race.

It is the spirit that is carried into an employment that elevates it

or degrades it. The ploughman that turns the clod may he a
Cincinnatus or a Washington, or he may be brother to the clod
he tunis. It is every way creditable to handle the yard-slick and
to measure tape; the, only discredit consists in having a soul
whose range of thoughts is as short as the stick, and as narrow as

the tape. There is no glory in the act of affixing a signature by
which the treasures of commerce are transferred, or treaties be-

tween nations are ratified ; the glory consists in the rectitude of
purpose that approves the one, and the grandeur of the philan-

thropy that sanctities the other. The time is soon coming, when,
by the common consent of mankind, it will be esteemed more
honorable to have been John Pounds, putting new and beautiful

souls into the ragged children of the neighborhood, while he
mended their fathers' shoes, than to have sat on the British throne.

The time now is, when, if Queen Victoria, in one of her mag-
nihcent "Progresses" through her realms, were to meet that

more than American queen, MissDix, in her '' circumnavigation
of charity " among the insane, the former should kneel and kiss

the hand of the latter; and the ruler over a hundred millions of
people should pay homage to the angel whom God has sent to

the maniac.

—

Horace Mann.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SOWKET TO SPBING.

ET JOSEPH H. BDTLER.

Young Spiing is here again with fragrant breath,

Aud from her lap each tender flower she throws

;

Bright nature wakes, as from the sleep of death,

Braiding her hair with Tiolets, while the rose

Breathes its rich incense on the gentle breeze.

Again the hills put on their mantles green,

The happy birds make vocal all the ti'ees.

Glorious on high the day-god gilds the scene,

Bright leaps the stream, the sparkling Ibuutains play,

Rejoicing natm-e hastens into life.

Basking beneath the eternal eye of day,

"Wood, rock, and sky, are all with beauty rife
;

So by the might of Jesus, stron^to save,

Men ehall awake to glory from, the grave 1

THK BRROGE OF LODI.

The victory ofNapoleon upon the Bridge of Lodi, may be con-
sidered among the most remarkable achievements that distin-

guished his military career. He was at that period in his 27th year,

and had but recently received his commission as commander-in-
chief of the army of Italy. AVichin the brief space of thirty

days fiom the opening of this, his first campaign, he had defeated

the Austriaus at Montenotte, Millessimo, ana Mondovi, and
compelled them to evacuate Piedmont and retire to the opposite
bank of the Adda. The Adda is a rapid and deep river, and is

crossed at the town of Lodi by a wooden bridge called the

"Bridge of Lodi." On the left bank of this river the Austrians,
under the command of BeaulieUj a veteran of '76, halted and,

posted themselves iu all their strength. They planted thirty

pieces of artillery upon the bridge, and stationed 12,000 infantry

and 4,000 cavalry upon the ground, to act in effective co-operaiion.

With such formidable means of defence, nothing but instant death
appeared to await any demonstration on the part of the French
to force the passage of the bridge. Napoleon reached Lodi in

the afternoon of the 10th of May, 1796, attended by his best

generals and choicest troops, and without hesitation resolved to

assail the Austrian position. A few moments antecedent, he de-

livered the following laconic address to his soldiers :

—" i'rench-

men ! here is starvation, there is the enemy, beyond him plenty,

—MARCH !''

—

Headlij.

A VALlTAilLE DOU.

A Parisian gentleman having becomeenamored of Miss K
who resided at ^inteuil, ashort ride from the capital, almost daily

paid her visits accompanied by his dog, who came in for a bhare

of the caresses, and little dainty bits of good eating. Tliis was
during the absence of the fathtr, who coming home put a stop to

the visits of Moosieur. The ij.O)i, however, continued his trips,

and one day returned to bis master with a bit of ribbon attached.

A note was attached to his collar, the next day an answer was
returned, and everything was going on finely when papa discov-

ered the arrangement. He pausefl for reflection and then wrote
" Come," attached it to the dog and sent him home. The man-
date was obeyed, the lover found not only the lady but the father

ready to recei\'e him, and in a few days the marriage was cele-

brated. A most excellent dog and a very wise father.

—

Cotirrier

(les Eiats-Uuis.
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BCBIVINO OF THli A6SKMDLY DUILDING.

The cngravinp given below, presents a view
of a (lisaslrous fire wliicli recently ocearretl in

the grocery and tea store in tlic (irst story of the

AHseml)Iy BuiUling, Thiladelphia, on the corner

of Tenth and (ieorgo streets. The lire burned
through the stairway of the second story, wliich

gave an impetus to tlic flame, and in a little

while the whole interior of the southern part of
the edifice was on^rc. So dense was the smoke
that the firemen were compelled to desist, and
battle for a long period with the devouring ele-

ment from the street. As soon as the smoke
elcared away, tlie upper part of" the tmihlingwas
roftched through the two stairways on Tenth
street and on Ijeorge street. The Assembly
Building was four stories in height, and was
erected in 18'U, by a company of gentlemen.

It was intended as a place for public meetings
and society rooms, but of late years it has been
used for various other purposes, such as exhibi-

tion balls, dancing academies, hall for exhibition

of panoramas, etc. John J. Kidgway, Es([.,who

now resides in Paris, was the owner of the

Assembly Building, having purchased it in Sep-
tember of 1846, from Kdward E. Marvin. The
workmen are already at their pos's to repair the

drtmages done liy the devouring elements, and
soon ft new Imilding will be erected.

JEWS OF JERUSALEM.

-

It is remarkable that the Jews who are born
in Jerusalem are of a totally difierent caste from
those we see in Europe. Here tliey are of a fair

r.^ce, very lightly made, and particularly eflfcm-

inate in manner. The young men wear a lock

of long hair on each side of the face, which with
ihcir flowing silk robes, gives them the appear-

ance of women. The Jews of both sexes are

exceedingly fond of dress, and although they as-

sume a diny uiul squalid appearance when they
walk abroad, in their own hou'-cs they are to be
S'-en clothed in costly furs and the richest silks in

Damascus. The women are covered with gold,

and dress in l)rocades stiflF with embroidery.

—

Some of them are beautiful; and a girl about
twelve years old who was betrothed to the son

of a rich old Kabbi, was the prettiest little crea-

ture I ever saw. Her skin was whiter than
ivory, and her hair, which A\'as a? black as jet,

and was plaited with strings of sequins, fell in tresses nearly to

tlie ground. Slie was of Spanish family, nnd the language usu-

iilly spoken by the Jews among themselves is Spanish. It is

curious to notice how the Jew preserves his identity as a Jew, in

every nation in which he may be found.— Ciirson'.^ "Msils to

Monasteries in the Levant."

THE YACHT AND FISHING BOAT.
See " The Young FiBherman,

fhap. IV, page 18.

size of a Idackbird, the female of a light gray,
and the male gray, white and yellow. They
were keeping house very comfortably, the cocks
singing cheerfully as in summer. Many people
vinit them who never saw birds ol the kind be-

fore in that region. We have not the exact date
when the strangers were first seen, but Buppose
it to have been in February, so that the egg from
which the yotlng one was hatched must have
been laid in mid-winter. If Audubon were alive

he would tell ua either what birds they are, or
make a visit from New York lo Maine to see

them—perhaps shoot them, out of love for the
art to which he gave so many toilsome years.

—

/Savfjor Democrat.

A HUNDRED VEAHg AGO.

A hundred years ago, a stupid monarch reign-

ed over these United States—then in the whole
earth, with the exception of Switzerland, there

was not a single republic of any pretensions.

—

A hundred years ago the French lilies floated

over Quebec, Pittsburg, and New Orleans. A
hundred years ago, tlie old French monarchy
existed—the Bastile reared its accursed towers,

and Louis the Fifteenth dallied with infamous
wantons, squandered his subjects' money, and
blasphemed in his own i)erson the name of man.
Fifty years ago cotton mills had. as it were, just
been invented; and railroads, locomotives, and
magnetic telegraphs, were practically unknown.
Fifty years ago, there were scarcely five millions

of people in the United States, and Ohio was
almost as much of a wilderness as Oregon i.H

now. Fifty years ago Washington Iiad just

died, Jefferson was still living, but none of the

public men now prominent, were known to fame,—Exchange paper.

BIRD-HATCHING IIV WINTER.
We have a very singular account of bird-hatching, during the

winter months, in the forests of Maine. Captain Thompson, of

Bristol, discovered two pairs of birds, with their neats, contain-

ing, one a single young bird, and the other three eggs, of nearly

the same color as sparrow's eggs, but larger. The birds are the

A MADMAN'S ART.
A madman was conveyed i'rom Bye to Bed

lam. They slept in the borough, and he sus-

pected whither they were taking him. He ro.'^e

before sunrise, went to Bedlam, and told there,

that the next day he should bring them a patient,
" but that in order to lead him willingly, he had
been persuaded that I am mad; accordingly I

shall come as the madman. He will be vf-ry

outrageous when you seize him. but you must
clap on a strait waistcoat." Accordingly the sane man was
imprisoned, and the lunatic returned home. He entered a room
full of his relations and friends, told the story with exceeding

glee, and immediately relapsed into his madness. The other man
had a strait waistcoat for four days before he was exchanged.

—

Southei/s Cmnmonplare Book.

CONFLAGRATION OF THE ASSEMBLY BUILDING, CORNER OF TENTH AND GEORGE STREETS, PHILADELPHIA.
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C'O-'VTEKTS OF OUR :MEXT KUMBER.
" Tlie Coroufl." or the Goldsmith's Pf-ughier, a story, by Mrs. Caroline Orse.
'* The ^Viiy .Jhfk Settled his Aci'ouut." a sea sketch, by Stlvaxub Cobb, Jr.

*'The ITuibrellii Mender's Poi-tune,"' a true Btory, by Mrs E. Welijiojt.
"The Doomed Ship," a Legend of Salem in Olden Time, by F. A. Dcrivace.
' Fiiiry Song,'" by JofiN M. Jewell.
"The April v\'iu(J,'- verses, by Amanda SI. Dodglass.
" Childhood's Ilome," linea, hy Fiklet Joussos.
'•My Forefathers.'' rerfie.*. by J. Hukt, Jr.

'KoMilie," ;ison(r, by ??. II. Lloyd.
'The Temple of Lil-.erty,"' verees, hy Frank IIardisg.
*' Never V'rowu,'' hues, by C. J. Pennington.
" LuiuAi to the Water Lily,'' by J. Alford.
"Lcneliiieflsof Heart,'' hnes. by J, F Weibfiasipel, Jr.
" Can I Forget Thee?" verses, by B. A. Oakes.
'To a JjaJy Singing," lines, by Joseph U. Butler.
" The Tiolet, the Snowdrop, and the Daisy," venses, by Gbo. W. Bunuay.
''The Dead Men in the Chapparal," lines, by W^illia-M J. Miller.

ILLTJSTEATIOlf S.

A picture will he given, representing the Boston Firemen, with their several
T-ugiuepj as they appear on May morning, on Boston Common, and test the
supreniacy of their respective engines as to force and power. \ capital picture,
bringing in the old elm, the pond, fountain playing, and a lively -•^cene

altogether.

Also, ilrs. riUmore's Carriage, representing the elegant vehicle and horses
that -were lately presented to the lady of thfrPre.'?ident by the \ew Yorkers.
An accurate drawing, and a faithful reprcsent-ation.

Minot's Ledge Lighthouse, as i^ appeared at the moment of its destruction,
iluring the fe:irful tempe.'^t that has proved so disastrous on our coast. When
we gave tlie perfect engraving of thi.s Light, a few weeks fince, we little

thought that we should so soon chronicle its forlorn end.

A Kauche on the Chagres River, illustrating a characteristic country scene
upon the banks, with the rank herbage and fruits of the country represented

;

;ilso the huts of the occupants, men and women. An elTective and instructive
picture.

May Morning in New York, representing the First of May in that city, when
every family and their furniture seem to be in the street—literally theFirst of
Way in New York. Our artist has succeeded in giving an admirable picture of
the scene.

An accurate engraving of the interior of Castle Garden, N. Y., representing
this immense area during a concert, where Jenny Lind is the prima donna. A
magnificent and truthful picture.

General Scott will be faithfully represented, mounted on his war-horse and
attended by his aids, as he appeared on the battle-fields of Mexico.

An original and very beautiful likeness of Jenny Lind, representing this
charitable and world-popular songstress, with faultless accuracy. A picture
that will be admired.

ALso, a perfect likeness of Belletti, the distinguished vocalist, who is accom-
panying the beautiful Swede on her American tour. A fine head.

Castle Garden fiom the Battei-y, New York
,
giving a life-like picture of the ex-

terior of this well-known and prominent landmark of the great emporium.
A spirited battle-scene, drawn by an officer of the V. S. Navy, who partici-

pated in the fight, representing the battle of the Rio San Gabriel, California.
Jan. Sth, 1847.

'

A view of the city and harbor of Mazatlan, Mexico, taken during its occupa-
tion by the American naval forces, hy an officer of the service, to whom we are
indebted for the design.

A fine engraving from the popular play of Cherry and Fair Star, representing
Mies Phillips and Miss Gann in their characters as Cherry and Fair Star, in an
interesting scene of the piece-

Also, a very elegant picture, giving the great closing scene of this gorgeous
spectacle, when aU the characters of the play appear at once upon the stage,
and the whole terminates in a grand and brilliant denouement.

THE "COMPANION."
Let those who feel a pride in American art, and the excellence

of native workmanship, compare our paper with a copy of the

London Illustrated News, a journal which has heretofore taken
the lead in illuminated publications throughout the world. The
London News may be found at the periodical depots, price ttventy-

Jive centa per single number, or ten dollars per annum. "We ask
onr readers to compare these two pubhcations minutely, and then
judge for themselves which is the. most beautiful and valuable

paper. As to our own publication, we court scratiny, and solicit

a critical examination of the " Companion," because we know it

will bear it
; and we assure the reader that the number before

him will still be improved upon, as our various artists get more'
and more to understand exactly what is desired in the illustrated

department.
i ^»^ >

LiEEKAL Gifts.—The Methodist Church, in Alabama, has
contributed during the past year through its conference, SI 1,700
for missionary purposes. Georgia, in the same manner, contrib-
uted S12,000, and South Carolina, S17.000. Though we do not
cxacily approve of the object of these donations, yet we honor
the liberal spirit of the contributors.

Glfason's Pictoeul Drawing Room Ccmpasios.—This is the title of the
l,iTee.Kt and handsomest family paper we have seen. It is really a gem amonc
ine newspapers of the day, hemg entirely original in design and matter It is
MUltless in typography-itd embellishments are equal to those of the mac-
; oincs—and fcike it altogether, we are safe in saying the world has never -seen
*. paper so original and beautiful. It will grace the centre table of any dra\viue-
loom. Puhhsiied in Boston, by F. Gleason, the prince of pubUshKrs at «3
pi!r annum.— /'/ie)[f.r, Camden, Ala. '

Very Just.—The legislature of New Jer.-'ey have enacted a
law prohibiting the employment of childi-en, under ten years of
age, in fj.(;torit:s.

CaRDDLiTY.—He who believes only what he understands, has
the .shortest known creed.

The Flag of our Union, Boston, Ma.*.o,. i.t unquestionably the best literarv
paper publiahed in the United ^tatt-s.—Ledger, San Antonio, Texas—

—

< »*.^ >
RuMOKED.—Another invasion of Cuba.

OUR NEW FORM.

We thought tive weeks ago, when we issued the first number of

the Companion, that the form and style then adopted would be

continued; but, having found how much we could improve upon

our original design, afier a little experience in tlie matter, and

finding also that it would be utterly impossible for us to supply

the demand for back numbers, so as to enable subscribers to have

the volume complete, we resolved to remedy the trouble in the

only way left for us. and that was to begin over again all anew.

This will enable all to commence with the beginning, and to keep

their files regularly for binding at the close of each volume.

The paper which we otfer to our readers at the present time, in

a greatly enlarged size, and with more than double the former

number of illustrations, is a copy of what we shall give them each

week for the future, except that %ve shall be al)le to improve, from

time to time, in the character of the engraving.-;, and also to in-

troduce still abler pens through its columns. It will be observed

that neither time nor expense has been spared to produce the

most elegant specimens of art that could be accomplif^ed, and

we ask the attention of all to the completeness and perfection of

every department.

Our head is a vast improvement on the first one. and the form

of rhe paper, giving sixteen pages in room of e>'(}ht, is also far more
convenient for reading und preserving nnsoiled, besides which,

when bound, it will be in much better shape for handling. By
the by, just think for a moment what a superbly illustrated vohinie

the Companion will make when neativ bound, with its hundreds

of eleganc engravings and ir.> um(ninlled letter-pros-. We need

not ^ay to our subscribers to cartfuUy preserve each number—and

yet, though we commence with an i-dirion of 50.(H10 copies, we
can liowsi-e rhat it will be iuipossilde after a short time to supply

the back numbers. Then fore take our advice, and subscribe

at once.

All our cotemporarics express surpiise at the very low price

for whi{;h we furnish subscriljcr.-j with the paper; it is only by
publishing such an immense edition that we are enabled to do so

;

but we desire to have ic spread far and wide, and through its col-

umns to cultivate the increased love of art and literature, and we
have afforded it at a sum which places it within the means of all.

Price, three dollars per annum.

TRAVELLING AGENTS.
We desire that the public should fully understand that we em-

ploy no travelling agents, either for the Companion or the Flag.

If they desire to subscribe for either, it must be done by address-

ing the office direct. These papers are conducted on a scale of

originality and liberal expenditure that enables them to tell their

own story, and we do not desire the aid of any one in increasing

our already unprecedented subscription list. If you wish for our
beautifully illustrated Drawing-Eoom Companion, enclose three

dollars to the offi,ce of publication, and you will ensure it reg-

ularly for one year.

The ** divine" Fannv.—Ellssler has been dancing at St.

Petersburgh. She is expected soon &t Vienna, where she will fill

a short engagement. This is to be her last appearance on any
stage. She intends to retire to a chateau she has somewhere in

Austria.
« -*«.^ >

Passpoets.—We see by our foreign papers, that the European
states propose to be very careful in granting passports to Amer-
icans who have crossed the Atlantic to visit the World's Fair,

lest they introduce republicanism.
^*^ >

It IS A LITTLE ODD.—However dissatisfied a man maybe with

his immediate portion of riches, power, or other good things, yet

he is always thoroughly satisfied with the stock of sense and un-

derstanding with which he hath been gifted.

Chip of the Old Block.—Mr. Jerrold, Jr., son of Douglas

Jerrold, has written a farce entitled '* Cool as a Cucumber,"

which, with Mr. Charles Matthews as the cool gentleman, is hav-

ing quite a run at the Lyceum Theatre, London.

Gleaso.v's I'iCTOEiAL DRAWING RooM COMi>ANiON.—Thifl is without doubt
the most elegant specimen of the typographical art, as well as the most inter-
esting and valuable weekly journal in the world. Its illustnitions are superior
specimens in the line of engraving, and it* literary matter is of the highest
order. Published by i'. Gleason, Boston, at S3 a yiuir.— Tde^ap/i, .Saiiger-
ties, N.Y.
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Theatkica-l.—Madame Rachel has no idea of visiting the

United States at present. She expects to leave Paris about the

1st of June, to play a two-months' engagement in London.

Very Good.—We like the remark of a patriotic citizen of

Charleston, who said, " when South Carolina leaves the Union,

I shall move into the United States."

N. Y. KvExiN-G Mirror.—This excellent paper has just com-
menced its fourteenth volume. The editor, J. C. Fuller, is a
noble writer.

Coming BY-A>D BY.—Lord Brougham says that he is posi-

tively coming to America, and will arrive at Boston in the

t^pring.

Gratitude.—The New- York firemen are to present Jenny
Lind v/ith a gold box, containing a vote of thanks for her dona-

tion of S3000.

A LATE Ibish Toast.—Ireland—as she wants to he j Eng-
land—as she ought to be

; and the United States—as they are.

Musical.—Parodi is creati^ ^ rausicftl ejtcitejijent in New
Orleans.

In this city, by Hev. Mr. Pray, Mr. Leighton W. Dyer to Miss Charlotte T.

Puffer.

By Ilev. yix. Richards, Mr. Eben Sears to Miss Jane R. Balch.

By Rt. Rev. Bishop Eastburn. .lohn E. Cowles, Esij , of Milwaukie, to MiBB
Lovice C. Whittemore, of Cambridgeport.
By Rev. Mr. Stow, Mr. Peter Scribner to Miss Lucy M. Smith.
By Rev. Mr. Kirk, Mr. Lyman R. Fellows to Miss Jane M. Smith.
At East Boston, by Rev. Mr. Gannett. 51r. OrriUe Leonard to Miss Esther C.

Holden.
At Ro.xbury, by Rev. Mr. Anderson. Mr. Henry P. Shed to Miss Susan M.

Bugbee.
At Somerville, by Rev. Mr. Pope, Mr. A. W. Lynde, of New York, to Miss

Helen B. Witham, of Portland. Me.
At Donhester. by Rev. Mr. Dyer, Mr. Moses Richardson, of Medfleld, to Miss

Caroline A. Wight.
At Taunton, by Rev. Mr. PoUard. !Mr. Levi L. Raymond to Jliss Maria R.

Caswell.
'

At Lowell, by Rev. Mr Lunt, Alv.ih Crocker, Esq., of I'itchburn, to Misa
Lury A. Fay,

.Kt Bangor, Me., by Rev. Mr. Maltby, Mr. nenry D. Emery, of Albany, N. Y.,

to Miss F. W. .Johnson, of Boston.
At New York, Mr. Benjamin Saunders Richardson to Miss Sarah Elizabeth

Reynolds.

Tn this citv. Mr. Zoheth W. Hopkins. 3S ; Augusta H. Clark, 24 ; Mr. .lohn

Edgeworth, 4S; Mr. Otis Ipha-.u. of iValtham, 53; Mr. George Ilumphreye, of
Brunswii'k, Me., 17 ; Mr. James Trumbull. 59.

At Chelsea, Mrs. AdaUne Bliss, SS Mis,': Ella Matthews, 17.

At Porchester, Mr. Caleb Coburn. 02: Mr. William Biid. SO-

At Alalden, Mrs. Jane R. Organ, 4i).

At Cambridge Dort, Mrs. Joanna M. Rickei', 44 , Mrs. Nancy Mcrrifield, 48.
At \Valth;im, Mr. WiUiam Maynard, 2,1.

At Andover. Daniel Wardwell, M. D., 07.

At Lowell, Mifis Lydia A. Anthony, IS.
At Danvers. Sirs. Uitty Osborne 80.

At Gloucester, Mr. James Hodgkius, 59.

At Rochester. Mr. Nathaniel Clapp. 39.

At Springfield, Mr. Apollos Munn, 35.

At North Hampton, N. H., Mr. William Moulton, 93.
At Kennebunk, Me,, Mrs. Rachel Low, 81.
At Bucksport, Me , Stepheu Peabody, Esti-, 7S.
At Ch,i.rlotte, Yt., Asa Naramore, Esq., 90.
At South Coventry, Ct , Mr. Solomon Judd, 92.
At Norwich, Ct. Mrs. Nancy Wait, 80.
At New York, Capt. Samuel Jones, 71.

At Philadelphia, Miss Mary Jane Putnam, 19.

j| GlEiSO^'S PICTORIAL '

^;
A Record of the U'CiiUi/nl ami usfful in Aii.

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and
available form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of
the day. Its columns ai-e devoted to original tales, sketches

and poems, by the

BEST AMEEIICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign uew» ; the whole well

epiced with wit and humor. Each paper ii

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous .tccurate engravings, by eminent artists, of nota-
l)le objects, current events in ail jiarts of the world, and ofmen
and manners, altogether uiakiiin a paper entirely original in its

design, in this country. Its pages contain views ofevery popu-
lous city in the known world, of all buildings of note in the

eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and
Bteamers of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accu-

rate portraits of every noted chnnicter in the world, both male
and female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, takeu fi "ui life, will

also be given, with numei-ous specimens IVom the animal king-

dom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea. It is ])riiitcd

on fine satin-surface paper, from a font of new and beautiful

type, manufactured expressly for it,—prc^eutiug in its mechani-
cal execution an elegant specimen of nv''. Tt contains Jiftceu

hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving agreat amount
of reading matter and illustrations—a m.unuio£li weekly paper
of sixteen octavo pages. It foims

The Best Family Paper,
inasmuch as its aim is constantly, in connection with the fund
of amusement it .xITords.aud the rich army of original miscellany

it presents, to inculcate the strictest and highest toneof moral-
ity, and to encourage virtue by holding up to view all that ia

good and pure, and avoiding all that is eril in its tendency. In
short, the object is to m:ike t'le paper loved, respected, and sought

after, for its combined eicellences.

TERMS :-IN?AItIABLY m ADVANCS.
1 Subscriber, one year f?3 00

3 00
9 00

. It) 00

2 Subscribers.

4

8

Anj' names ma\- he added to the last number at the rate of

S2 00 each, per annum.

[L?" One copy of the Fl.\g of onu Union, nnd one copy of the
Pictorial Drawixg-Rooh Ccmpaxion, one year, foi* 34 00.

wy The Pictorial Dbawix«-Room Companion may be ob"
tainod at any of the periodical dcpot.s throughout the country,

and of newsmen, at sh; ceuts per single copy.

Pubhshed every Saturday, corner of Bromfield and Trcui^'iit

Streets, by
F. GLEASON, Boston. Ma^s.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
:-. KKKNCH. 151 N.ns.sau. corner of Spruce Sti-cet, New York.

A. WlNCil. 110 Chestnut Street. fhiadi'Ipliin.

W. & ir. T.VVLOf!. Ill Laltimoieinid.'. South Sts.,Baltiiuon.

A. C. BA(1 LEY, 118 Main Street. Cim iuiiiiti.

J. A. ICA'S. 43 Woodward Av.Muc, Uotvoit-

E. K. WOODWARD, corner 4 ii ini.l dh'strmt'Streets. St. Loui.-^

*..*^ Stihscnptians recetveil at t ilhtr vf ikt abuve i>laai.
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THE RESCUE.
BY MRS. M. WBLLMONT.

CriAPTKH J.

Triio stnrtUnj^ cry of "Firol" "Fire!" "Fire!" was heard at

deep midnight, accompanied with the sharp, shrill rattle of the

^vatchman, which made many a weary sleeper start from Jiis

slumlicrs, to gtixe upon the lurid glare which diffused itself over

his room. »

" Up, hctiincs," said Mr. Sinter to his son John, " we must be

prompt at the engine— a large fire, truly," as he again looked upon

the sky, apparcutlji reddened by the maddening bla/>o. The

booming of a dozen bolls was now fairly under way, and the

fuithful guardians ofa city's safety, the heroic firemen, were girded

to duty. A sense of security seems to pervade all classes when

this host is fairly mustered ; a feeling that they arc able and wil-

ling to subdue the enemy, carries all out of the ranks again home-

wards, in the hour of danger. Who, then, can lavish too many

praises upon such sentinels, whose province it is to protect and

defend our lives and propei-ty '?

Whence came tbis terrific alarm, this tremendous glare, which

threatened such destruction? It was alarge, three-story dwelling,

in a wide street, and the tire was enkindled in the cellar, whence

it had made its way upwards, through basemeni story to parlors,

thence to chambers, where the sleeping inmates were aroused only

by dense smoke, which came curling through crevices until a

suffocating smell had awakened the family group. Now came

the impulse to flee, and catching up such stray articles as

were within their reach, the family had barely time to escape

through a window which communicated with a yet unlighted

shed, and so the descent was effected in safety which two minutes

later would have been at a fearful hazard, as the roof was presently

in alight blaxe.

The group stood together and recounted their number in

terrible anxiety, and rejoiced only in the sense of present safety,

when Mrs. Mellows suddenly cried out, " But where is Netty ?

she is not here ! " and she grew frantic at the thought which was

only heightened by the pale, quivering lips, to whom she con-

tinually appealed, "Is she lost"?
"

Netty was the niece of Mrs. Mellows, and had arrived but the

previous afternoon, at the solicitation of her aunt, who wrote her

father that all parental care would be extended, if he would per-

mit her to come to the city and give a finish to her education,

under the care of experienced masters. This was the missing

girl, and in the agitation of the moment she was forgotten.

A horrible groan passed from the awe-struck spectators as the

intelligence was disseminated. The lower part of the house was

completely enveloped in flames, and as volumes of smoke issued

from the upper windows, what hope co?//d lighten any heart?

Window after window was crashed, and dauntless firemen, with

ladders, mounted to the rescue. But their search was all in vain !

Great columns of suffocating smoke blinded their vision, choked

their utterance, and sent them hack, half suffocated and despair-

ing. In the midst of this intense agony of the crowd, a young

man rushed through the mass, and with lightning speed placed a

ladder between two columns of smoke which reached to the roof

of the house, and plunged into the window. And now a deeper

anxiety pervaded all hearts. " He will die in the attempt !

" ex-

claimed many voices. " Who was he 1 " rang with unceasing

interrogation from every bystander ; but nobody saw him enough

to recognize him—he was only observed to have a coil of small

rope attached to his waist.

The agony of this family, where she had so lately arrived, knew

no bounds. Certainly the circumstances were trying in the

extreme. Netty was an only daughter, and her father doted on

her with peculiar pride. She was motherless, and this gave a

quicker throb of affection, to his heart, made desolate by the loss

of the best of wives. Dr. Carrows—the father of Netty—was a

physician of considerable eminence, in a populous country town

in Vermont, and this child had been a peculiar specimen of

sweetness and grace since her earliest years. How tenderly she

had been watched, all the neighborhood could attest, A gover-

ness had taken charge of her studies, a faithful housekeeper had

minutely seen to her apparel and external comfort, and a kind

and indulgent father had superadded his devotion since the day

her mother died. She had never left the paternal roof before,

unaccompanied by her father ; but when the pressing invitation

came from her aunt, and Dr. Carrows knew the amiable qualities

of his sister, he could not but consent that she should accept the

invitation, thus giving the governess a reprieve to visit her

relatives, and at the same time he hoped, by change of place, to

agreeably impress the mind and manners of his darling child.

And this, gentle reader, is the missiz-g child! No wonder the

spectators were frantic—no wonder the family where she resided

grew desperate ! And there they stood in unutterable anguish,

with faces scorched by intense heat, and eyes distended,^ and

hearts all palpitating, to see the termination of the young fireman's

endeavors. Moments now were counted as hours; smoke and

flame commingled from that upper story, and "hope deferred,"

grew sick : the fire shot fiercely up in tall columns and broad

sheets, and no serpent seemed more hissing or destructive. The
crowd looked aghast and murmured, " they are both perished

—

hurnt—lostl" Just at this juncture, a voice loud aud dissonant,

as if choked, was distinctly heard from the back part of the

building.

It was the fireman's shriek, and between the amoke and flame

he could be occasionally seen, as if bearing a heavy burden, and

Btrpggling over the window aill. Active brothers were there, who

threw up ladders, and some of them went with the speed of

lightning partly aloft, but were only driven back by the smoke and

fire.

Yet the heroic fireman descended by the ladder, and carefully

committed the body of the girl into the hands of the bysttinders,

who delivered her, in a lifeless slate, to the anxious family. Then
lie descended the remainder of the way by sliding down the rope,

which was still unburnt and attached to the chimney, and made
nis way with untiring speed through the crowd, and was seen no

more ! The body of Miss Carrows was put under medical treat-

ment, and in an hour she opened her eyes, and returning' con-

sciousness &lowIy appeared. In the meantime the building was

completely enveloped in flames, and a burniniir, smouldering ruin

was all that remained of the once stately mansion.

CHAPTER II.

And whi^little account is made of the destruction of property,

when life, in fearful jeopardy, is saved ! In the afternoon of this

day there was a houseless family, but happy, unrepining hearts.

For here was the rescued one, and a letter was now drafted to her

father, relating the miraculous escape of the intrepid deliverer.

But, alas ! who was he ? Not one knew, and no intelligence could

be gained. A reward was offered, but money never bribed such

an heroic soul. He purposely avoided observation, and the bank

note which the father so cheerfully offered, was unaccepted for

the want of a recipient.

How active was rumor, even in the busy city! How many
suspected and shrewdly watched the piovements of many a

young man, hoping by some stratagem tiS detect the hero ; but

his concealment still remained a mystery, and no questionings

ever elicited a ray of light upon the subject. Many hearts still

beat with unspeakable gratitude, aud the father and the child

often recounted the scene, and only comforted themselves with

the hope that some fortunate circumstances, at some near or

distant day, would yet reveal the name of the rescuer. But a

long period elapsed, and the event so much talked over was not

forgotten, yet by the lapse of time it ceased longer to be talked

about.

Netty Carrows was now a young lady of elegant demeanor,

unostentatious, graceful, lovely, and entirely free from all

haughtiness of manner and aristocratic reserve. Her father was

by far the richest man in the village, yet Netty had too much good

sense to pride herself on t/iat account. She only made it a means

of doing good; and be assured the firemen in her village were

often excited to heroic daring by the recital she gave them of her

deliverance. The poor of her acquaintance were never slighted,

but, if virtuous, were as freely admitted to her hospitable home as

the most affluent. Her father had ever taught her that true merit

was the only test upon which she must base her friendship. In-

deed, her character was so moulded by his judicious care, that

both their purposes seemed identical.

For some months before Netty left her ever-to-be-remembered

city visit, a young man had entered the village where ^he resided,

to study with a physician who was his distant relative, and who

had offered him a situation quite tempting, and which would

probably eventuate in future success. He had often met Dr.

Carrows at his office, and he had kindly invited him to call at his

house ; for his heart was always open to deserving struggling

genius, and that he knew was the character of this young man.

Austin Clavers was a great student, possessed of indomitable

perseverance, and he determined by intense application to win

his way to fame. He accepted the invitation to call at the

doctor's, and Netty appeared to him as an angel, straight de-

scended from the blessed regions, She played so exquisitely, she

sang so divinely, that although he had heard the same songs a

thousand times, yet he listened, and was enraptured as never

before. But then, what sad misgivings came over him—"I am
but a poor student

;
years must I toil to win a fame," and what

chance work was here ! It was presumption to permit a hope to

be enkindled ;
he smothered it, and took up dry treatises on fevers,

and read different modes of practice, with comparative results.

Yet the image of Netty would sometimes overshadow all other

thoughts and sights, and a magic spell bound him to recollections

of her sayings and intrinsic worth. She was ever the angel which

hovered over his untiring efforts to be somebody. Did a resolute

mind, so intent on any object, ever fail to attain it, if life were

spared ?

In two years from this period Dr. Carrows passed his sanction

upon the young man,—" he is destined to a high rank in the

medical profession," was again and again repeated, much to bis

daughter's satisfaction ; for already her affections were strongly

enlisted in his behalf, yet she dared not think of a lover I 0, no
;

her father must be Jirst in her heart's centre.

Yet this was not the village where Austin Clavers could distin-

guish himself in the medical fi,eld. He desired not to supplant

his relative, who had done so much for him, and as to Dr. Car-

rows, why, nobody would exchange him for a young man; aud

so, spell-bound as he was, he summoned the resolution to tear

himself away, and to locate himself in the great city. Netty shed

many secret tears at his departure; the doctor gave bim much
sound advice, indicating plainly a deep interest in his welfare, and

a correspondence succeeded between the old and the young phy-

sician for months. Netty always read the letters, and occasionally

kept them. At length Dr. Clavers himself wrote to her, and

made a full declaration of his love, and success in his profession.

Yet he had one humiliating fact which crushed his hopes, and

still it was a powerful incentive to endeavor, and that way, a debt

contracted for his collegiate course. He did not expect to marry

in haste, but he did desire to secure the affections of Netty

Carrows.

So completely did this simple statement of his heart and funds

take possession of her to whom it was entrusted, that she imme-
diately passed it over to the hands of her father, and Netty play-

fully added, " perhaps, father, the bounty you offered to the fire-

man, whom we never found, might not bo improperly bestowed

upon Austin Clavers."

Again both fatlicr and daughter sighed over that mystery.

And now we will pass over a period of two years, for love on
paper and hasty detached specimens of attempted rivalry, can

readily be understood when such a creature as Netty Carrows is

on the tapis
; so wc prefer to end our sketch with introducing our

readers into a neat but not showy house, located in a pleasant

popular street, with the words "Dr. Clavkks" upon the door.

Thoy were married just a week ago, and the father of the bride

has come down to give them his hearty sympathy, and bring to

them the welcome intelligence that he is about to sell bis practice

to a young man, and take up his residence with his daughter.

They have been conning over all the peculiar circumstances of

Netty's girlhood to tlie husband, who is never tired in listening
;

and but one jvi/stert/ hangs over her history, and that is the talc of

the heroic fireman who preserved her life.

" Don't you wish, father," said the bride, " wc could have him
present with us now ? and if he could participate in our happiness

he would feel that he had indeed saved a life which is full of en-

joyment."

A flush came over Austin Clavers's face, and he said, in a

tremulous voice, " / a;/t that fireman I " It was even as he said,

and her deliverer was now her devoted husband ! He was in the

city on the evening of the fire, and our readers may imagine the

rest.

< «»«^ >

[Writttin for Gleason's Pictorial.]

COME TO THE WOODS.

BY GEO. CANNING HU-L.

Come to the woods,

For the wild birds are singing

;

The sprays are all green,

And the flowers are springing.

Come where the birch

All its tasseU are pluming,

And fresh looking cowslips

By waters are blooming.

Come to the woods,

For the turtles are whirring

By margins of pools,

And the insects are stirring

;

Come where the gray rocks

With mosses are darkening,

And the pleasure-tuned ears •

To new voices are hai-kening.

Come to the woods,

There is health in the blowing

Of fi:esh scented breezes,

That set cheeks to glowing.

Come where the tree boughs

Above you are bending,

And down through their coverts

The pure airs are blending.

Come to the woods,—

Come and kneel on the mosses.

And see how the aun

Old earth's bosom glosses.

Come to the woods,

Its people are calling,

And on the bared head

All their blessings are falling.

REPLY OP AN IIVFIDBL.

An American traveller, being unexpectedly detained at the
mole or quarantine of Odessa, was very civilly offered "half his

apartments, and a sofa to lie on," by a young Englishman, who
acted as a translator to the mole. After they had formed an
intimate acquaintance, and one evening had retired to rest, the
traveller asked his friend how he could endure the blasphemy
which was so constantly heard there. The young Englishman
replied that "as a gentleman, these things were disagreeable to

him, but as to their being intrinsically wrong, it was no matter of
concern to him. as he denied the truth of all revelation, and be-

lieved Jesus Christ to be an impostor."

The traveller, without supposing the remark would be heeded
except by courte-'y, replied :

—"Either Christ was an impostor,
or he was not. If he was an impostor, we have the inconceivable

phenomenon of a base man practising virtue, self denial, charity,

forgiveness of injuries, through his whole life, in spite of scourg-

ing, contumely, and even crucifixion. Is it philosophical to sup-

pose that a bad man would take such pains to make men good ?

But if he was not an impostor, then he has told the truth, and we
must believe him !"

" Is it possi^de that I have never seen this before?" was the

only reply of the young Englishman ; but the argument sunk
deep in his heart ; and when the traveller had arrived at Alexan-
dria, he received a letter from the former skeptic, acknowledging
him " as the best friend he ever had," encouraging him to \e
equally faithful to others, and praying him not to forget his

" Odessa convert."

—

Amej-ican Messenger.

1EV8TIWCT OP THE TURTLE.
It has been observed that turtles cross the ocean from the Bay

of Honduras to the Cayman Isles, near Jamaica, a distance of
450 miles, with an accuracy superior to the chart and compass of
human skill, for it is affirmed that vessels which have lost their

latitude in hazy weather, have steered entirely by the noise of the

turtles in swimming. The objects of their voyage, as in the case

of the migration of birds, is for the purpose oif laying their eggs

on a spot peculiarly favorable.

—

Bishop Slanlei/ on Birds.

HUMILITY.
Humility mainly bccometh the converse of man with his Maker,
But oftentimes it seemetli out of place of man with man

;

Ilender unto all men their dae, but remember thou also art a man,
And cheat not thyself of the reverence which is owing to thy reasonable being.

Tupper.
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THE TEA PLANT.

Dr. Junius Smith, of South Carolina, who is so sedulously en-

deavoring to introduce the tea plant inio this country, says, in a

recent communication to the press, that not one of his plants

was lost during the last winter, though snow of several inches in

depth lay upon them. They are well grown, and finely expand-

td, and he thinks permanently established. The expense of the

culture he believes will be less in tlie United States than at the

East. They have no railroads ia China, and the cost of the

transportation of its tea over bad roads, some of it ou the backs

of men 800 or lOOO miles on an average, is equal to about one-

eighth of its value at the place of production. The Chinese and

Hindoo live cheaply, and work for small wages. They perform

much less labor in a day than a negro well fed on the most sub-

stantial food, corn-bread and bacon. Taking thereforethe greater

value of a day's work in America, the diminution in freight, and

the cheapness and despatch of transportation over our railroads,

the conclusion of the doctor is, that tea is to become a staple

produce of the United States. The experiment is worth trying,

and Dr. Smith, in setting the example, has evinced a degree of

enterprise which is worthy of praise.

MINOT'S LEDGE LIGHT-HOUSE.

The engraving which we gave in a former number of this " Eddy

Stone" of America will possess peculiar interest to all those who

have the number of the Companion which contains it. Since

our last issue this celebrated structure has been destroyed by the

combined force of the winds and the waves, and there is nothing

now to he seen over the spot where it stood but the caps and

foam of the breakers, and the heavy unceasing surge of the

Atlantic. The two keepers also perished in the light, after ex-

periencing, doubtless, most appalling fears and suffeiing.

<—>-<.—»

Strive to Originate.—Sir Joshua Reynolds continually

deprecated imitation as the niin of rising ability, as an impedi-

ment which, if talent raises for itself, at once and forever limits

its progress. If one always walks behind another, how can he

ever equal Mm, still more get before him 1

lUagsitie (6atljcring£5

A RELIGIOUSLY INCLINED DoG.—Southey, who picked up

and recorded in his Common Place Book, all manner of facts,

mentions a dog that went every Sunday to Penkridge church

during an entire year that the church was under repair, and

passed the proper time in the family pew.

Significant Origin.—It is worthy of observation that the

Latin word for mis&rahle has been applied to designate an indi-

vidual who possesses, but cannot enjoy. And well may he be

called a miser, for of all men he is the most mean, and abject,

and comfortless.
.j--*y*.i»—>

Valuable Horses.—Mademoiselle Loyo has been oflfered ten

thousand dollars a-piece for two of her horses, the New York

Mirror says. She has eight beautiful animals, which, it is said,

one hundred thousand dollars could not buy.

Natural Curiosity.—A magnificent cave has been discov-

ered on the southern extremity of Equinox mountain in Man-

chester, Vt. It has nine apartments, and terminates in an abyss,

at the bottom of which there appears to be a pond.

World's Eair in the United States.—It having been re-

solved that the World's exhibition in 1S52 shall be held in the

United States, some of the persons interested are already moving

in the matter.

Eemkmbee, Girls.—No girl has ever made a happy union by

flirtation 5 because no man capable of making a woman perma-

nently happy, was ever attracted by that which is disgusting to

persons of intelligence and refinement.

Mrs. Judson's Return.—Letters from Manlmein state that

Mrs. Judson was to leave for Calcutta in January, whence she

would sail for the United States via England.

A BAD Habit.—Out of any one hundred men you run against,

you will find ninety-five worrying themselves into low spirits and
indigestion, about troubles that will never come.

Industrious Example.—Those islands that so beautifully

adorn the Pacific, were reared up from the bed of the ocean by
the little coral insect, which deposits a grain of sand at a time.

Natural Consequence.—Syracuse and Rochester papers

notice a large increase of travel on the railroads passing through
those cities, consequent upon the recent reduction of fares.

Try it.—Few parents realize how much their children may
be taught at home, by devoting a few minutes to their instruction

evei'y day.
<-«-•<»-»

A Traveller.—Bayard Taylor, one of the editoi-s of the

Tribune, we learn from reliable authority, is about to visit the
interior of Africa.

«-^»**.--> _

Heaven save u.s !—The medical college, Philadelphia, f adu-
ated 150 students on Saturday, making 500 within six mon s

!

«--««-»—

Be fibm always.—Fortitude is so becoming in human naiure,
that he who wants it scarce deserves the name of a man.

Curious Fact.—The nerve in a dog's nose is spread in i

thin a web, that itja computed to be equal to four square feet.

Gen. Scott decliues all public dinners.

The strength of an elephant is equal to that of 147 men.

Allen Dodworth (with his unrivalled band) has been giving

concerts in Baltimore.

The French Ballet Company ia now at St. Louis, at Ludlow &
Smith's Theatre.

Heniy Clay completed the seventy-fifth year of his eventful

life, on Saturday week.

A. Gowen of Boston, has obtained the contract for raising the

steam frigate Missouri.

It is thought that it will take eight years to complete the

"Washington Monument.

Jenny Lind sung the ballad of " Auld Kobin Gray," at St.

Louis, with great effect.

Judge Daggett, of Connecticut, died at his residence in New
Haven, on Saturday evening, in the S7th year of his age.

The small pox came into this country in the year 1517 ; twelve

years after its discovery by Columbus.

Sir Henry Bulwer and Lady Bulwer have gone on a visit to

the South, and will also go West.

Three ships arrived at Savannah on Wednesday from England,
bringing 12,000 bars of railroad iron.

If the feathery gills of a small perch could be unfolded and
spread out, they would nearly cover a square yard.

Their favorite toast in San Francisco is
—

" The Ladies—God
bless them, Love caress, and Heaven leceive 'em.

Mr. John Brinkley, an old and good citizen, was run over in

New York and killed by a fast horse.

In Utica, N. Y., the Fire Department has been disbanded, and
a new one is to be organised on the Boston plan.

In the Essex Court of Common Pleas, lately, a party obtained

S25 damages for fraud practised upon him in the sale of a watch.

Maximilian Zooloff, a Polish emigrant, and teacher of music,
died in a warm bath at the Irving House, New York, on Sunday,

Dr. Smith tells of a Virginia slave who could perfectly imitate

with his voice, the compound music of a drum and Hte.

The New York and Erie road is nearly completed, and in a

short lime cars will be running from Piedmont to Dunkirk, the

whole distance.

The barque Baltimore, chartered by the Colonization Society
sailed from Savannah on the 9th iust., with 150 manumitted
slaves on board.

President Fillmore has expressed a determination to adopt
some plan for the immediate enlargement of the capitol, to go
into effect within a month.

The sail-makers and spar-makers of New Bedford are on a
strike for higher wages ; the riggers and carpenters have suc-

ceeded in obtaining iheir demands.

The property of Massachusetts is valued for taxation at S590,-
000,000. In Boston in 1850 there were 8000 births; 1300 more
than the deaths,

Dr. Charles L. Hitchcock, of Savannah, Surgeon in the U. S.

Army, has been ordered to California, to take charge of the medi-
cal department of the Pacific Division.

Saniis of (!5ol^.

jTorcijjn illisallanu.

Fanny Kemble has resumed her Shakspearian Readings at St.

James's Theatre.

The city of Levissia, in the island of Rhodes, has been des-

troyed by an earthquake.

In China, 300 miles from Pekin, a race of Jews has been dis-

covered by missionaries.

Thirty-four miles of sewers were constructed last year in Lon-
don, which cost £86,626.

Flax is a native of Persia. Cotton is a native of India, and
was brought to the United States in 1789.

Lady Emeline Stuart Wortley is soon to issue a " book of tra-

vels in the United States and Cuba." It will be interesting.

A very destructive hurricane visited Lyons, France, on the

night of the 26th ult. Several houses were much damaged.

Large orders are being received at Savannah, from the Spanish
G^overnment, for Georgia lumber, to be sent to Cadiz.

It is said that a balloon has been constructed at Paris which
obeys the helm, and can be driven even against the wind by its

conductor.

The Great World's Fair daily attracts more attention. The
queen, it is said, will distribute the prizes of the Crystal Palace
exhibiiion.

The French government has decided to build the railway
round Paris for the purpose of connecting the termioi of the dit-

ferent railways,

The manager of one of the principal Spanish theatres, who was
on the verge of bankruptcy, has been relieved from his embar-
rassments by a loan from the queen.

A boat club at St. John, N. B., challenge Boston to match
them in a boat race for any sum not exceeding S-iOOD, for a race

of from 7 to 10 miles, in four-oared gigs.

The concentrationof large masses of Russian troops in Poland,
npar the Prussian frontier, is preparatory to a grand review to be
held by the Emperor in April or May.

Barnum, it is stated, has offered Thackeray a good round sum
to deliver a course of lectures in the United States, on the comic
dramatists of England.

The Prince of Wales is of age from his bii-th, and a chair of
state is placed for him on the right in the House of Lords. The
present prince is the ninth who has received the title in infancy.

The "gold" which is used by dentists has been proved to be
nothing more tlian a combination of metals which undermine the
health, causing canker and other diseases.

—

EnyUsh papei:

Accounts from Bologna represent the celebrated brigand,
called il Passatore, as still holding his mountain positions against
the combined efforts of the Austrian and papal troops.

The Siecle is about to publish a romance and tale by the Em-
peror Napoleon, written when a youth, which are engaged to be
perfectly authentic, and to be accompanied by proofs of t.uir

genuineness.

Foreign journals speak of a boy only seven years of a^ , the

son of a clergyman at Iserlohn, who is said to compf a with
Mozart in the precocity and extraordinary developme .s of his

musical powers.

. . . .Man is sometimes the slave of ten thousand imaginary
necessities.

. . . .Extraordinary virtues are ever defamed by those who want
the courage to imitate them.

.... The most beautiful may be the most admired and caressed,
but ihey are not always the most esteemed and lovecK

. . . .Where the mouth is swef.t and the eyes intelligent, there
is always the look of beauty, vith a right heart.

—

Leitjk Hunt.

. . . .The usual employments and everyday occurrences of life

are the best things for taking away our grief; jogging effectually

sends woe to sleep.

... .If we wish our children to revere high things—things sim-
ple, and pure, and lovely, and of good report—we must set them
the example.

... .Those who endeavor to imitate us, we like much better

than those who endeavor to equal us. Imitation is a sign of
esteem, but competition of envy.

. . . .Expeiience, gained from th« consequence of onr faults,

almost always, sooner or later, gives us a vague, unsatisfactory

consciousness th;it such things exist witbia us,

. . . .Man is bnrn.not to solve the problems of the universe, but
to find out where the problem begins, and then to restrain him-
self within the limits of the comprehensible.— Goethe.

. . . .Rashness borrows the name of courage, but it is of another
race, and nothing allied to that virtue ; the one descends in a
direct line from prudence, the other from folly and presumption.

3oka's ®lio.

Why is a dandy like a haunch of venison 1 Ans.—He is a bit

of a buck.

The busy man is tempted hi/ the devil, but the lazy man actually
tempts kim.

Why is an active waiter like a race-horse ? Ans.—He runs for

the plate.

A man cannot run from himself. His evil genius will follow
him, whithersoever he may turn his footsteps.

Why should marriage not be spoken of as a tender tie ? Because
it is so tough that nothing but death can cut it.

Why is a drowsy person like the track of a slow sailing vessel ?

Because he is hardly a-wake.

Why is a liquor merchant like a man of perpetual vivacity ?

Ans.—He is never out of spirits.

A storekeeper in Concord wh^ made to pay ninety dollars

damages for cowhiding a boy enoneoush/. He get the wi'ong boy
by the jacket and administered to him a severe dose.

There is a good story in the newspapers, about "Jenny Lind
and the blind boy." There is one ^' blind boy" she seems not to
have become acquainted with—one Cupid.

It may not be generally known that there is a sure remedy for
the toothache by taking into the palm of the right hand a certain

root— to wit, the root of the aching tooth.

D'Israeli, in his " Calamities of Authorp," mentions a student
who devoted himself so assiduously to the study of the Oriental
languages, as entirely to furget his own

!

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d and 3d.

"Wfl have volumes lf*t. 2d and 3d of thf- Pictorial Dhawing Room
Companion elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
sides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between FooR and Five Hundred Pages, and containing nearly
One Thousand Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events ail overthe
world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Tillages

;
of Pageants at home and abi-oad ; of fine Maritime Views ; and, iu

short, of an infinite Tariety of interesting and instructive subjects : with an
Illumined Title-pagk and Index of gre:it beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant fmntispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches. Poems and Noveletes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

Kor sale .at the Publication Oifice, by our M'holesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume.

THE FLAG OF OUR UIION.
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Joiii'nal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and pontic gems, and
original prize tales, written expressly for this paper, and at a very great cost.

In politics, and on all sectarian questions, it is strictly neutral. Nothing of
an immoral nature will ever be adniitted into its columns

; therefore making
it emphatically,

A PAPER rOR THE MILLION,
AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It is generally acknowledged that the Flag is no'W the hading weekly paper
in the United Stala, and ite litenu-y contents are allowed, by the best judges,
to be unsurpassed.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to en-
able U3 to give the greatest possible amount of intelhgence. No advertise-
menta are admitted to the paper, tnus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engaged, and every depai'tment is under the
most finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, or money pro-
duce. Lacking neither the means nor the mil, we can lay before our hun-
dreds of thousands of readers an

©HE^ESriiE^ IPivIPIilEg
the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Union.

TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS.
1 subscriber, one year, ^2:^00

3 subscribers, ' 5 00
4 " " 6 OO
8 ' " 11 OO

16 " " 20 00

One copy of the Flag of odr Unio.v, and one copy of the PiotomaIi Draw-
iNG-RooM Companion, one yeai-, for irH 00.

[Cr" Invariably in advance.

Subscribers or postuiastera are request-ed to act aa agents, and form clubs,

on the above terms,

[C7=- All orders should be addressed, post paid, to the Publiseeb of the Flag
OF OUR USION.

*,* The F l A Q can be obtained at any of the ne-wspaper depots in the United
StaCeSj and ofnewspapet carriers^ nt FODR cents per single copy.

F. GLEASON,
POBLIsnEK AND PROPRIETOR, BOSTON. 'M'ASB
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FEM4LE SEMINAEY,
CIIAKLBSTOWN.

This iusLiliitiun issit-

uaLcd juatoiio niilo IVom
llostoii, and is finely

;iilapti!(l to tliu purport)

for wliii'.h it was dcnij;'!!-

eil. If. was incorporat-

ed in Marcli, 18.')3, and
its professed objert has
Iifion to furnisli facilitiun

for a complete female
education, moral, intel-

lectual, and physical,

and its patronage has

always been liheral. U)>

10 this time, as wo are

informed, o\'cr f o u r

thousand young ladies

have received ttic. wliole

or a part of their edu-

cation at tnis institu-

lion. There are at the

present moment some
two hundred young' la-

dies innttendaneuatthe
school, in its various dc-

])artments, representing

many different States

of this Union, and some
even from the Biiiish

provinees, and oi;her

countries. The teach-

ers being acleeted from
persons of dilfcrent re-

ligious denomination-;,

no sectarian views arc

inculcated. It may bo

said to form a sort of

high school for female.s,

and every city and large

town in the country

should support one

.

After an examination
of the printed plan of

this seminary, and some
personal inquiry, we
are satisfied of the ex-

cellence of the institu-

tion. Our Charlestown
friends will bear witness

to the truthfulness of

this picture which our artist has produced. It is agreeable to

clironicle the success of schools and academies throughout the

country. We heai'tily rejoice in seeing them multiplied. There
cannot be too many, for wisdom should be broadcast, and its

wealth should be poured oitt copiously at the poor man's door.

Education is to be the grand lever of future empire, intelligence

is to take the place of gunpowder and cannon balls ; and to ensui'e

success in carrying out this principle, oiw mothers as well as our
fathers must be educated and cultivated.

FEMALE SEMINARY, CORNER OF UNION AND LAWRENCE STREETS, CHARLESTOWN, MASS.

THE CHILDREN OF CYPRUS
The capital engraving, below, will be recognized by all those

who have witnessed this superb scenic spectacle, now performing
at the Boston Museum. It is known in the programme of the

play, as the " galley scene," and is certainly, as far as our experi-

ence goes, one of the best, for scenic effect, that we have ever
witnessed. The gorgeous machinery and superior artistic effect

of this play are of a character to .surprise and delight the public

taste, and since its performance the hoiise has been nightly

thronged by our eiti'

zens, and by nartiet*

from the neighboring
lowns and villagcH. To
any one who has seen
the play, lin; accom-
pnnymg picture will
possess peculiar inter-

eel, for itH faithful and
accurate cf)i(y of the
original. Old iheatn-
goerH are found night
after night at the Muse-
um, watching tlie p'_'i-

fornmnce of tln.s charm-
ing Bpectaele, neve r

tiring of its oft-repeated

Hccnes and tableaux,
'i'he feelings of the au-
dience have been cai-

ried on with the plot
ijf the piece until this

scene, wlien Cherry ami
Fair Star m-e i-eprc-

sented as coming into
the Oriental capital

,

where such a noted
reception awaits them.
It seems as though the
fiearts of the audience
responded to e very
cheer that is uttered
from the laml to grei t

the incoming fairy ga!-
h'y. The pencil of our
;iitist has performed irs

work witli dagiierrec-

lypc exactness, portray-
ing the minutest lu-

longing to this elegant
scene, and tlie picture
is indeed a very perft ct

and magnificent one.
Probably no jilay ever
inti'oducedby Mr. Kim-
Ijall to the Boston pubic
is destined to so much
popularity as this : t

seems to be universally
commended, and to be
more and more popular

,.
at everv repetition of

Its performance. Too much praise cannot be "awarded to the
etlicient stage manager, Mr. W. H. Smith, for the excellent man-
ner m which lie has placed the play upon the boards of the Boston
Museum. The actors are all perfect in their parts, the machinery
works admirabl}', and there is little if anything left to be desired
by the critical eye in the entire performance. Our readers who
have not already done so, will not fail to tee this goro-eous
pageant and show

;
it will repay a pilgrimage to enjoy, made up

as it is, of graphic display and incident.

SCENE FROM THE FLAY OF "THE CHILDREN OF CYPRUS."
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^"^E'";^ OK BOSTON COMMON. flag staff on the Common, ard in sprinkling the assembled mill- dred feet into th» air, with great bodv and force. This scene
1 he hr.^t of May, or May morning, has. for a long period, been titude by way of a dessert to their performance. The sre.-e above repreienting our gallant firemen, is a deserved compliment to thisa sort ot gala occasion for the hremen of Boston, when the com- represents them thus occupied, and is a spirited and lifelike sketch brave class of our citizens, who are everready to risk life and limbpames would turn out to try their skill, and the powers of their of the spot and scene. The elegant fountain will be recognized in the discharge of their dutv. Boston firemen have ever sustained

lisspeclive engines with each other, m throwing water over the as it often appears, casting its powerful jet of water nearly a hun- a good name for orderly behaviour and unfiinching bravery

GRAND DISPLAY BY THE FIREMEN, ON BOSTON COMMON, MAY MORNING.
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A SPLENDID OIUGINAL NOVELETTE.
Entcicil according to Act of Congress, in the year 1851, hy F. Gleason, in the Clerk's OIKcc of

the District Court of Massachusetts.

[wniTTEN EXPRESSLY FOK CI.EASOn'S PIOTOKIAI,.'|
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CHUISiEIl OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.

BY p. CLINTON BAERINGTON.

[con TT

CHAPTER IV.

A mother's counsel.

The young fisherman ventured the last word

in a tone of sadness, and with his forehead howed

down upon his mother's hand, upon which hot

tears dropped, one flftcr the other, like rain.

" Thou hast spoken well ; thou hast spoken

like n man. Heaven give thee strength to abide

by thy words," slie said, impressively.

"No more I " he repeated, in a tone of unutter-

able anguish. "I see that I shall destroy her

liopes, her happiness, her future, if I suifer this

mad dream of bliss to go on. But it will rend

my heart!"

"Nay, he strong in a sense of rectitude and

manly consciousness of acting right. Thou wilt

not hesitate to sacrifice Thyself for her, if thou

lovest her."

"Love her!"

"Then reflect that it is for her whom you

love you make this sacrifice of never beholding

her more. As it is, she can never mai-ry in her

own rank, as becomes her; for thou hast her

heart, for which, nevertheless, thou canst give

her no return."

" No return !—true, true. I can give her only

my heart again. I have no rank, no castles, no

place at court, no historic name, no wealth, no

power, to return to her. Mother, you are wiser

than I—far wiser. The dream is past ; I will

see her but once more !"

"Nay, not that once."

" Can I steal from her away, dear mother?

—

shall I cease my interviews with her without a

word of explanation ? Shall I add to onr sepa-

ration the barb of suspicion that I have done

aught that makes me ashamed to see her, or

that she has given me aught of otfence 1 Nay,

it is becoming that we meet once more—to part

forever."

" Perhaps you are right, my son. I will titist

to your good sense that this interview be so con-

ducted as to release you both from any indiscreet

pledges of fidelity into which you may both have

unadvisedly fallen. When will you have this

interview '?"

" This very night."

"The sooner the better for you both. Now,

my boy, explain to me what you began to do

when you sat down here—how your boat came

so dreadfully wrecked."

" I deserved it, I see, since we have had this

talk together. I will explain in a few words.

You know, perhaps, that young Lord Rudolph

has returned to the castle within a few days ?"

"I heard so from your cousin Anne."

"Anne?— yes; she knows everything that

goes on at Castle Vane."

"Anne speaks of the Lady Catharine in the

warmest praise."

" How can any one do otherwise? All love

her who approach her ; and alas, all may ap-

proach her hereafter but me. I alone am to be

exiled from her sweet presence. But hear what

I have to say touching the injury done to my
boat. While I was listlessly rocking on the

swell, waiting for the fish to take the Iiook, and

gazing upon the towers of the castle, and think-

ing of Lady Catharine, I fell asleep and dreamed.

I dreamed that I had won her hand, and that I

led h-er up to the high altar in Westminster Ab-

hey, where a mitred archbishop united us in holy

marriage. I recollect that the king was present

and all his nobles, and—

"

" The king !" exclaimed liis mother, with sur-

prise ;
" you know we have no king—the judges

have put bim to death."

" I know it, mother ; but in my dream I saw

the king, or a king, and he seemed to smile on

me, and give me honor with the proudest of his

nobles ; and I thought I was clad in the robes

of an earl, and wore an earl's coronet."

•' These dreams are nothing, my sen."

" But this made a deep impression upon me
when I awoke ; but I must confess my heart

sank within me when my opening eyes fell only

ujion my coarse fishing clothes and poor fishing

boat, with a few lines, and hooks, and tubs, tliat

constituted all my earthly wealth."

" A fit gift to bestow upon a noble bride,

Guilford," said his mother, in a slightly ironical

tone, quite unusual to her. " Take a lesson

from your dream, and let your common sense

see that you are never likely to exchange your

poor estate as a fisherman for the regal splendor

you beheld in Westminster Hall."

" You are right, mother. I will try and im-

press the lesson upon my heart. It was past

noon when I awoke, and I found that the flood

tide had swung my vessel close in under the

land, and that Castle Vane was towering high

in the air above my head. As the day was still

cloudless and unfit for fishing, I landed and
roamed along the beach, and endeavoring to de-

tect traces of the small footstep which had the

evening before wandered there by my side. I

also gathered every pretty shell that met my eye

for the grotto which Lady Catharine was making
in the garden of the castle. In this pleasurable

occupation the afternoon wore away, and at

length I returned to my boat. But imagine my
joy when I beheld the Lady Catharine seated in

it, engaged in sketching the castle and rock!

" ' I saw your boat, and took the liberty, Guil-

ford,' she said, smiling in that captivating way
which almost made me lose my senses. 'I at

first stood on the large stone half surrounded by

the water there, but the tide coming in, I was
afraid I should be caught by it, and so I ex-

changed it for the boat. I see you have some
beautiful shells.'

" Yes, Lady Kate," I answered, with that

trembling of the voice without which I never

could speak to her. "I have some here we have

never seen. But you do not get a good view of

the castle so nearly imder it ; let me push out

further from the shore, so that you can embrace

the whole at one view."

" She thanked me ; and getting into the boat,

I pushed from the beach, and hoisting the sail,

ran out a hundred fathoms, and there brought

my little vessel to, and sat down and w.atehed

her, as with taste and skill she transferred

the outlines of her father's castle to a leaf

of the portfolio before her. While she drew

we conversed, I know not about what ; hut the

time flew by unmarked. She had finished her

sketch, and was admiring its faithfulness, when
a flaw of wind suddenly struck us from the gap

in the clifi', and blew so hard that I was com-

pelled to run before it for ten or twelve minutes.

But after getting an offing of half a league, it de-

creased so much in strength that I was able to

lay up to it, and prepared to return to the foot

of the castle rock. But Lady Kate, seeing the

danger was passed, and delighted at finding her-

self so far out in the channel, entreated me not

to return immediately, but sail farther out and

hit her tiy and catch a iish or two witli me. To
this Iconswited, and I'cacliing tin; fishing ji round,

I was soon engaged in teaching her how to

catch the IlKh, which now began to take the hook

freely. While we were thus engaged, my whole

thoughts full of the hapjiy consciousness of her

presence, we were suddenly startled by a loud

shout. Looking up, I beheld a green, gilded

yacht, of about twenty tons burthen, standing

towards us at a rapid rate, hauled close on bcr

wind. At her helm I recognized the haughty

figure of Lord liudolph, whose face was livid

with fierce passion. Tiiere were half a dozen

other persons on board, four of whom were the

crew. He steered straight for me, and I saw

that hi^ intention was to sink me. He called

me by all manner of opprobious epithets as he

came near, and I perceived that he was bent on

equally destroying both Lady Catharine and

myself. My sails were brailed up, and I had no

time to get out of the way; but seeing he was

aiming to strike me amidships, I succeeded with

an oar in turning the bow of my boat so as to

receive the shock there. The moment of collis-

ion, two of the crew, by his previous order,

sprang on board, and taking the Lady Catharine

up, regained the yacht with her. The shock

drove tlie bows of my boat in, and she began to

fill. The yacht, recoiling from the contact,

glided past across the hows, and as Lord Vane
saw me making efi'orts to keep my boat from

going down, he laughed like a fiend, and then

deliberately aiming a short gun at me, dis-

charged it. I should have been killed by the ball

if I had not thrown myself upon my face.

[see engraving.]

" The next moment the yacht was far to lee-

ward . and I was left alone with my sinking boat

!

What a moment of shame, disappointment, and

bitterness was that to me ! What an hour of

happiness had been suddenly interrupted ! I

now turned my whole attention to saving my
boat and my life. But my ears were rended by

the cries of Lady Kate to her brother, not to let

me perish. But I could hear his seornfal laugh

only in reply.

" By great exertions, ray dear mother, I

reached the cove as yon saw ; hut if I had been

half a mile further out, I should certainly have

been lost. Now, mother, you know all, I have

unfolded to you the secret of my life- You are

my only confidant. Perhaps I have done wrong

in encouraging this sweet friendship on the part

of Lady Kate- But should I dash the cup of

bliss to the ground ? I was not wise enough to

know that it was charged with sorrow to us

both. I can now look on all with your eyes. I

see that X have been in the wrong, and that I

have been inflicting a positive injury upon her

whom I would die to serve. I sec it—I see it

all! I cannot so much blame Lord Vane for

wishing to break off a friendship that was laden

with so much future evil."

" I am glad to see you take this view of it,

Guilford. It shows me that you are still as good

and generous and just as I have ahvays believed

you to be. No doubt that Lady Catharine loves

you ; but do yon think—now hear me put the

question with calmness—do you think she would

listen to you with anything less than with sur-

prise aujtl scorn, if you proposed seriously for hey

hand V
Guilford shook his head, but made no reply.

" I fear that such a proposal from you would

open Ler eyes, which seem to have been strangely

blinded, and lead her to see the tnae position in

which you stood to each other. It would break

the spell efiectually. Doubtless she, as well as

yourself, has never asked of her heart and judg-

ment where all this would end."

" I will see her once more, and then we part

forever—unless
—" Here a certain proud light

shone in his fine eyes, and he rose to his feet.

" Unless what, Guilford?" asked his mother,

with anxiety, fearing all his resolutions were

to be turned into thin air.

" Unless I can render myself worthy of her,

mother!"
•' Worthy of her I Indeed, so far as truth and

honor and manly comeliness are concerned, you

are worthy the love of any maiden, methinks,

Guilford; but these count nought in the sum of

qualifications which he who v/ould wed a lord's

daughter must bring to his aid."

" I viay yet make myself worthy of her, moth-

er. In the books of history which she has loaned

me, and which we have read together, are ac-

counts of lowly-born youths having risen to

thrones, and to wed kings' daughters. Nothing

is impossible to love and ambition I"

" That was in the days of Komannt, long

ago, my boy. Such things do not happen now.'-'

"No one knows. What is enacting now?

—

who 18 President of Knpland, and who sits m ,

the seat of the long line of descended kings ? la

it notOIiver Cromwell, who rose from tlie ranks

of the people? Kvcn Lord Iludolph Vane must
lift his cap to this man of humble origin."

" TrTic, my son, the people have the power."'

" Yes, and tlie nobles hold their castles and
their coronets at the will of the Lord Protector.

Because I am a fisherman now, shall I of neces-

sity always be one? Thanks to the tcuchingB

of the Lady Catharine, I have knowledge and

learning, and know how to hold such place as

my good fortnne may perchance elevate me to-

I'rom this day I doff the fisher's jacket, and go
and olfer my services to the admiral of the fleet,

now in the Thames and preparing to sail against;

the Dutch. There all grades are open to talenS

and aspiration; and with the star of Lady JCate's

love shining ever above the horizon of my future,

I shall yet win some place worthy of her!"

"Ah, my son, you do not reflect that a buc-

cessful ofijcer under Cromwell's pyower would be

an ansuccessful wooer for the hand of a daugh-

ter of so proud and royal a noble as Lord Vanc-
Do3t thou forget how these noblca hate the Pro-

tector?"

"True, true, I should only defeat my aim,'"

he answered, gloomily, as the sunshine of hope

faded away into the shadows of his darkening

destiny ;
" and what is more true, I am in heart

a king's subject. I have been tanght by you and

my father to honor the king, and to look upouj

Cromwell as a usurper. Nothing but the hope
—now dashed to the ground—of winning Lady
Kate through honors gained under the Protec-

tor's flag, would have suggested to me the idea

of offering myself to him . My heart is with the

exiled and hunted young King Charles ; hut to

share his fallen fortunes I should be no nearer

my ambitious hopes. Itlother, advise me;—

I

know not what to do. I can never forget Lady
Catharine. I must love her while life endures

;

and while I live, it must be with the faint, far-ofT

hope that kind fate will one day sroile upon my
love, and with the sunshine of joy dissipate all

^he clouds that now haiig aronnd me-"
" My advice is, my boy, to remain where you

are, and try and forget the Lady Catharine, a»

much so as if she were dead and buried
."

"Be H so ; I will try/' answered Guilford, irs

tones scarcely audibie to his mother's ears. He-

then safi'ered her to embrace him,, to- breathe a
word or two of consolation into his heavy heart,

and then entered the house.

It WES already twilight^ for the san had gone
down behind the hlne Hampshire hills while

they sat in the green porch, holding 5he conver-

sation we have above recorded.

In a fcYf moments he came forth, and was
passing out of the gate,

" Leave no room , Guilford, for a second inter-

view/' whimpered his mother, impressively.

" It shall be the last," he answere(3, v/ith deep

emotion modulating the sounds of his voice.

At the gate h? met a fair young girl of
eighteen, clad in a neat ebinta gown^ and eoaise

but becoming straw hat.

"' Good even^ eousin Anne/' he said,, as he

passed her-

" Good even, Guilford/' she responded-

''Aunt, what makes Guilford so sad?" she

asked, looking after him.

" He has a heavy sorrow at heart, child," an-

sv/ered the mother, in a toD& of sympathy ;

—

" Heaven hold him strong under it
!"

CHAPTER V.

COUSIN ANNE &EET—A SURPRISE^

Tke maiden who betrayed this interest \n

the young man was Anne Grey, his cousin-,, and

the adopted child of her aunt, his mother- She
was a beautiful girl of eighteen, with dark brows

and eyes, and handsome cheeks and lips, and a.

neat figure, buoyant with the elasticity of health..

She had daily employment at the castle by Lady

Vane,, who gave occupation to several maidens

of humble degree in the art of embroidery, a

pursuit then much in vogue wilh the high-horn

dames of England.

Every morning for two years past, Anne had

gone to the castle, to pass the day in the large

hall or working-room, where the lady of the

castle, seated in the midst of her half-score of

maidens, either taught them diflicult figures in

the pattern by her own example, or passed from

ono to the other, giving directions.
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'^ Have you completed that battle-piece of

Hastings's field yet?" asked dame Graham oT

Anne, as the latter seated herself hj the frugal

supper prepared for her and Guilford, but which

the latter had left untouched.

"Not yet, aunt; we expect to complete it by

June. TVe have been already twenty-one months

upou it. We had to wait three weeks for the

arrival of the young lord before we could finish

his figure."

"What, does my young lord figure in the

tapestry t"

" Yes, as one of the king's youthful knight?.

He has taken a good many sittings, and the

portrait is to the life ; but Lady Vane draws and

works in the features herself, while we only

work the surtout and armor."

" What think you of my young lord V
" Something bold and free, methinks."

*' So I fancied, if he be like other nobles of his

degree. I hope, child, he hath not noticed

tbee."

" I like not his looks at all, aunt. He hath

twice spoken to me in a manner that has made

my cheek burn. I would gladly find some ex-

cuse not to go up to the castle until he shall be

gone back to London."
" Tell not thy cousin Guilford of this."

"Nay, he would care little. He careth not for

me," she answered, changing color.

"Ah, and is it this way blows the wind, my
child V
"Which way, aunt?"

" I see thou lovest Guilford more than thou

shouldst as a relative."

" I did not say so, aunt. Yet who can help

liking him ? Does not every one like him ?

Nay, I have heard the fair Lady Catharine

speak of him to me with passing commendation.

But Guilford never thinks of me or any other

maiden."

" And bow like you Lady Catharine ?"

"She is fair and good as an angel. We all

love her. She is nothing like Lord Rudolph,

her brother ; and methinks he is something harsh

towards her betimes, as becometh not a brother."

" So I hear."

"And what aileth Guilford to-night?"

" He is ill at ease- I warrant me he'll be bet-

ter and wiser to-morrow. But here comes in

some neighbor. See who it is."

Anne rose up, and advancing to the door,

started back witli a cry of surprise, as she be-

held stride in two of Cromwell's soldiers, armed

with harquebus and broad-sword, and wearing

the well-known badge of the parliamentary

army. Instantly dame Graham, with that in-

stinctive sense of propriety and self-possession

which, never forsook her, though she trembled

in her inmost soul at beholding the shadows of

these two men crossing her threshold, advanced

and said civilly

-

"Enter, friends, and refresh yourselves. We
were just at supper. If you wdll take seats, you
shall cheerfully have whatever oar poor larder

can furnish."

The soldiers sat dovra without ceremony, as if

they felt perfectly at home and were accustomed

to the civility which they met with. One of them
was a tall, thin, cadaverous man, with dark, an-

gular brows, sallow cheeks, and straight, black

hair for a beard, while that upon his head was
cropped short like that of a modem convict. He
was armed in a formidable manner, and was
altogether a formidable-looking person—a sort

of cross between a Puritan saint and arobber of

the Rhine. His comrade was shorter by the

head, girded full twenty inches more by the

waist, had a bald, bullet-head, and no beard. His

eyes were small and twinkling, and the corners

of his mouth, which naturally were inclined to

turn laughingly upwards, were drawn down in a

sanctimonious curve, that each moment required

his attention to keep so. The names of these

two worthies were respectively " Strait-gate

"

and "Broad-way." The first five minutes

Strait-gate occupied in saying a long grace, to

which Broad-way responded an unctuous amen.

They then fell to work upon the fish and ashes

cakes before them : and having taUen off the

edge of their appetite, they began to use their

eyes now in scanning the room, then the face

and dress of dame Graham, and lastly, but more
lingeringly, the pretty countenance of Anne
Grey, who sat aloof in the window, trying to

withdraw as much from observation as she could.

" So, dame, thou seemest to subsist by the

travail of fishing? Verily, it is a good trade,

and thou shouldst thrive. This comely maiden
is thy daughter I do peradventure ?"

This was spoken by Strait gate.

" My niece, your worship."

" Come hither, maid, and let me see if thou

art well-favored," said Broad-way. " They do

say that much eating of fish doth improve the

complexion."

Bat Anne, as soon as she saw that she was

particularly noticed, quickly tripped out of the

cottage.

" Verily and yea, the maiden bath fled. She

hath no need to fear the soldiers of the Lord and

of Gideon. We war against kings, and not

against women."

"And how fares my Lord Cromwell, gentle-

men?"
" Marry come up ! how should he but do well

who is next to King David in power, and Solo-

mon in wisdom? Nevertheless, thou showest

thy reverence for him, good dame, by asking.

Where is thy husband?"

"Dead, this seven years, sirs."

"Hast thou no man about?" asked Broad-

way, cocking his half-shut eye at the oars and

sails that stood in the corner.

"I have a son, a young man of four-and-

twenty."

" Where is he, dame ?"

"He has gone forth on some aff'airs of his

own."

"Very well; when he comes back we shall

doubtless see him—for, by your leave, we will

quarter with you a few days."

" Such poor comforts as my humble roof

affords are at your service," answered the dame,

thankful that there were but two of them when

there might have been more.

After the men had well eaten, and quaffed

strong waters from well-filled flasks which they

carried at their belts, they walked forth, saying

they would ere long be back to stay for the

night. They had not been five minutes de-

parted, when a man entered with the familiar

air of a village gossip. He was dressed in a

patched and torn doublet, hose down at the leg,

a coarse tunic, and slouched hat. Moreover,

his fiery-red nose showed that he was much given

to ale-house potations.

" Ah, dame, how be it all wi* ye ? How is the

pretty lass Annie ? Where is Master Guilford ?

Strange news come to to'wn. Hope you haven't

heard of it first. Stirring times these—stirring,

piping-hot times ! Thank the Lord I was born

in these stirring times !"

With this, the new-comer rubbed his palms

together, and spoke with great volubility, like a

man over earnest to be the first to turn the fasset

of a barrel of news.

" Why, what hath happened. Master Digby ?"

asked the dame.
" Then you've not heard it ? Good !—you'll

soon know, for theyll be upon you. Why a

whole company o' parliamentary soldiers march-

ed down into the port just at sunset, and have

stacked their arms at the Whale and Gudgeon.

There they are, drinking and singing psalms,

and looking as warlike as Gog and Magog. 0,

it's terrible to see their long broadswords and

open-mouthed harquebuses, at the end of every

one of which hangs a true man's life
!"

" We've had two of them here already," said

the dame.
" What! yon don't say they have been here V
" There is where they have eaten but ten min-

utes agone. They say they are going to quarter

here."

"Dear, bless us, what stirring times! But
did they tell you what they came here for? I

warrant me I have that piece of news for you

yet."

" We did not ask them, and I did not care to

be too inquisitive."

" Just like you. Well, I know. Listen, Miss

Anne. The king's son, Princ^ Charles, has

made a break from some place where they had

him penned in, away oft" in the Scot's country,

a-north ; and the Protector's got certan news

he's trying to fly across the seas. So, you un-

derstand, he has sent vessels to every port where

he could, to keep watch and to examine every

boat that puts off; and here, on the south of

England, he has sent troops to guard the coast,

and especially every place where there are fish-

ing boats. So at this moment there is not a

chance for the prince to get out of England

without being seen and taken. All along the

coast Cromwell's soldiers are quartered, and are

to keep strict watch. All this I learned from

one of the troop, who used to be an old crony of

mine when the old king was alive."

" Poor Prince Charles !" replied the fisher-

man's widow; "he is, I fear, destined to fall

into the hands of his enemies."

" We roust speak low wh^n we mention his

name, dame," answered Digby. " But good-

night!—I must go, fiir I've cot to tell the news

to a good many. Stirring timps—stirring times!

Gond night, fair Miss Anne I"

With these words, the village news-bearer

hastened from the cottage.

" I do really hope they will have their labor

for their pains," said Anne. " Poor Prince

Charles has been hunted till he has no place left

to hide his head !"

" Jt is to be hoped he may epcape."

"Aunt, there is some nnc looking in upon us

at the back window !" suddenly exclaimed

Anne.

The dame turned her head, and as she did so,

the window was raised, and a man stepped in^o

the room. His appearance struck them with

surprise and curiosity. He wore a plain peas-

ant'd dress, soiled and travel worn, an old fur-

cap, that covered his eyes and nearly concealed

bis feature?, whi<-h were pale and well-5haped.

Thpre was an air of superiority about him that

led dame Graham to su-ipect that he was some

one of ihe nobles in disouise, who were lurking

about England in considerable numbers, wirh

prices set upon their h?ad-'. He spcmed readv

to sink with fatigue, as, supporting himself on

the edee of the table, he said faintly, but in a

voice of singular courtesy :

" You are a woman—you are compassionate

—

give me a few hours' shelter. I am pursued,

and throw myself on your mercy !"

" Come, follow me," quietly said the dame,

speaking with decision and promptness. " Anne,

place that food in his hands."

A plate of provisions from the table was

handed to him by the maiden, and he followed

dame Graham out of the room like one accus-

tomed to ask and find shelter in this manner.

There was a ladder in the adjoining apartment

which led to a loft.

" Ascend this and you will find a bed and

security. Make no noise. As soon as my son

comes we will seek a more secure place of shel-

ter. There are two of the parliamentary soldiers

quartered in the house, but they shall not sus-

pect your presence. Who you are I ask not; I

only wish that it were the prince, save that I

should be grieved to see any prince so hardly

driven by his foes."

He pressed her hand gratefully, and ascended

the ladder, which, at her direction, he drew up

after him. He then closed the opening, so that

no sign of the trap was apparent from below.

She then returned to Anne, whom she impressed

with the importance of keeping the secret of the

presence of the fugitive from every one.

" Have you any idea who it is, aunt ?"

"I have ray guess. It is either the prince

himself, or one of his friends."

" 0, that it were the prince, and we could get

him safe across the channel !" exclaimed the

beautiful girl, with warmth.

" This is sooner said than executed. I sin-

cerely pray that it may not be the Prince Charles,

for I do not see how we could protect him.

These soldiers will doubtless pry into every nook

and corner of the house. But Guilford will soon

be in, when I will consult with him."

CHAPTER VL

A CONCEALED GUEST.

The good dame then went to work to pre-

pare some drink of ale and French brandy, which

latter article the fishermen on the south coast,

from their nearness to Prance, had always cheaply

and in ample quantities in their households.

Having made the potation hot, and seasoned it

well with spices, she sent Anne with it to give

it to their concealed guest, while she herself re-

mained to watch the entrance to the cottage

that no one might come in unobserved. Anne,

on entering the back apartment of the hut, care-

fully locked and bolted the door between, and

then, drawing a rough table beneath the trap,

she got upon it and knocked lightly with the

end of a broom upon the ceiling above her head.

" Sir cavalier !" she said softly.

"What, maiden?" asked the voice of the con-

cealed fugitive, speaking through a crevice in

the floor.

" Open, and take this warm negus which my
aunt hath prepared for thee. We know you

must suffer from thirst and fatigue ; for we have

heard of the great hardships the friends of Prince

Charles have gone through to keep from being

observed."

The trap was carefully lifted and the arm of

the wanderer was thrust down for the flagon

which the maiden reached up to him. As he

took it he tapped her hand with his fingers, in

token of his gratitude, and said, in a voice which
had become habitually subdued to the lowest

undertone;

"Thanks and blessings upon thee and thy

good aunt, maiden ! Heaven surely directed

me hither. Are you confident that I can be con-

cealed here V
'• At least till my cousin Guilford can think of

some other place: and he will soon be in."

"And who is thy cousin Guilford?"
" The son of my aunt ; and though but a fish-

erman's son, and himself a fisherman, he is a
true friend to the prince, and prays for his safety,

as well a*i do I and my aunt."

" Thanks, thanks, maiden ! This beverage

will revive me and make me forget my day's

fatigues."

" Quick, sir cavalier, shut the trap down!—

I

hear voices."

The stranger immediately closed the boards,

and leaping to the floor from the table, the

maiden removed it against the wall, and un-

bolting the door, returned to the front room.

Voices of men iu loud talk were still heard out-

side.

" Didst give it to- him?" asked her aunt, in an

undertone.

" Yes, aunt, and he was so grateful, and so

civil spoken; and his hand, as he reached it down,
was as fair as a born lady's."

"Without doubt; these court cavaliers do

nought of work, being rich, but aid the king

with their heads, in council. How fortunate

it was he did not come in when the soldiers were

here!"

" Perhaps he was watching outside the win-

dow till ihey were away."
" But it was bold in him to come in when

they had so lately left."

" Poor gentleman, aunt ! Perhaps he had no

other chance for safety. I have heard a story

of a hunted deer after being pressed from every

covert, at length fly for shelter beneath the horse

of the hunter. But here come the men."
" Now, Anne, let not our looks or manner or

words betray to these soldiers that we have a

secret to keep."

While the good woman was giving this piece

of caution to her neice, the two parliamentary

troopers came in, making noise enough with

their heavy boots and jingling swords, for half a

score of modern dragoons.

" Well, mistress, we have been taking a survey

of thy premises around, walking about thereof,

as the Israelites circumvented the walls of

Jericho
; but verily, not seven times, for we had

no desire that thy walls should fall down, con-

sidering that we look for them to give us shelter

to-night. Here, maiden, take the sword of the

Lord and of Gideon !"

With this, Broad-way, who had seated his un-

wieldly form upon a bench by the iible, un-

buckled his huge sword and handed it to Anne,

who took it, though it required no little strength

to lift it, with its iron scabbard, and hung it

upon a wooden peg near the window.

" And take thou this fiery sword, lass, and put

it safely on yonder beckets," said Strait-gate,

with a solemn, nasal drawl. "Phuf!—verily,

brother Broad-way, I smell the savor of strong

waters, spiced with fragrance as the incense of

Aaron, that flowed down his garment skirts

unto."

" Yea, the flavor thereof ascendeth to my nos-

trils, like the odors of the lily of the valley of

many colors. Dame, whence ariseth this de-

lectable odor ?" asked Broadway, snufl3ng the

air of the room about him like a bull of Ba-

shan ; while Strait-gate, erect and thin-visaged,

in his chair, rolled his eyes on all sides to dis-

cover whence came the fragrance which had so

captivated their virtue.

" It is but the fumes of a negus which I have

been making. My son will be in soon, and as

the night is something chilly, and as he has

gone out without his supper, [ would give him
some refreshment when he comes in."

" Verily, thou art a mother in Israel," an-

swered Broad-way. " Suppose thou regardest

me as thy son in Jacob and thy posterity in

Abraham, and give me of the negus even, verily,

as Jacob gave to Esau of the pottage when he

was a-hungry."

(TO BE CONTINUED.]
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CARRIAGE PRESENTED TO MBS. FILLMORE BY CITIZENS OF KEW YORK.

MRS. FILLMORE'S CARRIAGE.
The above engraving represents the vehicle and equipage which

the New-Yorkers, with their characteristic generosity, have pre-

sented to Mrs. Fillmorej the President's lady. The horses were
presented by the ladies of Albany, at a cost ot'SlOuO, The entire

cost of this raa^niticent and beauiiful present was S2 600. The
coach is one of the most elegant vehicles of the kind ever built in

this country. It is made of the richest materials, and finished in a

style that reflects credit on the artizans employed to do the work.
The body and ninuin? gear are painted a rich claret or wine
color, and the door panels are relieved by a very neat and artinti-

cal painting, representing the coat of arras of the State and City

of New York combined, with the motto " ExceUior " nicely de-

fined in a scroll. A set of harness accompanies it, finished in an
original manner, in perfect keeping with the whole-

3IlNOT'S LEDGE LIGHTHOUSE,
When we gave an illustration of this famous structure in a

former number of the Companion, we little thought how soon we
should have to chronicle its destruction and the melancholy fate

of the faithful keepers who risked and lost their lives in the en-

deavor to keep this important beacon lit, as a warning to the

homeward bound. Our artist has endeavored to represent the

final overthrow of the light, in accordance with the best evidence
gathered by Mr. Bennett, the agent. It was regarded as a struc-

ture of great strength, but it could not withstand the fury of the
elements on Wednesday night, April 16, although, unharmed,
it had sustained the shock of many severe gales. The structure

was composed of iron throughout. The last time the light was
seen standing, was half past three o'clock on that Wednesday
afternoon, and the light was not seen burning at night. About

four o'clock on the subseqncnt mornrng, Mr. Bennett, the ie&per^
was on the beach, and discovered, strewed all around, fragments
of the building. Parts of the residence-room and of the lantern
itself, vrere on the beach, and also portions of the bedding. Mr-
BenneU himself was not in the light at the time of the disaster,,

liaving been detained in the cky by business connected with hia
official duties,

i .^m^. t

Idleness.—Idleness 3s the nursery ol^ crime. It is that prolific

germ of which all rank and poisonous vices are the fruits. It ia

the source of temptation. It is the field where "she enemy sows
tares while men sleep." Gould we trace the history of a large

class of vices we should find that they generally originate frona

she want of some useful employment^ and are draught iu to

supply its place.

DESTKUCTION OP THE IRON LIGHTHOUSE, ON MINOT'S LEDGE, BOSTON HAKBOK,
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VIEW OF A R\XCHE.
The Ranche, repre-

sented by cur artist is

situated a few miles ahove

the month of the winding
Chagres River, and 'i'3

often vis'Ited by travellers

to repose Kndet the large

Hme tree on the bank.,

while others cf the party

provide a repast from the

stores their boat may
contain; for, beycTid a

few kuevBs their hens may
provide, a bunch of ba-

nanas from the tree in

^he foregtound, or a co-

coa-nut fram tlte /w:/o

ako in the rear— r native 's

bamboo hut, thatched

with the woven fibres oT

the palm lea'!', fuvnis^ies

few refreshments suited

K> the stomach of <?ae un-

accustomed to a roasted

monkey or a boiled iffU-

Tma, delicacies wTiich the

Ombres are far frorR he-

stowing upon those who
cannot appreciate their

e^xcellence ! The natives

seem to live with little

?abor, an^ are ^ polite

and cleanly race, bathing

daily—and such as wear

much cloH,hi' g nsudly
^ave it in good condi-

tion. They shave the

heads of their children,

5'iom the crown to the

$>ack of the neck, and
Sst them ruFi naked. The
usual diet is the plain-

tain, banana, yara,cocGa-

jiut—with an occasional

monkey, -er an iquGna or

,^reea lizard. Their huts

are well constructed of upright 'bam'noos, and thatdied wit"h gi'ass

or palm-leaf—usually consisting of a single room and a garret or

Bleeping loft, reached by as'^endin^- a notched pole^ where a rat-

tling fioor of cane is covered, with a few stiff and dry hides- In
^his engraving is ffu.thfully represented a very usual event upon
the Chagres River, where a party has landed for refreshment and
e-epose. Our artist has delineated this very interestang scene with
^reat accnracy acd beauty.

air, and M ioin each
other in the festivities

ofcen of dancing about
the May pole as they
used to do in olden timee,

Jind as we illustrated in

our last number-, The
Hi-st of May in the city of
New York is u very
different occasion^

ATARICE.
It would not oe more unreasonable to transplant a favorite

flower oct of black ea.rih into gold dust, than it is for a person to

let money-getting harden his heart into contempt, or into im-
E3atienc.e of the Utile attentions, the raerrinaents, an4 the caresses
Ksi dom estic life.

—

Mounifo^d,

VIEW OP A RANCHE ON THE CHAGRES RIVEE.

FIRST OF MAY IN NEW YORIv.
The good people of Gotham seem to possess an irresistible de-

sire to change their residences on the first of May annually, and
the ludicrous scenes produced by everybody, and everybody's

furniture, being in the street at the same time, has been the sub-

ject of many a humorous poem and laughable prose sketch. Our
artist has taken his cue frem life, and the mad scene he has given
us below is no exaggeration upon the actual truth. Porters,

draymen, men, women and children, horses and carts, dogs and
pigs, all seem licensed on this day to ran wild and unrestrained ;

but, to appreciate the picture, one must have been in New York
on the first of May, iind run the risk, of his life, by being run over

and trampled upon by the motley crowd of men and animals. In

New England now, the firat of May is a sort of rnral holiday,

whcQ people gc inte the country for a breath of fragrant and pui-o

A PETSy-WETSY.
At the proper time

Clafa was returned to

her home. Her mother,
truth to say, was pleas-

antly startled at tJie im-
provement wrought in

the pale puny changeling
sh« had sent out. It

could hardly be recog-

nized ; it had expanded
into a fair, (at-, rosy
thing, with great blue

eyes, and great red
cheeks, dimpled hands,
and rounded legs—just
t:ie kind of thing that

mothers delight to ex-

hibit nude for the better

display of the fat and
fairness of the baby creoj

ture. Tumbling about
the room like a larger

ball—a soft, round, fiufiy

thing, all pink and white
—with wilful propensi-

ties of noise and mischief

even then—laughing if it

but saw a bird fly across

the lawn, as if it had
been suddenly seized
with a merry madness

—

even when unnoticed and
silent, rolling its heavy
head like an idiotic toy

set in perpetual motion
—ever multerin^ pleasant thoughts with its red, wet, open lipa,

that kissed all they came near, and left large stains on the painted

doll and dog— crowing with insane delight when it fell, for the

twentieth time that hour, in the marvellous sitting posture of a
clumsy baby—holding up its short white frock with both its dim-
pled hands as it came shyly to the call—pointing to its new shoes

or its broad ribbons with a bird like note of unconscionable pride,

as it strove to hug its little feet when scrambling over your lap

—

asserting its own wayward will, and raising its shrill voice in

passion or in pleasure on the smallest occasion—the most self-

important and self-willed lirtle thing in the whole world was this

very same infant heiress ; of more consequence, bustle, noise, and
assertion, and of far more trouble and requiring a much greater

amount of care and anxiety than all the rest of the household
combined.

—

Realities, by Miss Lynn. 'ts^^ _.. <- -
.

REPRESf:NTATION OF THE FIRST OF MAY IN TH'K CITT OF NEW YOEK.
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MV rOIIKFATIIt^lte.

•
DV J. HUNT, Jn,

When floft fnlls the mooDllRht, and tmnquil tho hour,

Which holrlfl by a npi'll tho loved pcpiich of tlm pupt

;

llow touphingly tuodi'-r that mjfltical pnwiT

Which throws o'er oxlatont^u its lovu to tho 'ttint !

On tho wiii|i;« ofroniemhrunco, forgetting, forgot,

Aro th« drcnniB of the prflwont, as onward we tty

To placp our iilTectlon on that hullowpii ^pot,

Where tho boouf of our forefathers mouldering lis.

Deep, pure in the bopom's bright Innermost shrino,

Arc trcaflured the loves wo inherit hi youth
;

E'en nge, with Ua weakness, nerves but to rellno

Our early imprcsalons of virtue and truth.

Thope silent instructors, God gnint thcin a rest

In mnnslons prepared for tho holy in heart;

For oft do they oonio from tho land of th« blest,

And to ua their kindly monitions impart.

They come, a.R tho night dew distilled on the rose,

Whun the parched breath of summer hath withered its stem

;

In pccret and silence they something dlsrlose.

Which serves to rcfroshcu our memory of them.

0, then 't if* wo turn from the dullness of earth.

And, bathed in an ocean of calmness and light,

Give vent to those feelings which only have birth

In regions of infinite love and delight.

And mine be it ever to cherish with care

Each thought which awakens remembrance of thee;

And 0) when surrounded by doubt or despair,

In mercy, my Father, in mercy to mo,

Commune with my spirit, teach it to obey

The law which makes use of no chastening rod
;

Till gathered, we meet on that glorious day

Whose beam is the love and ibe presence of God

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

THE DOOMED SHIR
A S&LEM LEGEND IK OLDEN TIME.

BT FRANCIS A. DORIVAGE.

During the last half of the seventeenth century, the good

people of New England were much exercised in spirit by the belief

that the powers of darkness had been let loose to tempt their

fidelity, to combat their principles, and to work dire revenge in

their ranks. Their clerical guides were not above the prejudices

and superstitions of that day when witchcraft was solemnly recog-

nized as an actual or existing offence, and when, to doubt its ex-

istence was regarded a proof of infidelity. Credulity is contagious,

and the imaginary horrors of a few weak and fear-stricken minds

were communicated to the entire population. The stern colonist

who feared the face of no mortal foe, whose dauntless valor defied

alike the savage beast and the no less savage Indian, trembled like

a child at the thought that his footsteps in the forest were beset by

evil beings not of this world. His senses bewildered by fear,

imagination lent an exaggerated form and color to the most natural

phenomena, and earth, air and ocean teemed with supernatural

prodigies. The hoot of an owl was construed into the mocking

cry of a sprite, and the roar of a midnight tempest into the howls

of a legion of demons. Men saw armies battlingin the air, and

heard at midnight the sound of drums and trumpets. Sometimes

flights of fiery arrows streamed across the midnight sky, and

though they were doubtless the shafts of the Aurora Borealis, still

the souls of the gazers sank within tliem as if they had witnessed

awful prodigies, foretelling warand bloodshed. The Rev. Cotton

Mather has recorded scenes of these prodigious phenomena, and

it is on his narrative that the following wild tale is based.

At a small inn that stood near the water side at Salem, and

was kept by Hezekiah Peabody, a pious and righteous citizen, a

seafaring man sojourned, while the vessel of which he was the

captain, was being got ready for sea. From the window of his

chamber, the captain could atany time have aview of the "Noah's

Dove," a large ship freighting for England. He was a hard-

favored man, reserved and taciturn in his demeanor. Though con-

forming in every particular to the Puritan style of dress, wearing

a sad-colored doublet and cloak without any ornament, still there

was a marked individuality in his countenance. Shaggy, black

eyebrows overhung his deep cavernous eyes, and hard lines were

drawn across his bronzed cheeks. One or two fang-like teeth pro-

jecting from his lips, and visible even through his thick grizzled

moustache, gave him the unenviable expression of a bull-dog.

No one could approach him without a shudder. Yet there was

no fault to find with his behavior, He was a punctual attendant

at meeting, rigidly kept the Sabbath, and maintained the strictest

discipline among his crew.

But sometimes, late at night, Hezekiah Peabody, engaged in

looking over his scores and accounts, heard Captain Mark Wal-

ford walking lo and fro in his apartment with a heavy step, as if

he was treading the deck of his ship, and at such times, he would

give utterance to the deepestgroans that ever came from a humHn
breast. Once when Deacon Peabody (the publican was also a

deacon) ventured to suggest to his sirange guest the propriety of

sending for a clergyman to ease his mind, he was struck dumb
by the ferocious expression of the captain's face, and a motion he

made with his right hand as if seeking some secret weapon in his

vest. The inn-keeper did not renew the subject, for he had not

the valor of a mouse, and besides, his guest always paid his rec-

koning punctually in good red gold of Spanish coinage. But he

told his wife in confidence that he feared the captain was troubled

with an evil spirit, and her confidential hints to all her neighbor

gossips contrived to awaken an uneasy feeling with regard to him

throughout the town.

The crew were as orderly and piou^, in all outward seeming,

as the captain, and ihongh the " Noah's Dove " somewhat helled

her pftcilic name, in niouniintr ^ix guns and being jirovidt^d with

a formidable htanrl of heavy Spantsli mu^kels, witli a liberal sup-

ply of cutlasses, .still it was averred that the danger of meeting

pirates on tho ocean suJlicicntly warranted this " dreadful note of

preparation."

Several persons Imd engaged passage on hoard the ship, and

strange to say, these individuals refused to listen to any of the

mysteriou.s murmuring.s against the captain. It appeared as if

they were as blindly prepossessed in hU favor a:^ the others were

prejudiced against him.

Such was the state of things when a youngand handsome mar-

ried couple, strangers in the town, arrived and took lod(iings at

Deacon Pcabody's, after which the young man had engaged pas-

sage for himself and wife on hoard the *' Noiih's Dove." The

husband was a manly and engaging person, and the lady ravish-

ingly beautiful. She was evidently not of Saxon origin ; her

accent, and, above all, her dark oHve complexion, raven hair and

black eyes, bespoke the daughter of the Suuth. The deacon's

wife received her somewhat coldly, forshc had a vulgar prejudice

against all "outlandish " people, and the young Mrs. Severn,

when cross-questioned about herself and her husband, took refuge

in her ignorance of ihe Engli-h tongue ;
" though my lady," the

hostess observed, " could find English enough at her tongue's end

when she wanted any dainty dishes served up, or any drudgery

performed." The men got as little out of Severn as the women
did out of his beautiful wife ; though affable and chatty enough

on matters of general report, he wrapped himself up in a sore of

fierce reserve whenever prying inquiries were directed to his own

affairs. A singular circumstance connected with this couple was,

that from the moment of their arrival at the Peabodys, Captain

Walford ceased to be an inmate at the house. He eaw their ar-

rival from his chamber window, and the moment tliey had been

shown to their room, sought out the landlord, tbrev/ him three or

four doubloons and immediately went on board his ship.

At length the day of sailing arrived. It was fixed for Eridav.

All pea-faring people in the town, full of the prevailing supersti-

tion, remonstrated against the day fixed as unlucky, but the cap-

tain declared thathe would sail on that day "in spite of the devil."

This profane asseveration completely ruined his reputation in

the minds of the good people of Salem
;
they declared that the

captain was given over and sold to the ev'l one—ihat he was a

" vessel of wrath," and that he was doomed to destruction, to-

gether with all his ill-fated crew and passengers. But neither

prayers, entreaties nor arguments could shake the confidence of

those who engaged passage on board the "Noah's Dove," and

amidst the wild lamentations of their friends, they embarked.

The vessel lay at anchor some distance from the wharf, on account

of the low tide, as she drew a good deal of water, and the embar-

kation was effected in boats. The old boatman who rowed the

young couple to the ship declared that the captain wore the sem-

blance of a fiend, and Ihat fire seemed to come from his eyes and

nostrils. He had cast off his sober Puritan attire, and now wore

a doublet of carmine velvet and gold, with a satin cloak, a hat

and feather, sword and pistols, and his crew were similarly

attired, more like buccaneers of the Spanish main, than peaceful

and God-fearing n^iners. "When he ventured to tell the captain

that he ought not to go to sea in such threatening weather, the

captain told him with a scowl to mind his own business, and

added with an oath that it was a fine topsail breeze, when any

landsman could observe thatlhe wiod was fitful and freshening to

a gale' The boatman added, moreover, that when the young

Spanish bride, on reaching the deck, cast her eyes upon the cap-

tain, she instantly fainted, and in that condition was borne into

the cabin by her husband.

The boatman's story circulated rapidly from mouth to mouth

among the hundreds assembled on the quay, and increased the

terrible interest with which they watched the movements of the

'Noah's Dove," when, as if to raise their excitement to the ut-

most pitch, just as the anchor was weighed, a black crow, that

bird of evd omen, came and perched upon the maintop, uttering

his baleful croak. This incident excited all the superstitious ter-

rors of the spectators, and from that moment the vessel was re-

garded as the " Doomed Ship."

In the meanwhile, by the aid of cordage seeming from the dis-

tance as delicate as the tracery of a spider's web, the symmetrical

spars of the ship were covered with a cloud of canvas, every strip

of which was soon distended by the gale. The water foamed

around her bows as her sharp prow was driven through the waves,

and so strong was the impulsive power of the wind, that the

" Doomed Ship" soon vanished like a vision.

That night a storm arose, so terrible that the like of it was not

remembered by the oldest settler in Salem. Chimneys were

blown down, shutteri torn from their hinges, and some of the

largest trees prostrated by the fuiy of the gale. Two Jays and

nights the storm raged with unabated fury, and the melancholy

conviction forced itself upon all minds that the " Noah's Dove"
must have gone down amidst the elemental warfare.

In the course of the fourth day—and here we do not claim be-

lief from our readers, though the incident is stated ontheauthori'y

of Cotton Mather—a ship was signalized as coming up the bay.

Every one rushed to the most convenient spot to obtain aview of

the spectacle. A large ship she was and covered with canvas from

deck to truck. Though a strong wind was blowing directly off the

shore, she came up in the very wind's eye, with all her sails dis-

tended Just as if sailing with a fair breeze. Suddenly a stream of

fire seemed to run down the mainmast, then a cloud of blue smoke

arose, the sails disappeared, and, like some bofr mttal exposed to

the heat of a furnace, yards, spars, rigging and hull, melted t:nd

sunk down, leaving in a moment, the surface of the bay clear and

smiling as before. The horror-stricken spectators went home,
convinced thatihcy had Ecen a symbolic representation of the fate

of the doomed ship.

The "Noah's Dove" never reached England or another port.

Many—many years afterward—when almost her very name had
been forgotten—an old gray-haired and FoiTOw-strickcn man came
to reside In Salem. He lived almost the life of a hermit, hut the

day had gone by when a man could not live retired without tho

suspicion of dealing with evil spirits. The existing generation

wi-re wiser than their fathers, and mourned for their delusions.

The piety and practical benevolence of the stranger made him
respected.

On his death-bed lie is said to have revealed to the clergyman

who soothed his last momenta, that his name was Walter Severn,

and that he was the sole survivor of the " Noah's Dove." His

wife was a Spanish lady, and in the captain recognized at the mo-
ment of sailing a buccaneer by whom her father had been slain

during an attack on one of his country seats on the Gulf of Mexico.

It was too late however to recede. Tlie pirate-captain, though

he had resumed some of his old habits, had yet been penetrated

by remorse, and would undoubtedly liave carried the ship safely

to England. But in the midst of a storm she was struck by light-

ning, and consumed. The overcrowded boats swamped and sunk-

He and his wife, floating on a spar to which they had latched them-

selves, were succored by a Spanish barque bound for Hispaniola,

Thence in due season, they were conveyed to England, where,

having the misfortune to lose his wife, after a long and happy

union, he had sought to mitigate his grief by travel, and so once

more returned to the colonics.

Of the supernatural portion of the above tale we cannot hope to

find believers, except among those who put full faith in the spir-

itual manifestations of the present time. Each age has its super-

stitions—were those of our fathers more irrational than onr own?

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE TEMPLE OF LIBERTY.

BY FRANK HARDINQ.

" "Where Liberty dwells, there ia my country."

Though Barred the flame which our country enkindles

In every fond heart that for liberty glows
;

Yet cold is that breast where uneherished it dwindles.

And sad the effect which from apathy glows,

thou that wert born in the cot of the peasant,

But dlest of languor in luxury's dome
;

Whose magic can e'en make the wilderness pleasant,

Where thou art, Liberty, there is my home ! J

How blest is the land that can boast independence,

The race who the charter of freedom haye gained
;

WTiose fathers bequeathed it, and bid their descendants

Inherit the legacy, pare and unstained.

That land is Columbia's snpremely blest region,

Where freedom's bright eagle o'er^hadows her dome
j

To watch o'er her rights, and protect her religion,

Saail, Temple of Liberty, thou art my home

!

4 -«»»^. »

BIRTHPLACE OF RAPHAEL.
The little town of Urbino, in which he first saw the Tight, on

Good !Friday, May the 28th, in the year 1483, crowns the summit
of a high hiil, and is celebrated as much for its pure healthy air,

and the fine, noble physiognomy of its inhabitants, as for the

grand and romantic character of the surrounding countr}'. One
remarkable peculiarity in the latter feature is the view that is ob-

tained on the east, between the lofty and partly barren hills

around, of the smooth surface of the Adriatic, several miles distant-

The impression produced by the combined effect of the two grand-
est objects in nature, mountains and sea, upon the peculiarly sus-

ceptible mind of Raphael when a child, was deep and lasting ; and
a proof of this we observe in the background of many of his land-

scapes, in which he has repeatedly introduced these effects,—on
either side chains of mountains, parted in the distance by the sea,

which closes the horizon. In like manner the local physiognomy
of the people was so imprinted on his mind, that during my visit

to Orbino, I observed many features which seemed to be the very
types of his earlier pictures.

—

Art Journal.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LOUISA TO THE WATKR-LILY.

BY J. ALFORD.

Sweet lily, why dost thou in pensive grace

Bend o'er the enamored stream thy lovely faco7

Wouldst thou not rather in my bosom dwell,

Than Bhed thy perfume in this liquid deli

!

Or dost thou joy to let the zephryoua gale

From thy rich bosom balmy sweets exhale?

Why to the wave dost bend thy lovely head.

Why give thy image to its lucid bed?

Less beauteoas flowers might view with conscious prfdo

Their hues reflected in the silvery tide;

Then come, fair plant, my anxious bosom cheer,

And let Louisa sip thy epicy tear.

4>^»«i»~-> —
IV'EW AND OLD WORLD.

No wonder that the Old World is -beginning to turn towards

this country with a greedy interest, as well as intense curiosity,

Russia sees that we have gold mountains, and quicksilver mines,

as well as herself. The English see that we can manufacture iron

almost equal to the best Scotch, and that for " cotton," we can't

he beat the wide world over. The French see that we can manu-
facture with taste, and that Philadelphia can turn out mirrors, fur-

niture and hangings, equal to any in Paris, and which are often

ordered from London. .Sbc'a fast presses have been imported into

France from New York; and the works of American authors are

now for sale throughout Europe, translated into many languages.

American fame has penetrated with its light the darkest corners

of the old world, sometimes to excite wonder, sometimes to pro-

voke envy, and perhaps, occasionally, to engender fear; but there

is no reason to fear the progress of true civilization in any quarter

of the earth.— i?o//ar Weeklij.
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[Writteii for Gleascn^a Pictorial.J .
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FAIRY 60I\G.

ar JOHW M. JKWELIr.

Sprites of this iiiTtolate isle 1

Join ye in tliB uprightly measilte,

'JJeatii the fair moon's joyous smile,

Silveriug o'er the s<.'ene of pleasui'c.

Gentle joys and spirits gay,

•loin the^cuud roundelay.

• Hither hie, ye !\?rial graces.

Though in hiring regions fair

;

Earth or ocean-s deep recesses,

Or the boundless realm of air.

Sprites, unite ye as yc may.

Gaily chant the roundsiay.

Lrpave the dome of grandeur haughtys

S) Ivan scene or rural cot

;

Leave the watK-brul bower of i;eauty,

Ltave the streamlet, grove or gtot. «

Fairy sprites and gentle fay,

Join the joyous roundelay.

iJaste to swell our nightly meeting,

Haste to your inviolate isle
;

Here are fairy pleasures waitingj

And a fairy sovereign's smile.

Hither bie on s^viftest Tving,

Join our fairy, mystic ring.

Turn your flight, though distant roamingj

Swift respond Tibinia's call

;

Joys ambrosial wait your coming,

H?-ste, then, hither—hasten all.

Fairies, trip >t, every one,

Till the moon's fair light be gone.

[TFii'Sten for Gleassa's Pictorial.]

THE UMBRELLA MENDER.
A TSTTE TALE.

BY MES. B. WELLMONT.

Tke -ambrella mend&r was a thin man. His health was doubt-

less enieebled by Ms occupation, which was carried on in the gar-

ret of a five-storied house, where the fiimes of i-osin and the odor

»of burning whalebone were all the eSuvIaof his apartment. Be-

sides, the umbrella mender had a sick wife ; and what man, if

r/ightly matched, ever felt robust, when his better half was ailing 1

To be sure we have now and then an instance to the contrary
^

but tiese ara husbands who can straggle away from pent-up

apartments, and have incomes which exonerate them from toil.

But stop—the man that is the vender and mender of umbrellas

rang at the door of a stately mansion, and inquired "whether

any repairings were wanted in his line?" "An' faith," said

Sridgst, " who told jou tJie secret of my btreaking my new cotton

umbrella at Patrick O'FIahertj's wake ? An' is it you who can

repair the fallen sticks,—it shall be done,*' and so saying, she

•departed in search of the article,

" What's that, who's there ?" inquired a gouty, wheezy old

gentleman, from an adjoining apartment, in a note of voice not

the most musical in the world. "Bridget, shut my door, I will

^lot open them to these itinerant pcdlers—I hate pedlers—come

and rub my foot, and tell Michael to take this key and open the

inside arch, and take me a bottle marked 0. P., 1&37. Reach a

glass, Bridget." The trembling girl obeyed the summons, and

then ran for her umbrella.

Midhael by this time had reached the apartment of his master,

and 'Obeyed the mandate so often repeated,

"Mike, fill the glass and loosen the bandage upon my foot.

How is the swelling—inflamed, Mike, hej'i"

"Better than yesterday, sir," was the universal answer, which

a,lways led to filling glass number two, and by this time the old

gentleman grev.'- chatty. "About those /Wfe-s, Mike," he pro-

ceeded, "T will not harbor them in my doors. How is it with

my ambrella, tlikc ? You know on Saturday it rained—yes, it

rained—violently,"—and here t^ie old. man was seized with the
*' hiccu,ps."

" Yees sir—your amberilla is badly broke—the cover is clean

off the sticks."

" Mike, I hate pedlei-s ^ but when the rascal comes with Bndget's
you may show him mine—ask the price, my good fellow^ those

jjedhi-s are temble shavers—I would like it repaired, Mike, but I

say I want it done cheap." Michael bowed.

In less than aweek the same chap returned, bringing Bridget's

blue cotton umbrella, "looking as good as new," and all nicely

repaired for fifty cents.

Michael was on hand to convey the pedler to his master's

apartment. The old gentleman was lying at his ease with his

gouty foot upon a pillow, and a newspaper at liis side, where he
had been conning over the depression of "* stocks." " Here is

the umbrella mender," said Michael, leading the man in his mas-
ter's presence. The old gentleman looked—then he looked again,

as if curiofts to trace some lineament or lost relic. " Who are

you 1" inquired he. " Jly occupation, sir, you know already. I

am an Italian by birth, Beraardo by name,—a poor man, sir, bat
desirous to earn an honest livelihood."

" From what part of Italy come you ?"

" Campeachy—about two leagues from Dorado—a city of little

note, but blessed to my remembrance."

"Are you a Catholic'?"

" I am—I have said mass many a time at St. Peter's."

The old man looked again—he groaned in spirit and looked

fdint. Michael entered, and seeing the pallor of his master's

countenance sat down his umbrella and ran for a glass of old

Sherry—his usual panacea in all sudden and difficult cases. The

old man could hardly SA\'allow—ho^vever, in a few moments con-

sciousness returned. "Bring me the umbrella," he uttered in a

broken tone* The mender looked at it— it was badly broken but

could be recovered and made as good as new for t^'O dollars, and

returned in one week-

•^'Do it," said the old man, " and present your bill in person."

The mender bowed respectfully and left the room, thinking he

had secured a profitable job, and calculating the earnings of one

more week would carry him and his wife to a freer breathing

place in the country, for one day at least,—a recruit which tliey

greatly needed.

The gouty gentleman was not so easy in his mind. He fre-

quently interrogated Mike to know what direction the pedler

took—whether he spoke of his poverty, and other questions which

gave Michael cause to believe his master was bewildered or really

deranged.

This was confirmed yet more by the relation of a dream which

his master soon after related, which ran on this wise—"Michael,

strange visions haunted me last night—did I scream, hey?"

"Troubled with the nightmare, sir—only restless." "Pugh,

pugh,—your night-horse,—no, Michael, the umbrella mender

troubled me. I dreamed I died, and knocking for admission at

the gate of heaven I was told I could not enter; I demanded the

reason, and, good God ! there stood an angel who whispered

Bible words, 'inasmuch as ye did it not unto me, neither visit-

ing nor comforting me, ye cannot enter.' It was the voice of that

cursed pedler, the umbrella mender!" " O, sir," said Michael,

"be quiet, your nerves are unstrung." "No, Alichael, that man is

my brother!" And the old gentleman talked incoherently.

At the appointed time the mender again appeared with the

umbrella, nicely covered and neatly fastened. He was ushered

into the rich man's presence. He gave a groan—"Bernardo,"

said he, "do you remember your brother Kiccio'?" The fellow

stared as if thunderstruck. "I remember him when von leetle

boy; but he went to strange country and died."

" No, Bernardo, lam he!" Bernardo fainted. After he recov-

ered, the old gentleman proceeded. "Thirty-five years ago, I

left my home, i/our home likewise, and came to America. From
low beginnings I have risen to affluence. I married, but my wife

is dead—I'm childless, too— side, feeble, and you have appeared

to me in dreams for years. My name is changed to Bernard.

Come, tell me your history since I left." It was one of poverty

and struggle— his health was miserable, his means smaU, his em-
ployment just sufficient to meet the necessities of a sick wife, in a

miserable garret, at the upper end of the city. The brothers were

overcome with the recital. Could it be true that they had indeed

met "? Tes, the marks of lineage were unmistakeable.

Early in the month of May, as I was strolling in a neighboring

village, a carriage passed, the driver was Michael, the inside per-

sonages were the gouty old gentleman and the umbrella mender

!

I have since learned that they now live together— the garret has

found another tenant, and the poor sick invalid wife now reclines

on a luxurious couch by day, and a spiral bed at night. Servants

come at her bidding, and she only lives to murmur broken ac-

cents of grateful praise 1 When I saw this^ I could only exclaim,

^* truth is stranger than fiction!"

A procession passed—it was in the month of June—the broth-

ers were following that woman to the grave. A year elapsed,

and the shades of Mount Auburn received the elder brother, the

gouty old gentleman I A will was read, and after giving a few

legacies, the umbrella mender was made residuaiy legatee!

Again a carriage passed me, upon which sat Michael. It was the

rich millionaire, leaving the metropolis to avoid his heavi/ taxes!

Again, I uttered the same words, " truth is stranger tlianjiction."

In a few years tiie millionaire died ! His bequests were all to

piiblic charities, asylums, and for the support of the indigent

poor! He lived penuriously, and gave all he ioherited where

thousands are now enjoying the bounty, not remembering the

donor. He paid his tax cheerfully into the great treasure house

of humanity, and who shall say but he is now his brother's angel

foreshadowed in the dream 1

TOIiVCREASE BEAUTY.
There is a divine contagion in all beauteous things. We al-

ternately color objects with our fancies and aflfections or receive

from them a kindred hue.
" Like the gweet south.

That breathes upon a bar>k of violets,

Stealing and giving odor."

This principle pervades all nature, physical and moral. Let
those who would trace an expression of serenity and tenderness

on a human face, watch a person of sensibility as he gazes upon
a painting by Claude or Raphael. In contemplating a fine pic-

ture, we drink in its spirit through our eyes. If a lovely woman
would increase her charms, let her gaze long and ardently on all

beauteous images. Let her not indulge those passions which de-

form the features, but cultivate, on the contrary, every soft affec-

tion. It will soon become an easy task, for one good feeling

suggests and supports another. We involuntarily adapt our as-

pect to our emotions, and long habits of thought and feeling

leave a permanent impression on the countenance. Every one
believes thus far in physiognomy, and acts more or less decidedly
upon his belief. A fierce man often looks beautifully tender and
serene when either caressing or being, caressed, and deceives us
like an ocean in a calm, which at mnes is " the gentlest of all

things."

—

Richardson''s Literary Leaves.

FE.MALE K»€CAT!OIV.
There are a few common ])hva«ps in circulation, respecting the

duties of women, to which we wish to pav some degree of atten-

tion, because ihey are rather inimical to those opinions which we
have advanced on this suhject. Indeed, independently of this,

there is nothing which requires more vigilance than the current
phrases of the day, of which there are always some resorted to in
every dispute, and from the sovereign authority of which it in

often vain to make any appeal, " The true theatre for a woman
is the sick chamber,"—"Nothing so honorable to a woman as

not to be spoken of at all." These two phrases, the delight of
Noodkdovi^ are grown into common-places upon the subject; and
are not unfrequently employed to extinguish that love of knowl-
edge in women, which, in our humble opinion, it is of so much
importance to cherish. Nothing, certainly is so ornamental and
delightful in women as the benevolent virtues: but time cannot
be filled up, and life employed, with high and impassioned vir-

tues. Some of these feelings are of rare occurrence—all of short

duration—or nature would sink under il>cra. A scene of distress

and anguish is an occasion where the finest qualities of the female
mind may be displayed; but it is a monstrous exaggeration to

tell women that they are born only for scene^i of distress and
anguish. Nurse, father, mother, sister and brnther, if they want
it;—it would be a violation of the plainest duties to neglect them.
But, when we are talking of the common occupations of life, do
not let us mistake the accidents for the occupations;—when wo
are arguing how the twenty-three houi-s of the day are to be filled

up, it is idle to tell us of those feelings and agitations above the

level of common existence, which may employ the remaining
hour. Compassion, and every other virtue, are the great objects

we all ought to have in view, but no man and no woman can fill

up the twenty-four hours by acts of virtue. But one is a lawyer,

and the other a ploughman, and the third a merchant; and then

acts of goodness, and intervals of compassion and fine feelinc,

are scattered up and down the common occupations of life. We
know women are to be compassionate ; but they cannot be com-
passionate from eight o'clock in the morning till twelve at night

;

and what are they to do in the interval ? This is the only ques-

tion we have been putting all along, and is all that can be meant
by literary education.

—

Sydney Smith.

A HIWT.
Would you both please and be instructed, too,

IVatoh veil tbe rage of shiniDg, to subdue
;

Hem ever>' man upon hiK favorite theme,
And ever be more knomng tban you seem

;

The lowest genius will afford some light.

Or give a hint ttwt had escaped your sight.

—

Stillingjlect.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial]

THE APRIL WliVD.

BT AMA^'nA. SI. DOUGLASS-

The April wind is dancing.

Where the waters bright are glancing.

And the shadows gaily prancing,

Weave a wild fantastic way ;

Where the violets arc twining.

With the heaven's deep blue lining^

Like a coquette half resigning.

Fragrant odors to the spray.

The April wind is sighing,

Where of late the flowers were dying,

And the withered leaves all lying.

Swept by autumn'.s chilly blast

;

But its muTTuur cometh lightly,

For the sun ia shining brightly

On the young trees, fair and sightly,

Telling spring is here at last.

The April wind is stealing

Eound our hearts, half revealing

How the heart, in its unseaUng,

Takes the erring bacfc again;

And though fickle, yet w? love thee,

Eor our inmost chords have wove thee,

Though each tender fibre pi"ove theo

But a waking of new pain.

4 i^-^- >

THE BCDS.

Spring is here, though young and tender, and still staggering
with gusts of parting March. The autumnal fruit-trees are
spreading forth their spring blossoms—most beautiful, " They
toil not, neither do they spin;'* jet, verily, the World's Exhibi-
tion shall not show handiwork like to these. True was that two
thousand years ago ; as true still. Frail are these flowers and
tender

;
yet is there a power which sends the gentle germs through

the rugged winds with certitude unerring. States fall, ministries

hang suspended in uncertain fate, troubles come and prosperity,

revolutions and restorations ; but each year the almond blossoms
smile upon the world. Institutions decay, "property" wastes;
but the blossoms fail not, neither does their source grow lifeless.

We repeat this truth from time immemorial ; may we never for-

get it! The rainbow was a hope, as these are—and forever.

Let us strive, with loving and trusting heart, to learn the laws
by which, while evil and imperfection alone pass away, goodness
and beauty are ever renewed; for wherever we see tnose laws
working, there is goodness. When we have learned to wish to

obe}"^, we shall forget to quarrel about creeds and aggressions;

we shall cease to set class against class; we shall unlearn to covet

only wealth, to build prisons for poverty, and to make either

abodes or laws that, denying nature, erect foulness into institu-

tions. Yes, blessed be God! oar plans pass away and cannot
stand ; but the model is forever renewed to us ; so long as tho
blossom hangs upon the bough. And yearly we cry out with
joy at the sight; for the sound instinct, the immortal faith cannot
die within us. But we are working, and ever is tiie sign that is

lifted to our sight.

—

English paper.

MOCIVTAIIV SCENERY.
Of all sights that nature offers to the eye or mind of man,

mountains have always stirred my strongest feelings. I have
seen the ocean when it was turned up from the bottom by the

tempest, and noon was like night, while the conflict of the bil-

lows and the storm, tore and scattered them in mist and foam
across the sky. I nave seen the desert rise aroimd me; and
calmly, in the midst of thousands uttering cries of horror, and
paralyzed with fear, have contemplated the sandy pillars, coming
like the advance of some gigantic city of conflagration, flying

across the wilderneis, every column glowing with intense heat, and
every blast death ; the sky vaulted with gloom, the earth a furnace.

But with me, the mountain, iu tempest or in calm, tbe throne

of thunder, or with the cveningsun painting its dells and declivi-

ties in colors dipped in heaven, has been the source of the most
absorbing sensaiion. Tiiere stands magnitude, giving an instant

impression of a power above man ; grandeur, uncumbered ; beauty,

that the touch of time makes only more beautiful; use. exhaust-

less for the service of men ; strength, imperishable as the globe
;

the monument of eternity; the truest earthly emblem of that

ever-living, unchangeable, irresistible Majesty, by whom and
from whom all things were made !

—

Croly.
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VIEW OF CASTLE QARDENj NEW YORK CITY.

CASTLE GARDEJV, NEW YOKK.

This ediace, originally designed for and used as a fort, waa

called Castle Clinton, in honor of the first republican governor of

the State of New York. It was erected by the Federal Liovern-

fflent, inl807; and was used for the purposes of a fortification

tintiri823, when it was ceded to the city. It is situated upon a

mole, at the extreme lower end of Manhattan Island, and is con-

nected with the Battery by a liridge 200 feet long. Soon after its

cession to the city,the battery was enlarged- its sea-wall constructed,

and a large portion of its noble trees were planted. The Castle

has since been used for public amusements, and the fairs of the

Mechanics' and American itiathutes. It ia now devoted, during

the summer, to concetts and
,

the opera. Its location, in

the midst of the waters^

malces it a delightful place

of resort during the sultry

evenings. Access to it may
always be obtained by the

payment of a small fee, for

which the visitor mayreceivfr

ftn ample equivalent in the

glorious view presented from

its spacious balcony. Our
artist has herewith given us

a very truthful picture of this

well-known locality and
building in which Jenny Lind

has been holding her monster

concerts for theNew-Yorlters,

Its capacity is perfectly enor-

mous, and ytt the fair Swtde
filled it nightly to overflow-

ing. It is needless for us to

say more in desrription of

a place so well known to

almost every person that

has ever visited the city of

New York , as ihey are

doubtless aware of its vast

dimensions an d beautiful

architecture, together with

the superiority of its situation

as a fashionable resort in the

hot and sultry days of sum-

mer. No stranger journey-

ing to the London of Ameri-

ca will neglect visiting,

among the other beautiful

and prominent objects of in-

terest with whfch the city

of New York abounds, this

celebrated and favorite re-

sort of the citizens* of the

commercial metropolis.

GENERAI/ WINFIEIiD SCOTT,

The object of the accompanying picture is to represent the

present head of the American army in character > and, as minute as

the face appears in the engraving, yet it is a capital likeness.

The artist has represfnted the general mounted and in full mili-

tary costume, his staff in the background, and a battle scene in

the distance. Win field Scott was born June 13th, 1786, near

Petersburg, Va, He i;t of Scotch descent, and one of his ancestors

fell at the battle of Culloden. His early studies were directed with

the purpose of some professional occupation for life, and in 1^06

be was admitted to the bar. He entered the service as captain

of Ijght artillery, in 1808, at the age of 22 years- Early in the

year 1812 he was coTQTnissioncd lieatenant-coT^Tfel of the ^c6fld
Artillery, f-ince which time his public career is as familiar as hoBse-'

hold words. The country needed two sach generals as Taylor*
and Scott to carry on the Mexican war to a successful issue, and
Scott, too, needed fust such an opportunity to slifw the world the"

generalship that was in hiiti. There are fe^ pablic men irtore"

prominently before the public, or more popuVar with the people"

than Gen. Scott. Though 6^5 yearsof age, heis a hale and hearty
man, and performs an immense amount of professional labor as-

the head of the American army. During his late tour through'
the south and west of the country, a cort^al weJcome has greeted
him at every pc*nt, and the cHizsra and military have turned oMt

by thousands to do hitt?

honor. lie is a brave sol-

dier, a most thorough atid

aMe tactician, and has woiB
ihe esteem and honor of the
military world for his akillfa^

generalship.

VITAL OlOTIONS.

We cannot consider but

with gratitude, how happy it

is that our vital motions are

involuntary. We should have

enough to do if we had to

keep our hearts beating, and
our stomachs at work. Did
these things depend, we will

not say upon our effort, but

upon our bidding, our care,

and our attention, they would
leave us room for nothing

else ; we must have been con-

linufllly in fear, nor would

this constitution have al-

lowed of Bleep.

—

Paley,

Ptiact
''''

EQUESTRIAN PORTRAIT OF GENERAL WINFIELU SCOTT.

WASHINGTON CiTt.
"Washiirgton would Bfe s

f)eautiful c?ty if it were built -^

but as it is not, I cannot say
much abotft it. There is the

Capitol, however, stafl'ditig'

Jike the sun, from which are

to radiate majestic beams of
streets and avenues of elior--

mous breaidth and astcmish-

ing length ; but at present
the execution litTi'ps au(3

Jingers sadh? after the design^

This noble metropolitar;

inyth hovers over the nortb
bsnk of the Potomac (this

indian t\aitiQ meafls, I be-

lieve, the Wild Swan, or ther

Oliver »f tbe Wild Swan,?
about one hundred and twen-

ty miles from Chesapeake
Bay, and at the head of tide'

water. Fetinsylvania Ave-
nue ia splendid ; it is about
fhree hunted feet broad

j

but the houses are not co-

To'ssal ei'roTigh to be m Iteep-

?ng with the inrimense space'

appropriated to the thorough-

fare . T/i'ey should be aU

leasi as hiLrh as the' highest

of Old Kdinburgh houses, in-

stead of Tike Those of Lon^
doir, w^ich some one com-
pared to the Paris ones ftlak-

ing a profound ccrJi'isey..

;Now these PennsVlvania

Avenue habitations seeffi

breaking a very distant cotirt-

sey indeed (o|.their opposite'

jiort-fteJghbors ; and it rfladef

tis think of people at an im-

mensely wide diningtable,

separated as " far as the

poles a:sunder,'' by way of
fi pleasing rencontre and
social intercourse. How-
ever, that is merely fancy

;

you do not want fo talk

across the streets; and this

appearance would vanish if

the honses were taller and
higher.— Travels in Amerion.
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POETRAITS OF MAPEMOISHtLE JENI^ LIND AlCD StGNOR GI0VA3SNI BELLETTi.

JESJJY LlNl> ANB GIOVANNI BELLETTI.

t)oubtless the history of the subject of the accompaiiTing like-

tisss is as well knowa "in this country as that of any other living

person, while her unbounded and unostentatious charities have

rendered her name familiar in the prayers of thousands upon

thousands; Jenny has now made the tour of our whole country,

and will shortly depart from our shores to her native land, but

Bhe will cas-ry With her the homage of a generous nation, who

have poured out their gold at her feet. Our engraving is a copy

from a daijuerreotype by WhitehurSt of New York.

Signor Belletti is the excelleht baritone who has accompanied

Mademoiselle Lind throughout her American tour. He is 30

J-ears of age> and was born in Genoa. His musical career has

been a short but brilliant one as a vocalist, having enjoyed a dis-

tinguished reputation in Europe as an operatic artist, since his

twentieth year. Heis saidtobe un excellent musician, andsustains

the highest character as a gentleman. He sang by Jenny's side on

the Continent, before coming to America to accompany her in her

tour through this country,

•where he enjoyed a very

gratifying popularity.

The interior of Castle

Garden, New York, which is

also here'.vith given, was
sketched by our artist during

one of Jenny Lind's concerts

in this spacious place, and is

a very life like and effectiA'B

representation of the scene

as it actually appeared. It

is doubtful ifany other living

person could fill CaStle Gar-

den with an audience, even

though the jjeople v/ere ad-

mitted free, except Jenny
Lind. To hear her sing, the

^lite of the lown cl'owd its

seats and aisles at exhorbi-

tant premium prices for ad-

mission. This building is of
great extent, and is capable

of containing an audience of

ten thousand personsi

A SEA FOUNBLING.
The following touching in-

cident is related in a private

letter from Yarmouth, writ-

ten by a lady, and giving an
account of the disastrous re-

sults of the late shipwrecks
on the east coast ;— " Last
Friday, a dear little babe,
f^upposed to be about four

months old, was picked up
in the roads off Yarmouth.
Its long clothes prevented it

from sinking; it was fast

asleep, and almost benumbed
"With cold. There was no
tt'ace of any ship in sight, nor
of any boat for miles round,

and it was supposed that the

vessel from which it had been
thrown had sunk, and that

all hands perished. The cap-
tain who picked it up lives at

Yarmouth, and intends to

rear it as his owH. He al-

lows the people, who come
in crowds, to spp. ir. and I

liave seen it atholig the re-r.

]r is a sweet babe."

—

Hull
{Kw}.) Admtiser.

CHINESE PRINTING.
The method now adopted in China is as follows :^~" The work

i.^ transcribed in legible characters upon sheets of thin transparent

paper; the paper is then pasted on wood, and the engraver cuts

away the surrounfliiig wood, leaving the characters in relief From
the nature of the language the art of printing does not appear ca-

pable of being materially improved. As the Chinese language is

composed of between seventy and eighty thousand characters, each
character representing a single word, it would appear almost im-
practicable to use moveable type j therefore the plan is adopted of

cutting in relief on very hard wood, the characters of the work
about to be printed. When about to print a v/ork or notificationj

the printer takes a slab of the characters, and with a hair brush
besmears it with mk \ the paper is then piessed upon it, receiving

the impression. One coating of ink is sufficient for two or three

impressions. Chinese paper is very thin and transparent, there-

fore they fold the paper, printing only on one side."-*S'f7T'5 China
and the Chinese,

INTERIOR OF CASTLE GARDEN, NEW YORK, DURING ONE OP JENNY LIND S CONGERTF.

TOLERATlOjV.
Whsn Abtaham sat at his *ent door, according to Jii's ctstoni,

waiting to entertain strangers, he espied an old man, stooping and
leaning on bis staff, weary with age and travel, coming towards
him, who was a hundred vfars of age ; he received him kindly;
washed his feet, provided suppc-v, and caused him to sit down j

hut, observing that the old man eat and prayed not, nor begged
a blessing on his meat, he asked why he did not worship the God
of heaven ? The old man told him that be worshipped fire only ;

at M'hich answer Abraham grew so zealous that he thrnst the old
man out of his tent, and exposed him to all the evils of the nijihr,

and an unguarded condition. When the old man had gone, God
called to Abraham, and asked him where jhe .stranger was? He
replied, I have thrust him away, because he did not worship thee.

G''»d answered him, I have borne with him these hundred jcars^

although he dishonored me, and couldstthon not have end nrcd him
one night, when he gave thee no trouble? "Upon this, saiih the
story, Abraham fetched him back again, and gave him hospitable

entertainment, and wise in-

struction. " Go thon and do
likewise," aild thy charity
ivill be rewarded by the God
of Abraham. — Dr. Frank'
lin's Essays.

lilEXICAN DliESS.

With the exception of a
peculiar exuberance of skirto

and the substitution of the
rebosa for the bonnet, the cos-

tume of the ladies scarcely

differs from that of onrs.

The rehosa Is a long scarf of
cotton or silk, and i.^ thrown
over the head and shoulders
with a peculiar grace, cover-

ing the mouth, and exhibit-

ing to the best advantage
their or.ly handsome fL*atnr6

— the eje. The drees oi the

Mexican peasant is rather

pictQresque, consisting of
pantaloons open at the siclta

i'rora the hip down, the edge
of the opening margined with
innumeiahle buttons ; be-

neath these are worn long
flowing white drawers—the

larger and longer ille more
dressy. Some bright fancy
colored sash is worn ahout
the waist, and tied in such a
manner that both ends hang
down behind. The jacket i:*

made very S'hort, showing a
streak of white between it

and ihe pants : a ^road ?om-
brero, ortiamiMited with a
sUvir hand and cockade, i-i

worn upon the head ; but the

costume is not comphte
without the everlasting

iilahket, which is constant-

ly worn, whether walkintr,

riding, sleepinjr or .-unning.

The latter is an occopdti'in

in which they take special

delight, and thpy can he

seen anywhere near the side

of a sunny wall, basking

like so many flies in the

warmth. They are very fond

of dress.

—

Mexican Boundary
Commisfiion Report.
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THE CORONAL:
Oil,

THE GOLDSMITH'S DAUGHTER.

BY aiRs. cahownb orne.

" You have been so diligent to-day, ray good lads, (hat although

half an hour earlier than usual, you may leave oft' work, and seek

whatever divert;ion may please you, jirovidcd you keep within

proper bounds, and avoid mingling in the street riuts which arc

getting to he frequent as well as dangerous."

These words were addressed by Godfrey de Coigncrs, a thriving

goldsmith of the city of London, to his two apprentices, the elder

of whom sat diligently at work linking together a lieavy gold

^hftin for a wealthy citizen, while the oiher, whose duty it was to

hold himself ready to wait on customers, was polishing a piece of

plate.

Walter Kingslcy quietly deposited the chain in a drawer, which

he locked, and taking his cap, stood awaiiing for his companion.

" Shall I fasten the street-door and close tlie shutters ?"

inquired Simon Cosin, the younger apprentice, fixing his small,

keen eyes upon his master's face.

"Yes, Simon," replied the goldsmith, passing his hand over

liis face as he spoke, to hide the sudden flush occasioned by the

prying looks of his apprentice.

As Simon Cosin turned away to perform his task, a faint smile

flickered over his countenance, which Klngsley, quiet and careless

as he appeared, failed not to observe. Having perfoimed it as

his master had ordered, Cosin adroitly slipped a small key from

beneath a bit of canvas, which appeared to be lying carelessly at

one end of the shelf, which he held in such a manner as to be

concealed by the sleeve of his jacket. The two apprentices now-

left the shop by a passage which led to the back part of tho

building, which admitted them into a close, dark alley. As soon

as the door was closed behind them, the goldsmith secured it on

the inside with a heavy bolt. He then, having examined the

fastenings of the front entrance and the window shutters, lit a

lamp ; for though the sun was yet a quarter of an hour high, the

light was excluded, except what was admitted through the open

door of an inner apartment. He placed the lamp on a table, and

crossing this inner room, opened a door which revealed a narrow

staircase.

"Alice! Alice 1" said he, "come to me a minute, I wish to

apeak with you."

A door at the head of the staircase was almost immediately

swung back, and a beautiful face, evidently dimmed with a shade

of sadness, peered from behi?id it.

" Come do^vn, my daughter," said the goldsmith ;
" I wish to

give you some directions before I go out."

This was said in a somewhat louder voice than was absolutely

necessary for one so near as Alice to hear, and was clearly

intended for the ear of some one in the chamber. As soon as

Alice had descended the stairs her father passed into the work-

shop and made a sign for her to follow. She was somewhat

surprised to find that the apprentices were gone, and that the

shop, instead of the lingering gleams of day, was lighted by a

lamp.
" Should any person, except Grantham, call and inquire for

me," said her father, " say that I shall not be in till eight o'clock.

If disposed to await my return, let it be in the oak parlor, and be

careful that neither you nor Dame Gifford have occasion for

anything in the shop, or the room adjdning."

" You had better lock the door then, as soon as I am gone, for

though I can promise for myself, it is not unlikely that the good

dame may be seized with a sudden desire to see the silver vase

and the drinking-cup, set with jewels, you are making for the

archbishop. Father," she added, while a deeper shade of sadness

stole over her features, "lam haunted with the fear that some

evil is hovering over you."

The goldsmith turned quickly round, and said rather sharply,

"Why do you suffer yourself
—

" but he checked himself and

added playfully, " if idle fancies disturb you, Alice, it is a sign

that you are too much at your embroidery, and too little in the

fresh air. Nothing is so good as fresh air to dispel a fit of the

vapors."
" I wish it were indeed the vapors which thus trouble me, both

for your sake and mine. But it is not so. Will you forgive me
dear father, if I tell you that I know why Walter and Simon were

dismissed so early, and why for some weeks past, you have often

worked while others have slept ?"

" Have you dared," said her father, sternly, " to pry into what

you should not know ?"

" I have made no attempt to pry into anything. The knowledge

of the unwelcome secret, w^hich has ever since preyed upon my
spirits, was obtained accidentally."

"In what way'?"

" The evenipg you had the first interview with the stranger you

call Grantham, I was present."

" Impossible !"

" It is true. I had entered the shop a minute before, as it

seems, without your notice, to ask you about something, and

imagining that the stranger might wish to make some purchase

which would require only a few minutes, and not caring to be

seen by him, I stepped behind the screen which you eometimes

place before the table where you are at work, and thus, uninten-

tionally, heard every word that was said. But, father, you have

notliing to fear from me, for I will prove to you, that a woman

can keep a secret."

"I believe yon, my child, and since you know what passed

between me and the Btrangcr. you shall see the progress I have

made in the work he engaged me to do."

Saying lhun, he unlocked a writing-desk, and opening a private

drawer, took thenci; a golden coronal.

" An hour's work," said he, as he placed it on the table, " will

finish it."

"And thi«," said Alice, "is intended to crown Tlobert de

Bruce, the rebel, and the enemy of King Edward. 0, father,

why did yon consent to do what if found out, must cost your

" Yes, as you say, should the secret transpire, it will coi-'t mo
my life. But there is no danger—there can be none. According

to my own views of the matter, I havebeen guilty of no crime.

Might is all that can give Edward a right to rule S-otland, and

for my own part I rejoice tliat Bruce has triumphed. Let Edward

be content to rule his own kingdom, I say."

"And FO say I, but whatever we may ihink on that subject, the

danger you have brought upon yourself by fashioning this bauble

remains the same."
" You suffer yourself to be unnecessarily alarmed. The whole

affair has been conducted with so much secrecy and discretion,

that there can be no danger."

" I wish that I could feel the same confidence that you do ; but

there is the youngest apprentice, Simon Cosin, who has as much

curiosity as he has cunning, who would—and I accuse him not

without cause—betray his own brother for the sake of a broad

gold piece."

" It cannot be that Iir has any suspicion of the matter," said

the goldsmith ; but while he spoke the keen glance with which

Cosin regarded him as he and his fellow-apprentice were preparing

to leave the shop, flashed into his mind and caused him consider-

able uneasiness.

" He may not," said Alice, " suspect the real nature of the

affair, but I am persuaded that he already imagines there is

something in agitation which you are desirous to conceal from

him and he will not rest till he finds what it is."

" I believe you are mistaken."

"I am nearly certain that I am not."

" What are your reasons for thinking thus V
' They are founded on a hint which Walter gave me."

" I don't know why Walter is entitled to more confidence than

Simon ; I believe, were I inclined to trust either, it would be my
younger apprentice."

" Father, you are not so well acquainted with Walter's true

character as I am. The brow which is covered by the flat cap of

a London apprenticR, would grace an earl's coronet," said Alice,

with a warmth which brought a look of surprise to the countenance

of her father, and a blush to her own.

" How long has Master Walter Kingsley stood so high in the

good graces of my daughter V he said.

"Ever since he endangered his life by rescuing that poor,

helpless old man from the mob, at the head of which was Simon

Cosin, whom, in their cruel thirst for what they called sport, they

came near depriving of life."

" That does tell in his favor, but time is wastin, gand you must

leave me ; I would fain finish this coronal to-night, and then I

shall feel more at ease."

" I wish, father, that you would just melt it down, and then,

should suspicion get abroad, so as to cause search to be made for

it, nothing could be found to implicate you."

" Step this way, Alice, and you will see that I have nothing to

fear, even from the strictest search," and he opened his writing-

desk as she drew near, and requested her to point out to him the

drawer where the coronal had been concealed.

"I cannot," she replied, after having examined the interior of

the desk with strict scrutiny.

" I was certain you could not, and though I am not afraid to

trust you, if search should be made, it may be better that you

remain ignorant of its situation. Now, my child, go and let no

foolish fears disturb your dreams to-night."

The moment Alice had left him, he secured the door which

communicated with the staircase, and then addressed himself

diligently to the task of finishing the coronal. He hoped to

complete it in an hour, nor did he overrun the time by more than

a few minutes. As be was taking it to the desk to deposit it in

the secret drawer, he thought he heard a slight noise outside the

door which opened into the street. He stood still and listened,

but as the noise was not repeated, he imagined that it must have

been caused by some person who was passing. He, therefore,

quickly restored it to its place of concealment, and locking the

desk, retained the key about his person. On going up stairs, he

found that his daughter had retired to her own room, and feeling

weary and dispirited, he bade Dame Gifford "good night," and

sought his own place of repose.

One of the windows of his apartment could be seen from the

street whidi passed in front of the building, and as the curtain

was partially drawn aside, two persons who had for about fifteen

minutes been standing opposite, watching for that purpose, were

aware of the moment of his entrance. They could not only see

the gleam of the light, though it had been placed in a remote

corner of the room, but could discern the outline of his form, as

he many times crossed and recrossed his chamber, previous to

disrobing, as if his mind was ill at ease.

The persons watching, who were screened by the dark shadow

of the building near which they stood, began to grow impatient,

when suddenly the light was extinguished. They waited not

another moment, but crossing the street, one of them, who was a

little forward of the other, went directly up to the door of the

goldsmith's shop, and dextrously displacing one of the panels

w^hicli had been previously loosened for the purpose, he was

enabled to remove the two heavy iron bars by which the door was

ficcurcd. The only obstacles to their ingress being now rr^moved,

tliey both entered the Hhop. He who happened to be the leader,

then carefully closed the door and replaced the panel.

" !'bi-i v/ay," he then said to hi.s companion, and as he spoke,

be caused tho light from a dark lantern to fall on the writing-desk

in which was concealed the coronal. As he bent forward and

placed a key in the lock of the desk, the light revealed tlio

cunning and sinister eountenane^e of Simon Cosin, the goldsmith's

younger apprentiie. The person with him now took the lantern,

and the dark cloak, v^hidi he wore, falling open, displayed the

rich dress of a nobleman. Tho desk was soon thrown open,

" There is nothing here," said Lord Segrave.

Cosin made no reply, but pressing his finger against the back

part of the desk, on a spot which in no respect appeared different

from any other, a small door flew open and revealed a drawei*

containing the coronal, which was the object of their search. A
small bundle of papers hiy beside it, which Lord Segrave hastily

examined. None appeared to him to be of much importance,

except one. In this, allusion was made to the intended coronation

of Robert Bruce at Scone, and although the day was not

designated, the goldsmith was requested to have the crown ready

by the tenth of the month, when Master Grantham would call for

it, and secretly convey it to its place of destination. This ho

retained, and refolding the others restored them to the drawer.

After a few moments hesitation, he also returned the coronal.

" Are you going to leave it, my lord V asked Cosin.

" Yes, I believe it will be best to leave it till morning, when
your traitorous master, and this, his precious piece of handicraft,

can be secured at the same time."

"I can see no good that can some of leaving it," said Cosin,

with a dissatisfied air.

" There can be no haiTn that I can see in suffering it to remain

a few hours, and the prize is too precious to be borne, at this time

of night, through streets in the neighborhood of Whitefriars^

whose whole population is made up of thieves, robbers and

assassins. Besides, this paper which I hold in my hand will bo

sufficient evidence against your master, even should we fail to

gain possession of the crown, so that at any rate, your promised

reward is secure."

At this moment, sounds of loud and riotous mirth were dis-

tinctly heard, although they were borne from a considerable

distance. Whatever doubts remained in the mind of Lord

Segrave as to suffering the coronal to remain till morning, or at

least till a guard could be procured, were now put to rest. He
herefore ordered the apprentice to lock the desk, and after

waiting long enough to assure themselves that the gang of rioters

were not approaching in that direction, they left the shop.

Lord Segrave immediately crossed the street and turned into a

close, dark lane, leaving Cosin to secure the door.' He had

restored the bars to their former position, and had bent down ta

secure the loosened panel, when he heard some one quickly pass

near him. He was somewhat startled by this, and rising and

looking, in the direction of the receding footsteps, he could dimly

descry through the gloom a person whom he thought resembled

his fellow-apprentice.

" If he has dared to act the spy on me," he muttered between

his teeth; "but no—he suspects me not—I need not fear."'

Having thus settled the matter in his own mind, he finished

replacing the panel, and then withdrew to a place, to which he

had been directed to repair by Lord Segrave, that he might be iu

readiness to lend his assistance at whatever hoar he might be

required. * =)^ # * * =*

Dame Gifford had remained awhile after the goldsmith and his

daughter bad withdrawn to their separate apartments, that she

might regale herself on some delicacy, which for the last fifteen

minutes had been simmering on the embers, in a little silvei^'

saucepan. She had just lifted the lid to see if the gravy had

assumed the proper consistence, when she heard her name pro-

nounced in a low cautious tone of voice. Had she not at once'

recognized the voice, the contents of the saucepan would probably

have been overturned into the ashes 5 as it was rt barely escaped

a fate as disastrous. As soon as she was satisfied that the sauce-

pan was firmly settled on the embers, she rose and turning round

said, " Bless me, Walter Kingsley, how came yoa here, and how

did you get here ?"

" I got in there," he replied, pointing to the casement, which

he had left swinging on its hinges, " and my business is to speak

with Mistress Alice."

"And do you think that Mistress Alice is going to rise frona

her bed because one of her father's 'prentices takes it into hjs

head that he wants to speak with her ?"

" I have something to say to her which will admit of no delay.

I must see her, and that immediately."

Finding she still hesitated, he said

—

" Go, good dame, and fetch her hither, and the very first

holiday that comes, I will mend the clasp for you, which you

asked me to do yesterday."

" And 80 you think to bribe me ? but remember, if I go, it will

be out of good will, and not for the sake of reward."

Without further pariey she proceeded to Alice's chamber and

knocked at the door, which was at once opened. Her anxiety

was such, that feeling no inclination to sleep, she had remained

at her window, hoping that the stranger whom her father called

Grantham might yetcome, and remove the coronal."

" Has he come ?" she eagerly demanded of Dame Gifford.

" Yes ; but if T should give you a piece of my mind, I should

say it is not seemly for a lass who might, if she chose, marry one

of the richest burgher's sons in the city, to be so earnest for a

stolen meeting with her father's apprentice—not but that Walter

is a nice lad and comely enough to be a prince."

Alice made no reply, for the stranger was in her mind when sho
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asked the question, and she felt that Dame Gifford had misappre-

hended her. She, however, could not prevent feeling alarmed at

being summoned to an interview with Walter Kingsley at such an

hour, for she felt persuaded that it had something to do with the

dangerous business which her father, in an evil hour, had been

tempted to undertake.

It proved to be as she had suspected. Walter had been aware

for some days, that Cosin was in the possession of some secret

which endangered the safety of their master, though he was igno-

rant of its precise nature. He at any rate determined lo keep a

vigilant watch upon Cosin's proceedings. At one time, when

they two were alone in tlie shop, Cosin, when he imagined Walter

too deeply engaged in his employment to notice him, busied him-

self in fitting a key to the lock of the writing-desk. But Walter

did notice him, nor did be fail to observe him when he slipped the

key which he knew to be the same, from under the piece of can-

vas, and concealed it in the sleeve of his jactet.

When the two apprentices left the shop Kingsley took a difi'er-

ent direction from that chosen by Cosin, but in a short time turned

back and succeeded in keeping him in sight till he met Lord Se-

grave, when they both entered a small obscure building. When

almost wearied with watching, Walter saw the door open, and

Cosin, pieceded by a person closely muffled in a cloak, come

forth. The evening was extremely dark, the stars being blotted

out by a mass of heavy clouds, from which fell an almost im-

perceptible mist. The darkness was in Kingsley 's favor, and he

succeeded, without their suspecting it, in following them to his

master's shop. Having seen them enter, he approached the door,

where, by attentively listening, he was able to arrive at a pretty

accurate conclusion as to what was concealed in the desk. He

also found that Lord Segrave had concluded to let it remain till

morning that it might be removed with more safety, when his

master would also be arrested, unless he previously made his

escape.

"I would willingly have concealed this from you," said Wal-

ter, in conclusion, " but I know that at any rate you must soon

know it, and thought it best not to excite Dame Gifford's wonder

by asking for your father. I thought it best to ask for you, and

permit her to put her own construction upon it, which will at

least be wide enough of the truih."

"1 was already in possession of the dreadful secret," said

Alice, " but hoped that it might remain a secret to all except me

and the parties engaged in the transaction. I must go to my
father and tell him of his danger. He may yet save himself by

flight."

"Tell him," said Walter, " that if he will bat say the word,

I will have a fleet horse in waiting for him in an hour from this

time at any place which he may think best."

They now separated : Walter, so as not to excite Dame Gif-

ford's suspicions, going out at the 'window which had admitted

him, and Alice by the door which led to her chamber, whence

without difficulty she could go to the apartment occupied by her

father^

Dame Gifford, who had by this time finished the contents of

the sauce-pan, as well as a cup of warm spiced ale, after raking

the ashes over the embers, went to her room and was soon enjoy-

ing the sweets of profound repose. In 9, few minutes afterward,

the goldsmith and his daughter and Walter had met together,

anxiously discussing what course it would be best to pursue.

Alice entreated her father to attempt to escape, in which she was

earnestly joined by Walter. If he would agree to this, Walter

offered to risk the perilous undertaking of conveying the coronal

to Scone. But the goldsmith had no faith that he should be able

to escape, though he at length yielded to the tears and entreaties

of his daughter, and consented to make the attempt.

Walter knew where he could obtain horses, and in half an hour

they were in waiting. The presentiment that he should not

escape continued to to haunt De Coigners to an extent which

paralyzed exertion. While Walter ICingsley, in a suitable dis-

guise and with the coronal ingeniously concealed, took the road

to Scotland, his master pursued a different direction, where a few

hours' hard riding would bring him to the house of an old friend,

in whose fi.delity he thought he could confide.

The first faint gleams of dawn had hardly broke in the east,

when Alice, who w'as keeping watch in a chamber which com-

manded a view of the street in front of the shop, could hear foot-

steps which approached with evident caution. They drew nearer

and nearer, and soon ceased in front of the shop. She listened

attentively and could hear when they gained admittance. She

now ventured to throw open the casement, but though this availed

her to hear a faint murmur of voices, she could distinguish

nothing that they said. Unable longer to control her painful

solicitude, she groped her way to the apartment where the even-

ing previous she had the interview with Walter, and descended

to the foot of the stair-case to which allusion has before been

made. All was silent for a few seconds, and then there was a

bitter execration, which she well knev was in consequence of

being baffled in their expectations of finding the coronal.

*' The person who was to convey it to Scotland must have

come for it after we were here," said a voice, which Alice knew

lo be Simon Cosin's. " It is not of much moment whether we

find it or not," said some one in reply. " This paper is sufficient

to prove your master guilty. Are you sure, Cosin, that there is

no secret outlet from the building by which the traitorous rascal

can make his escapeV
" There is not a place big enough for a weasel to escape," was

the answer of the apprentice. " Lead us to his chamber then.

A thrifty artisan should have been astir by this time, but he

doubtless wishes to indemnify himself for those extra hours of

labor he has been obliged to bestow on the Scottish crown."

There was an attempt made to open the door where Alice

stood listening, which being fastened on the inside, was unjuc-

cessful. It, however, caused a delay of only a few minutes, and

as Alice heard the lock give way she fled to her own room. She

bad only time to fasten the door, when she heard steps in the

passage wliich led to her father's chamber. They soon found

that it was untenanted.

" He may have escaped to liis daughter's room," suggested

Cosin.

" Where is if? Show it to us," was the inquiry and demand

of several voices at once.

" This way," said Cosin.

The next minute there was a rap against Alice's door.

" We must enter, either by fair means or foul," said one of

the men, " and we leave it with you to choose which we shall

do."

" I will unlock the door immediately," said Alice, for she well

knew that it would avail nothing to refuse.

The door being thrown open, a slight survey of the room con-

vinced them that it offered no place of concealment. Dame
Gifford was by this time aroused, who, though sternly questioned

could give them no further information than that she herself had

lit the lamp for the goldsmith when he rose to retire, and that he

left the room by ihe door he always did when he went to his bed-

chamber. As neither promises nor threats could elicit anything

more to the point, she was politely told that she might " go to

grass," which, as ir, as she afterwards said, " placed her on a

level with the brute beasts, t-he should neither forget nor forgive."

As for Alice, she refused answering every question, however

trivial, with a firmness which could not be shaken, and after hav-

ing searched every part of the house under the direction of Cosin,

they were obliged to yield to the unwelcome belief that their

intended victim had made his escape.

Had Godfrey de Coigners been able to maintain the appear-

ance of as much coolness and self-possession as Walter Kings-

ley, his apprentice, he might have been safe. This was far from

being the case, and when, as soon as it was found that he was

not in the house, persons were sent in different directions in pur-

suit of him, although he was artfully disguised, he yielded him-

self to the fiirst who came up with him, without the least attempt

at evasion. His captor conveyed him back to London, and before

night he was tried by the king's council, and condemned to be

executed at seven o'clock on the morning of the next day but

one.

This was the first Alice heard respecting her father after she

parted with him. For half an hour she sat like one stnpified.

Neither Dame Gifford's attempts to comfort her, nor her noisy

lamentations, had power to draw her attention. The day was

near its close, when suddenly starting up she exclaimed :

" I will go to the king and beg my father's pardon—he must

—he will grant it."

" Why, the poor child is demented to think of such a thing,"

said Dame Gifford. ** The king will only be angry with you,

and when he is angry I've heard it said that he is dreadful to

look upon, and that his eyes are fierce as a lion's, and seem to

sparkle with fire. A glance of them would kill you. Come, my
lady-bird, be persuaded not to go. What cannot be cured must

be endured, and the remedy you seek, though it may harm your-

self, can avail nothing in favor of your father."

"I shall go. Dame Gifford, so don't add to my affliction by

magnifying the difliculties which may beset me."
'* You are a wilful child and always would have your own way,

for which I must thank myself, for it all came of my over indul-

gence. Since you will go, I wish Walter was here to go with

you. He is a good, sober lad, and is shrewd and sharp-witted

withal, and would know how to manage with as much address as

a courtier."

'* Since he is not here, I must go alone."

" That you shan't do. Do you think a handsome lady like

you would be suffered to pass through the streets unmolested at

this time, when Whitefriars begins to empty itself of its rogues,

and the wild, young Templars are abroad, who are quite as much

to be feared by one like you '?"

" What can I do, then V
" It may be that neighbor Gadson will go with you."

" 0, I know he will— go, good dame, and see." Dame Gifford

soon returned accompanied by Master Gadson. The impatient

Alice, enveloped in a dark colored cloak and hood, met them at

the door. The vigorous arms of the worthy citizen and her own
intense excitement sustained her, as they rapidly pursued their

way to the palace of Westminster, where Edward I., and

Marguerite of France, his second queen, at that time had their

court.

Master Gadson used every effort in his power to Introduce his

young charge to the presence of the king, but after waiting nearly

an hour, which to Alice seemed an age, they were told that the

king being weary and indisposed, had retired to his private apart-

ments and could not be disturbed.

" The queen, then'—let me see the queen," said Alice.

" It cannot be," said the page, who had been sent to inform

her of the impossibility of her having access to the king.

Just at this moment a door, opening into a passage commu-
nicating with the queen's apartments, and directly opposite where

Alice and Gadson stood, was unclosed. Several ladies were

crossing the passage at the time, and Master Gadson, who had

several times seen the queen, recognized her as one of them. He
pointed her out to Alice. The moment the words had passed

his lips, she darted forward with the speed of thought, and the

next moment was kneeling at the queen's feet. Marguerite,

surprised at the suddenness of the movement, said kindly while

she at the same time attempted to raise her :

" What would yon have, my fair girll"
" My father's pardon."
" Who is your father V
" Godfrey de Coigners, the goldsmith."
" The unhappy man we were speaking of only a few minutes

ago 1" said the queen, addressing one of the ladies.

" Yes, your grace, the same."
" I have no power to pardon him,'' said the queen, "Your

petition must be addressed to the king."

" I came to the palace for that purpose," said Alice, "but they

would not let me see him."
" It is doubtless well that you were denied, for the king, who

is both ill and weary, might have been in no mood to give you a
favorable hearing/'

" What can I do V said Alice ;
" to-morrow my success may

be no better, and the next day it will be too late."

Marguerite remained silent a few moments, as if revolving in

her mind what was best to do.

" I will myself," she at length said, " intercede with the king

for your father's pardon."

The ladies in attendance looked surprised, for never had there

been an instance, where a queen of England had ventured to

stand betweenamightyPlantagenet in his wrath, and his intended

victim. Marguerite noticed this, and smiled as she said, *' You
think for so young a queen, I am a very bold one—is it not so V

" We know that your grace has the courage to be good and
merciful," was the reply of one of the ladies, " and if you do

what you intend, it will be more than any of your predecessors

ever ventured to do."

" I shall be proud and happy to be the first instance, then,"

was Marguerite's reply. Then addressing Alice, she said, " Go,

now, and hope for the best. I will watch for a favorable oppor-

tunity to speak in behalf of your father, and will see that you
are advised of the issue at the earliest moment possible."

Alice pressed her lips to the queen's hand, and with looks ex-

pressive of grateful thanks she was unable to utter, withdrew

and rejoined her kind protector.

They found Dame Gifford anxiously awaiting their return.

After the departure of Master Gadson she persuaded Alice to

recline on a couch which she spread for her near the fire, and was

rejoiced to see wearied nature, after a wliile, yield to the oblivion

of sleep. But her slumbers were uneasy, and she often started

as if harassed by painful dreams. When she awoke morning

had dawned. At first, she was only conscious of a heavy oppres-

sion weighing upon her spirits, but suddenly, the fearful trutli

broke in upon her mind.

With leaden feet, the hours, one after another crept away.

Sometimes it seemed to her that it was impossible to longer

endure the agony of suspense to which she was subjected. More
than once she made up her mind to go again to the palace to

learn the success of the queen's promised intercession with the

king, but was as often restrained, not only by the thought that

the messenger which Marguerite had promised to send to make
known to her the result might arrive in her absence, but by the

difficulty, as taught by the experience of the preceding evening,

of gaining admittance into the palace, unless under the protec-

tion of some person thought to be of more consequence than the

worthy Master Gadson.

The sun was past the meridian by more than three hours, when
a messenger arrived from the queen,

" For Alice de Coigners," were his words, as he placed a small

packet in the trembling hand extended to take it.

Alice quickly severed the band of floss silk -^hich secured it,

and opening it, saw written on the outside of a folded sheet of

paper

:

" The pardon is granted.

Makguerite."

Inside the sheet, was a copy of the pardon. After stating that

" Godfrey de Coigners had been guilty of the heavy transgres-

sion and malefaction of making the coronal of gold to crown the

king's rebel and enemy, Robert de Bruce of Scotland," it went

on to say that, " we, the king, pardon him solely at the inter-

cession of our dearest consort, Marguerite, Queen of England."

In two hours more, Godfrey de Coigners was beneath his

own roof.

Not long afterward he gave up a share of his thriving business

to Walter Kingsley, and at the same time, what the latter prized

more highly, the hand of his daughter.

[Written for G-leason's Pictorial.]

THE VIOLET, SXOWDBOP, AND DAISY.

BY GBOaOE TV'. BONGAT.

The violet, from its head of green,

Looks out upon the smlliDg scene,

And lilie a maiden, young and fair,

Looks upward with its azure ejes,

That caught their color from the skies
;

And seem to be half shut in prayer.

The snowdrop with its pure white head,

Like virtue rising from her bud,

Looks up toward the golden akios

;

Like virtue, too, this favorite gem
Perfumes the hand that brealis the stem,

And breathes a blessing when it dies.

The daisy and the daffodil

Shine out like stars on vale and hill,

And queenly roses hloom again
;

The crocus, ivith its " cup of gold,"

Stimds trembling in the morning cold,

To catch the pearly dew and rain.
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BATTLE OF UIO SAN GABRIEL, CALTFORNTAv

15ATTLE OP SAN GAKHlELv
Th'' above scene is a representation of the battle of the Uio San

tjabr 1, California, which occurred January 8th, 1849, between

tdeta iiments of seamen and marines from the U- S ships Con-
pre>f^, Lieut. J% W^ Livingston commanding; Savannah, Capt.

W. Merriam ; Cyane, Capt. S. F. Dupont; and Portsmouth,

Capt. J. W. Montgomery ; a company of dismounted dragoons,

Under command of General Kearney ; and a company of volun-

teers, as riflemen, mostly hunters and trappers, from the Western
Slates, and commanded by the celebrated Kit Carson (nearly six

hundred in all) ; with six pieces of artillery; the whole under the

comraand of Commodore R. F. Stockton: against some seven

^undred mounted Mexicans, Califbrnians, and Indians. For ten

dpys previous the Americans had marched throuph a mountain-

ous country^ nearly oue hundred and fifty milesj from their ship-

ping-, in constant apprehen<iion of attack by the enemy, who are

the best horsemen in the world. They had selected the northern
bank of the Rio San Gabriel, on the opposite side of the river

from the Arnericans, whel-e they had concentrated all their forces.

The Americans forded the river, dragging their guns with them,
against th*^ fire of the enemy. Unsuccessful attempts were made
to charge and break the American lities, but finally the strong-

hold of the Mexicans was charged and taken. For this sketch

and drawing we are indebted to our friend, John Southwick, of

the United States Navy. The immediate scene represented above
is that where the Americans have thrown themselves into what is

termed a hollow square, with their baggage, cattle, and horses

inclosed. ^The Mexican cavalry or infantry can make no impres-

sion upon them; and, after dashing up so near as to receive the

fatal fire of the Americans, ihey willingly retreated at full speed.

CITY OF MAZATLAJT.
The beautiful engraving below is a representation of the cJty

and harbor of Mazatlan, Mexico, and was taken during its OC'*

cupation by the American naval forces. For the design and
drawing of this beautiful illustration we are indebted to John
Southwick, of the United States Navy, Mazatlan is the most
important Mexican port on the Pacific, and has about ten thou-
sand inhabitants. It is now one of the principal stopping places
for the U. S. steamers plying between San Francisco and Panama,
Mazatlan surrendered to the U. S. naval forces, under the com-
mand of Commodore William Branford Shubrick, Nov. 11th,

1847, and was held by them until June 17ih, 1848, when an in-

terchange of salutes of twenty-one guns passed between the
Americans and Mexicans, and the city was evacuated, in com-
pliance with the treaiy made with Mexico.

VIEW OF THE CITY AND HARBOR OF MAZATLAN, MEXICO.
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CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NU3IBEII.

"Sfifiashock. or the Last of the Conestogoes," a story founded on fact, by
Dr. J 11. RoBiKSON.
" The Merchant's Saturday NMght," a story, by Mrs. E. C. LovEEi:sa.
" The Surrender of Comwallis," one of the Old 'Ux's fiinny sketches.
•' Faces." versea. by Geo Cankinq Hill.
*' Life," a poem, by Amand.* M- Dodglabs
"filiuot -lock LiEhthouse,'' fine t^t'c.'*. by Caeoiine A. Hatden
"I'll Think of Thee, ' lines, by Elizabeth A. Blisn.
" To a Dear Friend," lines, by C. J- Peskington.
" The Withered Bouph " lines, by Chaples H. Stewaet.
" Epiccdium." by John F. U'eishampel, Jr.
" The Snow Wreaths on the Grten," verses, by H E Gardneu.
" Fame, Pleasure and Love " verses, by 4b3Y M. Hemenwai.
" The Kose," vereea, by Joseph II. butler.
" The Editorial Regatta for 1851," by G. S. IIatmosd.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
In the coming; number we Rhall give a correct enpraving, representing the

splendid Liverpool liner of the Black-Boll Line, called the iBaac Webb, under
full fail. A Bpirited picture.

A pplendid Racing Scene on the Long Island Courf:e. taken by our artist on
the epot, and representing a late occurrence to the life.

A picture reprepenting the daring athick of a whale upon a whsle-ship, de-
picting an actual occurrence with nautical correctness and startling vividness.

An elaborate and expressive picture of the late gHthering before the Revsre
House, Boston, when the Hon. Daniel Webster addressed the multitude. A
fine picture.

A fine cut giving a view of the Police conveying Sims on' board the brig
Acom. AIfo an enpraving giving a representation of the departure-of the ves-
Eel, with Sims on board.

A representation of the new California gold coin and also a fine fac-simile
of the new three-cent piece.

A fint- picture of the Dry Dock, Brooklyn Navy Yard, representing a vessel
under rt- pairs, a minute and artistic delineation of this interesting subject.

A fine maritime iiicture of the steamer Humboldt, the second boat of the
United States and Havre line of steamers. 4 magnificent structure.

A view of the three Sound steamers, Empire State, Vanderbilt and Knicker-
bocker, taken jufit as they were rounding the point of the Battery, near the
Bevenue-oG&ce.

An excellent and accurate representjition of Montgomery street. San Fran-
cisco, California A picture which will be valued for its truthful representa-
tion of this far-off but interesting city.

A scene from Can,bridge Bridge, taking in the new Jail, and the Medical
CJollege, in Boston, with the McLean Hospital and many prominent objects of
interest.

The Bridge of the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company, at the Falls
of tha Bchuylkill. A Tery interesting and faithful scene of this romantic spot.

THANKS-THANKS.
We should be worse than ungrateful, if we did not freely

acknowledge the thousands of complimentary notices of the

Companion, that throng in upon us from every part of the

country. Our change of form has particularly elicited high

encomiums of praise, and we are satisfied, too, of its entire popu-

larity, by the array of subscription names that have poured in

apon us during the past week. On the first two days over 35,000

were disposed of. Our edition of 50,000 copies will hardly

Fnfficc for all those who desire to subscribe and file the paper for

binding. We shall be obliged to add ten thousand more to

answer the demand for trant^ient sales. Our readers will agree

with us in pronouncing each number, thus far, an improvement

apon its predecessor, and that the present number, being No. 2 of

the new volume, is indeed an elegant affair.

Human Nature.—Pleasure to be relished must be sharQiJ. Let

a bliud fiddler make his appearance in the street, and the first thing

Bill Jones will do, will not be to listen, but run for all the other

dirty boys in the neighborhood to come and take part in the

festivities of the occasion.

The Pictorial Dbawi>g-Room Companion. published by F, Gleaaon, Museum
Building, Tremont ^trett, Boston, is the niOijtsplenuid modt-l of the typograph-
ical art that ha.- ever come under our notice. 'I'erm^, SSQO per annum. Itia
printed ou the finest of piiper, and on a fout of beautiful brevier type, manu-
factured expressly fur it. No person who hns a correct apprfciation of beauty
in the priniiug art, or wnose literary taste is of a pure and elevated character,
would fiii to te a aubscriber to the Companion, after having once seeu it.

—

0/iio Union.

Vert Good.—The Lynn News, indignant at the foolish

inquiry as to whether Washington was not bom in Enf^land, says,

" they'll be asking next, if Niagara Falls were not brought over

from England."

The best Wat.—By fifteen or twenty years of the hardest

kind of labor, a poor man will earn and save a competency, but

just as he is about to enjoy the fruits of a life of trial, he will

drop into hia grave. Better enjoy it prudently as you go along.

A E.KVIEW.—The most pertinent notice we have lately met

with, is that of the Literary World's concerning Willis's new
book, " Hurrygraphs."

The Way it operates.—Young ladies educated to despise

mankind, generally finish their studies by running away with ihe

footman, or else some circus rider.

PREaoHAL.—Jenny Lind spent two days in exploring the

MamiuQCh Cave, Kentucky.

3IATRI3IONY.

This institution, which a wise and beneficent Power "com-
mands to some—leaves free to all" is the surest and holiest basis

of society. To its direct and indirect influence's, we owe, under

Heaven, almost all our blessings ; and what would the world be,

if it could be annihilated '^ Nay, what has it not been, in those

strange and unnatural periods of history where communities have

spurned its bonds '? Those few places on the face of the globe

where the marriage tie is scarcely recognized, are noted for the

greatest moral abasement, and a degradation which assimilates

the inhabitants to the condition of brutes.

But as extremes always meet—so in the greatest barbarism

and the highest civilization we find numerous points of resem-

blance : hence in extremely luxurious communities, even in modern

times, there have been perpetrated, in the sacred name of mar-

riage, those cold, formal and selfish alliances, politely termed

marriages of convenience, matches made by parents or friends

between cold, indifterent and merely -consenting partie?, hands

united without heart'', because estates are contiguous, and a mar-

riage is a very convenient hyphen to unite them.

We are horror-stricken at a barbarous custom of the East,

where the bridegroom never sees the face of the bride till after the

sacred ceremony ; but we have no indignation for the sort of com-

mercial process by which a beautiful young girl is sold to a ri<h

man, old enough to be her grandfather, or a promised bride com-

pelled by the importunities of parents and guardians to break

her plighted word to the man of her heart, and bestow her hand

upon one whom she can never " love and honor " however faith-

fully she may " obey."

The marriages of crowned heads are rarely, if ever, marriages

of affection ; kings and queens cease to be men and women when

they mount the throne ; motives of policy always arise to arrest

the course of their affections. Thus Napoleon, passionately fond

as he was of Josephine, was compelltd to put her away and take

to bis arms that false and beautiful arch-duchess of Austria, who

never loved him, who joined his enemies in the hour of his ad-

versity, and who filled the measure of her iofaray by being false

to his memory. A petty principality rewarded her for her per-

fidy, and she quenched the stings of conscience in the guilty

enjoyment of a profligate career. Rarely is it permitted to sov-

ereigns to enjoy the felicity accorded to the meanest subject. The

queen of England i^ a signal exception to this rule.

It is not, however, alone among the great that ill-assorted

marriages, the profanation of a sacred institution, take place.

We see everyday examples of mercenary or ill judged marriages.

Many young ladies make it a point to fall in love and marry,

directly after they have fini>hed their education, and take a hus-

band the moment they dismiss their musi>master. Young gen-

tlemen are not quite so impetuous ; but still, this obligation to fall

in love, and the facility to believe one's self in love, on very

shadowy presumptive evidence, is one of the ruling sins of

the present day, and productive of a vast number of unhappy

marriages.

While there is no condition so deplorable as that of a man who
finds himself linked for life to a partner who cannot sympathize

with him, so, on the other hand there is no happiness so great as

that of being united to a true hearted and noble woman. If

matrimony were generally regarded in its true light, as the union

of souls, of minds, as well as of persons and estates, as a solemn

compact of the highest import, and not as a mere convenient

arrangement, the construction of society would be made thereby

far better and happier.

Is NOT THI8 Tbite 1—Ajudge of a court at Pittsburg, Pa., in a

charge recently delivered to a grand-jury, concerning tavern

licenses, used the following language with reference to ardent

spirit and its doings :
" Independent of its effects, individual,

social, moral, religious, and political, drink wields the club

—

brandishes the bowie knife—hurls the bullet—nerves the burglar

—inspires the thief—and kindles the torch of the incendiary. It

first maddens the tiger, and then unchains him."

A cOOD Sign.—Some elaborate tables relative to the wine trade

in England, disclose the important fact that the actual consump-

tion of wine in Great Britain in IS.'iO, was only 34,013 gallons

mote thiin ii; was in 1788, although the population has more than

doubled in the interval. A good sign, indeed

!

A MI8EHLT Trick.—Rembrandt, the painter, was so fond of

money, that at one time he concealed himself, and desired his wife

to spread a report that he wag dead, in order to sell his etchings

at an advanced price.
4 -»*^ >—

HospiTAELK.—The Mayor of Limerick (Ireland), has, we
understand, invited the Mayor of New York, with others, to visit

Ireland during the time of the World's Fair, aad to receive from

the patriotic and spirited corporation there the honors and hos-

pitalities of that ancient city.

A GOOD TnotTGHT.—To do good lo our enemies, may be

said to resemble the incense whose aroma perfumes the tire by

which it is consumed.

Very True.—As riches and favors forsake a man, we dis-

cover him to be a fool ; but it is veiy strange that nobody can

find it out in his prosperity.

A Yankee abroad.—Banvard is said to be in Egypt prepar-

ing a panorama of the Nile.
, « »» > .

—

Time—is an indomitable and inexorable old justice that ex-

amines all offenders.

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Stow. Mr. William 3. Jones to Miss Louisa F. Filer-

By Rev. Mr. Fernald. Mr. William J. Stunrt to Misa Sarah M Sunderland.
By Rev. Mr. Banvard. Mr. Francis E. Hadley to Miss Sarah J. Cochran.
By Rev. Mr. Richards, Mr Elbridge Wason to Mies Mary Stickney.
By E. N. Moore, Esq., Mr. James Porter to Miss Adeline denry.
By Eev. Mr. Kirk, Jlr. John Russell to Miss Mary B. GiddingH.
At Lowell, by Uev. Mr Ed.son, Mr. G. W. Bedlow to Mi^a Amanda Dodge

;

by Rev. Mr. Parkman, Mr. .Tames R. Darracott to Miss C. Janet Wrtght.
At Newburyport, Benjamin Phipps, Esq., of Charlestown, to Miss Josephine

V. Kettell.

At Dover, N. H., by G. T.Wentworth, Esq., Mr. George W. Haskell, of Ghel-
eea, to Miss A, R. Boynton, of fioston-

At Portland, Me.. Rev. Ezekiel Kobinson, of Brunswick, to Miss Ellen Hall.
At New Haven, Ct., Mr. Frederick: E. Johnson, of Hartford, to Miss Amelia

L. Goodrich.
At New York, Mr Isaiah Caverly, of Boston, to Miss Catharine Kip.
At Rochester, N. Y , Mr. Philip Brown to Miss Nancy Fowler.

At Philadelphia. Mr. James Townsend Montgomery to Miss Martha Smith
Punchard.
At vVashington, D. C, Mr. Theodore P. Richardson, of Boston, to Miss Ann

S. tVilliams.

At New Orleans, La., Mr. Andrew T. Hawkins, of Mobile, to Miss Maxia W.
Sanderson.

3^ ^ i^"^»£ .^ 'Sg

In this citv, Mrs Anna D. Adams. ; Alfred A., son of John P. Nichols, 2 ;

Mrs. \lmira S. Witherall, 41; Joseph Jones, Esq., 83; Mr. Robert Appleton j

Mr. Henry Sharplev 45: Mrs. Elizabeth M. McGray. 46.

At East Boston. Mrs. 4.nn S vVhiting, of Portland, 26.

At Brookline. Mr?. Debomh Seaver, 82.

At Salem, Mrs. Pollv Wilkins, 84: Mrs. C. Burnham, 38.

At Nantuckt-t, Mr. Philip Coffin, 87.

At New Bedford, Mr. Samuel Fortune, 52; Mr. Elijah Kempton, 88-

At Salisbury, Mr. E. W. Sawyer, 28.

At New Salem, Mrs. Abigail Holden, 87.

At Springfield^ Mr. Cephas Clapp. 85.

AtClaremont, Mrs. Esther Upton, 92.

At Providence, R. T., Mrs. Betaev Marshall, 46-

At Kencebunkport. Me., Capt. Oliver Walker, 63.

At Lewifiton, Me.. Mrs, M;iry P. Deane 27.

At Castine, Mf ., Mrs. Abigail Vogall, of Boston, 87.

At Manchester, N. H., Mrs. SaralTCongdon, 81.

At Hill N. H-, Mrs.'Mary Hunkings. 72.

At Ljme, N H., Mrs. Sarah Hewes, 104
At Cincinnati. Mr. Joseph L. Ferguson. 59.

At St, Louis. Mr. Robert P. AViliiams 64.

At San Francisco, Cal., Mr- Philip Edwards, of Baltimore, 26.
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[Wrltton for CIIoukoo'h Plotorliil.]

JACK'S ACCOUNT:
AND THE WAY HE SETTLED IT.

A BB.\ SKETCU.

BY SYI.VANUB COBB, JR.

Tub good brip; Cynthia had already cast olT her sliore fasts

from one of the wharves in Norfolk, when Capt. Boltman eame on

board to take charf^'e. The crew were all on deck wlien he ar-

rived, and, as may he supposed, they exercised all their knowledj^c

of phy.sio|j;nomy upon the person of the superior officer, but the

result of their ohservation was far from satisfactory, for the cap-

tain was one of those rare exceptions who seem to be entirely shut

up within themsclvefi, and from whosequiet unmoved appearance

there is no judging of character. The owner of the brip intro-

duced Capt. Boltman to the lirst mate, and the first mate, in turn,

introduced him to ihe crew; but he made no remark on the oc-

casion, and his ejes, which were very small but of no particular

color, merely ran along over the forms of the hardy tars with no

other expression than might have been expected from a piece of

glass.

"What might I call your name?" asked the captain, of the

first mate,

" William Brewer, sir," replied the mate, not a little astonished

at the question, seeing that the owner had given the name but a

few mitnites before.

" Well, Mr. Brewer, is the brig ready for sailingi"

"Yes, sir."

"Then you may turn the hands up and get her out of this as

soon as possible."

"Ay, ay, sir," returned the mate, and forthwith he commenced

the necessary operations.

During the whole process of getting under way Capt. Boltman

made no remai'k, nor did be issue any directions, but a careful

observer might have seen, that, calm and quiet as appeared his

eyet-, they were nevertheless drinking in every movement of the

crew, and ever and anon, as he turned his boutupon the quarter-

deck, those small orbs of his would fall towards his feet, as if to

hide some sparkle of premonition that might for the moment be

called up.

That night the appearance of the new captain was discussed at

length in the forecastle, and many and varied were the opinions

advanced.

" Blow me if I like the cut of his jib, any how," said Jack Dan-

fortb, a young seaman who knew a great deal more of his busi-

ness than many who were older.

" Nor I, neither," returned Tom Dunlap, an old salt, and a good

one. " I don't like the looks of his eye at all. It's just like our

old forcastle deck-light,— it lets in some light, but you can't see

through it no niore'n you could through a windlass. I tell you,

boys, we shall have trouble afore the voyage is up, now mark me.

I've seen just such a covey afore, and sailed with him, too."

" Well," replied Jack Danforth, " there's one comfort, at any

rate. There's too many of us on board the Cynthia for him, in

case he should be ugly, and I, for one, will agree to stand by my
shipmates to the last."

" Ye are right there, Jack," said Mike Mulvany, " an' it's me-

self that'll be after standin' be the side iv ye."

All hands agreed to stand by each other to resist any oppres-

sion that might be started, at the same time resolving that no act

of theirs should give reasonable occasion for trouble. For a week

things went on pretty well, but still the crew were fully satisfied

that Capt. Boltman was a " tartar." He had not yet spoken an

angry word, to be sure, for he had hardly spoken at all, but more

than once there had been seen a livid spot upon either cheek, and

occasionally the sparkle of his eyes would show anything but a

kind disposition. Had Capt. Boltman sworn a round oath when

anything displeased him, and "ripped out " all that he felt, the

men would have been satisfied,—but he never swore—never flew

into a passion, and with the exception of the livid spot upon the

cheek, which was generally accompanied by a kind of ghastly

smile, and the peculiar sparkle of the odd colored eyes, his face

always looked the same. The sails might flap against the masts

in a dead calm, or the sheets might stretch and the yards buckle

before the sweeping gale, but not a muscle in the face of the cap-

lain moved to tell that he noticed the difference.

One pleasant morning Capt. Boltman came upon deck, and

after looking for a moment at the compass, and then up at the

sails, he commenced his usual morning's exercise of pacing the

quarter-deck. Perhaps he had walked thus for the space of ten

minutes—it was not more than that—when he suddenly stopped

opposite the belaying-pin of the maintopsail haulyards, and after

gazing several minutes at the turns of the rope he turned to his

mate and said

:

" Mr. Brewer, find out the man who belayed that haulyard and

send him aft."

Jack Danforth proved to be the man, and he was consequently

ordered afc.

"Did you belay that rope?" asked the captain, as Jack made

his appearance.

" Yes, sir," replied Jack, as he cast hia eyes towards the haul-

yardf.

"Let's see,—your name is Danforth?"

"Yes, sir."

" Well, Danforth, have you any recollection of my orders with

rei. ard to the method to be observed in belaying the running rig-

gin, ?"

" Veg, sir. I remember that you wanted us to take two turns

and stop v/ith a half-hitch."

" ]^ocs that look like two turns and a half-liitoh V asked Capt,

BoUnmn, in a kind of smothered, t;raiing voire.

"'Twas dark, sir, when we shook out tbereiJ," explained Jack,

"and as I had to spring for the braces, I didn't stop to think of

jour Utile orders."

" Very widl," returned tiie captain wirbout givinc the least in-

timation of what he was going to do. "Pei haps you will remem-
ber it hereafier."

As he spoke, and just ns Jack was upon the point of making
some answer, he doubled his powerful fist, and without even so

nuicli as ffayiijg " take that," he hit ynung Danforlh a blow upon
the face that laid bim prostrate upon the deck. As the blood

began to flow from the wound, the men, who had collected in Ihe

gangway, made a simultaneous move toward the quarter der^k
;

but Capt. Boltman was prepared for Ihcm, for very (oolly turning

towards the binnacle as though unaware ihat he had done any-

thing uncommon, he drew a pistol from his pocket and faced the

crew. He still wore tlmt bloodless expression of countenance,

but yet there was i^omething in his manner and position, and in

the loaded pistol by his side, that warned the men not to venture

too far.

From this time forward Capt. Boltman acted up to the modus
operandi he had so summarily commenced in the case of Jack Dan-
forth, and nearly every day one or more of the crew were made
the subjects of his panther-like disposition. There is a peculiarity

in the government of the sea-going vessel ihat pertains to no other

system. The captain, from the very nature of his trust, must be

clothed with supreme authority, and if, perchance, he be a tiger,

there is but little hopes of overcoming his power by the crew, for

few there be whe can muster up the assurance to openly resist so

important a persenage as " the captain.'^ Then Boltman always
had a loaded pistol in his pocket, except, indeed, when he held it

in his hand, and this aided him in his despotic sway. Butfor all

his herculean strength and his vigilant eye, Jack Danforth deter-

mined that he would settle his accoimt with the captain before he
left the brig, and he watched narrowly for the means by which it

could be done.

Day after day passed, and still Capt. Boltman went on with his

heartless cruelty,— sometimes with his fist, sometimes with a

rope's end, and often with a handspike, did he deal out his blows

upon the persons of his sailors, and not until the brig arrived at

Malaga was there any cessation of this continued tyranny.

The cargo was all consigned to Messrs. B & Brother, and
to them also was entrusted the care of procuring a cargo of wines

for shipment to the States, so that in ten days after the Cynthia

dropped her anchor in the harborof Malaga she was ready for the

return, but not so the seamen,^they had made up their minds

that they would not return to the States under the command of

Capt. Boltman, and under the direction* of Jack Danforth they

hoped to accomplish their object. They might have deserted the

brig, but that they had no desire to do ; for the chances of getting

home by other shipments were scarce, and they therefore eame to

the determination that the tyrant captain should be left behind;

but in order to do tliis it was necessary that the atfair should be

carried on secretly, for the mate could not well join in any plot,

nor did the men dare to lay themselves liable to conviction of open

mutiny.
The night before the brig was to sail was particularly dark and

drizzly, and early in the evening, Mr. Brewer took five of the men
on board the long-boat and went on shore after fresh provisions,

leaving the captain and the rest of the crew to take charge of the

vessel. The mate had the most strict injunctions not to allow a

man to leave the boat, and above all to be off as early as possible,

as everything was in readiness to heave up the anchor by day-

light. Of course the mate gave a kind of silent assent to these

orders, but the men in the long-boat knew very well that he would

never think of enforcing them, for Mr. Brewer would give his men
liberty whenever opportunity afforded.

The huge bell of the old cathedral struck the hour of eight just

after the long-boat put ofl" from the brig, and as it struck nine

Capt. Boltman was pacing up and down the quarterdeck anxious-

ly awaiting the return of the mate. The last dull echoes of the

old bell had hardly ceased reverberating among the surrounding,

hills when the captain was aroused fiom his reverie by the plash

of oars directly under the hows of the brig, and reaching his head

over the rail, he hailed :

"Boat ahoy !"

"Hallo \" returned some one in the boat.

"What boat is that!"

" From the police," returned he of the boat. " Is this the brig

Cynthia?"

"Yes."

"Is Capt. Boltman onboard?"

"That is my name," returned the captain, as the boat came

alongside.

Before Boltman could fairly comprehend what was actually

taking place, he found himself confronted by a Spanish oflScer

and six soldiers, while in the rear stood an old man whose dress

and beard betokened him to be one of those fishermen who live

in their small open boats along the coasts. The lantern at the

gangway did not give light enough to reveal countenances, but

the officer soon produced one of his own, and throwing its rays full

upon the captain's face, he turned to the old fisherman and asked :

"Is that the man, Antoine?"

"Yes, that is him," replied the fisherman, in broken English.

" You are sure of it, are you V*

" Yes, I am. That is the man who smuggled the goods."

" How ? What does all this mean 1" asked the captain.

" Simply that this fisherman accuses you of having used his

boatfor the purpose of smuggling," replied the officer, "and by

command of the governor we are here to arrest you."

Boltman was in the act of springing back as the olTieer closed

his sentence, but the old fisherman seemed lonnderstand him, for

with the quicknessof lightning he sprang upon him, and with tho

aKsistancc of the soldiery the captain was secured ere he could draw
hi.s favorite pistol. It would have been no easy matter for even
the nix soldiers to have overcome the powerful man had he been
aware of their intentions, but as he was taken entirely by surprise

he had little chance for rcHistance, and amid the most bitter threats

of vengeance he was borne over the gangway. In vain was it

that he called upon the few men on board tlic brig to help him,
and in vain that he threatened to flay ihem alive ; for they dared
not resist the officers of the Spanish law, and, in fact, they did

not fi'el much desire that way.

"You shall swing for thip," muttered Boltman, as the boat

shoved off from the brig. " You may treat your own people as

you like; but, by the mother that bore me, you shall not insult an
American citizen with impunity."

" We bear your consul's orders," replied the officer, "and if

you arc an innocent man you have nothing to fear."

The prisoner had the irill to do a great deal of damage, but he

had not the power, and so he very wisely kept quiet ; but never-

theless the occasional glances which he bestowed upon the old

flsherman betokened that incase of his accidental freedom Au-
toine might do well too look out for "number one." The cap-

tain's attention was, however, very soon called in another direc-

tion, for, instead of going towards the town, the boat was being

pulled off towards a point of land thatmakes out to the eastward,

and ere long it bcame evident that the intended landing place was

distant several miles from Malaga. Capt. Boltman asked, in no

very pleasant manner, the meaning of all this, but the only answer

he received was a slight chuckle from the old fisherman. He
thought he recognized the sound of that chuckle, hut then he kneuj

nothing, and after asking many unanswered questions, and making
many fearful threats, he at length leaned back in the stem-sheets

and silently awaited the end of his adventure.

At the end of an hour the boat turned her head in towards a

small creek that makes up between Malaga and Veloz, and by

directions from the fisherman the oarsmen pulled within its nar-

row limits, and after having reached a distance inland of about

half a mile, they stopped directly beneath the walls of an old, di-

lapidated stone building, and after securing the boat they assisted

their prisoner to the landing steps.

"Now, Mr. Captain, you must just go with us," said the fish-

erman, as the soldiers seized the captain and urged him forward.

"No, no, villains," shouted Boltman, as he strove with all his

power to break the cords that pinioned his arms— but they proved

too strong for him.
"Aha, you are not on your own deck now, and so you may as

well make up your mind to come along with us."

As the fisherman spoke, he led the way up the moss-covered

stone steps, and Capt. Boltman, despite his exertion to the con-

trary, was obliged to follow. The entrance to the old pile was

through what appeared to be a wide gap in the outer wall, and as

they entered the main building they struck off towards the northern

comer, where a flight of steps led them down to a kind of inner

ballium, but only one or two rooms of which were in any kind of

habitable shape, and here the party stopped while the fisherman

withdrew a heavy oaken bar from a stout door that opened to one

of the last mentioned rooms. As he did this he beckoned the men

to lead the prisoner on, and in a moment more Capt. Boltman

found himself within an apartment, the walls of which were com-

posed of huge blocks of soft stone, with two small apertures to

admit the light, the only means of entrance or egress being the

way by which he had entered, and which was secured by two stout

door?, the inner one being of thick plate iron. Upon a rough

bench in one corner there were a hammer and several stone-cut-

ter's chisels, together with a quantity of bread and water.

"Now, Capt. Boltman," said tlie old fisherman, in too good

Enghsh for a W7-^ native Spaniard, "you can stay here just as

long as you like. There is a hammer and chisels, and you can

cut your way out just when you please,—only you must do it

before your bread and water is all gone. There is enough if you

only make good use of your time, and for three or four days, at

least, you will be obliged to make better use of your time than in

abusing American seamen. "With the tools which we leave you,

you can easily cut the cord that ties your arms ; so we will leave

you, and we hope that you will be as happy in your own com-

pany as others will be in your absence."

For the first time since he had left the brig Capt. Boltman swore,

but it was of no use, the doors were closed, and so securely fast-

ened that the sand-stone of the walls offered a quicker mode of

egress than did their iron surface. Until the men got out into

the yard they plainly heard the cries and imprecations of the con-*

fined captain.

About midnight the old fisherman and the Spanish soldiers

entered a small clothing shop nearly opposite the cathedral of

Philip and Mary, but they came not out again in thatguise, though

in about fifteen minutes Jack Danforth came out, followed by

seven more Yankee sailors, four of whom belonged to the " Cyn-

thia," and three of them to a barque that Iny in the harbor. MJ-.

Brewer had been waiting anxiously for the men, but when they

returned he asked no questions, only bidding them pull smartly

for the brig. The next day the brig lay at her anchorage till noon

waiting for the captain; bu^., as he did not come off, and as no

tidings could be gained of him, Messrs. B & Brother ordered.

Mr. Brewer to take command and sail for home.

Capt Boltman was just four days in getting out of durance, and

though he always suspected the truth, still he never could prove

anything; and when, after a lapse of six months, he applied to

the owners of the Cynthia for another appointment, he was very

politely informed that his services were not wanted,
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laJSTBiVOT OF A BEHO.

Once when travelling in Tennessee, Wilson was struck with

the manner in which the habits of the pennated grouse are adapted

to its residence on dry and sandy plains. One of thera was kept

there in a cage, having been caught alive in a trap. It was ob-

served that the bird never drank, and seemed rather to avoid the

water; but a few drops one day falling upon the cage, and trick-

ling down the bars, the bird drank them with great dexterity and

eagerness that showed she was suffering with thirst. The ex-

periment was then made whether she would drink under other

circumstances, and though she lived on dry Indian corn, the cap

of water in the cagewasfor a whole week untasted and untouched
;

but the moment water was sprinkled on the bars, she drank it

eagerly as before. It occurred to him at once, that in the natural

haunts of the bird, the only water it could procure was from the

drops of raiti and dew as they fall.

VALUE OF OLD ROPK.

Among the numerous worn-out and often considered worthless

materials, which the ingenuity of man has discovered means of

re-manufacturing, and rendering of equal value with the original

substance, are old tarred ropes, which have long been in use at

coal pits. Our readers will be surprised when we inform them

that out of this dirty and apparently unbleachible substance, is

produced a tissue paper of the most beautiful fabric, evenness of

surface and delicacy of color, a ream of which, with wrappers

and strings, weighs two and a half pounds, It is principally used

in the potteries for trau'iferring the various patterns to the earth-

enware, and is found superior to any other substance yet known

for tliat purpose. It is so tenacious that a sheet of it, twisted by

the hand in the form of a rope, has been known to support

upwards of one hundred weight.

IVagsiLn: (Datljcriugs.

WOMEN L\ THE EAST.

Mr. Brown, the American dragoman at Constantinople, who

has accompanied the Turkish envoy Amin Bey (whose likeness

we gave in a former number) through this country, says the

female Circassian slave markets continue in full blast at Con-

stantinople. He affirms that the prices range from six hundred

>to ten thousand dollars, according to their personal charms, and

that the slaves are sold in what are called the Circassian quarters

of the city. On Mr. B.'s arrival in Constantinople, he was not a

little astonished to receive from a bashaw, an offer of ten thous-

and dollars for his wife, who is a lady of remarkable beauty.

We would not on this account recommend any of our fair read-

ers to make a pilgrimage to Turkey; they will find happier

homes and a better appreciation in a Yankee home.

KtTMORED.—The English talk of constructing a railroad to the

Paci6c, through the Canadas. That is a good plan, says a co-

temporary, for it would require all the surplus population o^

England and Ireland to shovel snow from the track during a

considerable portion of the year.

The Charles A. Stetson.—On the 15th inst., a beautiful

schooner, named as above, was launched at New Haven. She is

to sail for London, "^ia the Bahamas, and on her arrival in the

Thames will be shown as a specimen of our naval architecture.

Stbingent.—The legislature of Delaware, at its last session,

passed a law making the sale of intoxicating drinks on the Sab-

bath an offence, subjecting the offender to a tine of $20 for the

first offence and S50 for the second.

Beautifttl Sentiment.—Some one has remarked, " The
heart of woman draws to itself the love of others, as the diamond

drinks up the sun's rays, only to return them with a tenfold

strength and tenderness of beauty."

A severe Test.—Jefferson said of Monroe, that he was a

man whose soul might be turned wrong side outwards without

discovering a single blemish to the world.

"Merrt," indeed.—In Great Britain there are only 103,839

persons whose income is over $750 a year, while the number of

paupers isjijleen hundred thousand. " Merry England !"

EatherLate.—The Spaniards are talking of erecting a colos-

sal statue of Columbus, opposite the convent of St. Ann, whence
he started on his first adventurous expedition.

«—J!H><^ »

Music Hall.—We learn from the Transcript that the long
talked of Music Hall is to be commenced immediately. The site

selected is the Bumstead estate, Bumstead Place.
ij—«»»«•—»

City Expenses.—The San Francisco Courier states that San
Francisco now pays daily, in salaries to city ofiicer?, $2,000, and
to the city, county and State, S4,000 per day.

Cheap enough.—Good sugar land?, in choice locations, can
yet be procured in Texas, at from three to five dollars per acre
cotton and com lands, at from fifty cents to three dollars.

Terrific—Near "White Pond, S. C, trees and fences were
uprooted by a tornado on the Sth; for a space of about two
hundred yards nothing was left.

Significant.—The National Era says as a general rule, mar-
ried women should insist upon coming to Washington, and
residing with their husbands.

A man named Pcckham drowned himself in "Ware, last Eri-

dav.

Fifty-three Hungarian and Polish refugees arrived in New
York on the 19th.

The East Boston folks have the *' spiritual rap pings " at

twenty-five cents a sitting.

An Italian Opera Troupe is singing to crowded houses in San
Francisco.

Several marine plants grow to the length of 200 or 300 feet,

from the bottom of the sea.

James F. Wood, a native of Massachusetts, committed suicide

at Savannah, on Thursday.

There were a large number of ship fever cases in the Charity

Hospital at New Orleans, on the 14tb.

The New Orleans papers of the 15ih, are filled with accounts

of damages done by various crevasses.

Mrs. Brown has recovered S700 damages of the city of Lowell

for injuries received in consequence of a defect in the sidewalk.

At Brooklyn, Miss Cornelia Bunce has obtained a verdict for

S2,000 against John Smith, aged 60; she is 40.

Miss Adelaide Phillips, at the Boston Museum, promises to

become one of our best native singers.

The Spring Hill Academy in East Sandwich, took fire on
Friday evening, from the stove pipe, and was entirely consumed.

The late French Minister and lady will sail on the 14th of

May. Lady Bulwer will visit England in the same steamer.

The Court Martial for the trial of Lieut. Stanley, at Washing-
ton, for challenging a superior officer, is not yet coucluded.

Gov. Hunt, of New York, has issued a proclamation for an
extra session of the Legislature of that State, June lOili.

Mr. J. B. Gough is lecturing on temperance in Kentucky. He
is said to have obtained 60OO signers to the pledge in Cincinnati.

It was one of Mrs. Billington's excellences that she never per-

mitted herself to sing down those witti whom she had to perform.

Dickens, in speaking of a friend, says he was so long in the legs,

that he looked like the afternoon shadow of somebudy else.

James F. Crawley and John T. Gelman were arrested at Nor-

folk, Va., on the 16th, charged with the murder of a Mr. Turley,

at Alexandria.

The friends of John B. Gough, the temperance lecturer, at

Toronto, are making preparations to send him to the AVorld's

Fair.

Geo. H. Broker, Esq., of Philadelphia, has produced a* new
comedy, entitled " The World a Ma&k." It was brought out at

the Walnut, and was Iiighly successful.

The II. S. steam frigate Susquehannah is not to go to the

East Indies, as reported. The government, it is said, intend to

keep her at home, to watch the movements of the Cuba hunters.

Dr. Thomas Fuller, of Exeter, N. H., has two ewes, each of

which reared three white lambs last year, and this year they

have three black ones.

There are three brothers living in Greene, Me., whose united

ages are 258 years. John Mower, aged 92, William Mower, 84,

Ebenezer Mower, 82, and all three in tolerable health.

Sanis of (3o{b.

A BOLD Assertion.—Figaro says that a white man is as
good as a negro, any time, if he behaves himself as well.

JTorcign illisallanjj.

In Glasgow one fourth the burials are at the public expense.

A grand hawking club is to be established in London.

M'lle Duprez has l?een eminently successful at the Italian

Opera, London.

In Ireland, 57,500,000 a year are expended to feed a starving

population.

In England the average of poor rates for ten years past has
amounted to 530,000,000.

In consequence of high prices, foreign coal is to be admitted at

Palermo until the end of June free of duty.

A machine has been invented in Birraiugbam which throws oflf

daily twenty thousand envelopes, ready for use.

Since January 1st, railway shares in England have risen 40
per cent., owing to the anticipated harvests of the World's Fair.

The cholera has again made its appearance in India. It is

feared that it may make another tour of the civilized world.

There are now in arms in Europe five hundred thousand men
more than in the hottest part of the career of Napoleon.

The missionary elders of the Murmons write to their flocks,

that they are making many converts in France, Italy and Swit-

zerland.

At the studio of Mr. James Wyatt, the life-sized equestrian

statute of Prince Albert has just been completed for the great
exhibition.

The Fadrelaadent of Copenhagen states that the next month
a screw steamer will run regularly between that capital and
London.

The Eussian army, which is disposable at any moment for

active field service, amounts to 496,000 men, with 995 pieces of
held ordnance.

The splendid winter palace of the Sultan's brother- in-law,

Mehemet Ali Pacha, Constantinople, has been con'iuuied \-y tire.

The loss is calculated at £150,000.

Seven railway engines, four of which are Enirlisb, will com-
pete on the Suramering Mountain in the month of June for itie

prizes offered last year by the Austrian government.

Advices from Geneva state that the government of tbe f-anrnu

has refused to expel from its territory the seventten French refu-

gees as ordered by the federal government.

Amongst the most remarkable produ-^tions from Birmingham,
at the great exhibition, there will be a piece of iron wire, for tbe
purposes of the electric telegraph, a mile long.

Messrs. Buchler & Carslerijeu, merchants and agents, failed at

London on the 4th. They dealt in cottee and other produce,
and the loss it is believed will fall in Holland and Germany.

The Kussian journals announce a curious sale at auction. The
village of Tulczyn, formerly the residence of a rich Polish fam-
ily, was dispoded of for 168,000 rouoles.

China, properly so called^ contains about three hundred and
fifty millions of souls, and extends over 20 degrees of latitude,

and 20 of longitude, or 400 square degrees.

The population of Rome consists of 170,824 inhabitants, in-

cluding 34 prelates. 1240 clergymen, 1829 regular ecclesiastics,

1467 cloistered nuns and 321 students for the priesthood.

Common sense is genius in its working dress.

. . . .He that changes often his trade, makes soup in a basket.

The best physicians are Dr. Diet, Dr. Quiet, and Dr.
Merryman.

It is surely very narrow policy that supposes money to be
the chief good.

—

Johnson.

... .If Momus had made a window in my breast, I would have
made a shutter to it.

—

Soulhey.

... .A critic's head should be wise enough to forma righfe

judgment, and his heart free enough to pronounce it.

The seeds of love can never grow but under the warm and
genial influence of kind feelings and affectionate manners.

. . . .There is only one objection to people who '* mean well,"
and that is, they can never spare time to carry out their meaning.

How humbling to human pride is the reflection that man
is tbe only species of the animal creation thai wars upon its kind.

....The most benevolent intentions, and the most beneficent

actions, often lose a great pare of their merit, if they are void of
delicacy.

... .Inquisitive people are the funnf-ls of conversation ; they
do not take in anything tor their own use, but merely to pass ic

to another.

Always be good natured, if yon can ; a few drops of oil

will do more to facilitate the movement of the most stubborn
'machinery than rivers of vinegar.

jFokcr's ®tio.

A western editor says that an Irish hull is a male cow.

To disperse a mob—mount a stump and give them good
advice.

The happiest man in the whole world is said to he a darkey
at a dance.

The attempt to light the Mammoth Cave wit^ (he Aurora
Borealis has been abandoned.

Why are fixed stars like pens, ink, and paper? Because they
are stationary.

If a man reap "whatsoever he soweth," what a harvest of
coats and breeches the tailors will have one of these days !

Many a young lady who objects to being kissed under the
mistletoe, has no objection to be kissed under the rose.

One of our city drueeists advertises " extract of gals and
chloroform," as an infallible cure for the toothache.

A man was heard to declare the other day, in a fit of nngovem-
able passion, " that he felt like eating three biled aigs \"

It is all moonshine about the Connecticnt girls petitioning to

Congress to have leap-year come "considerable oftener."

An Irish cab-driver in his list of journey expenses, entered in

the item of " refreshment for horses/* three-pence worth of
whip-cord.

Willis says the statue of the Greek Slave reminds him of the
attitude of a young lady, in the act of pulling the string of a
shower bath.
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THE FLAG OF OFR UNION,
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A FIKE fiCKNE.

No piny has for a

number of yours hrni

produced in this cMy
timt lilts proved so rt

miirkiihly su('l:c^s^lll

a.s tlio Childrt^nof Cy
p^u,^, now ptJiforniint,

at the ]Jo«[on Museum
t>ne sctTot of its f;rei t

sueresH is tiie libcu 1

mnnner in whidi it ih

pUu'fd upon the stapc

ami tliu L'OHiplcteness

of detail observed ii

every department ot

the pieee. Our arlist

jrives us heie a scene

from the play that all

will reeogni/x who
have seen this pieee

performed, represent

inp Miss riiillipa at
" Cherry," and Miss

Gann as " Fair Star,

the two leading ehai

acters of the plw)

Both these younji^ la

dies have distinguish

ed themselves by the

chaste and beautiful

performance of theii

parts in the play, and
partieularly Miss
Phillips, who has giv

en evidence of possess

ing vocal powers that

can hardly be excel

ed, if equaled by any

native vocalist among
us. We advise" Cher

ry" to cultivate the

art that she already ^o

sweetly illustrates. As
to " Fair Star," (Miss

Gann), she is an estab-

lished favorite with a

Boston audience, and

her very modest and
lady-like personation

of character has ever

been the theme of ad-

miration by the fre-

quenters of the Museutn. Topack (Mr. Warren) will be obseryed

in the background, a gentleman who is unquestionably one of the

best living comedians, and a most fixed favorite with the Bos-

tonians. We might add, with propriety here, that the extraordi-

nary musical talent displayed by Miss Phillips in the character

she personates in the play, has caused her friends to consider the

idea of sending her to Europe, to perfect her natural talent as

a vocalist ; and it is already announced by those well acquainted

with the matter, that she will leave us in a short time, for this

purpose. May her brightest hopes be realized

!

The Ktage manager,
Harry Smith, has his

expcritnted eye ou
every part of the pi-r-

foniiiince, and never
fails 10 note and (or-

ret^t the lent omii>hion

or i)erbonation that
may be in bad taste, an

connected with the

spirit of the play. Al-

together, Cherry and
Fair Star is a superb
spectacle, and has af-

forded, duringthetime
of its representation at

the Museum, a vast

amount of pleasure to

ihou»*ands. The scene

depicted by our ariifit

is that of the closing
one of the play, at the
grand (inale, when all

the characters appear
upon the stage, and
the brilliant and glit-

tering denouement
lakes place; when all

the most efiective ma-
chinery of the estab-

lishment is c ombined

;

and all the glittering

belongings of dressea,

banners andcostumes,
are united in the roost

artistic and striking

manner, to produce a
grand and gorgeous
tableau, which, for ef*

feet, has seldom been
equalled on the stage.

MISS PBILLIPS AND MISS GANN IN THE PLAY OF "CHERRY AND FAIR STAR

SCENE FROM THE CHILDREN OF CYPRUS.
A piece that can draw crowded houses to witness its represen-

tation for fifty consecutive nights, must possess more than wdi-
nary interest and merit. The truth is, as we have remarked in

another place, the play is most perfectly produced ; every artist

connected with this extensive establishment has seemed to do the

very best in his power. Mr. Comer (Honest Tom Comer), the

musical director, is a man of quiet pretensions, but of immense
importance in the piece ; much of its secret charm lies in the

power of harmony as arranged, directed and composed by Iiirn.

CONVtKSATION.
He that questiontth

much shall learn
much ; bat especially

if he apply his ques-

tions to the skill of the

persons whom he ask-

eth ; for he shall give
them occasion to sa-

tisfy themselves i n
speaking, and himself

shall continually gather knowledge; but let his questions not be

troublesome, for that is fit for a poser; and let him be sure at all

times, to leave other men their turn to speak ; nay, if there be

any that would reign and take up all the time, let him find

means to take them off, and bring others on that would not

:

as was the custom with musicians in former times with those who
were accustomed to dance too long galliards. If you dissemble

sometimes your knowledge of that you are thought to know,
you may probably be thought, another time, to know that which
you know not.— Bacon.

CLOSING SCENS IN THE PLAY OP ''THE CHTLT)REN OP CYPRUS,
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PACKET SHIP ISAAC WEBB.
Oar artist has here given us a specimen of the superb clipper

liners that ply between New York and Liverpool. The Isaac

"Webb is one of the celebrated Black Ball Line, and is of 1300

tons burthen. Length of deck 188 feet, breadth 40 feet, depth of

hold 28 feet. She was built hy William H. Webb, and named
after his father. Her timbers are of live oak, locust and cedar,

and she is most thoroughly put together. She has three full

decks, and is fitted with all the modem improvements, presenting,

when under way, a splendid specimen of maritime beauty. Her
last trip from New York to Liverpool was performed in seventeen

days. The Isaac Webb is owned by C, H. Marshall & Co., 38

Burling Slip, and is a credit to the American merchant marine.

America has justly become celebrated for her merchant marine,

and at this hour stands the first among nations, both in point of

tonnage and the sapeiiority of her clipper ships. The improve-

ments in ship building have been so rapid, of late, as to create

surprise in the remarkable results that are produced, and we find

American bottoms performing voyages that used to require, say

six and seven months, in ninety days, and it is but a short time

since we recorded
,
the passage of the Typhoon, an American clip-

per, from Portsmouth, N. H., to Liverpool, in thirteen days and

some hours, a passage that steamers rarely surpass, and until

lately have seldom equalled. The bestof these ships are built at

East Boston, from whence they are now ordered for all parts of

our seaboard. The Flying Cloud, given by us last week, as she

appeared when sliding from the ways, it will be remembered was

built by Mr. McKay, at East Boston, and is for a New York

house. This is a matter in which America may feel justly proud

;

our population has ever produced the best seamen, and now we
are not only able to compete with, but actually to surpass, in ship-

building, every other nation in the world.

THE FOLIAGE OF TREES.
By the exercise of reflection we may be led to perceive that

every bough that waves over our head in the summer time

has an oracular wisdom. It is positively true that every leaf is

full of instruction. Indeed the foliage of trees is one of the

most wonderful subjects of contemplation and delight. A tree is

a more eloquent exposition of the Deity than any of *he " Bridge-

water Treatises." Read the history of leaves, and marvel ! Each
leaf is employed in receiving and' transmitting gases from the

air, in certain portions, to the plant. These great operations

having been elfected during the summer months, and this agency
of the leaves finished, they fall to the ground, not a useless

incumbrance, but to convey a large portion of fresh soil, pecu-
liarly fitted for the nutriment of vegetation. And so it has been
written :

" The beautiful foliage which has cooled us with its

shade, and glowed with all its splendid fruitfulness, at length

returns to the soil in the lonely days of autumn, not to encum-
ber it, but to administer health and vigor to a new series of vege-

tation and circulate in combinations concealed from every tumaa
eye."—/Vozer's Magazine,

PACKET SHIP ISAAC WEBB, OF THE NEW YORK AND LIVEBPOOL BLACK BALL LINE.
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Entered according to Act of CongrcHs, in tlie year 1851, by F. Gi.bason, in the Clerk's Ollico of

the District Court of Massachusetts.

hVKlTTEN EXl'RESSLY FOR 0LEA80NS i'lCTOniAL.j

THE

f®iii 11limiiffiAi

:

-OR, THE-

CRUISER OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.

BY P. CLINTON BARPJNGTON.

[continued.]

CHAPTER VI.— [continued.]

DAjrE Graham rose at once, and taking fi-om

a small cupboard an earthen mug, which held

about a quart, she poured from it into two cups

all that she had reserved for Guilford of what

she had made for the concealed guest.

The two soldiers had no sooner inhaled and

tasted the potation, than tliey manifested their

approbation of her skill iu concocting agreeable

potations.

*' Verily," said Strait-gate, "this is richer

than the wines of Judea and the dew of the little

hills of Hermon."
" Yea, verily, it is the dew of Lebanon," an-

swered Broad-way, with unction.

" The good dame must fill up the quart meas-

ure once more ; for verily, with such strength as

this gireth to the arm of a servant of the Lord,

we shall overthrow our enemies and discomfit

them '."

" Verily, brother Strait-gate, verily, till not a

dry bone standeth in the valley of Ajalon. Come
hither, maiden, for thou art fair and comely, to

look upon—come hither and sit upon my knee,

that i may discourse to thee touching tlie wiles

of the devil and the temptations of this world of

vanities."

*' Nay, brother, the maiden will do better to

sit where she is ; for thou shouldst not put thy-

self in the way of evil, seeking to save others

from perdition."

" Anne," said the good dame, " come hither

and take this pail and go to the spring and fill

it with water, that I may make more negus for

these sons of Jacob."

Anne very willingly complied, and was not a

little gratified when her aunt whispered to her

as she gave her the bucket, "Remain without

until thy cousin returns. These men will be

rude to thee in their cups. There is water

enough in the house without that thou art sent

for."

" But they will be rude to thee."

"No, I fear them not, child. Keep thou away
from them all thou canst."

"Marry, come up, maiden!" said Broad-way,

as she passed him, " stay and let me give thee a

holy kiss 1"

"Yea, a kiss of peace, verily, maiden!"

chimed in Strait-gate, with a hypocritical twang
through his nose. "Dost thou not remember

the Scripture records that Isaac kissed Rebecca 1

Come hither, and let us kiss thee and talk to thee

gravely of the vanity of youth and the perils of

comeliness."

But Anne, blushing and terrified, bounded

past the pious covenanters and gained the out-

side of the door. But she fled from the arms of

the men of war to fall into the arms of a fine-

looking youth of her own station, who was in

the act of knocking for admission as she opened

the door.

" Why, Robin !" she exclaimed, as she with-

drew her form from his arms, which had inclosed

her almost of necessity, so completely she came
into them.

" And you, Anne I "VVhither with sur-h haste ?

0, I see, you have the bucket. Let me fetch

the water for thee."

"Nay, speak low, and come right away from

the door. If you must talk, talk at the spring.

There are two of those dreadful troopers in the

house."

"What, Cromwell's hrjgnnds?" repented the

young fellow, in tones that rung like a Damas-

cus blade.

"Hush!" she cried, pressing her small hand

against his mouth to stop his words. " If you

are overheard you are lost. Come with me
quick, and I will tell you all about what has hap-

pened."

He took the pail from her, and followed her

light step across a stile and into a remote corner

of a paddock, where, beneath a clump of alders,

bubbled a sparkling spring, with an abundance

of water, which, overrunning, sought its way in

a brooklet to the sea, more than five hundred

yards off.

" You seem disturbed, Anne, Have these

ti'oopers been insolentV demanded the young

man, who was plainly of a fiery temper, and had

a profound regard for the maiden.

" When did you ever hear of these soldiers

being beneath a roof that they were not inso-

lent ? Beshrew rae ! they would have kissed me
if I would have suffered it of their ugly, great,

hairy mouths !"

" I will kill them both !"

" Nay, Robin, that would be to the death of

three men ; for assuredly thou wouldst be the

third. They did not kiss me, however, for I ran

away."
" The hounds ! To presume to think of what

I scarcely dare dream of—pressing thy sweet

lips
!"

"Nay, Robin, don't talk of love now. You
may stay here and keep me company till Guil-

ford comes home, if you will be sui'e to behave

yourself."

" Ah, Anne, you are ever so cruel to rae.

Why do I woo and sue, and woo in vain V said

the young man, seating himself by her side on

the stone bench that half encircled the spring,

"Do not compel me to sigh for you, and love

you, and live only with year thought, while you

treat me so disdainfully."

" I love you, Robin ; but I do not love you yet

well enough to be your wife. If I ever marry

any one but— it shall be you."
" But who ? whose name fills the space you

only breathed 1"

" Do you not guess V asked the ingenuous

girl.

"I can think of no one but Guilford."

" You are right. It is Guilford who alone

keeps me from loving you as you ought to be

loved. I have nothing against you ; I am grate-

ful for selecting me out of all the maidens of the

hamlet; but I love Guilford."

" Only as a cousin."

"I wish it were only as a cousin. I fear I

love him with all my heart."

" Happy Guilford ! He is my best friend—he

destroys my happiness. Does he love thee?'

But why do I ask the question ^ Who can help

loving thee, Anne, that knows theeV
" Frankly, then, I fear he loves me only as a

cousin, and has no suspicion of my attachment

for him. That makes me wretched. I fear his

heart is pre-engaged."

" Would that it were !"

" It would then hrealc the dream of my life,

smd I should perhaps awake, Robin, to the reali-

ties of thy love. You see I am frank and open-

hearted with you. Your long attachment for

me demands frankness and the absence of all

mystery."

" You are goodness itself! If, then, Guilford

should be discovered to have given hi« heart to

another, may I then hope, dearest Anne ?"

" Yes
;
for there is no one next to him I think

so highly of as you."
• This undisguised expression of her feelings

filled tlic young man with joy. He pressed her

hand to his lips with devotion and ardor, and

she could see that his features were animate with

hope and joy.

As they sat by the spring they heard the voices

of the two tipsy trooper.^ singing through their

noses a long-winded psalm, the .sounds of which

reaching the ears of other soldiers quartered

about in other huts, inspired them also with

devotional psalmody, and soon the whole village

was roaring with a confused noiso of singing,

which came louder from the village inn than

from any other quarter.

CHAPTER VII.

A fugitive's escape.

When Guilford left the threshold of the cot^

tage to take his way towards Castle Vane, in

order to obtain a final interview with the beauti-

ful and high-born maiden who had given him

the preferenee of her pure affections, he walked

for some minutes at the quick, impetuous step

which his agitafed feelings prompted. But after

losing sight of the gate of the hut, and he had

come upon the white sand beach, on which the

moonbeams shone like silver, and upon the hard,

marble-like floor of which the sparkling waves

unrolled themselves like countless blue scrolls

edged with pearl, the sweet influences of the

scene carried quiet and comparative serenity to

his soul. Gradually his footsteps slackened, and

at length he came to a full stop and looked off

and upward.

" Why should I let a storm rage in my bosom

when all nature is so peaceful ? The blue skies

are soft and fair, and the stars sparkle in them

like celestial eyes, looking peace and joy on

earth, while the heavens of my soul are clouded,

and not a star of hope is glimmering in their

wide horizon. Why," he mused—"why should

I let mere feelings torture me so that I am more

like one bereft of reason at the idea of losing

Lady Catharine, than a sane man ? Let me
borrow peace and calmness from the ocean, the

skj', the stars, the whole repose of nature. I will

be calm ! I will reflect upon all this which has

come upon me with firmness and honesty of

conviction. My mother is right; I am doing

the Lady Catharine wi'ong by thus holding her

affections. My mother is right ; she can never

look upon me as her husband. She is infatuated.

We have both been blind. I will be the first to

break the spell. She will respect me the better

for it. I will act as becomes a man of honor.

She shall never have reason to despise me.

But," he added, as he paced slowly along the

glittering beach, and mechanically picked up a

shining shell for her, "how shall I obtain an

interview with her without encountering her

brother? Not that I fear him; but my hand

would shrink from- a contact with one so nearly

related to her. No doubt he would not hesitate

to slay me on the first sight, and therefore did I

bring weapons with me ; but I shall use them

only in self-defence."

He now proceeded along, the beach for two

hundred yards further, when he came to a jutting

part of the cliff, on which the castle stood, which,

advancing across the beach some yards into the

water, stopped further progress on foot ; but on

the other side of this projecting wall of the

precipice, the beach was continued, broad and

white as before, for more than a league, and was

the common way taken by the inhabitants along

the coast from one hamlet to the other. But as

the projecting cliff would have broken off all

communication between the two parts of this

beach pathway, two small boats had been im-

memoriallv kept there, one on one side and the

other on the opposite side, for those who passed

that way to row themselves round the spur of

the rock.

As the path by which Guilford usually visited

the garden of the castle lay around the cliff, he

now approached the little skiff, whichhadpainted

on its stern, " Castle Vane," it being the property

of Lord Vane, he suddenly heard a loud shout-

ing of numerous voices in the direction of the

hamlet in his rear, and one or two discharges of

harquebuses. The voices continued to ad-

vance, and looking back with surprise, and won-

dering at the cause, he saw far distant a single

man running along the beach at his fleetest

speed. His dark form was distinctly relieved

against the white, moonlit sand. The next mo-

ment, not a hundred and fifty yards behind him,

came two others, who seemed in hot pursuit.

Guilford had already placed his foot in the boat,

and held the oar in his hand; but ho re-

mained motionless, watching the advan<!e of the

fugitive, who each moment was gained upon,

by his pursuers. He now began to feel an inter-

est in him, as every generous mind will instantly

take part with the weakest; and this interest was
not IcHsened when the pursuers increased to seven

men, who shouted

;

" The sword of the Lord and of Gideon

!

])eath to the son of Anak! Slay the son of

Belial!"

" They are covenanters in chase of a loyalist,"

said Guilford, biting his lip, " l( he reaches

here in good time, I will agree to save him at all

risks."

At this moment he saw the fugitive stop, as

his nearest pursuer was not t\vcnty yards off,

turn round, and deliberately fire at him. The
man fell, and the fugitive once more bounded on

his way. This bold and cool act elevated him
not a little in the estimation of so brave a spirit

as that of Guilford, and he watched the .npproach

of the hunted loyalist, as he supposed him to be,

with the deepest solicitude. A second pursuer

coming too near, shared the fate of the first;

but a horse-trooper coming at spur-speed on the

beach, gained so rapidly on him, that Guilford

felt, that unless the man had another shot left,

he would be taken. That he had not, Guilford

saw Ycry clearly by the superhuman efforts novr

made by the man to escape the horseman.
" I have a pistol \" cried Guilford, with admi-

ration. " These troopers are our natural foes.

Shall I stand here and see a brave man taken,

and perhaps slain before my face ? It may be

the prince himself for aught I know. I will

give him all the aid I can, whosoever he be !"

He then pushed the skiff a little out from the

beach, and placed the oars so that they could

be used instantly, and then hastened to meet the

fugitive, who ran heavily, as if he had nearly lost

his wind.

" Courage, my friend !" shouted Guilford.

"I have a shot for the trooper! Run a little

further, and there is a boat to escape in."

The sound of the encouraging voice of the

young fisherman seemed to give new spirits to

the pursued stranger, who waved his hand, and
came forward at a more vigorous pace. The
horseman also increased his speed, and Vv'hen

the fugitive had got within twenty fathoms of the

boat, the trooper was alongside of him, with his

broad claymore sweepingMpnnd above his head,

ready to descend upon the^ck of the royalist.

Guilford was not near enough to aid in warding

off the blow, which the fugitive could not do,

having, as Guilford perceived, no sword, and
but one hand ; and the young fisherman brought

his huge pistol to bear upon the broad chest of

the trooper, and fiied it. The man received the

ball in his heart, and tumbled from his horse

upon the beach, with the sword which he held

aloft ready to aim the blow, lying broken, under

him in the sand.

" Gallantly done, young man!" cried the fugi-

tive. "You have saved my life." And he

pressed Guilford's hand to his bosom.
" We have not a moment to lose, my lord,"

said Guilford. " Quickly, into the boat !"

" I need no urging, my brave fellow," an-

swered the stranger, stepping into the boat,

which Guilford in a few seconds rowed out

from the land and around the rock, behind

which he disappeared as two more horsemen

came up to the fallen body of their companion.

One of them, with reckless hardihood, spurred

his horse into the sea, and compelled him to

swim out, as if his rider were resolved to let no
obstacles prevent him from capturing the fugitive.

But the weight of the man, who was gigantic in

size, and the ten-or of the animal, after a short

distance brought on a terrible struggle between

life and death ; and iu vain attempting to ex-

tricate himself from the saddle and stirrups, the

man sunk with his horse and disappeared for-

ever.

At this tragical result the other troopers

paused on the shor(j| and as the cliff presented

an insurmountable barrier to their further pro-

gress, the escape of the fugitive was effectually

secured.

"They cannot come after us here," said Guil-

ford, as he drove the boat against the beaclx

beyond the rock.

"And to what bravo young man am I in-

debted for my safety ?" asked the stranger, who
pressed the hand of the young fisherman widi

strong emotion.

1
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" I am but a fisbermau, my lord, who li^es in

the hamlet fiom Tvlii'ch you came, and by good

fortuQC himng an errand, this way, was enabled

to afford you the assistance I have done."

" And good aid it was, and gallantly well lent

to me ; for you liave as steady a hand and as

true an eye v/ith a pistolet as any king's cava-

lier of the guards. What is thy name ?—for I

would befriend thee, if some day I have it in my
po ver."

* Guilford Graham, sir cavalierj' answ^ered

Guilford, who could see by the dress and bear-

ing of the stranger that he was a man of very

different stamp from the Eoundheads. As the

moonlight shone full upon him, he could see

that he was a well-made raan, of thirty-seven or

eight years, with long, black locks, floating to his

neck, his air proud, and his bearing bold and

resolute. Eut his curiosity was awakened to

know iiow he had lost bis right hand. This

cariosity was perhaps apparent in his looks, for

tlie stranger s^id : .

"I suppose yon would like to know who I

•am ? You ought to know ; but in these days it

is not safe always for men to carry their appella-

tions posted on their breast-plates. You say we

are safe here. It may be that you are ; but as

for me, I am not safe on any foot of England's

soil on the Sussex coast. Look you ! Hast thou

seen any sail in the oinng towards the sun-

downV
" Methinks, my lord

—

"

"Nay, how dost thou know me ?"

" I do not, my lord. I did give thee but the

chance title of respect."

" Drop it, lest it be not over safe. Call me
captain, and thou wilt have a handle to my name.

What didst thou seeV
" Ear in the south and west I thought I saw

the npper sails of a brigantine, standing coast-

wise; but I was too much taken up with my
own affaurs just then to give it or its course es-

pecial heed."

" You shall know enough of me, young man,

to know that I am expecting a vessel in tlW

night from the channel to t?Jte me off. Pull out

a bit from the sTiore, if tby own business be not

too pressing, and let me look about. I shall feel

more secure with an acre or two of broad sea-

water lying between me and the main. Any
moment these troopers may circumvent us by

the castle road and pounce upon us.'''

" That is true. I will row out with you a mile

or two, and if you see nothing of the craft you

look for, captain, I will land you on such safe

part of the coast as you may name, if it be not

so far off that I cannot return hither by mid-

liight."
" An affair of love thou hast on thy hands, I'll

be sworn for you," answered the captain, laugh-

ing; " but I will not keep thee long. If I see

nothing of the boat I look for in an hour, I will

put bade with you, and trust to you to find me a

iiiding place for another day."

Guilford was so captivated by a certain franic,

chivalrous manner of the stranger, and he seemed

to place such unsuspectiug confidence in him,

that he resolved, even if it should defdr his inter-

Tiew with Lady Catharine to another night, to

give this night to securing the safety of bis new

friend. That he was some flying cavalier he

was well convinced in his own mind; and he ran

over in his memory the names of seve^-al of die

most distinguished of whom he had heard as

having been banished, or against whom sentence

had been declared, with the probability that this

stranger might be one of them.
'* I will go out with you, sir," he answ^ired,

" cheerfully ; and if you do not sec your vessel,

and your head is in danger on land, I think that

i can manage to run you across to the French

coast in a fishing smack to morrow night."

** Parbleu, mon ami !" exclaimed the captain,

with a laugh. " The land of monsieur will burn

Tuy feet as badly as the land -of John Bull. No,

»0 ; I am safe only on the deck of my own ship."

" Then you have a ship, sir 1"

"Ay, have I, and a better keel cuts not the

"waters of the channel. It is she that I am wait-

ing for. Nov/ we are clear from the shore again

I can breathe more freely. VnW out steadily a

mile or so, and then we will look about us."f

CHAPTER Vin.

A STAE^LINe ADVENTURE.

GuiLi-OED rowed out from the beach straight

into the channel. As they got far enough from

the shore to look round on the other side of the

rock, they saw the troopers retiring, bearing off'

the dead bodies of their comrades who had fallen

in the pursuit.

"Did you ever kill a man before?" asked Ihe

captain of Guilford, who had drawn his attention

to the scene on shore.

" No, SU-."

"You could hardly do so in a better cause.

If you had not sliot that fellow, be would have

cloven me to the earth. I was never harder beset

in my life, and yet I have not always passed my
days in a lady's boudoir."

"One would not think so, sir, to see yon. I

dare say you lost your hand in some famous

battle 1"

The brow of the stranger, naturally black,

became suddenly dark as night. He was silent

for a few mon^ents, and then answered in tones

that thrilled the very heart's blood of tiie young

fisherman :

"No, sir—on the scaffold !"

" On the scaffold !" repeated Guilford, with a

start and a look that betrayed his surprise; and

in his excitement he ceased rowing and regarded

the stranger with a new and strange interest,

" Do not cease to row, my young friend, I

would gain a good sea berth. Your eyes are

sharp. Look, and tell me what you see in the

south. I fancied I caught a flash of fire in that

quarter, just west of the moon's path."

" So did I, sir. There are three lights burn-

ing, one above another. They are &mall, but I

see them ^distinctly."

" And so do I," answered the captain, spring-

ing to his feet, and speaking with animated joy.

" That is my boat. It was to row in from the

ship, which was to remain in mid-channel, and

every ten minutes, as she pulled towards the

little port of Blithclmstone, was to display three

lanterns upon an oar. By being out here half a

leag-ue from land I shall save them the trouble

of going farther in, and you the time—which I

know you are generously giWng me—from the

trysting tree. I know it is unfair to rob a lover

of one moment of such heavenly moonlight as

this,"

"Nay, sir cavalier," answered Guilford, who

each m^oment felt more drawn out to like the

man whose life he had saved, and to confide in

him ;
" it needs but little lightfor a lover to take

liis last adieu of his lady love."

"What!— Is it so? It must he, from thy

tones, and the tremor of thy lip. What, a quar-

rel r'

" No, my lord. Do not ask me more."

" Nay, but thy happiness shall be in my keep-

ing. Thou shalt tell me tby tale on tioard my
ship. It may be I can serve tbee where thou

little thinkest."

" Thanks, captain ; but no one can aid me. It

is settled without charge."

" I will judge of that when I have made ihee

tell me thy love st»ry. See ! there shine the

lights again nearer. The rogues are pulling in

towards the land, little guessing their master is

so near thera. If they had been aland two

iiours earlier, I should not have been exposed to

be hunted like a fox as I was. Pull a little

across the course of the boat, so that we can

meet her."

Guilford could now plainly see, not a quarter

of a mile off, a black, four-oared barge, pulling

steadily in towards the land. No lights were

now visible on board, but every few minutes

three round, swinging lanterns had been dis-

played for a moment and then removed. As the

boats drew near each other, the barge was stopped

suddenly, and tjiere was distinctly heard the

clicking of steel against flint.

"iMy merry men are regular devils to be on

the alert," said the captain. " They would ham-

mer their flints if they saw a pair of gulls sailing

near on a rotten spar. Tliey will challenge us,

and if we are not quick to give a satisfactory

response, they will give us, without shrive or

shrift, a couple of pounds of harquebus balls in

our ribs."

Scarcely had the stranger spoken, than there

came sternly across the water the sonorous hail:

" What boat is there ^"

"The prince!" responded the/cavalier, in a

loud voice.

At this the crew of the other boat gave a

hearty British huzza; and the oars falling into

the water, the barge came bounding across the

intervening space of water like an arrow. Tlie

next moment the two boats were side by side

and stationary. Guilford had been struck with

araazeraentwhen he heard the stranger-s answer;

and bflieving that it was indeed the prince in

person, though he had believed hira ts^ be a more
youthful-looking man, he sprang forward to kiss

his hand and declare bis dcvctioja to hina even in

his exile.

"Nay, my brave friend," said the stranger,

raising him up, " I am not tlie prince ; but I wish

I v/ere, for thy sake and bis own ; for I fear me
he has not the good fortune to be so well out of

England as I am. The answer I gave is but

the name of my ship, and the sign of my presence

to my men. I am glad to meet you again, my
trusty hearts !" he now s:\id, turning to the crew

;

and at the same time he exchanged friendly salu-

tations with a young oflicer who commanded
the barge, and who seemed exceedingly happy

to see him.

" And where is the ship, Edward *?" he asked

of him.
" To the south-west about four miles."

" Are all well on board V
"All, ray lord."

"And any news ? You have been late."

" We would have been in earlier, but a yacht

was hovering about us till night, and kept us

from advancing ; and at length it became so

close a watcher that the count fired a gun, and

brought her to, and captured her. He feared

they would run in and report the ship."

" He did right. Whose yacht was it?"

The answer was spoken in so low a tone that

Guilford did not heai* it; for the young oflicer

seemed to speak with constraint before him.
" Ah, do not fear ray friend here, Edward. 1

owe my life to his courage. You must know, I

was seated in the village inn, quietly waiting for

the night, after having by a miracle got away
from London, when all at once the tap-room

was filled by as trucl!lent a set of Cromwell's

worthies as you ever chanced to meet with.

Well, I had to put a hold face on the matter,

and pretended to take no notice of them. I soon

found they were despatched to guard the coast,

to prevent Prince Charles from getting out of

England; for Oliver has sent guards from Land's

End to Newcastle, to keep him within the island

;

but Heaven grant him a safe escape from his

toils and a trinmph over all his enemies !"

"Amen!" said Guilford, in so hearty a tone,

that the youthful seaman who had been called

Edward grasped him by the hand, and said,

enthusiastically

;

'• Whoever you are, you are my friend, since

you pity the prince."

Guilford returned the pressure with delight,

and the captain resumed

:

" BIy wits were now set to work to find some
way of getting out of the inn without attracting

the particular notice of these suspicious Round-

heads. But the first movement I made to rise

to settle my bill and leave was observed by two

of them, who came near and said, impertinently

and in their sanctimonious whine

:

"'Brother, thou needest not depart. Thou
shalt abide and sup with us, and we will drink

to the healili of the Joshua of the Lord.'

" By this I knew they meant Oliver their mas-

ter, and I swore internally that I would have my
tongue cut out before I would lift a cup to my
lips in his honor. So I resolved, before I drew

the notice of more of them upon me, that I would

bolt at once, and trust to ray good fortujie
; for

if they were by chance to discover who I was, I

knew my fate was sealed. So, without more

ado, I seized a settle, and swinging it broadly,

knocked my two civil friends to the floor, and

clearing my way, I gained the outside of the

hostel, and then ran for it. It was some seconds

before they fully understood the matter who were

outside ; but no sooner did the idea take them

that I was not running for a wager, but for my
head, than they were not backward in making

sail after me. Instinctively I made for the seat-

side, where I hoped to see my boat, for it was

the hour I looked for her appearance to take me
oif to ray sltip. But no boat was to be seen, and

I followed the beach at life-speed, followed by

my pursuers, who gave race after me like a pack

of hounds. I shot two of them as they came

after me ; but a third, who was mounted, ivould

have cut me down but for this brave fellow, who

knocked him out of his saddle with a pistolet

shot, and then got me off in his boat, which was

close at hand. So you see I have had a narrow

escape ;
and if you and my merry men love mc,

Edward, you will think much of this bold youth,

Guilford Graham."
" Wc are friends from this honr," answered

the elegant young sailor, whom Guilford thought

handsome enough to be a woman, and laying

his hand affectionately upon his shoulder.

" Wc will now pull to the ship," said the cap-

tain; "but, my brave fisherman, wilt thou not

go on board with me ? I v^Uh to show thee my
brave craft and my true men all, eveiT soul of

whom will be tby friend for what thou hast done

to-night. Come, do not hesitate. I will have

thee and thy boat put adrift by sunrise, if thou

likcst, near enough to the coast for thee to row
in in half an hour."

''I will go on board, if coming nearer the

shore of England at dawn will not put thee in

peril on my account."

" Not a bit, my good friend ; I care not, when
I am on hoard, bow near I run in and snap my
fingers at Cromwell's clumsy war ships. Give

way, my men ; we will take the boat, to which I

in part owe my safety, in tow."

Almost in opposition to his own real wishes,

Guilford found himself consenting to visit the

ship. The captain had fascinated him, and he

felt that be should be content to unite his fortunes

with hiam^r he should have taken farewell of

Lady C5Jp"ine. Indeed, from the first, when
the stranger hinted mechanically that he had a

ship, a wish was born in Guilford's heart to sail

with him and win a name upon the seas. It was

mainly under the impulse of this scarcely-formed

idea that he yielded to the invitation to go on

board.
" I will, at least, see for myself," he said with-

in himself, musingly ;
" and if I find that here is a

career open before me for honor and fame, I will

embrace it, if this brave captain v;iU take me
into his service."

In half an hour after he had consented to be

taken on board the ship, she was seen looming

up about a mile distant, darkly and indistinct,

like a huge floating castle with gray towers. A
single blue light was placed over the quarter as

a guide to the boat, in order that it might not

mistake another vessel for it.

" She is a very large vessel, sir," remarked

Guilford, as she grew larger and larger on the

vision of his eye as they approached the place

where she majestically rose and fell upon the

long swells of the quiet sea.

"Yes; we have not less than three hundred

men on hoard, and some thirty cannons at her

sides, besides two swivels in each top."

"It must be a very fine thiflg to command so

brave a ship as that, sir captain."

" That is as a person's ambition may measure.

Some particular friends of mine, young man,

would hardly be content with less than a channel

fleet."
" I am sure I should consider my fortune made

for life, sir, to command a single ship half the size

of this. How grandly she towers upward, like

Castle Vai e seen from the beach
!"

" Castle Vane ?—that is Lord Charles Vane's

residence, and was near where we embarked '•."

" The very castle, sir, that was on the cliff."

" So I supposed. Is Lord Vane at home^

canst say?'*

" The young lord is, sir captain."

" Ay—is he ? A young man that I do no-t

much fancy."

"Nor I, my lord," answered Guilford, speak-

ing without reflection from the feeling of the

moment,

"Ha! has be crossed thy path, then, young

man V*

" I like him not well, my lord."

" Common report hath it that he hath a fair

sister. Hast thou, living so near, by chance

seen her 1 If so, canst thou bear witness to her

c&meliness V
" She is veiT- fair, my lord captain."

" Thou hast seen her, then ?"

" Yes, my lord," answered Guilford, blushing,

and both pleased and annoyed at having Lady

Catharine the subject of conversation. To him

she was something consecrated to his most secret

thoughts, and the idea of whom he could share

with no one.

" She will be one of the proudest peeresses in

the realm if the young king comes to the throne.

Many a knight and noble, and I wot princes too,

will be suing for her hand. But here we are,

discovered and hailed."

Guilford's heart was swelling. Hope was

dying in him at these last words of the captain.

Re felt that he was mad longer to think of her.

He now saw more vividly than ever his rashness

and folly. He, the poor fisher, to cope with

knights, nobles, and princes ! He felt like

dropping into the deep, deep sea, and putting

an end forever, thought he, to this wild hope,

his ambitious madness, his despair, and all the

future of misery which he saw before him on

earth.
[to be COTiTTINTJED.]

__ 4 Mtaafc t

A M'ISH.

0. grant me. HeaTen, a middle state,

Neitlicr too humble nor too great ;

—

More than enougli for nature's ends,

VVitli something left to treat luy friends I

—

Mallet.
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DESPERATE ENCOUNTER WITH A -WHALE BY THE SHIP POCAHONTAS, OF TIPBURY.

ENCOUNTER WITH A WHALE.
The following statement of the exploits of a whale, and her

attack upon a vessel, is abstracted from the protest of Capt. Jo-

seph Dias, of the whale ship Pocahontas, of Tisbury, made before

the U. S. Consul at Rio de Janeiro, in January, 1851, a scene
which our artist has illustrated above. Capt. Dias says that on
the 12th of December, IS-'iO, in latitude about 33 47 south, and
longitude 48 35 west, at 5 P. M., saw a school of sperm whales

off the lee bow, lowered two boats—the larboard boat struck and
had been fast 15 to 20 minutes, and after the line was hauled into

the boats, which line the whale had sounded out, in the attempt
to lance the whale, she turned upon the boat and crushed it to

atoms with her jaws, and all belonging to it, except the crew, who
swam to other boats—the whale all the time staying round the

fragments. The starboard boat came down, but pulled back to

the ship, in company with the waist boat and two crews. After
they came on board, and the boats were hoisted up, the vessel

was squared in and ran for the whale, fully prepared with lances, to

make a dart. In about 15 minutes wore the ship's head towards
the whale, having everything ready to attack her, vessel on the
larboard tack, and whale coming to leeward of the ship. When
about two boats' lengths off, the whale rounded towards the ves-

sel's bow, and struck it with such force as to start one or two
planks, and break one or two timbers on the starboard side of the

bow at the water line, causing the vessel to leak at once at the

rate of 250 strokes per hour. Under the circumstances, the captain

bore up for Rio de Janeiro, where proper repairs were made. The
consumers of oil, who '* sit at home, at ease/' can scarcely

imagine the dangers to which "Poor Jack" is almost daily or

hourly exposed.

RACE COURSE ON LONG ISLAND,
The scene below represents a race that came off lately on the

Union Course, Long Island, the 22d of April. This species of

amusement is gradually lessening in its interest in this country,

and is resorted to now by a very small class of the community.
In various parts of England and the continent it is still upheld
and supported by the better classes, and almost universally ia

under royal patronage. This spirited scene is very truthful in de-

picting the appearance of an American race-course, and this, at

Long Island, is one of the best in the country. The horses run
on the occasion were Black Harry, Ralph, and Dutch Charley,

mile heats, best three in five, in harness ; sweepstakes SIOO, won by
Black Harry. Our southern brethren, having time and Ifisure,

enjoy this exciting sport with as much relish as the gentlemen
of Europe.

VIEW OF THE UNION RACE COURSE, LONG ISLAND.

I
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HON. DANIEL WEBSTEE ADDRESSING THE CITIZENS OF BOSTON IN FRONT OF THE REVERE HOUSE.

SCENE AT THE REVERE HOUSE.
In our last namber but one we gave a portrait of the Hon.

Daniel "Webster, and the gathering here represented by our
artist, is that of the assembling of the citizens, in Bowdoin
Square, a few days since, to welcome to Boston the De-
fender of the Constitution, after a long absence on official

business at Washington. The meeting was one of more
than ordinary interest, from the fact that Faneuil Hall had
been denied to the citizens by the board of aldermen, for

the purpose of listening to a speech from the secretary of

state of the United States. The people, indignant at the

insult thus put upon them, welcomed the object of their en-

thusiasm in the open air, and beneath the vault of heaven,

which echoed with the reitA*ated cheers of the excited mul-
titude. The scene must have been one of touching interest

to Mr. Webster, and of bitter reproach to the board of alder-

men, who had placed themselves in such a ridiculous position.

Mr. Webster has endeared himself to the inhabitants of

Boston, and also to the whole country, by his many acts of
public devotedness, and his thorough identification with
American principles. He has stood forth for a series of

years as the champion of the constitution, and the great

expositor of republican rights. His views are regarded, the

world over, as the manly and indomitable deductions of

sound statesmanship and unflinching adherence to right

;

and the time will come when party feeling shall yield to a
whole-hearted appreciation of his signal merits.

INDIAN MOUNDS,
A late traveller through the western parts of the United

States, and into Texas, speaks of the mounds of earth which
he saw in many places. He says he observed them on the
borders of Lake Erie, in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, in
various places in the valley of the Mississippi, in Texas, and
along the gulf of Mexico. One of the largest he saw in
Texas was twenty feet in height, and ten feet in diameter.
They are generally in a plain. These must not be con-
founded with the pyramids in Mexico, which are larger and
generally much higher. He speaks of one near the bank of
the Ohio, a short distance below Wheeling. It is three hun-
dred and fifty feet in diameter at the base, sixty at the top,
seventy-five feet high

;
and a stately oak is growing on the

summit. A little north of St. Louis, in Missouri, there are
some of gigantic dimensions, and in Illinois they are quite
numerous. The opinion of this traveller coincides with
that of most other writers on the subject, that these mounds
were erected by some race of Indians long before the pre-
sent, who were very numerous. The present race know
nothing of the erigin of the mounds, and have no tradition,
whether they were designed for cemeteries, er forts, or
places of worship ; they were probably erected many cen-
turies ago, and by a people who emigrated to the south,
perhaps to South America. Their regularity as to form, it

is said, plainly indicates the design and labor of man;
otherwise they might be reasonably supposed natural allu-

vial deposites, in some great convulsion of the earth. A
few years ago, a gentleman conjectured that some eminences
near the Kennebec river, below Gardiner, were artificial ; but
on personal inspection of them, I had no doubt they were
natural, and probably as old as the deluge.

—

American Mag.

NE^V COINS.
We give herewith the fac similes of the California fifty dollar piece, and

the new three-cent coin. Tbe Califoknia Coin weighs 5-4 dwts. 3 grains,
and is 887-1000 fine, as expressed on the obverse of the coin. This, with the
6100 and S200 dollar pieces which will be issued from the Assay Office, are
not expected to become circulating coins,—the United States standard is

0-900 fine,—but will greatly relieve the Philadelphia mint, and we may rea-

NEW CALIFORNIA FIFTY-DOLLAR PIECE.

sonably hereafter expect something besides S20 gold pieces from that estab-
lishment. As a legal tender in the larger transactions of business, the beau-
tiful coin which is represented above will undoubtedly be found very con-
venient. On the edge is inscribed

:

Augustus Mnmbert, United States Assat/er of Gold, California, 1851.

NEW THREE-CENT PIECE FOR POST-OFFICE USE.

The three-cent piece is somewhat thinner and smaller than a half dime,
and while new has the appearance of silver, with rather a slippery feeling

j

333 1-3 of these pieces make a hundred dollars and contain $33 33 of silver,
leaving a profit in the hands of the Mint of S16 67 on every SS3 33.

IMPORTANCE OF ** ONE."
One hour lost in the morning by lying in bed will put back all the busi-

ness of the day.

One hour gained by rising early is worth one month of labor in a year.

One hole in the fence will cost ten times as much as it will to fix it'at once.
One diseased sheep will spoil a flock.

One unruly animal will teach all others in company bad tricks ; and the
Bible says, " One sinner destroys much good."
One wife that is always telling how fine her neighbor dresses, and how

little she can get, will look pleasanter if she talks about something else.

One husband that is penurious and lazy, and deprives his family of neces-
sary comforts, such as their neighbors enjoy, is not as desirable a husband
as he ought to be.

—

Alansfield Herald.

LEECH-FISHERY.
The demand for the medicinal leech is so great as to af-

ford considerable employment to a number of persons in
catching and selling the animal. The leech is common
throughout Europe, America and India, inhabiting lakes
and pools ; and large quantities are imported into this
country from Bordeaux and Lisbon. They are caught in
spring and autumn, by people who wade into the pools, and
allow them to fasten on their limbs ; or more generally the
catchers beat, as they wade in, the surface of the water with
poles, which sets the leeches in motion, and brings them to
the surface ; when they are taken with the hand and pnt
into bags. As they come to the surface just before a thun-
der storm, this is regarded a good time for collecting them.
Tbe following interesting account of the leech-fishery of La
Brenne is from the Gazette des Ilopitaux :

—" The country
about La Brenne is, perhaps, the most uninteresting in
France; the people are squalid, the cattle wretched, but the
leeches are admirable. If you pass through La Brenne,
you will see a pale stra?gh^ haired man, with a woollen cap
on his head, and his arms and legs bare ; he is walking along
the edge of a marsli, among spots left dry by the surround-
ing waters ; he is a leech fisher. To see him from a distance—his wo-begone aspect—his hollow ejes—his livid lips

—

his strange gestures—you would take him for a madman,
who had escaped from his keepers. If you observe him
every now and then raising his legs, and examining them
in succession, you would suppose him to be a fool ;—but he
is a dexterous leech-catcher. The leeches attach themselves
to his legs and feet as he moves among their haunts : he
feels their presence from their bite, and gathers them as they
cluster about the roots of the bulrushes, or under the stones
that are covered with a green and gelatinous moss. Some
are resting on the mud, while others swim about, but so

. slowly that they are easily gathered with tbe hand. In a
favorable season, it is possible in the course of three or
four hours to stow ten or twelve dozen of them in a little

bag, which the gatherer has on his shoulder. Sometimes
you see the leech-fisher armed with a kind of spear, with
which he deposits pieces of decayed animal matter in places
frequented by the leeches; they soon gather round the prey,
and are themselves gathered into a little bucket of water.
Such is the leech-fishery in spring. In summer, the leech
retires into deep water ; and the fishers have then to strip
themselves naked, and walk immersed up to the chin. Some
of them have little rafts to go upon ; these are made oftwigs
and rushes, and it is no easy matter to propel them among
the weeds and aquatic plants. At this season, too, the sup-
ply in the pools is scanty ; the fisher can only take the few
that swim within his reach, or those that get entangled in
the structure of his raft. It is a horrid trade, in whatever
way it is carried on. The leech-gatherer is constantly more
or less in the water, breathing fog and mist, and fetid odors
from the marsh

;
he is often attacked with ague, catarrhs,

and rheumatism. Some indulge in strong liquors, to keep
ofi" the noxious influence

; but they pay for it in the end by
disorders of other kinds. But with all its forbidding fea-
tures, the leech-fishery gives employment to many hands

:

if it is dangerous it is also profitable." The demand'for these
little '* bloodsuckers" will always be ^reat, as they answer
a purpose in sickness which makes them indispensable.
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lACKS.

INSOUIBBD TO A ntlJOND.

BY OKO. OA^NINO lUI.t.

Fncca there are, that, even but onco ficon,

Thorciifter rlnu to Imunt the memory often
;

Tacofl, thrift niOIiito a bright bouI'h ttbcen,

Wherein the h«'iirt moBt lovcH to bfiJ-k itad aoftcn.

And, of tlicflo fiiceH, there are many hung

Around tho ehamlierfl of my memory now,

On which the rayH of wamiebt thoughts are Hung,

While I/k'V tluow bucit those rays from lips and brow.

And, in the number of tliat goodly row,

I see, whene'er 1 gaze, that fnee of thine,

Beaming with all the life of "long ago,"

And Boftly speaking words that seem dirJne
;

And my heart gladdens, as it lingers long

Upon the features it reniembercth well,

As it were raptured with some disttmt song,

Or felt tho soothing silence of some Epell.

Dearly I loVe to dream away an hour,

In gazing on those portraits undisturbed

;

And tracing in eaeh mystic power

That spirit over matter holda uncurbed.

These faces ever live ;
and thine is one

That looks at me from out blight, benming eyea.;

Ab if, in truth, a friendship had begun.

That is to lire and last beyond the skies.

. fl—O—«—*

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial]

THE MERCHANT'S SATOKDAY NIGHj:.

BT MRS. E. C. LOVEEING.

It is rarely that we meet with people, who do not, in some

measure, sympathize with the poor. They cannot coldly contem-

plate the wretchedness of any human being ; tales of distress must

touch their hearts with compassion. But too many, I fear, while

they understand and warmly commend the theory oi' charitableness,

if I may so speak, think too little about the application of that

theory to the common events of life. This error is not so

much the result of selfishness or hardness of heart as of thought-

lessness, such as business cnres of life too frequently foster in the

most humane bosoms. The narrative I am about to write

illustrates my meaning.

One cold Saturday evening in tho mouth of January, 1850, Mr.

Abel Kempton, a thrifty merchant of Boston, appeared in the

midst of his family, with a face radiant with kindness and con-

tentment. The business of the week was over, and he was prepared

to rest. The stern brow of every-day strife never entered that

cheerful home on a Saturday evening ; for Mr. Kempton, in dress-

ing-gown and slippers, was not Mr. Kempton in the habiliments

of the counting-room, nor did he, like certain merchants I could

name, look upon his children as so many day-books and ledgers.

Mr. Kempton sat down, then, in his comfortable sitting room,

with a group of cheerful faces about him. The youngest—a boy

of two years—he took upon his knee, while he questioned Maria,

a fair girl of twelve, touching her progress in those intricate

tranches of primary education, geography and grammar, The

merchant had a kind word for his wife, too, and a playful sal"for

Aunt Edith, and a book full of pictures for Jane, who was just

beo-inning to read ; for Mr. Kempton really possessed one of the

warmest hearts in the world.

I once knew a man, residing
j|^

Albany, who cared so little for

his family, that, on one occasion, the second of his three children

was absent from home a week before he discovered that she look

not her accustomed place at table, nor her seat by the fireside.

Unlike this worthy member of society, Mr, Kempton, immediately

on entering the sitting-room, remarked the absence of his eldest

child,

" Where is Christopher ?" he asked, glancing around the room.

" He has gone to the library for a book," replied Mrs. Kempton.

''A book?" cried the merchant, his eyes sparkling with pleasure.

for he loved that sou. " I am glad Kitty thinks more of books

than of rude company. He has been out of school only Since New
Year's, and he thirsts for reading already," •

Half an hour passed. Little Freddy had been put to bed, and

Mr. Kempton had taken up the last number of the Family Maga-

zine. There was a ring at the door.

"That must be Christbpher," said Mr. Kempton, " He ought

to have a latch-key. Do youthink we could trust him with one"?"

he added, smiling on his wife.

" We might trust him with anything," replied the fond motlier.

At that moment, a domestic entered with the information, that,

instead of Christopher, it was a stranger at the door.

" Who is he, and what does he want ?" demanded Mr. Kempton.
" It's a man that wants to speak with you a minute if you please,

sir," was the reply,

" Tell him to come in."

" He would rather see you in the entry, sir. It's on business,

he says,"

]Mr. Kcmpton's brow darkened. He hated a thought of business

after business hours were over ; and especially on Saturday night

was he always disinclined for the transactions of trade. He arose,

however, without a word, and went out, to send the unwelcome

visiter away.

A middle-aged, roughly'-clad, able-bodied man, who had the ap-

pearance of an industrious laborer, took off his hat, and bowed re-

spectfully to Mr. Kempton.
" Boyco !" exclaimed Mi*, Kempton, much surprised.

" I beg your pardon, sir," began the laborer, " for intruding, but

it's a matter of necessity."

" Well, fiir," interrupted Mr. Kempton, "what do you want?"

" Sonic money, if you please," replied Mr. Boycu.

Tho merchant looked displeased,

" What do you como to me, for?" lie domnnded, severely.

" Our foreman pays the men. Why didn't yon go to him?"
" X was sent oil' with some goods, sir," replied ihe laborer, in

an humble tone, " and before I could get back, the store was

closed, and the foreman gone. 1 have been working for you only

a week," added the man, "and it's such a .small matter that I

hated to come to you, but, sir,"«in a trembling voice, " I have a largo

family, aud if I don't have my wages at the end of every week, we

have but little to comfort ourselves with of a Sunday."

"That's not my aO'uir," exclaimed Mr. Kempton wltJi impa-

tience. "I intend that all my men should have their pay on

Saturday night ; if they don't get it, I am not to blame. I can't

have people running to my house with these matters. You must

wait until Mon:lay, Mr. Boyce, and I warn you to be more careful

in future."

The man bowed stiilly, and went away without a word. As soon

as the door closed on Mr. Boyce, the merchant passed his hand

quickly across his brow.

" I mi^ht have given the fellow six or eight dollars, as well as

not," thought he, "and perhaps he really needs it. He looked

earnest and honest. But it is well that I didn't, after all. It wont

do to encourage such proceedings. He will be more careful next

time."

The cloud passed from the merchant's brow, and the poor laborer

was forgotten, as Mr. Kempton entered his sitting-room again,

smiling kindly upon his family.

Christopher had not arrived. Some time aftei-wards, when

Aunt Edith had retired with the children, Mrs. Kempton expressed

her concern for his absence.

" He certainly ought to be back by this time," observed the

merchant. ,

At last, quick, light, merry footsteps were heard in the street,

and then, the door bell rung again, and Mr. Kempton knew his

son had arrived.

A rosy-cheeked hoy of fifteen, flushed with excitement, entered

the room with his coat buttoned closely under his ehin, and his

throat muffled by a tippet. He looked handsome, as he stood

there, erect before his admiring parents, his dark eye beaming wilh

generous pride and kindly enthusiasm.

" 0, I've had such an adventure !" he exclaimed. " I'll tell you

about it as soon as I can catch my breath."

"Go to the fire, child," said Mrs. Kempton, "you must be

cold."

"Cold! I haven't thought of tJiat," replied Christopher,

imbuUoninghis coat, and taking asmall volume outof his bosom.

" Well, what about your adventure ?" asked Mr. Kempton.
" You remember the money yougaveme for the sleigh-ride next

Tuesday?"

"Yes, child."

"I've spent it," cried Christopher, laughing.

"Very well ; I told you you could do what you liked with it,"

replied Mr. Kempton, interested. " So you thought you should

like something else better than a sleigh-ride?"

"X didn't care much for the ride," said the boy, thoughtfully.

"I shall be just as well off if I don't go, I suppose. But I'll tell

you how I used the money."

" Sit down my son, and we will hear your adventure," remarked

the merchant.

Accordingly Christopher sat down and related his story.

" I saw a poor fellow in the street," he began, " and heard him

complaining to another man about his hard luck. ' 1 have not a

morsel of meat for ray whole family, to morrow,' said he, and I

was sure he spoke in earnest.^ 'It's too bad,* said the other one,

' for an industrious, hard-working man like you.' I thought it

was too bad, too, if the poor fellow had spoken the truth. Then

I remembered that I had five dollars, which wouldn't do me much

good, if I went riding, but which might make his family happy."

The merchant and his wife exchanged glances full of pride and

affection. Proud, indeed, were they at that moment, of that

beloved son

!

" So you gave the poor man your money." observed Mr. Kemp-

ton, in a half-reproving, half-indulgent tone. " It was very kind

and noble in you, Christopher, but you should be careful how yoh

give, for the world is full of impostors."

" I know it, father. But I didn't think it right that this poor

man should be left to sufferbecauseanother man v/as an impostor;

so I thought I would find out the truth of the case, and then give

him my money, if he was not an impostor."

" You were right, my son," said Mr, ICempton, approvingly.

As he spoke, a cloud darkened the merchant's brow. Perhaps

he remembered the poor man whom he had sent away with a

reproof, half an hour before. ^
" But what do you think I did ?" cried Kit, "I'll tell you. I

followed him—I watched him till he had got home."
" There's prudence for you !" exclaimed Mr. Kempton to his

wife, aside.

" What a noble boy !" murmured the fond mother.

She could scarcely see her son at that moment, through the

tears which dimmed her eyes.

" You followed the man home?" said the merchant.

"Yes, he lives in an old house down in Purchase street. I was

a little frightened at first, to find myself alone in such a dismal

place ; but I was sure there was no harm in my going there, so I

felt hold again,"

" Did you go in ?"

"Yes. Two or three families live in the house, and the door

wasn't shut, so 1 walked in for uU the world ft-3 if I was a rentcol-

1 lector or a policeman. Then I was in a fix."

" Don't UHC blang words, child," said Mr. Kennpton.

" A perplexing predicament," added tlio hoy, gravely. " I

didn't know the miinV: name, nor what part of the house he lived

in. But ft.s I saw people going up and down stairs, I thougiit I

could go up and comedown again, as well as anybody. 1 found,

though, that I had eouiiled my chickenn—prematurely. The pas-

sages were durk, and 1 stumbled on ilic first flight. That was a

lucky stumble in the end; foraduoropcncdat the top of the stairs,

and a woman came out with a lamp. But 1 had got upon my feet,

and so slie went back into the room again, leaving the door open

about so much," said Christopher, measuring off a piece of his

hand. " It v/as to light the passage for me. I suppose. But I

didn't go up any further. Cause v/hy 1"

" Slang phrases, Christopher:"

"Shall I expound my motions?" pursued the boy, pmiling at

the amendment. "I saw my man doubled up over a miserable

little black stove. He had three orfoiir children around him, and

they all looked hungry and cold. I was going to march right in

and stickmy '.V in his fist—Imean, place in bis hand my half-

eagle in paper currency."

" That's better!"

" But then, thinks I to myself, supposing tlic man feels insulted

and kicks me down stairs i Besides, X was sure I should feel so

awkward, stepping up to him, and saying, * Here my good fellow,

is a check for you—1 mean, something to purchase edibles with
!'

and I felt that I could not do it. While I was hesitating, I heard

the woman ask him if he could get no money, and say she had

nothing to last the family over Sunday. ' I am sorry,' said he,

' but I can't help it ; we will have to get along with crusts until

Monday.* And then he looked sad, and the youngest children

began to cry. I was still hesitating, when a young chap came up

the stairs, and I asked him, ' Who lives in that room ?' * Poor Joe

Boyce,' said he."

"Boyce!" exclaimed Mr. Kempton, starting,

" Joe Boyce," replied Christopher.

" Go on ! goon!"
" Upon that I stumped down stairs again," pursued the boy.

'• Without giving the poor man your money V cried Mrs.

Kempton. „ -/. .

<( Yes I had an idea, mother. See if it was not a good one.

I ran Aovm to Jones's as fast as I could go, and there I bought a

(Toose and a turkey, and the biggest piece of beef Jones would let

me have for my money. I remembered the number of the house

in Purchase street ; and I gave it to Jones's man, when I paid for

the fodder—I should say—provisions, and said, ' Up one flight

—

first door to your left, and don't stumble as I did, and tell Mr.

Boyce these came from Mr. Kempton, and don't answer any

questions.'
"

" My noble boy !" exclaimed Mrs. Kempton, catching Christo-

pher in her arms.

" Why did you say they came from me?" asked the merchant,

with a severe brow.

" Forgive me, father—but I was sure you would no t be displeased,

when you knew all," replied the hoy.

Mr, Kempton perceived by his son's manner that a portion of

the story yet remained untold. Christopher had not fully ex-

plained his motives for acting in the manner he had. Suspecting

that the affair was connected in some way with the inconsiderate

manner in which the poor laborer had been turned from his door

on that evening, the merchant felt interested to know more.

" You have kept back something, my son," said he. "I forgive

you for using my name, if you will confess the whole affair. It is

not noble to keep anything back." .

Thus urged, Kit continued

:

" To be frank," said he, " I was coming home, and had got to

the comer out here, when I saw Mr. Boyce come out of our house,

and meet a man, who appeared to have been waiting for him out-

side. As they passed me, I heard them talking, as I told you at

first. But Mr. Boyce said, 'Mr. Kempton is agoodman foraught

I know and one who does as he agrees ; but he is a hard and un-

feelin-^ manfor all that.' And when Ihearpersonssay such things

of you, dear father," contioued Christopher, " I always want to

show them how wrongly they judge you. This is why I followed

him. I was sureit was want thatmade himspeak so of you : and

I thou"ht you would have relieved him if you had kno^vn how

much he needed only a few dollars. So I said the provisions

came from you ; for indeed it is true that he owes them to your

kindness."

" How so?"

"Did you not give me the money to use?" anxiously asked

Christopher.

" Yes, my dear boy," replied Mr. Kempton. " But when I had

given it to you it was yours. I am glad that you sent Mr. Boyce

the provisions, but you should not have told him they came from

me. I will see him on Monday and correct the error. I admire

vour feelings and motives, my boy—and here is another ' V,' as

you call it, for the sleigh-ride on Tuesday."

" 0, thank you, father."

Mr. Kempton walked to and fro in a thoughtful mood, for some

minutes ; then his brow cleared again, and he smiled on Chris-

topher, who was beginning to fear that his fatlter was displeased.

" My son," said he, in a tone full of kindness and affection,

" you have taught me a lesson, to-night."

" Yes. Christopher, Mr. Boyce is one of my workmen. He

was not i^aid at the counting-room, this evening, as he should have

been, and he came to mo for money, whicli I refused him, merely

because I did not like to be troubled with business after business

hours. I did not consider that I was acting uncharitably, and the

lesson you have taught me, is this: alwtri/s to pause and consider

the importance of a poor ^naii's claims, ami the ivortliiness of ihe indi-

vidual, before taming him coldly away"
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LIFE.

ET 'AJIANDA M. DOUGLASS.

They say life is an empty dream,

A vain and fleeting show
;

Its lights will soon forget to gleam,

Its streams of bliss to flow.

They writ* it as a guideleas bark

Upon lifers boundless sea

;

A meteor ray—asingle mark
Of what doth quickly flee.

They say life is a darksome way,

With scarce a star to guide
;

The lights but flicker, fade away,

Upon the shoreless tide.

'Tis likened to a blade of grass,

A shadow, and a flower.

That withereth when the whirlwinds pass,

And lingers but an hour.

And this, they say, is life—this dream!

But ah I it cannot be
;

Else why did reason on us beam,

If thus its beams must flee I

While measurements as vast and deep.

As earth and air, are given
;

0, life is not a dreamy sleep,

Cut half of earth and heaven I

I deem not aught that God hath made,

A vain or useless thing;

Even though its flowers quickly f^de.

Each doth a new hope bring.

Then let us pray for strength to guide

Our feeble bark aright

;

And look, whatever may betide,

Beyond this earthly night.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

FAMILY GOVERNMENT.
BY 3IKS. E. TVELLMONT.

" Taking things smoothly, is a great lesson to learn in edu-

cating children," said Mr. Barton.

" You men may preach so/' replied Mrs. Barton, " hut I

always did say, husband, if I had any children they should be

made to mind." While the good woiTian waylaying this, little

Patty spilled a whole dish of milk on the tablecloth, and Betty,

hut two years her senior, put the toaster to the fire and did the

bread decidedly brown. "Children," said Mrs. Barton, "you
are enough to wear my life out. I will send every soul of you to

some boarding school before you are two months older, just to

learn decent behaviour."

" Perhaps we had better open one at home," retorted the hus-

band, quite mildly.

" "Well, it's plain enough you and I could never agree in the

same class,—you would he just as content at the foot, as I should

be ambitious to be at the head ; but it's no joke about our chil-

dren—they are getting terribly mischievous—I cannot leave the

room a minute but something is out of place—it aint so in well-

regulated families where I go—but I suppose I know where the

blame lies—this easy way of governing is not the judicious one.

O, husband, it's an awful responsibility to bring .up such children

as ours
!"

" But their mischievous propensities show they are not stupid

—we ought to be thaukful for that, wife."

"I don't know about that; just look at what Betty has done

since we have been talking—you know that nice pot of jelly I

covered so nicely to send to the widow Bro«Ti, who is sick,—and

do just look at her bib, all covered with the jelly, and the glass

upset and left on the table. O, it's enough to vex an angel, and

yet you sit, husband, and tell me I ought to govern the children

with a more subdued and quiet hand. It's an easier matter to

preach than practise I think you'll find."

Mrs. Barton had a serious time with her children. She was

of a ner\'0us, irritable tcraperament, desirous of doing her duty,

yet conscious of failure at every step. She had often sought

advice of judicious people, besides her husband ; for it was a

subject which lay heavily on her mind
;
yet, Dr. Bush, her pastor,

always spoke of them as " sweet innocents," and concluded by

reminding her our Saviour said " of such is the kingdom of

heaven." Mrs. Barton wanted to add that lieaven could not be

a very desirable place, if all children were such types of that

place as her's ; but she bit her lips, and with her fingers drummed
on the head of the sofa.

Now wasn't it vexatious ? Just while she was talking with her

minister, little Patty, who had just been dressed clean, opened

the door and came in bespattered all over with ink—the little

child had tipped up the bottle and was amusing herself with

sundi-y strokes of her pen just to keep her quiet while her mother

sat and talked. But where was Betty all this time 1 "Why this

little minx had pulled down a bowl of flour her mother had taken

out for a batter pudding, and was amusing herself with making
dough patty cakes, and she too was dreadfully besmeared in tlie

process. I think you will be ready to agree with Mrs. Barton,

that they were more mischievous than children usually are. But
what said the father ?

"Children," said Mr. Barton, "will be children—by-and-by

they will be men and women, and then they will behave properly."

And then he would indulge them in their pranks, and one would
clamber up on the back of the chair, and another would pull the

newspaper out of his hand, and this would only end in a genuine

frolic, which made mother scold ; for she said this was all well

enough for;j/cry, but all play and no discipline would never make
the right kind of government. Mrs. Barton was right.

Evidently there was great mismanagement ; for Mrs. Barton's

house was all topsy-turvy and she was forever replacing some
article the children had abused or put out of the way. They were

not of " the will and wont " gender, but rather of that kind of

prankish innocence which vents itself in all sorts of mischief.

If they were in the parlor, they would be forever swinging the

tassels to the window-curtains or jumping on the sofa, or drum-

ming the dust out of the seats of the chairs, and then making
marks in the dust they had raised, or they would pull over the

nice books on the centre table and look at the pictures for the

hundredth time, unmindful of the fingers all besmeared with

candy; and " don't child, do so," was obliged to be so often en-

forced, that really some visitors said it troubled them to call on

Mrs. Barton, her girls were so ungovernable. Perhaps in some
families this conduct would not have been so apparent ; where

nursery maids wear ofl' the impetuosity with long walks in the

open air, or cairy the children into nurseries where "mama" is

not obliged to see all that is going on—but it was not so here.

Mrs. Barton was chief overseer, and afforded but one little chore-

girl who never had any care of the children.

Mr. Barton had failed in business, and Mrs. B. said his cred-

itors should never have it to reproach her that she was not willing

to work. This showed the good principles which underlay her

distui-bed nature ; but she certainly had a defect somewhere in

government. Wiser heads than she have been thus conscious of

defect, and of the inability to rectify it. That the subject had
made a deep impression, was visible upon her face; for not yet

arrived at the meridian of her days, the furrows of decay were

already visible ; her hair was slightly sprinkled with gray,

one front tooth was missing, and her eyes had a glaring expres-

sion, denoting habitual uneasiness.

But Mrs. Barton had her dark days, and it did seem in those

very periods, as if the children trained worse than ever, and as

if her husband was the most indulgent father in the world.

While they were hooting and capering, clapping their hands and

jumping over the banisters of the stairs, she could only repeat her

usual words-, "childi-en, you will kill yom- poor mother," and the

roguish elves would reply, "we will kiss you, dear mama," and

this mixture of irritation and tenderness generally found vent in

a flood of tears.

It had been one of these trial days when Mrs. Barton's despon-

dency pressed most heavily as she looked into the portentous

future, when her cousin Alice Eoscoe arrived. This lady was a

dear cousin, to whom Mrs. Barton had more than once commu-
nicated her sorrows. Her present errand was to sqy " that I\Irs.

Eunice Brown, her husband's widowed sister, had engaged

a situation with the Kaufman family, as instructress to then-

three children, and she was desirous of procuring a board-

ing place where she might make herself useful to children

in the intermediate hours of the day, as her engagement only

extended to four hours of instruction. Now," said Mrs. Kos-

coe," I think this will operate as a real godsend to you. Eunice

has lost all her children, but she was a most" admirable manager,

and she would come in and aid you in parental government,

which would work as a chann. As it respects her board she will

pay you reasonably, and make no account of the good she can

render, as her life has always been one of self-sacrifice, £o Mr.

Barton need have no quiddles that way."

It did seem as if Mrs. Barton's spirits were raised forty per

cent. ; she was delighted with the proposition, and more so, as

her husband fully accorded in it j and Mrs. Eunice Brown was

immediately installed in her new position. She was a lady of

a jocose turn, but sufficiently digmjied and never petulant ; just the

woman to win love and command respect from children, and

Betty and Patty were delighted in clambering behind "aunty's"

chair, before she had been in the house an hour. She did not

commence her reformatory sj'stem and management at once, but

preferred to wait a few days and learn the natural manners and

sprightly ways of the children, and their mother's discipline,

before she at all interfered with any of her own suggestions.

Indeed there never was a time when she could be said to have

begun to exercise her control, so judicious, and easily did her

management work itself into the heart and young aficctions.

Strange to say, the children seemed gradually subdued, and

yet there was no. scolding, no repeating, "don't do so, child,"

from Monday morning till Saturday night. Mrs. Barton had

previously entreated Mrs. Brown to let her stand by and see the

force of moral suasion, and determined herself to keep as neutral

ground as possible.

The first noticeable fact was at the table. Playing with the

forks, knives, and spoons, was not done, yet nobody ever heard

jMi-s. Brown correct them of this trait ; they sat quietly, were

content to wait their turn, and the company said they acted like

ladies—then they were not noisy as formerly—the idea that chil-

dren must necessarily keep a whole house in confusion, never

entered into Mrs. Brovra's government—that quiet children are

always the happiest, was a truth they soon saw verified, and

instead of dipping into the meal bowls and overturning work-

baskets, Patty and Betty both sat in their high chairs at the table,

making dresses for their dolls, or sewing patch-work for baby's

cradle quilt : and then they took regular walks with " dear Mi's.

Brown," and the little things would go as orderly as soldiers

and find their cloaks and bonnets, and on returning put them

back as Mrs. E. directed, when they would sit down and tell

mama all they had seen. The mother was perfectly amazed at

the change produced at the end of a single month—she could

now receive a visit from her friends, and her children would give

her no trouble—to be sure they were playful and roguish, but a

slight word, or even a look, would subdue any impropriety, and
Mrs. Barton began to feel they were not so much worse than other

people's children, under proper government.
" How do you do it ?" was again and again asked by the fond

mother ; but did slie not see ? Then words could never explain

;

for there was no secret undertow which gave force to the current;

\lViQ.Q Qii\y &. fnn, decided, but yet gentle action, vMch enlisted the

affectiona and made their happiness to depend on thmselves. No
habitual coirection was there, this always defeats its end ; no
awkward restraint, this always abridges happiness ; no continued
effort to keep them pleased, this would lead to dependence ; no
promises, no threats, this would make them excitable

; but one
uniform, even tenor, making their own happiness dependent on
themselves, was the secret of this mighty revolution which changed
this household from a scene of petulance to that of perfect order

and peace.
4^»*.»^-> __

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

MBVER FROWN.

PENNINQTON.
^ t

What though you miss Eome promised joy,

Or wajTvard chance some hopes destroy,

What though a lurking fear annoy 1

Tread it down

!

Keep ever on a smiling face.

For 't is the most bewitching grace.

And he who smiles will win the race
;

Never frown I

If angry thoughts sometimes arise,

If passion glitter in your eyes,

Ere angry words to hps arise,

Tread them down
A smile of scorn is better far

Than threatened words of instant war.

When in the right you know you are.

Never frown

But when you feel your breast within,

A thought that stranger there has been,

And one which conscience tells is sin.

Tread it down
Then, only then, restrain your smile.

Nor lot that thought remain awhile.

Lest staying, it your heart beguile !

Ever frown I

<—B«<B~> .

THE KORMAN FACE.
The beauty of the Norman is a proverb all over the world.

Nor has the universal admiration bestowed upon it, in the slight-

est degree exaggerated its lofty and exquisite character. The
men, in their way, are as handsome as the women. They have
the oval face, sedate, bright eyes, and clear complexion of the
old race. You may look in vain for evidence of their Teutonic
descent in these sculptured features; the skin and hair alone
suggesting a reminiscence of their Saxon ancestry. The women
are remarkable for the natural dignity of their carriage, which
harmonizes strikingly with their tall and commanding figures,

and the graiity and reserve of their expression. Like the men,
their faces are oval, wdth the slightly acquiUne nose, large, flash-

ing eyes, and curved lips.

Their complexions are peculiarly transparent, the cheeks
mantling over with a blush, rich in color, but delicate in its

diffusion. A smile sits in their eyes, but the most inquisitive

observer cannot detect in their looks or manners t^e remotest
indication of levity. A sweet seriousness is their predominant
characteristic. It is strange enough to an Englishman to meet
groups of these people, men and women, reproducing before our
eyes that famous Norman head with which we are all so familiar.

It carries us back at once to the eleventh century. Wherever
we turn, we see, as in a magic glass, William the Conqueror
moving up the streets and highways.

—

Bentlet/ls Miscellany.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial,]

FORGIVENESS.

BT MATDHIN M. BALLOU.

Sweet attribute ! the brilliant, star-like gem,

Outshining all in Mercy's diadem
;

The calm, sweet voice that re-a?surance gives,

When the wronged spirit, Christian -like, forgives.

Eairest, tenderest sister twin of love.

The only power obdurate souls to move
;

More potent far than force of arms to quell

The heart of man, so ready to rebel.

Bvit brightest shines this diamond of the soul

From ji'omoj/'s eyes, beneath whose soft control

Our coarser spirits, led by sterner will,

Tliough often erring, are forgiven still.

Kest we on this, our hope of future bliss.

For another world, as -t is our star in this
;

When by His grace euch mortal sin forgiven,

We find, at last, a peaceful rest in heaven.

LOUIS KAPOIiEON.
Louis Napoleon inherits at least one quality of the great Napo-

leon. He is very decisive—and when he says he will do a thing

it is as good as done. John Bull was recently cbiiged to yield to

Napoleon's firmness. The commissioners of the Cryst-al Palace

undertook to curtail the space allowed to France. The President

ordered his ministers to state that unless the full amount of room
•agreed upon was allowed, he should withdraw at once all packa-

ges and goods already sent over under the authority of French
commissioners to the great Exhibition, and would issue its advice

and instructions thnt no farther amount of goods should be trans-

mitted to England for that pui-pose. The Royal commissiopcrs
looked at one another in dismay. Without the products and
manufactures of the French, what would be the great Exhibition ?

Take away French taste and elegance, and the rest would be \irj
" )-aw material" indeed. They gave way, therefore, at once, and
yielded to the demand of the French government, by allotting to

the products and manufactures of France a clear space of one

hundred thousand f^QlX— Evening Gazette.
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STEAMER HUMBOLDT, OF THE UNITED STATES AND HAVRE MAIL LINE.

UNITED STATES STEAMER HUMBOLDT,
The Humboldt is the second of the United States and Havre

line of mail steamers, and is to run in concert with the Franklin.

She has been built with the greatest care, and with all the im-
provements suggested by the practical working of her American
pifedecessors. It is confidently expected by her projectors that

she will surpass, in speed, any other ocean steamer now afloat,

For with the t-ame model and power she has 900 less tons burthen
than the ships of the CoUins's line. Her cabins are arranged much
the same as the Canard Steamers,—in this they have not the
spacious and airy accommodations of the Collins's boats. Her
dining-saloon, on deck, is poorly painted in imitation of oak, and
was a look of inferiority ill befitting so fine a ship. We give her

dimensions, etc., from notes kindly furnished by her celebrated

engine builders, Stillman & Allen, of the N. Y. Novelty Works.
Her whole length is 283 feet, breadth of beam 40 feet, and her

hold is 27 feet deep. She has two side-lever marine engines, with

cylinders of 95 3-4 inches in diameter and 9 feet stroke. Her
wheels are 35 feet diameter, with buckets 12 feet 3 inches long.

She has four of Miller's patent double-return flue boilers. Her
machinery, all told, weighs 500 tons. She cost about $350,000.

The Atlantic steamer, whose engines were built by Stillman &
Allen, has made the fastest ocean time ever yet performed. This
steamer, then, with superior power, has a chance of astonishing

the world. Let us hope that the same success will attend the

passenger business which has already given us the carrying trade.

DRY DOCK AT BROOKLYN, N. Y.

This splendid piece of workmanship and important naval struc-

ture has excited not a little interest from its magnitude and ex-
cellent adaptati(m to the purpose for which it was designed- The
dock is 360 feetHong, 36 feet deep, and 108 feet wide, and has
been of eminent service to the marine interests of New York, since

her completion. The steamer represented as occupying the dock
at the time our artist sketched the picture, is the San Jacinto.

She is what is called a screw-propeller, as will be observed by the
machinery on her bottom, near the rudder. The buildings in the
background represent the several machine shops and work rooms
that are necessarily connected with the dock and its ^operations. It

is works like these which make nations great and people happy.

VIEW OF THE DRY DOCK IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY YARD, BROOKLYNj N. Y.
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VIEW OF THE LONG ISLAND SOUND STEAMBOATS LBAVING NEW YORK CITT.

LONG ISLAND SOtTND STEAMBOATS.
The view which our artist has given us here, is taken from the

flag-staff oa the Battery, from whence is presented one of the

finest maritime scenes in this country. Rounding the point of

the Battery, near the Revenue-Office and Staten Island Ferry,

are seen the three eastern boats, as they appear every other even-

ing, on starting from New York, through Hurlgate, and up the

Sound. The Empire State belongs to the Fall River route, the

Vanderbilt to the Stonington, and the Knickerbocker to the Nor-
wich route. A great number of our readers have been through
Long Island Sound in all of these staunch and beautiful boats,

and can bear testimony to their wonderful power and elegance.

These boats are unsurpassed in the world for every excellence

that should attach to such structures, and nightly take the enor-

mous freights of merchandise and passengers thronghthe Sound
with a speed and reliable regularity that seem magical. The
Battery in New Y"ork answers to our Common in Boston, though
the former might be placed in the middle of the latter, and then
leave plenty of room for all practical purposes. But it is the

charming sea view that renders the Battery so celebrated, and the

busy scene of steamers and sailing craft that are continually pass-

ing within a stone's throw of the spot where nurses bring their

little charges to gambol and sport upon the green sward. Gov-
ernor's Island and the Atlantic Dock may be seen in the back-
ground of the picture. The three boats which alternate trips

with those here depicted are of similar magnificence, and prome-
naders always gaze at their departure every evening with great
interest.

MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
This fine engraving is another of the series of California pic-

tures that we have been giving, and represents Montgomiry
Street, San Francisco. It tells its own story, being a beautiful

view of to-day in the gold region. The scene shows the upper
side of Montgomery Street, at the foot of Washington. It is

needless to specify the different buildings as they appear on the
picture, as any one familiar with the locality can readily recog-
nize and identify each one, from the circular iron-roofed building
on the right to those splendid edifices on the left, where the
American flag gracefully unfurls its rich folds to the breeze that
blows from the vast Pacific. The street is correctly represented
as being crowded by honibres in every imaginable costume. Such
a city is a sort of epitome of the world.

VIEW OF MONTGOMERY STREET, NEAR THE FOOT OP WASHINGTON STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
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[Written for Oioason's rictoriiil.]

LONKLINKSS OF IIEAKT.

BY JOHN V. WBISUAMrET,, JR.

I w«oi) that T am all alono.— Kirke While.

My Houl in (lark.

—

Byron.

Jam alone! Thoro ia no brcn«t

Doth pnnt in unfflon ivltb mine
;

I iiin ft lonfof Ilfo's grettt troo,

On 80nio Bmiill trembling twii,', unknown.

0, ProWdonce I I tlo not rest 1

Suvli piinp;n my tongtio >vill not confino

;

My ppntr-up boaoni lets thorn fi"co,

And cankt-TB life

—

I am alone .'

I am a picco of drift-wood, tost

On wliirli)Oolrt In a doflort lake

;

lam cast upon a. nuHintain nbore,

Where not nnothor thing is thrown.

I am like a travellur, lost I

0, God ! hiilp mo—my lieart will brenk !

Too soon, perhaps, I 'U sing no more,

BecuuBO, alas '.—/ am alone .'

The hunted deer can nimbly play,

The tiny birda soar high with joy,

The brute-s with pleasure fport the earth,

And love their rugged cavos of stone.

But I—come misery—I'm thy prey !

Now glut thee with a sorrowed boy !

I curee the day that gave mo birth

To solitude ;

—

layti aloyie .'

But must I thus forever stay ?

Stop, heavenly hope, and lend a gleam
;

I pine in such a friendless land,

I die with such a painful tone.

ITor I have wept mo mauy a day,

Without one bright and cheering beam
;

No human fiicnd to clasp my hand,

But wandering life alone

—

alone!

[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

SAGASHOCK:
OR, THE LAST OF THE COI^'ESTOGOES.

FOUNDED ON FACT.

BT DR. J. H. ROBINSON.

" We are passing away," said the chief. " Our days are

nimihered. We shall soon he blotted out as a tribe, and the

Conestogoes will be known upon ihe earth no more. The Great

Spirit has told me so ; he has told me in the still language of

di-eams, and in the experience of the past."

The speaker was a man with gray hairs, and a venerable

aspect ; it was Shehaes, the chief of a tribe of Indians, known as

the Conestogoes—a remnant of a tribe of the Six Nations.

Shehaes differed much from his people in general. He is

described as being a good man, and naturally of a kind and be-

nevolent temper. He was the firm and unwavering friend of the

English, and assisted at the second treaty concluded with them by

Penninl701. This tribe were among the first to welcome the

arrival of the English in Pennsylvania, which they did with pres-

ents of venison, corn and peltries. They smoked the pipe of

peace with tlieir white neighbors, and the famous treaty was rati-

fied, which was to endure as long as the sun should shine and the

waters run in the rivers.

Although this treaty was often renewed, and was never openly

violated (until the time of the tragedy of which we are about to

recite), the Indians were found to be in the way, and so were re-

moved to what was then known as the Manor of Conestogo,

where lands were assigned to them to be theirs forever; hence

they were called Conestogoes. But their glory and strength had

departed ; their once powerful tribe at the date we refer to, had

dwindled away to only twenty persons. Shehaes was no longer

the chief of a mighty people. He saw the sad change which years

and the advent of the white man had wrought, and felt it bitterly.

but be did not blacken his face and dig up the hatchet; for he

had learned a milder and more noble policy. As long as the little

remnant of his tribe v/ere suffered to live without molestation at

Conestogo, he asked no more.

" Yes," continued the old man, mournfully, " we are but a

handful now, but the time has been, when we were as numerous

as the leaves on the trees. We who have escaped the steel, have

been spared to be swept away by the strange and fatal diseases of

the white man. Wo have ever been objects of distrust and

hatred, and as few as we are, there are hundreds of our unnatural

enemies, ready, and anxious, to wash their hands in our blood.

A brave people would scorn to desti-oy the weak and defenceless

;

they would take them by the hand and pity them."

These %vords were addressed to a tall, straight, dignified-looking

young man of some twenty summers, who appeared a respectful

and interested listener.

"Yes," he added, prophetically, "our day has passed, and our

night is near. But our sun will not go down in peace ; it will

set in blood."

'' What means our chief?" asked the young man, with a start.

" I mean that I have not closed ray eyes to the conduct of our

white brethren. I have read the fate of my people in their angry

frowns and menacing looks. Have you been blind, Sagashock,

that you have not seen these things V
*' My eyes have seen what yours have," replied Sagashock.

"I know we are no longer safe. But what can we do ? We are

few in number, imd they who seek our lives arc like the sands

upon the shore."

" We can die like men, and not like dogs," answered Shehaes,

wiMi dignity.

" l-'or ono I will fight till the last drop of my blood is spent,"

8ftid Sflgashock, proudly. " I will not die like an unresisting

sheep, but like a red warrior who scorns to fiy, and fears not

death and torture. Wliat am I that I should give my neck

mcciily to the knife V
"Look at me, brave S.agashock. Sec how many winters are

pressing me down to tlio earth ; see liow my hairs have grown
gray, and how my arm hast lost its strength. Can I dig up the

hatchet—can I strike at a foe 'i No, the strengtli of my arm has

departed even as the glory of my people has gone. But it is not

so with you. You have strength. The Great Spirit has given

you a strong heart. You can meet an enemy, or go on to the war
path. You love my daughter. Take her to wife, and with those

of our people who are young and strong, travel towards the setting

sun. They tell mc there are no white men there, and that the

red men have the country all to themselves. Make no delay, lest

we all perish, and leave none to bear the name of our people."

" What will be the fate of the old—those who are unable to

journey towards the big river, and the big hill ?" asked Saga-

shock, earnestly. " If tlicy die not by violence, who will raise

corn for them, and prepare their food?"

" They will trust in the Master of Life. I am ready to die. I

would die today, wilUngly, if the sacrifice could purchase a place

of security for the remnant of my tribe. Shehaes has lived

long enough ; he wishes to behold' no more the miseries of his

race."

" I cannot jouiTiey toward the land of the setting sun, and leave

you to perish," replied Sagashock. " The Great Spirit would be

angry at such a base desertion."

" But you forget Almcda."

"Forget her, great chief? no ! Wlien I forget her, the

birds will cease to fly in the air, and the fishes to swim in the sea.

When our white brethren grow weary of waiting for us to die,

and come to finish their work with their steel, Sagashock will be

found by the side of Almcda, where he will perish in her defence.

If our old warriors and our aged squaws are doomed to the

sword, we who are young will disdain to fly; we will pour out

our blood with theirs, and let the red river run with young as well

as old and infirm blood."

"But suppose," continued Shehaes, in a voice shaken with

emotion, " suppose all should be slain save Almedn, and she

should be spared to become the wife of some wicked white man

—

the very same perhaps who led on the pitiless band who murdered

her people."

Sagashock laid his hand nervously upon the handle of his hunt-

ing knife, and seemed much wrought upon.

" There is one, who is seen among us almost daily, who would

gladly persuade the poor Indian maiden to forsake her people,

and keep his wigwam," continued the chief. " You know who I

mean, for I have seen you frown upon him, and play fiercely with

the handle of your knife. To obtain my child, he would slay us all

in cold blood, and drag her away to his home by the light of our

blazing wigwams."
" Very cunning and dangerous is the white serpent you have

spoken of," answered Sagashock. " He is come to bite us and do

us mischief. He is hateful to my sight. A voice, even as the

voice of the Great Spirit, seemed to whisper in my ear, ' Saga-

shock, bcwai-e of the white serpent, for his bite is deadly, and he

creeps softly in the grass.' Great chief, give me liberty to bury

my hatchet in his head, before we feel his deadly fangs in our

flesh."

" Not so, my brave Sagashock. That would be but the signal

for our destruction, Eemember that we have never broken the

treaty formed with our great father, AVillam Penn ; it was to last

while the sun should shine and the waters run in the rivers.

Look ! the sun still shines in the heavens, the water runs in the

rivers ; and the last of the Six Nations scorns to lie. We will go

to the happy hunting-grounds and leave no spot of falsehood

upon our names."
" Listen !" said Sagashock. " You shall go with us to the big

river and the land of the sunset. We will leave none of the aged

and infirm behind. Those who cannot walk, we will carry. In

the great wilderness they will grow strong again. The sight of

the forest will revive them,"

" No," answered Shehaes, after a pause, "we who are old can-

not leave our fathers' graves. Our hones shall lie near theii-s,

when we sleep in death."

Here the " talk " between Shehaes and Sagashock ended. Our

next scene is between a white man, whom we will call Paxtang,

and the chief's daughter.

Paxtang was the same alluded to by Shehaes, and a frequent

though unwelcome visiter at the "Manor of Conestogo." He
was one of those in whom mere brute strength predominates at

the expense of the intellectual and moral faculties. Dead to all

the finer susceptibilities of our nature, he sought his pleasure

wholly among the elements of earth without troubling himself

to look for the "purer spring" of enjoyment, found in higher

pursuits. His features were strongly marked—being expressive

of a mixture of cruelty, cunning and sensuality. His powerful

frame and swaggering air, joined to his unprepossessing face,

rendered him an object to be shunned, rather than to be sought

after by his Indian neighbors.

Unfortunately for tlie latter, he had seen the daughter of She-

haes, and attracted by her uncommon beauty and grace, had con-

ceived for her a violent passion, which grew stronger every day,

until it became the ruling object of his life.

Almeda shrank from him in evident dislike, and Sagasliock

watched his movements with a jealous and indignant eye. The

latter left ShchacR, after the conversation we have noticed, in a
serious and Ilioughtful mood, directing hi» steps toward the spot

most frequented by Almcda. lie saw the object of his search in

the distance, but his brow grew daik and threatening when he
perceived Paxtang was with her. Controlling bis anger as much
as possible, he sat down quite near, and watclicd their move-
ments.

Paxtang urged her to fly with him and leave her tribe. She
refused with evident Kcom ; upon wliich the white man grew
angry, and used threatening language.

" I will come and lay your village in ashes, and destroy young
and old. Not one shall escape. What then shall hinder me
from bearing you away to my wigwam ?" said Paxtang.

" I would <lie rather than dwell with the murderers of my pco-

dlc," retorted Almcda, proudly.

"You do well to brave my fury," answered Paxtang, ironically.

"You do well to scorn me."
" Do your worst. I do not fear you," replied the Indian girl,

unmoved by his threats. "It is true we are no longer powerful.

We have dwindled away like a stream scorched and dried up by
the hot rays of the sun ; but we are not cowards. Our warriors

are laid low, and the bow of our strength is broken ; but the

Master of Life is merciful ; we trust in him."

"A truce to such nonsense," replied Paxtang. "I did not

come hither to learn lessons of morality from the lips of an Indian

girl. I came to woo, and to make terms."

"Indian maidens are not thus wooed," answered Almeda.
" And as to terms, they make their own. You have a white skin,

hut you have no gallantry,"

" Bnt I have power to protect, or destroy you, and your tribe,"

retorted Paxtang.
" Yet that is not enough to win the love of a forest maiden."

"You seem pourf of your redskin, mistress," said Paxtang,

contemptuously.

" Proud of it ! I glory in it as much as I despise such villains

as you. Begone, lest I call my people, and they punish you as

you deserve ;" replied our heroine, proudly.

" Hear me, Almeda
;
the words you have spoken have sealed

the ruin of your tribe. Before ten suns have come and gone, the

Conestogoes shall be swept from the face of the earth."

" So be it. The will of the Great Spirit be done."

"Even you may not be spared."

" Spared ! I should scorn to survive my people. I would not

thank you for life when they have ceased to live. I would meet

death in any form, that I might meet them in the pleasant

lands."

"But would younot save Sagashock ?"

" Sagashock docs not fear to die. He only fears dishonor. He
can die like a man, but a pale-faced serpent like you cannot. The
thought of death would make you weep like a woman."

Stung to madness, Paxtang seized Almeda by the arm, and

glared fiercely in her face.

" Learn what it is to taunt a white man !" he exclaimed, with

an impious oath. " You shall feel my vengeance now. I will

leave you nothing to live for, henceforth. You have dared mc to

//i('5."

" Never .'" cried Almeda, while the blood rushed angrily to her

cheeks and brow. " Such shame shall never be mine," and she

wrenched her arm from his grasp with a sudden effort.

In a moment, the tall, proud figure of Sagashock was at the

side of Almcda. Once he raised his hunting-knife to bury it in

the bosom of the white man. With a strong effort he restrained

himself, and sheathing his weapon, he said, in a voice husky and

^oarsc :™ " Begone ! away—quick, rjidcJc, lest I cut you in pieces."

Paxtang needed not a second warning. He turned on his heel,

and walked swiftly away, muttering heavy imprecations upon the

Conestogoes.

" Thank the Master of Life ! you did not kill him !" exclaimed

the Indian girl, earnestly.

"No, but perhaps it would have been better for us if I had.

Had you not looked upon me so beseechingly, he wotild have died

where he stood. But see, your arm is bleeding. I see the im-

print of the white man's fingers. Blood for blood."

"Put away thoughts of vengeance. Sagashock. Our enemies

are many, and we are few. Let us he wise, and give not provo-

cation for a quarrel," was the prudent reply of Ahneda.
" I feel that we are a doomed people," answered Sagashock,

mournfully, " but I grieve not for myself. I tremble for you and

the aged chief, your father."

" But can nothing be done to avert the danger V*

"Alas! nothing, unless we fly from our village, and seek

security in other lands. Away to the west are pleasant grounds,

and interminable forests
;
but the journey is long, and the cold

season is approaching."

" Then we will wait until summer, and fly away like birds of

passage," said Almeda, playfully.

" Yes, in the summer," replied Sagashock, but his lip quivered

when he spoke.

A few days after this conversation, the Manor of Conestogo*

was nearly deserted. The Indians had gone into the neighboring

*0n TVednesday, the 14th of December, 1763, fifty-scTen men from some of

our frontier townships, who had projected the destruction of this little com-
monwealth, came all well mounted, and armed with flrclocks, hangers and
hatchets, haTing travelled through the country in the nifiht to Conestogo
Manor. Vhere they Rurrounded the small village of Indian liut^, and juat ftt

break of day, broke in upon them at once. Only three men, two women and
a young boy were found at home ; the rest being out among the neighboiing

whitfl people ; some to sell their baskets, brooms and bowls, they manufac-
tured, and otiicra on other occasions. These poor, defeneelosa creaturea were
immediately fired upon, stabbed and hatcheted to death ! The good Shehaes,

among the rest, cut to pieces in his bed ! All of them were scalped and other-

wise horribly mangled. Then their huts wore sot on flro, and moat of them
burned do\vn.~Appendix to the Life of Church.
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towns to traffic, or into tlie woods to htint. Shehaes and five of

his people were the sole occupants of the village. They laid {^wn

in imajjincd security at night, and in the morning they were found

mangled and dead.

A solitary figure was seen approaching the lonely lodges. It

was Sagasliock. He he^ird no soands ; he saw no friendly smoke

ascending.
,
With melancholy forebodings he hastened to the wig-

wam of Shchaes. He put aside the deer skins that formed the

entrance, and the first object that met his sight was the body of

the venerable chief. He lay upon his side, and was fearfully

hacked and mangled, although life was not quite extinct. The

steps of Sagashock seemed to arouse him. He opened his dim

eyes, attempted to raise himself upon his elbow, spoke a few in-

distinct words, among which, " Paxtang—my daughter—save—

love her," could alone be understood, and then his voice was

hushed forever.

Sagashock sat down by the corpse of his aged chief, and though

no tears came from his eyes, his broad chest heaved as though bis

heart was breaking.

Suddenly he sprung to his feet to search for Almeda. The

tbought occnrred, for the first time, that sh^night have returned

the ni"ht previously, and shared the fate of her father, or a worse

one. The idea was fraught with intense agony. He flew from

lodge to lodge, hut he found only the bodies of five of his tribe,

three males and two females. Ho felt a gleam of hope ; it was

possible she had not returned to the village, hut was still with

some of her people in one of the neighboring white settlements.

Fall of this thought, Sagashock hastened from the scene to find

his betrothed, and spread the news of the outrage among his ti-ibe.

The tidings were soon spread abroad, and the remainder of the

tribe were promised protection by the people of Lancaster. Before

night, Sagashock had the satisfaction of hearing that they had

found " safety " within tlie walls of a workhonse, and that the

n-ood folks of Lancaster would defend them to the last.

Thither he hastened to assure his Almeda of his safety, with

the detei-mination to return the same night to Conestogo,.and lay

the body of his chief in the earth. His grief and indignation can-

not well be imagined, when he learned his betrothed was not there.

He felt that he could no longer conceal the truth from himself

;

she had been captured and carried away, and Paxtang was the

man who had perpetrated the act. He took a sad leave of his

friends, and returned with downcast heart to the Indian village.

It was deep night when he reached it.

In silence he hollowed a grave for His old friend and chief. He

laid him in decently, with his gun and hatchet beside him, and as

he threw back the earth into its place, he swore to avenge his

wrongs. And thus he buried them all. It was midnight when

his sad task was done ; hut he felt no fatigue.

Tightening his belt about him, and arming himself with un-

usual care, he set off towards the townships of Donnegal and

Paxtang. In one of these places he expected to find the author

of his misfortunes—Paxtang, by whose name one of the town-

ships just mentioned was called.

Those acquainted with Indian character, will be able to imagine

what were the feelings of Sagashock, as he prosecuted his mid-

night journey. An intense desire to save his betrothed, if it was

not already too late, and a burning thirst for vengeance, was all

that he felt. The thick darkness of the night—tlie loneliness of

the way—the danger of his mission, were forgotten. His people

slain in cold blood without cause—bis Indian maiden torn from

him to be dishonored, alone found place in his thoughts.

Occasionally he paused, and beat upon his breast in despair,

but he shed no tear; he uttered no cry ; so strong is the self-dis-

cipline of the red man.

It was near morning when Sagashock found himself in a dense

wood near the township of Paxtang- As he stood leaning upon

his gun, maturing his plans of vengeance, he heard the tramp

of horses. Quickly screening himself behind a tree, he awaited

their approach. They came on in the narrow bridle path at a

gallop, fifty well-mounted men, led on by Paxtang himself. The

first impulse of Sagashock was to shoot the ruffian dewd, but the

impulse was not obeyed ; he suffered them to go upon their dread-

ful errand unmolested.*

"Alas! for my people!" cried Sagashock, as the horsemen

swept rapidly from sight. " To-night you will sleep in gory

beds."

The assassins were on their way to the work-house, where the

remainder of the Conestogoes had taken refuge, and where they

were promised " protection." Unfortunate beings I how delusive

was their hope of security.

" 'Tis too late," added Sagashock, bitterly, as he sti'ode swiftly

away. "No power on earth can avert then- doom. The hope of

vengeance only remains."

Por half an hour longer the tall form of the Indian glided

softly and rapidly away. He stood at length by a small but

strongly-built cabin half hidden by trees ; it belonged to Paxtang.
The red features of Sagashock grew pale, as upon his hands

and knees he crept towards it. "Was his beloved one there, or

was she not ? was the thought that kept him in an agony of
suspense. He pulled the moss gently from an interstice of the

cabin. But he was afraid to look in ; he feared he should not see

* These cruel men again flssembleii thpuiselvps: and henring that the re-
maining fourteen Indians were in the workhouse at Lancaster, thej" suddenly
appeared "before that town, on the 27th of December. Fifty of them armed as
before, dismountinf?, w«nt directly to the workhouse, and by violence broke
open the door, and entered withthe utmost fury in their countenances. Wben
the poor wretches saw tiiey had no protection uigh, nor could possibly escape,
and being without the least weapon of defence, they divided their little fam-
ilies, the children clinging to their parents : they fell on their faces, protested
their innocence, declared their love to the Eoiriish. and that, in their whole
lives, they had nt-ver done them injury

; and in this posture, they all received
the hatchet

! Men, women and children were every one inhumanly murdered
in. cold blood 1

the object of his search—the only object for which he could wish

to live. "With a strong efl'ort, and with his breath drawn hard

into his chest, he scanned the interior of the cabin. The sudden

resolution of his doubts was almost too much for the stoicism of

the forest -born. It was with difiiculty that he could rej^train a

cry of joy when he saw his Almeda still living, though bound,

wounded and bleeding. She was not alone; two white men were

near her, deeply occupied in talking over their exploits among
the Indians at different times. With brutal jests they spoke of

the massacre at the Manor of Conestogo—told how the squaws

had begged for mercy, and protested their love for the English,

and how Shehaes had quietly, yet proudly, submitted to his fate,

scorning to ask mercy of his murderers.

Sagashock could restrain himself no longer; he brought his

gun to his shoulder, and shot the boaster through the head, while

the confession of his savage barbarity was on his tongue. His

companion sprang to his feet in alarm, and mshed to the door

;

but it was too late to escape. Sagashock met him there, and

buried his knife in his heart. With one cry of despair the white

man died. Striding over his yet warm and palpitating body, the

avenger caught his Indian girl to his bosom.

Hastily severing her hands, he bore her from the cabin to the

woods. His words of endearment soon restored her to conscious-

ness, and she was able to relate the story of her misfortunes.

She had returned the very night of the massacre, and was
spared, to become the wife of Paxtang, tlie slayer of her kindred,

—a fate she dreaded more than death.

It was now the painful duty of Sagashock to reveal to her what

had occurred, which he did as gently as possible.

"It is what I feared," replied Almeda, struggling to be calm.

" The Conestogoes have indeed passed away. Dear Sagashock,

let us live no longer."

" Nay, my life, let us live for each other, and for vengeance.

Our name and race must not become quite extinct, neither must

our murderers escape unpunished. Paxtang must die. I have

said it. AVhen he is dead, we will away toward the * Golden

Biver' that waters the mighty West. There we will live and

love. Our home shall not he desecrated by the presence of the

pale faces. ' With you I can still he happy, but without you I

should wish no longer to live."

Almeda suffered her head to rest on the bosom of Sagashock,

murmuring in a low voice choked by sobs :

" I am yours. I will follow you to the ' Golden River' that

waters the great West, or to death."

Sagashock embraced her tenderly, and then hurried her away

to a place of security, for he well knew that' Paxtang and his

ruffians would make a great effort to find her.

Leaving her in a spot known only to himself, he retraced his

steps to the place where the mounted men had passed him at daj'-

break. His gun was loaded with unusual care, and two balls

had taken the place of one. The priming and flint were adjusted

as though life and death hung thereon. In about an horn- {dur-

ing which time Sagashock had sat as patiently as a statue of

stone) the sounds of horses' feet and voices were heard.

The Indian arose quietly, and rested his gun against the shaggy

hark of a large maple. The horsemen, in single file, "swept around

a turn in the path, and were in full view. They rode at a slower

pace than they had ridden in the morning, and several bleeding

scalps hung at their saddle-bows. Paxtang was the leader of the

troop, as Sagashock expected. When opposite the tree where

the last of the Conestogoes was concealed, he checked his horse,

turned in his saddle, and said in a loud voice :

"It is strange how well an Indian can die."

'•'Poor devils! What have they to live for?" replied the per-

son addressed.

" They ha^-e no business to live," retorted Paxtang, with an

oath. " I wish every red-skin this side of the Mississippi was as

dead as those we have just left."

"All but one'' replied the other.

" Very true," rejoined Paxtang,'with a laugh. " I would spare

my red-bird, certainly. Trouble enough I have had to get her.

But everything in its own good time; blood for breakfast, love for

supper."

These were the last words of Paxtang. The report of a gun

was heard ; the leader of the assassins dropped the bridle rein,

reeled in his saddle, and fell to the ground.

" Dead, by all that's bad V cried the next horseman, and leap-

ing down, he lifted his head from the earth. A single drop of

blood ti'ickled from his forehead, and marked the spot where two

balls had entered.

Several of the hand started in pursuit of the avenger, but he

was not to be found. Pleet of foot, and well acquainted with the

woods he was soon beyond the reach of danger.

That night Sagashock and his Indian bride visited the Manor

of Conestogo for the last time. They spent two long hours over

the grave of the chief, and then left it forever. Moimting two of

then- fleetest horses, before the dawn of day they were many miles

from the scene of bloodshed.

We ivill not follow them step by step on their long journey.

They reached the Mississippi in safety, and were adopted into

the ti'ibe of the Osages, and treated as persons of distinction.

The days of Sagashock and Almeda passed as pleasantly as

they could have hoped. If the remembrance of the fate of their

people darkened the face of one for a moment, the cloud was

chased away by the smiles and kind words of the other. Sons

and daughters grew up about them, who promised to inherit all

the noble qualities of their parents.

Thus the sun of prosperity and peace shone upon the last of the

Conestogoes, but the curses of Heaven and all good Chi'istians fol-

lowed the men of Donnegal and Paxtang.

[Written for GIeason'3 Tictorial.]

THE EDITOKIAL REGATTA FOR 18.51-

BT G. a. RATMOKB.

A gallant fleet U on the eea,

The breeze is fresh aod fair

;

And banners brave are waving free

As autumn leaves in air.

The veteran, GoBBr, leads the way,
With Graham following near,

And ELiEPEn strives to win the day,

So bravely does he steer.

Sartain, with uowing sheets and sail,

Holds gaily in the race
;

Then Peterson, who 's just in hail,

Comes dasbiog on apace.

A liundred crafts of lesFcr note,

For public sufTrago Btrive
;

And i-are's the p:ize to favored boat,

That shall the first an-ive.

Sail hoi look, out to windward there,

A gallant craft 's in view
;

Her clipper rig is rich and inro,

Her helmsman bold and true.

'Tis GLEABoa-, with his model craft,

His " Pictorial " 's sure to please
;

Her silken flags are fore and aft,

Flang boldly to the breeze.

Prom ever}' bark a welcome coniefi,

God speed her onward, all repeat

;

A voice from many.thousand homes,

Welcomes the favorite of the fleet.

JESTING.
Harmless mirth is the best cordial against the consumption of

the spirits ; wherefore jesting is not unlawful if it trcspasscth not
in ciuantity, quality or season.

Jest not with the two-tdged sicord of God's icord. Will nothing
please to wash thy hands in, but the font, or to drink healths in,

but the church chalice 1 And now the whole art is learnt at the
first admission, and profane jests will come without calling. If,

in the troublesome days of iting Edward the Pourth, a citizen in
Cheapside was executed as a traitor for saying he would mt:ke
his son heir to the crown, though he only meant his own hou.^e,

having a crown for the sign ; more dangerous is it to wit-wanton,
it with the majesty of God.

Let not thy jests Wee mummy, he made ofdead men's Jlesh. Abuse
not any that are departed ; tor, to wi'ong then* memories is to rob
their ghosts of their winding-sheets.

Scoff not at the natural defects of any which, ore not in their poicer
to amend. O, it is cruelty lo beat a cripple with his own crutches

!

Neither flout any for his profession, if honest, though poor and
painful. Mock not a cobbler for his black thumbs.
No time to break jests ivlien the hcart-sirivgs are about to be broken.

No more showing of wit when the head is to be cut off, like that
dying man, who, when the priest coming to him to give him
extreme unction, asked of him where his feet were, answered, at

the end of my Ipgs. But at such a time jests are an unmannerly
crepitus ingenii. And let those take heed who end here with
Democritus, that they begin not with Heraclitus hereafter.

—

Fugitive Essays of Thoinas Fuller.

[W^ritten for Qleason's Pictorial.]

TO A LADY SINGING.

BY JOSEPH H. BUTLER.

0, lady, let me hear again

The thrilling song just .sung by thee
j

It falls upon my darkened soul

As sunlight on the sleeping sea.

While listening to thy soft guitar,

My bosom beats to other days,

When love was not as now a dream,

Ere pleasure's sun had lost its rays.

Awake, once more, that gentle song,

DeiLT lady, for my soul is dark

;

And T will pluck one blooming floweij

And cherish yet life's vital spai'k,

My thirsty heai't still quaffs thy lays,

Like desert pilgrim by the stream,

And round me lovely virions come

—

Alas I that life is but a dream !

And ,ioy, and love, and friendship, too,

Have no abiding place of rest,

But bird-like, ever spread their wings,

And quickly leave the human breast.

Deck thou the dimpled cheek with smiles,

Thou yet art careless, fair ,i.ud young
j

Sorrow and time have past thee by.

And beauty's mantle round thee flung.

But I, a weary pilgrim here,

Must, sorrowing, live till life decays;

Mv aching heart alone must weave

Visions of vanished, happier days.

MAN AND WOMAN.
Man is the creature of interest and ambition. His nature

leads him forth into the struggle and bustle of the world. Lo\'e

is but the embellishment of his early life, or a song piped in the

intervals of the acts. He seeks for fame, for fortune, for space

in the world's thouyht, and dominion over his fellow-men. But

a woman's whole life is a history of the affections. The heart is

her world; it is there her ambition strives for empire ; it is there

her ambition seeks for hidden treasures. She sends forth her

sympathies on adventure ; she embarks her whole soul in the

traffic of atl-'ection ; and if sliipwrecked, her case is hopeless—for

it is bankruptcy of the heart.—//-i'/h^.

CONCEIT.
Drawn by conceit from reason's plan.

How vain is that poor creature, man
;

Uow pleased is eveiy p:i.lti'y eJf,

To prate about that thing, himself !—C/mrcAf7i.
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BOSTON POLICE AND NIGHT WATCH CONVEYING THE FUGITIVE SLAVE, SIMS, TO THE VESSEL.

'

THE FUGITIVE SLAVE, SIMS.

The two scenes represented on this page, as will be observed

by the titles, refer to the late subject of the fugitive slave, Sims
;

a theme which is still in every one's mouth, and jet the comment
of the press and the exciting subject of conversation to heated

politicians. What every one is talking about becomes of gen-

eral interest, as a matter of course, and therefore we have deemed
these closing scenes in this much talked of business, worthy of
presenting to our readers. The scene above represents the night
watch joined with the day police, under direction of the Mayor
and Marshal Tukey, as they appeared conducting Sims, the slave,

from his place of confinement in the Court House to the wharf,

from whence he embarked for Savannah, Geo. To some per-

sons, the extraordinary precaution taken to guard against a res-

cue, may seem to be uncalled for ; but such are reminded of the

almost frantic efforts of heated politicians and mad fanatics, to

bring about an open resort to arms by their followers
; and there

were two ministers, at least, in this city, who openly advised such
a course from their pulpits. In view of all the circumstances,

the fact of a former rescue from the hands of the law, and the

heated state of the public mind generally, these measures werejustly
deemed but necessary and important, and as such, were adopted
by those persons who controlled these matters. After an object

of this character has been safely consummated, there are always
plenty of wiseacres to laugh at all precautionary measures, but

had an attempt at rescue been successfully put in practice—as

would most assuredly have been done but for the vigilance of the

proper authorities—then the whole body of our citizens would
have immediately raised an outcry at the whole police force and
the public officers generally, scorning their want of strict watch-
fulness and thorough knowledge of their important duty on this

occasion. Consistency is, indeed, a very bright jewel, but one
that is as rare as it is valuable. Ihe scene depicted by our artist

below, represents the departure of the brig Acorn from our har-

bor, not long since, with Sims, the slave, on board. The scene
was sketched at the moment when the steamer Hornet took the

vessel in tow, and she gathered way down the harbor, with the

slave and his guard on board. It is somewhat amusing, now
that Sims has arrived home, to know of his making a speech
there, on landing, and declaring his delight at his escape from
the Northern sympathizers, who so nearly used him up ! It was
decidedly requisite and necessary that proper officers of the law
should attend the fugitive slave, and officially deliver him up to

his rightful owner and master, in the city of Savannah, and this

was, therefore, accordingly done. Even after the vessel had
taken hsr departure from our harbor, the wind being in an un-
favorable direction, she was necessarily compelled to come to an
anchor in the lower bay; and here, again, it was deliberately

planned to attempt a rescue, but when those disposed to engage
in the hazardous undertaking to put such a plan into execution

learned how warmly the officers on board the brig were prepared
to nceivc them, this foolhardy intent was at once abandoned.
The fugitive has now been delivered to his owner, and the offi-

cers who accompanied him to his place of destination have re-

turned to this city. So ends the business.

THE BURIED ALIVE.
The young creature, as a part of the ceremonial of admission,

is laid alive in her coffin, and when once admitted, she is in fact

dead and buried to her friends, for she is never again allowed to

see any of them. Once a year, on an appointed day, the parents

of the " buried alive " may attend at the nunnery, and the young
creature within may hear their loved and familiar voices, but she

must never see them ; and as no kind of intercourse is ever per-

mitted, she can never know whether they are living or dead,

except as she hears, or does not hear their voices on that day.

If a parent has died during the year, the abbess assembles the

nuns. She tells them that the parent of one of them is dead,

and desires all to pray for the soul of the departed ; but she never

reveals the name of dead, so that all the nrms are left in a state of

intense and agonizing suspense till the one day comes round and
all listen to catch the tone of their parents' voices, and the ab-

sence of the longed-for voice tells the tale to the bereaved re-

cluse !

—

Seymour's " Pilgrimage to JRoine."

DEPARTURE OF THE BRIG ACORN FROM BOSTON HARBOR WITH SIMS ON BOARD.
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COMTENTS OF OCR NEXT KUMBER.
" The Stolen RiQf;, or the Prima Donna." a story, by Miss Martra A. Clough.
" The Game of Chance," a romantic storv, by Francis A. Durivage.
" The Farm n^ar the Depot," a prose sketch, by Mrs E. Wellmont.
" One-Eyed Mat*, or the Lighthouse Keeper," a story, by F. K. Willis.

" An Elegy," in verse, by Dr. Edward Brooks.
' Linee to a Philosopher," by Joas K. Holmes.
" Here is mv Hand," verses by Fiklky Johsson.
*' Our Little Lu '" in verse.
" Know ye the Land." verses by Richard Wright.
" Minnie," lines, by Geo. Canning Hill.
" The Flowers," verses by Caroline A. HArcEN.
"Life'a Pilot," verses by the Editor.

ILLirSTRATIOWS,
The Burnet House. CSncionati, one of the most elegant and spacious hotels

in the Union, will be faithfully and artistically given. A front view.

A beautiful view on Otsego Lake, that " gem-like mirror of the wilderness,"

where Cooper, the novelist, laid the scene of that fine story. " The Pioneers."

A skatch of the steamer Cleopatra, as she was seen after having been cap-

tured, a short time since, by the U. 15. Marines, in New York harbor.

A ballet scene, taken in Niblo's theatre, New York, representing Caroline

Roussett and sisters in the Paa Strategique. A very beautiful specimen of

atage effect and arrangement.

An engraving representing the old house at the comer of High and Pearl

Streets, Boston, known as Harris's Folly. This structure now about to be
torn down, will thus be commemorated.

A likeness of Mr John L. Tucker, the well-known and gentlemanly host of

the Tremont House, Boston, and who is just about to retire from that house,

after twenty years' residence there.

Also, a scene giving an accurate representation of the be.autiful service of

Plate presented to Mr. Tucher on the occasion of his leave-taking, as it waa
Been in the ladies' parlor of this favorite and world-popular hotel.

The new steamship 'VVinfield Scott, as she appeared on her lat« trial trip

ttom New York. One of the finest maritime pictures we have yet given,

A very beautiful and minute picture of the superb Regatta scene, at Venice,

.06 now given in the paDomma of Waugh's Italy, at present exhibiting in

Boston.

A view representing the new yacht, America, as she waa launched lately in

New York. This is the boat that is to have the grand trial with the English
yachts at Cowes.

A scene giving a Tiew of a camp of Cub.in volunteers, as lately sketched

from life on the shores of Texas, where large bands have been gathered with
the purpose of a descent upon Cuba.

A view of the building occupied as the Cambridge Observatory, a very
correct drawing and finely executfid,—taken by our artist on the spot.

The ship Flying Cloud, full rigged, and as she appeared after her arrival

from this city in New York harbor, lately. An elegant maritime scene.

NEM'SPAPER POSTAGE.
The reader should remember that after the first of June next,

the postage on newspapers will be reduced more than one half,

and also that the Companion, with its sixteen folio pages, costs

no more than the smallest paper printed. This is an item worth

remem.bering to those who are inclined carefully to count the

expense of everything, and to calculate whether they get the full

return for their money. To ensure the volume complete, with

the whole number of its superb illustrations, fit for binding, sub-

scriptions should at once be made at the ofBce of publication, or

through the mail. Terms, S3 per annum. The Companion will

be illustrated, during the year, with between seven and eight hun-

dred elegant and timely engravings.
« .^*— t

Tqp Golden Paper.— The constant call for onr golden Jenny

Lind newspaper, has induced us to issue a second edition of this

beautiful tribute to the fair songstress. It was the first newspaper

printed in gold in this country, and contains a Life of Jenny Lind,

with a likeness, and a record of her triumphs ; also a life and

likeness of the world-renowned Barnum. This bijou is a par-

ticularly timely gift at this period, when Jenny is once more in

our midst, and about to leave our shores for Europe.

Glbason's Pictorial Dbawing-Room Companion is on our table. This
paper Is univeraally acknowledged by the pres.^ to be, in point of size and
fltyle. as well «s in the charstcter and qualiti of it* literary contents, the cham-
pion of American publications It is beautifully embellished with designs so
elegant and superb, as to place it far ahead of all rivalry. The proprietor of
this valuable periodical, in order to meet the heavy demand for it, has com-
menced a new volume, with greatly improved designs, and an issue of fifty
thou.'iand copies ', No family, in fact no person, capable of reading, should do
without" Gleason's Pictorial Drawiug-ltoom Companion." It is the best family
papiT in the United States, and may be hud at S3 per annum, by addressing
F, Gleason, publisher, Boston, Mass. Specimen numbers can be seen by calling
at this office.

—

Miami
( Oaio] Democral.

Charitable.—Jenny Lind, having sent S30QP to the Mayor
of Cincinnati,

||
be given by him to the poor of that city, the

people call her" an angel in disguise." Baruura also sent SI 500

to the same ofiicer, and previously gave away some S500, yet

nobody seems to have thought of calling him an angel.

Glbason's Drawinq-Room Companion comes to us, this week, in a new
form, commencing a new aeries, and containing sjxteeu pages of matter and
illustrations. The cuts are of a high order, and add much to the work. Take
it as a whole, we know nothing that surpasses it in the newspaper line on
thla or the other side of the Atlantic. The subscription price is only three
dollars per year.

—

Sussex Home Jaumal.

A Raceb.— Lady Suffolk has won for her owner fifty-one

thousand dollars. The best time she ever made was over the

Cambridge track, when she accomplished her mile in 2.26.

Reusmbek this.—" A light heart lives long
*'

killed a cat."

-and this " care

ARCHITECTURE.

In the earlier period of the world*s history, man did not look

for shelter or adornment beyond the resources that nature readily

furnished. The spreading branches of the forest furnished him

with a roof; the velvet grass sufiiced him for a carpet, or, in his

extremity, he might imitate the wilder beasts of the forest, and

betake himself, like them, to the deep recesses of the hollows of

rocks, where he could bid defiance to the drifting snows of winter,

and the drenching rains of summer. When compelled to encamp

in the open plain, the structures he erected were yet of the rudest

form and simplest material. Stakes hewn in the forest were his

timbers, boughs from the same source supplied his roof-tree and

thatching, or he applied bark to the same purposes.

Architecture commenced with the first settlement of man to

pursue the business of agriculture. For themselves and for their

stores it was necessary to construct a shelter more substantial

than the rude lair of the forester or the slight tent of the shep-

herd. In those countries, where, from the heat of the climate, as

in Egypt, the early inhabitants sought shelter from the burning

rays of the sun, in the natural caves, the early architecture shows

its origin in the cave-like stone structures which they first erected.

Into the early architecture of China, timber enters extensively,

and the tapering, pyramidal form of the edifices shows clearly

that it was an imitation of their earliest dwelling place, the tent.

The Doric is the earliest of the four great orders of architecture,

and derives its name from Dorus, king of Achaia and Pelopon-

nesus. In the time ofAlexander the Great, architecture in Greece

had reached a pitch of perfection which has never been surpassed.

The Elgin marbles testify to the astonishing degree of artistic

beauty and elegance to which the decorative part of architecture

was brought. Of the origin of the Corinthian order the follow-

ing pretty story is told :

—

A Corinthian virgin fell a victim to a violent disorder ; her

nurse, collecting a basket of those articles which she had held

dearest, placed it on her grave, putting a tile upon the top to pre-

vent its being displaced. Callimachus, the architect, came hither

some months after, and finding that the acanthus had sprung up

and wreathed the basket with its leaves, was so delighted with

the picturesque effect of the whole, that he constructed the capital

of a column in imitation of it, and produced so beautiful a design,

that it was universally admired and adopted.

It was the boast of the Emperor Augustus, that he found Eome
built of brick, and left it constructed of marble ; but with the

transfer of the empire from Rome to Constantinople, architecture

declined, and for a long period no building worthy of fame was

ere^'ted. The church of St. Sophia, at Constantinople, was the

first instance of returning taste and enterprise. In the 10th cen-

tury the magnificent church of St. Mark was erected at Venice

;

in England architecture flourished particularly under Charles I.

;

France had long before distinguished herself in the art.

The Moors, when in possessioil of Spain, embellished that

country with many splendid specimens of their gorgeous and

elaborate architecture, of which the ruins of the Alhambra attest

the magnificence, costliness and labor. Gothic architecture,

though totally different from the severely simple and chaste Greek,

and resembling the Oriental in the profusion of its minutiie, the

multiplicity of its pinnacles and ornaments, yet has given birth

to many magnificent edifices, such as the cathedrals scattered so

profusely on the continent of Europe.

America can boast of little beauty in this art, and as yet, of no

originality ; but she is young, and the taste of her people having

manifestly improved, may we not yet hope that the genius of her

sons will produce ere long, in this art, something grand and

original, as an opportunity may occur ?

OUR NEW FORM.

Our change of form, and increase in size and number of illus-

trations of our paper, has met with universal commendation, and

the increase in subscriptions has been beyond all precedent.

Those who examine the paper are forced to acknowledge that it

is not only beautiful in every, department, bat the cheapest paper

ever printed. It would be impossible to furnish the Companion

for the price we charge for it, were it not that we print such an

immense edition. It will be observed that we are improving in

the character of our illustrations, and that as we gain more and

more experience in this department, the Companion will be ren-

dered more and more attractive.

A COSTLY Chttech.—The N. Y. Mirror states that the trus-

tees of Trinity Church, N. Y., intend erecting in the upper part

of that city an Episcopal Church, which shall excel any structure

of the kind in New York : original in its design. The sum to be

expended ia said to be one million of dollars.

Gleabon's New Pictorial.—Of all the beautiful objects in this age of
beauty, we consider " Gleason's Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion," as occu-
pying thfc first place among pictorial papers. The present, No. 1, contaira no
less than thirteen large engravings of popular objects of iuterest, suitable to

all tastes. The contributors are our best and most popular writers, and we
have no hesitation in giving Mr. Gleason the prize for producing the most
perfect and beautiful pictorial we have ever seen, and also at the cheapest
price, only 6 cents.— i\'. Y. Siiiiftay Courier.

To BE TAKEN IN SMALL DosES.—Somc tasleful individual

very correctly remarks that the best lip salve in creation is a

kiss ; the remedy should be used with great care, however, as it

is apt to bring an affection of the heart.

A Christian CuRKENaT.—By doing good with his money,

a man, as it were, stamps the image of God upon it, and makes

it pass current for the merchandise of heaven.
< »*^ >

Onlt too tkue.—To most men experience is like the stem

lights of a ship, which illumine only the track it has passed.

In this city, by Eev. Mr. Hlggins, Mr. Samuel Stanton to Miss Ann L.
Blodgett.
By Rev. Mr. Gray, Mr. George B. Wbicher, to Miss Catharine W. Harney.
By Rev. Mr. Sargent, Mr. flenry E. Palmer to Mies Catharine E. Goff.

At Charlestown, by Itev Mr. Wetherbee, Mr. Franklin Bproule, of Wal-
tham, to Miss Sarah A. Frisbee.

At Roxbury, by Rev. Mr. Thompson, Mr. John 0. Mills to Miss Emily E.
Harrington.
At Cambridge, by Rev. Mr. Cox, Mr. Samuel E. Young to Misa Emellne M.

Call, of Salem.
At Melrose, by Rev. Mr. Parsons, Mr. "W. H. Flagg, of West Needham, to

Miss Mary E Beck.
At West Needham, by Eev. Mr. Smith, Mr. L. H. Kingsbury to MisB E. A.

Cloudman.
At Newburyport, Captain Joseph Fowler to Misa Martha H. Jelly, both of

Salem.
At Fall River, Mr. David A. Brayton to Miss Nancy R. Jenckes.
At Williamstown, Vt., Mr. J. Q. A. Spear, of Dorchester, Mass., to Misa

Mary Jillson.

At New York, Mr. Benjamin F. Cloutman, of New Orleans, to Misa Mary
Jane Nichols.

At Philadelphia, Mr. Joseph R. Cummings to Miss Susan It. Pitman.

In this city, Mr. Francis Cunningham, 21 ; Mr. Walter Little, 85 ; Mr.
Joseph Jones, 83 ; Mrs. Sarah Wood, of Wiscasset, Me., VO ; Mr. Alexander
Dawson ; Mrs Mary Rowland, 26.

At Charlestown, Mrs. D. Frances Woodberry, 30 ;
Frederick L., son of Ro-

bert Todd, 4; Siirah W. Frothingham, 13.

At Boxbury, Mr. Ezekiel Kent, 73.

At Wevraouth, Mr William Carney, 22.

At South Danvers, Mrs. Mehitable C. Beckett, 37.

At Weston Mrs. Sophia V. Gowing, 39.

At Fitchburg. Mr. Jason B. Wyman, 34.

At West Brookfield, Pelatiah Hitchcock, Esq.. 86.

At Great Barrington, Mrs. Frances E. Shaw, 28.

At Millburv, Dea. Haivey Pierce, 54.

At Derry, N. H., Capt. Abraham Millet. 74.

At Augusta. Me., Mrs. Mary Kimball, 71.

At Hartford, Me., Cyrus Thompson, Esq , 74.

At Providence, R. I., Mrs. Mary Randall. "9.

At Burrillville. R. I., Mr.i. Prudence Paine. 70.

At Baltimore, Rev. Dr. John M. Duncan, 55.

At California Mines, Mr. Marlborough Sylvester, of Hallowell, Me., 66.
At New York, Mr. Alfred B. Winship. 54.

At Philadelphia. Mrs Sarah Stevens, 30.
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GLEASOI'S PICTORIAL

A Record of the beautiful and xtseful in Art.

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and
available form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of
the day. Its columns are devoted to original tales, sketches

and poems, by the

BEST °AKIiniICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign news ; the whole "wel

Bpiced with wit and humor Each paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of nota-

ble objects, current events in all parts of the world, and ofmen
and manners, altogether making a paper entirely original in ita

design, in this country. Its pages contain views of every popu-
lous citj' in the known world, of all buildings of note in the

eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and
steamers of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accu-

rate portraits of every noted character in the world, both male
and female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken from life, will

also be given, with numerous specimens from the animal king-

dom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea. It is printwl

on fine satin-surface paper, from a font of new and beautiful

type, manufactured expressly for it,—presenting in its mechani-
cal execution an elegant specimen of art. It contains fifteen

hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount
of reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper
of sixteen octavo pages. It forms

The Best Fanuly Paper,
inasmuch as its aim is constantly, in connection with the fund
of amusement it affords, and the rich array of original miscellany
it presents, to inculcate the strictest and highest tone of moral-
ity, and to encourage virtue bylioldingup to view all that is

good and pure, and avoiding all that is evil in its tendency. In
short, the object is to make the paper loved, rospected, and sought
after, for its combined excellences.

TERMS -.-INVASIABLT IN ADVANCE.
1 Subscriber, one year 5P3 00
2 Subscribei-s, " " . 5 00
4 " " " 9 008 " " " . 16 00

Any names may l>o added to the last number at the rate of

S2 00 each, per annum.

\^y^ One copy of the Flag of odr Union, and one copy of the
Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion, one year, for S4 00.

rC?" The PiCToaiAt Dr.\wing-Room CosrPAWioN may be ob-
tained at any of the periodical depots throughout the country,

and of newsmen, at six cents per single copy.

Published every Saturday, corner of Bromfield and Tremont
Streets, by

F. GLEASON, BosioM, Masb.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FRENCH, 151 Nassau, corner of Spruce Street, New York.
A. WINCH, 116 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.
W. & H.TAYLOR. Ill Baltimore and5SouthSt3., Baltimore.

A. C. BAGLEY, 118 Main Street, Cincinnati.

J. A. ROYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit.

E. K. WOODAVARD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Loulfl.

*^* Subscriptions received at either of the above places.
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[Wiitton for OlowBon'H Plctorlnl.]

nilNOT ROCK lilGHT-JiOUSE.

BY OAUOLmiJ A. IlAYDliir.

It Htwd !ipon the rtt^lnK, fiunkon rock,

Lonu Kotitiriul ut voril'ti outur guto

;

Ah if ItH Iron tVuniii could broaat tliu Hliook,

Anil hurl dutlaccu iu Uto liicu of tuto.

Bwiiyoil by tho hoavln^' billowti to and fee,

Trumbliiii,' boueath tUo bronkora' ahtetodfoain,

TbrougU tliu thick liarknufH t^tlll waB eoon to glow,

The frlujully Uglitj tbo sailor's wolcomo lioiu«.

Was it hopo'fi guitlhiK Btiir, that la^t, sad night,

WhcD trtMiibiing hand» lit up tlio fearful gloom ?

Or wan thu bwicon (Iro a fuiioral ligbt,

Pryoursor of their own luipendirig doom ?

0, who may o'vv tbcir agonies portray,

Shut up within that C'h.irnt.'1-house of fato,

Whi^n thu last faint uxpiring hopo gave way,

And left thom only dyatU's grim form to wait!

And auoh a death ! 0, who may flvcr know
Whether the falliug fabric crushed out lifo,

Or tho duop roUing surgta' ovurtlow

Quencbud mth tho beacon light that feiirful strife !

AVo gaze around, and contemplate with pain

The dcsolatiou scattered far and wide
;

But soon the pitying heiLrt returns again,

To that lono spot where those poor Tiotima died ! }

"We seem to hear their last despairing cry.

When sullen fate liad left thi-m to despair
;

And feel, wltatever else may meet the eye,

The gloomiest feature of the storm was there !

[Vfrittenfor Gleason's Pictorial.]

SUPJIEXDEH OF CORNWALLIS.
Al MILITARY SKETCH.

Br THE OLD 'utr.

It was a great Aa,y for Dogtown, being no other ttan the anni-
versary of the annual militia muster, and on this occasion net
only the Dogtown Blues were on the parade upon the village
green, but the entire regiment of which they formed a part, com-
manded by the gallant Colonel Zephaniah Slorky, post-master
and variety store-keeper, was to engage in a sham tight, repre-
senting the surrender of Cornwallis. There was no attempt at
historical costume, but it was understood that Slorky, with his
cowhide boots and rusty spurs, his long, swallow-tailed blue coat,
and threadbare chapcau with a cock's-tail feather in it, mounted
on his seventy-five dollar piebald marc, prcanotcd from the plough
and "dump-cart," was the representative of General Washington.
Major Israel Peaseley, his second in command, a native of the
rival village of Hardscrabble, was to figure as Lord Cornwallis,
and the selection was the more appropriate, since the private
relations of these two great men were anything but amicable, and
they espoused opposite sides in politics. Dr. Galenius Jalap, an
apothecaiy and surgeon of the regiment, a man with a hatchet
face, hook nose, and thin, weeping whiskers, the color of
siigar gingerbread, undertook the character of Lafayette at very
short notice, and a very dim conception of the character he had.
The entire population of Dogtown and Hardscrabble turned

out to witness the stupendous military operations of the day.
On the American side were the Dogtown Blues, with four com-
panies of uniformed militia, armed with rifles, fowling-pieces
and rusty muskets, and typifying the continental army. Their
artillery consisted of two light field pieces served by a select band
of volunteers. These pieces were posted on an eminence com-
manding the entire plain. On the foot of this hill. Colonel
Slorky drew up his troops in line of battle, his left wing protected
by an impassable frog-pond, and his right resting on a large pig-
gery whose extent prevented the enemy from turning his flank in
that direction.

On the descent of an opposing eminence, likewise strengthened
by two guns. Major Peaseley placed the Hardscrabble Guards,
the Sheet Iron Riflemen, the Mudhollow Invincibles, the Dan-
delion Kre-caters, and the ScrufFtown Sharpshooters. A thou-
sand bright eyes, from the commanding eminences, looked down

.^.Sn the serried ranks of bayonets, the brazen-throated artillery,

"the panoplied plough-horses, the plumed commanders, the rust-
ling banners, and all the " pomp, pride, and circumstance of
glorious war."

Preliminaries being thus settled, the commanding ofijicers put
spurs to their horses, and met in the centre of the plain, there
saluting with their scythe-blade swords.

" Major Peaseley," said the Colonel, rising in his stirrups,
" tho foUerin' are the odder of puiiormonces ; we open with eour
artilleiy—you reply with yourn. Under kiver of eour guns we
advance to the attack. You do the same to meet us—firin' like

smoke. Aner a sharp scrimmedgc you retire—send us a flag of
truce with terms—and finally lay down your arms."
The major bowed till his ostrich feather touched the mane of

his w.all eyed plough horse, then turned bridle, and regained bis
ranks at a gait something between a stumble and a rack. The
representative of General Washington rejoined his men at a Iiard
trot, rising two feet from his saddle at every concussion of his
bony steed.

"Fellur sogers!" roared tho temporary father of his country;
"yonder stands Cornwallis and his red coats—only they haint
got red coats, partikeclaiply them in blue swaller tails. We air
bound to lick 'cm—hurrah for our side ! Go inter 'em like a

tliousnnd of bricks fallin' ofl''n a slated riifo. The genius of

Amnrerkin liberty, in tho shape of the carnivorous eagle, soarin'

afott on diluted pillion.s, seerns to mutter A' J'fnribus Unnm—we
arc one of 'em ! Hail Cohimliy liappy land 1 Sing Yanktie

Doodle that fine tune—cry havock ! and let loose the dogs of

war."

Then commenced the horror of the sham-fight. The Conti-

nental guns opened in thunder-tones. The Briti:ih artillery

hurled back their terrific ecliocs. Bang! bang! boom! boom!
Tho canopy of heaven was stained with tho sulphurous smoke.

The drummers rattled awjiy on their sheepskins—tho fifcrs dis-

tended their checks till they rcscnibied blown bladders. In the

midst of all this noise and tumult, tlic undaunted Slorky, and
the indomitable Jalap, rushed to. and fi-o, with clanking scab

bards, and brandished scythe-blades, twin thunderbolt3 of war.
" Forrard mai-ch !" roared Slorky. With the yell of demons,

his fierce followers advanced to the onset, firing their blank cart-

ridges with desperate valor.

Equally alert were Major Poasely and his followers.

" Their ewords were a thousand, their bosoms were one."

Their faces begrimmed with powder, their eyes gleaming with

ferocity, they descended to the plain—an avalanche of heroes.

The soul of Headly would have swelled within him had he seen

them.

For more than one hour that deadly consumption of blank

earta-idgcs endured, and then Peaseley and his troops retired in

good order.

" Boys," said the major, " old Slorky wants us to gin out

—

send a flag of truce— a white pocket handkerchief on a bean-pole

—and propose to surrender. But it goes agin my grit for Hard-
scrabble to cave in to Dogtown, when we could knock the hind-

sights off 'em, if we was only a mind to."

" Hurray for the major!" responded the Hardscrabblers.

"I've got a grudge agin the kurnil," said the major, " and if

you'll stand by me, I'll take it out of 'em. What say V
" Agreed !" was the spontaneous response.

While Slorky was waiting for the covenanted flag of truce, he

saw the hated Peaseley in his stin-ups, and heard his stentorian

voice roar out the word, ** charge !"

A deafening shout answered his appeal. In an instant Hard-
scrabble and its allies were down on Dogtown and its defenders.

The latter stood for a moment, but Peaseley knocked the major
oflT his horse, the surgeon had his nose pulled, the Dogtown
Blues justified their name by tlieir looks, and seized with a sudden
panic fled— fled ingloriouslyfrom their native training field. The
audacious outrage was consummated—history was violated—and
General Washington was beaten by Cornwallis.

Dire were the threats against Peaseley, uttered by the colonel, as

he was carried home on a shutter—nothing short of a court-mar-

tial was his slightest menace. But no court-martial ever took

place. The military pride and glory of Dogtown were wounded
to the quick ; the force of popular opinion compelled Slorky to

resign, and to consummate his chagrin, his treacherous riv.al was
chosen colonel of the regiment. So unstable are human honors

—so ungrateful are republics !

[Written for Gleaoon'e Pictorial.]

FAME, PLEASURE AND LOTE.

BT AEaT M. HEMENWA7.

O, fame is bright and glorious,

It dazzles mortal eyes
;

And e<iger thousands seek to ivin

The high and glittering prize.

And pleasure wears a magic wreath,

So gaily trips along,

That many follow iu her train,

Lured by her witching song.

But love beneath the rose-tree sits,

And sings so soft and sweet,

That far more charmed, her votaries lay

Their otTerings at her feet.

—4^a^-o.-V-

MAGPJETJZIKG A HORSE.
A friend re'entioned to us, a few days since, a little scene which

occurred in a riding-school in this city, wliich may interest tliose
of our reader; 1 who admire petticiat equestrianism. Chancing
to call at this fashionable place of exercise, for his wife, who was
one of the da ily scholars, this gentleman found tlie admired
equestrian, Ca roline Lojo, waiting for the expiration of school-
hours to use til ? arena for a four-footed rehearsal. In the stable
adjoining, then chanced to be a very remarkable blood horse, for
whom five thot .sand dollars had once been paid, but who had
delijated the pui -pose of his purchaser by proving utterly uncon-
trolable. Thoi igh by his build he promised to beat everything
on the turf, no j ockey could be found to subdue him. Conver-
sation happening • to turn upon this fine animal, the fair Amazoni-
an offered to try 'rim in the ring. AVaroed that he would bear
nothing on his bi ^cfc, she persisted in having him saddled, and
had mounted bin v before his astonished groom could collect his
senses. With a prance or two, the superb animal took to the
course, and in a n linutc or more Mademoiselle Loyo was riding
with loose rein, eh anging the pace of the horse at will, convers-
ing with perfect ea <e, and controling hjin as if he had been for
months under her habitual training. She rode him for five or
ten minutes, and then brought him to a stand-still and quietly
dismounted ; but, :though lie had apparently been exercising very
slightly under his t lir and careless rider, the perspiration streamed
from him, and he ti ombled from head to foot. The persons who
knew the animal, aj id saw the performance, considet ed it a most
aiiaivountahle and astonishing e.'cereipe of equestrian power.

—

J^ew \ork llom^ Joirrnal.

aUACKS.
Out, ye imf ostorfi '.

Quack-sa h jng. cheating mounteh ^nkB—yonr skill

Is to maJ.e sound men sick, and sk k meii kill.

[Written for Oleamn's Cletorlul.]

CHI LDIIOOB'8 HOME.

ill riKI.r.Y J0tl»80N.

The world Iuls jilouKures rich and rare,

Beneath Ood'H lofty dome;
But there are none which can compare

\Vith childhood's happy homo.

M'c envy not the rich or great,

Nor at our lot repine

;

For joys wiiich childhood brings to Ufl,

Are lasting and divine.

Though we may from the cup of fanio.

Drink an Inspiring draught

;

Though wo may from ambition's BtreamB,

Its earthly pleasures quaff;

Yet will tho memory of our youth,

IVtiorever we rnay roam,

Still cling to us, and w.'ift us hack

To happy cIiIIdliood'B home.

Then as years (ly on time's swift wIngB,

0, let not be forgot

The bliss secure, which we enjoyed

In childhood's humble lot.

And whether 'tts our fate to rest,

Or onward still to roam,

May memory often bring to us,

Our childhood's happy home.

THINGS.
Sir Philip Francis once waited upon Burke, by appointment,

to read over to him some papers respecting Mr. Hastings's delin-

quencies. He called on Mr. Burke, in his way to the house of a
friend, with whom he was engaged to dine. He found him in

his garden, holding a grasshopper :
" Wh.at a beautiful animal

is this !" said Mr. Burke; "observe its structure; its legs, its

wings, its eyes." " How can you," said Sir Philip, " lose your
time in admiring such an animal, when you have so many objects

of moment to attend to 7" " Yet Socrates," said Mr. Burke,
" according to the exhibition of him in Aristophanes, attended

to a much less animal ; he actually measured the proportion

which its size bore to the space it passed over in its skin. I think

the skin of a grasshopper does not exceed its length
; let us see."

" My dear friend," said Sir Philip, " I am in a great hurry ; let

us walk in, and let me read my papers to you." Into the house

they walked ; Sir Philip began to read, and Mr. Burke appeared

to listen. At length Sir Philip having misplaced a paper, a

pause ensued—" I think," said Mr. Burke, " that naturalists are

now agreed, that locuata, not cicada, is the Latin word for grass-

hopper. What 's your opinion. Sir Philip 1" " My opinion,"

answered Sir Philip, packing up his papers and preparing to

move ofl', " is, that till the grasshopper is out of your head, it

will be almost useless for me to talk to you of the concerns of

India."

—

Butler's Reminiscences.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE SNOW 1VREATHS ON THE GREEN.

BY H. E. QAHDNEE.

'T was April, and the emerald blades had started from the earth,

And quiet flowers were blooming there in innocence and mirth
;

When from a sheltered lattice a lovely sight was seen.

Borne on the north wind's stormy wing, came snow wreaths on the green.

I've looked upon the rivulets congealed by -winter's breath,

"When robed in spotless purity in memory of death
;

And when upon their marbled lips I've seen the sunbeams shine,

Methought our earth were Paradise, a region half divine.

The purifying spirit fair, that mates the gloom of night,

Like a stupendous edifice illumed with radiant Ught,

'
Is sweet to the obseiver, but never have I seen

Such strangely blended beauty, as snow wreaths on the green.

.lENKY LIND.

In the Mobile Tribune there is a beautiful critique on the

Swedish songstress, by the gifted Madame La Yert, of that city,

formerly the intellectual and fascinating Idle, Octavia VJalton.

She writes of Jenny Lind :

—

Her Italian music is rendered with science and the artistic skill

of a perfect musician. Vl'onder is excited at the remarkable

power of her clarion-like voice; tho tones are delightful but they

do not warm the heart. Like the aurora borealis of northern

climes, it is exquisite in its, beauty, but it is cold as moonlight

upon the snow. Hence, in Italian muse, I would not style her

the " Qrieen of Song," but in melodies of her native land, in the

wild music of Germany, she is pre-eminent, and reaches heights

unattainable bv .vny 'but herself In the uniqueness—in the

sparkling brightness'of her own music, there is a perfection which

no osber^vocalist has approached. It is irresistibly charming. A
pure and gentle feeling possesses the heart as you listen. The
tones of her voice come upon the senses like the falling of the

raindrops—like the moonlight of summer—lilce the breeze from

southern seas. Her mnsie "never awakens passionate emotion in

the soul, or induces the "pulse's wild play." Its influence is

soothing and refined.

AUTHORS.
An author '. 't is a vener,ahle name

!

How few deserve it, and what numbers claim !

tTnble.^sed with sense above their peers re&j^d.

Who shall stand up dictators to maukindW
Nay, wlio dare shine, if not in virtue s cause?

'Xhe sole proprietor ofjust applause.— ymnig.

CHARACTER.
Those who listened to Lord Chatham felt that there was some-

thing finer in the ipan than anvthing which he said. Sir Philip

aidney, the Earl of Essex, Sir'Walter Raleigh, are men of great

figure, and few deeds. We cannot find the smallest part of the

personal weight of Washington in the narrative of his exploits.

The authority of the name of Schiller is too great for his books.

The inequality of the reputation to tfic works or the anecdotes is

not accounted for by saving that the tevcrberation is longer than

the thunderclap ; but somewhat resided in these men which begot

an expectation that outran tbcir performance. The largest part

of their power was latent. That is what we call Character—

a

leserved force which acts dircctlv upon cotemporary observers by

presence and without means.—iimerso/i.
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CIG.4JI SMOKING.

A person who smokes three times a dtij, with, us, is thouglit to

use tohacco most immoderately, and yet in comparison with

other people and comitnes, we scarcely use the weed at all. In

Havana, for instance, smoking is carried to the greatest extreme.

The men of all classes, smoke, and smoke everywhere ; in the

houses, in the streets, in the theatres, in the cafes, in the counting-

room—eating, drinking, and truly, it would seem sleeping—they

smoke, smoke, smoke. It would not be odd if strangers should

scent Havana far out to sea. !No true Habanero ever moves a

foot without his portable armory of cigars, as indispensable to

him, as is his quiver to the wild Indian. He may get along

comfortably without bis coat, hat, or neckcloth, but without his

cigars, he could neither walk, talk, nor even t^nk. The first

thing that follows the salutation of a friendly meeting, no matter

where, is to pull out their pacquets, and light the sociable weed.

It gives life to a Habanero ; he opens his mouth and heart at the

same time, and fills up the gaps of conversation. Some one has

said that a cigar should he the national emblem of Cuba !

PAINTING THE FACE.

Painting the face is as common among the elite aristocracy of

Europe as with the Aborigines of New Zealand, Australia, or

America, and with the same intent. Many gentlemen " paint
;"

even officers in the army. The practice is not, therefore, con-

fined' to the female portion of the community, as some persons

imagine. Although red (rouge) is now the favorite color, blue

was the fashionable tint a few centuries ago. Pliny said that all

the Britons stained themselves with woad, which made their skins

of a blue color. The ladies of Japan paint the face white and

red, the lips purple, with a golden glow; the teeth of a married

lady are blackened, and the eyebrows extirpated. The quantity

of red and white paint, under the name of rouge and pearl white,

manufactured in Paris, amounts to thousands of pounds yearly.

A GOLD LOTTERY.

The French government has permitted a "gold lottery" in

Paris, for the purpose of remunerating the Gardes Mobiles, who

so bravely defended Paris during the three days' insurrection.

The price of each ticket was one franc; the prize was 400,000

francs, or $16,000. The prize was solid gold, and was displayed

in a large pair of scales, and. guarded by a number of sergens de

ville. Immense crowds attended this lottery.

"Wonderful.—The London correspondent of the National In-

telligencer says that, by a well-arranged plan, the census of the

population, etc., of Great Britain was taken, by returns made to

the proper authorities on the Istinst.,

—

the whole business being done

in tliat single day !

To THE Girls.—PUrt^ition, whether seriously or lightly con-

sidered, is injurious to a woman, as well as exceedingly unbe-

coming in her. It is a broad, unblushing confession, which the

individual makes of herdesire to attract the notice of men. Avoid

it, then, altogether.

Gieason's Pictorial and Dbawikg-Ro'om Companion. — We have alluded
several times in eommendiitory tRrms to this beautiful pictoriiil, but we feel

ive cannot say too mucli in its praise. The form having been changed it is

more convenient for binding, and we can scarcely imagine a mora interesting
and instnictive volume than a series of this journal wiU present. The literary

ai-ticles are from the pens of F. A, Durivai^e, F. CHnton UarringtOQ} and other
talented contributors to our most popular periodicals.

The great success which has attended Mr. Gleasou's -enterprise will doubt-
lees stimulate him to go on improving.—iV. Y. Evening Minor.

—<—«-«!—>-

SoMMART.—"A missionary to Africa," writing of one of the

savage tribes of the interior, says " when the king wishes to send

word to his deceased relatives, he tells the message to a man, and

then, cuts the messenger's head ofi^."

Characteeistic.—Lorenzo Dow once said of a grasping,

avaricious farmer, that if he had the whole world inclosed in a
single field, he would not be content without a patch of ground on
the outside for potatoes.

4—A-^o*—*

Theatrical.—IMi-s. Anna Cora Mowatt has been performing

at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and on the occasion of her benefit the

theatre was so densely crowded that money had to be refused.

Glbason's Pictorial Drawing-Room Gosipanion.—This splendid paper, in
the new form of sixtteu pages, is decidedly the richest of the pictoiial pi-riodi-
cals in the United States, and we do not think it can be surpassed in any
coxratxy,—Providence Mirror.

Neav Granite Block.—The buildings running from 38 Corn-
hill, corner of Franklin avenue, to 58, inclusive, are to be pulled
down, and a block of granite buildings erected on the site.

Musical.—M'dlle Parodi, now at New Orleans, has refused
the six months' engagement at Havana offered her by the great
empresario Marti, for $50,000.

A Pact.—Too rigid a philosophy makes few sages ; too strict

a policy forms few good subjects ; too austere a code of religion
retains few persons any long time within its rules.

ErCH Enough.—The Montreal Courier says that three Roman
Catholic institutions in Lower Canada possess a total income
larger than the whole provincial revenue.

Gleason's Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion is decidedly the richest
work of literature and art to be fouad in our country at the present day.
Ckcnango Ncivs.

« —*— >

AppoiNTiiENT,—A son of Hiram Powe-s, the sculptor, was
among the cadets at large recently appointed at West Point.

Ula^stk (Satljering^j.

The census of Oregon City has been taken—population 1,010.

A woman has been committed to Ipswich jail for burning her
child alive.

A foundling was left at a house in High street, Charlestown, on
Friday evening.

At Milan, 0-, two men, Hill and Taylor, traded wives. Taylor
received two children to boot.

A slave has been sentenced to be hanged at Anderson, S-C, for

attempting to murder his master.

Ike says that although he never saw an India-ruhber bird, hehas
seen a pigeon that was a gutter-percher.

The State of Pennsylvania has appropriated $32,000 for a com-
pletion of a geological survey of the state.

Cherub is a Hebrew word, signifying knowledge. Seraph is

likewise from the Hebrew, and means a flame.

Vermont has made, this spring, only half the usual quantity of
maple sugar. The sap probably did not run.

The beautiful estate of J. B. Nichols, at Proi-idence, R. I., is

sold to the Catholic Sisters of Charity, for $10,000.

A man has been sentenced to imprisonment at Brooklyn, for

stealing tools from the work-shop o^ the penitentiari/.

It is computed that between three and four millions of barrels

of water pass over the Palls of Niagara every minute.

Porty-three persons were killed by railroads in Massachusetts,
during the year 1850, and thirty-four severely injm'ed.

Do not neglect musical talents, if you have any, for they are a
great source of pleasure both to one's self and to society.

Mr. Nathaniel Hayford, aged 96 years, died at Tamworth, N.
H., on the 35th ult. He was at the battle of Bunker Hitl.

Milton street—formerly Grub street—was a place celebrated in

Dr. Johnson's time as the principal abode of poor authors.

Charles M. Ottinger, a clerk in the Philadelphia Post Office,

has been arrested for robbing the letters of the Vicksburg mail.

In January, February and March last, 38,930 imigrants arrived

in New York, city, an increase of 1 7,010 over the same months last

year.

A new Episcopal church has been established in Portland, Me.,
with the title of St. Luke's Church, with Bishop Southgate as
Eector.

The Charge d'Affaires of Prussia or Lisbon, has transmitted to

Ireland $90,000, to be laid out in the purchase of incumbered
estates.

James Farrar, 2d officer of brig Cleveland, at Philadelphiafrom
Trinidad fell from aloft 11th ult., and was killed; he was the
captain's brother.

Another printing press has been invented by Thomas H. Dodge,
of Nashua. It is designed, to use rolls of paper instead of sheets,

says the "Oasis."

Lewis Gleason and Edwin Buxton each had a hand shattered
while firing a salute at South Reading in honor of Sumner's
election. Mr. Fox was also injured.

The rarest and costliest furs are those of the Black and Silver
Fox, and the Sea Otter. They are considered as a princely orna-
ment in the North, and mostly used by gentlemen.

jTorcigu ilKsallang.

A chain of hills, abounding in iron ore, has been discovered in
Liberia.

An atheistical work has been published in London by Harriet
Martineau.

Greece had in 1850, 5,046 commercial sea vessels, employing
30,000 sailors.

Two thousand police officers are to be employed in and around
the Crystal Palace.

Lady Franklin, worn out with " hope deferred," is at length
seriously indisposed.

The King of Sweden has conferred on Ole Bull, the violinist,

the order of Vasa, enriched with diamonds.

The Egyptians are beginning to destroy the pyramids and
ancient tombs, for the sake of building materials.

The Swiss journals are filled with details of the numerous ava-
lanches occasioned by the mildness of the winter.

Among the novelties sent from Livei-pool to the London exhi-
bition, is an elegant drawn bonnet, made from gutta pcrcha.

Frederick William, of Prussia, has just presented his bust in
marble, sculptured by the celebrated M. Rauch, to Meyerbeer.

The Spanish government has suppressed the post of ambas-
sador, though in extraordinary cases it may name envoys of that
grade.

Lord Stanley has issued a manifesto, announcing distinctly, that
if called to office, he will reverse the whole free trade policy of
Peel.' ^ ^

Lady Bulwer Lytton has published a new novel, founded on
events in real life, called '' Mariam Sedley, or the Tares and the
Wheat."

England is now engaged upon her fifth Caffrarian war, all

within thirty years. The third and foui'th cost ?12,50O,000, and
5,500 men.

Late accounts from the Cape of Good Hope state that the
British forces had obtained a decisive victory over the Kaffirs at

Kal River.

In the French legislative assembly, Mr. Eugene Sue has been
elected President of the second committee by 21 votes, against 17
for the Due de Broglie.

In Madrid, the other day, Senor Martinez de la Rosa, the poet-
minister, was solemnly invested by the queen with the august
Order of the Golden Fleece.

An insurrection, headed by the Duke of Saldana, had broken
out in Cimpra—insurgents 5000' strong. The king had taken
command of the royal ti-oops.

During the year 1850, four hundred and seventy-seven miles of
of new railroad were opened in England, one hundred and four in

Scotland, and forty-four in Ireland.

Lancashire (Eng.) contains 113 Roman Catholic chapels and
churches, being 52 more than Yorkshire, and considerably more
than any other county in tiie kingdom.

An extraordinary mortality from whooping cough formerly was
common in the South Sea Islands. Its inien-iiy has, however,
been materially modified by vaccination, whicL was also the case
in Sou:h America.

Saubs of ©ol&.

An even mind is never a prejudiced one.

He who gives only fair words feeds you with an empty

the revenge of a coward, and dissimulation his

spoon.

Slander
defence.

Everywhere endeavor to be useful, and everywhere you are
at home.

Troubles are like dogs, the smaller they are the more they
annoy you.

Almost all absurdity of conduct arises from the imitation
of those whom we cannot resemble.

... .Talents, merit, beauty, rank, fortune, ai-e responsibilities
suflicient, without adding to them ostentation.

.... Be not ashamed of thy virtues ; honor 's a good brooch to
frear in a man's hat at all tlmQs.^Ben Jonson.

. .
.
.When marriage is founded on prudence andhonor, life has

a definite object, and existence becomes a substantial blessing.

... .Nothing can be more foolish than an idea which some
parents have that it is not respectable to set their children to
work.

The loss of a friend is like that of a limb. Time may
heal the anguish of the wound, but the loss cannot be repaired.

—

Southeg.

Good temper is like a sunny day ; it sheds a brightness over
everything. It is the sweetener of toil, and the soo'ther of dis-
quietude. A preserved temper is a good preserver.

<^a»<MS~-^

loktx's ®Uo.

Lawyers in good practice are eternally comiwg.

Fights in grog-shops are now called spiritual knockings.

A burden that one chooses is not felt, unless he carries it too
fur.

Qupstion.—Can a musician execute a piece of music before he
gets the hang of it ?

The man that was seriously injured by a sudden biu-st of elo-
quence is likely to recover.

What is a sure preventive to the hair turning gray ? Tomake
up your mind to dye [die.)

Why does a sculptor die a harder death than other men 1 Be-
cause he makes faces and busts.

Why is a narrative of the death of Socrates like the upper room
of a house 1 It is an Attic story.

To discover how many idle men there are in a place, all that's
necessary is to set two dogs a fighting.

The next queption before the Spike Societywill be the difference
between a nigger's stealing, and stealing a nigger. *

" Is your watch a lever, Sam %" " Lever ! yes, I have to leave
her at the watch-maker's once a week for repairs.'^

"Gentlemen of the jury, have you agreed? What is your
verdictV " We find the prisoner no t guilty, if he willleave town !"

Mi-s. Partington says it is a curious provision of nature that bens
never lay when eggs are dear, and always begin when they are
cheap,

GLEASON'S PICTOEIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d.

"We have volumes 1st, 2d, and 3(1, of thfi Pictorui, Dka-wtng-TIooivi
CoJiPAKioN elegantly bound in rloth, "with gilt edges and back, and illuniiitpd

sides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Todk and Five Huj;dred Pages, and containing nearly
Oke Thodsand EKCRA^nKGS of Men. Manners, and current Events all over the
world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Tillages; of Pageants at home and abroad; of fine Maritime-Views

; and, ia
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects : with an
Illujiined Title-page and Ikdex of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American,
authors, with a current News Kecord of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegaut volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both ia regard to reading matter and illustrations.

i-or sale at the Pubhcation Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Onion, for Tkree Dollars per volume.

THE~TiZ(ro¥l)iiii"TfNY()¥^
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AA'D KEFIXEO

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prope and poetic gem.c and on*;;!-

nal prize tales, writt(;n expressly for this papur, ;ind at a very gi'ent cost. Tn
poli'tics, and oa all .sectiirian questions, ic is strictly neutral, Xothing of an
immoral nature ftill ever be admitted into its columns ; therefore mailing it

emphatically,

A PAPER POS THE MLIIO^,
A^TD A TTELCOME TISITOK TO THE II03IE CIRCLE.

It is generally acknowledsed that the Fl-vc is now the h^a'Un.^ weehhj pa-
per in the Unitrd States, and its literary contents are allowed, by the best

judges, to be nj]surpas?ed.

It contiiins the foreign and domestic news of the da-^, fo conden.«r?d as to

enable us to give the greatest po.ssib!e amount of iateliigor.ee. Xo jjHyertise-

ments are ailmitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction andamusementof the general reader. An unrivalled corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, or money produce.

Lacking neither the means nor the will, we c^n lay before our hundreds of

thousands of readers an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in

the Union.

TEEITS TO SirBSCaiEERS.
1 subscriber, one year, $2 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 '• " 6 00

8 " " 11 00

16 " " 20 00

One copy of the Flag of our U^^o^', and one copy of the Pictorial Dkaw-
iNG-liOOM CoMPA^^O^, one year, for S4 00.

[[^ Invariably in advance.

Subscribers or postmasters are requested to act as agents, ayd form clubs, on
the above terms.

[T?- AH orders skouUl be addressed. POST PAin, to the Pcelisheh op the Plag
OF OUR UXION.

*^* 77(1= Flag can be obtained at any of the newspaper depots in the United

States, and of newspaper carriers, at four cexts per single copy.

F . GLEASON,
PUDLISHEB AKD PBOPIirETOR, EoBTOK, MASS.
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CAMBRIDGE mUDGE.
PcrsonH familiar with

this locality will at oni'o

rectognize this very truth-

ful and excellent picture.

In the foreground wo
have a view of the New
Jail, while back of it is

the MawsachuBCtts Medi-
cal College, about which
80 much painful interest

was lately thrown. The
McLean Hospital forms
a prominent and Htriking

feature in this delightful

scene. This bridge is a
fine place for the resort

of modern Izaak Wal-
tons, and fish of many
kinds are caught abund-
antly, while It forms one
of the most populous
thoroughfares from the

city. The ground on.

which theNew Jail standa

is made hmd, the tide

waters of Charles Kiver
having flowed over tho

very spot but a short

time since; and, indeed,

the present junction of

the bridge with Cam-
bridge Street is some
forty rods nearer the

chnnnel than was tho

case a few years ago.

Thus is Boston yearly

increasing its limits, and
at this very time is nearly

one half built upon land
which has thus been re-

claimed from the water.

This is one of a series of

Boston scenes and locali-

ties, which we shall con-

tinue to give from week
to week, our artists hav-

ing been engaged for

some considerable time
in sketching various ob-

jects of interest in and
about the city. We in-

tend that our pages shall

be a faithful transcript and record of all the notable scenes and
edifices of public interest among us, and shall from lime to time
furnish such illustrations as will both gratify and instruct our
readers, as well as bring to the notice of people abroad, a sort of
daguerreotype view of the many belongings of this metropolis of
New England.

of a hundred miles, to

the company's depot at

Port Kichmond. The
scenery at this point is

grand and beautiful in

the extreme, and is often

the resort of the artist,

who delights to skefch

Ihc familiar spots where
hillside and running wa>
ter add to the attractiona

of the scene. The Head-
ing Railroad, it will bo
remembered, has long
been a stock in which to

gain or lose a fortune,
and has been the football

of New York brokers for

a series ofyears. Doubt-
less the road itself is of
sterling value, and must
be so as long as coal is

necessarily rcfiuired, and
comes to our markets
over its rails.

COCHIN CHINA WOMEN.
In Cochin China, as in all countries where civilization has

made but little progress, the women a^ doomed to the most
laborious occupations. A traveller in that country says the wo-
men may be seen standing from morning to night, in the midst
of pools of water up to the knees, occupied in transplanting rice.

They undertake the labor of tillage, and the various employ-
ments of agriculture—while those who live in seaports, besides the

management of their domestic concerns, undertake the superin-

tendence of the various branches of commerce. They even assist

in constructing and repairing the cottages—they conduct the
manufactures—they ply the boats in the rivers and in the har-

bors, and carry the articles of produce to market. But nothing
can be a stronger proof of the degradation of the female charac-
ter, than tho expression in that country, that " a woman has
nine lives, and bears a great deal of killing."

—

Boston Journal.

VIEW FROM CAMBRIDGE BRIDGE, FOOT OF CAMBRIDGE STREET, BOSTON.

REABING RAILROAD BRIDGE.
This scene was taken by our artist, at the Falls of the Schuyl-

kill. The coal trade on the Schuylkill commenced about thirty

years ago, and for twenty years, coal was carried from that region

to the Philadelphia market exclusively by a chartered company,
under the name of the Schuylkill Navigation Company, via a
canal constructed by said company. About thirteen years since,

the Philadelphia and Reading Railroad Company was completed,

and entered into competition for the carrying trade. The total

receipts on the road for the year ending November 30t,h, 1850,

were $2,363,988 50. The above engraving represents the com-
pany's bridge at the Falls of the Schuylkill, about five miles

north of Philadelphia. It is a correct drawing, the view looking

down the river, embracing a portion of the tow-path of the Navi-
gation Company, etc., with a glimpse of the wooded promontory
below the Laurel Hill Cemetery. The little steamer in the fore-

ground is one of the three propellers that ply to and fro from
Fairmount to Manayunk, crowded in summer with passengers,

enjoying the freshness and beauty of scenery which delights the

eye on both sides of the romantic and winding river, Schuylkill.

It will be perceived that there are fifty-six cars to the train pass-

ing over the bridge. It is not unfrequently the case that a train

of over one hundred descends from the coal regions, a distance

THE DRAGON FLY.
The dragon-fly will live

for days without its head

;

and if, instead of its head,

the abdomen be taken
away, it seems to feel no
mateiial injury. It is of
a most voracious nature,

and has been known to

feed under the following

peculiar circumstances :

A gentleman being en-
gaged in collecting in-

sects, caught a specimen
of the common dragon-
fly, which he fastened

down to his collecting-

box with large pin
thrust through its thorax,

when, to his astonish-

ment, he observed the
dragon-fly hold in its for-

ceps a fly, which was still

struggling for liberty.

—

This it soon devoured
without any signs of pain,
seeming wholly uncon-

scious of its own unpleasant situation, being still secured by the

pin before named to a piece of cork. When the fly was devoured,

the insect began to flutter, and made several attempts to regain

its liberty. The gentleman, greatly surprised at this incident and
willing to improve the experiment still further, caught another

fly, which he offered to it. This was eagerly seized and devoured
with greediness, and when its meal was finished, it began to flut-

ter as before. It certainly is not derogating from the benevolence
of the works of Providence to conceive it probable that it has,

with infinite wisdom, withheld from some of the lower classes of

animals that degree of sensation so abundantly dispensed to

others filling the higher ranks of creation, as, from the habits

necessarily entailed upon them, they are more likely to encounter
accidents that tend to mutilate than other individuals of higher

powers of sensation.

—

Thompson's Passion for Animals.

MAN'S RIGHT.
Surely, as much food as a man can buy, with as much wages

as a man can get, for as much work as a man can do, is not more
than the natural, inalienable birthright of every man whom God
has created with strength to labor and with hands to work in this

working-day world.

—

Mrs. Sonierville.

PHILADELPHIA AND BEADING RAILROAD BRIDGE, NEAR THE FALLS OF THE SCHUYLKILL.
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BURNET HOUSE, CINCINNATI.

This superb hotel, of the queen city of the West, is one of the

most extensive and elegant affairs of the kind in this country.

The location is central, being on the north-west corner of Third

and Vine Streets, overlooking all the lower pai-t of the city, and

from its upper windows a commanding view may be had of the

Ohio River and the blue hills of Kentucky. The house was built

by a company of Cincinnati gentlemen ; and in honor to Judge

Burnet, who was the most liberal contributor, it is designated by

his name, as a remembrancer, to hand it down to posterity', as a

promoter of taste and progress. The lot, buildings, fixtures and

furniture cost reiy nearly 3300,000, and much economy must have

been used in the expenditure of money, to have made it cost so

little. The building, including the terrace, is 212 feet on Third

Street, and 209 feet deep. In all, there are six stories, including

the basement, and a half story, made between the great dining-

halls, which are of double height, and the whole is crowned with

a dome 42 feet m diameter, which is 100 feet above the basement

floor. The observatory commands the best view in the city, be-

ing 140 feet above the level of the street. The entire house con-

tains 342 rooms, all of which are well ventilated, there being not a

dark nor inaccessible room in the whole edifice. This magnificent

hotel is under the proprietorship and management of Messrs.

Coleman & Riley. The Burnet House was commenced by laying

the foundation stone, in July, 1849, and was completed in about

18 months. This maybe considered a master feat of architectural

and mechanical execution. We cannot find room to go into a

particular and minute description of the house, but suffice it to

say, that it is surpassed by no other hotel in the United States,

either in the magnitude of its belongings, or the superior ex-

cellence of each department. The State of Ohio and the markets

of Cincinnati are proverbial for their abundance, and the Burnet

House is just the place to "take mine ease in mine inn."

^=t^^
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A SPLENDID ORIGINAL NOVELETTE.
Entered according to Act of CoTigrcss, in tliu year 18r>l, Ijy F. Glhason, in the Clerk's Office of

tlio District Court of MtissachiisGtts,

[wniTTEN EXPRESSLY IfOIl 0I,EA60n'S I'IOTOKIAL.]

THE
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CRUISER OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.

li gfOET Of rm mMM rmm.

BY F. CLINTON BAEEINGTON.

[OONTINUliU.]

CHAPTER IX.

A TXIRILLING SCENE.

Judging from the captain's reception on board

his ship, Guilford entertained the highest no-

tions of his authority and popularity. Tlie scene

which the long, warlike decks presented to his

eyes, lighted up by rows of battle lanterns, was

novel and stirring to the blood. Throe hundred

men were arranged in orderly ranks to v/elcome

their returned chief, and the red glare of the lan-

terns fjilling upon their features, lent to their

countenances and picturesque costumes a ro-

mantic character that did not fail to impress the

lively imagination of young Guilford. There

were at least a dozen oliicers also assembled on
the quarter deck, some of them men with gray

beards, others young and ardent. They were

each and all handsomely attired in gold-laccd

coats and rich chapeaux with plumes. The
whole appearance of the ship, with its^ tiers of

cannon, its crowds of fighting men, armed with

long pistolets and cutlasses, and its chivalrous

looking group of officers, who all seemed gentle-

men born, struck Guilford in the most favorable

manner.

While he was casting his eyes aboutwn, and
filling them with the new scenes thus suddenly

opened before him, the captain, who was plainly

dressed, and in travel worn costume, placed his

hand on his shoulder and said to his officers :

"Messieurs, to this young fisherman I owe
my life. I was hotly pursued to the coast by a

score of Cromwell's hounds, and this young man
shot down the leading ti'ooper and got me safely

off in his boat. This is enough for me to say to

place him on the proper footing with you all."

At this, several of the officers advanced and
shook Guilford by the band, and especially the

young men were enthusiastic in their congratu-

lations. Guilford's feelings may be guessed at,

but hardly described. His heart bounded with

joy, for he felt that through this fair reception

might be opened a way for his advancement.
The captain now descended, or rather walked

aft into his state-cabin, which was an elaborately

carved house, built over the stern of the after

twenty feet of the deck ; for, like the ships of
that period, the stern rose very loftily, so that a
person standing upon the top of the poop, had
his head very nearly on a level with the mizen
top.

At the invitation of the captain, Guilford fol-

lowed him into the first apartment—for there
was a room ivithin a room. Before the door of
the farthest state-room stood a sentry.

" What, how is this "!" he asked of his first

lieutenant, seeing the soldier.

" My lord, here are the written reports of all

that has transpired since we landed you three

weeks ago, at Hastings, to go to London," said

that officer, handing him a book. "You will

find in it that last night we brought to a yacht,
and have detained the parties, one of whom is a
lady, and at the present time occupies the inner
state-room."

"Yes, yes, Edward said something to me
about it," answered the captain ; " but as I am
now on board, there can be no harm in letting

them depart. Where is the yacht ?"

" It is alongside, my lord,"

" How many persons did it contain 1"

" Seven. A gentleman and young lady, one
pasFenger, and a creiv of four men."

" filing the gentleman before me."

"My lord, shall I leave?" asked Guilford,

who saw that this was to be a piivate interview.

"No; remain whore you are, my fiiend. I

want to talk with you by-and-by."

The next moment the lieutenant returned,

conducting Lord Kudolph Vane into the state-

cabin. His face was pale, and his eye had a

tremulous light of fear in it. Guilford instantly

recognized him, but not caring to be recognized

in return, he withdrew into the shadow of one

of the gilded columns that supported the deck

overhead. But the eyes of Lord Rudolph were

fixed only on the dark, noble, commanding face

and form of the captain.

"I am sorry, sir, that my officer, in my ab-

sence, was under the necessity of detaining you.

You are at liberty to depart at any moment
May I know whom I have the honor of enter-

taiaing as my guest?"

" Lord Rudolph "Vane, of Castle Vane," an-

swered the young man, haughtily; for, finding

that no danger was to be apprehended, his na-

tive insolence and audiicity returned.

" Ah, my lord, indeed ! I have heard of you,"
said the captain, with a darkening brow; "and
what I have heard gives your honor not over

much credit."

"Do you insult me, sir 1" demanded Rudolph,
fiercely,

" Be calm, my lord. Your ii-e here will do
you no good. You are in my hands, and if you
knew who I am, you would expect the next
moment to hear me give the order to have you
hanged at my fore-yard-arm."

Lord Rudolph shuddered. His face became
as pale as m.urble.

" Who—who are you ? What have you against

me? You dare not harm me."
" No man dares me, Lord Vane. Last night,

without knowing who you were, my officer in

charge, seeing you hover about the ship like a
spy, as no doubt you were, captured you. My
first order, before hearing your name, was for

your release, for anything you can now report
on land can do us no harm ; for ere twelve hours
we shall be sailing many leagues from here.

But since 1 learn who you are, I wish to show
you that I am too far above you to crush such a
reptile. Deeply as you have wronged me—base
as you are— recreant as you have proved to your
oath as a noble, you are too far beneath my
contempt to come within the notice of my ven-
geance."

" Who are you ?" demanded Rudolph, with
his eyes red with rage and alarm.

"I am the Earl of Villicrs," answered the
captain, in a voice of thunder.

Instantly Lord Rudolph sunk upon his knees,
like a man who has been smitten down by some
irresistible stroke.

"Well may you tremble, caititif! Ay, I am
that nobleman—that friend of the king, who, by
your treachery, was brought to the scafl'old, and
lost my right hand ! Look ye ?" and the cap-
tain held up before the eyes of the toirorvstricken

young lord, the stump of his wrist. " Under
mask of courting my daughter. Lady Jane, you
woimed yourself into a loyal noble's house, crept
like a serpent intp the sacred circle of my do-
mestic hearth, crouched like a toad in the corner
of my library and council rooms till you learned
that I was leader of a conspiracy to bring drom-
well's head to the block. Then, charged with
the news, thou didst mock my daughter's love

and leave her, and pour into tho protector's car

all Ihy treacherous intclligcnco. For this thou

wcrt rewarded with ray fair estate aa tho hire for

Ihy villany, and I and mine exchanged our
sweet homo for a prison. But thanks to thy

sister, who, when she hoard all th.at thou liadst

done, and for lovo of my daughter, with whom
she studied her books at common tutelage, my
hand and not my head satisfied the usurper, and
I, with my child, was exiled beyond sea. Well
mayost thou crouch ami moan. There is no
man on the round earth into whose hands you
.should so much fear to fall as into mine."
The wretch remained upon his knees, looking

the very picture of fear and abjectness. Tho
dread of the dcaili which he felt he richly merited

was stamped upon his clammy brow. His lips

moved, as if trying to form words to ask for

mercy, yet no sound came from them, as if ho
felt that all petitions would bo in vain.

" What hast thou to answer for thyself, thou
false and traitorous uoljle ? Shall I not hang
thee?"

"For my sister's sake!" he gasped, as if he
had caught a faint ray of hope.

" Thy sister ! Ah, yes ; for her sake I would
do much, for I owe to her tears and eloquence

with the stern, flinty Cromwell, my head. What
of her?"

" She is here I Let her speak for me."
" By the rood, she may speak for thy life and

gain it; but thou shalt lose thy right hand this

night, as surely as there is justice on earth."
" Mercy 1 mercy—ray lord !"

"Ho there! Lieutenant St. Clair! Call the

men together to execution."

" 0, you are not going to kill me !"

" If thy sister pleads not for thy life, it is not
worth a mavaredi to thee ; but thy right hand
shall be cut ofl'. 1 have sworn it."

With a shriek, the craven noble fell down in

a swoon his full length upon the floor.'

A voice from the inner cabin was now heard

in earnest implorations. Guilford, who had al-

ready divined that Lady Catharine was the

female who had been captured with the yacht,

now recognized the tones, and he darted impul-

'sively towards the door ; but the sentry presented

his cutlass, and held him back. He then ad-

vanced towards the earl, and said with much
excitement:

"It is the Lady Catharine Vane, my lord—it

is Ills sister."

" I will at once speak with her," he answered,

and approached the door, which he unlocked.

The maiden stood before it, with her toilette

considerably dishevelled, her rich hair freely

floating upon her shoulders, and her beauty in-

creased by the excitement of her feelings.

"Lady Catharine Vane, I am not your jailer,

but your debtor," said the earl, courteously.

" Why are we detained prisoners ? What is

this I have overheard about the execution of my
brother?" she asked, earnestly.

"Lord Rudolph is not to be executed if you
ask his life ; but he is nevertheless doomed to a
punishment that no mediation can save him
from. In me, lady, you behold Lord Villiers.

This name is enough to show you what I owe
to yom' generous interposition, and what I owe
to your brother. Here let me thank you, both

for my daughter and for myself, for the life

which you were instrumental in saving from the

block."

" Then spare my brother ! 0, he is already

dead !" she exclaimed, on discovering him upon
the cabin floor, about being raised up and re-

vived by some attendants.

"Nay, it is only a swoon."
" 0, spare his life, my noble lord

!"

" I will do so, for your sake. And he shall

understand that to you alone he owes it."

At this moment, in looking around her, her

eyes fell on Guilford, who was standing near,

reserved and diffident, listening to what was said.

She no sooner beheld him, than she seemed to

forget everything else, everybody about her ; for,

running towards him, she caught him by both

hands, and exclaimed, with the artless delight of

a child which amid strangers suddenly discovers

a familiar fa<:e

;

" You here, Giiilford ? Heaven be praised 1"

The carl, who saw the act, and ooserved the

expression of pure delight and frankness upon
her beautiful face, was not a little surprised;

and when he saw this pleasure rellected from
the handsome features of the young fisherman,

he was not a little perplexed.

" Do not fear. Lady Kate, you are safe, and in

the hands of a noble gentleman," said Guilford,

encouragingly.

" I hope you are not here a prisoner !—that

you are not in any danger?"
" Be assured. Lady Catharine," said the earl,

smiling, " that there is not at this moment a nioro

honored person in this ship than this young
man, who, I am pleased to see, is also known lo

you; to him I owe my life, lie brought me oil'

to my ship in his boat, and without his gallant

aid I should now no longer be alive."

" Thanks—thanks ! I am fo glad you have
been able to serve the earl. Ah, Guilford, my
brother has done him great wrong. But, my
lord, I beseech thee, forgive him."

"I'lead for me, Catharine !" .suddenly called

out the young noble, who had been brought to

his senses. "Plead for mo."
" She has done so successfully, my lord," an-

swered the earl, coldly. " She has gained thy
life for thee."

"But my hand! You will not cut ofl" my
hand ?"

" Were an angel to descend fi-om the blue
skies and ask me to spare thy hand, I would
not do it. It is need and ripe justice that thou
shouldst not go unpunished."

" My lord, mercy for my brother."

"Lady," said the earl, taking the beautiful

maiden by the hand, and leading her gently into

the rear state-room, " do not pain me by com-
pelling me to deny what I cannot grant. Be-
lieve me, this is not vengeance, but duty. It is

justice that Lord Rudolph should be compelled
to suffer what he has been instrumcnial in in-

flicting upon me."
" 0, my lord, leave vengeance to him to whom

it belongeth."

" It is not vengeance. It is punishment. Re-
main here. Do not leave until I return to you,"
he said kindly, but firmly. " But for thy pres-

ence here, I should have hanged him to the
yard-arm

:
not from personal hatred, but because

he is so sleepless a foe to the prince. He even
condescends to play the spy in the channel in
his own person. The lesson he must have. I
ivill retm-n to you in a few moments."

CDARTER X.

LOP.D KCDOLPh's PONIBHIIIEHT.

The Lady Kate sat upon the ottoman where
he had left her with her bands pressed to her
eyes, and her face buiied in the cushions. She
saw that the earl -H-as inexorable ; and although
herbrother had never been otherwise than hos-
tile towards her ever since she had pleaded so
succesffuUy for the Earl of Villiers, yet she
could not forget that he was her brother; and,
a'though he deserved nothing at her hands, yet
she felt that she ought to use all her influence

to free him from the disgraceful maiming to
which he was about to be subjected.

" But I can do no more," she said ; "his fate

is sealed. " I saw by the earl's eye as he left

me. Ah, poor, erring Rudolph; thou canst
blame only thyself! Horrid ! that rolling drum
must be the signal for the execution of the in-

flexible earl's command !"

When the earl rettn-ned from the state-room
where he had left the teaiful maiden, he found
Lord Rudolph, who had recognized Guilford,

and w-ith surprise seen that he was regarded
with favor, pleading with the young fisherman
to intercede for him.

" You are not a prisoner. I know yon can
forgive me, for you are naturally generous, I
have heard my sister say. Speak a word for

me. I cannot endure the loss of my hand! For
my sister's sake, do plead for me !"

" I have no power, my lord," answered Guil-
ford, who could not conceal his contempt for

his cowardly conduct at a time when a truly
brave spirit would meet its fate with proud in-

diiference. But there was nothing truly great
about Lord Rudolph. He could be haughty
and cruel in psssession of power, but in suifer-

ing he showed in its true colors all the weakness
and insignificflnce of his character.

" Will no one intercede for me?" he cried in
despair, seeing Guilford turn away, for he well
knew that if Lady Kate conld not prevail, no
word he could utter would be regarded.

" Is all ready ?" ijuietly demanded the earl of
the oflicer who had superintended the prepara-
tions for the execution of the sentence.

"All ready, my lord," answered tho ofiicer.

" Conduct Liird Vane to the deck, unless ha
will walk of himself."

" Is there no mercy with thee ?" screamed the
young nobleman.

" Thou mightest as well talk to the .axe that

is to sever thy hand. Proceed with him, as he
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is disposed to linger. Nay, do not handle him

.
routjhly, for he is of noble birth."

The young lord was then led to the deck. He
was borne along riither than went by his own
will. The scene was terribly imposing. In the

centre of the ship just abafc the capstan, was

placed a block. By it stood four men. One of

them held a glittering baub-axe in his hand
;

another a brazen basin; the third and fourth

lanterns. A little in the advance stood the chi-

rargGon of the ship, with his instruments and

bandages, added to which was a seething hot

iron, for stopping the flow of the blood. The

crew stood arenind, seven and eight deep, their

bearded faces lighted up by the lanterns that

hung in the rigging. Farther aft were the offi-

cers, with their swords in their hands.

V/hcn Lord Kudolph gaz-^d on this scene, so

well calculated to appal bis nerves, he gave ut-

terance to an audible groan.

"Take him in hand, executioner," said the

earl, " and at the stroke of the sbip's bell, do your

duty. This man," added the earl, looking about

him, "is to undergo a just punishment. By his

information I was condemned to the sc;iflbld;

but through the intercession of a noble maiden,

Cromwell was content with my hand. I have de-

creed that this young lord shall share the pun-

ishment which his master inflicted upon me."

At this there was a general murmur of sppro-

bation, and the interest deepened. Lord Eu-

dolpb, being led up to the block, was told to take

off his coat. But not obeying, it was removed

by another, and his arm was then stretched out

and bound firmly, in spite of his struggles and

shrieks, to the block. The executioner's axe de-

scended upon the wrist, and while a thrilling

shriek rent their ears from the victim, the bleed-

ing hand was caught in the brazen basin. The

chirurgeon instantly proceeded to perform his

duty, and to staunch the blood, while the stern

earl, turning away from the spot, re-entered the

state-room.

" This act of justice done, I am- more content

to be branded as lied Hand, as men, catching up

Cromwell's epithet, have called me, far and wi(^.

But the protector shall feel that if one of my
hands is baptized in the blood of the scaffold, the

other hath power enough in its strong nerve to

shake his usurped throne !"

The earl walked up and down his cabin thiee

or four times, under much excitement, which the

recent occurrence had naturally awakened in his

bosom. He then looked around, as if he were

seeking some one.
" " What, ho ! where is young Graham ?" he

asked of the sentry who stood by the half open

door which led into the inner apartment.

"He passed in, my lord, urging that he must

speak with the lady, and as you had left the door

open, I did not consider that she was to be re-

garded as a prisoner."

" Very well; you are released from duty.''

The man retired, and the earl advanced to

the door, which was ajar. He opened it, and

was about to enter, when he arrested himself on

the threshold at what he beheld. Kneeling at

the feet of the weeping girl, was the young fish-

erman, his hand clasping that of the high-born

girl, a>d his face approaching hers, and expres-

sive of the tenderest and most respectful sympa-

thy.

" It is over now, Lady Kate ! Tears are now

of no avail ! If it would have pleased thee, I

would gladly have taken his place, tTiough thou

knowest I have little reason to love him. But

all -who are related to thee are near to me, for

thy sake. Let us be content that his life was

spared, for it was the captain's certain purpose

to have hanged him, but for thee."

"I cannot blame—I caanot reproach. Ru-

dolph must feel the justice of his fate," she said,

with sudden resolution. " But how earnest thou

on board this terrible vessel 1"

• *' I came to bring off the capfain, who, being

on shore, was set upon and nearly slain by

Cromwell's troopers , and although I was on

my way, dearest Lady Kate, to the castle to see

thee, I turned aside for his safety, and came

hither, little expecting to find thee on board as I

have done."

" My brother, when he had taken me from

your fishing boat, how i chanced to be in which

I explained to him, instead of going to lacd,

hovered in the channel till night, and then be-

gan to watch this vessel, which he was expecting,

for he has been out in his yacht for four nights,

waiting to intercept the captain from the land

when he should come ou board, as I heard him

say to the young man with him, who is one

of Cromwell's agents. Do you know who the

captain is ?" she asked pointedly, and in an

under tone.

" The Earl Tilliers."

"Yes, but are you aware that this ship is that

of the far famed Red Hand V
" Of Eed Hand the buccaneer V exclaimed

Guilford, starting to bis feetwi h surprise.

"Eail Villiers and Red Hand, of whom I have

heard you name the bold exploits, are one and

the same person."
* Can this be possible "? Are you in the power

of this terrible man V
" You mistakehira. It is the common people,

the round-head.«, who call him a pirate. He is

no buccaneer, Guilford, but an exiled noble, who

has united with himself many brave spirits like

his own, who, in this ship, hover about England,

seeking to do all the injury to the usurper's cause

that lies in their power, and to have ever ready

for the prince an armed ship to take him over

the sea when he is driven to the last foothold on

his rightful kingdom. There is not a truer noble

breathes in England than Lord Yiliicrs, known
as Red Hand. I can forgive him his punish-

ment of Rudoph, for my brother has cruelly

caused all his woe. But of this I will talk with

you another time."

"And is this Red Hand's ship ? Is that cap-

tain whose lifc'-l savijd on shore, the daring

channel cruiser who has defied and beaten off

four of the protector's ships? Is this the man
that I have regarded as the hero of romance, and

whose exploits were the wonder of my curiosity ?

I am glad you have corrected my error with re-

gard to him. Lady Kate. But he is calkd Red
Hand, the Rover, often."

" Yes, the covenanters, who fear him, would

frighten their children with his name as with a

goblin's. But I know that he is a true and loyal

Englishman, and one of the staunchest friends

of the crown ; and that he does more to ^ep
alive the flame of loyalty by Ms active and sleep-

less courage than any of the exiled lords. He
alone, as it were, wages war against Cromwell,

who has offered vast sums for his capture. All

this I have learned from my father, who has the

highest regard for him, and who has shed many
a bitter tear that he should have had a son who
could inflict such injury upon him. Confide ia

him, Guilford, and he will be your friend."

" Lady Catharine," said Guilford, in a changed

and formal tone, while Lord Villiers, who was

each moment tempted to enter, but \Vas yet re-

strained, saw that his face grew pale, and his lips

colorless. She looked up into his face, for be

was standing by her, with a stare of surprise at

this unusual mode of addressing her.

" What is it, GuilfordV she asked, artlessly.

" I told you that last night, when I was so for-

tunate as to offer assistance to Lord Villiers, I

was on my way to the castle. It was in order

to see you and have a last interview with you.

It was to take leave ofyou forever."

" Take leave ofme, Guilford ? Where are you

going"? or what have I done ?" she asked with

surprise.

"Nothing. Where I am going, I know not.

But one thing it is proper for me to do, and that

is, to break off a friendship which will only con-

tinue to embarrass you, when you reflect lipou

your own position, and my low station. Per-

haps, as younger, it was allowable, as you conde-

scended to suffer it ; but, Lady Catharine, I can-

not expect you, in womanhood, to abide by the

friendship of girlhood. Here let me say fare-

well ; for I may have no other opportunity. May
you one day he united with one worthy of you

in rank and Tirtue, and I will always pray for

your happiness."

With these words he knelt, pressed her hand

to his lips, and was retiring precipitately, when
he found himself face to face with the earl.

"My young friend, do not be so hasty. I have

heard and understand all. You have acted no-

bly. Y'our own heart is brealung as a sacrifice to

what you believe to be a duty. Lady Catharine,

you look puzzled and distressed. May I ask you

one plain question ?"

" Yes, my lord."

"Are you attached to this brave young man?"
" We have long been friends, my lord."

" Have you any wish to terminate the friend-

ship, as you term it?"

" Indeed,—^I was never more surprised,

—

when—

"

" It is because you do not clearly understand

him. He feels, and properly, that you and he

can never be united as if you ha'd both been no-

ble ; and being fully alive to the diliiculties that

must interpose to bar such a union, he nobly

sacrifices himself."

" lie then does not understand me, my lord.

I have never taken into thotight the difterences

of oar rank. I trust, Guilford, you will think of

this no more."
" You are too kind and generous, Lady Catha-

rine," said Gailford, casting himself at her feet.

" But I must win a name, to make myself more
worthy of yoa. If you waive all rank, I shall

try and achieve, instead, merit. It shall be my
ambition to make myself worthy of you, and

make the world respect him whom Lady Catha-

rine Vane thus honors."

CHAPTER XL
TnE RETURN TO CASTLE TANE.

The interview with which the last chapter

closed having thus happily terminated, the earl,

after complimenting GuiU'ord on his spirit, pro-

posed to him, if nothing better offered, to take

service with hiar in his ship.

" We shall not always be wanderers over the

sea, my friend," he said; "the prince will one
day gain his throne, and then we shall he at the

top. As for Lady Catharine's heart, you maybe
sure that it is in the right plac;: ; and I have a
higher regard for yon than before, since I find

you possess qualities to win the attachment of

so lovely a lady, who, in the brightness of your

cbaracter, can discover no obscurity of birth.

Now I have one favor to ask of you," added the

earl, "and that is, that you will take command
of the yacht and convey Lord Rudolph and his

fair sister safely hack to Castle Vane. He will,

of course, be something of an invalid, and must
be tenderly cared for. The person who was
taken with him in the yacht, is a spy of Crom-
well's and I shall take care of him here. If at

any time you wish to join my fortunes, you will

hear of me, if you will run over in your boat to

the Prench coast, and land on the island of Al-

derney, ofl* Cape de la Hague. At that little

. port there is an inn, painted red. The landlord

always knows my term of absence w^hen I am
away; and any line left there for me will be

faithfully given into my possession when I put
in there."

Guilford thanked the earl for his kindness, and
answered that he thought he should very soon
be compelled to take him at his word and seek

service with him.

" Thou shalt be welcome, and although I can
do but little for thee under my present fortunes,

some day, when I rise, you will rise with me."
"But, my noble earl, I fear," said Guilford,

sadly, " that I shall hardly ever rise so high as

to be able to ofl'cr the Lady Catharine a hand
that would not be despised by her proud hotise."

" Courage, my brave youth. In these top-

pling times, they who are at the bottom of the

ladder to day, to-morrow may stand on the top

round. With a face, figure, health and courage

like yours, and above all, with such a prize to

win, you have nothir g to fear."

" This conversation took place in the outer cab-

in. The officer of the deck now entered and re-

ported that the yacht was alongside, and her

crew on board, and all was ready for her depar-

ture.

" That is as it should be. Now, my young

friend, you must convey Lord Rudolph and the

maiden to Castle Vane. Go on hoard, and

Lady Catharine shall be escorted by me into the

yacht."

Guilford then took a grateful leave of the for-

midable Red Hand, in whose dread presence he

could scarcely realize himself to have been, and

descended into the yacht. The moonlight shone

brightly upon its low deck, on which, stretched

upon a cot, he saw the prostrate form of Lord

Rudolph, looking ghastly pale in the face. He
advanced towards him, and said, kindly :

" I hope, my lord, you do not suffer a great

deal of pain ?"

" Faiq ! lendure infernal torments. Who are

you? I see, now. V/hat do you want ia my
yacht ?"

" I am ordered by Lord Villiers to take charge

of it, and see you safely to Castle Vane, as he

can spare none of his men."
" Where is Tennett?"

"Who, my lord?"

" The gentleman who came with me."
" I heard the earl say that as he was a spy of

Cromwell's, he sbonld put him in irons. My
lord, I have no desire to undertake this duty,

but it is the earl's command. I am truly sorry

for your misfortune, and will see you to Castle

Vane with all tenderness."

" And Lady Kate ?"

The answer to this interrogation was prevent-

ed by the appearance of Red Hand, conducting

the noble girl to the yacht. Guilford sprang for-

vard to receive her and lead her to a seat in the

stern : but she stopped short of it, and bent over
her brother with affectionate solicitude.

" Nov,-, my noble young friend," said Lord
Villiers, "I need not tell you what a valuable*
freight \ entrust to your charge. Farewell, and
remember," he added, in an under tone, "Alder-
pey Isle and the inn, if you have need of my
poor services. And for you. Lord Rudolph, I

wish you a better heart and more true nobility.

I have given you a daily remembrance of me, so

I will not ask you to bear me in mind. Adieu,
fair Lady Catharine. What I have witnessed
and learned of the true nobility of your charac-

ter to night, has caused me to respect you as one
of the rarest jewels among women. You have
not," he added to' her ear, "lightly bestowed
youir heart. Believe me, this brave youth will

yet cause his name to fill a brilliant page in Eng-
land'w history."

" I feel it, my lord. lie is all that is good, and
noble, and true."

"Love and cherish him. for women do not

always find men to love. I hope, one of these

days, to hear of your happiness. Farewell; it is

hut twoleagues to your father's castle. Commend
me to him ; but do not from me excuse my pun-
ishment of his son, for I have performed but a
stern and painful duty."

" I know it, my lord," she answered, sadly.

He pressed her hand to his lips, and left the

deck of the yacht for his own lofty ship.

The next moment the little vessel was cast off

from the huge side of the channel cruiser, and
taking the helm, Guilford gave orders to the

crew to trim the sails, and with a light, but fa-

vorable breeze, he lay the course of the yacht for

the main. The ship at the same tune squared

her enormous yards, and her head swinging round
westward, she eleered on that track till Guilford

could see her no longer. The yacht, in the

meanwhile, bounded lightly along on her land-

ward track, and clearer and higher the cliff with

its castle rose before him. The lights of the

little fishing village at its base appeared one after

the other; and from one of the towers one light,

brighter than the rest, shone like the lantern of a

Pharos.

" That is ray father's room, Guilford," said

Lady Kate, seeing that he was regarding it.

" DouTOfcsshe is seated there at his books, for he

has the name of being a great scholar, thou hast

heard."

"Perhaps it is to guide thee back."

"Nay, he nor no one is aware that I have been

on the sea the last twelve hours. You recollect,

Guilford, that my getting into your boat was
only the whim of the moment; and' after my
brother so strangely took possession of me, I had
no chance of return. Perhaps my father supposes

that I am in my room ; for I am so much accus-

tomed to rove about for hours, that unless I am
particularly wanted, it is not known whether I

am in the castle or abroad."

" I hope you w^ill not have been missed."

" Catharine," said Lord Rudolph in a queru-

lous voice.

" What, brother Rudolph ?" she answered, has-

tening to bis side. " You have slept well."

" I wish to exact an oath from you. I see we
are near the castle. Swear to me, by your hopes

of heaven that you will never reveal to my father

nor any other living being the disgrace I have to-

night suffered
!"

" I will not reveal it, brother, if you desire the

secret to be kept."

"Desire it to be kept! It must be kept a

close secret ! If you do not blab it, and this

fishing friend of yotirs can be forced to be se-

cret, I will manage to bide from my friends the

loss of my hand. I could never endure the

scornful laugh, the consciousness of a m'ntUation

so degrading."

" But it must be known, brother."

" It is known only to the crew of this inferaal

pirate, not one of whom will ever dare land in

England. If yon keep the secret, and this fellow

can be made to do it
—"

'

"Guilford Graham is a person who can be

trusted, brother," she said with some earnestness.

" So you think. He has fascinated you, girl,

by some vile spell. Call him to me. Nay, I

will not speak to him, but will leave it to you to

exact silcuce from him."

" I will promise it for him. But you forget

the four men, your crew."

" They will not hreatheit. They are the min-

ions of my will. Go and see what this Graham

ansv.'ers."

[to be continued.]
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VTEW OF OTSEGO L4KE, NEAR COOPER&TOWN, N. Y, THE LATE RESIDENCE OF JAMES FENNIMORE COOPER.

VIEW OF OTSEGO LAKE.
Oar artist gives us here a beautiful picture, sketched on the

banks of this delightful "gem-like mirror of the wilderness,"

where Cooper, the novelist, laid the scene of " The Pioneers."
The lake is about nine miles iu leDf;;th, to one or one and a half

in breadth, and its shores are indented with miniature bays and
inlets, forming an exceedingly beautiful scene. At the southern
extremity of the lake is Cooperstown, become classic as the resi-

dence of J. Fcnnimore Cooper. At the close of the revolutionary

war, Washington, whose perspective genius anticipated many of
the results of our subsequent internal improvements, visited this

lake, and, in a letter to the Marquis de Chastellux, thus writes :

—

" I traversed the country to the head of the eastern banks of the

Susquehannah, and viewed the Lake Otsego, and the portage
"between that lake and the Mohawk River, at Canajoharie.

Prompted by these actual observations, I could not help taking

a more contemplative and extensive view of the vast inland navi-

gation of these United States, and could not but be struck with
the immense diffusion and importance of it." Although no
canal, as the great man anticipated, links the Susquebannnh and
the Mohawk rivers, yet the '* vast inl ind navigation" achieved
by the Erie Canal, is one development of such ideas.

STEADIER CLEOPATRA.
Our artist has sketched for us an accurate picture of the fine

steamer Cleopatra, as she appeared after being captured, a short

time since, by the United States Marshal for the District of New
York, with a body of marines. It will be remembered that it

was charged against the proprietors of this steamer, that she was
fitted out for the proposed Cuban invasion, and many circum-
stances went strongly to implicate the boat as being engaged for

this purpose, such as large quantities of powder being found on
board, and coal for a-somewliat lengthy voyage. The vciy
prompt measures taken in relation to this boat, no doubt, were
part of the principal causes of the failure of the late desperate
attempts to invade the shores of tlie island of Cuba. The Cleo-
patra is, undoubtedly, a very swift and weatherly boat, and would
with comparative ease have landed a thousand men on any part

of the island in four or five days from New York. The failure

of this first attempt at sympathy for the Cubans does not, how-
ever, argue that other opportunities will not be eagerly seized, to

instigate hostile movements against the Spanish thraldom that

hangs like an incubus over Cuba; attempts, too, that will doubt-

less be ultimately successful in uniting this beautiful isle with
our own country.

SLOW AND RAPID COMPOSITION.
Speed in composition is aquestionaule advantage. Poetic his-

tory records two names which may represent the rapid and
thoughtful pen—Lope de Vega and Milton. We see one pour-

ing out verses more rapidly than a secretary could write them
;

the other building up, in the watches of the night, a few majestic

lines. One leaving his treasures to be easily compressed in a

single volume ; the other to be spread abundantly over forty-six

quartos. One gaining fifteen pounds ; the other one hundred
thousand ducats. One sitting at the door of his house, when
the sun shone, in a coarse coat of gray cloth, and visited only

by a few learned men from foreign countries ; the other followed

by crowds, whenever he appeared, while even children shouted

after him with delight. It is only since the earth has fallen on
both, that the fame and the honors of the Spaniard and the Eng-
lishman have been changed. He who nearly finished a comedy
before breakfast, now lies motionless in his small niche of monu-
mental biography ; and he who, long choosing, began late, is

walking up and do\vn, in his singing robes and with a laurel

round his head, in the cities of many lands, having his home and
his welcome in every devout young heart, and upon every learned

tongue of the Christian world.— WUlmoit's Pleasures of Literature.

THE STEAMER CLEOPATRA, WHILE UNDER CHARGE 0F THE V, S. MARSHAL^ AT NEW YORK,
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BALLET SCEKE.
Our artist has chosen a veiy fine and

effective scene in the ballet of Pas
S/rategigue, in which Caroline Eoussett

and sisters have been performing with

such success in our Atlantic cities. It

shows to what perfection stage eftect

has been brought, and how finely the

ballet is put upon the stage in this coun-
try. It is one of the most attractive

forms of theatrical representation, and
is always sure to take with the masses.

The scene here given will remind the

reader of some of the beautiful pcrform-
ancis of the Vicnnoise children, who,
not long since made the tour of this

country with such distinguished success.

The troop represented in the scene here-

with are justly famed for their skill in

the dance, and the finished performance
of their parts. May success attend

these performers aud their cffoi'ts to

please the American public!

<r^

THE GLUTTON.
From accounts given by Godman,

Smellic,Tlees and others.welearn that the

wolverene or glutton varies somewhat in

size and color. It is generally, however,

about two feet and two inches long from

the end of the tiose to the origin of the

tail, and the latter is about eight indies

in length, if the hairon its extremity be

included ; without measuring the hair,

the length is but four inches. The
muzzle, as far as beyond the eyes, is

blackish-brown, aud covered with hard,

shining hair. A whitish or ash-colored

band or fillet runs over the forehead and

down the sides of the head between the

eyes and ears. The lop of the head
and the whole length of the back are

black -brown, the color widening some-

what over the sides as it passes on, and again lessening or con-

tracting towards the tail ; or, in other words, the color of the body
is a fine glossy black-brown, wth a ferruginous tinge along the

sides so as to form a lateral zone. The ears are covered with

harsh hair, the lower jaw and inside of both fore legs are spotted

with white. The fore legs are upwards of eleven inches long, and

the hind legs one foot. Gluttons are very voracious, and prey

indiscriminately on fresh food and carrion. M. Ivlein says, that

one, which was brought from Siberia to Dresden, ate every day
thirty pounds of flesh, without being satisfied. They devour birds

and mice, and even atfack very large animals. They destroy great

numbers of foxes during summer, while they are small, discover-

ing their burrows by their keen scent; and, if necessary, enlarg-

ing the cavity so as to gain access to the bottom of the den, where

the mother and cubs are speedily killed. They are inimical and
de^'tructive to the beaver as well as to other animals, though the

habits of the beaver expose it less to this sanguinary quadruped,

which is generally successful in securing his prey when the beaver

is caught at any distance from the margin of the water. In some
instances, it is said, they show great artifice in taking their prey.

In Ivamtschatka, it has often been asserted (though we cannot

vouch for the truth of the statement), that they climb trees and

take up with them a quantity of the species of moss of which deer

are very fond. When the deer comes near the tree, the glutton

throws down the moss. If the deer slops to eat it, he springs

upon his back, fixes himself firmly between the horns, tears out

the eyes of his victim, or tortures him and sucks his blood till the

animal falls down from
weakness, and then he

begins to devour his prey;

or else he torments him
so, that in order to end
his torments or to gotrid

of his cruel enemy he

strikes his head agaiubt

the trees till he expires.

On the river Lena the

glutton has been known
to kill horses in the same
manner. In the winter

it seeks out and catches

ptarmigans, under the

snow. What it cannot

devour it hides in the

ground or else in some
cavity of a tree, to sup-

ply its future wants. It

has great strength, cour-

age, and fierceness, and
will sometimes dispute

the prey with the wolf
and the bear. It has

been seen to take away
from the wolf the carcass

of a deer ; and when it-

self engaged in feeding
has refused to move,
though warned of the ap-

proach ofthe hunter, who
shot it while standing as

if prepared to maintain

its prize. It is much
abroad in the mnter, and
in Canada is a great au-

noyer of the inhabitants

by demolishing their

marten traps, to come at

the bait, and by devour-

the game before the hun-

ter gets to it. It is also

extremely fetid. Itbrings

forth from two to four

young ones a year. The
fur- is much used for

muflfs, linings, and the

like purposes. Those
skins are said to be pre-

ferred, which have least

ferruginous tinge, and
consequently the Sibe-

rian variety, which is

blacker than the others,

is most esteemed.

CAROLINE ROUSSETT AND SISTERS IN THE BALLET SCENE FROTVI "PAS STRATEGIQUE.'

"II.lilRIS'S FOLLY."
This spacigus and lofty old building, situated at the corner of

High and Pearl Streets, in this city, is about to be torn down to

make room for modern improvements, and a more judicious and
economical occupation of the extended site it occupies. It was
erected some fifty years since, by Jonathan Hai*ris, and is, even
to this day, the largest private dwelling-house ever built in this

country, though the surrounding grounds have been much cur-

tailed within the last twenty years. The liberal design and co-t-

liness of this mansion must have indeed surprised the ^ood people

of Boston half a century since, with their unostentatious habits

aud Puritanic notions ; and this, it is well understood, was the

case, for it has been known, from the day of its complclion, as

"Harris's Folly." There is a capital old proverb, viz.,
—"Let

those laugh that win/' and the probability is that Mr. Harris pro-

cured with his money that which satisfied and pleased himself,

and was contented, His money was his own and he had plenty

of it, and did as he chose with it to gratify his own peculiar feel-

ings. Wc have thought this singular building worthy of com-
memoration, as it is by this time torn down, and therefore our
artist has thus sketched it. The house has always been regarded
with curious interest by our citizens, for it is said^that every brick

—even every nail—was ordered by the eccentric proprietor ex-
pressly from Europe, where Col. Harris had loifig resided. Some
ofour brave " volunteers" for Mexico were lately quartered there,

and this circumstance also added to the romance of the place. Its

history would reveal many interesting scenes.

OLD BUILDING, KNOWN AS "HARRIS'S FOLLY/' CORNER OF HIGH AND PEARL STREETS, BOSTON.

MOSCOW.
It is one of the most extraordinary

cities which now exist, either in Europe
or Asia. It presents whatever is most
striking in both continents. It sur-
passes in splendor tlie greatest capitals
in Europe; and, in poverty, its poorest
villages. According to the happy image
of the Prince de Ligne, " it looks exact-
ly as if some four hundred old castles
of the nobles had been transported
thither; each bringing its little attend,
ant village ofwooden cottages. Wretch-
ed hovels are blended with large pala-
ces ; buildings of one story stand next
to the most superb and stately mansions

;many brick structures are covered wiih
wooden tops; some of the wooden
houses are painted, others have iron
doors and roofs." Dr. Clarke says,
" one might imagine that all the States
of Europe and Asia Iiad sent a building
by WRy of representative, to Moscow

;

timber huts from regions beyond tho
Arctic; plastered palaces from Sweden
and Denmark; painted walls from the
Tyrol ; mosques from Constantinople

;

Tartar temples from Bncharia
;
pagodas

and pavilions from China; cabarets
from Spain ; dungeons and prisons from
France ; architectural ruins from Rome

;

terraces and trellises from Naples ; aod
warehouses from Wapping. Some
have the appearance of a sequestered
desert, and the traveller is tempted to
ask, ' Where is Moscow V till he is told,

'This is Moscow.'" Dr. Clarke also
remarks that here are to be seen wide
and scattered suburbs, huts, gardens, pig-
sties, churches, brick walls, dunghills,

palaces and warehouses ; and refuse suf-

ficient to stock an empire. In other
parts the throng is so great, that the

traveller asks, what cause has convened such a multitude % and
learns it is the same eveiy day. From the Kremlin, where all its

deformity i^ hidden, and the eye roves over towers, domes
and spires of temples and palaces, Moscow presents an aspect of
rude and varied maenificcncc, which no other capital can equal.
The sumptuous edifices of Moscow are very numerous ; as, even
since the transference of the government and imperial family to
Petersburg, most of the nobles still make it their residence. Many
of iheir palaces or castles are truly magnificent. But the Krem-
lin is the most extraordinary of all the buildings of this extraor-
dinary city. It is a sort of an enclosed town, wliich, besides the
ancient palaces of the czars, contains the two magnificent churches
of St. Nicholas and the Assumption, numerous cliapels, govern-
ment houses, houses of the priests and other public officers. The
original style and pavilion-like aspect are Asiatic

;
yet there are

extensive portions constj-ucted in the Grecian style ; here a pago-
da, there an arcade

; in some parts richness and even elegance
;

in other parts barbarism and decay. It is a jumble of magnificence
and ruin; old buildings repaired, and modern ones unfinished.
Among the wonders of Moscow, is the great bell, of more than
22,000 tons, and worth £70,000, said to be the largest in the worid,
being sixty-seven feet in circumference. The church of St. Basil
is a very curious structure, from its complete Tartar style and its

heavy cupolas. Moscow now contains only about 250,000 inhabi-
tants ; being far less than formerly. This famous city was partly
burnt when invaded by Bonaparte, in 1812 ; but it was said to be
the work of the inhabitants themselves, with a view to disappoint

and distress the princely
robber. In 1814, forthe
space oftwenty-five miles
in circumference, there

- " - _ was the most gloomy
aspect of desolation. In
1 81 7, the -emperor Alex-
ander began a temple of
our Saviour, which, when
completed, will be per-
haps the most magnifi-
cent building in the whole
world. It is to he 770
feet high, having three
successive churches ria- .

ing above each other,
the lowest to be fronted
by a colonnade 21 00 feet

long. The city general-
ly has been rebuilt; in-

deed it is said by a late

traveller, thatwhere 6000
houses were burnt, 8000
have been built within
the last twenty years.

Moscow is in what has
been called Great Rus-
sia, and is between four
and five hundred miles
east of Petersburg. The
condition of the greates

part of the Russian pea-
santry is very degraded

;

they are kept in ignor-

ance, and are cruelly op-
pressed by the officers of
the government ; they
are no better than slaves.

The serfs of the crown
are 6,300,000, and those

of individual noblemen
10,000,000. The num-
ber is very great of those
who belong to the nobili-

ty : in Moscow alone
there are 15,000; the
nobles are nourished by
the labor and sweat of
the miserable serfs. But
abject and down-trodden
as most of them are in
their vassalage, there are

some redeeming traits.

Many Russian nobles
treat their serfs with hu-
manity and kindness.
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[Written for Glcasou'n rictori:il.]

THE DEAD MEN IN THE ClIAPPAKAIi.

£7 wiLLUM J. ftnrxEn.

Thoy hcodecl not the harsh fionminnil,

But stretched ihmi on the 8trmi[jor'H eauJ,

And boavenwurd ca«t a viieuiit htJire,

In broken fragaieutu breathed a iirayor,

Grounding their warx'iug wuipous thcro
;

Alas I how many—who can tuU—

Sleep their luet elcep in the chapparal I

No more tho bugle's mellow ntrain

Shnll wake thnso slumbering dead again
;

Thoir bones blench lu a bouudK'S3 tomb,

IVhero prickly pear and cactus bloom

;

And oblivion casts her sud, nad ppoll

O'er ntimclcss dead iu tho chiL}»par«l I

How many hearts yet bleed and yearn

For sons wlio never will rWurii
;

Whose pillow, dowed with tears each night,

With weary watch by taper's light I

But little they know, and who shall tell,

They fill a grave in the ohappaval

!

No more at morn shall those wni-riors bo

Awaked by the martial reveille
;

They 've marched their last march, diilled their last d:ill,

Taking their rest with their arms at will,

Tor the freed war spirit has bid farewell

To their lifeless clay in the c-happaral I

There the wild dog prowls on the sea-girt shore.

To mingle his wail mth tho breaker's roav

;

And the pi-airio pack, with their yelping cry.

Pursue the young fawn that is doomed to die.

And the nightingale, perched on banyan tree,

Pours forth its bouI's best melody
;

But nothing can break the sad, sad sppll

Of their last sleep in the ehappai-al

!

<—««^a»—»

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE FARM NEAR THE DEPOT.

BY MRS. E. WELLMONT.

SoMEWHEHE about the spring of 1849, the health of Mi-s. Frink

began to decline. She was yellow as the dandelion that sprung

up in her pathway, and weak as tlie tender Wolct in its premature

bloom. She consulted witli her family physician what course of

life would be most likely to result in a permanent benefit? 'He

talked of a sea voyage ;
but how could she leave her young

family'? Of a season at Havana; but how could her husband

leave his business ? "We all know, likewise, that unless we can

leave dull care behind us, or take it with us, no benefit can accrue

to a weak stomach.

Finally it was arranged that they should retire upon a. farm—
somewhere near the sea-shore, on account of the salubrity of the

air, and the double benefit which would thus accrue to the little

Frinks. But where was such a place to be found '? It must be

easily accessible to the city, for Mr. Frink by no means thought

of relinquishing his business in the metropolis. Indeed bis means

would not permit him to do so, had he desired it. Now there

were several indispensable things to be secured by this purchase

of a farm. It must have a neat, substantial dwelling-house upon

it, and out-houses to match—well divided " into pasturage, wood-

land and tillage ;" then an experienced farmer must be secured

to take charge of it, and above all, it must be near the depot. This

was a prime consideration. Of course, after arriving to these con-

clusions, all the eyes of the family were turned to the public jour-

nals and directed under the caption, " Farms to sell.'' Nearly a

week passed, before one offered, having the requisite conveniences
;

and to show that such a one was now presented, we copy the

advertisement verbatim.

"Beaetieul CorraTKY Seat eok. Sale.'—The well-known

estate of Mr. Oliver Shaft, situated on Oakdale, four miles from

the city, is offered for sale. It is in the heart of the village, on a

beautiful slope overlooking the sea, commanding an extensive view

of the shipping and intervening agricultural scenery—the farm

contains about thirty acres of prime land, all of the very best

quality for cultivation, and can be improved by a gentleman of

fortune, for a summer, or permanent residence, as he may require.

The terms of payment can be made easy, as a part of the pxir-

chase money may remain on mortgage, or the whole would be ex-

changed for real estate in tlie city."

"Well," said Mrs. Frlnk, " I believe this is just the place for

us, after all," and again she read over the advertisement. " Stop,"

said she, "I have omitted one thing; it adds, 'within a few

yards of the depot.' At any rate, we will see this place, and if

arrangements can be made, I should have no sort of objection to

disposing of our city residence. It is not probable I shall ever

desu'C to retui'n." ^^
" Women jump at conclusions," said Mr. Frink.

That afternoon passage was taken in the cars for Oakdale.

Both father and mother, with Jamie and little Tommy, andHitty

Frink, all alighted in a few moments at Oakdale. With an eager

curiosity, they cast a look in every direction for their new home,
but could it be possible all the one which could possibly an-

swer the description, was on yonder hill, a dilapidated old castle

of a house, with falling out-buildings, and this was the "Shaft
place !" " How unlike the advertisement," remarked Mrs.

Frink.

" Nothing was said about the hdldlnys, if I recollect rightly,"

replied Mr. Frink.

Mr. Oliver Shaft was seen in his long dressing-gown, seated

upon tho piazza, reading his newspaper,—for it was a mild spring

day—a« they proceeded towardH tho house.

" AVo wish to take a fiurvey of your grounds," said Mr. Frink,

"with the intention of becoming purchasers ; but tlio dilapidated

look of (he buihliiigs ha:i rather put tho veto upon my witVs in-

tention." Mrs. Fiinkhcro coughed violently, and thought the sea

bree/,0 too bracing.

" Tho fact is," said Squire Shaft, " our tons have all settled in

tho city, and their mother is anxious to follow them—none of

them took a liking to iarming, and as wo are getting a little ad-

vanced in life, I being turned of seventy, and my wife being not

far from that corner, wc thought we would diripose of our farm,

and make one family in the city." A large (icshy old lady with

a rubicund face now ajipcarcd. She courtcsycd and remarked,

"she rally hoped wo were people who meant to purchase, for she

was heartily tired of showing the house to people who came jist

for curiosity."

We explained our intentions, and the old lady bandaged her

leg and commenced her laliors. " litre," said she, tin-owing open

an old door that the wet weather made swing reluctantly, " here

is a large nice room ;—looking right out on the sea, ships and

all—beautiful and airy—our Dorcas was married here, and she

has made out ?o poorly, it never seems so pleasant here since,"

and a deep sigh was heard. "And here is a room for yarbs and

clutter,—it was made for a chana closet, I spose, but I never kept

any here. And this is our Thomas's bed-room when he comes

out of a night or so ;—and this is my old man's and my room ;

—

there is the setting-room, and here is a kind of bai:k parlor. The

next story has eight chambers, besides the ell where the man sleeps

— it's a monstrous house," she concluded, "and a sight of work

to keep it clean." As it bore no marks of being kept so, how did

the old lady know how to calculate ? To be sure, it bore marks of

former grandeur ; but scantily furnished, and with numberless

signs of decay, it did look uninviting. But, thought Mr. Frink,

if it can be bought for a bargain, I will take it— repairs can be

made, and that pasture out back might be divided into house lots

and sold at a grand speculation.

IMrs. Frink did not seem so much elated with her prospects. The

house was old and dirty, and a great job it would be to make it

look "genteel." But then she kept repeating, "it is so near the

depot !" " I've found that out, to viy sorrow !" remarked old lady

Shaft. " Tut, tut, wife," replied the old man, " you are getting

old and clumsy to wait on visiters ; I dare say this lady delights

to entertain visiters
—

"

" So do I," continued the old dame, " but who v^ants Tom,

Dick and Harry, just for their own convenience, when there's not

a mite of friendship in 'em ?"

Mrs. Frink said, bow forcibly that remark reminded her of her

mother's sayings—she supposed all old people felt so about too

much company

—

for her own part she hated lo he alone !

But the price ; that was the desideratum—the old man asked

ten thousand dollars—the depot master said it could be bought

for a great deal less money, and how much less he promised to

ascertain and inform Mr. Frink the following week. But did

they really want it at any price ? Those large barren rooms rose

before Mrs, Frink, and she imagined how the wind would whistle

in a violent snow storm through the interstices—^but then it was

airy and it could be made to do.

The following week Mr. Frink came home with the title deeds

and told his wife the purchase was secured, provided she signed

her right of dower in their present home ;
for they had made an

exchange nearly even, and he considered it a decided bai-gain.

In a month after they were at Oakdale—but Mr. Frink looked

dissatisfied, and well he might, for upon re-examination of the

deeds he found that pasture he intended to divide into lots, was
" to be kept forever open, subject to no buildings thereupon."

Strange such a clause should have slipped his eye.

Previously, however, to Mrs. Frink's leaving the city, she called

upon all her acquaintances, and most cordially invited them to

her residence at Oakdale, adding the great convenience she en-

joyed of living near the depot, subjecting them to no extra incon-

veniences. The carpenters and masons, the whitewashers and

paperers, were all there. Mr. Frink thought it best his family

should be on the spot to superintend the improvements, but what

with the dampness and exposure, little Tommy was seized with

the scarlatina, Jamie with the croup, and the little girl with the

measles ! Tet this movement was all made to benefit Mrs. Frink !

And now she jnust have her city doctor—nobody else was ac-

quainted with the constitutions of her children, and the old nurse

and she did so long for the friendly attentions of her old neighbor-

hood. She felt among strangers, and Nelly the cook had ah-eady

announced her intention of leaving. A man and his wife had

taken the farm upon shares, and very difficult people were they

likely to prove. Mr. Frink's share of the butter was almost

always expended in cream, for the visiters now began to find the

way out. The loneliness that Mrs. Frink feared, she was not

likely to realize
;
people whom she scarcely called upon now

came for regular visits, and not a few maiden ladies were always

on hand. And then Mr. Frink was away from the dinner-table

—

he could not leave his business until five o'clock, and what a care

and additional burden fell on his wife's shoulders ! The children

greatly took advantage of their father's absence, and Hitty and

Tommy required constant checks at the table. And then there

were always some unexpected guests, and when sufficient provis-

ion was made for their own family, the extra company must be

civilly treated, and ten chances to one the provision store was

closed, and this threw Mrs. Frink into a complete panic- Indeed,

before a single quarter had passed, she wished herself in the wilds

of Vermont, rather than so 7iear the depot.

" Who could have thought it," said she to a friend, confiden-

tially, " that old Captain Beers and his daughter would have

come here to stay a week—and Susan Kivers and Jicr child, be-

cause it was teething, and so troublesome, and Mrs. Snydcns and

her aOopted nephcv/, just to Braell the sca-breezcH ? And all these

I have had at one time ! Mr. Frink was in New Tork, and our

man actually told me, he could not raise vegetables enough to

supply our table, leaving h's share out the qucslion. Wiiy, to

tell you the plain truth, Mrs. Smith, I am worn to death. I

have not had time to walk down by the shore since I came here
;

—it's nothing but 'Mn, somebody is coming with a travelling

bag and valise.' And tlien they are so av/ful glad to sec mo, and

admire the place so much—'it is so roomy, and so airy, so

delightful, why M^. Frink, T think you must be perfectly happv.'

What can I do f" mquired Mrs. Frink, with the deepest solicitude.

"It's a thousand times worse tlian being bored to death with

country cousins in the city."

This was "farming it," with a vengeance. The man brought

in a bill in the autumn far exceeding the rent and cost of living

in the city—taxes were nearly in proportion, fuel was at the same

rate, and the freightage of all the groceries must be paid over iho

railroad. Mr. Frink had a season ticket for his family, dined at

a restaurant, paid extra for doctor and nurse, deprived themselves

of many privileges, and all this to own afarm near the depot.

And when he would sell or let it, wliat a drug it bcc^Tnc

—

nobody from the city wanted it, and the following year, as I

passed, there was registered in flaming letters, "Ketreat for

Invalids."

Is not this a hint to city people who are on the look out for

farms ? Uncle Eichard's saying is just as true now as ever, " It's

always best to hole before you leap."

[Written for Gleason's rictorial.]

1'LIj think of TIIEJE.

BY ELIZABETH A. BLIKH.

I'll think of thee at morn's first hour,

When not a care molests
;

At eve, when aU is calm and still,

And nature-sinks to rest.

I'll think of tliee in merry hours,

WTien friends around me smile
;

In moments of despondency,

When nought can me heguile.

I'll think of thee where'er I stray,

Whatever may be my lot,

In sunshine or in darkest storms,

Thou ne'er wilt he forgot.

I '11 think of thee, rememher this,

If e'er thou art distressed,

Through all the changing scenes of life,

Till in death's arms thou rest.

TO ATTAIN liONG LIFE.
He who strives after a long and pleasant term of life, must

seek to attain continual equanimity, and carefully to avoid every-

thing which too "\aolently taxes his feelings. Nothing more
quickly consuraes the vigor of life than the violence of tiie emo-
tions of the mind. We know that anxiety and cares can destroy

the healthiest body ; we know that fright and fear, yes, excess of

joy, becomes deadly. They who are naturally cool, and of a
quiet turn of mind, upon whom nothing came make too powerful
an impression—who ai-e not wont to be excited either by great

sorrow or great joy, have the best chance of living long and
happy after their manner. Preserve, therefore, under all circum-
stances, a composure of mind which no happiness, no misfortune
can too much disturb. Love nothing too violently—hate nothing

too passionately—fear nothing too strongly. For still, eventu-

ally, everything which befalls thee, the good as well as the bad,

deserves neither immoderate hatred nor love ; for already on
many occasions hast thou pei'ceived, though often truly too late,

that thou hast placed too high a value on those things which
passionately charmed or pained thee.

—

From the German.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

AN EliEGy.

BY DR. EDWARD BHOOKS-

Mid gorgeous temples huilt to fame

A simple stone retired stands
;

Nor chiseled front, nor honored name,

A passing homage look commands
;

Tet few to question it that stay

Can turn indillerent away.

It bears no story, name or age,

Nor pompous praise of brilliunt deed
;

T\70 words engross the solemn page,

Approach, art I despairing, read.

Affection framed, while memory smiled,

This epitaph sublime

—

"Dear Cldld.''^

TROPICAL DELIGHTS.
Insects are the curse of tropical climates. The bete-rouge laya

the foundation of a tremendous ulcer. In a moment you are
covered with ticks. Chigoes buiy themselves in your flesh, and
hatch a large colony of young chigoes in a few hours. Flies get
into your month, into your eyes, into your nose

;
you eat flies,

you drink flies, and breathe flies. Lizai'ds, cockroaches and
snakes get into your beds ; ants cat up the books, scorpions sting

you on the foot. Evei'ything bites, stiugs or bruises. Every
second of your existence you are wounded by some piece of ani-

mal life, that nobody has ever seen before, except Swammerdam
and Merian. An insect with eleven legs is swimming in your tea-

cup ; a nondescript, with nine wings, is struggling in the small
beer

; or a caterpillar, with several dozen eyes, is hastening over
the bread and butter. All nature is aUvc, and seems to be gath-
ering all her entomological host to eat you up. Such are tho

tropics. All this reconciles us to our dews, fogs, vapors, and
drizzles; to our apothecaries nishing about with tinctui'es and
gargles ; to our old British constitutional coughs, sore throats,

and swelled faces.

—

Scenes in the Low Latitudes.
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ONE-EYED MATE:
OK,

THE LIGHTHOUSE KEEPER.

BY F. R. WILLIS.

Five years bad elapsed since David Derrick became the light-

keeper at H Head. During this period he had faithfully

peiformed his duty, and lived with comfort on the salary attached

to the office. No fault could be found with the manner in which

the lighthouse was attended to, even by those who would gladly

have found some excuse for having him removed, in order that

they might be appointed to his place. Nevertheless Da-vid was

not a happy man. He was always wishing to be rich ; and he

laid awake many a night, as the ocean-storm howled round his

stone dwelling, and imagined a thousand ways by which he might

attain wealth. The chief idea was that some laden ship might

be cast upon the beach beneath the lighthouse, and that a keg of

gold, washed away by the siuf, might be found by him, for which

no owner would appear.

At length this idea grew so strongly upon him, that whenever

a storm arose, he half formed the wish that ere it ended it might

cast some richly-freighted bark upon the cape, by which he might

become suddenly a wealthy man.

So completely had this secret desire taken hold upon David's

mind, that whenever of late he saw signs of a high gale, he would

cast his eyes carefally and wistfully around the horizon, searching

for some inward-bound ship that mi^j^ chance to be caught and

lost in it; and during the night he often started up at the ci-y of

the gull, with a thrilt of hope, as he believed it to be the shriek of

the shipwrecked.

If a man long thinks upon one idea, it begins to shape itself out

of his very looks, so that men who observe faces closely, can read

the mastering thought of the soul.

There was a small hamlet about two miles inland from the

cape, where was an inn and a few shops. At this inn lodged a

hard-faced, weather-beaten man, who had regularly paid bis board

in hard money for a year and a half past. No one knew whence

he came there. He himself said he had been a seaman all his

life, and having saved up a little money, he intended to anchor

there, where he could see the sea the rest of iiis days. This

scarred old tar used on a summer's day to stroll to the lighthouse

to watch the vessels off at sea, and smoke a pipe and chat with

David. The old sailor, who went by the name of the " one-eyed

mate," was not long in discovering the key to his whole character.

At length, one afternoon, as they were seated on the steps of the

lighthouse, looking off towards the blue ocean, David said in a

tone that had in it a touch of impatience :

" The weather is a long time fair ; we haven't had a blow in

six weeks !" He then compressed his lips- frowned his brow, and

looked sternly about the heavens.

The one-eyed mate, whose other eye was as sharp as a gimlet,

at once read the expression of his face, which he had more than

once guessed at before. ^
" Yes, confounded fair, master David. What a grand thing it

would be for you if a good storm should come up at the time these

English packet ships were coming in, and cast one ashore, eh"?"

" And what good would that do me V asked David, quickly,

casting a glance of suspicion upon his companion, as if he believed

he had discovered what was actually passing in his mind.
*' Well, my master, not much, unless a trunk with gold in it, or

a dead body with gold and notes in the belt, should happen to be

tossed ashore and seen by no one but yourself."

"In which case it would be my duty to deliver it up," answered

David; though he was now speaking against his own feelings.

" You are an honest man, David ; but there is such a thing as

being honest over much."
" Would you take the gold in such a case*?"

" Ay, my master, and keep it too. What is found along shore,

I fancy, belongs to the finder. It is on no man's land."

" That is true—true enough."
" Well, good-by, shipmate," said the man with the patch over

his eye, as he stroked his huge, red beard; "it is getting towai'ds

six bells, and I must be in port."

" Wont you stay and take pot-luck with me V asked David.
" Then it will be full after dark for me to lay my coui-se for

the inn."

" You can stay all night, and breakfast with me, and go back
by day."

" That is true enough ; and since I haven't any family, it mat-
ters little where I turn in. Don't you feel lonesome without your
daughter, master David "? I am told she is fair and comely, and
that thou lovest her as the apple of thine eye."

"They say well of her, for she is lovely; and if I love any-

thing on earth, I love my daughter Mary \" answered David,
with prideful emotion glistening in his eyes, the softness of the

expression in which for the moment took the edge off the cold

avarice that habitually gleamed therein.

" Thou hast not seen her V
" She was gone before I came to the inn to live."

" Yes, yes. She has been away two years come next December
the 25th, which is her birthday."

" And also Christmas-day."

" Yes. She is to come home then ; and I look forward to

meeting her with a happiness a father only can know."
" It is now thi-ee months to December. I have no little anxiety

to see thy daughter, whom all speak so well of. They say she is

tall and dai-k-eyed, with hair of the hue of the raven ; and that she

has a benevolent heart."

"All that—all that, sir. Ah, for her sake, I would be rich
!"

" She ought to be an heiress if she is as people say of her. And
thou hast educated herV

" Yes. When I came here, after my misfortune, I had only one

bitterness stronger than another
; and this was, that I should have

to take my child away from the noble schools of Boston. I

brought her here, and for three years tried to carry on her educa-

tion : but at length she got past my teaching. I had saved up a

few hundred dollars from my salary in three years ; I resolved to

send her to Boston to be educated completely. She went up two

years ago, and was placed at the best school in that city. She is

now there, and will soon leave to return to me. I have letters

from her every three weeks. If you would care to hear some of

them, I will read them to you after supper."

" With the greatest pleasure in the world, shipmate," answered

the man with a scar over his cheek, and the one eye.

So, after supper, David unlocked a little bird's-eye maple box,

wherein he kept the letters; and after showing the beauty of the

penmanship to his friend, he commenced reading them, from time

to time stopping to draw attention to the expressions of love and

attachment to her father, to all of which his guest assented with

an affirmative nod. If anything could have won the good-will of

David, it was good listening to these filial letters. When at length

he had selected and read those which he thought the most worthy

of admii'ation, he returned them to the box, locked it, and replaced

the key in his tobacco-box ; and then re-seating himself, he sighed

and said

:

" 0, sir, if I was only a rich man, for that girl's sake ! She

could then match ^vith the best in the land, and be the equal of

any. But now she can only many some low person, because only

a low person would marry a poor, light-tender's daughter. But

if I had fifty thousand dollars to give her as a portion, the yoimg

aristocrats would take off their hats and bow low to old David

Derrick ; and they wouldn't ask what her father was—not they."

The evening of Christmas amved. It had been a cold and

black day, and the sun went down in angry-looking clouds. David

Derrick was standing on the verge of the cape, looking off to sea.

Far on the horizon he could discover two vessels, one a large

ship, the other a small Boston sloop, running up the coast. By
his side stood the one-eyed mate.

" We shall have it to-night, David," said the latter. " It will

blow highland pipes before two o'clock."

" I am in doubt about abiding by my purpose," said David.

"I must light up as usual."

" You forget all my arguments ;—you forget your promise ;

—

you forget your daughter ! I tell you that you may make her

fortune to-night. No less than five packet-ships are due, kept off

the coast by the last blow. That one is a packet ship. Others

will be coming on to-night. Every one of these bring gold. Does

your heai-t fail youV
"But my trust as keeper !'*

" Haven't I argued with you 1 Are you only courageous in

your house in fair weather ? Will you die a beggar ? Shall your

daughter, who is accomplished enough to be a nobleman's wife,

marry a fisherman ? It is for her sake I appeal to you !"

" Very well. For her sake, do it !" said David, in a faltering

voice ; and he entered the house, and burying his face in his

hands, threw himself UDon his cot. " It must be done ! I shall

not be suspected. H^will not betray me, as he is a partner. It

is possible I may get rich. I will let him do as he will. Heaven

forgive me the crime !"

The one-eyed mate had no sooner seen David enter the house,

than he took a torch in his hand and hastened along the coast

until he came tq a stump of a tree, half a mile south of the light-

house. When he reached it it was quite dark. The tree was

hung round with the old reflectors in a circle, the diameter of a

carriage-wheel, and facing the sea. Evidently the whole appar-

atus had been prepared by him as a substitute for the real light-

house. He at once applied his torch to the wicks, which had

been saturated in spirits of turpentine. In a moment the whole

circle of lamps was in a brilliant blaze.

" That will do ! If they steer for this in the rising gale, some

one will go on shore ; and at any rate, if we get no gold, we can

get goods, which can be turned into money."

He now returned to the lighthouse, which was standing, dark

and solitary, and David, with folded arms, was surveying it.

" Do you see that, sirV he said, and pointed to the unillumined

lantern crowning the tower. " Five years have I been here, and

never at this hour has that been before unkindlcd. It is dreadful!

It is unnatural to look at it after dark, and not see it shining out

over sea and land !"

" There is another as bright," answered the one-eyed mate, with

a laugh, pointing to the reflectors that were shining half a mile

southward. " You are faint-hearted !"

" And I well may be," answered David, as he turned away and

rushed into his house.

As the night advanced, the wind rose, and the sea rose with it;

and by ten o'clock, the shock of the billows breaking against the

cape, shook it with sensible vibrations, every one of which went

to the heart of the wretched David Demck. Just before mid-

night, he was startled by a crash of masts and a shriek that

pierced his soul.

"That is a vessel that has struck!" cried the mate, exulting.

" Begone, fiend—devil !" exclaimed David. " Man, thou hast

brought men's lives on my hands !"

" That was a woman's shriek
!"

" There it is again \" cried David, starting up. "Man, I must

go and give aid !"

" Nay, stay here ! Thou canst do nought. At daybreak we will

go to see what the waves have cast up." And he persuaded

David to resume his seat.

It was a long, long night to them ; the one, impatient for the

treasures it would reveal ; the other, fearful of the mm-ders he

would find engraven in the book of Heaven against his name.
" Come, it is dawn, David! Let us go down," said the one

eyed man, shaking the lighthouse tender, who had sunk into a

stupor between sleep and heavy remorse.

They reached the vessel. The storm had abated an hour be-

fore. Boxes, bales, spars, and bodies of men lay scattered upon
it, visible in the cold dawn. The sight of the dead bodies filled

David with horror ; but the sight of the trunks and chests awak-

ened his avarice; and following the example of his companion,

he hastened to break open the first trunk he came to. Upon
reaching it he saw two letters painted on the end. They were

"M. D." He sprang forward with a cry of horror, and getting

on his knees, looked at a brass plate over the lock. The name
"Mary Derrick " was engraved thereon. He read it with horror.

He recognized the trunk to be that of his daughter, which he had
assisted her in packing the day before she left him to go to Boston

to school.

" Here is a young girl. Derrick ! It must he she who shrieked

so !" called out the man, coarsely.

David fled madly to the spot. The corpse was upon its face.

He raised it, shook back the dark hair, gazed a moment into its

marble features, which were still beautiful in death ; and uttering

a shriek of despau* and horror indescribable, he fell senseless upon

the body.

"It must be his daughter 1" ejaculated the one-eyed mate, as

he proceeded to rifle the still living body of a well-dressed man.

The success of the freebooter did not, however, meet his expecta-

tions. He soon discovered that a small coasting vessel had been

wrecked, instead of a packet-ship, and that all that really came oa
shore of any value was the trunk of the light-keeper's daughter,

which he opened, and from which he pilfered a few rings and a

brooch or two.

"A bad night's work !" he said, in a tone of disappointment.

"Not twenty dollars haul in the whole adventure;—a deal of

trouble for nothing ! I wonder if Derrick is dead !"

He approached and looked at the insensible father, lying across

the body of his child, and clasping it in his locked embrace. He
stooped and felt of his pulse, and found him alive. At the same

time he thought he discovered signs of life in the pale and marble-

like form of the maiden. There was a quiver of the under lip,

scarcely perceptible.

" Bouse thee, man ! thy daughter may live, if thou wilt work to

save her !" he shouted.

The words, followed by a dash of sea-water from his hat, in

David's face, roused him to his feet.

" 0, my child ! O, my child ! 0, my poor child !" he moaned,

as he proceeded to chafe her hands, assisted by the" mate, who,

having in his pocket a flask of rum, poured no small quantity of

it down her mouth. This rough restorative made her open her

eyes, and caused David to cry for joy, and to leave her, to dance

and shout frantically. But he instantly returned to her, and

catching her up in his arms, he bore her rapidly up to the Head,

and into his house, where he succeeded in entirely restoring her

to health.

We vrill pass over the joyful gratitude of the penitent father.

He cast himself at his daughter's feet the next day, and confessed

all his crime. As, however, no one was lost, the man even being

restored whom the mate pilfered, tlie rest of the crew having

escaped in the boat, she prevailed on him not to give himself up,

saying she would, since he was truly penitent, pay for tlie vessel

to the owners.

" You pay, my poor child ?''

" I am to be married, my dear father !" she said, smiling, and

trying to cheer him.

" Married V
" Yes. I came to tell you the news, as I would not send it in a

letter, and so lose the pleasure of seeing its effects upon you.

Xes, dear father, I am to be married, and to—what I know will

gratifyyou—a wealthyyoung man, who asks nomoi'e for my dowry

than myself. He is to settle, of his own free will, upon me, thirty

thousand dollars. With a portion of this, I vrill pay for the

vessel, which had no freight of any consequence. So you need

not pain me by showing the sincerity of your repentance by giving

yourself up. Only be repentant before God, and all wUl be well."

" I am so—I am so, my daughter
!"

"Then all will be well."

" But I will pay for the vessel. If, as you say, she had scarcely

any freight, she can't have been worth more than fom- thousand

dollars ; for I knew the 'Ellen ' well. I can pay all that by saving,

in seven years. You must let me do it."

" Come hither, David," said the mate,, calling him out of the

house, from the side of his daughter.

" What would you, man ? You are my evil angel !"

"I came to say that I have made paiiicular inquiries, and

nobody suspects what was the cause of the vessel being wi-ecked.

The captain I have seen. He says he saw the light, and has no

doubt that it was in the right place. So all is right."

" All is wrong. I now beg, sir, you will never see me again.

I am a penitent man. God has naved my child to me, and not

punished me as my sins deserved. I am full of gratitude and

repentance!"

The next spring the beautiful Mary Derrick was led to the

altar by one of the most estimable young men of Boston, as well

as one of the most opulent. Seven years David saved np two-

thirds of his salary, and paid for the vessel and cargo, refiising

to be indebted to his generous daughter. He now lives, a hale,

humble, and though poor, a happy man, on a small farm, pre-

sented to him, near Portland, by his son-in-law; and his career

seems mercifully ordered to a peaceful end.
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.lOlIN L. TUCKER, EHQ.

The likeness herewith presented is from a da-

pucrreotypo by Southworth & Hawcs, Tremont
Row, and is a very excellent one of Mr. John
L. Tiifkcr, the well-known and popular host of

the Tremont House, a Rentlcmnn whose liberal

and peneroua spirit parlirularly fitted him for

the fillintx of so important a post lis landlord of

the first hotel in New Kn^^Innd, iind one of the

best in the world. Mr. Tucker has been con-

nected with the direction of the Tremont for

nearly twenty years, during which time lie hns

made an army of friend.i, and his reputation is

of world-wide celebrity. Mr. Tucker is a most
quiet and unostcntntious citizen, a Ihorouj^h

business man and exeell'-nt disciplinarimi, and
doubtless one of the beht caterers in tlie country.

He has been succeeded at the Tremont by Mr.
Parker,—a gentleman who has for a long timo

been associated with hitn in its management.
At this tnne, on his retiring from the manatre-

ment of the house, liis numerous friends, desir-

ing to present him with some token of their

esteem and earnest regard, caused a very beau-

tiful fcrvioe of silver to ho made, and on the day
of his leave taking, pvepented it to him. The
service, a description of which we give our read-

ers below, consists of two tea-pots, one sugar-

bowl, one cream-pot, one slop-bowl, one cake-

basket, and one waiter, elegantly chased, on
which is handsomely engiaved the following ap-

propriate inscription:

—

JOHN L. TUCKER.
FfiOM PRIE^D8 IN TUB TFIEMONT HOUSE, ON niB

BBTIRINQ FRO.M 1TB MANAGEIIEKT.
Boston, May 8th, 1851.

The following letter-^, written by (he parties

interested, were exchanged between them on the

occasion.
Boston, M-iy 8th, 1851.

Dear Sir:—At the request of a number (f your
friends, who for a long time have resided under
the hospitable roof of the Tremont House, I
have been honored with the duty of conveying
to you a testimonial of their cordial regard.

They ask your acceptance of the set of silver

plate which accompanies this note, as a slight

memento of their gratitude for your many acts

of kindness and courtesy to them. They tnist

that their gift may hereafter serve to recall to

your memory those friends who have recently
learned, with deep regret, that you are about to

retire from the control of that establishment
which you have, for a long time, rendered most
agreeable to them. Permit me, before I close this communica-
tion, to assure you of my warm personal regard, and to say that

I shall ever feel grateful for your kind attentions to me, and I
sincerely hope that you will meet, hereafter, with all that success
in life which your well known energy aud integrity so well entitle

you to receive.

With great respect, I remain
Your verv sincere friend,

To J. L, TucKii^R, Esq., ) TIMOTHY C. LEEDS.
Tremont House. f

Tkemont House, May 8th, 1851.

My Dear Fiimd:—My feelings have been overpowered beyond
expression, this morning, upoii the receipt of your valuable me-
mento of respect, friendship and generosity; my mind absolutely
refuses to dictate to my pen the expression of ray feelings, I
accept, with gratitude, your beautiful present, and'shall always
cherish it with the deepest interest, trusting it will always serve
to remind me of those friends I have secured hy an endeavor to

do my duty. Please to present my thanks to those friends whom
you represent,^ and tell them that I feel highly honored, and
assure them, that in whatever part of the country I may chance
to dwell, and whether in health or sickness, they will ever com-
mand from me the lieartfelt hospitality they so richly and truly
deserve. I sincerely regret leaving those generous friends whorn
my situation in the Tremont House, for the past twenty years,
has secured to me. But 1 hope and tnist, that my situation will

be filled by those who will render your situation more pleasant
than I have done hy my
feeble endeavors. With
much respect, truly and
ever gratefully, I remain
your friend and obedient
servant,

JOHNL. TUCKEK
T. C. Leeds, Esq., )

Tremont House. \

This beautiful set of sil-

ver plate was manufactured
at the well-known establish-

mentof Messrs. Jones, Ball
& Poor, No. 226 Washing-
ton Street, where it may
etill be seen for a few days.

Mr. Tucker will for the

future, take charge of a
large manufacturing estab-

lishment, located in Green-
field, Massachusetts, where
his excellent capacity for

management will still find

ample scope, and where he
will be sure to form a fresh

army of friends. As it re-

gards Mr. Tucker's char-

acter, in the matter of a
companion, a true friend,

and an honest-hearted man

,

wc can speak with more
than ordinai-y authority,

since it was our lot to be
associated with him as a
school-mate in Boston, for

a series of years, during
his boyhood. A period of
time quite long enough to

enable U9 to speak of bis

personal characteristics in

the honest tone of com-
mendation they 80 richly

deserve.

THE PORTRAIT OF JOHN L. TUCKER, ESQ.

OUR COUNTRY.
The United States have a sea-coast along the Atlantic and

Gulf of Mexico of 3500 miles. On the Pacific the extent of coast

is 1620 miles. According to an estimate by the superintendent
of the coast survey, the length of the "shore line" of the United
States, which includes bays, sounds, and small irregularities of
the main shore and sea islands, is 33,063 miles. We have also a
lake coast of 10,750 miles. One of our rivers is twice as long as

the largest river in Europe, the Danube. The Ohio is 600 miles
longer than the Rhine, and the noble Hudson has a navigation in

the "Empire State" onelnindrcd and ticenfy miles Io})(jer than the

Thames. The State of Virginia alone is 6ne-third larger than
England. The State of Ohio contains three thousand square
miles more than Scotland. The harbor of New Y'ork receives

the vessels that navigate rivers, canals and lakes, to the extent of
three thousand square miles, equal to the distance from America
to Europe. From the capital of Maine to the " Crescent City,"

is two hundred miles farther than from London to Con.'^tanti-

nople, a route that would cross England^elgium, a part of Prus-
sia, Germany, Austria and Turkey. Among the innumerable
ties that bind tlie several parts of this vast country together, not
the least important are the 8000 miles of telegraph wires, which
branch forth in every direction. But far distant be the day when
we shall relyupon artificial bands of any kind to keep us together.

Our greatness and strength lie in our union, but that union must
be one of sentiment and interest, noto* constraint or indilTercnce.

An abiding sentiment of patriotic union would act upon the
American mind like what is called " loyalty " in the monarchies
of Europe.—Boston Ramhlei-.

SERVIOE OF SILVER PLATE PRESENTED TO MR. TUCKER.

SAGACITY OF THE ELEPH4NT.
The Elephant wa.s mentioned to Dr. Darwin,

by some gentlemen of undoubted veracity, who
had been much conversant with our eastern «et-

tlemcnts. The elephants that are employed in

carrying the baggage of our armies, are put each
under the care of one of the natives of Indostan

;

and while thia person and his wifo go into the

woods to collect leaves and branches of trees for

his food, tliey fix him to the ground by a long
chain, and frequently leave a child yet unable to

walk, under his protection ; and the intelligent

animal not only defends it, but, an it creepa
about, wlien it arrives near the extremity of his

chain, he wraps his trunk gently around its

hody, and brings it again into the centre of his

circle. During one of the war^s in Inlia many
Frenchmen had an opportunity of observing one
of the elephants that had received a lieshwound
from a canno i-ball. After having been twice
or thrice conducted to the liospital, where ho
extended himself to he dressed, he afterwards

ti.sed to go alone. The surgeon did whatever
he thought necessary, and .sometimes applied

even fire to the wound. The pain which tho

animal sutFered, often caused him to utter the

most plaintive groans, yet he never expressed
atiy other token than that of gratitude to tho
person who thus by momentary torments efi^eeted

his cure. In the last war, a young elephant re-

ceived a violent wound in its head, the pain of
which rendered it so frantic and ungovernable^

that it was found impossible to persuade the
animal to have the part dressed. Whenever
any one approached, it ran off with fury, and
would suffer no person to come wiiliin several

yards of it. The man who had the care of this

animal, 4h length hit upon a contrivance for

securmg it. By a few words and signs he gave
to its mother sufficient intelligence of what was
wanted ; the sensible creature immediately seized

her young one with her trunk, and held it firmly

do^vn, tliough groaning with agony, while the

surgeon completely dressed the wound ; and she

continued to perform this service every day till

the animal was perfectly recovered. A sentinel

belonging to the present menagerie at I'aris, waa
always very careful in requesting the spectators

not to give the elephants anything to eat. This
conduct particularly displeased the female, who
beheld him with a very unfavorable eye, and
several times endeavored to correct his inter-

ference, by sprinkling his head with water from
her trunk. One day, when several persons were

collected to view these animals, a bystander offered the female a
hit of bread. The sentinel perceived it; but the moment he
opened his mouth to give his usual admonition, she, placing her-

self immediately before h m, discharged in his face a consider-

able stream of water. A general laugh ensued; but the sentinel

having calmly wiped his face, stood a little to one side, and con-

tinued as vigilant as before. Soon afterwards, he found himself
under the necessity of repeating his admonition to the spectators

;

but no sooner was this uttered, than the female laid hold of hig

musket, twirled it round with her trunk, trod it. under her feet,

and did not restore it till she had twisted it nearly into the form
of a screw. That elephants are susceptible of the warmest at-

tachment to each other, the following account, extracted from a
late Erench journal, will sufficiently prove, Two Ceylonese ele-

phants, a male and female, each about two years and' a half old,

were, in 1786, brought into Holland, as a present to the stadt-

holder. After the subjugation of Holland by the French, they
had been separated, in order to be conveyed from the Hague to
Paris ; where a spacious hall was prepared for their reception in.

the place now called the Jardin des Plantes. This was divided
into two apartments, which had a communication by means of a
large door resembling a portculhs. The enclosure round these

apartments consisted of very strong wooden rails. The morning
after their arrival they were conveyed to this habitation. The
male was first brought; he entered the apartment with suspicion,

reconnoitred the place, and then examined each bar separately
with his trunk, and tried its solidity by shaking it ; when he ar-

rived at the portcullis, which separated the apartments, he ob-
served that it was fastened only by a perpendicular iron bar.

This he raised with his
trunk; he then pushed up
the door, and entered the
second apartment, where
he received his brcalrfast.

These two animals had
been parted {but with the
utmost difficulty) for the

convenience of carriage,

and had not seen each
other for some months

;

and the joy they experi-
enced, on meetinpr again,

after so long a separation,

i" scarcely to heexprpssed.
They immediately rushed
towards each other, and
sent forth cries of joy so
animated and loud as to
shake the whole hall. They
breathed also through their

trunks with such laolence,

that the blast resembled an,

impetuous gust of wind.
The joy of the female was
the most lively. She ex-
pressed it by quickly flap-

ping her ears, which she
made to move with aston-

ishing velocity, and drew
her trunk over the body of
the male with the utmost
tenderne<=s. She particu-
larly applied it to his ear,

where she kept it a long
time ; and, after having
drawn it over his whole
hody, often moved it af-

fectionately towards her
own mouth. The male
did the same over the hody
of the female, but his joy
was more st ady.
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STEARIER WINFIELD SCOTT.

Our Ertist has sketched this

fine steamer, as she appeared on
her late departure from New
York for New Orleans. The
Winfield Scott is a four decker,

and was built by Messrs. "Wes-

terrelt & Markay, foot of Sev-

enth Street, East Kiver, New
York, for Messrs. Davis &
Brooks, under the superintend-

ence of Captain William Skid-

dy, and after his model, and from
whom the planning; and general

arrangement of the vessel ema-
nated. She has a straight stem,

ornamented with a carved bust

of her namesake. She is rigged

with three masts, and no bow-
sprit, and her stern, which is

round, is ornamented with an
American eagle coat of arms.

Her stem is very sharp, and her

line partakes somewhat of the
" hollow" kind, beautifully

swelling to her extreme width,

and as beautifully tapering off

again as they approach her stern.

O a deck are the cap tain and
clerk's offices, and also the kitch-

en—all very commodious. Be-
tween decks, aft, is the general

drawing-room, with sofas along

the entire length , and state-rooms

on each side, each furnished with

two berths. The forward saloon

is similarly arranged- Beneath
the drawing-room is the dining-

saloon, in which more than 100
persons can he comfortably seat-

ed ; it also has state-rooms at

each side, all thoroughly venti-

lated and well lighted. For-
ward are the pantries, main se-

mi-circular staircase, &,c. Be-
neath the dining-saloon is the
steerage, also very airy and light.

She can accommodate 165 cabin,

and 150 steerage passengers.—
The ventilating and lighting
of the vessel reflect great credit

on Capta-n Skiddy, hut few ves-

sels being able to boast of such
excellence in these important necessaries to the comfort and
health of her passengers. Herdimensions are as follows : length,
2.30 feet ; keel, 224 feet ; beam, 35 feet ; depth, 22 feet; burthen,
2150 tons, carpenter's measurement. Success to her!

the commencement of the race,
when the whole dart away as if

the gondolas were impelled by
volition ; the start is followed by
a shout, which, passing swift-y
along the canal, the eager agit a
tion runs from one balcony to
another until the sympathetic
movements are communicated to
the royalty that occupy the state
barges. The excitement becomes
more and more intense as the
race continues, and as the goal is

reached, artillery gives forth the
usual signals of rejoicing. Mu-
sic answers to the roar of can-
"non and the peals of bells, while
sympathy with success draws
shouts even from the disappoint-
ed." On the right of the view
is the " Bncentaur," or royal
barge, and is similar to the one
used by the doges in the impos-
ing ceremony of espousing the
Adriatic, and which now lies at
the Arsenal, in a decayed state

;

another memento of the fallen

greatness of this once proud re-

public. This regatta was given
in honor of the Empress of Aus-
tria, a few years ago. Ou the
left is the richly ornamented
barge of the empress and suite.

Immediately over the flag-staff

of the Bucentaur is the palace oc-

cupied by Byron,whilc in Venice.

AKCIEKT RELICS.
In the manufacture of ornamental chains, the Roman or Greek

jewellers displayed great skill. There was one kind of chain, in
particular, wrought with such consummate art, that modern jew-
ellers have in vain attempted to imitate it. The hnks are so
cunningly shaped and knit together, that, when the chain is ex-
tended, it resembled a plain bar of gold ; and yet it is perfectly
flexible in every possible direction, like a small cord. Chains
of this kind, in the most perfect preservation, have been found
among the ruins of Pompeii.

—

Tribune.

STEAMER GEN. "WINFIELD SCOTT LEA\^NG NKW YORK HARBOR,

REGATTA SCEKE IN ^'ENICE.

Mr. S. B. "Waugh, the artist, at the time this regatta took
place, was a " looker-on in Venice," and availed himself of the

opportunity to sketch, on the spot, this truly gorgeous pageant,
and it is from his panorama that our artist has copied the scene.
" Venice," says Cooper, " from her peculiar formation and the

vast number of her watermen, has long been celebrated for this

species of amusement, and families became honored in Venice,
according to their dexterity in the management of the oar. The
most skilful and vigorous are selected for these races, who are

cheered by the men and stimulated by the smiles of Venetian
beauty, which grace the balconies that overlook this scene ; tlie

rewards recalled to their minds, their patron saints invoked, the

gondolas are towed to their stations by those employed for that

purpose, as the competitors in the race are not allowed to make
any exertion until tlie signal—the report of a gun— is given for

VENICE.
—

-

Towards evening, we ascend-

^ ed the Campanile or bell-tower

of St. Marks, some 330 feet high,

_^;^^ and had thence a glorious view
__~ of the city and its neighborhood.

From this tower, the houses
might almost be counted, though,

of the canals which separate
them, only a few of the largest

are discerned. But the forest

of shipping outside, the gardeng
(naturally few and contracted),

the adjacent main-land, the rail-

road embankment across the la-

goon, the blue Euganian hills in the distance, &c., &.Q.., are all -

as palpable as Boston harbor from Bunker Hill Monument. Im-
mediately beneath is the Place of St. Mark, the Wall street of
Venice; just beside you is the old Palace and the Cathedral Church
of St. Maik; to the north is the armory, one of the laigcst and
most interesting in Europe ; while the dome of every church in

A-^enice and all the wmdings of the Grand Canal are distinctly

visible. An Austrian steamship in the harbor, and an Austrian
regiment marching from the north end of the city infb the grand
square to take post there, completed the panorama. The sun
setting in mild radiance after a most lovtly summer day, and
the moon shining forth in all her glorious lustre, gave it a won-
drous richness and beauty of light and .shadow. I was loth to

tear myself away from its contemplation, and commence the

tedious descent of the now darkened circular way up and down
the inside of the tower.— Welcome Guest.

VIE,W OF A REGATTA ON THE C^VNALE MAQGIORE, AT VENICE.
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[Written for Oleftfion'ri Pictorial.]

IF THE HEART IS AhL lUGIIT.

DY W. N. M'OALLA.

Sbould tho diii'ts of nuBfortuno

Around you bo liurlwd,

Sbould tiie dark lliif^ ofl'iito

O'or Itl'o'B biirlc by uiiluricil

;

Yonr brigbteflt hoiiun viiiduli,

Your diiy turn to iilgiit

;

You jot may feci hfippy,

Ifthuhuui-tlsiillrlgUt.

Sbonld friondH nil desert you,

And thoso preferred most,

Like tho rainbow's lines Titniflh,

—

Their love 'h but a boiist.

Sbould they icttvo you forever,

biUo the miiteor's light

;

You 'II be happy without them,

If tho heart is all right.

Jjot tho foul (ongue of elaudor

Seize you for its aim,

IJUtt unvy and maliee

AB8fiiI your lair name
;

I'lrseoutiona surround jou,

Oppress you with might,

Your soul rises o'er them,

If the heart ia all right.

Lot death, with its borrora,

<Jomo to cluim you his own.

Away to that dream-land

Whose realms are unknown
;

His decree has no terror,

You welcome his sight,

Dying peaceful and happy,

If the heart is all right.

Be you poor—ho you wealthy,

Be you lowly or grand.

Be you on the widts ocean.

Or safe on tho land

;

In boaith or in sickness,

Kill darkce's or light.

You still can feel joyouB

If the heart is all right.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial ]

THE STOLEN RING:
OH,

THE PSIMA DOKKA.

• BY MISS MAKTHA A. CLOIJGH.

CHAPTER I.

" Thou wert to-day, it seemed to me, '

As fair as woman well could be."

It was a festal night, and a brilliant throng were assembled in

the spacious saloons of the Ocean House at Newport. The illu-

minated chandeliers shed a flood of light over a bright array of

youth, beauty and fashion ; all seemed gay and gleeful, and when
music added her charm to the enchantment of the hour, young

hearts btat joyously, and fair forms floated gracefully through

the witching mazes of the dance. -

Two gentlt-meu were promenading, arm-in-arm, along the

piazza, chatting gaily, and occasionally glancing at the revellers

within.

One was a tall, elegant man, with a commanding figure, a

majestic bearing, and a handsome, intellectual face ; but a more
strikiug contrast than that between Jiim and the deformed person

beside him, is seldom seen. His companion was below the med-

ium height and exceedingly slender, and an unnatural elevation

of one shoulder gave him a singular appearance. His features

were irregular, his complexion was sallow, and there was an ex-

pression in his restless, gray eyes and around his thin lips that

made his countenance as repulsive as his form was unsightly.

"Does not that witching waltz inspire you to join the Terp-

sichoreans yonder, Cunningham'^" he asked, as they paused a

moment to watch the evolutions of tlie dancers.

"No, I am a new arrival, and wish to reconnoitre one night at

least," responded his companion, with a laugh ;
" but, Frank, do

jou never mingle in these gay sceues*?"

"Not I," resumed the first speaker, " nobody would care to

have such a deformity as Frank Ashton for a partner! Had I

your form, PhiJip"

—

"And I your fonune," interrupted the other; "but sec; they

arq forming a quadrille, and Frank—Frank, who is that beautiful,

that glorious creature"?"

A slight flush flitted across the usually pale face of Frank

Ashton.

"To whom do you referV he asked, sarcastically. "There
are many ladies here whom you enihusiusts would call beautiful

I suppose—please 4>ecify, my dear Phil."

" How provoking!" rejoined his companion. "As if any girl

in tliKSc biilliant halls could compare with ihat supeib creature,

whom "Warrender has just led out."

" 0, that is jVLiss llane Rutherforrl," said Ashton.

"And' who is Miss llane Rutherford?" inquired Cunningham;
" pray, be a little more explicit, I'^rank, for my curiosiiy is very

much excited."

" So I pi?rceive," rejoined Frank Ashton, coolly. " Well, then.

Miss Rutherford is the niece of Mrs. Montjoy, of New York.

Perhaps you remember that she has an only brother, an invalid,

who resides in Italy"

—

"Perfectly, Frank; go on."

"This young lady who has fascinated you so much, ia his

daughter; Mrs. Montjoy returned from abroad three or four

months ago, and MisH ilano accompniiicd her."

Philip Cunningbara made no reply; his attention wns riveted

upon a young girl, wlio with her face beaming with animation,

and her email "feet trembling to the music" was waiting to

"float niio tho giddy ring."

lUinc UutherJbrd was indeed very beautiful; lier complexion

was exquisitely fair, and the hue that slupt upon her rounded

chcel^ was delicate us that wliich wc find in the heart of an al-

mond flower. Her eyes wore large, dark arid lustrous, lier lips

full and red as a npe cherry ; and a wealth of rich, glossy trossfts

clustered around her pure, whito brow, and swept over her

shoulders.

"How beautiful!" exclaimed Cunningham, involuntarily.

Again the crimson rose to the cheek of Frank Ashton, and a

fruwn passed over his brow.

" There, there, Frank, continued Cunningham, as the beauti-

ful llane moved through the figures of the quadrille, *' there is

the verj poetn/ of motion— are jou acquainted with her, con V
"1 have had an introduction," said Frank, hesitatingly.

" Well, then, my dear fellow, introduce me as soon as this

quadrfllc is over; for I shall dance the next if she will be my
partner," said his companion.

"Excuse me," replied Ashton; "I do not wish to enter the

saloon."

"Jast as you please," returned Cunningham. "I am ac-

quainted with Mrs. Montjoy. Good-night."

A moment afterwards, Philip Cunningham entered the saloon.

Mrs. Montjoy, a handsome woman in the prime of life, sat upon

a sofa with several other dowagers, carelessly swaying a splendid

fan to and fro, and watching with pride and pleasure the grace-

ful movements of her fair niece. The young man approached

her and greeted her politely. Mrs. Montjoy received him with

much apparent satisfaction, and he was standing beside her when
Warrender led back the beautiful llane.

"My dear llane," said Mrs. Montjoy, smiling, "it gives me
great pleasure to introduce to you my friend, Mr. Cunningham

—

my niece, Miss Rutherford, Mr. Cunningham."

The young girl returned his greeting gracefully and a gay con-

versation ensued. When xhe music again sounded, he gallantly

begged her to become his partner in the dance ; she acceded to

his request, and in a few moments he was moving across the

room with the lovely llane Rutherford leaning on his arm. As
he passed the window where he had been standing with Ashton,

he caught a glimpse of his cousin, who bowed with mock defer-

ence and moved hastily away. Philip Cunningham saw him no

more that evening, but soon afterwards a white, delicate hand,

unperccived, slightly parted the drapery of a casement in another

part of the room, and Frank Ashton watched the movements of

Cunningham intently. The hours wore on and he was often

beside the fair llane, and as the deformed Ashton saw the glance

of his eloquent eyes, when he looked down into the face of the

maiden, and marked the radiance of her countenance when she

listened to his conversation, his form shook with emotion, and

his heart throbbed painfully beneath his costly garments. When
at length the fete was over, and Philip Cunningham, full of new
and happy thoughts, returned to his room, Frank Ashton stole

noiselessly from his hiding place, and with an unsteady step hur-

ried to his own apartment. A death-like paHor overspread his

face, save that a deep hectic flush burned on each cheek, and a

wild, unnatural light shone in his restless eyes.

"And so Philip Cunningham will seek to win that peerless

llane Rutherford !" he muttered to himself. " She is the only

woman, save Elinor, to whom I ever gave a passing thought,

and her, I odore her. She is beautiful as a poet's dream, and it

would be happiness to possess the affection of such a heart as

her's, but she could never love /ne, unsightly and repulsive as I

am. It matters not that I have wealth sufiicicnt to surround her

with all the luxuries of a queen—she can never be mine; but that

he should win her is too much. She admires him ; how her dark

eyes sparkled; how her rosy lips smiled as she listened to my
fascinating cousin! 0, if I could but change places with him-

But I cannot

—

mine is another destiny, and he, he seems created

to come between me and happiness, to thwart my most cherished

plans," andJ^e joung man clenched his jewelled fingers nerv-

ously together and passed hurriedly to and fro in his room.

Philip Cunningham and Frank Ashton were cousins ; they had

been playfellows from boyhood and classmates in college. Eoth

had l>een richly gifted with intellect, and at the university, Ashton

had toiled nobly for the first honors of his class ; but Philip Cun-

ningham had won them from him. This, with some other like

occurrences, had embittered his feelings towards his cousin, and

beneath a frank and brotherly exterior he had long concealed a

heart filled with jealousy and distrust. Four years previous to

the date of cur story, the cousins had graduated ; Philip Cun-

ningham to engage in the study of law in the city of Boston,

where his father resided, and Frank Ashton, who was an orphan,

to come into possession of an immense fortune, and enjoy as well

as he could a life of ease and luxury.

At Newport they had met that day for the first time for a year;

Cunningham had repaired thither to recreate himself from the

cares and toils of business—Ashton to dissipate the ennui which

oppressed him, and spend the time, which hung somewhat

heavily upon him. The life of the young heir was far from

being a happy one—a morbid sensitiveness, aritring in part from

his singular deformity, rendered him continually unhappy.

Three days before tho arrival of his cousin he had met llane

Rutherford; to him she seemed the concentration of all his

dreams of loveliness and grace, and he soon cherished for her a

deep and fervid affection.

As he had said, hIic was the first tJiat had even captivated his

fjnci/, atid she had enslaved Ills Iicart. Hopeless as be felt hid

passion must he, he had blindly permitted himself to cherish it,

and wrapped Iiis acmcn in a vision, brighter Ijy far than he liud

ever known before. Philip Cunningham was very faBcinating,

and Frank Ashton, with an eye tliat had long been accustomed

to read tho human countenance, had seen even on that evening,

that his society wa.g jjlcasant to the young girl.

He slumbered not that night; tlicrc was a fierce tumult in his

soul, and a thousand wild, conflicting emotions made his heart

like a tempest tossed bark on a etormy sea.

Days passed away ; Philip Cunningham had become the con-

stant attendant of llane Rutherford, and time was passing to the

young lawyer more swiftly and pleasantly than it had ever flown

before.

It was a glorious morn, and everything in nature was radiant

with freshness and beauty, but Frank Ashton heeded not the

loveliness of the day. It brought no gladness to his misan-

thropic heart, and with a gloomy brow ho was pacing hurriedly

to and fro in his room. At length he heard a light step in the

corridor, and then a rich, musical voice, singing "I dream of all

things free!"

" My cousin, Phil. Cunningham !" muttered Ashton to himself.

" How happy he is !" and he flung himself carelessly upon the

sofa, and was soon apparently engrossed with a new book. In a

moment there was a light tap at the door, and Philip Cunning-

ham entered the apartment.

"What! are you reading, IPrank, this glorious morning?" he

said, gaily.

Frank Ashton looked up from his hook with a quiet smile.

" How fares it with you, coz ?" he asked. " Take a chair, wont
you '("

" No, cannot stop, Frank, I am going to ride," replied Cun-

ningham.
" With Miss Rutherford, of course," continued Ashton, and a

strange expression shone in his restless eyes. A smile hovered

around the finely-curved lips of his cousin, as he replied

:

''I have the pleasure of her company this moi'ning. Do you
not envy me, coz?"

Ashton bit his lip.

" You know, Phil.," he said, with a slight irony in his tone, " I

never make it a point to envy you any of your conquests."

The crimson defpened on the cheek of Philip Cunningham,

and a more thougluful light glowed in his dark eyes.

"No, Frank," he said, with considerable feeling; "do not

speak in that way of Hane Rutherford ; I am not so happy yet as

to believe that she loves me; but that in my eyes she is the most

charming woman I have ever met, I need not tell you."

"No—that is apparent enough," rejoined Ashton, laughing.

" Well," said Cunningham, "T have no time to talk v/ith you

longer now, for the horses are already at the door ! I wish you
much joy with your book, coz," and with a gay bow and a joy-

ous laugh he left the room.

As soon as the door closed after him, tho practised smile faded

from the features of A.shton ; a dark frown knit his brows, and

his thin lips became firmly compressed. He flung aside his

book, and sauntered to the window just in time to see his cousin

and llane Rutherford set out in high spirits for their equestrian,

excursion.

" Ah ! then they have taken the path," he muttered as he

gazed, and his face lighted up as if with some bright thoughts.

He hurried from the room, and, ordering his liorse, went forth,

perhaps to enjoy the beauty and freshness of the mom, per/tops to

ivatch the movements of his cousin.

When Philip Cunningham and llane returned to the Ocean

House, Ashton was promenading the piazza; lovely as the young

girl had always seemed to him, he thought she had never been so

beautiful as on that morn. Her dark riding-dress displayed to

advantage her fine form—a velvet cap was placed jauntily upon

her head, and its single, sngwy plume mingled with her dark

curls. Her face had never worn such a radiance before; there

was a richer bloom in her fiir cheek, and a deeper light in her-

large, liciuid eyes. As his cousin led her to the door of the hotel

she lifted those eloquent orbs to the face of Frank Ashton, smiled.

and bowed gaily; he returned her greeting, but his heart thrilled

as he marked the happy countenance of Philip Cunningham.
" Wliat a handsome couple!" exclaimed a lady, who had just

arrived, to her friend, as they stood in the recess of a window.

"Who are they ?"

"Mr. Cunningham and Miss Rutherford—she is the 'bright,

particular star' here just now," replied the lady.

"Ah! and Mr. Cunningham"

—

" He is very popular also ; he is a young lawyer of much

promise, and a good match, but not remarlcahhj icealihy. Mr.

Ashton, whose singular deformity made you inquire him out, is

his cousin
!"

"What! that young millionaire!" exclaimed the lady. "It's

a pity they couldn't change forms, isn't it?"

" Hush I" responded her companion, lowering her voice to a

whisper, " there he is novr."

Frank Ashton bit his lip and hurried away to his own room, to

brood in solitude over his misfortune, and the striking contrast

between him and his cousin.

The next evening there was a fancy ball at the Ocean House,

and Frank Ashton, though he did not mingle in the merriment

of the festal hour, was watching the movements of the gay throng.

Everything was brilliant and enchanting; the costumes were ele-

gant and varied—tho ladies fair and graceful, but his gaze fol-

lowed one form. llane Rutherford as Nourmahal, the Light of

the Harem, was the cynosure of all eyes, and to her his attention

was directed. A robe of silver tissue fell around her exquisite
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form; tlm full, flowing sleeves looped back at the shoulder with

gems, revealed arms round and fair enough for a sculptor's

model ; delicate pearls gleamed oo her wrists and circled her

snowy ueck ; her dai"k curls were partially confined in a net that

seemed woven of dew-drops, and she carried ia her hand a lute

of elegant v.'orkmanship. Philip Cunningham, in the rich and

tasteful attu'e of a Spanish cavalier, was often by her side, and at

length they moved to the window, through which Ashton was

peering, and seated themselves on a low fauteuil in the recess.

" "Will you sweep the strings of your charmed lute, and sing

that song which you warbled to me yesterday, dearest llane f
said Cunningham.

Dearest Ilane! The words thrilled through and through the

heart of I'rank Ashton—for they told of avowed—of accepted

love. His frame shook violently, but he controlled himself an^
listened for her reply.

"If it'wiil please you, Philip!" she murmured, and as her

slender fingers wandered among the strings of the lute, a prelude

gushed forth, whose enchanting strains made all stand "hushed

and wondering."

" So powerfully upon ttie soul

This new, enchanted measure stole."

And then a voice of remarkable compass and sweetness war-

bled with thrilling effect the song,

" There 's a bliss bej-ontl all that the minstrel has told."

The throng listened as if spell-bound till the last note died

away, and as a murmur of applause stole round the apartment,

Philip Cunningham said in a low tone, while the love-light

gleamed in his dark eyes

—

" Such shall be our changeless love, dear Ilane !"

She smiled, and the glance w-hich she lifted to his face was

eloquent wiih happy affection. Frank Ashton waited to hear no

more; he noiselessly moved from the window and tottered away

to the solitude of his own room, muttering

—

"I foresaw this ! my prophecy is fulfilled, for my cousin is the

accepted lover of Ilane Kutherford. And now all that remains

for me is to crush this hopeless passion, and '*— He dared not

yet FpeaJc even to liimsdf of the half-formed flans in his heart.

Frank Ashton had spoken truly—his cousin and Ilane Ruther-

ford were affianced lovers. The young girl had given to Philip

Cunningham all that pure and holy aftection that lives in the

heart but once in a life-time, and he was worthy of the gift. He
loved her deeply and devotedly ; a new era in his existence had

dawned upon him since his first meeting with the fair^ane.

Another, and a golden thread, that wove itself around every

chord of his heart, now mingled in his life-woof; there was a new

object—a second self—(or which to perform noble deeds ; and in

all his bright visions of coming years wandered a being fairer

than the dark-eyed horn-is that graced Mahomet's Paradise—

a

being linked with the sweetest, holiest ties of its existence.

CHAPTER II.

" Ambition had hut foiled my grasp,

And love had perished in my clasp."

" Alas ! how light a cause may move,
Dissension, between hearts that love!"

It was a clear bright moraing in December, and the golden

sunlight, mellowed and softened by the stained glass and crim-

son drapery through which it stole, shed a rich, rosy tinge over

the private sitting-room of Frank Ashton. Gloomy and unhap-

py as the young heir was, he had gathcrjd around him all the

luxuries which his immense wealth could command, and his

winter residence in the city of New York was gorgeous enough

for a king's palace.

A glance at his room on that wintry morn will sufifice to de-

scribe his expensive habits and refined tastes. Costly drapery

swept in heavy folds over the stained windows—the Turkey car-

pet was like a bed of summer flowers—cabinet pictures of rare

beauty adorned the walls—exquisite specimens of statuary' stood

in vaiious compartments of the room, and tables of costly wood

and quaintly-carved workmanship supported splendidly-bound

books, and several musical instruments. A rich curtain half

drawn aside, revealed glimpses of a dressing-chamber, still misty

with the vapor of a scented bath, and furnished with the same

princely magnificence. A bright fire was burning in the sitting-

room, and on a superb sofa near it, the young heir sat stroking

with his while hand a handsome Italian greyhound, crouched on

the ermine rug at his feet. A low foot-fall sounded in the corri-

dor, and the next moment a servant entered the room and ex-

tended a massive salver, on which lay a single note. The young

man took it daintily in his jewelled fingers and glanced at the

superscription.

" Phil. Cunningham, by the powers !" he muttered, and the

crimson rushed over his face, as he unfolded and hastily perused

the note.
" So ho is here to enjoy the society of his beautiful Ilane

for a season," he murmured at length ;
" and has taken rooms

at the Broadway Hotel ! Let me see V and the young man
leaned his bead upon his hand, and for a time seemed in deep

thought. Suddenly he sprang up

—

" I must have him here," he said, bitterly. " I must watch his

movements if I would thwart his plans ; I am his cousin," and
Frank Ashton laughed merrily as he grasped the bell-cord.

A servant immediately answered his summons.
" Tell John to order out myphteton!" he said hastily, and

then moved across the apai'tment to his dressing room. A few

moments afterwards he came forth, equipped for a ride, and hur-

ried to a small roopi in another wing of the building, fitted up
like a lady's boudoir ; it was vacant, hut the door was open into

a pretty conservatory and he hastened into the little flower-nook.

A young girl was moving about among the plants ; she was very

lovely and,graceful, and the moody Ashton smiled as he ap-

proached her.

"Elinor," he said, in a low voice, " I have told you of our

cousin, Phil. Cunningham 1"

The girl bowed, and he continued

—

"He is here—at the Broadway Hotel, and will spend several

weeks in the city. I am going to invite him to make my house

his home."
" Well," said the maiden, quietly.

"He is as handsome as I am plain—as fascinating as I am
repulsive. I wish to warn you not to fall in love with him, sister,

for he is betrothed to another—to—to—Ilane Rutherford."

" I shall not love him; he has crossed your path, my brother,"

replied the maiden.
" Yes, in more than you have known hitherto ;" and Frank

Ashton circled his sister with his arm ;
" we two are alone in the

world, Elinor
J

let me confide to you what no other mortal

knows. Ilane Rutherford is the only woman, save you, whom
I ever loved, and Philip Cunningham has won her. Sister," and

leaning to the maiden's ear he whispered the remainder of the

sentence.

"I will do all you wish, Frank," she said, and her blue eyes

glittered as she spoke, and she wound her white arms carelessly

around the neck of her deformed brother.

Frank kissed her forehead, and then hurried from the room.

An hour afterwards Elinor Ashton heard a carriage drive up

at the door ; she hurried to the window and peered cautiously

forth.
" There then is Philip Cunningham," she murmured, as her

eye fell upon the commanding figure of her cousin, " no wonder

he won Ilane Rutherford from my poor brother
!"

Just at this moment, Cunningham glanced at the window

where she was gazing, and she hastily drew back, pale as the

marble Hebe that stood beside her, half hidden in folds of purple

damask and delicate laee.

" Walk right in, cousin Phil," she heard Frank Ashton say

gaily, and then their footsteps in the hall came to her ear.

" Please consider these rooms at your service while you remain

in the city," continued the young heir, as he threw open the door

of a superb apartment at the head of the stair case.

"Thank you, thank you, Frank,"- responded Cunningham.
" Really you hkve quite a palace here ! All it lacks now is the

' bright presiding genius !'
"

*' ThaE will cume in due time," said Ashton, with a laugh.

"Sut your sister—1 almost forgot; that I have a cousin Elinor

—she presides here probably."

" O, she is a boarding-school miss yet," replied his host, " but

though my house is destitute of ladies' society we will live famous-

ly, keeping bachelors' hall, coz. Here are my rooms, and when you

have a leisure moment to* spare from IVIiss Rutherford, &c., please

drop in without any ceremony."

Philip Cunningham smiled. " Thank you, Frank," he said,

in reply, " you'll do the same of course !" ^B^
" Certainly!" answered Ashton, and the young men parted to

dress for dinner, Philip Cunningham thinking of the princely

hospitality of his cousin, and Frank Ashton congratulatiog him-

self upon the prospect of such unreserved communication with

his rival.

Days passed and Philip Cunningham was a happy man j in

the society of Ilane Rutherford, time sped swiftly indeed, and

the hours which he spent with Frank Ashton were far from being

unpleasant. Frank was an admirable host, and his jealousy and

dislike were hidden by a veil, as dazzling aS that of the prophet

lihorhassan in Lalla Rookh.

It was the last night of December—the last of the year—and

Philip Cunningham, after spending the evening at Mrs. Mont-

joy's, returned to his delightful quarters in the residence of his

cousin. A letter in the hand-writing of his father lay on the cen-

tre-table ; he opened it hastily, and as he read his face flushed

and paled alternately, and his frame shook as with some strong

emotion. To and fio, Frank Ashton heard a light, nervous step

pacing for an hour, and then a footfall in the corridor, and a tap

at his door arrested his attention. He opened the door and held

out his hand, but the fingers which he grasped were lilce icicles,

and the pale, anxious face of his cousin was all unlike the happy

countenance which he usually v/ore.

" Phil., my dear fellow," he asked with much apparent sym-

pathy, what's the matterV
"Frank," replied Cunningham, "will you believe it, when I

tell you that my father, whom I thought prospering, ia on the

verge of bankruptcy."

" Is it possible!" exclaimed Ashton. "How did you hear?"

" I have just received a letter from him, such a letter as my
poor father never wrote before, Frank," replied his cousiu wirh

deep emotion. " The recent failure of those two firms here, with

both of which he was extensively connected, and the loss of a

richly-laden vessel at sea, have caused it, and unless thirty thou-

sand dollars can be advanced to him before to-morrow night he

will be a bankrupt."

" But you have quite a pretty sum, left you by your aunt,"

interposed Frank.

" That is invested with my fathers," resumed Cunningham,
" and now what can be done, Frank ? How can I command half

the desired sum V
There was a pause—and had not the single, alabaster lamp,

that shed its light over the room, burned dimly, Philip Cunning-

ham might perhaps have seen the expression that passed over the

face of his cousin, but he marked it not, and Ashton said at

length

—

" Endeavor to compose yourself, Philip, and I will think the

matter over. Perhaps in the moniing I can aid you somewhat."

Philip Cunningham wrung his hand, but he did not speak, and
for rhe first time they parted in silence. Just as the day dawned,
Frank Ashton stole into the apartment of his cousin ; Philip -

Cunningham sat in the chair into which he had flung himself on
his return from Frank's room hours before, and care and anxiety

had stamped their impress on his face.

" My dear Phil.," atked Ashtou, in a sweet musical voice,

" are you willing to make some sacrifice to save yourself and your

father from this failure V
" What would I not do to avert the blow V ejaculated Cun-

ningham.

"•Well," I'esuraed Ashton, "on one condition I will advance

the desired sum."

"Name it," said his cousin, springing from his seat.

" Be calm, Phil., and hear me for a moment," resumed Ashton.
" I have business in San Francisco, which requires immediate

attention. I wish to employ an agent to transact it, an active,

intelligent lawyer like yourself, coz. I should have oflered the

agency to you ere this, but thought you would not take it, and

so have spoken to Lewis about it, but the bargain is not yet

closed ; and if you will consent to go, I will relieve yon fiom

this e^jibarrassment."

" When does the vessel sail V asked Cunningham.
" To-morrow !"

" To-morrow !" echoed the young lawyer ; I should be obliged

to be expeditious in my arrangements."

"Certainly," replied Ashton, coolly; "do you accept the

condition?"

Philip Cunningham mused for a moment, while a thousand

conflicting emotions swelled his soul.

"I accept it, Frank," he said at length, "and now"

—

"Now," interrupted Ashton, "you have only to set about

arrangements, Phil. I will despatch a messenger to your father

with the news," and Frank stole from the room.

A flush flitted over the cheek of Cunningham as Ilane Ruther-

ford in all her superb beauty rose before his mental vision; it

was New Year's day, and she would expect him.

" I cannot see her this moraing," he murmured to himself,

" but she gives a fete tonight, and then I must meet her—I will

write a note to her," and seating himself he penned a message to

Ilane. He wrote eloquently, for .his heart was all in a tumult,

and amid Ms cares and perplexities the memory of hei' wr.s the

one bright strength left him,—the earih-star that still shone in

the cloudy sky of his existence. When he had comijleted it he

hurried to Frank's apartment—a slender, graceful youth stood

with hat in hand, waiting for a note which Ashton was writing.

" Can the lad take this note to Mrs. Montjoy's when he goes

with your't', Frank V asked Cunningham.
" Certainly," replied Ashton.

" Thank you," said Cunningham, "I will go now to com

mence my preparations for this voyage."

^. [cONCLtrCED KEXT TPEEK.]
^' ^«> » .

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE KOSE. ^

BY JOSEPH H. BUTLER.

Awake, and hasten to disclose

Thy fragrant beauties, lovely rose

!

The wiuter's o'er, and cheerful spring,

With all her flowerets blossoming,

Now ripens into summer's prime,

And mantles hill and vale sublime.

The gala of the seasons"—June,
Now sliines refulgent in its noon

;

And wild, unwritten melody

Breaks forth imgeen from every tree.

The leaping stream, in silvery sheen,

Meanders, mid its i^auks of green,

Bestowing freshness to each stem

Of flowers that form its diadem.

The water lily lifts her head

Graceful above her azure bed

;

So haste thy beauties to disclose,

Queen of fragrance—lovely rose I

Expand thy leaves and drink the shower,

Gem of beauty—peerless flower!

The maid in bridal garmdnts drest.

Demands thee for her gentle breast

;

Emblem of worth and beauty rare.

Go, rose, and deck her bniided hair.

And when thy charms shall withered he,

Bid the proud fair one think of thee
;

And whisper, ere she flings thee by,

" So youth and beauty, too, must did"

A BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTHATION.
A florist will tell you that if you paint the Oower-pot that

contains a favorite, beauiiful fragrant flow^er, the plant will wither

and die. You shut out theairaudnaoiature from passuig through

the earth to the roots, and your paint is poisonous. Just so,

mere external accomplishments, or a too exclusive anxiety and

re^'ard for that, infuses the soul. The vase may be ever so beau-

titully ornamented, but if you deny the water of Ufe to the flower,

it must die. And there are kinds of ornamental accomplish-

mtnts, the very process of which* is as deleterious tckthe soul as

paiut upon the tlower-pot is pernicious to the plant, whose deli-

cate leaves not only inhale a poisonous atmosphere, during your

very process of rendering the exterior more tasteful, but the v.'hole

earth is dried and devoid of nourishment. Nature never paints,

but all her forms of loveliness are a growth, a native character,

possession and development from the beginning. If the sun can

never be called a painter, it is only because the plants absorb his

rays, and receive them into the very texture and life of their

vegetation. So, whatever is real knowledge, wisdom, principle,

character and life in education, is a process of the absorbing and

development of ti'utli, and is not mere painting.— llev. Dr.

Clieccer.
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LAUNCH OF THE YACHT AMERICA, FROil BROWN S SHIP-YARD, NEW YORK CITY.

THE YACHT ADIERICA.
Our artist has given us a scene here, representing the launch of

the yacht America, designed to compete with the Englibli yachts,

in a sailing match off the English coast. She is owned by a party
of gentlemen, whose names are not known to ns, and was built

by William H. Brown. The America was to go to England, and
race with the yacht dabs there. If she beats them, she is to be
paid for by the club ; if she is beaten, she is then to be given up
to them as a forfeit. The yacht's length is 96 feet ; breadth, 23
feet 6 inches ; depth, 9 feet 3 inches. Her frame is composed of
hackmatac, chestnut, locust, oak and cedar, secured by diagonal
iron braces, 3 feet apart, 3 1-2 inches by 3-8 inch, bolted through
each frame. Her cabin is 21 feet long, and has two state-rooms,

one on each side, 8 feet long. Yachting has, fo^a longtime,
been a favorite diversion of noblemen and gentlemen on tlie con-

tinent of Eui-ope, and some excellent specimen of snautical skill

have been produced in foreign countries. Wc predict the day is

not very remote, when this species of maritime craft, constructed

by Yankee energy and talent, shall fully rival those of an}' other

nation in the world, and even as in other exhibitions of naval
arcbiteciture, surpass them.

4 ^..— >

TIME.
Coming hastily into a chamber, I had almost thrown down a

crystal hour glass—fear lest I had made rae grieve, as if I had
broken it. But alas ! how much precious time have I cast away
without regret ! Tlie hour-glass was but crystal, each hour a
peril ; that but casually, this done wilfully. A better hour-glass

might be bought ; hut time once lost is lost forever. Thus we
grieve more ^t toys than for treasure. Lord, give me an hour-

glass, not to Wf^ me, but to be in me. Teach me to number my days.

An hour-glass, to turn me, that I turn my Iieart to wisdom.—Fidler.

ENCAMPMENT OF CUBAN VOLUNTEERS.
Doubtless the proposed invasion of the island of Cuba has, for

the present, been abandoned ; indeed it is pretty well understood

that most of the encampments on the Florida shores have been

broken up, and the men disbanded to await some more propitious

opportunity to help Cuba on to her ultimate destiny. Our artist

has given us a scene herewith, representing one of their camp
grounds, taken from a rough drawing sent to ns from the spot.

The movement at this time has been much more extensive and
well managed than was generally believed, and the object seems

to gain fresh strength at each renewed effort. Half the uneasy-

spirits of the southern cities ^eem resolved, sooner or later, to

carry out a design that shall finally give them possession of this

" queen of the Antilles," and as we have more than once remarked
before, the island will, ere long, be iDdcpendcnt of Spain, if not
a part and parcel of this great republic.

VIEW OF AN ENCAMPMENT OF CUBAN VOLUNTEERS.
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FREDERICK GLEASON, Pkoprietor.

MATURIN' M. BALLOa, Editor.

CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NUMBER.
" Zorilda," a tale of the 5ea, by G. S- Ratmosd. A fioe cautical Btory.

»' Ephraim Smooth's Vy'ge," by Uncle Toby.
" The CirciiBsian Wife," an Eastern Ta-Ie, by Miss Sarah M. Howe.
*' Lines for an Album," by Carolise A. Hatden.
*' Columbia's Addross to tlie Mersey." lines, by Richard Weight.

'^Gentle May,"' a poem, by F. A. Durivage.
'* The forest Child," verses, by S- E. Chdrcu.
" Lily and T." verses, by Neale Bernard.
" The Captive Heart," a poem, by J. Alford.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
The Carnival at Rome will be charncferistically and beautifully illufitrated,

In our ensuiiip number, representing the appearance of the " eteruai city," in

the height of this exciting period of time.

Avery fine and accurate likeness of Miss Adelaide Phillips, the favorite

Tocalist and actress of the Boston Museum. An admirable picture by RowsE.

A grand Tournament Scene, as lately enacted at the Pineville Race-course,

South Caiolina, when twenty -eix "knights," magnificently dressed, rode into

the lists.

The President's late reception at the Navy Yard, Philadelphia, by the citi-

zens of the Quaker City. A splendid and lively picture, truthful and timely.

Also, a fine picture of lion. Daniel Webster addressing the citizens of Phila-

delphia, in front of the United States Hotel. Taken by our artist on the spot.

Landing of the President and suite at Castle Garden, New York, on his

tour to attend the opening of the Erie Railroad. A very expressive picture.

Scene of the President and his cortege, as they passed up Broadway, after

leaving Caatle Garden. Our artist has brought in the entire scene with fine

effect.

The President and suite receiving a passing salute from the Park, another

fine engraving in the series of his tour from Washington to the North.

The barque Mermaid, one of the superb clipper cntfts that has just been
launched for the California and East India trade. This is a fine maritime

fine scene, drawn for us by Warren.

A very excellent and perfect likeness of our respected chief-magistrate, Gov-
ernor Boutnell—forming a picture that will be prized by our readers,

Her Majesty the Queen of England leaving Buckingham Palace to open the

Great Exhibition in the Glass Palace, Hyde Park, London.

Also, the brilliant reception of the Queen at the Glass Palace, on her first

arrival to open the Exhibition in person.

With a very fine engraving representing the ceremony of opening the Fair

by the Queeu and her court, lately performed in the Crystal Palace cou-

Btructed for the AVorld's Fair.

INTELLIGENCE.

The true criterion of greatness is intelligence ; and we are often

led to regard those who style themselves the aristocracy, with

feelings of pity, if not of contempt, realizing as we do their fre-

quent shallowness of brain and want of intellectual cultivation.

Intellect is a bright star that only sets with life itself. The rich

man may lose the means that have brought him preferment, or

he who owes his position to the accident of birih may lack the

means to support the station to which fortune has thus attached

to him ; but the intellectually great have a fountain of never-

failing riches within, that passeth all computaiion, and is like a

good mine—the more it is wrought the more it produces. Por

our own part, we acknowledge but one standard of greatness, and

that is intelligence ; and find it where we may, we are proud to

pay it homage.

Not here, as in the Old World, is intelligence confined largely

to palaces and gilded halls, but in America it peeps forth from

every nook and comer,—from beside the forge, by the car-

penter's bench, from the farmer's fireside,—ay, it is as free and

untrammelled in this country as the bird that forms our national

emblem. The humblest schoolboy is incited to diligence and

study, because he sees so many bright examples of what industry

has done for the poorest students ; all are filled with emulation,

because all may become intellectually great. A foreigner, writ-

ing about the United States, calls this country the " land of school-

houses." It is, indeed, the land of school-houses. God be

praised ! No higher compliment could we have.

Stephenson's Indian Warriob.—A correspondent writing

from London of the Great Exhibition, says :
" The Greek Slave,

by Powers, and the Indian Warrior, by Stephenson, of Boston,

amply and admirably compensate for the deficiency of our Amer-

ican department in other respects."

True Politeness.— Good breeding is a guard upon the

tongue ; the misfortune is, that we put it off with our fine clothes

and visiting faces, and do not wear it where it is the most wanted

—at home. True politeness is always at home.

Independent.—Mrs. Bloomer, editor of the Lily, published

at Seneca Falls, says that hereafter she shall " wear short

dresses." If the lady is suited, we are.

The Reverse.—" The pride of the rich makes the labor of

the poor." Not so ; the labor of the poor makes the pride of the

rich. Perhaps this makes the " reverses " of fortune.

Bad Geography.— Blackwood's Magazine speaks of the

' State of New England," and the " State of New Orleans."

SEjSSE and JVOISSENSE. .

There is an old adage, that "no man is at all times wise,"

which is as venerable for its truth as for its antiquity ; and it may
be added that no man oitghfy at all times, to be wise. That is to

say, there are times v/hen the powers of the mind demand com-

plete relaxation, when a little nonsense may be safely indulged

in. The bow that is never unstrung loses its elasticity; and the

mind whose powers are kept up to the extremest tension, at last

finishes its labors with insanity.

As some German philosopher says, " He who lives without

folly is not as wise as he thinks himself." Shakspcare says, " A
man may smile and smile, and he a villain ;" but it is question-

able whether a man who can indulge in a good hearty laugh, is

capable of committing a base or criminal action. Now nothing

is more certain than that men laugh more heartily at nonsensical

pranks, practical joke?, and the like, than at those sallies of wit

that are purely intellectual j and as we have established that

laughter is a most salutary thing, it follows that the most corr-

mendable cause of it—a little unadulterated nonsense—is both

desirable and praiseworthy. Solomon, the wisest of mortals,

decided that everything was " mere vanity ;" and Socrates, afier

a life devoted to wisdom, discovered that the extent of his knowl-

edge taught him that he knew nothing.

Truly this is a sufficient authority for an occasional descent

into the pleasant realm of nonsense, wliich is also the domain of

jo".lity and mirth, AVc would'nt give a fig for the heart or the

head of the man who could listen sourly and unmoved to the

thousand times repeated jokes of the clown in the ring, or who

could shake his fist at Punch, or get angry at an April-fool hoax,

or the thousand and one " sells " now so popular in the com-

munity. When we meet such an one, we are inclined " to write

him down an ass."

We have many good reasons for not believing that

" 5Iore true dulness lies

In folly's cap than wisdom's true disguise."

The gravest professions would hardly succeed without a liberal

employment of nonsense. What are nine-tenths of the vfrbiage

of common law forms but arrant nonsense 1 The legal recital of

a simple assault and battery case is ludicrous enough to convulse

the sides of an anchorite. The grave jargon of the medical

faculty is also leavened with not a little nonsense. We will not

offend our readers by hinting that the pleasant period of court-

ship derives a good deal of its felicity from partaking largely of

this element, but we certainly should not venture to produce a

file of love- letters as examples of sound sense and calm, practical

wisdom.
" Sense," says a pleasant writer, " is a lolling, drudging, stupid,

dull, splenetic and churlish quality—wading and sweating through

life with a load of care on its back, and a thoughtful melancholy

on its brow ; while nonsense, with gay and laughing aspect, trips

over the surface of things, enjoying them all, is never unhappy,

never oiit of countenance, makes friends easily, is caressed by the

world, and is received as a most fashionable, entertaining and

inoffensive companion at all the dinner-tables of the best society."

Gleason forever!—Frederick G!eason,Efq.,the enterprising and renowned
publisher, finding himself overrun with incessant demands for copies of bis new
and elegant pictorial newspaper called the " Drawing-Koom Companion,"

—

of which we gave some descriptive notice a few weeks since,—has changed the
form of the publication from that of a large quarto to a convenient paper of
sixteen pages, easy to be handled while reading, and suitable for binding at
the clohe of the volume. Price S3 a year, or (i cents for a single copy. Pub-
lished weekly, at Boston.

BIr. Gleajjou has more than fulfilled our expectations. The Companion is

elegantly printed on fine white paper, and the engravings in the number
before us are a great improvement upon anything in this line that has ever
been produced in this country. We refer to this beautiful work with a sort of
national pride. It is an honor to Boston, and indeed to the United States. It
evinces, unmistakably, that John Bull is not destined to be ahead of us a
great while in ilie elegance aud cheapness of pictorial illustratious AVe assure
the public that whoever subscribes for this work will get his money's worth,
with ioterest—intellectual interest, and will honor himself by encouraging
American art. Tliis is not a lormal puff; it is our sincere opinion, expressed
spoutaneously, without soUcitation from anybody, and with a hearty desire to

uwakeu Yankees to a sense of their duty to patronize home industry and sci-

entific effort for their retlned gratification.

—

Belknap Gazette.

Cheap Postages.—The reduction of newspaper postage is of

no little advantage to our subscribers and persons who desire to

receive a weekly paper through the mail, as the charge per annum
is, since the 1st of July, now reduced to the merest trifle. This

should be an inducement for persons to become regular sub-

scribers, and thus ensure the timely receipt of their weekly papers

in a safe and reliable way. Postage, at its former rates, has been

a serious drawback to subscribers ; and those who study economy

will see the advantage they will reap by the new law. Now,

then, is the time to subscribe.

Gleabon'8 Great Pictorial.—In American literature heretofore there has
been nothing like the Buccesa which, from its fir.st birth, has attended this

8j,lendid magazine newspaper, the -^Pictoiial Drawing-Room Companion.''
Tlie immense edition, 25,UUO copies, with which it wjia commenced, having
pruved wholly inadequate to the demand, the publisher, unable to supply the
bick numbers, has begun the enterprise aneiv, greatly enlarged his superb
quarto sheet, doubled the number of pages Jind illustrations, and put an edi-

tion of 50,000 papers to press. The only improvements that it secmud possible

to make are uow made, and the proprietor of the Pictorial Drawiog-Koom
Companion has uow issued the most gorgeous illustrated newspaper ever pro-
duced by the art of printing and the engraver's baud. Unly such an enormous
circulation could warrant the publication of such a maguiliceut afl'air at so
moderate a. price as $3 a year.— Luke Ciiamjilaiii Beacon

.

A qukek Cargo.—Sailed from France, bark Espemnce, with

sixty ffrisettes, bound for Sau Francisco.

The New Music Hall.—We learn that $70,000 has been

subscribed towards the new Music Hall to be built on the Bum-
stead estate. By another season Boston will have, the best

musical hall in the country. It may not be so large as Gotham's

Tripler Hall, but it will be much better.

Good Idea.—It is proposed to bring together in London,

duiing ihe pre-ient year, all the principal works of the leading

English painters, to form a grand exhibition.

In this city, hy Eev. Mr. Waterston, Dr. Robert Dixon to Miss Mary C.
Coffin, of Daraariscotta, Me
By Rev. Mr. Lothrop, Capt. J. E. Hadley, of New York, to Miss Mary

M. Leonard.
By Rev. Mr. Winkley, Mr. Washington L. Deland, of Charlestown, to Sarah

Elizabeth, eldest daughter of Mr. Joshua B. Ilaydeu.
Ey Rev. Mr. Neale, Luther A. Coombs, Esq., of Belfast, Me., to Miss Mary C.

Whitney.
By Rev. Mr. Cummings, Mr. Daniel S. Lombard, of Truro, to Miss Charlotte

E. Pease.

At Chelsea, by Rev. Mr. Sykes, Mr. Abraham F. Hervey to Miss EUzabeth
K. Boynton.

At Roxbury, by Rev. Mr. Richards, of Providence, R. I.j 3. D. "Dyer, Esq.,
of Boston, to Miss Lucy D. TitcOmb.
At Dorchester, by Rev. Mr. Means, Mr. Lemuel R. Mears to Miss Betsey D.

Blake, of South Abington.
At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Burnap, Mr. Edwin Payson, of Boston, to MisB

Susan Soule.

At Salem, by Rev. Mr. Emerson, Rev. George P. Smith, of Worcester, to

Miss Margaretta E Osgood.
At Danvers, by Rev. Mr. Appletoa, Mi'. Louis Osborne, of Boston, to Mlsa

S. Cheevcr.
By Rev. Mr. Adams, Mr. Charles G. Cutter to Miss Elizabeth D. Humphrey.

Speech—the gift of all, but thought is tlie gift of few.

In this city. Miss Mary E. Kendall, 24 : Mr. George A. Blood, 19 ; Mr. Rich-
ard Sweetser, 54; Eamum Fi^ld, Esq., 55 ; Mrs. Elizabeth Andrews, 76; Mr.
William P. Greenwood, 85 ; Mrs. Mary iVhitman,60; Mr: Charles Gove,
32; Mra—Abigail Davis, '14; Mrs. Abigail H. Clemens, 50; Mr. Francis J.

WilHanJK.
At SoOTffBoston, Mrs. Margaret J. Graupuer, 3G.

AtSomei-ville, Mr. Otis U. Goodridge, 19.

At Cambridgeport, Mr. George W. Hardy, 26.

At Dorchester, Mr.J John Peirce. 75.

At Brookliue, Mr. Francis Searle, 67.

At Brighton, Miss Addie M. Allen 16.

At Watertown, Miss Sarah W. Chandler, 24.

At Medford, Mr, Isaac Sprague, 09.

At Quincy, Mrs. Maria D. Wood.
At Braintree, Mr. Samuel Capen. 82.

At Newburyport. Capt Thomas Morrison, 81.

At Pepperell, William A. Hutchinson, Esq., 29.

At Nantucket. Mrs. Hepsabeth Giles, 69.

At Worcester, Mrs. Nancy Green, 90-

At Provincetoivn, R. I., Mr. John Potter, 71.

At New York, Mrs. Marsjaret Simmons, 43
At sea, Mr. Edward S. Hayden, of Lynn, 22.
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?
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j;

i

j! ^ cat execution an elegant specimen of art. It coutams fifteen f- ?

^i liundred and sixty-four .square inches, giving a great amount J r-

]> i of reading matter and ilhiatratious—a mammoth weekly paper
j; ^

;J s of sixteen octavo pages. It forms i" f

\\
The Best Faimly Paper, ''A

> > inasmuch as its aim is constantly, in connection with the fund fl
ji

""^ S of amusement it affords, and the rich array of original miscellany ^
j|

•".'^ it presents to inculcate the strictest and liighcst tone of moral- /i
I- J ity, and to encourage virtue by holding up to view all that is ^ S

/ ^
good and pure, and avoiding all that is evil in its tendency. In

j;
f

^ <^ short, the object is to make the paper loved, respected, and sought ,' /

, J after, te its combined excellences. jl jl

^ \ TEEMS -.-INVASIABLY IN ADVANCE. ^ $

? ^ 1 Subscriber, one year 33 00 Jl !!
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\ d:7~ One copy of the Flag of odr Union, and one copy of the f f

/ \ Pictorial DuAWixa-RooM Comp.\nion, one year, for i54 CO.
^f ^

^
^

KJ" The Pictorial Dr.^wing-Room Companiox may be ob- / .'

^ I tained .at any of the periodical depots throughout the country, ^ Ji

''^ ^ and of newsmen, at six cents per single copy. ^
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' =! Published every Satdrdat, coruer of Bromfield and Tremont
;; J)
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MIIVIVIE.

IN3 0UIBED TO C. C. H.

* DT aw. OANHINO UlLt.

A pi-attliug, gleeaoino thing,

Is Minnie;

Her Iiiugli givoH out a goldou I'lng,

TjI!(o the »oft tunus tbo aiigi)l» t^irig
;

And hor dark eyes aro niin-orlng

IIucs caught frora hciivon.

A happy, Bmiling child,

Is Mlunio
;

Ilor bright fnco wn^athed with mild

llfchereiil light—and yet a wild

Aud roguish gii>aii], na whoii sho SDiiicd

Atyostoroveu.

A fiiir-haired, loving girl,

Is Minnie

;

III hahy dfintii) sho tries the whirl

Of llrmor feet, and tho soft curl

Shakes on hor littlo nock like pearl

Or alahastor.

"VVImt in there in those eyes

Of Minnio ?

"What in her smile now comes, now (lioa,

Like the pure airs of Paradlfie,

Fanned hy the angtils from the ekiea

Where they aro lloating ?

A child of love, I know, ^^K
Is Minnie

;

EIfc why do pulses, beating low,

Haste in a rapid, hounding How,

When her white arms spread open so,

To gi'eet your coming ?

A Tery angel, sure,

Is Minnie

;

Tor her fair look is angel pure,

Her laugh draws me so quickly to hor

Her smiles play sweetly—ah I they lure

Me on to heaven !

i-~=>».<m~-i _

[Written for Gleason's Pictoiial.]

THE GAME OF CHANCE.
A ROMANTIC TALE.

ET rUANCIS A. DtTRIVAGE.

CHAPTER I.

At nightfall, on an autumnal evening, when the stars were just

beginning to twinkle overhead, lilce diamonds on a canopy of

azure, two young jnen were standing together, engaged in con-

yersation, on the steps of the Black Eagle, a fasliionable hotel in

one of the principal streets of the gay and celebrated city of

Vienna. One of them wore the rich uniform of an Austrian

hiizzar ; the other was clad in the civic costume of a gentleman.
" So all is completed at the ministry of war, except the signa-

ture of the commission, and the payment of the purchase-moneyV
said the soldier.

" Exactly so."
ifff,

" And to-morrow, then," continued the huzzar, "I am to con-

gratulate you on the command of a company, and salute you as

Captain Ernest Walstein V
The last speaker was Captain Christian Steinfort, an ofiicer

who had seen some two years' service.

"Ah, myboy !" continued he, twirling his jetblack moustache,

"jour uniform will be a passport to the smiles of the fair! But
you already seem to have made your way to the xgood graces of

Madame "Von Berlingen, the rich widow who resides at the

hotel."

"Bah ! she is forty," answered Ernest, carelessly.

" Bat in fine preservation and beauty for all that," said Captain

Steinfort. " The Baron Von Dangerfeld was desperately in love

with her; but within a few days the widow seems rather to have
cut him. You are the happy man after all

!"

" Undeceive yourself, my dear Christian !" said Ernest, blush-

ing. " I have only flirted with the handsome widow. My hand
is already engaged to a charming girl, Meena Altenherg, the

playmate of my infancy, adopted and brought up by my good
father. I am to marry her as soon as I get my company."

" And what is to support you. Captain ErnestV
" My pay, of course, aud the- income of the moderate dowry

my father, who is well enough off for a farmer, proposes to give

his favorite. So you see, my lot in life is settled."

"Precisely so," replied the captain. "But since you are free

this evening, I engage you to pass it with me. Have you got any
money about youV

" A good deal. Besides the price of my company, which is

safely stowed away in bank-notes in this breast-pocket, I have a
handful of ducats about me, with which I propose purchasing

some trinkets for my bride. But I have a gold-piece or two that

can spare, If
"

"Pooh! pooh! I am well enough provided," answered the

captain. " You know this is pay-day. Come along!"
"But whither?"

. "You shall see."

With these words, the captain thrust his arm within that of his

companion, and the pair wslUed off at a rapid rate. After pass-

ing through sevci'iil streets, Stcinfjrt halted, and rang at the door
of a stately mansion. It was opened by a servant in handsome
livery, and the young gentlemen entered and went up stairs.

Walstein soon found himself in a scene very different from any
of v/hich he had ever dreamed in hisjrus'tic and simple life upon

bis father's farm. Around u large (ahl« covered with cloth were

Heated more tlmn a dozen pernons of dUl'erent ages, all so intent

upon what was going forward, that tiio captain and his friend

took tlieir Ecata unnoticed. At the head of tho taljle nfit n man
in a gray wig, with u pair of green spectacles upon his nose,

before wlioni lay a i)ilo of gold, and who was husily engaged in

paying and receiving money and in giving'an impetus to a small

ivory hall, which spun at intervals its appiintcd course. Wal-
stein Koon learned that this was a roufje-el-noir table. The gentle-

man in tho gray wig was the banker.

"Make your game, gentlemen," said this individual, "while the

hall spins ! Your luck's as good as mine !—it's all luck, gentle-

men, at rougc-ct-noirl Kougc-ct-noir, gentlemen, tho finest in

the world ! Black wins—it's yours, sir—twenty dueats, and
you've doubled it ! Make your game—black or red !"

" Try your fortune, Ernest," said the captain. Ernest me-
chanically put down a few ducats on the red.

"Red wins," said the hanker, in the same monotonous tone.

"Make your game, gentlemen, while the ball rolls!"

Why need we follow the fortunes of Ernest on this fatal even-

ing, as he yielded, step by step, to the seduction to which he was
now exposed for the first time in hia life? Long after Steinfort

loft the gambling-house, he continued to play. His luck turned.

He soon lost all his winnings, and the money set apart for his

bridal presents. Still the ball rolled and he continued to stake.

He had broken the package pf bank-notes, the money he had
received from his father for the purchase of his commission : and
though he saw bill after bill swept away before his eyes, he

continued to play, in the desperate hope of Vinning back his

losses. At length the last ducat was gone. He rose and left the

room, the last words ringing in his ears being:
" Make your game, gentlemen, while the hall rolls !"

Despairing and heart stricken, the young man sought his hotel*

and his chamber. On the staircase he encountered Madame Von
Berlingen

;
but he saw her not—his eyes were glazed—he did not

notice or return her salutation. He threw himself upon his bed,

without undressing, and towards morning fell into an unrefresh-

ing and dream-peopled slumber.

When he arose, late next day, he looked at himself in the glass,

but scarcely recognized his own face, so changed was he by the

mental agonies he had undergone. When he had paid some little

attention to his toilette, he received a message from Madame Von
Berenger, requesting the favor of an interview in her apartments.

He mechanically obeyed the summons, though ill-fitted to sustain

a conversation with a ladj'.

The widow requested him to be seated.

"Mr. Walstein," said she, with a smile, "you are growing
very ungallant. I met you last night upon the staircase, but

though I spoke to you, you seemed not to have a word or a nod
for me."

" Last night, madam," answered the unfortunate young man,
" I was beside myself. It was a night of imprudence. 0, madam,
if you knew all

!"

" I do know all,'- replied the lady.

" What ! that I had been gambling ; that I had thrown away

—

yes, those are the words—every dacat of the money my poor

father funiished me with to purchase my commission?"
" Yes, I know all that ; but the loss is not irreparable."

"Pardon me, madam. My father, though reputed wealthy, is

unable to furnish me with a similar sum, even if I were base

enough to accept it at his hands."

"But if some friend were to step forward?"
" Alas, I know none !"

"Mr. Walstein," said the lady, "lam rich. A loan of the

requisite amount would not affect me in the least."

"0, madam!" cried the young man, "if you would indeed

save me by such generosity, you would be an angel of mercy !"

" What is the amount of your loss ?" inquired the lady.

"Three thousand ducats!" answered Ernest. "But I can

give you no security for the payment."

"Your note of hand is sufficient," said the lady, handing the

young man a package of notes. "Please to count these and see

if the sum is correct, Here are writing materials."

Ernest did as he was bid—counted the money, and then sat

down at the desk.

" Write at my dictation," said the lady.

Ernest took up a pen aud commenced.
" The date," said the lady.

Ernest wrote it.

"Receivedof Anna Von Berlingen the sum of three thousand
ducats."

Ernest wrote and repeated—" three thousand ducats."
" In consideration 1 promise to many the aforesaid Anna Von

Beringcr."

" To marry you V exclaimed Ernest.

"Ay—to many me!" said the lady. "Am I deformed—am I

ugly—am I poor?"

" I cannot do it ! You know not the reason that causes me to

refuse."

" Then go home to your father and confess your guilt,"

Ernest reflected a few moments. He could not go home to his

father with the frightful tale. It was a question between suicide

tand marriage. He signed the paper.

" Now then, baron," said the widow to herself, as she carefully

secured the promise ;
" you cannot say that you broke the heart

of Anna by your cruelty. Take the money, Ernest," she added
aloud ;

" go and purchase your commission."

Ernest obeyed. His dreams of yesterday morning had all been
dissipated by his own act. He felt a degraded and broken-

spirited criminal. He had sold himself for gold.

CHAPTER II.

" Hbiie comes Captain Ernest!" cried a youthful voice., And
a beautiful bluc-cycd girl of nineteen stood at the garden gate.of

a pretty farm-house, watching the approach of a horseman, who
gaily attired in a huzzar uniform, was galloping up the road. At
her shout of duliglit, a sturdy, old, gray-haired man came forth

and Blood beside bar.

" Captain Ernest!" ho repeated j "that sounds well, When I

was of his age, I only carried a musket in the ranks. I never

dreamed then that a sou of mine could ever aspire to the epau-

lette."

Ernest, waving his hand to Meena Altenherg and liis father,

rode past them to the stable, where he left his horse. He then

rushed into the farm-house, where his father met him.

" What is the meaning of this, boy?" he said ; "how wild and

haggard you look! And you have avoided Meena; and this,

too, upon your weddingday !"

"My wedding-day ! O, heaven, I shall die!" said the young
man, sinking into his scat.

As soon as he could collect himself, he told his father that

he could not many Meena; and the reason—he had pledged

himself to another. Tlic old man, who was the soul of'lionor,

burst forth in violent imprecations, and drove him from his pre-

sence. As he left the house, the unfortunate young man encoun-

tered a person whom he at once recognized as t'oe Baron Von
Dangerfeld, the reputed suitor of Madame Von Berlingen.

"I have been looking for you, Captain Walstein," said the

"baron, steraly.

"And you have found me," answered the young man, shortly.

"Yes; and I thank Heaven that you wear that uniform. It

entitles you to meet a German nobleman, and answer for your

conduct !"

"I am answerable for my conduct to no living man !" retorted

Ernest.

" You wear a sword."

" Yes.'^

"Very well. If you refuse to give satisfaction for the injury

you have done me in robbing me of my mistress, I will proclaim

3-oa a coward in the presence of the regiment upon parade !"

" 0, make yourself easy on that score, baron," answered

Ernest. "Life is of. too little worth for me to think of shielding

it. If you will step with me into the shadow of yonder grove, we
can soon regulate our accounts."

The two men walked silently to the appointed spot, and without

any preliminary, drew their swords and engaged in combat. The
struggle was not of long duration, for Ernest wounded his ad-

versary in the sword-ann and disarmed him.

"Are you satisfied?" he asked.

"I must be for the present," replied the baron, sullenly. "When
I recover you shall hear from me again."

"As you please," said Ernest, coldly. "In the meantime suffer

me to bind up your arm."

The young man bandaged the wound of his adversary, and as

he faltered from the loss of blood, led him tov/ards the farm-house.

As they approached it, two ladies advanced to meet them ;—one

of them was Meena, the other Madame Von Berlingen.

"Dangerfeld wounded!" cried the latter, bursting into tears.

" O, I have been the cause of this! Porgive me—forgive me,

Dangerfeld, or you will kill me !"

" You forget, madame, that you belong to another."

"I am yours only!—lean never love another; nor does the

person you allude to," added the lady, turning to Ernest, " cherish

any attachment to me."

"My only feeling for you, madame," said Ernest, with mean-

ing, "would be gratitude, were a certain paper destroyed."

" What is the meaning of all this ?" asked the father of Ernest,

coming forward.

" It means," said Ernest, tearing to atoms the promissory note

he received from the widow's bands, " that I had very ugly dreams

last night, I dreamed that I played at rouge-et-noir, and lost all

the money you gave me to purchase my commission with, and

that I made up the loss by promising—

"

" Hush !" said the widow, laying her finger on her lips.

" Then it was all a dream?" replied the old man.
" Look at my uniform !" replied the captain.

" And what did you mean in the story y,ou told me just now?"

asked the old man.

"Forget it, father," said Ernest. "Dear Meena, look up, my
love ! It is our wedding-day j and if you do but smile, I'm the

happiest dog that wears a sabre and a doliman !"

That very day the two weddings were" celebrated in the farm-

house,—those of Captain Ernest Walstein with the Eraulein

Meena Altenherg, and Baron Von Dangerfeld with the yet beau-

tiful and wealthy widow. The captain never tried his luck again

at any game of chance.

CKiBF .JUSTICE TANEY.
Taney is the very ideal of a Chief Justice—^looking cold,

emotionless, unsusceptible—a bundle of precedent—an epitome
of authorities. It hardly seems tliat such a man, from whose
life the insatiable sponge of the law has absorbed the natural

juices, need to suffer decay, and be buried like other people, at

at last. Such an existence is in itself a preserving and mummy-
making process—and it would almost seem that he has only lo

grow more musty and dry; like some old parchment, until death
rolls him up, ties him v.ith red tape, and lays him away in tome
dusty pigeon-hole.— Grace Greemvood.

TKMl^ERAKCE.
1x1 what thou cutest and driuUcst, sock from tkenco
Due Bouiisbmiiiit, not gluttonous cleliglit

;

So Ihou mayeat live till, liltoi-ipe fruit, thou drop
Into thy mother'D lap, or bo with ease

Gathered, not harshly plucked, for death mature.

—

Milton.
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Anro IS YOUR frie-\d ;

" A friend should bear his friend's infirmities," says the poet;

but this sentiment was written a great many years ago, when

Sliakspeare was a young manj now-a-days we have other busi-

ness to perform. If you wish to know how many friends you

have, purchase a pleasant country seat in the Ticiuity of the city;

not until strawberry and cherry time will you know how many

cherish and love yon. The number of your admirers will be

found to increase with the advance and ardor of the season
;
and

though their warmth diminishes somewhat with cold weather, yet

if you have a large apple and pear orchard, you may possibly

nurse it along until the coming spring, especially with the assist-

ance of a fme larder of good wines. But if you have a grapery

and green house, you are sure to be loved all the year round.

"When such is friendship, who would be a friendless man?

"And -what is friendship but a name ?

A charm tliat lulls to sleep?

A sharle that iVllows wealth and fame,
But Itaves the ivretch to weep V

FREEDOM JN A REPUBLIC.

Eather an astonishing instance of freedom in a republic oc-

curred the other day in France. A Monsieur Sellicr, who has

been a professor of rhetoric by calling, and is now a land-owner,

a mayor of a considerable commune, and a person of very excel-

lent character, was fined fifty francs by the Tribunal of Correc-

tional Police for teaching reading, writing and arithmetic, gratui-

tously, to his own servants and two or three neighbors, amounting

in all to a class of ten people ! The French law does not allow

of such teaching without authorization, and M. Sellier had a

geutle hint that a second offmce of the same nature would subject

him to imprisonment

!

DisCEESiNG.—A subscriber who sends us two dollars for the

Flso- of our Union, says :
—" I have never taken the Flag, but am

a subscriber to the ' Companion,' and I think that a house which

publishes the latter, must make an excellent paper of the former.

So put my name down on the subscription list of the Flag."

Minot's Ledge.—The wreck of this lighthouse lately, on

Minot's Rock, can be plainly seen. The massive iron-work of

the structure lies on the Ledge to leeward, the lantera broken in

two, and the keeper's house and other parts a mass of ruins. It

is, of course, some fifteen feet under water.

IVausitJe (Satljerings.

Singular.—An eagle, worn out with age, was recently killed

by a shepherd and his dog, in the woods of Baulace, France. It

had on one of its legs a copper ring, iuscribed with hieroglyphics,

which have not been deciphered. It is supposed to have been about

ninety vears old.

Gleason, publisher of the Pictorial Drawixg-Room Companion, is one of

the most enterprising mtn of the age. The " Companion " has been greatly

enlarged and beautified, and is now the most splendid paper in the world, and
irf etimiily as good as it is elegant. \re would be glad to see many of our
friends subscribe to tbis superb paper. If any one become dissatisfied—thint-

iiig it not wortli t«ice the money paid—we will reloud the amount. Pub-
lisiibd by F. Gleason, Boston; at ^3 a j'oar— cheap as dirt.— Weil. Emponuyn.

An old Bible.—Among the effects of David Grofif, of Earl

township, Lancaster county, lately deceased, was a German Bible,

in good c .ndirion, printed in 1531, by C. Froscbaur, in Zurich,

Switzerland.

Princely Gift.—It is said that the chain of brilliants belong-

ing to the Order of St. Andrew, and worth $72,000, has been

presented by the Emperor of Kussia, who still retains the Order

itself, to the King of Prussia.

CoMiN^G HOUND.—The Austrian authorities have received our

new charge d'affaires very graciously. They have evidently now
come to their senses. The emperor's brother, it is said, has

sailed for the United States.

Ominous.—In connection with the mysterious appearance of

a steamer in the Chesapeake Bay, it is rumored that some three

hundred men have embarked at Baltimore, to join some intended

Cuban expedition.
<-«>.o->

MusTCAL.—The Augusta (Geo.) Republican of a late date

notices an elegant piano, the first that was ever manufactured in

that State. Good, for the South.

Slave Trade.—From 1840 to 184S, British men-of-war cap-

tured six hundred and tweuty-Gve vessels engaged in the slave

trade. Bad luck, for some folks.

Large Quantity.—The Oswego Journal states that the com
starch factory in that city consumes 200,000 bushels of corn per

annum. Good, for the West.

Of course.—In times of national disorder, great men rise to

tiie summit of affairs as surely as the large lumps of sugar come
to the top when you shake a sugar-bowl.

Some Difference.—The fare from the city of San Francisco
to Sacramento and Stockton, at last dates, was one dollar. About
a year ago it wnsjifti/ dollars.

l-.^-^a. > 1.

IO=" Decidedly tbe finest specimen of the " divine art " we ever saw in the
shape of a paper, is " Gleason'g Pictorial Drawiag-Rcom Companion '' It is
published weekly by P. Gleason, Eoston, at S3 a year. It is worth that to
look at, a^ide ttam reading its choies matter.— ^wdjier of the Tims'!

Rather Queer.—Serpents annually shed their skins, which
remarkable a-s it may appear, extend over their eyes.

To relish a book, all that 's necessary is to write it yourself.

General Garibaldi, the Italian patriot and exile, has gone to

California.

A journey can be made from Albany to Cincinnati in thirty-

seven hours.

The best medical leeches ai-e found in waters that abound with

frogs.

The number of American clergymen is not far from 20,000.

Lawyers, ditto. ^j^
The exports of coin from NewTorkraus far, this year, amount

to 57,630,730.

On Saturday last, the sub-treasury of New York contained up-

wards of £4,000,000.

The importation of dry goods at our principal ports is very
great this season.

The Erie Canal pays $4,000,000 annually into the State treasury

oflSIew York.

An astronomer has estimated a mountain upon Venus to be

nearly 22 miles in height.

In Ohio, sheep killed by dogs are paid for ont-of the fund raised

from taxes on dogs.

Sealing-wax may be taken out of table covers, by dissolving the

spots by spirits of wine and naptha.

The reason why the world isnotrefonned is because every man
would have others make a beginning, and never thinks of himself.

In TTtica, N. Y., the fire department has been disbanded, and a

new one is to be organized on the Boston plan.

The Grand Jury of the city of New York have recently pre-

sented the prison, called the " Tombs," as a nuisance.

Sal volatile or'hartshorn will restore colors taken out by acid.

It may be dropped on ihe silk without doing any harm.

The colored people of Maryland intend sending a deputation

of two to Liberia, for information respecting that colony.

The citizens of Georgia have, at different times, scut through
the Colonization Society, 551 colored people to Libex'ia.

A man on the imigrant train bad his head knocked otF by com-
ing in conEact with a bridge near Rome, N.Y.

George Thompson is going home to England soon. His
agitation excursion to this country has hardly paid expenses.

At a wedding serenade in Ganges Co., 0., a young man was
shot throaigh the head by the accidental discharge of his gun.

Jenny Lind while in Nashville, availed herself of the opporta-

nity afforded of visiting the Hermitage and grave of Gen. Jackson.

The commissioners appointed to select a site whereon to erect

a custom-house in PiitsDurg, have purchased one for $3^,000.

At Cranston, R. I., Almira Beze-ly, aged 15, and Ruth Ellis,

colored, have been ai-resEcd for poisoning a little boy, half-brother

to Almira.

Elizabeth Aborn, aged five years, the only child of a widow,
was burnt to death in a field in ^yesc Danvers, while playing with
fire.

A Miss Saunders of Caddo parish. La., recently recovered

§12,000 damages against Wm. Shaw, for slander and defamation
of character.

San^s of (Sollr.

True.—Too swift arrives as tardily as too slow

£oxt\%\\ illisallan^.

Mr. Macaulay has been passing the winter and spring in Italy.

George Peabody, of London, has given SIOOO to the Maryland
Institute.

A great many publicans, in London, have been fined £200 for

adulterating beer.

Montes, the greatest of Spanish matadors, is dead, from intem-
perance, at Cadiz.

The Prince de Joinville, Dae de Nemours, and Due d'Aumale,
are on a loui* in Ireland.

Le Prophete has been received with great favor, in Germany,
and has been played in thuty different theatres.

Pive hundred tons of Wenbam Lake ice were imported into

Liverpool, lately, by the packet ship Parliament, from Boston.

An Aberdeen tailor has forwarded to the Great Exhibition a

machine for taking men's dimensions for clothes.

Great changes will be made in the dress of the English army.
The infantry will, in future, wear scarlet frock coats.

Letters from Paris, in the Literai7 Gazette, state that "rare old

books" are extensively manufactured on the continent.

During the week ending 24Th of March, there was received at

Liverpool alone, from the United States, 40,000 barrels of flour.

Great quantities of white game are brought to dilFerent Euro-
pean ports, from, Norway. The game is of a singular species.

The London Examiner states that it has reason for believing

that the Bisliop of London lias some years received not less than
.£30,000.

The ship Gi3odwin, of Plymouth, N. H., sailed from San
Francisco to Liverpool in 51 days, having sailed 8884 miles in

that time.

Messrs. Kean and Keeley are reported to have accepted a play
from the pen of Mr. Douglas Jerrold, at a price of three thou-
sand guineas.

Mr. Chubb, the celebrated lock-maker, has been commissioned
to manufacture an apparatus for the safety of the Koh-i-noor
diamond.

The consumption of laudanum, in Lincolnshire, is increasing
every year, and has now reached an amount which is said to be
almost incredible.

A new five-ant tragedy has just appeared at Berlin, founded on
the history of Philip Aagustua of Prance, written by a lady of the

aristocratic circles of the Prussian capital.

A census of cattle has been lately ordered in each commune
tliroughout Prance, fimultaneously with the quinquennial census
of population, which tails this year.

A Spani.^h writer says, that Eaglish women rarely laugh aloud,
considering it vulgar and uulady-like; while Spanish women in-

dulge in a sort of eiecti-ic shock.

Countess Ida Kahn Hahn is writing a work, to be called " My
Way from Darkness to Light, from En-or to Trmh." She has
become a Catbohc, and this book is intended to tell why.

The first detachments of Hungarian and Italian refugees, who
lately deserted from the army of Radetzky, arrived at Berne re-

cently, under the command of Col. Dorr. They are going to
America by way of Prance.

.... Steadiness is the basis of all the virtues.

... .Rhetoric, the quackery of eloquence, deals in nostmms,
not in cures.

Interested benefits are so common that we need not be as-
tonished if gratitude be rare.

. ... True independence is to be found where aperson contracts
Ms desires within the limits of his fortune.

Nothing can poison the contentment of a man who cheer-
fully lives by his labor, but to make him rich.

....He that places himself neither higher nor lower than he
ought to do, exercises the truest humility.

... .If you apply to little-minded people in the season of dis-

tress, their self-importance insE'^n'lv peeps forth.

There is no right which is enjoyed by man without involv-
ing, on his part, a corrcspondiug obligation.

. .
. .Whatever situation in life yon wish to propose foryourself,

acquire a clear and lucid idea of the mconvenience attending it.

The most ignorant have sufficient knowledge to detect the
faults of others ; the most clear-sighted are blind lo their own.

....The performances of human art at which we look with
praise or wonder, ai-e instances of the re&istless force of perse-
verance.

Bftppo says, with great pathoS|gfed beauty, in allu.sion to
bygone happy scenes, " No hand ca^^Rike the clock strike for

me the hours that are passed."

lokn-'s ®lio.

Who was the first gamester"? Pharaoh [Faro.)

What kind of paper most resembles a sneeze ? Tissue.

Why is a good story like a church bell ? It is often told
[tolled.)

The flower-girl said to the ladies, " Come buy, come buy."
And they went by.

A mathematical line is straight enough, but the lines in geology
are strata.

Ifyou would look " spruce " in your old age, don't " pine " in
your youth.

The sea—a saline draught prescribed by natui-e to neutralize
the heartburn between nations.

Tbe Irish—in New York, say that Henry L. Bulwer's wife is

an Irishman

!

Expectation has been standing so long on tiptoe, that she is

found to have sprained her ancle.

Why is Gillott a dishonest man? Because he makes people
steel pens, and says they do write. Very bad.

Anecdotes are often spoiled by being too long. Stories, as well
as boys, often outgrow their strength.

How to tell chalk from cheese, can be ascertained by endeavor-
ing to make cheese out of boarding-house milk.

" What is the best attitude for self-defenceV said a pnpil (put-

ting on the gloves) to a well-known pugilist. "Keep a civil

tongue in your head," was the significaut reply.

GLEASON'S PICTOPJAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 23, and Sd.

We have Volumes 1st. 2(1, :ircl ZA. of The Pictorial DRAwrsa-Hooai
CoMpAKiOK, elegantly bound ia cloth, -witli gilt edges and Ijack, .and ilUiminci
sides, forming a sujierh. and most attrnctire p;tTlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between .Four and Ffte HoJiDRED Pages, and coataining nearly
OsE TnoDSAXD Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events all over tho
world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe ; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Tillages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime Views ; and, ia
short, of an iufinite variety of interesting and instructive subject'! ; with an
Ili.umc"ed Title Page and Ikdes of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forniiog a very brilliint frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sliet-chcs, Poems and Novelettt-s, from the best Aigericaa-
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesile Agents, and at aU the^
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three iJo^/ars per volume.

THE FLAG OF OIJR UNIOIf,
A:^ elegant, MOPwiL A^'D r.EFINED

Miscelianeous Eainily Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, -wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and oiigi-
nal prize tales, written expressly for tins paper, and at a very great cost. In
politics, and on all sectarian questions.it is strictly neutral. Nothing of an
immoralnatuve will ever be admitted into its columns; therefore making it

emphatically,

A PAPES, EOH THE miLIOK',
ASl> A "WELCOME VISTTOrv TO THE HOilE CHICLE.

It is generally acknowledged that the Flag is now thf. !rafihig tveri:ly pa-
per in the United .Slates, and its htcrary contents are allowed, by the best
judges, to be unsurpassed.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to
enable us to give the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertise-
ments are admitted to the paper, thus offciing the enthe sheet, which is of

THE MAM3I0TH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularlj- engaged, and every depai'tment is under the most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, or money produce.
Lacking neither the "means nor the will, we can lay before our hundreds of
thousands of readers an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Union.

TEUKS TO .STJESCEIBERS.
1 subscriber, one year, ?2 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 " ' GOO
8 '^ " 11 00

16 " " 20 00

One copy of the Plaq of our Unio?:, and one copy of the Pictorial Draw-
n-'Q-RooM CoMPAxroN, one year, for S4 00.

[O^ Invariably in advance.

Subscribers or postmasters arc requested to act as agents, and form clubs, on
the above terms.

[Cr' -^'^ orr/ers should be addressed, POST PAID, to the Pobusher op thz FLiLQ
OF OUR U^^ox.

*ip* The Flag can be obtained ot an^/ of the neivspaptrr depot!: in the Untt&U
States^ and of newspaper earners, at folk cents ^'t single copy.

F . G L E A P N

,

Publisher .ijtd PROPniExoR, Boston, JVLiss.
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OISSERVATORY
AT CAMlJItlDGE, MASS.

This intorcsting: build-

ing, f^ivcn with such ac-

cMriu'.y by our ai'tint, is a

iiioimnient of the growth
oC science and civilizaLtou

ill this country. It is situ-

ated on an eminence about

C>0 fciit above the plain on
%vhich are the other build-

ings of the University, and
is 7.') icct above the tidc-

•\vaters of Charles River.

This height is found suiH-

ciont to f^ivc from the

dome an horizon iilmo^'t

uninterrupted, to within

two or three degrees of al-

titude, in every direction.

The grounds appropriated

to it comprise six and a

liulf acres. It is three

qLinrtcrfi of a mile from
University Hall, and three

and a half from Boston.

This observatoi'y has the

honor of possessing th(^«^

most celebrated refractor^
in this country, and one of

the largest in the world.

It was made at the estab-

lishment of Messrs. Mcrz
&. Maliler, Munich, Bava-
ria. The diameter of its

object glass is fifteen and
a half English inches. At
this observatory some of

the noblest discoveries in

astronomy have been

made, very gratifying to

American science, and re-

flecting great credit upon
the professors, Messrs.

Bond and Pierce. Among
others may be noticed the

brilliant discovery, in Oc-
tober last, of the eighth

satellite of Saturn, a dis-

covery which was verified

two days later by the ob-

servation of Mr. Lassell,

at Starfield, near Liver-

pool, England; and more
recently, observations upon some of the new planets moving be-

tween the orbits of Mars and Jupiter; also, comets and meteors.

CURIOSITY OF CIIILDIIEN.

The curiosity of the child is the philosophy of the man,—or,

at least, to abate somewhat of so sweeping a generality, the one
spirit very frequently grows into the other. The former is a sort

of pilot-balloon, a little thing, to be sure, but a critical one never-

theless, and pretty surely indicative of the height, as well as the

direction, to be taken by the more fully expanded mind. Point

out to me a boy of original, or what would generally be called

eccentric habits, fond of rambling about, a haunter of the wood-
side and river-bank

;
prone to collect what he can search out,

and then on his return to shut himself up in his room, and make
experiments upon his gatherings,—to inquire into the natural

history of each according to its kind—point such a one out to

me, and I should have no difficulty in pronouncing him, without

the aid of physiognomy, to

be of far belter augury than
his fellow, who docs but pore
over his books, never di^eam-

ing that there can be any
knowledge beyond them. Of
such stuff as this were all

our philosophical geniuses,

from Newton to Davy, and
so, from the nature of things,

they must generally be.

—

And iio wonder. The spirit

that is powerful enough to

choose, ay, and to take its

own course, instead of re-

signing itself to the tide,

must be a very powerful
spirit indeed,— a spirit of

right excellent promise.—
Self'Formation of Character.

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATORYj NEAR HARVARD UNIVERSITY, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.

THE CLIPPER SHIP FLYING CLOUD.
In a former number, we gave a scene representing the launch-

ing of this superb vessel, and our artist has now taken her, at

New York, as she appeared after being full rigged. The Plying
Cloud is ISOO tons burthen, and was built by Mr. D. McKay, at

East Boston. She is 230 feet long on deck, has 41 feet extreme
breadth of beam, 21 feet depth of hold, 30 inches dead rise at

half floor, 8 inches swell or rounding of sides, and 3 feet sheer.'

Not only is she the longest and largest clipper ship in the world,

but she has the sharpest ends, and is considered by all who have
set-n her, as possessing great beauty of model. She is owned by
Grinnell, Minturn & Co., and will be commanded by Captain
Cressey. Several of these clipper ships have been built here

and in New York, and they have proved so eminently successful

that they will soon displace the old craft when speed seems to be

the grand desideratum. Por symmetry and beauty, the marine of

no other nation can compare with these beautiful vessels now
employed in our merchant service.

DANGER OF RICHES.
Difficult as the work of

salvation is to every fallen

child of Adam, to the rich,

and to the man " hastening
to be rich," the diiflculty is

infinitely increased. With
a profusion of the gifts of
God, the ungrateful heart of
man bceomesstrangelyalien-
ated from the heavenly Giv-
er ; with an earnest desire

after wealth comes an in-

creasing indiff'erence to spir-

itual duties and spiritual

privileges; with an attain-

ment of wealth comes fre-

quently sordid selfishness,

deadness of heart to God,
coldness to the brethren.

Few Christians perish from
the cutting winds of adver-
sity ; many wither and fall

away beneath the burning
sun of prosperity. Intimate-

ly was he acquainted with
the human heart who look-
ing around upon the splen-

did mansion of his friend,

and observing the exulting
expression of his counte-
nance, exclaimed, *' Ay,
these are the things that

make a death-bed terrible." THE BOSTON-BUILT CUPPER SHIP LOADING AT HER WHARF IN NEW YORK.

THE 3IOON.

Lord Ross'b telescope

has bronghtto view many
wonderl'ul appearances in

the heavenly bodies. Re-
cently there have been
interesting observations

made upon the moon's
suiface. With respect to

this body, every object on
its 8urfa< e of the height of
one hundred feet was now
distinctly seen ; and iio

had no doubt that under
vfery favorable circumstan-
cen it would he so with
objects sixty ffct in height.

On the surface were cra-

ters of distinct volcanoes,
rocks, and masses of btono
almost innumerable. lie

had no doubt, whatever,
that if such a building as

lie was then in were upon
the surface of the moon,
it would be distinctly visi-

ble by these instruments.
But there are no tigns of
habitaiions such as ourg
—no vestiges of archirec-

ture remain to show that

the moon is or wa.s ever
infiabited by a race of mor-
tals similar to ourselves.

It made no appearance
which could lead to the

supposition that it con-
tained anything like the

green field:* and lovely ver-

dure ofthis beautiful world
of ours. There was no
water vi-ible— not a sea
nor a river, nor even the
measure of a reservoir for

supplying a town or fac-

tory; all seemed desolate.

—

Dr. Scoresby's Lectures

on Astronomy.

From the above account
of the moon one would be
led to infer that it was des-
titute of all animal and
vegetable life. The rays
of the sun, are the cause

of life animate on onr earth. As we go northward life dwindles
down to nothing and is scarcely seen. One vast ocean of ice and
snow is seen to reign around. It is true there are some animals
that live there, but comparatively life is absent. On the other
hand when we visit the tropics, and as we approach them from
the extreme north, life, beauty and glory increase, until we are
dazzled with the splendor of the appearance of birds, flowers
and vegetable scenery. The same sun lightens up the moon, and
the gentle beams of the queen of night are his reflected rays.
His rays have the same life-giving powers everywhere, and al-
though the moon may have been as our earth was, a vast theatre
of volcanic craters and fiery lakes, yet doubtless she is beautiful
with life in its varied forms. Life has existed on the earth frft

countless generations, as its internal mountain rocks surely attest.
Water is generated by hear, and air, one part of which is'heat or
oxygen. Why then should not this element exist on the moon %

Is there any reason to doul)t that the laws of matter are nearly
universan Why should a globe like the moon 240 000 miles off

be governed by difl'erentlaws

from our own ? If then fire,

air and water exist there,

whatreasonhave we to doubt
the existence of life 1 God
may and does, in the opin-

ion of many philosophers,
cause the existence of life

by the juxtaposition of cer-

tain elements in nature.^
The examination of every
thing in our earth fhowa
that nothing is made in vain,

and the wonders and variety

of animal life bidden from
the human eye, as seen by
the powers of the micros-
eope, are as great and aston-

ishing as are the visible.

Everything teems with life.

All things are filled with
beauty, act for an end, and
are useful. Why should a
planet over 2000 miles in

diameter, one third the size

of the earth, and only
240,000 miles from us, be
forever a void desolation,

reflecting forever in Pilence

the silvery light of night?
No, such is not the order of
nature. Its resources arc

infinite, and as glorious in

matter as we believe God's
powers are in spiritual pro-

gression. We believe the

moon and the countless mil-

lions of stars, are the abodes
of sentient and intelligent

beings; and the more rea-

sonable opinion is that the

sun is surrounded by an out-

side atmosphere, which by
some law of nature, sheds

light on the planetary sys-

tem, whilst its internal sur-

face is a glorious world of
intelligent inbabitnnts. The
day is coming wh u the tel-

escope will reveal to man,
wonders as yet not entered

into the imagination nfevcn
the mosteducated human be-

ings of our habitable globe.
— Son of Tunperancc.
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CARNIVAL AT ROME.

The Carnival (thfi word is compounded of Came vale, and sig-

nifies "farewell to flesh"), is a festive period which varies in

length in difpL-rent countries, but always erids by Ash Wednesday.

It immediately precedes Lent, and is kept up with much spirit

in the Catholic countries of the south of Europe, but nowliere are

its gayer.y, wit, fol'y and humor more sti-ikingly exhibited than at

Home. The wbole population is mad with excitement, but not-

withstanding the unlioundcd freedom of their revelry, good humor

presides over these raodim Salurnalia. Our artist has illustrated

this world-renowned festival by presenting us with a giaphic

scene on the Cor.so, the principal street of modern Rome, where

the masking takes place during the last eight days of the carnival.

Carriages full of maskers, male and female, horsemen and foot-

men in brilliant and fanciful attire, Italian punches andharlequins

are here constantly passing and repassing. Spectators lounge in

the balconies, which are usually leased for large sums to foreigners

eager to witness the lioman carnival in all its glory. A principal

amusement of the maskers is to pelt each other with con/t«i, a

sort of sugar plum coated or lined wiih whiting. Bushels of these

merrj mi-s.-^iles are discharged in the course of the mimic warfare.

Bouquets are frequently passed up to the ladies by means of the

" scalena," an expanding scale of wood, one of which is repre-

sented in the engraving. On the last night of the carnival, the

maskers appear on the Corso, each carrying a light-^d taper,

which he endeavors to keep burning, while he seeks to blow out

that of his neighbor. An amusing scene of good natured strife

occurs. At last, when the mirth is at its height, the deep-toned

bells of the numerous churches toll in unison, the cannon of the

castle of Saint Angelo mingles its deep base with the melodious

chime, the starry tapers are extinguished at a breath, and dark-

ness reigns throughout the Eternal City. Sackcloth and ashes

assume the place of holiday garments and garlands of roses; the

churches and confessionals are thronged with penitents, and the

long and gloomy period of Lent succeeds, as the daiknesg of

evening follows a brilliant sunset. Such are a fc;w of the striking

features of the carnival at Rome. The carnivar is nothing but

the Satamnlia, which were celebrated, annually, in December,

with all kinds of minh, pleasure and freedom, in honor of Saturn,

and the golden aje when he governed the world, and to preserve

the remembrance of the liberty and equality of man in the youth

of the world. In Rome, the carnival brought to view, in a lively

manner, the old Saturnalia in a new form. The carnival has

been revived again in Cologne, on the Rhine, under the direction

of the committee of fools, to the great satisfaction of all who were

present. These sports have a near relationship to tee masques of

the English and the farcesof the French, as have the spiritual fast-

eves, plays, religious burlesques, to the Mysteries and Moralitiee.

MASQUERADE PROCESSION ON THE COESO, AT ROME^ DUKING CARNIVAL "ffEEK,
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CRUISER OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL

BY £^CIJI«m"BARRINGTON.
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CHAPTEK XL— [continued.]

In a frame of mind far from welcome, Lord

Eudolph lay upon his couch ; for hia pride strng-

gling "with a tierce sentiment of hatred and

craven fear, and mingling with some little de-

gree of remorse, kept up a feai-ful tempest of

passion in his soul. Lady Catharine left him

on her message to Guilford, a prey to emotions of

perfect torture. However, by an effort stronger

than wag his wont, he. checked their sway, and

awaited, coolly as he might, the answer of Guil-

ford.
" He says he has no desire to report it," she

answered, after goii^S ^^ the helm where Guil-

ford stood, steering the vessel in towards the

foot of the cliff.

"I shall take care to keep it myself/' he mut-

tered, smiling, as if he hoard her words with

evident satisfaction.

The yacht now drew nearer the land, and was

soon within the hlack shadow cast by the tall

cliff". A few minutes afterwards she came to

the stone pier, where the boats of the castle

were usually moored. Here Guilford brought

the yacht skilfully to alongside the landing

steps. The men obeyed his orders in furling the

canvas and making her fast; and tlien taking

the cot up on which the young lord was lying,

they proceeded to bear hira ashore, and convey

him up the steep path to the castle. Guilford

gave his whole attention to the comfort of the

invalid, taking care that the men moved steadily

and cautiously, while Lady Kate went on before.

At length they reached the gate of the castle,

where, after delivering his charge to the warder,

to whom Lord Rudolph said he had been merely

wounded in a duello, he left to return to his own

home. But he bad not advanced ten steps from

the portcullis, ere he was detained by the voice

of Lady Kate, close at his side.

" Why, Guilford, you do not well to take your

leave so quickly, or rather no leave at all. You
have not given me time to thank you.'*

" I did but fear to irritate your brother more

if he saw me take leave of thee," he answered,

pressing to his lips the hand she placed confid-

ingly in his.

" You are too guarded, Guilford. You know
not how proud I have been of you this day and

night past. I cannot return without expressing

my sense of your noble delicacy. I appreciate

and understand it all. From this time we know
each other, and you will not mistrust meV

" Mistrust thee, Lady Kate V'

*' Nay, that is not the word, exactly. But

you will not doubt my regard for you V
" I cannot

;
you are too kind, when you know,

as I now do fully, how far beneath you I am."
•' Love knows no rank. You are worthy of

me, or I should never have loved or cared for

you. How like you Red Hand?"
" And that noble gentleman and right hearted

patriot was the famous sea king I have heard

BO much of. How difficult it is for me to realize

that in the Earl Villiers I saw none other than

that celebrated captain."

" Do you not like him ?"

" It seems to me I could die for him."
" So do all men who know him, my father

says; and he is not the least of his friends. But
how shall I forgive him his act of to night V

" It was terrible retribution, Lady Kate, but

wai it not deserved V
"I cannot deny it. My brother has deeply

NU ED.]

wronged him ; and perhaps it is just he himself

should endure something of the suffering 4ie has

inllicted upon him. It was a mercy that he

spared his life. Now, my noble friend, since we

must part, tell mc frankly where you are to go

—

what course you have marked out for yourself,

so that one day you may come back and ask my
hand of my father ; for, as thou hast said thou

must achieve somewhat to please him and give

thee honor. I will wait thy time, true to thee,

even to deafh, so that thou comest not in life to

claim me as thine."

This was spoken with all the truthfulness and

sweet confidence of a woman who loves with all

her heart.

" I have hardly formed a plan, deai* Lady

Kate. I will, by to-morrow, decide. But my
mind is so full of the Earl of the Red Hand,

that I shall probably decide by going to off'cr

him my services."

'* That would please me, Guilford. He thinks

much of you. Though he is now but the bead

of a small company, and commands but a single

ship under good King Charles the Eirst, he was

lord high admiral, and ruled navies by his nod."

" I will follow his fortunes."

"Thou wilt not be led astx-ay? The times

are ripening, my father says, for the throne to

have its own again. The land is w^cary of the

protectorate and its tyranny. Prince Charles

has been defeated, it is true, and is now a fugi-

tive, either in Scotland or England, at this mo-

ment ; but if he escape over sea, he will then be

the rallying point for armies of tens of thou-

sands."

" It was rumored yesterday," said Guilford,

" that the prince had been seen in Warwick in

the disguise of a pack-man, travelling south. It

was also reported that one who had known him

perfectly, saw the same pack-man in Berkshire,

south of Oxford, two days afterwards."

*' We heard of this ; and doubtless the reports

are true, and the prince is making his way to

the south of England, hoping to find a passage

across to France."

" Heaven grant that he may reach. France in

safety, and foil all his foes," said Guilford, with

warmth. "But Cromwell is so vigilant, his

emissaries are so numerous, his spies so vigilant,

that every person who cannot give a satisfactory

account of himself, will be placed under arrest."

The lovers had now reached the point in the

path down the cliff where it became precipitous.

Here they stopped, and Lady Kate, taking Guil-

ford by tlie hand, looked him earnestly in the

eyes, and said

:

" You are going to seek your fortune and win

a name. Bnt remember, I do not ask either

from you ; but they are your own voluntary

wish; and never forget that, if after all, you

should return unfortunate, and without the suc-

cess you hope for, you will be received by me
with the same affection with which I now part

from you."

The lovers now took leave of each other, and

Guilford hastened down the precipitous path

without trusting his eyes to look back and take

another look of the fair form which he knew
was lingering to gaze after him.

CHAP TER XIT.

SURPRISING INTBLLIGENOB TO GUILFORD.

The way by which he now left the castle was
not that which descended to the beach, where

tlic boats usually were, but a path tliat led north-

ward down the hill towards the country-hide,

and which conducted perbons who left the cnstlo

for tlie interior, to the main road a mile oif.

Upon reaching the deep glen at the foot of the

eminence, Guilford struck into a broader cart-

way that went in the direction of the village.

He walked onward, lost in his own thought, and

thinking upon the chances of the future. He
had emerged from the little dale, and had the

village roofs in sight, when the voices of singing

and bacchanalian carousing reached his cars.

Ho stopped, surprised at what he heard, and

then hastened forward to ascertain the cause of

such unusual sounds. He had gone but a few

steps further, liowcvcr, when he saw a man
seated by the roadside, groaning in a most piii-

able way. He approached him, and recognized

Digby, the well-known village busybody and

gossip.

"Up, man, up ! What aileth thee, Digby 1"

"What, is it thee, Master Guilford 1" asked

the man, starting to his feet and hugging the

young fisherman with great delight. "1 am
glad to see thee!"

" What hath happened ? Thy clothes are torn

half off' thy back, and thou habt blood on thy

cheek."
" Man-y havfi I? Blood shed for the prince.

You must know that I did but fill a cup in the

inn 3'onder to the Prince Charles, when these

Cromwell troopers set upon me, and would have

slain me outright, but for Dame Bess, the hos-

tess, who took ray part, and told them roundly

I was but a poor innocent, and meant nobody

no harm, and wouldn't hurt a fly, as thou know-

est. Master Guilford."

" What have Cromwell's troopers to do in the

inn V
" Cromwcirs troopers 1 What, hast thou not

heard the news 'i This is a godsend, then, if

thou hast not heard what I supposed every man,

woman and child in all the village had heard.

Why, if there is one trooping roundhead in the

port, there is two hundred and fifty of the shaven

crowned, psalm-singiug rogues."

" What are they doing here ? When did they

come?" asked Guilford, with surprise; for hav-

ing left the village just before their arrival the

evening before, he knew nothing of the object

of this new invasion of the covenanters, though

that a party of them were in the town he was

aware, from their chase of the captain. But he

was ignorant of the particulars.

" They came galloping in about sundown,

and what could not find quarters at the inn,

dispersed over the hamlet, till there is not a

house that has not a brace of them to kiss the

lasses and eat out the larders. As for what

they ha' come for, it is to keep watch that

Prince Charles don't find shipping at our little

fishing town and get safe over to France."
" This is news, indeed, for our quiet town,

Digby. I knew some had been here, but sup-

posed they had left. Dost thou know whether

there are any of these roundhead rogues at my
cabin ?"

" Marry, come up, I verily believe that the

two most truculent fiends among 'em, the two

Goliaths of Gath, are making themselves at

home there."

" Then I ought to be there at once," said the

young man, hurrying forward.

"But, be discreet. I would advise thee en-

tre^l^em civilly."

"T shall be discreet, you may rest assured. I

shall take care not to propose Prince Charles's

health to a brace of covenanters," he added,

laughing.

" Nay, take me with thee. Let me keep un-

der the protection of thy valiancy, good Master

Guilford. When I got my head broke, I went

to thy house first, but the good dame told me
thou hadst taken the way to the castle last ; and

although after midnight I came this way to wait

for thy coming, and I will not leave thy back

while a roundhead varlet hath footing in the

town. There is nothing like courage to defend

a man against dangers; and if a man have it

not himself, he must seek it elsewhere; and

marry, I know thou hast enough for thee and

me. Hark ! hear the arrant hypocrites sing

their long winded Old Testament verses. There

was one chap of them who had a beard like a

lion, who did nothing but sing over a chapter

of proper names, as 'Moses begat Boaz,' and

by the way he rolled his eyes up, one would

have fancied he got great grace from the em-

ployment."

Digby went on talking after this fashion, until

they came to a lane turning towards the water

from the main street, on which the hamlet was

built. At the foot of this lane stood his own
cottage. At the corner of it he was challenged

by a trooper mounted on a black horse.

"Who goes there?"

"A fisherman."

«dvance, and let me see If thou smellea

' an-^wcred the man, in a coarse manner.

Guilford approached him, and taking off his

bonnet, boldly showed him his face.

" Where dost thou live V
" There !" he answered, pointing at his house.

" And what art thou doing abroad so lafe, for

it is well to two o'clock in the morning ?"

" I have been a trysting."

" So 1 guessed ; but, young man, beware of

the lusts of flesh, and the pride of life, and the

allurements of Sa.hanas, And who Is that with

thee?"

" A poor wretch whom I take to fish with me
at times."

" Let mc look at thee closer, thou poor wretch,

for a king's eye might hide itself under the

shadow of a beggar's cowl."

With this the trooper extended the point of

his long sword, and catching the cap of Digby

upon its end, raised it into the air. He then

made him approach close to his stirrup, and

looked keenly into his round, pug nosed, bloated

visage.

" By the beard of Herod, thou art the prince

of ale pots, and must have too much dread of

water to think of crossing it. Thou wilt never

cross over to France and drink sour wine, while

thou canst grow lusty on good ale in England.

What is thy name. Sir Rubicund?"

"Digby—David Digby, your highness," an-

swered the gossip, with humility.

" Thou shouldst be called Balaam," answered

the trooper, who, at this moment, seeing another

person running down the street, left Digby and
spurred towards him.

"By my head, this fellow would as lief eat

mc unsodden, as he would a hare. Master Guil-

ford. Didst mark his teeth V
Guilford, however, had taken the opportunity

to walk on toward the gate of his house, and
he was about opening it, when he perceived two

persons seated within it upon a little wooden
settle, which, of an evening, was a common
family resort.

"It is Guilford!" exclaimed one of the per-

sons, springing up on seeing bim. ^ff
" What, Anne ? Up so late ? It is near

morning."

"I know it, cousin, but—but—one could not

sleep with two soldiers within; and besides,

they have my bed; and moreover. Aunt Betsy

bade me wait without and watch for your re-

turn."

" Guilford, you do not know me here in the

shadow."

" What, Robin ? Is it you ?"

" I have been keeping thy cousin Anne com-
pany, waiting for tha»* I would not leave her

and your mother alone during your absence,

with two troopers in the house."

" You are very kind, Robin. I know not

how to thank you. But," he added, smiling,

"I suppose you have not been without your

sweet reward, from what I saw as I interrupted

you."
Robin colored, and Anne held down her head,

" Not the least sign of jealousy does he show,"

she said to herself, with disappointment. " He
does not care for me, or love mo as Robin does.

I will never let him know I have loved him,

since he is so cool and indifferent about it."

" Where are these men, Robin !" asked Guil-

ford.
" One is asleep, with his head laid on the

table ; the other is stretched on the bed in boots

and sword, and snoring away like a swine."

" So much the better. Where is my mother ?"

" She is in the back room," said Anne; "But
I have a— '*

"Have what?" asked Guilford, seeing her

hesitate and draw back, after seeming about to

make some important communication to him.

"I forget. Nothing."

"You remain here with Anne, Robin, until I

return," said Guilford. " I wish to speak a few

words with my mother. I have then something

I wish to say to you."

"I will stay with Anne with pleasure," an-

swered Robin. " Now, .sweet Anne, what did I

tell thee? Did I not say he loved thee only as

a cousin ? Thou seest he cared not a stiver for

my being with thee so many hours of moon-

light, whereas, if he had loved thee, he would

have shown his jealousy ; for beshrew me ! sup-
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pose T, loving thee as I do, should ha' come

home late at night aud found thee up with a

3'oung fellow in a bower, his arm about thy

waist, and thy baud in his; should I not have

taken fire, and had a quarrel with thee on the

spot^ To be sure. Love would act no other-

wise. But what does thy cousin Gailfoid do 1

He thanks me for keeping thee company as

quietly as if tbou wert his sister, and now
marches into the house, bidding me keep thee

company a little longer. Does this look as if

he loved thee, thinkest thoul"

"I am satisfied novr, Robin," answered Anne

with tears in her cjes. "1 see that he cares

nothing for me."

"Then why wilt thou not care for mel I

love thee with all my heart ! I will try and

make thee happy. You will never find a truer

heart than that I o£fer thee."

"I will be thine, Eobin. I know you love

me. I will think no more of my cousin Guil-

ford."

At hearing this, the happy Robin caught the

fair girl to his heart, and imprinted upon her

lips the seal of betrothal. Tlie kias was strangely

echoed, as if a person had thrust his finger into

his cheek and drawn it out quickly, causing a

popping sound. Both looked up and beheld

Digby.
" That 's what I like to see," he said. " Noth-

ing like loving one another. "Well, I'll let the

whole village know of it to-morrow; and when

you are married you must invite Digby. You
can't have a wedding without Digby. Nothing

goes on right without Digby. Where's Master

Guilford gone, Hiss Anne?"

"In the house," answered the maiden, blush-

ing and laughing. " 0, you eavesdropper !

Come hither, Digby. If you will say nothing

about this, I will give you a silver sixpence next

Saturday night, to drink the prince's health."

"Well, I wont, blame me if I do," answered

Digby, as he stretched himself upon one of the

settles to sleep.

CHAPTER Xni.

AN INTERESTING COMMUNICATION.

GuiLFOitD found the door of the cottage ajar,

and pushing it softly, he entered the small,

plainly furnished front room. A lamp filled

with fish-oil burned upon the table, with a huge
" thief" upon the wick. By its light he saw the

two troopers. Upon a small truckle-bed in the

comer lay one of them, sleeping off the pota-

tions of negus with which he and his comrade

had been abundantly plied by the good dame,

who desired to get them in a state of quiescence

as soon as possible ; a result in which she had ad-

mirably succeeded. Sleeping heavily, and with

a loud, sonorous breathing, the other trooper sat

by the table, his head among the cups, and rest-

ing on his thickly gloved hand. His black beard

lay out upon the board like a mop, while the

light shone upon his round, closely shaven head,

giving it the appearance of a porcupine rolled

up into a ball. By the side of his head lay his

pistolet, the grasp of bis hand holding it loosely

in his sleep. The two men reminded Guilford

of two wild beasts he had once seen crushed and

reposing in a cage.

Having surveyed the scene, he stepped across

the threshold and passed lightly into the room.

He stood for an instant looking at the sallow

face of Strait-gate, who lay on the bed, and won-

dering that so wicked a countenance could have

a soul quiet enough to sleep. As for Broad-

way, he saw in him one of those half devils, half

highwaymen, so common in CromweH's army,

who, with a few scraps of the Old Testament

on their lips, passed for pious covenanters, and

under the cloak of religion, did all sorts of en-

ormities.

"Let them sleep; I have no wish to disturb

them." said Guilford, parsing on and opening

the inner door of his mother's room. "I have

already placed one of their number in the sleep

that knows no waking." And with this recollec-

tion of what he had done the evening before,

came over his mind for the first time the thought

that he might possibly be recognized by pome of

the party who had been nighest when he shot

the soldier, though it was moonlight and not

broad day, and no one came within twenty yards

of him, save the horseman ^'ho was drowned in

attempting to swim his horse round the pro-

montory.
Upon hearing the door open, his mother looked

up from her needle, and seeing him, uttered an

exclamation of joy, aud going towards him to

meet him, made at the same time a gesture of

Bilonce and wai-ning.

"I am so glad you have returned, my dear

son," she said, as she led bim to a seat. "You
have been gone fall eight hours."

"It has been an eventful eight hours to me,

my dear mother."

"1 have been trembling lest you should have

come into collision with Lord Rudolph, at the

castle. Did you see the Lady Kate, my boy ?"

" Yes, mother, and all is as I would desire.

I will tell you by and-by, when we are alone.

Those men in the other room must have an-

noyed you not a little."

" They did at first, but they soon drank them-

selves to insensibility. But where is Anne, that

she did not come in with you ?"

" She is at the gate with Robin."
" Yes. He lo%'-es her, and I wish she could

return his attachment. She had best come in,

now you are at home ; but I sent her out, as the

soldiers got to be someihing rude of speech to-

wards her."

" They had best keep their tongues under

civility," answered Guilford, "or I will show

them that there are men in England besides

Cromwell's myrmidons."
" Hist, Guilford ! They will hear you. As it

is, they do not suspect us of being opposed to the

government. But listen to me; I have some-

thing of moment to communicate to thee; and

for this I have been so anxious to have thee

come back."

"But first hear what will please you, my dear

mother. My interview with Lady Kate resulted

in her refusal to permit me to cease to think of

her, and it is decided that I am to seek my for-

tune in the world, and some bright day come
back to ask her hand."

" Ah, my boy, fortune is fickle. But the Lady
Catharine shows a truly noble nature."

" I have no doubt that I shall be able to win

some name that will make me less obscure, and

more worthy to ask her hand of her noble father.

Would she wed me to-morrow, I am too proud

to become her husband as I am—a poor young

fisherman. I will win rank and name, and lay

them at her feet. Because she loves me in my
humble state, shall I willingly consent that she

shall wed one so lowly'? Shall I thus reward

her generous love?"

" Thou art noble in mind, my boy," said his

mother, " and deservest her."

" Mother, thou hast heard of Red Hand 1"

" 0, Red Hand, the noted sea warrior, whose

very name strikes such terror along the coast

!

What of him, Guilford T"

"Dost thou know his histoiy?"

" Nay, I do recollect that it is said he was one

of King Charles's nobles, and that, when he was

to have been executed, he placed his hand be-

neath the axe instead of his head, and with the

other wrenched the weapon from the headsman's

"grasp, and with it cut his way to the water-side

and escaped in a ship."

" This is partly true."

" I know Cromwell has a reward for his head,

and therefore"

—

" You fancy he must be a pirate."

"I know not what he is. Men say he is

greatly to be feared. He has burned fall a score

of castles and towns on the sea coast."

" These were those places in which Crom-

well's minions dwelt— places, which, by false-

hood and wrong, they bad robbed loyal nobles.

I have seen this sea king, and spoken with him,

mother."

" Spoken with Red Hand ?"

" Yes; I have been on board his vessel, which

to night was not two leagues from the land,

opposite the village. He is a proper gentleman.

He is the Earl of Villiers, a true hearted noble-

man, and friend of both the late king and Prince

Charles."'

" Speak lower, for there are strange ears near

us."
" The two brutes are asleep, and I pray they

may not wake till morning. Yes, mother,

Earl Villiers is a true English gentleman. He
commands a ship because he cannot command
a fleet. His wars are made only against the

usurper. His ship is the only remnant of the

true Briiish navy, and he the only British ad-

miral, as Charles, the wanderer prince, is the

only British king. But these things will not

always be so. In a few days I shall, if nothing

more favorable turns up, ofler myself to this

admiral of the Red Hand, and win fame under

his flag."

" If this terrible captain be a true earl, who
only seeks the rights of his king, I do not say

aught against this, Guilford, save that I shall be

grieved to have thee leave my roof and my side.

But mothers cannot always hope to have their

boys with them ; and I hope to see you yet dis-

tinguish yourself."

" You will not be alone, mother. Anne will

remain, and if she marries Rubin"

—

"Marries Robin"? I wish she would, indeed."
" There is little doubt of it from what I

saw to-night. They are lovers, or lovers never

were."

" That is good news at last. I knew she need

never look to you."

" Look to me, mother ! Who ?"

" Anne. Bless me, how odd yon have never

seen it in her eyes. She has loved you better

than cousin ought to love, Guilford."

*-I was not aware of it. But now you speak

of it, I do recollect some things that make me
think you are right. But Robin will make her

far happier. They will marry and live with

you, and you will hardly miss me. I ft-iU have
my boat repaired to-mori-ow, and give it to you.

Has there been any excitement in the village

to night, early in the evening ? Have you heard

anything about any of the troopers having been

shot?"

" Surely I did. Fuss enough was made about

it. The troopers here heard firing, and went
out, and after a long time came back, and swore

dreadful oath?, and said some smugglers had
shot three of their party who were pursuing a

loyalist. They made great talk of it in tlieir

cups, and 'swore dreadfully how they would on
the morrow have vengeance."

" Smugglers they taid, did they, mother?"
" I believe so ; but do not raise your voice so

loud; for I dare say we've been overheard in

half we 've said by the poor gentleman, if by
chance he 's awake."

Here the good dame cast her eyes up at the

trap in the ceiling.

" What poor gentleman? What do you mean,
mother?"

"Hush! the troopers '11 hear you, and then

it's all up with him, be he peasant or prince,

gentle or simple. There is a man bid up in the

hemp loft!" she added, whispering close in his

ear, and then clapping her fingers aiross his

mouth. " Not a word. I fancy he is a loyalist.

Don't speak, and I'll tell you all about if, for

I want your advice to know what to do with

him."
" If he is a loyalist, I will aid him to the best

of my ability, mother. Bat when and how did

he come here?"

"That I will tell you. You see, after yon
went out, and had been gone a little while, the

two soldiers came in and invited themselves to

take up tlieir quarters for the night. After eat-

ing their supper and drinking, they got up and

went out, as they said, to make a search of the

premises, to see what out-houses, boats, hid-

ing-places and such things, for concealing and

escaping in we had."
" The prjing devils !"

" Hist ! They had not gone out scarcely, be-

fore I saw a face looking in upon me at that

window. Before I couli^Hake out who it might

be, the window was raised, and in stepped a

stranger. He came so lightly to the floor, looked

so beseechingly and suffering-like, and had al-

together such an appearance of weariness and

flight, that I at once felt my charity warm to-

wards him kindly ; and knowing how many good

men there are who are wanderers in their own,

or what is worse, foreign lands, I bethought me
this man might be one of them. The idea that

he was a robber or a criminal never once en-

tered my mind. He asked me in a voice that

was courttous and respectful, if I would conceal

him before the soldiers came back."

" Then he knew they were quartered here ?'*

said Guilford, who had listened with the deepest

interest to her words.

" Yes; for he had plainly been watching their

departure; and, as they went out one way, he

came in another way, as I told you. I instantly

closed this door, dropped the curtains, that no

one might see into the room, and pointing to the

ladder, told him to conceal himself at once in

the lofc. He obeyed at once, and having given

him food and drink, I removed the ladder."

" Have you spoken with him since ?"

"Not a word. He is as quiet as the grave.

I think he must be asleep ; for he looked ready

to drop. You should have seen what a white

hand he had."

" How old a man is he?"
" About thirty; but he looked pale and hag-

gard, and might not have been so much."

"How was he dressed?"

" In a sort of grayish black, plain and coarse,

and much worn and road soiled. His hair was
jet black, and so were hs eyes; and his manners
were those of a gentleman ; that I saw at once."
"I would like to know who he is, mother,"

said Gu Ifor-, who had listened to all she had
said with the liveliest attention. " He is without
doubt one of the prince's friends, who are now
hunted like wild beasts throughout the king-
dom."

" What if it should be the prince himself?"
whispered the good dame, with a wistful look.

" It can hardly be
;
yet it is clear he is ex-

pected to seek the coast, and should he do so,

he is likely to come pretty much as this stranger
has presented himself to you. Whoever he is,

he needs cur protection, and his life may depend
on our care and discretion."

"What can be done?"
" That must be reflected upon, dear mother.

It will not be safe for him to remain where he
is. If a search of the house should take place,

the loft will not escape their eyes. I must, how-
ever, first see him and know what he would
have."

[to be continued.]

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GENTLE MAY.

Bit FRANCIS A. DITHIVAaB.

There 's verdure in the greensward,
There are blossoms on each cpray,

There are -iendropson the rose-tree,

But where is gentle May ?

Her breath was like the blossoma
The zephyr steals away,

Her eye was like the dewdrop,

So fair was gentle May.

Last spring-time saw her bloominB,
Last autumn saw her gay,

But the time of flowerd has come agahi,

And where is gentle May ?

The wind wailed through the branches
On a bitter winter day,

And in the snowy church-yard

We laid out darling May.

In a brighter world than ours,

That kuoweth no decay,

Mid amaranthine bowers,

Is the home of gentle May.

SUBTLE IJVFLUEKCES.
I met with a cudous instance lately of a fact

well known, but always instructive, in regard to
the force of our absorbing or receptive power.A friend's gardener, after taking a few pinches
of flour of sulphur to sprinkle over a plant, and
cleansing his hands immediately afterwards,
found how subtle was its influence throuiih the
system, and out again from his body, and through
his clothes, so that the money in his pocket, and
other metal about him, became tarnished. What
is there now more subtle and wonderful in mes-
meric action than this? Here the system re-
ceives a gentle influence which, though unfelt
by the individual, is potent in its effects. Other
substances will produce similar effects. I know
a case of a lady who could not touch the brass
knobs of her doors for some weeks, from their
producing pain, and partly paralyzing the arm;
and of another lady who was differently alFected
by the approach of various metals and other
substances. Medicines rubbed on her skin would
produce precisely the same effect as if she had
swallowed them. I know a whole family who
are disagreeably affected by the near approach
of iron. Some are aware of the presence of a
cat, by a sensation experienced without seeing
the animal.

—

Alkinson.

[ Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE CAPTIVE HEART.

BT S. ALFORD.

I know a heart whose every pulse

Was once as zephyr free

;

Nor ever felt love's piercing pang,

Till captive made by thee,

And yet there Feems a sweet delight

Felt by the fluttering thing,

As if it wished not, though it might

At any time take wing.

Held gently by the pleasing chain,

Whose every link was love
;

Entangled by a thousand charms,

It feels no wish to rove

Beyond the precincts of that maze,

Where earthly bliss is known
;

I mean the empire of sweet love,

Where heart to heart is grown.

A BROKEN FORTUNE.
Ovid finely compares a broken fortune to a

falling column; the lower it sinks, the greater

weight it is obliged to sustain. Thus when a
man's circumstances are such that he has no oc-

casion to borrow, he finds numbers that are wil-

ling to lend him ; but should his want be such,

that he sues (or a trifle, it is two to one whether

he may be trusted with the smallest sum.

—

Gold-

sn t'h.
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MISS ADELAIDE PHILLIPS.
The accompnnyinp: likeness is that of Miss A.

Phillips, who hiis so louf^ hi^cn a fiivoritc nctrcss

at the Boston Muaoiira. She cnmc araonj^ us a
mere child some years since, and iippearcd as a

juvenile danseuso at the old Museum. As she

grew older, she gradually evinced a fine appre-

ciation of stoyc effect, and of the part of an
aetress, and was by degrees introduced into llio

vaudevilles that were presented from time to

time at the Museum. As years wore on, and
Miss Phillips graduidly acquired the necessary

physical appearance as well as experience, she

was entrusted with a higher range of characters,

until she has eome to perfionatc those of the

most intricate cast. But she has gradually de-

veloped the fact of possessing a most wondcr-
fullj clear and musical voice, and whicli, with

culture and practice, has already become re-

markable. In the diilicult music of her charac-

ter, as Cherry, in the play of The Children of

Cyprus, she fairly took our citizens by surprise,

and her songs were nightly encored. We think

music should engage all her attention, for with
the native ability she possesses improved by art,

she might equal many of the best prime donne.

Having grown up among us, administering so

long and so successfully to our pleasure, Miss
Phillips has much of the best regard of Bostoni-
ans, and it is gratifying to know that her private

virtues entitle her to all the honors she receives.

We are indebted to Ives, daguerreotypist, 142
Washington Street, for the likeness which our
artist has drawn for us, and those who are fa-

miliar with the face of the original, will pro-

uounco it a capital one.

ANECDOTE OF FRANKLIN.
A young person once mentioned to Dr. Frank-

lin his surprise that the possession of riches should
ever be attended with undue solicitude, and in-

stanced a merchant, who, in possession of un-
bounded wealth, was as busy, and much more
anxious, than the most industrious clerk in his

counting-house. The doctor, in reply, took an
apple from a basket, and presented it to a child in

the room, who could hardly grasp it in his hand.
He then gave him a second, which tilled the
other; and choosing a third, remarkable for its

size, he offered that also. The child, after many
ineffectual attempts to hold the three apples,
dropped tlie last on the carpet, and burst into
tears. " See," said the doctor, "there is a little

man with more riches than he can enjoy."

(;rand tournament.
Our artiflt has given us below a sketch of a

grand and chivalrous scene that lately occurred at
the Pincville Race Course, South Carolina, where
twenty-six " knights," magnilicently dressed,
rode into the lists. They were all mounted on fine
ateeds, elegantly caparisoned ; and the dresses of
the knights and the saddle-cloths of the horses
were in a styli; of richness, magnificence and
beauty rarely, if ever, surpassed, and as tasteful
and ai)propriate in design, as they were admira-
ble in execution. Each knight bore a lance,
from which his colors were pendant, and his
saddle-cloth disclosed to view his device and
motto. At the word of command, the whole
troop at once formed in line htforc the galaxy
of beauty, and executed the graceful salute,
causing bright eyes to sparkle with new lustre,
and blusliing checks to bloom witli new roses.
A brief, but spirited and appropriate address
from the master of ceremonies, calling on emu-
lous knights to do deeds of daring worthy of
such a brilliant presence, despatched them to
the duties of the day. The tournament then
commenced, the contest being, with horses at
full speed, to bear off a suspended ring tlie

greatest number of times out of six, on the point
of the lance. This chivalrous and manly exer-
cise was admirably performed, evincing a skill

and grace in horsemanship, and a dexterity in
the use of the Jance, which excited deep interest
in the spectators, and called forth repeated
plaudits. The emulation was well sustained and
cloac, and at the end there were no less than
seven competitors for the first prize. The whole
pageant was eminently brilliant and successful

—

and whether we consider the tasteful and elegant
costumes of the knights, the rich caparison and
equipment of the horses, the equestrian skill and
daring of the riders, or the beaming presenc of
female loveliness, it has never been surpassei, if

ever equalled, in this country.

PORTRAIT OF MISS ADELAIDE PHILLIPS.

NOT YET C03IF0RTABLE.
A wealthy farmer of Connecticut tells the fol-

lowing story :
" When I first came here to settle,

forty years ago, I told my wife I meant to be
rich. She said she did not want to be rich—all

she wanted was enough to make her ' comfort-
able.' I went to work and cleared my land. Pre
worked hard ever since, and have got rich—as
rich as I want to be. Most of my children have
settled about me, and they all have good farms.
But my wife aint comfortable yet.

"

GRAND TOURNAMENT SCENE; AT THE PINEVILLE RACE COURSE, SOUTH CAROLINA.
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[Written for Gloason's Pictorial.]

THE FLOAVEKS.

ST OAROLINB A. UAYDEIT.

To arc perfect! 0, how perfaot,

In jour beauty unil your grufio
;

And yu nliod tlio purest, lovuUcat charm,

O'er naturo'H flniiUnR face;

AnJ sho wt'urB your buds and blosEomfl,

With a look which seems to say,

Ye wore horo to decorate my drooa

Ou this, my gala day.

We hnow the richest gems of earth,

Thou beautiful and bright,

Can only givo the eye they plcaae,

Tlifir lustro or their light.

And though th« hoarded wealth It loveo,

May in the diamond yleam,

It restotU ivlth a holier lovo,

On thy soft dow-dipped beam.

To como with beauty tinted

Of every shade and hue,

And the sober dreFS which earth has wofd,

Is changed for something new
;

And the incense from your inmoBt hearta,

Goes out upon the air,

And mingles with tho balmy breath

Wliich spring is shedding thero.

And ye speak in love's own language,

Of the Hand whoso wondrous power

Has folded up a lesson

In tho heart of every flower.

And has written with His finger

On every fading leaf,

That tho fragile lives ye come to blesB,

Are oftentimes as biief.

Ye are beautiful and eloquent,

In yonr life and in your death,

And ye bear upon your lovely forma

The mystery of a breath
;

It bore the stamp of earthliness.

Perhaps a few short hours,

Then faded and went up to bloom

Among immortal flowers.

_ 1 —— *

[Written for Oleason's Pictorial.]

ZORILDA.
A TALE OF THE SEA.

BY O. S. BATMOND.

On the battlemented roof of one of those massive fort like

dwellings, facing; the Eua Bona Vista, in the city of Rio Grande,

Brazil, stood a } oung and lovely girl of apparently not more than

seventeen years, but so perfectly was the ideal model of woman

as an angel developed in her form and features of wondrous

beauty, that as you stood and gazed upon her sweet, expressive

face, you might almost fancy that you could detect the lips of a

pair of gossamer wings, beneath the graceful mantilla which was

flung carelessly back in a certain coquettish fashion, which comes

so very natural to a Spanish girl.

The girl held in her hand a small telescope which she raised to

her eye at intervals, and swept its focus along the whole line of

the horizon away to the southeast, where the green waters of the

Atlantic were visible above the range of pointed sand-hills which

lined the coast.

There was a shade of disappointment passed over the girl's

features, as after a long, earnest look seaward she rested the glass

across her arm, and leaning lightly against the battlement, gazed

wistfully out upon the quiet waters of the Bay of Rio Grande.

For five long minutes she seemed lost in a deep fit of troubled

musings, and then, as if some Sudden idea had called all the latent

energy of her southern nature into action, she started from her

reclining posture, and with, a quick, impatient step paced the flat

tiled roof.

Her warm, olive cheek was glowing with vermilion, and lier

bright black eyes gleamed in the sunlight as if the fire of some

high resolve had lent its energy to the lustre of those dark

liquid orbs.

Under the excitement of the new-bom passion the girl expresses

herself audibly ; and as the mere accident of overhearing a young

lady's soliloquy does not constitute high treason, suppose we

listen for a few moments.
" This suspense is torture. It seems to me very stracgo that

the Eortuna has not yet arrived ; certainly our messenger must

have failed to reach the Castilos ; for Captain Fairfield would

not delay if he had known of his' brother's danger.

"Had be arrived last night, everything might have been

arranged, and the two schooners—waylaying the steamer—might

easily have captured her and rescued the prisoners. But now

!

God help me ! I fear that all is lost.

"Fear ! Shame—shame on ye, Zorilda de Montalba. Where

learned ye the meaning of that base word 1 No, no ! to fear in

any sense is to be a coward. Not one member of the family of

Montalba ever yet bore within his breast a coward heart, and did

I believe that mine could ever heat with one pulsation recreant to

the name I hear, with this keen dagger I would still its throbs for-

ever. Bat 'tis no reproach to feel alarmed for the safety of him

who is all, everything to me, the brother of my sister's husband

—

my own brave and generous Carlos. It seems as if the spiiits

of my brave brothers who fell at O/.eda hovered around me and

whispered— ' Zorilda, to tho rescue !'

" To the bold and fearless, all human posBibilitiesare attaina-

ble ; and so help me, Mary, mother I and though fiends opposed

my purpose, I'il snatch the bravo American, my aflianced hus-

band, from the power of Don Pidro's minionf. And the villain

Gomez, docs he think that a duuglitcr of Montal!);! will so soon

forget that bitter taunt which came from his viIl- lips but yester-

day, when he told me of Don Carlos's capture 'f Very calmly he

told mc that the man I loved should in ten days' lime become a

holiday target for a dozen muskcta of the Imperial guard at Rio

Janeiro.
*' 'Tis well, Senor Gomez ! If His whose mighty arm rolled

back tho liquid wall to let his chosen children pass, deserts mo

not, I will, ere three days are past, perform an act worthy of the

caut-e and tho name I bear. But ray scheme.

"Father Ansclmo, fearing the invasion and plunder of tho city

by the rebel armies, has caused the sacred property of the churches

of San Miguel and San Jose to be brought hither for security,

knowing that my father is friendly to the revolutionists, and here

they will be safe.

" There are saints enough I believe belonging to the two

churches to answer my purpose, and thanks to Carlos's argu-

ments, I no longer ftar the once dreaded anathemas of ecclesias-

tical authority. Wilder's schooner, the saucy little Grillo, carries

I believe, twenty men, all either English or American, good men

and true, who vvonld storm n masked battery, or face Lucifer

himself in a woman's cause Ten more will be sufficient, and

these can be soon found.

"To-morrow the steamer comes down from Port Alegre with

the prisoners ; the day after she leaves for Rio Janeiro, touching

at St. Catharine's and Santos. The wind before midnight will

blow very hard here from the westward, and by that time the

Grillo must be outside the bar. It wants but an hour to sunset,

and to night my father attends the council. Our mules and

horses always pass the guards at night as they return to the cha-

cara; and now one more look for the Fortuna, and then to my task."

Again the beautiful girl swept the line of the horizon in the

southern board with her glass; and again that quick shade of dis-

appointment passed over her face, as the faithful lenses pictured

not in the dim distance the object she so eagerly sought. With a

gesture of impatience she turned from the battlement, and dash-

ing the joints of the telescope together, with a force that threat-

ened the total destruction of the instrument, she raised a small

trap-door and descended from the roof.

Three hours later! Darkness has wrapped the city in her

funeral pall; the very stillness seemed ominous, so profound, so

death-like was it. Great masses of dark murky clouds rolled up

from the westward and shut in the clear blue sky, except where

at intervals a bright star would blaze out between the ragged

edges of the black vapor like an eye of fire.

The cry of " eight o'clock anda-1-l's w-e-1-1," was yet feebly

heard in far-aff echoes, when a ponderous gate in the rear of Don

Montalba's mansion swung back upon its hinges, and two horse-

men rode forth, followed closely by ten negroes, each one of

whom led a mule heavily loaded, as one would guess, from the

hu"-e wicker baskets which they carried slung one upon either

side by broad leather straps.

The mounted individuals each carried a small globe lantern

which partially revealed their form and dress, although their fea-

tures were entirely in the dim, uncertain shadow. Both the

cavaliers wore the usual Spanish sombrero and heavy poncho or

cloak which is so admirably adapted to the wants of the wearer as

a protection against the storm, a comfortable bed at night, or a

friendly disguise in case of need. The individual who rode upon

the left kept his cloak closely drawn about his person as if the

nio'ht air was rather chilly, or he feared that some inquisitive eye

might pry closer into his private affairs than he chose to have

them. The other, however, seemed altogether careless of conse-

quences, and sufi^ered his poncho to fall carelessly back, disclosing

the laced eufi^s and gold embroidered breast of an officer high in

rank in the imperial army.

The party proceeded cautiously along until they had crossed

the canal which skirts the town on the south east, when they were

suddenly challenged by the sentinel. The word for the night was

promptly given, and in three minutes after they had passed the

guard, c\'ery black was astride his pack mule, and urging them

on with fist and foot to keep pace with tbeir leaders, who, with

their lanterns to guide them, were following a trail that lead off

in a south-eastern direction towards the south shore of the bay.

In three quarters of an hour after they left the city they came to

the low, white sand beach, and all dismounting, the officer blew a

long, shrill call upon a common boatswain's whistle.

The night was so intensely dark that any object upon the water

could not have been seen two rods distant; but a moment had

scarcely elapsed since the officer had made the signal when three

small lights in the form of a triangle rose slowly up as if from the

water, until they gainfid an altitude of some thirty feet when they

became stationary. So bright and vivid were the lights that they

seemed not thirty feet distant, yet no other object was visible in

that direction.

A moment more and the faint creaking of boat tackle falls was

heard, and directly two white whale boats dashed into the circle

of light, and their keels grated on the sand.

The moment that the boats landed, tho officer spoke to the two

crews, and also to the blacks, in a commanding, yet goodnatured

tone—
" Now, my lads, bear a hand. Let's get them donkeys unloaded

and their cargoes into the boats in a quarter less than no time,

for it's coming out here from the west mighty soon, and it '11 blow

like seven bells ; come, bear a hand ; tumble in here, darkies and

all, no not the horses and mules—there you are—shove off
!"

In five minutes the two boats shot along'^ide of a small schooner

where they were speedily unloaded and hoisted up. The oflicor

very carefully escorted his companion in the cloak and sombrero,

into the little veBHel's cabin where ho remained for a short time,

and when he re appeared on deck, it was in his true character,

John Wilder, lieutenant commainling the I'atriot schooner Grillo

(cricket), the imperial uniform which he had jun laid aside having

done liim t^pccial service in the city that evening.

It was near ten o'clock, and the fir^t faint puffs of the coming

gole began to ruflle the sui face of the quiet water, as the com-

mander of the Grillo mustered his men aft, and'in a few words

explained the object of his going to sea that night, and concluded

by saying—
" Now, my lads, you see there's plenty of danger in this cmise,

and if there is one or ten of you that would rdthcr not go, you

shall be landed at once."

But there was no one that wished to leave thcschooner, and in

fifteen minutes she was under all sail and running down for the bar.

After the schooner had passed the llght-hou'^c which stood on a

low, sandy point running aft from the north shore, there was no

guide to cros5 the dangerous bar which was yet iivc miles distant,

but the long line of breakers on either sideof the narrow, tortuous

channel. The good judgment and ready eye of Wilder etood him

in good stead, however, and the little craft passed out in s^futy,

and was hauled to, head to the northward, and everything was

just got snug aboard of her, when the pent up fury of the wild

tempest burst in wrath upon the ocean. The first mad gust nearly

capsized the little clipper, but after a few moments she righted

slowly, and like a genuine Newfoundlander, shaking herself clear,

she sprang away before the shrieking hurricane like the wild steed

of the prairie.

For two hours the fierce tempest howled around her, yet the

brave little craft danced merrily along over the white crested

waters, and her fearless young captain stood by the man at the

helm, and fairly yelled with delight as he watched the fiery cas-

cades caused by the jets of spray which the little beauty flung far

into the deep murky blackness of the night.

At length the gale b?gan sensibly to abate and haul gradually

to the south'ard, and as the wind lulled one reef after another was

turned out, and the schooner was hauled to more to thenorth'ard

so as to lay her course along the land.

All throughout the following day and night, the wind continued

fresh and fair, and it was about nineo'clock on the second morn-

ing after the Grillo left the bar of Rio Grande that she came to

anchor in anarrow inlet to leeward of a little rocky island laying

between the southern point of the island of St. Catliarine's and

the main land. And now if you please, while the schooner lies

there hidden by the little rocky inlet, waiting for the steamer, a

few words to you respecting her history and appearance.

She was built in New York for a yacht, and was originally

sloop rigged, and owned by Capt. R , a retired packet cap-

tain, and it was claimed for her that she was the fastest craft

about the waters of New York.

When the revolution broke out in the southern provinces of

Brazil, the Consul General of that empire purchased her at a cost

of nearly double her value, changed her rig into a schooner, and

sent her out to Rio Janeiro with important despatches.

From Rio she was despatched to Rio Grande, where she waa

to be equiped as a cutter and put into the service against the revo-

lutionists. On her way dowD,however, she fellin, off St. Martha

Grande, with the patriot schooner Fortuna, and was by her cap-

tured and taken to Pelotas, which was in possession of the revo-

lutionists. Her armament at the time I am describing her,

consisted of muskets and cutlasses only, for the best reason in the

world, the revolutionists had nothing more effective to arm her

with.

She was about ninety tons American measurement, and would

bear a saucy little battery, which the patriots intended she should

do, as soon as they could capture a—. I beg pardon, my friends,

but—there is the Brazilian steamer just coming insightround the

point of the outer island. That's her! the very craft that the

little Grillo is laying back for behind yonder rocky inlet. Come

!

let us fiing ourselves down here in this cool, shady nook, and

watch for the fun, for fun of some kind there most certainly will

be, for jou will please remember the schooner's errand here, and,

also, that Jack Wilder commands her.

The steamer comes sweeping gracefully up around the point,

and hauls in towards where we are seated ; there is an eddy tide

here running close in with the rocks. See ! she is sheering in for

the eddy ; she will pass so near us that you may toss that orange

which lies there at your feet, upon her decks.

There are many persons upon her deck, for it is a lovely day,

and the scenery on cither hand is magnificent. There are ladies

too^some half dozen or so, sitting aft there under the cool shade

of the white awning. And—but I see, your attention is already-

directed towards that dark, handsome officer, who is so leisurely-

pacing the quarter deck. Do you observe that his epaulettes are

of the richest bullion, and that the breast of his coat is heavy

gold?
Do you see that he wears two jewelled orders on his breast ?

See how graciously he smile: as he turned to answer a ques-

tion that one of the ladies has this moment asked him. Would

you know him 1 Well then, permit me to tell you xery gently

that the officer whom you so much admire, is the famous Lieu-

tenant Colonel Manuel Gomez, Vicompt of Santa Bella, and

justly surnamcd the Southern Butcher !—The child murderer !

But there are some thirty persons on board the steamer whom
you have not seen—you cannot see them—for they are down thero

in the hold, thirty of them. They are the patriot prisoners, taken

at San Leopoldo, and chained together in pairs, hand and foot.

They are on their way to Rio Janeiro, where they will be shot aa

traitors. There is an American among them, perhaps a dozen
;

but that 07i€, whom we have heard tho beautiful Spanish girl

name as her betrothed husband, he is surely there ; the brave and
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generous Charle9 Fairfield is in that steamer's hold, manacled

like a common thit f. He was the successful rival of Colonel

Manuel Gomez, and now, God help him ! he is in the power of

the Southern Butcher. But look here ! Do you see that wild,

unaccountable scene of coufubion on hoard the steamer 'I Hark !

do you hear the exclamations of wonder and terror 1 Well, look

over yonder towaa'ds the little rocky inlet. 'Tis a most strange

vision. Coming from the narrow inlet, and heading for the

steamer is a craft whose sixe is near that of the Grillo, but in no

other respect is she like her. The hull of the Grillo was black as

jet, this is rec^red as a field of blood, or a picture of living fire.

- On her snow white sails—one here on her foresail—the other upon

her huge mainsail, v/ere two giant crosses of brightest scarlet,

each surmounted by tbe mystical letters, I. H. S. As the canvas

swayed to and fro the monster crosses gleamed and flashed in the

warm sunlight like tongues of flame. A broad, white banner of

glossy satin floated lazily at her main peak ; and now, as a gentle

breeze blows out its heavy folds, you behold the gorgeous

blazonry of the church, the great papal standard. And, as if to

complete the magic picture, you see there upon the deck of the

strange vessel ranged in lines along her deck, a sight to behold

once and remember while you live. All the saints v/hose efiigies

had ever graced a papal procession were there upon the deck of

that blood-red ominous-looking craft, clothed in living, breathing,

humanity. Peter and John, and the martyr Stephen, stand there

side by side in eager discourse. Matthew whispers to St. Joseph,

and James points out some object on the steamer's deck to his

nei-'hbor, St. Thomas. As the mysterious vessel approaches, a

voice is heard on hoard, hailing the steamer.

" Ho ! aboard the steamer. Stop your engines and heave to,

we wish to come on board of you."

Let us change the tense again, and reader, will you listen

patiently a few moments while I tell of the scene that took place

a few minutes later. The steamer's engine was stopped and she

lay there motionless, awaiting her strange visiter. As she ranged

up alongside, the scene was rich beyond description ; it was as if

the demon of discord had let slip her legion and confusion reigned

supreme.
Here a score of soldiers in the imperial uniform fell upon their

knees and bowed their faces to the deck, exclaiming—" Mary,

mother of God, protect iis !" Here, a dozen whiskered and belted

officers, in their efforts to hide away, run afoul of, and tumbled

over each other, and there tkey lay, writhing and twisting upon

the deck, reminding you of a nest of caterpillars upon a limb, when

the gardener holds beneath their home the lighted wisp of straw.

" Que faremos !" sLudi, " Deos me salve!" were heard from all

directions ; the saUors fled to the forecastle, and the black fire-

men burrowed in the lowest depths of the coal bunkers.

In the midst of this reign of terror the red vessel of the church

was secured to the steamer, and then the group of saints about

the companion-way of the stranger fell back, and there stepped

forth from the cabin the most glorious vision that ever blessed

the eyes of mortal man. 'T is Mary ! the virgin mother herself.

Her robe of azure silk, woven with gold and glittering with dia-

monds, flashed back the sunlight and dazzled the eye with its

gorgeous splendor. From the jewelled tiara depended a veil of

rich Mechlin lace, whicli fell in graceful folds almost to her feet,

its ample folds wholly concealing her features.

"With measured tread and deep solemnity the procession moved

forward, and passing from their own they stood in silence upon

the steamer's forward deck. Mary conversed apart with St.

Peter for a few moments, and then Thomas and Andrew, St. Luke

and Stephen gave their whispered orders, and instantly ten of

the lesser saints disappeared beneath the steamer's deck.

For a few moments the clank of hammel^' and the creak of

files could be heard in the hold, and directly the ten saints reap-

peared, followed by the thirty liberated prisoners whom I have

told you were confined in the hold. A low whispered word from

St. John, and in an instant the thirty rescued men, with young

Pairfield at their head, dashed forward, and seizing the arms of

the terror-stricken officers and soldiers they rushed aft, deter-

mined to immolate the brutal Colonel Gomez upon the altar of

their vengeance.

The colonel, brute and savage as he was, bore no craven heart.

He had just comprehended the plot, and he knew that all was

lost, and he might justly conclude too, that for him there would

he little mercy. A moment more and a dozen voices clamored

for his blood—a dozen sabres flashed at his throat, but a power-

ful hand hurled the assailants aside, and the young patriot captain

confronted the swarthy colonel.

" Now then, villain ! fiend ! devil ! I'll send your black soul to

the infernal regions, a fitting home for so foul a wretch." But

ere a blow was struck, a fair soft hand was laid upon the young

man's arm, and a low, musical voice whispered in his ear.

** Nay, nay, dear Carlos, put up your weapon ; mine must be

the hand to mete out the villain's punishment."

In mute astonishment he turned towards the virgin. Playfully

she tossed back the heavy veil and disclosed the features of the

beautiful Spanish maiden—his loved Zorilda.

Fixing her bright flashing eyes upon the bewildered colonel,

she thus addressed him :

" Senor, do you remember your oath of vengeance made in

my presence a few days since 1 'Tis very strange how our best

and worst resolves are often defeated by unforeseen circumstances

over which we have no control. Did you forget, sir colonel,

wken you made that bitter threat, that it was a daughter of Mon-

talba who listened to you. 'Tis possible that we shall find another

target for a dozen of Don Pedro's muskets."

" Eternal curses on ye all," hissed the villain between his set

teeth. " This for my vengeance !" and quick as thought he

drew a pistol and fired at Zorilda.

But the quick eye of Fairfield detected the movement, and he

drew her aside so suddenly that the bullet passed her and was

buried in the heart of St. Stephen, and he fell the second time a

martyr.

Fierce and loud were the cries of rage, and pistols were grasped

and swords drawn, as the maddened patriots again closed upon

the doomed colonel. One moment, and he would have paid ^he

price of blood with his worthless life. But a commanding voice

is heard above the hiss of muttered curses and the clash of wea-

pons. " Back ! all ofye— stand back !" And the stalwart arm of

St. John flung back the astonished group, and he stepped for-

ward, and throwing off his loose robe disclosed the person of

John Wilder, Captain of the Grillo. Calmly drawing a revolver

from his bosom, he levelled it at the colonel's breast and fired.

" Once ! That for my murdered brother. Twice I" the colonel

fell to the deck. " That for my heart-broken sister. And this !

this to avenge my father's death." The colonel lay a quivering

corpse upon the deck.

'* This is murder," said Wilder, vei-y calmly. " I meant it

should be so. He was a MrKDERER and deserved a murderer's

punishment. Remove the arras and ammunition to the schooner."

The steamer proceeded on her way, minus the thirty passen-

gers, and the little Grillo, with a pair of happy lovers on board,

and in a bran new dress, returned in safety to Rio Grande.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

EPICEDIUM.

BT JOHN P. WEIEHAWPEl, JB.

Eerfde a rugged garden wall there grew

A tender flower, beautiful in hue
;

Blight waa the bud arrayed in sky-blue sheen,

Its fragrance sweet, and though almost unseen,

All loved the plant, and near it oft would lean.

A stormy blast swept by against the wall,

And that sweet flower was crushed beneath its fall

;

I saw the crash, and 0, 1 would have wept

Upon the tomb whero that poor violet slept I

A strain of music floated on the air,

Attractiug all who heard—so strangely rare

—

^"ibratiag gently with a holy tone.

Familiar to angeUc ones alone,

The choirs of heaven such melody might own.

A Uttle while the sound was wafted o'er,

And then it ceased, and it waa heard no more
;

Its last sad note awoke in me a eigb,

I sorrowed that such melody should die.

A precious gem is smitten down, indeed,

Upon her g.-ave may thrive no tangled weed
;

But lovely flowers, with their silken leaves,

May watch around, and each, like one who grieves,

Bow down its head, while every petal heaves.

And sprites invisible above her grave

May sing the music that on earth she gave
;

For all her life was like that holy strain

We seldom hear, and may not hear again.

Upon her pillow vntlx a faded cheek,

Eer youthful form enfeebled, wasted weak,

She lay in anguish, whilst beside her bent

Old age in sorrow, watching most intent,

Their eyes all tearful and their hearts all rent.

" I'm happy !" with her last expiring breath,

She cried. " My Saviour ! thou hast conquered death !

hearken ! angels call !" She raised her head,

Then fell aback—and they wept o'er the dead I

i-^^^^^B^^

' KNOWLEDGE IS POWER."
Dante has noticed how sheep all jump where the one who

leads has jumped, though no obstacle be in the way; and in

literature we arc constantly reminded of the same tendency in

men. Say anything boldly, and it has a chance of being re-

peated ; if it be repeated, it is immortal. There is no refuiing

some salient errors ; they jump and jump from mind to mind
;

you may scotch them, bat you cannot slay them. Bulwer has

taken pains to destroy the belief that Bacon is the author of that

eternally-quoted aphorism, " Knowledge is Power." He assures

us the phrase i> nowhere to be found in Bacon. It has " been

consigned to Bacon upon the mere authority of the index to his

works. It is the aphorism of the index maker, certainly not of

the great raasier of inductive philosophy." This is what Bulwer
asserts in the last number of " My Novel," in Blackwood; and
he malces merry with those who have been simple enough to be-

lieve the aphorism to be Bacon's- Wo feel grateful to him for

the piquant coiTCction of a popular error, but we by no means
agree with him that Bacon was the " last man in the world to

have said anything so pert and so shallow." It strikes us as

being peculiarly in his sententious manner. It strikes us, more-

over, that no one above the rank of a blockhead ever interpreted

the aphorism in the s^se which Bulwer so elaborately an-

swers.

—

London Leader.

[^^''ritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE WITHERED ROUGH.

BY CHARLES B. STEWART.

Poor withered bough ! why dost thou cling

To blot the beauty of yon tree
;

Thy mournful whisperings why bring

To mock the green leaves' melody ?

In youth thy sister branches bloom,

How death-like are thy leaves, how sere
;

Creating visions of the tomb,

Ilere mid the gladness of the year.

At even tide thy pensive plant

Steals o'er our heart a voice of blame
;

In midnight's mystic hour, though faint,

We mark thy murmurs still the same.

An emblem of mankind thou art,

A beacon signal on the sight,

Breathing mute language to our heart.

That death broods whero all else is bright.

[TVritten for Gleason's Pictorial ]

EPHRABI SMOOTH'S VY'GE.

BY UNCLE TOBT.

" Think I never told ye how I made a vy'ge to Charleston,

South Carolina, once, did IV asked Ephraim Smooth of us one
day, and being assured that we never listened to the afore-

said recital, Ephraim gathering one limb up in his lap, began :

"Well, ye must know I had an all-fired itching to go to sea,

and so some of our people down at Eogviile told me I'd better

go a short vy'ge fust, and akordiogly I tuck passage for Charles-

ton. 'Twas great, slidiu' out of Bosting harbor, *tweeu iho

islands and by the forts and light-houses till we got clear out to

sea, and then I began to think the biled lobster I'd eat for din-

ner at the coffee house was all alive and crawling inside of mc.

I could e'namoEt feel the claws a scrapin' my insides, and creep-

in' up and down like a harrer in a i"ye stubblefield.

" I heerd one of the sailors say it blew pretty yVes/i, but it smelt

orful salt to me, and I felt myself tumin' white as a sheet every

minnit, until finally nature couldn't stand the heavin' of the ship

any longer and I begun to heave myself. Creation ! I never

b'lieved there was so much inside of me before. But what made
me maddest was that the sailors all lai-fed at me while I felt

sick enough to go to the hospital right off. They didn't seem to

care a bit, and one of 'em told me that pork and merlasses would

cure me, and the very idea of that stuff made me squirm all over

and feel sicker 'n ever. I stuck it out as long as I could on

deck, feelin' wuss and wuss, till hymby the cook, who was the

blackest nigger I ever seed, cum and told me il'd better turn in.

' Tarn into what?' said I. 'Into your berth,' said he. 'I'd

like to turn into anythin' just now,' said I, 'for I feel wuss than

pisen.' He kinder larfed and showed me down stairs into the

cabin, and helped me onto a shelf with somethin' hilt to keep a

feller from roUin' off, and said that was my berth for the vy'ge.

" Well, ye see there was another feller besides me that was

goin' to Charleston as a passenger, and he was orful sick tu, and

and when I'd get over a turn and tried to go to sleep, he'd begin,

and that would wake me up and I had to be sick all over again,

every time. It seemed to me as though 'twasn't possible for

natur to sustain herself under sucli I'epeated attacks. Creation !

how I did , I know it's kinder indellikate to say so, but it

was the dreadfuUest feelin* I ever know'd, and I told the other

feller I'd go back to Bosting by land if I had to walk all the way.
" After we'd been tu sea about tew days I thought I'd better

go back on deck again, and try to see if the air wouldn't mako
me feel better, but creation, how the vessel did toss up and down,

I wonder everything in her wasn't spilt right out. There was a

feller at a wheel on the hind part that kept screwia' on her up,

and every time he tickled her with that 'ere rudder, as they called

it, behind, she'd raise and pitch for'ard like a kicking boss.

" I couldn't stand it but a few minutes, and I had tu get inter

jay berth again about the quickest, for I was just about as weak
as a barly stork, and reeled like a man that had got tight on old

cider. The cook came down after a while and said I'd better try-

to take somethin' that was simple. I told him anything that

would stai/ down would be a great blessin', and so he said he'd

make me some gruel, and arter a while he fetched it down to me,

and I put it on the table and tried to eat it. I got about half of

it down when up it came again like all possessed. Creation, if I

didn't make tracks to bpd agin about the quickest.

" Prom that time till I got ashore I didn't venter upon nothing

but water. It wan't no sort of use, feedin* only riled up the

stomach and started it into somersets and all sorts of odd freaks.

Well, ye see when I was going to land at Charleston, the captain

said to me, 'Mr. Smooth, wont ye ship for the home passage V
' Captain,' saij^ I, alookin' at him as if I thought he must be in-

sane or crazy, 'Captain,' said I, 'if ever I put my foot on a

vessel after this vy'ge I hope I may never get off of it agin.'

" The captain kinder larfed at me and said I was a fresh water

fish, but I didn't keer as long as I got ashore. Creation, how
glad I was, I leaped right up into the air, and if I hadn't be-

longed to the Hog\'iUe temperance society I'd a went and got

tight, I would !"

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial,]

KKOW YE THE LAND?

BT KICHARD WRIOHT.

Know ye the land where the cypress and myrtle.

—

Bifron.

Know ye the land where the red and white hunting,

Eestudded with stai's a proud ensign doth wave
;

And the tracts that of yore served the Indian for huntiDg,

Where now dwell the Christian, the freeman, the brave?

Know ye the land whero the oak and the pine

Strike deep in the earth and bear fruit on the sea
j

Where the willow, and sumach, and poplar combine

To render attmctive each landscape we see ?

Where'er the various notes of the mocking-bird, ble.:dlng,

Proclaim a new race sprung from every clime
;

And the eagle ou sinewy pinions ascending,

Is emblem of man in his beauty and piime ?

Know ye this laud ? 'T is CoLuirerA I bright

With the all-wamiing sunbeams that freedom be9t4)ws ;

Where the sweet velvet peach is beheld with delight,

And the still sweeter maiden adorning the rose.

CURIOSITY.
The curiosity of an honorable mind willingly rests there, where

the love of truth does not urge it further forward, and the love of

its neighbor bids it stop—in other words, it willingly stops at the

point where the interests of truth do not beckon it onward, and

charity cries, halt!

—

Coleiidge.
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LANDING OF PRESIDENT FILLMORE FROM THE STEAMER ERIS, AT CASTLE GARDEN, NEW YORK.

PRESIDENT FILLMORE'S TOUR.
The scenes represented upon pages 69, 72 and 73, describe the

progress of the President in his late journey fiom Washington to

the inteiior of New York State. At Philadelphia, the President
and his party huidfd at the Navy Yard under a salure of anillei-y,

aad amid the shouts of the assembled multitude. After the Presi-

dent withdrew, having addressed a few words to the citizens be-

fore the Unired States Hotel, Mr. Webster being vociferously

called for, stepped out on the platform and addressed ihe throng,

as represented by our artist. The President's arrival by the
ateamer Erie, at Castle Garden, New York, was a spirited scene
indeed, and is given with remarkable accuracy by our artist. All
the way up the bay, cannon saluted the progress of the President's

party in the steamer. The cortege then proceeded up Broadway,
as represented hy our artist, and finally, after returning from a
long route, the President's party took their stations at the City
Hali, where they received a marching salute from the military,

who filed in review before them.

GREAT HI EN.
Among the early risers we encountered near the market-place,

on the avenue, this morning, were one Daniel Webster and one
Wintield Scott. The most favorable time for a pleasant how-do-
you-do with an old gentleman hy the name of Ht-nry Clay, dn-ing
his occasional visits to this city, is at sunrise, in the same viciaity.

The impress of greatness is said to be congenial with some men ;

but energy, resolution, perseverance and indu-^trv, may possibly

have something to do with a man's destiny.— Washington Telegraph.
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THE NEW TOEK PROCKSSION IN HONOR OF PRESIDENT PILLMORE's ARRIVAL PASBINQ THROUGH BROADWAY.
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MILITARY SALUTE IN HONOR OF PRESIDENT FILLMORE, AT THE CITY HALL, NEW YORK.

CLIPPEK BARQUE MERMAID. her model. Every element in the harque seems to be designed over all. She is 29 feet 3 inches beam, and 16 feet deep. The
The fine craft, so faithfully represented below by onr artist, is for speed, and nautical men look for her making a wonderful Mermaid was built at East Boston, by Mr. Samuel Hall, for

one of the most beautiful vessels that the eye could desire to rest passage, even ahead of anything yet accomplished. The Mermaid Messrs. Edward Gasset & Co., of Boston. Capt. Smith, an enter-

upon, and has been fitted out in a style worthy of the splendor of registers 540 tons, is 132 feet on keel, 130 on deck, and 145 feet prising and intelligent sailor, commands her.

THE NEW CLIPPER BARQUE MERMAID, OF BOSTON, BOUND TO SAN FKANCISCn, CALIfCRNIA.
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[Written for Gleanon's Pictorial.]

TO A PHILOSOPHER.

QT JOBN E. nOI.ME9.

As sweep tlio stonny wlndfi of life,

Afl phantoms lure ambiHon'fl van,

Aa brutlierH Intro tht'lr lirna.stB in strife,

Anil ninn outpourH hU wrath on mrin
;

Secure from the avontring tido,

The rovel throca that vox iiianklnJ
;

In poac(!ful eddies atill you glide,

Still hanquot on tho food of mind.

Thy Boul hath weighed tho worth of fume,

Tho funeral boll at noon luith told

That wlinlliig Bheetfl may «rnp tho vain,

I4OW graves defy the hoarded gold;

Thfit pleaaure, christened by thy roco,

Is but a revel mask to hide

The panting heart, whose dwelling place

la not tho tranquil flrcsido.

Lot frenzy shout the hero's right

To fill the chnir of lofty state.

The silly help to swell hid might,

And hoards of vassals on him wait,

Thou long bast learned tho sounding word

Can tremble on the traitor's tongue
;

That promises a hope hath Btlrred,

Can die in hearts from which they sprung.

Then in thy quiet hermitage,

"Which never yet pale caro has sought,

Still love the scholar's deathless page,

Still breathe his independent thought.

For truth is honey to the soul,

The saintly speech, the prophet rod,

To part the waves of time that roll

Between thee and thy mighty God.

4-^0>«.,,^-i

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE CIRCASSIAN WIFE.
AN EASTEKN TALE.

BY MI88 SAKAH M. HOWE.

CHAPTER I.

The heart to me once promised,
Was not for me alone,

But gave to her more favored,

Who claims it for her own!

—

A. HI^Makin.

Midnight—dark, silent midnight, had again settled down in

its stillness upon the Queen City of the East—Constantinople.

The watchful moon and stars looked dimly down upon the glis-

tening mosque-crescents, from their canopy of dark, moving

clouds, and rendered the proud city a scene sublime and beautiful

in its grandeur.

Hurrying cautiously past the silent raosques and rich-looking

houses, was a dark figure closely wrapped in an ample cloak,

whose folds nearly concealed his person. The night wind swept

and tossed the long black locks of the stranger, but he heeded it

not, and still hastened on. At last he halted before a splendid

mansion, and silently unclosing the door, entered and again

closed it. He carefully pursued his way through several long

unilluminated passages, and at length arrived at a door which was

locked securely from the inside, and at which he called for

admission.

"Is it Essine V asked a musical voice from the interior of the

room, as the stranger called for admission.

" It is," was the reply.

"Then welcome," spoke thelady, as the doorwasopenedandhe

entered a dark-curtained, dimly lighted room, and divested himself

of his cloak. She was a young and strangely beautiful Circassian,

whose curved Up and flashing dark eyes told a haughty, unyield-

ing spirit within. A gleam of satisfaction shot across her counte-

nance as the visitor entered, and a bright flush tinged her cheek,

as she asked ;

—

*' Have you come so far to-night to serve me, Essine V
"Yes, fair Lady Lusatia, I have come at your bidding," an-

swered Essine, " and now I wish to know your commands."

The rostflush fled from the check of the lady, as she seated

herself and prepared to reply to his questions.

''Eirst, Essine," began the Circassian, ''you know my husband

has but one other wife save myself."

*'Iwell know it," was the reply.

" When she first came from her mountain home I knew not

that she was his vrife, but soon Ilearned the truth. Lady Asalie,

the young and high-born Grecian, won my husband's heart, and

his affections were soon estranged from me, and fixed upon her.

I was surprised and greatly enraged, for Asalie was not beautiful,

and I bad often been called the fairest of the mountain maidens.

B ut he loved her—of that I felt assured, and in my heart there rose

an unconquerable hate against the Grecian maiden, and a fierce,

burning drsire fof- revenge. For weeks and months I was planning

some method to murder her without his knowledge, and at last I

came near giving it up as impossible. But I heard of you, and

as quickly sent a message, desirirg you to come to me as hastily

as possible. And now I wish you to carry out a plan which I

have formed, and you shall he richly rewarded."

"Only tell me the plan, Lady Lusatia," eagerly said Essine.

" You have subtle and pov/erful poisons, Essine," said the Cir-

cassian, in a low, inquiring tone.

" Yes, lady, as deadly as death itself. And I have those which

will cause the one to wliom it is administered fo fall into a gentle,

infant like slumber, from which he awakes in another world.

And to these there is no discovered antidote."

A gleam of triumph heightened (he proud countenance of Lady

Lusatia, and in another monmnt bhc resumed the unfolding of her

plan.

" This poison I wish you to use to send the Grecian Asalie to

another world. I will disclose to you the secret passage to her

apartments, this very night. I wish you to administer the poison in

Euch a manner that no one will su.'ipcct that she has been murdered,

for should any one be suspected, it would doubtless be myself, and

the consequences then would be the entire lofis of the respect, or

love, of my husband, and I should then be miserable. Will you

do iti"

*' Yes, lady ; but the reward ''."

The Circassian moved silently to a small cabinet at tho ex-

tremity of the room, and slowly opened it. Several drawers and

different passages were unlocked, until she came to one contain-

ing two cut iously fashioned keys, the largest of which she applied

to a keyhole at one corner of the cabinet, which when unlocked,

disclosed a secrctdrawcr, from which she took a box of the purest

gold, and with the smaller key unlocked it. Had an angel ap-

peared before the astonished Essine, he could not have been more

surprised than was he at the brilliant necklace of pearls and dia-

monds, that the Circassian held up before his eyes. As the dim

rays of the lamp fell upon it, the rich and precious diamonds re-

flected them with a peculiar brilliancy, which told that they were

unsurpassed in richness and worth.

" This is yours, if you succeed," said Lady Lusatia, as she

smiled at his astonishment.

" Then I will do all in my power to render my success certain,

noble lady," answered he quickly.

In a few moments more, Essine was again treading the streets

of Constantinople, his thoughts occupied with the diamond neck-

lace and the murder of Asalie.

CHAPTER II.

Virtue, how frail it is \

Friendship too rare!

Love, how it sells poor bliss

For proud despair I

—

Shelley.

Ere twenty-five summers had passed over his head, Hermanon,

the young and noble Turk, had left his home to seek, among the

wild mountains and beautiful daughters of Circassia, a young and

lovely wife. Long he searched for one who was both good and

fair, but not until he had travelled long, did he meet with her to

whom he gave his heart's first choice. Lusatia, the only daughter

of a Circassian peasant, was far more beautiful than any he had

before seen, and he took her with him to his home in the city of

Constantinople.

But his fair Circassian wife was not all that he could wish in

goodness and gentleness. She possessed a proud spirit, and a

jealous and unforgiving heart, and Hermanon soon felt that it

was only her beauty that had charmed him, and he gradually came

to despise her as much as he had once loved her. Still she was

beautiful—and he knew it ; but her fair countenance was no sub-

stitute for an unloving and unlovely spirit.

Business of importance called him for a short time to Athens,

where he first met the sweet young Lady Asalie, the daughter of a

Grecian of noble blood. She was kind, generous and gentle, and

though not strikingly beautiful, she possessed a mind as noble

as Lusatia'a was unloveable. Her sweetness and simplicity won
the heart of the young Turk, and she returned with him as his

wife.

The anger of Lusatia, when the gentle Grecian was brought to

her new home, knew no bounds. Pride, jealousy and anger con-

tributed to render her the most miserable of human beings, and

her only wish seemed to be, to remove Asalie in some manner.

At last, a miserly chemist was resorted to, with a view to poison

the hated rival, and the result of their consultation we have already

seen.

" To-morrow night it must be done," muttered the chemist, as

he walked hastily along, after his interview with Lusatia. Upon

his arrival home, he immediately commenced making his prepara-

tions. A Email vial, filled with a dark liquid, was taken from a

secret drawer, and as Essine gazed triumphantly upon it, he

muttered :

—

"Ah, Lady Asalie, a few drops of this will cause you to sleep

never to wake again."

Then selecting a disguise in which he could not be recognized,

he laid it, with the poison, ready to be used upon the morrow

night.

Again silent midnight reigned throughout Constantinople, and

again Essine went forth upon his deed of darkness. The Circas-

sian beauty awaited him anxiously, for upon the events of that

night lay her life or death, her happiness or her misery. Ah no !

for misery awaited her if successful or unsuccessful; for if unsuc-

cessful in accomplishing the murder of Asalie, the pangs of jeal-

ousy and pride would be still more powerful ; and if successful the

deep, awful guilt of murder would rest upon her soul, and how

could she be happy then 1

A gentle knock at the door startled Lusatia, and quickly rising,

she unlocked it and the chemist again entered.

" Ah, Lady Lusatia," he said, gaily, " how fares the young Lady

Asalie, to night 1"

" Better than she will a few hours hence," replied the Circassian;

" but have you brought the poison V
" I have."

" Where 1"

" This is it,'* answered Essine, ss he drew from his bosom the

dark, tiny vial.

A flash of triumph passed over the countenance of the Circas-

sian, but the next instant she turned deathly pale.

" Do you repent, lady V asked Essino, as ho noticed the deadly

paleness of Lusatia.

" No, not that," she answered, endeavoring to smile, " I was

but thinking what would be the consequences if this were discov-

ered, and we were unHuccessful,"

" Fear not for that, Lady Lusatia," answered the chemist, "for

I have cunning enough to prevent detection. But your husband

—where in he V
" Gone to Athens. The reason why Asalie did not accompany

him, was that she v/as ill
; but ^hc is better now. She is sleeping,

for I slipped into her chamber but a moment before your ariival,

and she was then wrapped in slumber. Come, if you are ready,

we will go."

Taking in her hand a lamp, and carefully closing the door be-

hind her, the Circassian led the way through several long, dark

passages, and soon they arrived at Asalie'e chamber. It was

furnished in a style of princely magnificence. The richness of

the drapery and carpets, the elegance of the furniture, and above

all, the taste, and beauty of everything around, particularly aston-

ished the chemist, and he wondered at its richness.

They approached the bedside. In a gentle and profound slum-

ber lay tlie sweet Lady Asalie, and her soft brown tresses con-

trasting beautifully with the snowy whiteness of the pillow, and a

sweet smile resting upon her lips. At the sight of her lovely,

gentle countenance, Essine wavered, but the thought of the dia-

monds conquered his better feelings, and he looked around for

something in which to mingle the deady poison. O, how dotli

gold deprave a man

!

A glass of wine stood upon the elegant table, and Essine soon

discovered it. After ascertaining from Lusatia that it had been

left there for the Lady Asalie, he took from his bosom the dark

poison, and a very small quantity mingled with the wine.

" Now we can secrete ourselves, Lady Lusatia," softly whispered

Essine, " and watch the result."

And silently secreting themselves in a small closet, they awaited

for the awaking of their victim ! At the same moment the moou
entered a thick cloud, as if mourning for the fate of Asalie

!

CHAPTEK IIL

No mercy now can clear her brow,
For this world's peace to pray

;

For, as love's wild prayer dissolved in air,

Uer woman's heart gave way.— WUiis.

Again the sun arose over the blue hills, and shed its bright

beams over the city of the East—and again man went forth to his

daily labors and joys. As the day-king's rays again kissed tho

fresh green earth, all nature seemed to revive under his beams,

and become more beautiful than ever.

With a light heart and peaceful countenance, Asalie awoke from

a refreshing slumber, utterly unconscious of the plot that had

been laid to ensnare her. A happy smile was upon her lip, and

a holy calm in h.er blue eyes, that told of a peaceful spirit within.

The glass ofwine stood upon the table, and Asalie raised it to her

lips, but ere she had tasted, a deep warning voice behind her

seemed to say :

—

" Beware /"

She started, and turned round, but no one was there. Again

she raised the fatal cup to her lips, but again the spirit-voice

warned her of its deadly power, and she replaced the glass upon

the table.

" I will not, cannot drink it," she murmured, "for a strange

foreboding that it is a fatal potion has taken possession of my
mind, and Lusatia would doubtless poison it to be rid of me.

But I will not drink it, though it may be harmless."

The Circassian had long since retired, and only the chemist

watched the movements of Asalie. He saw her raise the fatal

glass to her lips, and for a moment hesitated—then again she

raised it, hut replaced it upon the table and left it. But he knew

not that a spirit-voice had warned her, or that she had decided

not to taste the poisonous draught, for her suspicions were but

too true. She half suspected that it was placed there for no good

design, and if it was poison, she v/ell knew that Lusatia was the

one who bad plotted her murder.

"Asalie!"' said a low voice by her side, and turning she beheld

her husband before her.

" Hermanon !" she exclaimed, joyously, and in another moment
was pressed to his bosom.

"Dear Asalie," said the husband, kindly, "I have come ere you

had thought of my returning."

" But none the less welcome," answered the lady. " But why
did you return so soon V

" To see thee, Asalie," replied he, " for I felt as if you were in

danger. The day before I left Athens, I had a strange, fearful

dream that you had been poisoned ! It haunted me with such

powerful vividness, that I could neither eat nor sleep, and as I

had intelligence to communicate to the Sultan, I immediately

commenced my journey home. And now, sweet Asalie, I thank

the prophet that my vision has not proved a reality. Bat why is

thy cheek so pale?"

Asalie answered not, but takinc; the glass from the table, she

placed it in the hand of her husband. For a moment he gazed

intently upon its contents, and then raising his eyes vrhich flashed

with anger and indignation, he said :

—

" How came this here 1"

" I know not," answered the lady, but when I awoke this morn-

ing, I found it upon my table. Supposing it to be harmless, I

raised it to my lips, but a strange voice seemed to say, ' Beware !'

I was startled, but saw no one, and believing it to be an illusion,

again attempted to drink. But the spu'it-warning deterred me, and

I left it untouched. I was thinking of it when you surprised me
by calling my name."

"My Asalie, this is poison
!"

The countenance of the lady became a shade paler as Herma-

non spoke, and her lips trembled as she replied :
—" Tho prophet
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be praised tliat I did not drink it! for I should Iiave died a most

fearful death !"

" Asalie," said the husband, in a low, deep tone, " do you know

who was the author of this hellish deed?"

The sweet lady treinbled violently as he asked the question, and

she raised her eyes quickly to his face.

" Do you not suspect V she asked, slowly.

"Who?"
" Forgive me,—Lady Lnsatia."

" Ah, I knew it ! she knows you arc good and gentle, and that

I love you far better than I do herself. And she has sought by

this fearful means to gratify her revenge. But she shall pay

dearly for her awful deed— for the death which she intended for

you, my sweet Asalie, shall be her own. O, that sueh a beautiful

casket should contain a worthless gem. But she must die,

Asalie, I have vowed it. Her beauty shall no longer be her safe-

guard."
" You would not kill her, Hermanon V asked the gentle wife.

" She has endeavored to murder you, Asalie."

" You know not that it was her."

" I must now leave you, Asalie, to go to the Sultan's. When I

return, we will inquire into this matter, and feel assured the

author of this is Lusatia. But I must go, and I will return

soon."

And pressing a kiss upon the cheek of Asalie, he turned and

walked quickly from the room.

This conversation had been overheard by Essine, and filled

him with apprehensions, both for his mistress and himself. Si-

lently and cautiously he left his concealment lo convey the un-

welcome intelligence to Lady Lusatia. He felt that all hope of

his gaining the promised reward was now fruitless and uncertain.

In vain he endeavored to call up a project which gave him hope

of success, but his brain denied him the wished for plan. He knew

it would be an unpleasant task to break the intelligence of their

defeat to Lusatia, but it must be done, and he determined to speak

it boldly.

The reflections of Asalie, after her husband had departed, were

far from pleasing. The thought that the life of Lusaiia had been

destined to be taken, as an atonement for the fearful wrong she

had intended to do, was overwhelming, and resting her head upon

her hands, she wept bitterly.

CHAPTER IV.

For all my dreame are sadly o'er,

Fate bade them all depart

;

And I "Kill leave my native shore,

In brokennesa of heart.

—

Anonymoics.

In her richly furnished room sat the beautiful Circassian, anx-

iously waiting the coming of Essine. Long had she sat thus,

wrapped in her far from pleasing reflections. The cheerful sun

had looked in at her high windows, but found her sitting motion-

less and abstracted, heeding nought but her own gloomy reflec-

tions, and listening for nought, save the soft and eat-like—but

well-known step—in the corridor. Her dark eyes emitted a

strange, fearful brilliancy, that told how powerful were the strong

passions within her bosom, and how they had been roused.

A foreboding of the danger that was threatening her seemed to

have entered her mind, and she could not break herself from its

power. Her thoughts became still darker and more determined,

her cheek glowed brighter, and her eye flashed more brilliantly.

A resolution to murder Asalie herself, if this cherished plan should

fail, had been taken, and her mind was less agitated, but^r heart

less pure than before.

" Yes, she shall die !" exclaimed she, aloud,-^" If not by poison,

by an agony no less fatal or feaiful. If this fails, she must die a

still more awful death by my own hand !"

A quick, cautious tread was heard in the conidor, and in n

moment more Essine stood before her, with a countenance in

which was depicted his failure and disappointment.

" How V hastily exclaimed Lusatia :
" is she living and has es-

caped the snareV
" She has," was the unconcerned reply.

'* Did she not drink it V
"No."
" You have betrayed me !" shrieked the Circassian, despair-

ingly.

" 1 have not, fair Lady Lusatia, but have done all in my power

to render the attempt successful. But Allah had ordered it

otherwise.'*

•* Tell me," calmly said Lusatia—" tell me the reasons of this

defeat of our plan."

And the chemist related to Lusatia the circumstances that had

transpired in Asalie's chamber. When the words that her husband

had determined that she should so feaifully pay the penalty of her

crime fell like a thunderbolt upon her soul, a quick, despairing

scream burst from her lips, and she fell insensible to the floor.

Eor a few moments Essine gazed pityingly upon the motionless

form of the fallen Circassian, and then starting quickly from his

seat, he approached the cabinet which contained the coveted re-

ward. Hastily and noiselessly he opened it, and searched for the

key with which to unlock its many drawers
; but he searched in

vain, for it was not to be found. Slowly and reluctantly he

closed it, and as he did so, a deep groan startled him, and turning,

the dark eyes of the Circassian were fixed upon him. He ad-

vanced and assisted her to rise from the floor, when she feebly

asked

:

" Where is my husband now V
"At the Sultan's palace," was the answer. "But he informed

the Lady Asalie he should soon return."

A superhuman energy nerved the Circassian's frame, and she

proudly said

:

"I will foil him yet! Asalie—the hated Asalie shall be a

corpse when he returns! and he need not seek to kill jne, for I

shall be far away from here. Asalie shall not triumph; for she

shall die quickly, and by my own hand !"

" You are mad, lady !" cried the astonished Essine ;
" for you

cannot murder one whom Allah will protect."

" She shall die !" wildly cried Lusatia.

"Hear me, lady," earnestly said Essine, "and rush not so

boldly into danger which must surely
—

"

" Leave me !" cried the angry woman, proudly, as she drew

her form to its utmost height.

"My reward, lady, and then I go."

" You were to be rewarded only if you were successful/' said

Lusatia, haughtily.

" But I did all in my power to poison her."

"But you did not gain success."

" I know I did not. Lady Lusatia," answered the chemist,

firmly ;
" but for what I have done, I wish to be repaid. The

poison I used to murder Lady Asalie is very, very costly, and

you must surely give me the worth of that."

" Here is enough," said the Circassian, at the same time casting

at him a handful of silver.

The chemist quickly caught the treasure, and then advancing

towards Lusatia, he said, in a low, deep voice
;

" Lady Lusatia, I have seen that diamond necklace. Give me
that, or you must die !" •

" I will never give it you," firmly said Lusatia.

" Then you must die, and quickly."

The dark countenance of Essine became almost demon like

in its appearance, and the Circassian shuddered as she gazed

upon it. But despair and rage had rendered her regardless of

consequences, and ere Essine could step backward, the glittering

dagger of Lusatia was buried in his heart

!

•
Hesitating but a moment to reflect upon the fearful deed, the

haughty Circassian hastily left the apartment, for she felt there

was no time to lose. Her husband would soon return, and if he

came before she had accomplished her purpose, she would be lost

forever.

CHAPTER V.

But the wretched soul that darts
Passion-fire at every touch.

Wounding loved and loving hearts.

Suffers fearfully and much.

—

Edgarton.

After treading several long, dark passages, and all the while

trembling like an aspen, the revengeful Circassian at last stood at

the door of the young Lady Asalie. A thrill of satisfaction came

across her proud features as she ascertained that her rival was the

only one in that chamber. After the door slowly opened, Asalie

saw the beautiful Circassian enter, and a shudder ran through

her frame, and a fear lest she was to be the victim of her jealous

anger took possession of her mind. Her cheek turned pale as

marblo when the flashing eyes of Lusatia were bent upon her, and

she felt that she must now die ; for the still bloody dagger was in

the hand of the murderess.

" Lady Asalie," said the Circassian haughtily, " I have come

to tell you that you must die. You wronged me, and only your

blood can atone for the injury. You robbed me of my husband's

affection by your arts and flattery, and I can endure it no longer.

Lady Asalie, prepare to die !"

"But, Lusatia—

"

" I cannot hear your pleadings. You must be a corpse ere

your husband returns, which will be soon. Prepare quickly, for

I am ready !"

" Holy prophet, protect me !" cried Asalie, raising her stream-

ing eyes to heaven. She felt that she must die;—could she but

draw her last breath upon her husband's bosom, she could submit

without a murmur ; but that was denied her. She gazed upon

the face of Lusatia, and knew that her hours were numbered. The
dark eyes of the Circassian were of a strange, unearthly brilliancy,

and her pale lips were tightly compressed, and her whole counte-

nance told of the fearful agony within. Asalie closed her eyes,

as she believed, for the last time, and the murderess raised the

fatal dagger. But she dropped it as quickly, for a hasty step was

heard, and the next moment her husband stood before her.

"Woman," he cried, " thou wouldst murder, and murder my
Asalie ! but Allah be praised that I have come to save her, and

bring retribution to thee \"

The flush upon Lusatia's cheek left it for the last time. But

the eyes lost not their unearthly brightness, for despair had come

in its full force upon the soul, and she knew there was no alterna-

tive. Pressing his rescued Asalie to his bosom, the husband

munnured

:

" I have come to save thee, dearest ! aud she shall now pay the

penalty for her crimes !"

" Hermanon, spare her !" cried the Grecian, in an imploring

voice, as she clung to his neck in terror.

" She would have poisoned thee, Asalie ; and, as if that were

not enoxigh, she would have-murdered thee with the dagger. 0,

Asalie, I cannot grant thy request to spare her !"

Then, turning to Lusatia, while an expression of the deepest

scorn rested upon his features, he said

:

" Woman, I have said that thou must die for thy crimes. Hast

thou aught to say against if?"

The haughty Circassian made no reply. Her proud spirit was un-

conquered ;
aud though she knew her fate was irrevocably sealed,

still she spoke not to confess her guilt, but boldly raising her

head, she said calmly: "I am ready."

"And I am," muttered Hermanon. The next moment the

dagger glittered in the sun's rays, and as it descended, it was

buried deep in the bosom of Lusatia.

A bright light flashed glcamingly out upon the waters of the

Bospborus, and two men nenred the channel with a heavy burden.

As the light shone upon their features, it showed that one was the

Turk, Hermanon, and the other a young slave. A moment the

waters were agitated by the burden that bad been cast into them,

and then they were calm again ; but the Circassian wife, who had
perpetrated such awful crimes, lay deep in their dark bosom.

None, save Asalie and her husband, knew in what manner
Lusatia had died. Her attempts upon the life of the j^oung

Grecian were also kept a secret, for Hermanon wished not to

expose her crimes. That she was dead and laid beneath the

waters of the Bosphorus, was all that was known.

Upon tlie discovery of the chemist's body, the mystery relating

to the cup of poison was plain to Asalie and her husband. The
subtle and deadly contents of the small vial found upon his

person, were seen to be the same as that contained in the glass

that he had destined as the death-potion of Asalie.

But how surprised were they when the cabinet of Lusatia was

unlocked, and its many secret drawers and recesses carefully

searched ! The rich diamond necklace that had been promised as

the reward for the murder of Asalie, v.'as the parting gift of her

father to the young Grecian. But a short time before, the beauti-

ful ornament had vanished from the casket of Asalie, and thus

circumstances proved that the Circassian was the guilty one.

Years passed on, and the loving and loved Asalie enjoyed all

the happiness of which life is capable, embittered only by recol-

lection of Lusatia. But her husband gently soothed her sorrows,

and she forgot her past misery in her present joy.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

CAN I FOKGET THEE J

BY B. A. OAEES.

And must I love thee ?

Can my young heart know no peace ?

Wilt thy image ever haunt me ?

My heart's throbbing never cease?

Shall the chains that now enslave me
Be ivom forever more ?

And the heart that wildly lovea thee,

Is its quiet ever o'er ?

Can I wrest from my bosom

That pure image of thine,

And my young heart love another,

As its throbs for thee decline ?

Will my heart be free from anguish,

From sorrow, and from pain
;

And beat with joy and gladness,

After worshiping in vain?

Alas ! I've loved too wildly,

The bright beam can ne'er pass by
;

The thought fills my soul with anguish,

0, would that I could die !

Too fondly have I loved thee,

Too deeply tne lasting spell;

Too wild the bursting anguish,

That on my young heart fell

!

IDLENESS.

I have heard much talk of the pleasures of idleness, yet it is my
firm belief that no one ever yet took pleasure in it. Mere idleness

is the most disagreeable state of existence, and both mind and
body are continually making efforts to escape from it. It has been

said that idleness is the parent of mischief—which is very true

;

but mischief itself is merely an attempt to escape from the dreary

vacuum of idleness. There are many tasks and occupations which

a man is unwilling to perform ; but let no one think that he is

therefore in love with idleness ; he turns to something that is more
agreeable to his inclination, and doubtless more suited to his

nature ; but he is not in love with idleness.

A boy may play truant from school because he dislikes hooka

and study; but, depend upon ir, he intends doing something the

vvhile—to go fishing, or perhaps to take a walk ; and who knows
but from such "excursions both mind and body may derive more
benefit than from books and school 1 Many people go to sleep to

escape from idleness—the Spaniards do; and according to the

French account, John Bull, the 'squire, hangshimself in the month
of November; but the French—who are a very sensible people—

•

attribute the action " « une gronde emeitte de se desemniyer ;",he wished

to be doing something, say they, and having nothing better to do,

has recourse to the cord.— George Borroiv's Laveiigro.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LIFE'S PILOT.

BT MATURIN M. BALLOU.

Man's life is an ocean,

His deeds are the wavep,

Like the sea in commotion,

The breakers he laves.

His fate, like the whirlwind,

Pennitteth no stay

;

A frail bark on the waters,

Ho 'e tossed night a.nd day.

Beset by such danger.

His pilot should be

A hand that 's no strangor

On Lifii's stormy sea.

One such there extstcth,

But one, and no more.

Who can pilot him safely

To eternity's shore.

That pilot is .Tesns,

Whom the winds doth obey,

Uowe'c-r dark, jet he sees us,

Wlien kneeling we pray.

O'er life's breakers and (I'aickaands

Dominion is given

To this pilot of man,

To guide us to heaven.
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HIS KXCELLENCY, GOV. KOtTWKLL.
George S. Bontwcll, tlie present chief magis-

trate of this State, was born in Rrookliiiu, Janu-

ary 28tti, 181H. In IHaf), Mr. JBoiitwcII bccamo
a resident, of Groton, Mass., where he cnKflf^od

in mcrcantiio piirHults, and where he still resides.

In 1841, Mr. Boutwell wasclected to the Massa-
chusetts House of Representatives by tbo people

of Grotorj, and for several subsequent years con-

tinued to represent that town in the Lepislaturo,

During this period ho dislingiiishcd himself as

a very active and energetic jiuljlir sit\ iirit, and
though ever earnest in the cause whirli be deem-
ed to be the right, yet most courteous and re-

spectful to his opponents. In 1S4'.>, Mr. Bout-

well was nominated for the ollice of Governor
of Massachusetis by the democratic party. In

1851, ho was a second time nominated by his

party as their candidate for the chief magistracy

of the State. On the lOthof January last, there

having been no choice of Governor made by the

people, the House of llepresentatives, by major-

ities of 47 and 4(), respectiTcly, made choice of

George S. Boutwell and Stephen C. rbillips as

candidates, and sent their names up to the Sen-

ate. That body, on the 11th, suspended the

rules, and went into an election of Governor.

Mr. Boutwell received every vote cast, and waa
declared elected. He was sworn into office on
the 1.3th, and delivered his Address to the Leg-
islature on the 1 7 th. At the time of his election,

Mr. Boutwell was but thirty-two years of age,

but ho has been naturally endowed with a mind
of extraordinary power and vigorous intellect,

added to which his long political services have
peculiarly fitted him for the honorable and effi-

cient discharge of the duties of his present office.

Thus far IVli-. Boutwell has fully equalled the

most sanguine expectations of his best friends,

and administers the duties of his oflice most ac-

ceptably to all classes of citizens. Individually

and in private he is most sociable and agreea-

ble, and he is much respected for his sterling

character. Probably few young men have real-

ized distinguished honors, and steady advance-

ment, more rapidly than has Mr. Boutwell, and
we might add, without fear of contradiction in

this community, few have better deserved such
honor and advancement. Mr. Boutwell is emi-
nently one of the people ; he has not got his ideas

of human nature by looking down upon the hum-
ble classes of society from some lofty and isolat-

ed position, but by mingling and associating

on terms of equality with, the great mass of the

people. POBTRAIT OF HON. GEORGE S,

THE POLAU STAR.
The moBtrcmarkablo among the northern con-

Btellations, is that which is nearest to the north
pole, and termed the little bear. The last star
of its tail is but two degrees from the pole

j

bonce it is called the polar «tar. It is easily dis-

tinguished from the neighboring stars, because
it scarcely appf-ars to change its position, and is

always in the same part r)f' the heavens. For
though it revolves round the pole, its motion is

80 slow, and the circle that it describes so small,
as to be scarcely perceptible. By this apparent
fixity of situation, it becomes a guide to travel-
lers, and particularly to mariners who are sail-

ing on the open seas. Before the discovery of
the compass, sailors had no surer guide than the
polar star ; and even now, when the sky is serene,
they repose in many cases with greater certainty
upon the direction of this star, than upon ilic

magnetic needle. The advantages which we
derive from the polar star, naturally lead us to
the consideration of that moral guide, and ines-

timable gii't that God has bestowed upon us, bis

Word, and particularly the Gospel, which points
out to us with unerring certainty the path we
ought to follow, and the true course in which to

steer in life's stormy ocean, through the gloom
that darkens our path. Without such a faitbful

guide we should wander in uncertainty, and
never find the path that leads to God and celes-

tial glory. In the Divine Revelation alone do
we find a certain and invariable rule, by which
we may pursue, with courage and assiduity, the
race that is set before us, and accomplish it with
joy and felicity. The preceding reflection upon
the polar star is also calculated to make us ad-
mire the goodness of God, who, by tbe position
and the course of the stars, has given us the
means of knowing tbe times, places, and the
different points of the heavens. An astrono-
mer, though in an unknown country, can, by
means of the stars, know where he is ; and can
inform himself of the month, the day, and the
hour, with the same certainty as if he had con-
sulted the most correct time-piece. If, for in-

stance, we observe that the stars every day are
seen four minutes sooner, at the same place
where they were on the preceding evening, we
know that in a month it will amount to two
hours. Thus, the star that we see on the even-
ing of the 20th of December, at ten o'clock in a
certain part of the heavens, will be seen on the
20th of January exactly in the same place at
eight o'clock, so perfect in all its movements
is the horologe of the planetary system,

—

/Sturm.

QUEEN VICTORIA LEAVING BUCKINGHAM PALACE FOR TIIE OPENING OP THE GREAT EXHIBITION,
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COIMTEIVTS OF OTTR NEXT NUMBER.
" Peggy Dawson, a Leaf from the Life of a Seamstress,'' a story by George

Canning HaL.
" Iva, or, the Twin Brothers,'' by Br. J. H. RoBixsoN.
" The Rivals ; or Oircumstantiiil Evidence," a story, by Lieut. Murbay.
" Ch:irity,"' verses, by C. J. PenkingtoX-
" The Bying Child," lines, by Anme Sodthcomd.
'Lines to AJice and Phehe Cary," by He-jry Iiivino.

" The Mother's Prayer," Terses, by John Barnard.
" The Evening Star." verses, by J. Ho.nt, Jr.

" Farewell," lines, by Joseph H. Boiler.
" Tht) Little Grave." verses, by Miss M. B. Bbown.
" Childhood," by J. E. Otis.
" Religion," verses, by Caroline A. Hayden.
"The Rosy Young West," verses, by G. W. Bungat.
" The Child's Hymn of Heaven," by J. F Wkishampel, Jr.
" The Ocean Buried," zerses. by Joseph tV. Nye.

[C/' AVe desire to say, in this place, to our contributors, that we are often

forced to refuse really meritorious poems, on account of their length, and that,

to bo acceptable to us, they must be brief, that we may be enabled to give the
greatest possible variet'.y.

ILLUSTEATIONS.
We shall present a faithful and excellent view of Moro Castle, sketched on

the spot, and representing this far-famed stronghold as it now appoara.

The steam frigate Mississippi, as she appeared in the Bay of Naples on the 22d
of last February, Washington's birthday, which occasion was duly celebrated

on board in the most brilliant manner.

Also, a scene representing the deck of the steamer during the evening of that

day. when a splendid ball took place on board, attended by all the ehte of

Naples. A grand and striking picture.

View of Brooklyn, N. Y., from the Granite Quay. This is a very fine picture,

by one of our best artists, and will be recognized for its truthful character.

Arrival of an Emigrant Ship, representing the Kossuth, aa she appeared in

New York, after being run into by the Henry Clay, as the passengers are pour-

ing from her decks on to the wharf. One of the most espre.ssive and artistic

scenes we have yet given.

A representation of the new style of female dress, being a picture of a lady
in this costume, as she appeared passing our office but a few da.ys since.

The Dry Dock at Chariestown Navy Yard, represented by our artist while a
ship is in dock. A very accurate and interesting engraving.

A rural and floral picture, being a fancy scene, beautifully conceived, and
finely illustrated.

A scene from the play of Lucrezia Borgia, taken by our artist at the Federal
street Theatre, Boston, during its performance upon the stage by Max Maret-
zek's company.

A scene giving a picture of California Winter Quarterings, from a sketch
taken by a friend in the gold region. A chanicteristic representation.

A very fine picture of the Lawrence Scientific School, Cambridge, sketched
by our artist on the spot, and will be prized by all for its beauty and accuracj'.

A fine maritime picture representing the cUpper ship Witch of the Wave,
as she appeared in our harbor a few days since. Drawn and engraved with
skill and care.

<—•^-B"—»

LOOK ON THE BRIGHT SIDE.

It was old Izaak Walton who said, "every misery that I miss

js a new mercy ;" a saying worthy of the profoundest philosopher.

It is only too true that misfortunes come to us on wings, but

retire with a limping pace ; and yet one half the world are ready

to meet calamities half-way, and indirectly to welcome them.

There is scarcely an evil in life that we cannot double by pon-

dering upon it ; a scratch will thus become a serious wound, and

a slight illness even, be made to end in death, by the brooding

apprehension of the sick ; while, on the other hand, a mind accus-

tomed to look upon the bright side of all things, will repel the

mildew and dampness of care by its genial sunshine. A cheerful

heart paints the world as it sees it, like a sunny landscape; the

morbid mind depicts it like a sterile wildernesp, and thus life,

like the chameleon, takes its hues of light or shade from the

soul upon which it rests.

Our Illustrations.—It will be observed by our readers that

we have placed the names of several of our illustrations, in the

present number, beneath them, without any letter-press in ex-

planation. The subjects are of a character to require little

explanation, and will tell their own story. In future we shall

calculate the size of the engravings, so as to admit of more
minute description.

To Correspondents.—It wo^ibe impossible for us to reply,

individually, to all the complim^Bary and encouraging letters

that we receive, but our friends must not think that we cherish

their kind tokens any the less earnestly.

Musical.—The celebrated Germania Musical Society have

been engaged at Newport for the coming season. They will

arrive there in the early part of July, and until then the members
will remain in Jenny Lind's orchestra.

iNTEfiESTiNG-—At a rcccnt sale of a nobleman's library, in

London, a copy of the first folio edition of Shakspeare, bound by
Eoger Paine, brought nearly seven hundred and ten dollars.

Gen. Caleb Cushing.—This ripe scholar and distinguished

gentleman has done the State not a little service during the present

session of the Massachusetts Legislature.

ORIGINALITY.

Ages have passed since Solomon declared that there was

"nothing new under the sun;" and the assertion is even more

emphatically true at present than it wa3*t the time of its utter-

ance. A witty modem has defined originality as "undetected

imitation,"—a phrase that will pass as a bon mot, but which is

amended by being changed to "unconscious imitation;'* it then

becomes philosophical. There is, in fact, a limit to all human
invention, whether in literature or art, and in the present period

of the world's history, the only possibility of originality consists

in novel combinations of old material. The materials may be of

the most commonplace character, but genius produces the hap-

piest effects by their aiTangeraent; and as in a kaleidoscope,

ever-varying figures are composed of the same bits of glass, so in

painting or in fiction, it is the happiest combination of familiar

incidents and familiar characters that form a pleasant and a satis-

factory whole.

The early romance writers were merely story tellers, relating

incidents they had witnessed, heard, or conceived, in the bold,

simple style of annalists, without much attempt at depicting char-

acter, individuality, costume, or scenery ; as taste became refined,

these accessories were demanded, and graphic descriptions, meta-

physical analysis, poetical coloring, were added to incident.

Then much of the old material went through a new fashioning

—

classical legends were moulded in a Gothic form.

Some of the most charming stories of Sir Walter Scott, the

wizard of romance, were not strictly original creations, but in his

masterly handling of the topics furnished him, he left nothing to

be desired. It detracts nothing from our admiration of Shaks-

peare to learn that the plots of many of his plays were not

invented by himself; nor do we read Washington Irving's exqui-

site tales of Rip Van Winkle, Annette Delabre, or the Storm

Ship, with less satisfaction if we happen to know that the stories

of the Goatherd, Hina, and the Flying Dutchman probably

suggested them. It is only the small fry critics— the captatores

veiborum, as. Mr. Webster would say, who exult in detecting re-

semblances between autliors, and who are utterly unable to appre-

ciate the peculiar treatment, felicity of manner, and individuality

of style—the higher characteristics which stamp a writer as a

true genius.

Such men never enjoy a picture if it contains a figure standing

in the same attitude as one previously painted or engraved by

some other artist, not being aware that it is individuality of

expression and power of treatment that constitute originality.

With them Power's Greek Slave is stolen from the Venus de

Medici, because it has no drapery, and the weight of the body

rests upon one limb like the Venus. They detect points of

resemblance, but they cannot detect the higher points of diflfer-

ence. Such people have no feeling for the true and beautiful,

and to them art is a sealed book.

PURSUIT OF FAME.
What an empty, hollow thing it is, to be sure ! For the fickle

and valueless renown and applause of the crowd, a man will pkrt

with half the worthier joys of his soul. If, as Milton taught,

fame raised the spirits to a more elevated sphere, teaching a man
"to scorn delights, and live laborious days" to some good end,

then it would be worthy of emulation. Chance will endow some

humble clown, and make him famous for one simple but honett

act, while nobler natures have striven in vain to compass the

" bubble reputation." Some one has pithily likened fame to a

shaved pig with a greased tail ; and it is only when it has slipped

through the hands of thousands, that some fellow, by mere chance,

holds on to it!

Our Edition.—A cotemporary says, speaking of our remarks

relative to the edition of the Companion, that we had " better tell

tliat story to the marines— sailors wont believe it." The said

editor resides just twenty-four miles from Boston ; and we hereby

agree to pay him ten dollais per mile, or $240 for the trip, if he

will come to the city, and we do not prove to his satisfaction that we
print, each week, Jifiy thousand copies of this paper. Will he come ?

Testimonial.—A valuable gold watch and chain were pre-

sented to Hon. N. P. Banks, Jr., speaker of the House, by the

members of the Legislature, a few days since, without diatinction

of party. It was designed as a testimonial of their respect and
esteem, and was a well merited compliment.

luuSTUATED SiiEET.—Gleason's Boston Pictorial is rapidly improving, and
ia really a beautiful and of course costly sheet. The scene in the Contiuest of
California, where Com. It. F. Ktockton evinced the military skill and successful
heroism of thtj mott brilliant military chieftain, is a striking picture Why
may not Gleason rival the "Illustrated" of Europe? Eucoura^eD)ent only is
wanted. Let it be extended to him ; for we want at least one creditable work
of the kind in this country.

—

American CouritT, Philadtlphia.

The Pilgrim's Peogress.—A fine pannrama thus entitled,

and illustrating this beautiful and well known allegory, is now
exhibiting in our city, at the Masonic Temple,

Appropriate.—Dr. Downey says that the emblem on our

shield should be a railway train, while our only motto should be
" huirah V*

An Idea.—Among the bouquets that were recently showered

upon Cruvelli, at the opera in Paris, was one in whose fiowers

were enwrapped a little silken haired dog !

Miss Catharine Hates.—The agent of this lady arrived at

New York by the last steamer, to make arrangements for her

concerts next winter in the States. She will arrive in September.

Think of it.—Though we travel the world over to find the

beautiful, we must carry it with us or we find it not.

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Stow, Mr. Samuel 0. Partridge to Miss Jano
Bartlctt.

By Rev. Mr. Huntington, Mr. Eben S. Hayward to Mi?3 Amelia S. FvOgers.

By Kev. Mr. Strecter, Mr. Isaac Carpenter to Miss Harriet Sutherland.

Ev Kev. 5Ir. Skinner, Mr. Alexandei- Simson to Miss Elizabeth Doyle.

By Kev. Sir. Young. Mr. George Hardy to Miss Jane Batic.

At South Boston, by Rev, Mr. Tairchild, Mr. Richard J. Angus to MIsfl

Rachel E. Fuller.

At Roxbury, Mr. John C. Earnum, of Portland, Me., to Miss Sarah E.

Slocum.
At Chariestown, by Kev. Mr. Ellis, Mr. Jesse H. Mead to Miss Mary E.

Fosdiclc.

At West Newton, by Rev. Mr. Gilbert, Mr. William T. Tose, of Boston, to

Miss Mary E. Lincoln.

At t,ai.vrence. by Rev. Mr. Richardson, Capt. David Lowden, of Boston, to

Miss Mary A. Ilarding, of Bath, Me
At Wilmington, by Kev Mr. Swallow, Mr. Charles H. Evans to Jlirs Anna

M. Mclntofih, both of Koston.

At Manchester, N. H , Mr. Reuben Ford, of Charlesto-\ra, Mass., to Misa

EeLiey C Smith, of Gmfton, N. K.
At Bridgeport, Ct., Mr. Edward L. Th.ayer, of Mendon, Mass., to Miss

Rebec I'a C .fobnson, of Boston.

At Brooklyn, N. V., Leonard C. McPhail, M- D., to Miss Caroline E. Speir.

Extremes.—Delay loses the hour, haste the power.

In this city, Mrs. Anna J. Seaward, 20; Miss Rnnhel S. Mee;qu=er, 23: Wash-
ington Munroe, E?q., dS ; Mrs. Ellen Hoogs, 28 : Mr. James Crinhton, G4 ; Mrs.

Celia Campbell, of Oxford, MiUis., 73 ; Mr. Horatio G. Ely, 65 ; Mrs. Emily Stow,

42; Miss .\lcathia M Brigham, 14.

At Roxbury, Mrs Catharine H. O'R^'illy, 27-

At Chariestown. Thomas A., son of Mr W. fi. Plummor, 5.

At Chelsea, Anna E. daughter of F. V^. Wade, 2.

At Dorchester, Mrs. S.illv Hill, 48
At Medford, Mis.': Anna G. Porter, 25.

At Lynn Kev. T. C Peirce, 60.

At Lawrence, Mr Theodore Poor. 85.

At Braintree, Mrs. Rachel Cowing 92.

At Ipswich, Mrs. Eunice Haskell. 77.

At Georgetown. David Mighill, M.D., L.L.D., 65.

At Worcester, Miss Sarah Domet. of Boston. 67.

At Newport, ft. I., Jliss M.iry Cogr*rshall. 85.

At Portland, Me., Mr. E- Davenport, of Cincinnati, 33.

At Keunebuuk. Me , Mrs. Nancy Storer 81.

At H'lpswell .Me,. Capt. Andrevv Dunning, 85-

At Georgetown, Me., Mrs. Martha Williams, S8.

At Portsmouth. N H., Hon. Sitmuel Casbman.GS.
At Geneva, N Y,, Ohver G. i''e>; enden, E-q , of Portland Me.. 32.
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[VVrlttcu for aitiinon's rlcioilttl ]

THE STOLEN RIKG:
OK,

THE PRIMA DONNA.

BY MI8B MARTHA A. OLOUGH.

[CONCI.UDKD.]

Frank A.sliton threw down hia pen nnd listened to his foot-

steps till lie heard the hull-door close after him, and then took the

note from the youth's hnnd and broke the seal. In a moment he

was reading that, tbrilling letter ; it contained a frank statement of

his affairg, and the necessity which made it his duty to leave the

country for n time, and eonchulcd as follows;—"I cannot see

you, dearest Ilanc tliis morninn;, but I will be at the fete this cvcn-

i\i^, and beg yon to give me an interview when it is over. If you

grant my request wear to night this ring", which I beg you to ae-

cept as a New- Year's gift from,

Your's devotedly,

Philip Cunningham."

"Just to the point," muttered Frank Ashton, while a gleam of

exultation shot into his keen gray eyes ; and picking up the ring,

which had fallen to the carpet, he opened a casket that stood on

the table, and took from it a rich diamond circlet, and enclosing

it with the note in another similar envelope gave it to the lad.

It was late in the evening, when Philip Cunningham, after

having been busied all day witli preparations for his voyage,

entered the brilliant drawing-room of Mrs. Montjoy.

llane Eutherford, more beautiful than he had ever seen her

before, wag conversing with an elegant stranger; he approached

her, and bis heart thrilled as he saw licr eye brighten when she

returned his greeting. He glanced at her hand as she extended

it ; the simple ring which he had sent her was not there—the only

one she wore was a rich diamond circlet. The thought that hi8

change of fortune had influenced her to decline the gift flashed

across his mind, and with a dizzy brain and a wildly-throbbing

heart he turned from her side.

" I had thought llane Putherford above such mercenary mo-

tives," he said to himself; " but if sucA is her love, thank heaven

for my misfortune."

It would be difficult to describe the emotions of the young man
as he walked np and down the balcony—a keen disappointment

filled his soul, that she -whom he had believed everything noble

and pure and generous, should have proved so unworthy of his

affection. At length he approached her to take his leave—the

stranger was still beside her.

"Good evening, Miss Putherford," said Cunningham, coldly,

" perhaps I may as -well say good-by."

llane Rutherford's face grew pale as the white roses in her hair;

she endeavored to speak, but 'twas in vain ; she bowed and

extended her hand, while she glanced reproaehfally at his

face. The mute appeal of those eyes, and the tremor of

the small fingers which be clasped, thrilled his soul, and he was

about to speak more tenderly, when a movement of the stranger's

white hand revealed the ring which he had sent her that morn.

He started—she had not only worn the more splendid gift of

another, but hsd trifled so far as to give his rejected present to a

more favored admirer. He checked the words he was about to

ntter, and in a moment he was gone.

The mental sirnggie ot Philip Cunningham no pen of ours can

describe ; more of bitter anguish than he had ever felt before har-

rowed his heart that night, and when at daybreak he shook the

hand of Frank Ashton on the wharf, there was not a more

wretched man in the universe.

" Dear Frank," he said in a hoarse voice, " I owe you a world

of gratitude, hut you must pardon me for not expressing it better."

" Don't speak of it my dear Phil.," replied Ashton, with appar-

ent sympathy.

" I have just been rather rudely awakened from a sweet dream,"

continued Cunningham ; "but the boat is waiting for me ! God
bless yon, Frank %" and v»'ith a trembling frame he wrung the

hand of his cousin and sprang into the barge.

O, the expression that passed over the countenance of Frank

Ashton, as he saw the vessel which was to bear away his deceived

cou'iin spread her sails to the breeze ond skim over the waters !

With a wave of his white hand he turned to his carriage.

"Thwarted!" he muttered, as he sank back upon the rich

cushions, "thwarted."

As he passed the dwelling of Mrs. Montjoy, a curtain was drawn

aside, and the face of llane Rutherford, paler by far than he had

ever seen before, appeared at tlie window. Poor Pane ! She had

worn the ring cn'jlosed in her lover's missive, and when she saw

his anxious face as he entered thesaloon, she had yearned to steal

to his side and assure him that whatever fortune might he his, her

affection would still burn on. But he turned away coldly, and

when we bade her adieu, spoke not a word of the appointed

meetin?; still, w'hen the last guest had gone she hurried to the

" trysung-place." Two hours passed and he came not, and the

heart of the fair girl sank with an undefined feeling ofgloom. Her
eyes grew dim, and the petals of the Calla that bloomed in beauty

near her were not whiter than her cheek. She tottered back to

her room and in vain conjectures passed the night. When the

next morning, Mr-*. Montjoy soiight her apartment, she met her

with an exclamation of surprise, for the pale girl who met her

was singularly unlike the blooming maiden, who in the flush of

youth andheanty had moved among the gay the evening previous.

To her Tlanc unfolded the events of the day ; Mrs. Montjoy listened

with astonishment, r,nd with an anxious heart went down to re-

ceive the morning callers, Twohoursaftcrwards she again entered

tbe room.

"llane, my dear," she said, aftcctionatcly, " I have unpleasant

news for you, hut I deem it my duly to tell you nevertheless. Mr.
Ashton and Lieut. Gordon, the young gentleman wlio came with

him last night, has beelfhere,"—she paused, as if reluctant to tell

tho story, but Ilanc glanced beseechingly in her face and flhe

continued

—

" Mr. Afihton says, my love, that he has heard nothing about
his uncle's pecuniary embarrassment, and that ho thinks his cousin

would have mentioned it had Huch been the case."

Pane's emotions were choking her utterance, but she gasped

—

"And Philip—"
" He sailed for San Francisco this morning, love. Mr. Ashton

soid he had taken a sudden fancy to go there, and he had employed
him as an agent—

"

A piercing shriek inteiTuptcd her, and llane Rutherford fell

senseless at her feet.

And Lieut. Gordon, who had worn the ring which Philip Cun-
ningham had destined for his betrothed '\ When the fete was
over he stood in the private apartment of Frank Ashton, and
divesting himself of a wig of dark hair and his becoming mous-
tache, revealed the lad who had carried the note of Philip Cun-
ningham in the morning.

CHAPTER IIP

" And if there lurked within my breast,
Somo nerve that had been overstrung,

And quivered in my houra of rest,

Like bells by their own echo rung;
I wjis with hope a mai^tiuer yet,

Aud well could hide the look of sadness." '

MoKE than a year had passed since the departure of Philip

Cunningham, and it was a mild April day when he again saw
the familiar scenes of New York. He had just transacted the bu-

siness of his cousin, when the excitement concerning the gold

in California broke out, and he decidtd to try his fortune in that

El Dorado. Wealth poured into his coffers and now he had re-

turned with his fortune to his native land, but his fondest earthly

hope had been crushed, though he had not forgotten his blighted

love. Friends crowded around him with congratulations when
he once more made his appearance in the gay circles, where he

had formerly shone
;
many bright eyes welcomed him back and

many strove to charm him ; but in vain ; he could not love again.

Frank Ashton had been abroad several months, and he heard

that Mrs. Montjoy had removed to the South soon after his de-

parture, and that no tidings of llane Rutherford had been received

since. A restless desire for change filled his heart, and before two

months had elapsed he set out for a tour in Europe.

A young American and his sister had taken np their abode in

Venice, and were winning golden opinions by the brilliancy of

their entertainments, and their princely manner of living. The
sister was extremely beautiful and fascinating, but the brother,

though polite and affable, was singularly repulsive in his personal

appearance. There was another inmate of the family, a slender,

graceful youth, about whom there lingered an air of mystery.

He seemed a favorite companion of the deformed Ashton, and
was treated by him with much kindness, but he never appeared at

the fetes which they gave, or participated in the gaieties in which

they mingled.

It was the close of a delightful day, and the rich, purple tinge

of an Itali;in twilight stole softly into the library of Frank Ashton.

O, the delicious dreamy beauty of that twilight hour! The rosy

tinge, left by the departing sunbeams, still flushed the western

horizon, the wind murmured softly amid the orange-bowers and
just lippl'ed the clear waters of the bay; now and then a bird note

gushed forth as the winged songsters sought their nests, and a

wild, witching song, chanted by some homev/ard-bound gondolier,

echoed out on the perfumed air. The library of the young Ameri-
can might have been taken for an artist's studio, for Frank Ashton

delighted to surround himself with the finest specimens of art.

The soft shadows lay upon sunny landscapes of Claude and the

delineations of Salvator Rosa's more glowing fancy ; upon beau-

tiful Madonnas and mild Magdalens ; upon marble forms, each

of which had given a sculptor a deathless name. Frank Ashton

was musing among these mute companions, when his young and

favorite companion stole softly into the room and fluog himself

languidly upon an ottoman at his feet.

" Are there any nev/ tidings'^" asked Frank, eagerly.

"No," replied the youth, with a sigh, and his dark blue eyes

grew very mournful.

" What has aflTected you thus V asked Ashton,

" I have begun to weary of this—this walcliivg," responded the

clear, calm voice of the youth. "I have thought, what if my lom

should be thus blighted V^ and the crimson rushed over the cheek

and brow of the speaker, and the long eye-la;hes drooped as if to

conceal eyes misty with tears.

" I had hoped you would never learn this love-lesson," replied

Ashton, " but it is otherwise^have -^omforgotten—" He was in-

terrupted by a flood of tears.

" You are very sad to night," he continued. " Go to your own
room and calm yourself."

The youth rose and with an unsteady step moved away, and

Frank Ashton was left to his own reflections.

The light of a glorious moon fell softly on the waves of the

Adriatic, and bathed with silvery radiance the marble halls of

Venice, queen of the sea. The scene was one to rivet the atten-

tion, and Philip Cunningham stood leaning against the massive

pillars of a portico, gazing upon its wondrous beauty.

" Cunningham, my dear fellow," said a gay voice, and a merry

artist laid his hand upon his arm, " come along to the opera with

me and dedicate your first night in Venice to song. A young

prima donna, whose rare beauty and musical talent have been

enchanting the Florentines for a month past, is to make her first
,

appearance here this evening iu ' La Sonnambula;' come along
aud hear licr."

" I have no objections," replied Cunningham, and in a few
momenta they were Rtrolling arm-in arm along the streets. The
theatre was one blaze of light and beauty when they entered, and
as Cunningham took his seat his attention was attracted to a box
in which sat his cousin, Frank Ashton. He was so astonished at

this discovery that not till tlie orchestra commenced the overture

did he ihink of anything else. His gaze was still wandering to

him, when an involuntary " How beautiful !" from his friend,

turned his attention to the stage, and in the ]iriina donna,v!ho had
just appeared as "Amina," he recognized Ilanc Rutherford. Sho
was indeed a magnificent creature, far more beautiful now than

when they last met, and the heart of Cunningham thrilled as ho

thought of by-gone days. And now a rich, clear voice rolled

through the lofty edifice ; that voice, though developed and per-

fected since he had heard its tones, had often warbled the notes of

song at his request. A deep hush pervaded the entire assemblage

and when the scene was over, there was a momentary pause like

that which precedes the thunderpeal, and then a long, loud, deaf-

ening shout echoed through the theatre. When the last note of

the opera had died away, a perfect storm of applause followed,

and a shower of fragrant flowers fell at the feet of the songstress
;

the triumph of the yjn'oia c?o;)na was complete. But when hours

afterwards those who had gazed and listened so admiringly, were

dreaming of the radiant warbler, llane Rutherford, in the solitude

of her own room, was communing with her sorrowful thoughts.

Memory had wafied her back to the shores of America, and as tho

form of Philip Cunningham rose before her mind, her heart

swelled with grief, and more than once she brushed the gathering

tears from her dark eyes. Ah ! the last two years had indeed been

eventful to her; soon after the departure of Philip Cunningham
she had returned to her Italian home ; her father, her only sur-

viving parent, was wasting away with consumption, and ere two
months had passed, she and three young sisters were orphans,

and she learned with astonishment, comparatively destitute. The
noble-spirited llane could not be a dependant, and when a friendly

mufician suggested the idea of turning her remarkable musical

talent and skill to advantage, she willingly grasped the proposition.

From childhood she had cultivated her voice, and after spend-

ing several months in perfecting it, she had made her first appear-

ance as a prima donna in Naples. Remarkable success crowned

her efforts, but amid all the homage that followed her, the memory
of her cavil/, only love was continually with her. When she had

sang most sweetly it had often been " like the nightingale with the

thorn against the heart," and now as she stepped foith in the bal-

cony to soothe her restlessness with the beauty and quietude of

nature, she murmured

—

" How could Philip Cunningham be so faithless ?"

"Faithless !" echoed a well-known voice—a voice that sent the

blood leaping turaulluously through her heart, and Philip Cun-

ningham rose from the shadow of a tree and moved to her side.

" llane Rutherford, you were dearer to me than life itself, till

—

till in my misfortune you trifled with my affection—pardon me if

I speak bitterly, llane—mine has been a restless heart ever since

I deemed you fickle."

" Heaven knows that I never merited that opinion \" exclaimed

Ilanc, in a tremulous voice,

Philip Cunningham drew the arm of the girl within his own,

and while they promenaded together in that vine-wreathed bal-

cony, conversation ensued which we need not describe, but when

they parted two hours afterwards they were affianced lovers.

The delighted Venetians were obliged to forego the pleasure

which they had anticipated from the beautiful prima donna who

had burst upon them so like the "night-blooming cercus," for

three days after her first performance of Amina at Venice, llane

Rutherford became the bride of Philip Cunningham.

Frank Ashton disappeared from the city on the night when the

lovers he had estranged were reunited, and they heard no tidings

from him till several months afterwards, when they took up their

abode in their winter residence in New York. One cold, stormy

niP'ht they received a message from Frank Ashton, stating that

he was dangerously ill, and requested them to visit him imme-

diately. They were soon standing beside his couch with his sister

Elinor ; there they heard a confession, a part of which they had

suspected before, but they were astonished when they learned that

the young Elinor in different disguises had acted the part of a

a servant to her brother, personated Lieutenant Gordon, and in

Italy even assisted to watch the movements of Pane Rutherford.

With dawning love for a promising artist came her first feelings

of remorse, and she had lonjp|o besought her brother to confess

his fault, but not till the death-angel seemed hovering near him

had he been willing to ask his cousin's pardon. He was now

truly penitent, and the forgiveness which he and his sister so

humbly besought, Philip Cunningham and his Ilaue were happy

to grant.

Elinor Ashton is now a happy bride; her brother recovered

from that dangerous illness ; he rose from his sufferings a wiser

and a better man, and is now an honest and influential citizen of

New York. His views and feelings have undergone a decided

change, and he has found in the performance of duty " the ideal

of true life."

Philip and llane Cunningham dwell in a pleasant home, and in

their prosperity and happiness they often revert to the stolen ring,

and the night when In distant Venice the fair Pane appeared as a

prima donna.

CRITICS.

Critics to plays for the same end resort

That Burgeona wait on trials in a court

;

For innocence condemned they 'vo no. respect,

Provided they 'va a body to dlsaeot.—"Coiigrcwe.
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JENNY LIND.

The unexampled success of this lady in Europe and America

has opened a new page in tlie history of art, The union in her

person of the highest graces and moral features which can adorn

the feminine character, with gifts and professional accomplish-

ments of equal rarity, has demonstrateOTD the world the possi-

bility of a union hitherto deemed apocryphal, and has removed

forever from the pathway of talent that vast rock of prejudice

which has so long impeded its progress. Jenny cannot be re-

garded as a mere singer; it is impossible to contemplate her

without taking into account the purity and worth of her character.

There is a touching harmony between the sweetness of her voice

and the "daily sweetness of her life."

The world has too long drawn absurd distinctions between the

different fine arts ; and while it has regarded the profession of

painting, sculpture, and architecture with the most favorable eye,

while a king could stoop to pick up a painter's pencil, and the

pope raise his hands to bless the work of a sculptor, an operatic

singer or an actor has barely been admitted into good society,

and generally been denied the privilege of Christian communion.

"With the doors of the good and the gates of the church closed

against them, what wonder that many of these poor, outcast

children of art have justified this cruel sentence of excommunica-

tion by lives of erratic and criminal excess ?

The bright example of such noble women as Miss Liud has

cured the world of its error ; actors are no longer denied the rites

of Christian burial and communion ; men no longer turn away

with a shrug from those in private who have charmed them in

public, and the interpreters of the sweetest of the fine arts are

allowed their place in society. This improved state of feeling

will have a reciprocal action, and improve the quality an(l aims

of art in the public mind.

lllassik ©atljcriugB.

REVOLUTIONARY INCIDENT.

In the year 1777, a young woman, passing a deserted house,

in Woodbridge, New Jersey, saw through the window an intoxi-

cated Hessian soldier, who had strayed from his party. There

being no man within a mile of the town, she went home, put

on men's clothes, and, armed with an old fire-lock, returned to

the house, and took the Hessian prisoner. She stripped bim of

his arms, and was marching him to the American camp, when

she fell in with a patrol of a Jersey regiment, stationed at Wood-

bridge, to whom she delivered her prisoner.

For Tea Dkinkep.s.—In no country in Europe is tea im-

ported in such perfection as in Russia. Conveyed by land through

the medium of large fairs, it retains the virtues of which a sea

voyage is said to deprive it ; while its flavor is much enhanced

by the leaves of the olea fragrans with which the Chinese pack it

for a land journey of any length.

New Discoveet.—An important discovery has been made in

the daguerrian art. It is a plan for coating the surface, which

renders a glass unnecessary, and permits the application of color,

so that these pictures are capable of as elaborate finish as minia-

tures in oil. Mr. Beard, an Englishman, is the discoverer.

The Pioneee.—Banvard, the inventor of the longpanaramas,

is now in the Holy Land, after having travelled through Egypt

and other eastern regions. He is filling great portfolios with

sketches, and intends to construct many extensive panoramas of

those old historic countries.

Inteeestimg Relic.—Important discoveries of ancient Greek

MSS have recently been made in a cave, near the foot of Mount
Atbos, bringing to light a vast quantity of various works quoted

by various ancient writers, and hitherto deemed entirely lost.

Emigration.—The vestry of Cheltenham has voted the sum
of £2000 to promote emigration amongst the poor of the borough.

Last year 50O paupers were sent to Canada and the United

States, and they are all doing well.

Gleason's PrcTOTUAi Drawing Room Co5^'A^•ION.—This beautiful paper, in
its new and convenient form of sixteen pages, is tUe richest periodicfd in the
world. It is primed on the finest and best of paper, and on a font of copper-
faced brevier type ; and nn person who has a flue tiiste for literature can fail

to appreciate its merits, and not only subscribe for it himself, but become a
missionary in its cause. The terms are only three dollars per annum.

—

News, Newport, Ky.

Wbstwahd, ho!—The Burlington (Iowa) Hawkeye states

that more than 100 wagons have crossed the river at that place

thus far this season, on their way to California and Oregon—the

most of them for the latter.

Inteenal Impeovement.—It has been determined by the

Council of Chicago to dredge tlirough the bar at the entrance of

the harbor. The channel to be made will be 200 feet wide, 11

feet deep, and will cost $750,000.

Finances.—The nett receipts into the United States' Trea-

sm-y, from January 1st, to March 31st, 18.51, amounted to

$15,504,117 11, and the expenses, for the same period, to

$10,847,698. This looks well.

The Pictoiual and Dbawikg-Room Compakion has now become a fixed
fact in the periodical literature of the cnuutry, and it ia a pubUcation that
reflects the highest credit on the enterprising publisher, Mr. Gleason, of
Boston,

—

PCaitihurg Republi-c-rii.

The female-pantaloon-mania is spreading in all directions,

Harriet Mariineau has published recently an atheistical work.

There has been a powerful revival of religion in Newbern, N. C.

The Maryland Convention has abolished lotteries after April,

1859.

The New Orleans papers recently complain of thunder storms

and drenching rains,

Henry A. Wise, in the Virginia Convention, has made a speech

five days long !

An estate of 55 acres, two miles from Louisville, Ky., lately

sold for S2S0 per acre.

The connecting link of railroad between Canandaigua and
Jefferson will be in running order soon.

Thomas H. Benton, Jr., Esq., has been appointed Superin-
tendent of the public schools in Iowa.

Julia A. Perkins, of Ehode Island, has recovered $3000 of

Erancis Hersey, for not marrying her according to promise.

A convention of the friends of Hon. James Buchanan, held at

Washington, Pa., have nominated him for the Presidency in 1852.

Charles Malloi'y was instantly killed by lightniug at New Ha-
ven, on Friday. The church at Fairhaven was struck at the

same time.

Mr. Klein's jewelry store in Philadelphia was robbed by two
of his sons, aged 19 and 21 years, who entered in the night by
means of false keys.

J. Pussey made a successful balloon ascension from Philadel-

phia, on Tuesday last, and landed in New Jersey, ten miles dis-

tant.

Miss Matilda Lyon was accidentally shot through the head
by Alvin Porter, while playfully pointing a gun at her, at Church-
vUle, N. Y.

A IMiss Saunders, of Caddo parish, Lousiana, week before last

recovered 312,000 damages against William C. Shaw, for defa-

mation of character.

The income of the Sunday School Society of Ireland, last

year, was 552,452 ; number of schools, 8004 ; scholars, 226,515
;

gratuitous teachers, 19,753.

The Buffalo Republican announces the arrest, in that city, of
John and James Stewart, a pair of cotmterfeiters, upon whom
was found S300 in bad money.

A young lady lately appeared in male attire at St. Louis, and
one ot the editors says that her disguise was so perfect she might
have passed for a man had she had a little more modesty.

A vessel arrived at Savannah a few days since, from Provi-

dence, with a quantity of machinery intended for -a new cotton
factory about to be started in the State of Georgia.

Miss Ellen Amos, of Winchester, Va., while in the act of writ-

ing a letter to her mother, to tell her of her recovery from sick-

ness, fell upon the floor, and in a few minutes was a corpse !

A person called Bauer, from Berlin, undertakes to make per-

sons speak French or German in a month, by means which neither

require learning by heart, nor writing exercises.

An iron house, for a hotel, is about to be erected in Philadel-

phia, on Third street, near Arch. It is five stories high. Several
iron warehouses are to be erected in that city this summer.

Qanbs of (Boli).

Foetone's Changes.—Colonel Pew, of the Bengal Artillery,

is dead, at Smgapore. In 1845, he was worth about £250,000.
In 1851 , he died a bankrupt.

Jbrcign iHisrcllang.

A Berlin journal states that a Russian camp of 64,000 men is

to be founded near Lowiez.

The Austrian government has imposed an income tax on the
Lombardo Venetian provinces.

The income of the English Wesleyan Methodist Missionary
Society, for 1850, is £104,661 sterling.

In England, Scotland and Wales, there is but one voter to

every 17 inhabitants; in Ireland, only one in 80.

The new comedy of Sir E. Bulwer Lytton is called "Not so
Bad as we Seem, or Many Sides to a Character."

Lord Gough has got possession of the mansion and lands of

ICillymoon, one of the first residences in the county of Tyrone.

In the course of last year, the cabmen of Paris had given up
articles found in their vehicles, of the value of 22,695 francs.

During the years 1S49 and 1850, three hundred and twenty-
three houses have been demolished in Paris for the sake of im-
provements.

It is computed that there are sixty tons of baked potatoes
sold in the streets of London every week, from September to

April.

It is announced that Miss Martineau's English publisher has
cancelled an engagen.ent with her on account of her recent avowal
of atheistical opinions.

The Prince of Prussia, brother and heir apparent to the throne,

his wife and family, have arrived in London, on a visit to Queen
Victoria, at Buckingham palace.

It is reported that the British government commission has
decided on reporting in favor of Holyhead as a station for the
transatlantic mail steamers, instead of Liverpool.

Two antique lions and a bull, all of enormous size, have been
sent to England by Layard. Mr. Layard had proceeded to

Mossul, "not haAing succeeded in his excavations at Babylon."

Italy is in an alarming state. The four papal legations may
be said to be in a state of siege. No one is allowed to move
about in the open country without a passport.

The friends of Mr. John O'Connell in Limerick, have suc-
ceeded, after repeated efforts, in getting the vote oi censure passed
against him by the corporation, rescinded.

A French caricature represents Louis Napoleon trying on a
crown, which has slipped over his face, upon which he remarks

—

triiJt/, my uncle had a greater head than I.

The Manchester Guardian alludes to some samples of cotton
growing in Jamaica, which have been examined by competent
judges, and pronounced to be a very gratifying result of a four
months experimental cultivation.

Affairs in Paris are very unsatisfactory. The ministry appears
to be in daily fears of a break up from internal discord. The
proceedings of the assembly are wiihout interest. Incendiary
bulletins are being issued by the committee of resistance.

Sir Isaac Newton, though so deep in algebra and f uxionti,

could not readily make up a common account; when he was
master of the mint, he used to get somebody to make up his ac-

counts for him.

... .In walking, always turn your toes out and thoughts in-

ward.

....Health is the foundation upon which all happiness is

built.

.... Commend us for an amiable sight, to a cheerful old gen-
tleman.

A talent without a tact has been said to he like a fiddle

without a fiddlestick.

Power unsubjected to the control of virtue is a poor
guardian of civil liberty.

.... True freedom consists in this—that each man shall do
whatever he likes, without injury to another.

A sot is like a statue in a moist air—all the lineaments of
his humanity are mouldered away with the moisture.

....A man's character is frequently treated like a grate

—

blackened all over first to come out the brighter afterwards.

Open your heart to sympathy, but close it to despondency.
The flower which opens to receive the dew, shuts against I'ain.

. . . .Pleasure is sometimes only a change of pain. A man who
has had the gout, feels first rate when he gets down to rheumatism.

. . . .Think a minute before you speak, and a day before you
promise. Hasty promises give occasion for speedy repentance.

. . . .No man knows what torpid snakes may lie coiled in some
secret corner of his heart, waiting for a summer of fostering

circumstances.

3okcv3 ®lio.

One of our devils says he envies the printer who has a great
share of poetry in his composition.

More persons fall out concerning the right road to heaven than
ever get to the end of thi;ir journey.

A Yankee says that prejudices against color are very natural,

and yet the prettiest girl he ever knew was Olive Bi'own.

The latest case of singularity of conduct reported, is that of a
man in Lowell who " dyed" for the benefit of his "hairs."

J. Russell Lowell, the abolition poet, has written a poem on
"flax cotton," which he calls " a soft and silken garrison!"

It is thought that our hospitals will be very much crowded
soon, as many shad have been taken in seine. O !

A census-faker of Cincinnati reports nnder the head of " City
Avocations," eleven gentlemen^ one hafcr, and furty-two thieves.

The last and most important case lately brought before the

Troy Police Court was that of an " assault and battery with
intent to kick."

At the battle of Buena Vista it wa^ observed that the vol-

leys of grape shot were followed by the most copious showers of
claret.

The Albany Dutchman says, there is a man in Troy with a
nose so long, that he has had holes bored in it and uses it for a
clarinet.

Folly—to think that you can make pork out of pig iron, or
that you can become a shoe-maker by just drinking sherry
cobblers.

GLEASON'S PICTOTLIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d.

We have TOlumes It^t. 23, and 3d, of thn Pictorial Deawtkg-Room
CosrpANiON elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edge« and back, and illumined
Rides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the sbupe of a
book of between I'oun anh Five Hukbred Pages, and cnntainitjc; nearly
0*E Thodsanb ENCiiAvrKGS of Men. Manners, and current Eventn alf OTt-rthe
world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Tillages ; of Pageants at home and ahro,\d ; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of int-erestiog and instructive subjects : with an
Illdmineu Title-page and Indes of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches. Poems and Novelettes, from the best American.
authors, with a current News Record of the times

; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reft-rence and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

Kor sale at the Pubhcation Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume

tIFe flag of our. uxio?^,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL A^^) KEJIXED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Deveted to polite literature, wit and humor, proso find poetic gems, and on;;i-

nal piize tiUcs, ^vritten expressly for this paper, and at a very groat co.5t. In
politics, and on all sectarian questions, it i.s strictly neutral. Nothing of nu
immoral nature T,ill ever bo admitted into its columns; therefore making it

cmphaticallv,

A PAPEU FOE, THE MULIO^^^,
AND A WELCOME TISITOll TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It is generally acknowledged that the Flag i.s now the Irarjlng wprl-hj pa-

per in the Unittd Sinles. and its Htcrary contents are allowed, by the best

judges, to bo un.'iui-passed.

It contrsins the foreign and domestic news of tlio day, so condcn'="d ns to

enable ua to give the greatest po.i.iihle amount of intelligence. No advcrtise-

menta arc admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unriv.tlled corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every departoient ig under tiio most
finislied and perfect .system that experience can sugge.st, or money produce.

Lacking neither the me^us nor the will, we can lay before our hundreds of
thousands of readers an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in

the Union,

TEEJTS TO STTBSCEIBEES.
1 subscriber, one year, '?2 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 '; ' 6 00

8 " " 11 00
16 " '^ 20 00

One copy of the Flag of our U>-io:c, and one copy of the Picxof-ial Dratt-

nfO-Roon Companion, one year, for $4 00.

[CT^ Invariably in advance.

Subscribers or postmasters are requested to act as agents, and form clubs, on
the above terms.

O:^ AU orders should be addressed, POST PAin, to the PnuLlsOER OP THE FlaQ
OP OUR Unio:^.

*4* I7ie Flag can be obtained at an-y of the netcspaper depots in the United
States, and of newspaper carriers, at four cests per single copy.

F .. G L E A S N

,

:P"dblisbeii and Peopreetor, Bqstox, Mass.
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HAVANA AKB THE MORO CASTLE.

As Paris is said to be France, so is Havana Cuba, and its his-

tory embraces, in no small degree, that of all the island, being

the centre of it9 talent, wealth and population. Every visible

circumstance proclaims the great importance of the city. Moro

Castle frowning over the narrow entrance to the harbor, the

strong range of cannon and barracks on the city side, the pow-

erful and massive fortress of the Cubanos, crowning the hill be-

hind the Moro, all speak unitedly of the immense importance

of the place. The bay, guarded by this grim sentinel, is shaped

like your outspread hand, the wrist for the entrance ; and is pop-

ulous with the ships of all nations, conspicuous among which

are those that bear the gallant stars and stripes. The Moro Cas-

tle has been deemed by many to be impregnable, and yet it has

twice been surprised and taken, once by the French buccaneers,

and once by the English^ the latter, after holding possession for

one year, restoring it again to Spain. It is emphatically the key

to the Gulf of Mexico, as the channel of commerce for our south-

ern and western trade runs within blank cartridge shot of its very

walls. At the present moment Moro Castle is invested with more

than usual interest, from the fact that it has been fully garrisoned,

and placed on a war footing, in anticipation of an invasion of the

island by Lopez or other revolutionists. The city which this

fortress so securely guards, is one of immense commercial im-

portance, and has proved to be a mine of wealth to the home

government of Spain, paying annually something over S13,000,000

into the treasury of the crown, besides fattening a horde of favorite

officers, governors, lieutenant-governors, and captain-generals.

"We confidently expect and hope to see a republican flag float

over the Moro some day, and from our heart wish the native

Cubans success in their efibrts for freedom. Havana is the

heart of Cuba, and will never be given up unless the whole

island be yielded ; and the Moro thus guards an immensely

important place, with a population of about 200,000 inhabit-

ants, forming a grand depot of wealth and opulence, with

an enormous extent of public buildings, cathedrals, antique and

venerable churches and convents, with the palaces of nobles and

private gentlemen of wealth, all making this capital of Cuba the

richest place, for its number of square rods, in the world. It is

surmounted by a high wall and ditch, and its gates are always

strictly guarded by soldiery. The streets, which are extremely

narrow, are all McAdamized, and cross each other at right angles,

having no sidewalks, unless a little line of flag stones may be so

called ; and, indeed, the people have little use for them, for they

drive, almost universally, in that peculiar vehicle of the island,

called a volante. The architecture of the city houses is exceed-

ingly heavy, and gives to them an appearance of great age. An
air of rude grandeur reigns over all the fortifications and buildings

of Cuba, the architecture being mainly Gothic and Saracenic.

The great peculiarity of the city dwellings is the evident purpose

evinced in their erection to render them as safe as possible against

assault. The massive doors that form the entrance to the court

below being of extraordinary strength, studded with huge nails,

and treble thickness of lumber, besides which every accessible

window is firmly barricaded by numerous iron bars, giving it an

appearance similar to an American prison. Such is the Spanish

idea of a large city and commercial grandeur.

VIEW OF THE MORO CASTLEj AT THE ENTRANCE OF THE HARBOR OF HAVANA.
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CHAPTER XIV.

gcilfokd's plan for escape.

Thus speaking, Guilford returned into the

front room, where the two men still slept heavily

as before, and in the same postures. He then

looked out of the door, and seeing Robin and

Anne seated beneath the arbor, quite oblivious,

apparently, of the passing time, he softly re-

gained the room where his mother was, and

bolted the door which led between the two apart-

ments.

"Now, my dear mother, I want you to take a

seat against this door, and if the soldiers either

of them should wake and attempt to come in,

tell them that it is your private room, and they

cannot be admitted. On no account suffer them

10 enter ; and if they force the door, I will shoot

them down. I am going to have an interview

with this stranger, whose misfortunes have driven

him for shelter to our roof."

Thereupon Guilford replaced the ladder to its

usual place beneath the trap-door, and ascended

it. He tapped lightly upon the ceiling, and was

answered by another rap equally low.

" Are you asleep, sir^" asked Guilford.

"No," answered the voice; and the trap was

cautiously raised. "I know you are come to

me as a friend, for I have overheard your con-

versation with your mother. I therefore let

you up without suspicion. I am inexpressibly

thankful to find myself in the house of two such

loyal friends as I find you and the good dame

are."

These words were spoken in an under tone,

but with a cadence that pleased Guilford's ear,

and attracted him at once to the stranger befoie

beholding his face. Asking his mother for a

light, he ascended with it, and bidding her re-

move the ladder, he closed the trap and stood

face to face with his guest.

The countenance he beheld was wholly un-

known to him, but answered to his mother's

description as that of a pale, harassed looking

young cavalier of thirty, with black hair and

eyes, and an intellectual expression.

" Whosoever you may be, sir, you are a wel-

come guest beneath our humble roof," said Guil-

ford. " What can I do for you"? for I presume

you are one of the prince's friends."

" Yes, my dear young man, and I have sought

the sea-coast with the forlorn hope of obtaining

passage in some fishing-boat to the French coast.

But I find that the coast is vigilantly guarded,

and in this very house are quartered some of

Cromwell's troops."

" Yes, two drunken rogues, shaven like monks

and bearded like Turks, now sleeping off their

potations in the room below."

'* This would be a favorable time to elude

them if a boat could be had. Art thou not a

fisherman?"
" Yes, sir cavalier, but my only boat was to-

day, or rather yesterday, stoven, and is not fit

to push off."

" I will give thee all the gold I have, which is

one hundred louis, to purchase another for me."
" Thou wilt need all thy gold, sir cavalier. I

can obtain another boat of a comrade, but"

—

"But what, my young friend?" asked the

stranger, who seemed to hang on his words with

nervous eagerness.

" The difficulty is to get off from the coast

unseen. There are not only troops placed in

our houses, but they are posted as sentries along

[continued.]

the streets, and have the beach in full view for

miles. It would be almost impossible to get a

boat off with any chance of success."

The stranger clasped his hands together with

an expression of anguish.

" So Jiear liberty, and yet not to be able to

obtain it
!"

" Does thy life pay the forfeit, sir, of thy cap-

ture?" asked Guilford, whose heart was deeply

moved by his acute distress.

"Assuredly, my friend."

" And thou art a true friend of the prince ?"

" lie has none nearer."

" Then I will save thee if it be possible, by

aiding thee to reach the Erench shore. But the

prince, where is he ? Hast thou any tidings of

him since he was seen last in Scotland ?"

" He still wanders. Like me he seeks to find

shelter in France. Suppose I were the Prince

Charles himself, what couldst thou do for me, if

I told thee I was really in thy hands ?"

"I would save thee or perish!" answered

Guilford ;
" and I will do all I can for one who

loves him and suffers for him. Here it is not

safe for thee to remain till morning."

"Young man," said the stranger, "if thou

savest me, the prince will not fail to reward

thee."
" I ask no reward, sir cavalier, save success.

I will ere long return to you. I will go and see

how I can best secure your safety."

With these words Guilford took leave of his

guest, deeply interested in him, and opening the

trap-door, dropped lightly to the floor.

"Mother, he is a cavalier, and friend of the

prince, and his life is forfeit if he be taken. He
brings no other news of Prince Charles than

that he is a wanderer like himself. Now I must

get him out from here, and to the sea-side. I

have resolved to try and get him across the

channel."
" You will risk your own life, my son."

" Do not think of me, mother. I shall do

nothing rashly. Give me thy brown long gown,

and shawl, and hood."

"Here they are. What wouldst thou with

them ?"

" To hand them up to our guest to put on."

Guilford suited the action to the word, by

rolling the articles in a bundle and passing them

up to the fugitive.

*' Put these on, and wait till I knock thrice on

the trap, and then come boldly down. Now,

mother," he added, as the trap-door was once

more closed, and the ladder carefully removed,

"I want you to put on your other shawl and

hood, and walk out with me."

"Whither?"

"It matters not, dear mother. Do not ask

me questions that I perhaps can't answer; but

if you will kindly do as I say, we may save the

young cavalier."

"I will be guided by you in everything, my
son," said she, putting on her shawl and hood.

" That is right, mother. These barbarians of

Cromwell's are still snoring. They sleep sound

as moles."

"I drugged their negus to make them sleep

and keep them quiet," answered his mother.

" That accounts for it. It is the more favorable

to us. Now take my arm and come with me."

The good dame placed her arm in his, and

crossing noiselessly the room where the troopers

were, they went out by the gate of tiie cottage.

Here they met with Robin and Anne, who hardly

realized how the night they htul no lovingly

p:issed was wearing townidw morning. They

both started conHciously as they saw dame Gra-

ham and Guilford.

" You've come at last, Guilford," said Robin,

not knowing anyiliing else to say.

" Yes ; and I warrant rac you were not over

weary waiting for mo. I want you, Robin."

" Anno, you bad I)C3t go softly in and remain

in the back room ; if tlic troopers should wake

up, you can bolt the door."

"Let Anne wait here by the gate, mother.

You will not be away fivo minutes. Jlobin, go

to your boat; place secretly three daya' provis-

ions in it, and put off as expeditiously as you

can, as if on a fishing cruise. Soon as you get

out half a mile, lower your sails and row back

in the direction of the hcach rock, landing be-

yond it on the castle side. There you will find

me to take me on board. Do not delay, and be

discreet and cautious; for the least imprudence

will create suspicion among the coast guard."

Robin signified his readiness to do as his

friend Guillbrd had directed, and immediately

left the cottage gate and walked towards his

own cabin, a quarter of a mile further east,

along the shore-curved street of the little port.

He was stopped by two trooper?, who, satisfy-

ing themselves, that he was a fi.shcrman, and not

a prince in disguise, let him pass. At the door

of his own hut he found three of the guard seated

drinking ale, and eating rolls and dried fish.

He adroitly got them into conversation upon

the comparative speed of boats and horses, and

drew them down to the cove, fifty paces off,

v.here his own smack lay, and got them to ex-

amining it, he the while descanting upon its

speed. He then proposed to show them with

wbat rapidity he could row it, saying :
" As it is

near day, it is time I should get ready to go out

to fish ; but first I will show you her mettle."

He then went in for his oars, and at the same

time filled a bag with fish and bread, and took

a beaker of fresh water with him. These he

placed in the boat before their eyes, trusting to

their absence of all suspicion that he had any

second purpose in view. At length, having got

all prepared, he loosed his boat and got to his

oars, and was about to row her out, when a

fourth, in the uniform of a sergeant, came up

and demanded what boat was putting off'.

" A fisher's lad going off' to cruise the day in

the channel catching fish," answered a trooper;

"and he has beta hundred mackerel that his

boat, with two oars, can beat the best hunter in

England."
" He is a braggart," answered the sergeant.

" But who has been in the boat and seen that

there is no Prince Charley hidden in the cuddle.

By the beard of Cromwell, it would hide two

men !"

"No one has searched," answered one of the

troopers.

The boat was detained and the cuddie care-

fully examined, when, as nothing was discov-

ered like a refugee, and Robin being clearly the

only person on board, he was suffered to put off.

His bungling rowing to and fro, however, as he

knew it would be, was laughed at by the sol-

diers, and having acknowledged that his craft

was not in trim, he hoisted sail, and told them

that when he had caught the hundred mackerel,

he would not fail to pay his bet. He was soon

rapidly leaving the shore behind, and the forms

of the soldiers soon blended with the indistinct

objects on the land. When he had gained half

a mile from the beach, he lowered his two sails,

and taking to his oars, pulled towards the point

nearly a mile westerly, where Guilford had

promised to be found.

We now return to the young fisherman who

was so generously about to attempt to save his

guest from the power of the usurper. When
Robin took leave of him to go on the mission

we have seen him accomplish so successfully,

Guilford, with his mother leaning on his arm,

walked along the village street in the direction

which led towards the castle. They soon came

to two troopers, who were standing in the street

acting as guards. The moonlight shone full

upon them, and in one of them Guilford recog-

nized the soldier who had before challenged

him. As the young man and his mother drew

near, one of the men stepped across the way
and presented his broad-sword.

" What, pray, is this, my fine coupleV he

said, with a laugh.

" This is my mother; and, as for me, I told

you who I was some while ago," answered

Guilford, firmly.

" Ycfi, I rncollect thee now ; but we must see

thy face. Wc must not let any nose pass ua

under cover. A woman's hood, before now, has

hid a man's beard."

Dame Graham put back her hood and showed

him Ji dignified, but pale, matronly face, that

abashed bis insolence.

"Pardon us, ma'am; but we have to bo

strict."

" Can we pass on?" asked Guilford.

" Whither?"
" To tlic caRtle. There is a sick person there

who sulfcr.^, and your orders are not so strict as

to ])rcvcnt passing to and fro on the land."

"No ; it is the sea we are to watch."

Guilford then went on a few steps, and when
beyond car-sliot, he whispered hurriedly to his

mother

:

" Pretend that thou hast forgotten the lint,

and go back as for it ; but instead of coming

back thyself, send the guest, telling him I wait

here, and that he must join me and take ray

arm without a word, in your place. They will

not a second time lift the veil."

"I now understand all," said his mother.
" Sir soldier, my mother would return a mo-

ment to the house for something," he said, re-

turning where the two men stood. " Be quick,

dear mother, and I will remain talking with

these brave soldiers."

The good dame hastened towards her house,

leaving Guilford with the troopers.

CHAPTER XY.

SUCCESS OF GUILFOKD'S MANfEUYRE.

" TiiOD art a tall youth to be under thy moth-

er's eye still, young man," said the trooper who
had been chief spokesman. "Pishing must he

fool's pastime for a brave spirit as thine should

be by thine eye. Why wilt thou not enlist in

the troop, and follow the fortunes of a soldier?"

" My mother has only me, and if I should fall

in battle she would be desolate."

" We should be better weaned than to think

of mothers when our beards are grown, young
fellow. A man's mother is his country, and he

rightly obeys her when he takes up arras to de-

fend her against tyranny." A pause.

" Come to the inn in the morn, where our

captain is, and thou shalt put thy name down
and be paid two gold nobles, and the horse and

armor of the man who was shot early to-night

by one of the smugglers, shall be thine."

" I will see thy captiin, it may be, and think

of this. I would rather have a wider field than

this to act my part in."

'Ay, that thou oughtest, man. To-morrow
we are going on a fancy party to ferret out these

smugglers or what not that rescued the loyalist

last night, and shot that 'lion of the desert,'

even the brave trooper ' Despise not Prophesy-

ings.'"

" What loyalist ?"

" That is not known for certain. That he

was one is clear, for he refused to drink to

Oliver's health ; and he fought like a tiger when
he was set upon, and ran like a dromedary when
he could fight no longer against odds. We
would have had him had he not been rescued by

a party of smugglers, as some say they were,

who got him off safe. Our captain swears he

was the famed Red Hand, the channel cruiser,

because his right hand was missing. But, for

my part, the blood of one royalist is as red as

that of another."

"Dost thou expect to find smugglers on the

coast to-morrow?" asked Guilford, whose eyes

were anxiously turned towards the gate of the

cottage.

" That may be as it turns out. A little bnish

with the rogues and a good deal of booty would
enliven these dull times."

At this moment Guilford's eyes were glad-

dened by the sight of a female figure clad liko

his mother, issuing from the cottage gate. He
knew at a glance that it was not she, and hia

heart bounded with hope and fear in contemp-

lating the advance of the disguised royalist.

The walk was wholly unlike that of his mother,

and by no means as graceful ; but he hoped the

soldiers, who had never seen her but once, would

not mark the difference.

"Good night, gentlemen; I see my mother

has got what she went after, and is returning,"

said Guilford, walking forward to meet the dis-

guised guefit.

'J
You will not forget the gold nobles and to

see the captain at the inn?" called one of the

soldiers.
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"No. I hope to meet you tbere also."

By this time he met the loyalist, and taking

his arm beneath his own, whispered:

" Walk more softly, and keep hooded. There

is no danger if you do not speak."

It was a thrilling moment when Guilford came

up again to the two men. in order to pass

them. He was, however, perfectly cool and

self-possessed.

" We must stop again, mother, for doubtless

these brave soldiers will have to make thee show

thy face a second time, to see that no beardhath

grown on it within the last five minutes."

"Nay, young fellow, thou and thy mother may
pass when thou wilt," answered the nearest sol-

dier, laughingly. " Whcu thou gettest to be a

trooper, thou wilt then learn what it is to obey

orders."

"I blame thee not, sir trooper," answered

Guilford, as he walked on slowly, in order to

keep at feminine moderation the tendency of his

companion to make rapid strides of it along.

At every yard which separated him from the two

soldiers his heart beat lighter and his breath drew

freer. At length, after walking on about five

minutes, and when he could scarcely distinguish

the forms of the two men from the black posts

to which the fishermen secured their boats, he

said, in a tone ofjoy

:

"Now, sir cavalier, you may speak. We are

safe, at least for the present. You can look out

of thy hood."

The cavalier whom dame Graham had so

promptly and skilfully put in her own place,

then threw partly back her hood, and looked

around hira, but not before pressing the young

fisherman's hand in both of his, and saying :

"Heaven reward thee ! Thou hast done this

well and faithfully, and with remarkable courage.

I was never in more imminent peril of capture

;

and yet, under thy managing guidance, with so

little reason to fear. What lofty castle is this V
he asked, as his eye fell upon the elevated towers

and battlements of Castle Vane, beneath the

shadow of which he was walking.

"It is Castle Vane."
" Well do I know the family. Never was a

more loyal subject than Lord Vane. But rumor

says his son is Cromwell's tool."

"Yes, sol have heard," answered Guilford,

whose glances were continually scanning the

water, searching for Eobin's little bark, which

yet did not appear in sight.

The cavalier also turned his eyes wistfully on

the sparkling waves, and paused to contemplate

them for a moment.
" 0, road to liberty—yet a more insurmount-

able walk than if thou wert built of adamant,

high as heaven !"

"Do not stop, my lord. We must still hasten

forward ; for though the last guard of troopers

has been passed in this direction, yet otir strata-.

gem may be detected, and pursuit made."

" I need no inducements to move on, my true

and faithful deliverer," answered the royalist
;

" but I am something wearied, having walked for

many days, and laid abroad of nights, and had

little food."

" 1 pity thy distresses, sir."

"I hope fortune will one day enable me to

reward you," answered the stranger, with a

grateful tremor in his tones. , " But I am solicit-

ous lest harm should happen to thy mother for

the part she has taken."

" No ; it was kno;vn to no one that you were

in the house ; and I instructed her not to sufter

herself to be seen until after sunrise, lest indeed,

by chance, the tw* troopers should question her

how she got back unseen, and so place her in a

dangerous position."

"That was judicious and thoughtful in you.

I will therefore not suffer my fears to be aw'ak-

ened about her. But when I know that upon
whomsoever aids me I am bringing danger, I

sometimes feel like giving myself up to my fate

before I will involve anymore kind and noble

hearts in assisting me to escape. We have here

a barrier ! How shall we surmount it 1" he

suddenly demanded, upon finding the beach ter-

minate.

"Here is aboat, my lord," said Guilford, who
gave the stranger this title of respect, judging

from his manner, and that he was a partizan of

the prince, that he must be noble ;
" we will en-

ter it and row around it."

Upon their reaching the otlier side Guilford

with an exclamation of pleasure, pointed sea-

ward.

"A boat ! 0, that I were so happy as to be

on board of it, with its bead pointed towards

France !"' was the exclamation of the wanderer,

with clasped hands.

" I think it is the boat I ordered to come round

and meet us here," answered Guilford. " When
it gets a little nearer I can tell."

"And Tou have perfected your plan so far as

to provide aboat! Ah, this is more than I

hoped. When I saw this cliff, I believed you

were seeking some secret cavern wherein to con-

ceal me ; and my heart was heavy with the

thought of more delay and confinement and

anxiety before I should kiss the blessed sands of

France !"

" It is Robin's boat. I know it now by the

white tops to its masts."

"And is Robin's boat that you sent for to era-

bark us in V
" Yes, my lord. Robin is a youth, and sup-

ports himself by fishing. He is my truest friend,

and can be trusted."

" I know it, if he is thy friend. It seems a

brave, strong boat, with sails."

" It has crossed the channel in the wildest

weather, my lord."

" Then ray hour of safety seems to have come
at last. This little skiff, which holds but two,

and scarce floats for leaking," he added, pointing

to the small boat in which they had paddled

round the rock ;
" this I would have ventured in,

rather than not have attempted it. To die ex-

erting one's self for liberty, is better than to live

as I have lived the past fifty days. 0, young

man, you know little of the sufferings I have en-

dured. But the sight of this bounding bark

makes me forget all
!" ^

"I trust, my lord, that before noon you will

be safe where you wish to be."

" Thanks, thanks, my friend. I pray that if

this blessing be granted me, it be given soon to

the poor friends and wanderers I leave still be-

hind."
'* Thou meanest the prince, and the four or

five nobles who hold to him."

" They did hold to him till they were com-

pelled, for his safety to leave him, and each seek

a different route to the coast."

"If, after I safely place thee in France, I can

return unsuspected, my lord, I "will do all in my
power to get the rest over. In particular would

I be happy to be the instrument of saving the

prince."

" And wherefore in particulur, my young

friend ?" asked the noble, who was seated on a

rock, watching the advancing fishing boat.

"Frankly, my lord, I will tell thee. Thou
didst overhear my conversation with my mother,

and need not be told that I love a high-horn

maiden—even the daughter of the lord of this

castle."

"And I would swear thou art worthy of her."

" I am too proud to offer her a fisherman for

a husband. If I could aid the prince, perhaps

be would take me into his service."

"But he is poor, and has nor men nor arms,

coffers nor coin, young man."

"He will one day, I am con6dent, sit on the

throne of his martyred father. He is too deeply

seated in the hearts of the English people to re-

main long out of the seat of the kingdom."

" By the rood ! thou speakest like a prophet !"

exclaimed the noble, starting to his feet, and

gazing with admiration upon the young man.
" I pray that thy words may corae true. And if

the prince come to his own, thou shalt not be

forgotten. He who has served one of bis friends

serves him. I will take care that thy good ser-

vice to me this night shall not he forgotten.

Would that England had ten thousand young

men with hearts and hands as loyal as thine."

At tlais crisis the little bark drew so close that

Guilford recognized Robin, who, shipping his

oars, steered the boat with what impetus bis row-

ing had given it, directly alongside the rock.

"Thou hast well done, Robin, and in good

time ; for I see the dawn is breaking. Now, my
lord, step into the boat, and the next land thy

foot touches shall be that of France."

"Amen, my friend," answered the noble, as

be leaped into the boat and stood in the stern.

"Farewell, poor England! One of these days

thou wilt take to thy bosom gladly the children

that thou now drivest from thee."

Guilford saw that tears came into his eyes,

and this emotion endeared him still more to him

:

for be saw that he possessed all the sensibilities

that became a man. He now assisted Robin in

hoisting the sails, fipr there was a six knot

breeze from the northwest, and taking the helm,

while Robin was entrusted with the charge of

trimming the canvas, he steered away from the

castle rock" and lay his course at first south by

west, in order to keep from being seen from the

village when they should clear the rock.

When they had got out about fifty yards, and

were sailing along smoothly, the nobleman was

seen by Guilford to sink upon his knees and re-

main some minutes in prayer. He then rose,

and embracing his deliverer, be called Robin and

said :

" Let me take thee by the hand. I owe thee

much also, and must owe thee more before I

reach France. I am told thou art the friend of

this brave young man."

"I love Guilford as a brother," answered

Robin, with honest warmth.

Suddenly a voice called to them from the

shore—an eager but suppressed voice, its tones

bein^ doubtful and yet thrilling, as if fear and

hope impelled the speaker.

"' The boat ! Art thou fishermen 7"

" Yes," answered Guilford, as he discerned the

figures of two men in the mouth of a sort of

gorge that was at the westward of the castle

rock.

" Come to the shore and take us on board,

and we will pay thee well."

" I fear that it is a lure," said Guilford.

"I think I recognize the voice," said the

stranger. " Hold ! Let me speak."

"Nay, my lord, you nay betray yourself. I

will hail them. Who are you, and where do

you wish to go V
"Land, and we will tell thee," answered

another voice.

"I know them!" cried the stranger to Guil-

ford, in earnest excitement, laying his hand on

his shoulder. " They are two of the prince's

friends. Will you take them V
" Willingly. Think you tlie prince is one of

them V
" We may hear from him through them, my

young friend. Steer at once to where they stand,

for delay may be fatal to them with so many
enemies about."

Guilford at once ran the smack to the little

cove in the land where the two men stood. On
coming near he saw from their torn apparel and

haggard air that they were fugitives. They were

so impatient to quit the land, that the boat had

hardly touched the rock before they both sprang

on board.

" Take us across to France, and we will repay

yon well, for we have gold," they said, talking

like men who had life at stake.

The stranger, who still wore the female dress,

and who had purposely concealed himself behind

the sail, was now seen by them. They stared at

him, and then took their seats, as if too weary

to stand. They then looked earnestly at Robin

and Guilford.

" You are fishermen, then ?" said the eldest of

the two, inquiringly.

" Yes, sir."

" Will you take us over to Normandy 1"

" It is a dangerous trip, sirs, but as I am going

over, you shall have passage."

" How fortunate. We will give you gold."

" I am well paid, gentlemen."

" But will you take this woman over V
" Yes," answered Guilford ; and would have

added, "she is a fugitive disguised also," but for

a pressure upon the arm by the stranger, as a

hint from him to keep his secret.

CHAPTER XVI.

WHO THE FUGITIVE "WAS.

We now see our youthful hero, Guilford,

once more setting sail for the French side of the

channel, with three royalists. It has been an

eventful twenty-four hours to him, and has done

more to develop his true character than all the

previous events of his life. All at once he felt

that be had merged from the obscure and bum-

ble village fisher, to be a person of no little con-

sideration, if he was to be judged by the part he

had played. But he was not elated. He secretly

hoped that this turn in the tide of his aff'airs

was to lead him on to fortune.

When the smack, which Robin had named the

"Pretty Anne," had got out a mile, the day had

begun to brighten up so clearly in the east that

the moonlight paled before it. Soon the light

of the broad morning filled the air, and when

they were a league from the land the sun rose in

dazzling splendor out of the waters. Cheerful-

ness sat upon the haggard faces of the two fugi-

tives as they sawreceding the shores of England,

and the distinct blue line of France grow more

distinct.

" Young man," said one of them, whose beard
and locks were mingled with gray, " you will be

remembered by us to the latest hour of our lives.

AVe must take your names, that our friends may
know them, and love the two fisher's lads who
aided us to escape from death to safety."

"I knew, my lord," sairi Guilford, "that
fugitive friends of the prince were expected on
the coast, in a short time, and knew you to be
of them."

" Yes, doubtless, for we carry our fortunes in

our rags and visages. But it is surprising and
providential that we should have found a boat so

soon, and one that would receive us. 0, that the

prince could be as fortunate."

" Hast thou heard of any royalist escaping in

a boat within a day or two V asked the younger
cavalier, who was a fair young man, with a blue

eye and a Scottish physiognomy.
" There was a brave man escaped yesterday

from the village after great peril. It was at sun-

set or a little after."

"Ah, it must have been the prince," exclaim-

ed the elder
;
" for he must have reached the

coast about that lime."

" No, it was the Earl Villiers, whom they call

Red Hand," answered Guilford.

" The Earl Villiers !" exclaimed the stranger

in a tone that, coming from the woman's hood,

made the two cavaliers start with surprise, and
stare with doubt both at Guilford and bis dis-

guised passenger.

" We are betrayed !" cried the young Scot,

with a flashing eye, as he drew a long, glittering

knife.

" There is no treason here," said Guilford.

"This person is also a fugitive in disguise, whom
I was taking over when you hailed me. If he

wishes to conceal himself from you, Icannot pre-

vent it. But I trust you are well known to each

other."

" There needs no more disguise or conceal-

ment, my friends, all," exclaimed the stranger,

throwing back his hood, and extending a hand
to each of the fugitives. "Algernon, welcome

!

Catesby, I embrace you again !"

" My prince !" cried the elderly noble, kneel-

ing and kissing the hand extended to him, while

Catesby pressed his knees and bathed his hands

with tears of joy.

" Heaven be praised ! Once more we meet,

and in safety!"

" I would have made myselfknown to you, my
trusty friends, hut I wished to defer it until land-

ing, that I might then take ray young friend by
surprise, and let him know that he had indeed

saved Prince Charles ! This is a happy meeting

for us after all our sufferings together."

*' Too much joy I too much joy ! That we
should find thee in the very boat in which we
have taken shelter. This day Cromwell's hatred

has forever lost its victim."

Guilford bad witnessed this revelation of the

prince to his partners in dangers and flight, with

amazement. He stood beholding him without

power to utter a word. A half formed idea that

all his hopes were now in the budding, and that

Lady Kate would yet be his, danced bewilder-

ingly through his mind. Robin stood with, open

mouth, in wonder and delight.

" Nay, my friends," said Prince Charles, " you
must not be shut out from being partakers of all

this joy. You have, you find, had your -wish

gratified, and have * the prince ' in your boat."

" And I will save thee or die, my prince
!"

exclaimed Guilford, kneeling and kissing his

hand. " This is the happiest and proudest mo-
ment of my life."

Robin also came forward and saluted the ex-

cited monarch, and all was joy and intense ex-

citement.

While the little vessel with its precious freight

was dancing on its way, Guilford directed Robin

to bring up the provisions from the cuddie, and

the prince and his two lords made a royal feast

of it, with such appetites as long fasting invariably

lends to both king and peasant.

The sun was an hour high when they had all

got through their morning's repast, and then

Guilford urged the prince to take some repose

in one of the berths in the small cabin.

" This is well proposed, my young friend,"

he said ;
" for I have had little sleep for the

week past."

[to be continued.]

TRUE 3IERIT.
Ease in your mifn, and sweetness in your face,

You t-peak a syren, and jou move a grace
;

Nor time thali urge these beauties to decay,

TVliile virtue gives wliat years aliall steal away.
TichcU.
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APPEMIANCS Oii" THE UNLTED STVrEri STEaJOK MISSISSIPPI AT ANCHOR IN NAPLES HaKBOR.

U. S- STEAMER MISSISSIPPI.

The scene above represents ihe Mississippi, as she appeared in

the harbor of Naples, on the 22d day of last Kebru-iry, on the

occasion of the celehrarion of Washington's birthday. It was a

sight, as a correspondent assures us, to fill the heart of every

American with honest pride. Our flag was flying, throughout
the day, from the king's vessels, and the American, English and
French raen-of-war, while the cannon had been thundering on
every side, in honor of the day. In the evening a magnificent

bail-room was tastefully arranged on the deck of the steamer,

and our artist gives us below a fine representation. This great

fd-p. of the vvinter season was given on board by the gallant cap-

tain aud officers of the vessel, on a grand and liberal scale. In-

vitations were extended to the nobility and diplomatic corps, as

well as to the English, French, and Russian naval officers in port,

and to all the American travellers. At 7 o'clock, P. M., the

boats of the squadron began to carry the company oflT to the

ship. The ball began at 8 o'clock, and was kept up until the

morning hours. The company amounted to nearly four hundred
persons, of thee/ife of the resident and stranger society of Naples.

The scene on shipboard was magnificent. The spar and npper
decks, as well as the poop, were all appropriated to dancing, and
were completely covered in on the top and sides by a thick canopy
composed of sails, with an exposed lining of the flags of all

nations. Fanciful chandeliers, composed of arras and laurel

wreaths, shed a brilliant light on the company, while a band of
the best performers discoursed most bewitching music. This ball

created a marked sensation in the city of Naples reflecting much
honor on the officers, and will leave behind a most agreeable
impression of the American national character.

BALL SUltNH ON BuAKU THL U. y. STEAiVIER MISSISSIPPI ON THE EVENING OF GENERAL WASHINGTON S BIRTHDAY.
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VIEW OF THE CITY OF BROOKLYN, N. T., FROM THE GRANITE QUAY.

LANDING FROM AJV EOnCRANT SHIP.

The scene depicted below by our artist is one whicb occtiiTed

on the arrival of the packet ship Kossuth, at New York. During
the passage, when the Kossu:h was some six hundred miles off

oar coast, in the European track, she was run into by the packet

ship Henry Clay, and thns had iier bows stove in, and was other-

wise seriously injured. The Henry Clay put into St. John, N. B.,

for repairs. The Kossuth landed her pa^seng. rs, five hundred and
ninety in number, at the foot of Rutger's Slip, New Y'^ork, and
the scene is one of characteristic interest. The artist has given

OS here the actual scene. On the left, is an emigrant hearing
of the death of a relative ; near by, is represented the meeting of

a man and wife after long separation ; hard by, a son is support-

ing an aged father, while in the background two lovers are greet-

ing each other ; there, a man is superintending the loading of a

dray, and here a dock loafer is picking his pocket. The scene,

altogether, is one of the most suggestive character, and famishes
an epiiome of scenes often, witnessed upon the arrival of emi-
grant vessels. Who can trace the incidents to which such an
event may lead t

CITY OF EROOKXTN N. Y.

Herewith we give a fine view of Brooklyn, N. Y., taken by our
artist from the magnificent granite quay,th*:' landing at Governor's
Island, and the only point wlierein a view of Brooklyn would bs

recognized. On the left is the East River and New York, wit'i

its forest of shipping. Grand street Ecrry lays at the point ; on
this side are the Glass Works, Factories, Brooklyn Heights, Eulto i

street Ecrry—and the South Eerry, which lies between the slonp

and schooner. The long building on thfi right is the comnnenfe-
ment of the Atlantic Dock. The Quay is wtll woilliy of notice.

(F RlJTOE!iy bLn\ NUV V'TiK.
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THE TWIN, BROTHERS.

By UR. J. U. ItOniNSON.

Two persons, well mounted, wcro riding

tlirough the little town of Kurnbiich. Both

were young', well formed, and apparently in

good circumstances. From their strong resem-

blance it was easy to perceive that there was

some relationship existing between them.
** This must be a lonely place to live in,"

Raid the eldest, whom we will call Prederic

Kaymon.

"Lonely enougli,'' replied his brother Hans.

"If I wished to turn hermit, I think I should

come hero. But there are other parts of Kurn-

baeh more thickly populated than this. We are

ia the most broken, rugged, and uninhabited

part now."

"I know it; but look yonder; upon the most

desolate spot of all stands the largest dwelling I

have seen in Kurnbach."

"It is probably the residence of some peasiint

who owns grounds the other side of the moun-
tain," replied Hans.

*' If he owns lands the other side of the moun-
tain, why did he not build his house there?

Why should a human creature select sueh a

spot to pass his days on V
" That I know not ; but here is an honest-

looking lad, let us ask him to solve our doubts."

" Agreed. Young man, can you tell us what

person lives yonder in that large building V
" He is called George Beman," replied ihe lad.

" What is his employment?" asked Frederic.

"I do not know."
" Do you not live here ?"

" Yes, just over the hill, yonder."

"That being the case, it seems to me that

you ought to know what your neighbor Bemau
does for a livelihood."

"He don't work, sir."

" Don't work V
"No person has ever seen him do any work

since he has been among us, sir."

" Then he's a man of fortune, I supposeV
" Can't tell you ; he keeps Ms business all to

himself."

" What character does he bear among you V*

"He is kind to all, and has been known to

assist the poor in the neighborhood. He is rather

retired in his habits ; and to tell you the truth,

sir, we know but little about him."
" He is rather a mysterious personage, then?"

"That's it, sir, exactly."

"Has he any children?"

"One daughter."

"Does he keep servants?"

" Only one."

" Then there are only three persons who oc-

cupy that gloomy-looking building. Is the

daughter young and fair?*

" She is only seventeen, and the fairest maiden
in Kurnbach. All the young men who have

seen her have fallen desperately in love with

her."

"Then we must have a care that we do not

get sight of her," said Plans, laughing.

" I'd advise you to, sir, by all means ; for it's

not likely she'll take a fancy to either of you !"

" Very flattering indeed! Perhaps you have

made an impression on the fair one's heart ?"

"I dare say I might, but I don't think I shall

try," returned the peasant, gravely.

" Very cool, upon my word," said Hans.

The peasant went his way, and the brothers

rode on.

"I almost wish," added Hans, "that some
accident would happen to throw me in the way
of yonder churl's daughter."

Scarcely had Hans uttered the words, when
his horse stumbled, and he was thrown forward

over his head. Frederic hastened to dismount

and go to his relief. He found him insensible,

and unable to stand when he raised him from

the ground. Sitting down beside him, and taking

his head upon his knees, he chafed his temples

and his hands ; but he strove in vain to restore

him to consciousness.

Finding that his efTorts were useless, and that

he was losing time, he lifted his unfortunate

brother in his arms, and being a strong man,
bore him, with little difficulty, towards the dwell-

ing of George Bcraan.

"He cannot refuse lo give me assistance under

circumstances like these, be he ever so churlish,"

said Frederic, as he toiled up the ascent toward

the house.

Tie knocked loudly on reaching the door.

The summons wnn answered by a per.ion so very

didL-rent in his appearance from what he had
pictured, that for an Jntitnnt he was unable to

uf.tcr a word.

Tlie man who produced this unexpected aston-

ishment was about thirty-eight years of age. His

features and bearing, so far fi'oni being forbidding

and churlish, were mild, open, and even hand-

some.
"An unfortunate occurrence has made me

intrude myself upon you in this unceremonious

manner," said Fi-cdcric

" Heaven forbid that I should refuse to render

all the aid in my power to the distressed. Let

me relieve you of a portion of your burthen. A
fall I perceive—from his horse most likely ;

—

bear him this way."

Hans was soon deposited upon a couch, and

receiving every attention, while the domestic was

despatched to the village for a surgeon. Under

these kind attentions he soon recovered his con-

sciousness. When the surgeon arrived it was

found that his arm had been broken, and he had

sustained other severe injuries, and that if his

hurts healed w^ell, and everything took a favor-

able aspect, it would be impossible for him to

resume his journey under several weeks.

" Give yourselfno uneasiness on that account,"

said Beman to Frederic, whom this intelligence

affected considerably. " You can pursue your

journey when it pleases you, and it shall be my
care that he wants for nothing that can conduce

to his recovery."

Finding that his presence could not in the

least facilitate the curative process, he resumed

his journey on the following morning.

Hans awoke from a deep sleep, which had

lasted nearly all day. The first object that met

his gaze was the figure of a young female seated

near his bed.

Hans rubbed his eyes to clear his vision, and

then took a second and longer look. The im-

pressions which he received from this scrutiny

were most favorable to the lady in question, who

was wholly unconscious at that moment that she

was the object of so much attention.

" She's wondrous fair," said Hans to himself.

" I think I have never seen her equal. What
eyes ! what a face ! what a Bgure ! If my neck

is not broken, I am certainly the most fortunate

of men.''

Hans attempted to turn to get a better view of

his attendant. The effort produced so much
pain that he groaned heavily. The eyes of the

maiden were instantly directed towards her pa-

tient, when seeing his attention so earnestly fixed

upon her, she reddened to the forehead, and

looked confused.

" You are the daughter of my kind host, I

presume," said Hans, driving the expression of

pain from his features. " Do not be alarmed at

my unmanly groans. I moved my arm incau-

tiously."

" I fcaryou are dangerously icjui'ed, sir; can

I serve you ?" asked the maiden, timidly.

" It was an awkward fall, but I trust my ill-

ness will not be of long duration. A little water,

if you please."

•' Fairer hands never poured water for a mor-

tal," said Hans to himself, as his gentle nurse

filled a glass with the pure, sparkling beverage

first used by man.
" Thank you; I think. I shall soon be well."

" Shall I call my father ?"

Before Hans had time to reply, the person

spoken of entered the room.

"How fares my guest today?" he asked,

with a kindly smile.

" He is doing better than he deserves," said

Hans, " and cannot be too grateful for sueh care-

ful attention."

" The debt of gratitude will not be great.

Some day I may take a notion to go into that

part of the country were you reside, and break

some of my bones, and then it will come all

right ; though you would in that event, no doubt,

be troubled with me longer, for being older, my
flesh will not heal so readily as yours. It takes

young blood, you know, to heal bruises, frac-

tures and contusions speedily. But I forgot to

introduce you to my daughter."

" I shall never be sufficiently grateful to your

fair daughter," returned Hans, embarrassed, ho

knew not why.
" We all have duties to discharge to each other,

and I hope I and mine will not be the first to

forget our responsibilities in that respect," was

the good natured reply.

Days passed on. As Hans's external wounds

healed and grew less painful, he was conscious

of internal inroads upon his heart, which threat-

ened to balllu all the arts of surgery and medi-

cine. The briglit eyes and gentle smiles of Iva

had done their work ; Hans was enthralled. So
far from wishing for a speedy cure of his broken

bones, he heartily prayed that they might take

their own time, and not force him to leave the

dwelling of George Beman too soon.

It was with a feeling of disajipointment that

he saw his wounds healing by the " fir.st inten-

tion."

The time passed very pleasantly with our hero.

He had the happiness of seeing Iva every day,

and of conversing with her. To his surprise he

found that the graces of her mind exceeded, if

possible, the graces of her person.

At length his wounds were healed, and there

was no longer excuse for further delay. Be-

lieving that his happiness was involved in the

state of Iva's feelings towards him, he availed

himself of the first opportunity to converse with

her on the subject.

" Duty admonishes me that it is time for me
to leave this hospitable roof," he said witli some

emotion. " To-morrow I shall leave you, but

once more before I depart, I would attempt to

express the grateful emotions which I feel. Iva,

you have been to me a ministei'ing angel. The
sound of your footsteps in this room has been

music to me. When you come and speak, I for-

get my pain. Your gentle smiles have done

more for me than leech or medicament. You
have become indispensable to my happiness.

How can I go hence and see you no more ?"

Hans paused to recover himself, for his voice

had grown tremulous.

" Must you go so soon, then ?" asked Iva, in

a voice that betrayed more than she desired.

" It must be thus. My hurts are quite well,

and I can find no excuse for intruding myself

upon you longer. But there is something of

importance which I must communicate to you,

before I bid you farewell. Iva, I love you."

Hans could get no further. He stopped and

looked at his fair nurse ; she was weeping. Ee-

assured, he sank upon his knees and kissed her

hands. It was not long before he had wrung

from her a timid confession of her love, and

when they parted they had pledged themselves

to eternal constancy and truth.

Hans now believed himself the most happy

man in existence, and often found himself say-

ing, " what a fortunate thing that my horse

stumbled."

A placid moonlight night followed this im-

portant event. Hans retired to his chamber, but

could not sleep. Putting on his clothes, he

walked softly from the house. It seemed to him

that his room was not large enough to breathe in

since he had become happy in the love of Iva.

Taking the first path that he came to, he soon

found himself in the shadow of some large trees,

which he remembered often having looked out

upon during his illness.

Leaning against one of the sturdy trunks that

had defied wind and storm so long, he looked up

into the quiet sky. He had stood in a sort of

dreamy reverie for about the space of ten min-

utes, when a sound like that produced by foot-

steps caused him to glance hastily about him for

the cause of the disturbance. He saw distinctly

a figure approaching by the same path he had

taken. As it advanced, and become more dis-

tinctly defined against the shadowy object-s

around, he pei'ceived that it was a female form.

That it was Iva, he could not doubt; but for

what she could be abroad at such an hour, he

could not guess. She kept on, and passed within

a few yards of him. She did not go far, but

drawing her mantle closer about her, stood

motionless.

" She waits for some one," said Hans to

himself.

It was not long before another figure was visi-

ble. This one wore male attire, and approach-

ing Iva, embraced her, while Hans heard her

say:

" Dear " the name did not reach him

—

"you have come at last. I feared I should not

see you."
" Nothing could have kept me from this meet-

ing, save sickness or death," replied the other;

and Hans imagined he sav^ bini salute Iva's lips

at the same time.

The parlies now walked away > out of sight

and hearing, leaving our hero transfixed with

amazement, and pained to the heart. He walked

back to the dwelling he had left with su."^' sen-
|

sations of happiness, changed in thought

feature. All his air-castles had tumbled

and grief, despair and indignation, aroi

filled their ])laccs. Ho .sat down at his window,
and after the lapse of an hour waw Iva retain.

Hans threw himself upon his bed, without di-

vesting himself of clothing, and passed the most
miserable night of his life. The idea eecmed
like a mockery of Ihh misicry, but for the life of

him he could not help exchiituing:

" How unfortunate a thing that my horso

stumbled \"

It is thus that circumstanecs change our views

and shape our thoughts.

It wa^ remarked in the morning, by Mr. Be-
man, that Hans looked haggard and dispirited,

as though he had passed a bad night. He ate in

silence, and it was a gloomy breakfast to all.

The horse whose clumsiness had caused his

ma-ster so much sudering, was brought lo the

door. Hans took an affectionate leave of his

kind entertainer. With one foot in the stirrup

he turned to Iva, who stood very near him, and
said in a low reproachful voice :

" Iva, farewell ! We meet no more. Lastnight

I saw you leave the house, and witnessed all

—

enough to prove your inconstancy."

Before Iva had recovered from the surprise

which these words occasioned, Hans liaymon
was dashing away at fearful speed ; but before

he was out of sight, he heard a cry from the lips

of his fair but false one, and knew that she had
swooned.

George Beman took his daughter in his arms
and carried her in as tenderly as he l»ad tended

her in childhood.

"My poor child !" he said, kissing her fore-

head. " I should have thought of this. But it

is too late now ; the mischief is done."

"Has he gone?" asked Iva, faintly, looking

vacantly into her father's face.

" Yes, my girl, he has gone, and I would he

had never come among us."

" My father, say not thus ; he has done me no

wrong. But I may not tell you all now. Prom-
ise me that you will be silent on this subject for

the present."

" I promise."

We pass over an interval of one month.

Hans had completed the object of his journey,

and was on his return home. He had about his

person large sums of money, which had been

paid him by the executor of a decea;sed nnele's

will. It was dark when he reached Kurnbach,

and not being well acquainted with the roads,

he soon lost his way, and became entangled in

a labyrinth of hills, valleys and mountains. At
length the moon came up, and he flattered him-

self that he should be able to find his way again.

While standing irresolute, as to what direction

would be a proper one, a man suddenly stepped

from the roadside, and taking the horse by the

bit, presented a pistol to the breast of Hans and

demanded his money.

Hans Baymon was no coward, and felt rather

reluctant to part with his thalers.

"Let me pass !" he exclaimed, sternly. " I

have no money to part with thus idly."

" Your money !" thundered the robber. " Your
money without delay, or I swear to you by all

that is sacred, I will shoot you through the

head !"

" I don't like the idea of giving my money
without an equivalent," said Hans, pulling forth

a well-filled purse. xVs he put the purse into the

robber's hand, he bent forward to get a view of

his face. He nearly fell from his horse with

surprise, when, as he did so, he recognized, as

he believed, the features of George Beman.

Before Hans had recovered from the shock of

the discovery, the robber had disappeared.

Our hero sat like one stupified. He forgot his

loss ; he ceased to lament his thalers ; he thought

only of the terrible secret he had discovered.

The words of the peasant lad were recalled :

" He don't work, sir. Ko person has ever seen

him work since he has been among ns."

" To-night's adventure accounts for it all.

His work is done under the dark cover of night.

The lad was right ;
' lie keeps his business all to

himself,' in reality. 0, that Iva's father should

prove to be such a man, and that Iva herself

should prove to be such a girl. How unfortu-

nate that my horse did not break my neck when

he threw me over his head !"

Filled with these gloomy reflections, Hans

suflered his horse to go forward, careless whither

he went ; for he was in that state of mind when

life seems too bitter to be borne.

Tlu'ee-quarters of an hour passed, in which he

was conscious of nothing but misery ; upon re-

himsclf at the expiration of that time,

about him, what was his surprise to

Bcman's door.
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" Unlucky animal !" exclaimed Hans. " Your

tendency is always hither, and always wrong.

"What new trouble have yon brought me to

now 1"

The dumb creature rubbed his nose against

his master's foot without deigning any further

reply.

While Hans was making np bis mind what to

do, he heard some one approaching. He turned

in his saddle, and beheld no other than George

Beman himself, apparently fatigued with travel,

and somewhat excited.

" Ah, my friend Eaymon, is it you ? Why do

you sit in your saddle like a statue 1 Dismount,

and enter," said Beman, in his usual mild and

kindly tones.

*' I lost my way," replied Hans, as calmly as

he could, " and ray horse has brought me hither

before I was aware of it. I did not mean to tax

yom* hospitality again so soon."

"No apologies, Mr. Raymon. Your brother

is already here. He reached here last night,"

was the reply.

" He set out on his return one day in advance

of me. But why this delay V asked Hans.

" He was robbed on his way hither last night,

and received some rough treatment that rendered

him unfit to go forward to-day," replied Beman,

in a tone of voice betraying no consciousness of

guilt, or any embarrassment whatever.

" Cool !" thought Hans, " very cool
!"

He met Iva on the threshold. She recoiled a

step when she saw him, but instantly recovering

her equanimity, extended her hand. Hans shook

it coldly, and passed in. Upon scanning the

features of Iva more closely, he was surprised

and shocked at the change which he beheld.

Her cheeks were very pale, and her eyes had lost

their accustomed vivacity. Hans sighed audi-

bly, but unconsciously ; while Beman regarded

him with a surprised and puzzled expression.

" Be kind enough to show me to my brother,^'

said our hero, wishing to be alone for a few

moments, in order to collect his scattered and

disturbed thoughts, for the calmness and cool-

ness of his late host astounded him. To meet a

man who had just robbed him of a large sum of

money ; to meet him in his own house ; to have

that man treat him with such perfect self-pos-

session, and apparent forgetfulness of what had

just transpired, presented human nature to him

in a light so new, that he knew not how to act.

He found his brother Frederic comfortably dis-

posed of in a large easy-chair.

" I did not expect to find you here," said

Hans.
" I did not expect to be here," replied his

brother.

" Our entertainer tells me you have been

robbed," added Hans.
" Then he certainly tells you the truth. I

was met last night by some gentleman unknown

to me, who, with a cocked pistol atmy head told

me, ' stand and deliver !' "

" I attempted by a sudden effort to wrest the

pistol from his hand, but received for my good

intention a blow upon the head, which laid me
senseless upon the earth. When I recovered, I

found my horse near me, for it would seem that

the considerate highwayman had fastened the

animal to a tree, in order that I might be spared

the trouble of a long walk. I attempted to ride

;

a sickly sensation crept over me, and I sank

back overpowered and unconscious. The first

idea that dawned upon me after this, was, that

there were soft hands upon my head, and breath

upon my face, I opened my eyes, and perceived

a female form beside me, and was fully consci-

ous that some kind angel was striving to restore

me to sensibility."

"What looked she like?" asked Hans, ear-

nestly.

" She greatly resembled the daughter of our

host," replied Frederick, unconscious of the pain

his words were inflicting.

" Go on, brother ! go on !" added Hans, im-

patiently.

"Well, the unknown female assisted me to

arise, making anxious inquiries in regard to the

extent of my injuries. She studiously kept her

face concealed by a thick veil, the moment she

perceived I was regaining ray consciousness

;

consequently I saw her features but imperfectly,

but her voice was rich and musical, like the

daughter of our host,"

Hans beat upon his breast, and paced the

floor like one distracted.

" What ails you, Hans ? Why this perturba-

tionV
" Go on ! you shall know all in good time."

" The unknown female, with the mellow voice,

and the face like Iva's, assisted me to mount

;

she then showed me the way to George Beman's

and here you see I am, safe and sound, with the

exception of a few bruises."

" And what became of your kind angel ?"

" She vanished."

" Did you observe the face and figure of the

robber '?"

"Let me consider; he was about the height

of our friend Beman, I should think, and the

more I recall his features and appearance, the

more striking does the comparison seem."
" Fatal coincidence! exclaimed Hans, bit-

terly. He then related all that had taken place

since they had parted, concealing nothing in re-

lation to Iva and and her want of faith, or of the

robbery, and his suspicions in relation to the

author of the crime.

"An unfortunate affair," said Frederic. " I

must confess that there are just grounds of sus-

picion in relation to Beman and his daughter."

" And it is that which distresses me more than

all. You know not how deeply I have loved

the fair Iva. O, Frederic, a disappointment like

mine is hard to bear. Could I believe that she

is innocent of all knowledge of her father's call-

ing, it would deprive this last blow at my hap-

piness of half its bitterness. But the ti-uth

comes home to me with overwhelming force

—

George Beman is the robber, and his daughter

is the female who aided you, and if the last be

true, then she cannot be ignorant of his occupa-

tion."
" That looks reasonable, but all may be made

clear yet: a more tangled skein has been un-

twisted," returned Frederic, in the vain hope of

comforting his brother. " I hope it was not Iva

who assisted me, for I have thought of the fair

stranger ever since, and I really begin to imagine

that I am in love."

"Frederic, I shall leave Germany forever. I

cannot remain longer amid the scenes of my
disappointment. My property I leave in your

care, only requiring that you shall remit to me
such sums as I shall need to supply the every

day wants of life."

" No ; it shall not be so. I am resolved what

to do ; I will accuse George Beman of robbery

upon the highway ; and let him prove his inno-

cence if he can."

" Frederic, I entreat of you to be silent. I

will never consent that the father of the woman
I have loved, and still love, despite all that has

transpired, be accused of such a crime. No;
let darkness and forgetfulness close over a trans-

action so foul and unfortunate."

" Seek an interview with Iva," said Frederic.

"But what would it avail? Nothing. It

would result in pain and mortification to both."

"It can produce nothing worse than the pres-

ent state of suspense ; therefore I say, seek an

interview with your false fair one."

"It shall be so," answered Hans, after some

reflection.

Firm in his resolve, and true to his purpose,

Hans soon stood in the presence of Beman and

Iva.
" For important reasons, I crave a few mo-

ments' interview with your daughter," said Hans

to his host.

" There can be no objection to such a re-

quest," he replied, and bowing, left the room.

A painful and erabarrassing silence ensued;

it was finally broken by Hans.
" When I parted from you, Iva, I did not ex-

pect to see you again so soon; but circumstan-

ces of a strange character have again thrown us

under the same roof. That I have suffered a

deep disappointment, you well know ; but I will

not reproach you. I sought not this interview

for that purpose. I will remember you, Iva, as

we remember dreams of happiness ; and this

dream of mine has been as fleeting as any dream,

though it was sweet while it held me in i's

power. I would barter all my earthly posses-

sions to recall tliat dream for a single hour."

" Then it shall be recalled ?" said Iva, wiping

the tears from her dark eyes.

" Never! never !" exclaimed Hans, in accents

of despair. " X have not told you all—a darker

page must yet be read. There have been two

—

two— robberies within the last twenty-four

hours."

Iva's face grew pale as marble.

" Both these robberies have occurred in Kurn-

bach."

Iva wept aloud.

" I recognized the robber."

" Father of all ! how can I exist?" cried Iva.

"I have reasons for believing that ^ou have

also seen the perpetrator of those crimes."

" Good heavens ! you suspect my own father
;

but I sweai" to you on my knees, and in the sight

of God, that he is innocent. Iva Beaman never

knelt to human being before, but now she kneels

and begs of you to suspend your judgment for a

day, a single hour, even. There is a secret tliat

I may not divulge."

The sobs and tears of the beautiful pleader

stopped her utterance. Taking her cold hands

in his, Hans wept, and let his tears fall upon

them

.

" I conjure you to tell the tnith."

" I will, Hans ; I am innocent, and my father

is also innocent. Had you not left me in such

cruel haste, I would have explained all. There

are some family matters," continued Iva, grow-

ing calmer, "which I would fein have kept a

secret ; but I feel that the time has arrived when
I must speak. You saw me go forth at night

and meet a person unknown to you. That per-

son was a female in male attire—my father's

brother's child. And now comes the most pain-

ful part of my confession. My uncle and my
father were tmn brothers. The resemblance

between them is so marked, that the one is often

mistaken for the other. My grandfather was a

man of fortune. My father was his favorite

child, for the wayward habits of Karl, the twin

brother, displeased him. Dying, my grandfather

left the bulk of his property to my father. From
that hour the tendency of Karl Beman was
downward. My father generously advanced
Iiim large sums ; but his kindness met with in-

gratitude for its reward. My uncle married a

lovely woman, who lived just long enough to

see her husband penniless, and abandoned, and
her little daughter entering upon her fifth year.

Karl loved his child, and my father himself has

attended to her education, and supplied all her

wants, though he has long ceased to be on inti-

mate terms with my uncle. What has transpired

withm the last twenty-four hours, leads me to

believe that he has added robbery to other sins

;

but I entreat of you not to bring him to justice.

Leave to Heaven the punishment of his many
crimes."

" May he who reads men's thoughts forgive

me the wrong I have done you, Iva!" cried

Hans, sinking on his knees.

" And raay Heaven bless her for being a good
angel to me^ and mine," said a husky voice.

Hans looked up, and beheld the exact counter-

part of George Beman—and recognized in him
the man who had previously robbed him of his

purse.

"This angel," continued the intruder, "has
told you the truth. I am the guilty man. Reck-
lessness, pride and poverty drove me tj the

commission of the crime. I am guilty of only
two robberies, which I might never have con-
fessed, had it not been for the sake of this fan-

girl. I restore your money untouched ; for my
whole nature shrank from the thought of appro-
priating it to my own or my daughter's use. I
shall go to America, and it is probable I shall

see yon no more. Iva, with you I leave the
most precious of all earthly things—my only
child."

Karl's voice grew tremulous, and he was
obliecd to pause.

" My only child ! Iva, you loill be kind to her.

Conceal from her, as you value your soul's hap-
ness, the knowledge of her father's crime."

Karl Beman waited for no reply. He turned
on his heel and left the house to return no more.
As he passed out of the room, Hans saw Iva's

father put a well-filled purse into his hand, gaze
into his face a moment, and in a broken voice,

say 1

" Farev/ell, Karl. God bless you."

"What a fortunate thing that ray horse stum-
bled," said Hans to himself, on his wcddmg
night.

Frederic found that he was really in love with

Karl's daughter, and that that love really had
its birth at the moment she had assisted him to

arise and mount his horse, on the night of the

robbery. Therefore, when he exclaimed on his

wedding day, *'What a fortunate fall!" the

reader will understand what he meant.

When Karl Beman was next heard from, he
was serring with great credit in the American
army.

Thus ends our tale, leaving all parties pros-

perous and happy.

CKITICIS-'^I.

Neglect the rule tach verbal critic lays,

For not to know Fouie triflts is a. priiise
;

Aud men of breeding, sometimes men of wit,

T' avoid great errors, must the less commit.
Fopc.

[VTritten for Gleasoa's Pictorial.]

THE DYING CHILD.

BY ANNIE SOUTHCOMD.

Mother 1 I know that I must die,

Dear mother, do not weep
;

Mj' weary head I f;iin would lay

In death's long dreamless sleep.

My brow is flushed and throbbing wild.

And sorely racks ray brain
;

Ah, no, you would not wish your chill

To linger here in pain.

Mother, w'hen loved ones gather near,

To say our morning prayer.

You '11 miss the one you used to hear,

Who knelt beside them there.

And when you see my vacant seat,

As they sing our hymn at even
;

Then think how sweet 't will be to meet

The loved on earth in heaven.

Mother ! when early roses bloom,

Aud fill with sweets the air
;

Then scatter o'er my lonely tomb

Their buds and blossoms foir.

You called me your sweet, blighted bud,

Of early promise given
j

The bud 'e not blighted—only closed,

To bloom more fair in heaven I

Mother ! you '11 plant the flowers I prize,

Beside my grassy bed
;

Kay, mother, wipe those tearful eyes,

1 '11 have no tears to shed
;

Rather rejoice to know I leave

This world of care and pain
;

Sweet mother, do not for me grieve,

In heaven we '11 meet again.

THE GABIING TABLE.
On Bonaparte's first nomination to the army

of Italy, the Directory is said to have been una-

ble or unwilling to supply him the money neces-

sary for a journey of himself and his aid-de-

camp to the spot, and their suitable appearance

at the head-quarters of a considerable force. In

this emergency, after collecting all that his re-

sources, tbe conti'ibutions of his fi lends, and his

credit could muster, he is reported to have ap-

plied to Junot, a young officer whom he knew to

be in the habit of frequenting the gaming-tables,

and confiding to him all the money he had been

able to raise, no great sum, to have directed him
either to lose the whole or increase it to a con-

siderable amount before morning, as on his

success that night at play depended the possi-

bility of his taking the command of the army,

and appointing Junot aid-de-camp. Junot, after

succeeding beyond his expectations in winning

to an amount in his judgment equal to the exi-

gencies of his employer, hastened to inform

Gen. Bonaparte, but he was not satisfied; and,

resolved to try his fortune to the utmost, bade

his friend return, risk all he had gained, and not

to quit the table till he had lost the last penny,

or doubled the sum he had brought back to him.

In this, also, after some fluctuation, the chances

favored him, and Napoleon set out to his head-

quarters, furnished with sufficient to take up the

command with no little personal splendor and

eclat. The above anecdote was first related to

me by the Chevalier Serra, Minister of the Li-

gurian Republic at Madrid, a man of veracity,

learning, and discernment, who was intimately

acquainted ivith Napoleon during his Italian

campaigns.

—

Lord Holland.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.l

TARE^VELL.

BT JOSEPH n. BUTLEK.

Farewell ! but 0, that cruel word !

It chills the heart and dime the eye,

And keenly as the ruthless Gword,

It bids my blooming pleasures die.

And though my lips pronounce it now,

My heart rebels and will not yield
;

The cherished hopes ofmany a vow

By thrilling kisses often scaled.

0, hadst thou been but false to me,

Tbe pain of pai'ting had been less
}

I could have faced the raging sea

With undiminifihed happiness

!

But ever fond aud ever true,

Our mutual love no words can tell

;

And absence must the past renew,

—

Then take that ^a.?/, wild word—" Farewell 1'

SUSPENSE.
I believe that, to the young, suspense is ihe

most intolerable suffering. Active misery always
brings with it its own power of endurance. What
a common expression it is to hear, '* Well, if I

had known what I had to go through beforehand

I never should have believed it possible that I

could liave done it." But it is a dreadful ibing

to be left alone with your imagination, to have
to fancy the worst, and yet not know what the

worst may be ;
and this in early youth has a de-

gree of acute anguish that after years cannot

know. As we advance in life we find all things

here too utterly worthless to grieve over them
as we once could grieve ; sve grow cold and care-

less ; the dust to which we are hastening has

entered into our hearts.

—

Miss Landon.
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THE lUiOOMKIl COSTUMK.
A femule, sajs one of our contempornrieB,

never apijuura so well iia when attired in iv simple

drosB. No artist ever docks his angels with

towering feathers and Ki^^^dy jewelry ; and our
dear human anfjels, if they would make good
their title to that name, should earcfully avoid

ornaments, which more properly belong to In-

dian squaws and African princesses. Those tin-

selries may serve to give cfte(;t on the stage or

on the ball-room floor, but in daily life iheit! is

no substitute for the charm of simplicity. The
engraving which we give lierewith.our artist has

rcprcseiitt;d from life, it being n picture of a lady

who passed by our ollice up Trcmont street lust

week, and represents her dress precisely as she

wore it. It was a regular " liloomer," and cre-

ated not a little surprise and excitement among
the lookers on. In anticipation of the general

adoption of this mode of dress, we see that a

Now York house has recently transmitted an

order to Paris for an invoiee of dress goods, with

a deep border on the side. These goods are in-

tended for hidies' short dresses, and the width of

the cloth will comprise the length of tlie skirls.

"We give the following description from a New
York paper:—" The bkirt comes a little below

the knee, and buttons in front ; the waist is cut

plain, and al-jo buttons in front. The border

extends round the skirt, and in ft-ont to the bot-

tom of the waist—the latter being cut to have

the border form the letter V. The trousers are

made loose, gathered into a hand at the ankle."

This will prove a change of dress, indeed, but

we do not look to sec it generally adopted, by

any means. The press have encouraged it be-

cause it is so bold and laughable
;
public taste

will soon condemn it, however.

ry^^^~

IRON AND STEEL.
Steel which has been rendered excessively

hard and brittle by heating to redness and sudden
quenching in cold water, admits of having its

hardness reduced, and of acquiring elasticity by

a process called " tempering." This admits of

the following simple experimental illustrations.

Let three strips of elastic steel, of equal length,

breadth and thickness, be placed on a clear,

glowing fire ; when they become equally red hot,

remove two of them with a pair of tongs, and
drop them into cold wt«er ; then remove the

third, and place it upon the3earth to cool.

Take one of the suddenly quenched strips and *

attempt to bend it by the strength of the bands
;

it will not bend, but will break short, and will

scratch glass ; so that the steel by this treatment

has become exceedingly brittle and hard. Take
the strip that has slowly cooled upon the hearth

;

it will bend with the same facility as a similar

sized slip of copper would bend, and, like it,

will keep the form into which it is bent, and will

not scratch glass ; so that the steel by. this treat-

ment has become exceedingly flexible and soft.

Lastly, take the remaining strip of suddenly quenched steel, polish

one of its surfaces with emery paper ; then let the end of a large

iron poker be heated bright red hot, and afterwards be supported
horizontally upon a brick or tile, placed on a table near the light

;

lay the strip of steel, with its polished surface uppermost, on the

red-hot poker in the direction of its length; in the course of a

few seconds, the steel will present a curious display of colors,

commeocing with a straw tint, which gradually deepens to brown,

Bex t to red with streaks of purple, and ultimately to fall blue;

rendered capable of dcfomposing liglit, and of

rcllccting noma of its chromatic rays or their

mixtures ; for when poli>*hed Btccl is lieated out
of the contact of light it retains its peculiar lustre,

and only reflects white light, yet it becomes
perfectly tempered to any required extent. The
chemist has accurately determined Ihc degree of
heat at which steel may be suitably tempered for

various implements. At a tempcratun! of 470
degrees, the steel is in a suitable condition to be

ti-mpered.

—

Mec/tanias' Magazine and Engintcrs'

Journal.

APPEARANCE OF A LADY IN THE NEW BLOOMER COSTUME.

let it then be removed and allowed to cool. When cold, it will

be found to bend' with readiness, and to fly back to its original

straight form when the bending force is removed ; it admits of

being scratched with a piece of the brittle, hard strip, but in its

turn will scratch the soft, flexible strip ; so that by this treatment

the steel has become less hard than it was, and also regained

elasticity, or technically, it has acquired " spring-temper." The
colors that appear upon steel during the process of tempering
depend upon its iron sustaining slight oxidization, and is therefore

CH/VULESTOAVN DRY DOCK.
This superb work, so accurately repp'sented

by our artist below, is built of hewn Quincy
granite, and as a piece of engineering and ma-
sonry, is not inferior to any similar work in tlio

world. Its dimensions arc as follows : length
of floor from head mitre sill, 228 feet; depth of
the dock, 30 feet ; width of body of dock, 80
feet; width at top altar, 82 feet ; at the next
altar below, 78 feet ; at the next, 70 feet; at the
next, 65 feet ; width of passage at the top of
turning-gate, GO feet; width of passage at float-

ing-gate, 61 1-2 feet ; whole length of stone work,
228 1-2 feet. The work on this noble structure

was commenced July 10th, 1827, under the
direction of that distinguished engineer, Col.

Loammi Baldwin, and the master mason, Mr,
Job Turner, of Boston. It occupied six yearn
in building, and cost the sum of $077,089, in-

cluding the cost of engine-house, engine, and
pumping apparatus. This cont^ists of a steam-
engine of sixty horse power, working eight
pumps of thirty inches diameter, with a three
feet stroke, and will exhaust the dock in the
course of four or five hours. This magniiicent
struct ure was opened on the 24-th of June, 1833,
at five o'clock in the morning, in presence of
a vast assemblage of people of Charlcstown,
Boston, and neighboring towns. The frigate
Constitution, having Commodore Hull on boanl,
in command, was selected for the occasion ; and
the commodore, in full uniform, appeared as an-
imated as when engaged in the famous battle
between old Ironsides and the Guerriere. We
remember seeing him, without his hat, moving
to and fro on the deck, his field of fame, again
seeming to be fighting his battles. When Col.
Baldwin fixed the height of the capping of the
Dock, he stated in his official correspondence,
that he had ascertain<.'d from records in Boston,
the height of the greatest tide that had happened
there during a period of sixty years, and had
placed the capping three inches above it. In
the late gale of the 1 6th of April, the tide rose
so as to flow over the capping, and fell in cas-
cades over its whole length. The recent high
tide, then, must have been the highest for a
period of more than eighty years. When Col.
Baldwin was applied to to undertake this work
he hesitated, and asked the then Secretary of the

L. Southard, " What if I should fail V The S<-c-

If you do we will hang yon !" He did not fail,

and his work has stood firm to this day. The vessel in the Dry
Dock is the beautiful clipper ship Telegraph, owned by Messrs.
Spragne & Toby, of Boston, and is intended for a Canton trader
and California packet. She was built by J. O. Curtis, Es(j., of
Medford, and modelled by S. M. Pook, of East Boston. Tho
following are her dimensions :—length on deck, 175 feet; beam,
36 feet; depth, 21 feet; burthen, 1000 tons.

Navy, Hon. S.

retary replied.

VIEW OF THE NAVAL DRY DOCK, AT THE U. S. NAVY YAKD, CHARI.ESTOWN, MASS.
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THE OCEAN BURIED.

BT JOSEPH W. HYE.

He slfieps beneath no grasBy mound,
Where we may meet around his grave;

Not in some consecrated ground,

Where o'er his bed the grans may wave
;

"Where, planted by alTection'B hand,
The rose may bloom, and hly fair;

Or weeping willow mournful etand,

As if it loved to Unger there.

We cannot go at morn—at noon,

Nor yet at evening's sweet, calm hour,

Where he now sleeps ; 0, 'twere a boon,

On his dear grave our tears to shower

!

But ah I alaa, it cannot be,

Above his form we cannot bend

;

For in the bosom of the sea,

Sleeps now our brother and our friend!

And yet, what matter where doth rest,

The mortal form when hfe ie o'er
j

Whtthcr witliin the ocean's breast,

Or far remote from ocean's roar!

Yet will affection, at the tomb.

Bend o'er the lifeless, mortal form

;

"While the glad spirit through the gloom

Hath soared beyond timc'is fiercest storm.

Rest, brother, in thine ocean bed,

Within the "cradle of the deep;'*

The sounding surge above thy head,

A faithful lullaby doth keep
;

While round thee t\¥ine sea mosses fair,

Their beauties hidden 'neath the wave;

0, sweetly dost thou slumber there,

Thine early tomb—a coral cave.

Now when the storm hath lost its sway,

And bending skies have ceased to weep
j

T\Tieu merry SLinbeams glittering play

On the calm bosom of tliu deep

;

0, then, beside the ocean blue,

We'll gaze u[)on its heaving breast,

And think of thee, our loved and true,

From care and sorrow now at rest.

meiVtaij exertion.
There is nothing good ivrittcn under the in-

spiration of drink. Bums did not write the
'* Cotter's Saturday Night" under the inspiration

of drink. Byron did not write " Childe Harold"
under the inspiration of drink. The best writers
have been sober men. Sheridan might have
been an exception amongst the latter^ bnt even
Sheridan sobered himself to compose bis speech-
es. Under pretence of recovering himself from
a debauch, he would shut himself up for days
together, to connect a speech, word by word,
and sentence by sentence, till he had it'perfect,

and then he would palm it upon the House of
Commons as an extemporary effusion. His
very jokes were elaborated when sober and in

secret, to let off over the bottle, or exploded in

the House, as if they were the inspiration of the
moment. The hardest working jmblie men have
always been sober men.

—

Portland Transcript.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO ALICE AND PHEBE CAREY.

SX HENRY IP.VIKG.

Delightful songsters of the West,

I love your heart-born words

;

Far deeper, purer joy to mo
Their melody affords.

Than sweetest strains in early spring,

From sweetest singing birds,

Tours arc the songs I lov« to bear,

When the departing day,

Eeluctant to his place of rest

Steals silently away
;

And round his golden- tinted bed

The evening shadows play.

They charm my soul at that sweet hour,

The natal hour of love

;

When gentle winds, in silver tones,

Come sighing through the grov«

;

And distant voices reach the ear

From the deep blue above.

They charm my soul, not like the thrill

Of words all passion-born,

' Nor jet like saddening tones that rise

From hearts with anguish torn
;

But hke two birds that t^iog at eve,

The songs they sung at morn.

Ye, like two birds upon one bough,

Warble a dual strain,

And wake emotions in our hearts

That ever will remain.

Precious as farewell worJa of friends

We ne'er shall see again.

Long be it thus, and long as now,

May je the Ivre pc^sess,

And sing the songs that heard afar,

All Uicdred bosoms blvis
;

The dual straiiiri that JJtJ> type

Vonr Uual loveliuufs.
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PKG(iY DAWSON.
A LEAF from: THE LIFE OF A SEAMSTRESS.

BY OKO. CANNING HILL.

The little seamstress Sftt alone in her clmnihcr

attlic hour of sunset, one Kummer's tiny, looking

out from her lialf shaded window over the great

green lawn that Ktrctchcd across from the cot-

tage in whit'h sho lived, to the puro white houses

that nestled like so many birds'-ncsts, among tlic

trees and shubbery profusely growing upon the

other side.

The hour was the calmest and the holiest in

the long summer day,—tlic only one in the whole

twenty-four when Peggy used to lay aside her

work, and sit idly by her open window, looking

out at the fresh scene before her. Sitting idly,

did we say ? No, no ; her thoughts were busy

within her; though she sat there alone, slie was

never lonely. Her mind would paint for her

pictures far exceeding in sweetness and dreamy

beauty those before her eyes, and in her rich

imagination she lived a life few others know

aught of. She entered a world she could call

all lier own ; or if it were peopled, she peopled

it with her own fancies. It had greener grass,

and sent up sweeter, purer fragrance from its

flowers than did the world before her little win-

dow. Its trees hung down their leaf-laden

branches nearer to the ground, so that she walked

among their cool shadows, and hid her thoughts

from the world within the quiet of their atmo-

sphere.

Peggy,—the little seamstress,—was habitually

a dreamer. Not that she ever let her fancy run

wild with her reason, or suffered an oblivious

mist to obscure from her every- day vision the

realities that crowded themselves about her
;
yet

she dwelt much in a fabled land they call dream-

land, always happiest, and her face always beam-

ing most brightly when she was off in the revels

of her imagination.

Yet the workings of her imagination were all

gentle, and tbey threw such a holy light about

h.er generally placid countenance, that people

wlio looked at her as she sat alone at her cham-

ber window just at summer eve, or in the

village chm'cli, when the harmonies of song

carried off her soul to the glories of other i-ealms,

felt that she was a different being from them,

and that she was almost too pure, too sacred for

earth.

Her form was delicate and fragile. She was

an orphan, and had for many years been so;

and when she tripped gaily along on the fresh,

green sward from house to housfi, or stopped by

the garden wall to pluck an ambitious rose that

had climbed just high enough to peep over into

the street and get a look at the outer world, peo-

ple all thought, "Ah, how happy we should be,

could we only enjoy what little Peggy Dawson

does !" No one ever imagined that she couldbe

any the less happy, because she did not have a

large surplus of this world's goods of which she

might boast ; no one ever tliought, in thinking

of her, that the possession ofmoney, and the long-

ings and cravings afcer happiness, had aught to

do with each other.

Eor some five or six years, the little seamstress

had now been at her occupation. In its rounds

she found enough work with which to satisfy her

wants, and leisure enough to gratify her most

romantic desires. We say romantic, because we
mean romantic. In fact, and to conceal the

truth no longer, Peggy Dawson was a romantic

girl, so far as the estimation of the village was

concerned. She was romantic to them, because

their optics were not suited to the inspection of

her fine nuture. Whenever she left her work at

evening or intruded some little upon its exac-

tions at cai'ly morning, that she might o and

perform with her blessed mite some cli ritable

deed among the poor, people generally were loo

iipt to associate her chariiies in their minds with

their own sordid and selfish calculations. They

thought she visited the poor that she might pos-

sil)ly be the gainer in the end, by an exhibition

of hercliarities. They set a pecuniary price on

her every good deed and kind and affectionate

expression, aa if she allowed her soul to chaffer

in coldness about the commonest charities that

80 feUcitously illustrate the history of some mem-
bers of ihc' great human family. No—no ! none

of them understood righly the heait of the little

scamsirer'S,—albeit they all envjed her her smil-

ing ermntenancc, her airy walk, and the pure

happiness that always seemed to encircle her

like a dreamy halo. Little Pcgj^y Dawson was

much moro of a character in her native village

than nmny—many others, whose worldly circum-

stances wore far better.

The seamstress, wo said, snt all alone in hor

little chumbor, on the summer evening to which

we jiave made reference, resting her chin upon

the palm of her left hand, and hor elbow upon

the window-sill, thinking over the good in her

little world that was yet left undone, and trying

to project much more kindness that remained to

be done, while the slanting rays of the setting

sun streamed through the leaves and the shub-

bery into Iicr room, when she thought she heard

a light step at her door.

Sho had but little company there, and what

sho did have, were mostly of that kind that called

not for any social purpose, but to transact ne-

cessary business, or attempt to pry into her se-

crets.

" Come in \" sweetly called out the voice of

the seamstress.

The door slowly and carefully opened, and the

lady with whom she boarded entered the room,

holding a paper in her hands.

" I thought you might be lonely this evening,

just as twilight was about to come on," said

Mrs. Gray ;
" and so I came in to sit a few min-

utes with you. This is a lovely evening, Peggy,

isn't it V
" 0, yes indeed," responded the little seam-

stress, her eyes ever open to catch the glorious

sights of beauty that nature spreads out so lib-

erally before us ;
" yes, indeed ; I enjoy the cool

evenings so much ; they remind me so much of

heaven ! There is such a quiet, too, in the air,

that I almost breathe more softly, for fear of dis-

turbing the calm thoughts that crowd upon my
mind, at this time."

" You enjoy sitting atyour window, I suppose,"

said Mrs, Gray.

" Indeed I do," said Peggy ; the little world

before it only suggests the thoughts of another

world beyond these trees and that line of sky

;

and I grow more happy in thinking of the clear

skies, and cool shades, and gentle winds that will

greet me in that other world beyond !"

"Here is the paper from Boston, to-day," said

Mrs. Gray ;
" I thought that perhaps you might

like to get alook at it : you know it's a little plea-

sant to know once in a while, in a quiet little vil-

lage like this, that there is a world outside of us,

where other people live, and labor, and die, all

unknown to us."

Peggy's father had been a sea-captain. He
had a son and a daughter, William and Peggy.

He died, leavingboth his children with no money,

afrer his own debts were liquidated, and had given

up in fact all hopes, when he lay on his death-

bed, that William was then alive.

William went to sea a couple of years before

his father's death ; and as no tidings had reached

his friends concerning him since his departure, it

was the universal belief that he had been lost, at

least, Peggy thoughtthatshehadnot anear rela-

tive living in the world. The few letters of his

which she had in her possession, were letters he

had written her after leaving his parent's roof,

and while waiting the approach of the daj on

which he was to sail. These she treasured like

rare jewels, and continually read them, morning

and evening, day and night, as if they could afford

a gleam of real, heartfelt consolation to the poor,

lonely orphan girl.

Mrs. Gray sat sometime with Peggy. WTien

she went down again, Peggy took up her paper

and commenced glancing it over. All that

looked like news, especially shipping news, she

devoured with eager interest. Then she looked

in the list of deaths, and then ran her eyes over

the chapter of accidents and incidents. But no

tidings from any one bearing the name of AVil-

liam Dawson ; not a single solitary syllable.

Had the busy world forgotton him ? Had he not

a place wirh other men upon its theatre ? Were
not his s' rvices as valuable as those of otlier

men?— .she reasoned to herself. Yes, Peggy;

you rtasoned rightly, because you only obeyed

the human rules of reasoning
; you loved a lost

brother, and that brother was as dear to you as

others' relatives are to their hearts !

Finally the little seamstress came to the column

of advertisements headed " wants." Not that

she thought that any one in the outer world,

away from her quiet little village green, could be

in want of services she might better render than

any other person ; but because only she wished

to learn what people were doing, and how they

were living, and what their occasional wants

might be ; as if mayhap they ought, in the nature

of things, to be any different from the wants of

those who do not live in large cities, but are

hedged in by the rows of elms and maples that

set the limits to tlieir village, and by the indis-

tinct lino of sky that bounds all the practical

world with whiidi they Imvo any acquaintance.

As fihe rend and read along, her eye kindled

at reading the following advertisement:

—

"Wanti;d.—Nine or ten active and skilful

females, as seamstresses in a large establishment,
to whom tho most liberal wages will be given, if

they can Ijc [)ermanently hired. Apply at once
at No.— li street, Boston."

"Apply at once I" repeated Peggy, after read-

ing it over to herself. "I wonder if I could do
any better there than here in this little village.

My earnings hcrearc very small, and though, to

be sure, I get myself a living, and have a mite

for making glad the hearts of others, still I have
a mind to go to the city and see if I cannot do
better there. They always say that better wages
are paid there; and I do not believe that my
expenses would be much more than they are

here."

So she mused ; and so she was musing with

her paper lying in her lap, and her head resting

on her hand, while she sat gazing out from her

window upon the green, when we caught glimpses

of her through the deep shubbery that half-con-

cealed her.

We thought her au uncommonly beautiful

girl. The rose was on her cheek, and the light

lay hidden in her sparkling eye. Her long, raven

locks fell in rich and luxurious ringlets over her

fair shoulders, looking tliemselves surprised that

they should be permitted to come in contact with

such marble whiteness. There was a classic shape

to her head that one could not but observe at first

sight. In fine, she was evidently a creature

formed for a higher and better destiny than the

drudgery of the workshop.

The little seamstress lay awake long after she

had retired that night, thinking of the prospects

ofa city life. Already she had counted up her

whole annual receipts, and if anything, a great

deal more too, and had gone into a careful arith-

metical computation of all her increasing expen-

ditures. She thought that she could do better in

the city, and full of the thought, she composed
herself for a night's sound sleep. But sleep was

a long time coming. Her eyes were never in-

clined to be wider opened, and her brain never

seemed to be so busy with its plots and plans as

then. She had pretty much made up her mind,

in fact, before she could get to sleep, that on the

next day but one after, she would get into the

morning stage, and without imparting a knowl-

edge of her errand to any one, would settle the

question of moving permanently, by going di-

rectly to see the advertiser at his own establish-

ment.

When the morning of the day came on which

she was to start, she was stirring early in her

little chamber; the windows were wide open,

and the room all placed in perfect order long

before the hour for breakfast. Her reticule was

crammed full of the many small notions for

which she thought she might possiblj' have some

use before her return, and her travelling dress

never seemed to fit so snugly to her neat little

form before.

Presently me sharp crack of the coachman's

whip sounded under the old elms on the green,

and the coach-wheels were making their marks

in the soft sward in front of the door of the cot-

tage. The door of the coach flew open, the steps

were pulled down, Peggy with her reticule, was

inside, and with another crack of the driver's

long lash, all were rolling smoothly away to-

wards the great metropolis.

This was the source of new life to the feelings

of the little seamstress,—this riding off at early

morning in the mail coach. She had been used

to sit all the long day alone, seeing no change,

nothing to excite her spirits, having nothing

broken or iminterrupted in her prospect to look

at. She grew tired with the monotony, or at

least she thought she had sometimes felt tired of

it, when she looked back at it from her seat in the

coach*, just as it was, day after day, and week

after week, the same constant round of occupa-

tion,—no rest,—no change.

How her spirits danced with the motion of the

coach, as she rolled .swiftly by sweet little cot-

tages, all hedged about with roses and haw-

thorn, and snuffed up the air that was so deeply

laden with the fragrance of the lilac blossoms

held out like huge bouquets, by the clumps of

bushes that stood in almost every yard! What
a different life she thought she was in, and how
strangely new looked the faces by the road-side,

that she had seen daily in the village, but had

thought little of ! She became delighted with

her ride, and almost wii^hcd that she could rido

in a good, large, rocking mail-coach every day
of her life. She even ceased wondering why it

was tliat BO many people travelled about as they

did. Slie for one, in the exuberance of her de-

light, thought she should like to travel all the time.

And 80 thinking, on she went at a rapid pace to

Boston.
She called duly on the person who had inserted

his advertisement in the paper for seamstresses,

and found, to Iicr surprise, that the wages he
offered were even better than she had at first

dared to imagine. It took her not long to de-

cide in the matter, and in less than half an
hour's time she had engaged herself to the pro-

prietor of the establishment as seamstress in his

employ. She was to come to Boston the first of

the next week.

When she returned to the village that night,

she narrated all her success, perhaps giving it as

much of the coloring as a feeling of self-satisfac-

tion generally allows one to give to his or her

narrations, and setting more than one to won-
dering how she happened to be so successful

at the first trial. But no matter. Peggy had
procured herself an excellent place, and was to

leave all her friends behind her on Monday.
Monday morning at last came. She sat long

and silent at her little chamber window on that

morning, for it was the last she should spend iti

the village for she could not tell how long. As
she cast her eyes over the neat door-yard, filled

up as it -were almost with all sorts of beautiful

shrubbery, and stretched her gaze over the dew-

begemmed lawn, on which, in her innocent child-

hood, she had sported so many hours, the crystal

tears welled their unbidden way up, and ob-

scured as with a liquid veil the entire prospect.

She did not think she could have loved any
place so well. The people looked dearer to her

than ever, as they stepped across the green, al-

though many of them had been wont to pass her

windows from day to day, almost unnoticed by
her. Then she began to realize what it; was to

love home.
The next day she was at her work in Boston,

trying, by every means, to drive away the sad

thoughts of home, that seemed determined to

crowd themselves upon her. It was severe work,

but she accomplished it. Each day she felt more
at ease in her new situation, and was certainly

made the happier by knowing that after her

week's work was over she could have something

laid aside against future disasters.

Her room in her boarding-house seemed the

very picture and copy of the one she had left in

her native village. Everything within it was ar-

ranged with the finest taste and the most perfect

skill. There stood her table in the middle of the

room ; there was her dressing-table beneath the

mirror, and with the same bunch of flowers stand-

ing in the wine-glass upon it. There hung the

miniature of her beloved parents, now gone to

their last sleep, and there was tlie wreath of ever-

greens against the naked wall,—the same she had

arranged for her room in the country. Her books

stood just in the position in which they used to,

and her chairs stood on either side of them as of

old. In fact, had one of her country friends

popped into her room, she would hardlyhave been

able to know she was in Boston, save from the

sound without in the streets.

The little seamstress was no less benevolent

than she used to be. Now she delighted herself

with doing deeds of charity before forbidden her

by her limited resources. Wheii she had got

through her day's work, she would go into the

street, and make trifling purchases of some poor

apple-woman, or flower girl, as pretext for get-

ting from them passages of their history, and to

inquire into their circumstances, in the hope that

she might relieve them in some way. Wherever

in her neighborhood she learned that a person

was sick, and that any attentions of her's would

be likely to alleviate the suffering, and smooth

the pillow of pain, she was ready to go. She had

carried the tiile with those who knew her, of "tho

angel of the sick." Her hands were open to kind

deeds in every sick chamber. No one ever had

to apply to her for consolation, if she knew aught

of their distresses.

She was tripping gaUy home from the shop

on night,—it was not more than a month and a

half from the timeoflier first entering the estab-

lishment,—when a little girl came running up to

her side, as she went along, and said in an art-

less voice :

—

"Please, ma'am, mother wished me to tell you

that there was a sick woman down at our house,

and wished you would come over there as soon

as you could !"
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"Yes, dear," answered Peggy, when she had

fully comprehended the place to which she would

have her go ; "after I have gone home a mo-

ment, I will come right down to your mother."

And Peggy hastened away to her quiet room, to

put up her things and aiTange the many articles

that would from time to lime get out of their

places.

In a few moments the little seamstress was at

the door of the lady who had sent for her. She

was a friend of Peggy, and liad often ministered

with her to the wants of the same sick. She

knew what Peggy was in the sickroom ; how

handy she was in her every movement ; bow

gentle were her actions ; what inexpressible looks

of thankfulness the sick had cast on her, while

she walked softly about their room ;
and what

an angel people all thought her, who had seen

her in the performance of her charities.

The lady led the seamstress into the next

room, and motioned to her to approach the bed.

" She *s asleep now," said the woman, in a

whifper.

The sight was that of a woman, lying sick

upon a bed in the farther part of the room.

The window was open just a little, letting in

only a trifle of the fresh breeze that stopped but

a moment to wanton with the snow-white cur-

tain. The sun threw into the quiet room a

stream of his golden rays, that formed bars

through the innumerable motes of dust that were

floating about above the floor. The hour was

the holy and calm hour in which the little seam-

stress was ever wont to give the rein to her mu-

sings. The calm, the sick person in the farther

part of the room, her suppressed respiraiion, the

yellow sunset, the feelings that came to the

breast only at this sacred time—all made the

seamstress peculiarly sad and thoughtful.

" Tell me about her 'i" said Peggy^addressing

her friend.

" I will," answered the woman. "Only day

before yesterday, a young looking man came to

see me, saying that he was recommended here

by a friend of mine, and soliciting me most

earnestly to take him and his wife here to board

for a short time, or at least, until she should

grow better. I asked him if his wife was sick.

He answered that she was ; and that having

brought her by sea all the way from South

America—I forget what port be said he sailed

from—lier sea-sickness had rather increased than

diminished the danger of her disease."

" What is her complaint 1" interrupted Peggy.
" Her husband said that she had long been

laboring under the attacks of consumptiveness

before she came here. He married her, I believe,

he said, in South America. She is an American

lady, and seems rejoiced to have reached her

native country again. Fearing that she might

not live longer than time enough to bring her

here, and have her see her friends once more

before she died, he took passage in a vessel direct

for Boston, and had arrived only day before yes-

terday, when he discovered that the voyage had

only retarded, rather than favored her conva-

lescence."

" Hush—hush !" whispered the seamstress
;

"she is uneasy ; I wonder if I can do nothing

for the poor woman V
"I do not know," answered the lady; "if

anybody can do any good in a sick-room, I

know that you can, Miss Dawson."
" Well, I only attempt to exercise the same

charity with the disposition of which I was en-

trusted," answered the good little seamstress.

"I'll tell you what I wanted of you. Miss

Dawson," said the lady; " but I fear it will be

asking too much of one who has ever been so

kind as you have been to the sick."

" What is it '?" quickly asked Peggy.

"Why, her husband and I took turns at

watching last night, and to-night we have no

watchers. Where to go and get them, I'm sure

I cannot tell. Now I thought that if you were

willing to sit up the greater part of the night

with this woman, it would be rendering me a

very great service, indeed
; not to speak of the

gratification I know your many tender attentions

would ali'ord this poor sick woman."

"I'll sit up, certainly," said Peggy, in a mo-
ment; "I'd rather do it than not. I'll sit up
willingly the whole night, and you need to get no
one to watch with me. So depend upon m.e,

and I will be back soon ;" and almost in the

middle of an intended sentence, she left the room
and the house for her own quiet little chamber.

" How much trouble, and trial, and sadness,

and sickness, there is in the world," said Peggy,
quite aloud, as soon as she had got within her

room and shut the door.

Yes, Peggy ; there is misery, and penury, and

sickness, and sufl^cring enough in this rough, un-

feeling world ; but few there are, wlio, like your-

self, are willing to condole with the unfortunate

and bolster up the sinking sj^jirits of the wretched.

God has endowed and trained few such feeling

souls as thine.

Evening came. It was quite dusk. The

lamps were not lit in the streets, but just after

eight of the clock, the full-faced moon lifted its

golden circle above the eastern horizon, drawing

every traveller's eyes to its incomparable beauty,

and lighting up the earth with a bright flood of

refulgent beauty.

The little seamstress sat a few moments at

her window, watching the steady tide of passers

that set in from one end of the street and flowed

to the other, and musing upon the old days she

now called happy and innocent, which were

passed in her native village—when bethinking

herself of a sudden of her engagement she had

made for the night, she hastily threw on her

bonnet and light shawl, and hurried out of the

house to the residence of the sick woman whom
she called to see just before supper.

She entered the room in company with the

lady, and walked up towards the bed. A young

man sat by the bedside of the sick person, hold-

ing her hand in his ovm. It was her husband.
" I have asked this lady to watch with your

wife, to night," said the lady, "and can answer

that the care she will take of her will be perfect-

ly gratifying to your tenderest wishes."

" I thank the young lady very much," replied

the young man ;
" I only hope that I may have

it in my power to requite her for her kindness."

" You need hope no such thing, sir," said

Peggy, in one of her sweetest tones ;
" I love to

assist the sick at all times ; and if I can do any-

thing,—no matter what,— the least thing for

your sick wife, until she recovers, sir, I shall be

most glad to do so. I hope I really love to do

all the good in my power, sir."

" God bless you !" exclaimed the young man,

warmly, showing that every syllable he uttered

was heartfelt and sincere ;
•' God bless you, in-

deed," said he.

" Ah, yes !" faintly murmured the poor woman
on the bed ;

" I am weak,

—

vei'i/ weak ! I know
I cannot live !"

" O, Emeline !" said her husband unhappily.

" But, no ; I cannot expect to live very long
;

and I would, before I depart, that God would

bless this dear girl, for her proffered kindness to

me."
" But I know he will !" answered the husband

to his wife.

" Yes—yes !" said the meek and resigned wife.

The little seamstress sat herself down in a

rocking-chair, near the bedside of the sick wo-

man, and entered into a conversation with her

about almost everything that could possibly in-

terest her, and tend to draw away her attention

from her apparently fast sinking condition. She

talked of home and its green lawns, and high-

climbing rose bushes. She painted, with her

words, pictures that had hung up about the walls

of her memory for years. She told of her early

loves ; of her endeared brother ; of her sweet

sisters, now resting undisturbedly beneath the

sod ; and seemed most completely happy, when
she was calling back to her mind again, the

scenes of her innocent, thoughtless, joy-crowded

childhood. -^

In all these matters she found a ready listener,

and a warm sympathiser, in the person of the

good little seamstress.

Night came on. It was a still, breathless,

cloudless, moonlight night. The young husband

had retired to his bed with fatigue, leaving Peg-

gy to sit up with his wife, and desiring to be

alarmed at any time when his services should be

needed,

0, what a time is night ! what a night above

all others was this to the little seamstress

!

There was no one beside her in the room but

the sick woman. She had long since talked

herself to sleep, and there Peggy sat by her

bedside, alone and musing.

TJie moon shed its placid light upon the floor,

just sweeping, in its entrance into the window,

the foot of the invalid's bed. The world without

was all still. Not even a cart or a wagon rum-
bled or rattled along the pavement, by which

Peggy might have known that there was a

crowded, wakeful, gay world around her. Her
thoughts involuntarily leapt up into the sky, and
read upon the face of the moon the imaginings

with which she delighted her soul. She dreamed
herself, though she was awake. Early days, a
father and a mother, green grasses, bunches of

flowers, blue and unclouded skies,—all these

shifted their sweet appearance across her memo-
ry, like a moving panorama, and she sat still for

a long, long time, giving herself np to the direc-

tion of iier reflections. The stillness around her

drove her thoughts in upon themselves, and sit-

ting just where she did, and at the precise time

she did, it is not to be wondered at that she re-

verted to days long gone by.

She thought, of a sudden, that she heard a

scream. She started from her chair, and bent

over the sick woman. She leant her ear down
to her mouth ; she groaned again. Peggy
waked her this time, so distressing was the sec-

ond groan.

" What will yon have V asked the little seam-

stress, almost in a whisper.

" What V asked the sick woman, more than

half asleep.

"What shall I get youl" again asked the

seamstress.

" 0, nothing !" she faintly answered, and gasp-

ing as if for breath ;
" I have dreamed that I

should be called away in a few moments,—I feel

that I am going now ! Yes—I know I am \

Where 's William V said she, hurriedly ;
" call

William ! I must see him once more ! 0, how
hard it is to breathe ! I feel as if I was smoth-

ering ! Wont you open the window, darling ?

X will thank you so much !"

The little seamstress flew to raise the window,

and then without a word or a syllabic further,

softly stepped across the hall and knocked at the

door of the sick woman's husband.

She returned to the ')edside of the invalid,

and administered to her every little thing that

she thought would tend to her comfort. And
while waiting but for a moment for her husband,

she sat and fanned a breeze of fresh air over the

brow and temples of the sick woman.

When the young man came into the room in

his dressing-gown and slippers, and had learned

from Peggy how his wife felt, he went up to her

bedside, and taking her hand said

:

" Emeline ! Do you feel worse ?"

" O, yes !" she groaned out, in a single breath.

" Yes, indeed ! I feel as if I must die, AVilliam !

Lift up the curtain of that window higher, and

let me see the moonlight again, for the sun I

shall never look at even once more ! Yes, Wil-

liam, I must go soon ! I only wished to see you

once more, first
!"

" Emeline ! Emeline !" said her husband, as

if he would chide her for her very feelings.

" But I cannot help it, William ; I hww it

!

It is so ;—yes, yes ! Take my hand, William

;

I am growing blind ! The moon has all gone

out, hasn't it, William ? I cannot see ;—tell me !"

" No, no, my dear!" interrupted her husband.

" O, I wish you would lay your hand on my
heart,—it beats so ! What makes me so dizzy,

I wonder ! Everything swims to my eyes, yet

I know I am not blind, for I can see the moon
shine in on the foot of my bed ; but it is paler

than it used to be, isn't it, William 1 Put your

cheek to mine, now, William ; 0, mine feels so

very cold ! Is this death, William 1 Do they

call it death ? I wonder if everybody feels so

when they come to die !"

" Do not talk so, Emeline !" said her husband.

" I shall not talk long at all, William," said

she.
" Emeline ! Emeline !" said her husband.

The little seamstress sat on the opposite side

of the bed from that on which the young hus-

band stood, bathing the patient's temples with

the saturated cloth she held in her hands.

" You'll remember, William 1" exclaimed tlie

wife; "you'll remember ! I thank you,—I thank

you!" said she, turning towards Peggy, " 0,

William ! If I could only have lived till

But it's all over now, almost ! The waters look

dark, but I can go across safely ! I do not

fear their roaring, William ; I shall soon be on

the other shore ! Good-by, William ! Good—

"

The words never were finished. They died in

the act of being spoken. The poor woman
dropped her lean and pale hands down by her

side, as if she were all wearied out with her

work, and quietly, and surrounded by a heaven-

ly calm, breathed her last breath on earth.

Her husband and the little seamstress stood

for a long time gazing at the lovely expression

that wreathed the brov/ of the corpse, before

either spoke.

Then the husband turaied his head away, and

gave way to a drenching flood of tears. And
the good little seamstress looked out through

the window at the midnigb.t moon, and thought

how soon she would be called to lay herself down
and breathe her life out just as sweetly.

" She is gone !" finally spoke the bereaved

husband.

" Yes, she rests !" exclaimed Peggy.
" Who may I thank for the tender care shown

her this last night of her existence V asked the

husband.

"I have not done, sir, one half the good I

wish I could have done ; but Peggy Dawson is

always glad to succor the sick."

" Peggy Dawson !" exclaimed the stranger, in

astonishment.

" Yes,—I am she," answered the little seam-

stress.

"My Sister! My own sister!" exclaimed

he, rushing to her and folding her in his arms

;

" I am, I am William Dawson,—your long, long

lost brother !"

Brother and sister,—each an orphan,—now
embraced each other over the dead body of the

young wife, at that calm and holy hour of mid-

night. It Avas a strange place for a brother to

find his sister, and a stranger scene for a sister

to witness—the death of her brother's wife. Bat
that was the spot Heaven had designed where

they should again meet after many lono- years*

absence, and weep in united sympathy over the

remains of the dead.

This was an eventful leaf in the life of the

good little seamstress.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial-l

LILLY AND L

Br KEALB BERNARD.

When the early spring has como

With its gay, capricious weather,

Bright will bo two kiudred hearts,

Loving on together

;

Bright will bo the maictcn's heart,

When she meets her lover

;

Bright the youth's true counterpart,

TJntil life is over.

She will listen for my coming,

As the bird its absent mate
;

She Y/iil bid me stay forever,

In her wildest joy elate.

She will wear a winning smile,

As before to gi-eet me
;

She will nestle in my arms.

Fall of joy to meet me.

She will gladly bid me welcome

To her home and heart

;

She will tell me of the long time

We have spent apart

;

She will press my hand in gladness,

Never half so glad betbre
;

She will then forget that sadnesa

E'er can reach her more.

She will henceforth and forever

Be the all of good to me
;

She will bring a blessing with her,

She of angel purity.

Ah ! as few can love I love her,

And my faith grows sti-onger still,

That, for such a radiant being,

Life has meted out no ill

!

LOVE OF LIFE.
"What a native clinging of mankind to this

poor life there must be, what an inextinguishable
sweetness in the mere fact of existence, or at

least w^hat a dread of the hour of dissolution,
when millions of human beings, placed in cir-

cumstances which many of their fellow-creatures

regard as insufl'erably wretched, yet pursue their

weary journey faithfully to its natural end,
grudging to lose the smallest inch. Watch a
poor old man in rags, slowly dragging himself
along in a mean street, as if every step were a
pain. His life has been one of toil and hard-
ship, and now he may be wifeless, fiicndless,

and a beggar. What makes that man hold on
any longer to existence at all? Is it any rem-
nant of positive pleasure he still contrives to ex-
tract from it—the pleasure of talking twaddle lo

people who will listen to him, of looking about
at children playing, of peering into doors and
entries as he passes ; is it fear and a calculation

of chances, or is it the mere imbecility of habit ?

Who can tell '?

—

IMorth Briiinh Review.

[Written for Gleason's Pict-orial.J

i OR AN ALBUM.

Br CAROLINE A. nATDEN.

How many sweet and varied flowers,

I'ricudship's hand has scattt^red here
;

Prcof of lUIection's greener hours,

Pledges to youth and memory dear.

May these cherished bnds combiniug.

Twine a wreath of love for thee
;

Where the gpms of tiuth are shining

In all their iialive purity.

And when upon this little treR.<'ui'e,

Thine eye in after yeais shall bund
;

Wilt thou not recognize with plt-asure,

The tribute of an humble friend ?
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LUCJIKZIA HOIUilA.

Our readers arc too fa-

miliar with tliis htautiful

opera to require praise for

its excellence from our jicn.

The scene which our artist

has here sketched for us, is

that which occurs Ijetwcen

the Duke (Mnrini), Lurrezia
(liosio), and Gcrmaro {Lori-

ni), when tlio familiar and
beautiful trio occur.s, that

never fails of beitif;; raptur-

ously encored. By a careful

observation of the un^raviuj^,

it will be observed ihat our
artist lias preserved the like-

ness and entire expression of

the scene to the life. It was
taken during the perform-

ance of the opera recently,

at the Boston Theatre, Fede-
ral Street, where Max Ma-
retzck closed a short time

since, the n)0St successful

opera season ever consum-
mated in Boston.

which lasted until daylight,
and the next day the new
married couple were waited
upon flt their lodt^ings, in all

the state and fusliion of iho
times — Ci/rloiiri/ia uf Useful
find Entcrttniiii'f/ Kunwledge.

^^^£/}

"^^'^li.

CURIOUS NUPTIALS.
In the memoirs of an an-

cient traveller, is an account
of the marriage of two
dwarfd. They belonged to

the establishment of the only
sister of the Czar—ihe Tiin-
cess Natalia ; and being very
beautiful, and engaged to be
married to each other, she
determined they should have
a magnificent wedding cere-

mony. Accordingly she is-

sued orders for the necessary
preparations. Several small
coaches were constructed for

the occasion, and little Shf^t-

land poneys provided to draw
them. All the dwarfs in the
kingdom of the Autocrat
were summoned to celebrate the nuptials
amounted to not less ihan ninety-three in number. They march*

d

in grand procession through all the principal streets of Moscow.
A large open coach drawn by six horses, with kettlc-diums, trum-
pets, French horns and hautboys, preceded, then came the Chief-
Marshal with his aids and attendatits, two and cwo, on horseback

;

and in their splendid uniforms, then the handsome bride and bride-
groom in an elegant coach and six, with " the bride man and
maid" before them, followed by fifteen small coaches, each ^rawn
by Shetland horses, and each holding four dwarfs. It was won-
derful to behold such anumber of little creatures in one company
together—especially as they were furnished with costume and
equipage suitable to their stature. Such a spectacle had never
been seen before. The streets and public squares were thronged
with spectators. The windows, roofs and balconies of the houses
were crowded with men, women, and children. In short, all

Moscow was out to witness this extraordinary parade. On each
side of the procession regiments of Imperial Dragoons, iu full

SCENE FROM THE OPERA OF LUCREZEA BORGIA, AS PERFORMED AT THE BOSTON THEATRr.

They came, and armor, were stationed tn keep off the mob ; and the vast number
of ]50ople of rank and fashion, who had been invited to the wed-
ding, attended " the happy paii-," in their splendid private coaches
with their retinues and guards, to the church. The betrothed
stood up together, on an clcvatt.d platform in the midst of the

whole audience, and were married with the greatest pomp. After
the ceremonies were concluded in the church, the procession re-

turned in the sr.me order that had been taken before, but through
other streets and squares, to the Princess's palace, where a snpeib
entertainment was prepared for the guests. Two tables extended
on each sidr of the spacious hall ; and at them the dwarfs dined
tog'ther. The Princess, and her two nieces, the Czar's daughters;,

v.'erc at the trouble to Fee the "little folks " all seated and well

provided for—before they sat down to the table themse-lves. As
soon as the banquet was finished, the dwarfs had an extensive

saloon allotted them ; crowds of courtiers and nobles and gran-
dees, filling all the apartments and the very vestibules and court-

yards of the palace. The entertainment terminated in a ball,

MINKRS' EIV(;AnPJME\T,
We arc indebted to Mr.

D. W. Nayson fur thiss(!eno

.«ent to us from the; gold re-

gion, ami which nqtrej^entfl

the rude winter quarters of
a band of miin;r4, on tlio

ridgo between Orcjfon and
Illinois Canons, Thecahin
on the right iw the one occu-
|)ied by our artist, and those
on the hill by parties from.

New York, In the back-
ground if. the descent into

the canon, where the gold iii

obtained. We hrtve little

idea of the hardships that

are endured and necessarily

encountered by the gold dig-

gers ; they come home too

often broken down in health,

with shattered constitutions

—if indeed they cnnie home
at all—and thus " pay too
dear for the whittle *' But
it i-»an experience that many
seem anxious to obtain for

them^elvi-s, and so are der.f

to that of those who have
suffered iri their earnest pur-
suit of the almighty dollar.

But such is poor human na-

ture, too seldom sati-ified to

learn from the misfortunes

of others ! Men are apt to

believe that the experience
of others is no sure indica-

tinn for themselvi^s, and
many will rather try their

own sagacity or fore-ight,

than be governed by the disastrous incidents occurring to o:lier,

and ay ihey deem, less forii»niit.e individuals.

THE RlBbi:.

The first translation of the Bible into English, was by Tindal,

and putilished in Antwerp. It was all bought np and burnt by
Bishop Tunstalland by Sir Thomas More, whose Utopia docs not
recognize religious toleration. Tliis was in 1526. In I5.'i2, Tin-

dal published a complete edition of the Bibb-, except the apocry-

pha, and while preparing a second edition, was taken up and burnt
for heresy. This wo'k was afterward^ carried on by Juhn Hogers,
who tran-Iatcd the apocrypha under the assumed name of Thomas
Matthi ws, and hence it is called Matthews's Bihle. Every child

knows that John Roger^i was the fir^t martyr nnder Queen Mary.
Thus the two first English translators of the Rihle were burnt for

heresv- Truly must our religiim be held by Omnipotent Power,
or rl'C crimes and excesses committed under its holy sanction by
his creatures would assuredly have banished it from the earth.

A vviNTEK J!:NI^vMl^\^}^T oi^ oou> diggerSj between orpgon and Illinois canonp, California.
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CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NUMBER.
" The Press-pang's Tictim, and how long they kept him," a sea sketch, by

Stlvakus Cobb. Jr.

"The Tivo Portraits," a firp ptory. hy JIts. Caroline Ornb.
" The Main Cbnncc,'' a sketch hv Mrs- E. \Vfii.i-MONT.

"Carl, tlie Peasiint," ii story, by Gkorge L. Aiken.
" Leam thou to he Cont-nt," lines, by B'iklet Johnson.

"Stanzas," bv Jane Gat.
" Lines to a Humming Bird," by Oscar G- Hcghan.
" Remember the Koriiotten." verses, by IIenkv Irving.
" Ilope On," Tprses, by Joseph H. BoTurR.
" Let Youth be Merry," lines, hy Mbs. A.. D. Hemexwat.
'= Lines to Ruth," b> Cabolink A. FIatden.
" Teraes inBcribed to Miss A. i'Uillips," by J. Alforb.

ILLTTSTEATI0N3.
An engraving pi^'ing a view of the vonderful Aut-imaton Rand, now ex-

hibiting at Musical UaR, Philadelphia. A most extraordinary musical in-

yeution.

A beautiful view of the city of Baltimore, taken hy our artist from the

opposite iide of the I'ef i,psco. A scene that will be recognized hy those familiar

with the Monumental City.

A view of Mt ^Vashington Female Seminary, on South Boston Heights.

A faithful picture of this e.xciillen t and popular institution.

A tine engraving of the new jacht Surpriie, built by MePSTS. Daniel Lovell

& Co., of JIalifbury, Mata., for Capt. John E. Thajer, of this city. A beauti-

ful pleasure boat.

Columbia Hose Company, of Philadelphia, who lately visited our city, as

they appeared receiving the eulule of the Boston Artillery, in Washington
Street.

Way Tniining, giving a fnll and splendid picture of the annual review of

citizen soldiery upon Boston Common, by Gov. BoutwcU and staff. This

engiaviiig will be a superb affair, and will cover one whole page of our paper.

An engraving representing the golden Box presented by the Kew York
Firemen to Jennj Liud.

Also, one giving a representation of the beautiful and costly Cabinet, pre-

Benfed from the same .-iource to the Queen of Soog.

Ballon Ascension of Mjidemoiseile Delon, the lady osronaut, who ascended

from Callowhill, Philadelphia, a few weeks since. A capital and interesting

picture.

An excellent hkeness of Hon. Levi Woodbury, Judge of the Supreme Court,

in this city. A most marked and capital portrait.

A fine maritime picture of the ship Syren, under full sail, passing Boston

Light. A lively and beautitul engraving of the sea.

A fine portrait of Rev. Hosea Ballou, the well-known Uuiversalist minister

of Boston. A perfect likeness, and one that will be prized for its excellence.

A maritime picture, giving a view of the launch of the clipper ship Chal-

lenge, at New York, from the yard of W. H. Wehb, a short timu since. Thia

clipper is 2400 tons measurement.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.

On page ninety-six, we give a fine engraving of the Lawrence

Scientific School, at Cambridge. This noble and beautiful struc-

ture forms a monument of the generous liberality of our esteemed

fellow-citizen, Hon. Abbott Lawrence, who has so cheeifully con-

tributed the sum of S50,000 towards its establishment. The

picture we present to the readers of the Companion was sketched

on the spot by our artist, tnd is a correct representation of the

building.

On the same page we also give an engraving of another of

those splendid clipper ships for which this vicinity is fast becom-

ing £0 justly celebrated. If possible she is an improvement upon

all before her, and embraces all the modern appliances that ex-

perience and science have suggested. She registers 1500 tons,

Custom House measurement, and has been built at a cost of

about SSO,000. Her principal owner is Capt. John Bertram, of

Salem, from which port she hails. It is but a short time since

she was floating in all her beauty of outline off our shores, but

has now sailed for San Francisco, where so many of our clipper

crafts have gone, with a cargo of provisions, from whence she

will clear for the West Indies. The Witch of the Wave, it is

confidently predicted by the owners, will prove a witch indeed,

so far as speed is concerned.

The Press and the People.—The British Banner pays a

high compliment to the newspapers of America, when it attrib-

utes to them the enlightenment of the people. The Banner
says:

—
" It is agreed on all hands that the United States is the

most enlightened portion of the globe ; and no marvel, for public

papers are cheap beyond all cheapness, and every house has its

one or more." A national glory of the right kind.

An old Bell.—The large bell of the Cathedral of Notre

Dame, at Paris, was rung on Good Friday, after a silence of

three years. The bell is called Emanuel, was cast in 1682, and
Louis XIV. named it in the christening ceremony. Formerly,

sixteen men were required to ring it, but four now suffices.

Gleason's Pictobial Dbawing-Room Companion continues on the high road
of excellence it set out. No paper in ttie world i.'i blotter adapteil to the draw-
in(r-room or the family circle than Qleaaou's Pictorial.— Observer SackeCC's
Harbor, Stale of New York-.

*

Death of Herrera.— By advices from New Orleans we
learn that Ex-President Herrera of Mexico, died lately in the

city of Mexico. His widow is a native of Maine.

SHIP-BUILDIMG.

The improvements made in the construction of vessels for ocean

and inland navigation, within a very few years, have more than

kept pace with the advance of science in other departments, and

perhaps no evidence could be adduced which so strongly betokens

the advance of civilization as this referred to, bearing upon the

commerce of the world. In place of the lumbering, clumsy and

cumbersome ships of the past and preceding centuries, which laid

idle with bare jards during the night time, and made but slow

progress in the day, requiring months to cross the Atlantic, we
have now flying palaces, which more than realize the fable of

Aladdin's li'avelling mansion ; and ihc gallant clippers of to-day

are as much in advance of the caravels of the Spanish discover-

ers and the trade sliips of the colonists, as the)/ were of the junks

of China and Japan.

To such perfection has naval architecture been carried, that

such vessels as the Flying Cloud, the Mermaid, and the Witch

of the Wave, with a score of other modern crafts, are indeed the

type of beauty, grace and speed. We have given =pecimcns of

these clipper crafts in these pages, and we shall continue to do

so, for we consider the subject one of more than ordinary interest.

And within how few moi-e years, within the memory of children

even, have iho^e marvels of the age, the magnificent Atlantic

steamships, become astonishing realities ! It seems to be but

yesterday since one of the most learned men in Europe, the

famous Dr. Lardner, cleaily tlemonsirotcd—for there was no other

word to apply to his clear and convincing logic—the impossibility

of steam navigation of the Atlantic,

This instance goes far to show us the fallacy of human judg-

ment. Dr. Lardncr was accrcdiletl by many as being correct,

his arguments were unanswerable, until one bright summer day

there came gliding into our warei's, a rrim-huilt bark, gracefully

moulded hull and taper spars, swimmintr lil<e a naiad, proudly

regardless of the adverse winds and tides, a messenger from the

far shore of the Atlantic, to inform the designers of the new
world that practice had triumphed over theory, that logic and

the schools were nought, and that the great problem of the navi-

gation of the Atlantic by steam had been victoriou'-ly solved.

And now every maritime port of Europe sends forth its cloud-

capped floating palace, or its swift-winged steamer, annihilating

time and distance. Envious of its great rival, canvas competes

almost successfully with steam, and they struggle acros'i the

ocean, neck and neck, like mettled steeds upon a race course.

With what new marvels science intends to surprise us, we cannot

guess ; she has already furnished us with the wings of the wind,

and taught us to traverse the sea like a bu-d ; and yet desire out-

strips fulfilment.

TtIB NEW STYLE OF DRESS.

We are not a little surprised to see that the " Bloomer " style of

costume is actually gaining some considerable degree of popu-

larity in our city, and that it is getting very common to meet

ladies clothed after this fashion during the promenading hours of

the day. It will be observed that we give " a copy from life " of

this mode, in another place, but think it only fitted for children

and young misses. We can hardly take up one of our exchanges

that has not more or less to say upon the subject, and in some

parts of the country the style is being largely adopted, especially

in some of the villages of New York.

A Calculation.—Tlie dead exceed five fold the minutes
since the creation.

Periodicals in Holland.—It appears that Holland has a

hundred and twenty-five monthly and fourteen weekly periodical

publications : thirty-two are devoted to Protestant theology
;

eleven to Catholic ; eighteen for literary and critical productions.

Some of the literary reviews are remarkable for style, strength,

and variety of topics. Many of the whole number have flourished

for twenty and thirty years.

Singular Liiportation.—Several arrivals from France, at

ditfcrent American ports, have brought large quantities of French

potatoes, reported to be of an excellent quality ; and some car-

goes from the same fertUe country have, we observe, reached

Ireland. To think of Ireland and the United States importing

potatoes—and from France too!

Gleasojj'3 PicTOBtAL Drawinq-Room C0MP.A.NION.—The fourth number of
this epleudid weekly graces our table. Judging by the appearance of his

paper, Oleason ha.s something like a regiment of the best designers and en-
gravers constantly at work, and an immense patronage must be necey.sary to
sustain such an outlay. If anybody wants ten dollars' worth of elegant
pictures, and one of the most beautiful and largest newspapers in the world
thrown in, let him send three dollars to F. Gleaaon. corner of Bromtield and
Tremont streets, Qoaton. — Democratic Standard, Akron, Ohio.

Ship-builbisg in Boston and Vicinttt.—We learn from the

Journal, that twelve ships, two barques and one propeller, with

an aggregate of 14,035 tons, are at present building at the ship-

yards of East Boston, South Boston, and Medford, and will soon

be completed. This speaks well ibr our mechanics.

Extraordinary Plea.—The Lowell American estimates that

the Hon. Eofua Choate, in a recent plea in court, of less than

four hours' length, "spoke the whole English language about six

times over." A long story, that.

Sad Occurrence.—The Post states that John H. Gray, one

of the Tehuantepec surveying par;y, and another man, were de-

voured by a shark while bathing in the Pacific.

The Great Fair.—The receipts for admission to the Crystal

Palace lately amounted to over Si 6,000 in one day.

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Blaikie, Mr. Francis McKay, of Taunton, to Miss
Ann Perry.
By Rev. Mr. Cruft, Mr. John V Nightingale to Miss Frances A. Tyler.
By Rev. Dr. liigelow, Mr. Charles S. Maldt to Mii^s Elizabeth A. Fessendeii)

of CharleHtown.
By Rev. Mr. Streetor. Mr. Edward P. Navin to Miss Julia Maria Aile.

By the same, Mr. William F. D. Perkins to Misg Abby P. Tucker.
By Rev Dr. Church, Mr. Thomas B. llawkea, Jr., to Miss Josephine E.

Bailey, of Dorchest<;r.

By Rev. Mr. Skinner, Mr, Georsje Sawyer to Mies Ann Edmondson.
At Chelsea, by Rev, Mr. Rice Mr. Charles SV. Freeman, of Boston, to Misa

Mary E. Given, of Gardiner, Me
At Camhridgi port, by Rev. Mr. Adams, Mr. Alanson Way, of Stancstead,

C. E., to Miss Caroline C. Hemis
At Lowell, by Rev, Mr. Thayer, Mr. J. S. Varney to Miss Ruth E Stuart.

At Lynnfield, by Rev. Mr. Frothingham, J. 0. VPilliams, Esq., of Boston, to

Miss Emily Keenan.
At Niistiua, N. H., Mr. John Q. Brown, of Boston, to Miss Mary E.

Hinman-
At Portland, Me., by Rev. Mr. Peck, Mr. Henry P. White, of Medford,

M.-L^s., to Miss Sarah C. Weymontb.
At Galveston, Texas, Mr. K, M. ritackpole, formerly of Bangor, Me., to Miss

EhzaL. Crozier.

Right.^In Logan county, Ohio, every family has the Bible.

In this city, Mr. Thomas Symmea, 21 ; Miss Susan A. Goodhue, 38 : Benja-
min Rich, Esq., 75; Mrs Mary W Comer, 26; Mr. Joseph Wilson, 44; Mrs.
J-arah Cross, 2? ; Miss Elizabetb F. Wood, of Aiudsor. Yt., 33 ; Mrs, Adelmo
M. Sherm:[u. 3"2

; Miss Elizabeth Inches, To ;
Mr. William Tavlor, 47 ; Mrs.

Hannah K. Melville, C3.

At South Bcwton, Mrs. Nancy Wagstaff, 64 ; Captain Timothy Goodwin, 72
;

Mrs. Jane Thompson, 52.

At Roxbury, Capt.'iin Joseph Robinson. 55.

At Chark'stown, Mrs, Rachel Welsh, 82 ; Mrs. Catharine Wilson, 51 ; Mr.
Leonard Tufts. 03-

At South Maiden, Miss .Tulia A.. Getchell, 2S.
At Mt'dford, Mr. Ehenezer Hall, SO.

At Salem, Miss Martha Derby West, 64 ; Captain John Waters, 74.
At liaverbill, Mrs. Sarah Paine, of Williamstou, Vt., 83.

At Berlin. Miss Martha A. Bahcock 19.

At Pittstield- Simeon Brown. R«q , 81.

At Eust .Moultonboro", N II.. Mr. Samuel Fisk, 47.
At Huriingtoo, Vt., Reuben Grossman, Esq , SO.

At 8outlibury, Ct., Judge Josinh Ilinman, 94.

At New Milford. Ct., Hon. Homer iJo.irdman, 86.
At Waylaud, Mr. Asa Drury, 56
At I^ewburyport, Mrs. Jane Greenle.if, 87.

GlEASOiV'S PICTORIAL

A Record of the heautiftil and nscfid in Art.

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and
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[WHtton for Olonsoii'fl Plotorliil.]

THE SUNSHINE OF LOVET

Iiy M. I1EMI8 POTTKU.

Whou t!io fioiil with conflicting miiotlona )h ilavlc,

Auil the Bpirit with uiIhfortune in liowml,

Conn^s the HUiifihiuu of love, Ilkts tho dovo to tho arlc,

And dispels sorrow's gloom whilo piercing its clouJ.

0, how bliRHfai a nolfice, to fool itfl hright ray,

Cheering the lioirt witli its thrilling emotion
;

AlToriling ua comfort, givins hopo day by day,

With its fervor, its fondni'SH, its fiincorost dovotion.

How joyous the knowledge niidflt trouble and cfiro,

To know that we still hiwB ii hopo supporting
;

To feol our soul ncrvud every danger to dure,

While our spirit in love's eunshino Ib basking.

4-^0-0-*—*

[Written for Qleaaon's Pictorial.]

THE i; I V A L S

:

on,

CIECUMSTAKTIAL EVIDEITCE.

BV LIEUTKNANT MDKRAT.

The legal profession, beyond a doubt, presents amonj^ its re-

cords more incidents of the checkered and startling phases of life

than that afibrded by any other source. Within our o^vn experi-

ence wc can recall many an instance of the most vivid and roman-

tic character as connected with the devetopemcnts of the court

room, a sample of ^vhich will be found in our story.

In one of the inland counties of Virginia, sometime in the year

1792, there lived a family named Verdet. They were of French

descent, and had occupied their present homestead for half a cen-

tury when our htory commences. The delight of old Mr. and

Mrs. Verdet, and the belle of the county, was tlieir daughter

Victorine. Young, lovely and intelligent, she possessed every

requisite to captivate the heart, and every quality to bind it in

willing bondage to her service. Though Victorine was yet not

more than eighteen, still she was tenderly pressed by more than

o.ie suitor for her heart and hand. But to all she turned a deaf

ear, save Horace and Frederick West, two young men nearly of

her own age, and who were own cousins to each other.

Their attentions to Victorine were of a far different nature from

that which characterized the ruder and humbler aspirants for her

hand. They, like herself, were intelligent, refined in feeling, and

not wanting, in a considerable degree, of classical cultivation. The

families of both Horace and Frederick were wealthy, and the young

cousins had been educated side by side in all the manly branches

of study. She was their frequent companion, as often when the

cousins were together as when separate, the three wandering in

the green woods and by the banks of the purling streams—now

gathering wild flowers, and now reading together. They had

been thus intimately associated for the last three years, and had

o-rowm to love each other like brothers and sisters, as the old

parents of Victorine used to say, but Horace and Frederick felt

that they regarded her with a far more ardent passion. Both were

of noble spirit, scorning to take advantage of each other by the

least stratagem, though both felt how much they desired to possess

the whole heart of Victorine Verdet.

To suppose that she was not sensible to the peculiarities of her

intimacy with the cousins would be unreasonable. She realized

this fully, and even at times felt how hard it was for her to make

up her mind to love one more than the other. But those who

knew her best declared that it was Frederick who had gained her

heart, for she was more free and unconstrained when with him

alone ; but a shrewd interpreter of the heart, and a careful ob-

server of the subtle influences of love, would have translated the

delicate reserve that Victorine evinced towards Horace, to be the

stronger token of her heart, and to show that he was her idol.

This was indeed the case. Horace was her choice, though neither

he nor Frederick knew it.

It was on a clear bright evening after a summer's day, that

Horace and Frederick, after bidding Victorine good night, turned

their steps through the little village of C , on their way to

the residence of their fathers, some half a mile through a woody

road on the other side of the village from that where the Verdets

lived, Frederick had, by some singular association of thought

and study, become strongly prejudiced in favor of the claim and

right set up at thatperiod by the British Government of searching

American vessels for their seamen, and some other matters that

involved in Horace's ideas a desecration of our national flag. It

was a subject upon which they both often got quite warmed up in

discussion, and this was the case at the present time, to such an

extent that more than one of the villagers after passing them,

turned round to mark the earnestness of their words.

Frederick lived nearly a quarter of a mile further on tbe forest

road than Horace, and so at the gate of the latter they bade good

night and parted as usual. On the following morning, to the

consternation of Horace find the amazement of all, Frederick

was missing. No trace whatever could be found of him, and con-

jecture v/as rife as to what could possibly have happened to him.

Perhaps no one felt more keenly this ftarful agony of suspense

than Horace. The thout'ht that if anything serious had befallen

Itim and he was lost, that a rival would be removed from his path

with Victorine, never crossed his mind, but he went to the great-

est lengths, and put upon himself the greatest hardships to seek

out and find tbe body of his lost cousin, but all to no avail.

The astonishment of Horace may therefore be better conceived

than exprciued, when it was told him that lie was strongly sus-

pected of knowing more of the disiippimranco of his c-ounin than

anybody else; and indeed, ere the close of the second day, ho was

actually arrested and imprisoned, charged with Frederick's mur-

der. The terrible imputation struck him dumb, and when arrestrd

by the oflliccrs of justice, he could not utter one word. Tiiis

silence and strange agitation was interpreted by ihem and many
others to he the workings of guilt within his breast; their coarser

natures could not understand the spii-it that moved him.

Wliile he lay closely confined in prison, the neigblioring pond

was carefully dragged and examined in search for the body, and

renewed search was made in every direction, but all to no favora-

ble end. In the mean time it was remembered by more than one

person that they were seen together on the evening previous to

the disappearance of Frederick, and that high words were ex-

changed between them. At last this idea being advanced by one,

others who heard ihcm talking together rather earnestly, hecsme

impressed with the same, and thought they also heard much more

than they did, and gave evidence accordingly.

There was one who strenuously repudiated all these ideas of

Horace's guilt, and that was Victorine. She knew in her own

heart that ho was innocent, and notwithstanding the strong chain

of circumstantial evidence, declared boldly that she knew he was

innocent. Others argued that the cousins were both lovers of

Victorine, and consequently rivals, and that this doubtless had

been the motive that had led Horace to kill him, and secrete the

body. The whole county was in excitement about the matter,

and the respective friends of the two branches of the West family

were found arrayed on the side according to their prejudices,

—

the one strongly advocating Horace's innocence, the other his

guilt.

But the Circuit Court was in session, aild his trial would soon

come on. Great interest was felt on the subject, the court was

crowded from far and near, and the story of the cousins had been

distorted into a thousand different shapes, until Horace, in the

eyes of those who had never seen him, had grown from the quiet

and handsome man of one-and-twenty, that he really was, to be

a monster in personal appearance, and a villain of the deepest dye.

Victorine could not visit Horace in prison—that was forbidden
;

but she wrote to him, told him that she had not for one moment

believed the charges brought against him, that she was sure the

court must acquit him legally, and that no one would be more

ready to welcome him again than herself and her parents. The

letter was delicate, but carried with it a strong assurance to Horace

that the dear hand which had traced it loved him, though the

owner had never said so. Horace had been carried to the prison

in the extreme part of the county, and was many miles from his

home and friends, and strangely enough, those who should have

aided and helped him at so critical a moment, seemed to have

entirely deserted him. His mother had been long since dead, and

his father, overpowered by the array of circumstantial evidence

that was brought to bear against his son, believed him guilty.

So affected was he by this, that it threw him at once upon a sick

bed, and there seemed to be no one to plead for Horace, or to pre-

pare such matters for his defence as were necessary.

Some friends who believed Horace innocent, in spite of all that

was brought against him, sent to Philadelphia for legal advice,

but up to the night before the trial, no response was had to this

application, and it really seemed that Horace would be sacrificed

for want of counsel, or that he must rely upon the feeble aid of

some village attorney, who was by no means competent to dis-

charge the duties of such a case.

Horace had been forced therefore, to retain the services of a

lawyer of some repute who resided in the country, but of whom
he knew but little. On the morning of the trial he received the

following note :

—

" Sib, : I have come at a late moment, buthave been able easily

to comprehend your case. I shall be present to defend you to-

day. 1 do not deem it at all necessary to confer with you in the

premises, sincerely believing in your innocence, and when this is

the case, I had much rather trust to justice than to any stratagem

of law."

Upon the receipt of this note Horace sent word to the lawyer

whom he had retained, that the legal adviser who had been sent

for at Philadelphia had arrived, and that he should not therefore

require his services unless he chose to confer with that gentleman

on the merits of the case as junior counsel. But the country at-

torney replied that he was very willing to relinquish a case that

was so unpromising, and so retired.

The courtroom was densely crowded, the prosecuting attorney

opened the case in the usual form, showing a strong picture of the

heinousness of the crime, and as in duty bound, represented the

guilt of the accused beyond a doubt. The attorney for the de-

fence offered no remarks, butdesired that the trial should proceed

at once, and as no questions were raised, the witnesses gave in

their evidence on various points, forming a connecting link of cir-

cumstantial facts that was very strong as presented to the notice

of the court and jury.

It was clearly proved, in the first place, that Frederick West

was the rival of Horace, and as far as could be judged from ap-

pearances, that he was equally successful with the latter in the

effort to win the affection of Victorine Verdet ; and indeed, as

more than one testified, was the most successful of the two. It

was also proved bej'ond a doubt, that on the evening of the dis-

appearance, the cousins were last seen together, and by more than

one witness, that at the time they were exchanging high words

with each other. Others testilied that they had frequently seen

them thus engaged of late, and thus, link by link, a strong case

of circumstantial evidence was made out. The prosecuting at-

torney summed up the case in a masterly manner, and it seemed

to all in the court room that Horace's guilt was manifest.

It was the second day of the trial. Horace's counsel had re-

mained absorbed in silence during the earlier procecdurcs ; ho

had not once referred to the prisoner or spoken to him, and sat at

his table wrapped in his clonk, and apparently engaged in the

minutes and records that he was keeping of the trial. He was a

vary yoimg appearing person—some remarked, too young, they

feared, to conduct to any favorable issue, the case of the defendant.

He had sat with Ins back to tlic audience and Horace, and when

he had looked up from his notes, it was only at the judge and the

jury. Cases were much more speedily disposed of in those days

than at the present lime; the tecbnicalities of the law were not

then so minutely discussed,—and now the counsel for the defcnco

rose to make his remarks.

He was indeed young in appearance, and as he stood there,

with his dark blue cloak raised gracefully upon one arm, and the

collar thrown back from his throat, he presented a face of almost

feminine beauty. Hi.s bail- was short and curled about the temples,

and the features, though pale, were firm and expressive. But of

tiic whole appearance of tho young lawyer, the eyes were tlic

crowning beauty; fraught with depth of thought and earnest ap-

peal, they were now bent upon the jury, who sat in almost pain-

ful silence. Not a whisper was iieard in the court room, and it

seemed as though each heart could be heard in its quick pulsations.

Horace leaned forward with the deepest interest; he had not ex-

changed one word with hia lawyer, and now, as he got a fine view

of his features, for the first time almost trembled to think that his

fate was placed in hands so apparently inexperienced. But the

silence was soon broken by the utterance of sounds that touched

every heart by the deep musical utterance that fell on the ear.

" Not one iota of evidence," commenced the youthful pleader,

"has been adduced to prove the guilt of my client. The aiTay of

evidence that has been brought to convict Horace West of this

supposed murder, is of a character that might convict the most

innocent among us all. Circumstantial evidence is no evidence

at all, fearful in its supposition, always doubtful, and never satis-

factory."

This bold position, the calm, clear, self-convinced spirit that

beamed from the speaker's eyes, surprised the jury. Without of-

fering one witness in defence, or attempting to refute one position

taken by the prosecuting attorney, he pleaded so vividly against

the spirit of such evidence, as to cause the jury to tremble in the

position which they had generally arrived at as to Horace's guilt.

They seemed to be charmed by the eloquence and truthfulness of

the defendant's counsel. His mode of pleading was something

new in the courts of law ; he appealed to the feelings of the jury

through a new channel, and finally closed his remarks by a soft

and glowing panegyric of the quality ofmercy, that left not a dry

eye in the court room.

The whole scene was one of the most vivid character ; even the

judge had risen during the closing remarks touching the " glori-

ous attribute," as the young pleader said, " that descended straight

from the throne of heaven," and placing his spectacles upon his

forehead, forgot his official dignity in the excitement and feelings

of the man, as he leaned forward with his eye bent on the almost

wonderfully eloquent youth. An inexpressible charm followed

the sweet and mellow intonations of that voice ; and when the

speaker sat down, and covered his face with his hands, as if to

calm himself after so much exertion and such a trial of his feel-

ings, one long breath seemed to be taken simultaneously through

the court room, as of relieved and overwrought hearts. A few

moments' silencefoUowed. The judge composed himself, and then

briefly laid the case before the jury, striving to be impartial and

just, but yet evincing that he was strongly influenced by the ap-

peal that had just been made. They conferred together in a

whisper for a few moments ; they did not even retire. The burn-

ing words of the defence were still fresh in their ears, and the fore-

man of the jury signifying that their verdict was ready, at a call

from the judge announced their decision

—

"Not Guilty V At

this announcement the head of the counsel who had spoken so

eloquently was raised from the hands that had shrouded the face,

a prolonged scream rang through the court room, and those into

whose arms fell tbe object of so much interest, and whose words

had saved the prisoner's life, saw at once that they held in their

support the form of a woman. It was Victorine Verdet

!

The reader must come over a lapse of years with us now.

The beautiful hair that adorned Vietorine's head has again at-

tained its wonted length and beauty. She is the w^ife of Horace,

loved and happy, as such a union could not fail to be. Their

little son is named Frederick, and the sunshine of peace is in

their happy home.

Another series of years are gone, and behold there comes to

their board a stranger, one who has travelled long and far, who

has trod the sands of Sahara, and who has slept on the banks of

the Niger; who has tracked the Nile in its course, and who has

shared the Hottentot's hospitality. A wanderer, one who has

been a rover for years. It is Frederick West. His motives for

abruptly leaving as he did were easily explained, He saw that

Victorine loved his cousin best; he could not bear to witness their

happiness, and on the moment of his bidding Horace good night

for the last time, a strange resolution came over him. He would

seek forgetfulness in some occupation in a distant land.

Heneveroncethougbtof the possibility of such suspicions being

raised against Horace as to charge him with murder, but seeking

the sea coast, he shipped for the East, and had wandered on and

on, now living for a while here, and now there, until at last he

had resolved once more to return to the scenes of his childhood.

He felt that his early disappointment had changed his disposition

greatlv, or he never could have severed every home tie as he had

done, and left all without a token. But now he had come back

to close his days in calmness here amid the scenes of his childhood.

Such is our story of The Kivals, or Cireumstautiul Fvidcncc.
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THE GOLD DISCO^^RY.

We often find ourselves moralizing upon this subject ; for every

fresh arrival from El Dorado, with its additional millions of the

glittering: metal, reminds us of this modern Ophir, and of the

wonderful riches that are poured forth from its borders. When
all the dreams of the wildest imaginations had been thrown into

the shade by the brilliant discovery of the uncounted wealth of

California., it was feared by many wise and discreet persons that

a depreciation of the precious metal must be consequent upon this

superabundant supply. But their fears have not been realized.

The glorious laws of compensation have come in to balance the

scale ; the loss of life, the amount of capital, the fluctuations of

fortune, involved in the gold-mining business, have thus far sus-

tained the value of gold.

There are many lights in which the subject may he profitably

viewed : the discovery of the gold, the possibility of each adven-

turer's acquiring immense wealth in a brief space of time, has

drawn from the over-crowded Atlantic seaboard and the old,

choked-up channels of enterprise, a host of vigorous, determined,

and capable men, who have founded a new State in the farthest

wesc, and supplied the growing fortunes of the United States with

that link which was wanting to connect it with the east, and truly

render it the greatest country in the world. And yet the moral

effect of the gold discovery is far more important than its physical

consequences.

From this time forth wealth will not possess the dazzling and

fascinating character which has formerly surrounded it. When
gold is found scattered broadcast through hundreds of miles of

earth, awaiting only the hand of the adventurer, gold itself will

no longer be so much an object of idolatry. On the other hand,

labor and enterprise, talent and self-denial,—the means by which

wealth is to be obtained, will infallibly rise in the scale of public

estimation, and command the respect which they deserve. The

hour so long looked for, the "good time" so long promised, is

" coming,''—indeed, has actually arrived; and labor is now recog-

nized as a great, honorable, and legitimate power in the world.

Industry has asserted its own claims, and received its golden

reward.

Gold is a very good thing when properly used, albeit moralists

and philosophers abuse it so much. Knaves have made a cloak

of virtue to carry on their trade ; but is this a reason why virtue

should be descried ?

" Abundiince is a blepsing to the wise
;

The use of riches in discretion lies.

Learn this, ye menof wealth— a heavy purse
In a fool's pocket, is a heavy corse."

It is often the case that men, mistaking the true end and aim

of life, sufl!'er much present inconvenience for the sake of hoarding

up gold for some future day. We never see a man who has

accumulated property in this way—by bitter self denial—that we
do not think of the words of a certain philosopher, who, looking

at a rich man, said—"Poor man! he toiled day and night until

he was fifty, to gain wealth, and he has been watching it, day and

night, ever since, for his victuals and clothes \"

lUagsik (Satljcrings.

DESPOTISM.

Ladies in the East are waited on " even at the least wink of

the eye or motion of the finger," and that in a manner not per-

ceivable, to strangers. The Baron Du Tott relates a remarkable

instance of the authority attending this mode of command-
ing, and of the use of significant motions. The High Provost

came into the hall, and, approaching the Pasha, whispered some-

thing in his ear, and we observed that all the answer he received

from him was a slight horizontal motion with his hand. When
we left the hall of audience, and came to the foot of the great

staircase, where we remounted our horses, nine heads cut off, and
placed in a row on the outside of the first gate, completely ex-

plained the sign which tlie Pasha had made use of in our presence.

A NEW Town fboji Roxbuky.—The bill incorporating the

town of West Roxbury has passed finally the House, having be-

fore passed the Senate. That part now set off into a new town

is by far the largest portion of the territory, and consists prin-

cipally of farms, etc., located westerly of the line of division

towards Brookline, Dedham, etc. This new town contains about

six thousand inhabitants.

" Wood:man ! Spare that Thee !"—One of the horse-chest-

nut trees, front of the City Hall, in School Street, has been
levelled to the ground—brick we should have said. The oldest

inhabitant will mourn the loss of "that dear old tree," associated

with the joys of early days. We feel sorry to lose the old and
familiaa: friend, though age had robbed it of most of its beauties.

A Word of Advice.—With a wife, her husband's faults

should be sacred. A woman forgets what is due to herself when
she condescends to that refuge of weakness—a female confidante.

A wife's bosom should be the tomb of her husband's failings, and
his character far more valuable, in her estimation, than his life.

CoNSiSTENST.—The Briiish Parliament, at a recent session,

voted three hundred and fifty thousand dollars for the Queen's
stables, and at the same session refused one hundred and fifty

thousand dollars for national education. "God save the Queen!"

Try it.—Three days uninterrupted company in a vehicle, will

make you better acquainted with another than one hour's con-

versation with him every day for three years.

John Smith has gone to the World's Fair.

The Arctic, for Liverpool, took out $100,000.

The new style of the ladies' dresses is called pettiloons.

The Catholics are about to establish a nunnery in Pro'sddence,

Rhode Island.

An iron foundry is about being established at Selma, Alabama.

The Caraanche Indians lately killed and wounded seven men
near Patricio.

The Jamaica Pond Water Corporation have disposed of their

works to the city for S50,000.

Over six hundred dogs have been licensed in Boston since the

1st of February.

A Catholic priest HO years old preached at Dayton, Ohio, a

few days ago.

There ai-e over four million acres of unsold mineral lands in

niiuois and Michigan.

They have introduced iron counters in some of the stores of

Philadtilphia.

Worrall's iron foundry, in New York, was destroyed by fiire on
Thursday night.

Senator Douglass had his pocket picked at the Erie railway

celebration at Dunkirk, of $60.

Tupper has made his American tour, and sailed for Europe, in

the Arctic, last week. Now for a book!

Mr. S. R. Thurston, a delegate to the last Congress from
Oregon, died on his passage home.

The New York aldermen have voted to send a block of stone

to Washington for the monument.

There are four thousand nine hundred and ninety-t^vo children

attending the common schools of Cincinnati.

President Fillmore has pardoned Thomas Purges, convicted

of robbing the mail in Granville county. North Carohna.

In the city of Mexico in 1S50, 24,724 persons were arrested for

various crimes. Over seven thousand of these were women.

Portland Bridge, connecting Portland and Cape Elizabeth, is

soon to be made free.

Flour of pumpkins, as prepared by the Shakers, is used for

pies in some of the prmcipal hotels of Boston and New York.

People who get offended when they are dunned, can easily

escape the annoyance by simply paying their debts.

The Grand Lodge of Masons of Kentucky have had prepared
a beautiful block of marble for the Washington Monument.

The Legislature of Texas recently incorporated a company to

construct a raikoad from San Antonio to the Gulf of Mexico.

A block of marble designed for the Washington Monument was
received in New Orleans recently, from the Cherokee Nation.

A large party of Sioux Indians had gone out against the Chip-
pewas, and the next arrival will probably bring an account of a
severe battle.

The railroads of British islands measure altogether six thous-

and two hundred and eighty-four miles; those of our own coun-
try are some ten or twelve thousand miles.

Sanbs of ©olir.

The Ballet.—It is expected that Mdme. Celeste will visit

this country this autumn.

Jouign ilTiBallans.

Vieuxtemps is by tliis time in London. He has been lately in

Paris.

Several New York policemen will be on duty at the World's
Fair, London.

The Bateman children are announced to appear at the Dnn*y
Lane Theatre thi8 season.

A line of packets is to be established between France and
Brazil.

A new prima donna, named Mdlle. Cruvelli, is making some
sensation in Paris.

Reaction was in all its glory in Tuscany, and most stringent

ordinances had been promulgated by the Grand Duke.

The lung of France and Emperor of Russia were, it is said,

to meet at Warsaw during the present month.

A greater breadth of land is now being ploughed up in Ireland

for potatoes than during the last four years.

The metropolitan journals teem with long notices of the many
wonders of British and foreign art, at the World's Fair.

Peer Ibrahim Khan, a Mahometan chief from the Punjab, who
has rendered important service to the British during the Shikh
wars, is about to visit England.

The new press lav/ of Prussia as amended by the debates going
on in the second chamber, promises to be equal to the severest

press laws in Europe.

The eclat produced by the brilliant opening of the Exhibition
appears to have been universal, and the daily receipts are beyond
previous anticipations.

St. Petersburgh letters announce, that the Czar has ordered
Warsaw to be lit with gas, and the water of the Vistula to be
conveyed in pipes through the city.

The grand musical festival of the Lower Rhine will take place

at Aix-la-Chapelle toward the end of June. The composer,
Lindpainter, ii to direct.

The confusion of parties was still very great in tbe French
capital; and the greatest uncertainty prevailed as to the probable
solution of the pending political questions.

M. Lamartine, in his journal, calls earnestly upon Lotus Na-
poleon to renounce all idea of re-elecdou, and to retire from otiice

with the abnegation of a patriotic citizen.

A workman engaged in covering the roof of the Crystal Palace
with canvas, a few weeks since, lost his equilibrium, and fell

tlirough the roof to the floor below. He was quite dead when
taken up.

Letters from Madrid state that the Spanish government is dis-

posed to assist that of Portugal against the Duke of Saidanha in

case of conflict, but that it is the desire at the same time to act in

concert with England.

From Vienna it is stated that a note had been forwarded to

Constantinople, demanding the detention for two ycirs longer of
fourteen of the Hungarian fugitives. Austria offered to bear the

expense.

It is said that Sontag, Duprez and daughter, Alboni, Ida Ber-
trand, Lablache, Gardoni, Ferranti ; and, in fact, the whole troupe
of Her Majesty's Theatre, may visit America dm-ing the present

year, under the direction of Max Maretzek.

Conversation is the ventilatioa of the mind.

A spur in the head is worth two in the heel.

.
. . .An historian should be without passion and without pen-

sion.

....The grace which makes every other grace amiable, is

humility.

He keeps his road well enough who gets rid of bad com-
pany.

....Keep aloof from quarrels; be neither a witness, nor a
party.

Greatness may build the tomb, but it is goodness must
make the epitaph.

A true believer, when blessed with a smiling imagination,
is the happiest of mankind.

. . . .Beauty is the most fleeting thing upon earth, yet immortal
as the spirit from which it blooms.

When a personage becomes formidable to his competitors,
or subordinates, they generally seek to deceive or destroy him.

. . . .An active and faithful memory doubles life; for it brings

a man again upon the stage with all those who have made their

exits.

. . . .He alone deserves to have any weight or influence with
posterity, who has shown himself superior to the particular and
predominant error of his own times.

lobr's ®Uo.

Which requires the most courage, to look down a cliff, or into

an empty pocket-book ^

" I can't see the harm in it," as the monkey said to the look-

ing-glass.

" Go to thunder," is now rendered : Take your departure to the

abode of the reverberating echoes of heaven's artillery.

An old lady in Cincinnati, who sells eggs, has over her door,

"New laid eggs every morning, by Betty Briggs."

Cotton Mather, describes a class of " latter days' saints " as

giving their flour to the d—I.

A highly " Caudleized " editor of a westera family newspaper,
heads his mamage notices " Lucifer Matches."

The Blade says, that the toothache may he cured by holding
in the right hand a certain root—the root of the aching tooth.

A little man grows jealous. We know of nothing to compare
him to, unless it's a bottle of ginger-pop in a high state of re-

bellion.

The fishing smacks in which the Swampscot siilnrs go to sea

are nothing in comparison with the kind they have when they

get home.

Jenny Lind is usually called a " nitrhtingale," but the chap who
gave ®10 for his ticket says it's his opinion she's in reality a

robin.

A country girl eating cream-cakes for the first time, being
asked how she liked them, replied that they would have been very
good if they were only done in the inside.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL. '

VOLUMES 1st, 2cl, and 3d.

We have Tolumeg 1st, 2d, and 3i:l, of The Pictorial Dra^tiso-'Room
Companion, elegantly bounil ia cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumiDed
sides, forming a superb and most attractivB parlor ornament iu the shape of a
book of between Four and Five HaxDRED Pagks, and containing nearly

One Thousand Engratings of Men, Planners, and current Events all over the
world ; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe

;
of famous Cities, and beautiful

Villages; of Pageants at home and abroad; of fine Maritime Views ; and, ia
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects ; mth an
Illumined Title Page and Inbex of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketehes, Pocras and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Eecord of the times ; altogether forming an ex-

ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume.

THE FLAG OF OUR UlNHOI,
AN ELEGANT, JIOR.U. AND EEFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to pohte literature, wil and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal prize tales, written expressly for this paper, and at a very great cost. In
politics, and on all sectarian questions, ifc is strictly neutral. Nothing of an
immoral nature v,ill ever be admitted into its columns; therefore maldng it

emphaticidly,

A PAPEE I^OE THE MJXIIOjST,

AND A TVELCOME TISITOH TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It is generally acknowledged that the Flag i.'^ now the Irniiin^ loi'fjdy pa-
per 111 the United States, and its literary contents are allowed, by the best

judges, to be unsurpa.=«od.

It contains the foreign and domei^tic news of the diiy, fo coirlcn^ed as to

enable us to ^vo the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No acivcrtisG-

ments are admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled coi-ps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the mo.st

finished and perfect syst-cm that experience can suggest, or money prodnce.

Lacking: neither the means nor the will, we can lay before our hundreds of
thousands of readers an

® m n© n sr i\ Ej IPAIF111E9
the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in

the Union.

TEEM:S to SUBSCEI3EES.
1 subscriber, one year, P2 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 " •' f^OO

8 '• " UOO
16 '= ' 20 00

One copy of the Flag op our Uniox, and one copy of the ricTuKi.vL Dk.w-
IXG-IIOOM CoMPA^IO^', one year, for Hi 00.

[iZ^ Invariably in advanc.e.

Subscribers or postmasters arc requested to act as agents, and fonn cUdss, on.

the above terms.

G;;7=" A'/ nrr/pTS should be adJrrtrsed, post PAID, lo ^/le Publisiisr of t:i:: rL.\a

OF our U^tox.

*,^* The Ft, AG ctk he ah'~nif'l at any ofthe yifi'-sjicmf^r drp'i's in. the Viitt-^d

States^ ajid of ntnospaptr ca .-lai-s, at folr cexts p-r ^)':'^l-' cvpij.

F . G T. F. A P n N ,

PCULlSUEil AND PROPlUHrOR, EOSTON, MASS-
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AUTO.HATON MUSICAL BAXI>.
Odr of the most extraordinary musical inventions ever con-

peived by the human minrl, is H:^hibitin^ to the public of Phila-
delphia, at the Masical Fund Hall. The idea was conceived by
Mr. Anthony Faas, the maker of the ct'lebraied American Accor-
deon, which attracted so much attention at the annual exhibitions
of the Franklin Institute, and for which he received two silver

medals. This musical invention consists oF nine automata, as

large as life. There are two flute players, one clarinet player,

two trumpets, three bass hora players, and a bass aruramer. Tne
figures are dressed in the Tyrolc'iian costume, and present quite

a natural and imposing appearance. By pulling a slender wire,

the instruments are partly raised and the heads of the figures

drop forward in the most natural manner. The machinery, of
course, is complicated, and of immense power. The music is

excellent;, and one. can scarcely realize that the figures are not
human beings. The drummer, in beating time, does his part to

perfection. Marches, polkas, waltzes, patriotic tunes, and opera
pieces can be performed with remarkable precision and sweetoess
of tone. Mr. Faas assures us that he has bestowed ten years
labor on this work, and, of course, under the greatest difficulties.

Even the drummer, that would seem to be the easiest made,
caused him three years of almost undivided attention. When
Maeizel's automaton chess player and automaton trumpeter were
introduced lo the citizens, they created an immense sensiation.

The enconiiams then passed were fully deserved ; but how much
more inreresting and ingenious is it to array nine, with a variety
of instruments, and to make them play so well that some of the
bands of musicians of our city might well blush. Mr. Faas never
permitted any one outside liis own domestic household to know
what he was doing. He was an object of suspicion bj' some of
the police. They had seen accordeon valves lying about his

house, at diffi.-rent times, and they conceived the ideg, that these
were unstamped German silver counterfeit quarters, and they
watched close. The unsuspecting, ingenious gentleman, who
was pursuing his invention under the greatest difficulties, couldn't
ritle in an omnibus but that an officer would also take a ride in

the same vthijie. In conversation with him, attempts were made
to find out what he did in a certain room in hU house. He never
divulged the secret, and this fact alone strengthened the officer's

suspicions. All this time, Mr. Faas did not know what they were
after. One day he proceeded to Red Bank, New Jersey, for

pleasure; so did an officer. At another time, he went to Read-
ing, Pa., on business, and, strange as it may seem, an ofiicer,

whose face was familiar to Mr. Faas, had business there too.

As the men of hiw never could get any evidence that would war-
rant an arrest, Mr. Faas of course remained free. 7t was not
until recently that the secret of the invention became known, and
thu<i the doubts of all have been removed. Mr. Faas is a man
of great skill, ingenuity and goodness of heart, and is highly
esteemed by all who have the pleasure of an acquaintance with
him. Altogether this exhibition may be looked upon a"* a most
wonderful discovery. It is intended to visit, with this wonderful
exhibition, the principal cities of this country, and eventually to

make a tour of Europe. Wherever so novel and ingenious an
invention shall present itself, crowds of curious people will be
sure to throng to see what might very properly be called the
wonder of modern times. We cannot consider this wonderful
in%-ention minutely without feelings of astonishment at the per-

fection to which mechanism has been brought in these times,
what remarkable inventions are daily discovering themselves, and
also thinking within one's self, when shall this tide of improve-
ment stop, what new wonder is science secretly preparing for us,

and by what new efiort and success of genius are wc next to be
astonished ! Mr. Faas richly deserves the success that is sure to

crown his genius, and out of this new and almost miraculo'is
production he will realize, doubtless, a splendid fortune. Maei-
zel's mechanical genius did not lack for appreciation, but behold
a mightier than Maelzel is here. Even at the time when the

automaton chess player was being exhibited in most of our prin-

cipal cities, if any one had been bold enough to prognosticate
the possibility of such a piece of machinery as a band of autom-
aton musicians, able to play correctly and in perfection of time
and tune, the most elaborate waltzes, rondeaus and airs, he would
have been looked upon much as was Fulton, when he first declared
that the ocean would one day be navigated by steam. If music
and singing were as generally taught in this country as in Ger-
manv, there need be no doubt that American ingenuity would
furnish many pleasing combinations of the harmonious and of
the useful. The idea of giving "music for the million" by the

aid of machinery is well worthy of all Yarikee consideration.

ChickeriuK's pinnos are said to " almost talk," and we should
not be surprised if there are contracts made f.ir any number of
" machine bandi " on some great procession day.

WIIvLIAM PENN.
The position of Penn was a carious one. He representpd two

?hasf s of life as remarkably distingui-hed as the court of Charhs
I., gallant and splendid, into which he was born, and the bare

virgin forests of Ir'ennsylvania with which he was to be so nobly
connected. He was to be both a quaker and a courtier. A man
of distinguished birth, of high fortune and position, and the friend

and associate in prisons and conventicles of George Fox. That
he reconciled the two characters, without compromise of whi t

was true in either, is the real greatness of the man. To have
played the part of one of them in excess would have been easy
enough. To have been a religious fanatic or a state hack would
have been readily attainable, and more comprehensible to the

public. Penn was neither. While he was ready to suffer fine,

imprisonment, and ignominy, to protest against vice in high
places, to withstand every indu''ement of profligate policy, he
never forgot his birth as a gentleman and the duties of his posi-

tion. It is in the first yf ars of a man's life that his character is

formed and his responsibilities marked out. His father was one
of the most distinguished of English admirals, a worldly man,
whose design was to build a splendid worldly fortune for his son.

The worldliness Penn sifted out of his f^te with invincible purify

and strength of will ; the opportunities for honorable influence

he preserved. The story of that struggle for conscience sake is

known to all—of his alienation from home, his domiciliation in.

pri'^ons—till time and thought had taught his father, the stout old

adtuiral, the stubble basis o his Oivn views, the enduring foun-

dation of t^»e principles of his qu:iker son. The son succeeded

to the friendship of the Duke of York, and the int^-rcourse be-

tween the two is honorable to both. When his own family fell

from the exiled king, Penn, to his honor, remained faithful to

tiieir old friendship which he had so often turned to the opening
of prisons and the relief of oppressed consciences. Twelve hun-
dred Friends had been released by one of .Tames's acts from
prison. Had Penn no bu-^iness at court V The friendship of

James smoothed the way of the Proprietor of Pennsylvania in

the management of his colony. Would it have been better for

America that Penn had never visited Whitehall'' This question

leads us to a consideration of the great struggles made in England
for republican principles. We should al^o remember that our
most liberal colonial charters are from kings, such as the Charleses

and the Jameses.

—

LiUra^-y World,
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THE

i®ii© fiiisiiM:
-OR, THE-

CRUISER OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.

m Ym

BY F. CLINTON BARRINGTON.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XVI.—[continued.]

Leaving the helm in charge of Robin, Guil-

ford went into the cuddie and arranged as well

as he could the cot of dry sea-weed for the prince,

and when he would have apologized for its

roughness, the latter said cheerfully ;

" Do not say one word, my dear Guilford, for

I have learned to sleep as hard as the poorest

of my subjects. I am used to rough fare and

rough lodgings. But keep good watch, and do

not let any large vessel come too near us. Call

me if any war-ship is seen in any quarter."

Guilford, having seen Prince Charles lie down

to rest, returned to the deck. The faces of the

two exiles beamed upon him with grateful

smiles as he re-appeared.

" You are the happiest and most to be envied

Englishman tliat this day lives, young man,"

said Lord Algernon, smiling ;
" for you have

.under your charge the prince on whose safety

depends the fate of England."
" I am happier than I can express," answered

Guilford, resuming the helm, while he gave an

order to Robin to trim the sheets. " As we are

now a full third of the way across the channel,

my lords," he added, " will you say what part

of the French coast the prince would like to be

landed upon V
" To the east of Cape de la Hague, and as

near the Cherbourg landing as may be," an-

swered the Scottish lord. " We have friends

there in waiting for many weeks."

"The wind is not exactly fair for making

Cherbourg," answered Guilford, looking at the

sails and then at the sky ;
'* but by tacking and

running west by north four or five miles, we can

then go about and make it towards night."

" Is there no danger that we shall be interfered

with by the channel ships of war that are hover-

ing on the coast to watch against the prince's

escape ?" asked the grey-bearded earl, with some

solicitude, as he cast his eyes about him and saw

four or five sail of vessels at various distances,

some of them between them and the distant line

of the coast of France, and one directly astern,

as if in chase.

" Are there ships cruising on the watch, my
lords ?" asked Guilford, changing color. " I

did not imagine danger save from the coast guard

on shore."

" There is great danger yet," answered both

noblemen. " An order has been sent to all the

captains of the vessels of war to be vigilant in

bringing to and examining every boat that

crosses the channel."

" I did not know of this," answered Guilford.

He then stood up in the stern of the fishing

vessel, which being but five tons burthen, did not

elevate him but three or four feet above the level

of the sea, and with a keen nautical eye scanned

carefully the encircling horizon, commencing

north and returning to the same point.

" What do you make out these vessels to be V
asked Lord Algernon Dudley, the old noble,

trusting to the skill of the young sailor in mat-

ters of which he himself had little experience.

" The vessel astern, my lords, is a ship, that

has just come out of Portsmouth. I saw her an

hour ago, between the Isle of Wight and the

main, standing down. She is a Norwegian tra-

der by the shortness of her yards and square

make of her bows."

*' You observe closely," said the young Scot-

tish lord.

" Yes ; we fishermen, passing our lives on the

channel, and accustomed to the sight of vessels

of all nations, soon discern the difference be-

tween those of one country and another, and

are able to tell them a long ways off."

" Yes, I can understand it," said Lord Cates-

by ;
" for in the highlands the shepherds on the

hills can often tell men of different clans at a

distance long before they can distinguish the

plaid of their tartans. What vessel is that to

the west "i It looks large, like an armed ship."

" It is a ship of war of large size," answered

Guilford ;
*' but she is standing northward, and

is bound into Portsmouth. She will hardly

trouble us."

" Then this vessel at the east, which seems to

be standing directly down to us V
" That I am more doubtful about. She is too

far off to be well made out, and as her masts

range in a line, I can't tell whether she is a ship

or brig. But from the squareness of her yards

and the way she settles in the water, I am afraid

she is an armed cruiser."

At these words the two nobles looked very

naturally anxious, and watched her with close

attention. There were two other vessels visible

in the far south-western board, but at too re-

mote a distance to be made anything of, save

that Guilford was positive they were large, three

masted vessels.

The wind was blowing a five knot breeze,

from W. S. W., and the little vessel, kept close-

hauled, went steadily on her way, steering as

near as possible for the Cape of the Hague, now
forty miles distant, in a south by west direction.

CHAPTER XVIL
A DESPERATE STRATAGEM FOILED.

Leaving the little fishing smack, which held

the destinies of England, to dance along over

the waves of the channel on its way to the coast

of Normandy, we will follow the adventures of

another one of the characters of our story.

When Red Hand the earl had regained his

own ship, and, after the severe execution of the

sentence upon Lord Rudolph, had dismissed the

yacht, he gave orders to his lieutenant in com-

mand to steer westward until sunrise, and then

call him.

" I have not had one hour's sleep since I left

London," he added to the officer, "and I must

have a little rest."

He then went to his state-room, where he found

Edward, the useful and handsome officer al-

ready introduced to the reader, engaged in copy-

ing papers. Upon the entrance of the earl, the

youth looked up and fixed upon the earl his

large dark eye, which had as much light in it as

a woman's, and said :

" My lord, I know not how to contain my joy

at your safe return once more to the ship, know-

ing, as I alone did, the perilous errand on wliich

you went."

" I had a narrow escape of it more than once,

Edward," answered the earl, throwing himself

upon a cushioned settee.

" And what success, my lord V asked the

youth, in a tone that slightly hesitated, as if he

feared he ventured too far to make so open an

inquiry.

"Cromwell's head is still on his shoulders,

and he is free to ride on England's neck till a

more lucky day for us. Would you like to hear

the particulars ?"

" Yes, my lord ; I will first copy these two re

niaining lines of the letter you have written to

tlic iJukc of Orleans, to be left at Cherbourg."

The youthful secretary then busied himself a

minute till he had couipleted the task allotted to

him, and then placing his pen by his side on the

polishiid Brogibun taljle, placed himself in an

attitude of listening. This young man, whose

beauty, as we have said, was almost feminine,

was ahout twenty years of age, slight in ligurc,

but tall, and gracefully nmdc. A brown mous-

tache was just beginning to darken his well cut

upper lip, and his rich and shining brown locks

curled short about his circular and snovz-wliite

neck. His brows were also brown or hazel col-

ored, like his hair, and exquisitly arched over a

pair of large, well expanded eyes of the clearest

gray. His nose was Persian, straight, and with

thin nostrils— generally a mark of high birth.

When he spoke, rows of even teelh, as dewy and

translucent as pearls, were visible. His hands

were as symmetrical as nature could have

moulded them, and his whole air and tone were

striking and distinguished. There was an ex-

pression of sadness upon his face that seemed to

be abiding, and to derive itself from a source

deeply hidden in the heart. With all his beauty,

there was a total absence of consciousness of it,

and with all his womanly elegance there was no

lack of the proud and manly bearing of his sex.

Between him and the earl there appeared to ex-

ist a friendship equal and confidential, and

which seemed to take no count of the difference

in their years. The attire of the young secretary

was a suit of black velvet, with here and there a

plain gold button, and a silver hilted sword,

worn in a polished Arabian belt at his side.

"The night on which I landed at Hastings,"

said Red Hand, "twenty days ago to-day, I

found the three men ready with horses to take

me to London. I was nearly two days reaching

the city, not wishing to ride too fast, lest I

should draw attention. I wore my disguise as a

Puritan conventicle preacher, and had much
honor paid me at several limes, by Cromwell's

people. At length, safe in London, I put up at

the house in the Strand where Lord Layton and
Germain were lodged. They received me
warmly, and asked where I had landed and

where left my ship. I told them that I had left

my vessel off Hastings, but that, by my orders,

she was to run to the coast of France and hover

about Germany until the twentieth, when she

was to stand over the Sussex side and wait my
orders, or take me on board, as you have done

this night."

" You have read the report of our cruise, my
lord, during your three weeks' absence V ob-

served the young lieutenant.

" Yes, 1 have looked it over, and find you have

had too many handsome fights with Cromw^l's

vessels ; but one of these I heard of before I left

London, and I assure you it made me proud of

my gallant friends on board, and my noble ves-

sel. One would have thought, by the way the

Londoners talked about your sinking the par-

liament ship Nestor, that I had been a Moorish

buccaneer and lived by pirating on the world.

But Cromwell would have all true loyalists

branded as pirates and robbers. There are no

honest men in England now-a-days, but those

who have cropped crowns and pray by the

league. But to my story. After I had been a

week in London we had all our plans laid. Un-

der the disguise of a coal heaver, I had more

than once stood within ten feet of Cromwell, as

he passed through the palace yard, where I was

heaving coal, having managed to get employed

there for this purpose. Under the disguise of a

baker, I entered the palace, and, as a postman,

I placed letters in his very hand. All these

opportunities I sought to see him and learn his

habits and hours, that we might know what day

and hour to fix upon our plan for carrying him

off. At length I discovered that every Tuesday

and Saturday it was his custom to embark on

the Thames to sail up to palace, there to

be present at a council which he had convoked

for the purpose of settling upon a new code of

justice for the commonwealth, it being his inten-

tion to adopt the Justinian code, if possible, over

the common law. We resolved that we would

have everything ready to lay hands upon him

when he should return from one of these excur-

sions, which wo ascertained would be towards

twilight.

" I had already obtained a swiftbarge with two

masts and eight oars, and had placed over her a

deck that would conceal twelve men. This

barge we had placed under a warehouse that

belonged to a trusty- loyalist. The eight oars-

men were selected by me from a score of the

young nobles who are living in London in dis-

guise and poverty, ready to enter upon any en-

terprise that may bring back the king, by destroy-

ing the usurper. The twelve men concealed in

the deck were all born lords and barons, half

Scotch and half EngliHh,"

" Each equally anxious to share the peril and
the glory I"

" Yes. At length the afternoon, four days

ago, arrived. One by one, hy different routes,

tlic lords and gentlemen reached the rendezvous,

entered the bout and concealed themselves, with

arms in their hands, under the deck. I was the

last person there, and went accompanied by the

French lieutenant, whose ship was waiting off

the n.outh of the Thames to receive us. At
four o'clock I saw the protector embark in his

state barge, rowed by twelve men. He sat in

the stem, surrounded by six or seven of his court,

for he holds court and carries state like a crowned
king. In the bow were eight soldiers of his body
guard, armed with harquebuses. At about half

an hour before sundown I saw his barge half a
mile off, descending the river. It was returning

earlier than we expected, but on consulting with

the lords, we decided to attack it in open sun-

shine, and trust to the swiftness of our barge to

escape down the river with our prize."

" It was a very bold enterprise, my lord."

" One must do a bold thing who would at-

tempt to make Cromvvell prisoner. Standin.-

upon the pier, I watched the descending barg

until it had come nearly opposite our lurking

place, when, lowering myself into my boat, I

said:

"'My friends, now is our time! Oars, all

give way and launch out into the river.'

" The next moment we shot out from beneath

the arch of the old pier, and steered with foam-

ing bow and leaping oars straight for the state

galley. The helmsman of it, seeing us about to

cross his bows, hailed us and ordered me to back
the oars ! But not heeding him, I directed my
boat's bows obliquely, so as to strike the barge
about halfway between her beam and cutwater.

The shock, as I ground along her sides, mowing
down the whole bank of oars, was so great as to

stave in the bows of the galley and break the

forward knees of my own boat.

" ' To arms and board !' I shouted, in a voice

of thunder.

" The next moment my deck was alive with,

armed men, who leaped into the galley and
swept her forecastle. Sword in hand, I pressed
aft, with lords McDonald and McEergus, to

where Cromwell stood, calling upon his soldiers

to rally and fire upon us. His own sword was
in his hand, and as I approached, he threw him-
self into an attitude of a lion at bay.

"'You are my prisoner, Oliver Cromwell!'
said I, leaping towards him. ' Give up your
sword I'

"'Ho who would have my sword must take

it!* he answered, with a firmness that made me
respect the man's bravery.

"I did not wait a second time to be invited,

but crossing blades wirh him, was on the eve of
getting the mastery, for I once had his sword en-

tangled in the folds of my coat, when his friends,

recovering from their panic, fought in his de-

fence like good fellows, and his harquebuses did

such good service, that we were finally compelled
to retreat to our own boat, half of us wounded,
and abandon the enterprise upon which so much
time and talent had been expended. I should

have rallied my party and renewed the attack,

hut for the sight of three barges of troops which
I saw pulling to the protector's aid from tho

shore. So we got off and made the best of our
way down the river, chased by two of the barges.

We should inevitably have been taken, if night

soon coming on had not befriended us. Under
cover of it we mingled among the numerous
boats plying up and down the river, and landing

on the south side of the Thames, about four

miles below London, we found our way to an

inn, kept by an old king's man, who gave us

cheer and lodging, and bound up the wounds of

those who had been hurt. Here I remained un-

til the next night, when, hearing that Prince

Charles had certainly been seen in Mid England,

making his way in disguise towards the Sussex

coast, I resolved to regain my vessel and watch

to give him succor. Leaving my poor lords dis-

comfited but not in despair, and with a second

plot fairly hatched out hefore I left tho inn, I

took my way across the country on foot, for I

had learned from our host tliat our daring, open
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attack upon Cromwell, had filled all London

with amazement, and that the protector had

given strict orders to guard all the roads, and

look out especially for the outlaw Red Hand, the

pirate earl."

" He knew you then, my lordV
" He had reason to know me well. Besides,

I shouted my war cry, ' A VilUers ! A Villiers !'

as we charged him on his harge. I had, there-

fore, to be very cautious in crossing from Lon-

don to the coast, and travelled chiefly in the

night ; and when by day I walked, I kept on the

bills far away from the roads. At length, last

night I reached the little fishing port of Brithels-

mane, and famished and thirsty, and deeming

myself out of reach of all danger, in that obscure

place, I entered the inn to refresh myself. But

as I have told you, a swarm of Cromwell's lo-

custs soon came in, and I had to make my escape

the best way I could. To young Guilford Gra-

ham I owe my life and present security, and if it

is ever in my power to serve him, may I lose my

other hand if I forget to do it."

" What an unfortunate result, my lord, ofyour

well-planned scheme to take the usurper," said

Edward Percy. " If you had succeeded. Prince

Charles, instead of flying from England, would

have entered London in triumph."

" Yes ; but we will bide our lime. The young

king will yet sit in his father's throne. Of this

I feel as sure as if it had been made known to me

by a revelation from heaven."

"My lord, I feel so. There seems to be a

seventh sense in us which scholars do not take

note of in their philosophies. It is that sense of

being assured that a certain thing yet in future

will come to pass."

"I understand you. It is so."

" When the noble marquis, my father, was led

to the scaffold, I had a feeling that he would not

be executed then ; and after he was remanded to

prison and had his second trial, I then felt all the

dread certainty that he would die. The result

verified my sensations."

" The same feeling which yon describe I have

experienced. Even now I can say with a cer-

tainty as positive as if I were inspired, that Prince

Charles will not fall into the hands of his foes,

but ere long reach France in safety. Nay, I have

a presentiment that it will not be long ere you

and I shall behold him in security."

" I earnestly pray, my lord, that your wishes

may be fully realized."

" You mean that my eighth sense may not

deceive me," responded the earl, laughing. " But

my dear Edward, 1 have a rare romance to tell

thee."

" Ah, my lord
!"

" Yes. This young Guilford Graham, with

his handsome face and fine eyes, has captivated

no less a personage than the fair Lady Catharine

Vane."
" Impossible, my lord."

" Nothing more true, Edward. And as to its

being impossible, there is nothing more possible,

when two young hearts come together and are

found to be of kindred mould. How he man-

aged first to win her heart, is to me a mystery
;

but as he lives at the foot of Castle Vane, I

doubt not they have been thrown together in

some way very naturally, and what with his rev-

erence for her rank and respectful homage, and

her admiration of his person, and perhaps grati-

tude for rustic civilities, they got to losing their

hearts to each other. But be that as it may, they

are lovers, and she loves quite as enthusiastically

as he does."

" I like the young man—I am grateful to him

—I respect his courage—but for him to aspire

to—"
" Tut, tut, my dear Edward ! The days of

chivalry arc filled with such real romances of life.

A humble lover and high-born maiden are the

theme and and burden of half the ballads."

" That is true. But—

"

" I have however, something to add that will

make youlikethe young man's honor. It would

seem he has lately awakened to the practical view

of his romantic attachment, and last night he

was on the way to see tlie lady to release her

from all love vows, and tell her that he felt that

they never could be united, holding such opposite

positions in society. It was on this errand he

saw me beset and gave me such good aid. And,

oddly enough, ou board my ship he finds the

Lady Catharine. They had an interview, which

I chanced to overhear, which resulted in a refu-

sal on her part to listen, like a noble girl as

she is, to any such sacrifice of his happiness on

his part, and to her consenting to wait for him

until he shall achieve a name and fame that

will give him some pretensions to sue for her

hand."

"And this compact stands ?"

" Yes. And be assured that we shall yet hear

of this young man in some honorable and daring

' exploit. He has it in him, and he has a prize to

win that will nerve his arm and carry him to his

object through every danger."

" I like hira well, my lord ! He is certainly

deserving of her if she loves him."
" I knew you would like him, and therefore I

have told you this. It is my intention to seek

him out at an early day, as soon as the prince

shall have got safely to France, and then give

him employment in charge of the vessel and ex-

pedition which is planned for another attempt to

get possession, if possible, of the person of Crom-

well."

" I was in hopes, my lord, that in this new ex-

pedition I should not be overlooked."

" I did promise to give you some opportunity

of distinguishing yourself, Edward. But you

are too useful to me. I would have you near

me ; and besides, I wish from Cherbourg to send

you with a message to St. Lo to my fair daugh-

ter."

Here the young secretary blushed and looked

pleased.

" Besides, wilt thou not, for love's sake, give

my young friend Guilford a chance of winning

a name that will give hira the prince's favor,

and thus open a way to his advancement in the

worldV
" I gainsay it no further, my good lord," an-

swered Edward, with a cheerful smile.

*' Hast thou finished those despatches for

Paris V
*' Yes, my lord."

" Seal and address them. But first let me see

the letter to the French king ; for it is important

that there be no error in it."

The earl took the paper and began reading in

a low, audible tone, as follows :

—

" Your most christian majesty will be pleased

to learn that our august Prince Charles, since

the disastrous defeat of his forces near Worces-

ter, forty days ago, has hitherto eluded the efforts

of Cromwell to take his person captive. I have

certain information to convey to your majesty

that he is hoveriiignear the English south coast,

and will embrace the first safe opportunity for

embarking across the channel to find that safety

in your dominions which your majesty, through

me, bAS so courteously offered to him. It is to

be ardently hoped that the prince will reach the

French coast ere many days."

The earl continued to read on for a few lines

further, but in a less audible manner, and then

immediately returning the letter to the secretary,

he said:

*' It is correctly copied and fairly writ.

Seal."

" You have forgotten to sign it, my lord."

" True."

The Earl Villiers then took a pen in his left

hand and made a capital V, after which he placed

a seal that he took from his sword hilt, upon

some wax that Edward had previously placed for

the reception of it. It was a shield, on which

was a three-masted ship, and for a crest was a

hand severed at the wrist.

"I wear this seal and badge till Cromwell

loses his usurped throne, and then I resume my
arms. I will yet make him Avince the more, as

men say he does at hearing of Red Hand, his

deadly foe ! Now I would have thee pen a let-

ter to my fair daughter, at the convent St. Lo.

It is four weeks since she wrote me the sweet

missile which pleased me so, and I have deigned

it no reply. Come, sir, thou art my right hand,

and I would have thee write to a lady as I would

have done in my younger days. Let the script

be smaller than that in which thou hast writ to

the French king, and by no means so large as

that wherewith thou wrltcst to our English bar-

ons. A handwriting for a lady's eye, let me
teach thee, young cavalier, should be graceful in

shape, neat in all its parts, of a cunning and

pleasing fashion, and without mar or blot. I

like well the Italian script for this business.

Dost thou know if?'*

" Yes, my lord ; I have cultivated all styles of

Spain, of France, of Italy, and of Germany."
'^ Let us have that of Italy."

" I am ready, my lord."

" Then say these words with thy own finish

;

for, by the rood ! I am better skilled in ropes and

ships than in the art of penmanship. Now to thy

task :

—

" * Fair daughter Jenny :

* Thy sweet billet came duly into my hand,

and was read with pride and satisfaction. It

pleases me that thou art so happily content with

thy present abode, and that the abbess doth her

best to give thee such entertainment as becometh

thy goodness and my daughter. Thou wilt par-

don this long delay between my answer and ihy

letter ; but this is a busy season since the mishap

to the prince's army, and I am compelled to

keep astir, acd mostly on the sea, fori am hoping

to give the prince the opportunity of getting off

from the coast in my ship, which would be the

proudest event of thy father's life to aid his

prince in escaping from his enemies. Thou hast

heard how he has been hunted in Scotland

;

but getting into England, he is now wandering

near the coast, and must soon either fall into the

hands of his enemies or get safely over to

France. If he reach Paris, I shall not fail to go

there to give him my homage, in which case I

will pass St. Lo and take thee with me ; for thy

education is by this time well on to its close
;

and what thou lackest in thy head, thy face's

beauty will make up. Edward Percy telleth

me thafr thou hast grown wonderfully fair. He
will be the bearer of this, and I would fain com-

mend him (here there lurked a smiling expres-

sion in the corner of the earl's eye) to thy cour-

tesy and attention, for he hath my confidence

and love. Heaven bless thee, fair daughter Jen-

ny, and soon place thee in the arms of thy loving

father,

Arthur, Earl of Villiers.' "

This letter having been duly penned by the

youthful secretary. Red Hand settled himself

upon his couch and gave himself up to the pro-

posed sleep which he so much needed, while Ed-

ward continued at the escritoire writing and

sealing pacquets addressed to various exiled no-

blemen in France.

At length the day broke, and the earl, rising,

went to the deck. His keen eye surveyed the

horizon. Three or four vessels were in sight,

one of which, far to the eastward, was made out

to be a brig-of-war, but as she showed no colors,

her nature could not be made out ; though as she

was near the French coast, she was supposed to

be a vessel of that nation. Some dozen fishing

vessels were also seen running about. Upon all

three Ked Hand directed the long, heavy tele-

scope of that day, and then, having swept the

French coast near which he was sailing, he sud-

denly gave orders to put about ; for up to that

time,- since Guilford had left her in the yacht

during the preceding night, she had been steering

nearly west. The island of Aldemey lay about

two leagues distant abeam, when they tacked

ship.

" Lay her course E. N. East," said Red Hand.
" We will run up the channel and keep cruising

between Normandy and Sussex, for we may be

so fortunate as to fall in with some of the fugi-

tives crossing who will give us news of the prince.

Keep a close watch on all the fishing boats, and

run close to each of them, so that if any of the

prince's party be in them, we may take them on

board."

The ship how stretched eastward under all her

canvas, for the breeze was light from the south

and south by west, and every sail had to be set

to get six knots an hour out of her. The men,

after they had breakfasted, were called to quar-

ters and trained to the guns, to keep them in

constant practice ; for they were surrounded by

hostile vessels, and might at any hour find them

selves engaged in mortal conflict with some of

Cromwell's ships. In this manner, closely ex-

amining every craft, the royal cruiser of the chan-

nel kept on her course, the sight of her causing

many an English trading vessel to up helm and

fly for shelter towards the nearest land on the

British side.

CHAPTER XVIII.

AN EXCITING SCENE.

It was about three o'clock in the afternoon,

when the ship commanded by Red Hand came

nearly opposite Cape La Hogue, the land lying

about five miles from her to the south, on the

starboard beam. The wind had been light and

baffling all day, and she had made but little pro-

gress since the morning, not having placed more

than fifteen miles between her and the place

where, at sunrise, she had put about to steer

eastward up the channel.

The vessels which bad been visible from her

deck in the morning had now all disappeared in

their several directions, but others were in sight.

The brig-of-war, which they had supposed to he

a French vessel, had suffered the "Prince

Charles " to come near enough for her to make
out her character, when, without waiting for a

more intimate acquaintance, and trusting to her

heels, she hoisted the British flag and ran for

Portsmouth. Several fishing vessels, but chiefly

Norman, had been brought too in the course of

the fifteen miles run, but there was no one on

hoard save the ordinary crews. Nor from two

English fishing smacks which Red Hand brought

to, could he learn anything of any fugitives hav-

ing been seen on the coast, or having crossed to

France.

About half past three in the afternoon, as the

earl was about to give orders to alter the course

of his ship and run into Cherbourg, the lookout

aloft called lustily from his perch :

—

"Sail ho!"

" Where away ?" demanded the officer of the

deck, making use of the same nautical phrase-

ology, which for more than two hundred years

has been customary in the English navy.

" Three points abaft the larboard beam."

The earl glanced over the quarter, and saw a

vessel, at some distance yet, but the appearance

of which caused him to call quickly for his tele-

scope. When it was handed to him, he rested it

uponarattlin of the mizzen rigging and levelled

it upon the stranger. There were a dozen other

vessels in sight in other directions, but they

were all made out to he either traders or coast-

ers or fishermen, save one, which was to the north

and east, which could not be made out, being too

remote, but which seemed to be coming down
hand over hand, bringing a fine topsail breeze

along with her.

" What do you make her out, my lord 1"

asked Edward, who stood near the earl, assisting

his one arm in keeping the glass steady.

"A confounded large ship, and with iron

teeth enough to eat two such mouthfuls as we
are."

"A ship of the largest class, my lord?"

"Yes, and one of Cromwell's hull-dogs. I

know her well, by her stump topmasts. It is

the Leviathan, and is twice our metal. She has

a breeze with her, too, and seems to be steering

dead for us."

" You may be sure, my lord, she knows who
we are."

" Without doubt. We have boarded craft

enough since morning to report us in that quar-

ter."

" My lord," said the quartermaster, who had

been for some minutes inspecting the ship in the

northern board.

" Well, Claypole, what now?"
" The chap there a-weather is coming down

with a bone in his teeth. He has an ugly look

about the muzzle."

" If he comes too near, we will spoil his muz-

zle for him, if that is the case," said the earl,

cheerfully ; for he was one of those chivalrous

natures that take delight in the accumulation

of dangers. " The fellow off" the quarter has

also a breeze, while we lay as quiet here as if

we were at our anchors. Have supper for the

men early, and then have all hands to quarters,"

he called out. " We shall hardly get away

from these two inquisitive gentlemen who are

coming down this way to look at us, without a

brush."

At hearing this, the whole quarter deck was

in excitement. The officers smiled and ex-

changed congratulations with each other at the

prospect of a battle, while the rumor flying for-

ward among the men, infused a spirit of bel-

ligerency into their bosoms that completely

changed the whole aspect of things. One would

have thought that the happiest intelligence had

reached them, instead of the report that two

large, armed foes were coming down upon them,

probably to attack them, and possibly destroy

them and their vessel. But if the faces of the

officers and men brightened, the countenance of

their chief. Red Hand, shone with courage and

warlike anticipation. Already, in numerous in-

stances had he met the ships of the usurper and

conquered them, though inferior in strength to

them. And so frequent, bold and successful had

been his assaults upon ships, castles, and even

towns on the coast, that in proportion as people

held his name in awe, his own confidence in his

invincibility had increased.

[to be continued.]

HOPE.
hope ! Bweet flatterer I thy delusive touch

Sheds on afilicted minds the balm of comfort

—

Kelieves the load of poverty—sustains

The captive, bending with the weight of bonds

—

And smooths the pillow of disease and pain.— Glover.
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VIEW OP THE CITY OF BALTIMORE, FROM THE EAST SIDE OF THE PETAPSCO.

CITV OF B\LTIMOKE. MARYLAND.
This city is the third in aize and population, in the United

States. It was tirst laid out as a town in 1729, and chartered as

a city in 1797. The principal objects noticed hy our artist in

the eng;raving;, are the Washington Monumpnt, the statue on the

top being 163 feet from the ground, the Battle Monument, the

Catholic Cathedral, the Court House, the Union Bank, St. Paul's

Church, and Merchants' Exchange. The city is laid out with

much regula>rity, the houses are mostly built of brick, and the

place ranks as the first flour market in the world. Its growth
and increase in population have been very rapid, and itisregarded

as one of the most beautiful cities in the Uniou. Its proximity
to Washingtoa City, and
its ready comraunicatiott

with the sea, its central

situation and means of

connection with the great

western flour and pro-

duce trade generally, are

of great advantage to the

city of Baltimore.

MT. WASHINGTON FEMALE SEMINARY.
This eligibly situated institution, being a boarding and day

school for young ladies, is located on Mount Washinirton, South
Boston, a site that could hardly be equalled in the State. It is

nncier the charge of Mrs. Maria Burrill, and Miss L. B. Felton,

ladies of ample ability to fill the responsible stations they occupy.
The plan of the institution admits children as soon as they are

able to read, and conducting them progressively through every

branch of study and lady-like accomplishment, perfects their edu-
cation as far as tuition can do it. The course of education pur-
sued by the young ladies of this Institute is extensive, compre-
hending all those attainments which may be found necessary.

%%

TICES AND VIRTUES.
As a glass which mag-

nifies objects by the ap-

proach of one end to the

eye, lessens them by the

application of the other,

so vices are extenuated
by the invt-rsion of that

fallacy by which virtuefl

are augmented. Those
faults which we cannot
conceal from our own
notice, are considered,

however frequent, not as

habitual corruptions or
settled practices, but aa

casual failures and single

lapses. A man who has,

from year to year, set his

country to sale, either for

tlie gratification of hia

own ambition or resent-

ment, confesses that the

heat of party now and
then betrays the severest

virtues to measures that

cannot be seriously do-

fended. He that spends
his days and nights in riot

apd d^ebaucbery, ov/ns
that his passions ofrcn-

times overpower hi-i reso-

lution. Mental disturb-

ance i^ a CQi^tinual aource
of njoral indecision. Bi^t

eaeh comforts hiinuvlf that

hii faults are not wiihocl
precedent, for the bent and
wisestuien have given v/ay

to the violence of sudden
temptation.

—

Jofmfton.

useful and ornamental in society. The young ladies in the Junior
Department are taught the common branches of an English edu-
cation, Reading, Writing, Grammar, Arithmetic, Geography, and
History, ancient and modern. The young ladies of the Senior
Department are taught the higher branches of Mathematics, an-

cient, niodern and natural History, Astronomy, Rhetoric, Logic,
Natural and Moral Philosophy, Chemistry, Botany and Composi-
tion, and Fancy Needlework in all its varieties ; while Music on the

piano, harp and guitar is added to grace their other arcomplish-
menty. The ladies piesiding over this establisliment are scrupu-
lously careful to watch over their health, as well a^ their morals,

with the solicitude of maternal affection. Cleanliness and neat-

ness are rigorously attend-

ed to. Adjoining the es-

tablishment is an elegant
garden, in which the young
ladies have abundant sea-

sons of relaxation, thus
fostering a taste for the
beautiful in nature which
iFlora spreads before them
These surrounding asse^

ciations all liave their in-

fluence, be it more or less

upon the culture and char-

acter of the fair inmates
and we are glad to per-

ceive that the " sweet face

of nature " is studied as

well as books.

.jm^^rn

VIEW OE THE FEMALE SEMINARY AT MOUNT WASHINGTON, SOUTH BOSTON.

EATING TROUT.
Mitchell dressed apound

trout, and cutting a long
limber stick, thrust one
end of it through the fish

lengthwise, and sticking

the other in the ground,
placed it at a proper dis-

tance and angle over the

fire. He then lai^ down
to superintend the cook-

ing, which, after sundry
changes and turns, was
completed. This I had
seen him do before, but
now came the perfection of

laziness. Sitting up, he

swung the stick around
him, t;o that as he fell back
on his elbow, the trout was
.suspended over his head

;

and thus, while ir bobbed
up and down, peeled off

the delicious morsels and
ate them, That grave,

swarthy Indian, stretched

on the leave, with the fi,'*h

no-^ding before him, as he
slowly stripped away the

fteah,* furnished a picture I

rthoulil lik*^ to have taken.
—Life in the Woods.
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THE YACHT SURPRISE.
Our artist has sketched for

us here this beautiful new
pleasure yacht built by Messrs.

Daniel Lowell & Co., of Jialis-

burv, Mass., for Capt. John
E. Thayer, of this city. She
is, by measurement, about fif-

ty-five tons ; len^'th of keel, fif-

ty-four feet ; on deck she mea-
sures fifty-six feet, with nine-

teen feet one and a half inch

beam; depthof hold, six feet;

length of mainmast, sixty-sev-

en feet; foremast, sixty-five

feet; bowsprit, eighteen and
a hulf feet out board ; main
boom, thirty-eight and a half

feet; gafis, eighteen feet and
a half. She spreads seven

hundred yards of canvas, and
as handsome a set of sails as

was ever unfurled in Boston
harbor ; they were made by
Mr. JohnLothrop, sailmaker,

of this city. Great attention

has been paid to her model,

both in regard to safety as

well as Fpeed. The Surprise

is intendedfora pleasure yacht

in our bay, and is to be com-
manded by her owner, who is

favorably known lo our yacht-

ing amateurs as a very skilful

pilot, as well as a most ac-

commodating and gentleman-

ly man.

TAMIG BEAVKRS.
I have kept several Beavers,

till they became so domesti-

cated as to answer to their

name, and to follow those to

whom they are accustomed,

in the same manner as a dog
would do ; and they were as

much pleased at being fondled

as any animal I ever saw.

In cold weather they were kept

in my o wn sitting-room, where
they were the constant com-
panion of the Indian women
and children, and were so

fond of their company, that

when the Indians were absent

for anv considerable time, the

beavers discovered great signs

of uneasiness ; and, on their

rerurn, showed equal marks
of pleasure, by fondling them, crawling into their laps, lying on
their backs, sitting like a squirrel, and behaving like children who
see their i)arents but seldom. In general, during the winter, they

lived on the same food as the women did, and were remarkably
fond of rice and plumb pudding; they would eat partridges and
fresh venison very freely, but I never tried them with fisb, though
I have heard that they will at times prey on them. Tneir food

consists of a large root, something resembling a cabbage-stalk,

which grows at the bottom of the lakes and rivers. They also eat

the baris of trees, but the ice preventing them from getting to the

land in the winter, they have not any bark to feed on in that sea-

son, except that of such sticks as they cut down in summer, and
throw into the water opposite the doors of their houses ; and as

they generally eat a great deal, the roots above mentioned consti-

tute most of their food during winter. In summer they vary their

diet, by eating different kinds of herbage and berries.

—

Bearne.

CAPTAIN JOHN E. THAYER S YACHT SUBPRISE, IN BOSTON HARBOR.

COLUMBIA HOSE CO., PHILABELPHIA.
Our artist hag sketched for us here this company, who lately

visited Boston. Tb^^y numbered thirtv-five men, and were ac-

companied by the Washington Brass Band, of Philadelphia, with
fifteen pieces. The company was comj^osed of a manly and fine

looking set of men, who were dressed in black pants, white wool-

en coats, blue leather fire caps and hats. The oflii-ers of the com-
pany are, Gideon Clark, 1st Marshal, Samuel H. Freeze, 1st As-
sistant Marshal, and John Shuster, 2d Assistant Marshal. On their

departure from our 'ity, as they passsd up Washington Street

towards the depot, they were met by the Boston Artillery Com-
pany, Capt. Thomas H. Evans. Capt. Evans, with that prompt
politeness and courtesy which Bostonians are ever ready to ex-

tend to strangers, drew up his company in line, and gave the PhiU
adelphians a military salute as they passed ; a courtesy not often

extended by a military company to a fire company.

THE ORANG OUTANG.
There are somewhat differ-

ent species of the Orang, but
the principal characteristics

are the Fame. It is found in

the unsettled parts of Borneo,
Cochin China, Sumatra, and
several of the larger islands

of the Indian Archipelago.
It resembles man in external
form, when erect, more than
any other animal, except per-
haps tire Chimpanse, or Trog-
lodytes of Africa. The Orang
is seldom seen when of full

growth, for he shuus the
abodes of men. The animal
has sometimes been found to

be seven and a half feet high,

when in an erect posture.

Sometimes the Orang has
been confounded with the
Troglodytes, but they are

now considered quite a differ-

ent species, and to belong
more correctly to the ape fam-
ily. The Orang is also found
in Asia and the Asiatic isl-

ands ; and the Troglodytes in

Africa. They are not found
without the tropica. Whether
this animal has more cunning
or intellifiencc than others of
the same genus, or of many
other families of animals, ia

not known. There is an ac-

count of the features and form
of one killed on the coasts of
Sumatra, about ten years ago,

and which is as follows. Its

height was seven and a half

feet. Some of the teeth were
three Inches long. The back
very broad, and covered with,

coarse long hair. Its gait was
slovenly, and it waddled from
side to side. The counte-

nance was in a great measure
like that of a human being.

When wounded, he discover-

ed symptoms of pain, much
as a man does. He was not
killed till he was shot five

times. After being mortally
wounded and fell, he wrested
a spear from one of the men,
who was just about to stab

him with it, and broke it in

pieces. His eyes were small,
and his ears very similar to that bf man. The nose was very flat,

having scarcely any projection from the face, and the mouth largo
and wide. There were num-^rous wrinkles on the face, and they
are not supposed particularly to indicate old age. The har.da
and feet are long ; the former resemble those ot the human species.
They appear to have great strength, and there are stories of their

seizing and carrying off children. When first seen they excited
great terror, and many unfounded stories, no doubt, were circu-

lated of their feats and cruelty. Their erect posture is not sup-
posed to be natural or common. They are evidently quadrupeds

;

they walk or stand erect only when so taught by man, except oc-
casionally. They pass with great agiliiy from tree to tree, till

they are hid in the depths of the forests. As they have not the
power of speech, we may suppose they have no more claims to in-

telligence than other animals. From their external form only,
have they been classed as next to the human family.

—

Am. Mag.
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[Written for OIohsod'b Pictorial.]

THE EVENING NTAR.

DV J. DUNT, Jft.

At fiobor eve, when busy day

DrawH caro and tumult to a close,

How pleuRimt 't in to hU:h\ uwiiy,

And ficok In eilunot: ciilin roposo,

By wfttcliing from some place afar,

The ushering Id of the evening atar.

I 'vo Bomotlmes thought Its richest light

Woa caught from fri<?ndn I love,

Whoflo bodiiiH fikep in deuth'H diirk night,

And souls have wingod their liight above,

Whore doubt cannot their boaomfl mar,

lu the dwellings of peace, in the evening star.

With pious thoughts I 've Itnelt in prayer,

Its aacrcd lustre to iidore,

And BBked, when death has ccaaed all care,

And I huvo giiined that sunny shore,

Whoo pain cannot my feelings jor,

I, too, might form part of the evening star.

I really hope it may be so,

When 1 depart from scones of earth,

To instant change my mortal woe

For life of an immortal birth

With those who now all blewried are,

And light the realms of the evening star.

This faith sustained, I '11 fear no 111

Between me and an early grave,

For He who made will guard me still,

My weary, restless spirit save
;

And all I wish, in heaven afar,

Is to shine with good of the evening star.

i »— » .

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial^

CARL, THE PEASANT.
BY GEO. L. AIKEN.

The setting sun cast its departing rays upon the wood-bound

road leading to the old town of Mans, along which a solitary

traveller was progressing.

He was a young man, of some twenty summers, attired in the

humble garb of a peasant, which, torn and stained with dust,

plainly evinced that his journey had been neither short nor pleasant.

But he was a noble looking fellow despite his ragged apparel.

His dark, chestnut locks curled round a brow on which decis-

ion was indelibly stamped, and his dark blue eyes blazed with a

brightness that fatigue and danger could not subdue. He grasped

in his right hand a stout wooden cudgel, with which he assisted

his steps along the road. It was the only defensive weapon he

bore, though, at the time, that war which reigned for thirty years

throughout Europe was at its height, and few persons were wil-

ling to trust themselves upon the highway, although well prepared

for defence. Seemingly unconscious of any danger, the peasant

strode on with a measured step which had borne him throughout

the day. Suddenly he stopped, bent his ear to the road and list-

ened. The faint tramp of a horse's hoofs was plainly audible.

"'Tis but one," he muttered to himself, and walked onward.

The sounds grew louder. The peasant turned again and be-

held a horseman rapidly approaching. He drew aside as the

stranger advanced towards him, who, when he came up, reined

in his steed and beckoned him to approach.

He was of large stature, and closely muffled in a military cloak,

from beneath which pi'otruded the steel scabbard of a heavy

sword. His legs were protected by the large jack-boots then in

vogue, to which were attached a pair of gold spurs. A chapeau,

trimmed with feathers, drawn over his brows, partly concealed

his face, leaving visible an aquiline nose, piercing gray eyes sur-

mounted by iron gray eyebrows, and stern, fine cut lips, the up-

per graced with a grizzly moustache.

He reined in his steed with an energetic movement, and beck-

oning the peasant to his side, said in the short, quick tone of one
habituated to command

:

"Who has passed you on the road ?"

"No one," returned the peasant.

" No one !" repeated the horseman, in an excited, anxious man-
ner. "Art sure V

" Not a soul have I seen except yourself."

"'Tis strange. Then you have not seen a carriage contain-

ing two ladies pass this way V
" I have not."

The stranger mused a moment. The peasant wondered, as he

gazed upon him, what could agitate him so strongly.

" Can they have fallen in with the van of the enemy and been

captured"? No, no, impossible. I have been in their rear the

whole journey. They must have passed on to the town. Hark
ye, sir; how long have you travelled this road?"

"Since morning."

" And you have not seen the persons I described V
"No carriage of any description has passed mc."
" Then they must have gained the town. Thanks, friend."

He gave the reins to his steed, but influenced by some sudden
thought, he again paused and scrutinized the peasant closely.

"What is your name, my good fellow?" said he, seeing that

the peasant did not wince beneath his examination.
" Carl Bernier."

" AVhitber journey you ?"

" To Mans."
" Indeed ! and why to Mans ?"

" To servo my country."

"And how will you do that?"

" I wish to become a i-oldier."

"You look like a brave fellow, Curl. Niiver did your country

stand 80 much in need of soldiers—good soldiers, too. Keep

your resolution—the road of preferment is open to you—become

a soldier, and if death spares you, you may wear a captain's re-

ward in a month."

"I will enlist this very night. But tell mc, sir, how far am I

from Mans?"
" Two leagues. You must travel fast, Carl, or the vanguard

of the enemy will fall in with you. The allied forces arc now
advancing to besiege Mans. Ere morning we bhall he closely

investt'd. The [lass-word is * Victory !' which you have but to

utter, to gain admission to the town. Adieu, Carl."

The stranger put spurs to his horse and rode on. Car! soon

lost sight of him in the gathering gloom that heralded the ap-

proach of night. Cheered and encouraged by the stranger's

words, and inspired by the buoyant hope of youth, Carl grasped

his cudgel (irmly and strode on like one who had never known

fatigue.

Half the distance was passed ; night had fallen upon the earth,

the stars came out one by one, and then the silver disc of the

moon rose slowly in the heavens. Carl hastened his steps as her

friendly light marked his way more clearly.

The patter of horses' hoofs disturbed the stillness of the night.

Carl remembered the words of the stranger, and ensconced him-

self among the underwood to reconnoitre. As the sound ap-

proached ho distinguished the regular tramp of cavalry, mingled

with the jingling of spurs and the clash of sabre sheaths. Erora

his hiding place be perceived that they were aparty of the enemy's

dragoons, and, as they filed by him he counted fifly troopers. As
the last one passed he emerged from his retreat, but he soon had

cause to repent his temerity. The loud report of a pistol, and

the bullet that whistled past his ear, told him he was discovered.

He plunged into the forest and dashed madly on. It was his only

chance of escape, for he knew the horses could not follow him.

The successive reports of a dozen pistols, the whizz of the bullets,

and the shouts of his pursuers quickened his speed, and he did

not slacken his rapid flight till every sound was hushed in the

distance; and then, spent with fatigue and breathless, he cast

himself beneath a tree to rest his wearied powers.

" Phew !" soliloquized he, " how my heart beats—what a run

I have had—it like to have been all up with me that time—I won-

der where I am ? I shall hardly get to Mans to-night, so I must

make up my mind to lodge here ; not that I care about that, but

I should like some supper. I 'm as hungry as a starved bear,

and I haven't a crust left."

"Holloa! what's that?"

Carl started to his feet and peered eagerly through the sur-

rounding foliage. He thought he perceived a flickering light in

the forest.

" Is it a jack-o'-lantern, or some woodman's cottage V said he.

"I'll ascertain, at all events."

He made his way slowly towards the light. The danger he

had just escaped made him cautious.

As he advanced he was satisfied that the light proceeded from

a fire which had been kindled in the woods by a party of the

enemy perhaps. He crept cautiously towards it on his hands

and knees, drawing himself slowly along, lest the crackling of

some twig should betray his presence. As he proceeded his

nostrils were saluted with the savory smell of roasting meat.

" If I am taken prisoner I shall get a supper," thought he, and

with this consoling reflection he managed to gain the shelter of

the trunk of a huge tree that stood about a dozen paces from the

fire, which was built in a small open place which had been cleared

of the underwood. From his position Carl could see everything.

Around the fire were seated four men, in a half military cos-

tume, their uncouth garb and equipments plainly denoting that

they were robbers and plunderers by calling, who took advantage

of the unsettled state of the country to commit their depredations.

They were watching a large joint of meat, which one of their

number was cooking over the fire,

"There's my supper," said Carl inwardly, as his mouth wat-

ered at the sight. " But how am I to get it V
His attention was now riveted upon another part of the group.

Directly opposite to him he beheld two females sitting apart from

the men at the fire, each having a handkerchief bound over her

mouth, and her hands fastened behind her. They had evidently

been taken prisoners and detained by the marauders. Their

dresses bespoke them to be of high rank, and their resemblance

proclaimed them mother and daughter.

Carl's eye lingered with pleasure upon the younger. It had

never been his lot to meet with one so lovely before; her beauty

sent a thrill to his heart; he felt that he could gladly die to re-

ceive one smile from those sweet lips, now blanched with appre-

hension, and he resolved to attempt her rescue. To resolve was

to do with Carl. He thought not of consequences, but grasping

his trusty cudgel, which he still retained, he sprang with a loud

shout upon the men about the fire. They did not wait bis com-

ing, but struck with terror at the sudden attack, each betook

himself to his legs and sought safety in a hasty flight.

Astonished at his easy victory, Carl burst into a hearty laugh.

Then he gallantly relieved the ladies of their bandages, and con-

ducted them to the fire, saying in a bashful manner, which he

could not conquer, that he "ti-usted they had not received any

serious inconvenience from the robbers."

The elderly lady replied :

" We have only been subjected to our apprehensions of what

our captors' intentions might be towards us, and excepting the

detention and the loss of our jewels, we have received no injury.

But," bIic continued, " let nie return my thanks to you, brave bir,

for coming thuH kindly to our aid. Wc owe you much, do we
not, JCatryn ':" she said, turning to her dauglitcr.

" We can never repay him sufliciently," said Katryn, sweetly,

lifting her eyes to Carl's face.

Her glance sent the wann blood tinj^ding into his checks and

forehead, and casting his eyes downward, he modestly replied:

" I have but done my duty, ladies, fur it is the duty of every

true man to relieve a woman wlicn lie scch lier in distress,"

The ladies gazed upon him in evident t-urprise, his mean attire

sorted so illy with his wordrf and deeds-

Carl found the pause irksome; lie gazed first at the meat at

the fire, which he perceived was done to a lum, then upon tho

ladies, then upon the meat, then back to the ladies again, when
he ventured to say :

" Excuse me ladies, I know it is not poclical, but I am only a

man—and— the fact is
"—he cast another look at the meat—" the

fact is, I am deuced hungry I"

Katryn burstjnto a merry laugh, in which iK^r mother joined.

" So are we," she said, " for the matter of that, we have not

tasted any refreshment since noon."

"Then allow mc to serve supper."

Carl took the meat from the fire and laid it upon some green

twigs.

"It's a pity there is nothing to catch the gravy in," said ho,

as he proceeded to slice the meat with a knife the robbers had

left behind them.

But now a difficulty arose; the ladies objected to eating with

their fingers. Carl was bothered; knives and forks did not grow

in the forest.

" Stop," he cried, after thinking a moment, "I'll manage it."

He cut a couple of twigs, pointed them at one end, garnished

them with a slice of meat, and handed them with an air of triumph

to the ladies. They laughed heartily at this novel expedient,

and proceeded to satisfy their appetites.

We imagine that the reader has inferred by this time that Carl

was in love. In fact, we were about to venture on the statement,

when the saying that people never eat when they are in love,

came into our mind, and placed us in a quandary, for Carl cer-

tainly did eat, and that amazingly. He seemed to be anxious to

make up for lost time. And Katryn gazed in wonder upon his

masticative exertions.

During the meal Carl began to feel more at ease. His restraint

wore off^, and the conversation soon became general. Carl learned

that his companions were the wife and daughter of the general

who then commanded the forces stationed in Mans. They were

journeying to join him, when their carriage was stopped within

three miles of the town by a party of mauraders, who, after strip-

ping them of their money and jewels, had also detained them,

from which they conjectured that their rank was known, and

they were held captives for the sake of extorting a ransom.

"Only three miles from Mans?" asked Carl, when they had

finished. " Then, it appears, instead of running from Mans, I

have been running towards it ?"

" 'Tis so, indeed."

" Then, being so near Mans, what is to hinder us from sleep-

ing beneath its walls to-night? it is not nine o'clock yet."

" Yes, let us go, by all means," said both the ladies.

" One moment ; there are two obstacles to surmount first."

"What are they?"

" Eirst, do you know the way out of this forest, for I don't?"
" I know it well," eagerly exclaimed Katryn. " Yonder is the

high road, about a quarter of a mile distant. It was daylight

when they brought us hither, and I marked the way."

Carl cast an approving glance upon her, which threw her into

an unaccountable confusion.

" The second," he said, withdrawing his eyes, " is, do you feel

able, ladies, to encounter the difficulties and dangers incident

upon the undertaking ?"

"I will dare any danger to reach my husband to-night, and

put an end to the fears he must have for my safety," said Katryn's

mother.

Carl looked at Katryn, as much as to say,—" and you?"

She drew her mother's hand within her own, and said, proudly

:

"I am a soldier's daughter!"

" Enough," said Carl, " let us commence our march."

He otTered an arm to either lady, and they proceeded in si-

lence, Carl having cautioned them against raising their voices.

Katryn's eye had not deceived her; for, after walking at a

rapid pace for about ten minutes, they reached the high-road.

Cheered with the hope of soon reaching the town, they proceeded

on their way. At last the lights of Mans burst upon their view.

The ladies' exclamations of joy were cut short by a suppressed

" ah !" from Carl, who pointed to an object a few paces distant,

which stood directly in their path—the moon falling upon that

part of the wood, whilst where our party stood, all was shady.

" What is that ?" whispered Katryn.
" A sentinel i"

• " Then we are lost," said the mother.

"No, we must endeavor to pass him."

" How is that to be done?"
" There is but one way."

"And that is—?"

"I must knock him on the head," said Carl, coolly.

The ladies shuddered, but being used to such scenes, said

nothing.

"If I succeed," said Carl, "join me as quickly as possible;

but if I fail, seek for safety in tho forest."

" Heaven speed you !" said Katryn, fervently.

Carl thanked her with his eyes as he departed. Keeping within
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tlie shade of the trees that lined the road, he cautiously approached

the sentinel, whom he conjectured must belong to the parry of

dragoons he had so narrowly escaped from.

The sentinel was leaning against a tree on. the other side of the

road. To gain his side, Carl must cross the road, in the open

moonlight. He paused a moment, and grasped the knife which

he had brought with him from the fire. He could plainly per-

ceive that the sentinel was a dragoon, as he had no musket. The

fixed attitude in which he stood gave Carl new hope. He imi-

tated the call of the night-bird. The sentinel did not stir. Carl

crossed the road stealthily and stood by his side.

The sentinel slumbered at his post ! Profiting by this unlooked

for advantage, Carl passed a handkerchief over his mouth, and

ere he could wake, or give the slightest alarm, bound him hand

and foot. Then he armed himself with the soldier's pistols,

stepped into the road, and beckoned his companions to approach.

After mutual congratulations they proceeded on their way.

The watchful eye of Carl again detected danger. They paused

and listened. The loud neigh of a horse sounded close at hand.

They were close upon the bivouac of the dragoons. Carl drew

the ladies to the road-side.

" Wait a moment," said he ;
" if I can contrive to steal a couple

of their horses, we are saved. It were madness to proceed on

foot, for they must have another sentinel between us and the town.

He sought to find the horse he had heard, when, to his sur-

prise, a few paces from the road, he found the entire troop all

saddled and equipped, fastened to the branches of the neighbor-

ing trees. To disengage a couple was the work of a moment.

They offered no resistance, and he led them into the road.

" See, ladies,'^ he said, esultiagly. '* I have succeeded. For-

tune favors us to-night. But stop—I forgot—can you ride"?"

"Yes, yes; let us mount," said Katryn^s mother, eagerly;

"you take care of Katryn, and leave me to myself."

Carl assisted her upon the horse ; then vaulting into the sad-

dle himself, he placed Katryn before him, clasping her round the

waist. His heart beat with extatic joy, and the blood coursed

wildly through his veins, as he felt her slender form in his arms.

" Now," said he, ** let us make a dash for the town."

Onward sped the horses. Turning a bend in the road, they

came upon another sentinel. Carl drew forth one of his pistols,

cocked it, and in answer to the challenge of the sentinel, dis-

charged it full at his head. The leaden messenger did its work
;

the soldier reeled from the path like a drunken man, and fell by

the roadside.

The report roused the dragoons ; they came pouring out upon

the road in wild disorder, to see the fugitives dash past them like

lightning, and ere they could mount to pursue, the town was

gained.

" Who comes there V challenged the sentinel on the wall.

" Victory !" shouted Carl.

The gates were opened, and they were safe. Carl leaped to the

ground witli Katryn in his arms. He placed her upon her feet,

and assisted her mother to dismount.

A tall form burst through the crowd of soldiers that sur-

rounded them.

" Where are they 1" he exclaimed. " My wife—my child
!"

" Father !"

"Husband !"

Exclaimed Katryn and her moth.er, as they rushed into his

arms.

Carl started back surprised. The father of Katryn was the

horseman he had met upon the road.

Time has passed, and the siege of Mans is raised. The ranks

of the besiegers have retired slowly and sullenly from the walls.

The words of the horseman, or in other words, the commander-

in-chief of the forces in Mans, have proved prophetic. Carl is a

captain, a rank h.e gained by many a daring act during the long

siege.
'

All is rejoicing now in Mans, and in the house of Captain Carl

Bernier, who presides at his wedding dinner, and the blushing

bride that sits by his side is the gentle Katryn, who did not scorn

tlie love of Cakl, the Peasant !

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

RELIGION.

BT CAROLtKK A. HATDEN.

'T is pure I and it can soothe

The ansious, EoiroTving heart
;

Can make life's ruggert pathway smooth,

And bid its cares depart.

Come taste the precious stream with me,

'T 18 al-ways full and always free.

'T is holy ! and its power

"Was never yet denied

To those who, in life's dreariest hour.

Its healing streams have tried.

Come then and taste along with me,

'T is always full and always free.

RETORTS.
It was Sheridan who said to a tailor, who had asked him for

at least the interest on his bill, " It is not my interest to pay the

principal, nor my pi'inciple to pay the interest;" and no matter
what Jones may have " remarked," it was the witty Smith who
retorted upon some one who had called hira an evcry-day man,
" Well, if I am an every-day man, you are a ireaJc one ;" it was the
same Smith, too, who, when it was mentioned that a certain con-
fectioner thickened his isinglass with dissolved parchment, ob-
served, that " some fierce people made you eat your ivords, but
that he ate his deeds ;" and if it wasn't Smith it was somebody else,

who described an epitaph as "giving a good character to parties

on their going into a new place, who sometimes had a very bad
character in the place they had just left 1"

—

Yankee Blade.

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

THE FOREST CHILD.

BT SIDSEY E. CHURCH.

Her brow was white as the summer cloud,

Her eye like the summer sky,

Her voice like the note of the hrown wood-thruah

That whistles so sweetly nigh
|

Her curls flowed down o'er her snowy neck,

Her cheeks like the blushing rose,

And her step was light as the wild deer's tread,

Where the rippling rivulet flows.

Tou could hear her merry and joyous laugh

KingiDg loud!y, and free, and clear
;

And her sparkling eye shone with radiant light,

And she fled like a startled deer.

As the echoes came from the forest depths,

Ringing loudly, and clear, and wild,

They were aught to her ear but the echoing tone

To the song of the forest child.

Go Eearch in the city and through palace halls,

'Mongst the wealthy, and proud, and gay
;

Their beauty is much like the morning flower

That wilt^s in a single day.

And when you have searched ttirough marble halls,

Seek the forest that 's old and wild,

And a beauty there will eclipse them all,

=Tis the little forest child.

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

THE MAO CHANCE.
BT MKS. E. "WELLMONT.

Many people are as fond of spending money as making it.

They seem forever tormented with wants. No sooner do they

begin to accumulate, but they see something for which they must

spend it. Such individuals have little idea of the main c/iance.

There used to be a vice we called stivgine^s, but it is a sin for

which people are not so responsible as formerly. Prodigality

seems to be the order of the present day. Everybody begins where

their fathers ended, and hence proceed mischievous results. All

this comes from false ideas, which society has made essential to

our standing in it. Some dignify this order of things as the pro-

gress of the age. The machine of human life has not been inaptly

compared "to those square looking caravans one sometimes

meets on a road, in which they transport wild beasts from place

to place—and dull, heavy and flat as they look, the inmates con-

tinue their old habits ; the monkeys play their tricks, and the

panthers lick their jaws for human blood, though cramped and

confined in their cages. So the vices and follies from which we
do not break loose, do their worst inside this formal conveyance,

the main cliance."

Benjamin Flash, and Joshua Trift, both set out in life together

;

they went from the same district school, kept in the same village,

but not exactly from the same influences they had imbibed at home.

Mr Flash, senior, was a man who kept a well-spread table, a 6ne

horse and carriage, and besides this, he owned three dressy

daughters, and one hopeful son, Benjamin, whom he deter-

mined should not be spoiled in a country village. Mr. Flash hired

an ofiice, and was familiarly known as " the squire." Ben and

Joshua had both procured situations as clerks in city stores.

Joshua's father was a plain farmer, who minded the main chance,

and never indulged himself or his family in superfluities. And
this was the advice they each received in leaving the parental

roof:

—

* Ben," said the squire, " business is an affair of habit
;
you

must acquire the principles upon which it is done, but never

suffer yourself to become so wedded to the mere acquisition of

money, as to lose your freedom. Never be niggardly, my son
;

if other young men invite you to partake of simple pleasures, do

so. Of course, you will distinguish between what is simple and

what is mean. Avoid dissipation ; butif you now and then desire

to go to the opera, you can do so ; and if your salary is insufficient

to meet these demands, for all that is reasonable, remember you

have a father who will endorse your bills."

Not so said farmer Trift, when parting from his son.

'Josh," said the old man, " you are going into a city full of

temptations, and I tremble lest you may become ensnared in vile

company. Avoid such e^iposures—carefally husband all you get,

and do not visit theatres or expensive entertainments. You are

fond of reading—join that band of young men who frequent the

well-stored library, for the purpose of adding something to your

knowledge. Select a good boarding-place, if possible, in some

quiet family, where good order pervades the household. Your

salary will be adequate to meet your expenses, and with prudence,

you can lay by a small sum the first year. Be faithful to your

employers, and always diligent in your business."

Both started in life, but as you perceive, under different influ-

ences. And this home education followed them. Joshua obeyed

his father's directions, lived prudently, worked faithfully, and in a

few years was head clerk in the large firm where he first entered.

Young Flash carried out the advice he received. His love for

simple pleasures became sinful ; he changed his place very often,

seemed never to gain the confidenceof his employers, and became

a gay, dashing spendthrift, so that his father was unable to pay

for his " simple pleasures," and he took him home, where he be-

came a mere scrivener in a country lawyer's ofQce, and was ever

after called " the spoiled child."

One of them minded the main chance—the other thought it of

no consequence, and you witness the end. This passion for shows

and costly amusements has ruined legions. Many a clerk has laid

out the hard-saved earnings of a week upon a ride on Sunday, or

with a party at an oyster saloon on Saturday evening. The love

of imitation makes the trouble—the opulent merchant very prop-

erly encourages the fine arts, and introduces the celebrated pictures

and costly statues which tend to promote the fine arts, and is ex-

ceedingly creditable
; but then he who lives upon a scanty salary,

must mind \hQmain chance, and such an outlay proves his ruin.

The true wisdom consists in looking at results.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

HOPE ON.

BT JOSEPH H. BDTLEK.

TVhen round thee adversity's tempest shall gather,

And the sweet star of love shall be covered Jn gloom
;

And friends fly like summer birds, when wintry weather

Forbids the young bud and blossom to bloom.

When cruel afaictions thy portion shall be,

And dreary and desolate earth shall appear
;

No hand stretched in kindness and aid unto thee,
• No bosom to pjty, and for thee no tear

}

Let the storm in its fury roll onwards in might,

The wiUow may bend to its rage—but the oak

Will scorn to bow down though the lightnings may strike,

And ravage and ruin attend the fell stroke.

JBo thou like that tree, confronting the gale,

With brow ever lofty and soul ever strong

!

A craven's faint feelings can nothing avail

In a world that is teeming with suffering and wrong.

Hope on, while a pulse in thy bosom shall beat,

Hope ever, though aU of hfe's flowers are sere
;

With fortitude armed each adversity meet,

And dry from thine eye each womanish tear.

0, never despair, though the last plank be riven.

That bote thee afloat from life's perishing bark
;

With fortitude armed and thy faith upon heaven,

Hope on for a star to iHumine the dark

!

FANCY BALL AT PARIS.
Glowing accounts are given of the Princess deWagram's recent

Grand Fancy Ball, in Paris. Mrs. Ridgeway of Philadelphia was
in the costume of Horace Vemet's Rebecca. The Misses Corbyns
of Philadelphia were in the blue court costume of Louis XIV.
But the most striking looking person at the ball was the Princess

Callimaki. She wore the rich costume of the Christian Turks
when on a visit, the only oriental ball costume. The jasmah, or

veil, covered her from her head to her feet, with the exception of

a small opening for her eyes ; but it was so thin and transparent,

that her beautiful Georgian features, and the profusion of diamonds,
pearls, and emeralds, which crowned her head, were as visible as

if no veil had been interposed. Her robe was of rose ,silk, covered
with gold. But the most singular part of the affair is, that

adopting not only the dress but the custom of the Turks, on a
visit, the Princess Callimaki was accompanied by a young negro,
bearing an immense plateau of presents, which the Princess dis-

tributed to all the persons in the ball. These presents were richly

embroidered handkerchiefs, Turkish slippers, in gold embroidery,

agate chaplets, essence bottles, scarfs, tobacco pouches, elegantly

ornamented poignards, etc., etc. The Httle negro was a false

one ; for he was the young Prince Stirbey, who is attending the

schools of Paris.

—

Courrier des Etiis-Ums.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO A DEAR FRIEND.

BT C. J. PENNINGTON.

There are many who are beautiful, as beautiful to sec,

But they need a charm far brighter, more precious far to me

;

It is a heart that beameth ever kindly from thy face,

That renders thee more beautiful than any earthly grace.

There are beauties all around us, there are beauties far on high,

But their brightness ia forgotten when they vanish from the eje
;

All the charming gifts of nature, all the wondrous things of art,

Are not worth a glance of kindness that cometh from the heart.

There are sounds of melting music that may stir the soul within,

And disrobe it for a moment of the robes of earthly ein

;

But the mouth that speaketh kindness, that drieth up the tears,

Is more precious to the spirit than the " music of the spheres."

There are pleasures, too, surrounding ua throughout the path of life,

That will tempt the heart from duty, and unnerve it for the strife

;

But the heart that holds communion with another pure as thine,

Will be turned from all temptation to kneel at virtue's shrine.

There may be others who are beautiful, m.ore beautiful to see,

But I thick not of their beauty when I'm thinking oft of thee

;

Still may thy honest friendship be my ever constant joy !

It brings to me those pleasures which no time can e'er destroy.

INSTINCT IN SHEEP.

About the middle of April last, I observed a young lamb en-

tangled amongst briers. It had seemingly struggled for liberty

until it was quite exhausted. Its mother was present, endeavor-

ing with her head and feet to disentangle it. After having

attempted in vain for a long time to effect this purpose, she left it

and ran away, baaing with all her might. "We fancied there was

something peculiarly doleful in her voice. Thus she proceeded

across three large fields, and through four strong hedges, until

she came to a flock of sheep. From not having been able to

follow her, I could not watch her motions when with them.

However, she left them in about five minutes, accompanied by a

ram that had two powerful horns. They returned speedily

towards the poor lamb ; and as soon as they reached it, the ram

immediately set about liberating it, which he did in a few minutes

by dragging away the briers with his horns.

—

Mag. of Nat. Hist.

MUSIC.

Music is the silver key of the fountain of tears

—

Where the spirit drinks till the brain is wild,

Softest grave of a thousand fears,

Where the mother's care, Hke a drowsy child.

Ia laid usleep in flowers. Skelley,
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MEMORIAL FOR JENNY Lr\D.

The engraving presented herewith is a fac-simile of

the golden box presented by the firemen of New York
to the Queen of Song. It is a valuable little keep-

sake, costing some three hundred dollars, and being

made of pure California gold, alloyed only to nine-

teen carats. It was designed and made by James W.
Panlkner, 459 Broadway, and presented by Zophar

Mills, president of tlie fire department. On one side

GOLD BOX PRUSbNTtD TO JLNNY LIND.

of the cover are engraved the emblems of music, un-

derneath which is an initiation certificate ; on the other

are the emblems of the fire department, and under-

neath these a discharge certificate. On the centre of

the cover is this inscription:— ^Ae Firemen of ^Veto

York to Jenny Liiid. Septembej- \Stb, 1850. Our artist

has also drawn fur us the cabinet presented to Jenny

Lind by the firemen of New Turk, as a token of their

gratitude for her generosity, and a memorial of their

regard. The gift does not, however, consist primarily

of this casket, but of six beautiful volumes of the Natural His-

tory of New York, published by the St-ate, and eletianily embel-

lished with engravings. These constituted the gift of the fire-

men, and the casket has been constructed as the c&<e in which

they are to be kept. It is made of rosewood, and is of the most

exquisite workmanship. In front are the

doors, with plate glass panels, through which

the backs of the books can be seen as they

are stored away in their several apartments,

the partitions of which are fronted with

small ivory columns. Below is a drawer,

in which are to be placed the emblems of

the association, wrought in gold, and rep-

resenting the hook-!, ladders, hose, and other

implements of the fire department. Above,

and where the bnck rises from the top of the

casket, are two reclining figures carved f'om

rose-wood, one of which is surrounded with

instruments of music, and seems to repre-

sent the genius of song; the other leans on -i.\.

a cornucopia filled with flowers, while in

her open palm are pieces of money. This

probably represents charity. Between the

two figures is a silver plate, on which is en-

graved the following inscription:

—

Presented

to Jenny Lind by the members of the Fire De-
partmexi of the city of New York. It will be

a gift forever to be prized and cherished by
tlie divine songstress, and is a superb tribute

from our hardy firemen.

CABINET FROM THE NEW YORK FIREMEN TO JENNY LIND.

A SIBERIAN WINTER.
A traveller in Siberia, during the winter, is so enveloped in

furs that he can scarcely move ; and under the thick fur hood,

which is fastened to the bearskin collar and covers the whole

face," one can only draw in, as it were by stealth, a little of the

external air, which is so keen that it causes a very
peculiar and painful feeling in the throat and lungs.
The distance from one halting place to another takes
about ten hours, during which time the traveller must
always continue on horse-back, as the cumbrous dress
makes it insupportable to wade through the snow.
The poor horses sufi"er at least as much as their riders,

for besides the general effect of the cold, they are tor-

mented by ice forming in their nostrils and stopping

their breathing. When they intimate this, by a dis-

tressed snort and a convulsive shaking of the head,
the drivers relieve them by tnking out the piece of ice,

to save them from being sufTocated. When the ice

ground is not covered by snow their hoofs often hurst

from the eff"ects of the cold. The caravan is always
surround' d by a thick cloud of vapor ; it is not only
living bodies which produce this effect, hut even the

snow smokes. These evapf> rations are in'-tantly

changed inio millions of needles of ice, which fill the

air. and cause a constant slight noise, resembling the

sound of torn satin or thick silk. Even the reindeer

seeks the forest to protect himself from the intensity

of the cold. In the Tundras, where there is no shel-

ter to be found, the whole herd crowd together aa

close as possihle to gain a little warmth from each
other, and may he seen standing in this way quite

motionless. Only the dark bird of winter, the ravf-n,

still cleaves the icy air wiih slow and heavy wing,

leaving behind him a Ion? line of tbin vapor, marking
the trace of bis solitary flight. The inflni'nre of the

cold extends even to inanimate nature. The thickest

trunks of trees are rent asunder with a loud sound,

which, in these deserts, falls on the eai* like ihe siirnal

gun at sea; large masses of rocks are torn from their

ancient sites ; the ground in the Tundras and in the

rocky valleys crack, forming wiHe yawning fissures,

from which the waters, which were beneath the surface, rise, giv-

ing off" a cloud of vapor, and become immediately changed into

ice. The etfect of this degree of cold extends even bejond the

earth. The stars still glisten in the firmament hut their brilliancy

is dimmed.

—

Travels in the Nojih.

GREAT BALLOON ASCENSION.

The ascension depicted by our artist, oc-

curred on the 26rh June, at Philadelphia,

from the corner of Callowhill and Seventh
Streets. We here subjoin the lady's own
account of her daring and hazardous experi-

ment. " The process of inflation having
bpen accomplished under the supervision of

Messrs. M. Wise and W. Paulin. I detached

my atrial ship from her moorings, and as-

cended into the air. Until attaining an

altitude of about a mile, I did not realise

my true position. My first illusion, in the

rapid perpendicular flight, was that the earth

had lost its gravity, and was actually reced-

ing from me. This was, however, neutral-

ized by my consciousness of floating in a
north-easterly direction, having' taken the

river Delaware as a landmark to assist mv
course. I then took a last view of the mas?
of friends and patrons loft below me, who re-

ssmbled an army of Lilliputians, retiring from

a field of battle. Having, in a few minutes,

attained the altitude of one and thrpp-fourth

miles, I took a char view of the surround-

ing scenery nnrf distant l^nd^cape, as it lay

spread out before me. Here I must plead

the inadequacy of anv description, to por-

tray the grandeur of the scene. The lights

and shadows of the beautiful and vnrieeated

earth seriously impressed my mind with the

conviction that the Deity had intended the

earth for a paradise, and that man too often

marred and Hefaced its beauties. For a
few minutes Richmond lay dark and silent

beneath me, when, by a gentle gyration of
the balloon, the beautiful litrle village of
Aramingo greeted my eyetight, whilst Bev-
erly, Burlington, and the contiguous towns
and villages that are strung alonj; the river

bank, peered out from the green mantle of
mother eanh. My meditations were here
interrupted by the gas escaping from the

balloon in consequence of the expansion
caused by the great altitude. Being by this

time immediately over Tacony, and the vi-

cinity being favorable for a safe descent, I

pulled my valve-rope, and rapidly descend-

ing, accomplished a landing at twenty min-
uces past 5 o'clock, P. M., on the farm of

Mr. Trnssley, situated one and a half miles

above Tacony." Much attention has, of

late years, been given to balloon navigation,

hut whether it can ever be of any practical

appli ".aiion, remains yet to be tested. Each
experiment se^ms to be a benefit, and the

probability is that some emergency will oc-

cur to develop the power of man in making
the atmospherd bubservient for motion. BALLOON ASCENSION OF MADEJIOISELLE DELON, FROM PHILAPELPHIA.
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CHARITY.

DY 0. J. I'KNNmOTOH.

"AldB for the mrlty
Of Oliristlau uliarlty

Oudor tliti BUii."

Loudly Sabbath bi)Iln nro ringing,

Calllnp; fiiniiLTH to repiilr,

With a. heart sorouo tiiid holy.

To tho blosaed houKo of prayer
;

Wcfilth and want now brought together,

Side by f<l(le nrc kuuoUiig thuro !

3v?oetcflt voicofl sweetly blended,

Hyum the pioua words of prayer,

To the name of Illm who kuoweth

All tho heart's most secret ways
;

Pride nod hunibleiicsrt together

mingled strains of worship raise.

Grateful hearts nre lowly praying,

AHkiug mercies from on high
;

Carcle.ss lipfl the words repeating,

With no thought repentant nigh.

Truthful hearts and false together,

'Neath the groat all-Heoing Eye !

Now they listen to the teachings,

Whore the greatest duties lie
;

*' Be ye all alike as brothere,

Members of God's family
;

Rich and poor, be ye together

Filled with love and charity.

" He hath bleat ye more than others

Of his children here below

;

Aid ye, with your alms, in bringing

Other men his love to know
;

Rich and poor, do ye together

Works of grateful mercy show."

With a heart and hand begrudging,

Wealth drops in a golden share
;

Piety and want bestowing

What they can, with silent prayer.

He who readeth both together,

Knew if charity was there.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE TWO PORTRAITS.

BY MKS. CAKOLINE ORNS.

CHAPTER I.

"Kate," said Mi's. Linton, entering the drawing-room with an

open letter in her hand, "I have good news for you. Clarence

has arrived in New Orleans, whence he will soon take passage for

New York, where some business, he says, may detain him a week

or two, but he expects, at any rate, to be home by Christmas."

Kate changed color as she replied :

" I am sorry you told me, aunt, for it will be a long time to

dread his arrival."

" How strangely you talk, Kate. I should think, that, young

as you were, when you saw my son, you would remember enough

about him to know that he is, not only a very handsome young

man, but possessing very pleasing—I might say, has fascinating

manners."
" Yes, I can remember that I liked his appearance, and his

portrait tells me that he is handsome."
*' Then why do you dread his arrival 1"

" I am afraid he will be disappointed in me. I wish cousin

Elinor had not written that letter to him. Had I been consulted,

I am certaia that it never should have been sent."

" I am sure I cannot imagine what objection you could have to

its being sent. He requested her to describe you to him, and she

did, to the best of her ability."

" She described me as beautiful and accomplished."

" And so you are, besides which you possess all the domestic

qualities desirable in a wife."

" In your opinion, dear aunt, but your son has seen a great

deal of the world ; he has been fjmiiliar with the best society,

both at home and abroad, which may cause him to judge differ-

ently. 0, I do so regret the conditions of my uncle's will, which

obliges Clarence to marry me, or to see his mother's home pass

into the hands of strangers, who already have more than they

need."

" And so should I regret it, did I not feel certain that, even if

there were no such condition, he would choose you before any other

person in the world."

" I wish I could believe as you do. Could the truth be known,

I have no doubt, that Clarence, were it not that it would deprive

both you and me of the means of support, would gladly be re-

leased, while I should as gladly release him. It would be a

privilege to earn my own bread, rather than to be the wife of

one who would consider me a burden."

" Your uncle did wiiat he thought would be for the best. He
told rae that before I was married to him, it had always been his

intention to give the most of his property to yon, as you were his

only sibter'ts child ; hut after he saw my son, he was so well pleased

with him, he decided, at once, to make him hia heir."

" Yis, and had he stopped there, it v/ould have been all well

enough, for I don't wish for the property—I prefer that Clarence

should have it."

" You should never have sufl'ered on account of its having been

transferred to my son, even had the condition of your marriage

been omitted; for you arc the same as my own daughter to me.

and should always have shared the comfortH of my home as long

as you remnincd unmarried. How old were you when you flaw

Clarence for tho lust time ?"

*' Only ten, while he was nineteen. I remembered how he

looked, perfectly well, before he sent you his portrait, yet in one

of his letters to you, ho mentioned that he did not retain the

Klightcst recollection of my appearance, except that I was ycry

much freckled."

" Yos, but that defect is all done away now. Your complexion

is beautifully clear and transparent. You are full handtjomo

enough, almost too handsome; for, to confess the truth, Kate, I

don't care to have my son greatly influenced by personal beauty.

I should prefer to have him set a higher value on the moral and

mental qualities, and I have so high an opinion of him, as to make

no doubt that he will. But you don't inquire a word about what

he has written. Have you no curiosity to read his letter?"

As she spoke she handed the letter to Kate.

" What do you say to his request, to have your miniature sent

him 1" ^said Mrs. Linton, when Kate had finished reading the

letter.

" Perhaps it will be best, as it will enable him to form some idea

of my face, and if it strikes him as particularly disagreeable, he

may prefer relinquishing all claims to the property, rather than to

accept it with the necessary incumbrance."

*'I wonder why he never requested it before."

" And did it never strike you as being somewhat singular, that

before embarking for Europe, he never expressed the slightest

wish to see me, when only a single day's journey parted us ? He
evidently wished to put off the evil day, when hewould be obliged

to make my acquaintance, as long as possible."

" I must confess that I did think it a little singular. As he re-

quests an answer to his letter before he leaves New Orleans, I

must write in season to send by the morning mail. If you con-

clude to send him your miniature, Mr. Harlowe, who expects

to start for New York in the morning, will take charge of it, and

will leave it in the care of Mrs. Carter, as Clarence directed."

" If Mr. Harlowe is going to call at Mrs. Carter's it will be a

good opportunity to send Miss Day's portrait, which she acci-

dentally left here last summer. She will soon get it, as she often

visits Mrs. Carter."

*' So it will—I am glad you thought of it."

Mrs. Linton now rose to retire to her room, that she might

write to her son, while Kate went to procure the portraits.

" Bring them to my chamber," said Mrs. Linton, " as I wish to

look at them before I commence my letter."

In a minute or two, Kate entered her aunt's room with the two

portraits in her hand. Miss Day's was a daguerreotype, but

Kate's was one of the old fashioned miniatures painted on ivory,

and was the work of a young artist of great promise. Mrs. Lin-

ton opened them, and placed them side by side on the table.

" Look, Kate," she said smiling, " and observe the difference."

The daguerreotype likeness represented a lady about thirty,

and one who certainly could have no claim to be considered

beautiful, the face being bony and angular, and the features large

and irregular. Yet, as Mrs. Linton and Kate were intimately ac-

quainted with her, they could read her " visage in her mind," and

both loved and respected her for her good and amiable qualities.

A more decided contrast between two likenesses could hardly be

imagined, than that exhibited by Miss Day's and Kate's. Hair of

a golden brown, and of the richest luxuriance, waved back from

the forehead of the latter, while the snowy eyelids, with their

deep, silken fringes, by partly veiling, brightened the beauty of

the dark, violet eyes. The lips, of a fresh and vivid red, were of

beautiful formation, and possessed a beautiful curve, which im-

parted a piquancy to the whole countenance, eminently expressive

of the true character of the original.

" After all," said Mrs. Linton, looking from the picture to

Kate, " it does not do you full justice. There is a play of the

features, as young Arnott truly said, which must elude the artist's

pencil."

" It is a face that might please some persons," said Kate, " but

knowing as I do, that there is a diversity of opinion as regards

beauty, as well as everything else, I shall not be in the least dis-

appointed if
"

" If Clarence is not of the number," said Mrs. Linton, finding

that she left the sentence unfinished. "Now I will confess that

I shall not only be disappointed, but really angry with him, if he

is not."

" That would be ungenerous, would it not ? But I will no

longer prevent you from writing."

" Shan't I leave room for you to write a few words."

" Certainly not. Excuse me for speaking so peremptorily ; but

if there is any correspondence between us, I shall give him the

privilege of beginning it."

Kate withdrew, and Mrs. Linton proceeded to write her letter.

After bestowing high praise on Kate's moral, intellectual, and

domestic qualities, she added a few words concerning the portrait.

" Kate," said she, " made no objection to sending you her

likeness, which will, as you requested, be left in the care of Mrs.

Carter. You will, I think, admit that it is very beautiful, yet I

can assure you, that it is greatly inferior to the original."

Having sealed her letter, she sent it to the post-office, that it

might be ready for the early mail. She then wrote a note to Mrs.

Carter; and enclosing the miniatures in separate envelopes, di-

rected one to her son, the other to Miss Catharine Day.

CHAPTER II.

Clarence Norman, who had received his mother's letter directed

to him at New Orleans, called on Mrs. Carter, soon after his ar-

rival at New York, who handed him a small package. On his

way back to the hotel where ho boarded, ho fell in with a gentle-

man of liin acquaintance, whom, on arriving at the hotel, ho

invited to his room.
•' You recollect, Elmore," said ho, taking the miniature from

his pocket, " what I once told you about my etcp-father's will."

*' Yes, he give you his property, provided you married his

niece, Miss Catharine Ucdman."
" He did, and here, I suppose, is her likeness. If it don't please

me, I shall never marry the original, having—thanks to my good

fortune—tlio means of providing my mother with a home, and

every comfort and luxury she can desire, besides enabling her to

settle a liandsome income on Kate, which will, I flatter myself, bo

a delicate way of remunerating the young lady for the loss of the

property, of which I was involuntarily the cause. I have not

told you by what means I suddenly found myself in possession of

an ample fortune."
^

" No, you have not, I should like to hear."

" There was a gentleman by the name of Horton, who was a

passenger from Liverpool to New Orleans, with whom I soon be-

came intimately acquainted. He was a bachelor, and many
years older than myself—being nearly or quite old enough to be

my father. A few days after we arrived in port, he was taken

sick with a fever, which it soon became evident must terminate

fatally. When he became satisfied of this, he told me, that having

no living relatives who needed his wealth, he had determined in

his own mind to give it to me. I begged that he would recon-

sider this resolution, but he told me that he had already sufficient-

ly reflected on the subject, and expressed a wish that the papers

necessary to constitute me his heir might at once be prepared. He
lived only a short time afterward, and I sincerely regretted his

death, though he made me a rich man."
'' You are a fortunate fellow, I must confess," said Elmore,

"But the likeness of your betrothed—I am all impatience to see

it, so just divest it of its numerous wrappings, and take a good,

long look at it, after which I hope you will allow your humble

servant a single peep. Ah, I see you have at last got down to

the tissue paper. Your good mother must have had the lines of

the poet in her mind when she was preparing it to send:

" what a pure and sacred thing,

Is beauty curtained from the sight '
"

"
' Angels and ministers of grace defend us !' " exclaimed Nor-

man, and rising from his chair, he threw the miniature across the

room, which fortunately alighted on a well cushioned sofa.

His lips were compressed, and his countenance bore every mark

of being in a towering passion. Elmore regarded him with sur-

prise, while Norman, after a moment's reflection, could not help

laughing. He went and picked up the portrait, and said, as he

handed it to Elmore :

" Don't let its dazzling beauty overpower you as it did me. It

certainly will not be safe for me to look on the living face, for my
mother assures me that the artist has not done it justice."

Elmore could not forbear smiling, as he looked at it.

" I strangely suspected," said Norman, " that my mother was

blinded by partiality, but I could not have believed that the poor

girl was quite as ugly as this. She must really be an object

of pity."

"Not quite so bad as that, though, if the likeness be a true one,

she is certainly no Venus."
" I shall now honor Mr. Horton's memory more than ever, for

putting it in my power to evade this marriage of convenience,

without depriving either my mother or Kate of those comforts

they have always been accustomed to."

" Why, I don't think this face is very plain," said Elmore.

The more I look at it, the better I like it. The countenance has

a frank, open expression, and I can readily imagine that a lady

of good sense, a cultivated mind, and pleasing manners, might

prove quite attractive, even if no handsomer than we may con-

clude the original of this to be."

" That may be, yet I have not the least ambition in the world

to make the lady my wife. Had the portrait of Miss Redman

pleased me, I intended to hasten home as soon as possible. Now,

I shall write to my mother, and tell her frankly, that although I

had formed no very exalted opinion of her favorite's beauty, I did

expect that she was what might be called good looking, and that

I should prefer my wife, whenever I marry, to be a lady I could

introduce to my friends, without suspecting, the moment they met

in secret conclave, that they would say, 'anybody might know

that he would never have married her, had it not been for Mr.

Linton's will.' I shall furthermore request her to tell Miss Red-

man, that I hope she will feel at perfect liberty to contract a mat-

rimonial engagement with any gentleman who may offer her hia

hand."
" Now I advise you to go and see the lady. If she is as keeu-

fii^hted in such matters as the generality of her sex, she will soon

find that you are indifferent to her, and will voluntarily re-

lease you."
" I believe that would be the best way, but as I shall be obliged

to remain here, at least, a week longer, I must write, having

promised my mother that I would ; and as she will expect me to

say how I like the portrait, it will be best not to disguise the truth."

The letter was accordingly written, in which he authorized his

mother to tell Kate, in a way to spare her feelings, as much as she

was able, that being convinced that he could never regard her with

the affection necessary to secure her happiness, he thought that in

justice to her, as well as himself, the engagement between them

had better he cancelled. He also gave a minute detail of all the

circumstances which had so UQCxpectcdly put him in possession

of an independent fortune.

He received answer to his letter by return of mail, in which his

mother informed him that Kate, a few days previous to its receipt,
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had received and accepted an invitatioa from a lady who resided

in a distant town, to make her a visit.

"I vrrote to her that very morning," she went on to say, "for

I thought the sooner she was made acquainted with the contents

of your letter, the better it would be on every account, I cannot

forbear saying, that I was utterly astonished at the opinion you

expressed in relation to Kate's portrait. It appears to me that

you are wilfully blind to what I cannot help thinking the almost

unrivalled beauty of a countenance, which is only exceeded by

her virtues and accomplishments."

He smiled at what he considered his mother's strange halluci-

nation, and at the same time congratulated himself at what he

esteemed the fortunate absence of Kate. This circumstance made

him more impatient to return home, and by addressing himself

diligently to the completion of his business, he was able in the

morning to take his seat in the cars, which would convey him

within a half a day's drive of his mother's residence.

It was about one o'clock when he exchanged the cars for a

stage-coach, by which means of conveyance he would be obliged

to perform the rest of the journey. On taking his seat, he found

that five ladies were to be the companions of his journey, and he

experienced not a little chagrin and vexation, when he found that

the original of the portrait his mother sent him was one of them.

He was on the point of exchanging his seat for one outside,

when a young lady, whose face had been turned from him, sud-

denly looked round. He, at once, altered his mind, for he pre-

ferred even to be annoyed at Kate Redman's presence, rather than

to deprive himself of the pleasure of an occasional look at what

he thought the most charming countenance he had ever beheld.

Her eyes met his, as she turned round, and as they fell beneath his

look of admiration, he imagined that her color heightened. It

was not long, before he found that she and the homely Kate were

on terms of intimacy.

The latter evidently recognized him, for she said something to

the beautiful girl by her side, which, judging by the subdued

whisper in which she spoke, was intended for no other ear, yet he

was certain that he overheard her pronounce his name. As soon

as this whispered communication ceased, she turned towards him

and took a leisurely survey of his person, and though she must

have seen that he was conscious of the scrutiny he was undergo-

ing, she did not appear to be disposed to spare him, until she had

fully gratified her curiosity.

" Quite cool, at any rate," thought Clarence
;
yet while he was

disgusted at her assurance, he was still more tantalized with her

companion's shyness. He had not, since the view he had of her

face just after his entrance into the coach, been able to do more
than obtain an occasional glimpse of it.

When the other lady had surveyed his person to her heart's

content, she surprised him still more by addressing him. He
did not notice the look of mischief lurking in her eyes as she did

so, nor the significant pressure which she gave the young girl's

arm by her side, in order to attract her attention.

" If I am not greatly mistaken," said she, in a voice, which

she took considerable pains to render unmelodioas, " 1 know who
you are."

" Very likely," he replied ;
" and if i am not greatly mistaken,

I know who you are."

" I know you by your portrait," said she—" the one you sent

your mother."

" And I know you by yours, which my mother sent me."

"Two circumstances which prove, as at first expected, that

your name is Clarence Norman."
" And that yours is Catharine Redman."
" You cannot doubt," she replied, " that I am the original of

the portrait your mother sent you, though the likeness," she

added, putting on a queer, quizzical expression of countenance,

" must of course, lack my play of features. This want is often

felt when looking at a portrait, as you doubtless are aware, and

is the great reason why a likeness so seldom possesses the charm

of the original. Another is, the picture has no voice wherewith

to discourse sweet music."

" But there is some comfort in knowing that it has no power

to assail the ears of the hearer with a dissonance equal to the

croaking of a raven," said Clarence, petulantly.

" 0, I should pity any person who was so unfortunate as to

have suck a voice," said she, in tones that bore an unmistakable

resemblance to the notes of the omnious bird in question. "Like
the poet—was it Watts, or Young'?—I always thought that a

low, sweet voice was ' an excellent thing in woman.' Your
mother was always praising my voice. Now, for my part, I

never thought there was anything remarkably melodious in it.

The voice of my young friend here, is quite as soft and sweet as

mine, if not more so."

These remarks were made with so much apparent sincerity,

and with a look of so much demureness, that the risibility of the
passengers—that of Clarence among the rest—so far got the

better of their politeness, as to constrain them to indulge in a
hearty laugh. The lady, herself, who preserved an infiesible

-graWty, looked round with real or feigned astonishment, but
made no remark. Clarence, who entertained a vague suspicion

that she was quizzing him, felt devoutly thankful for the respite

afforded his ears, for he had almost began to grow nervous at

heing obliged to listen to a voice, which seemed to be made np
of eveiy harsh and discordant tone under the sun. The silence

remained unbroken, except by, now and then, a casual remark.

One by one, the passengers arrived at their several places of
destination, so that by the time they arrived in sight of Mrs.
Linton's elegant mansion, Clarence, Kate Redman, and the young
lady who was the companion of her journey, were all that re-

mained in the coach.

" I am really obliged to Kate for bringing this beautiful girl

home with her," mentally soliloquized Clarence. " I suppose

she has not the least idea, that a person of such ravishing beauty

as herself—to say nothing of her mellifluent voice—need fear a

rival in any one, who has nothing more to recommend her, than

a fine form, faultless features, a transparent complexion, fresh

with the rosy gift of health, and the whole made enchanting by

an expression, bright and ever-varying as sunbeams among the

ripples of a lake."

He thought that after they three were left by themselves, Kate

might, at least, have introduced him to her friend, but as they

were now near their journey's end, he comforted himself with

the reflection that he should soon ascertain who she was.

Mrs. Linton was at the door, ready to receive her son. It was

three years since he left home for Europe, and in the joy of their

first meeting, Kate and her companion were forgotten. As soon

as Mrs. Linton's self-possession was a little restored, she said to

Clarence

:

" I suppose there is no need of introducing yon to the ladies,

for as you have been travelling companions, you have without

doubt, become pretty well acquainted."

"I know Kate by her portrait," he replied, in a low voice,

" but I am yet ignorant of the other lady's name."
" 0, she is another Kate," said the mother, and then she for-

mally introduced him to Miss Catharine Day.

Clerence made his best bow to the lovely girl, who had so ex-

cited his admiration, but with a bright smile, she said:

" Honor to whom honor is due

—

my name is Kate Redman."
" Then the portrait my mother sent me, is not Kate Redman's ?"

" No, Miss Day has that, safe and sound. Both of the por-

traits were sent to Bliss Carter's at the same time, but aunt Lin-

ton, it seems, misdirected them. It so happened that Miss Day
and I met at Mrs. Howe's—the lady I went to visit—when she

discovered the mistake."

" Yes," said Miss Day, " and as I had no little curiosity to see

Mr. Clarence Norman, of whom I had heard so much, I yielded

to Kate's persuasion to accompany her home."

Miss Day, who possessed considerable comic talent, made them
all very merry during the evening, by rehearsing the scene in the

stage-coach, with impromptu variations, in the course of which

she proved that if Mrs. Linton had praised the sweetness of her

voice, it was not without reason. She became a great favorite

with Clarence, and he often said, that *' had he never seen Kate
Redman, he certainly should have been in danger of falling in

love with Kale Day." This, as he afterwards found, would have

been an unfortunate circumstance, Miss Day's hand having for

some time been promised to a gentleman fully capable of appre-

ciating her many good qualities. Having spent the Christmas

holidays with her friends, she took leave, with the promise to

return in a few weeks, in^^der to be present at the bridal of

Clarence and Kate.

injaurd

[Written for Qleaeon'a Pictorial.]

OUR LlTTIiE LU.

An angel thing—a spell ofjoy,

Across our footsteps glancing
;

A blessed gift—a precious toy,

Around our fireside dancing

!

A fairy thing—a ray of light,

Our darkened path illuming;

A floweret beautiful and bright,

Within our garden blooming 1

A little fair-browedj dove-eyed child,

Our iveary hours beguilingj

With graceful arts, and spirits wild

And lips forever smiling

!

A voice just like the water's glee,

When from the fountain falling

;

So soft and clear, it seems to me
An angel must be calling !

Such is onr Lu, our precious Lu,

The jewel to us given

;

As fair as day and pure as dew,

A glimpse to us of heaven 1

THE CHINESE.
The Chinese are the most singular people in the world. They

were acquainted with the compass, the use of gunpowder, the art
of printing, and other things, in which the Europeans value them-
selves as the inventors

; and what proves they did not borrow, is

that they do everything different from all others. Their system
of religion is also unique, and so far as it can be understood, con-
sists in a great measure of moral precepts of Confucius, Mencius,
and Chee Hi. The emperor has his own exclusive deity, and any
others who attempt to divide his patronage with his majesty, are
either banished or strangled ; it being presumed that the care of
one king is enough for one god. In almost, if not all other coun-
tries, it is considered the first of all duties to take care of helpless
children ;

but in China, that of maintaining the parent in old age,
is considered much more sacred. They destroy many of their
children, but cherish their parents, and pay a sort of worship to
their memory, at little altars erected in their houses. The trade
carried on between the Chinese and Russians, at the frontier
town of Kiakhta, presents a singular spectacle. The only cir-
culating medium, or standard of value, is " brick-tea," as it is

called, which is made up in the form of bricks, the value of which
is always settled before the trade commences, and remains un-
changeable during the feason. This simple expedient answers
their purposes, and saves all the trouble of bribing legislators to
vote acts of corporation,

—

Southern Press.

NEVER HOLD MALICE.
O, never hold malice ! it poisons our life

With the hail-drop of hat«, and the nightshade of strife
;

Let us scorn what we must, and despise where we may,
Hut let anger, hbe sunlight, go down with the day.

Eliza Ccok.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LITTLE GRAVE.

BY MI6S M. B. BROWN.

The sun's last rays played round a grave,

Beneath a willow's shade
;

A Uttle grave,—it seemed to be

A dwelling newly made.

For there, beside the willow trunk,

A snow-white stone reclined

;

And on the grave a faded wreath,

Affection's hand had twined.

And by the grave a mother knelt,

Her tears were falling fast

Upon the turf, which coldly pressed

Her darling boy—her last.

Three springs, deep in the earth's cold breast,

An openiug flower she 'd laid
;

And now, beside their place of rest,

The weeping mother prayed.

And still she knelt, till round her form

The shades of evening stole
;

And gentle notes on zephyrs came,

To cheer the mourner's soul

;

While o'er her, from the clear, blue sky,

Three little stars looked down
;

Three shining stars—metbought such gems
As deck the Saviour's crown.

She saw their light, and o'er her brow

A look of gladness spread

;

" I '11 weep no more 1" the mother cries,

" My loved ones arc not dead- .'

0, no, in yon fair world of hght

They 're shining brightly now

;

Where death has never power to blight,

Nor grief to pale the brow I"

f-a>*«>--»^

THE FIRST ENGLISH COACH IN CHINA.
Great wits jump. The very same idea had not before struck

the celestial intellect of China. Amongst the presents carried
out by our first embassy to that country was a state-coach. It
had been specially selected as a personal gift by George III ; but
the exact mode of using it was a mystery to Pekin. The am-
bassador, indeed (Lord Macartney), had* made some dim and
imperfect explanations upon the point; but as his excellency
communicated these in a diplomatic whisper, at the very moment
of his departure, the celestial mind was very feebly illuminated;
and it became necessary to call a cabinet council on the grand
state question—"Where was the emperor to sit?" The ham-
mer-cloth happened to be unusually gorgeous ; and partly on
that consideration, hut partly also because the box offered the
most elevated seat, and undeniably went foremost, it was resolved
by acclamation that the box was the imperial place, and, for the

scoundrel who drove, he might sit where he could Jind a perch. The
horses, therefore, being harnessed, under a flourish of music
and a salute of guns, solemnly his imperial majesty ascended his

new English throne, liaving the hrst lord of the treasury on his

right hand, and the chief jester on his left. Pekin gloried in the
spectacle; and in the whole flowery people constructively present
by representation, therewas but one discontented person, which was
the coachman. This mutinous individual, looking as black-hearted
as he really was, audaciously shouted, "Where ami to sit?"
But the privy council, incensed by his disloyalty, unanimously
opened the door, and kicked him into the inside. He had all

the inside places to himself; but such is the rapacity of ambition,
that he was still dissatisfied. "I say," he cried out in an extem-
pore petition, addressed to the emperor through the window,
" how am I to catch hold of the reins V " Any how," was the
answer ;

" don't trouble me, man, in my glory ; through the win-
dows, through the key-holes—how you please." Finally this

contumacious coachman lengthened the checkstnngs into a sort
of jury-reins, communicating with the horses ; with these he drove
as steadily as may be supposed. The emperor returned after the
briefest of circuits; he descended in great pomp from his throne,
with the severest resolution never to remount it. A public thanks-
giving was ordered for his majesty's prosperous escape from the
disease of a broken neck ; and the staie-coach was dedicated for
ever as a votive offering to the god Fo, Po—whom the learned
more accurately called Pi Pi.

—

De Quincey,

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]'

THE ROSY YOUNG WEST.

BT OEOEGB W. BUNGAT.

Just like a gay lover that wooes a young maid
When Cupid enkindles the flame in his breast,

The lingering sun, in his beat suit arrayed,

Bestows his last look and last kiss on the west.

Like a fair maiden embraced by her beau
When the old matron goes out of the room,

The rosy young west, with a rosier glow,

Now winter has left, shows her ruddier bloom.

Her breath is the balm of wide prairies of flowers,

Her smiles are the lakes that lie laughing in glee
;

The birds sing her songs-in the wild forest bowers,

Her arms are the rivers that reach to the sea.

The rosy young west with her mantle of green,

And bonnet of blue on her beautiful head,

And garlands of flowers,—in her glory is seen.

Since scolding old stepmother winter has fled.

« — ^

EFFECT OF EMOTION ON THE SENSES.
I remember a lady whose mind is not very collected under

excitement, at Ascot races, looking anxiously to see the Emperor
of Russia driven past. He drove past a few yards from us. We
had a capital sight of him

;
hut this lady saw nothing. She might

as well have been at home. If emotions so blind the sense, how
much more do tbey obscure the understanding! When any inter-
est or prejudice is stronger than the love of truth, truth will suffer.
The blindness, both as rci^ards the senses and the mind, often
arises from our looking lor something difterent from the fact.
And, again, we often invest an object with a form it has not, or
evidence with conclusions foregone. How careful we should be
to keep the mind steady and clear !

—

Letteis on Alan.
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HON. JUn(iK WOOOISUKY.
Tho subject of the iiccoinpiinying likeness is

ono, perhaps, aa well Unowu to tho people of thin

country iia any ntinie en^^i'iiven upon its politi-

ciil scroll. His loii^; public service has been

such as to Keep him prominently before the pub-

lic oye forty years, diirinji; whi(;h period he has

sustained an unsullied reputation, and has com-
manded tho respect and a large sliare of tho con-

fidence of all partif's. Mr. Woodbury f^raduatud

at Dartmouth College in 1809, and immediately

applied himself to the study of the law, which he

subseciupntly practised with credit and success

until ISlfi, when he was appointed Secretary of

thp Senate of the United States, and during the

following year Judge of the Superior Court.

Shortly after this, wo (ind him a mcmt)cr of Gon.

Jucltson'a Cabinet, and in 182.'i, Governor of New
Hampshire. In tlio year \S2f), Mr. Woodbury
was chosen to the United Stares Senate. In

1831, we find him Secretary of tho Navy. In

1834, wo find him Secretary of tho Treasury, and

find him again in the Senate of the United Slates

from New Bampshire, in 1841. Inthcautumn
of 1845, a vacancy occurred on the Bench of the

Saprome Court of the United States, by the de-

mise of Jud^e Story ; thi-^ appointment was of-

fered to Mr. Woodbury and accepted. Such are

a few of the important dates in the career of Mr.
"Woodbury^s life ; and would space permit us, wo
should be pleased, in this connection, to go into

an elaborate description of his personal charac-

teristics and patriotism. His character has ever

been remarkable for firmness and consistency,

and whether as a citizen, a politician, or a jurist,

he has been found a steady supporter of the Con-
stitution of the United States.

THE FRKNCH THEAT E.

The French theatre owes its origin to the re-

ligious exhibitions given by pilgrims on their

return from Palestine. At thtse exhibition'^,

the pilgrims gave an account of the remarkable
places of the Holy Land, and recited their own,
adventures. They were afterwards imitated by
those who had never been to the Holy Land,
and are still practised in Catholic countries by
priests in their churches, by kings in their pal-

aces, and by the pope in the Vatican. To these

succeeded the mysteries—drwrnatic representations of subjects

taken from the New Testament, which, being forbidden by the
Provost of Paris, the priests invited tho king to be present at an
exhibition to prove that they were calculated to excite religious

feelings. The building in which they were performed was divid-

ed into three scafl'oldings, the highest representing paradise, the

next the world, and the lowest—which was in the form of a
dragon's head—representing htjll. The only entrance to the two
upper sfaffoldings was through the dragon's bead. The actors

never left the stage, even to change their dress. The pieces were
so long as to require several days for their representation. At
the close of each evening, the audience were invited to return, till

the whole was finished. Some occupied forty nights. Though
considered as religious ceremonies at first, the mysteries became
finally so gross as to be forbidden. Of the modem French stage,

M. de St. Foix has given us the best account, especially since

the days of Talma.

—

Home Journal.

PORTRAIT OF HON. LEVI "VVOODBURY.

THE CLIPPER SHIP SYREN.
Our artist has sketched for us here a fine maritime scene, repre-

senting the clipper ;hip Syren as she pai^ses Boston {lower) Light.
The Syren is owned by Silsbee, Pitman &, Silsbee, of Salem, is

commanded by Captain George Silsbee, and intended for the
California and East India trade. Her dimensions are as follows

:

— length, 180 feet; beam, 36 feet; depth of hold, 22 feet; and
altogether her model is of the most perfect and beautiful char-

acter in outline, and she can hardly escape being one of the fleet-

est bottoms afloat. The Syren was built by Mr. Taylor, at Med-
ford, in the most thorough and substantial manner, and possesses

all the modern marine improvements. Our artist has sketched
her with everything set that can dra^MJand right merrily is she

bowling along over the waters of toe outer channel, a perfect

picture of nautical neatness and beauty. Baltimore long enjoyed
the highest reputation for clipper-built craft, but now the Yankees
seem to be going ahead of all competitors.

INSTINCT or Tin-: honey bird.
Tliis extraordinary little bird, which is about

the fii'/.e of a chalUnch, and ol a light gray color,

will invariably lead a person following it, to a
wild bees' nest. Chattering and twittering in a
atatc of great excitement, it perches on a branch
beside the traveller, endeavoring by various wiles

to attract bis attention ; and having succeeded
in doing so, it flies lightly forward in a wavy
courwe in the direction of the bees' nest, alight-

ing every now and then and looking buck to as-

certain if the traveller is following it, all ihe time

keeping up an incessant twitter. When at length

it arrives at the hollow tree, or deserted white
ants' bill, which contains tho honey, it for a mo-
ment hovers over the nest, pointing to it with it£

bill, and then takes up its position on a neighbor-

ing branch, anxiously awaiting its share of iho

spoil. Wbcn the honey is taken, which is ac-

comyilishod by first siupifying the bees by burn-

ing grass at the entrance of their domestic dom-
icile, the honey-bird will often lead to a second

and oven to a third nest. The person thus fol-

lowing it ought to whistle. The savages in the

interior, while in pursuit, have several charincd

aentences which they use on the occasion. The
wild bee of Southern Africa exactly corresponds

withthe domestic garden beeof England, They
are generally dilfused throughout every part of
Africa, bees-wax forming a considerable part of

the cargoes of ships trading to the Gold and Ivory
coasts, and the deadly districis of Sierra Leone,
on the western shores of Africa. Interesting as

the honey bird is, and though sweet be the stores

to which it leads, I have often had cause to wi^h
it far enough, ai, when following the warm ppoor
or track of elephants, I have often seen the sav-

ages, at moments of the utmost importance, re-

sign the spoor of the beasts, to attend the sum-
mons of the birds. Sometimes, however, they
are "sold," it being a well-known fact, both
among the Hottentots and tribes in the interior,

that they often lead the unwarj' pursuer to dan-
ger, sometimes guiding bim to the midday re-

treat of a grizzly lion, or bringing him suddenly

upon the den of the crouching panther. I re-

member on one occasion, about three years later,

when weary with warring against the mighty
elephants and hippopotami which roam the vast

forests and sportinthetioodsof the fair Limpopo,
having mounted a pair of unwonted shot-biirrels, I sought recrea-

tion in the humbler pursuit of quail shooting. While thus em-
ployed, my attention was suddenly invited by a garrulous honey
bird, which pertinaciously adhered to me for a cou.siderable time,

heedless of the reports made by a gun. Having bagged as many
quails and partridges as I cared about shooting, I whistled lustily

to the bird, and gave chase ; after following him to a distance of
upwards a mile, through the open glades adjoining the Limpopo,
he led me to an unusually vast crocodile, who was lying with bis

entire body concealed, nothing but his horrid head being visible

above the surface of the water, his eyes anxiously watching the
movements of eight or ten large bull buffaloes, which, in seeking

to quench their thirst in the waters of the river, were crackling

through the dry reeds as they cautiously waded in the de^p mud.
Fortunately for the buffaloes, the depth of the mud prevented their

reaching the stream, and thus the scaly monster of the river was
disappointed of his prey.— Cummings's Adventures.
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THE CLIPPKll SHIP SYEEN PASSING THE LOWER IIGIIT, OFF BOSTON HARBOR.
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COMTE^^TS OF OUR >'EXT NUMBER.
" Aunt Hetty, the Tillage Gossip ;" or, The New Minister, a story by Mies

H N. Hathaway. ^ , ™. ,j.
" A Letter ft-om Nehemiah Flufltins to his Uncle Toby, from the World's

Fair."
" The Abbe Alzini." or a Republic one hundred and fifty yeors since, a

story, by Miss A.nne U. Wnnutt.
'The Yankee Schoolmaster, ' one of the Old 'Un=s irresistibly mkth-pro-

Tohing sketches.
*' Farewell," lines by L, N. Burdick.
" Blue-Evfd Jessie," a story by Miss Sarah A.. Howe.
" The 17th of June," verses, by f'RANCiB A. DORIVAQE.
" A r.rf>ve Sone,'' bv John F. U'^eishampel. Jr.
" Babjlon," lines, "by Charleb H. Stewart.
" A Reverie," lines, by a new contributor.
*' The Gladness of a Smile," verses, by f. W. Waldron.
" Twenty Years ago," verses, bj Ir.^ B. Northrop.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
A sareib military scene will be piven, representing the Boston National

Lancerd as tbey appeared on the 16th of June, when celeDrating their four-

t^ti.th anniversary.

A fac-Fimile of the splendid Banner presented lately by the Boston National

Lancers to the Scventti Regiment National Guard, Col.Duryea, couiniander.

General Wool, as he appeared reviewing the Ancient and Honorable Art'I-

lery Company on Boston (Joiumon, a short time since. A spirited and inter-

eeting military scene.

A fine lifeencsfi of Major General Wool, a very accurate and beautiful en-

graving of this distingui&htd Folaier, taken in this city during hi.v late visit.

Scene of an Artillery Elei^tion on the Comnion, when the new ofHcers of the
'' Ancients ' are commissioned by the Governor, and when the former otRcers

resign to him their trust.

An engraving representing the Point Shirley Houpe, as it appeared lately

whttu on fire, a faithful representation of thu scene of the destruction of this

well-known resort.

A picture representing the Annual Parade of the New York Firemen, which
took place in that city on the 9th of June.

Also a scene representing the Firemen as they passed in review before the

Mayor and Aldermen, as above.

Aa engraving of the Boston City Stone, for the Washington Monument,
>(itu the inscription and arras.

Also, the Massachusetts State Stone, designed for the same purpose, and
just finished.

An engraving depicting a scene in the new play of the Prodigal, lately per-

formed at the Broadway The;itre, New York. A striking picture.

An engraving representing the Bombardment of Vera CruB, as drawn upon
the tpot by an officer of our navy, giving the " Mosquito Fleet " in bold relief.

A very accurate and picturesque view of Long (eland, in Boston Harbor,
forming a beautiful sun&et scene of this interestiug spot.

Launch of the steam propeller, S. S Lewis, on the 12th of June, including a
Tiewof Philadelphia from tne south, which is a very fine one.

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS.

On page 104, we have given a large representation of the cele-

brated "May Training"—the annual Sta e parade, when the

First Regiment of Massachusetts Volunteer Militia, under com-

mand of Col. Holbrook, were reviewed by His Excellency, Gov.

Boutwell, in Nature's amphitheatre, at the foot of the Common,
where a large open space was enclosed by ropes and guarded by

the police.

The Regiment consists of fourteen companies of volunteer

corps, which, in soldierly discipline and appearance, and admira-

ble precision of drill, cannot be exceeded by any body of soldiery

in our country. Our limits will not permit any further detail of

their evolutions on the day of parade, only simply to observe

that the magnificent display of bristling bayonets, flaunting;

plumes, prancing horses, lovely women and brave men, on Bos-

ton Common, on this occasion, was really imposing and attrac-

tive. The military spirit was never more prevalent in Boston

than at the present time, and it is agreeable to notice that the

new Governor is dispo.'^ed to foster it in a commendable way.

Daghekreottpe Artistp.—"We unintentionally omitted to

acknowledge our indebtedness to Messrs. Southworth & Hawes,

5 1-2 Tremont Row, for the dagueiTeotype likeness from which

our artist transferred the head of Governor Boutwell, which, we
gave in a late number. If our readers would enjoy a rich treat,

let them step into the exhibition room of Messrs. Southworth &
Hawes, and examine theii- specimens of the art.

A DiacovEEY.— 0. A. Brownson, himself decidedly the greatest

humbug of the age, declares that " Newton and Bacon are both,

in reality, humbugj:." Mr. Brownson, as every one knows, is a
disappointed and unhappy man.

Zy=- From our worthy and enterpriMog friend Gleason, we have received a
copy of the bcautitul Jenny Lind Golden ^ew£pape^. This sheet is printed
on aatm-surfnced paper, every letter of which is in gold. It also contains a
likeness of the fair songstreyp, and is a credit to its princely publisher.— -Star
SpmigUd Banner^ Boston^ Mass.

Curious Fact.—A pint of water converted to steam fills a
space of about 1800 pints.

"What's in a Na.>ie?—James Madison, a gentleman of color
hag been fined in CinciuQati for whipping his better half.

*

THE FUTURE.

The present is emphatically the age of progress. Men of our

day, and particularly of our nation, look forward acd not back-

ward, and the goal of their exertion and ambition is in the far

future. Civilization, with ns, does not move onward, step by

step ; it bounds, it leaps, it traverses space with rapid and gigantic

strides, with the fabled swiftness of the seven-league boots. This

hopefulness, this unrelenting effort, produces results which astonish

the old-world travellers, who move so slowly onward in the path

marked out by their predecessors, turning, ever and anon, to sur-

vey the old landmarks, and looking to the past only for inspira-

tion and instruction.

Nothing seems to halt or retrograde in the present century.

Science, art and philosophy advance with a speed that almost

baffles the mind of the observer. Important discoveries crowd

upon each other so fast, that it is a task briefly to record them.

Within a few years the introduction of steam has almost annihi-

lated space, and on our railroads and oceans the journeying of

months is now reduced to the travel of weeks. For the trans-

mission of intelligence, science has evoked the electric fluid from

the skies, and time is outdone in the velocity of our telegraphic

despatches,—a wonder we can hardly yet coolly contemplate, or

clearly comprehend.

And then again, the sun, that great " centre of life and light,"

has become the servant of man, and its rays are made to depict

the divine features of immortal beauty, or the varied aspects of

earth, air and sea, with the speed of thought and wiih the pre-

cision that no mortal hand can imitate. The vision of man,

aided by scientific appliances, now pierces the depths of the blue

vault above us, and reveals new worlds, undreamed of in the

philo.'^ophy of other days. To add still more to the splendor

and greatness of the age, nature has revealed treasures that sur-

pass in extent and richness the wildest imaginations of poetry

and romance, and now pours from her teeming lap the precious

metal in unfailing prodigalit}', on the shores of California.

The future, therefore, to the reflecting mind, is full of promise.

What dreams are too sanguine in view of the vast field it opens

to enterprise, energy and hopel We may confidently anticipate

that it will bring the realization of the brightest dreams of the

philosopher, the statesman, and the philanthropist ; that man, in

coming years, will improve rapidly in his moral and physical

condition; that a fraternity of feeling, as well as a community of

interest, will hind together the nations of the earth; that good

government will extend its beneficent shield over the many mil-

lion inhabitants of the globe ; and that the reign of universal peace

and prosperity will dawn upon a brighter era.

< ^ai^ >

A FINE PICTURE.

We have often examined the drop curtain of the Boston Mu-
seum with feelings of more than ordinary interest. It represents

the well-known allegorical picture of Cole's voyage of life. To
the bright and undiminished vision of youth the past is nothing,

the present a mathematical point, position merely ; the future

everything. The scene referred to most beautifully illustrates

this truth. The ardent youth embarking on the stream, sees not

the lovely shore he is quitting, nor the guardian angel, who with

tender and folded hands, stands upon the bank behind him ; his

eyes are fixed only upon the glorious temple which his fancy

has created of no stronger material than the fleecy vapors of the

morning, hut which for him has all the substance of reality.

Alas ! he will never tread the airy halls of that " baseless fabric."

Before him lies a voyage of peril—tumbling torrents, sharp rocks,

hidden by treacherous pools, and cataracts heated with foam and

fraught with deadly danger. A blind reliance on the future,

poor youth, is as dangerous an error as an exclusive veneration

for the past; and yet the future of life, and the future beyond

life, are objects never to be lost sight of.

Many of our readers have doubtless marked this picture ; let

th •vn observe it well. The rational philosopher is always look-

ing forward, but he holds a mirror in his hand, which faithfully

reflects the past, for he knows in its history he must decipher the

chart for his future voyage.

A Good Idea.—The Great Exhibition, in the Glass Palace,

Loudon, is still the one constant topic of conversation. The eflbrta

of the executive committee to make the examination of its pro-

ductions the means of practical instruction to the rising genera-

tion are deserving of great praiso. It is proposed to set apart

certain days of every week when the children in the various public

schools shall be gratuitously admitted.

Heaty Taxes.—The largest individual tax paid in New York,

is by William B. Astor. Last year he paid into the City Treas-

ury the sum of twenty-three thousand eight hundred and ninety-

one dollars for taxes.

Rathee odd.—A child was born on an imigrant train from

Sandusky to Cincinnati recently, and the mother named it " John
Silsbee," in honor of the conductor.

Musical.—Parodi, Strakosch and Miska Hauser have left

New Orleans for Mobile. They are making a tour of the South-

ern and Western Statts.

New Planet,—Mr. Hind, the Greenwich astronomer, has

discovered a new planet, said to belong to the complex group of

asteroids between Mars and Jupiter.

In this city, by Kev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. William J. Harris to Miss Phebe
Ann Miller.

By Rev. Dr. Sharp, Mr. Charles ^. Smith to Miss Ann Louisa Ludington.
By Rev. Mr. Huntington, Mr. Mexander Foster to Miss Harriet \. Jenness.

By Rt. Rev. Dr. Eastburn, Mr. William E. Daniels to Miss Elizabeth D.
Cunningham.

At Charlestown, by P. Magrath, Esq., Mr. Franklin J. Ellis to Mrs. M. J.

Clark.

At Cambridge, by Rev. Mr. Newall, Mr. John Bartlett to Miss Hannah S.

Willard.
At Hatfield, Rev. E. D. Holt, of Rock Island, 111., to Miss Caroline R.

Warner.
At Haverhill, N. H.. by Rev. Mr. Greeley, Mr William R. Hooper, of Wor-

cestfr, Mass.. to Miss Francea Nelson.

A.tKeene, N. H.,by Rev Dr. IngersoU, Mr. Amos L. Wood, of Boston, to

Miss Mary A. Wood.
At Portland Me., by Rev. Mr. Eaton, Mr. Oliver H. Hay, of Charlestown,

Mass.. to Ann M;iria Hav-
At ProTidencej R. I., Dr. William A. Rust to Miss Sarah J. Goodenow, both

of Paris, Me.
At New York, Samuel A. Fisk, M. D., of Northampton, Mass., to Miss Har-

riet B. Bininger.

At Brooklyn, N. Y,, Lwnard C. McPhail,M D., to Miss Caroline E. Speir.

Table of Interest.—The dinner table.

Queer.—Those who have netting to do always do more than

they ought.

In this city, Titus Welles. E?q., 75 ; Mrs. Rebecca Eliza Sargeant, 2S ; Mrs.

M. Tattle. 60 ; Mr. E. W. F. Ric«. 49
At South Boston, Miss Marv Jane Hooper. 18-

At East Boston, Dea. Ebenezer Lovejoy. 78.

At Koxbury. Misa Ann R. Rogers, 17 ; Mrs. Rachael R. Holbrook, 35 ; Miss
Charlotte M. Flint, 19.

At CtiarJestown, Mrs. Sarah Y. Waldo, 55; Mr. Noah Sanborn, 60.

At Cambridge, Mr. John T. Wheelwritrht, 50.

At Brookliue. Mrs. Ann M Lovi-joy, of Milford, N. H.
At Brighton, Mrs- Joannah Matcbett, 75.

At Medford, Mrs. Mary A. Snedd, 42.

At South Reading, Mr. Aaron Condry, 50.

At Siilem, Mr. Ebenezer Chrasber, 34.

At Kowley, Miss Hannah Oanc:ister 93.

At Newburyport, Miss Margaret Jane Mcfntire, of Pictou, N. S , 13.

At Holderness, N. H . Mr. Lyman \Y. Edgerly, 33
At Watervillc, .Me., Mr, Alk-n Wing, 89.

At Providence, R. [., Mr. James A. Anthony, 41 ; Mr. John W. Fay, 21.

At Coventrv, Ct., Rev. Chauncey Boofh. 68.

At Pliiladelphia, Eldi^r Daniel nod^e, 76
At Baltimore, Capt. Joseph Holbrook.
At Panama, Capt. Rit^hMrd liodgprs of Plymouth. Mass.

GlEASOrS PICTOMAL

A Record of the beautiful and useful in Art.

The object of this paper is to present, in the mo.st elegant and
available form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of

the day. Its columns are devoted to original tales, sketches

and poems, by the

BEST AlffERICAN AUTHOKS,
. and the cream of the domestic and foreign news ; the whole wel

^ S spiced with wit and humor Each paper is

l\ BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
< ? with numerous .iccurate engravings, by eminent artists, of notflr

> 5 ble objects, current events in all parts of tiie world, and of m_ea

^ ^ and manners, altogether making a paper entirely original in its

design, in this country. Its pages contain riews of every popu-

lous city in tho known world, of all buildings of note in the

eaateni or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and
steamers of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accu-

rate portraits of every noted character in the world, both male
and female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken from life, will

also be given, with numerous specimens from the animal king-

dom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea. It is printed

^ I on fine satin-surface paper, from a font of new and beautiful

i > type, manufactured expressly for it,—presenting in its mechani-

^ 5 cal execution an elegant specimen of art. It contains fifteen

^ ? hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount
>S of reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper

^< of sixteen octavo pages. It forms

^\ The Best Family Paper,
> Inasmuch as its aim is constantly, in connection with the fund

S of amusement it alTord9,and the rich array of original miscellany

^ it presents, to inculcate the strictest and highest tone of moral-

^
ity, and to encourage virtue by holding up to view all that is

S good and pure, and avoiding all that is evil in its tendency. In

^ short, tho object is to make the paper loved, respected, and sought

> after, for its combined excellences.
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CHlI-.J)MOOn.

IIY J. K. 0TI8.

OhIldhood'B happy hours,

Liko wlldwood'fl Htarry flnwiTS

That Ki-ftci) tho ciii-ly siii'lng;

Aro brightest in their bloom,

And slicd a rich perfume,

But lly with rnpid ^ving.

Wo regret their sweet ropoBe,

But Ibrgut the ehlldlah woca,

The pouting and tho t^iu-fl
;

We riiciill tlio laughter light

or diiyfl that Buoni all bright

To the eye of alter yeura.

Though beautiful it seema

As memory of dreama

Recalled in waking hours;

'Tie thoughtless as it's gay,

The dawn of a brighter day,

Of nobler, deeper powera.

In riper years we find

The wealth of thought and mind,

The treasures deep of truth
;

The pust we'll not forget,

'Twas happiness—but yet

We'll ne'er regret our youth.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE PRESS-GANG'S VICTIM:
—AND

—

HOW LONG THEY KEPT HIM.

A SEi SKETCH.

BT SYLVANtrS COBRj JK.

Some time during the month of June, 1809, the American brig

Sarah, of and from Norfolk, Va., entered the port of Liverpool

with a full cargo. She was commanded by Capt. William Brown,

and his first mate was Tom Macdonongh, a true-hearted Yankee

sailor, who hailed from somewhere in the little State of Delaware.

After the brig had been duly entered at the custom-house, she

was soon cleared of her cargo, and within one week after her

arnval, she was loaded for home.

One pleasant evening—the one preceding the day on which

the brig was to sail—Tom Macdonough took a stroll up into the

town. He had been at work all day, in arranging the cargo, and

having merely started out for a stroll, he had not thought it worth

while to change his dress. He had been up as far as the Ex-

change, and was returning by the way of the docks, when he

was accosted by a man who appeared to be a citizen.

"Good evening, stranger."

"The same to you," returned Tom, never once mistrusting

that there was harm in the way.

" Do you belong to any of the vessels now in the river ?" asked

the other, as he cast a scrutinizing glance over the somewhat

rough habiliments of the American sailor.

" Yes. I belong to the American brig Sarah."

"No, no,—that wont do."

"What wont do 1" asked Tom, not a little amazed at the

remark.
" 0, 1 know you," returned the stranger, "you are a deserter

from the frigate."

As he spoke, he placed a small whistle to his mouth, and in a

m.oment afier its shrill note had cut the air, six marines came

rushing out from a tap-room close at hand, and at a motion from

the stranger, they seized hold upon Tom and made him their

prisoner. In vain was it that Tom protested that he was second

in command of the Sarah, and in vain that he threatened ven-

geance,—but against the power of six stout fellows he could

make no effectual resistance, and so he was taken along to the

naval landing, where five other prisoners, all victims of the press-

gang, v/ere awaiting their embarkation. A boat was in waiting,

in the command of a lieutenant, and into it was Tom, with the

rest of the unfortunate seamen, unceremoniously hurried, and in

less than half an hour, he found himself oti board an English

frigate, which lay at the mouth of the river.

" A fine set of men," said the English captain, as he ran his

eyes admiringly over the stalwart forms of the impressed seamen.

" They will just fill up the list of our main topmen,"

"Are you the commander of this frigate?" asked Tom, ad-

dressing the man who had just spoken.

" Captain Downie, at your service," replied the commander,

with mock gravity.

" Then, sir, of you I demand my immediate release. I am
second in command of an American brig now ready for sea, and

no power in England can legally detain me,"

" That wont go down, youngster," returned the captain, with

a sneer. " You are a little too young for such an office. The

king needs mt:n, and you must take your chance with the rest."

" Do you mean to say that I am to be detained on board your

ship V
" Ccrlainly."

"Then, sir," replied Tom, while his eyes flashed fire, "you
will do it at your peril. Already have your people run up a

heavy reckoning, and the day shall yet come when your king will

have to settle it. I am exempt, by your own laws, from impress-

ment, and you know it."

The captain showed a little anger as our hero spoke, but tum-

in ' to one of hia lieutenants, he said ;

"Mr. Monson, have these men's names entered, and then sta-

tion them and mess them ;" and without further remark he walked

uft to his cabin.

In a moment Tom's mind was made up, and without resistance

or remark of any kind, he allowed liis name to be entered on the

purser's books, and his station and mess to bo assigned hioa, after

which a hammock and bedding were served out to liim, and he

was directed to " turn in " as soon as possible.

The frigate was well guarded by sentries, there being two upon

the poop, one at each gangway, one on the forecastle, and one on

the bowsprit, besides those which were stationed at various posts

below, so that no further notice was taken of tho new comers

after they had received their bedding, excepting to give tho sen-

tinels additional caution with regard to watching well that no one

left the ship unless he was passed by ihe ofiicer of the deck.

Tom's hammock was already clewed, and having hung it up,

he turned into it without undressing. The night was warm and

sultry, and as a means of giving a circulation of fresh air, the

gun-deck ports were lowered, and from the place in which our

hero swung he could look out upon the water, as it sparkled be-

neath the beams of the bright moon. Tom lay quiet until mid-

night, but as yet he could think of no means of escape. Shortly

after that hour had passed, he heard the relief guard called, and

in some ten minutes the corporal of the first guard came down
upon the gun-deck and unlashed the hammock which hung next

to his own, which operation being performed, he proceeded to

undress himself, hanging his clothes, as he did so, upon the clews

of his hammock. The four hours' duty had given the corporal

an excellent appetite for sleep, and in less than five minutes after

he touched his mattress, he began to snore.

"Now, or never," thought Tom, " is my chance ;" and with

this idea in his mind, he slipped quietly out from his hammock,
and proceeded to divest himself of his own clothes, which having

been accomplished, he very unceremoniously substituted those

of the snoring corporal in their place, and then sat down upon
the breeching of a gun to meditate further upon his plans.

One bell struck, and the sentinels passed the usual "all's well."

Then Tom heard the corporal, as he started to go his rounds,

and ere long he descended the main-hatch ladder to visit the posts

below. No sooner had the marine officer passed beyond the

galley, than our hero sprang up the ladder and gained the spar-

decU. The officer of the deck was aft upon the starboard side,

the sentries were walking their posts with regular tread, while the

old quarter-master stood upon* the poop, with his night glass

under his arm. The sentries performed their walk upon gang-

boards raised even with the bottom of the hammock-nettings,

and running forward from the ladders. The larboard gangway

was shaded from the light of the moon by the awnings, and walk-

ing deliberately up the ladder, Tom looked over the ship's side.

" Sentry," said he, in a mumbling sort of tone, "what boat is

that at the boom ?"

" The second cutter," returned the marine, showing by his

manner that he had no suspicions of the spurious corporal.

Tom immediately walked aft to where stood the officer of the

deck, and being quite assured by the mistake of the sentry, he

pulled his cap down over his eyes, and, touching his visor re-

spectfully, remarked :

" I should like to overhaul that second cutter, sir, for I think

there is rum aboard of her."

Tom knew he was playing a desperate game, but liberty was

to be the result of success, and he flinched not a hair.

" Ha ! the villains," uttered the lieutenant. " Up to their old

tricks again. Go, corporal,—get down into the boat, and if you

do find rum in her, they'll catch it."

Tom started quickly forward, but just as he got abreast of the

fore-hatchway, he saw the Simon Pine corporal's head rising above

the combings. The marine ascended no higher, for with one

blow of his fist Tom sent him back from whence he came, and

then sprang quickly out through the port upon the swinging

boom, and having reached the place where the second cutter's

painter was made fast, he hauled the boat up and leaped into

her. The flood tide was setting up the river very strongly, and

quick as thought Tom cast off the painter, and rapidly dropped

astern.

"Help! help!" shouted our hero, at the top of his voice;

" the boat's got loose."

" Get out a couple of oars, you lubber," cried the officer of the

deck, as he jumped upon the poop on hearing the cry, where he

arrived just as the cutter was sweeping past the quarter. " You

can hold her against the tide."

Tom did get out a couple of oars, but the moment he got them

balanced in the rowlocks, he commenced pulling for dear life,

and, to the utter consternation of the lieutenant, the boat began

rapidly to shoot up the river. All the sentries on deck were im-

mediately called upon the poop, and their muskets were fired at

the deserter, but though two of the balls whistled near the boat,

yet none of them did any harm, and on the next moment Tom
heard the third cutter called away, but he knew the men were all

sound asleep in their hammocks, and so he I'elt secure.

It was tea minutes before the third cutter cast off from the

ship, and long ere they reached Tom he had gained the shore,

and was running at a remarkable speed towards the city, where

he reached in safety, and before two o'clock he was on board his

own brig.

The next morning the Sarah dropped down with the ebb tide,

and as she passed thefrigate, Tom sa a' the second cutter swinging

in her usual place, and as he gazed upou the proud flag that

floated at the Englishman's peak, he murmured to himself:

"If I live, I'll some day take the pride from those proud

tyrants."

How literally was that saying fulfilled! Tom Macdonough
had been Decatur's favorite mid.'^hipman at the siege of Tripoli,

and " wherever Deealur led he dared to follow." Subhcqacnt to

tliat brilliant chapter in the page of our history, occurred the

event which is embodied in our sketch ; but iive years afterwards,

on the 11th of September, 1BI4, Thomas Macdonough met one

of England's proud fleets on Lake Champlain. At the first

broadside, the British Commodore Downie, fell, and at the end

of aflght which lasted two hours and twenty minutes, without inter-

miHsion, Commodore Thomas Macdonough was the conqueror of

Champlain. He had gained a proud victory— he had indeed

humbled the pride of the tyrant, and that day's achievement forma

one of the brightest pages in the history of America.

Commodore Thomas Macdonocgii—the hero of Tripoli

—

the conqueror of Champlain I Ho was a noble and true-heurted

man, and a terror to all enemies of his country. Peace to his

ashes, and everlasting honor to his memory I

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

ROSALIE.

BY S. Q. LLOTD.

My heiirt in lihe the sea,

When thou dost emile on mSf
Kosalio

!

The stars that o'ur it shine,

Are fleen upon Uh brine,

Ilosulie

!

And so each thought of thiae

Ib writ, like stars, on miDO,

Ro.iiilie

!

No tidofl that ebb and flow,

Can mako the image go,

Kosalic I

My heart in like the sea,

When thou hast gone from me,
' lloi^alie

!

For cold the thought will rest.

Like enow upon itH breast,

llosalie 1

But as the crystal tides

Flow down the mountain sidea

To the eea,

So when our spirits flow,

Cheerily we go,

Rosalie

!

COLOKEL PUTNAM'S STORY.
Sunday, 1763.—Dined at Dr. Putnam's, with Colonel Putnam

and lady, and two young gentlemen, nephews of the Doctor, and
Colonel , and a Mrs. Scholley. Putnam told a story of

an Indian, upon Connecticut River, who called at a tavern in

the fall of the year, for a dram. The landlord asked him two
coppers for it. The next spring, happening at the same house,

he called for another, and had three coppers to pay for it.

" How is this, landlord V said he ;
" last fall you asked two

coppers for a glass of rum, now you ask three."
" 0," says the landlord, " it costs me a good deal to keep rum

over winter. It is as expensive to keep a hogshead of rum over

winter as a horse."

"Ah!" says the Indian, "I can't see through that; he wont
eat so much hay ; may bs he drink as muck water."

This was sheer wii, pure satire, and true humor. Humor, wit

and satire, in one very short repartee.

—

John Adams.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial ]

THE MOTHER'S PRAYER,

BY JOHN BARNARD.

In a bright willow cradle, one hundred years old,

A beautiful infant lay sleeping
;

It3 mother a nurserj' tale had just told,

And now o'er her infant was keeping

A tender watch—while it lay there in sleep,

A faithful guard did the mother keep.

She watfihed the dear child aa it silently lay,

For a smile on its face was beaming
;

And fanciful visions around her did play,

While her thoughts on the future were stealing
;

And she whispered a prayer for protection and guide,

On the sweet little creature that slept by her side.

" 0, most merciful Father ! thy aid I implore

!

Ee my infant's protector— his heavenly guide
;

In wisdom, in goodness, give increase of store,

In the pure walks of life may he always abide
;

And when the last tendril of life shall be riven,

May his spirit ascend to the angels in heaven."

The sweet little prattler awoke with a smilo

As the prayer of his mother had ended

;

And with bright, rosy face, joy beaming the while,

He stretched forth his arms to be tended
;

The mother in rapture, face beaming with joy,

In her arms fondly clasped her beautiful hoy.

— . 1-^,B~«-»—p-—

—

.———

-

ECCENTRJC DUKE OF NEWCASTLE.
This nobleman kept the most princely table and the greatest

number of domestics of any one of the same rank in the three

kingdoms. He would never suffer any one of them, during a

series of years, to dispose of any part of their old hveries, but

made the usual perquisites up to them in money, and the castotf

clothes were carefully deposited in a large store-room appropri-

ated to the purpose, where they remained until after his grace's

decease, when ihey were sold. The number of suits had so accu-

mulated, that, on their dispersion, and for a year or two after,

there was scarcely a carter, coachman, chairman, or porter in

Loudon, but woretlie Newcastle livery.'

—

Household Words.

A happy lot must 8Uie bo his.

The lord, not slavL' of things,

Who valuee Hie by what it is,

And not hy what It briugti.

—

Sterling.
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THE WORLD'S FAIR,

The most glowing anticipations of the projectors of the great

Fair, now being held in London, have been more than realized

by the splendor and success of the exhibition. Judging by the

very calmest and coolest accounts that reach us, the Crystal

Palace, in its yast area, comprises more splendor than the fabu-

lous caves of olden times. Here the products of the earth and

of human labor, wealth and industry, stand side by side iu emu-

lous glory ; and the gorgeous gems and jewels of the East are

perhaps eclipsed by the marvels of human industry and genius.

Hither flock the representatives of all the civilized nations of the

earth, to gratify their national pride in the contemplation of the

products of their own lands, and to learn respect for others in

viewing their achievements. Here the mercurial Frenchman

stands beside the bearded Russian, the lively Italian by the con-

templative German, the swarthy Spaniard by the fair-haired

Saxon, while, a peer among his fellows, stands the free-born

American, distinguished by his independent bearing.

Such congregations assembled for such a purpose, go a great

way towards extinguishing national animosities, and producing

that brotherhood of nations which has been the dream of philan-

thropists for ages ; and the visitors to the World's Fair will carry

back to their respective countries memories of kindness recipro-

cated, to take the place, hereafter, of those souvenirs of deadly

strife and military rivalry, which are the relics of a barbarous

period. Henceforth we may hope that a nobler spirit of emula-

tion will agitate the nations of the globe. The struggle will be,

not which country shall produce the largest number of bayonets,

but the most abundant harvests ; not the greatest quantity of

death-dealing arms, but the greatest number of labor-saving

machines, of elegant objects of art, and of all that sustains, en-

nobles, elevates and refines society.

We regard this as the commencement of a series of great

national festivals, and we hope that next year the United States,

imitating the example of Great Britain, will, in turn, invite the

world to its own shores, and to share its generous hospitality.

Illaj3sxb£ ©atljcving©.

BEAUriFVli ALLEGOKY.

Mr. Crittenden was engaged in defending a man who had been

indicted for a capital oifence. After an elaborate and powerful

defence, he closed his effort by the following striking and beauti-

ful allegory

:

" When God, in his eternal council, conceived the thought of

man's creation, he called to him the three Ministers who wait

constantly upon his throne—Justice, Truth and Mercy ; and thus

addressed them :
' Shall we make man .'' Then said Justice,

'O God, make him not; for he wdll trample upon thy laws.'

Truth made answer also, 'O God, make him not: for he will

pollute thy sanctuaries.' But Mercy, dropping upon her knees,

and looking up through^her tears, exclaimed, ' O God ! make him

;

I will watch over him with my care through all the dark paths

which he may have to tread.' Then God made man, and said

to him, ' man ! thou art the child of Mercy
;
go and deal with

thy brother.'

"

The jury, when he finished, were drowned in tears, and against

evidence, and what must have been their own convictions, brought

in a speedy verdict of not guilty.

Jenny Lind.—This sweet songstress intends to give three con-

certs more in Philadelphia, and two in Baltimore, in the course of

a few weeks. After closing the present series at New York, she

goes to Niagara Falls and then to Canada, after which Boston

will be favored with her presence. It is stated that she will spend

a few weeks at Newport the coming season, before her departure

for Europe.

Personal.—Miss Cushman performed at Nashville, Tenn., re-

cently, to the great delight of the good people of the " City of the

Kock." After she closed her professional engagements, she was

to visit the Mammoth Cave, in Kentucky, and subsequently spend

a day or two with Mr. Clay, at Ashland.

Never sat Die.— It is a foolish idea to suppose that we must

lie down and die because we are old. Who is old ? Not the man
of energy—not the day-laborer in science, art, or benevolence;

but he only who suffers his energies to waste away, and the

springs of life to become motionless.

A Monster.—Col. N. C Baldwin, a resident of Cleveland,

Ohio, has been fattening an ox for eight years, until at length he

has attained the enormous weight of four thousand pounds! A
mile per day is the fastest that the monster can walk !

A LITTLE " BLOOMEa."—We learn from the Saturday Ga-
zette that the new Turkish costume has been adopted in Troy by
Miss Bartola, one of the remarkable Aztec children who were in

this city in the winter.

« .^».«^.»—
Thanks.—We must renew our thanks to our brethren of the

the press for their reiterated good wishes and compliments. We
shall strive to merit all the good things said of us.

iSauLis of (Boll.

Miss Davenport is announced to appear in San Francisco.

Conrad Hyer, of Waldoborough, is now living, aged 102 years.

The U. S. troops in New Mexico are suffering badly from the

scur-^T-.

Kit Carson, the famous mountain guide and trapper, is now at

St. Louis.

A company has been formed in Yarmouth Port to manufacture

magnesia.

A silver cup has been presented to Mr. John Sefton, at Niblo's

Theatre, New York.

The City Guards, Col. Thompson, intend visiting Buffalo,

N. Y., late in the ensuing season.

The Apache Indians have already violated the treaty they made
a month ago.

There are at present in the jail of New York six murderers

under sentence of death.

Twenty-two vessels are on the stocks at Kennebec, Me., in

various stages of completion.

Napoleon during his military career fought sixty battles ; Ctesar

fought only fifty.

The census returns of Texas show the total white population

to be 168,000, and slaves 62,000.

Between four and five hundred thousand casks of lime are

annually exported from Pockland, Me.

Near Columbus, Ohio, a man named Slocum, being jealous of
his wife, cut olf her head, and then cut his own throat and died.

The Smith family have 283 letters advertised in the Sacramento
post office. The Browns are next in point of number.

At Lowell Patrick McMann was instantly killed by falling into

an elevator opening in the Middlesex corporation,

Patrick DriscoU, of New York, has been held for examination
on a charge of murdering bis wife by beating her to death.

A wretch named J. C. Godfrey, of New York, while drunk,
stabbed his little boy with a fork, and broke the prongs in his

breast.

Efforts are making in Wisconsin to introduce a more extensive

culture of flax. It costs that State $200,000 annually for linseed

oil alone.

Jenny Lind has added to her repej-toire the beautiful Scotch air,

" Coming thro' the Kye," and sings it nightly with rapturous
applause.

A San Francisco paper says—"A cargo of young interesting

and virtuous Yankee girls would go off like hot cakes, should they
arrive."

A shaving establishment has been opened in San Francisco by
a young French woman. We need not add that she is most liber-

ally patronized.

The Transcript says that Sacramento is so healthy that the
professional gentlemen have to work hard to keep a patient down
long enough to make three visits.

Flour at Panama, $12 per hundred pounds; potatoes scarce,

and bring any price
;
good m.eat or milk scarce and dear. Ex-

pense of living $2 per day, and poor living at that.

Glkasok's Pictorial —This is a gem in its way, shomng that as beautiful
pictoria,! works can be got up in tbia country as in Europe ; and haviatj the
superior merit of being wholly domestic. — Sc. Louis Rtviille,

Musical.—Biscaccianti sang at the London Philharmonic con-

cert, on the 12th of May, and was warmly applauded.

G. P. R, James.—This gentleman, it is said, has purchased a
farm in Great Barrington, Mass., and will reside in that town.

A Thought.—Custom in infancy becomes nature in old age.

. . . .Fortune and the sun make insects shine.

. , . .Individual improvement is the only remedy for social evils.

Example moves more than homily, though it be less clam-
orous.

... .To make moments hours all that is necessary is to mix
them with a little jealousy.

. . . .To work insatiably requires much less mind than to work
judiciously.

To be promoted to a station above our abilities can bd
desirable only to vanity.

Truth overcomes falsehood, and suspicion cannot live be-

fore perfect frankness.

. . . .Great men differ from common ones in moral more than
in intellectual qualities.

Perfect confidence between parent and child is a seven-fold

shield against temptation.

....We mav judge of men by their conversation towards God,
but never by God's dispensations towards them.

. . . .Gold is an idol, worshipped in all climates, without a single

temple, and by all classes, without a single hypocrite.

. . . .Reflection is a flower of the mind, giving out wholesome
fragrance ; reverie is the same flower, when running to seed.

... .A maxim is sometimes like the seed of a plant, which the

soul it is thrown into must expand into leaves, and flowers and
fruit.

«-—*»--»

Max's ®lio.

Jam%n lUiscellang.

It is rumored that Eing Ferdinand, the tyrant of Naples, is dead.

Lord John Russell is in favor of admitting Jews to a seat in

Parliament.

Douglas Jerrold has written a new comedy called " Retired
from Business."

Queen Isabella of Spain recently broke her leg while descending
from a carriage.

The Italian Opera House in Berlin has been purchased by the

king, and is to be closed.

A Durham paper say^ that two black eggs were laid by a black
duck lately, near Sutherland.

A bottle of Egyptian perfume, 2000 years old, is preserved at

the Ainwick Museum, and siill preserves its odor.

In taking the census, the police found dwelling in one house,
in Limerick, two hundred and seventy persons.

The sum annually spent by English absentees, resident in
France, isestimated, at a very moderate calculation, at £5,476,000.

Hon. Abbott Lawrence has contributed over $5000, in order to

have the American contributions to the Crystal Palace appear well.

There has been a sale of remarkable and rare autographs in

Loudon. Letters of Burns, Byron, Charles 1., Cranmer, etc., were
on the list.

A meteorological phenomenon has just taken place at Lards-
bourgh, in Calabria. A luminous meteor was perceived to fall

on a barn, which it set on fire.

A law case in England, during trial, costs a guinea a minute,—
so stated Talfourd (the author of Ion, himself a lawyer), when
deprecating delay, recently, for a client.

The Chinese arabassadof, who made such a figure at the open-
ing of the World's Fair, turned out to be a sailor from a Chinese
junk lying in the Thames.

M. F. G. Camp, aged twenty-four, Dutch Commissioner to the

Great Exhibition, a young man of large fortune and good connec-
tions, has committed suicide in London.

The French authoHties are in the habit of transporting bad and
troublesome characters, especially foreigners without the means
of subsistence, to England. England sends hers to America.

From Spain the only news of interest is that a Carlist conspiracy
has been discovered in Catalonia, and seven persons, who had
been arrested, had been shot by the soldiers on the plea of their

attempting to escape.

The military band of the ninth regiment of dragoons, formed in

Paris for playing on the newly-invented sax int^truments, wili,

with permission of the French minister of war, visit London this

season.

A monument to Hahneman, the father of homoeopathy, has
been willed by a subscription collected in the whole of Germany.
It consists of a statue somewhat above hfe size. It has been
modelkd at Rome by Steinhauser.

The St. John Morning News announces the death of Lieutenant-
Colonel the Hon. George Shore, of Fiederickton, N, B. He was
an officer in the 10th regiment in the last American war, had filled

various civil offices, and was Adjutant-General at the time of
his death.

Which is the oldest tree in America 1 The c/rfer-tree.

Punch says—to resuscitate a drowned Yankee, search his

pockets.

Among the latest curiosities is a luet stone to sharpen the

water's edge.

Annual flowering plants resemble whales, as they come up to

blow!

If *' time is money," a man ought to be worth something pretty

handsome after serving ten years in the State prison.

** Tiberius, how do you make an H*?" " Why, as to that, boss,

I generally place a horizontal beam between two upright posts."

Mrs. Partington thinks that there will be such facilities for

travelling bimeby, that we can go anywhere for nothing, and
come back agin.

A boy who had been attending a colored funeral, was asked on
his return where he had been. He replied, very quickly, "I have
been a black burying."

If an elephant can travel eight miles an hour, and carry his

trunk, how fast could he go if he had a little darkle to carry it

for him 1 asks the Day Book.

A barrel of pop-corn exploded in Troy, on Wednesday, tearing

away the handle of a basket, and slightly killing two boys who
were sitting on it.

A western editor was paid by a subscriber last week, and was
so overcome that he has since been unable to attend to his usual

duties. 'Twas too much for him.

GLEASON'S PICTOTIIAL.
VOLOTtES 1st, 2a, and 3d.

We hare rolumes Ist, 2d, and 3d, of th« Pictorul Drawinq-Room
Companion elctrantly bound in rloth, irith gilt edges and back, ami iUumined
sides, forming a superb and most attnictiTe parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Husdhed Pages, and containing nearly

One Thousand Engravings of Men. Manners, and current Events all overthe
world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful

TillagcF ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime Views
;
and, in

fhort, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects : witli an
Illusiised TiTLE-PAOE AND IKDEX of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frf^ntispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches. Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current. News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-

ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and iUufitrations.

h'or sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots tUroughout the Union, for Tliree Dollars per volume

THE FLAG- OF OUR UXIO:t^,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Pamily Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, vrit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal prize taleF, written expressly for this paper, and at a very great cost. In
politics, and on all sectarian questions, it is strictly neutral. Nothirgof an
immoral nature mil ever he admitted into its columns; therefore making it

emphatically,

A PAPER POR THE MLLIOK,
AND A 1AT:LC0ME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It is generally acknowledged that the Flag is now the Im/fhif^ wr.rhhj pa-

per in thf. Unii>'d Sinli'S, and its literary contents are allowed, by the best

judges, to bo unsurpassed.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

enable us to give the greatest possible amount of intoUigenec. No advertise-

ments are admitted to the paper, tlius offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction andamusementof the general reader. Anunrivalled corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the mo-t

finished and perfect svstem that experience can suggest, or money produce.

Lacking neither tho means nor the wiU, we cau lay before our hundreds of

thousands of readers an

® IB E © n ST ii En IPAIFHIBg
the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any otlier weekly p-iper in

the Union.

TEEMS TO STTBSCRIBERS.
1 Bubacribcr, one year, '"cm
3 Bubacribers, " ^ 00
4 a " U 00

R Ll u 11 00

IQ » 'i 20 00

One eopy of the Flag of our Union, and one copy of tho Picioro-VL Draw-
ing-Room Companion, one year, for S4 00.

\j^^ Invariably iu advance.

Subscribers or postmasters are requested to act as agents, and form clubs, oa

the above terms.

[n?* AH orders should be addressed, POST paid, to the PuDLlsaEH OP THE FlaQ

OP OOR Union,

*»' The Flag can be obtained at mi^/ of the nejcspaper depots in the United

StateSf and of newspaper carriers, at four cents per siiigh copy.

F . G L E A S N
,

PUDLieilER AND PROPRIETOR, EOliTON, MaBS.
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UKV. HOSKA HXUaOV.
Hosea Ballon was lioni April .lOtb, 1771. in

the town of Kii^hmond, N. H. Ilin futlier was n

Calviuiatic Biiptist minister, and hroiiKl'tup liis

family in that persuasion; bnt aAnr a careful

stuity of the Seripuires, Mr. Ballon saliaHcd him-
self rhat the doctrine of fnture rewards and pnn-
ishmenta was not consistent with the doetrint! of

the I5il>lo, and gnidnaliy formed for himself the

faith which has since become the ncknowlcd^'ed

croed of the Univursalist denomination. At the

age of twenty-ono hia ministciial career may be

said to have bcfjinn, and from that jn-riod to the

present he has eon tinned toprea{di, wirhout infcr-

missioii, ilie doctrine of nnivcrsalnalvation. Mr.
Ballou is an extemporaneous speaker, and, with-

out any atiunijjts at rhetoric, is yet eloquent lo

an unusual extent, and seems ever addrcssinj;;

his audience as thoui^h by their own liiesidcs,

and he had just dropped in. In the early period

of his ministry he was --settled over various socie-

ties in Vermont and New Hampshire. At the

age of thirty aix he became settled over a society

at Portsmouth, N. H.. where he remained for six

years, when he removed to Salem, Mass. After

presidiui; over tlie society at Salem al'Oiit three

years, Mr. Bnllou reciived an invitation from
the Second Universalist Society in Koston to

bocomt cheir pastor, and be removed to this city

in the forty fifth year of his aj^e. He. was in-

stalled December l.'iih, 1817, in the church in

School street, which had been built with the

avowed purpose of obtaininji; his services.

Tboujj,'h now assisted by a colleague, he is still

the pdstor of this society, having continued an
unbroken and happy connectii>n with its mem-
bers for nearly thirty live years. During Mr.
Ballou's professiontil career he has found time to

write a number of religious books, which have
become stLindard works with the denomination
of which be is looked up to as the head, and he
has also at various times had the editorial charge,

for years together, of various papers and maga-
zine^. Though in his Hist year, he is still an
active and vigorous contriburor to the religious

press, and often preaching three sermons of a
Sabbath, with as little inconvenience as that ex-
perienced by the youngest in the order. In
stature Mr. Ballon, in his prime, was fully six

feet, figure very erect;, and possessing aform and
features of rare manly beauty, with expression

and intelligence in every feature, (crowned by a
bright, dear blue eye. Ris whole appearance
indicates good health and viiror, even in old age,
his conHtituiion being naturally a good one, and
his habitH (seconding the kindly purposes of na-
ture. Our artist Inifi given u» lierewiih a fine

likeness of the sulijeta of these brief rciniirks, pre-

serving the mild and serene attributes that ever
speak from Ins face and fill his heart. In the
three principal channels of judging and arriving

at the knowledge of character, viz : looks, words
and actiouH, the first is the most biiibful. Pro-
fennions pass for norhiiig. actions may be coun-
terfeited, l)ut a man's IouLk be cannot lielp ; and
though his whole life might be a falsehood to

himself and others, a perfect artist would betray
the secret to the world upon the canvas. The
many portraits, paintings and lithographs of Mr.
Ballon are particularly valuable in this respect,

as speaking his true character in the expression.
We could hardly have pcleetcd a subject for our
readers who is better known or more generally
beloved, in New England, than Father Ballon.

PORTRAIT OF REV. HOSEA BALLOU.

CLIPPKR BUIV CHALLENGE.
Below we give a rt presentation of another

of those beaiuifnl tdipper ships which have
become the admiration of nautical men every-

where. She is the largest, and intended to be

the fastest sailing vessel in the world ! Our
artist pays, in his notes accompanying the draw-
ing of the scene, " I have witnessed rnauy ship

launches, among them thatof the Ohio—74, but

I never saw a more splendid one than this."

There was not a little excitement f-U in relation

to this ship as phe was launched, her owners, by
the name they have given her, expect her to beat

anything that ever floated, propelled by sails I

No ship in the world, from the laying of her keel,

was ever completed in the same number of days.

The cost has been $1.^,000, and her tonnage is

2400 tons, custom house mea^suremcnt. She is

a three- decker, and the finest of the clipper model
ever 'built, and was launched from the yard of

William H. Webb, New York. Vessels of this

class and style of finish will do more for the

glory of the American character, and the spread

of true civilization, than all the efforts of merely
political partizans. The nation which can build

such palaces for peace would make war terrible.

LAUNCH OF THE CLIPPER SHIP CHALLENGE FROM WEBfi'd SHIPYARO, NEW YORK CITT.
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BOSTON NATIONAL LANCERS.
Below is an accurate represen'ation of this well known and very

popular cavalry corps, as thecoiiiuaiiy appeared on the 16'h ofJune,
when Celebrating iheir fourteenth anniversary. The ranks on this

occasion, as they always are on parade, were well filUd, and the

troop looked splendidly with their martial bearing and fine mili-

tary equipments. We doubt if any like body of men in this

country can make so fine and commanding an appearance as

the Boston Lancers, nearly every man being large and portly

in appearance, and as a general thing they are most faultless

horsemen. This latter excellence is mainly owing to the fact

that each member owns the horse he rides, or generally so, and
consequently horse and rider are well af-quainted. The National
Lancers were chartered November 26th, 1836, since which period
they have constantly increased in numbers and in general excel-

lence as a milirary organization. The first commander was Gen.
Thomas Davis ; the second, Col. Peter Dunbar ; the third, Capt.
Joseph Smith

; the fourth. Capt. Esra Forrestall ; the fifth, Capt.
Albert Guild ; the sixth, Capt. Wm. P. White ; the name of the

present commander is Capt. Thomas J. Pierce ; all of whom are
gentlemei] well known in this community. One of the pleasant-
est remembrances of our boyish days is that when we climbed
one of the stone gate-pilfars in front of the State House, to wit-

iioag the ceremony of presentation to this splendid corps, of a
company standard, the personal gift of Governor Everett, who
presented it with an appropriate speech to the company drawn
up in line iu Beacon street, being replied to in a prompt and

happy manner by the commander. G*"!!. Davis. The scene formed
a brilliant military display, and was wiuiessed >y a vast con-

course of people. The company numbers on an average some
three hundred active member'*, oneihir) nf which number are

generally out at a time. The armorv of the companv i-J an ex-

cellent and model one, being over Quincy HhH Market, and is

superbly decorated after the style of military ornaments, with

the showy accoutrements of the corps. Everything except the

hody uniform is company property, and so numerous and supe-

rior are iheir arms and belongings, that in themselves they repre-

sent a heavy sum of money, and a large amount of company
property. Our civil authorities have more than once been com-
pelled to fall back upon the aid of this efficient corps to help

them in the maintenance of law, and when this has been the case,

they have shown themselves peculiarly fitted for the di-^persing of

a crowd, and of awing the reckless masses that form the mob.
This was particularly the case at the time of the Broad street

riot, when the Lancers did good and efficient service in the cause

of law and order. While most of the military corps of Boston
have been more or less disheartened by the anti-military spirit

that has prevailed for some time past, this corps has remained
firm and vigorous, unaffected by the petty prejudices of the over-

Ecrupulous part of the community. But a healthier spirit now
prevails upomhis subject. Success, then, to this brilliant cavalry

corps, deservedly the pride of Boston ! Under our institutions

there can be no danger result from excess of military power
;

on the contrary every inducement for its spread among the people.

RECREATION.
Men need, and will have some kind of recreation. The hody

was not made for constant toil—the mind was not formed for

constant .-tuHy. God has not n'daincd thnt life ^hall be ppent
in one cnntinued s^'rils of eflfort-; to se-ure the things of this

world. H^* has fitted m^n for enioyment, as well as Idbor, and
made him susceptible of pleasurable emotions. He did not design

him for a slave, to dig the earth awhilt; and die— to toil on until

the hour of dearh eomes to conduct a shattered system hack to

dust and a^hes. On the other hand, he has given him a physical

system which, like the harp, may be touched to any tune. He
has made the eyi^, the ear, the mouth, all inlets of pleasure. He
has so constituted u-^, that we may be wound up to the highest

degree of plea'^ure, and receive Jhrough the mpdium of the sen-

ses, a flood of happiness. Be-ides this, he has arranged the

outward woild in such a manner as to give man the hit^hest en-

joyment. Had God designed man for ceaseless l»-bor, he would
not have given h-m such a hody as he now pos-esses; he would,

have darkened the eye, deadened the ear, and Hunted all the

nicer sensibilities, and made the hand as hard as iron, and the

foot as insensible as brass. But, formed for enjoyment, we find

men seeking it. After the labor of the day is over, and the toil

of life done, they return from every quarter to find i-ome source

of recreation, some avenue of life which is fragrant wi h flowers,

and which echoes with sweet music. Now this desire for recrea-

tion, instead of being quenched, should be controlled an<t directed,

and made to result in the good of man and glory of God.

—

Eddi/.

.VNNUAL PARADE OF TEIl^ BOfiTON NATIONAL LANCERS ON BOSTON COMMON,
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CRUISER OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.
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BY F. CLINTON BAERINGTON.

[C ON TI

CHAPTER XVIIL— [continued.]

Cape de la Hague, opposite which the ship

of the earl lay, scarcely in motion for want of

wind, has two horns, and in the bay between

them lies the town of Cherbourg. This port

was in full sight, not two leagues distant from

the ship,—while astern and ahead, but a league

to leeward, lay the two capes. To the norih-

ward the faint blue line of the coast of Sussex

and the Isle of Wight were visible, forty miles

off. A little astern, and about seven miles dis-

tant, was the larger ship, the Leviathan, conning

down on the wind, and steering as if running

quietly for Cherbourg. Forward of the beam,

in the northern board, also was to be seen the

other ship, steering also for Cherbourg, though

as this was a French port, there was no prob-

ability of their being bound there; but as the

Prince Charles lay directly in the track to the

port, this vessel was very charly the object at

which they were aiming. There were some half

a score of small craft in sight, and far distant

two or three English fishing-boats.

The men at length, had their supper, and the

officers also, so that the after cabins, with the

bulkheads removed, were soon turned into open

decks with men at the guns. At length, about

four o'clock, the Leviathan came so near as to

show her ports to the naked eyes of the men on

the channel cruiser; but the wind had got ahead

of her, and Red Hand was able to manage his

vessel under motion with a five-knot breeze.

The ship which was coming from the coast of

England, was now near enough for her guns to

be counted ; but instead of keeping on for tbe

Prince Charles, she suddenly hauled her wind

and stood six or seven points eastward.

" That is a new mano3uvre," exclaimed Red

Hand, as he saw it; and catching up his glass,

he directed it towards her. " She is in chase of

a fishing smack!" he cried. "I see the smack

about two miles ahead of her to the south, and

evidently flying from her. They are wetting hur

sails and using their oars. There must be some-

thing more than usual in the wind, for a frigate

to turn out of her course to chase a fishing-

vessel ! Crowd every stitch of canvas upon tbe

ship, sir!" h.e ordered, in tones of unusual ani-

mation.

''The smack is making for the French coast

as fast as she can make speed," said the quarter-

master, with his eye to his glass.

The whole attention of every one on board

the cruiser was now directed to Ihe frigate and

the fugitive fishing-smack. If there had been

any doubt in the minds of any one as to the ob-

ject which had turned the English vessel from

her course, it was now removed by her firing at

long shot at the escaping little craft.

" Crowd on all ! every yard of sail !" shouted

the earl. " We must cut the frigate ofi" from

her chase. Ten to one, there is some one of the

prince's friends in her, and the glass of the cap-

tain of the frigate has detected him."

All on board was now intense enthusiasm.

Every nautical art was brought into ur.e to in-

crease the ship's velocity, and enable her to cut

olF the fishing-smack. The latter had full five

miles yet to sail before she could reach the French
shore. She was aiming for the little fishing port

of Pescbampp, beyond the cape. On her star-

board quarter, not two and a half miles distant,

and pressing all canvas after, and firing at inter-

vals, was the fiigate we have spoken of, and

NUED ]

from the rapidity with which she gained on her,

there was every prospect of her capturing the

prize for which she seemed lo be straining all

her nerve.

The ciuiser Prince Charles was about a mile

and a half from the fishing-smack, and so had a

mile advantage of the frigate for cutting her off;

yet, as she bad to run all this distance to inter-

pose herself betwee.i them, it was feared by Red
Hand that the smack might be destroyed by the

shot of the frigate. He therefore, as soon as he
came within range, opened his larboard battery

upon her in the most spirited cannonade. This,

as he expected, drew the fire of tbe frigate upon
him, but she did not cea'-e to crowd sail in chase

of tbe boat, nor to send balls after her from one
of her bow chasers.

" I will soon put an end to this double game,"
said the earl; and bringing his ship into the

wind, he opened broadside after broadside upon
her so effectually, that she had enough to do to

take care of herself and return it. In the midst
of the battle, which every moment grew hotter,

Edward, who had kept his eye upon the smack
with tlie telescope, exclaimed:

" She has been hit, my lord, and the fisher-

men are trying to keep her from sinking. But
ho ! my lord ! There is the woman we saw,

who has thrown off her gown, and now is work-

ing in a man's dress. It is a man, my lord!"

'* Then, by the mass ! it must be a disguised

exile. Let me see
!"

Tbe earl took the glass and levelled it at the

boat, which had her mainmast shot away, and
which was filling fast with water.

" You are right. There are five men now,
and no woman ! That was a disguise. How
know we but the fortunes of England are in that

sinldng boat ! Square away the yards !" he

shouted, "and let us go to the succor of the

boat, so that if there be any one in her of note,

we can give him aid. Keep your batteries play-

ing lively, my lords," he called to his officers.

" We have knocked the frigate's quarter railing

to pieces, and crippled her foremast; but she is

doing her best to come up with the sinking smack.

But we will be ahead of her I"

Red Hand now took a position on the bow of

his ship, and earnestly kept his glass upon the

smack. Both vessels are now about half a mile

distant from each other and from the fishing-

boat, and drawing nearer under constant firing,

to the point at which both aimed.

" It is the prince !" shouted one of the officers,

who had been for some moments looking at the

smack, which, having been cleared from water,

the persons in it were once more pulling towards

the French coast.

"Who? where 1" demanded Red Hand, to

whom he stood near on the bows.

"The man at the smack's helm, steering.

Look well, my lord ! He has his hat off, and I

can clearly distinguish his features, and his long

black hair, and his very figure and air, too."

The earl, himself, now took the spy-g ass. Ho
looked through it a moment, and then ciied, with

emotion:

"It is he! It is tbe prince! Wc must save

him I Blov.' this infernal frigate out of the wa-

ter I Double shot your guns, my men! The
prince I our king! is in yonder einking bark,

trying to escape for his life and crown ! Fiie

red hot shot I Make your iron-throated guns

roar ! See how the frigate gains ! Blow her

into the air, or they will seize our king from our

very grasp !"

The ship reeled, and seemed i'cnt in every

ficam by the terrible discharge of the whole of

her hroad.side at once into the frigate at scarcely

musket sliot range. The iron storm that rushed

through tbe air flcemed to bo obedient to the

fierce mandate of the chief. One of the red hot

shot must have penetrated to the magazine, for

scarcely had the roar of the discharge ceased,

when it was followed by an explosion more ap-

palling than human cars ever heai-d. The very

tiurface of tbe water vibrated and swang from

side to side, and the whole heavens seemed rent,

while spars, bodies and limbs of men, and even

cannon flew through the air, which was filled

with shrieks and groans of anguish too horrible

for description.

Every man on hoard the cruiser stood petri-

fied and amazed. Not a word was spoken, not

a gun fired, not a foot was moved for full a

minute, till the last fragment had fallen into the

sea, and the ruined ship, with a painful lurch,

descended, a huge cofiin of dead and dying, be-

neath the surface of the sea.

" That was the most fearful thing T ever wit-

nessed," said Red Hand, who was the first to

break silence. "But it is the fate of war. Come,

men ! Do not stand ^tupitied ! It has saved

our prince ! Behold the royal Charles himself

standing at the helm and steering that fishing-

smack yonder. In a few minutes we shall have

him safe on board! His life is cheaply pur-

chased by the five hundred disloyal lives that

have now just been sacrificed to his safety."

We will now return to the smack, on board

which we left the prince asleep, while Guilford,

at the helm, was guiding his little vessel with

skill and speed across the channel. At one

period both the nobles laid down in the bottom

of tbe boat and slept also ; so that the smack

was for several hours whoUy under the eye of

Guilford and Robin. Isot long after the two

noblemen had fLiUtu into repose, a small trad-

ing lugger passed them, standing towards the

Sussex coast. Its owner was well knov/n to be

a smuggler, and Guilford, though he knew him
well, as he belonged to Brightbelmstone, bad

never any intercourse with him. This man
steered his lugger a little out of her course, in

order to pass close to the smack, which Guilford

perceiving, tried to prevent; for he did not wish

to have the two fugitives who were lying in the

bottom of his little vessel, asleep, discovered by

him. The lugger, however, kept away for him,

and came close under his bows.

"Hilloh, master Guilford!" he hailed; "what

luck to-day? Methinks you keep well over to

the French coast, when at this tide thou shouldst

know thou wilt find the fish plenties! off the Isle

of Wight."

"How dost thou know but that I am bound

as thou hast been, to France, to get a cargo of

French brandies'?" replied Guilford, in no good

humor.

"Ah, by my head, it would be an honest

errand; ay, an honester one, may be," added

the man, standing up and stretching his long

neck to look over into the smack, for he had

brought his lugger almost dead into the wind's

eye as he was talking; "honester than smug-

gling over king's men. I see thou hast a pair!

Rare birds, my lad. How many golden louis

dost this day's fishing bring thee '?"

" Go thou and mind thy own business, man,"

responded Robin.

" That will I, and thine, too," responded the

jnan, with an evil light in his eyes. "It will be

hardly safe for thee to land foot again on Sus-

sex shore, if I get there afore ye."

Wiih these words of menace he let his main

sheet fly, and before the wind went on his way
towards the English shore.

"That man will do as he says, Robin! It

will be hardly safe for either you or I to go back

at present."

"That it wont, Guilford. But I hope no

harm v^ill come upon Anne and thy mo'.ber."

"No," answered Guilford, thoughtfully, "they

will scarcely dare harm them for our acts. Let

us hope for the best."

" And fear the worst for Anne."
" It is but a poor courage, Robin, that is ever

looking on the dark side. What we wish and

believe will almost always come to pass. Let

us believe and hope all will be safe with those

wc lO'C."

" How unlucky we should fall in with that

bad man, Guilford!"

" It is all for the best."

"I wish I could think about things as quietly

as you do. But the fellow can't do as any
harm, for wc shall get the prince ado^s before

any one can be sent after us."

" Ycrt, I hope so. If he should fall in with

any of the channel -watch-.ships, which we have

80 fortunately eluded, he will give information,

and wo sliall be pursued. But as we are half

way across the channel, I have little fear."

" I don't like ibe looks of the ship astern,"

said ]{obin. " She has ports, I am sure."

"Ican'twell makeherout, but she can hardly

notice us; and besides, she can't be in chase of

us, for she came from the l^ortsmouth direction."

Guilford, however, was in the wrong, for once.

The frigate was at/uarda coasta, and had been

all the day overhauling fishing-boats and ex-

amining them, and had seen the smack with

other boats some time before. But being spoken

by the lugger, the skipper of which pointed out

the fithing-vcssel, then a league ahead of the

ship, as having two fugitives on board, the

frigate rewarded the man for his information

and crowded on all sail in chase.

Wlitn fhc had been running on this course

some half an hour, the captain of the frigate

made out Red Hand's vessel, and recognized

the ship. Upon making known who she was,

his ofiicers were by no means anxious to come
in collision with the formidable captain, and
proposed that the course of the frigat« should

be changed. To this, however, the commander
firmly objected. The disastrous results of the

chase, the reader has already seen.

When it began, Guilford had called up the

prince and made known the exact danger they

were in. Prince Charles then manifested the

self possession which always characterized him.

Having closely observed the two vessels, both
of which were standing towards him, and both of
which he supposed to be enemies, he promptly
gave directions for the management of their es-

cape. By bis suggestion, Guilford, Robin, and
the two noblemen rowed with tbe four oars, and
he himself took the helm, and at the same time
kept the sails wetted by throwing water upon
them with a long-handled scoop which the smack
carried for this purpose.

" She gains on us, your majesty," said Guil-

ford, whose practised eye could note with more
accuracy than theirs the least variation of dis-

tance on the water.

" Which of the two, master Guilford V asked
the prince, now looking at the frigate astern and
now at Red Hand's ship, both of which were
equally distant from the smack.

" Both of them I see now gain. But the ship

to the west is, I believe, a friend, my prince
!"

suddenly exclaimed Guilford.

" A friend ! Then welcome to her ! But, by
the mace of King Cole, master Guilford, there

is but poor chance of a fugitive like me finding

a friend in a Cromwell ship."

"I do believe, your majesty, it is the Earl
Red Hand's channel cruiser."

"Earl Villiers!" cried the prince, with ani-

mation. " The good angels grant it be. But I

fear you are mistaken."

" No, my lord— I mean your majesty "

—

" Let my majesty alone, good master Gra-

ham," said the prince.

" Nay, shall I not call thee my prince ?"

"If ihou wilt. Art sure of the vessel? &r
the stout earl is one of the staunchest friends I

and England have at this dark day."
" I can't be mistaken, my prince," responded

Guilford, with animation. "I recognize the poop
and the castle on her bows; for I was on board
of her only last night."

" True. The good stars of my house now aid

me. Blow, sweet winds ! But nay! The same
wind that giveth her to us bringeth our foe."

" Your majesty," said Lord Algernon, the

gray-bearded noble, " that must be the Earl Vil-

liers, for that is not the English flag which ho

has just hoisted."
" It is a blue flag with a red hand in the en-

tre !" cried the Scottish lord, with a kindling

eye. " It is the earl's ship."

"Then there is hope for us yet! But there

comes an iron ball after us," added tbe prince,

as a jet of suToke belched from the hows of tho

frigate which had the English cross flying at her

mast head, and a sbot came bounding over the

ware3, dashing the spray upon them as it whizzed

past.

Another, and a third sbot followed, and then
,

they beheld the ship of the earl come to the wind

and open her cannonade. The s^ene to the eyes

of the prince and all wiih him was so intensely

interesting, as they gazed upon the fierce battle
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between the two ships, that for a moment they

forgot to row. But they were remincicd of their

duty by a shot from the frigate, which struck

their boat just forward of the beam, on the bulge

of the bow, and cut her down to the water^s edge.

Instantly they became aware of their peril,

and as the boat began to fill, Guilford sprang

towards the piince, and placed in his hands a

thwart, saying that " it would buoy him up if the

boat went down."
" Thanks, my brave friend ; but what will be-

come of thee V said the prince, seeing that the

two lords held the other planks.

" I -will take care of myself. If thon artsaved,

ray prince, my poor life will be well offered for

thy safety."

" That may not be. Can't we save her V
" Yes, perhaps we can fioat, if the noble cav-

aliers will aid to bale out with their hats."

" That we will all do," responded the prince

;

and throv^'ing off the gown, which till now he

had worn, he set the example. Robin, in the

meanwhile tried to stop the rush of water in,

by throwing his body into the gap, an expedient

which was successful ; for soon the little vessel

began to rise from the flood and float with more

buoyancy. Bitt all their efforts were for a mo-

ment suspended by the terrific explosion, which

freed them from iheir enemy astern in the awful

maimer we have already described.

" Merciful heaven assoilzie their poor souls!"

reverently ejaculated the prince, as he saw the

brave ship plunge headlong beneath the sea with

its mass of life. The swell of the sea that fol-

lowed the immersion of so large a bulk tossed

the smack wildly about, and it required all their

united aid to keep her from going down. On
all sides v/ei-a seen the black heads of swimmers,

who were calling for aid ; for at least six score

of the crew were thrown by the explosion unhurt

into the sea.

" We cannot aid thee, wretches," said the

prince, "for we are in a strait equal to thine.

All our hopes depend on the present approach

of the earl's ship.'*

This resscl was now within five hundred

fathoms of the smack, which could be scarcely

kept afloat. Upon her bows stood Eed Hand,

calling out manfully to the prince :

"Keep up heart, my royal master! A few

seconds more and we will reach you ! Down
with the boats, but first for me !" he added.

The warlike, castellated ship now got within

her length of the smack, when the earl sprang

into a boat alongside, and pulled by a dozen

strong arms, the next moment had the prince's

hand in his, and drew him from the foundering

fishing vessel into his own barge. Instantly he

dropped on liis knee before him, and with tears

in his ejes kissed his hands.

" 0, my prince ! my escupcd, my beloved and

royal Charles !" The air at the same time was

rent with huzzas for Prince Charles, and for a

few moments it seemed as if every man in the

boats and on the ship were beside themselves.

Some shouted, some wept, some huzzaed, some

danced over the decks, others embraced, and all

was joy and g'ad uproar.

EscL-rted by ihe earl. Prince Charles ascended

the side of the ship, and then every officer

pressed around him, knelt btfore him, and em-

braced him, weeping like children. Charles

himself could scarcely see for the emotions that

blinded his own eyes with tears. He recognized

this one and that one, and called them by name,

and kissed on the cheek some of these whom he

had once known most intimately.

" Now, your highness," said Kcd Hand, whose

war-worn cheeks were wet wiih tears of delight,

" let me k-ad thee to my cabin."

" Nay, not till I have presented to thee and all

my friends the brave young man to whom I owe
my escape from Englsind. "Where is he V
The prince then looked around for Guilford,

and also for Eobin, hue was told they were ia

the smack, which some of the sailors wei-e aiding

them in saving from linking. He then called to

him to leave the boat and come on board.

CHAPTER XIX.

A NEW DANGER—EED MAXd's DEVOTION.

"When Guilford, in obedience to the command
of the prince, came over the ship's side, and the

e-jcs of the Earl Tied Hand fell upon him, the

latter exclaifned with surprise ar.d pleasure:

" What I dost thou owe thy secure flight from

the thores of Britain to this young man, your

mitjesty "?''

" Yes ; and never will I forget my obligations

to liim. Advance, master Guilford, and let me

present thee as my deliverer tj these my noble

friends."

" By the rood, sir Guilford !" said the earl, as

he warmly grasped his hand, "thou art in luck.

Thy star is in the ascendant. Thou art the most

fortunate man born ! Come, thou shalt tell me
how it has been thy fortune to be of such service

to England's king."

" My lord," said Edward, who had already

exchanged a grasp of the hand with Guilford,

*' the men in the boats wish to know if they shall

save the poor devils who are swimming about

the ship V
"-What," exclaimed the prince, " the wretches

thrown into the water by the explosion of the

frigate V
" Yes, your highness," answered Red Hand.

"By all means ! pick them up to a man, and

be diligent! They are all my British subjects.

You have room for them, my good Villiers ?"

" Yes, your majesty, as prisoners," answered

Red Hand, with a si ght cloud upon his brow.

" But I have little favor towards the villains who
have placed ray prince's life in jeopardy."

" Let that pass ! We must be humane, my
dear earl. But what ship have we standing down
so bravely this wayl"

" That is a parliament war Tessel, your

majesty," answered Red Hand, who had been so

much occupied with the rescue and reception of

the prince as to be heedless of the approach of

this vesse', until now she was within a league,

and booming down upon them under all her

enormous spread of canvas.

Red Hand, having escorted the prince to his

cabin, arid ordered refreshments at once to be

placed before him and the two noblemen, hast-

ened from his presence, and ascending the

highest part of the stern, called Edward to his

side.

" Place the telescope in rest here, and let me
have a sight at this monster, for I begin to fear

that the prince, now that he is on board of us,

would be safer anywhere else."

" There is great danger, my lord,'* answered

Edward. " She is certainly coming on us fast

since we stopped to take the prince on hoard."

" YeSj that she is, and she is already training

her guns upon us. Make all sa 1 !" he shouted,

like the tones of a battle trumpet. "Every
man to his post ! Boats, aboard ! If there are

any more men to be picked up, let the ship

astern look after them. Cast overboard a dozen

spars for the miserable wretches to float on

!

Sail all I Wc must save the prince from

capture !"

At the sound of his ringing commands all

was activity from stem to stern. The boats

were hoisted np, and Robin had the regret to see

his smack, to which no repairs could he made,

drop astern, and at length slowly disappear be-

neath the tide.

But all that the good ship could do, she could

not make her way beyond the reach of the Levia-

than's long guns, one of which was now fired

upon her at the farthest range. The shot fell

astern a quarter of a mile ; but the second shot,

which soon followed, dropped inio the ship's

wake.

" The game is up," said the earl. " It will not

do for the prince to say half an hour longer on

board, for that ship will blow me out of the

water, unless I can work to wiiWward, and then

it is doubtful if we can get away from her."

This was spoken to a group of officers whom
he had called around bim on the deck, while the

prince was regaling himself with the wines and

acceptable f^ire he had placed before him.

" We are caught ia this bay of Havre de

Grace, and must eithiT run ashore or fight."

" It would be madness, my lord, to fight such

a ship, twice our size," said his officers.

"I know it. My mind is made up. We must

let the prince go. There is the liitle village of

Feschamps under our lee, t ot five miles distant.

And there flies a French fisherman straight into

the port. Fire a gun forward, and bring the

boat to."

The order was no sooner given than obeyed,

and a small fly-sail boat wiih one mast, which

was darting over the_ water, landward, like a

swallow on the wing, suddenly lowering its tri-

angular sail, waited the approach of the ship.

In the meanwhile, the earl entered the cabin

where the prince was at his repast with his two

friends.
" This is a feast, my deare^rl, fitto set before

a king," said the prince, laughing. " I have not

dined so well in many a day. By the rood!

if you keep us so well here in your castle of the

sea, we shall be induced to be long your guest."

" Gladly would I have your majesty my guest

as long as it may please you to honor my poor

vessel with your royal presence. But I regret

to say that I have come, your majesty, to warn

you that you are not safe even here, ihough you

are surrounded by brave hearts and loyal ; but

these may bleed for you, but they cannot protect

you against the foe that menaces your safety."

"What now ? Have I to fly again so soon,

ray dear earH" said the prince, with a slight

shade of discontent on bis brow. " I was indulg-

ing the hope that for a day or two I should find

here repose and quiet."

"So I hoped, your hiohness. Please cast your

eyes out of the stern window, and you will see

one of the largest of Crorawell's ships in chase

of US. It will be impossible forme to cope with

so formidable an antagonist ; and I have come

to beg your majesty to take refuge on board a

French fishing vessel now alongside."

*' I am in you hands, ray dear earl and my
lords," answered the prince rising. " But to

whom am I to entrust myself V
" Two Frenchmen,—an old man and a boy,

your highness."

"I will take with me my two trusty English

friend.'^, Graham and Robin ; with them I shall

feel secure."

Upon reaching the gangway, the prince asked

Guilford if he would still accompany him and

see him safely on French ground.

Our young hero very joyfully complied with

the prince's wish, and at the same time with the

prince, the two lords who had come with him,

got into the fishing boat. Edward also made
one of the party, laden with the pacquets with

which the earl had entrusted him.

" Now fdrewell, my brave earl, and my lords

and gentlemen. I hope, if any of you come to

Paris, you will not fail to call on me ; and I

trust Heaven will one day send us all better

fortunes."

With this courteous parting speech, the prince

raised and waved his chapeau to the officers and

also to the men, who crowded the rigging and

bulwarks to see him depart. The earl lingered

on board the French boat the last of all, and

having embraced the prince, he extended his

hand to Guilford.

"I see you need no aid from me, my brave

young friend. If the prince comes to his own,

you will go up with him,—that I can prophecy,

without being a prophet."

^ The fishing boat was now cast off from the

side of the ship, and Guilford, by the command
of Prince Charles, took the helm from the old

Norman fisherman, who had all the while re-

garded with a sort of bewilderment this summary
disposition of his little vessel.

"Where will you land, my prince ?" asked

Guilford^.as he took the helm.

" What village is that in the bottom of the bay

south of US'?"

" Feschamps, your majesty !"

" Good ! I will land there. We can reach it

in an hour, think you 1"

" Yes, your majesty ! The wind is fair and

free."

"And so are the shot, it would seem, from

yonder huge war ship," responded Charles, as a

heavy iron missile from the double-decker flew

above their heads with an appalling roar.

The earl, who had seen the shot pass his own

vessel to windv7ard, at once gallantly steered his

ship so as to place her in line between the fishing

vessel which contained the prince and the enemy

;

for he saw that they were directing their fire to-

wards it, as if they suspected it contained some

important personage.

When prince Charles saw thU manoeuvre,

where'iy the ship completely protected the boat

from the double-decker's guns, he said, with

emotion :

" Wtiat a true heart that brave Arthur of the

Red Hand, as men term him, has in his manly

and loyal bosom ! He is ready to receive the

whole fire of the formidable foe to protect his

prince. It is worth the dangers and privations

I have undergone for me to learn the devotion

of mj' friends. Everywhere I have found trusty

confidants, and in no instance have I been be-

trayed."

The fishing boat now bounded merrily over

the water, nearing the land each moment; but

the sense of escape and safety was modified on

the prince's part by the danger in which he

now taw the courageous earl placed. Without

attempting to run av/ay from his enemy, but

only trying to keep his vessel as a shield to cover

the prince's retreat, the earl held his ship in the

wind, and received in his hull a shower of iron

balls that were hurled upon him from the Levia-

than, which kept stalking on, belching forth fire

and smoke like a moving volcano.

At length, when the earl saw that the fishing

vessel was beyond the reach of the double-

decker's guns, and close under the Imd, quite

beyond all danger of capture, he proceeded to

fight his vessel out of the dangerous situation in

the best manner he was able. But after firing

three broadsides, which had no effect upon the

double decker, which drew nearer every mo-
ment, he called his officers about him.

" My lords and loyal gentlemen ! You need
rot be told of the imminent peril we are in. The
fate of our noble ship is sealed. It is impossible

for us to save her. Our only hope for our own
safety is to square away and run for the French

coast, and strand her and set her on fire. We
have saved the prince ! Already he is within

hail of the coast where he will find an asylum

and protection. With this let us be content !

If we lose our ship, we shall have the proud con-

sciousness of knowing that we sacrificed her for

our beloved prince's safety. There remains now
but a choice between captivity and the capture

of our vessel, or her destruction by our own
hands, and our safety on French soil. I shall,

therefore, with your consent, give orders to steer

straight for the land."

The officers were all of the earl's mind, and
the next moment the gallant ship, already greatly

crippled by the Leviathan's heavy targeting,

squared her yards and drove straight for the

beach, which extended out in front of the town
of Cherbourg. The eail would gladly have

landed her near Feschamps, but a reef running

out in front of that place, would have caught

the ship half a mile before she could reach the

main land, while at Cherbourg they could run

directly under the walls of the fort.

The Leviathan no sooner found the ship was

making for the land, than she came into the

wind, and gave her first one and then another

broadside. But through the storm of iron the

brave ship held her way, though her spars were

splintered, her rigging cut, her timbers wounded,

and her scuppers running blood from her slaugh-

tered crew. Onward she held her course, till at

length she had only her foremast and single fore-

sail remaining. Yet with this squared to the

wind, she drove forward, staggering and help-

less, while the shores of Cherboui-g were thronged

with citizens, who, by their shouts, encouraged

those on board. The Leviathan came to about

a mile from the town,for want of sufficient depth

of water, and lowering a fleet of boats, sent them

in after the ship, which could scarcely creep along

for her wounds. But at length she struck the

shore, and a score of boats from the land came

off to land the crew. They were soon filled, but

Red Hand remained last with a dozen of his

men.
" We will give them a parting salute," he

said, quietly.

The guns on the larboard batteiy had been

previously shotted, and as the ship in grounding

had swung beam on the land, her battery bore

directly on the flotilla of boats. The latter were

pulling in with a perseverance and boldness that

showed their determination to take the ship,

though she was in a friendly port; but in those

days the privileges of neutrality were not so

sacredly regarded by nautical men as they are

at the present day.

When the boats of the parliament ship had got

within half a mile. Red Hand gave the signal by

touching off the after gun with his own hand.

The others were discharged in rapid succession,

and the earl, amid the smoke, after setting fire

to his ship, left her to her fate.

The effect of the broadside upon the advanc-

ing boats was prodigious ; so that it was said

that Red Hand had slain more men in the last

hour of his command on the channel, than in all

his fourteen years' gruisings. Out of nine boats,

but three reached the Leviathan, the others hav-

ing been destroyed by the final fire of the Royal

Charles.

The earl stood upon the shore and witnessed

with a sad heart the conflagration of his fine

ship, as in the dubk of evening she shot up

tongues of lurid flime to the sky, illuminating

town and port, harbor and shore, sea and clouds

with a brilliant flame, and night closed over a

scene of appalling interest a id excitement.

[CONCLTJIIED NEXT WEEK.]

DELAY.
Omission to do what ia neces?ary

Seals a coininissiou to a blui-k of danger;
And danger, like au ague, subtly taints

E'ea then when we Bit Idiy in the sun.— Shak^eare.
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LANCERS' IJANNRR PUESLNTATION.
Tho view presented here by our lutiwt in u flceno

representing the presentation of a hi!;intirul stand of

colors to the 7th Rfginifnt Niuional (Juurd, of New
York, from tlic NiUionat Liuicyrs, of tins city, tlirouf;h

a coiiiinitlije appointed for that purpose, of which Mr.

George Tirastow, of SomerviUe, was) e'luirnian. An
immense eoneourse of ptople assembled on tho ocea-

Bion. In prestnling the colors, Mr. Brastow made a

very eloquent and highly appropriate 8pee(!h, whieh

was respondiil to in a similar spirit hy Col. Duryca.

The banner was painted by Mo?.sra. Burt and Somer-

by, of Boston, conjointly, from designs furnished and
suggested to those gentlemen hy members of both

corps, at a co-st of about S4U0, and is executed on a

piece of white silk, of French manufacture, wove entire

in one piece, of ilio exact Icnglli of that used in llic

army of the United States, and has upon it several

elegantly painted scenes and inscriptions. On one side

appears the State Arms of iVlassaehu.setts, with a view

of the National Lancers, with their horses and tent?,

represented on either side of the State Arms, which

occupy the centre, with the mottoes of the State and
the corps, with an inscription stating the fact of tho

presentation. On the reverse is the State Arms of

New York, with' those of the 7th Regiment of National

Guards, with the mottoes of each, with a scene on

either side representing a squad of the National

Guards with their horses, tents, etc. The whole is

surmounted hy a superbly executed lance of steel, fixed

in a tassel of gilt bronze at the upper end of the pole.

THE EMGIjISII BIBLE.
To many it may seem too bold, were we to affirm

that the English Bible is at present in the act of being

perused from the iising to the setting sun. The asser-

tion might appear little less than a iigure of speech,

or an event lo be anticipated ; and yet this is no more
than half nf the truth. The English Bible, at this

moment, is the only version tn existence on whieh the

sun never sets. AVe know that it is actually in use on
the banks of the Ottawa and St. Lawrence, as well as Sidney,
Port Philip and Hobart Town, but before his evening rays have
left the spires of Quebec and Montreal, his moraing beams have
already shone for hours upon the shores of Australia and New
ZfaUind. And if it be read by so many of our language in Can-
ada, while the sun is sinking on Lake Ontario, in the Eastern
world, where he has risen in his glory on the banks of the Ganges,
to the selfsame sacred volume, many who are no leas our coun-
trymen have already turned. Yet are all these but as branches
from the parent stock, under whose shade this version, corrected

and re-correeted, has been read by many myriads, for three hun-
dred years. Probably the great power of England has aided this

spread of King James's version.

—

Anderson's Annals.

BANNER PRBSE^TED TO THE NATIONAL GUARD, NEW YORK,

ARTILLERY REVIEW.
On the day of the 113th anniversary of the Ancient and Hon-

orable Artillery Company, the company paraded with full ranks,

under command of Col. Isaac H. Wright, and were reviewed

on the Common by Major General Wool and staff, composed of

E. E. McLean, his Aid, Capt. Shields, of Sherman's Flying
Artillery, and Gen. Shields, of Missouri. Gen. Wool was dis-

tinguished by his venerable gray hairs, and a white fountain

plume, tipped with dark green ; Capt. Shields by a yellow plume;
and Governor Boutwell, though in uniform, wore no plume.
The review passed off with great eclat. Our artist was on the

spot and has sketched the scene from life. The picture is faith-

ful and correct.

RLCORDB FOR ETERMTY.
Wlien Bihhop Latimer was on triul he at first an-

swered rarelesbly. But prcseully he heard the pen
going bcliind tlie tapestry, which was taking down his

words. Then he was careful what he said. There is

an all-recording pen behind the curtain of the skies,

taking down our words and acts for judgment. It is

a pen of iron. " The sin of Judali is written with a
pen of iron, and the point of a diamond." It graves
deep its records on the imperishable tablets of eternity

—a record of every thought, word and act. How
ought we to live, since we can almoht hear the all-re-

cording pen going every hour, since we know that we
are all filling a page in the books that shall be opened
at the judgment, and the record is imperishable as

eternity ! A rich landlord in England once performed
an act of tyrannical injustice to a widowed tenant.

The widow's son, who taw it, became a painter, and
years after succeeded in placing a painting of that

scene where their oppressor saw it. As his eye fell

on the picture, the rich man turned pale and trembled,

and ollered any sum to purchase it, that he might put
it out of sight. If every scene of wickedness through
which a man passes should be painted, and the paint-

ing hung up before him, so that he would always see

the portrait of himself with the evil jjassions expressed

on his countenance, and himself in the very act of

wickedness, he would be wretched. Su-^-h a picture

gallery ihere is; and every feature and lineament of

the soul in every feeling and act, is portrayed im-

peri&hably. By the discoveries of modem science, 'he

rajs of the sun are made to form an exact portrait of

him on whom they shine. We arc all living in the

sunlight of eternity, which is transferring to plates,

more enduring than brass, the exact portrait of the

soul in every successive act, with all its attendant cir-

cumstances. Interesting to the antiquarian is the mo-
ment when he drags out from the sands of Et;ypt

?ome obelisk on which the " pen of iron and the point

of a diamond " have graven portraits of men who
lived and died three thousand years ago. But none

can utter the interest of that moment when, from the silence of

eternity, shall be brought out tablets thick set with the sculptuied

history of the soul, and men and angels shall gaze on the faith-

ful portraiture of life on earth. Remember, then, 0, manl you

must meet the record of your life in eternity.— i/""-™"-' rh,-^.,.-Vermont Ckron.

H0PEFU1.NESS.—True hope is based on the energy of char-

acter. A strong mind always hopes, and has always cause to

hope, because it knows the mutability of human affairs, and how
slight a circumstance may change ihe whole course of events.

Such a spirit too rests upon itself; it is not confined to partitil

views, or to one particular object. And if at last all should be

lost, it has saved itself.— Von Knehnebel.

\
«.
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MAJ. GEN. JOHN E. M'OOL.
General Wool was born in Orange connty.

New York, and is ofgenuine revolutionary stock.

He lost his father at an early age, and lived

in Kensselear county, with his grandfather, until

he was twelve years old, when he removed to

Troy, with a view of becoming a merchant. He
was successful in the path he had chosen until

he lost his property by fire, when the country,

being at war, he accepted (April 1812) a com-
mission as captain in the 13th regiment of U. S-

Infantry. During the war, he won for himself

the name of a hero, by his coolness and intre-

pidity in a score of well fought fields. Promo-
tion followed rapidly in his gallant footsteps.

He continued in the army, was commissioned
inspector general in 1816, was made by brevet a
brigadier general in 182G, and in 1841 was ap-

pointed to the command of the eastern division

of the army, and at length was ordered to the

important theatre of Mexico. Suffice it to say,

that his duties carried him over almost every
part of our country, from the Atlantic to the

Council Bluffs. On the conclusion of the war,
Genercl Wool resumed his residence in Troy.
His return to the bosom of his friends was an
ovation; the welcome home was indeed enthu-

siastic and splendid. It was in August, 1848.

General Wool's late visit among us has led us

to think a portrait of him of more than ordinary

interest and particularly timely. We must not

fail to acknowledge our indebtedness to Messrs.

Southworth & Hawes, Daguerrean artists, 5 1-2

Tremont Row, for the likeness we present.

THE CHINESE TRADER.
The Chinese trader competes with the Earo-

pean wherever the latter has founded settlements

in the Eastern world. His sleepless diligence

overcomes every obstacle, and his love of gain
is not quenched by contumely and persecution.

No sooner does he put his foot among strangers,

than he begins to work. No office is too menial
or too laborious for him. He has come to make
money, and he will make it. His resolution is not shaken by dis-

g:race or accident. His frugality requires but little ; he barely lives,

but he saves what he gets ; commences trade in the smallest pos-
sible way, and is continually adding to his store. The native

scorns siich drudgery, and remains poor; the Chinaman toils

patiently on, and grows rich. A few years pass by, and he has
warehouses ; becomes a contractor for produce ; buys foreign
goods by the cargo, and employs his newly-imported country-
men, who have come to seek their fortunes as he did. He is not
particularly scrupulous in matters of opinion. He never meddles
with politics, for they are dangerous and not profitable ; but he
will adopt any creed, and carefully follow any observances, if, by
so doing, he can confirm or improve his position. If it is ex-
pedient for him to become a Catholic, he punctually attends mass,
walks in processions, clings to his rosary or his reliquary with
an excess of devotion, until he sails for home, when he. tosses

them overboard. He strives with the Spaniard, and works when
the latter sleeps. He has harder work with the Englishman, but
still he is t 'O much for him, and succeeds. Climate has no
effect on him; it cannot stop his hands, unless it kills him ; and
if it does he dies in harness, battling for money till bis last breath.

Wherever he may be, and in wlmtever position, whether in his

own or in a foreign country, he is diligent, temperate and uncom-
plaining. He will compare in good qualities with men of other
lands, and is, if any thing, more generally honest. He keeps the

word he pledges, pays his debts, and is capable of generous and
noble actions. It has been customary to speak lightly of him,
and to judge of a nation by a few vagabonds in a seaport, whose
morals have not been improved by foreign society.

—

Russell.

PORTRAIT OP GENERAL JOHN E. WOOL.,

C031MISSI0N OF OFFICERS.
The scene represented by our artist below is that of the com-

missioning of the new officers of the Ancient and Honorable
Artillery company, on the occasion of their 113th anniversary.

The officers of this time-honored corps are chosen each year, to

serve but for one terra, and it has ever been the custom for the

Governor publicly to commission the new officers on the Com-
mon, as in the scene herewith given. On the occasion referred

to Col. Isaac H. Wright commanded the corps, and gave up his

office to Gen. Caleb Gushing. The following are the new officers :

Brig. Gen. Caleb Cushing, for Captain; Brig. Gen. Thomas
Davis, for 1st Lieut.

; Col. Robert Cowdin, for 2d Lieut. ; Lieut.

Edward Thwinar, for Adjutant; Col. Wm. Mitchell, for 1st Ser-

geant ; Capt. Reuben Howard, for 2d Sergeant; Lieut. Henry
Taylor, for 3d Sergeant; Lieut. John McLellan, 4th Sergeant;
Lieut. Benj. E. Deland, for 5ih Sergeant; Lieut. Wm. B.
Oliver, Jr., for 6th Sergeant ; John G. Roberts, Armorer ; Thatch-
er Beal, Clerk. Some curiosity has been evinced to ascertain

the origin of the title of this company. There is a highly popu-
lar artillery company in London bearing the same name: and,

as their officers are also elected annually, we presume that the

litle originated in the good old days of the "trained bands."
The "Ancient and Honorables" of this city have alwaj's re-

tained the highest regard and confidence of the people as well as

the legal authorities of the commonwealth. It was our good
fortune, " once upon a time," to meet with them while they were
on an excursion, at the Parker House in New Bedford, and the

hours went right merrily. Their annual balls in this city are

always well graced by the smiles of the lovely.

THE POLAR REGIONS.
The existence of an open sea at the North

Pole is proved by an amount of testimony known
to but few persons. In 1751, Captam"McCul-
lum sailed from Hackluyt's Headland to lat. 83
1-2 deg. north, where he found an open sea, and
the weather being fine, nothing prevented his
proceeding further north but his responsibility
to the owners for the safety of their ship. In
1754, Captain Wilson having passed through
floating ice from 74 to 81 deg. N. lat., at lest,

found the sea quite clear as far as he could des-
cry. He reached N. lat. 83, but finding no
whales, he returned. Hendentsom, in 1810, in
four days' travel to the eastward from the Ne\f
Siberian Islands over the ice, found an open sea.

He says :
" Here, to our astonishment, within

five versts we saw the waters completely open,
with loose pieces of ice floating about. I sub-
sequently found this an enormous Polyna, ex-
tending to the Bear Islands, a distance of five

hundred versts." The following year Tatari-
now, another Russian explorer, found the open
sea within twenty-five versts of New Siberia.

But the explorations of Admiral Von Wrangell,
in the years 1821-2-3, during which he made
four long journeys over the ice to the north from
Siberia, furnish no less conclusive results. On
the 23d of March, 1823, he was in latitude 70
deg. 51 min. north, longitude 175 deg. 27 min.
east. " Here," he observes, " from north-west to
north east the horizon was covered by the dense
blue vapor which in these regions always indi-

cates open water. Notwithstanding this sure
token of the impossibility of proceeding much,
further, we continued due north for about nine
versts, when we came to the edge of an immense
Polyna, extending east and west further than
the eye could reach. We climbed one of the

loftiest ice hills, when we obtained an extensive
view towards the north, and whence we beheld
the wide immeasurable ocean spread before our
gaze. It was a fearful and magnificent, but to

us, a melancholy spectacle. Fragments of ice,

of enormous size, floated on the surface of the agitated ocean."
He says " That part of the Polar Ocean which is always an open
sea, is' met with about 15 miles north of New Siberia, and" from
thence extends in a more or less direct line to about the same dis-

tance oft" the coast of Asia at Cape Chelagskoi and Cape North."
When Capt. Parry, in 1827, attempted to reach the North Pole
upon the ice, he says: '*When in latitude 82 deg. 43 min. 5 sec,

the ice became so small, as we advanced to the north, that a sin-

gle piece only could he found to place the boats upon." Edward
Sabine, of Woolwich, observes, '' The probability of an open sea

to the north of Parry Islands, communicating with Behring's

Straits, appears to rest on strict analogical reasonings." And,
further, " Every attempt made by M. Von Wrangell and M. Von
Anjou to proceed to the north, repeated as these were during
three years, and from many different points of a line extending
several hundred miles in an east and west direction on the north
coast of Asia, terminated alike in conducting them to an open
and a navigable sea. From whatever point of the coast their

departure was taken, the result was invariably the same " In a
letier from Wrangell lo Sabine, he says, " The opinion expressed

by you relative to the existence of open navigable water in the

north, corresponds perfectly with the impressions which were ex-

cited in me by the constantly repeated obstacles to a further ad-

vance to the north over the ice. Acco'ding to my view, it should

be possible to reach and follow this open water from Spitzhergen.

If it were pot^sible to embark in a suiiably fitted vessel from New
Siberia, a good result niit:ht be expected." In every case where
high northern latitudes have been reached, we find the existence of

an open bea, near the North Pole, fully proved.

—

Provuhnce Jour.

COMMIBSIONINO NEW OFFICERS IN THE ANCIENT AND HONORABLE ARTILLERY COMPANY, OF BOSTON.
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THE SEVKWTEENTH OF JUNE.

A VETEJIAN'S STORY.

DT rnAKOIB A. DDairAQfl.

Tlio bdllH nro gaily ringing,

¥alr Oamufl und children go

In trooping crowds ftlong tho stroot,

To Bva tho giiHfint Hhow

Of BtiUwiirt men In Hhliilng annn,*

Afl riii)k on mnU tlioy piias,

Their titll jjlunica dcndJog in tho air,

Ab In tho brefzo tho grusa.

Tho ringing drums their pacoa time,

Their banners glad tho air,

And ail beneath the Hunny elty

Their bravery glances fair.

It is a blithesoniw holiday,

A pleasant gladaomc uhow
;

Another sconowofl acted bore,

But many yeara ago.

Tho bolls from every eteepie rang,

But 'twas the tocsin's peal

;

Tho streets with heavy thunder shook,

Beneath the cannon's wheel
;

And rank on rank the red-coata poured

Forth at a monarch's wlU,

Against the patriotic band that held

Yon monumental liill.

I saw it with these aged oyca,

I eeom to Bee it still.

We were not many—but in ub

There burned tho patriot's fire
;

The deep resolve to make that mound

The martyr's funeral pyre.

Trom the forest—from the ploughshare,

From (he riverside and rill,

We'd gathered all, to cast our lot

With Warren, on the hill.

We heard the sullen thunder peal
'

From the river and the shore,

The eteadfast rocbe around us reeled

Beneath the cannon's roar;

But mounting to Iha fierce assault,

Our fooR beneath us fell

;

As, shattered, sinks upon the rocli

The ocean's baffled swell.

But not alone our foes went down

In everlasting night,

One star had paled that lit our arms

With valor's holiest light

;

One arm unnerved—one spirit quenched,

That we could illy spare
;

The smoke-wreaths lifted from the sod.

And Warren^s form lies there I

Yes—Israel's beauty faded

Upon hor holiest place
;

But even then a placid smile

Transfigured all his face
;

And heard we then his latest words,

Breathed with his latest sigh
;

" 0, for one's country it is sweet

And glorious to die!"

The bells are gaily rioging,

The merry maidens smile,

And banners far are flinging,

Their bright rays all the while ;

Between the peaceful dwellings

Moves on the martial show,

Where scenes of deeper import paeeed

So many years ago.

^ ,—.*«—.

[Written for Gleason'B Pictorial.]

AUNT HETTY, THE VILLAGE GOSSIP:
OR,

THE NEW MINISTER.

ET HARRIET N. HATHAWAY.

Herman Stanwood, the chai*cter with which our tale has

principally to do, had for a few months officiated as pastor, over

quite a flourishing society, in the village of S . Though a

young man of superior talents and acquirements, and a faithful

follower of Him, whose cause he had espoused, still, it was with

many misgivings that he entered for the first time upon the duties

of his high and holy calling.

Of course there were some, as in all societies, who were dis-

posed to find failings in the young preacher. One thought him
quite too dressy, another alleged that he laughed and chatted

altogether too freely with the young ladies at the " sewing circle,"

while a third said he carried a walking stick, not in the staid,

solemn demeanor that was becoming one in his station, but

flourished it as spreeishly as yoijr best city fop ; and many other

faults of like moimntovs import, which I will not stay to enumer-

ate, lest I weary the patience of my reader. But though they

did not come out openly against him, they were secretly dwelling

upon these things, and magnifying each trifling omission or

commission of their pastor, into something more reprehendible

than it really was.

Occasionally a faint whisper of this would reach him, but he

did not allow it to long disturb the serenity of his mind, for he

enjoyed the secret consciousness of never having in any one case

meaningly failed of performing his duty, and he knew there were

many of his charge who appreciated his strenuous labors and
incessant self denial, and with a hopeful spirit he pursued the even

tenor of his way, trusling that time would soften the acrimonious

feelipgij that were indulged towards him.

Ere the expiration of the first year, it was well known among

tho villagers that Herman Stanwood had plighted his troth to

Mary Main lee, a sweet girl of nineteen years.

"It was passing Htrange," so said the gossips, "for (here was

Julia Lane, who took twice as much intercut in church atfuirs,

and was the life of the sewing circle, and Ann Hart, the untiring

* tract distributor,' who, besides, contributed freely to every be-

nevolent object, and Miranda Grant, who wrote sucli beautiful

sonnets on charity and its kindred virtues. 'Twas strange, very

strange, tiiat from among so many, he should select tho young

und unassuming Mary Maurice; but really, there was no account-

ing for some people's oddities," and they sagely predicted that

poor Mr. Stanwood was about to "marry in haste, to repent at

his leisure."

'Twas true, Mary Maurice was just the unassuming person

they had styled her; there was more practice than podnj in her

everyday life, and in tho perrnrniancc of her Christian duties

there was no needless or ostentatious show, but her motto seemed

to be, " Let not thy right hand know what thy left hand docLh."

She found but little time to assist in the leading objects of the

day, confined as she was at home by the care of her invalid

mother, but to many of God's suffering children she had been as

an angel of mercy, and many a widowed mother's and orphaned

child's heart had been made to rejoice through her instrumental-

ity, and indeed, she was admirably qualified to fill the station to

which she was looking forward.

As time sped on, the breach between the young pastor and a

part of his flock, in.stead of closing, seemed to widen, and 60

artful had been the secret machinations of his enemies, that sev-

eral of his friends had joined them, and this caused him unhap-

piness.

Among the most zealous of his opponents, was Aunt Hetty,

the village gossip, who delighted in slander and news-bearing,

and any affairs that did not relate to these, were looked upon as

things of minor importance, as was plainly to be seen by the

interior of her dwelling, where her breakfast table might be often

seen standing till noon, and then, on her " dear Josey's " return

from his labor, he was obliged to content himself with what few

cold bits he might chance to find, while she was going from house

to house, vending her " little talk " by the wholesale.

The sewing circle had met on Saturday afternoon, as was their

practice, and while the rest of the company were plying their

needles, Mary Maurice was reading aloud to entertain them.

"Excuse me for interupting you, Mary," said Ann Hart, who
sat by the open window, " but I see the 'village express'—the

name by which Aunt Hetty was familiarly known—coming across

the street, and she is looking up as though she was coming here,

and she has a world of news to tell, for her mouth is wide open."

"The wicked, unprincipled creature!" said Julia Lane, who,

by the way, had had many a spicy chat with the gossip, hut did

not care to have it known. "I think we had best give her to

understand that ' her room is much better than her company,' if

she comes in."

" Very true," said Mrs. Lane, looking up from her sewing ap-

provingly at her daughter. "I think that the best thing that can

be done, is for Miss Maurice to continue her reading without

heeding her, and we will all be very busily engaged with our

work."

" 0, that will be too bad !" exclaimed Eunice Grey, a merry,

laughing-eyed girl of sixteen. "I do love to hear the dear old

soul talk about her Josey, and what she 'took and told him,' 'tis

so funny ; but here she is, at the door."

Creak, creak, creak, creak, came Aunt Hetty up the steps, and
through the hall, and entering the room without ceremony, she

threw herself upon an unoccupied chair, and taking ofl!^ her

green calash, laid it upon the floor by her side, and with the air

of one quite at home, took her handkerchief and commenced fan-

ning herself violently, saying

;

"La me, 'tis desperit warm out, if ye did but knowd it. O,

deary, what a wicked place this world is, aint it T" she continued",

not appearing to notice their evident disregard of her; "'tis

dreadfully so, dreadfully! Trewly the language of the scriptur

is verified, ' How has the fine gold become dim.' Who would a'

thought it on him^ I never liked him any tew well, though I

wouldn't bleeve sich dreadful things on him, if I hadn't a' seen

um with my own eyes. Trewly, wickedness stalks forth in high

places. O dear, O dear, what are we all coming tew?"

Insensibly, the book had fallen from Mary Maurice's hand,

and the greater part of the company's eyes were fixed upon Aunt

Hetty, as she swayed to and fro on her seat, occasionally groan-

ing audibly.

" I don't know but it will be as well for you to ask her, mother,

what it is she alludes to, for it is evident it is something more

than common from her appearance," said Julia Lane, in a sup-

pressed tone.

" Yes, daughter, under existing circumstances, I think it will

be," said Mr?. Lane, with an elongated countenance. " What is

it, Aunt Hetty, that seems to trouble you so much?"
"0, the sin," said Aunt Hetty, "the unrighicousness that

there is on the airth ; 'tis truly surprising ; but before I begin my
dreadful story, Juley, take and get me a lectio drop o' water, for

I feel kind o' fainty," she continued, ghid of an opportunity of

tantalizing them for her cool reception.

" Tis most tew dreadful tew tell ; but I've promised, I s'posc I

must. Well, ye see as how yisterday, I thought I'd take ago up

to see Sally Miller. Of course, you all knowd about her bein'

sick? Well, arter stayin' there quite a while, to comfort the

poor ereatur, I took and started for home ; and I hadn't got but

a leetle way, afore I seed a man ahead on me that looked jest like

the preacher. Well, I thought he walked mighty curia; fust he

staggered one way, and then t'other. So I hurried as fast as ever

I could, and when I got nigh enough, I found 'twas he for eartin;

and true as the gospel is, when he got to Sam Sncll's rum fihop,

he took and went in there to get drink,— it couldn't be for notliin'

else, for you all know he don't keep noihin' else in natur. So I

took and hid down behind the old butun'ood, that's jetjt above

there, so's to watch the proceedins ; and puty soon he come out,

and I seed liis face as plain as I see yourn nov/ ; and he was awful

pale, and could hardly walk, he'd took so much, poor thing ! and

he sot down on the brink, so's to get over it a leetle, and arter a

few minits he took and started for home, I a' watchin' him all

the time. I waited quite a spoil, and then I ventured out, but he

wasn't nowhere to bo seen ; so I took an' started for home, and I

took and told my poor Josey 'bout it, ye know, and I thouglit

'twas best for him to go and call on the minister, when he'd eat

his supper and I took and told him so, and ro he went arter Mr.

Williams—the good old soul—and they went down there, and in-

quired for him ; but he sent um word that he couldn't Kce um,
and then dear Josey took and told um as how lie must, for 'twaj

on a marter of great importance ; but as sure as my name is

Hitty, he refused um agin. O, 'lis dreadful, dreadful to think on !

Truly, bow hag Jerusalem become a waste bowlin' wilderness

;

on'y to think on it; and then the thing nevcr'd been knowd if it

hadn't bin for me ; but I aint told nobody but my dear Josey, and
Mr. Williams, and you, and I aint a going tew; 'lis tew awful

tew tell. deary ! what are we all a-eomin' tew ? but I must be

atrottin' along; so good day."

Mary Maurice requested to be excused as soon as Aunt Hetty

had left. It was evident to all that she was deeply agitated, and

while some felt sympathy for the young girl, there were others

who secretly rejoiced at the unfortunate turn affairs had taken;

even the friends of Herman feared that there was some founda-

tion for Aunt Hetty's story. The next morning was the Sabbath,

and as Herman wended his way to the place of worship, although

not a word of the gossip's story had reached his ear, he felt an
indescribable weight upon his spirits, and with a heavy heart he

entered the desk. His face wore a haggard expression, which

did not escape the notice of his hearers, for many an earnest and
inquiring glance was cast upon him. His sermon was pronounced

by all to be the poorest one he had ever preached, and of this

fact he was well aware ; he knew that it was lacking in spirit and
energy, and as he proceeded, instead of warming upon his sub-

ject, he felt more and more restrained ; but had one asked him
why, he could have given no reason. I leave my reader to judge

if it were not the secret influence of mind operating upon mind,

that thus held the young preacher's powers bound, as it were, by

a magic spell. At the close of the services, ag he bent his scepa

homeward, he wondered why it was that he had received no invi-

tation to pass the hour of intermission at the houses of his parish-

ioners as he was wont. " Could it be that it was all imagination

that many looked coldly upon him, or was it really so?" wero

questions that he asked himself. In the afternoon the attendance

was somewhat less than in the morning, a thing quite uncommon,
but he consoled himself with the reflection that he had dono

nothing to draw upon himself the censure of the people, and

after all, it might only be a happen so. He dreamed not of the

storm that was brewing, and was soon to burst upon him.

The report had spread rapidly, and after evening services, the

members of the official board were requested to tarry for a few

minutes, and Aunt Hetty's story was duly rehearsed, and a com-

mittee appointed to visit Mr. Snell, to enquire into the truth of

the statement.

To their surprise, he asserted that he had not only partook of

intoxicating beverage while there, but that he was " well corned,"

to use his own expression, when he came in ; and his statement

was corroborated by a man who was present at the time. There

now seemed to be but little chance of doubt as to the truth of tho

gossip's report. A meeting of the society was forthwith an-

nounced, to be held on the ensuing Saturday, and at the hour

designated, the august assemblage met.

A silence of several moments ensued, which was at length

broken by Deacon Goodman's clearing and hemming violently,

the usual premonitory preparation for a long speech.

" Wall," said he, rising slowly, and smoothing down his red

hair, which he wore straight across his brows, "wall, friends, I

rise—hem—hem—to speak of an aflair of momentous impor-

tance to all on us. We are brought to a critical period, perhaps

more critical in many senses of the word, than any other within

our remembrance—hem—hem. Without doubt you all know
what I allewd to, and marters and things in gineral have come to

pass to make us conclude that the report about our minister is not

totally without foundation; and now we have met to conclude

what is best to be done in regard to th's exceedingly unfort'nate

affair, and we hope that none will be slow in expressin' their

opinion of this marter ; and though there's much on my mind I'd

like to say, I give place to some of my brethren. Brother Hinds,

what's your mind 'bout this atfair ? I hope you'll express it freely,

and not be afeared of oftending the people."

"Truly we ought not to be men-servers," said Brother Hind?,

rising with deep solemnity depicted upon his countenance ;
" truly,

we ought not to be, and as you all well know, 1 never did have

no great opinion of our preacher. I never have liked him loo

well since that Sabbath he appeared out in that flaunting vest

and a light coat—quite different from our good old parson Moody,
who used to wear his snufl'-colored suit and white cravat, aluz tied

jest so, from year's end to year's end. But the dear soul bus

gone to his rest, and we never shall see his like, no, never," be

continued, drawing his handkerchief across his eyes. "But I

fear I am occupying too much time, and in closing, I'll speak

right out what I think. I rcely am oblccged to believe every
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word of the story, and thiuk that the quicker we dismiss him, the

sooner."

" I agree with you there," said Mr. Silas Greeley ;
" I've no

opinion of our preacher, and I think he aint none too good, and

Tve aluz thought so. I can't think of nothin' but that passage

of scriptur—Vanity of vanities, saith the preacher man, all is

vanity—when I look at him. I don't think there's much religion

in sporting a great bunch of gold watch-seals, now I don't, and I

told ray Sukey as how I didn't, the very fust time I iver seed him.

I aint no opinion of these newfangled notions no how you can

fix it, I aint."

"I don't see, brethren," said an elderly, benign looking gentle-

man, rising, " as you have really brought anything of momentous

import against our preacher, except the charge that brought us

together ; and I, for one, am disposed to regard it with some small

deo-ree of leniency ; for when have we had a more faithful pastor 1

Has he ever overlooked us in the hours of our affliction 1 Have

his discourses been lacking in spirituality or depth 1 Has he ever

refused to assist the poor and needy ^ 1 admit that the fault

brought against him is of a dark nature, but then we are all

more or less prone to step aside from the path of duty
;
there-

fore, let us be lenient to our young and erring brother, and

instead of discarding him, assist him to rise. The course we

now pursue may be the turning point with him. Say, are there

not some of my brethren who will join with me in saying, give

him one more trial V
" Do you think to get my consent to sit under the preachm of

a drunkard V said Deacon Goodman, fairly trembling with

anger. "I wont listen to his sinful pratin', not even for one

Sabbath; that's for sartiu!"

I will not stay to repeat any more of the conversation, lest I

trespass on my reader ; but sufBce it to say, that ere they sep-

arated, it was fully decided, that the connection between them

and Herman Stanwood should be dissolved.

Herman wondered why it was that he had received so few calls

during the week from his parishioners, and as he bent his steps

to the dwelling of 'Squire Maurice, on Friday, he determined in

his mind to make some inquiries of Mary, who, he felt sure,

would teU him all she knew of the affair. He was met at the

door by the 'Squire, who coldly informed him that Mary was not

to be seen, and his visits henceforth could be dispensed with. He

could not have been more surprised had the earth opened at his

feet, and with a bewildered and aching heart, he hastily returned

to his apartment ; but the longer he mused upon the singularity

of the affair, the more dark and mysterious it seemed, and bow-

ing before Him who knoweth the secrete of all hearts, he poured

forth his fall soul, and arose refreshed and strengthened, fully

prepared to meet with resignation the worst that might befall him.

On the ensuing Sabbath, as he entered his desk, and his eye

fell upon the deserted seats, he was enabled to say, |'
Thy will,

-0 Father, not mine, be done ; I wait for thy bidding."

The story spread rapidly, and though there were some who did

not doubt his innocence, there seemed to be no possible method

of proving this, and in course of time, his connection with the

church was dissolved, and with a heavy heart, he turned from the

place that had become endeared to him by many fond associations,

to return to his father's roof an altered man
;
for where now

were Uie buoyant hopes which had inspired him on bis arrival at

g -J j^w cruelly crushed by the fell breath of slander! As

the lumbering coach passed the dwelling of 'Squire Maurice, he

cast his eyes towards the house, hoping to catch one parting

glimpse of Mary, but in this he was disappointed. If he could

have but heard from her lips the assurance of her belief in his in-

nocence, it would have been as a cordial to his aching bosom

;

but he had not seen her since the day her father requested him to

discontinue his visits, nor had one word from her reached his

hearing ; for 'Squire Maurice was a stern man, and had forbidden

her in any way communicating, either by word or letter, with the

young " scape-grace," as he termed him, and poor Mary was

obliged to stifle all her sorrows within her own breast, and each

day her cheek grew paler and paler, and her step heavier.

A new minister was called to supply Herman's place—a benev-

olent and warmhearted man, and a devout Christian. The

second year of his labors witnessed a copious outpouring of the

spirit; and among the inquirers was Sam Snell, who my reader

will doubtless remember. Many wondered what it was that kept

him so long out of the kingdom, for he seemed willing to give up

all ; but he and his Maker alone viewed the hindering cause. It

was not until after many a painful struggle that he conquered his

pride sufficiently to request a private interview with his pastor,

and revealed to him the part he took in the affairs of Herman

Stanwood. He freely admitted his innocence, stating that when

he came into bis shop, he was so faint that it was with difficulty

that he could support himself; and as he had nothing in the shop

save ardent spirits, he urged it upon him ; that he refused, but at

length he was induced to take it; and that he and his comrade

had for some time owed the yoiing pastor a grudge for reproving

them in their evil courses, and they seized upon this means to

repay it and. to his sorrow, it needed not to be told how suc-

cessful it had been.

Several months after the circumstance last related, had one

looked into Aunt Hetty's dwelling, they might have seen her

swaying to and fro in her straight, high-backed chair, as was her

custom when deeply engaged in thought.

""Who'd ever thought it," she at length said, "that parson

Stanwood would ever a' come back to preach to us agin 1 I

raley think he's the forgivlnest man that ever was !—and they

aint done none too much for him to fix up the white cottage in

the lane, and furnish it so smart and tidy. It does my old heart

good to look at Mary Maurice sense he's got back;—why, she

looks like another gal, and I took and told her so t'other day,

—

and how the sweet creature blushed ! I raly think I was tew

blame about spreadin' that story that made um send away poor

Mr. Stanwood ; and if the gal had pined herself to death,—an' I

thought in my soul she would.—I should feel awfully—awfully

indeed ! I'm so sorry 'bout it !, but it can't be helped now ; but

I guess the next time Hitty Mason gits caught so agin will be a

long spell from now. It has been a good lesson ; and truly, I am

led to say, ' The Lord's ways are a vast deal higher an' ourn,

an' his thoughts are not as ourn are ;' and it is fortunate 'tis so,

for if 'twas'nt, I'm sure I don't know what on airth we should all

come tew !" and here the old lady laised her glasses and wiped

her eyes. "Bless me1 how's this!" she continued—"cryin'onsich

a joyful occasion as this?—I'm raley ashamed o' myself ; but

while I think on it, I'll run an' get that smart calico puff I'm

goin' to gin to Mary, and the nice thread socks I'm knittin* for

the parson. Goodness knows it took me long enuff to knit um !

and then I'll take and tell my dear Josey to take um along an'

leave um to the white cottage as we go up to the meetin' house.

But hark !—what's that? 'Tis the bell a' ringin' for the weddin';

and deary, what a heap o' people are a' goin' ! I'm raley sheered,

I'm so afeard I shall be late ; an' I don't know who's got a better

right to see Herman Stanwood and Mary Maurice married than

Aunt Hitty. If I hadn't took and told Deacon Goodman to git

him back when I heerd how innocent he was, mabby 'twould

never a' taken place—as I took and told my dear Josey."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO THE HUMrillNG BIRD.

Br OSCAR G. HUQSAN.

What I back again, you little thief,

Stealing from the flowers

Every drop of treasured sweet,

The gift of sunny hours
;

Taking from the toilsome bee

What he should have gathered me '

I've a mind to take thee now,

Little pilfering thing;

But thy rich embroidered brow

And thy many- colored wing

Bid all thoughts of vengeance flee

From an object fair as thee \

The sunbeams fall upon thy breast,

And linger there to play

;

"While on thy little tufted crest

The rainbow deigns to stay
;

Offering to the raptured eyo

Every tint of earth and sky.

The soft, low voice of breezes stay

"Within thy flutteriog wing,

When through the forest old and gray

They had forgot to siog

Their song, which burstoth forth and weaves

A language in the quivering leaves.

Ever restless thou art seen,

Like the sufferiog heart

;

Or, like visions in a dream,

Thou flitting ever art

'MoDg the guests of Flora's train,

Scattered over hill and plain.

But thou 'rt welcome ! come and fly

'MoEg the flowerets bright;

They were sent for you and I,

Both have equal right;

Though thy lofty fellow-worm

Thy uuforced petitions spurn.

ACTORS BEHIND THE SCENES.
0, while I live, let me not be admitted {under special favor)

to an actor's dressing room. Let me not see how Cato painted,

or how Cjcsar combed ! Let me not meet the prompt boys in

the passage, nor see the half-lighted candles siui.-k against the

bare walls, nor hear the creaking of machines, nor the tiddlers

laughing ; nor see a Columbine practising a pirouette in sober
sadness, nor Mr. Grimaldi's face drop from mirth to sudden
melancholy as he passes the side-scene, as if a shadow crossed it,

nor witne:?s the long-chinned generation of the pantomime sit

twirling their thumbs, nor overlook the fellow who holds the

candle for the moon in the scene between Lorenzo and Jessica

!

Spare me tbis insight into secrets I am not bound to know. The
stage is not a mistress that we are sworn to undress. Why should

we look beliind the glass of fashion 1 Why should we prick the

bubble that reflects the world, and turn it to a little soap and
water ? Trust a little to tirst appearances—leave something to

fancy.— m.lliam Hazlitf.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

1.ET YOUTH BE BIERRY.

BY MES. A. D. HEMENWAT.

Life has no season half so sweet,

So free from grief and care,

As youth's gay sunny mom of life.

With hopes so bright and fair.

Each budding hope may yet be crushed

Beneath the cold world's chill,

And sorrow's haud may sweep the chords,

That now with pleasure thrill.

then, crush not the joyous mirth

That rings with merry glee
;

In youth's bright halcj on hours of bliss,

let the heart be free.

«-~«"tt<ft >

AFFECTION.
There is a false gravity that is a very ill symptom; and it may

be said, that as rivers., which run very slowly, have always the

most mud at the bottom; so a solid stiffness in the constsnt

course of a man's life, is a sign of a thick bed of mud at the bot-

tom of his brain.

—

So.vUle,

[Written for Gleaeon's Pictorial.]

FAREAVELL.

BY. L. K. BURDICK.

There Is a word whose solemn tone

Comes o'er the spirit like a knell

;

And sadder than the ocean's moan,

Is that low, trembling sound, "farewell."

It flits across the heart's green bowers,

When roses bloom without a thorn

;

And on its gay and fragrant flowers.

It leaves a blight—a waste forlorn.

In tbis dark worid we often hear

That word so like a passing bell

;

And sunniest days of joy and cheer

Are ever followed by " farewell."

But on that loved and loving shore,

Where death and sorrow cannot dwell,

Fond, trusting hearts, shall part no more,

Nor breathe that tearful word, '-farewell."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LETTEH FROM LONDON.
to uncle toby.

London, Mat, 1851.

Mt dear Uncle,—How in creation to commence to tell you

about the sights I have seen since bein' here, is a real puzzler.

I'm so chuck full of it that I can't tell you half. I was awful

sea-sick on the vy'ge, and couldn't eat the value of a dollar's

worth of vittles all the time I was on board that pesky steamboat.

Whew ! it makes me feel sick and all-overish to think about it

even now. The smell of the machinery, the ile, and the shakin'

and pitchin,—why, uncle, did you ever swing tu long and git

dizzy, and feel as though you'd lost all yer friends and acquaint-

ances ?—well, that's just as I felt all the time.

London's an orful big place. Bosting, New York and Phila-

delfy, altogether, aint no cirkumstancc to it ; though if there was

a few less bouses, a feller might see the place better. You know,

I cum here to see the Great Fair, mostly, but the crowd has been

so great that I haven't been inside yet. It's an awful big build-

in' and covers about as much ground as the hull of Hogville,

meetin' house, tannery, father's farm, the berrin' ground, and the

pound, all together. I've been round it on the outside several

times, but am waitin' till the crowd is over, so I can see some-

thin' after I git inside. 'Twouldn't be no use to try now. Gracious,

how many people there are in the world !

But, uncle, I've got somcthia' dreadful bad tu tell you, because

it look so kinder suspicious. I was standin' in Hyde Park, the

other day, lookin' round at the kuriosities, when all of a sudden

a woman touched my arm, and said, " Sir, wouldn't you be kind

enuf to hold this ere bundle for me till I can catch my husband ?

He'e gone off the wrong way, and thinks I've gone ahead of

him." Now you know, uncle, I'm just about as soft as sass with

a woman—and she was a real nice-lookin' gal. So says I, " Yep,

marm," and tuck the bundle. 'Twas sort of heavy, and I didn't

wonder she wanted tu git somebody tu hold it, if she'd got to run

fur. Well, I wated and wated for her to cum back ; but she didn't

cum—and the bundle begun to move. Creation! thought I, the

thing's alive!

Well, I waited a good while longer, tremblin' all over, and

by-and-by the bundle begun to cry ! and, goodness gracious ! says

I, it's a baby ! I didn't go away from the spot till after dark,

and then I didn't know what tu do. I was bordin' with a widder

woman, in Threadneedle street, and when I brought the baby

home, she said I couldn't stay there—that I was a gay deceiver,

and ought to be ashamed of myself ; and I did feel mean enough,

that's a fact. She wouldn't believe a word I told her, and said

she would turn me out of the house if I brought the baby inside

of her doors.

You may judge of my feelins. There I was, and there was the

baby in my arms. It cost me tew shillins for milk and ginger-

bread to keep it still. What was to he done? sez I to myself.

Nehcmiah, you've been gulled by a Londoner! You needn't boast

of your Yankee grit no more, if you don't go rite off and git rid

of this ere baby as quick as you got it. So I went down lo the

Park the next momin', after specdin' the whole night feedin' and

rockin' that ere baby ; and seein' a puty good-lookin' gal, says I,

"Miss, if you'll hold this bundle (I'd got it to sleep, and done it

all up nice, like a bag of meal) for me till I just go inside the

Exhibiiion buildin' a minit, I'll give you a shillin'." "Give me
the money fast," said she. " Yes," taid I, plankin' the tin in

her hand. "Now," said she, " I must tell mother that I've got

to wait here a minit, and then I'll be back again ;" and she went

round the corner, and I haven't seen her since

!

"Nehemiah," says I tu mjself, "you are a fool, all a bilin' and

runnin' over with greenness. You aint cut your eye teeth yet

;

you aint tit lo be away from home. Only to think on it !—a young

unmarriad man, a stranger in London, with a four month baby !

It's orfal to think on !" I tuck the baby back to a new lodgin'

place, and paid a woman in advance to take care of it; and there

the case stands. What on earth I shall do witli it I don't know.

The woman as takes care of it says I'm a dreadful wicked crea-

ture, and I begin to half believe her. That baby is on my hands

yet, and it makes me eenamost sick to think of it. But only

think, uncle; of my goin' through teethin', the measles, whoopin'

cough, rash, and all them are set of tilings with somebody's else's

baby ! You shall hear from me agin.

Youi" dutiful nephew,

Nehemiah Plufkins.

P. S. I've got rid of the baby. Uoiv, I will tell you in another

letter, as the mail is closin'.
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SINGULAR SCENE PRESENTED AT THE BURNING OF THE POINT 8HIKLE7 HOUSE.

BURNING OF THE POINT SHIRLEY HOUSE.
The Point Shirley House is a well-known resort of our sporting

people, for fishing: parties, pleasure excursions, etc. It was burned
on Sunday. 25fh of May last, the fire orijiinatinc in the bar-room

;

and so rapid was the conflagration, that in less than an hour from
the time when the fire was dis 'overed, the whole range of build-

ings was level w irh the grcund. An engine was carried over
from Deer Island—hot it was of little use. Some casks of liquors
having been saved from the devouring elements, were almost as
eagerly swallowed by the bystanders, who soon presented a sad
appearance. The house is now rebuilt, and we see, by the pro-
prietor's caid in the papers, is again open, and arranged in every
department for visitors. As a place of resort for summer travel-

lers, it is one of the brightest Kpots on the north shore.

NEW YORK FIRE DEPARTMENT.
The scenes on this and the next page represent one of the mo9t

splendid civic displays ever seen in New York—the annual parade
of the New York Fire Department. It was a credit to the firemen,

to the officers of the department and to the city. To those who
followed the procession along the various streers through which it

passed, the scene must have been gratifying in the extreme, and
calculated to inspire the mind with lively and manly sentiments
and hallowed reverence f >r the institutions under which we live.

Let those who know nothing of the New York Fire Department
imagine the voluntary turning out of several thousand stalwart

and athletic young men, all in the prime and vigor of manhood,
with their fire apparatus, adorned in the most costly style at their

own expense, and maintained in the most brilliant order, from one

end of the year to the other, and thoy will have but a faint idea of
the material of the department. The procession was formed in

inarching order about twenty minutes past two o'clock, and pro-

ceeded down Hudson street and College Place to Murray street,

thence up through the Park, where the Mayor, Common Council,

heads of departments of the city government, ex-chiefs, and as-

sistant engineers, and an immense throng of citizens—as repre-

sented in the scene on the next page—were in readiness to receive

them ; and it could be easily seen by the smiling countenances of

the dense crowd of ppectators, and by the waving of handker-
chiefs among the ladies, that the spectai^-le was of no ordinary-

interest. The procession passed through the east gate of the Park,
and marched up Chatham street to East Broadway, through East
Broadway to Grand street. Daring the march through East Broad*

ANNUAL FARAJ^E OF THE NEW YORK FIRE I'EPAKTMENT, PA'^SING AUOUN0 UNION PARK.
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MASSACHUSETTS BLOCK, FOR THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT.

way, it would appear that the inhabitants of the

whole city had congregated in that street. The
windows were crowded with ladies, young and
old, who threw down wreaths of beautifully

woven flowers into the midst of the procession,

and the dense throng of spectators that lined the

street on both sides, greeted them with hearty

cbeers and waving of handkerchiefs. The par-

ade then continued down Grand Street to the

Bowery; up the Bowery, Fourth Avenue, and
around Union Square, down Fourteenth Street

to Sixth Avt-nue; thence down Sixth Avenue
and Waverley Place to Broadway, and down
Broadway to the Park. In passing through
Grand Street and the Bowery, the cheering, wav-
ing of handkerchief:!, and clapping of hands from
the balconies and sidewalks, which were densely

crowded, were most enthusiastic. Showers of

woven flowers came pouring down ; and it could

be easily discovered that many a maiden heart

beatin unison with their kindred spirits environed
under the red shirts of the gallant firemen. Broad-
way was so crowded that io required the strictest

vigilance of the police to keep space clear sufii-

cient for the parade to pass. The procession was
an hour and a half in passing a given point, and
it extended full three miles in length. At 7 o'-

clock, P. M., the parade was dismissed in front of

City Hall, amidst the hearty cheers of the mul-
titude. On the previous page is a sketch taken at

Union Park, which for large processions, is

usually the point of returning towards the City

Hall. The harnaony which ought to exist be-

tween the authorities and the firemen has had but

few slight interruptions in New York, and these

annual rejoicings are shared by all classes.

isa. tl^ f^" /STk la (. _ ^

THE "WASHINGTON MONUMENT.
The Mabsachusetts Block for the Wash-

ington Monument, ordered by the Legislature of
I860, is now completed, and is an object of great

interest. It is aa unstained and flawless slab of

granite, six feet square, and fourteen inches

thick, and weighs three tons. Within a circle

five feet in diameter are sculptured, in bold re-

lief, the arms of the State, viz: an Indian chief,

with a bow
in the right

hand and
an arrow in

the left, and
underneath
it a scroll

bearing the

motto;—
" Knse petit

placidam,
sub libertate

quietem. "

On the base
in large
characters,

is finely in-

scribed—
"Mas 8 A-
CHPSETTs!'
It is the
work f

T. and W.
S m i th

,

who were
ri ginally

marble cut-

ters, and
they were employed exactly one year in getting

out the block and finishing the figures. The
cost will be S3000. The legislative committee
of both branches celebrated the completion of

the work by a dinner at the Hancock House,
Quincy. So much for the commonwealth.
The Boston Stone, intended for the same

purpose, is a plain piece of Rockport granite,

about three and a half by four feet in size, and
about a foot thick. The surface is polished

smooth. In an oblong scroll is cut the city seal

in raised letters, as appears in the engraving.

This stone was finished by J. Wetherhee & Co.,

of this city. It may be seen at the City Hall,

and a fac simile of it is also placed in the Bos-
ton Museum, where thousands of our fellow cit-

izens who frequent this favorite place of amuse-
ment may have an opportuni'y of witnessing the

gift of the people of Boston to this noble Amer-
ican structure. Generally considered, of course
we do not like to see our noble city or glorious

commonwealih outdone in any matter, especially

such as may relate to national glory or public

spirit. But, while humbly endeavoring to es-

tablish some material monument to the mi;mory
of Washington—the Father of his Country— we
should heartily greet any evidence of superiority

in the actions of oar sisters and broihers belong-

ing to this great confederation of States. The

BOSTON STONE, FOR THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT.

truth is, that the real monument to Washing-
ton's memory has a traditional perpetuation m
thehearts and minds of his countrymen. Other
nations are beginning to understand the compre-
hensiveness and the grandeur of his designs, and
the gratitude of those who are now proud to call
themselves American citizens, all aid in building
that sublime moral monument to a patriot's
memory which may be conceived but cannot be

spoken or
e x pressed.

Stili, in ac-

cord anie
with an-
cient cus-

toms an d
modern us-

age, we en-
deavor to

erect an ob-
elisk (fee-

ble though
it be) to the

fam e of
such a man.
Thecontri-
bu t i n s

from Mas-
sac husetta

here depic-

ted by our
artists are

considered
sple nd id

specimens
of the kind
by compe-

tent judges, and we trust that this commonwealth
will always be found united with those who uphold
the illustrious name of Georgr Washington.

AGE AND WISDOM.
" People always fancy," said Goethe, laughing,

" that we must become old to become wise ; but,

in truth, as years advance, it is hard to keep our-

selves as wise as we were. Man becomes, in-

deed, in the different stages of his life, a ditfer-

ent being ; but he cannot say that he is a better

one, and in certain matters, he is as likely to

be right in his twentieth as in his sixtieth year.

We see the world one way from a plain, another

way from the heights of a promontory, another

from the glacier fields of the primary moun-
tains. We see, from one of these points, a larger

piece of world than from the other; but that is

all, and we canma say that we see more truly

from any one than the re?t. When a writer

leaves monuments on the different steps of hia

life, it is chiefly imponant that he should, at each
step have ihought and felt clearly and that without

any secondary aims he should have said dis-

tinctly and truly what has passed in his mind.
Then will his writings, if they were right at the

step where they originated, remain always right,

however the writer may develop or alter him-
self in after times."

—

Gottht's Cwwersaiions.

BECEPTION OF PIREMEN BY THE MAYOK, COMMON COUNOILj ETC., IN FRONT OF THE CITY HALL, NEW YOKE:.
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[Wrlttea for Gleafion'H Pictorial.]

BABYLON.

BY 0IIARLK8 H. STEWART.

'Twos etarry nlgbt. Hor uioonllt banlu

The deep Euphrates raurmured liy
;

Tho pulm-treoa, io that ponnlvo hour,

Dnqulvcrinp, lifted to the Bky.

Tho moonlight trembled ua It foil

In buauty on bright Jliibcrs bowore,

And all unboodud broko the Bpoll

That Diarkod tho fond and fluetlng hours.

Tho dotes' rich tronsurea glowing, drooped

And tluHhed uach my the moonbeams give;

Buds blushing, and night-lloweiB stooped

To kisa in lovo their mirror- wiive.

Proud liiiby Ion's hulls nro festive now,

Ton tbousjind shifting torches shino
;

Tho bold throng there and beauty's brow

Bloom warmer from the mantling wino,

Ai'ound Bel&hazzav'a banquet board.

Around Belsbazunr's impious throne,

Id mystic llnea tlie lingering light

Hung dimly beautiful on arch and dome
;

Tho flag hung furled in that deep buah,

That, cMlm in sleep, the solemn hour,

Though 'twas in life's full flow and flush,

Breathed all about tho brooding tower.

But look \ what means that sudden pause ?

'Tis not tho votive pledge I hear

—

That daazting glare ! God, thy laws

Chain the bolts midway in career !

Blushing in fires that blacken, there,

Empyreal lightning wi'aps the wall,

Embodying, in its lurid glare,

High HeaTcn's decree for Babel's fall I

["Written, for G-leason'e Pictorial.]

THE ABBE ALZINI:
OR,

A REPUBLIC A HTTNDKED AND FIFTY YEAKS SINCE.

BY MISS ANNE T. WILBUR.

" But, my dear sister, will the preparations for the journey

never be finished 1 One would think I was about to make the

tour of the world."

These words were pronounced with charming bonhomie, by a

little round fat man, neat as a doll, and bearing on his fresh and

still youthful countenance the expression of a happiness so

peaceful, that it had evidently never cost his conscience a regret.

This was the Abbe Mattheo Alzini, curate of a country parish

in the Marches of Ancona, about a hundred and fifty years ago.

"It is because I am putting a label on each article," replied

the good sister, " that you may be able to recognize them without

difficulty. Do not make a mistake, as you have Eometimes done.

Kead the label, and do not take one thing instead of another."

"Ah! ah! that has happened to me, indeed, sister," replied

the abbe, with a laugh. " Witness the day when I took a night-

cap for a pocket handkerchief, and at the table of the Bishop of

Ancona, in a fit of absent miudedness, put it on my head instead

of wiping my nose."

"Do you know, Mariana," resumed he, "that it is now near-

ly thirty years since I have desired and planned a journey to

Venice, to the great republic, to the country of liberty I Yes,

this idea occurred to me at the age of seven, when my father

told us that we were descended from the Transteverins, those

children of the earliest republicans of Rome ! The idea devel-

oped itself while I was, finishing my rhetoric at the seminary.

I believe it was on reading in Greek the Republic of Plato.

From that moment until this day such has been the real, the only

thought of my life, and it has cost me much to postpone my
journey until now. But you knov/, Mariana, that although I

have not yet seen Venice, I have already written two folios to

prove that the children of the republic are so happy here below

that heaven itself will scarcely suffice for them."

As he finished his sentence, the abbe fixed his attention on the

mild face of his sister which had bpcome overshadowed, while

his shone with enthusiasm for Venice. It wag evident that the

very name v.'as painful to Mariana, but for a cause of which her

brother was ignorant.

Ten years before, while Mattheo was at his studies, one of

those little dramas had transpired, written only in the hearts of

tho^e who experience them.

On his return from the semioary, Mnttheo found Mariana pale

and pad, and tlie joy of her early youth was no longer visible

upon her countenance. H^^r brother, in hi9 simplicity, thought

that regret at their separation had troubled her life. He was
ignorant of the true cause, and would certainly never have

diviocd it.

But in a village all is seen and known, and it was whispered

that the handsome Genaro d'Ancona was not a stranger to the

FadncsB of Mariana. Genaro was a brave j'outh, lively, active,

enterprising, and even, it was said, a little imprudent in speech.

He was occupied in commerce, and his voyages on the Adriatic

hail already doubled the sum confided to hini by obliging friends.

A last sojourn of a month at Venice was to complete the little

fortune which he wished to lay at the feet of Mariana. But the

young trader did notrclnrn at the end of a month, nor at the end

of a year, nor never. And Venice kept among its other mysteries

the fitc of Genaro, who was no longer heard of.

Poor Mariana had been therefore deBtined from this period to

have licr grit f diiiiy rcucwed by her brother, who talked inces-

santly of tho great republic of Venice. Slic had never betrayed

the ficcretBof her sorrow, or opposed the projects which so deeply

afflicted her.

Only at the moment of departure, she let fall a word v/hich

troubled the ablie, Imt did not prevent his journey.

We have seen his solemn preparations ; it would take too long

to give you the private details which presided over the departure,

and at the embarcation of the curate. His frienda and parish-

ioners escorted him to the boat. Each one gave him some token

of remembrance, or at least prayers and benedictions. Besides,

he boro letters from the bishop of the diocese to two of the most
'celebrated patricians of Venice, the old and opulent Comaro,
and the young Contarini, who had just made his name more
illustrious by his exploits in the war against the Turks.

Thus surrounded and feted, our good abhe could not help

comparing himself, as he set foot in the vessel, to Christopher

Columbus departing to discover America.

These sublime ideas were interrupted by sea-sickness and its

consequences. The grand nephew of the early Romans thought

he had reached tho limit of his life without having attained the

land of promise. He recovered his senses only at the moment
when the ship stopped at its place of destination, and he could

exclaim, with the sailors, "Venice! Venice 1" They landed,

and the abbe had immediately a specimen of republican customs.

A laborer of the port roughly accosted a sailor, whose arrival

he-seemed to be awaiting, and addressed to him violent reproaches.

The sea-wolf, not too patient, replied by a blow with Ms fist.

The laborers assembled and came to the succor of their com-

panion. The sailors naturally ranged themselves on the side of

theij- comrade. Then a bloody conflict followed between the

people and the crew. They were fighting furiously, when an

officer, for whom the seamen had much veneration, presented

himself in the midst of the tumult, and succeeded in quelling it.

The good abbe inquired the name of the ofiieer, who had gone

away with the people, and the joy of our traveller was immense

on learning that it was the young Contarini, he to whom his

bishop had given him a letter of introduction. He nevertheless

regretted not having accosted him immediately, for the sea-sick-

ness which had overtaken him, and the tumult of which he had

been a witness, had thrown his ideas into such confusion, that he

had not yet thought of giving himself up to the first emotion of

enthusiasm at the sight of Venice.

He therefore attempted to recall his senses, to compose his

mind, and to address a slight invocation to the republic; then he

said aloud :

" Blessed be Venice, the republican city ! and hail to thee,

Liberty! Government of Venice, I shall then appreciate you at

least
!"

Immediately a voice murmured near him

:

" The greatest penalties, even death, are threatened to those

who speak of aftairs of state."

The abbe experienced a vivid sentiment of surprise and terror,

and, looking around him, he saw a man clad in black, who was
rejoining, with an humble and submissive air, another man, also

clad in black from head to foot, and who seemed to be interroga-

ting him. Their eyes rested on Mattheo; a finger pointed him
out; he distinctly heard his name; then the two men disappeared.

Still disturbed by the advice which had just been given him,

the good curate was not sorry to find near him a kind of guide,

who pointed out the neighboring house as a hotel, or rather a

palace, for the accommodation of travellers, and it was not with-

out pleasure that he found himself within the four walls of a vast

room, which presented the appearance of calmness and security.

He approached the windows, admired the canal and the pic-

turesque aspect of those unparalleled streets, where one floats

instead of walking ; but he could not help noticing the black

color of the garments, which had already saddened his mind.

The host, who had followed him into his room, began to smile.

" Monsieur VAhhe" said he, " it is evident, is at Venice for the

first time. He is ignorant that here people are obliged to dress

in black. Yes, they are forbidden to dress otherwise; it is not

allowable for some to be whiter than the rest."

" That is just," said the abbe, slowly, for he was at this mo-

ment making a kind of distinction in his mind between two words

equally dear and precious to him, justice and liberty. And as

he raised his eyes towards heaven, perhaps to ask counsel in this

perplexity, his glance rested on fifteen wigs suspended to one of

the partitions of his chamber.

They were very beautiful and enormous wigs, such as the

courtof Louis XIV. had invented and made fashionable through-

out Europe. The abbe remained motionless before this unfor-

seen spectacle and these singular ornaments of a sleeping cham-

ber, which the master of the hotel seeing, thought himself

oblijied to give an explanation.

"Pardon me, sir," said he; "I will have these wigs taken

away. They belong to the Justiniani, one of our first patrician

families; they were presented to me by one of the servants.

These wigs, which carae from France, from Paris, and from a

good manufacturer, are alt new; they had just arrived when I

;-eccivcd them, and I hope to dispose of them to some Jew. Not

that I can flatter myself wich being able to realize their value!

It will be very difficult to sell them, now that wigs are prohibited

in Venice !"

"Prohibited? Wigs!" exclaimpd the abbe ; "by whom?"
" O," replied the host, lowering his voice, "prohibited by the

Council of Ten."

Acd, as if these last words had frightened him, he went away

precipitately.

The pood curate remained for an instant immoveable, his

mouth open, his eyes fastened on the wigs, and his mind troubled

by this strange intcUigcncc. Then fatigue prevailing over all

other emotions, he began to prepare for bed. Ncverthelessj

curionity attracted him to the window; he leaned from it to

contemplate the marvels which presented themselves for his

admiration.

The enchanted palaces terminated in the water; their walla

disappeared in the imperceptible waves which broke against the

marble. These picturesque habitations are reached only in

barques or gondolas, and everything appears strange and mar-
vellous.

The abbe, who had in his head all the plans of Venice, recog-
nized the principal buildings before his eyes. Hero was the
house of Titian, near the palace Pisani—the modest dwelling

of genius beside the splendid palace of opulence ; but this humble
mansion has left to future ages a name and works which will

long survive the palace and the vanished opulence. Mattheo
saw also the magnificent habitation of the Comaro family, those

Venetian nobles, whose immense treasures paid for the Isle of
Cyprus. It was to the chief of this illustuous house that the

abbe had his second letter of introduction,*nd he rejoiced to

think that his two protectors could teach him to contemplate in

their destiny the highest favors of fortune.

Night had come, but with it the moon had risen brilliant and
pure ; its rays illuminated the monuments and threw tlieir vivid

light and their clear and bluish shadows over the palaces of
various forms, making of them a magic spectacle full of poesy
and grandeur. ' This active and opulent city, sleeping under this

heaven, studded with stars, and whose silent splendor was dis-

turbed by no sound of earth, inspired an admiration full of

respect, and the abbe, restoi^d to all his illusions, repeated, but
in a low voice, "Hail, O Venetian Republic! Hail, land of
liberty

!"

A boatman's call followed so closely on his invocation, that it

seemed a reply ; then a black gondola, illuminated by a flaming

torch, passed rapidly beneath his window. Another gondola,

also black and flaming, crossed the path of the first, replying by

a second call, and three words exchanged, which the abbe did

not comprehend, seemed a signal of recognition, and an order

given in passing. Then one disappeared, and the other stopped

at the door of the palace Comaro ; three men, dressed in red,

with their faces covered with black masks, descended from it

;

one remained on the threshold
;
the two others entered, but quickly

came out, leading a feeble and trembling old man. All re-entered

the gondola, which furrowed anew the waves, passed beneath the

window of the abbe still more rapidly than befoj-e, and disap-

peared in the same direction with the other gondola.

Nothing more disturbed the silence of the city, for no one was

allowed to appear after a certain hour. Meanwhile the host had

re-entered the chamber of the abbe, who could not help interro-

gating him by a " Well ?"

" I have seen what you have seen," said the host, trembling,

and with an air of mystery.

"What then?"

" It is the noble Comaro, arrested by order of the Council of

Ten. In the famine of last winter he caused corn to be distri-

buted to the poor, and his liberality is attributed to ambitious

views."

"What! are people prohibited from giving alms?"

" Hush ! and forget what you have seen."

The host went out and returned no more. The abbe retired,

but a moonbeam had just lighted up the wigs before his open

eyes, and when he closed them, the old man with white hair and

fabulous riches, dragged to a prison for having succored the poor,

appeared to him in spite of all his efforts. At last fatigue brought

sleep, but it was not that profound repose which he usually

enjoyed. His ruddy countenance no longer presented that infinite

beatitude, its habitual expression. A slight emotion was still

visible there. He might have been heard to murmur these words :

" silence—black—alms—wigs ! This admirable government pro-

hibits alms and wigs !" And a painful uneasiness manifested

itself in a slight contraction of the eyebrows. It was only after

long agitation that nature had its course, and that a profound

and peaceful slumber succeeded. *

So the morning found him rested and joyous ; his good humor

had returned. He relished his breakfast, for the good abbe was

something of an epicure, and the chocolate of Venice was cele-

brated ; it was the first enjoyment he had tested there without

terror. He remembered what he had seen the evening before

but confusedly, and in so favorable a disposition, that he said to

himself that the Republic of Venice owed perhaps its long tran-

quility to an injunction which imposed absolute silence on the

subject of the government, and to that rigorous watchfulness

exeiciscd over the great as well as over the humble.

As he was entering the gondola which he had hired, to visit

Venice, a man, still young, entered with him, and sat down

beside him, saying :

" I will serve you as a guide ;" and the abbe recognized the

voice which bad the evening before warned him of the necessiry

of keeping silence. He wished then to question his mysterious

protector; but the latter put his finger on his lip, p'unting to a

third personage, who seemed to be asleep in the bottom of the

gondola, and all remained tilent until they reached the dwelling

of the noble Contarini, to whom Mattheo wished to present his

letter of introduction. Unfortunately the youn^ officer was not

in ;
he had left Venice at daybreak; an order from the Council

of Ten bad confL-rred on him the command of a vessel destined

to a distant voyage, of which neither the object nor the period

were known. It was thought that, alarmed at the popularity

which had enabled him to quell a sedition the evening before,

the government had judged it prudent to send him away.
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The abbe Alziiii was terrified by this new act of the glorious

republic, which had deprived him of his last hope of being intro-

duced to a patrician family ; and he could not help exclaiming,

as he entered his gondola

:

*' O, IMariana ! you had reason to dread this journey
!"

" Mariana dread a journey to Venice !" repeated a voice full

of emotion, to tiie surprise of the abbe, who saw near him only

his guide.

"Mariana is my sister," resumed Mattheo, as if to explain his

words, ''and the name of Venice always makes her sigh,"

" Always 1" asked ihe unknown.
" Certainly ! because I was always talking about this journey."

The guide said no more, but his countenance assumed a resolute

and joyous aspect.

He proposed to the abbe to visit the palaces and churches

;

which proposition was eagerly accepted.

Now, while Mattheo devoted himself to exercises of piety in

the church of St. Mark, his guide absented himself for a few

moments, and was much surprised, on his relurn, not to find the

abbe where J^ had left him ; then, hearing a great tumult without,

he hastened thither with lively unea-iness, for he presumed that

his companion had something to do with the commotion. In

fact, the people were surrounding a group of officers who were

dragging away two Frenchmen and our poor abbe, already more

dead than alive. The guide, not beirg able to penetrate through

the crowd of the faithful issuing from the church, sprang into a

gondola which, by a shorter route, conducted him to a palace

well known to him, into which he introduced himself without

dilfitu'ty. What was, in his turn, the astonishment of the Abbe

Alzini, when arriving, by a different way, before a judge who

was about to interrogate him, he perceived at his side the guide

who had left him for an instant. It was not without much trouble

that he at length found strength to assert that he was not guilty,

and that on the contrary his dispute with two men who were

nnknown to him, arose from his zeal in defending the government

and the institutions of Venice. He had scarcely finished this

justification, when a curtain was drawn away before him, and he

perceived the two Frenchmen strangled. The abbe, half dead

with fear, recoiled.

" Go," said the inquisitor, " and never speak either good or

evil of the government; we do not need your apologies; to

approve, is to judge."

Mattheo then felt himself dragged from the palace; but he

saw nothing, so much was he disturbed, and he recovered his

senses only at the moment when, thanks to the intervention of

his guide, he was ascending the stairway to his room.
" Let us go, let us go," exclaimed he then, with all his illusions

dispelled, "let us quit Venice this very instant! And you who
are unknown to me, and to whom I owe my life, come, come

with me ! For the service you have rendered me I will take you

to the village where I have lived peaceably thirty-six years,

without—

"

He paused, for fear of compromising himself with the republic

;

h\ fc, on saying these words, he had seized the arm of his conduc-

lor, and made him descend the stairs; then he paid the post,

ordered his trunks, and re-entered the gondola, and giving

directions to be carried to a fishing-smack which was about to

sail along the coasts of Italy, and would land him at Ancona.

" I shall not remain at Venice as many hours as I have spent

years in desiring the voyage," said he to himself.

And by a mechanical movement, putting his hand to his watch

to ascertain the hour, and not finding it

:

"Good!" exclaimed he, with an anger the first emotion of

which he could not repress ;
" my watch has been stolen ! The

police would be better employed in taking care of rogues than in

spying the actions of strangers !"

Then he remained gloomy and silent, alarmed at his own bold-

ness, reflecting on the unforseen troubles which this day had

brought him. Meanwhile, half way between Venice and the

coast, his gondola stopped ; he asked the reason, and his gondo-

liers replied, their way was obstructed by a gondola bearing a red

torch. Immediately the gondola of Mattheo was boarded

;

masked men requested him to enter theirs. He obeyed, almost

sick, such a sinister augury did this last event appear.

"Monsieur 1' Abbe," said a man clad in red, and masked,

whom he found in the other boat, " is your name Mattheo Alzini?"

" Yes, sir."

" How long have you been in Venice V
" Since yesterday evening."

" Have you not been robbed V
He hesitated, but truth prevailed

:

"Yes, sir some one has taken, or I have lost, my gold

repeater."

The red man pushed aside with his foot an old mantle which

concealed something, and discovered a dead man holding in his

hand the watch of the abbe, who recoiled with affright.

"There is your watch! take it and depart instantly. The
Council of Ten ordered it, and remember that no one is allowed

to sec foot in the Republic of Venice, who has doubted the wis-

dom of her government !"

The guide bore the abbe swooning into his gondola. He did

not recover his senses entirely until they had reached the open

sea ; and as he found himself sick, it was only on landing that he

could give an account of what had happened to him. Then he

made his guide promise profound silence on what had passed,

and, preceding him a little, he sofily approached his home,

where Mariana, who was knitting pensively at the window, ut-

tered a cry on seeing him.

"Mariana," said he, in a tone of solemnity, "you are now to

prove yourself a worthy woman and a good si-ter. Such events

have transpired the twenty-four hours of my sojourn in Venice,

that you must never question me on the subject, nor make any

allusion to this period. Besides, a man, who, like myself, has

been involved in terrible mysteries, and suffered eight years of

imprisonment, has had pity on my perils, has been my intrepid

guide, and devoted himself to save me. I am indebted to him
for liberty, life

;
you alone can discharge tliis debt : my sister, if

you love your brother, become the wife of this man."

And, summoning his companion, without giving Mariana time

to reply, the worthy abbe exclaimed :

" Genaro, Genaro (for it was he), be my brother! let the hand
of my sister recompense you for what you have done for me. Lefe

us live here together ! Let us never leave this parish, and dream

of no government but the union of our family."

You can imagine the affecting scene which followed these

words.

The Abbe Alzini would have been at a loss to have understood

it, but for the communicative joy of Genaro and Mariana. But

he finally resumed his mild gayety, and happiness thenceforth

dwelt in their peaceful and modest mansion.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

KESIEfllBER THE FORGOTTEN.

BY HENET IRVING.

Eemember the forgotten ! -who live and die unknown,

And aleep in lowly gravea, unmarked by monumental stono
;

Their name is legion, and their deeds, though humble and obscure,

Are still the deeds of human souls that will for aye endure.

They are among us day by day, with silent tread and slow,

Mute, uncomplaining, though their lot is full of want and woe
;

These are the heroes of the world, and merit nobler strains

Than those who gain a world-wide name on glory's crimson plains.

Remember the forgotten ! brothers they are to thee,

Whom time ia bearing on with thee to heaven—to eternity
;

They too, like thee, have human hearts, that beat with life and love,

And breathe as earnest, holy thoughts to Him who reigns above

;

And He who formed them, though he gave no rare endowments high,

Still ever keeps them safely 'neath the shadow of his eye,

And in good time will gather them to his own peaceful home,

—

The home of souls, where never scorn and cold neglect may come.

Remember the forgotten ! It yet may be thy lot

To fall beneath the ban of wealth, and live and die forgot;

The wheel of fortune never rest^, and in its ceaseless round,

Down at its very lowest edge thou may'et ere long be found.

None are secure in this vain age, when money rules the earth,

And men are men by right of gold, and not by right of worth.

Then, since to bo forgotr^n thy future f:ite may be,

Remember the forgotten, as God remembers thee !

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE YANKEE SCHOOLjflsTER.
A HUMOBOUS SKETCH.

Br THE OLD UN.

When Elnathan Sawkins—who was as "lean and hungry" as

Cassius himself—obtained the District School, in the little Dutch

village of New Esopus, on Long Island, and found that he was

to board, for the first quarter, with old Hermanns Degroot, the

richest farmer in the village, he considered himself, as Avell he

might, the most lucky of itinerant pedagogues ; for, accustomed

to the lenten fare of a sterile New England farm, he found him-

self at once in the focus of an unbounded agricultural plenty and

social hospitality. Katrina Degroot, the daughter of his host,

was also as buxom and blooming a representative of Dutch beauty

as ever greeted the eye of an amateur. But her heart was either

not inflammable or its fire had already been monopolized, for she

made no reply to the expressive glances aimed at her by the

gooseberry eyes of her Yankee admirer. So, after a fruitless ex-

penditure of this sort of ammunition, the schoolmaster was fain

to content himstlf with the grosser delights of buckwheat cakes,

pies, puddings, fritters, ham, eggs, shell-fish, beef and poultry;

luxuries with the weight of which the hospitable table of Degroot

daily groaned.

Bat the more Elnathan devoured, the more he craved—his ap-

petite growing by what it fed upon. Nothing more pleased old

Degroot and his wife than to witness his trencher performances,

though it must be confessed that this voracity sunk him yet lower

in the good graces of Katiina, whose culinary labors it increased.

Katrina had a lover—a very good-hearted, handsome, jovial

young fellow, named Denick Van Home, who, unfortunately, did

not stand very high with the old people, from some unaccounta-

ble prejudice, and whose visits had been formally forbidden. This

youth held Yankees in great aversion and dread, and was very

angry when he found Elnathan domiciliatecl ia the house, for

with the true feeling of a lover, he was not a little susceptible of

jealousy.

Matters stood thus, when one Sunday night, after all the fami-

ly had gone to bed, the schoolmaster, tormented by his never

satisfied craving for good things, arose in the dark and descended

into the kitchen, for the purpose of ravaging the pies and pud-

dings in the pantry. He had already marched valorously into

the heart of a mince, and was meditating an attack on a pumpkin,

when he saw the glimmer of a lamp, and perceived, through a

crevice of the pantry-door, the plump person of Miss Katrina

Degroot. The'Fraulein sat her lamp upon the tabled and then

dropped her pretty person into an arm chair.

Here was a predicament for the schoolmaster ! He could not

make his escape without a virtual declaration of the pilfering, and

Katrina was the last person to whom he was desirous of making

the humiliating avowal. So he held the door fast on the inside,

and waited in agony for the denouement, whatever it might he.

Presently a whistle—a low, peculiar whistle was heard outside,

and Katrina, running to the door, admitted her faithful lover, the

above mentioned Derrick Van Horne.

Then followed a long scene very interesting to the lovers, but
inexpressibly tedious to the schoolmaster, who was pent up in

durance vile. At last he heard his name mentioned by Derrick,

and caught up by the young lady.

" He !" exclaimed Katrina, in reply, doubtless, to some remark
of her lover, " I hate him; he's a great slab-sided glutton—always

eating and never satisfied, and keeps me slaving at cooking

victuals from morning till night. And then my pies and cakes

disappear in the most mysterious manner, I wish I could catch

him at it ! It would n't be very good for him, I can tell him !"

"And I wish I could catch him casting sheep's eyes at yon,

Katrina," said her lover. " I *d double him up and set him on a

shelf! I'd spoil his appetite for one while—I would !"

At hearing these words, the soul of the poor Yankee died

within him. What would become of him if he fell into the hands

of those tigers !

" Murder ! thieves !" shouted a shrill, sharp voice, at the head

of the stairs. " Get up, Mr. Degroot ! I tell you there 's robbers

in the house."

"O, dear! there 's father coming!" cried Katrina, "where
shall 1 hide you ? He must n't find you here ! Quick ! quick ! go

into the pantry !"

Derrick was no sooner thrust into the pantry than old Degroot

made his appearance, enveloped in a very ancient dressing gown,

with a night-cap on his head, and a rusty fowling-piece in his

hand. He was much relieved at finding only his daughter.

" What are you doing here V he asked.

"You know it's washing day," she answered, "and I always

get up betimes."

"Betimes! why it can't be more than elsven o'clock. Look
at the clock!"

Fortunately the clock had stopped. " "^ell, if it 's so nigh morn-

ing, Katy, I'll stop and have a smoke."

AVith that he produced a pipe and set himself to sm,oking,

while Katrina bustled about, filling tubs and boilers, and slopping

water over the paternal legs, in the hope of making him uncom-

fortable, and driving him off again to bed.

" Mr. Degroot !" shrieked a shrewish Toice from the top of the

stairs, " aint you never coming to bed 1"

"It's most morning," answered Degroot, "and here's Katy

going about her washing."

"Morning! nonsense!" retorted Mrs. Degroot, angrily, "it

aint twelve o'clock. Come to bed, both of you !"

Thus urged, both the former and Katrina were obliged to go up

stairs, but the latter lefc a light, promising to return speedily and

liberate her Ipver.

As soon as the coast was clear, Denick burst out of the closet,

dragging the terrified schoolmaster after him, and exclaiming,

" I'll see who you are. The schoolmaster! by thunder!" he ad-

ded, as he recognized his supposed rival.

" I was only arter the pies," faltered the poor pedagogue.

" You was arter Katrina !" roared Derrick. " If you was my
size I'd lick you in a twinkling."

" Murder ! murder!" roared the schoolmaster.

"Shut up, you varmint!" exclaimed Derrick. "What you

want 1 There, then, take that
!"

And with these words he plunged the Yankee headforemost,

into the largest washing-tub, and made his escape at the same

moment. It was well he did so, for Degroot, his wife, and Ka-

trina, all rushed together into the kitchen to discover the cause of

the outcry.

Degroot seized the victim and set him on his feet.

" Take him off of me!" cried the bewildered schoolmaster.

" Take who off of you V roared the fanner.

" Derrick Van Home !"

" He 's crazy !" said the old woman.

"He 's drunk !" whispered Katrina, in her father's ear.

" I jest went into the pantry, to get a little piece of that 'ere

last pumpkin," 5aid«the schoolmaster, " when Derrick fotched me
out by the scruff, and throw'd^me into the water."

" You wasn't after the pie," said Degroot, " jou were after that

long stone bottle with the curly ear. You're sizzled, and you'd

better go to bed ! Shall I help you up stairs V
"No, sir!" said the schoolmaster, gesticulating so vehemently

that he sprinkled all his auditors with soapsuds, " I am abundant-

ly able to take kecr of myself. And Igiveyoufainwarnin' now

—

I shall change my boardin' place to-morrow."

" I pity the man that takes you," replied the farmer.

" And I shall forthwith bring an action for slander."

" Go to bed !" chorused his three companions.

" And recover damages !"

" Go to bed !"

" And make you sweat for it
!"

" Go to bed !"

"But with the'Tnortiing cool reflections came." He thought it

best not to change his boarding pbce or to brirg his action, and

when, a few weeks afterwards, Miss Katiina Degroot became

Mrs. Derrick Van Home, her husband made a confession of his

agency in the misadventures of that memorable night, and com-

pletely exonerated the Yankee. ScJioolmastef.

KEAUTY.
The fiower which blos'^onis to-day, and is withered to moiTow,

—is it at all more actual than the colors of the rainbow? Or
rather are those less actual ? Beauty is the most fleeting thing

upon earth, vet immortal as tlie spirit from which it blooms.

—

Es-
says of De Wtlte.
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THE PRODIGAL.
Our artist has sketched for

us a scene from this cele-

brated piece, now perform-

ing in London, Paris and
New York. As an operatic

specLaclc, it is the most at

tractive and gorgeous ever

produced in this country ;

the play is founded on Scrip-

ture, and introduces a well

known and interesting pas-

sage relating to Reuben and
his son Azael. The latter is

persuiided hy travellers from

Memphis to visit tliat re-

nowned city of Kgypt, and
throntzh intercession of his

betrothed couBin, Jcphtele,

obtains the reluctant and al-

most forced consent of his

father, Reuben, for his de-

parture. The opening scene,

representing the tent of Reu-
ben and his followers, is a

vivid picture of patriarchial

life and strikes tlie eye as a

reality. Azael next appears

in the magnificent streets of

Memphis, dreaaed in a rich

and elegHnt style. He soon
becomes involved in grovel-

ling dissipation, and falls a

victim to the arts of two wo-
men. Nefti, an Egyptian
courtezan, ofwhose real char-

acter he had been ignorant,

and who had been one of his

travelling companions thith-

er from his home in Gcssen,

The other is an Egyptiaa
woman of like character,

Lia. In Memphis we have
the splendid procession of

the Ox-Apis, while in the

temple are dancing girls, who
go through with a variety of beautiful figures, and -with whom
Lia executes several beautiful dances. Azael having fallen in

love with her, abandons Nefti, who tells him that Lia is engaged
in the orgies of the Temple of Isis. Azael, not believing this,

and in order to satisfy himself, repairs to the interior of the Tem-
ple of Isis, where is unfolded the most beautiful scene. The
whole play is replete with effect.

A SCENE FROM *'THE PRODIGAL," SHOWING THE TEMPLE OF ISrS.

BOSIBARDMENT OF VERA CRUZ.
The accompanying engraving is from a spirited sketch taken

on the spot by an officer in the United S'^ateg Navy engaged in

the affair, and represents in a faithful manner, the attack of the

gun-boat^ on the castle of San Jnan de UUoa, in the month of
March, 1847. The /i'iilfa was commanded by Josiah Tatnall,

and the line of battle was compostd of the following vessels—we
commence their enumeration on the left:—the Falcon, Lieut.

Glasson ; Reefer, Lieut. Sferrett ; Vixen, Commander Sands
;

Petrel, Lieut. Shaw; Bonito, Lieut. Benham ; Spjfjire (flag).

Commander Tatnall, and Tampion, Lieut. Griflfin, composing what
was familiarly tei-med, from the small size of the craft, the " Mos-
quito fleet." The navy, it will be remembered, sought eagerly
every opportunity to win a share of the laurels so liberally reaped
by the other arm of the national service, and this daring attack

of the gun-boats (continued for over an hour, and until the JlotiUa
was recalled by repeated signals from the commodore), was a
proof of the undaunted spirit which animated the ocean guardians
of our flag:. The scene represents the opening of the fire along
the line, in reply to the heavy guns of San Juan and the batteries

that guarded Vera Cruz along the Gulf, which had been much
strengthened since the former attack made by the French. This
spirited affair showed the Mexicans the mettle of the foe they had
to deal with, andlUcreased their respect for the flag which was
destined so soon to wave in triumph over their city and capital.

LAUGH fER.
O, glorious laughter!

Thou man-loving spirit, that

for a time dost take the bur-
den from the weary biK;k

;

that dost lay salve to the
ieet bruised and cut byfltnta

and shards
;
Jhou that takest

blood baking melancholy by
the nose, and makest it grin
despite itself; that all the

MorrowH of the past, doubts
of the future, confoundestin
the joy of the present ; that

raakeat man truly philoso-

phic, conqueror of himself
and care ! What wan talked

of as the golden chain of
Jove, was nothing but a suc-

cession of laughs, achroma-
tic scale of merriment that

reaches from earth to Olym-
pus. It is not true Prome-
theus stole the fire, but tho

laughterof thegofls, to deify

our ciay, and in the abun-
dance of our merriment to

make us reasonable crea-

tures. Have you ever con-
sidered what man would be,

destitute of the ennobling
faculty of laughter ? Laugh-
ter is to the face of man what
synovia—I think anatomists
call it—is to his joints ; it

oils, lubricates, and makes
the human countenance di-

vine. Without it our faces

would have lines hyena-like;

the iniquities of our heart,

with no sweet antidot* to

work upon them, would have
made the face of the best

among us a horrid husky
thing, with two sullen, hun-
gry, cruel lights at the top—for the foreheads would have then gone out of fashion—and

a cavernons hole below the nose. .Think of a babe without
laughter—as it is its first intelligence. The creature shows the
divinity of its origin and end by smiling upon us. Yes, smiles
are its first talk with the world—smiles the first answer that it

understands. And then, as worldly wisdom comes upon the
little thing, it crows, it chuckles, it grins, and shakes in its nurse's
arms, or, in a -waggish humor, playing bo-peep with the breast, it

reveals its destiny, declares to him' with ears to hear the heirdom
of its immortality. Let materialists blaspheme as, gingerly and
acutely as they will, they must end in confusion and laughter.
Man may take a triumphant stand upon his broad grins; for he
looks around the world, and his innermost soul, sweetly tickled
with the knowledge, tells him that he of all creatures laughs.
Imagine, if you can, a laughable fish! Sfet man, then, send a
loud ha ! ha ! through the universe, and be reverently grateful
for the privilege.

—

Douglas Jerrold.

.->—, '

—>£•

ATTACK ON THE CAfSiLB OF SAN JUAN l'uLU'A AND BOMBARUMINT OF VKRA ORIZ, Bi' IHB AMVRICANS.
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FBBDERICK GLEASON, Proprietor.

matuut:^ m. ballot;, editoh.

contents of our next number.
" Flora Pumner. or the Krifrap;emPiit." a story, by Mi?6 Sauxs M. Howe.
" Neheminh FlufkJDS\s Second Letter to Oncle Toby, from the World's fair."

"Minna H'ayn«, or the Pearl Necklace," a story, by Mrs. C.\R0Une Orse.
" Faniilv Jars ''

ft prize sketch, bv Mrs E. A'ellmont.
" The Two Mirrors, or the Gilder's Apprenfice," a. story, by Fred. Hunteb.
" The PflFt and the Future," ver.'fes by J. H. Butler,
" To Hemiioiie," verses by Cakomne A. aATDEN.,
" The Infant 8 Grave." verees, by Henbt J. KlLMER.
" Spirit Loneingri." lines, by Grace Gordon.
" The Poet's Chamber," Tcrses, by Charles S. Bell.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
We ehall give a fine view of the residence of John C. Warren, M. D., known

as the Gen. A^'arrtn House, at Roxbury.

A graphic sketch of the Light Boat at Minot's Ledge.

A view of that artifitlc piece of architecture, the High Bridge, at Harlem,

New York.

A representation of the rude cabin of a party of Califomians, enjoying a gen-

uine Clam Chowder.

A fine picture giving a view of the terrible fire at San Francisco, bo disastrous

In the loBB of property.

Two expressive engravings of the City of Lawrence, giving first, a view of

Lawrence as seen from North Andover; second, a view of the Cotton ftlilla,

etc., of this second Lowell of America.

A fine portrait of Barnabas Bates, the father of cheap postage.

A picture, representing the Atlantic Dock, at Brooklyn, N. Y.

A maritime scene, giving a view of the deck of the steamer Niantic, while

running down the south-east trades, bound for Panama.

An engraving representinp Park Street Steeple, as it appeared enveloped in

its scaffolding, during the repairs on the church.

A view of the well-known Steamboat Landing, at Nahant.

And also a fine picture of Drew's Hotel, at Nahant, the favorite resort of our
citizens during the sultry summer days.

NATIONAL HOJ.IDAYS.

The Fourth of July, our political Sabbatb, is the only national

holiday of which we can boast. Were we disposed to multiply

them we could easily find occasion to do so, by annually com-

memorating the most striking events, civil and military, of our

Revolution, and the incidents in the career of the Father of his

Country. But the Americans do not require the numerous holi-

days which are observed in other countries. We have a mission

to perform which requires all our time. As the price of liberty is

eternal vigilance, so the price of prosperity is constant labor.

America has become what bhe is because we are a nation of work-

ing people. There are, and there can be but few idlers in our

prcat family The absence of the law of prinoogeniture soon

scatters the largest fortune, and such is the force of universal ex-

atnple, that ft.-w men of wealth ever permit themselves the luxury

of an immunity of labor.

Oar merchants have often been reproached with not retiring

from business when they have amassed a moderate fortune. It is

truft, such men mi^ht retire to wide domains, purchase foreign

luxuries, and lead idle lives ; but is it not better that iheir money,

instead of beiug withdrawn, should be employed Id famishing

emplojment to ship builders, mariner,-:, and various trades ? We
work hard, it is true, and for a good reason ; bat the man who

works on July 4th, is regarded as little Ifss than a traitor, and if

we have but one holidny, we kfep that faithfully. From the

L-)kes to the Gulf, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, what a con

tinuous roar of ji'iyous artillery, and what a constant blaze of

rocfeets and bonfires; what a din of merry belts

!

It was thus that the patiiot Adams dtsired that this holiday

should be kept, and ihe man who does not witness or participate

in ihese demonstrations, without feeling the life blood warm and

dance wirhin his veins, without being almost oppres.sed by a sense

of gratitude to the founder of this glorious Union, is no true

American ; he deserves to be naturalized in Russia, and live under

the merciful swav of the sabre and knout.

The New Postage Law.—The cheapness of letter postage

now, in an individual case, leaves no excuse for persons address-

ing an oflBce of publication for not paying their postage. We long

ago adopted the rule of refusing all letters at the Post Office that

were not prepaid, and we shall adhere stri' tly to this first princi-

ple. Correspondents thus forgetful who receive no notice from

ua, will hereby understwnd the reason why.

\^^y iVe have received from the publiiiher- •' Gleason's Pictorial Drawivg-
lUioM CompaMon," and we but re-echo thu yom-b of tlie whole pcen^ in -rijing,

' In point of size and style as well ns in the cbarftcter and quality of its literarv

coitteuts, it in the champion of Ampricttn publications '" 'Vhoever sends a S3
bill to \f Glensun, Esq.. Uocton, Muss . will only be happily curpii.*ed in ob-

tHiriiuK the best family newspaper published in America, for one year.

—

M'Ssenger, Fort Covington. Knitvi-ky.

« .^m^ >

Cakbt Fahm.—This well-known farm in Chelsea has been

sold to the Winnissimraet Company for $150,000. It contains

300 acres. We shall look for improvements.—^ < .—-^ >

A Thuth.—Mere art perverts the taste
;
just as mere theology

depraves religion. Rigid rule conquers sense.

Vebt Tbue.—There are reproachci w.iicii praise, and praises

which slander.

Ml- SIC.

We are told by one of Shakspeare's characters, in the "Mer-

chant of Venice," that

—

" The man who has not music in his soul,

Is fit for treason, stratagems, and spoils."

But there are few men who are so insensible that a strain of sweet

music does not awaken deep and holy feelings within them. The

hardened felon may be melted by hearing suddenly some old re-

membered air of his childhood ; the wan exile bursts into tears as

some national melody breaks upon his ear ; the stem wanior

yields to the gentle influence of music. It is the voice of a

better nature—an " air from heaven." " A blast of thy trumpet

and hundreds rush forth to die, a peal of thy organ and counties^

thousands kneel to pray." All nations, all trihes, however sav-

age, acknowledge a magic in music's spells. Music ushers in and

closes our existence. The cradle hymn and the dirge are the

overture and the finale.

Whatever be the diversity of tastes, music itself is sure to gratify

the senses and the sonl. As the small bee-like music of the Chi-

nese satisfies his ear, so does the monotonous drum and rude flute

satisfy the African, while the wild melody of the Alpine horn wraps

in Elytium the heart of the Swiss mountaineer. If the latter

deserts his ranks and flies towards his native hills when he hears

the Banz des Vaches plaved by his regimental band, so does ihe

Scottish Highlander, engaged in foreign service, pine for his

mountain home when he hears the well-remembered notes of

"Lockaber no more."

But music is not confined to that produced by the instrumen-

tality of man. Natare has her orchestras, by whose agency she

produces sounds as various and thrilling as any which human

skill can produce. What power, what wonderful variety, what

thrilling vocalization we are allowed to hear from the feathered

warblers of the grove and forest. Can the peerless Jenny Lind

outvie the nightingale, or human versatility exceed the mocking

bird 1 What cathedral organ can imitate the solemn diapason of

the ocean waves as they roll in musical thunder on the Atlantic

shores 1

" There 'e music in the forest leaves,

When summer winds are there
;

The first wild bird that drinks the dew
From violets in the spring,

Has music in his soug and in

The fiuttering of his wing."

Yes, we live in an atmosphere of music, and the a])preciatiDg

ears can detect melody in every passing breeze.

There is much, nevertheless, that is called music in the world

that is most shockingly libelled. Pianos manifold are daily

pounded by unblushing maidens, until the ear is shocked with the

unmelodious complaints they utter. Incipient vocalists wring the

ear of night with strains compared to which the serenade of a cat

in a gutter is gentle and mellifiuous, and there are certain foreign

organ grinders who parade our streets with instruments of discord

distracting to the ear.

How they drawl out " Yankee Doodle," " Hail Columbia," the

" Schottische," and the " Baden-Baden Polka." They are al-

ready numerous, but the "cry is still they come." Every ship

from a continental port brings a new consignment of these nui-

sances. They come not alone—misfortunes never do—they are

accompanied by sundry little apes, libels on humanity in general,

but flattered likenesses of their masters in particular. After hav-

ing racked your brain, ruined your peace of mind, and destroyed

the tympanum of your ear, these monsters have the audacity to

demand pay for their atrocity. Dr. Holmes has written a pre-

scription to cure us of this evil. He tells us to talk big, to menace

the vandals with the constables, and threaten them with being

driven out of town :

—

"But if you are a little man,
Not big enough for that,

Or it you cannot make a speech,
Because you are a tlat,

Go very quietly and drop
A button in the hat!"

THE ISLAND OF CUBA-

The Island of Cuba is in a terrible condition in political affairs,

and the government has had arrested and thrown in prison a large

number of the most influential residents, planters and lawyers,

who, it id said, were favorable to the projected invasions, or

otherwise concerned in measures opposed to the present ruling

power. The whole populace are intensely excited, and a fatal

convulsion will ero long turn the island into a bloody battle-field.

It is a sad thing to realize, that a spot so blessed with every

natural beauty, so prolific in fruit-* and flowers, and so profita-

ble to the industrious, should be so oppressed and down-trodden.

Back Ndmbbrs.— It is perhaps proper for ub to say that we

can still supply to those who wish to obtain the Companion

complete for binding, the numbers from the commencement.

The question is so universally asked, "can you give us the

numbers complete from the commencement ?" that we give

this notice, so that all may know that they can preserve the paper

for binding, and thus form a splendid pictorial and literary vol-

ume tor the close of each six months, of four hundred pag'S, and

about the same number of elegant engravings.

A Good Walk.—Those who wish to get an appetite for break-

fast, and feel like a prince through the day, should walk round

the Common and Public Garden at five in the morniug. It is

sure never to fail. Try it ont^e.

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. Cromwell C. Coffin to Miss Sarah
NickersoD.
By Rev. Mr Kirk, Mr. Merrill N. Boyden to Mis.i Lncinda E. Niebuhr.
By Rev. Mr. Parker, Mr. Ezra B. Conant, of Randolph, to Mies Sarah A. M.

Jones.
By Rev. Dr, Nealo, Mr. Henry W. Holbrook to Miss Sarah A. 0. Wentworth,

of Lynn.
By Rev. Dr. Vinton, Mr. H. T. Blodgett to Mls! Lucretia W W. Leland, of

Fall River.

At South Boston, by Rev. Mr. Lippitt, Mr. George P. Banks to Miss Mary
Wheeler
At the Neptune House, Chelsea Beach, by Rev. Mr. Farnsworth, Mr. Chaa.

W. Wentworth, of Worcester, to Misg Juliet \Y. fuller, of Boston.

At WestCiimbridge,bv Rev Mr Clinch, Mr. Norman A. Shepherd, of Nashua,
N. n . to Miss IjCtitia Qrifliths.

At Dedham, by Kev. Dr. Lamson, Mr. John D. Kunkle, of Camhridgo, to

Miss S;irah W. Hodges.
At Salem, by Kev Mr. Frothingham, Mr. John C Blackler, of Marblehead,

to Miss Margaret Josepbine Endicott.

In Newport, R. [., by Rev Mr Fitton. Chevalier Banuelos, Spanish Seci-e-

tary of Legation to the Uniied States, to Ml'^s Mary .\. Thorndike of Boston,
At Bridgeport, Ct

, Mr. Edward L. Thajer, of Meudon, Mass., to Miss Re-
becca C. Johnson, of Boston.

Qleason'8 Pictorial Drawino-Room Costpas'on still continues to Incnauio

ho poiiularity, aiid fur exc«le the Loudon Illustrated NeW9 In point of t^po-

gr3>pu>. engravings and reading m.itter. fubliribed WL--,kl>, iu Bo^Utu, at -irS

peraonum.— G..: ;/. Sf Adce'tian, tUtiinbtck. ri. Y.

Bi»eTON.—Our ciry is full of strangers, uad Lu.siae99 is lively.

In this citv, Mr. George N. Fairbanks 27 ; Mrs. Mary C. Wait. 4-5 ; Mr. John
A. \Thitcomb. 45; Mr. Ebenezer D Bol<;kom 27. Mr. Timothy Hayes, 23;
Mrs. Hannah Lienow, 92 ; JMisy Harriet E. Brummet, l-3j Miss Aleathia M.
Biighani. 14
At South Boston, Mr- Elisha Goodnow.
At Charlestown. Mr. Charles M. Briant, 35; Mr. William H. Palfrey, 40

;

Mr. W'^iUitm H. Britton, 67.

At Somerville. Mrs. Lucretia Wainwrlght, 30.

At Cambridge, Mr. John Sproul, 78.

At rt'est Roxburv, Mrs Martha Arnold, 44.

At Brookline, Miss Abigail N. 1. Woodward, 12.

At Needham, Mr. Marshall Libby, 32
At Stonebam, Dea. Abijah Brvant, 50.

At Wan;, Mrs Mille Gould. 90.

At Nashville, N. H , Maj. Benjamin Abhott. 92
At Manchester, N. H.. Mr. Charles H Loomis, 23.
At Pitt^ford, Vt., Mr. Horace \an Ness Bogiie, 30.
At Farminj^ton, Me., Mrs. Eliza K Adams, 33.

At Monmouth, Me., Mrs. Martha McLaughlin, 90.

At New York, Misa Helen E Setlpwick, 16
At Albany, N. T , Mr. Horace Emery, of Townsend, Mass., 63 ; Mr. James

H., only sou of Hon. Thurlow Weed.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL

A Record of the beautiful and useful in Art,

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and
available form a weekly literary melange of notable events of
the day Its columns are devoted to original tales, sketches
and poems by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign news ; the whole wel
spiced with wit and humor. Each paper ia

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of nota-

ble objects, current events in all parts of the world, and of men
and manners, altogether making a paper entirely original in its

design, in this country. Its pages contain views of every popu-
lous city in the known world, of all buiklings of note in the

eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and
steamers of the navy aud merchant service, with fine and accu-

rate portraits of every noted character in the world, both male
and female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken from life, will

also be given, with numerous specimens from the animal king-

dom, the birds of the air, and the lish of the sea. It ia printed

on fine satin-surface paper, ft-om a font of new and beautiful

type, manufactured expressly for it,—presenting injts mechani-
cal execution an elegant specimen of art. It contains fifteen

hundred and sisty-four .square inches, giving a great amount
of reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper
of sixteen ocUivo pages. It forms

The Best Family Paper,
Inafimuch as its aim is constantly, in connection with the fund
of amusement it affords, and tlie rifh array of original iniBcellany

it presents to inculcate the strictest aud highcot tone of moral-
ity, and to encounige virtue by holding up to view all that is

good and pure, and avoiding all that is evil in its tendency. In
short, fho object is toniaku the paper loved, respected, and sought
after, for its combined excellences.

TEEMS :-INVAKIABI.Y IK ADVANCE.
1 Subscriber, one vear S3 00
2 Subscribers, ' ' " ^ C'O

4 " '• " 9 00
8 " " '• 16 00

Any names may bo added to the last number at the rata of

S2 00 each, per annum.

\Sy^ One copy of the FlAO of odr Union, and one copy of the

Pictorial Drawino-Hoom Companion, one year, for ^\ 00

112^' The Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion may be ob-

tained at any of the periodical depots throughout the country,

and of newsmen, at sia: cents per single copy.

Published every Saturday, coi-ner of Bromfleld and Tremont
Streets, by

F. GLEASON, Boston, Mabb.

WHOLESALE AGENTS,
S. FRENCH. 151 Nassau, corner of Spruce Str»^et, New York.

A. WINCH. 116 Chestnut Stree'. Philadolphia.

W & II.TAVLOR.ll Baitiniore and 5 South St3., Baltimore.

A. C. BAGLEV, 118 Main Street. Cincinniiti.
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•,"• Subscriptions ective t m either oj Ike above places.
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[VPrltton for Gleason'B Pictorial.]

TO MISS ADELAIDE PHILLIPS.

BY J. ALFOllD.

0, did T pOBPeflfl tho art, I would paint thy picture In colorn puru and bright

as boavou Itself!

What pan bo stild of voice or faco,

Of Koiitl«uo8H and natlvo grace,

In triUbful aoundB, tbtit nmy bo new

To your aUinirerrf or to you'.'

In fiu--oiriands I've often licard

Enchantment bans on every «ord
;

The cbUuL'H of praise bavu loudly rung,

Wlmto'or thy voica has said or eung.

At every acfontj every note,

That warbled in thy tuneful throat,

I've huard the shouts of fond delight,

Incvoai^ing each sucoecdiug night.

And. not to praiao thuo wlien we bear

What charms and captivates the ear;

Not to ailmiro the enchanting art,

That so can thrill tho enraptured heart;

Not, when sweet music wins the cauRe,

To join tho chorus of applause,

—

Would cold indifi'eronce imply.

Or envy base, or apathy.

I fipe thee now, in riper years,

Kank high with thy sweet^ox compeers.

Obtaining still tbe meed of praise

Prom all who hear thy dulcet lays;

—

lu this blessed land of liberty

The public voice is still with thee.

Some day, perchance, in music's pride,

Thou 'It rank Apollo's radiaut bride

;

Still in thy orbit art thou seen,

A gem of purest raj' Bereuo
;

Like some new stranger of the skies,

That doth in modest lustre rise

;

Amid vfhope blaze thy power to shine,

Sweet girl, proclaims thy gift divine !

[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

BLUE-EYED JESSIE.
BT MISS SAKAH M. HOWE.

" Come, Jessie, my darling," spoke the mild voice of a pale,

sad-looking lady, to her sweet little blue-eyed daughter, "I wish

you to go to Mrs Morton's, and see if she has anymore work for

me, and tell her this is finished, but mother is too ill to carry it

home herself, and therefore sent you."

"Yes, mother," replied the little girl, as she carelessly threw

alight sun-bonnet over her brown curls; "but I mustn't stay,

mother, must I V
"No, my daughter, I shall be lonely without you, so be as

quick as possible," answered Mrs. Williams, sighing as she

thought of her absent husband, who had not entered his home

for several days. In her beautiful, blue-eyed daughter, Jessie,

she had endeavored to find consolation, but the tears would come

to her eyes whenever she heard Jessie's oft-repeated question,

"where has father gone?" and though she answered, "he will

be home presently, my dear," her heart told her it would be long

ere he returned.

"With a light heart and bounding step, Jessie "Williams left her

mother's door, and proceeded on her way to Mrs. Morton's

stately dwelling. She heeded not the gay trifles so gaudily dis-

played at the numerous shop windows, or the gorgeous dress and

proud manner of the many people she passed, but kept steadily

upon her way, free hearted and happy, and caring not for the

sneer of the crowd, which was often bestowed upon her, notwith-

standing they often said, "she is very pretty indeed?"

At last her long and circuitous route was traversed, and she

stood upon the steps of the splendid mansion of Mrs. Morton.

Her heart beat quickly as she rang the bell, artd she trembled

visibly as she awaited tlie answer of the servant, to her question

if Mrs. Morton was at home. The girl remembered that her

mistress had said that "she was always at home to blue-eyed

Jessie," and she kindly bade her enter the hall, and she would

soon see the lady. A sweet smile rested upon the face of Mrs.

Morton as the fair Jessie stood before her; for she was not like

the majority of the wealthy class, selfish and cold hearted
; for, in

earlier days, she had pa^ised through affliction's trying ordeal, and

came out briglit and pure.

"Ah, Jessie," said she, "you have come a long way for a Utile

girl, and I think 3'our mother would rot have permitted it had
she been well. She is not in her usual health, is she ?"

"No, she is quite feeble, and therefore sent me to return the

articles she has lately fini&hed, and get ber more work, if possible.

If jou have any more to do, Mrs. Morton, mother would be

pleased to do it."

The lady hesitated, but in a moment replied

:

" No, I have none now ; but come again to morrow morning

;

in the meantime, I will use my influence to procure some from

Mrs. Lawson, for your mother, and I think I shall be successful.

Come to-morrow, Jessie."

"Yes, I will, and mother will be greatly obliged to you for

your kindness," answered the little girl, as she turned to depart.

While Jessie Williams had been conversing with Mrs. Morton,

more than one person had been looking for her return. When
she passed one of tlie many groups of people, that morning, her

beauty and the happy expression of her counlcnance particularly

interested a man composing one of the company of idlers, and

turning to a coujpaaion, he aslced :

" Who is that Utile bi-au'y '!"

" I b'licvc it's Jim Williams's daughter," was the reply.

" What ! iH he iti tho city '("

"Yes, when he's anywhere."

" Will tlie girl return this way V
" Wlien she goes home," answered tlic fellow, turning away,^

as if tbe conversation was not pleasing, ut leawt, to him.
" I will speak to her, come what may," murmured the first

mentioned gentleman, at the same time gazing far down the

street, to ascertain if Jessie was still in view. Then seating

himself whore he could easily watch her coming, his mind soon

reverted hack to the sad memories of other years. Once a gentle

sister stood by his side, and he had loved her with a brother's

love—but she had gone, where, he knew not, or that she was

living or dead. The father to whom he had looked for advice

and counsel, sank beneath the weight of yvnrs and sorrow, into

the grave, and tho beloved mother soon followed to her final rest.

Tbough amply provided with tbis world's wealth, still there was

a longing in the bosom of the son for something more—for the

companionsiiip of some one whom he could trust and love, and

upon whom he could lavish the warm affections of his soul.

Long did he muse upon the events of other days, and dwell upon

their memories, until his heart seemed buried 'neath the sad and

gloomy ruins of the past. Prom these mournful reflections he

was roused by the appearance of Jessie, and hasfily rising, he

made an effort to restore to his countenance it9 wonted cheerful

expression, although his heart was far from happy. The next

moment a hand was upon Jessie's shoulder, and a kind voice said

:

" What is your name, my sweet little girl "?"

The large blue eyes of the child were raised inquiringly to the

face of the stranger, and not until the question was repeated did

she reply

:

" Jessie Williams ; but they call me blue-eyed Jessie.''

"Jessie Williams!" repeated the stranger, abstractedly; and

again his mind went back through the dim path of years to that

fair haired sister, the pride of his earlier days. Again memory

began to bind him with her silken chains, but hastily recovering,

he said to the wondering girl".

"Is your home far from here, Jessie ?"

" Bull a short distance, sir," replied the child
;
" it is on X

street."

" Will you allow me to accompany you there V
" Certainly, sir," answered Jessie ;

" follow me."

After following the girl through several streets, the stranger

entered a small, half ruined building, whose only occupant was

the pale mother of Jessie, Mrs. Williams. She seemed surprised

at the appearance of a stranger, but with a sweet smile she bade

him enter, for she hoped he might bring intelligence of her hus-

band, though she feared it would he far from pleasing. By de-

grees he drew her into conversation, by asking questions respect-

ing Jessie, her education and employment, until Mrs. Williams

felt that though he was a stranger, he seemed like a true friend.

" I have a favor to ask of you, Mrs. Williams," said he, kindly,

" and I hope you will not refuse."

" I shall not if it is reasonable, sir," answered she, " and if you

will name it, I will soon tell you."

"I have taken a strange interest in you and your daughter,

Mrs. Williams, and I have a great desire to know your former

history. If it be one of sorrow and suffering, then can I sym-

pathize with you; for grief has often been my lot. Do not refuse

my request, I beseech you."

The lady hesitated fur a moment, and then raising her head,

she replied 1

" Yes, I will tell you my early history, but it i? indeed a sad

one. I should have said my later years have been the saddest of

my life, for my childhood was passed in sunshine and flowers. I

will be brief, for it calls up sad recollections. Myself and my
only brother were our parents' darlings, and high hopes were en-

tertained of our future usefulness and worth, by our fond friends.

We grew from childhood together, happy in each other's society,

and not dreaming that sorrow would ever be our portion, until

the dark cloud settled upon our path, and separated us, I fear,

forever. The son of a neighboring gentleman won my affec-

tions; but neither my parents nor brother would consent to our

union, as they said James Williams was a profligate, reckless

young man, and I should never be his bride. For months I was

sullen and unhappy; but with earnest and oft repeated entreaties,

my lover at last persuaded me to leave the home of my father,

and link my destiny with his forever.

" Two years parsed happily away. ?.Iy husband was all a wife

could wish, and a happier home than ours it would be difheult to

find. Since I left my father's home, I had heard nought of him,

yet I regretted not the stop I had taken, for I was happy, and

that sufRccd. With a view of bettering our worldly prospects,

we removed to the city, but alas ! it was the destruction of our

happiness. My husband soon fell in company with the vicious

and vile of the city, by whom he was i)er.suaded to take occa-

sionally a glass; but it Koon was found to be true that he often

drank without persuasion. His downward course was then rapid.

Many times have I sat and awaited his coming until my head

and heart ached with grief and fear, and ofien did I weep till my
brow seemed bursting, but it would not bring back the happy

days of our married life. Thus five years passed ; my husband

still becoming worse, until I lost all hope of his reformation.

The companionship of my only child, J"essic, has been my only

solace, and that she may never know my bitter misery, is her sad

mother's earnest prayer. My father and raoiher have been laid

to rest in the gravi% and my brother is—I know not where.

Should it please Heaven to take from me my gentle daughter,

life would be a burden not to bo borne ; but while she yet lives, I

will live for her sake. I have thus given you my history, briefly,

it is true, but truthfully, and may it tell you how much a woman
can suffer and yet be strong."

For a few moments after she closed, a deep silence reigned.

Each Bcenied wrapped in thought, when tlie etranger suddenly

rising, threw back tbe dark locks from hi^ brow, and advancing

to Mrs. Williamfl, said, in an impressive tone:

" Elsie, do you recognize me now V
She raised her head, and the only words spoken, were

—

" My brother!"

"My sister!"

Ten years have passed since the eventful day on which the

brother and sister were again united, after long years of separa-

tion and suffering, and happiness is again iheir portion, Tho
white cottage on the liill is iho residence of James and Elsie

Williams, and their beautiful, blue-eyed Jessie, now a blooming

maiden of seventeen. The father is a temperate and ha|->py man,

but he persists in saying that he should have been in a drunkard's

grave, had it not been for the exertions of Elsie's brother and hia

own darling " blue-eyed Jessie !"

[Written for GleaBon's Pictorial.]

STANZAS.

BY JANE OAT.

' Weep not for the rfearf, but weep sore for him that goeth away.'

Parents, weep not for the dead !

Though bitter was the blow

That cut the rosebud from the Btem,

And laid tho nurseling low;

Yet spare thy teara for him
^Yho wandereth away

Amid temptations deep and strong,

Por him go weep and pray I

Mourners, weep not for the dead I

Come, deck the bier with flowers;

Like them, she seemed a radiant thing

To cheer life's darkened hours;

But she laid her down to sleep,

Pure as the virgin snow
;

Then \ieep not—rather mourn the frail

Who linger here below I

Children, weep not for the dead

!

Look on that time-worn brow

;

Ploughed deep with sorrow and with, toil.

How calm it resteth now I

Hallow his precepts in your hearts,

Tread in the paths he trod

;

That when life's duties all are done.

Ye, too, may rest in Ood 1

MADAaiE GRISI AND HER HUSBAND.
By the deed of separation of the celebrated singer, Grisi, and

her husband, M. de Melcy, he was to have the property of some
iron-works at Chittery, but as the revenue arising from ihem was
uncertain, it was further stipulated that the wife should pay him
10,000 francs a year as long as she should remain on the stage.

For some time past, this income has not been paid, and M. de
Melcy has lately brought an action against his wife for the

arrears, amounting to 27,.500 francs. The counsel pleaded
that the revolution of February had so injured her in her pro-

fessional pursuits, that she was no longer able to pay so large a
sum as 10,000 francs a year, and offered in lieu of the arrears due,

to pay a sum of 10,000 francs. The counstl for M. de Melcy
denied the truth of the statement made as to the reduced means
of Madame Grisi, and entered into a detail of the sums received

by her at different theatres, etc. He mentioned, among other

things, that when in Russia, she had received very valuable pres-

ents in jewels, and in particular a wreath for the head, valued at

30,000 roubles (about 120,000 francs), which had been purchased
by subscription, the emperor himself having subscribed 10,000

roubles. He stated, also, in reply to the advocate of Madame
Grin, who, after having alluded to the abandonment of the Itahan
Opera by the aristocracy, in consequence of the revolution, had
described the attempt of his client to find a compensation in

London as unfortunate, that she had not been a loser to the ex-

tent pretended. On the conti'ary, he declared that she had real-

ized lirge sums, and had received not less than 30,000 francs in

England for her assistance at the musical festivals. The court,

after weighing the statements and arguments of the counsel for

both parties, condemned the defendant to pay the whole sum
claimed by M. de Mslcy.— Galigiiani's Messenger.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial
]

THE GLADNESS OF A SMILE.

BT F. W. WAIDRON.

The gladness of a smile

May lend the mask to many a bursting heart,

Of eeeoiing for awhile;

The mirthful laugh our festive moment wears

May be at best a hollow-acted part,

But on the ei)ent eloquence of tears,

Lives truth unsallied by the many modes of art.

Ay, truth, mock it as we may,

Aiid paint upon our brow the show of bliss
;

There's m,iny a glad-like eye,l

There's many a cheek where blushing roses blow,

O'l-r which salt tears find on accustomed trace.

And whisper to the midnight while they flow,

Sad tilings of the crushed heart's gi-i^f and joylessness.

FRUITS OF VIRTUE.
If you .'hojld see a man digging in a snow drift with the ex-

pectation or finding valuable ore, or planting seeds upon tho

rolling billows, you would say at once that he was beside himself.

But. in what reFpPct does this man differ from you, while you
sow the seeds of idlene-ts and dissipation in your youth, and
expect the fruits of age will be a good constituiion, cUvated
affLCtions and holy principles! If you desire a virtuous and
happy life, in youth you must shape your character by tbe Word
of unerring wisdom, and plant in your bosom the seeds af holi-

ue.-:^E.— Golden Rule. '
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COURSE OF EVENTS.

The bar is fast losiDg its attractioD, says the N. T. Mirror, to the

young men of this city. There are now thirty that have received

liberal educations, who are now serving their "times" as ship-

wrights, architects, carpenters^ etc. In a few years the United

States will have the most accomplished mechanics in the world.

A new class is springing up who will put the present race of me-

chanics in the shade. The union of a substaniial education with

mechanical skill will effect this. Indeed, already we could name

some mechanics who are excellent mathematicians, acquainted

with French and German, and able to study the books in those

languages connected with their vocations. Heretofore fond fath-

ers were wont to educate their sons as lawyers or doctors, to

ensure their respectability and success. That day is past. Me-

chanics will now take the lead, and in a few years will supply the

ISrger portion of the State and Federal Governments.

A ^VORD TO LITTLE GIRLS.

Who is lovely T It is the little girl who drops sweet words,

kind remarks, and pleasant smiles, as she passes along
;
who has

a kind word of sympathy for every girl or boy she meets in

trouble, and a kind hand to help her companions ont of difficulty :

who never scolds, never contends, never teases her mother, nor

seeks in any way to diminish, but always to increase, her happi-

ness. Would it not please you to pick up a string of pearls;,

drops of gold, diamonds, or precious stones, as you pass along

the street ? But these are the precious stoneg that can never he

lost. Take the hand of the friendless. Smile on the sad and de-

jected. Sympathize with those in trouble. Strive everywhere to

diffuse around you sunshine and joy. If you do this, you will be

sure to be beloved.

Poultry Statistics;.—The poultry of the United States is

valued in the statistics at S20,000,000—the State of New York

having over two millions invested in it. In the egg trade the

city of New York expends nearly a million and a half of dollars

annually. The farmers of the country are bestowing a greater

amoont of attention lo the raising of poultry, and it is probably

one of the best sources of revenue which they can have.

Doings of the Mint.—Coinage at the Philadelphia Mint in

May, 803,800 pieces in gold, of which nearly 500,000 were dollars,

total amount $3,201,262 ; three cent pieces $37,638 ; cents S9,699.

Gold bullion deposited for coinage in May, from California,

33,205,600 ; other place.i", S65,00O ; silver bullion deposited,

SI4,800. Coinage from California increases.

tUaasibf QSatljerings.

A Nice Dish.—The Frenchmethod ofcooking potatoes affords

a most agreeable dish. The potatoes are peeled, wiped, and cut

into thin slices, then thrown into a frying pan containing an

abundance of hot lard. As soon as they become brown and

crispy, they are thrown into a cullender to drain, then sprinkled

with salt, and served up as hot as possible.

Eepresentatives in Congress.—Under the next census

New Hampshire loses one representative to Congress. The same

is the case with Maine and Vermont. Massachusetts alone of

the New England States gains one, owing to her increase from

foreign emigrants.

pROviSTONS IN El Dorado.—William P. Loring, Esq., for-

merly of this city, is superintendent of the Pacitic market at San

Francisco. Fresh pork and mutton were 50c. a pound, veal 25c.,

beef 12 1-2 to 20c., quail S8 a dozen, potatoes 12 l-2c. a pound,

and so on. Our prices for beef are nearly as high.
4_^»«.e>~-*

Gleason's Illuminated Pictorial continues to be, by all odds, the hand-
somest newspaper in the ivorld. A single number of this magnificent jourual
is a perfect picture gallery to the pos3BS:-"or. Glfiosnn originatt-d the " Flag of

our Union,'' and baa had a hundred imitators of its plan and style in five

yeara. He originated, that splendid novelty, an Americnn Pictorial, and straight-

way he has a dozen servile followers in the field.

—

Lal.:c Champlain Beacon.

Spanish Style.—At San Jose, on the 14th April, there was

a fight between a grizzly bear and a bull ; the bull soon despatched

his formidable antagonist, which had probably been weakened

by confinement. The Legislature adjourned to see the fight

!

A Eqgue in Pkison.—Bristol Bili, now in the Vermont State

Prison, enga^^cd in the manufacture of scythe snallis, is said to

be iu excelient health, and the warden of the prison says he is

the best, the smartest, and most diligent workman in the prison.

"Washington abroad.—In England, says " Communipaw,"
of the Boston Post, "the character of Washington is never

assaiUd, but always spoken of with all that respect that in an

American is a part of his religion."

Gleason's Drawikg-Room Cosipaxiox —This beautiful pnper comes tons
rpgului-ly, and our whole household ia delighted witli its weekly arrival. There
never has anything been attempted anywhere, iu the newspaper line, that
fcurpasaes Gleason.

—

Dtmooat, ItanriUe, Pa.

Female M. D.s.—There are forty female students in the

Female College of Philadelphia, two of whom hail from Massa-

chusetts. This is change, if not progress.

Everything human has an outlet into futurity.

The ladies of New Bedford have established a Sailor's Home.

Newburyport has accepted the city charter granted by the

Legislature.

A tea service of silver has been presented to Signor Blitz at

Philadelphia.

Jenny Lind announces that she will probably visit Canada on
her own account.

The Boston Post denies that Theodore Parker has adopted the

"Bloomer" style.

There are fine productive lands for sale in Texas at twenty-

five cents per acre.

Gen. Wool, after a pleasant sojourn in Boston, has returned to

his home in Troy.

Stikey Wright, a colored woman in Baltimore, is aged 120

years. This is a fact.

An apothecary's boy put up the wrong medicine in Philadel-

phia, and killed a child.

A young man named Kopper dropped down dead in the street

in Gloucester the other day.

Counterfeit notes to the amount of S35,000, have lately been
discovered at Patterson, N. J.

* The receipts of wharfage for the Central Wharf, San Francisco,

for the month of March, were $11,000.

In Lowell, the other day, a couple of "Bloomers" were
obliged to claim the protection of the police.

John Williams has been sent to the State Prison, for life on
three indictments for burglary in Springfield.

LTpwards of 100,000 tons of pressed hay, valued at more than
a million dollars, is annually exported from Maine.

The receipts on the Ogdensburg Kailroad for the month of

May, were $36,000. A handsome increase over the last month.

The usual sport of shark hunting has commenced in Charles-

ton, S. C. Nine of them were recently captured by three young
men.

Boxes or frames, of iron, ornamentally and substantially made,
have been introduced into Philadelphia, for the protection of
trees.

Some of the good people of Nashua and Nashville, N. H., are
agitating a union of the two towns, with the intention of applying
for a city charter.

A correspondent of the Kennebec Journal writes that paper
about exhuming the body of an Indian, a tomahawk, and some
beads at Vassalboro'.

It has been decided in Massachusetts that livery stable keepers
cannot recover for damages sustained by their property if the

contract is made on the Sabbath.

At Bridgewater alms-house, recently, a marriage was consum-
mated between a couple begring the aristocratic names of Gran-
ville Oaken Talbot and Mary Ann Cromwell.

A boy 15 years old, who, with others, was stoning a house of
ill- fame at Beaver, Pa., lately, was instantly shot dead by one
of the female inmates, who came out with a gun.

Gleabon's Pictoiual Dbawisg-Uooji Compamon maintains its high standing
aa a literarj' paper, and abounds in well designed and handsomely executed
engravings. It ia worthy of public patronage.— P/aVa. Sunday ledger.

Funny.—Dement & Winston, at Oregon city, advertise to pay
the highest market price for 500 cats in good condition.

Sanis of ©olir.

Paris.—The population of Paris is 900,000.

Jorcigu ifliscellang.

Valparaiso has been very nearly destroyed by another fearful

earthquake.

Government has determined to give ample aid to the Halifax,

Quebec and Montreal railroad.

The emperor of Pussia, Austria, and king of Prussia, are
holding a private Conference in Cracow.

There has been a most dangerous flood at Vienna; with one
exception, all the bridges have been carried away.

The queen gave a grand state ball at Buckingham palace,
recently, at which many American officers were present.

It was six years on Monday, May 26th, last, since Sir John
Franklin sailed from Sheerness on his dangerous expedition.

At Copenhagen a rojal amnesty had been published, extending
to all who had taken part in the late revolt, except thirty-three.

The richest of the Rothschilds is said to be Baron Anselm, of
Frankfort, who is ascertained to be worth thirty-five millions of
dollars.

The German journals estimate the construction of the railway
from St. Petersburg to Warsaw, at forty millions of silver

roubles.

The Pope has sent for a large force of Austrians, to supply
the places at Pome, of the French troops, who are about to

leave.

In Hungary, we are informed, some fresh symptoms of agita-

tion have appeared in the form of opposition to the tobacco
monopoly.

The Canadian Government is adopting the Internal Improve-
ment policy, and cites the prosperity of the United States as its

" cause why."

Letters from Constantinople announce the conclusion of the

amnesty question. Kossuth and five others were to be excluded
from its operation.

The President of the French republic attended a review, re-

cently, in the Champs de Mars. Everything passed of!' quietly.

He was accompanied by Gen. Navarez.

The mission of H. B. M. brig Helen, to Surinam, to obtain
information respecting some persons stolen from a British island

many years since, has not been successful.

London is filled with strangers, and the Yankee noses are to

be seen flattened against the panes of the plate glass windows of
every shop in every prominent thoroughfare.

Victor Pontz, a cotton importer in London, has fiiilcd. His
liabilities are set down at two hundred thousand pounds. Another
cotton house in Liverpool has temporarily stopped.

Mario—" ihe great, the unapproachable Mario," as he is styled

by one of the papers— bas made his appearance at the Kojal
Italian Opera, in London, as has alao Grisi the great.

It is said that the substitution of the new roundabout frames
for the old-fiishioned loom is expected to temoorarily throw
30,000 ppople out of employment in Notuaguam, Leicester, and
Derby, Encrknd.

Some idea of ihe cost of royalty in England may be formed
from the fact that the Prince of Wa'es, ihough under ten years
of age, has a' revenue of nearly $300,000 per aniium from the
Duchy of C-ornwall

!

War is murder set to music.

. . , .Forbear to judge, for we are sinners all,

Virtue is the greatest ornament, and good sense the best
equipage.

Everything we add to our knowledge adds to our means
of usefulness.

True sensibility leads us to overcome our own feelings for
the good of others.

Truth should never strike her topsails in compliment to
ignorance or sophistry.

....There are more victims to errors committed by society
itself, than society supposes.

Slanderers are like flies that leap over all a man's good
parts, to light only upon his sores.

... .It rarely happens that one artificial mind can succeed in
forming another ; we seldom imitate what we do not love.

... .It is one of the characteristics of a good man to dispense
liberally, and enjoy abstemiously, the goods he knows he may
lose, and must leave.

. . . .De Lamartine says ;
" We begin to feel the inanity of

existence when we are no longer of use to any person ;" that is,

" when we are no longer loved."

With love, the heart becomes a fair and fertile garden,

with sunshine and warm hues, and exhaling sweet odors; but
without it, it is a bleak desert covered with ashes.

lokcr's ©lio.

Why is a schooner like four o'clock? Answer—because it is

four and afier {fore and after).

What kind of a building would you name, did you wish to

know a secret i Hotel (0 tell
!)

The man that , isn't afraid of thunder, talks of going to the

springs next week, without asking his v/ife.

Poor paymasters should learn wisdom from the mosquito, who
always settles Jus bill the moment he finds you.

Lightning never strikes but once in the same place—therefore,

let a man whose first wife was a good one, never marry again.

"What was the text in church today, Charley, my dear?"
" I believe, father, the parson took a claws from the lion that

Samson killed."

Why is a man who is about to be married, like a man intending

to visit a certain port in Europe? Answer—because he is bound
lo have her (Havre).

What heavenly thing and what earthly thing does a rainy day
exercise the same influence overl The sun and your boots ; for

it takes the shine out of both.

" What day is this, Quilp"?" asked Sizzle,* yesterday. "Fry-
day, I judge from the heat of the weather," Quilp replied, wiping
the "pearly dew " from his expansive brow.

You had better not attempt to decipher any correspondence

when you get home late after supper, for it is a grammatical
truth that a person must master his liquids before he can go
through his letters.

GLEASON-S PICTOPJAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2a, and Sd.

We have Volumes 1st, 2d, and 3d, of The PiCTORtAL DRAiviyc-'RooM
CoMPASiOK, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined

sides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Hunored Pages, and containing nearly
One Thodsakd Engravings of Men, Mannura, and current Events all over the
world ; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe ; of famous Cities, and beautiful

Villages; of Pageants at home and abroad; of fine Maritime Viewr ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects ; with an
iLLOinNED Title Page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilhant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether fonning an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our vVholesJile Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Tiiree Dollars per volume.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEOAXT, MOEAL AND REl'INED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite litcrat^nc, wit and humor, prose and poetic gem.s, and origi-

nal prize U\\es. written expressly for this paper, and at a very great cost. In
pohtics, and on all sectarian qaestions.Jt is strictly neutral. Nothing of an
immoral nature will ever be admitted into its columns; therefore making it

emphaticallv,

A PAPEH FOE TKE MILLION,
AND A WELCOME VISITOTl TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It is generally acknowledged that the Flag is now tb<i leading weekly pa-
per in the United Stales, and its literary contents ai'o allowed, by the best

judges, to be unsurpassed-

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed .as to

enable us to give the gre.itest possible auiount of iiitcMigence. No advertise-

ments are admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, wltich is of

THE 31 A BI M T H SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps

of contributors are regulai-ly engaged, and every department is under the most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, or money produce.

Lacking neither the means nor the M-iil, we can lay before our hundreds of
thousands of readers an

the present circulation of which far exceeds^that of any other weekly paper in

the UnioQ.

TEKMS TO SITESCSIBERS.
1 subscriber, one vear, S2 00
3 subscribers, " 5 00
4 '^ " GOO
8 '• " 1100

l(i
^^ 20 00

One copy of the Flag op our Uniox. nnd one copy of the Pictorial Dra^v-

iNG-RooM CoJiPANiON, one year,'for Si 00-

ly^ Invariably in advance.

Subficiibors cr postmasters are requested to act as agents, and form club.^!, on
the above terms.

\ry= A-'t orders shotdil be adtlressed, POST PAID, to the. PccLlSilER OF THE Flao
OF OCR Uxrox.

^^ Tiie Flag caiibeohtaiitfdatan'joft!ieneivsj)apfrdepntsin the Unitad

Statest and of newspaper ca--ners, ai folr cents per sivgh copy.

F . G I. T! A S X
,

Pcllisher and Proprietoil, Eostox, Mass.
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LONG ISLAND.
This bit of terra fiima ia

one of the prettiest of the

many isIcb that dot. hero

and "there, the bny of Bos-
ton ; it is also well known
as beinj*; the localir.y ehoscn

for the inner Litjht, and the

white and picturesque col-

umn devoted to this pur-

pose, with its buildings at-

tached, is prominent to the

eye from nearly all parts of

the harbor. Our artist has
sketched for us here a sun-

set scene, mid the aspect of

the picture is of a t\vilij;lit

hue. Durinf^ ihe past year

the beauties of tliis spot

have befn improved by plac-

ing hero a superb and large

hotel, desit^ned as a summer
resort, and finely selccti d
for the purpose, being only
twenty niiuutes sail by

Bteamerifrom the city. This
house is under rhe immedi-
ate charge of Mr. Silsbce,

thewfll known Boston land-

lord, formerly of the United
States Hotel and still of the

Winthrop House. It would
surprise the reader who may
so ofren have passed this isl-

and thoughtlessly, to land
there and witness the pre-

sent aspect of improve-
ment ; the land is being

placed under a state of high
cultivation, and the neat

farm house of the compa-
ny's agent and the splen-

did hotel are picturesque
and beautiful objects among
the scene of land and water.

^^

music on board, saluted the

new steamship by tapping
her bell. At about a quar-

ter of 1 o'clock, ihe beauti-

fully modtlled hull began
to move along the ways,
and the momentum acceler-

ating h(;r motion, she was
soon gliding away graceful-

ly upon the bosom of the

Delaware, amid the shouts

of thousands that witnessed

the sight. The new steam-
ship was soon after hauled
into the pier of the Frank-
lin Iron Works of Messrs.

James T. Sutton & Co.,

where her engines arc in

progresH, The heaviest por-

tion of her machinery is al-

ready on board, and her
hollers arc nearly ready to

fee shipped. The engines
have cylinders of GO inr-bes

diameter, with 40 inches
stroke, working with 45 lbs,

of steam as high as 500
horse power eat-h. She
will be completely fitted out
here under the superintend-

ence of Capt. Loper, one of
her owners, who is to de-

liver her in Boston about
the latter end of Aug. The
picture includes a view of

Philadelphia,looking south-

ward, and is very correct.

napolp:on.
When we try Napoleon

by human standards, and
compare his scheme with
that of other conquerers,

both seem transcendently
superb. He saw clearly

that there was no alternative

between the surges of anar-

chy and the absolute gov-
ernment of one master mind. He saw that what was called "bal-
ance of power" was a feeble and useless dream, and that all things
in Europe were tending either to anarchy or a new absolutism

—

either to the dominion of millions, or of that one who should be
found a match for millions. He felt himself that one. His iron
hand could, in the first place grasp the great sceptre ; and his wise
and powerful mind would afterwards consolidate his dominion by
liberal laws. " On this hint he spake " in cannon.

—

Gilfillan.

VIEW OF LOKG ISLAND, IN BOSTON HARBOR.

LAUNCH OF THE STEAMER S. S. LEWIS.
Our artist has sketched for us herewith the scene of the launch-

ing of the steamship S. S. Lewie from the shipyard of Biredy &
Soil, Kensington, Philadelphia. The wharves in the vicinity were-
thronged with spectators, attracted by the spectacle. The river

in front was also covered with small boats, and shortly before the
launch the steamboat Fashion brought up a load of spectators,

and the Washington passing by from Tacony, with a band of

SICKRESS.
In tickness, the eoul be-

gins to dress herself for im-
mortality. First she unties

the strings of vanity, that

make her upper garments
cleave to the world and sit

uneasy. She puts off the

light and fantastic robe of
lust and wanton ajtpetite.

Next to this, the soul, by the

help of sickness, knocks off

the fetters of pride, and vain-

_ '!_ er complacences. Then
R.aco. gj^y dra^g the curtain, and

stops the light from coming
in, and takes the picture

down, whose fantastic im-
ages of self-love and gay remembrances are of vain opinion and po-

pular noises. Then she stoops into sobrieties of humble thoughts,

and feels corruption chiding the frowardness of fancy, allaying the

vapor of conceit and factious opinions. Next to these, as the soul

is still undressing, she takes off the roughness of her great and httle

angers and animosities, and receives the oil bf mercies. She re-

ceives forgiveness, fair interpretations, gentle answers, depigns of

reconciliation and Christian atonement in their fulness.—J. Taylor.

L^UNi'H OF THE PROPELLKK STEAMER 3. S. LtWIS, AT PHILAOtX^HIA-
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^ GEN. WARREN HOUSE.
The accompanyinfi engraving is an accurate and truthful repre-

FGntation of the mansion erected by John C. Warren, M. D., as
a permanent memorial of the spot that was the birthplace of
GkniIhat, Joseph Warben, who was killed at the battle of
Bunker Hill, Junel7, 1775. It was drawn by a promising young
nriidt, whose modesty will not permit us to give his name, though
hU prolific pencil has produced many sketches that would do
honor to those of more pretensions. The following are the in-

Ftriptions on the mansion, which tell the story in a few words.
On one side iiv front:—"On this spot stood the house erected by
Joseph Warren, of Boston, remarkable for being the birthplace
*f Gen. Joseph Warren, his grandson, who was killed at Bunker
Hill, June 17, 1775." On the other side, in front also :

—"John.
"Warren, a distinguished anatomist, was also bom here. The
orii:ina] house being in ruins, this house was built by John C
Warren. M. D., in 1846, son of the. last named, as a permanent
mf.'morial of the spot." We think such landmarks of past events,
of HO much importance to the people of the United States, can-
not be uninteresting to the good and patriotic citizen.

THE SWEDISH NIGHTINGALE, NO, 2.

The laurels which grace the brow of Jenny Lind have caused
great grief in one of the richest families of Sweden. Mademoi-
selle L., the only daughter of her parents, possessed a remarkably
fine voice, and determined to follow the foot'^teps of Jenny Lind,

and become, like her, the world's idol. Her noble father and
mother proposed a most advantageous marriage to her, but in

place of accepting her brilliant destiny, she declared she had re-

solved to be an actress, and not only lo eclipse Jenny Lind, but

Pasta, Malibran and Catalani. Her family used every persuasion

to wean her from her wild determination, but she was resolute in

her purpose. Her father resorted to a stratagem to cure her of

her folly. He invited a large company to a concert in his splen-

did palace. When they entered the room, he whispered to them
a few words, which they all seemed to understand. The concert

began ; the heiress sang Una voce poco fa from the "Barber of

Seville." When she ended it there was not the slightest applause,

but a hissing murmur filled the room. The poor singer in de-

spair threw herself into her mother's arms, and burst into a pas-

sion of tears. The mother exclaimed :
*' Aii ! my poor child, you

perceive you have entirely lost your voice. How can you think

of becoming a public singer?" The heiress divined their pur-

pose ; she begged permission to retire, which was granted. The
next morning when her maid entered her apartment, the Imelv
and only daughter had disappeared. " Where has she fled ?"

inquires the Journal of Amsterdam, in whose pages we find this

historiette. Perhaps the Swedish Nightingale No. 2 has songht

the shores of America, where her august prototype has reaped a
golden harvest.

—

Cowrier des E/ats- Unis.

TRUE COURTESY.
Manners arc more important than laws. Upon thera in a

great measure the laws depend. The law can touch us here and
there, now and then. Manners are what vex or soothe, corrupt

or purify, exalt or debase, barbarize or refine, hy a constant,

steady, uniform, insensible *operatif>n like that of the air we
breathe in. They give thtir whole form and colors to our liven.

According to their quality, they aid morals ; they supply them or

they totally destroy them.

—

Burke.

MANSION HOUSE BUILT TO COiMiMEWOKATE THE BIRTHPLACE OF GEN. JOSEPH WAKREN, AT ROXBURr.
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Entored according to Act of Congress, in the year 1851, by F. Gleason, in tho Clerk's Offico of

iho DiKtrict Court of Massachusette.

[written expressly for oleason's piotorial.]
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CRUISER OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.

A mBWi Of TEi BUM mm,

BY F. CLINTON BAEEINGTON.

[concluded.]

CHAPTER XX.

THE fringe's star IN THE ASCENDANT.

The earl and his officers were hospitably en-

tertained that night by the citizens of Cherbourg,

who, when they learned that Prince Charles

had safely landed in Prance, illuminated their city

with joy; for the Prench of all classes had a

great horror of Cromwell, and although they

knew little of Prince Charles, tlic fact that he

was the legitimate heir to the British throne was

enough to bind to him the sympathy of the loyal,

and, in that day, king-loving people.

The next .day the earl, whose renown made

him no inconsiderable mark of curiosity, quitted

Cherbourg for St. Lo, where his daughter, the

fair Lady Jane, was placed for security and edu-

cation. He was accompanied by several of his

officers, who from thence were to accompany

him to Paris, where they hoped to meet the

j)rince, of whose safe landing at Feschamps the

earl had heard through Edward, who had joined

him at Cherbourg.

" And what became of my brave friend Guil-

ford V asked the earl.

".He accompanied the prince, by his request,

to Paris. I saw them depart, wi.h the youth,

and Robin, mounted on horses furnished by the

mayor of Feschamps. Lords Algernon and

Catesby also accompanied his majesty ; and they

hoped to reach Paris in eighteen hours."

At St. Lo the earl received his daughter, who
joined the cavalcade, and riding more especially

under the care of the youthful secretary, she was

escorted to tlie metropolis.

The subsequent events connected with the ar-

rival of the prince in France, and his retiring

and establishing a court in Holland of the nobles

who had followed him, are such common matters

,of liistory, that we need not dwell upon them in

our stor}', but carry our narrative forward to the

period when the sun of his fortunes once more
rose above the horizon and lighted him to the

throne of his ancestors.

Cromwell, after an unparalleled usurpation of

nine years, at length died, contrary to the ex-

pectation of his enemies, peacefully upon his

bed, andnaminghisson Richard as his successor.

But this person possessed none of the ambition,

or statesmanlike talents, or warlike spirit of his

father ;
and after a brief exercise of the power

bequeathed to him, resigned it into the hands of

a parliament. England was now without ahead;

and all hearts were turned to the youthful Prince

Charles, who still remained in Holland, where

he surrounded himself by a brilliant court. To
him a messenger was despatched by the parlia-

ment, offering to reinstate him on the throne of

the realm, on certain conditions,

The prince, when the parliament's courier was

announced, was dining at a table at which were

seated a score of his nobles, among whom were

Lord Algernon, the Scottish lord, Catesby, and
last, not least, Arthur of tha Red Hand, Earl of

Villiers.

. When the prince received the pacquet from

the hand of Lord liudolph, who was tlie mes-
senger, his brow darkened as he perused it, the

expression of his face being all the while closely

watched by his friends, who forgot the banquet

in their anxiety to learn the news from England,

But when he came to the close of it, a smile

curled his lip.

"News from London, my lords! You will

excuse me while I withdraw to give a response.

My lord," he added, addressing the Earl of Vil-

liers, "you will please retire lo my cabinet with

m.e."

He also named four other noblemen, and then

rising, he took his leave and departed from the

banquet-room. Upon reaching his cabinet he

closed the door, but first gave orders to have

Lord Rudolph Vane, the courier, hospitably en-

tertained with all honor.

" See to it, Guilford !' he said, turning to our

hero, who had left the table with him at his

command, and now followed into the cabinet.

" Your majesty could perhaps hardly appoint

a less acceptable host to Lord Rudolph,'^ an-

swered Guilford with a slight color of embar-

rassment.

" True—true ! I had forgotten ! My Lord

Granville," added the prince, "I pray you take

care of Lord Vane's comfort. We must not

treat discourteously our parliament's messen-

ger."

"I obey your majesty," answered the noble-

man, retiring.

"Now, my lords," said the king, " Hear our

words. The brave and loyal General Monk, who
seems to be standing just now in Cromwell's

shoes in England, writes me, that now Richard,

the son, has resigned his power, he is ready to

offer me my father's throne, provided that I will

submit to and put my signature to certain con-

ditions—the very conditions which will make
me recreant to ray royal father's memory, and

be, as it were, an endorser of the justice of his

murder. By the soul of the Confessor, I will

bind myself to no conditions to regain that which

is lawfully mine ! My lords, I will nevertheless

advise with you."

" May it please your majesty to read to us

such passages of General Monk's letter as may-

enable us to advise your majesty?"

"Listen !"

"'Your majesty's restoration is the wish of

my breast. That achieved, I am prepared to lay

dov.-n all power and retire to private life. I am
at the head of an army often thousand men. I

am encamped near London. I have power to

wield the parliament at my will. As yet they do

not suspect my intentions, which alone I now
reveal to your majesty. If your majesty will

consent to the conditions herewith enclosed, I

can safely invite your majesty to London, and

ensure you a public reception that will surpass

any public entry of a monarch since the days of

the Conqueror. These conditions I know the

parliament will insist on, and therefore I would

get them from your hand in order that when I

propose your restoration to thi:j body, I may be

able on the spot to shut their mouths to all ob-

jections. I despatch my friend Lord Vane as

the special bearer of this missive. Do not delay

a reply, I entreat your majesty; and I pray do
not rirfuse to comply wiih conditions, without

which I fear the restoration can never be ef-

fected. The hearts of the people are with your
majesty.' "

^
'Now, rny.lords, here are the conditions."

The prince then read from a paper enclosed

in ihc k-tltr the conditions, which history has

made fdftiiiiar to ever) reailer.

" You perceive, my friends," he said, when he

had concluded," what chains they would thackle

us wiih."

"Nay, your majesty," said the carl, "but
rafhnr with what rivets they would strengthen

your throne."

" Ha! think you that way, my lord?"

" I do, your majesty. Thy people no doubt

would receive you without conditions; but ihe

parliament must be humored."
" I will truckle to none of them I"

" N^iy. your majesty, but something must be

yielded on account of llie disjointed state of the

times and the imperfections of men's loyalty."

" Well, you no doubt counsel wisely. Guil-

ford !"

" Your majesty," answered the young fisher-

man, who stood near an escrctoirc, a little in the

rear of the king. He was dressed in a handsome

suit of plum-eolored velvet, richly embroidered,

a silken vest, and laced doublet, and his hair

flowed long and waving upon his shapely

shoulders. In the interval of two or three

years since we last parted with him, a change

has been made, not only in his appearance, but in

hia position. The prince had become personally

attached lo him from the day he had assisted in

effecting his escape from England, and gave

him a position near his own poj'son, as his pri-

vate secretary, a situation of responsibility, which

Guilford's talents, address, and—thanks to his

mother's good education—enabled him to fill

with credit and honor. At length he became so

useful to the prince that the latter could hardly

bear his absence ; and he always consulted him

on all matters before bringing them before his

nobles ; and afier any council, at which Guil-

ford was ever present as secretary, lie would talk

over with him the debates, and search his opin-

ions upon what had been discu.'^sed, Hj this

means our hero not only made himself signally

useful to the prince, but as he always had his

ear, he held an inHuence in the eyes of the nobles

which gave him a consideration that even rank

would not have gained him. If any lord had

any suit to prefer, any scheme to forward, Guil-

ford was first made a confidant, with the request

that he would bespeak the prince in favor of the

applicant. The agreeable person, the -engaging

and unaffected manners, and the elegant ad-

dress of the young attendant of the prince made
him a universal favorite ; and even envy was

silenced, when it was remembered that the

young secretary was only receiving in this favor

of his prince his just reward in having brought

him from England to France and saved him

from his foes.

Robin, who had no talents for a court, and

who had no high aspirations, after remaining a

few months in Paris, and hearing that the smug-

gler who had seen him in the smack had been

shot, returned toBrighthelmstone, where he made
the heart of the ^N'idow glad by the intelligence

he brought of Guilford's prosperity and favor

with the prince. Soon afterwards he married

the pretty Anne, and taking up his abode in the

cottage, pursued the same occupation as for-

merly, and sometimes even going in his fishing

trips quite to the coast of France, to convey

and receive letters that passed between the prince

and his friends in England. There were letters,

also, which were not strictly of a political na-

ture, of which he was the bearer, inasmuch as

they were handed him by the Lady Catharine,

and addressed to " The Rt. Worshipful Guilford

Graham , Secretary to His Majesty Prince

Charles."

"Guilford," now said the prince, after having

got the mind of the nobles, " sit thee down and

write to the gallant General Monk these words:

' We, Charles Rex, having received your fair let-

ter, give you thanks from our heart for the loyal

spirit which hath prompted thee to make the

offer of your aid to restore us to our throne. But,

inasmuch as our subscription to the terms you lay

down, wliich are the same in defence whereof

our august father lost his head, we cannot sub-

scribe to them in full ; but will arriinge these

conditions when we come into England, to the

satisfaction of our parliament. We pledge our-

selves, however, and here witness our hand, that

we will do nothing contrary to the constitution

of our realm. If this pledge be satisfactory, we
will, on hearing from you to tliis effect, let

nothing delay our return to England.

(Signed in presenceof our council of lords).

Charles R.'"

" We!!, my lords, will that suit you?" asked

the Iting, looking roimd upon each face, and

finally resting his daik eyes full upon the face of

Earl Villiers of the Red Hand.

"It is as much as becomes your majesty to

say," answered the lords.

" Then it shall go ! Seal and direct it to Gen-

eral MoTik, Guilford. Now, gentlemen, we will

return to the banquet room."

The king's cheerful countenance as he re-

entered the Iiali, gave all hearts hope ; and then

he said, to cheer them
; "It is good news, my

friends
; the star of our fortune begins to

brighten. Within three weeks, if nothing hap-

pens, I hope we shall sec merry England once

more."

Upon hearing this the whole companyof noble

exiles started to their feet and made the hall ring

with three loud British huzzas.

The banquet wag once more about to be re-

sumed, when Lord Rudolph, who was invited

by the king to be seated on his right, eeeing the

Earl Villiers seated next to him, rose and drew
back, clapping his left hand upon his sword hilt.

"What, so! How is this?" demanded the

king.

"I have a feud of blood with the Earl Vil-

liers, and cannot sit by him," answered Lord
Rudolph, with a fierce countenance. "Your
majesty will excuse me. I will at my hotel

await your answer to General Monk."
With these words, he strode out of the hall.

CHAPTER XXr.

LORD Rudolph's dastardlt act.

The abrupt departure of the fiery noble

caused a momentary excitement. The prince

looked displeased. The earl smiled haughtily,

and young Edward Percy, recently become Earl
of Percy, stole out after the noble.

But he had no sooner reached the vestibule,

than he saw Lord Rudolph draw his sword, and
with the flat of it strike Guilford, who at the

moment was walking across the corridor. Our
hero had remained a few moments in the cabinet

to seal and address the letter to General Monk,
and when he was returning to the hall, he met
Lord Rudolph face to face. The latter, the way
being narrowed by two columns, on recognizing

him cried

:

" Stand aside, dog !"

Guilford's sword was in his hatid, but recol-

lecting that he was the brother of Lady Kate, he
suppressed his rising resentment, and was pass-

ing him, when, as we have said. Lord Rudolph
struck him in the face.

"Now, by the rood!" said young Edward
Percy, as he beheld the blow, "if Guilford stand

this, he hath caitiff's blood in him indeed."

Guilford, however, kept his sword poiutdown,

and would have gone by him, when Rudolph
spat upon hira, accompanying the act with an
epithet of derision.

The forbearance of our hero was now at en
end. He forgot Lidy Kate's brother in his own
insulter. Throwing himself upon him, he took

his swcrd from him and broke it upon t!ie pave-

ment, and then, with the eye of a lion, he
glanced upon him with contempt, and was going
into the hall, when the prince and several nobles

rushed forth, having heard the scuffle.

" What means this ? What is this drawing of
swords in our very presence ? The person of an
ambassador is sacred. Guilford, you are under
arrest!"

" Your majesty," said the young Earl Percy,
" Guilford is not to blame. Lord Rudolph in-

sulted him, and he bore it; he then struck him,

and yet he bore it ; he then spat upon him ; and
your secretary took his sword from hira and
broke it under his feet, as you see there

!"

" Then it is Lord Rudolph Vane who hath

done this discourtesy," said the prince, reddening

with anger. "My lord, I supposed thou hadst

come hither to us as a messenger of peace, not a
maker of brawls."

"I shall not give account of my conduct to

one who has neither the ri<;ht nor the power to

exact it," answered Lord Rudolph, haughtily.
" This to the prince's face !" exclaimed Earl

Percy, with a flashing eve.

"Nay, Edward! We can forgive this rude-

ness."

" I would punish it, your majesty, bat that he
hath but one hand, and it would not be taking

him on fair terms," answered Edward.

Lord Rudolph had kept his right arm wrapped
in his cloak, a custom which he had followed
ever since his recovery from his wounded wrist.

He now thundered back, forgetting that Red
Hand was present

:

" Thou liest!"

"What! But we will make thee show thy-

self a liarl" retorted Edward, and suddenly-

tearing open hi9 cloak, he exposed tho bandless

wrist. There was a shout of surprise from all

around
;
and Lord Rudolph, with bis lefc hand,

caught Edward's sword, and made a thrust so

deadly at the young euil, that he would have
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run hini tiirough the body, but for the interposi-

tion of Guilford, who received the point of ihc

blade in bis sleeve, at the imminent risk of hav-

ing his arm pierced by it.

" This must be stopped, by our head !" cried

Prince Charles. " Arrest Lord Eudolph !"

But before he could be obeyed, the savage

young noble boumled from the corridor, and

leaping into his saddle, spurred away at full

speed, followed by the cries of derision and

scorn of the assembled nobles.

"Now, by our halidom, my friends/' cried the

prince, " this unfortunate matter, if reported with

distorted tongue in England, will do us a mis-

chief and mar our fortune. He must not be

suffered to embark and bear his own tale until I

have forwarded my message with the despatch-

es. After my letter reaches our general's hands,

Lord Vane can do no mischief, whatsoever he

may say. Guilford I"

" Your majesty V
"Prepare to proceed at once to London."

"I am ready, your majesty."

" Then leave at once. You will find passage

easy across the channel with the help of gold.

Here is my purse. You have the pacquet. Go,

and Heaven speed thee, and bring thee safely

back to us with good tidings. My Lord Villiers,

please you see that this hot-brained Lord Vane

does not take boat till Guilford hath been full

twenty four hours in his advance."

^' I will see to it, your majesty," answered the

earl, who at once quited the prince's presence.

In another hour, Guilford was on his way to

the sea-side, mounted on a fleet steed, the letters

of which he was the bearer being tied about him

beneath his belt, which also held his well filled

purse of gold.

He had to ride seven leagues before reaching

tbe sea. He knew that he had already the start

of Lord Eudolph, who still expecting to take

hack the prince's answer, had ridden to bis ho-

tel. Here he soon learned, by a visit from one

of the prince's pages, that another bearer had

been selected by the prince. No sooner had he

been made acquainted with the fact, than he

called for his horse and servants, and was pre-

paring to depart for the coast, when Earl Villiers

met him at the door, and said sternly ;

" My lord, I am commanded by my prince to

detain your lordship for twenty-four hours."

" What ! am I a prisoner ?" demanded Lord

Vane, fiercely, and turning pale.

" That may be as you construe it. You are

not to leave the town until twenty-four hours

have passed."

" This is unbearable ! and you, of all men, my
jailer !"

" I see tliou lovest me not. But one cannot

choose his friends or enemies in this world, my
lord. In such cases we must be patient."

Lord Vane looked at the earl as if he could

annihilate him, and then returning to his apart-

ments, paced his floor in suppressed rage.

In the meanwhile Guilford spurred forward,

and about midnight, by the light of a bright

moon, he came in sight of the shining waters of

the sea. His road terminated at a small hamlet

composed of a few Dutch houses. Not a vessel

was to be seen in this harbor save the brigantiue

in which Lord Eudolph had come over, and

which lay off waiting his return. This he was

bound to avoid, lest he should be too closely

questioned, and after riding along the coast four

miles, he saw a lonely hut, and at a little pier

near it, a fishing lug2;er. This he succeeded in

hiring of the old man, and soon embarked to

cross to England. The wind was light, but

fair, and on the fourth day he landed near the

mouth of the Thames, and detaining the boat

for his return, he hired a horse and rode on to

London. He reached the metropolis just as the

sun was rising on the morning of the fifth day

since leaving the presence of his prince. Put-

ting up at an inn near the Parliament house, he

inquired for direciion to General Monk.

" What! wilt thou list with him?" asked mine

host. " It is said he pays well, though his army

bath a beggarly look, and not a good wife can

keep an egg or a bit of poultry within a circuit

of ten miles about bis camp. If thou wotildst

join him, thou wilt find his headquarters at

Smithfield ; but if tbou wilt wait an hour thou

wilt see him go by here to his house, near St.

James's palace, where he does business wiih the

Parliament."

" The Parliament are governed pretty much
by the general's opinions, are they nof?" asked

Guilford.

" No, sir cavilier, for they don'i know exactly

what they are. The old follow is secret as a

mason ! But at heart, we believe he is for our

Charley over the water, and would be glad to see

the restoration."

"And the people at large, do they wish fur

the prince 1"

" Do they ? they would darken the very skies

wiih their caps in the air, if he should come into

London, to-day. Ah, he is a brave prince, and

we all love him. We dare to say so, now Crom-

well's day is gone ; but once it was as much as

an honest man's head was worth to speak about

him."

While Guilford was talking with the commu-
nicative and loyal host, there was heard up the

street a shouting of men, and then the clangor

of a bugle, and a moment afterwards the cry on

all sides :

" Monk ! Monk ! Here comes the general
!"

Guilford's blood bounded ! He was more in-

terested than all others in his coming, and as he

rode past, accompanied by half a dozen field

officers and an. orderly or two with a bodv guard

of eighty horse bringing up the rear, he could not

but regard with deep interest the man who held

the reins of the power of England, not for him-

self, but for the prince, his master.

Without delay he followed the troop of horse.

and at length reached a stately mansion, before

which he saw General Monk alight and enter.

He was about to pass forward to ascend the

steps, when he was put back by a dragoon, who
said :

" Not so fast, sir cavalier. No one enters

here without an order—no they don't."

Guilford looked hard in the man's face, for he

thought he recognized the voice. But a huge

red heard and a fiery moustache defeated at

first his scrutiny. But the man himself aided

him in the matter, for, after regarding Guilford

attentively, he said in a gratified, chuckling

manner

;

" What ! is not this master Guilford Gra-

ham ?"

"Thou saycst truly," answered Guilford;

" but if thou knowest me, do not speak it out so

loudly."

" And dost thou not know me ? I dare say I

look too warlike for you to see through me. I

am Digby—your old friend Digby!"
" Toby Digby ! Verily, you are no longer

like yourself. Thou a dragoon ?"

" Marry come up ! What would yon have a

man do'? I got my head broke so often by

Cromwell's troopers, that I learned the knack o'

head breaking mysflf. So, what with fighting,

I got my blood up, and when Monk's sargents

came down to our town 'listing, I was one o' the

first to enlist. It 's a brave life, so long as we
don't have any fighting. But, bless us ! they

say you are with Prince Charles over the sea,

and he has made a lord of you !"

" The prince can hardly make lords where he

is, honest Digby. I am glad to see thee £ucb a

changed man, and doing so well."

" What art tbou doing in England, master

Guilford?"

" I would see Genei'al Monk. Can you let

me pass, for old companion's sake V
" Marry, that will I. Go in ; and when tbou

hast done thine errand, wait till I am off guard,

and we'll have a rare cossip o' bygones."

AVith these words the trooper drew aside, and

let Guilford pass. Going by several officers who
stood in the hall, he came to an oiderly, who
stood near an inner door, and said that he de-

sired to have a word of importance with the

general.

'* Your name?"
" It is of no consequence. *ay I have letters

to him from Prance."

Upon hearing this, there was a murmur in the

hall, of surprise and expectation from the mili-

tary men and others in waiting, and Guilford

was scrutinized wi;h curiosity.

*' A messenger from Prance ! A courier from

the prince !" went buzzing from lip to lip.

" His excellency desires to see you," said the

orderly, re-appearing after a moment's absence.

Guilford, all Iravel-worn as he wa^, entered

the apartment of the commander in-chief of the

army. The general bent his eyes upon him as

he came towards him, and then said courteously,

yet with animation

;

"Did I understand my orderly aright ? Do
you bring letters from France V

" Yes, your excellency, from the prince."

" From his majesty !" exclaimed the general,

with a look of pleasure. "But how is this ?

Where is Lord Kudolph Vane V

" He arrived, and placed your letters in the

prince's hands, but when the reply which I now
bear, was ready, he got into some altercation

with some of the nobles and other?, and gave

some offence to the prince, who intrusted the

letters to me, who hold the place of his private

secretary."

"You are then Sir Guilford Graham'?"

"At your excellency's service," answered our

hero, as he placed the pacquet, which he had by

this time unbuckled from his girdle, in the gen-

eral's hands.

"lam glad to see you and to know you. I

have heard how the prince owes his escape from

England to your undaunted courage and con-

stant devotion."

Thus speaking, the general broke the seal of

the letter and read it, Guilford, who had been

at Paris knighted by the prince, in token of his

gratitude, and who also, at the same time, had

received from the French king the order of a

chevalier, now marked closely each change in

the expression of General Monk's countenance.

Having penned the letter himself, he knew every

line of it, and could clearly distinguish what the

sentences were at whiclr he frowned, and those

which seemed to give him pleasure. At length

he turned towards the secretary, and with a

mixed expression of dissatisfaction and pleasure,

he said

:

" Sir Guilford, do you know the contents of

this letter?"

" I do, your excellency."

"lam sorry the prince refuses to sign the

conditions, but it cannot be helped. We must

do as well as we can with what he says. It may
satisfy the Parliament. But how left you the

prince 1"

" In good health, your excellency."

" And the Earl Villiers, was he well ? and

the Barons Algernon and Catesby, and also my
lord of Percy V

" I left them all well, your excellency."

"I hope soon to see tbem with their royal

master all in England. What day did you leave

the prince ?"'

" This is the fifth, your excellency."

" You have made despatch. The Parliament

is now in session. I am going thither. You
must accompany me. Sir Guilford. I will make
known to them that the prince has sent a mes-

senger to them."
" Yes, your excellency. There are duplicates

of the letter you have, one addressed to yourself,

and the other inscribed, as you perceive, to the

Parliament."

Here Guilford showed him a letter which the

prince had given him in case it should be called

for.

" This is very good. The seal remains un-

broken, and it is addressed to the Parliament.

I will take you with me at once to the hall.

Your presence will do a great deal, as a courier

from the king."

The general then left the apartment, and

passing though the saloon where his staff were,

called, " To horse!"

All was now excitement and motion. Every

gentleman hastened to his saddle. Digby, who

resolved not to lose the opportunity of having a

gossip of bygone times with his former acquain-

tance, had kept a sharp eye on the door for some

time. But when he saw him reappear walking

side by side with General Monk, and heard the

general order a horse to be brought to him, and

saw the deference and honor which the com-

mander of the army paid to him, his amazement

was so great as nearly to stupify him.

"What aileth thee, man?" called one of his

comrades to him. " Are thine eyes going to

quit thy head ? Fall in with thy horse into the

rank. Dost not hear that we are ordered to fall

in and trot V
Digby mechanically obeyed the order. But

he shook his head, and with a downcast look, he

said to himself:

'• My gossip is all up. Master Guilford has

become a great man. I heard he was a lord,

and it must be true."

At the door of the House of Commons, Gen-

eral Monk alighted and entered the hall, leaving

Guilford in the vestibule. When Monk found

that the Commons had still come to no decision,

and seeing that all hearts were for the prince,

though not a lip dare utter his name, be stood

up and said

:

" Gentlemen, the time is come when England

should have rest. No plan of government has

been proposed. I will pn pose none; but I have

just placed in the bauds of your president of the

council, a slip of paper, on which I have hastily

written a line wiih a pencil. You will please

read it aloud, my Lord Annesley."

Every eye was fixed upon the president. AU
hearts throhbtd with anxious expectation.

Some thought it would give them the informa-

tion that the prince was privately in London.
Others, tbnt General Monk himself had taken

this method to make known his own intentions

of assuming the protectorate. The president,

however, Foon removed all speculations by read-

ing as follows ;

" General Monk desires to make known to the fl
House of Commons that a messenger from the

"

prince arrived iti London this morning—

"

Here there was such a sensation and demon-
strations of satisfaction so loud that the presi-

dent could not proceed. At length, order and
silence being in some degree restored, he re-

sumed :

" The messenger is the private secretary of hia

majesty. Sir Guilford Graham, and is now at the

door of the house, waiting to deliver a letter of

which he is bearer to the Commons."
Upon hearing this, there was one universal

shout that rose from the members of the House, '

and cries of " Admit him ! Admit him !" were
heard vociferou'ily.

As Guilford entered, bareheaded, and walked
up the aisle, escorted by General Monk, nothing

could exceed the delight and enthusiasm with

which he was received. The members, says his-

tory, " for a moment forgot the dignity of their

situations, and indulged for several minutes in

loud acclamations of applause."

Modestly, yet firmly, the youthful baronet, Sir

Guilford, walked up to the head of the hall and
placed the letter in the hands of the president.

The hall was silent as the tomb while the letter

was read. When it was concluded, or rather

while he was reading the final sentence, all at

once the House burst into one universal assent of

the king's proposals, and immediately a vote

was taken that the letter should be published.

A vote of thanks was also passed to Sir Guil-

ford
; and as all had heard of him as having been

the person who bad taken the prince to France,

there was a twofold motive for their crowding

around him and overwhelming him with con-

gratulations. He was taken home to dine with

General Monk and a large party of lords and

gentlemen, and bore all his honors with a grace

and modesty that won all hearts. The same
evening be left London with the answer of the

Commons and an invitation to the king to return

and ascend the throne. The bearer of such joy-

ful news, he could not obey the impulses of his

love to turn a'-ide to visit Castle Vane, and he

hastenad as fast as spur and wind could carry

him, to rejoin his prince, and lay at his feet the

triumphant results of his mission. Upon land-

ing from the fishing lugger, which had taken

him safely back to Holland, our hero delayed

only to reward the owner of the boat, and then

mounting his horse, which had been kept there

in waiting for him, he took the road to the town

where the prince held his little court.

He had not ridden, however, but a league and

a half, when a woman called to him from a

wretched house on the roadside, and asked him

to come in for one moment and see a man who
was dying.

Prompt to obey the impulses of humanity,

Guilford dismounted at the low door and crossed

the threshold. By the light which came in from

a small square window above a miserable truckle

bed, he saw to his amazement, Lord Rudolph,

l}ing and in the last extremity of life. Upon
seeing him thus prostrate, all resentment fled

from Sir Guilford's bosom, and he spoke to him

in the kindest manner, and asked what he could

do for his repose of mind ; for he remembered

Lady Kate, and that this was her brother.

No sooner did Lord Vane hear Guilford's

voice, than be opened his eyes and fixed them

glaringly upon him.

"What art thou come for? Thou, of all

men !" he said, gasping. "Bring the Red Hand,

and then I shall be well attended."

" My lord, I am your friend ! Can I serve

you?'
" Who art thou?"
" Guilford Graham."
" Yes. A knave ! Thou wouldst rob me of

my sister ! Thou hast bewitched her—thou and

thy mother ! given her love portions ! Avaunt I

I despise thee ! I spue at thee I"

" I am sorry, my lord, to see you lying here

in this condition. How has it occurred ?"

[concluded on FA0£ 134.]
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LIGHT-BOAT BRANDYWINE, A3 SHE APPEARS AT ANCHOR OEF MINOT S LEDGE.

LIGHT-BOAT AT HIINOT'S LEDGE.
The linht-boflt, Brandy wine, was built for service on the Bran-

dywine siioals, Delaware Bay, but because of the destruction of

the iron lighthouse, on Minot's Rock, has been transferred to

her present station, off that dangerous ledge. She is 130 tons

burthen, built as strong as wood and iron can make her, and of

the very best model for a sea boat, being very sharp forward and

afr, with great dead rise. She rises boldly forward and aft with

great sheer^ which renders her buoyant, and enables her to ride

over the waves comparatively dry, and also prevents her counter

being buried in the sea as she settles aft. The Brandywine for-

merly carried two lanterns, one forward and the other aft. She
hsLi now but one, placed amidship, on an elevation about twenty-

five feet from the deck. She is commanded by Capt. John W.
Bennett, and has a crew of six men. Our engraving was drawn

by Capt. Miller. From late fearful events connected with this

wild and perilous spot, a great interest hangs about the ledge,

and seamen from distant parts still gaze in wonder as they enter

the harbor, to find the late and commanding iron Light, that but a

short time marked the spot,gone altogether! We have published

in these pages several poems, dedicated to the terrible catastrophe

of the wreck of the Light and the loss of its faithful keepers, to

that our readers will find anything relating to the subject of more

" than ordinary interest. It is thought that the Brandywine, so

well constructed for the purpose to which she is applied, may be
able to ride out the fierce gales that are so terribly fatal on this

dangerous spot. Let us hope so, at least.

BRAH3IIN CATTLE.
A pair of beautiful natural curiosities, consisting of a Brahmin

steer and heifer, recently brought to this country from the East
Indies, at a cost of nearly $4000, are in Cincinnati. These sin-

gular animals have each on the withers, a large boneless hump—
that on the male greatly exceeding that on the female in size.

Their ears are very lon^, that of the female being thirteen inches
in length. The color of the steer is pure glossy white, with blue

spots on the skin ; his height to the top of his hump, is fifteen

hands one inch and a half. The heifer is considerably smallt-r,

and of a handsome brown color. It is said that the Brahmin
people have, for ages past, worshiped this particular species of
cattle, and to this day reverence them as gods. These two are

the only ones in America, and are fully worth a visit, especially

from naturalists and all those who love to contemplate the won-
derful study of the various works of nature. Care will be taken
to acclimate them.

—

Cincinnati Gazette.

HIGH BRIDGE NEAR HARLE3I, N. Y.

This magnificent bridge of stone forms a part of the immense
work erected to bring the water of the Croton River to the city

of Xew York. The length of the aqueduct, from Croion River
to the City Hall, is forty-four and a quarter miles, and cost the

enormous sura of Sl.3,000,000. It is one of the most stnpendom
efforts of modern times, and one which has proved as sur'cessful

as it was grand in conception. The bridge itself was erected at

a cost of 31,000,000. Its height is one hundred and fourteen

feet from high water mark, and its length is one thousand four

hundred and fifty feet. It rests upon arches supported by four-

teen piers of heavy masonry; eight of them 80 feet span, and nix

50 feet. The romantic scenery in the vicinity, in addition to the

beauty and magnificence of the structure, make the High Bridge a
most attractive place of resort in summer. There is a hotel upon
each of the high banks of the river near, for the accommodation
of visitors. The easiest mode of access from the city is to go iu

the Harlem cars, from the City Hall (which make eleven trips a

day) to Harlpm, where srages are in waiting to carry passengers

to the High Bridge. A vi>it to the upper and lower reservoirs,

and to the High Bridge, are usually in the programme whenever
the civic authorities of New York have some " distin>iui-.hed stran-

ger " to welcome. They are all well worthy of attention.

^'^N^^^^^^^
"

HIGH BRIDGE AND CROTON AQUEDUCT OVER THE HARLEM RIVER, NEAR NEW YORK. m
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MINER'S CABUV.
The sketch here given

represents the interior of

a California cabin, on
the occasion of the oc-

cupants enjoying a gen-

uine ciam chowder, and
is the copy of a scene as

it occurred last Thanks-
giving day, in a cabin,

the actors in the scene

being three young men
from the old Bay State.

Their encampment was
on Oregon Canon, near

Georgetown, and the ar-

tia, Mr. D. W. Nayson,

to whom we are indebt-

ed for the sketch, was
one of the party.

SIIVGIILAR DUEL.
Previous to the com-

Tfn ncement of one of M.
JuUien'sconccrts, lately,

an incident which might
have been attended with
very sanguinary results

took place. It appears

that Herr Sommers, the

saxophonist, and IMons.

Grillen, of the French
Drummers, had an alter-

cation respecting some
pecuniary obligation ex-

isting between them.

—

Hif;h words ensued, and
a duel was decided on
to settle the dispute,^

which might also have
" settled " the disputants

as well, had fortune will-

ed it so. Pistols were
procured , and the se-

conds, Messrs. Winter-
bottom, Cioffi, Franks
end "Viset, quickly mea-
sured off twenty paces

in one of the passages of

the Assembly Rooms,
the combatants took
their respective stations,

and, on a preconcerted
fiignal, both fired. The
bullet from one missed its mark, but the other passed close by
the neck of his antagonist, carrying away a portion of his coat
collar, which was bhot through, and striking the wall some paces
otF, dt-eply indented the brickwork. The seconds interfered, and
fa4-h parry deeming he had obtained sufiicient "satisfaction," as

ifi prescribed by the code of honor, shook hands, and then went
into the concert room, to take their respective parts in the even-

ing's entertainment, with the greatest noncha/ance. The audience

were ignorantof what had transpired.

—

Lincolnshire {Eng.) Chron.

of vessels which wero
iying at their wharves.
It was at first discovered
in Clay street, and ran
through about a dozen
blocks, quickly spread-
ing to other parts of the

city, the greater part of
which lies aheap of ru-
ins. The streets were
crammed with masses of
hunJ^n beings and sun-
dry teams, only giving
way before the advance
of the elements, as the
smoke, and heat, and
crashing walls, pushed
llicm back. Men be-

came mad—somerushed
headlong into the fire,

weeping women and
prattling infants were
wandering amid ashes
and destruction. Every
few moments the earth
and air trembled as great
buildings were torn into

fragments by explosions
of gunpowder, and ths

atmosphere was filled

with shattered timhrr,

brick and mortar. Few
comparatively knew, or
could know what were
the dangers and exer-
tions of those who were
within range of the

scorching and stifling

flames. On the follow-

ing day, San Francisco
presented a heart sick-

ening picture.

THANKSGIVING DAY AT A MINER S CABIN IN CALIFORNIA.

THE SAN FRANCISCO FIRE.
The late terrible fire at San Francisco has devastated nearly

the whole city, and destroyed, according to the estimate of the

citizens there, property to the amount of 813,000,000; a sura

which we cannot hut think is greatly exaggerated. Among the

buildings destroyed were the Custom House, Union, Parker's,

National, New World, City, Delmonico's and Exchange Hotels,

also Rose's Buildings, and the ofli.^e of the Steamship Company.
The fire also spread to the shipping, consuming a large number

RKAL TRAGEDY.
The history of Sweden

records a very extraor-

dinary event which took
place at the representa-

tion of the mystery of

the Passion, under king
John II., in 1513. The
actor who performed the

part of Longi7ius, the sol-

dier who was to pierce

the Christ on the cross in the side, was so transported with the

spirit of his action, that he finally killed the man who personated

our Lord, who, falling suddenly, and with great violence, over-

threw the actress who represented the holy mother. King John
who was present at this spectacle, was so enraged against Longi-

nus, that he leaped on the stage and stnick off' his head. The
spectators, who had been d*-lighted with the too violent actor,

became infuriated against their king, fell upon him in a throng,

and eventually killed him.

—

Hittory of Sioeden.

CONFLAGRATION "WHICH COMMENCED IN CLAY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALTFORNrA.

m
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[Written for Qloason'H Pictorial.]

THE YOUNG FISHERMAN.
[concluded fuom r.va e 131.

J

But the nobleman had exhausted his strength

in his last efforts to speak, and Lay panting and

glaring fiercely at him.

" Kis servant robbed and shot him nciiv by,"

said the woman. " Wc Ibund him bleeding and

insensible nine days ago, and brought him in,

where he has grown worse ever since, iind raves

and curses fearfully."

"Yes—I have cursed thee and Lord Villicrs !

Sec! One has robbed mo of my hand!" and

hero ho held up the inllamcd stump of his wrisf,

and shook it at Guilford; "and the other has

robbed me of my sister 1"

"My lord, jou should cease to think of worldly

matters," said Guilford, kindly, "lurnyour

thoughts heavenward, for meihinks that thou

hast not many minutes to live."

"And these I will spend in cursing thee, and

telling thee how I hate thee. Thou a baronet !^

Thou a prince's confidant I Thou take my
place as courier to the Parliament. I spit at

thee I Go and tell Kcd Hand the robber that I

spent my last breath in cursing hlra and thee V

"My lord, I implore—I entreat, for thy

sister's sake, make thy peace with Heaven "

—

But Guilford paused and said no more. The

fallen jaw— the set ejes—the motionless face

—

all told him that death had claimed his soul.

" Poor man 1" said the woman, " he is out of

his misery."

"Poor man !" ejaculated Guilford, "I fear me

he has but just entered upon his misery."

Then reflecting upon the wonderful train of

circumstances that had brought him to be pres-

ent at the deathbed of Lord Rudolph, he gave

directions to the woman about the care of the

body, and remounting his horse, galloped on to

the next village. Here he laid the matter before

the mayor, and left with him gold to have the

body properly prepared to send to England.

Having performed this duty, which both love for

Lady Ka'e and humanity prompted, he hastened

forward on his impor-ant mission.

Upon reaching the palace of the prince, bis

majesty was pacing up and down the corridor,

wich Earl Villiers in conversation, while several

noblemen were lounging near in groups. No
sooner was the rapid rider recognized to be Sir

Guilford Graham, than his name was repeated

bv twenty voices, and Charles, stopping in his

walk, waited to receive him, with his hand

extended in welcome. Passing by the eager

nobles, Sir Guilford reached the king, and drop-

ping on one knee, kissed his hand, and then

placed in it the letter of the Commons. The

king tore the seal, and first read half through it

to himself, when, seeing that it was all good

news, he read it aloud ;

" Therefore, we, the Commons of England,

do accede to your majesty's, propositions with

joy, and do invite your majesty to return to

England and ascend the throne of your fathers,

and we will ever be your majesty's loyal and

faithful subjects, and ever pray for the health and

life of your majesty as in duty bound."
" First, let me embrace thee, my trusty friend

and welcome bearer of such good tidings," cried

the king, with tears in his eyes, clasping Guil-

ford to his heart before all his nobles, while they

rent the air with acclamations of joy, such as

the Dutch palace and the honest Dutch people

had never witnessed before. The earl also em-

braced Guilford, and so did Edward, Earl of

Percy. That day and night were passed in the

most pleasurable enjoyment, and in the reception

by the king of the congratulations of the author-

ities of the town.

In a few days afterwards, King Charles and

full two hundred lords and gentlemen left the

town for the coast in an imposing cavalcade.

Here a ship of war, the very Leviathan which

had been so near capturing him, but which had

now changed masters, was waiting to receive

him by the order of the Commons, and bear him

to the shores of England.

" On the twenty-ninth of May, 1660, Charles

entered London," says the history of that event,

" on his birthday. An innumerable concourse

of people lined the way wherever he passed, and
rent the air v/it'a acclamations. The very sky

was darkened with the caps of the people, and
rent with their shouts' of welcome. They had
been so long distracted by factions and tyrannies,

they rejoiced with unusual enthusiasm to see

the king once more seated in security upon his

throne."

CHAPTER XXIL

l.OItD VAKK ANJJ l.ADY CATHARINE AT COTTIIT.

The inhabitants of the little fishing port of

Brighlhelmstone were one morning tlirown into

no little excitement by the arrival of a hiigantlnc

in the port, the sails of which were shrouded in

black, and the ling wrcatlicd with crape, while

fcbtoons of it hung fiom mast to mn.st. At
length a boat landed, and from the sailors, alter

the olliccr had proceeded to Castlo Vane, the

good folks leiirncd that it contained the hofly of

Lord RuiJolpli wlio had been murdered in Hol-

land, and for whose body the marqui-^, his

father, had sent.

A procession of boats escorted it to the land-

ing below the castle, where it was received by

the father of the joung nobleman. The same

evening it was placed in the lamily vault, and

the ensuing morning, the Iji'igantinc, filing a

requiem of minute guns, slowly departed sea-

ward.

"This attention to the obsequies of my mis-

guided son, I karn, from a note from Earl Vil-

liers," said the marquis to his daughter, as they

sat together in his cabinet, talking of the dead,

"we owe to a Sir Guilford Graham, the king's

private secretary. Hast thou ever heard of this

knight, my child, and knowest thou why he look

this pains to honor my son V
Lady Catharine's heart beat rapidly. She

colored, and was about to make some confustd

reply, when he further added :

" The Earl Villiers further says in his note

that the king will hold a grand levee at the

palace on the fir^t Wednesday of next month,

and that he desires that I should be present, and

accompanied by thee. But—

"

" But what, dear father 1"

" It becomes us to mourn for Lord Rudolph."
" Yet we need not enter into the festivities.

All the friends of the king are hastening to

London to do him homage."

"True; and as Lord Rudolph was of the op-

posite side, I fchall be looked to to make a

more particular expression of attachment to the

crown."

" You will then go, dear father?"

"Yes. You may have everything ready."

This permission filled the bosom of Lady
Catharine with joy. She was young, beautiful

and gay, and desired to see something of the

world from which she had been so long shut

out.

" Besides," said she, " I shall see Guilford in

London, for I learn he is in high favor with the

king, and honored and loved by all men."

With a happy heart the charming countess

left her father to make preparations for the com-

ing visit to court.

At length the eve of the great day of the

king's banquet and levee arrived. London was
crowded with the nobility and their families.

One spirit of satisfaction and delight pervaded

all men's minds.

The Marquis of Vane and his daughter were

at the mansion of the Earl of Villiers as his

guests. The daughter of the earl, the fair Lady
Jane, shone with surpassing radiance above all

other maidens save Lady Kate. The two became

very intimate, for they had knov/n each other in

earlier years.

"And jou are to marry to-morrow the hand-

some Eail of Percy, fair Jenny ?" said Lady
Catharine to her friend, as she was arranging a

circlet of bridal diamonds.

" Yes ; and I am told by my father that i/ou

are to marry the brave Lord Astley."

"Lord Astley ! I never saw him !" answered

Lady Kate, with great positiveness.

" Well, that is odd. Both my dear Edward
and my father told me to day that you were to

marry the noble Gui;ford, Lord Astley."

" Guilford, do you say his name is 1"

"Yes; but why do }ou blush so?"

"Didir
" Indeed, yourface tells the truth. So we are

to have a Lady Astley to-morrow at the palace,

as well as Lady Percy ?"

" I assure you, dear Jenny, it is a mistake. I

do not know Lord Astley. I only was surprised

at the coincidence of a name."

At this moment Red Hand, the tall and stately

earl, came in, and smiling upon his daughter, he

asked Lady Kate if f-he had heard any news
from court that day in particular.

" No my lord. I have not been out to day."

" Father I" exclaimed LaelyJano, " did you
not tell me that Lady Kate would probably

marry Lord Astley to-morrow ?"

" Yes, I think I did," replied the carl smiling.

" It is a mistake, my lord. I do not know his

lordship,"

"But arc you not to be married to-morrow,

fair buly V asked Lord Villiers, slily,

"How did you hear ihis, my lord'^" the an-

swered, in bctiutiful confusion.

" From Edward, who is an inlimnto friend of

Guilford Graham, wlio told him, a.i a great se-

cret, that it was all arranged, and that you were

to be married to him before the king's presence,

in Westminster, to-morrow."
" My lord, it is true ; but not to this Lord

Astley."

" But suppose—no matter. I will not tell

what I see he has kept a secret. I wish you

joy. You will have a husband so worthy in

Guilford Graham, fair Kate, that no nobility can

emulate him."
" Thanks, my good lord."

"Ah, I know all your romantic loves. Guil-

ford, to whom I owed my life once, told me the

whole story ; and a creditable one it was to you.

But hither comes Earl Percy. So I will leave

him to entertain you ; for I have to attend on the

king."

" My lord," said the earl, as he entered. " Is it

true that the king has appointed you com-

mander in-chief and full admiral of the fleet ?"

" Yes, Edtvard ; he conferred the post upon

me yesterday, and next week I go on board my
flag-ship at Portsmouth ; for we are going to

have war soon with Spain."

" What is the name of your flagship V asked

Edward.
" The Leviathan, our old friend."

" How fortunes change in this life," ejaculated

the young earl.

" Do you know who I have chosen as my sec-

ond in command !" asked Lord Villiers.

" No. It is likely the Duke of Kent."

"No. Lord Astley."

" What, Guilford ! I am overjoyed. Do you

hear, Lady Kate ? How does it please you V
" Is it possible, my lords, that I have misun-

derstood you ail this time, and that Guilford

Graham and Lord Astley, of whom I hear so

much, are one and the same person V
" Yes ; that is it," answered the earl, with a

merry laugh. "And it is odd you are the last to

know that Sir Guilford was this morning enno-

bled with the title of Earl of Astley, and the

rank of post captain in the navy."

The joy and surprise of Lady Kate were ex-

pressed rather by her tears than by her smiles,

though both struggled for the mastery on her

happy face. She felt that her constancy, as well

as tlie self sacriticing spirit of Guilford, had been

amply rewarded ; and that after all she was to

give her hand to a man her equal in rank every

way, and one of the most popular men in the

kingdom, who had the confidence of the king,

the friendship of the nobility, and the respect of

the people. Well might she say, as she cast

herself into the arms of Lady Jane :

" This is the happiest day of my life!"

The next day the palace was the centre of the

thoughts of thousands and tens of thousands, of

every rank and degree. The nobility fiocked

thither to banquet with the king and behold iiim

in state elevated upon his throne. The masses

came to see him pass in procession from the ban-

quet hall to Westminster, where the bridals

were to take place.

At five o'clock the ceremony of the marriages

commenced. First the handsome earl of Percy

led to the altar the lovely Lady Jane, daughter

of Red Hand, Earl of Villiers. She was given

away by her father, and the beauty of the happy

pair made a lively impression of pleasure upon

the vast assembly.

Next advanced Guilford, Earl of Astley, lead-

ing by the hand the charming and constant

Lady Catharine. At the sight of this pair a mur-

mur of approbation ran through the cathedral.

The history of Guilford was well known, and a

thousand eyes sou,2:ht to rest on the face of one

who had v'nen f om a humble fisher's boy to be

the confidant of Lis king and the peer of lords

of the realm. In height, in comeliness of air, in

commanding person, there was no high-born

baron of them all who were present who sur-

passed him.

The king himself gave away the bride, and at

the conclusion of the benediction by the vcnera-~

ble Archbishop of Canterbury, the sacredness of

the place did not wholly suppress very animated

applauses and hearty wishes for their happiness.

We have now come to the close of our story.

For further information of events that followed

these times, our readers are referred to the pages

of liifatory. Aa a romancer, we have taken but a

page out of its records, in which wc have en-

deavored to show that virtue, honor, probity and
courage, rightly directed by liiiidablc ambition,

will I)ring a man to the highest pinnucle of his

wishes ; and that to succeed in life, it is not ne-

cestary to mark our path with Ruilt, or mar it

with dishonesty. The right will always come
right in the end, and ends sought through wrong
doings will prove evil instead of good.

If our readers should ever visit the little fi.sh-

ing town of Brighthelm stone, in Sussex, the ruina

of the Ca!-.tle Vane may r'.call to their rcrolicc-

lions this story. If they inquire for the descend-

ants of Lord Vane, they will be pointed to Astley

Castle, a mile in the interior, where lives the

present Earl of Astley, the lineal descendant of

Guilford Graham, the first carl of that name.

Over the gateway it will be seen that the arms

are a towtr with two oars crossed, and the motto
" Loyal f.n Tout."

At the foot of the ruins of Castle Vane is an

ancient stone cottage, which any one will tell

you, if you inquire, is " King Charles's cottage."

If you go to the door and ask why it is so called,

a stout fisherman in the yard mending his nets

will answer, that many years ago, in " the old

Parliament times," the Prince Charles was hid

there one night before he got away across the

channel. If yon ask the man his name, lie will

tell you that it is Robin Rengivell, and that he

is a descendant, iu the eighth generation, from

Robin and Anne Rengivell, who dwelt there in

the Parliament days, and Robin was one who
aided the king's escape.

If you go into the little graveyard, you will

see a sunken grave-stone in one comer, on
which, with difliculty, you may decipher as

follows :

" Here lyeth ye body of Toby Digby, who
died fighting valliantly for his king and country.

Peace to his ashes."

The descendants of Earl Red Hand are still

among the noblest of England's aristocracy, and
it is an inexplicable characteristic of the race,

that every eldest son of the progressive genera-

tions is born with a distinct impress of a minia-

ture red hand upon the inside of the left palm.

THE END.

[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

THE POET'S CHA3IBER.

BT CHARLES 8. BELL.

Ah, how dreary that abode,

Eat a way-house ou the road

To despiiir and destitution,—0, how dreary!

Where, in apartment damp,

With his dimly burning lamp

Lucubrating, dwells the poet faint and weary.

On the floor the mat how musty,

And the furnifcure how rusty
;

And the tempest pierced the roof of hia home,
Till the spidera they would clamber

Down the rafters of his chamber,

Seeking shelter 'neath the covers of a tome.

Yi!t through his eyes, in dreams,

Uow the restless spirit beam.'f,

In a palace on the moor in land of fairy;

Were he dwelling now defending

Ideality, while bending

O'er his tablet of the earthly, what might cave he—

Till the glorious dream is o'er
;

Then the pallet on the floor,

The rudely-fashioned desk where he's inditing,

The rickety old chair,

That sustains the poet there,

Ecveal the presence of a home how curst and blighting.

JENNY LIND.
Jenny Lind, duncg her sojourn in this city,

did not lead the secluded life that has been sup-
posed. While the curious multitude have imag-
ined the nightingale fls having been caged up all

day long in her magnificent suite of rooms at the
Burnet House, and as coming out only in the
evenings to charm the assembled throngs at the
National, she hei'self has been roaming unrecog-
nized about the city, vii^iting the shops and im-
proving her whole time, busily, in witnessing
everything we have that is wortii seeing. Many
a shopkeeper who would have given no small
sum for the pleasure of meeting her, has un-
knowingly held a shopkeeping tc:ea-tete with her
over a piece of goods; and the crowds who have
stpod for hours at the Burnet House, have seen
her come in and go out without the least suspi-
cion of who or what she was.

—

Cincinnati Citron,

Foor.s.— Generally nature hangs out a sign
of simplicity in the face of a fool, and enough
in his countenance for an hue and cry to take
him on suspicion, or else it is stamped in the
figure of his body : their heads sometimes so
little that there is no room for wit, sometimes so
long that there is no wit forsuchroom.

—

Fulkr.
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COLUMBIA'S ADDRESS
To the Mersey, the noble and capacious river of the port

of Liverpoolj England.

BT KICHAUD WRIGHT.

Mersey, hail! Columbia greets thee '

Mirror of the steam and sail

;

Where the wave of ocean meets thee,

Thousand pennons Iciss the gale.

Mart of commerce ! richly freighted

Vessels enter and depart,

Daily to the eye delighted, ^

From and hound to every part,

Thy favored waters float the valued stores

Of industry from earth's remotest shorcB.

On thy bosom, then, forever

May the star of peace bestow

Halcyon light, that waneth never,

Long as enterprise doth glow.

May Britannia's oak, combining

With Columbia's seasoned pine,

Manned with hearts of truth's reSuing,

Prove the axiom divine,

—

That kindred nations strengthen and increase,

When rivals rally in the arts of peace

!

t-o-^ t •

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.] '

FLORA SUMNER:
—OR

—

THE ENGAGEMENT.

BT MISS SARAH M. HOIVE.

"Did you know Flora Sumner was engaged to be married 1"

asked Mr. "Wilkes of her friend Mi's. Jenkins, at a social party,

one afternoon.

" No, I did not," answered the lady addressed, her eyes consid-

erably enlarged, "but can it be possible?"

" Who 's she engaged to V* quickly asked a sharp-visaged, but

sharper-voiced personage, who sat near them.

" Mr. Cardou," answered the first speaker, with a meaning look

at the questioner.

" Mr. Garden ! what, the rich city gentleman V
" Yes, Mr. Lawrence Cardon, the young man who came to the

village from the city a short time ago."

"Good gracious! who'd thought it! but how'd you find it out,

Mrs. Wilkes 1"

"Wall, yesterday morning," began the very obligingly com-

municative lady, after taking a stimulating pinch of snutf, " I was

over to Mrs. Green's to see if I could hear any news, and she

asked me if I 'd heard Flora was agoing to be married. I told

her I hadn't. Then she said that Mrs. Carey told her that Miss

Lewis said, that Mrs. Wilkins heard Jane Minturn's cousin say

that her sister overheard Mrs. Stimpson and Julia Smith talking

about it, and she thought she 'd slop a minnit and hear what they

said, and she heard 'em say. Flora Sumner was engaged to Mr.

Cardon. So she went and told Jane's cousin, and Jane's cousin

told Jane, and it got round till I heard on't. It's true, I know,

for Mrs. Green tells things jest as they be, and Flora 'd like to

catch Mr. Cardon, certain. I don't see why on airth he fell in

, love with her, for if she has got a pretty face, I don't brieve she '11

bring him any money; but he's rich enough now, I spose."

Sundry nods, winks, gestures and other meaning things went

round the estimable assembly of gossips for several moments after

Mrs. Wilkes had ended her story and taken an enormous pinch

of snuff. The silence was at last broken by Mrs. Jenkins, who
said:

" I think Mr. Cardon is very foolish in marrying that girl, for

he's rich and handsome, and might get a rich and handsome wife

any day. I know my Sally is jest as good as that prond Flora

Sumner, and he hasn't even spoken to her yet. I s'pose I\Irs.

Cardon, that is to be, will feel a deal too nice to take any notice

of my girl, now."

The latter part of her remarks was spoken in a tone of mixed

mortification and irony. Sally Jenkins had for sometime been

endeavoring to captivate the rich and agreeable Mr. Cardon; but,

in consequence of being neither beautiful nor amiable, she had

failed to win from him. even a smile. It was this that induced

Mrs. Jenkins to speak so unfavorably of Mr, Cardon's intended

bride (as Flora was supposed to be,) and to be so surprised that

he should .choose her.

"When are they goin' to be married?" broke in the sharp-

visaged woman (who, by the way, possessed a tongue consider-

ably sharper than a meat axe,) " d'ye know, Mrs. Wilkes 1"

" No, I haven't heard yet ; but I presume that '11 got out soon.

If I hear anythin' about it, I'll tell jou as soon as I can."

All seemed satisfied npon that point, for they knew Mrs.

Wilkes would be very nimble-footed if there was any news in her

possession that was not known to every one else.

Further conversation was here interrupted by the entrance of

Mrs. Sumner, the mother of Flora. She was a tall, dignified,

calm-looking lady, of perhaps forty years, with a clear, dark eye,

and gentle aspect, that told of a lovely soul within. She had
been invited to the social party that afternoon, by Mrs. Blaney,

but in consequence of other duties, she v.-as the last to arrive.

There was not the smallest tinge of the gossipping faculty in the

character of Mrs. Sumner, and she was almost disgusted with

the display of the before-mentioned quality in the ladies collected

at her friend's ; but she concealed her displeasure, and conversed

pleasantly with Mrs. Blaney, who alone seemed to be a well-

educated and sensible lady.

" Will your daughter Flora remain at home with you during

the season, Mrs. Sumner'?" asked Mrs. Blaney, as they sat con-

versing together apart from the others.

" X think she will," answered the lady ; "she has now gone to

spend a short time with her cousins in New York city, and when

she returns, we shall decide whether she will go abroad or not."

" What ! Flora hasn't gone off yet, has she ?" exclaimed Mrs.

Wilkes, who had overheard a portion of Mrs. Sumner's words,

and of course concluded the pretty Flora bad gone to be married.

" Where has she gone*?" continued the questioner, very earnestly

looking at Mrs. Sumner.
" To New York," was the reply.

" To the city ?"

" Yes."

" What, she didn't go alone ?"

"No, she did not."

^ " Who went with her V*

" Mr. Cardon accompanied her."

"Did they go in the cars '"

" Yes." ("How ren/ inquislive she is," thought Mrs. Sumner.)

" When did they go V
"Yesterday."
" When are they coming hack?"
" I cannot tell, precisely."

"Mr. Cardon coming back with Flora,?"

Mrs. Sumner could stand it no longer. Her quick, dark eyes,

now flashing with indignation at the extraordinary inquisitiveness

of her questioner, were raised to the face of Mrs. Wilkes, with an

expression that spoke as plainly as words :
" You are very much

addicted to questioning, but I shall answer no more for you." It

could not be mistaken, and Mrs. Wilkes turned away to whisper

the intelligence she bad learned to IVIrs. Jenkins and her com-

panions.

The nod?, winks, and other meaning things, now became still

more profuse than before. Though they were not unnoticed by

Sirs. Sumner, she continued her conversation with Mrs. Blaney,

which had been so abruptly and unceremoniously interrupted.

" She thinks we don't know anything about Flora's engage-

ment," whispered Mrs. Wilkes to the sharp-voiced personage;

" but I '11 teach her we aint all such fools as she thinks us to be.

I can find out her Flora is going to be married, too, if I try."

Again the black eyes of Mrs. Sumner were fixed upon the face

of the woman, but this time their glance of indignaiion was

mingled with surprise and inquiry. She felt that there was a

mistake in the matter, somewhere, for they had never before been

so earnest and inquiring respecting Flora, but yet she knew not

where that mistake had originated, or from what circumstance.

It was a sweet, sunny mom in the month of June, when a

"coach and four" drove to the cottage of Mrs. Sumner, and the

beautiful Flora and her two city cousins were joyfully welcomed

by her. A bright smile played upon the countenance of Flora, as

she again stepped within the walls of her dear country-home, and

her cousins were no less delighted with the aspect of all things

around them.
" U, it is very beautiful. Flora," said Virginia Cardon, the elder

cousin ;
" this charming country scenery, these blooming, fragrant

roses, and these sweet birds. O, I love this romantic scenery far

better than the crowded city."

"And so do I, Virginia," said the younger, the beautiful,

bright-eyed Eveline, " and I wish to go and visit that fresh-look-

ing old forest we see yonder. Will you go, cousin 1"

" Yes, anything will I do, to please you, dear Eveline ; but will

Virginia go '?"

" Certainly I will," answered the merry cousin, and in a few

moments they were on their way to the forest. They had walked

but a short distance, when they were met by Sally Jenkins, who

expressed much pleasure at again seeing Flora.

"Perhaps," said she, hesitatingly to Flora, "perhaps I have

been wrong in addressing you as Miss Sumner, for, if I have

heard aright, you are now called Mrs. Cardon."

'* Mrs. Cardon!" exclaimed the surprised and blushing Flora.

" 1 do not understand you, indeed."

" Why, are you not mairied to Mr. Lawrence Cardon V asked

Sally, earnestly.

"Married to Cousin Lawrence! what couH have induced you

to think such a thing i"

"Mrs. Wilkes told us you were engaged to him some time be-

fore you left for New York ; and after you went, she told us she

had had a letter from a friend in that place which stated you

were married to him, and never expected to return to our village

again. But we did not know he was your cousin."

" Why, Sally, I never was engaged to him any more than I am

to you; and, as to being Cousin Lawrence's wife, the thought

never entered my head ! But it is a really laughable affair, and

I am quite surprised I never heard of it before, Poor Mr.-;.

Wilkes, she has used her almost invaluable tongue so much for

nothing J for the whole afiair is only one of her inventions to slan-

der others. It is quite laughable, is it not, Virginia?"

" It is, indeed ! Only to think of our dear cousin Flora marry-

ing brother Lawrence !"

And a long, merry, ringing laugh was that which came from

those three beautiful cousins.

The girls do say, that Flora Snraner is engaged to a rich young

New York gentleman, though perhaps it is only another of Mrs.

Wilkes's fictions, if four years have passed since they said she was

engaged to Mr. Cardon. lie is married to a beautiful southern

heiress, and Virginia to a French gentleman. Mrs. Wilkes still

says she knows Flora was engaged to Mr. Cardon, if he was her

cousin

!

[Written for Qleason's Pictoriai.]

TO RUTH.

BY CAROLTME A. HAYDEN.

May the richest gift of Heaven
Hover lound thy happy youth,

Hope to cheer thy heart be given,

Joy and peace to bless thee, Ruth'.

May the friends that noiv caress thee

Ever wear the garb of truth,

And the prayers that lise to bless thee,

Spring fiom hearts of fervor, llutU 1

May He who shelters innate worth,

The gnard and guide of youth,

Be thy protecting friend on earth,

Thj' hope in heaven, E.ath I

4-^a-«>..»

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LETTER FROM LONDON.
TO UNCLE TOBY.

HOW NEHEMIAH GOT RID OF HIS BABY.

Deak Uncle,—As I 'd paid tu have that ere baby taken care ot

a month in advance, I thought I wouldn't hurry about getting rid

of it, but take time to do it handsome, and so 'twouldn't kum back

agin. In the meantime, I kalkilate that I travelled about Lon-

don some. 0, Jerusha ! how many fine things there was in the

windows, picters and playthings. I met Dr. J. V. C. Smith,

yesterday, of Bosting. He knowed me like a book, cos he knock-

ilated me when I was a baby. "Mr. Flnfkins !" sez he. "Doc-
tor," sez I, "you don't know how rejiced I am tu see you."

"Thank'e," said he. Then he told me a great deal about the

fair, 'cause he 's one of them fellers chused to award the medals

and premiums. I kinder wanted to ask his advice about the

baby, and what I should du with it, but I was ashamed tu, and

so I held my tongue.

But what made me feel the most ashamed was carrying the

baby out every day. The woman insisted that I must du so, and

said I was a most unfeelin' brute if I didn't give it the benefit of

the fresh air, and declared she could not keep it another day if I

didn't take it to the Park every afternoon. It did seem as though

everything conspired to bother me, but I give up and took the

child out to the Park every day. One morning I met Mr. Kiddle

in the fair. I 'd seed him in Bosting, and thinks I, here goes, I 'U

make a confidant of him and ask his advice, for he's a mighty

clever fellow. You know Piddle, the auctioneer, uncle 1 Well,

he heerd me through, and said,—"Nehemiah, you aint up to

snufF; why don't you put the baby 'up the spout'?*"

"Mr. Riddle," said I, "what's that?" "Why, pav:n it."

" Creation !" said I, " how can I du such a thingV He kinder

larfed at me, and pulling me one side, whispered somethin' to

me, and I started right off for hum, resolved tu put the baby "up
the spout." The woman when she saw me cum in, said that I

had got somethin* into my head, she knowed, for I showed it.

"Pemember," said she, "I know you, who ye are and all about

ye, and if you attempt to play me any tricks with this baby, I'll

foUer yer tu the eend of the earth, I will." And I believe she

would.

Wall, I tuck the baby out as usual that afternoon, but instead

of goin' tu the Park, I went down to Gold Street, and steppin'

in tu one of the Jew pawnbroker's shops—"I want tu borrow a

half eagle," said I. " On what security 1" said the man. " Why,
I haint got nothing," said I, "but this ere brest-pin." "That
aint enuff," said he. " Why, I only want it for an hour and a

half, till I can go into the fair. I have got several friends in

there, with the American goods, and I can redeem the pin before

an hour and a half; but I can't git in without the money."
" Haven't you got anything else to add to the depositV " Why,
you don't tluBk I wont cum back, do you'?" said I. " 0, no,"

said he, " but it's best to he on the safe side."

Then I pretended to be mad, and said how I 'd leave my baby

till I cum back. " I guess you aint afraid to lend it tu me on

the brest-pin and the baby bothi" "Why," he said, kinder

thoughtfully, "no, if you leave the child, I s'pose there's no

danger but that you mean tu redeem the brest-pin; but I shall

charge you two crown in advance." "But I haint got no money;

that's the rea!:on I want tu borrer," said I, s'posin' he was tryin'

to ketch me. " Well, I '11 take it out of the half eagle," said he.

" Very well," said I, and takiu' the money, I left the baby asleep

in one corner of the pawnbroker's shop, tuckin' it up nice, and

tellin' the Jew that his wife, who lived iu a room back of the

shop, must take care of it if it cried— and I know'd it would—for
tliat child could scream when it set out, you had better believe.

The first korner I cum to I turned out of Gold Street and run

like a hound, streaking it, I didn't know where. Well, I got

round at last to ray boardin' place, and packed up my trunk, and

told the woman I had got a nuw place for the baby. Then she

tuck on, said I had rained her character by my conduct, and that

she was a poor, lone widder. O, uncle, aint widders dangerous'?

And that she couldn't think of my goin' ; that I had trifled with

her affecshuns, and she would sue me for breach of promise—she

would. But I stopped her mouth with a guinea, and it acted like

Russia Salve for a burn, and cured her right ofl'.

Then I went down to Riddle's boardin' house, for it had got

pretty late, and he was to hum, and I told him it was all owin'

to his advice that I'd got rid of the baby, and all about how it

was done. Then sez he, "Nehemiah, you are one of 'era," and

sez I, " Mr. Riddle, I rather think my eyes arc open wide enough

not to take any more bundles to hold," and so I stood ti'eat all

round. Your dutiful nephew,

Nehemiah Flufkins.
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VIEW OF THE NEW CITY OF LAWRENCE^ MASi^AGHUSETTS, AS SEEN FROM NORTH ANDO ^ER.

TOWN OF LAWRENCE, MASS.
The new town of Lawrence, soon to he a city, is in many re-

8pe<Ts a model town. Its growth has been rapid, though far itss

so ihaa was at first anticipated. It was incorporated April 17,

1847. The first town meeting was held on the 26th day of the

game month. Whole number of voters then present was 104.

The whole number of votes given for governor, Nov. 11, 1850,

was 911—an increase, in three and a half }ears, of over 550 per

cent. In 1844 the whole number of inhabitants on the territory

now comprised within the limits of the town did not probal)ly

exceed 75. Now the number cannot be less than 9000. Seven
years ago all the land and buildings—Andover Bridge excepted
—within the same limits could doubtless have been bought for

less than $30,000. The valuation of the town, last year, was
within a frat-tion of S6,000,0U0. This year it will approximate
to $7,000,000. The amount of property now owned by the town,
cons-isting in a hall, school-houses, engine-houses, engines, &-q.,

exceeds Sf90,000. The committee appointed to make a sanitary

survey of the State, in their recent report to the Legislature,

speaking of the Oliver High School-house and Town Hall, in

Lawrence, say :—" These two buildings are unnecesparily large

for the accommodation of the present inhabi-^ants of the town,

but are constructed partly with a view to its pioypective growth."

The citizens, however, at their last annual meeting, felt them-
Eclves compelled to vote, and did vote another enlargement of

that same school-house, to more than double it present capacity,

at an expense of SI 2,500. The above suffices to indicate a state

of progressiveness on the sandy and .sterile banks of the Merri-

mac, in that portion of old Essex county, which chullenjics a

parallel this side of California. Had " the times " continued as

favorable as in 1844, when the town was projected by Messrs.

Samuel Lawrence—from whom comes irs name, of course—John
Nesmith, Thomas Hopkinson, Josiah G.Abbott and Daniel Saun-
ders, we dare not let imagination dictate the figures it would now
take to limit its position, either in productiveness, population or

wealth. The Atlantic Coiton Mills, for the manufacture of cot-

con fabrics ; the Bay State Mills, for woollens ; and the Essex
Company, for almost every variety of machinery, and paper

hangings besides, are the only corporations as yet in active opera-

tion. Others have been incorporated, and knowing ones say

that one of them, the Pacific, is soon to astonish Yankeedom in

general, and all the vest of the world in particular, by the manu-
facture of " flax cotton," Nous vf-rrcns. The town is almost

entirely enclosed within an amphitheatre of hills, is ^regularly

*laid out, has, in a central position, a Common seventeen and a

half acres—not one thousand seven hundred and twelve acres, as

ft Western paper has it—and already shade trees and shrubbery
are beginning to intermingle their beauty with the tasteful ap-
pearanre in general, of the private dwellings, and the magnifi-

cence of the public buildings. The immense factories have not
been permitted to mar the original beauty of the situation. There
are two railroad depots, one on the north side, and one on tko
south. The turnpike to Methuen is one of the finest roads ia

Massachusetts, except, perhaps, that at Pawtuckct.

THEATRES.
The magnificence of our theatres is far superior to" any others

in Europe, where plays only are acted. The great c-are our per-

formers take in painting for a part, their exactness in all tho

minutiie of dress, and other little scenic proprieties, have hern
taken notice of by RicoMni, a gentleman of Italy, who travellt^d

Europe with no other design buf. to remark upon the stage ; but
there are several improprieties still continued, or lately come into

fashion. As, for instance, spreading a carpet (for tragedies) in

order to prevent our actors from spoiling their clothes ; this

immediately apprises ns of what is to follow ; for laying to
cloth is not a more sure indication of dinner, than laying Uia

carpet of bloody work at Drury-lane.— Goldsmith.

VIEW OF THE FALLS, COTTON MILLS, FACTORIES, ETC, AT LAWRENCE, MASS.
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MR. BARNABAS BATES.
As the new postage law, reducing the rates of

postage, went into operation on the first of July,

It may not be inappropriate to present to our
readers the portrait of the man to whom we are

largely indebted for tbia measure, and a brief

Fketcb of his career and labors in carrying this

bill through Congress, at the last session. For
his long and indefatigable exertions in the cause

of a chenp postage, he has been very properly

Btylcd "the Rowland Hill of America." The
picture here given was taken from a dagnerreo-
tvpe by Whitehnrst, 349 Broadway, New York.
In 1817, Mr. Bates received the appointment of
Postmaster of Bristol, E. I., and subsequently
from President Monroe, the Collector of Cus-
toms for the district of Bristol and Warren, which
offi'"e he held till his removal to New York. Mr.
Bates, in ie32, was invited by the Postmaster

G'ueral, to be the Special Agent of the General
Post Office, to examine the post offices in the

New Kngland and Middle States, and after-

wards, for several years, the Assistant Postmas-
ter of the city of New York. "While connected
with the Post Office Department, Mr. B. became
eatisfird that the rates of postage were enor-

mously high, and that a reduction would relieve

the people of a useless burden, and augment the

revenue of the Department. Under this con-

viction he commenced his labors in 1840, two
months after the cheap system went into opera-

lion in Great Britain, and maintained, in spite

of all opposition, that we could have as cheap
postage as the subjects of Queen Victoria. By
bis indefatigaljle labors he induced Congiess, in

1845, to reduce the rates to five and ten cents.

Not being satisfied with this partial reduction,

he has labored six years longer in the cause, and
at last has succeeded in efl^ecting the passage of
the present law. When he commenced his la-

bors for reducing the rates of postage, a quad-

ruple letter carried over four hundred miles, was
charged one doUar; but under the new law the

same letter will be carried for three cents I Al-
though the postage, by tbe present act, has been
materially reduced, Mr. Bates does not consider

his labors at an end. He contends for uniformi-

ty, simplicity and cheapness in the rates of post-

age on letters, newspapers, periodicals and printed matter. He
considers the present law defective in these respects ; on letters

we have four rates instead of one, and on newspapers we have
more then a dozen. He advocates the reduction of ocean post-

age, the abolition of the franking power, the free delivery of mail
letters in all large towns and cities, and other reforms in the
gentral post office system. We hope that the testimonial fur his

long and meritorious services in this benevolent cause, which has
been commenced in New York and Philadelphia, will be aided
by other cities and towns, and that Boston, distinguished for her
liberality, will not be behind her sister cities in this good work.

ATLANTIC DOCK, BROOKLYN, N, Y.

Tho Atlantic Dock is a square basin, surrounded by granite
stone, and is capable of holding several hundred ships at once.
This Dock is situated in South Brooklyn, near the South Ferry,
facing what is called Butter Milk Channel and Governor's
Island. As a work of service and undoubted excellence, it com-
pares favorably with anything of tbe kind in this country. The
introduction of the warehousing system for bonded goods has
made it indispensable. The view, drawn for us by Wade, is

taken looking south-west, giving Red Hook and Staten Island in

the distance. ;

PORTRAIT OF BARNABAS BATE?, ESQ.

JOHN STARK
May be ranked among that hardy and valuable race that may

be called the founders of the American republic. He was born
at Londonderry, then a frontier town in New Hampshire, on the

2Sth of August {old style), 1728. He was a yeoman, the son of
a yeoman, one of those imigrants who had then lately come
from Ireland, and had brought with them industrious habits, with
the linen-spinning wheel, and that now indispensable vegetable,

the potato. Hunting was then a part of the employment of the

enterprising back woodsman, and Stiirk, when quite a young
trapper, on one of these hunting expeditions, was taken by a
party of Indians. He evinced great bravery on this occasion,

but was carried into captivity, and remained until redeemed by
the State of Massachusetts. In 1755, Stark being known as a
young man of much promise, was appointed a lieutenant in a
company of rangers, commanded by Captain Robert Rogers.

This company was in the campaign of 1755, which terminated

so successfully, near Lake George. The next year this company
was again on the march to Fort Edward, and scoured the coun-
try from that place to Ticonderoga and Crown Point. In the

winter of 1757, the rangers had a rash, bloody battle, near L:\ke

George. Roger-' and the other officers were wounded, and Stark
conducted tbe retreat. For these services he was promoted to a

captaincy, with the approbation of every officer and soldier on

the frontiers. At the attack on Ticonderoga, in
June, 1758, the rangers were in requisition, end
Stark behaved with sagacity and courage. Cap-
tain Stark was with Lord Amherst at the reduc-
tion of Ticonderoga and Crown Point. Ho
now retired from the army, and employed him-
self in the ordinary business of domestic life,

until the difficulties began to thicken with the
mother country. He was a whig from principle,
and from the period that he left the army, in
1760, to the commencement of hostilities, he
had been an apostle of liberty with the brave
yeomanry around him ; and he was so well
known through the State of New Hampshire,
that in case of their being obliged to arm, he
was counted as a leader. After the drama was
opened at Lexington, he instantly, on hearing
of the sad event, mounted his horse, and set off
for the scene of action ; hundreds of his neigh-
bors followed him, under the impulse of liberty,
without solicitation or commands. These har-
dy patriots assembled near the battle-ground, and
put Stark at their head. He had no rival can-
didate; all eyes were turned to him. He was
previously to tlie seventeenth of June, in com-
mand of a large force ; and General Ward soon
considered him as a most valuable assistant.
On the memorable 17th of June his force was
encamped about three miles north of Bunker
Hill. Seeing from bis position, that a fij>ht was
inevitable, without any orders he marched for

the ground
J
his men all desirous to be led on,

and tie reached the hill but a few minutes before
the battle began. His conduct on this day has
been a theme of praise. He fought until tbe
American forces had exhausted their ammuniiion,
and were nearly cut off by the British troupa.
His brave New Hampshire yeomen were, evfn
at this crisis, unwilling to retreat ; but his com-
mand was law to them, and they retired in good
order across Charlestown Neck to Merlin Hill,

to join the main body of the American army.
After the evacuation of Boston, he marched his

regiment to New York, and he was active in
that campaign until May, when he was ordered
to Canada. His forces were near Ticonderoga,
when the declaration of Independence was re-

ceived. Every officer and soldier received the
news with enthnsiasm. He joined General Washington only a
&hort time before tbe battle of Trenton. In the early part of
next spring he went to Exeter, to consult with Generals Sullivan
and Poor, for the next campaign ; but, finding that be had betn
superseded, he resigned his commission, and returned to his

farm. Information soon arrived that St. Clair had retreated, and
that Ticonderoga was taken. New Hampshire again flew to

arms. The council of the State sent for Stark ; but he would
not accept of any command which should be subject to any or-
ders but his own. The troops would not stir an inch without
him, and he was sent on with instructions to hang on the enemy,
and harass his march. In August he arrived at Bennington ; and
Count Baum was detached from Burgoyne's army, to destroy
the small army from New Hampshire. Stark, on the sixteenth

of August, beat and captured the whole detachment. This was
a decisive victory, and led to important consequences. The
event destroyed the hopes of Burgojne, and raised the drooping
spirits of the northern army under Gates. From that period he
was one of the most active officers in the American array.

Washington had the utmost confidence in him, and gave him most
important commands. After the war. Stark retired again to hifi

farm, and became a quiet, hospitable citizen. He enjo}ed the re-

spect and veneration of all who knew him. He lived until May
8, 1822, when he expired in the ninety-fourth year of his age.

'it-
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[Written for GleftHOn'fl Pictorial.]

THE PAST AND THE FUTUKi:.

QY JOSdlMI II. DUTLEA.

The Hhftdows of departed ngcs eomo

Tliickly iiround mo, from tim«"B awfiil tomb
;

Kings, wnrriovH, ptiitcsmcn, terrors of tbo oarth,

WhoMO voices hfivo sivcn an empire birth.

I SCO thu hero-boy of Mticcdou,

And (.'tt>Bar, with hlfi laurel ulinplot on.

Dimly amid tbucloudu the chk'fs of pong

With hciiven-Btrurg hJirpa, migestk- glide along,

Who gave the mighty deedn and namee nublinio

Of those who nourished in the olden time.

All sheathed in ai-mS upon his car of Qamo,

The god of battle.^ cind in terror camo
;

But broiten was his sword—his .shivered spear

Was uscleaa now ; his eye, inspiring fear,

Was mild and gentle—not as erst of yore,

His chariot-wbeela were rod with human gore!

A form ethereal, robed in vesture white,

Stood by his tide with brows arrayed In light

;

The verdant olive in her hand she prest,

And " peace *' was written on her spotless brcaat.

Close at her side, a sage, with hoary hair,

Iloiit o'er a scroll, with brow.s and eyes of care
;

Ilia right hand held tbo world-controlling pen,

That mighty engine of the minds of men!

At whoEc command the \¥aves of knowledge roll,

Wide o'er the earth, from Indus to the polo
;

That breaks like fire-scorched thread the tyrant's chain.

And lets young frecdcm loo^e o'er land and main !

Before its might the clouds of ignorance fly,

And mental sunshine glads the joyous sky.

The mighty press stood by, whose potent sway

The gods of earth all must soon obey,

Around it glittered thousands of bright rays,

Which shall be quenchless till the end of days;

XJunumbered nations stood afar to see,

And catch tlie fruits of coming liberty.

Thrones shook as if a sudden earthquake passed,

And wrong and savage war had looked their last.

A shout of triumph rolled from van to van

Of this great host— ^' Light for the mind of man
;

We war no more—light is our battlc-word
;

Let those who make the quarrel draw tlic sword,

!

Our gifted bards shall sing another song,

We own the nations have been fools loo long."

Men gather wisdom often from the past,

Nothing that's earthly can forever last.

Where are the blood-stained conquerors? At rest,

Now mingled with the things that were. The oppressed

And the oppressor lime has overthrown,

Leaving an empty name—or mouldering bone

!

But mental light and knowledge shall increase.

The lovely handmaids of a heavenly peace
;

Tn arts—not arms—the nations yet .sbaU vie,

And future children read with wondering eye

Of deeds of madness, savageness and crime.

Once miscalled "glorious" in the olden time!

And as they trace the historic page along,

Shall blush their fathers have been fools so long

!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

M i N N A WAYNE:
THE PEARL NECKLACE.

ET MRS. CAROLINE OR-NE.

" Have you seen anything of my pearl necklace, Minna, since

I returned from the soiree last night "?" said Mrs. Lester, to a

young girl whom she had jusc summoned to her dressing-room.

" Yes, ma'am, I saw it when I assisted you to undress."

" Then why did you not restore it lo the casket where I always

keep itr*

" I thought that I did."

" Well, you did not, or it would be there now. You are so

careless."

" I am quite certain that I put it into the casket/' eaid Minna.

" Then be so good as to tell me why it is not tliere now? No
one, except yourself, has access to my drawers."

" I am sure I can't imagine where it can be gone," said Minna,

as she commenced, in a hasty, nervous manner, to search about

the room.

A cold, sarcastic smile curled Mrs. Lester's lip, as she followed

her movements with her eyes.

" Can you Jook me in the face," said Mrs. Lester, after Minna

gave over the search as hopeless, " and say that you know nothing

more about the necklace than what you have told mcV
"1 can f^ay truly and sincerely, that lo the best of my recollec-

tion, I placed it carefully in the casket, where you always keep it,

and that I saw you put the casket in a drawer, which you locked.

That is all 1 know about it."

Mrs. Lester, who regarded her steadfastly as she said this, saw

that her color varied from pale to red, which she sat down in her

own mind as a sure indication of guilt. She did not once think

that merely being suspected of so degrading an offence, was

sufficient to cause the countenance of a young and sensitive girl

to change.

" 1 wish I could hclievc you," said Mrs. Lester, " You have,

since you have been with ine, discha'ged your duties to my satis-

faction, and I should be glad to rct.aiu you, but under existing

circumstances I could have no confidence in you, and must,

therefore, dismiss you. Tt would be nothing more than right, if

I .should h:ivc the matter legally investigated."

"WImt shall I do?" said Minna, wringing her hands and

bursting into tears. " With such a crime fastened on me, I can-

not get another place—and my mother and little sisters
"

Minna's voice was so choked with sobfl, that ehc could proceed

no farther.

" The wages of sin are death," said Mrs, Lester, coldly ; "a

truth which, had you reflected on it, might have prevented you

from incuning the guilt of taking what docs not belong to you.

I believe there arc only six dollars due you of your wages?"
*' No, ma'am, that is all,"

" If you will restore the necklace, I will pay you ;
otherwise,

I shall not consider it as my duty."

" I cannot restore it, because I have not taken it. Is there no

way to convince you of my innocence?"

" I hope there will be," said Mrs. Lester, but the manner in

whicli she emphasized her words, showed that she felt perfectly

sure there never would.

Minna, after this first outbreak of painful emotion, induced by

mingled shame and grief, and a knowledge of the suffering which

it would cause her widowed mother, called pride to her aid, wliich

enabled her to preserve the appearance of calmness, till she left

Mrs. Lester's presence. She withdrew to the small, scarce com-

fortable room where she slept, for being situated in the attic, it

was extremely cold in the winter, and of an almost suffocating

heat in summer. Almostblinded with tears, she hastily gathered

together the few articles of clothing which constituted all her

worldly wealth, and packed them in a bandbox, which she took

on her arm. She descended the stairs, and was about to leave

the house, when the hard-toned voice of Mrs. Lester arrested her.

" Minna Wajme," said she, "before you go, I feel it to be a

duty to warn you against a repetition of the crime, for which I

am now obliged to dismiss you. I also wish you to understand

that I forgive you, and wish you well."

" I cannot say, Mrs. Lester," said Minna, " that I forgive you,

for besides taking away my good name, when He who is above

us all knows that I am guiltless even in thought of the crime you

lay to my charge, you are literally taking the bread from the

mouths of the widow and the fatherless."

The last words that Minna heard ere she closed the door, were :

" How ungrateful. Most persons in my situation would have

had her arrested at once, but I suffered my humanity to get the

better of my sense of justice, and it is thus she thanks me for it."

It was a long way from the elegant mansion of the Lesters,

which was situated in one of the handsomest and most fashionable

streets of the city, to the dilapidated, dingy looking abode in a

dark, close alley, inhabited by several poor families, among whom
were Minna's mother and her two little sisters, Mary and Ella.

Mrs. Wayne, a pale, delicate looking woman, received employ-

ment from the proprietor of a ready-made clothing establishment,

and was busy at work on a vest, at the moment Minna entered.

Both of the children sprang forward to meet her, for her bright,

cheerful face, when she was now and then able to make them a

short visit, was all the sunshine they had ; the sun, which poured

its golden light from the blue sky, never being able to reach into

the depths of the cheerless alley, so far as to shine in at the poor

widow's windows.
As we have said, both of the children sprang forward to meet

her, but their smiles and words of joyful welcome were checked

the moment they saw her face. They knew that something

dreadful must have happened to her, for they had never seen her

look so sad before. Minna, without speaking, placed the band-

box on the floor, then sinking into the first chair she came to,

she covei-ed her face with her hands. She had intended to be

very calm, for her mother's sake, but a glance at her pale, patient

looking face, and the thought that she had brought sorrow with

her, instead of joy, overcame her resolution, and convulsive sobs

shook her whole frame. Her mother had thrown down her work

and risen from her chair, for the moment she entered the room

she saw the dark shadow which rested on her brow. Minna

made several fruitless attempts to spealf.

*' Wait, my child," said her mother, " and take time to compose

yourself before you attempt to tell what has taken place ;" but,

although the words of Mrs. Wayne were so calm- and considerate,

her pale face had grown still paler, and she trembled so that she

could hardly stand.

"I can tell you soon, mother," said Minna, having succeeded

in attaining a degree of composure. " Come and sit by me."

Little Ella ran for a chair, which she drew close to Minna's

side. Mrs. Wayne sat down, and Minna related to her what is

already known concerning the necklace. She did this in a steady,

unfaltering voice; for, after the passionate grief called up by the

S'ght of her mother and sisters, she felt strong in her innocence,

and was comforted by ihe inward assurance that she whose pure

counsels had sunk deep into her heart, in early childhood, and

had since brought forth tbeir legitimate fruit, would know it was

a shadow, and not a stain, which now rested on her good name.

"Be comforted, my child—all will come outright at last," said

her mf'ther, when she had finished her story, that had been told

with a simple and touching eloquence, which truth, and a deep

sense of the injury she had sustained, could alone inspire.

Mary and Ella did not fully comprehend all that she said, but

they understood enough to know, that the six dollars which Mrs.

Lester owed Minna were withheld, and that they, of course,

would be obliged to go without the new calico gowns Minna had

promised them, and for (he want of which for several Sundays

they had been unable to attend church. But they whimpered

together and agreed not to say a word to Minna about how dis-

appointed they felt, as Ella, who was only four years old, said

:

" It would made her ftcl bader if they did."

Minna had anodier cause for unhappinesS, independent of the

sufiering which her loss of place and reputation would cause her

mother and sisters. She was betrothed to a young man by the

name of Richard Floyd, who was the chief clerk in a jeweller's

shop, and she had already decided in her own mind to absolve

him from his engagement. He had been in Mr. Inman's employ

a long time, having risen from being a shop-boy to his present

Station, and was held in high CHtimation for his talent for business,

but above all, for his strict honesty. The crime of whiih Mrs.

Lester had accused her, she felt would be one of the last which

he could forgive ; and he could not have the same confidence in

her innocence which her mother had, for he had not like her hud

an opportunity to judge of the effects of early education, and to

mark how silently, yet surely, good and. healthful precepts find

their way to the mind of the young, even as the morning dew

searches out the heart of the opening flower. Minna did not

wish that the engagement between her and Richard Floyd should

remain unbroken, even if he believed her to be guiltless, unless

her innocence could be made manifest to the world. She wai

not selfish enough to permit his opening prospects to be darkened

by the cloud which brooded so heavily over her.

She might see liim that very evening, for he generally called

at her mother's two or three times every week. If he did call,

she intended to tell him all without delay. When the twilight

shades began to gather she started and changed color every time

she heard the outer door open. At last there was a footstep in

the passage that led to their room. Minna knew that it was

Richard Floyd's. The children also knew that it was his, and

with faces beaming with smiles ran and opened the door.

"Minna is here—Minna is here !" they exclaimed, as he gave

each a hand, and with a look of glad surprise, entered the room.

But the joy depicted in his countenance, at once faded at the

sight of Minna's sad, pale face. What seemed to him very

strange, she did not even come forward to meet him, Mrs, Wayne
handed him a chair, in which he silently seated himself.

" Are you sic-k, Minna?" said he.

She only shook her head in reply.

After remaining silent a short time, she said :

"I thought, Richard, that I should be able to tell you why
you find me here—but I cannot—my courage fails me. Mother,

you must tell him—tell him all."

Mrs. Wayne did tell all, and without expressing any opinion

as to Minna's innocence or guilt. He then said :

"How thankful I am that I called this evening—to-morrow

evening might have been too late."

" Why?" said Mrs. Wayne.
" A pearl necklace, the very one in question, I have no doubt,

is in Mr. Inman's store. Mr. Inman took it in exchange for other

articles of jewelry this morning."

" Who brought it to the store 1" demanded Minna, eagerly.

"A girl of about eighteen or twenty, as I should judge, and

though she would probably be called handsome, there was some-

thing in her deportment which did not strike me agreeably."

"Do you remember her dress?" inquired Minna.
" It would be impossible for me to describe it minutely, yet it

struck me as being showy rather than tasteful."

"The description you give of her applies to Seraphine, Mrs.

Lester's nursery-maid," said Minna; "but I would not for the

world implicate her, unless on investigation there appears to be

good reasons for doing so."

" I should think the first thing proper to be done," said Mrs.

Wayne, "is to ascertain if the necklace Mr. Inman purchased, is

the one Mrs. Lester has lost."

" I should know it among a thousand," said Minna, " and to

prove to the satisfaction of others whether it belongs to Mrs.

Lester or not, is perfectly easy, as hers is fastened by a medallion

which contains her husband's miniature. The medallion opens

by a concealed spring, which would not easily be detected by a

person unacquainted with the secret."

"It can be decided at once, then," said Richard Floyd . "It

will only be necessary for you lo go with me to the store and

examine it."

Minna, without delay, prepared herself to accompany him.

Mr. Inman was fortunately present, when they arrived at the

store. Having listened to Richard's explanation, the necklace

was submitted to Minna's inspection, who, at once, pronounced

it to be the one Mrs. Lester had lost. She then opened the

medallion, which revealed the likeness of Mr. Lester, who being

well known to Mr. Inman, he was satisfied that Minna v/as not

mistaken.
After well considering the matter, Mr. Inman came to the

conclusion that it would be best for him to wait on Mrs. Lester

himself, and take the necklace with him. When he arrived, lie

inquired for her, and was shown into the drawing-room. In a

few minutes she made her appearance.

"I purchased a pearl necklace this morning," said he, "since

which certain incidents have come to my knowledge, which cause

me to believe that the necklace is yours."

"i have lost a pearl necklace," she replied, " and have every

reason to believe it was stolen by a young girl in my employ.

Should you be able to recognize the person who ofiered it for

sale?" she asked.

"Without the least difiiculty—I perfectly recollect her coun-

tenance."
" The girl I suspect is gone. I dismissed her, but I can describe

her to you."

" Permit me first to show you the necklace," said he, placing

it on the table.

" 0, yes, that is mine. The loss of it discomposed me e icecd-

inglv, for I have reasons for prizing it beyond its intrintic value.

The girl who I suspect took it, is not handsome, though her

countenance is intelligent and animated."

"Has she a brilliant complexion?"
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"Far from it."

" Then the girl you suspect cannot be the one who sold me

the necklace, for her complexion was of a dazzling brilliancy, and

her appearance was uucomraonly showy and genteel."

" You describe Seraphine, my nursery-maidj exactly. 0^ I

hope it is not Seraphine."

Mrs. Lester rang the bell, which was answered by a girl about

a dozen years old.

"Where is Seraphine?" the asked.

The girl hung her head without speaking. -

"You know where she is, and must tell me."

The child began to cry.

"What objection have you to telling mel"
" She'll take back the handkercher-pin she gin me, if I tell."

" Then she attempted to bribe you. Let me see the pin."

The girl left the room, and after a few minutes absence returned

with a showy, but cheap breast-pin, which Mr. Inman knew to be

one of the articles which he gave in exchange for the necklace.

Mrs. Lester now, however reluctantly, could not avoid being

convinced that Seraphine, and not Minna, was the guilty one.

The girl, after, exhibiting the breast-pin, did not hesitate to

tell that Seraphine had gone to a party, and had worn some

beautiful new earrings, a bracelet and a pin, which was a great

deal handsomer than the one she gave her. Mr. Inman now

.took leave, having arranged to leturn so 8S to be there when

Seraphine came home from the party. He did not fail to fulfil

his appointment. Seraphine, when she returned, was told that

Mrs. Lester wished to see her in the drawing-room. She per-

ceived that Mrs. Lester had by some means ascertained her

•absence, but knowing she was a favorite, and being naturally

self-confident, she assumed an easy, unconcerned air. Mr. Inman

stood at a table, with his back towards the door when she entered,

and he was careful not to permit her to obtain a view of his face.

" Seraphine, come this way," said Mrs. Lester.

As she obeyed, she tried to conceal the arm adorned with the

bracelet, in the folds of her dress.

"Do you know that I have dismissed IVIinna Wayne"?" inquired

Mrs. Lester.

" Yes, ma'am, Bridget told me that you had."

" Did the tell you why ';"

" She said she didn't know."
" It was because I suspected that she had stolen a pearl neck-

lace, which I particulai-ly valued."

The girl gave a perceptible start, but immediately recovered

her self-possession.

" Minna Wayne," said she, "has always been cried up to be

so wonderful good, I shouldn't have thought that she would have

done such a thing as that."

" She didn't do it—I accused her unjustly. 1 have been so

fortunate as to recover my necklace. Here it is, safe and sound,

and you will oblige me by allowing Mr. Inman to examine the

bracelet and the other jewelry with which you have decorated

yourself this evening."

Seraphine, when she looked around and saw the gentleman to

whom she had sold the necklace, gave a shriek and attempted

to rush from the room. Finding that escape was hopeless, she

passionately begged Mrs. Lester to forgive her and suifer her to

remain, that she might prove to her that she would never again

yield to the temptation of taking what did not belong to her.

Though so heavy an oflfence, she said it was her first one. She

then recalled to Mrs. Lester's mind the circumstance of her hav-

ing entered her dressing-room soon after her return from the

soiree, to take some directions relating to one of the children,

who appeared restless, when unobsen'cd either by her or Minna,

she took the necklace from the casket where it had jiist been

deposited, merely to gratify her curiosity by looking at it. In

the meantime the empty casket was placed in a drawer, which

was locked, and at that moment it occurred to her that she might

retain the necklace without being suspected. "But I had no

thought," said she, " that it was worth a quarter as much as Mr.

Inman was willing to give for it."

Seraphine judged rightly ir> think ing herself to be Mrs. Lester's

favorite, a circumstance which pleaded powerfully in her favor.

Yet it was not without much hesitation that she consented to'

retain her on trial, reminding her at the sama time, that should

- she be guilty of a second offence, she need not expect to be

forgiven

.

" I shall not ask you to forgive me," said Seraphine, " and as

for jewelry, I am sure that I shall never want to wear any again

as long as I live."

Mrs. Lester's next step was to send for Minna, to whom she

had the candor to acknowledge that she had judged her too

hastily, and treated her with too little consideration. She not

only did this, but as anything which casts a stigma on a person's

character, is always, by some means, sure to get abroad, she took

pains to disabuse the minds of those who imagined that Minna

had really been guilty of the crime which had been laid to her.

Mrs. Lester earnestly requested Minna to return, and as an

inducement, offered to increase her wages, but through the influ-

ence of Mrs. Inman, ^«ho had learned the story of the necklace,

she had been engaged as a teacher in one of the primary schools.

She retained her situation till her marriage with Richard Floyd,

who, warmly recommended, and, what was better, assisted by

Mr. Inman, had set up business for himself.

Mrs. Wayne's situation had, at the time Minna commenced

teachinff, been ameliorated through the influence of Mrs. Inman,

who besides supplying her with her own sewing, induced several

ladies to do the same, and at much higher prices than her former

employer was willing to give. This enabled her and little Mary
and Ella to live comfortably till the two latter were old enough

to contribute to their own support.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LOSS OF THE LIGHTHOUSE.

Strong in its iron posts and bands,

On ttie stormy rock the beacon stands,

As the sun in the clouds sinks down
;

And seems to mock
Tbe wave's rude shock,

And tbe tempest's gathering frown.

O'er the ocean streams its welcome light,

To joy tbe 'wildered sailor's sight,

And to guide bim on his way

;

But the signal bell

Is heard to tell

The building's dreadful sway.*

The Bailor blesses that guiding star,

_ That warns him of the fatal bar
;

But thinks not while he's viewing,

That life they give

That he may live,

For they die their duty doing.

All through that gloomy fatal night

The storm-king spends his fury's might,

And rides upon the blast

;

And is heard to speak

In the wind's wild shriek,

As it howling hurries past.

The morniog came, and many a gazo

Soon strove to pierce tbe misty haze,

And reach tbe beacon light;

But they gaze in vain,

For ne'er again

Shall it greet their longing sight

!

And where are they—the keepers bravo?

Deep, deep beneath tbe briny wave,

In ocean's caves they lie;

Theu: lives they gave

Others to save,

—

'T is happy thus to die !

* On the Digbt of the destruction of Minot's Ledge Lighthouse, the bell was
heard to ring continually j supposed to have been occasioned by the oscillation

of the building.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

FAMILY JARS.
BT 5IKS. E. "WELLMONT.

"I "tt'iSH we had company every day," said Alice Vernon.
** Surely," replied her mother, " you cannot wish that, child,

since you know the trouble and anxiety it brings upon me—the

necessity of doing rather than superintending, besides the load of

responsibility it imposes, lest everything should not be done in

the right time. You cannot wish your mother so overburdened

all the time, Alice."

" I was not thinking of those things, mother, but of the pleasant

time we always have when we sit down with somebody besides

our own family. We all have cheerful faces when visitors are

here ; and when we are alone, dear moiher, how many things

trouble you ; and father, too, sita so mum, and hardly ever

speaks; and Thomas and I know we are not allowed to have

much conversation; so it is a great deal pleasanter to have com-

pany; besides, too, we have such a nice looking table set ; our

damask and best china seem to give a different hue to everything.

I wonder how much it would cost to live so all the time ? I am
sure pleasant talk would not be expensive ; and Thomas says if

he only heard that, mother, he should not be out every evening

in search of companions. It is not so at Mr. Brooks's, I have

often been in the adjoining room and heard the laugh and merry

sayings of the family, and then I wished it were so at our home.

It is not that I care for the food, but I cannot bear such silent

meals."

It was just about tbe tea hour when this conversation was

commenced. Let us look in upon the family, and see if the

daughter was to blame for desiring company.
" I wish the tea were ever ready," said Mr. Vernon, quite

pettishly. " Time is money to me, wife, and unless we can have

the hour for supper better understood, I shall not trouble myself

to come at all." Mr. Vemon took out his watch; "it is now
five minutes and a half that 1 have been waiting ; full long enough

for me to have run over Brown's account."

" I thought, Mr. Vemon, you were not coming home to tea,

tonight," replied the wife. " Alice, ring tbe bell—no, child, you

may go down and tell Dorcas your father is in a huny, and we

want tea immediately."

Alice returned, sajing

:

"Dorcas is at the back gate with a friend, and no fire is

made yet."

"I do believe," said Mrs. Vernon, " our Dorcas is just the

worst help in the world ; there is no trust in her. How can I

be expected to ever get my sewing done, when I am obliged to

run at everybody's beck and call V
" I shall give up coming home to tea after to-night," said Mr.

V. ;
" it is so much trouble to live

; and as to dinner, I have long

thought I should be the gainer by taking it at restaurants."

*
' Now do not get provoked, husband. I never saw such a man

in my life ; wont bear a word from me, while I am expected to

endure everything. Tou can go down to your counting-room,

and sit with old cronies from morning till night ; but if I suggest

the pleasure of a ride, you are always particularly engaged. My
home has got to be one of the most unattractive places in the

world; for here I am cooped up from year's end to year's end,

without any variation, and I do believe I'm the only woman in

the world who is expected to live without any change."

"Alice," whispers Thomas, who has just entered, "do you
want to go to the opera to-night % it's a rare benefit—dun the old

man for a three, will you? Don't let him know that I want it

;

you know he gave me my remittance yesterday, and I owed every

cent of it for past arrearages. It's a glorious time, sis, to go

to night ; all the Harlows will be there, and they have two opera

tickets, if we choose to take them."

Alice commenced getting tea ready. The table was set with

more preciiion than usual; and while the mother was below,

scolding Dorcas, tbe father's manner was changed to his daughter.

"Alice," said he, in a pleasant tone, "what shall I give you to

make that set of shirts for me, which your mother has just com-

menced % I am sure at Mi's. Tweed's school you were taught to

sew beautifully."

" Yes, father, but I have not practised any for a long time, you

know, excepting now and then to stitch a dickey; still," said

she, putting her finger on her mouth thoughtful" y, "I would

do them for three dollars, for you, father—if I could have my
pay now."

" Well, it's a poor rule to pay before work is done, child, still,

as it is 7/ov, if you will make a good use of it, you may have it
;"

and tbe three dollars were handed her. We need not be told

that it was immediately in Thomas's hand, which made him a

missing guest at the tea table. So Mrs. A'"ernon called, and could

gain no answer, and although certain she hi^ard his voice a

moment before, yet Alice saw that his hat was gone, and this

opened a fresh tirade upon the young man, " who was n3ver at

home when he ought to be."

Alice had long since learned to keep her brother's secrets, and

after Mrs. Vernon bad wondered "how children dared to do as

they did," and for the fortieth time again declared, " it was not

so in her day," the supper was ended, and Mr. Vernon returned

to his old dingy counting-room.

He was about settling an account wi.h Brown ; and this young

man was on the eve of marriage—the world was all sunshine to

him, and as poor Vernon stood looking into his ashy grate, with

his hands behind him, having finished his business, a tempest was

gathering, and he almost burst forth in a- warning voice upon the

uncertainty of the fair prospect continuing, which awaited his

customer. But then came the thought—I never did speak of

my domestic annoyances, why should I begin to ibis comparative

stranger, before trying to regulate things at home'? It was a

good, saving thought

—

a third person never should know these

bicJcet ings.

Vernon went home at an earlier hour than usual, and found

his wife alone. The children were at the opera, and he was

greatly interrupted in the thoughts he had resolved to utter, by

the vehement expressions of his wife, that "he kept no better

eye over his boy." Mutual recriminations passed, and as the

tempest lulled, Vernon began to suggest the propriety of adopting

some new mode of arresting these petty irritations.

" You remember, wife," said he, "how we used to live when

we were first married."

"To be sure, I do," replied Mrs. Vernon, "and I often think

,of that little east window in our sitting-room, where I used to

look over to the widow Allen's, and fancy I almost knew all

tbey were doing. And then we used to have a principle about

things ; we had meal times, and working times, and prayer times,

and go to meeting times ; but now it's all changed. There's no

life in those buildings opposite to me—nothing is right here.

The sun rises in the wrong place, and the stars don'^t look half

as bright as then, and to my eye there has been a gradual change

going on ever since we gave up old fashioned notions, and said that

working upon moral conscientious grounds was all moonshine—since

then, our children have run at random., and I do believe these

new ways only choke up the truth, and cloud, rather than brighten,

our way. I have been bothering over new-fangled schemes about

' woman's rights,' and you h:_ve been fussing about anti church,

independent, free inquiry, and husband, I date our ucbappiness

away back to surrendering our Jirst principles ; it has vexed me a

great while; but I have thought in time we might become recon-

ciled to living so ; but we cannot—I feel it—I know it."

Vernon's conscience was first awakened, and you may be sure

it did not slumber until he had reviewed life and attempted a re-

form—and that, he knew, must begin with himsflf, before he

could affect others. The next morning the children were not

reproved, as formerly, but some gentle words were uttered, un-

heard by others, which had an astonishing inflaeuce upon their

happiness through the' day. Mrs. Vernon's brow, too, began to

clear ; not all at once was she made happy, nor yet quiet ; but

gradually a softened manner took place of the peevish one, and

there was many a proof that the upbraiding conscience made her

susceptible to her own sins, instead of dwelling upon others ; and

no surer evidence of repentance could be farnished.

The next Sabbath the family were at church ; this day seemed

to pass more happily than usual. Each one was at peace with

self, and that made a halo around the circle.

That home is now a model one. Two years have passed since

the regenerating process began ; there is now no difference before

vlsifors, petty annoyances are borne patiently, and the children de-

light in passing their evenings at home, where pleasant amuse-

ments, or tbe appearance of a friend gives now new zest to the

conversation. To be sure, life is not a perfect scene ;—the Ver-

nons have their cloudy days and stormy days, as well as calm,

sunshiny ones ; but the />rm(?//)/3 with which they meet these events,

is what made the overturn. Life to them is now viewed as a

scene of discipline, which, if faiibfally acted out, will cventuare

in a higher and better one ; thii gives a new coloring to the

whole surface, and makes all the rough and uneven places so

mingle with the smooth and pleasant ones, that there is no dis-

cord, as all finally tend to make a perfect home.
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SHIP NIANTIC.

This fine maiitimo

scene was sketched (ov

us on tlio spot by Mr. G.

\V. Nayior, a passenger,

and is drawn by AJiin-

ning. It represents tho

ship Niantic's deck, just

before the dinner hour,

while running down l!io

southeast trades, bound
for Panama from San
Francisco. Since the ar-

tist sketched the same,
the Ninntic has returned

to San Francisco, and is

now used in the hartior

as a store ship. She was

formerly a whaler, and

belonged to Wcstport,

in this State.

PARK ST. STEEPTjE.

Our city readers will

at once recognize the

engraving below, which
represents the recent

appearance of this well

Jtnown building. Tho
steeple having been visi-

bly swayed lo and fro

during tho late storm

which was so severe

upon our coast, it be-

came obviously necessa-

ry that its security should

be satisfactorily ascer-

tained, and for this pur-

pose the immense stag-

ing represented in this

picture has been erected

at a cost, we arc inform-

ed, of nearly $2000. The
result shows that the ex-

amination was instituted

not a day too soon, and
that those who are living

about it, or who have
occasion to pass beneath

its towering height, have

for a long time done so

I 4
/ /%

at imminent peril of life

and limb. It is the high-

est standing place in

Boston, not excepting

the cupola of the State

House, and is 245 fert

from the ground. This
steenle has now been
buffeting the storms for

nearly half a century,

and has stood the brunt

of many a fierce and
howling gale that haa

whistled over the city.

UEOK VIEW OF TIJE SUIP NIANTIC, WHILE BOUND FOB PANAMA FROM SAN FRANCISCO.

SMOKING.
Another kind of smok-

ing is practised in Egypt,

and probably in Syria,

unknown to us in Ame-
rica, viz., that of Indian

hemp. Cigars are charg-

ed with it, and there arc

apartments where indi-

viduals may go and draw
in, through a long pipe

stem, a kind of smoko
that exalts a dirty bare-

footed rascal into an im-

aginary prince. In a

few minutea^le sees tho

gates of a Mahommedan
paradise, gazes wildly

towards the. tky, and
laughs till all conscious-

ness passes away, ynd
he falls into a lethargy

of considerable duration.

I suspect it is htmp, and
not opium, as generally

supposed, with which ci-

gare are drugged, and
made the instruments in

the hands of designing
men, in London and
other great cities on ihe

Continent, for the perpe-

tration of many dreadful

crimes. The result is a
kind of intoxication.—

Dr. J. V. C. bmith.

PARK STREET CHURCH, WITH THE STEEPLE IN SCAFFOLDING FOR REPAIRS.
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MATURIN M. BALLOU, EniTOB.

CONTENTS OF OUB NEXT IVUMBER.
*'Bodolpbo, or The Mystery of Venice, a Romance of Venice and the Adri-

atic," being the commencement of a fine novelette, by Geo. Canning Hill.
" The Greek Xebec, or The Brideof the ZulJote Chief,-' a atory,by F. Clinton

Babrington.
" The family Horse," amost irresistibly humorous sketch, by the Old 'Un.
" I Forgot, or The Disasters of a Day," a story, by Saras P. DouGHTT.
" Lines to Rev. Ilosea Ballou, on his eightieth Birthday,'' by Mrs. E. R. B.

Waldo.
" To Alice," stanzas, by Caroline A. Hatden.
" The Grave of the Poetess," lines, by Peesa S. Lewis.
" Ave Maria," verses, by Mrs. U. M. Conklin-
*' The finglishman's Exploit, or how much he made by it," a sea sketch, bj

Sylvanos Cobb, Jr.

"The Bloomers," linefl,by Haeriet N. Hathaway.

ILLTTSTRATIOKS.
A view of the Girard Bank, Philadelphia, taken while the Buquesne Fire Conir

pany of Pittaburg, was passing. A fine and spirited drawing, by Devereaux.

A scene from a popular play, as performed at the Boston ^luseum during
the engngement of Mrs. Barrett and Mr. Pitt, giving these stars as they then
appeared. Drawn by Rowse.

A fine engraving of Quincy Hall Market, republished by request, not hav-
ing appeared in our present volume. It was drawn for us by Durivage.

Wreck of the ehip Concordia at aea, on her late passage from Calcutta to

Boston, as she appeared in the height of the gale. Brawn for us by Captain
Miller.

A view of the Marj'land Institute for the promotion of the Fine Arts, in Bal-

timore. A very fine scene, drawn for us by Manning.

A portrait of President Fillmore, a very fine likenesg, which was published
in our original style, but which has not appeared in the newform. Drawnfor
us by Wallis.

A drawing representing Qen. Sandford and Staff, with a cavalry company
and infattrs, as they appeared on the 4th of July, passing between Broome
and Grand Streets, New York.

A second Street Scene on the same diy. representing the militarj cortege as

i t passed by Stewart's Marble Palace, Broadway,

A capital picture of the Fountain on Boston Common with the surrounding
scenery—a picture that will be recognized by our city readers. Drawn for oa
by Mallory.

A view of the interior of Tremont Temple during the occasion of the delivery

of the oration before the City Government, on the 4th July. Drawn for U3 by
Ward.
A view of a party of Swedish emigrants, numbering about one hundred, as

they appeared lately, passing along our streets, tji route for the West. A fine

ptctuze, drawn for us by RowsE,

STRANGE SPECTACLE.

"We see, by the New Orleans papers, that there has been a some-

what extraordinary display lately in that city. It consisted of a

procession of the supporters and admirers of Queen Isabella of

Spain, and of the lovely djfnasty of that corrupt court. It must

have been a goodly display, truly, for that republican city ; and

we understand that the procession, led off by the Spanish consul

and his retainers, fonned near the old square, where forty-eight

years ago, the broad banner of Spain was lowered to give place

to the stars and stripes of the Republic ! The New Orleans Delta

says, as they marched, they hurrahed in loud and sonorous tones

** Long live Isabella the sacred ! Death to Lopez !*' A strange

sight, truly, was this in a republican city, which a half century

since was redeemed from the corrupt rule of the Spaniard, and

has ever since continued in the enjoyment of republican rights and

principles! We never saw, heard, or read of the like before in

the history of the United States. Processions and huzzas par-

ticipated in by American citizens, in honor of a queen of the most

absolute and corrupt despotism in the world, on this free soil,

where every vestige of monarchy was swept away many years

ago, where we are taught to look upon all such forms of govern-

ment as most despicable, is almost too much to abide tamely.

Our ENGRAviNGfl.—We are constantly importuned to loan or

fell our cuts after tliey have been used in the Companion. This,

we desire to eay, once for all, we cannot do. We are determined

that the Companion shall be valuable and original, and are not

willing to cheapen the value of a perfect volume of it by disposing

of the engravings for other purposes. We make these remark.s in

reply to oft repeated solicitations by letter and otherwise. Be it

therefore understood, that no engraving in this paper will be let

or sold on any terms.

Freherice Gleason. Ksq . the proprietor of the " Drawing-^oom Compa-
nion, ' published at Hostou has bludly sent us all the lutck uunil^ers of bis

paper. Since the first cumbtr of the ' Companion"' was issued it hac attiiined

a circulation of cvtr CO TOO ci^pirs. and is rapidly increaMing He has largely
increased the size of it, and it now sbinds in the front ranks of the newspapers
of the world. The euftrHVings are beautiful and conceived in good la.cte, tho
roHding MUch as you imu ilud nowhere else for tho same money, an<l in fact,

is the best conducted most adiuiruble, best illustrated, neatest, i=wfetest and
bewitching paper we have ever beheld. Only S3 a yeiir, a perfect library with-
in itself, and thequory is who wonttake it?- Mouji(a(n<Sen(ni(;;,£'i»eHjiijirff, Pa.

DoN*T BE Frightened.—A London correspondent of the

"Washington Union has discovered that the English government

are plotting the dissolution of the American Union.

Persecution.—Disobeying the most solemn injunctions of

Christiaiiity under the plea of upholding it.

True.—Perfect confidence between parent and child is a seven-

fold shield against temptation.

HUNTING.
The horn sonorous calls, the pack awaked.
The matins chant, nor brook they long delay.

My courser hears their voice
; see, there, with ears

And tail erect, he pawa the ground !

Fierce rapture kindles in his reddening eyes,

And boils in every vein.— Somtrvilie.

There is something so exhilarating, so manly and so bold in

the sports of the field, that it is no wonder that hunting—" image

of war"—has ever enlisted the most gallant spirits in its ranks,

from the time of Nimrod, that mighty hunter, to the present day.

Its excitement is equally felt by the lion hunter of the African

desert, and the humble cockney who goes annually to the "hep-

ping 'unt." It is the nature of field spons to call into play many
admirable qualities—quickness of eye and ear, coolness, nerve

and valor, self-denial, contempt of luxury, an aptitude to bear fa-

tigue. A good huntsman makes a capital soldier. The riflemen

of Kentucky saved New Orleans in 1815, and the hard-riding fox

hunters of the rural counties of England furnished Wellington with

cavalry officers unequalled in the world.

Hunting has been the favorite recreation of monarchs in nearly

every age. It cost William Rufus his life ; Louis XVI. hunted at

Versailles, even when the sceptre was escaping from his feeble

hands, and the earth upon which he stood was undermined be-

neath his feet. Napoleon was fond of field sports, though not ex-

cessively so, kings being his usual game, and battle fields his hunt-

ing ground. He does not appear to have been particularly versed

in the locality of game, for when on a visit to the famous Talley-

rand in the neighborhood of Paris, he readily believed the latter's

story that there was plenty of game in the woods, but great was

the wrath of the emperor when he discovered that the wild boars

and hares which he killed in astonishing quantities, were only

tame pigs and rabbits, which his host had turned loose expressly

for the occasion.

The importance of the game is not a necessary incentive to the

ardor of the sportsman. The Parisian cockneys who go out to

shoot sparrows, are quite as eager and interested in their sport as

those disciples of Nimrod who deal with the wild elephant and

bison. Tiger hunting in the East is a very fascinating sport, and

being attended with great danger, ranks deservedly high in esti-

mation of amateurs. To bring down a tiger capable of making a

lunch of a seapoy, is something more of an exploit than bringing

home a fox's brush. When Bishop Heber was in the East, he

could not resist the temptation of joining in the exciting sport,

and though the head of the church, sallied forth on his elephant,

with his howdah filled with murderous implements, and did good

execution among the wilds of the jungle.

Your full grown African lion is no despicable antagonist, and

we can but feel respect for a man who can boast of having dropped

his dozen. Bear hunting is not without its interest and danger,

for Bruin's hug at close quarters, is more forcible than amicable,

and one who has escaped from his embraces is apt to remember

the salute for life. Deer hunting in the western and middle

States, and that of the buff'alo, on the western prairies, is an ex-

citing and most enjoying sport, though they do not equal in gran-

deur and peril, such sports as we hare illustrated in these pages,

in the hunting of elephants by Messrs. June and Nutter, in the

jungles of Ceylon.

But perhaps the most agreeable mode of hunting is that which

has fallen entirely into disuse, we refer to falconry, a sport which,

in the middle ages, was the favorite amusement of monarchs, and

of noble lords and ladies, A trained falcon was the inseparable

companion of a gentleman or lady. These fierce and beautiful

birds striking their game in the blue sky, the noble riders urging

their gallant horses across flood and field, the thrilling music of

bugles, the cries of the falconers and huntsmen, combined to

render the sport exhilarating and enchanting in the highest de-

gree But falconry has passed away
; game is rapidly disappear-

ing, and in time the exploits of hunters and the charms of the

chase will live only in the records of the past.

THE YOUNG FISHERMAN;
^OR

—

THE CRDISER OF THE ENGLISH CHANNEL.

A Story of the Olden Times.

BT F. CLINTON BARRINGTON.
This admirable story, lately completed in the pages of the Draw-

ing-Room Companion, is now published in book form, and is for

sale at all tlie periodical depots. It is the production of a ripe

scholar and a popular novelist, and has been read in its chapters

as published with more than ordinary interest. At the present

cheap rate of postage, a book in this form may be sent in any di-

rection to distant friends for a mere trifle.

Miss Adelaide Phillips, of ihe Museum, is about leaving

for Europe for the purpose of perfecting her musical education.

She promises to be one of the brightest musical stars our country

has produced. Jinny Lind has taken her under wing.

Gleason's Pictorial rs.iwiNrt-RooM Cosipahion contlnuesinit« excellence,

and each number is, if po6.-iible, better than the one preceding it. Tills is the

6^-*( literary paper publinhed in America, and is a perfect coin pa-n ion for the
drawing-room, as its name indicate'.

—

Hampden Frieman^ Halyt-ke^ Mass.

LucRV Fellow.—A Madras journal rf'cords that a private in

one of her majesty's regiments of foot has recently come in pos-

session of three laca of rupees, £30,000 sterling.

Costly.—Amiss, in Louisiana, has recovered SI 2,000 damages

for defamation of character, of a Mr. Sfunv. Slander 'm very

dear " down south."

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Crowell, Mr Pftter Ross to Mipe Jannett Trotter.

By Uev Mr. Sargent, Mr. Jo;:eph 4, Putuaui to Miss Pamelia D. Parker.
By Rev. Mr, Streeter, Mr Joshua B. GraLt, of Salem, to Misa Elizabeth Q.

Hatch, of Abington.
By Kev. Mr. Porter, Mr Thomas Potr r to Miss Mary C. Flower.

By Rev Dr. Ixiwell, Mr. Charles J. Stearns to Miss Mary Ann Callendor.

At Charlcatown, Mr, George Poor, of Somerville, to Miss Caroline M. George}
of Eon ton.
At Roxbury, Mr. George Gushing, of Boston, to Mis3 Anna E. Davis, of Port-

land.
AtChelwa, by Rev. Mr Bartlett, Capt. Henry A. Bailey, to Miss Mary J.

Watson both of Pittston, Me.
At Woburn, by Rev. Mr. Edwards. Mr. Franklin A. Thompson to MiseMary

TVynian

,

At IlaTprhill, Isaac Amea, Esc[., to Mrs Mary Phipps, daughter of Harea
Morse. E^q

At Gloucester, by Rev. Mr. Mayo, Capt. Frank Dale to Misa Frances D.
Dextor.

At West Dcdham. Mr. Era.<itus E. Lapham of Boston, to Miss Sally P. Cole.

At Newport, S. FI , Mr. Francis A. White, of Roxbury, Mass., to Mies Caro^
line Barrett, of Ashburnhani Mass.

In New York, by Rev. Mr. Lapham, Mr. Chs.N. Brackett, of Newton, Mass.,

to Miss Sarah Foster, of Bangor, Me.

CycRCiiES.— Cincinnati has nineh/six churclies.

In this city, Mrs. Sophia H. Howard, 66 ; Miss Lizzie W. Arnold, 24; Mr.

Horace Baker, 53 ; Miss Mary Lysaght, 18; Wm. Savage, Esq., 73
i
Miss Ros-

ana Bacon. 59.

At South Boston, Miss Eliza D. Haskell. 22.

At East Boston, Mrs. Margaret Ann Barclay, 23.

At Roxbury, Benjamin Barnes. Esq., 87.

At Charlestown, Mr. Ezra E. Armstrong, 26.

Ar. I^st Cambridge, Miss Rachiiel A. Russell, 27.

At Dorchester, Mr. JohnE.P. Billings, 20.

At Brighton, Mrs. Lucy Smith. 53.

At Watertown, Mr George A. Pratt, 22.

At Newtonville, Mrs. Hannah F. Lathrop.

At Cohassett, Dea. Thomas Bourn, S3.

At South 8cituate. Jacob Stockbridge, Epq., 71.

At Braintree. Mrs. Huldah Hayd.n. 76.

At South N'atick. Mi.^s Harriett Albee, 22,

At Randolph, Mr. Henry B. ilden, 50.

At Wareham, Mr. Thomas Washburn, 89. '

At Newhuryport. Samuel E. Goddard, Esq.
At Stopkbridge, Miss Mary Worthington, 18.

At Somerset, Mrs. Eunice Brayton. 91.

At Northford, Ct , Mr. Stephen Smith, 100.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL

A Eecord of the beautiful and useful in Aii..

The object of this paper in to present, in the most elegant and
available form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of
the day. ltd columns arc devoted to original tales, sketches
and poems, by the

BEST AMEHICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign news ; the whole wel
spiced with wit and humor Each paper ia

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTEATED
with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of nota-
ble objects, curront events in all parts of the world, and of men
and manners, altogether making a paper entirely original in ita

design, in this country. Its pages contain views of every popu-
lous city in the known world, of all buildings of note in the

eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and
steamers of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accu-

rate portraits of every noted character in the world, both male
and female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken from life, will

also he given, with numerous specimens from the animal king-

dom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the seJ. It is printed

on fine satin-surface paper, from a font of new and beautiful

type, manufactured expressly for it,—preaeutiiig in its mechani-
cal execution an elegant specimen of art. It contains fifteen

, hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount
of reading matter and illustnitions—a mammoth weekly paper
of sixteen octavo pageo. It forms

The Best Family Paper,
inasmuch as its aim is constantly, in connection with the fand
of amusement it alfordo.and the rich array of original miscellany
it presents, to inculcate tho strictest and highest tone of moral-
ity, and to encourage virtue by holding up to view all that ia

good and pure, and avoiding all that is evil in its tendency. In
aliort, the object is to make the paper loved, respected, and sought
after, for its combined excellences.

TEEMS -.-INVAKLiBLT IN ADVANCE.
1 Subscriber, one year S3 00
2 Subscribers, '* " 5 tiO

4 " " " 9 00
8 " " " 16 00

Any names may bo added to the last number at the i-ato of
$2 00 each, per annum.

^Xy One copy of the FL.\a of odr Union, and one copy of tho

Pictorial Duawixq-Room Compa:5ion, one year, for S4 00.

(Cr" The Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion may be ob-

tiined at any of the periodical deiwts throughout the country,

and of newsmen, at six cents per single copy.

Published every Saturday, comer of Bromfield and Tremont
Strectd, by

F. GLEASON, Boston, Mass.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FRENCH, 151 Nassau, corner of Spruce Street, Now York.

A. WINCH, 116 Chostnut Street, Philadelphia.

W. & II. TAYLOR, 111 BaltimoreaudG South Sts., Baltimore.

A. C. BAGLEY, IIS Main Street, Cincinnati.

J, A. ROYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit.

E. K. WOODWARD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Louis.
",* Subscriptions received at cither cf the above places.
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[Written for OleaBOn'H PIi;torlul.]

LEARN THOU TO BE CONTENT.

BY riNiEY JOSNHON.

Though cIoudB of sorrow lower,

Lot not rti)roach Hod vtint,

But iiiidf;t tho darkuufie find the glooui,

Learn thou to ho content.

And with firm, unwavfi-liip faith,

Ilopo'fl bi-ight BUOHhini! hon-ow;

And recollect, though dark to-day,

It may bo fair to-morrow.

And b'ivo not way to vain regret,

It is no balm for woe
;

It cannot close the hidden nprlug,

From whence thy sorrows flow.

Forgot not that ufllictions deep

Are oft from heaven sent

By Qod, to teach unto his ilock

A lesson of content.

Then in thy journey through this life,

If trials you should meet

;

If sorrow's thorns are strewn along

Sencath your very feet

;

Look up, look up, above this earth,

To heaven^s starry scope,

And pray that pure and steadfast faith

May warm your soul with hope.

Thou bend thou not beneath the load,

Nor at thy lot repine
;

But let aweet faith around thy heart

Her softening fetters twine.

Lctholy feelings of content

Repose within thy breast

;

Murmur not at Heaven's decree,

And leave to God the rest.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE TAVO MIRRORS:
—OR—

THE GILDSB'S APPRENTICE.

ET FEfc-DBKICK HUNTER.

There lived in Lancaster, England, some years ago, a thrifty

gilder, who had an apprentice under his guardianship—a bright

lad, who had received a very fair education before he commenced

to learn his trade, and who had been very successful as a mechan-

ic. He was a handsome youth, too, and, afier a five years' service,

he attained the age of twenty years, and became quite a man, in

many respects.

Edwin Wilson—for that was the apprentice's name—had formed

an acquaintance with the only daughter of a retired merchant

residin"- in the next sireet, and an ardent and mutual attachment

succeeded. Mr. Elwyn, the father of Ada, was a man of consid-

erable wealth; and though he had come up to his present position,

from the original profession of clerk in a small haberdasher's

establishment, still, he had high notions of his own consequence

and importance in society. Mr. Elwyn was rich, and felt that he

had a right to display his aristocratic notions in his own way.

And the lordly merchant did not, therefore, favor the advances of

the humble apprentice.

The proud Mr. Elwyn saw that his child's hopes were wrapped

up in the handsome yonth, who had at length so nearly reached

his majority—and he began to be uneasy as to the fature. lie

called his daughter aside, at last, and said :

" My Ada, I am not unmindful of the preference you have in-

dul"-ed for young Wilson—the apprentice of Lockwood. What

have you done—hftw are you committed to him?"
" He loves me, father," responded the sweet girl, " and with

your blessing, he will make me his wife, he says."

" Stop, then, Ada—where you are !"

" How, father ?"

*' He is but a poor mechanic."

" I km?w it."

" You are my only child.''

" Yes."

" I am rich."

" The world says so, father—but "

" Hear me, Ada. The young man has not fifty pounds in the

world. Would you wed a beggar V
" No, father ! 1 would wed Edwin Wilson," replied his daugh-

ter, innocently.

" No, my daughter ; he is beneath your position, in every way

;

and I can consent to no such sacrifice. I am decided—you must

think of him no more !"

This was crushing intelligence to the tender-hearted Ada, who

had not suspected such an answer, when she resolved to appeal to

her father on this suhjyct. But, though Mr. Elwyn was opposed

to such a union, he had but one objection to his daughter's suitor.

He could find no stain upon his character, he could raise no op-

position to his claims, save that the youth was penniless. Still

he v/as inexorable.

Having thus contrived to throw his daughter into the deepest

mental distress, he went over to his friend, the gilder, and com-

menced to chide him for permitting the youth to have forced

himself thus upon the affections of his child.

" He has nothing to support her with," he said.

" He ha3 an excellent trade, sir," said his master.-

'* I care nothing; for that," replied the irritated parent.

" He is an accomplished workman "

" He is nobody, sir ! He hag neither friends, nor family con-

nections, nor the more important of considerations in these matter.^.

money. I have no fancy for a mechanic, and shall not submit that

my only daughter shall suffer by sucli an unequal alliance."

" Edwin will bo oncand-twtnty at Christmas time, sir. I think

he would make your daughter a gocd liuiband, and would care

well for her,"

" I don't believe it ! He shan't marry her—he shan,t, at lca8t,

till he irt able to take such care of her as her father has, hitherto."

And with thid tart answer, Mr. Elwyn departed.

Aij he went hastily out of the gilder's shop, he did not observe

the movements of an old gentleman who had overheard his re-

marks, and who advanced as the man of wealth and high notions

went out.

" Of whom did he speak ?" queried the gentleman, of Edwin's

employer. -

" It is a trifling affair, sir," said the master. " Unfortunately,

an apprentice of mine— a very worthy young man, now a master

at his business, by the way—has conceived a passion for this gen-

tleman's daughter ; and as the father is rich, he has interposed

his authority, and refuses to permit the youth's advances, on the

score of his poverty. But here he is—he will enlighten you,

perliaps," continued the guilder, as Edwin made his appearance

from above stairs.

The old gentleman apologized, kindly, for his apparent inter-

ference, and commenced at once to interrogate the apprentice.

" How long have you worked at your trade, Edwin ?" he in-

quired.

" Five years, sir."

" And your age is
"

" Twenty-one, at Christmas, sir."

" You have formed an attachment for a young lady above your

position in society V
"Yes, sir—as the world views it."

" And her father positively objects to your marrying her ?"

" Does he, sir V
" This is certainly not new to you?"
" I feared such a decision, sir ; but he has not as yet declared

himself to me."

The rest was soon explained to Edwin, and the gentleman,

who was a connoisseur in art, then turned to an elaborate and

exquisitely finished mirror-frame, of an expensive character,

which was displayed in the show-case of his employer, and

continued

;

" Whose handiwork is this V*

Edwin blushed, and answered that he had aided in finishing it.

" The design and completion of that piece of work," chimed

in his employer, instantly, "belongs to Edwin, himself. He did

it all."

" It is beautiful, and very chaste," added the stranger, slowly
;

"but it is too small."

" Eor what purpose, sir V
" For mi/ purpose. You can make me one—I mean two, Ed-

win—can you not, twice the size of these V
"Yes, sir," responded the apprentice, flattered with such an

order.

" How long a time will be requisite to complete them in V
" Twice the size of these, you said V
" Yes. Let them be of your best workmanship, and spare no

pains to render them elegant. I design to present them, for

drawing room mirrors, to a young friend of mine."
" They can be finished in two months."
" Take plenty of time, Edwin ; say three months."

" That will be amply sufficient, sir."

"It is well. That will be November. I will leave it all to

your good taste."

" Thank you," said Edwin, gratefully.

" Bear in mind that price is no consideration with me in this

matter ; I give you carte blanche. In three months, I will call for

them."

"In the meantime," continued the stranger, turning to the

master of the establishment, " as we are not acquainted with each

otlier, here is my card. Call upon Faber, my banker, who will

satisfy you of my responsibility." And with this,- he bade master

and apprentice "good day," and departed.

The card bore the name of .Tames Wm'then, only; but subse-

quent inquiry convinced the gilder that the order was a substantial

one, and the work was commenced forthwith, by his apprentice,

to whose charge he committed it entirely.

Tfie father of Ada was obdurate. Edwin %vas forbidden to visit

the premises, or to come in contact with his daughter; and with

a melancholy spirit, ho commenced his worlt—which was to be

completed in November. In December following, he would be

twenty-one, and despite his disappointment, he resolved to finish

his term of apprenticeship, honorably, and to hope for better for-

tune in future.

The minors were completed, and a masterpiece of work they

proved, when finished. In this peculiar line of v.'oikmanship,

Edwin was not equalled in London • The designs of these mir-

rors were magnificent ; they were finished without a flaw, and

the best judges pronounced them unapproachable. The three

months expired, to a day, and the strange old gentleman appeared,

promptly, to order them away.

He was delighted with them—they surpassed his expectations.

The bill v/as a heavy charge, but he paid it, instanter, and the

mirrors were sent to a fine house in Bond street. The fame of

the manufacturer was fixed. Edwin was happy that he had been

BO successful—and then he thought once more of Ada. Ho would

be "free" in a month. But he was poor—her father would not

relent—and he was deeply distressed again, at his prospect.

Late in November, Mr. Elwyn r-iceived a note from Worthen,

requesting him to wait upon him at No. IG Bond street, on im-

portant business ; and the wealthy gentleman ordered liis carriage

tliither, accordingly. He was shown into a gorgeously decorated

drawing room, at once, on reaching the house, where an elderly

man met him, civilly, and invited him to be seated.

" I am happy to meet you, Mr. Elwyn," said his new acquain-

tance. " You arc acquainted with a young man by the name of

Wilson, I tliink."

" No, sir !" said the aristocrat.

"No?" queried the other. "Edwin Wil&on, I mean; the

gilder's apprentice."

"No, sir. That is to say, I have no partieulor acquaintance

with him. I do not associate with such persons,'.'

" I am aware of that, Mr. Elwyn ; but you remember the name,

I presume."
" Yus, yes; I have heard of this boy."

" He sought your daughter's hand."

"Did he'!"

" So I am informed."

" Then his impudence only equals his low breeding and his

poverty, sir."

" Ho is not * low bred,' Mr. Elwyn ; I think he is not impudent-;

and I know he is not so poor as you may imagine !"

" What, sir! He is a mechanic ! He has n't a guinea, and ho

seeks my daughter's fortune. I am worth ten thousand pounds."

" So is hcy Mr. Elwyn !"

" What!" exclaimed the aristocrat, with a hearty laugh, at this

retort. " Upon my word, Mr. Worthen, you know the boy better

than I do, it stems."

"I am not jesting, Mr Elwyn," continued the old gentleman,

seriously.

"I am a widower, without children. I have satisfied myself

that young Wilson is worthy of even your daughter's hand,

you are worth ten thousand pounds. / am worth forty thousand.

This house belongs to Edwin Wilson. I furnished it, as you now

find it, myself, as a marriage present for him ; and with it, I gave

him a fortune equal to your own. He will attain his majority in

twenty days. Are you content that he becomes your son-inlaw,

under these circumstances."

" This is a very different case, you perceive, Mr. Worden—

I

mean Worthen—" replied the aristocrat, deeply embarrassed. "I

will consider the proposal, and if
"

" You do not consent, a union will undoubtedly occur between

your daughter and this spumed mechanic. " Here is the deed of

this mansion—I am in earnest."

The father of Ida was perplexed ; but in a few minutes he

arose, and said

:

" I accept your proposal, sir."

" It is well, sir. I am glad you are so inclined. Wait a

moment."

The bell pull was sprung, and an attendant entered.

" Show the gentleman hither from the east parlor/' said Mr.

Worthen.
" My young friend is here, already," continued the old man,

and the next moment Edwin entered the drawing-room.

"Edwin," he said, "I now present you to the father of your

future wife, Mr. Elwyn. You have met before—no apologies—no

scenes, now—it is all explained. This is your house, you are as

rich as he is ; shake hands, and be friends."

Matters were quickly explained, to the entire satisfaction of all

the parties, and the eccentric old gentleman pointed to the beauti-

ful great mirrors at either end of the fine saloon, and added

:

" There they are, my boy ! Splendid work, that ! Could n't be

finer, if you'd made them for yourself, eh ? Ha, ha ! I like to see

folks happy. They're yours, now— all yonrs, and Ada's. Her

father agrees to the match, it is all fixed—except the day and

hour—and such a time as we'll have. Come, sir ! a glass of Bur-

gundy with you."

The wine was quaffed, and long life and happiness proposed

for the lovers.

The first day of January saw Edwin and Ada united in mar-

riage. Their ancient friend v/as a constant guest at their fine

dwelling, and young Wilson was at once placed in a condition to

live easily and creditably, without further toil, through the

munificence of his eccentric and strangely found benefactor, who

conceived so sudden and extraordinary a fancy for him.

The TWO MiRROns still decorate his magnificent drawing-room,

his family associations are honorable and happy, his wife has

proved a very jewel to him, and he dwells at hii ease; but he

never forgets, even amid his prosperity and luxury, that he was

once but a (/ihia-'s apprentice.

[Written for GleaEon's" Pictorial.]

RELIGION.

ET MiTURII* M. BALLOU.

O, paint it not In Bhadowa drear,

Begriinnied with fire and smoke
;

Such phasefl never can endear

The words that Jesus spoke.

Rely je not on threats to win

The erring heart from paths of sin.

Threats harden him who goes asti'ay,

And hlow he gives for blow
;

But in the straight and narrow way

If jou wouid have him go,

Portray the grace that leigns above,

And fill hia heart with teoder love.

. 4-~aimo >

Mat^etivg for Monet,—Tiie man who marries for money
has one advanrugo over those who marry for olher considerations ;

he can know what he gets. If he can feed upon husks and draff,

it is competent to him to sec his trough is filled.— Taylor.
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ThOVTEBS.
'* In Eastern lands they talk in flowers,

Anil they tell in sarlaada their lovea and cares.

Each blopeom that blooms In their garden bowers
On it3 leaves a mystic language bears."

Some one has prettily remarked that " flowers are the alphahet

of angels, with which they write mysterious truths upon the

earth," and they seem, indeed, in their delicacy and beauty, to

be the visible language of heaven. Though, considering their

vast numbers, very few flowers are subservient to purposes of

utility ; still, they are scattered with lavish prodigality over the

whole world, which may be regarded as a proof that the bene-

ficent Creator of the universe did not intend this world as a cheer-

less habitation, that he would have us enjay it rationally, and

that harmless pleasures were not considered by the Omnipotent

incompatible with a probationary existence and a preparation for

the world to come.

Flowers have been appropriately associated with the most

touching epochs of our existence. In olden times, roses were

employed to decorate churches, and hence the expression, " under

the rose," applied to an avowal as secret as the confessional. The

bride goes to the altar with an orange blossom in her hair—the

maiden to the grave with a white rose in her bosom. The festive

hoard is garnished with flowers ; the patriot warrior, whose sword

has secured the freedom of his country, returns home through

triumphant arches, garlanded with flowers, and white blossoms

strew the path beneath his feet.

In the East, as poetically alluded to above, flowers are employed

as the language of love, when the tongue is forbidden the story

of the heart ; and we know of no more beautiful medium of com-

munication between youth and beauty than these fragrant and

fragile gems of color and odor. Some flowers enjoy a sacred

fame ; among them is the passion flower, whose stem and petals

represent the cross and thorny crown of the Saviour of mankind.

A love for flowers, like every passion, may be carried to excess.

Every one remembers the tulip mania that reigned in Holland

during ihe past century, when fortunes were lavished on a single

bulb, and a unique specimen of a new species was moi*e valuable

than a diamond. The love of flowers seems to have sabsided,

however, to its proper level; though there are plenty of flower

fanciers among us, we do not think there is one who would be

willing to ruin himself for a dahlia or a tulip.

The cultivation of flowers h one of the most harmless, refinirg

and healthy recreations that we tnow of, and most particularly

fltted for the ladies. They require a delicate guardianship, and

constant solicitude ; a watchful care, which is most cheerfully

and naturally afforded by the gentle sex ; and how gratefully do

they repay the care bestowed upon them

!

tOagsik ©atijcrings.

FOREIGN PADPERS.

The authorities of Boston, heartily tired of supporting the hun-

dreds of maimed, blind and imbecile paupers that are sent to this

. port from the work houses and insane asylums of England and

Ireland, are about to adopt a measure that may stop such impo-

sition for the future. The overseers of the poor, in connection

with the directors of the House of Industry and the municipal au-

thorities, are making arrangements to send back about half a hun-

dred of the latest importation of these paupers. Those only will

he sent who are known to have been taken from alms houses of

England and Ireland, or who have been sent to this country by

heartless landlords, to become instantly and permanently a charge

ugon our public charities.

Woman" at the Fireside.—It has been eloquently and truth-

fully said, that if Christianity were compelled to flee from the

mansions of the great, the academies of philosophers, the halls

of legislators, or the throngs of busy men, we should find her last

retreat with women at the fireside. Her last audience would be

the children gathering around the knees of a raother—the last

sacrifice, the secret prayer, escaping in silence from her lips, and

heard, perhaps only at the throne of God.

Toe Ofera..—The "Prophete" has been performed at the

French Opera in Paris eighty-eight times. The aggregate re-

ceipts of these representations are 707,250 francs ($141,450). At

the present moment it is being performed upon the boards of

thirty-two theatres in Germany. The history of the Opera gives

but fe.v instances of such remarkable success.

Amertca-N Statuary.—The London Economist, in noticing

the statuary in the Great Exhibition, says :
'* The world may see,

perhaps, with some astonishment, the sculptors of the United

States bearing off the palm for beauty, and those of the continent

conspicuous. for rugged strength."

Metiited Succebs.—Glea.ion"se)egfint "Pictorial Draiwing-Eoom Compaxiion,''

alreacl>/ has a list of Fifty Tknxtsand .'—a patronaee unprccedijnted in the an-
nals of literary enterpi-ise. Che Companion is, without donbt, the mostsplen-
did publication of the kind in the world, not excepting the fav-famed London
Iliu.<!trated News.

—

Mokawk Courier.

Jennt.—The Yarmouth Register stated lately that a country-

man of Jenny Lind, residing in that town, and in indigent cir-

cumstances, has received a donation of fifty dollars from Jenny

Lind. No mistake in thi'?.

Pride.—Pride, like the magnet, constantly points to one ohject

—self; but, unlike the magnet, it has no attractive pole, but at

all points repels. It even " eats up gratitude."

Gaming is on the increase in Cincinnati.

A good cat is worth from ten to twenty dollars in California.

The Erie railroad is four hundred and fifty miles long.

A merchant in Boston has given $1000 for the cause of educa-

tion in Liberia.

Daniel Culleu, of Tewksbury, was run over and killed hy an
ox-cart.

The ancient custom of tossing an offender in a blanket has
been revived in California.

The first person born in Milwaukie is now residing there, a

young lady of fifteen years.

At Buffalo, W. H. Perkins, a tinman, killed his son, aged twelve

years, with an axe, and then drowned himself. He was insane.

The value of the exports to the United States from the port of

Halifax last year, in fish and oil, was S520,000.

There are now one hundred and eleven locomotives on the

New York and Erie railroad, and the number will soon be in-

creased to one hundred and fifty.

Application hag been made to the agent of the Virginia Colo-
nization Society for passages for three hundred free negroes to

Liberia.

The citizens of Providence, Rhode Island, have subscribed and
paid fifteen hundred dollars to newly equip the Providence Light
infantry.

The city council of Galveston have passed an ordinance levy-

ing a tax of fifty cents on every white passenger that lands in the

city from steamships.

Miss Ivipp has recovered one thousand dollars damages of Mr.
Smith, at New York, for breach of marriage promise. They are

people of color.

Under a new law in Boston, a boy has been committed to the

House of Eeform for one month, for habitually playing truant

from school.

The expenses of the city of New York during 1850, were
S2,587,490, nearly a million of which could be traced almost
directly to intemperance.

The Cunard steamers are hereafter to run weekly during the

winter months, and Holyhead has been determined upon as the

mail station.

Saratoga papers state that a bed of the purest quality of peat

has been discovered within four miles of the village of Saratoga
Springs. The surface extends over sixty acres.

Patrick Kiernan, a young lad, left his father's house at "Weir

Village, Taunton, on the 26th of May last, since which nothing

has been heard from him.

A tumor as large as a duck's egg has been taken from the

windpipe of Moses Marsh, who died ia Hadley, from exhaustion,

not being able to swallow.

At Concord, New Hampshire, a woman named Chandler com-
mitted suicide by taking corrosive sublimate, to which act she

was superinduced by attending the spiritual rappings.

A century ago the amount expended in books, periodicals and
newspapers, did not exceed £100,000 a year, whereas the sum
now so expended annually, is calculated at £2,100,000.

Saniis of ©oltr.

Persecutios,—Disobeying the most solemn injunctions of

Christianity under the plea of upholding it.

How true!—All pride h willing pride.

Sortx^n iilisallanji.

The price of bread is one-thitd dearer in London than in Paris.

St. Amant, the great chess-player, is appointed French consul

in California.

The queen has presented £100 in aid of the Sailor's Home at

Portsmouth.

A decree has been issued at Warsaw forbidding the Jewish
women to cut off their hair.

Lieut. Col. T. G. Browne, C. B., has been appointed to the

command of St. Helena.

The receipts for admission to the Great Fair are said to amount
to SiO,000 per day.

It is stated that Prince Christian of Gluckhurg, is to succeed

to the throne of Denmark.

Itomani, the composer, has just finished his new opera, Bac-
chaiiali, which will shortly be produced.

Arrangements have been made for coaling steam-vessels at St.

Helena at the rate of one hundred and fifty tons per day.

The emperor of Kussia has just approved of the plan submitted

to him for a railway between Warsaw and St. Petersburg.

One hundred and fifty Hungarian refugees have left Havre for

New York.

Kossuth, it is reported, has been liberated on condition that he

and his Hungarian refugees immediately quit Europe.

David Copperfield has been translated into German, with the

peculiarities of speech of the different class^ of characters unat-

tempted.

Montreal papers speak of the active movements on the St.

Lawrence and Atlantic railroad. Many laborers are employed
and many more are wanted.

Ales. Dumas' gorgeous palace, Monte Cristo, at St. Germain
en Laye, is advertised to rent, and his city residence has been

converted into a lodging-house.

Recently Mr. Evans, of Sheffield, mercer, got fifty pounds
damages against his sister, for having sent him to Betiilehem

hospital on a charge of insanity which was not proved.

A company from Boston is engaged at Hellgate with India-

rubber diving apparatus, endeavoring to secure treasure from the

ship Czar, which was wrecked there many years ago.

Mr. Greeley thinks that the habit of drinking intoxicating

liquors is more universal in England than in this country. The
aristocracy drink almost to a man ; so do the middle class; so do
the clergy; so do the women.

The disturbances between the Roman and French soldiers still

continue. The French authorities in Rome have cau^^ed ten

thousand rations and a large supply of arnmuuiti-jn to be taken

on \o the castle of St. Angelo.

As a postilion, at Void, was unharnessing a horse lately, it

suddenly seizeil tiim by ihe face, and bit otV tils nose and all tlie

fieshy parrs adjoining. The unfortunate man expired in dread-

ful torture two days afterwards.

The Irish papeis bring accounts of the destrucriin by fire of

Downhill castle, county of Antrim, the residence of Sir IL-ri'ey

Brue, iind considered to be one of the finest private mansions in

lae province of Ulster.

. . . .Those who raise envy will easily incur censure.

Every ultimate fact is only the first of a new series.

Violent blowing at a small fire is as likely to extinguish
as to increase it.

.... Perhaps the greatest charm in books is, that we see in them
that other men have suffered what we have.

No man should part with his own individuality, and he-
come that of another.

—

Channing.

. . . .Graceful manners are the outward form of refinement in
the mind and good affections ia the heart.

If you wish for care, perplexity and misery, he selfish in
all things—this is the shortest road to trouble.

Fame and admiration weigh not a feather in the scale
against friendship and love, for the heart languishes all the same.

Pride is never so effectually put to the blush, as when it

finds itself contrasted with an easy but dignified humility.

There is an essential meanness in the wish to get the better

of any one ; the only competition worthy a wise man is with
himself.

. . . .Every human being is intended to have a character of his

own, to be what no other is, to do what no other cau do.— Chan-
ning.

The judgment clarified by charity may be compared to the
bee, that finds honey where wasps and hornets gather little but
poison.

Soktx's ©Uo.

To bring on a longct rain—dress up for a pleasure excursion.

We understand that the alewives are about to petition for a bill

of divorce.

With what kind of pens do plagiarists write ? With steel pens,
to be sure.

Why is a pig's tail like a carving-knife ? Because it is flour-

ished over a ham.

Why is a vine like a soldier ? Because it is 'listed and irainedf

has ten drills, and shoots.

Life is good deal like a pair of breeches—the comfort increases

as the shines wear away.

—

Phil. Ledger.

When the Spaniards discovered Mexico they found there dumb
dogs. Afterwards ihey found bark in Peru.

" Billy, my boy, can't you eat a little moreV '' Well, I don't
know but what I could, mother, if I stood up." Good boy.

"Dactor, do you think tight lacing is had for the consump-
tionV *' Not at all, my love— it is what it lives on."

Ye who are eating the apple-dumplings and molasses of wealth,

should not forget those who are sucking the herring bones of
poverty.

An old maid who hates the male sex, most venomously, cut a
female acquaintance recently, who complimented her upon the

^MO^ancy of her spirits.

Dobbs once boarded with a woman " so stingy of her sugar,"

that when she stews a quart of gooseberries, they seem sharpened
to a point.

GLEASON'S PICTOUIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d.

We have volomea 1st. 2d, and 3d, of ttm Pictorial Drawinq-Room
Companion elecantiy bound in dotli, v,ith gilt edge^^ and back, and illumined
Bides, forming a superb and most attractive piirlor ornament in the .shape of a
book of between Four asd Five HosnuED Pages, and containing nearly
One Tso^:3A^D Engravings of Men Manners, and current Events all ovtrthe
world; of Scenery In all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Tillages ; of Pageants at home and abroad

;
of fine Maritime Tiews

; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects : with an
Illumikxd Title-page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches. Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authoi"s, with a current News Itecord of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

i-'or sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume

THE FLAG OF OUR IJSIOI,
AN ELEGANT, MOKAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite hterature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal prize tales, written expressly for this paper, and at a verj' great cost. In.

politics, and on all sectarian questions, it is strictly neutral. Nothing of an
immoral nature will ever be admitted into its columns; therefore making it

emphatically,

A PAPEE POU THE 2OXLI0K,
AND A AVELC03IE TISITOIt TO THE HOME CIRCLE.

It is generally acknowledged that the Flag is now the leading weekly pa-

per ill lh£ United States, and its hterary contents are allowed, by the best

judges, to be unsurpassed.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to

enable us to give the gi-eatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertise-

ments are admitted to the paper, thus offering the enthe sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most

finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, or money produce.

Lacking neither the means nor the will, we can lay before our hundi-eds of

thousands of readers an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in

the "Union.

TEEMS TO S1T3SCKIBEES.
1 subscriber, one year, ®c nn
3 subscribers, " ^ Sin
i i: " 6 00
Q U '' 11 00

iQ u u ; 20 00

One copy of the Flag op oim I^NIO^•, and one copy of the PiCTORLiL Draw-
iK'a-UoOM CoMPAMON, One year, for 554 00.

0^^=- Invariably in advance.

Subscribers or postmasters are requested to act as agents, and form clubSj on

tho above terms.

[rj^ All orders should be addressed, POST PAID, to the Poblisher of the FlAQ

OF OTJR Union.

%* Tlie Flag can he obtained at any of the newspaper depots in the United

Slates, and of neiospaper carriers, at FOUR cests per single copy-

's . GLEASONj
Publisher and Proprietor, Boston, Mass.
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VIEW OF THE STEAMBOAT LANDING ON THE BEACH AT NAHANT, MAS8.

NAHANT.
The picture above represents the well known steamboat landing,

a5 sketched forus by MaUory, and is a very truthful picture of the

spot. Below we have by the same artist a complete scene, giving

a fine view of the well known establishment, Drew's Nahant
hotel, a place as celebrated for its pleasant memories as any in

the country. The fact of the house being kept by that prince of

landlords, General Drew, is a sufficient guarantee of its continued

txct Hence. Nahant has long been celebrated as the most pleas-

ant and delightful watering place on the coast of North America.

It is a peninsula, on the south of Lynn, projecting into the ocean
between the cities of Salem and Boston, and consists of two
islands, connected together by a beach half a mile in length,

united to the town of Lynn by another beach, nearly two miles

in length. Nahant is the original Indian name of the place, from
the word Nahanteu, signifying two united, or twins—a name pe-

culiarly appropriate, the island being divided into Great and
Little Nahant. Nahant is almost as well known in this country
as is the name of Niagara, and for many consecutive years it was
the watering place of America. To the lovtrs of quiet and of

nature in her wildest garb, Nahant still offers attractions para-

mount to Newport or Saratoga, and will ever share a large dc*

gree of public patronage and favor. Especially is this the reaort

of the Southern eumraer tourists, who appear to prefer it to all

other localities selected for a fashionable resort in waim weather.

Its contiguity to Boston, strongly identifies it with this city. His
majesty the Sea Serpent is also said to patronize this locality in

warm weather, and his numerous retinue are on hand, " wide
awake as black-fish." Although we do not find the smooth ver-

dure of the bbuth shore, the north fchore has the best breezea.

vifl<:frrcfl(^f//ti-£-
^~~ ""

CELEBRATED SUMMER RESORT, AT NAHANT, KNO^VN A3 DREW S HOTEL.
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TIIE GIRARD BANK.
Keeping np in our endeavors to give views of the most recent

events that are transpiring in the community, we present below
a correct scene of the Girard Bank, Third street, Philadelphia,
together with the reception of the Pittsburg Duquesne Fire Com-
pany, at a late visit to that city. This beautiful building was
erected in 1795, as the banking house of the old United States
Bank, for which purpose it was used for a period of years, when
it was purchased by the late Stephen Girard, who used it for his

own banking purposes until his death, in 1831. It is now the
Girard Bank. This magnificent edifice has a white marble front,

with the side and rear of the building of brick, and is enriched
by a portico of six Corinthian columns. Several other banking-
houses of the city of Philadelphia are spacious and handsome
buildings, but of a plainer style of architecture. Its location is in

the very centre of business and animation, being in the neigh-

borhood of the Exchange, and facing the busy thoroughfare of
Dock street. There are in the city of Philadelphia, fourteen

banks with an aggregate capital of nearly $12,000,000, besides a
number of savings banks and institutions, and more than twenty
insurance companies, with a total capital of about $6,000,000.

Our artist, J/r. Z)OTereitr, has introduced the procession formed
by the occasion of the visit to Philadelphia of the Duquesne Fire

Company, of Pittsburg, who arrived (via the Pennsylvania Rail-

road) on the 2d of July. At Broad and Market streets they were
received by a large body of firemen, and taken in the especial

charge of the Good Intent Hose Company. The escort formed
in Market street, right on Broad, and as soon as the guests anived
with their apparatus, the line was formed and proceeded over the

route in the following order :—Gaul's Brass Band, Hlbernia En-
gine Company; Beck's Philadelphia Band, Hope Hose Com-
pany ; Washington Brass Band, Harmony Engine Company

;

Pennsylvania Comet Band, Committee of the Good Intent
Hose Company ; Duquesne Fire Engine Company, from Pitts-

burg, with 33 members, dressed in black pants, blae coats and
capes, and red hats. The guests carried a blue and straw colored

banner, handsomely wreathed ; Good Intent Hose Company with
the Duquesne apparatus, drawn by four black horses ; Band,
Reliance Engine Company ; Northern Liberty Hose Company

;

Navy Yard Band, Franklin Engine Company ; Mechanics' Brass
Band, Weccacoe Engine Company, etc., etc. Philadelphia is

well protected against fire, having about sixty engine and hose
companies, greatly aided by the Schuylkill water, and superior

costly engines. The expense of the fire apparatus is borne by
the members of the companies, aided by occasional appropria-

tions from the treasuries of the city and districts. This visit from
their brethren en the west side of the Alleghany Mountains was
a legitimate occasion for hospitality and enthusiasm.

DUQUESNE FTRE COMPANYj OF PITTSBURG, PASSING THE GIRARD BANK, PHILADELPHI4.
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THE MYSTERY OF VENICE.
A STOEY OF VENICE AND THE ADRIATIC.

BY GEO.. CANNINa HILL.

CnAPTER L

VENICE BY MOONLIGHT.

Venice lay enshrouded in the silver sheen of

moonlight. Turret and spire, balcony and dome,

were gilded with a beauty unspenkable. Three

hundred liquid streets, in(;luding the Grand

Canal, threw back the beams that fell as soft as

a kiss of heavei/s breath upon them. The an-

cient city looked as if it were woven and inter-

woven with beauteous silver threads, and those

threads the streets of liquid, flashing water. It

lay, itself like a full-freighted argosy, moored in

silence and sweet calm, at tliehead of the broad

Adriatic. The Laguna lay stretched out before

it—that broad water where so many a poor, un-

conscious victim was, at the dread midnight hour,

thrown in and strangled, and whence his drown-

ing cries could not reach the city's inhabitants.

There were the Giant's Stairs. There the

palaces and the dungeons together. There the

melancholy-looking Bridge of Sighs. There the

old ducal palaces and their domes and towers,

their turrets and balconies, and minarets, and

broad facades, all flashing like erected halberds

in the moonlight that rested over the entire city.

On that night full many a weary prisoner

strode to his dungeon bars for a breath of fresher

air, grasping the dull iron with emaciated hand,

and casting a longing look over the water be-

neath which they wished they could bury them-

selves forever. On that same night, too, full

many a high born lady, the scion of a truly no-

ble stock, leaned languishingly over her balcony,

and with bejewelled head resting carelessly on

snow-white hand, listened to the sound of the

light guitar that was thrummed by some secret

lover in his silver-beaked gondola below.

Music was everywhere upon the water. Gon-

dolas, propelled by stout arms and guided by

graceful motions, skimmed like light and airy

birds over the glistening water; and costly jew-

els many and rare, vied with brighter and more

sparkling eyes, to throw back but a share of

their beauty upon the water. Lights from noble

houses and stately palaces gleamed, though but

faintly, in the moonlight, across the streets.

Shouts of merry laughter, and the echoes of sil-

very voices were borne to the ears of the en-

tranced gondoliers, like the low and dreamy
music that peals out at the vesper hour from the

distant convent bell. All was light, and joy, and

beauty. And as the queen of night sailed slowly

and majestically upwards into the ocean of the

clear blue sky, it surveyed the wealth, and the

grandeur, and the happiness in Venice below,

as if it seemed to take a true pride in the gay

scene upon which it shone.

There was a sound of revelry within the bril-

liant halls of the noble mansion of Count Moralo.

Songs and gayest laughter chimed musically

together. A hundred flames, from as many
lamps, flung their glare over bejewelled dames

and proudest virgins. Jewels, without number
and beyond value, threw back their light, until it

was absolutely painful for the eyes to gaze on

tbera longer.

It was the evening of the birthday of the beau-

tiful young Adrienne,the daughterof the haughty
Count Moralo. The lofty mansion was thronged

with worthy and noble friends, come to pay re-

spect to her rank, and to assure her, for the

seventeenth time, of her surpassing grace and
beauty. Thus far this ceremony had been every

year gone through, from the time of her birth.

Never looked the high-bom Adrienne so lovely

as now. Her dark and exceeding lustrous hair

was parted back in wavy lines from her low,

broad forehead, and fell in profuse ringlets over

shoulders of alabaster. Hers were eyes that

were full of dreams—dreams of love and days of

pure joys to come. They were large and dark,

and expressive of every individual feeling; her

f-oul had ever known. Cheeks, well rounded

and most delicately tinted, were not guileless of

two sweet and rougish dimples, that looked like

little whirlpools in swiftly running streams. Her
lips were ruby and full, and when a smile stole

from through them over her countenance, it

seemed as if a gleam of heaven's purest and

most golden sunshine had stolen to her heart

and lighted it up with love.

Her head was wholly cast in a classic mould,

finely shaped, and advantageously setting off

the striking beauties of her features. It set upon

her neck and shoulders like some fair and well

proportioned temple upon a marble cliff—the

pure white cVitT itself having been chiselled by

nature's hand until it was most admirably fitted

for the support of a burden so magnificent.

When she turn her neck but partially, her throat

swelled like the beautiful throat of some warbling

bird of heaven.

There were crowds of admirers at her hand

on that evening of brilliancy, and all theii- lips

did but vie with each other in pronouncing their

admiration of her.

But she soon sickened of these tamely spoken

flatteries. Her heart yearned within her bosom
for something purer. She turned away from

them all with unaffected disgust.

As she moved away, unattended by any one,

she chanced to meet her father, who was walking

in an opposite direction.

"Ah !" exclaimed Count Moralo, "and how
is my darling daughter Adrienne enjoying her-

self this evening 1 Is there aught wanting that

can add to the happiness of her dear heart ^^^

" My dear father," said she, in reply, " I am as

nappy as you could expect me to be. I am joyed

that I have seen my seventeenth birthday, and

that thou art still alive to share its pleasures

with me !"

" God bless thee, my devoted Adrienne \" ex-

claimed he, seizing one of her hands in both of

his, and holding on upon it fast. " God bless

thee, Adrienne ! But have you seen the young
Count Gonzalvo to night?"

" I have, my father."

"And where is heat this moment, Adrienne?"

"I know not, my father," answered she.

" I would have you show him all the attention

you can, my daughter. He is a worthy young
man, and a scion of a truly noble stock."

Adrienne cast her beautiful blue eyes down-

wards upon the tessellated pavement of marble,

but made no reply.

" Forgive me if I have wounded your feelings

Adrienne," he instantly said^ perceiving her con-

fusion
;
" I will not express mvself so plainly

hereafter," and raising her delicate hand to his

lips he pressed it a moment there, and with a

proud smile upon his features, passed on.

Adrienne strolled along uninterruptedly until

she had reached the garden walk, down which

she leisurely found her way.

It wa,s with a feeling of surprise that, on turn-

ing herself suddenly round, she discovered how
far she had come, and unattended, too. Siie

started to return again, when her cars were .sa-

luted with a low and musical voice near her,

calling

:

" Adrienne ! Adrienne I

'.'

Instantly aha bent herself forward, to catch a

glimpse of the person calling, when a figure

emerged from the Bhadow of an adjacent col-

umn, clad in a light and «ilkcn half robe, and

stood before her.

" Kodolpho!" she exclaimed, "Ah, dear Ro-

dolpho \"

" It is I, lovely Adrienne," replied he, in a

suppressed and softened tone.

" But why are you here on this night, Ro-

dolpho?" asked the bewildered maiden.

" Do you upbraid mc with coming, Adrienne ?

with placing my poor, worthless, unhappy life

in jeopardy, that I might once more see the idol

of my heart '!"

"Rodolpho! do not think thus, my love! I

only would have sought 1o know what fatality

brought you into the midst of so much danger

tonight! Forgive me that I said!"

" You are forgiven already, my love," replied

Rodolpho. "I only ask for myself the same

privilege that others are this night enjoying."

" What mean you, Rodolpho '/

"

" That I have come, like the rest, to lay down

the expressions of my congratulation at thy

feet, that another happy anniversary has come

round to thee ; that is all."

" You are thoughtful of me, Rodolpho."
" And why should I vot be, my love ? Does

the green earth forget, even in darkest obscuri-

ties, the blessed sun that warmed her breast?

Does the dark and wave beating ocean ever for-

get the silver moon, whose crescent sails month-

ly, like a fairy boat, up into the ocean of blue

overhead ?"

" But you have not counted the danger, Ro-

dolpho ?

"

"No, nor would I. What danger have I to

fear, when all my life and happiness is at stake ?

Teach love to know a thought of danger, if thou

canst, Adrienne !"

" But, Rodolpho, I would that you could gain

admittance to yonder proud mansion, and tread

its lighted halls as freely as those whose hearts

are there but for the hour that is passing."

" That cannot be. Lady Adrienne. It is pro-

scribed to me, so pure a bliss as that. Btit yet,

my love, I am not wholly wretched. I have the

treasures that secret meetings with thee do yield

me so generously, and I hoard them up in my
heart for other days, to dream upon when I

would otherwise be unhappy. I love thee, Ad-

rienne, and I am loved by thee in turn. Why
should I 7io( be happy? Why should I net be

all contented ? My heart can ^no one tear from

me but with my life, and then will all its treas-

ures go too !

"

As he ceased speaking he raised her hand to

his lips, and pressed it with a kiss of the most

fervent affection.

"I must be gone, Rodolpho !" said Adrienne,

starting suddenly. " They will surely miss me
from the hall, and then they will search for mc,

and find me in the garden, and you with me

!

0, would that you could go with me, Rodolpho!"
" Hush, Adrienne ! Say no more. Thy proud

father has forbidden it forever. But he may not

prevent my loving thee, and here do I most

earnestly avow it. Farewell, Adrienne ! fare-

well ! I shall watch patiently for thee*and be by

thy side when thou wouldst fain pour out thy

troubled thoughts upon the night breeze, or the

rippling zephyr. Farewell !

"

"Farewell, Rodolpho. I shall only sorrow

for thee the more until thou art by my side

again."

A second time he pressed her hand to his lips,

while on bended knee he bowed before her, and

then she was gone.

" The flight of a holy angel ! " said he, in a

low voice, as soon as she was lost to his view in

the dusky shadows of the long rows of columns

that beset her path.

He started to return again as he had entered

the place, and had proceeded but a few steps,

when a voice fell upon his ear:

"Be at you, sir! Defend yourself!"

Rodolpho turned in surprise around, to see

from whose lips such threatening syllables could

proceed, when he discovered a man standing

close at his hack, rapier in hand, and glittering

in the moonlight, who seemed to defy him.

" What would you with me, sir?" demanded

Rodolpho, laying his hand upon the hilt of his

sword

.

" Defend yourself, villain ! knave ! robber !

"

said the figure, in a low husky voice, in which

a stern, and impetuous determination was per-

ceptible.

In an instant the Hhining blade of Rodolpho
leaped from its scabbard, and he made a violent

pass at the figure's heart.

JIc saw, at a glance, that his opponent was no
mean master at the art of using tiid glittering

blade, and ho at once changed his manner to one
of greater caution. Ho made several feints at

the person, and at last, when provoked beyond
his endurance by a stinging remark of the other,

he inflicted on him a Hcnsiblc and admonitory

flesli wound, diBarrncd him completely, and
turned his heel contemptuously upon him
The steel of his opponent rang clearly upon

the cool night air, and fell in among the rare

exotics that stood clustered in an adjoining

parterre.

In an instant Rodolpho was out of sight of his

disgraced opponent, and was being rowed light-

ly over the gleaming water, in his golden-beaked

gondola, by the hands of a brave and trusty

oarsman.

There was also in his barge, reclining obedi-

ently at his feet, a young and beautiful ijage,

najned Fedore.

The gondola shot swiftly away, like the hasty

flight of a feathery arrow, and Rodolpho looked

for the last time that night on the noble man-
sion, with its glittering turrets and spacious bal-

conies, and a deep drawn sigh escaped his parted

lips

CHAPTER II

THE MYSTERIOUS COMMUNICATION.

Instantly, on receiving his wound and losing

his weapon, Gonzalvo hastened to return to the

company he had left in the halls.

Great was the confusion and affright of all, at

beholding him in this sad and woful plight,—

his dress greatly disarranged, his countenance

flushed with anger and mortified pride, and the

blood stains on his forehead and cheeks.

"Why, how is this, Gonzalvo?" demanded
Count Moralo, in surprise, advancing towards

him and laying hold upon his arm.
" It is Jwit a scratch—a mere flesh wound,"

answered^ronzalvo, unconcernedly.

" Yes, but wherefore I Where did you get

it?"

'Ilm^e garden, sir count ; in your own gar-

de^Hpoe few moments agone."

"In the garden! And at whose hands

pray ?
"

" By the sword of a robber—a villain, whom t

dared to drive away from your domain, sir

count."

" But you should have called for assistance,

Gonzalvo
;
you should not risk your precious

life, and brave death itself, by encountering a

robber. And only to protect my mansion, too
!"

"Ah, sir count!" exclaimed Gonzalvo, half

turning his head away, and giving a triumphant

leer out of his eye, " Ah, sir count, it was no
common robber, believe me !

"

" Who, then, was it ? Speak, Gonzalvo !"

"Nor was it merely to protect your noble

residence, that I thus freely put in jeopardy my
life and my name," added the young man, not

heeding what the count said.

" Relieve me of this suspense, I pray you,

Gonzalvo!" a second time demanded Count
Moralo. " I would know who it was ! Speak,

Gonzalvo!"

The young man, who had now wiped from his

forehead and face all traces of his recent en-

counter with his foe, leaned forward towards his

interrogator and whispered something in his

ear.

Count Moralo started back in sudden surprise,

holding up his hands.

Gonzalvo nodded with his head, to signify the

affirmation ofwhathe had just whispered to him.

The count was greatly troubled, and turned

away. Slowly and abstractedly he paced to

and fro through the refulgent halls of his noble

mansion, nor deigned to exchange a word with

any one.

All remarked the sudden change that had

come overhim,hut were entirely unable to divine

either its cause or its meaning.

Presently Gonzalvo sought the side of Adri-

enne, and entered into conversation with her.

His thoughts were greatly disturbed, but hers

were almost as light and free as those of a joy-

ous singing bird. S!ie had just returned from a

conference with her accepted lover. Why should

she not be happy ?

"Adrienne," began the yotmg Count Gonzalvo,
" I have been wounded."
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Adrienne started back with affright, unable

to comprehend him.

" I have been wounded," he repeated, " and in

the garden !"

The suspicion instantly flashed across ber

mind that possibly he might have accidentally

met with Rodolpho, and been wounded in an

encounter with him.

"You rtad my words rightly," said he, with

a look of import. " Yes, Adrienne, you know

by whose blade it was that the villanous act was

done !"

Adrienne's countenance was suddenly suffused

with the deepest burning crimson, and she

threw a glance upon him full of angry pride

and merited rebuke.

" What do you mean V she haughtily de-

manded.
" May I be excused from telling you, fair

lady," said he, " what you already know V
"I am entirely ignorant of what you would

say !" rejoined she, imperiously, and rising, as

if thus summarily to rid herself of her unso-

licited companion.
" Stay, lady, but for a moment, I beseech

jou ! I will tell you all. It was by Bodolpho's

sword that I received this wound."

" Rodolpho*s ?" exclaimed she.

" You have spoken it," said he ;
*' it was I

who met him in the garden but just now."

'•Eodolpho in the garden?" she again ex-

claimed, in a tone of greatly affected surprise.

" Was it all a secret to thee, fair ladyV he

asked. " Was tliere no one with him in the

garden V
" Gonzalvo !" replied she, " why do you thus

address me respecting Rodolpho? Am I yet

responsible to thee for my conduct 1 Am I not

my own mistress still "?"

" True, Adrienne," said he, in a half whisper,

" but yet—but yet—other eyes than thine alone

witnessed the devoted and passionate attitudes

that this Eodolpho exhibited before thee. Other

eyes than thine alone saw him take that lily

hand of thine and press it again and again to his

parted lips. There were other ears, too, than

thine, that eagerly drank in those expressions of

passionate affection that he poured forth so lav-

ishly from his lips. Thou wast not aIo?ie with

him, fair lady
!"

"And did you see me with him 1" asked

Adrienne, greatly excited from her rushing

thoughts.

" I did, Adrienne, from behind a column that

shadowed me there."

"And heard what passed between us V
" Pardon me, Adrienne—I could not but hear

it all."

" Spy that thou art !" she indignantly ex-

claimed, looking him fully in the face.

" Say not thus, Adrienne. 1 was not there to

overhear your conversation. I went not there as

a vile spy—a detestable eaves-dropper."

"Then -wherefore, pray V
" I saw thee go alone into the garden, and

followed thee. It is thy seventeenth birth night,

and I thought to offer thee such congratulations

as became the hour, and control my heart."

"And could not that as well have been done

here V
" No, lovely one, it could not."

"Why not, pray? You have the power, as

well as others, to talk even in low whispers,

when you will."

A heightened color flitted momentarily over

the fine countenance of Gonzalvo and he re-

plied :

"I followed thee into the garden, because

there I knew I should find thee alone. I would

have told thee of the exhaustless wealth of my
love ; of my passion for thee, and all thy loveli-

ness ; of the tempests with which my sad heart

is torn at sudden times ; of what I did but hope

and pray. I would have fallen on my very

knees before thee, Adrienne, and, unworthy as I

am, I would have dared to ask the rich boon of

thy love in return."

Adrienne sa^ as calm, and composed, and

colorless as a marble statue itself.

" But what was it not my fate to behold ?"

continued he. " How sorely, how cruelly was

my poor heart made to bleed, at seeing what I

did ; and what, of all other things, I wuuld not

have sought to see! What could I do but re-

main silent in my chosen biding place, and suf-

fer? But call me nota villanous spy, Adrienne

;

wrong me not in that way !"

She replied nothing to him, although he paused

for a moment, as if she might volantarily retract

the chm'ge she had made.

" When I saw thee return to the house, I step-

ped boldly out upon the wall and challenged

him whom I deemed my most formidable rival,

to single combat. We drew swords and went at

it, and save this scratch that he gave me, I am

not ashamed to tell even thee that he succeeded

in wresting from me my rapier ; for he it known

to thee, as it is known to every gentleman of

rank, that Rodolpho is reckoned the most skil-

ful swordsman in all Venice ; and it is no dis-

grace to be disarmed by a professed master of

his art."

While he thus spoke, Adrienne cast the most

excited looks upon him ; and there was even a

smile of triumph and gladness hovering about

her curled lips, as he told her of his having been

disarmed by Kodolpho,

"Thy father knows of the occurrence," he

said, in a lower tone, " and "

—

" You told it to him !" she charged, excit-

edly.

" I did—T did, fair lady. He saw the plight

I was in, and at once demanded to know all of

me. I told him that Eodolpho had fought me
in the garden."

" Tale-bearer, as well as spy 1" said Adrienoe,

contemptuously.
" Xot so ; I was compelled to tell him ; but he

knows not of your meeting Rodolpho in the gar-

den as yet, Adrienne. I have told him nothing

of that. I would keep that from his knowledge,

for I knew it would cast a shadow over his hap-

piness on this lovely evening."

Adrienne made no answer, not even to thank

him for the secret he thus openly boasted of hav-

ing kept, but instantly rising from her seat, left

him without a word, and was soon mingling

again with the gayest of the gay.

Gonzalvo turned away in another direction,

hoping by new scenes to hide his chagrin and

awake more pleasing recollections. Still he was

unhappy, wretchedly unhappy.

After Rodolpho left the garden, subsequently

to his encounter with the young Count Gonzalvo,

he directed that his gondola should be rowed to

a particular point, where he and his youthful

page Fedore were to disembark.

On, on sped the light and agile craft, in whose

luxurious depth lay reclining the elegant form

of Rodolpho, his head leaning thoughtfully upon

his hand. He looked over the glistening prow,

that moved through the silvery sheet of water,

and essayed to count the ripples that swelled in

their mimic lines on its either side. He cast his

eyes far over the water, and saw reflected in its

pure bosom the rays from a thousand lights, and

listened to the melodious strains from the light

hearted gondoliers. He thought of her whom
he had left behind, herself to be preyed upon by

the same tormenting thoughts that awoke in his

own heart. He dared even to dream of the

balmy days, and the soft, starlit nights of tender

love. His heart, even then, was dancing with the

sprightliness of his feelings and thoughts.

Anon he shook his plumed cap within his

hand, as if he would call up the pleasant hours,

of which he dreamed, around him ; and then he

replaced it slowly, and with a disappointed air,

upon his head again, and fell to dreaming.

From this intermittent series of reveries he

was aroused by the beak of his gondola suddenly

grazing against the marble step on which he

would land, and his active page, Fedore, calling

upon him to disembark, for this was the place.

Suddenly his stout heart seemed to palpitate

again within his breast, and he sprang out upon

the wave-washed stair, with an agility and reso-

luteness that betokened a strength and an in-

ward power not yet developed and discovered.

" This way, Fedore !" he exclaimed to his

page, pointing to the street into which he would

enter.

"Ah, master Rodolpho !" said the young boy,

"I had altogether forgotten it; I might have

lost my way but for you."

"And I am conversant with all the streets of

Venice," said Rodolpho, " and well I may be.

I have had too many occasions to know the most

direct ways to certain points I would reach the

soonest."

There was a positiveness about this remark of

the young bravado that precluded any idea of

deception from his lips. He meant all he said.

They travelled on together for some distance,

always selecting streets least frequented, and

concealing themselves within the shadows formed

by door-way?, recesses, arches, pillars, and col-

umns. At length they reached a particular

house, and wiih no further word, Rodolpho

placed hii hand to the door and opened it.

They climbed two or three flights of stairs

almost noiselessly, and finally reached a large

room that might well be called a balcony, and at

the door of this room Rodolpho knocked softly,

so as to be heard by none but those within.

"Enter !"' sounded a husky voice from within

the apartment.

Rodolpho was obedient to the summons, and

bidding his page follow him, he entered the room.

It was a narrow, bat rather lofty apartment,

out of which looked two windows upon the

sleeping water. There sat an old crone at the

farther corner of the room, who turned her face

from the contemplation of the stars to the person

who was about entering.

"And what words are writ in the heavens to-

night, good mistress Nancie ?" asked Rodolpho,

as he entered.

" The stars do not give out any of their secret

mysteries to-night," she answered. " Why, what

would you, master Rodolpho ? What seek you

this night to know ?'*

"Look once more on the heavens' face, good

Nancie, and tell me if there is nothing porten-

tous to be seen that I should know at once !"

The old woman bent her gaze on the starlit

sky for a few moments, the while slowly count-

ing and recounting her fingers, and then turned

again to Rodolpho, and said ;

"Not a syllable. The night and the morrow

—yes, and full many a week shall go well with

thee. Thy sky is clear and unclouded ; or what

clouds there are, are but puffs of idle and power-

less smoke. Fear not, Rodolpho !"

" But my enemies, Nancie ? I have iliem !"

" So be it," responded the astrologer. "Every

one has enemies, and they of the greatest worth

the most. Fear not, I tell thee, master Ro-

dolpho."

He hastily dropped a piece of gold into her

opened palm, and beckoning to Fedore to follow

him again, was soon in the street and in his gon-

dola. Again he was ploughing the sleeping and

sheeny waters. Again he rested thoughtfully

upon his hand. Again he gave the rein to his

wildest and fondest dreams.

He had dismissed his oarsman and his page,

and now was gliding through the darkest ways,

back to the mansion of Adrienne. Love lent

vigor to the sinews of his arms, and he bent to

the oars most manfully. The ploughed water

beat and washed up against his boat's side with

a sound of music itself. Rodolpho could not but

think it danced in perfect sympathy with his

anxious and excited feelings.

He finally floated beneath the shadow of the

mansion of Count Moralo, and while his gon-

dola glided noiselessly now along underneath

the window of Adrienne, the ejesofthe lover

boatman were upturned to the same, to discover

the form of his beautiful mistress. But she was

not to ^6 seen. The flashing lights were now

long since extinguished within the noble halls
;

the strains of music and the echoes of joyous

laughter had ceased, and all was dark and

silent.

Rodolpho was sad beyond the power of lan-

guage to express. More than ever did he feel

that he was alone.

CHAPTER III.

A REAVAED FOR THE ARREST OF RODOLPHO.

There was a collected crowd, on the follow-

ing day, in the square of San Marco, earnestly

talking over the subject that had engendered the

fresh excitement.

It was all about a placard that had made its

appearance early that morning, ofi^ering a large

amount of gold for the capture and delivery of

the brigand Ro'dolpho. Placards were also posted

on every wall in every square of the city.

Mtn stood around them in eager attitudes,

anxiously awaiting any development that might

go towards the bold robber's discovery. Gon-

doliers, as their light barks met on the canal,

stopped a moment, and while thus resting on

their oars, discussed with freedom the proba-

bilities of his capture or safety, wherever he

might be.

Count Moralo, being one of the proud nobles

of Venice, and, by their own imperious voice,

had decreed that their rank should be established

to them and to their descendants in perpetuity,

had been chosen out of that number as one of

the secret and mystic Council of Ten, to whom
was contided the government of the Venetian

Republic. He had heard the tale that Gonzalvo

told in his troubled ear on the night before, and

instantly determined to employ the whole of his

terrible power to bring Rodolpho to summary

punishment, and thus remove his influence from

the path of his beloved daughter. It was through

his influence, chiefly, that the Council decreed,

in their secret session, to offer a large reward for

the notorious bandit, whether taken alive or

dead.

Count Moralo felt more than ordinarily stung

by the intrusion and boldness of Rodolpho on
the evening before, and now he determined to

be rid of him at once and forever.

There stood two men together, not far from
the foot of the steps of the ducal palace, talking

by turns in a low and inaudible lone.

They were clad in the costume of working
men, and bore about them every mark of igno-

rance and poverty. Even in the manner in

which tht-y regarded the nobles and others of

rank who swept by them, could their inferiority

be immediately discerned.

" They never will take him alive," said one of

them, whose name was Vivolus.

"No, nor dead !" returned the other, who was
called Padorus.

" 1 am sworn !" said the former.

" And I too !" chimed in the latter.

" This very morning," continued Vivolus,

"have I been begged,—implored by a godo-

lier to make known what I knew of his where-

abouts,"

" You !" exclaimed the other.

" Yes ; and I was offered a large share of the

reward, if I would bring the noble-hearted Ro-

dolpho to the light."

"And you spurned the offer ?"

" Spurned it ! Yea, and I cursed the wretch

whose heart had hardened to such a lump of

avarice. I cursed him for a very devil, and

bade him go talk to the statues about the palace

;

ikey might hear him—/ did not ! I told him to

cry out to the dread dungeons of the Piombi

and Piozzi, to open their jaws wide, and unearth

the pale prisoners, who needed only cerements

upon and about them, to be buried alive already

;

but as for wy heart opening to disclose what was

buried there,—0, never ! never !"

"And what said he then ?"

" The dastardly villain ! He said he knew
me well, and he would have me brought before

the Council, and then, if I would not disclose my
secret, I should be bound hand and foot, and

stretched on the cord ! But I heeded not his

feeble threats; they were impotent with me
j

my resolution is not to be shaken by threats !"

" No, nor mine !"

" But stay ! Who comes here ?"

"As I live, the spies of the Council !"

" The spies
!"

" Yes ; and they have already fixed their keen

eyes upon you. Fly !"

"Fly! 'Twould hQ foVy now. I have no

fear. I shall not fly. I shall remain just where

I am. Leave me to myself, Padorus."

"Is not this Vivolus?"' demanded one of*

three men, who now came up with him, and laid

his hand upon his shoulder.

" Vivolus forever !" proudly and unflinchingly

replied the man addressed.

" Then hold forth your hands !"

"For what?"
" To be bound."
" To be bound ! What have I done, that my

liberty should be taken from me ? Are not

your dungeons full enough, and to overflowing,

already? Are not the massive stones of their

cells piled up sufficiently even now upon the

bleeding hearts of their poor prisoners ?"

"No words ! Hold forth !"

"Is resistance vain, then ?"

"Alive or dead, you must be carried before the

Council. It is their will."

" Then I obey. I do not disobey the laws of

my native city. Venice ! thou wast always loved

by me !"

He held out his hands wiUingly, and suffered

them to bind them together. His arms were

large and muscularly made, and they looked as

thouo^h they well nigh might burst the slender

fetters as tender withes. Still he was as tracta-

ble and submissive as any could have wished.

In a short time he was ushered in through one

of the rooms of the ducal palace, into the pres-

ence of the secret Council of Ten. There sat

the doge, proud, dignified and implacably stem,

in his chair of state. Around him, in a myste-

rious semi-circle, were ranged in separate seats,

the ten most powerful men in all Venice. It

was with them to place the value on human life
;

with them to overthrow or build up human hap-

piness within the state; with ihem to make and

tp tinmake, to erect and to destroy, to §el bounds
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and to grant licenses, to protect u^c and inno-

cence, and to send devastation and woo across

every man'H threshold.

Vivolus stood uncovered, and in trembling

awe, before the doj^c, Hcarecly darinp; to rai-ic

his eyes to where he sat. lie was humility it-

Belf.

Presently the dof?c addressed him :

" Your niinie is Vivolus ?"

The prisoner bowed a -ilcnt ailirmation.

"Tell the Council what know you res]»eeting

the whereabouts of the villain Uodolpho, for

who;so arrest Venice has this day ofVored so gcn-

C10U3 a reward. What know you respecting

him?"
" Sire, I cannot say," respectfully answered

he, for the first titno looking up at the counte-

nance of llio doge.

" Know you nothing of him ?" demanded the

doge.
*' I cannot tell," again answered Vivolus.

" Bring in the other," ordered the doge to the

secret attendant near.

Instantly the door of another room swung

back on its hinges, and a person was conducted

by the attendant into the room.

It was the gondolier whom Vivolus had, on

that very morning, cursed for a coward and a

knave, when he demanded to knowof him where

was Rodolpho!

Vivolus started at beholding this apparition,

as it were, so plainly before his eyes, but gave

expression to no exclamation.

" Did not this fellow, named Vivolus," de-

manded the doge of the man just brought in,

"tell thee that he knew where was the hiding-

place of Rodolpho V
"He did," answered the gondolier.

"And did he not refuse flatly to disclose it to

tbee, 30 that the arch enemy of Venice might be

brought to punishment?"
" He did, sire," answered the man.

"What sayest thou to that?" demanded the

doge, imperiously, of Vivolus.

"I say nothing to it," answered he.

" And why nothing ? Because it is true ?"

" Because it is false—every syllable !"

" Be not rash, Vivolus," urged the doge.

"You have a secret"

—

" But I told it not to him, sire
!"

" You told him that you knew where Ro-

dolpho was hidden ?"

" Not so."

"What!"
" I say, not so. I told him that the dungeons

might as soon be expected to open their hungry

and insatiate jaws, and disgorge their pale and

heart-crushed prisoners, as that he rait^ht hope

for me to disclose to him what I knew."

"Then you know nothing of Rodolpho?"
asked the doge, looking steadily at him.

"Nothing that I shall reveal," resolutely an-

swered Vivolus.

" Bear him away to torture !" commanded the ^

doge. "The rack shall wring out his secrets.

Bear him away at once \"

Instantly two men, attired properly for their

work, sprang into the council chamber, and after

binding the unresisting prisoner hand and foot,

led him out to the dark room of torture.

The council sat in silence, awaiting the dis-

closure he might make.

Twice, and even thrice was the accursed cord

stretched across his sinewy limbs, before the un-

happy man suffered even a stifled groan to es-

cape him. And when nature thus momentarily
yielded, likewise relaxed his torturers their

efforts, and looked inquiringly upon him, as if

they were awaiting his disclosure.

" Go on with your torments 1" said the heroic

man ; "I have no secret to tell
; go on with your

fiendish work !"

Again they drew tighter the cords across him.

His limbs were stretched apart, and his extremi-

ties drawn from their joints, until it seemed that

the very bones had parted in their sockets. The
big, blue veins crossed and re-crossed, and even

knotted themselves together in hard lumps upon
his temples, as if they were full to bursting.

His eyes rolled upwards in his head in an agony
of pain. A death-like sweat stood in huge drops
upon his pale forehead, and bis lips, wliich were
half-parted, were a^hy pale.

" Confess, then I" commanded his chief tor-

mentor.
Still came no syllable of confession from his

lips. Not even a groan escaped them.
" Then die with thy secret !" shouted the tor-

mentor.
Instantly the poor victim swooned away. He

was gone.

They unbound his cords, and for ij long time

applied ihcir long-tried resioralives. Furu lime

they served not to recover liirn. Ue seemed

really dead,

Tlic door of the council-chamber again opened,

and the mysterious attendant entered.

" lie makes no confession," announced ho to

the doge and council.

"Thencontinuc the torture!" ordered the doge.

"It has been repeated again and agiuii," re-

plied the attendant; "but ho says no word; not

even a groan comes from him."

" Obdurate villain !" exclaimed the dnge.

"He has swooned away, and we know not if

ho bo dead already," announced the attendant.

" Then hurry him away."
" And whither ?"

"If he be dead, to the pier; whence his body

may be thrown by night into the Laguna, that

people may think he was doomed."
' But if we buccecd in restoring him !"

" Then away with him, instantly, to the dun-

geon! He shall be taught to keep his secretu

there to himself!"

The attendant bowed and left the chamber.

Wiien at length Vivolus returned again to

consciousness, he was in a state bordering ou

frenzy. His brain was in tlie dizzy whirl of a

delirium soon after, and in this wretched con-

dition he was violently borne away to a dark,

damp dungeon.

Again was the haughty Count Moralo at

home. He summoned Adrienne into his pres-

ence. Like a beautiful angel more than like a

being of flesh and blood, did she enter the room

where was her proud father, waiting to receive

her.

"Be seated, Adrienne," said he, as soon as

she appeared before him. She had dismissed

her maid, Juliette, just by the door, in the hall.

Adrienne obeyed the request of her father;

and, as she seemed to comprehend, at a glance,

that the mood in which he was was unpropitious

for kindly words, she preserved a silence and

kept her lips perfectly mute.,

" I would speak to thee, Adrienne," coldly

commenced her father, "of Rodolpho; he who
is feared by all Venice at this day ; he whose life

is at this very moment insecure, and for whom,
alive or dead, a large reward has been publicly

offered to the hands of all the citizens."

Adrienne looked down despondingly upon tlie

floor as her father began. Her color suddenly

left her cheeks, and her eyes grew large and

staring. She seemed as if trying to make mean-

ing out of some iacomprehensibility upon the

carpeted floor.

" Rodolpho is a robber—a pirate—a brigand

—a villain ! His life is a thousand times forfeit

already to the state, for the crimes he has com-

mitted with such boldness and impunity; and it

is of him that I have desired to speak with thee,

Adrienne."

The girl ventured to raise her eyes inquiringly

to the countenance of her father, but instautly

on meeting the stem and forbidding expression

that concentrated itself in his, dropped them in-

stantly upon the carpet again, her frame quiver-

ing and trembling with fear.

" Only yestereen," continued he, his voice

growing more and more passionate, "only yes-

ternight was he in the garden. He—the robber

—the brigand! How he got there, whence he

came, or where he went, no one knows. It is

that which Venice this day seeks to know, Adri-

enne !"

Again she lifted her eyes on him, and again

instantly let them fall on the floor.

" You love him ! Speak and tell me if I have

said truly
!"

"Father," answered the beautiful child, "to
knojo him is to love him."

"I knew it; I knew as much. Then I have

not spoken wrongly. This love, Adrienne, must
be broken off!"

" Father !" was all the daughter could protest

or reply.

"I would not have my daughter marry one
like him. What father would ? No, Adrienne

;

Ibis bond, however it exists, must at once be

broken. Already the young Count Gonzalvo
has besought me for your hand. His blood is

noble, his family is of the first stock, and all

wish that the union might be consummated. It

is m^ wish that it be consummated, too. Else,

if he do not succeed in obtaining your hand, he
will at once proceed to Spain, and there seek an
alliance with some lovely senorita."

"He had better," interrupted Adrienne.
" He shall not I" imperiously returned the

haughty parent ;
" he shall marry you, and only

you! And the terms of the union shall be de-

termined on, too, between the familicB, within

the space of three days! Mark what I way,

Adrieimc

—

wiihin three days! I give you time

to make up your feelings and communicate

them to me. If, at the expiration of that time,

you arc ready to marry Gonzalvo, then the

nuptials will be made ready at once ; but if not,

then to the convent! I have already arranged

it with Father Petroni."

" But, father!" protested Adrienne.

" Words are now useless, Adrienne," said he

;

" it will be as I have said. So prepare yourself."

Count Moralo at onco turned away from lier

with a step of pride and passion, and Adrienne

was alone.

Flinging herself upon a couch near at hand,

she fell into a most violent fit of weeping, in

which she was finally discovered by her faithful

maid, Juliette.

CHAPTER IV.

TUB CODNCIL IN 8E8SION.

The Council of Ten was in secret session,

and the hour was near that of midnight. The
doge sat in bis high chair of state, clothed in the

insignia of his ducal rank and powder. Around
him were the mysterious ten.

The lights burned blue and dim above their

heads, and, shedding their dull rays down upon

the dark and somt)re tapestry of room, imparted

a gloom and unearthly solemnity to the place

that could not fail to throw upon the stoutest

heart a sudden chill of horror.

" Call in the prisoner," commanded the doge.

" Whom ? The one who was put to the rack

this morn?" inquired the attendant.

"The same," answered the doge. "Bring
him in."

The attendant, obedient to the command,
opened a secret door that was sunken in the

thick and massive palace-wall, and in a moment
was gone.

For some time he was absent, during the

whole of which the council sat in their half-

circle, in perfect silence.

Presently the door opened again, and the at-

tendant announced himself; but he was alone.

" Where is the prisoner ?" demanded the doge.

" He is not here," was the respectful reply.

" And where then V
" Nor in his dungeon cell."

" But where then V a second time asked the

doge.

" The keeper says he sent him hither fully an

hour since."

" Sent him here? By whose order?"

"By that of the doge and council."

" We have given no such order," replied the

doge, in deep astonishment. " Bring hither the

keeper at once."

The eyes of each member of the council were

at once turned to the countenances of the others,

and their expression was only that of the wildest

astonishment.

The attendant touched a hidden spring in

the wall, and instantly a door flew wide open.

Trembling and confused, the luckless dungeon-

keeper was brought into the darkened and tomb-

like room.

" Where is the prisoner Vivolus ?" demanded
the doge.

The eyes of the council were turned fixedly

upon him.

"I sent him hither full an hour agone," an-

swered the desponding jailer.

" By whose hands ?" asked the doge.

" By an attendant's."

" Did not the attendant give you his name?"
" He said he was Alpbonzi, and that he was

commissioned by the doge and council to bring

the prisoner at once before them. He bore iron

manacles in his hands, and was careful to place

them upon the prisoner before he left his cell."

"And you let the prisoner go?" pursued the

doge.

" I did, sire ; what should I have done ?"

"Did the attendant give you the pass-word,

as he should ?"

" All correctly," answered the dungeon-keeper.
" You have been duped."

" Sire \"

" You have been deceived. How was the man
who called himself a messenger from this cham-

ber dressed ? Like the attendant yonder ?"

"Precisely, sire."

" Had he light eyes ?"

"Dark, sire; very dark."

" Was he stoutly built?"

"On the contrary, very slightly."

" Do you not know who he was, then?" cou-

linued the doge.

" indeed, I cannot imagine, sire."

" He was Uouoli'ho 1"

" Rodolpho !"

"The same; the man for whom we have

offered so large a reward. Go back to your

duty, and henceforth prove yourself watchful.

We may send for you again."

The dungeon-keeper at once left the room,

his heart carrying on within itself a severe and

raging conflict between fear and chagrin.

[to be CONTINUbD.]

THE <IUP:EN'H PAKASOIi.
Our cultivated age is bej^mning to require

that the useful be also beautiful, or it will not
be used. Most of us can remember the clumsy
all'airs called "parasols," which were carried by
ladies in our boyhood; how the lovely beings

could have raanajied to coquette eflectively with
instruments so awkward, surpasses our imagina-
tion as much as it does our memory; bui that

they did so, only shows bow poshible to the dear
creatures is the pursuit of admiration under ditii-

cuUies. Meanwhile, however, it must be coti-

fessed that lady power has an accchsion in the

beautifihl paiasol^s of our own day. Instead of
the uncouth brown or green silk,—the one look-

ing cold or prudjsh, the other making the com-
plexion "sicklied o'er with the pale cast of
thought," even where there is no thought,—we
have the sweetest tints of the rainbow, any one,
or all combined; and beauty now carries with it

a halo of delicacy and brightness, like a piece of
atniosplicre between shade and light, born with
the well-dressed goddess from some bower of
bliss. But, as in many a matter of taste, we are
indebted to classic antiquity for what we now so
much admire. Toryism is sound principle in

art. Go some of the pictures discovered at Her-
culaneum are to be seen parasols similar to ours.
Here is a description of one :

—

" A sort of pike, of a blue color, supports at
its extremity four branches of the same color,
upon which is fixed the hemispherical tent or
covering, the interior of which is of a deeper
blue than the supporters. The border is red,
and ornamented with festoons of azure. The
rest of the covering is adorned with quadrang-
ular figures of blue and white, and decorated
with yellow arabesques, the whole terminating
with a blue flower."

Upon the highest authority—that is, fair au-
thority,—we are enabled to state that the exist-
ing ne plus ultra is to be found in " the Queen's
Parasol," which has this week exhibited itself at
our oflice, " and made a sunabine in that gloomy
place." it is admirable; brilliant, but not gaudy

;

light, but not fragile ; commodious, but not
clumsy. It is Jirm, without obliging the parasol
to become an umbrella; light, without obliging
it to become a wreck. The handle has an in-

genious slide, by which it can be elongated as
much or as little as you please. The edge is

formed into a curtain, gracefully convoluted and
fringed. And the body of the silk vies in bril-

liancy and delicacy with—what shall we say?—
with the humming-bird, the rosechafer, the dying
dolphin, the arch of Iris, the wing of Cupid ?

Parasol-making has ibis season become a branch
of horticulture, and the brightest flowers of Chis-
wick will be those made by hands; the most
triumphant Azalea yielding the palm to the
Queen's.

—

London Leader.

REHEARSIIVG ONE'S WEDDING DRESS.
Behold the angular, though stately figure dis-

arrayed I And lo I the childish pleasure of his
time marked features as the ceremony of enrob-
bing is commenced! It was dressing for the
marriage, without the flutter and excitement of
the crisis ! A pair of highly polished boots were
painfully drawn on—almost the only severe labor
from which one's wealth cannot exempt him

—

and then a rigid scrutiny of their fit. i^'ext came
the pantaloons—of the very finest cnssimere,
glossy black, and fashionably cut. He turned
himself about before the glass, thrust his hands
into the pockets, corrected a slight tendency in
one of the straps to hang upon the boot-heel,
and inwardly commended Bradley's skill. It
was a great point gained. Then came the vent,

which he drew on with fear and trembling! but,
having buttoned it, and drawn the lacing, ap-
prehensions vanished. Placmg his hands com-
placently about the region of the stomach, and
gently rubbing them up and down, like him who
had just finished a good dinner, he again ap-
proved the artist's skill.

And now the crowning triumph,

—

chef-d'ceuvre

of the "cloih-professor,"—the wedding-coat! If
he trembled when he drew the lacing of the vest,
insomuch that his fingers could with ditficulty

tie them at the proper tension, now his nerves
were absolutely shaken ! Most carefully he drew
it on—most anxiously he pulled the skirts, and
pressed the wrinkling cloth in at the shoulder,

—

most tenderly he settled it by jerking smartly at
the lapels ! he buttoned it,—one button cau-
tiously—and again drew down the skirts. He
smoothed the sleeves, and pulled the cuffs, and
pinched the corners—and having done all that a
good-natured, anxious roan could do, to help
the " set," he at last referred himself to the final

test of every garment, male or iemate, the look-
ing-glass. It was a perfect fit! Even the round
shoulders were concealed, and not a wrinkle
defaced the back !

—" The Gleiws,'* a Novel.

Time, place, anrt antinn, may with pains be wrought,
But genius must be born, aud nover otin Ijo tuught.

liri/dat.
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DISMASTING OF THE SHIP CONCORDIA, WHEN ONE HUNDRED DATS OCT FROM BOSTON FOR CALCUTTA.

^VRECK OF THE SHIP CONCOKDIA.
It will be remembered that the Concordia was wrecked on

her pa-ssage from Calcutta to Boston. - She bad been out about
one hundred days, and the foUowina: from her log wUl describe the
picture, as drawn for us by Capt. Miller. " Sunday, April 27, at

about II o'clock, A. M., observed a slight squall in the north-

west ; clewed up the main-top-gallant sail, and hauled down the

spanker. Shortly after this the ship was struck by a furious hur-

ricanp, which threw her on her beam ends ; the wheel was imme-
diately put up, the main and mizzen-top-ail-halyard let go. The
ship still refusing to pay off, orders were given to cut away the

mi/.zen-mast, which was instantly done ;
she yet refusing to pay

off, orders were passed to cut a^^'ay the main-top-mast, and then
the mainmast which was also done, carrying with it the fore top-

mast and jib hoora, after which the ship swung off, and for one
half hour after the masts were cut away, every one supposed she
was foundfTing. Having got the wreck cleared away, the vessel

was somewhat easier, although the wind seemed to increase, if that

be possible, and for four hours it blew a pt^rfect tornado. After
clearing the wreck, sounded the pumps and found 21 inches water.

At 3 P. M. it commenced moderating, and at 5 the storm had
subsided considerably. The wind being N. W,, and having salt-

petre in the ship's bold, and she laboring heavily and making
much water, it was thought best to keep away for Bermuda, as a
longer coarse north was dangerous."

HALL OF THE MAUYLAND IKSTITUTE.
This edifice, now in course of rapid completion, will present one

of the most important and beautiful improvements of Baltimore.
Centrally situated, chaste in its architecture, solid in its construc-

tion, and capacious in all its parts, it will greatly facilitate the in-

stitute's arrangements. It is by far the largest, and almost the

only hall m this country, intended solely for the advancement of
the mechanic arts. To afford some idea of its extent, it may be
added that the building is 355 feet long by 60 feet broad, with a

height of 65 feet ; the largpst ppartment is 265 feet by 60, and can
convenifntly contain six thousand persons. Th»^ first floor is

US' d as a market-house, the hall beirg built over it. This beau-
tiful structure will add one more to the many splendid edifices

that grace the Monumental City. The picture which we here
give was sketched for us by a gentleman of Baltimore, and drawn
by Manning. Baltimore is a city of great architecmral beauty,
and we are glad to perceive that the useful ai d the ornamental
are so ronsiderately combined as in the present instance. The
steady growth of the Atlantic cities rontinually requires the ad-

dition of new markets for the supply of provisions to their ex-
panding limits, and the opportunity thus afforded for locating

large lecture-rooms, mechanics' institutes, mercantile libraries,

and military armories, is decidedly beneficial. The elegance of the

Maryland Institute will doubtless attract the pret'y feet and bright

eyes of the bellps of Baltimore. A few more buildings "of the

same sort " would do us no harm here in the city of notions and
contrivances.

,; ,
ft jf ft gsiM " • ^ . ,

HAIL OF THE MARYLAND INSTTTUTF, OVER ONE OF THE CITY MAEKETS, BALTIMORE.
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[Written for flU;nnon'fi Pictorial.]

MATIN H\MN.

JJT FRANKLIN C. S. HURLDUT.

I(0, the rosy morn in breaking

!

Peaceful comcH tho joyous light;

While adown the westorn chambers

lloll tho punolve Hhatlcs of night.

Ilark! of God tho bIrilH are Hinging

MuhIc HWcot among tho trees !

0, what lovely tlrefiniB of rapture

Bwell tho Imniclodloua breoiso 1

liUtos, along tho dell of roseo,

Struck by galu with honeyed wing,

O'er tho Btrcivm'a refreshing murmur
Breathe a vesper hymn to flpring.

LiBt! the mighty God is spiiaklng

In tho wood and In tho stream

!

Bcu! tho golden Horaph-watchera

Come in nioru'a celestial beam !

Ay, they smilo In tho horizon,

Where the gaten of morning shine;

White wo kneel in adoration,

Joyful to the Great Divine.

In tho anthems round us Bprlnging,

In the sun's perfecting beam,

Trace we Him in silent mupinga,

Nature's Lord, tho Great Supromo.

When the rainbow arches o'er us,

And the summer rain descends;

When the evening wind is blowing,

And the arch of sunset bends
;

When the night's dull melancholy

Floats in hearse-plumes 'mong the ehades;

And the wbippoorwill is singing

In tho forest colonnades

;

When the blushing mom is breaking .

Gorgeous round the eastern skiea
;

Let us soar on nature's piniona

To the bloom of paradise.

But, Thou of morning glory !

Maker of this wide domain

!

Who with shining worlds bespangled

All the great ethereal plain !

In the dawn'8 resplendent beauty,

In eve's low leollan chime,

Do I trace thy mighty workings,

Lord of love and God divine

!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE GREEK XEBEC:
—OR

—

THE BEIDE OF THE ZULIOTE CHIEF.

A GRECIAN TALE.

BY F. CLINTON BARRINGTON".

CHAPTER I.

It was moonlight on the Gulf of Corinth. The silvery waters

sparkled like a plain of diamonds. The graceful boats of the

Greek fishermen floated here and there amid the magic beauty of

the scene like fairy barks. From one and another came at inter-

vals the chorus of careless song, or the mellower tones of voices

singing of love and its joys and pains.

The island of Egina lay dark and massive in the bosom of the

lovely bay, flinging its heavy shadows deep down about its base.

About two leagues distant fiom it was becalmed,

" Like a painted ehip
Upon a painted ocean,"

an American brigantine-of-war, of sixteen guns. She had been

all the afternoon beating np towards Corinth, and now lay as

quiet npon the windless gulf, as if she had terminated her vojage

forever. Her broad canvas hung listlessly from her masts,

shining brilliantly while in the glitter of the moonbeams, which,

in those Grecian seas, seem to do their best to rival the noonday

sun in splendor.

From time to time the vessel discharged a gun, which echoed

among the hills of the island^ike rolling thunder. The eft'ect, as

heard in the night, was truly sublime. The smoke sailed off in

wreaths of silver. The midnight passed, and yet the brigantine

remained motionless ;
but every half hour she fired off her car-

ronades.

" We shall not have a wind until the sun is up," said the com-

mander. *' By that time Randolph will be on board. Do you
see nothing of the boat, there aloft V

" No, sir," answered the lookout from the fore-top-gallant

cross trees.

" It is so confounded black ia there under the shadow of the

island," said a midshipman on the watch, "that we could see

nothing two miles this side of it, and not until it emerges into tho

moonlit space."

" Confound this sight-seeing, that runs all our officers mad after

ruins whenever they come near a worn old Greek island ! I wish

Homer had been born blind ere he had written about places that

are about as real as the Arabian Nights. But Randolph's mar-

riage in Smyrna will cure him !"

This wag uttered by the captain of the brigantine, a fine,

weather-beaten sailor, who had everything of the gentleman in

him but Latin and Greek, which he thought no great deficiency.

Neither did his fiicnds; nature and observation had conferred

upon him such noble qualities.

" But, captain," suid the middy, " it must bo very agreeable to

be able to bail about these seas by the card, and tell what was

done here, and what there, in old times, before father Noah's

flood ; how on that island stood Solomon'ti ti^mplo, and on tho

other dwelt the children of iMracl. How upon such a promontory

Sampson slew Goliah, and David ran olf with Potiphar's wife !

How—

"

"Confound the fellow!" exclaimed the captain, " you arc as

full of Bil^le as Gordon Randolph is of Virgil. Your jiarents

must have been of the puritan stock, Middlcton, and taught you

catechism with the cato'-ninc tails."

"Not I. I am a Southern lad, captain, but you see I had a

good deal o* scripture hammered into rac before I was eight, by

a nice Yankee school-mistress, who had wandered out South."

"I fancied something like that. Do you seethe boat^ If

not, give them another gun to come on board."

" No, sir ! Yes—sir !" answered the lookout.

" Well, which is it V
" Yes, sir. I sec a boat pulling this way."
" Then it is likely to be the cutter. There are so many uely

fellows among these i^dunds that I began to think our men had

gol, into some diihculty."

The boat, which had been made out to be the brig's cutter, at

length came alongside. There were four men in it, pulling, but

no one in the stern sheets. Upon seeing this, the commander

called out in a startling tone of alarm

:

" Where is Lieutenant Randolph 1"

*' We could n't find him, sir," answered one of the men, as he

came up the brig's side.

" Could n't ^rtc? him! Don't say so! What is the matter?

Why did n't he come ofl^ with you ? Has anything befallen him ?"

" We fear there has, sir," answered the men, together.

" This is incredible. Tell me a straight story, or I shall believe

you have thrown him overboard."

" We had no grudge against him, sir. Every man in the ship

likes him, sir. After we pulled in to the island, which we reached

'about half an hour before sunset, he leaped on shore, and saying

he should be back in two hours, began to climb a hill, on top of

which wa3 some sort of a Jupiter's temple, he said."

" Confound the Jupiter's temples I Go on."

" Well, sir, we sky-larked about till after the moon was up,

and as he said he only wished to stay to see the ruins by moon-

shine, we took our places in the boat and waited for him. Well,

sir," resumed the seaman, " we waited full an hour, when, seeing

as how he did n't heave in sight, two of us agreed to go and look

for him, thinking he might have got oif soundings, or missed

stays beatin' down hill and got among breakers. After we got to

the top, and seen nothing, we halloed and hailed him, but could n't

get no answer. Then we heard the brig firing for us to come
aboard. But we thought we'd cruise sharp for a while all about

the ground, and our other shipmates, finding we didn't come
back, made sail after us to give us their aid. Well, sir, we
sounded every fathom o' the old temple for hours, till, hearing

you still firing for us to come aboard, we put back to our boat

and pulled aboard."

" Blast these infernal old heathen meeting houses, or temples,

or what the deuce they call 'em," cried the commander, with

mingled anger and grief. " Here I have, I doubt not, lost one of

the best of officers and cleverest of fellows, because he must go

poking about among piles of rocks."

" What can have happened to him?" ventured the purser to

remark. " Going to be married to the consul's daughter soon as

we get to Smyrna, and now lost."

" The prettiest girl in the world !" said the captain. " He has

either tumbled down the hill and broken his neck and every bone

in his body, or else has been murdered by some of the banditti,

that are as thick among these old rookeries as lizards."

" What shall we do, captain V asked Middleton. " Had n't I

better take a boat's crew, well armed, and hunt him up V
" Yes ; and don't you come back till you can give some account

of him. Take the first and second cutters, and thirty men.

Lieutenant Ganzevort will go in the first cutter, and command
the expedition ; but when you land, you had better divide your

forces. With the first breath of wind I will stand in towards the

island."

In half an hour's time the boats were in readiness alongside of

the brigantine, and at the command of the captain, put off and

pulled for the island of Egina. He watched them as they rowed

across the bright plain of moonlit waters, until they were lost to

his sight in the black shadow of the island.

The reader has by this tima understood that the first lieutenant

of the American brigantine, George Randolph, had taken the

boat sometime before sunset, to visit a ruin on a headland of

Egina, the brig, at the lime he left her, being becalmed, with no

present prospect of a breeze.

We will now follow the young officer, after he had parted from

the four men who had pulled him to the shore of the island. The
ruins, which were supposed to be those of a temple dedicated by

the Corinthians to Minerva, crowned a height which rose about

three hundred feet from the sea. The base of the hill upon

which it stood was densely grown up with olive trees and grape

vines, so that the paths which the islanders had made throuqh

had been cut out like garden paths. Into one cf ihem he struck

after leaving the shore, and with a vigorous step climbed to the

summit, which was open and free from underwood. Here he found

majestic walls, lofty columns spanned by noble architecture, and

other relics of what had, in the days of the glory of Greece, been

a superb temple to their goddess. After having wandered over

every part of it with the admiration which a true lover of classi-

cal antiquity can only appreciate, he climbed to the top of tho

eastcra wall, to take a view of the wide pronpect which it afforded.

The scene was truly grand. The island was, beneath and around

him, a league or more in extent, varied with woods, vineyards,

fields, cottages, ruins and hamlets, and the verdure was of a gicen

so purely (imcrakl, that he could not weary of gazing on it. Tho

sea around the island was dotted with lesser islets, and relieved

by the boats of the Greek fishermen and pearl divers. The brig-

antine, with her flag hanging listless in the universal calm, was

visible, black and symmetrical, half a league difctant, motionless

as the islands. The blue line of the northern shore cf the Bay

of Corinth was drawn upon the horizon in undulating shadows.

The sun was setting, and filled not only the western sky with the

dazzling glory of every tint radiantly commingled in ever-varying

beauty, but lent to the sea a splendor of coloring scarcely less

gorf^cous.

The young American gazed with rapture upon the scene, and

as his classical mind marked site after site within the range of his

vision, celebrated by the poets and historians of a departed age,

he seemed to catch the inspiration of the past, and to see the

Grecian fleet far out in the Archipelago, steering it^ li5ng line

towards Troy, to avenge the wrongs of Helen; to see the Persian

fleet advancing in the bay below to meet the warlike ships of

Athens ; to see the processions of virgins landing from their sil-

very barges, ascend the height crowned with flowers, and bearing

garlands and lambs for the sacrifice at the altar now in ruins at

his feet.

While he was lost in the contemplation of the past, the sun

went down ; the twilight deepened into starlight, and he found

himself enveloped in the mantle of night, yet with the west still

in a lingering glow. The moon, now a little past its full, rose

like a shield of gold raised in air by some invisible Titan, and

flung her milder radiance over sea and island.

Gordon sat upon the wall, watching her rise out of the sea, and

as he did so, he noticed that a two-masted vessel slowly crossed

her disc, and disappeared about a mile off. As there was no wind,

he knew that she must be propelled by oars, and as he was aware

that this was the favorite mode of moving among the islands of

the Egean pirates, the idea struck him that this was one of these

vessels, then known to be so numerous in those waters, that the

Turks had sent a corvette to cruise against them.

Absorbed, however, in the newborn beauty of the scene under

the moon's mild sceptre, he speedily forgot the xebec, and gave

his soul up to the loveliness of the present and the associations

of the past.

At length, descending the court of the temple, he walked around

it to contemplate it in the light of the sunny moon, as the moon-

light of those latitudes may well be termed. He noticed the

contrast of the n^asses of light and shadow; now a column would

fling a shadow black as a broad chasm in the earth, and by its

side would lay a floor of moonbeams, white and shining as ala-

baster or snow. He spent nearly an hour observing the effects of

parts and of the whole, seen under this new aspect, and at length,

sated with beauty, he began to think of returning to his vessel.

He left the height with regret, and proceeded down the path by

which he had come up, until it branched into three, midway the

hillside. Not knowing which he had come up, he took the right

hand one at a venture, believing it would conduct him to the spot

where he had left his boat. But after going down some distance,

he was sensible that it was winding off to the right, and leading

him away from the side of the island on which the brigantine lay
;

but it was tedious to go back, he thought he would continue on

till he reached the beach, and then walk along the sands till he

should find the cutter and his men.

So he continued to follow the path downward until he came to

a second branching out. Here he hesitated, but finally took the

left, as being nearest where he supposed his boat to lay. It con-

ducted him down to the very water's edge, into a dark, deep cove,

nearly shut in by the walls of overhanging rock. At anchor in

the cove was a two-masted xebec or Zuliote pirate vessel, as he

well knew her to be from her rig and appearance. The vessel

was not a hundred yards distant from him, and he could see the

men on her deck, and even hear what they said.

Not liking his vicinity to such lawless sons of the sea, Randolph

tried to ascertain where the path led, which had come apparently

to a termination. As he was in a deep shadow, he had to examine

carefully, when he found that it turned sharp round an angle of

the rock, and appeared to lose itself in a cavern under the cliff

which supported the ruins he bad visited. He had no alternative

but to follow the path, or re-ascend the height. Hoping that now
he was down close to the water, he would be able to find a boat

of some kind which would take him to his own, he moved cau-

tiously along the narrow ledge. After walking about eighty feet

by a curving course, keeping close to the rocky cliff-side to keep

from falling into the sea, he suddenly saw open before him a

broad, arched cavern, which was lighted up at its remote extrem-

ity far in the bowels of the blufi". He discerned four or five dark

figures moving about in the cave, between him and a fire light.

They seemed to be engaged in cooking, but the-cavera was so long

in extent, and they were so far distant, that he could not make
out clearly what they were doing. He felt no disposition to enter

the cave, and resolved to retrace every step he had come before it

was too late, and re ascending the path, take a new start from the

ruins of the temple for his vessel. But on turning back, he dis-

covered, to his consternation, that a boat from the Zuliote

schooner was rowing in towards the cave. It would pass close

to liira, so narrow was the entrance, whether he went back or re-

mained standing where he was. To return to the path would

expose him in full sight of those rowing in the boat ; and, confi-

dent that they were pirates, from their dress, arms, and secret

rcndcavous, he felt no desire to fall Into their power. To remain
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at the entrance of the cave wt>uld signally expose him. His only

safety, he saw, was "in the lion's mouth," that is, by penetrating

the cave further, till he could reach one of the dark angles in it to

conceal himself.

He therefore, with his drawn sword, in his hand, entered the

cavern and moved as rapidly as the darkness would let him, along

the stone way that lined the side. He had reached far enough to

be in profound darkness, and believed he was secure, when on

board the boat, which was now under the arch, a torch was lighted,

which cast its red glare far up the cavern, and would have

revealed to them, as they advanced along this subterranean estu-

ary, his figure in full view, if he had not withdrawn himself

fartlier and farther into the cavern's depths. To do this without

being seen also by the persons who were about the fire, he was

compelled to lie down and move along close to the wall of rock

on his hands and knees. To his great joy, he soon found himself

at the entrance of another passage or gallery running off to the

right hand. It was in total darkness. He at once turned into it,

and in its gloom waited until the boat, which was now coming

along very near him, should have passed up the main avenue of

the cave.

But greatly to his alarm, it no sooner came to the entrance of

the gallery in which he was, than it stopped. He had time to see,

before he penetrated farther into this branch of the cavern, that

the boat contained six oarsmen, besides a steersman, and that

there was standing up in the stem, a richly attired young Zuliote

captain, with his bright scarlet cap wreathed with a chain of gold,

his black locks flowing beneath it in rich waves over his shoulder,

and his air haughty and fierce. He wore a blue pash of silk, in

which were stuck three silver-mounted pistols, a long gold-hiltcd

dagger, and a Greek stiletto. By his side also hung his scimitar.

His dress was of scarlet and blue cloth, handsomely embroidered
;

and upon his feet were yellow Turkish boots that reached mid-

way the calf of his leg, and were fringed with gold lace. Alto-

gether he was a gallant but dangerous looking corsair of the

Egean Isles, and such Kandolph—whose cruising in the East

had made him familiar with all classes of people—well knew he

must be. It was therefore for his interest that he thould keep

from being discovered if possible, as eiiher death or the exaction

of a large ransom would be the result. He, therefore, on seeing

tliis young and barbaric looking buccaneer step from the stern of

his boat upon the rocky gallery, as if he intended to traverse it,

fled towards the extremity with the best of his speed. Upon
looking back, he discovered that the Zuliote was advancing, pre-

ceded by a torchbearer.

*' This passage," said Randolph to himself, " must lead to some

inner chambers, to which he is going. What I have seen is only

the outer court of his under-ground palace. I may possibly

secrete myself in some one of them till I can get an opportunity

to escape out of the cave unseen."

He, therefore, went rapidly forward until he found the cavern

expand into a sort of saloon, with a lofty, rudely-arched roof. At

the end of the hall hung an iron lamp, which faintly burned and

scarcely lighted up the gloom three yards around. Beneath the

lamp he discovered an old man, who looked like a Greek, with a

white beard, and red skull-cap. He was reclining against a pro-

jection of the side of the cavern, and was asleep. Behind liim

was a door, which was secured by a chain, and the old man
having his yatagan in his hand, was evidently placed there as a

sentry. Upon a settee near him were several garments and arms

in a heap.

" I must have reached head-quarters," said Randolph. '* The

danger is now imminent !" A happy thoughtnow struck him upon

seeing the clothes and arms. Assuring himself that the man slept,

and that he could reach the garments unseen, he moved silently

along towards them, but rapidly, as he had not much time to use,

the chief with his torch-bearer being close behind and almost in

sight. In a moment he had a red-skull cap on his head, a Greek

short cloak over his shoulders, and other parts of the outward

apparel upon his person. He also grasped a scimitar, and then

retreating to find a nook in which to conceal himself, he waited

the issue.

*' If I am discovered," he said, "I can pass with my dark com-

plexion and long black hair and mustache for a Greek, and as I.

know the Lingua Franca pretty well, I shall manage to deceive

them; but if I do not, I must fight it out."

In looking for an angle, he saw none that would shelter him
;

and looking a second time on the door behind the sentry, he saw

that the chain was only put on the staple and fastened with a

dagger for a bolt. This he softly took out, let down the chain,

pushed open the door, and not knowing where it would lead him,

he entered and closed it behind him just in time not to be seen

by the Zuliote chief, whose torch was already lighting the arched

hall.

Kandolph fearing the pirate might enter the same place, looked

about for concealment, and found a row of casks and boxes near

the wall. Behind them he placed himself, as the door was opened

by the old sentry, now wide awake. The chief was ushered in

by him.
" Aud they have really brought her V he said, with a look and

tone of triumph. "I heard the good news at Scio. My lieuten-

ant shall have a princely recompense for this thing. How fares

the maiden bride V
" At times she is wild and weeps many teai-s, capitan ; but she

is now tame as a dove."

" So much the better if her spirit is not broken. A woman is

good for nothing without her spirit. I would not give the fire of

her eye for all the softness to be found in a score of dove's eyes,

Colcotras."

" She talks a good deal about her young husband, and is dying

for him, capitan."

" A woman never yet died for such a cause, \ou may be as-

sured. Now go bsick to thy post."

The old man reiurned, and the Greek pirate, whom Randolph

now understood had come to visit somebody's fair bride his lieu-

tenant had stolen for him, marched on, following Iiis torch-bearer

until about twenty yards beyond the place where Randolph stood,

he saw him stop at another door. This he entered, lea' ing it

ajar. The young American's feelings were now interested and

his curiosity excited, and he advanced from his covert to go after

him. He entered the door, and found it an ante room. On the

floor were sleeping two guards, evidently overcome with wine,

for their cups lay on the floor beside them. The chief cursed

them and walked over them, ascended a few broad steps cut in

the rock, and putting aside a curtain entered a vestibule, where

an old withered crone met him.

" How frtres it with the bride, woman V he asked in the hearing

of Randolph who had followed in the obscurity bfbind him.
" She sleeps. Ah, she is lovi^ly as a pearl of the ocean, capi-

tan. But she spoils her sweet eyes with weepini^."

The Greek pirate smiled, and placing a piece of gold in her

hand, lifted another rich purple curtain and entered a boudoir

which was truly a temple of beauty and luxury. All the wealth

of a Greek corsair, combined with the native taste of those sons

of the south, had contributed to convert this remote recess of the

Egean cavern into one of the most charming retreats that volup-

tuous pleasure could devise. It was illuminated by three silver

lamps, which shed a soft and dreamy lustre over the whole inte-

rior. Especially it revealed the face of a joung and lovely girl

who was reposing in a half waking state upon a divan. It was a

rare picture of loveliness to gaze upon. Pale with sorrow yet

her beauty was not impaired. She heaved a hftavy sigh at in-

tervals, as if conscious in her dreams that she was a captive.

The Greek stood and regarded her with deep and impassioned

pleasure. There was blended with his look of admiration the

expression of triumph and of power. He bent over her to press

a kiss upon her lips when, as if her spirit were conscious of his

near presence, she started lo her feet with a cry. Upon seeing

him, she spning from him as if he had been a serpent. She gave

him a look of recognition mingled with fear and despair.

" You are surprised, I see, fair maiden, to find that I am your

captor, and not my lieutenant. He acted by my directions. Since

the first hour I saw you shining like a star of beauty in your

father's house, I swore that you should be mine. But when I

found you were alarmed by my admiration and frequent visits,

and that you spurned my love, I sent my lieutenant to take jou.

I learn that you were that very evening to be led to the altar;

nay, methinks he said the marriage vow had been uttered. But

do not fear me ! Love me you must."

The maiden stood before him with an aspect of fear, from which

all hope had fled.

" I was not a bride. But O that he who was designed to be

my husband was near to save me. I can only appeal to God for

protection."

"I will give you till to-morrow, lady, to become resigned to

your fate. I have visited you now only to assure my eyes that

the treasure I have coveted is really in my possession. I have

duties with my people that will keep me till noon. Then prepare

to receive one whose love will make you forget that of all the

world."
This was said in the manner and tone of haughtj' confidence

which had characterized him from the first. He then "•alked up

and down before her, as if he would impress her with the gallant

splendor of his costume, and lifting the curtain, left her to her-

self. As he passed out, Randolph concealed himself amid the

folds of a curtain that concealed the bed of one of the slaves.

He resolved to remain here until he believed he could pass out

without being discovered, when the old sentry and o'hcrs would

be asleep. He also felt a deep interest in the hapless girl within,

whose shriek had reached his ears when she awaked and found

the corsair gazing upon her ; and he resolved that he would noc

escape without her if she would "consent to place herself under

his protection ; like a brave American officer, he felt all hi' gen-

erous emotions aroused at the idea of a young and beautiful

woman being held captive to a corsair.

At length all became still ; the two intoxicated guards still

slept; and the old woman laid down by the curtain and was

ere long buried in repose. But the silence of the cave was

broken at intervals by the faint moans of the maiden.
' I will save her at the risk of my life, and if I can effect my

own escape, I can efi"ect hers," he said wiih earnestness.

When he thought all the persons about him were buried in

forgetfulness, he left his covert and advanced towards the curtain.

He had to step acro.^s the body < f the old woman in order to

reach it. Upon raising the heavy drapery be was surpri-ed at

the glare of splendor ihat came from the inner room. He looked

for the occupant, and beheld a graceful female figure kneeliog

with her face buried in her hands.

There was fomeihing in the outline, in the shade of the foft

brown hair, as it fell over her like a veil, that made his heart leap

into his throaf. He advanced towards her, and was surprised to

see that her costume wcs not Grecian, but European. One hand

was visible, on which glittered a ring. He looked at it, and

exclaimed almost wild'

—

" It must be Mary Middleton !"

The young girl sprung to her^"eet, but seeing a Greek, as she

supposed, she was flying to the extremity of the cave, when
throwing down his cap, he cried

—

" Mary. It is Gordon !"

With a shriek of joy with which she nearly sent free her soul,

she cast herself in his arms, and lay sobbing in wonder and

happiness upon his breast

!

AVe will not enter into the particulars of their escape from the

cave, but say that they succeeded in reachirg the exterior of the

cavern, where Randolph was discovered, and would have been
captured, but for the timely approach of the Americaii boats,

which came to his aid, beat off the Zuliote chief and his party,

and brought the lovers safely to the brigantine, where Randolph
made known his adventures, and where Mary related her own

;

from which it appeared that the Zuliote chief had stolen her from
SmyiTia a few days before, smitten by the channs of the Ameri-
can b auty. In a week afterwards Randolph leached Smyrna in

the brigantine, and rts orintr bis betrothed hride to her father, im-

nicdiaiely received her at his hands
;
and in the presence of the

British, American and Erench consuls and residents, the lovers

were married by the British chaplain. Thus the love of old

ruins producing ^o happy an issue, the captain of the brigantine

ever after was loud in praise of Homer and Virgil, and loved to

see a tumbled down temple of the gods as much as he formerly

hated them.
^.^^B~»^m~-t

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial ]

THE INFANT'S GRAVE.

BY HENET J. KILMER.

Beneath yon weeping-svil low's shade

A little iofant form is laid

;

Twas spring I it budded not to bloom,

But moulder in its chilly tomb I

It was a mother's only worth

That here lies mouldering in the earth

;

It was that mother's pride—her joy,

It was her first, her only boy.

It budded, but it could not bloom

In such a dark and thickening gloom

As shrouds this universal sphere;

So Christ, in spirit forms, drew near,

And bore liim to a land of love.

The bud now blooms in heaven above,

Where all is lovely, bUssful pure,

And blight can never touch him more.

There now in peace he rests with God,

Though buried here beneath this sod

;

A mother planted here this rose,

To mark the innocent's repose
;

This willow waves above his head,

And clustering pearls below his bed.

And oft that mother's heart doth yearn

To see her lovely boy return

;

Full oft her bitter sorrows tell

(She loved her darling child so weD).

And oft beneath that willow's wave,

I've seen her kneel upon his grave

;

But now it id her only joy

To know he's safe—that infant boy.

HOW TO CURE DEAFNESS.

In common cases, the general method I take to bring any gen-
tleman to a patient hearing, is to entertain him with bis own
commendations ;

if this simple medicine will not serve, I am
forced to dash it with a few drops of slander, which is the best

appeaser I know; for many of my patients will listen to that

wben nolhing else can silence them. This recipe, however, is not
palatable, nor ought it to be u ed but with cauriou and diacretionj

I keep it, therefore, in reserve, like laudanum for special occasions.

When a patient is far advanced towards his cure, I take him with
me to the gallery of the Hou^e of Commons, where certain,

orators wtiom I have in my eye, are upon their It-gs to harangue,
and I have always found if a convalescent can hear that, he can
hear anything.— Cumherhnd.

i *»<»—>

[ Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE CHILD'S HYMN OF HEAVEN.

BT JOHN F. WEISHAMPEt, JR.

0, mother, talk to me ajrain,

Of tbat bi'ight place above,

Where reigns the great and glorious King

Whom we should fear and love.

O, mother, when you go up there,

Take lae along with you
;

For I should like to see that King

And sing His praises too.

Tou said that all was beautiful,

That all was pure and bright;

That angels Eat around the throne

—

0] grand, transcendent sight!

That children such as I are there.

With crowns of shining gold
;

That old men lived forever there.

But never more looked old.

I often dream by day and night

01 that sweet land of love,

And spirits in mj dreamy flight

Have cari'ied me above.

0, mother, talk to me again,

It thrills my bosom so

!

/

And when j ou start toward that land,

0, mother, let me go

!

1) ^»^ »

Smoking in the East.—The majority of the inhabitants are

idle: time is of no account. A vtry few do all the drudgery,

and the rest smoke. Wlij, it is the great pursuit of a long life to

smoke. The richer the individual, the brtter is the quality of his

tobacco, and the lunger the fl(-xil>le stem of his nurgeJcb. They
smoke at bLrtti.<!, and in deaths thtre is more j-moke than ever.

One everlastmg cluud of bmokr, the product of more pipi-s than
there are virtues in the posse>i<>n of tiie twelve tribes, is perpetu-

ally rising to the zenith rnrouiihout the length and breadth of the

Land of Promise.

—

Dr. J. V. C. Smith.
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HON. MILLAUn FILLMORE.
There nro thousands of our siihscribcrs who

never saw the firnt live nuinhcrs of our pnper, an

it fippuarud in the fii-Ht form, hut have subscribed

from the be^innint; of ihe present volume, and
have only prescrvi^d the numbers from that rimo.

Previous to the chanj^e wi! bad published sRvcral

«ri)^inal engravings, loo vuluablo to be lost, and
by the request of a number of our subseri erw,

we shall from time to time, introduce the best

of those that appeared before thi.4 volume com-
menced. The aceompanyinjr likeness of the

President is one of the engravinf^s referred to.

The present occupant of the presidential chair

ofthoUmtpd Stati-H, is Hon. Millard l*'illmore.

Mr. F. waw born in the State of New York, on
the 7th of January 1800, and ia consequently, at

the present time, fifiy-one years of age. Ho
is eminently a self-made man, having never en-

joyed any extraordinnry advantages for acquir-

ing an education, and only improving himself,

in early life, so far as iho common schools would
assist and permit him. Having passed through

the course of studies instituted in these primary

schools, at the age of (itu-en he was apprenticed

to a clothier, in which employment he was en-

giigcd for four years, until the age of nineteen,

when he conceived the idea that the study of the

law would be congenial to his taste and natural

bent, and accordingly applied himself earnestly

to this purpose. His means being quite limited,

he was obliged to teach school, at frequent inter-

vals, to defray the necessary expenses that ho

incurred, and to afford the means of subsi'tence.

In 1826, having acquiied some considerable

practii-e in the law, and the means to support a

wife, hd was united to Miss Abigail Powers, the

daughter of a clergyman, in Aurora, N.Y., with

whom he has lived in happiness to the present

time, their union being blessed with a son and
daughter. Previous to his election to the Vice
Presidency, he was for some time, a representa-

tive in the State Legislature, and afterwards

represented his native Slate in Congress. At
the time of his nomination to the Vi-e Presi-

dency, he occupied the responsible post of Comp-
troller of the State of New York. Mr. Fillmore
was railed to the presidential chair at a most
critical moment, as it regarded the political af-

fairs of the country ; but by his wise forethought

and moderation in the administration of his of-

fice, he has seemed to be fully competent to meet
every emergency, and the prosperity of the
country, during his administration, will long be
remembered. The private life and political bi-

ography of this gentleman prove the practical

superiority of our institutions. His conduct in

the presidency, thus far, has won the confidence
and approbation of all classes. "When we con-
sider the sad loss the nation experienced by the death of General
Trt\lor, it is wonderful to see how calmly and efficiently the usual

course of government is carried on. The grand and comprehen-
sive line of policy required for the treatment of California, the

fulfilment of the treaty with Mexico, the adjustment of war claims,

the negociations of peace, all go on with business-like jireci^ion,

leaving the energies of the country in the enjoyment of undisturbed

and unassailable tranquility. Great credit is due to the man who,

PORTRAIT OF HON. MILLARD FILLMORE.

on such a sudden emergency, proves himself equal to the day and
the occasion. In prosperity or in adversity, with or without great
opportunities, wc find that Mr. Fillmore's actions and character
are equally praiseworthy. Although his name may not come so

frequently before the public as the brilliant politicians of the north
or south, there are but few men who so well deserve the entire

confidence of the nation as Millard Fillmore, the distinguished
son of New York.

TIIK rOliKTH OF .JULY
la celebrated in New York city, jicrhaps, with

more spirit tlian in any other part of the Union.
It is here emphatically a licensed day for all

classes to " throw high their caps in air," and is

on hhore the same us on shipboard, when the
captain, having a mind to give hi-i crew a Hide
recreation, to while away the hours of a long
calm in the low latiludi'S, passes the word to the
boatswain to "pipe all hands to mischief, uboy !'

The police, on such occa-ions, i^ink into utter
insignificance, and little boys with paper caps
and wooden swords, defy them with reckless im-
punity. We have happened to pass Just two of
these gala days in the city of Gutbam, and both
times have looked upon our escape without
losing our hearing entirely, for the perfect Jiabel
tliat reigned, as something little short of a mira-
cle. The whole city seems to be at the mercy
of the boys, and yet the wonder is that so few
accidents happen, under the circumstance.
Goodhurnor bupplics the place of law, and chari-

ty is substituted for the l>ayonet. The poliecm* n
understand very well that they are more orna-
mental than useful on such occasions, in a coun-
try where real constitutional freedom and obe-
dience to the law are so generally inculcated.

But hoys will be hoys, and crackers will explode
somehow or other. I3y noon, the horsc-i begin
to get " acclimated,^' and the ladies can hear j-oft

whisperings in the afternoon, going down to the
Battery, or going up to Niblo's Garden, The
places of public amusement are usually open,
with but slight intermissions, throughout the en-
tire day. The hotels are full to overflowing.
The French cotlfee-houses are piriieularly patri-

otic and explosive. The German " bicr-haus<n"
are extra musical and expostulatory. And as
for our Irish friends, they seem to think it is an
" illegam" opportuniry for getting up a second
edition of "Donnybrook Fair." The fircmrn
have their target excursions, and new mi it;iry

companies "smell powder" for the first time in

an official capacity. The poor trees on the But-

tery and the grass in the Park have to "suffer
some," but a shower of rain for them and a night's

sleep for the " boys" make everything "all right'*

the day after. "The independent militia of New
York, under command of Major General Chaj*.

Sandford, met iu Fourteenth street, on the morn-
ing of the 4th of July last, and after forming
into order of parade, they countermarched down
to Ninth Avenue, again up Fourteenth street to

Broadway, down Broadway to Canal street,

along Canal street to West Broadway, down
West Broadway to Chambers street, and around
the Pai-k, entering at the Ea^t gate, and passing
the City Hall in review by the Mayor, members
of the city government, officers of the navy, and

thousands of spectators, who gathered to witness the military pro-

ces.sion. Several of the regiments dismissed on the west side of
the Park, and the others passed through the west g;iie by Broad-
way, where they separated from the main body, each company of
troops going to* its own quarters. The Major General and st» ff,

accompanied by a large number of general and sub oiUcers, the

Mayor, the Hon. Mr. Bcardsley, the Commodore, and a number
of other gentlemen, proceeded to General Sandford's head quar-

^^^^*^>V

FOURTH OF JULY CITY PROCESSION PASSING BROUGHAM'S LYCEUM, BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
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ters, in Chambers street,

where they partook of a

lunch anti refreshments

prepared for the occa-

sion. Several fine pa-

triotic speeches were

made, and toasts dranli,

after which the company
separated. The picture

on the opposite page re-

presents the cortege pas-

sing between Broome
and Grand streets, and

as it appeared before

BrougVam's Lyceum.
The one below repre-

sents the city cortege as

it passed that magnifi-

cent dry goods estab-

lishment belonging to

Stewart & Co., in

Broadway, well known
as Stewart's marble pal-

ace. Broadway, from

the Battery to Union
Park, on the occasion

referred to, appeared

more like the height of

the carnival at Home,
than the main thorough-

fare of a republican city

in America. Experi-

enced travellers tell us

that Broadway is a sort

of epitome of the world.

The capabilities of the

'

street for " enjoying" a

procession, either as a

partaker or as a specta-

tor, cannot be doubted.

I'rom the Battery to

Grace church, and hence

to Union Park, there is

but one slight bend ;
con-

sequently, the after view

of a procession is as good
aa the approach. We
have endeavored in the

course of our illustra-

tions to depict this ef-

fect on various occasions.

London itself, except in

the parks, and Paris

even, except on the

VIEW OF THE COCHITUATE FOUNTAIN ON BOSTON COiVIMON.

boulevards, cannot furnish such a fine field for processional dis-

play. The ridge of high ground between the east and west shores

of Manhattan Island naturally affords the table land for such a

street, and the liberal appropriations of the corporation have done

much towards improving its local advantages. We must also

thank the good tasie and foresight of the early settlers. Without

anv exact uniformity, there is great architectural beauty. Be-

sides this, the numerous coffee houses and hotels, thronged as

they are at all times with people from every quarter of the globe,

combine to render this street a sort of metropolitan bazaar of the

world—a kind of Worbl's Fair in the open air. Then the promen-

aders ! who shall describe them 1 Who wields the pen that could

be successful ? Let the pencils of our artists speak for us.

THE FOUNTAIN ON BOSTON C0.1UI0N.

This superb ornament to the city, and the Common especially,

is a rare beauty when in full play, as represented for us by Mul-

lory. The grounds in extent and beauty of arrangement, are un-

equalled, as a public promenade, in the United States. The fine

scene herewith is just such as is afforded by the spot on any after-

noon during the week. The fountain plays a jet when under full

head, of nearly ninety-five feet, and forms a pure and sparkling

column, unrivalled by anything of the kind we have ever chanced

to meet. It is seldom that its twilight performance is not wit-

nessed by a large and delighted audience of citizens, rich and

poor, gentle and lowly, old and young. With the sun at a suita-i

ble angle, rainbows may frequently be seen.

THEBES.
The warm vaporous

evening gathered, and
we moored in a broad,

beautiful bay ofthe river.

Far inland over the

shore, the mountain lines

waved away into the

night. There were no
masts upon the river but

our own, and only one
neighboring S a b i a h
moaned to the twilight.

Grouiis of lurbaned fig-

ures crouched upon the

bank. They looked as

immovable Ibrms of the

landscape as the trees.

Moulded of mystery,

they sat like spirits of

the dead land personi-

fied. In the touth, the

Libyan mountains came

to the river, like the .-.hy

monsters of the desert.

The eye could not es-

cape the fascination of

those fading forms, for

those mountains over-

hung Thebes. Moorid
under the palm-trees, by

the sad mud huts and

the squalid Fellah, and
within the spell of the

sighing Sakiah, I re-

membered Thebes and

felt an outcast of time.

A world died before our

history was born. The
pomp and splendor had

passed along, the sounds

that were the words of a

great life had swept for-

ward into silence, and I

lingered in the wake of

splendor like a drown-

ing child behind a ship,

feeling it fade away.

I remembered !he West,

too, and its budding life,

its future, an unrolled

heaven of new constel-

lations. But it was on It

a dream dizzying the

brain, as a man, thirst-stricken, dreams of (lowing waters. Here

for the first time, I felt the grandeur and reality of the past pre-

ponderate over all time. It was the success of Egypt and the

East. A fading, visionary triumph, as of a dumb slave who wnis

for a single night the preference of her roaster. But in that moun-

tain shadow sat Memnon, darling of the dawn, drawing reverence

backward to the morning of Time. I felt the presence of his hand

and a.'e fitting solemn, saddening bnt successful, in the hush ot

my mind, as he sat, marvellous hut melodious no longer, rapt m
the twilight repose. It was not a permanent feeling. The ever

voung ttars looked out, and smiled away antiquity as a vapor.

Visions of the dead floating fair in their old beauty and power,

probably never return.—A'lVe Notes of a Howadji.

^f^^ffif^pHMi^iiii

NEW YOKK MnNICIPAL PROCESSION P.iSSINQ STEWAET'd MARBLE PALACE NEAR THE FARE
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[Written for GlcaKon'd Pictorial.]

THE LAND OF UULD.

BY MIH8 OriARLCrTI! AI^LBM.

I bear them toll of a land of Rold,

Wlioie tho fioftor brenztm blow,

And beimtiful floworH ii'ur unfold

Tbeir tfutn witb n Imllnwrd uluw.

They Bay tliiit thi< ,-jiiiiiIi iirc ulilNiring ore,

Itrit'bt Hfmrkling Ix-nnitb tli<^ Niin
;

That tlio rivurs clear doth uetwoleHS pour

Tbpir trettauroB for every one
;

While iimny have left tbeir [[ulut homo
To giitbur up countless wealth

And risked their liveH oa the oiionn-foain,

Or bartered away their health.

And then I hear of a land more bright,

Whoflo treaKurcH are richer, too.

Than all the gold that can greet the sight,

And of far aurpaasing hue.

For these no sorrow or nadneas dwellfi,

And no disappointnientn blight,

But ccaseleea happiness ever tells

Of the spirit's undimmed light.

Death cannot enter that peaceful shore,

And sighing is never known
;

'T ia rich In treasures of bidden lore,

And there is our Father's throno.

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

I FORGOT:
—OR—

THE DISASTERS OF A DAY.

BY SARAH P. DOUGHTY.

As Mrs. Wallace opened the door of her sleeping apartment,

she suddenly started back in surprise, exclaiming

:

" What can be the cause of this smoke 1 Something must be

on fire I" she added, as she found that the opening of the door

only increased the trouble, for a dense cloud seemed to fill the

hall and stairway.

Rushing down stairs, she found Jenny, the maid, throwing

open the parlor windows, uttering at the same time exclamations

of vexation and despair.

"I never saw such a stove as this; something must be the

matter with the pipe or the chimney. I must put the fire out.

It is better to freeze than to be smothered."

" What is the matter, JennyV asked her mistress, forcing her

way through the smoke.

" Indeed, ma'am, that is what I cannot tell you. It is no fault

of mine, for I made as pretty a fire as you would wish to see on

a cold morning, but the smoke will pour out. You had better

run back to your room, ma'am, or you will be killed intirely.

I am quite suffocated like, myself." And poor Jenny's streaming

eyes and choking cough proved the truth of this assertion.

" Is the draft open, Jenny ?" inquired Mrs. Wallace, still per-

sisting in her endeavors to reach the stove.

" The draft, ma'am? Indeed^ and that is what I forgot. In

truth that must be the trouble, for it is shut as light as a drum.

"It is very wrong in you to be so forgetful, Jenny. Mr.

Wallace gave you the most particular directions as to managing

the stove,"

" Indeed, and so he did, ma'am, but the draft was clane gone

from my mind. Bat I will soon make all right now;" and Jenny

commenced the most vigorous exertions to dispel the smoke,

while Mrs. Wallace gladly retreated to her own room.
" Just like the Irish !" was her husband's remark, as she ex-

plained the cause of the annoyance. "They are all forgetful;

it is impossible to keep two ideas in their heads."

The smoke soon passed away, and with it the vexation it had

created. Breakfast wa^ announced, and tbe family assembled

around the table with that feeling of satisfaction which a warm
room and a comfortable meal produces on a cold winter's morn-

ing. The sau3ages and the smoking rolls were placed upon the

breakfast- table.

" Now give me the cocoa, Jenny," said Mrs. Wallace. "It

would be better to bring that the first thing."

" Is it the cocoa 1 Indeed, and the smoke drove it entirely out

of my head. Not a bit of a drop have I made. Will a cup of

tea answer ye"!"

'No; we never take tea or coffee," replied Mrs. Wallace.
" You are really too forgetful, Jenny. It is inexcusable."

"Can you wait for the cocoa, my dearV she continued, ad-

dressing her husband.

" 0, no," was the reply. " It is time I was on my way to the

office. I will take a glass of water."

"Bather cold comfort such a morning as this," returned his

wife. " I must rise early enough to refresh Jenny's memory.

Tbis forgetfulness is too vexatious."

Ml*. Wallace fini-hed his breakfast, and put on his overcoat.

' I mast leave town on business this afiernoon," he remarked,
" to please to have dinner at an early hour, say twelve o'clock."

" Very well. As you pass the market, just send home a nice

beefsteak and some vegetables. I shall be very busy this morning,

and cannot conveniently attend to the marketing."

Mr. Wallace promised, and with his usual kind "good morn-

ing," left the house.

The business of the day went on. The elder children were

prepared for school, and the mother's time was then divided be-

t vecn the care of the little ones and the necessary attentions to

a dressmaker, who was busily employed in preparing new winter

frocks for tho little girls. Tho early dinner was quite forgottefi,

and even the entrance of her husband, a little before noon, did

not recall it to her mind,

" Are you sick, my dear, or why are you home bo earlyV was
the inquiry,

"It is nearly twelve o'clock. You know we arc to dine at

that hour."

" So we are, I declare. I forgot all about it, But, fortunately,

tho dinner can soon be prepared. Will half an hour's delay

make any difference?"

"If we can sit down to dinner in half an hour, it will answer

my purpose," replied Mr. Wallace, good naturedly, and his wife

hurried to the kitchen.

" Where is the steak, Jenny ? We must cook it immediately."

"The steak, ma'am? Indeed, not a bit of a steak has been

sent to this house."

" No steak I Run up and ask Mr. Wallace if he ordered the

things from the market."

Jenny obeyed, and soon returned with the imswcr that Mr.

Wallace had forgotten the marketing, and woJBPake a piece of

pie and some bread and butter for his dinner,

" Cold water for breakfast, and bread and butter for dinner,"

sighed Mrs. Wallace, but she felt somewhat consoled by the

reflection that it was not wholly owing to her forgetfulness, as no
one could expect her to have a steak in readiness which had not

been sent from the market.

The simple meal was soon prepared, and quickly eaten, for Mr.
Wallace was momentarily expecting the arrival of a carriage

which was to take him to the cars.

" My small carpet bag will answer/' he said to his wife. " I

shall return early to morrow morning. Put in as few things as

possible;" and while Mrs. Wallace hastened the necessary prep-

arations, he looked anxiously from the window in the direction

in which he expected the carriage.

"I shall miss the cars," he exclaimed, "if that lazy fellow-

does not come soon. What can he mean by this delay ?"

"Did you order the carriage yourself?" asked Mrs. Wallace,

as she placed the neatly packed carpet bag by her husband's side.

" No ; but I charged John to do so, and he could not have

forgotten it, for he passes the coach stand on his way to school."

This argument did not appear quite conclusive to Mrs. Wal-
lace, for she recollected that it was necessary to pass the market

in order to reach her husband's oflSce, and yet the meat had been

forgotten ; but she made no remark, having long since learned

that the wisest course for a wife is to make few allusions to the

faults or omissions of her husband.

A group of noisy children soon entered.

" Did you order the carriage to be here at half-past twelve,

John?" demanded Mr. Wallace of his eldest son.

"O, father! I did not order it at all. I forgot all about it.

What shall I do ? Shall I run for it now ?"

"No; it would be too late," replied his father, impatiently.

"You have no business to forget what I tell you to do, John.

This delay may cause me a great loss."

"I did not mean to do any harm, father," replied the boy.
" I forgot."

" That does not mend the matter," said Mr. Wallace, and he

left the house and returned to his office with feelings of vexation

which were unusual to him.

Soon after his departure a heavy fall, followed by a loud scream,

were heard in the hall, and Mrs. Wallace hastened to see who was

injured. She found Catharine, a young girl who assisted in the

care of the children, just rising from the floor.

" How did you fall? Where are you hurt?" she inquired.

" I fear I have sprained my foot, ma'am. I cannot bear my
weight upon it," replied the poor girl, staggering to a chair.

" It must be bathed immediately," said her mistress, and she

quidkly produced a bottle containing a sovereign cure for sprains

and bruises, and applied it to Catharine's foot. "But what

caused your fall, Catharine ?" she again asked.

" Why, ma'am, I must say that it is my own fault. I spilled

some water upon the oil cloth an hour or two ago, and I forgot

to wipe it up. It has frozen hard, and I slipped on the ice. I

ought to be glad that it is myself who is hurt."

Mrs. Wallace thought of the children and mentally responded

to this sentiment. She kindly and vigorously continued her

efforts for Catharine's relief, until the pain was somewhat abated,

and then leaving her comfortably seated in a warm room, she

sent Jenny to remove the ice from the oil cloth, and returned to

her work. The short winter's afternoon passed away, and de-

sirous that the evening meal should in same degree compensate

for the imperfections of the breakfast and dinner, Mrs. Wallace

resolved f^ attend to it herself, and for this purpose went to the

kitchen at an early hour. Jenny was not there, and the basement

door was slightly open.

" Careless girl !" ejaculated the lady, as she hastily closed it

and drew the bolt. "How many times I have charged her to

keep this door fastened. Everything in the house might be carried

off, and she would know nothing about it!"

Half an hour elapsed before Jenny appeared. She received

the reproof of her mistress in silence, and proceeded to perform

her customary duties. A plentiful repast was soon prepared, and,

satisStd that nothing was omirted, Mrs. Wallace took her seat at

the table, and welcomed her husband with a cheerful smile.

" Stewed oysters ! ah, my favorite dish," exclaimed Mr. Wal-

lace, as he lifted the cover from the smoking oysters. " Bring a

large spoon, if you please, Jor ny. You forgot that a knife and

fork will not help to oysters."

" Indeed, sir, and I did not forget, but not a bit of a spoon can

I find. I thought the mistress had taken ihem up stairs."

" No, Jenny, I have not touched them. They must ho in the

closet. Go and look again."

Jenny.obeyed, but returned without success. Other members
of the family joined in the search, but in vain. No spoons were

to ho found.

" When did you see them last?" inquired Mr. Wallace of tho

panic-stricken Jenny.

" At dinner time, sir. I washed them myself, and they shono

like a new dollar. I am certain sure that I put them in their

proper place."

" Yes, but 3'ou forgot to lock the basement door when you
went out," remarked Mrs, Wallace.

" That is the secret!" ex'laimed her husband. "Some one
has stolen them. A dozen large silver spoons lost through your
carelessness, Jenny. It is intolerable."

" Indeed, sir, and I am very sorry. I quite forgot the door,

and that is the truth. I just stepped up the street to speak a
word to my cousin, who lives beyond."

" I wish both you and your cousin had been beyond the seas,'

rejoined her iriitated master; for, though generally a good tem-

pered man, the loss of a dozen large silver spoons was more than
Mr. Wallace could bear with equanimity.

Jenny retreated from his wrath, and the supper was eatPn, but

not enjoyed. Even the stewed oysters had lost their relish. The
meal was hardly concluded, when a ring at the door bell was
followed by the announcement that a poor woman wished to

speak with Mr. Wallace.

" Show her in," was the reply, and a meanly clad, but regpect-

able looking Irish woman entered. Curtseying to the company,
she said

:

"I made bold to call to remind your honor of your promise."

"My promise!" exclaimed Mr. Wallace, "I do not understand

you, my good woman."
" Your honor will be after remembering that you met me at the

door of your office some days ago, and listened to my story."

"Ah! I do recollect your countenance now. I had nothing

hut a large hill in my pocket at the time, and I asked your num-
ber, and promised to call and see what could be done for you.

I have been so pressed with business that I forgot the whole
affair. I hope you have not suffered in consequence V

" Indeed, and we have suffered enough, but it is no shame to

your honor for forgetting the like of us. I went to the office

to-day, but you were out, and they directed me to your house.

My poor husband has died since I saw you. You will mind that

I told you he was ill. The poor babes will die too, if I do not

get some relief, for scarcely a morsel of food have they tasted

for two days, and I have not a bit of wood or coal to keep them
from freezing."

Here the poor woman wiped her eyes with the corner of her

apron, and tears stood in the eyes of the children, who were

attentive listeners to the story, while the youngest girl crept close

to the speaker and offered the cake which had just been given her.

"No fire and no food !" exclaimed Mr. Wallace. "Why did

you not apply to the society for the relief of the poor?"
" I am a stranger here, sir, and have 'no friends to advise me.

Blessings on your kind heart, my dear little lady," she continued,

addressing the child.

" I will go with you at once," said Mr. Wallace, rising. " Eill

a basket with food, ray dear, and let John come with me. My
forgetfulness is really less excusable than Jenny's, and I must do

all I can to make amends."

Another hour found the poor family in possession of more
comforts than they had enjoyed for many weeks, and Mr. Wallace

and John returned home with the pleasing consciousness of

having performed a benevolent action.

The younger children had gone to rest. John soon followed

their example, and the husband and wife sat before the glowing

fire and talked over the events of the day.

" I am convinced that forgetfulness is but another name for

selfishness," remarked Mr. Wallace.

"How can that he?" was the reply. "We are all liable to

forget. A person may have a poor memory, and yet not be

selfish."

" This may be true in some cases," replied her husband, " but,

with few exceptions, a real regard for the welfare of others will

enable us to remember their wants. We do not often forget our

own interests."

" True," replied Mrs. Wallace, thoughtfully ;
" and yet I am

unwilling to admit that forgetfulness and selfishness are the same

thing. For instance, I forgot to have your dinner ready at the

hour you requested, but surely, this was not selfishness in me."
" Should you have forgotten to have ordered your own dinner,

if you had expected to have home at one ?" playfully asked Mr.

Wallace.

" Perhaps not, but still I might have done so. You know you

fo:got to order the things from the market ?"

"I did; but probably I should not have forgotten it, had I

supposed that my dinner depended entirely- upon my memory.

You have so frequently supplied my omissions, that I have

grown careless."

" I must acknowledge that your conclusions are just," said

Mrs. Wallace. " If we really love our neighbors as ourselves,

we shall seldom forget to minister to their wants."

" From henrtforth," continued her husband, " we will teach

our (?hildren to avoid, in word and deed, the little sentence, *I

forgot;' and we ourstilves will endeavor to* keep the good of

others so constantly in our mind?, that this common excuse for

selfish neglect of duty will be unnecessary, If we succeed in

this, we shall, at least, have the satisfaction ot learning a useful

lesson from * the disasters of the day.'

"
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TO REV. HOSEA BALLOU.
ON THE OCCASION OP HIS EIGHTIETH BIRTHDAY.

BT MRa. E. B. B. WALDO.

For fourscore years thou hast a pilgrim been,

Unwrecbed upon the shoals of time's rough shore
j

Many and true are now the hearts that pray

That thou shouldst number still another Ecore!

Not on the field, where hostile banners wave,

Where thousands welter in the tide of life
;

Not with thy hand against thy brother raised,

Grasping the sabre's hilt in deadly strife
;

Not in the wild crusade, where men have sought

The glittering bauble of a brief renown;

Not as the hero of these direful scenes,

Shalt thou receiTe thine everlasting crown.

"With error as thy stern belligerent.

In dauntless courage thou hast won a name,

Of which the proudest conqueror of earth

Might envy well the never-dying fame.

Whene'er on earth thy embassy is o'er,

And watchful Time his last account shall bring

;

When Tiith the "just made perfect" thou shalt stand

Within the presence-chamber of thy King

:

" Well done, thou good and faithful servant," then

Shall greet thee, and complete thy great reward—
" Thou haat been faithful ;" enter now the joys

That will henceforth await thee of thy Lord :

Then shall the crown of thy rejoicing be

The thousands whom the gospel thou hast taught;

Whose wounded hearts thy peaceful words have healed,

Whose souls from error's bondage thou hast brought.

Thy life hath been one earnest, ceaseless prayer,

A testimony of the Father's love

;

The earth forever shall its influence feel.

And e'en thy death a benediction prove.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE FAMILY HORSE.
A SKETCH.

' BY THE OLD 'UN,

"When Mr. Hackle, retiring from the ship chandlery business,

removed his wife and interesting family to the "wnia"hehad

pm-chased in the country, he made up his mind to indulge in the

comfort of a cow and pigs, but to forego the expensive luxury of

a horse. As time wore on, however, he changed his mind. His

wife was no great walker, and his only daughter, a miss of sixteen,

who was more than ankle-deep in romance, was burning to emu-

late Di Vernon, and to "witch the world with noble horseman-

ship." The two young Hackles, male scions of the family, regular

rushers, who, at thirteen and fourteen respectively, were supposed

to have exhausted the science of horseflesh, were talking horse

from morning to night, and gave the paternal Hackle no peace

until he had promised to procure an animal.

Now Mr. Ezekiel Hackle did nothing without consulting a friend

of his, a spruce bank clerk, who indulged in a pepper-and-salt

sack, buttoned up with little brass dog's heads, and who, from

having at some remote period of time owned something he flat-

teringly called a horse, was supposed to be up to all the tricks of

the trade. This friend (Sprizzle was his name) interested himself

with a certain venerable horse-dealer, of mild and prepossessing

manners, who "jest made a livin'," to procure a family horse.

Now although family horses differ in color, there is a family

likeness in each individual. They commonly have large heads

and joints, immense abdomens, degenerate tails, and a deplorable

carriage. They go shuffling and stumbling along, scuffing up the

dust, and puffing and wbeezing like a pair of dilapidated bellows.

Anticipating some such contrivance for consuming hay and grain,

the junior Hackles were agreeably surprised, when, on a fine

spring morning, Mr. Snaffle, the venerable horse-dealer, drove up

to Willow Lodge, with a smart, stylish, bob-tailed gray mare har-

nessed to an elegant buggy. The boys and the girl loudly

expressed their delight ; and when they heard the venerable horse-

dealer assure their father that was just the horse that would suit

him, their enthusiasm burst all bounds. *' O, papa ! do buy her !"

burst simultaneously from their lips.

Mr. Snaffle smiled benevolently—he was a mild, good old man,

and reminded one of the portrait of the Vicar of Wakefield.

" Hush your gabble !" said Mr. Hackle, solemnly, "your daddy

haint exarainatcd her yet."

And with this he put on his spectacles, and walked all round

the mare, surveying her curiously. He had heard something

about a horse's " points," and he expected to see them sticking

out somewhere. A protuberance on the near hind leg attracted

his attention—it was too prominent, indeed, to escape observation.

" What is that 'ere 1" he asked of the venerable horse-dealer.

" That 'ere is the jint," replied the latter.

" O, that 's all. But I thought she limped a little as she came

along the road."

"One of her shoes is a little too tight," said the venerable

horse-jockey.

" Well, Mr. Snaflle, what do you ask for her V
" To anybody else," said the venerable horse-jockey, " the price

would be a hundred round dollars—but," he added with a burst

of generous enthusiasm, " as you are Mr. Sprizzle's friend, and as

your children seem to have set their hearts upon her, I'll say

ninety."

" You warrant her sound V
" I scorn to do such a thing," replied the venerable horse-deal-

er, " if a horse of mine required a warranty, I would n't sell her.

No, sir, its only spavined, and ring-boned and foundered horses

that require a warranty."

Mr. Hackle was not aware of this fact, but he forked over the

ninety dollars with that " cheerful alacrity," which Mr. Richard

Swiveller thought was so becoming in an old man, and became
the possessor of a stylish gray mare with a bone spavin.

O, how those worthy people enjoyed and employed their pur-

chase during the first three months ! They had her out morning,

noon and night. Mr. and Mrs. Hackle drove her, and the boys

drove her, and Bcttina Hackle rode her, and their city acquain-

tances drove her, and they put her into the plough and dump cart,

and took long moonlight rides with her after a hard day's work,

and there was no rest for the sole of her foot. Especially did the

Hackle boys glorify themselves in the possession of that animal.

They raced with butchers, run into apple carts, made matches

against time, and tried to get "2.30" brushes out of the poor

crippled mare. Touatt says that slow work is good for a spavin,

but such kind of work as this was enough to kill a rhinoceros.

By-and-by, the gray mare was on the sick list. Then came a

heavy bill of expense. A second spavin declared itself, horseail

appeared, "heaves" were apparent; but with all these ailments

the appetite of the "valuable family horse" remained unimpaired,

and the quantity of hay, oats, com and meal she devoured, were,

in the favorite phrase of Dominie Sampson

—

pro-di-gi-ous

!

Hackle was running behind hand, and finally one nioming he

ventured to broach his purpose of selling the pet mare. He ex-

pected a storm, and was prepared to meet it.

Mrs. Hackle thought they had better hold on to what they

had got.

Miss Hackle shed abundance of tears in her coffee cup, and said

the " idea was perfectly horrid."

The Hackle hoys threw out a vengeful menace of quitting the

the paternal mansion if the proposal was carried into effect.

*' But what if I get another horse, boys," suggested the pater-

nal Hacklcf slyly.

" 0, yes ! pa! do buy another horse." "That's the talk," a

"two-forty nag," " Black Hawk colt !" " Wont I lickBill Blake's

Canuck into'lint !" " Hi-yah !" Such were the confused exclama-

tions of these juvenile amateurs.

Armed with thdr approbation, the next day, Mr. H., went into

town and handed the following notice to the auctioneer:

" For sale, a stylish gray mare, 7 years old, three quarters

blood, fine figure and action, good in harness and first rate under

the saddle, prompt traveller, needs no whip, a superior family

horse, the owner having no further occasion for her."

" Do you warrant the horse sound, sir'?" asked the auctioneer.

" I should rather think not," answered Mr. H., dryly.

" What stable can she he seen at V
" She may be seen here on the morning of the sale. I'll send

her in time."

" Look here, sir," said the auctioneer, as Mr. H., was turning

to go—" She'll live through the day, wont shel"

" O, yes !" replied H., bitterly. " Confound her ! she 's too

fond of eating to ^g in that way. I'll warrant her appetite."

The next day the auctioneer was descanting on her merits.

"Look at her, gentlemen! isn't she a beauty? Run her down.

Bill ! There 's action for you, gentlemen. What shall I have for

the famous gray mare—by Gray Morgan of Fanchette, her dam
Mora by Highflyer," &c., &c.

" Five dollars !" said a dusky man in a coal-heaver's frock.

" Five only for the gray. Gentlemen, you 're joking, there she

is, a perfect beauty— (once more. Bill)—five am offered—only

five. She ought to have been started at a hundred. She 's worth

a hundred and fifty of any man's money."
" Five—ten—fifteen—twenty ! The hammer suspended at the

last figure—the sum was repeated mournfully by the auctioneer,

and the hammer came do^vn reluctantly. She was purchased by

the venerable horse dealer.

Advertising, commission, and other charges paid, Mr. Hackle

went home minus the gray mare, vvnvs her cost {ninety dollars),

viinus a year's keep and shoeing (150 dollars), minus doctor's bill

(25 dollars)
;
plus fifteen dollars, realized from the sale. Accord-

ing to our arithmetic, he was rather out of pocket.

The horse's stall at Willow Lodge is empty still, and Mr.

Hackle, senior, has a rooted aversion to venerable horse-dealers.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO MARY, ON HER BIRTHDAY.

BT OAKOLINE A. HATBEN.

What shall I say to thee, gentle one?

To what shall I liken thee beneath the sun?

Past, present, and future, all smiling and gay,

Are whispering this is thy natal day.

And time glancing swiftly has ehed o'er the scene

The beauty and brightness of sweet fifteen.

I will call thee a rose-hud 1 to me it appears

An emblem the sweetest of fifteen years
;

For a moment the thought may seem childlike, but yet,

There was much in thy childhood thou wouldst not forget;

And thy heart, like the leaves of the folded rose,

Has its hoarded wealth which time will disclose.

Sunshine and shower must fall on thy heart,

Ere time shall its fragrance or beauty impart

;

And the hidden wealth which is hoarded tliere.

May fall like soft dew ou a pathway of care
j

And a long life of happiness undimmed by tears,

May he wrapped in the roso-bud of fifteen years.

A ROaiAKCE OJT MOROCCO,
The grandfather of Ben Abou, the present Governor of Riff,

when Caid of Tangier, made a great feast at the marriage of his
daughter. One of his friends, Caul Mohammed Widden, ob-
served a poor man in mean attire in the court, and ordered him
out; and he, not obeying, he pushed him so he fell. The same
night, the keeper of an oven {there are no sellers of bread—every
one makes his own bread at home, and sends it to the oven) had
barred the door and retired to rest, when some one knocked at
the door. He asked " who is there V and was answered " the
guest of God," which means a beggar. " You are welcome," he
said, and got up and unfastened the door ; and having nothing
but the remnants of the koscousso from hi? supper, and the piece
of mat upon which he lay, he warmed the kotcousso in the oven,
and after bringing water to wash his guest's hands, he set it before
him. He then conducted him to the mat, and lay down himself
on the bare ground. In the morning when he awoke, he found
the door unbarred, and the poor man gone ; so he said to himself,
"he had bu-iness and did not wish to disturb me ; or he went
away modestly, being ashamed of his poverty." On taking up
the mat he found under it two doubloons; so he was afraid and
put the money by, and determined not to touch it, lest it had been
forgotten, or lest the poor man had stolen it, and left it there to
ruin him.
Some lime afterwards an order came from Fez for Mohammed

Widden and the baker to repair thither. They were both con-
ducted to the place before the palace to await the Sultan's coming
forth. When he appeared they were called before him, and
addressing the first, he a^ked him if he recollected the feast at the
marriage of the daughter of the Caid of Tangier, and a poor man
whom he had pushed with his left hnnd, and kicked with his right
foot. Then Caid Mohammed knew whom he had thus treated,
and trembled. The Sultan said, " The arm that struck me and
the leg that kicked me are mine;—cut them off!' The baker
now said to himself, "if he has taken the arm and the leg of
Caid Mohammed, he will surely take my head ;" so he fell down
upon the earth and implored the Saltan to have mercy upon him.
The Sultan said to him, "'My son, fear not; you were poor, and
took, in the beggar when he was thrust from the feast of the rich.
He has eaten your bread and slept on your mat. Now ask what-
ever you please ; it shall be yours." The Caid returned to Tan-
gier a beggar, and his grandson was lately a soldier at the gate of
the Sicilian consul. The baker returned riding on a fine mule,"
richly clothed, and possessed of the wealth of the other; and the
people used to say as he passed by, *' There goes the oven-keeper,
the Sultan's host !"

—

Odd Fellow.

fWritten for Gleason's Pict-orial.]

THE BliOOMERS.
SUGGESTED BY THE ENGRAYING IN No. 6.

BT HARRIET N. HATHAWAY.

The sweet " Bloomer "' lady who graced your fair Bheet,

With her modest, intelligent face,

In her costume, so truly becoming and neat,

Not bedizened with jewels and lace
;

With her simple straw hat so carelessly tied,

And her nice-fitting new-fangled dress,

Gave a turn to my thoughts, and instinctive I cried,

" 'T ia pretty, I can but confess 1"

Tou decry it somewhat, but your artist, I'm sure,

With his pencil its heautj' enhances
;

The course you have taken I think will hut lure

The style in its onward advances.

Tou say it lacks modesty—us you would cito

To " Tic " with her long-flowing train
;

Porgive me, kind sir, I think her a fright,

The sight of her puts me in pain.

Far lovelier to me is the Swiss peasant maid,

In her shorter and less ahowy skirt

;

In her close-fitting bodice, her cheap and coarse braid,

She fears not the storms nor the dirt.

The Bohemian lasa, with her jacket so bright,

Unfettered, the shuttle she plies,

With motions so graceful, so airy and light.

That half we are filled with surprise.

Tou tell us we 're wanting the ease and the grace

That lend to these ladies iheir charm
;

"

v

But should we for our costume let their's take the place,

I think your complaint 'twould diBarm.

Cold fashion, the tyrant, asserts its bold sway,

And we all to its mandates do bow
;

We must follow her van supinely, we say,

No matter, whatever, or how.

We dread the shght rain, and the light-falling enow,

And the dew that lies sparkling on flowers

;

The charms of the morning we 're forced to forego.

On account of these dresses of ours.

And the gentlemen—surely they'll not object

To our donning the new style of dress
;

If they pause but one moment and coolly reflect,

They'll find it will cost so much itss.

Some shake their heads sagely—" The fashion wont go,

It did not come over the waters j"

I trust that it may, M merely to show
Off America's inventive daughters.

4—»>••>-*

FEMALE COQUETRY.
To women there is an inexpressible lisination in this dalliance

with danger,— this compromise between love and coquetry. It is

their one excitement, itud it is worth to them all the thousand
othei'S that serve to relieve, or more often to distract, the dulness
of their lords wnd masters. They are content to be whirled out
of ttiuir own thoughts in that pleasing vortex. Its eddying
rapidity is so delighiful,—its attraction so gently powerful,—its

surface, up to the very edge, so smooth and glassy ; all is charm-
ing till the last fatal plunge i:self, whtn ihe abyss is opened to its

victim, and then closes upon her forever.

—

Self-Formation.

DiFFicuLTT OF EXCELLENCE.—It Is Certain that if evcry OHO
could early enough be made to feel how full the world is already

ot" excellence, and how much must be done to produce anything
worthy of being pla.-ed beside v/h it has already been produced

—

of a hundred yuu'lii who are now poetizing, scarcely one would
feel enough of courage, per.-everancc, and talent to work quietly

for the attainment ot a similar masrer^-. Manv vouhl' p 'inters

would never have taken the pencil in hand, if they could have
felt, known, and undcrstoiKi, eany enou^^ti, wuut really proauced
a master like Kaphael,— Gucthe.
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A HTAGl:: SCENE.
MR. riTTj AH llENICDIC'K — MRH. BARRETT, Aft

JtlflATKiClS.

Our artist, Mr, Rowsp, has given us here a

fi<^cnc ns it vvtia lately performed at the Boaton
MiiHeutn,in Shakspcare's pliiy of Mnrh Ado afmit

N'llhinr/. The scene represents that purt of the

play where Beatrice has suddenly become recon-

ciled with Benedick, on the condition that ho

promises to kill Claudio, who has so bolicd hiT

fair cousin, Hero. Mrs. Barrett performs tills

character of Beatrice with all the arch-coquetry,

tenderness and winning; ahamlou that the bard

lias given to ihu part, and never fails to elicit

unbounded applause. Mr, Vitt is a sorry Bene-

dick, though ho did his best. Shakspcarc ap-

pears to have lavished all his poetical sympathy
to make these two cck^braicd chiiracters as sta-

tuesque as possible ; hence the great difficulty to

find artists sufficiently well qualified to represent

thera properly. Although Benedick and Bea-

trice arc each a typo of a large class, easily re-

cognized by the reader, yet their suitable imper-

sonation on the stage requires the very highest

order of histrionic ability. However, these crit-

ical remarks are only said in a general applica-

tion, en passant. We were proud to share the

pleasure of seeing this Hnc comedy with a highly

intt'lligent audience at the Boston Museum.

SCENE

QUIKCY M.UIKET, IJOSTON.
Faneuil Hall Market, more popularly known

as the Quincy Market, after the Hon. Josiah

Quincy, during whose mayoralty it was com-
menced and completed, is the most elegant

building of the kind in the Uuited States, and
one of the linest arehitectual ornaments of the

city. Its west front faces Faneuil Hall; its east

opens on Commercial Street, and it is bounded,
laterally, by North and South-Market Streets,

the former being 65 feet, and the latter 103 feet

wide. Our engraving represents the west front

and the south side, with a part of South-Market
Street, characterized by the life and bustle inci-

dental to the busy part of the day. The first

operation for locating and buildmg this spacious
and superb market house commencGd on the

20th of August, 1824, by staking out the ground
for the same, and for the North-Market Street;
the old buildings standing on the premises having been previously
purchased by the city, but not removed. Shortly after the razing
of these buildings, the filling up of the docks, and other work,
necessary for clearing the wide area, and preparing for laying the
comer stone of the structuie, were simultaneously entered upon,
and carried through, to the raising of the spleudid" dome, wi hout
the intervention, we believe, of a single accident, or occurrenre
affecting human life. The corner-stone of this building was laid
with much ceremony. The plate deposited beneath it bears the
names of the Mayor, Aldermen and Common Council, Building
Committee and principal Architect, besides the following inscrip-
tion :

—
" Faneuil Hall Market, established by the city of Boston.

This stone was laid April 27, Anno Domini mdcccxxv. In the
forty-ninth year of American Independence, and in the third of
the incorporation of the eity. John C^umcy Adams, President of
the United States. Marcus Morton, Lieut. Governor and Com-
mander-in-Chief of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, The

hcit^ht of the wingn from the sidewalk to the top
of the cornice is .31 f.-et. The facade of the cen-
tre of the building, up to the under side of the
j-ecund Mtory windows, is composed of five re-
cess* H of piers and arches grooved anhler, on the
top of which are again formed recesses byantaes,
Kupportini: a frieze and cornice, similar to the
wing building; in each recess is a circular head-
ed window, the centre a Venetian

; on the top
of the cornice is a blocking course, and an octa-
gon attic, feet high, with two clliplical saw-
tells, surmonnicd by a dome covered with cop-
per, and crowned by a lantern light. At each
angle on the top of the centre building is a pe-
destal, in whi'-h are placed the necessary fluea.

The whole edifice is supporn d by a b;ise cif Quin-
cy blue graniie, 2 feet 10 inches'higli, with arch-
ed windows and doors, cominuniruiiug with the
ccilara. The building is approached hy 6 steps
of easy ascent; each wing has 6 doors. The
centre building in the north and south front, a
pair of folding doors, enter a passage 10 feet
wide, paved with brick, laid on ground arches

;

the wings have also a passage way of smaller
dimensions to correspond. The principal en-

trances are from theeastand west porticoa, which
communicate with the corridor, 512 feet long,
12 feet wide, with entablatures, finished with a
cove ceiling, "^he interior is divided into 128
stalls, and occupied as follows, viz: 14 for mut-
ton, lamb, veal and poultry; 2 for poultry and
venison; 19 for pork, lamb, butter ani^ poultry;
45 for beef; 4 for butter and cheese; 19 for veg-
etables

; and 20 for fish. On the south front are
four doorways opening to staircases, leading to
the second story, in the centre of which is a hall,

70 by 50 feet, having a dome, springing from
four segmental arches, ornamented with panels
and rosettes, in the crown of which is an ellip-

tical opening, 14 by 12 feet.

AT THE BOSTON MUSEX7M,

population of the city estimated at 50,000 ; that of the United
States 11,000,000." In length it is 585 feet 9 inches, in width 50
feet, wholly built of granite, having a centre building 74 1-2 by
55 feet, projecting 2 1-2 feet in the north and south fronts. Prom
the centre buildings are wings on each side, 173 by 500 feet, the
wing continues from a projection of 6 inches, 46 feet 3 inches,
and 51 feet wide, on each facade of which are 5 antaes, proiect-
ing 6 inches, finishing with a portico at each end of the building,
projecting U feet 7 12 inches. The porticos consistof 4 columns,
3 1 2 feet diameter at base, and 2 feet 10 inches at neck, each
shaftinone piece, 20 feet 9 inches long, with a capital of the
Grecian Doric. The columns support a pediment, the tympanum
of which has a circular window for ventilation. The wings are of
two stories, the lower one 14 feet, the upper 14 1-2 feet; the lower
windows have circular heads. The building is finished with a
Grecian cornice 16 inches in depth, and 21 inches projection,
worked in granite. The roof is slated, and gutters copper. The

A SCENE IN HAVANA.
We went to hear the military band play last

evening, in the Grand Squaie ; it was a splendid
band, and played several opera airs beautifully.

Many ladies were walking up and down, gene-
ally attended by cahelZeros ; but the greater part
of the distivgufes Habaneras were in their vohn-
tps, each fair senorita looking like the R^ine c/>s

^es, crowned with flowers. The muchedumbre (mob or crowd)
were standing about evidently enjoying the music; thenegrofS
and their sable dames and the damsels, espeeially, appear to de-

light in it. The whole scene is one of great beauty and enchant-

ment : the lovely trees in the Grand Plaza, the magnificent crys-

tal sun of the' night—that crown of glory—which is so unlike
that tame somewhat half a-crown-like silver lamp, we call the

moon, in our little northern nook—the flower crowned ladies in

those chariots, sparkling with silver— the splendid liveries of the

postilions—the gay military uniforms—the picturesque looking
negroes and negresses standing a^'out, or sometimes dancing in

their glee to the exhilarating tunes that are played—the negresses

occasionally in white dresses, scarlet satin shoes, yellow turbiins,

and blue scarfs, and various other such fantastical comhinations
of colors, with their great flaming eyes, a la ftor de h cura—all

seemed to combine in forming a delightful and singular picture.—Lady Wordey's Travels in America.

V KW OF FANEUIL HALL MARKLT, BOSTON, FROM SOUTH-MARKET STREET.
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CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NUHIISER.
''Love's Triumph, or the Music Teacher's Conquest,'" hy Stlvands Cobb, Jr.
•' Florence Ashleigh. or the Artist's Brido," hy Miss Martha A. Clouoh,
" To my Mother, ' verse*, by Mi's. E. H. li Waldo
" The Light Bo:it at Minut's Rock," verses, by Caroline A. Hatden.
"Mr, aud Mrs. Cowpen," a huDiorous sketch, by Uncle Toby.
*' Answer to Hope Not " stJinzas, by WiLllAM E. Tabok.
"" The Corsican's Ver.gcance," a story, by Frascis A. DuErFAGE.
" The Hero," liues, by Mrs. Eliphalex Cukeier.
" Youth," in vtrse, by John K.. Holmes.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
A group reprepenting the ' Eleven of New Enplfind,'' in character, as they

appear aftor a game of cricket. Drawn for U3 by Masmno.
Statue of Stephen Girard, us it appears in the Girard College, Philadelphia.

A fine picture drawn for us by Devksecx.

An engraving ofNoble h L'-land, Portsmouth, N. H. A very interesting scene,
Bktitched by Charles B. Odiorne, and drawn for us by Manning.

Procespion at Washington, with military escort, passing up Pennsylvania
Avenufc towards the Cupicol. with the President, on the 4th of July, Daguer-
reotyped by Kelsey, and drawn for us hy Powse.

Also, the interteting scene that followed, of laying the comer-stone of the
new additions to the Capitol, by President fillmore. Daguerreotyped for ua
by Kelsey, and drawn by ItowSE.

A couple of engravings, drawn for us by Wallin. giving a fine portrait of Paul
Jonce, from the bef^t authority, with hi.s private battle ll;ig

Scene at the delivery of Webster's onitioii, on laying the corner-stone of the
additions to the Cj-.pitol on the 4rh July at V\ asliiugton. Daguerreotj pod for

us by Keli-ey, aud drawn hy KowsE.

A Fancy ilcene, which will be a puzzle for the reader. Designed and drawn
for U3 by Manmng.
A fine picture of the steamer Franklin, as she lately appeared leaving New

York for Il.ivre and Southampton. Sketched by Guy Loriug, and drawn for ua
by MANrlNG.

The officers of the Boston Light Guard, a capital military scene. Drawn for
us by RowsE.

Also, a view of the company of Light Guard, in full. Drawn for us hy
Koffss,

NEWSPAPER POSTAGE.

Now that the new postage law has been fairly adopted and put

into practice, we fiud it exhibits some highly obnoxious phases
;

regulations as unreasonable and imperative as the ukiise of a Rus-

sian autocrat. Under the present law no individual can send a

paper to his friend through the mail, far or near, unless he pays

for it in advance. Regular subscribers only can receive their

papers at the cheap rates, and even these must pay quarterly in

advance ; if they refuse to do this, double postage is demanded,

and unless paid, the papers are returned to tbe office of publica-

tion, and the publisher is compelled to pay postage both ways.

If this is not one of the most ridiculous and unreasonable laws

ever enacted by any government, we confess ourself no judge.

How any man with brains enough to read and write, could have

framed this part of the law, we are at a loss to account ; and so

great is the general indignation at this moment, it is evident were

Congress now assembled, this part of the law would at once be

repealed. Let this subject be agitated between now and the

meeting of Congress. We shall see.

Back Numbers.—It is perhaps, proper for us to say, that we
can still supply to those who wish to obtain the Companion com-

plete for binding, the numbers from the commencement. The
question is so universally asked, " can you give us the numbers

complete from the commencement V that we give this notice, so

that all may know tbat they can preserve the paper for binding,

and thus form a splendid pictorial and literary volume for the

close of each six months, offour hundred pages, and about the same

number of elegant engravings.

Sbrekade.— Frederick Gleason, Esq , of the Flagof our Union, and Drawing-
Rocm Companion, waa complimented by a serenade, lajit night, from the Bos-
ton Brass Band, at his summer residence, Belvidere Hall, situated on the Itox-
bury and Dorchester Una — Boston Transcript.

Only think of it, after retiring to the peaceful quiet of our home
to be aroused from our bed at midnight ! This is high handed
business, and we are determined to show the Band up for it in a

coming number of the Drawing-Room Companion. Gentlemen !

next time you intend to make us a call, give us a slight hint

beforehand ! Attention, the whole

!

Flowers and Women.—Women love flowers, and flowers

are like women in beauty and sweetness, so they ought to grow
up together. No flower garden looks complete without a i^oman
in it ; no woman ever seems so lovely as when she is surrounded

by flowers. They are the " scriptures of the earth."

Big Frtjit.—The water-melons of Bokhara attain an enor-

mous bulk ; twenty people may partake of one j and two of ihem
sometimes make a load for a donkey.

Glbason's Pictorial Drawlng-Room Comp.\nion is a capital affair. The
large engravings wirh which it is filled are of the very first class, and Its liter-

ary contents are second to no other publicatioa of the day.

—

Democrat, Fet~
lowsville, Virginia.

Very Good.—Punch declares that the modern method of dy-

ing for love is turning red hair into black.

ELOQUEACE.
With the ancients the belief that the "poet was born, not made,"

was reversed with regard to oratory. Eloquence was not, with

them, regarded as a gift, but as a result of long and profound

study—of various accomplishments, ).ainful and continued prac-

tice, combined with an unyielding will. It was only after a self-

probation of half a lifetime, that the orator could hope to sway

the minds of his countrymen from the rostrum in the Roman for-

um, or the stones of the Areopagus. By such a course of study,

Demosthenes conquered his natural defects, and acquired a power
over the minds of men never surpassed. Cicero and Isocrates

produced those beautiful orations in wliose logic the keenest in-

tellect can find no flaw, in whose melody the acutest ear can as-

certain no discord. With the ancitnts, therefore, we say tbat

eloquence was an art.

But there is an eloquence of nature that far surpasseth the most

successful efforts of the schools and of scholars. In the murmur
of the wavelets as they run trippingly up the silver beach, there

is a musical persuasion. There is a deep eloquence in the thun-

der tones of ocean, when its fury strands navies and strews them

like shells upon the shore, and hoarsely roars among reverberat-

ing caves and hollow rocks. There is an eloquence that speaks

to the heart in the music of the forest, the flutter of leaves, the

rush of cataracts, the murmurings of rivulets ; and the children

of nature, prompted only by these teachers, and having them al-

ways as their familiar associate;*, often surpass the eloquence of

the schools. Every one remembers the speech of the ludian, Lo-

gan, quoted by Wirt. Another Indian, Pash-mata-ha, also pos-

sessed in common, perhaps, with all his race, this natural gift of

eloquence. When asked respecting his parentage, he replied :

—

" I had no father and no mother; the lightning rent the live oak,

and Pash ma-ta-ha sprang forth !"

The supposition that eloquence consists in long and labored ef-

forts, is erroneous ; like wit, it is more forcible when concentrated.

The reply of Rebecca to Eowena :
—"Lady, I shall never wear

jewels more \" and the "Do it!" of Julia in the Hunchback, arc

examples of this. The eloquence of Napoleon was of this char-

acter. At the battle of the Pyramids, his single speech :
—" Sol-

diers ! from the summit of yonder pyramids twenty centuries con-

template you this day," was worth fifty harangues. The order of the

day at the Battle of Trafalgar—" England this day expects each

man to do his duty," is another familiar example. The reply of

Gen. Miller at Lundy's Lane, when directed to storm and take

the British battery—" I'll try," was full of eloquence.

The American people are deservedly famous for their eloquence.

The orators of ancient time have left behind them but a few la-

bored orations. The speeches of such men as Webster, Everett,

Clay, etc., fully reported, would fill volumes, and hardly a dis-

course could be pointed out, unworthy of the fame of Cicero or

Demosthenes; and Webster's reply to Hayne, including his eulogy

on Massachusetts, his supposed speech of Adams in 1776—"Sink

or swim, live or die, survive or perish, I am for the Declaration
!"

will live as long as tlie language which contains it.

The eloquence of America shines not only in the Senate, but in

the pulpit, and at the bar. Every meeting elicits language that

will bear the lest of critical examination ; every school exhibition

displays something of true oratory. Eloquence, when carried to

its highest perfection, when refinement and study are added to the

natural j^ifts of mind and person, is one of the most powerful

levers by which society is commanded. It overturns thrones, re-

volutionizes nations, arms and controls legions, and changes the

whole aspect of the world. At the bar it wields the power of life

and death ; in the pulpit it fashions and directs the very soul.

Retribution.—At the island of New Caledonia, in the Pacific,

a boat's crew of the French corvette Alcmene having been mas-

sacred in December and eaten by the cannibals, tbe huts atTulao

were destroyed, and twenty of the tribe shot. The French also

destroyed the huts and plantations of two other villages.

Tbe go-aheai> American.—The American railroad, says an

English paper, rushes across the turnpike road, where there is no

gate, no policeman, no signal, nothing but a rough wooden arch,

on which is painted, " When the bell rings, look out for the

locomotive." Warning enough for the sensible.

Deawikg-Room Companion.—This magnificent pictorial is a regular visitor
at our aanctum, and no paper or maeaziue on our exchange H.st comes more
welcome. The reading matter is of the best quality, and each number is em-
bellished with from twelve to fourteen large aud splendid engravings. la
abort, it is the most luagnificent paper we have ever seen.

—

IntellfgenctT,
JWEwtiisviUt ^ Penasylvanui.

The glittering Ore.—Mr. Moffatt, of San Francisco,

assayed 103 pounds of gold-bearing quartz, from Carson's moun-
tain, and the result was 36 pounds of gold bars, of the value of

$8,182 15—a proportion of one third pure gold.

Moving.—The U. S. garrison at Detroit, one of the oldest

military posts in the United States, has been broken up, and the

soldiers ordered to other and more frontier posts.

A Good Idea.—An improvement recently adopted in the for-

mation of brick is to shape them so that they dovetail with each

other. By this means great strength is obtained.

Alas ! too tbue.—Few hearts that are not double—few
tongues that are not cloven.

Faith.—Faith is better than muscle. Only believe that you
can lick a man, and you can do it.

Love—is our highest word, and the sj'nonyme of God.

In this city, by Uev. Mr. Stow, Mr. Francis Fisher to Mias Delia Garitee.
By Rev. Mr. Banvard, Mr. John B. Freeman to Miss Caroline Freeman.
By Rev. Mr. Streeter, Mi. George Horton, of York, Me., to Miss Mary

Spencer.
By Rev. Mr, Greenlenf, Joeeph H. Tucker, Esq., to Miss Susan Anne Pres-

ton.

By Rev Dr Jenks, Mr. Thomas 0. Hutchinson, of Winchester, to Miss Mary-
Anna Masters.
By Rev Dr. Vinton. Sila.<i F. Smith. Esq to Miss Chirlotte A. Coles
At Charleiitown, by Rev. Mr. Buddington, Mr. John Perkins, of Danvera, to

Misa Maria Kaymond.
At Brookline, hy Rev. Mr Knapp, Mr. James T. Baxter, of Boston, to Miss

Catharine .\. White.
At Newburyport, by Rev. Dr. Dimich.Mr. PhilipGuelpa, of Boston, to Miss

Sarah Ann Morrison
At Springfield, hy Rev. Mr. Ford, Mr. Ambrose Crowell to Miss Julia A.

Wilson, both of Bo ton.

In Manchester, N. H. Mr. Franklin Abbott to Miss Anna C. Cummings,
both of Natick, Mass,

In Portland, Me , by Itev. Mr, Southgate, Mr. John U. Newton, ofBoston, to
MisB Mary lioundy.
At Pawtucket, R. I,, Capt. Edmund B. Mailett« of Warren, Mo., to Misa

Sarah E. Thornton.

_^_

^':^

»^ A ^1*^S ^
In this city. Mrs. Eliza J, Fields, 20 ;

Miss Uannah II. Perry. 17
; JVIrs. Lois

Conant, 69 ; Mrs. Merricl P. Pratt ; Mias Joanna McCarty, 20 j Mrs. Carohne B .

Perkins, 31.

At Rosbury, William Uales, Esq . 64.

At Cbarlesiown. Mr. Itobert J. Fenerty, 3o.
At Chelsea. Mr. Stephen W. Chnrd. 23-

At Medford, Mrs, Eliz.-ibeth vV. Cazueaux, G7.

At ^Vatertown, Mrs. Lucy J.ickson. 'j2.

At Brighton, R F. Prinee, F^q , of Matanzas, Cuba, 52.
At Salem Johu G. Hrooks, E^q., 48
At Aestbampton, Mr Jonathan French. 88.
At Belchertown, Capt- Japon vValkcr. 83.
At Londonderry. Vt., Mr. Thomas Iteed. 85.
At Bedford, N.H.. Widow Susaunah I^each, 94.
At Portland, Me., Mrs. Martha V.. Scott, 32.
At Bluehill, Me , Mis." Marv B. Elli.^^, 40.
At Providence, B. I,, Hon. Caleb Earle. 81.
At Brooklyn, N, v., Mrs E:iz:theth E Liuzee, of Boston,
At Washington, D C , Mrs. Helen P Gilnian, 31.
At New Orleans, Mr Clark J. llbbetti, 44.
At St Louis, Mo., Mr. William H, Ituth, 53.
At Springfield, 111., Hon, A. G Caldwell, 35.
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[Written for aifUHon's I'ictorliil.]

AVE MAKIA.

fjlY UR8, n. U, CONKLIN.

Ave Mfiriii, blest bo the hour.

—

Byron.

Ave Mnrift, blest bo tho hour,

When firHt I liourd thjit eolomn stmin

Plout o'er uiy eoul with lioly power,

To call tho wandervr buck ugulo.

For yeiiTH, amid tho torrUl floas,

I'vo eciitturod dfeiith witli eword and Are

;

Till, ono 8\voot uifiUt, upon the breeze

I heard thy HtnuDH, Avo Miiria,

Then at my eoul, hardened by sin,

The U'on hand of conscienco toro
;

Uueloaed, it all wits crioio within,

1 bont beneath the guilt I bore.

I strove by crime to drown the tones

That called mo from my downward course
;

But still in every breeze it moans,

Assisted by the fiend remoree.

'Tie vain' I cannot 'acapc tho cry,

Tho cry of blood oft shed by me \

Sin-burdened soul, where can I fly?

Tho corpse-cleft waters rise—and see

—

The mountivin fustneas, earth's deep caves,

The forcat dense, wont (shield my form
;

And gibbering spirits from the waves

Shout "Murderer! canst thou bear the storm?"

Ye murdered ones, I cannot—no

!

I shrinit with fear, nor hope for grace;

But where, my crimes, where must we go?

Has earth for us no hiding-place ?

No!—list! in every passing gale.

In thunder tones, the answer given,

—

No hope for thee ! M'ail, mortal, wail

!

No hope on earth, seek hope in heaven

I will—to yonder shore I'll fly,

There, buried in yon cloistered pile,

Will raise to heaven an endless cry.

That grace on penitence may emile.

In sternest penance, earnest prayer.

My soul shall toil till death shall come

;

Then may I pass on evening air,

And Ave Maria waft me home

!

i .*»•> >

[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

THE ENGLISHMAN'S EXPLOIT,
—AKD—

HOW MTJCH HE MADE BY IT.

A SEA SKETCH.

ET STLVANUS CO SB, JR.

Many years ago, when we were a mere boy, we used to sit

upon a low stool, at the feet of Commodore Samuel Tucker, and

hear that old veteran relate the incidents that had come under

his own observation during our last struggle with Great Britain.

Among the thousand and one stories that we have heard fall from

the lips of that ocean warrior, the following has remained fresh

in our memory :
—

On the western shore of Penobscot Bay, between Belfast and

Camden, there was a small club of fishermen's cots, inhabited by

a hardy set of men, who had, from infancy, been brought up

amid the music of the breaking waves, and who knew no fear

beneath the power of mortal man. Foremost among these hardy

children of the sea, and occupying the station of a sort of ruler

amono- them, was a middle-aged man, named Enoch Nightingale,

or, as he was generally called. Captain Nightingale ; and never

was a man better fitted by nature for the post he held by general

consent than was he. Powerful and athletic in his physical mould,

bold and fearless as the forest monarch, and frank and generous

in his social relations, he was beloved and respected by all who

knew him. He was a jolly fellow, too, and often, as his small

gray eyes twinkled in their merry mood, a close observer might

have seen a keen love of practical joking lurking in their gleaming

depths.

At the time of which we write the fishermen dared not venture

far out to sea, for a close blockade was kept up along the coast,

and so they were forced to forego the advantages of their best

fishing grounds; but a new idea had taken possession of their

brains, and they had thought of fitting out a privateer against the

English. For two weeks had this matter been talked over, and

all the arms necessary to personal warfare had been procured,

hut no vessel suitable for the enterprise could be obtained, nor

could they raise guns heavy enough for sea use, even had they

possessed the vessel. Of pistols and cutlasses they had enough,

and that was all, unless we add one old iron six -pounder, which

served as a kind of signal gun in cases of heavy fogs and stormy

nights.

It was just at nightfall that Obcd Nightingale's shallop (Obed

was the old man's son), came up the bay, and as the young man
came on shore he reported that there was an English topsail

schooner, a clean clipper-built craft, laying off and on between

Manhcgan and the Ledges. She was heavily armed, and seemed

to play about in the water as though her heels were made for

running.

Now Captain Enoch Nightingale had said but very little about

the various projects that had been set on foot with regard to the

privateering expedition, but he had thowjJit a great deal, and as

soon as his son communicated the above Intelligence, his thoughts

came to a focus. A phm of operation was clearly marked out

in his mind, and he at once set about tlic work of putting it into

effect. The man who stood second to Capt. Nightingale, and wlio

was, in fact, Nightingale's first mate, was Jabe IIaskins,and upon

him tho old man first called.

"Jabe," said the captain, "did you know tlicrc was a Britisli

clipper just outside T'

" Ves."

" Well, s'pose wo go out an' take herl"

" Do wot ?"

" Take that Englishman."
" W-h-e-w !"

" But I'm in earnest."

Jabe looked at Nightingale in utter astonishment.

" I can go out in my little Rhody an' take her before she knows

where she is. Now, will you help me?"
" I'll foUcr ycr, cap'n, cf yeou go t' thunder," was Jabe's hearty

response, as he saw that the old man was in earnest.

Capt. Nightingale took his mate by the arm and led him off.

The night was dark, but still there was a busy scene on board

the schooner 1-lhody, which was the heaviest fishing vessel in the

place. Torches were gleaming to and fro all night long, liam-

mers and saws were sending forth their music, and when the

morning dawned the Ehody was ready for sea. The old iron

signal gun had been hoisted on board, and placed upon a rude

sort of a carriage amidships, the cod- line beckets and bait boxes

had been cleared away, and, take her all in all, she bore some
faint resemblance to an embryo pirate or privateer.

She was manned by twelve men, of whom Jabe Haskins took

the command. The people wondered where Capt. Nightingale

was, but Jabe set their hearts at rest by telling them that he

would get outside as soon as the schooner did.

In an hour after daylight the Khody hove up her anchor and
made sail, and in less than five hours she poked her blunt nose

into the waters of the blue Atlantic. Shortly after the schooner

had passed White Head light, the Englishman was made out

about two miles distant, to the south'rd and west'rd, just off the

Ledges, and hauling his sheets flat aft, Jabe brought his vessel

up to the wind, which was fresh from the north'rd and east'rd,

and stood off towards the latter point. This looked amazingly

like trying to run away—at least, so the Englishman thought

—

and consequently the clipper was immediately put in full chase,

and though she was somewhat to the leeward, still, it was evident

that she would not be long in overhauling the Yankee.

About four_o'clock in the afternoon, the Englishman came
almost within hailing distance, and fired a gun. As the shot

came whizzing over the fisherman's deck, Jabe Haskins at once

hove to, and ere long the clipper came up.

" Schooner ahoy !"

"Hello !" returned Jabe.

"Do you surrender?"

" Wal, ef yeou want t' take us, I s'pose I can't help myself."

The clipper hove her fore-topsail to the mast and lowered a

boat, and in some five minutes afterwards her commander, fol-

lowed by fifteen men, came over the Yankee's side. The first

object that mot his gaze as he stepped upon the deck, was the old

iron gun amidships, and though the thought of an American

pirate made him feel sore, yet he could not help laughing at ihe

almost ridiculous scene thus presented to bis gaze. The twelve

green looking fishermen, together with that gun did present rather

a ludicrous appearance.

" So you are on a piratical expedition V tauntingly remarked

the British officer.

" I dono," returned Jabe, with an offended air. " I s'pose ef

I'd cum across one o' your crafts 'at I could 'ave took, I should

'ave done it ; but I dono as I should a been pirating enny more'n

yeou are now."
" How many men have you got V
" Here's twelve on us, an' ef i/eou'ye got twelve men 'at ken

lick us, I'd like tew see 'em."

"Never mind about that, Jonathan. We'll take you into

Halifax, and there perhaps, you will find your match."

The schooner was searched fore and aft, but all that could be

found were a dozen old pistols, and about as many swords, which

were in the cabin, while in the hold they discovered nothing but

an array of empty boxes and barrels. The Englishman left

twelve of his own men to take i:harge of the prize, and took six

of the prisoners on board his own vessel, leaving tiie other six

under the charge of the oflScer who had been appointed to the

command of the Bhody, and also left orders that the schooner

should be kept close in his wake during the night, as he intendtd

to see her safely out of reach of the Yankee coasters.

Until nine o'clock at night the Rhody stood on after the clip-

per, with all sail set, whife the latter only carried her mainsail

and two jibs. The six Yankees who had been left on board were

secured in the long-boat, while the lieutenant in command and

five of his men had the first watch. When ihe clipper struck

two bells, the vessels were not more than two cables' length apart

the prize being a little to windward, as owing to her bad sailing,

the lieutenant wished to keep the weather gage. The night was

quite dark, and the v/ind, which had fallen some since sundown,

had veered slightly to the northward.

While the prize-masters were earnestly engaged in keeping up

with the clipper, a very novel scene was being enacted in the hold.

One of the boards, which seemed to form part of a stationary

floor, was lifted from its place, and the head of old captain Enoch

Nightingale appeared through the aperture. In a moment more

another board was removed, and ere long, forty stout fishermen,

all well armed, had come up from their place of concealment. It

wa.s but a moment's work to leap on deck, and ere the thunder-

struck lieutenant could see from whence came the enemy, he was

bound hand and foot, and so were Jiis men, while the poor pris-

oners were set free from the long-boat. Obcd Nightingale took

the helm, and his father, pointing a cocked pistol at the head of

the English ofllcer, said :

"})o you think we are in earnest, or not?"
" I should think you were," replied the trembling officer.

" Then if you do not obey me, you will get a bullet throngh

your head in an instant. Now hail the clipper."

" Scorpion, ahoy !" shouted tJie lieutenant, as if for dear life.

In the meantime the Yankee had been let ofl' a little from the

wind, so that she was now within little more than a cable's length

of her captor, while the bold fishermen were nearly all crouched

beneath the bulwarks.

Some one from the clipper answered the call.

" Tell them the schooner has sprung a leak, and that the cussed

Yankees must have thrown the pump-brakes overboard."

The poor lieutenant looked first at the stern face of the old

man, then at the muzzle of the pistol, and then stretching his

lungs to the utmost, he obeyed the order.

" Now tell them to heave-to, and you'll rnn alongside."

The frightened officer obeyed, and on the next moment the

clipper's helm was put hard down, and her main-boom shoved

over to the windward.

Seven of the Yankee fishermen were stationed along the lee

rail, with stout grapHngs in their hands, and in less than five min-

utes the Rhody's bowsprit loomed up over the clipper's weather

quarter. Obed shoved the helm down, and letting go the sheets

fore and aft, the Yankee schooner shot gracefully alongside.

"Why in didn't you come up under our lee quarter?"

shouted the English captain, as the fisherman thumped against

the side of his vessel; but before he could utter any more of his

wrath, with which he was literally boiling over, he found his deck

swarming wi:h strangers.

The whole thing had come about so unaccountably, and, withal,

so suddenly, that hardly a blow was struck by the astounded Eng-

lishmen, and before they were fully aware that they had been cap-

tured by their own insignificant prize, they were securely bound

and most of them stowed away below under a strong guard.

" Wal, capt'n," said Jabe Haskins—who had been released

from durance vile—as he came aft to where that functionary stood

by the side of old Nightingale, " when dew yeou think of takin'

us intew Halifax ?"

The Englishman looked very hard at his uncouth tormentor, but

he disdained any reply.

"I say, capt'n," continued Jabe, in a very unfeeling manner,
" I rajther guess as heow't that are exploit o' yourn wont amount

tew a great deal, will it ? But, look here, don't, for mercy's sake,

go home an* tell your king 'at yeou got took by a Penobscot cod-

fisherman, 'cause it might hurt his feelin's."

This time the Englishman's answer was more wicked and

unfeeling than had been Jabe's, for he not only swore terribly,

but he even wished that every Y'ankee in Christendom was in the

immediate kingdom of that horned and hoofed individual who is

said to reign somewhere beneath the earth.

Before the sun had set on the next day, the English prisoners

were all landed at Belfast, and Capt. Enoch Nightingale found

himself in command of as handsome a privateer as floated in

American waters, and until peace was declared and the embargo

raised, he carried on a most destructive trade among the British

merchantmen.

[Written for Qlcason's Pictorial.]

SPIRIT LONGINGS.

BY GRACE GORDON.

I pine, I pine for a true, fond heart,

To beat in response with mine own;

A 60ul that shall form of mine a part,

A voice of affection's tone.

An eye that shall beam with true love's light

Ever on me alone
;

Whose raj'S shall be more cheering, more bright,

When shadows are round us thrown.

A lip whosetindest, sweetest smile

Shall arise when joys have flown,

Spen.king in love's own language the while,

Breathing affection's tone.

A hand within whose loxing clasp

I may fearlessly place mine own;

Which shall give the firmest, steadiest grasp.

When earthly joys have flown.

A mind of talents, noble and strong,

Where the seeds of wisdom are sown
;

That can give its mighty po\7ers to the throng,

The noUe to me alone.

And thus, perchance, through life's short d.iy,

Shall my spirit wearily moan
For the light of even love's smallest ray,

Cheerless, unloved and jilone I

(-^o-*«»-> •

A WONDERFUL PKOJECT.
We have it on the authority of Mr. McLaughlin, recently re-

turned from abroad, that there' is a project on foot at Naples to

extinguish the fires at Vesuvius! It is understood that at the

bottom of the main or grand crater is several thousand feet below

the level of the sea. The plan, therefore, is to dig a trench or

canal from the sea to the crater, the expense of wliich will not

exceed two millions of dollars, and thus extinguish the fires that

have been burning for thousands of years I It is said that the

fine lands thus to be rechiimtd, will more than ten times pay the

expense of executing the great design.—i^VcHc/i paper.
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CliXCIKNATI.

In looking over a cote book wc once kept while travelling

through the Mississippi valley and the western country, we find

the following memorandum relative to our first impressions of Cin-

cinnati, which we often examine with pleasure:—" This is well

called the Queen City of the West, and is the largest and most

beautiful we have yet seen west of Philadelphia. Surely a new

race seems to be springing up here, for such an array of chubby-

faced and rugged little children were never before gathered to-

gether in one place. They are the children of the German popu-

lation, who form a large share of the inhabitants here, and who

have brought with thera from Germany all their native habits of

industry. It is the height of the fruit season, and the large public

markets of the city are crowded with every variety of fruit, and

so cheap, too, that all can partake of these delicacies. A vast

number of the sales people in the markets are young women from

the country, rosy-cheeked, healthy-looking girls, as pretty as the

fruit and flowers that cover their tables and counters ; without the

archness and coquetry of the quadroon flower girls of New Or-

leans, they are yet quite as handsome and interesting. Wherever

you find a ready sale for bouquets of flowers, yon may rely upon

a delicate and appreciating taste as prevailing among the inhabi-

tants, and as far as casual observation goes, this is the case in

Cincinnati. The little tastefully arranged gardens before nearly

every house, corroborate the fact."

RATHER EXPRESSIVE.

That eccentric genius, Dow, Jr., in one of his discourses, in

which he describes the contrast between semblance and reality,

hits off a ball scene:—" A woman," says he, "may not bean

angel, though she glides through the mazes of the dance, like a

spirit clothed with a rainbow, and studded with stars. The young

man may behold his admired object on the morrow in the true

light of reality, emptying a wash tub in the gutter, with frock

pinned up behind—her cheeks pale for tbe want of paint—her

hair mussed and mossy, except what lies in the bureau ; and her

whole contour wearing the appearance of an angel jammed through

a brush fence, into a world of wretchedness and woe!"

The French Navy.—The following is the strength of the

French navy. Sailing vessels: six line of battle ships of 120

guns each, four of 100 guns, nine of from 82 to 90 guns, six of

SO, twelve first-class frigates of 60 guns, and 172 smaller vessels.

Steamers ; one line of battleship of 90 guns, of 960 horse-power

;

twenty frigates of from 450 to 650 horse-power; five corvettes of

from 320 to 450 horse power; twenty-two from 220 to 300; fifty-

seven smaller steamers of diflerent powers. Forty-nine saiUno-

and eight steam vessels are now building at the different ports.

Instinct.—A gentleman in Scboles has a dog, of the buU-and-

terrier breed, which displayed much sagacity, as seen in the

following incident. Noticing the escape of a lark that had got

out of its cage, and seeing it flying about the room, the sagacious

animal captured the bird, and immediately took it up stairs to his

master, who was at the time in bed. The dog did not injure a

single feather of the bird. The dog and lark are still firm friends,

and it is hoped they will long continue to be so.

A G-AT OLD Man.—The Duke of Wellington, now over eighty

years old, recently gave a grand ball to upwards of fifteen hun-

dred persons. It is announced that the gallant old duke led the

first dance with Lady Clementina Villars, and subsequently

danced with the Ladies Hay. Supper was served at one o'clock,

and the company did not separate till five, when the duke bade
farewell to the last of his guests.

Copper.—A company has lately begun taking out copper from
a mine about four miles from Strasburg, Pennsylvania. It was
worked previous to the Revolution, but has remained idle ever

since. The main shaft is upwards of eighty feet in depth.

Pavements.—Washington street is now nea'-ly paved to State

street. The most durable species of granite is being laid, the

oaly kind of pavement which is found to be snfiiciently service-

able. This likewise makes the handsomest pavement in use.

' Silver.—The Mexican papers announce that six very rich

silver mines have been discovered at Cuemavaca. They yield

from sixty to sixty-five per cent, of pure metal. The least pro-
duct is twenty-five per cent.

The Small Note Law.—A fine of one hundred dollars has
just been imposed in Pittsburgh for passing small notes. In this

city, all notes, large and small, go ofl'like "hot cakes."

SoRRT FOR it.—The beautiful estate of J. B. Nichols, in
Providence, has been sold to the Catholics for the Sisters of
Charity, and will probably be converted into a nunnery.

Caution.—A gang of thieves and robbers, able-bodied men
and women, have left New York "with the papers in their hats,"
pretending to be beggars. Look out for them.

Bocqdet.—An elegant mode of preserving the drawino- room
bouquet is to place a glass shade over ihe vase or glass that holds it.

Procrastination.—Dr. Johnson used to say, " He who waits
to do a great deal of good at once, will never do any."

Odb Terms.—Head the club prices of the Pictorial.

tUa^siDe ©atljerings.

In the town of Auburn, Maine, there are forty-nine persons
between the ages of 73 and 93 years !

The wheat crop throughout the central part of Illinois is said

to be very promising.

The whole Cherokee population is about sixteen thousand,
exclusive of whites and blacks.

Henry A. Semple has been arrested at New Orleans, for kill-

ing James Gray in an affray.

Fourteen " middies " have been discharged from the Naval
School, at Annapolis, Maryland.

A " Bloomer " ball came ofl" in Greenfield recently, where over
thirty ladies in the modern costume were in attendance.

The Bevere House, in this city, was never so full of travellers,

at this season of the year, as at the present time.

The negro Green, sentenced to be hung at Ellicott's Mills,

Md., has been reprieved. " He breathes freer and deeper."

Mr. Paine is at Washington, proposing to the government to

illuminate light-houses for little or nothing.

A flock of two hundred sheep became frightened, while cross-

ing a ferry near Wellsvilie, Ohio, and were all droivned.

Thomas Patterson has been convicted in New Orleans of the

murder of Wm. Boss, and sentenced to be hung.

James Moore, one of the most respectable citizens of Malugin's
Grove, Illinois, was struck by lightning, and instantly killed.

A cotton speculator of New Orleans has disappeared suddenly,

being a defaulter to the amount of about $40,000.

The wife of Samuel Gilman, in the east parish of Haverhill,

committed suicide lately. Cause, domestic trouble.

A deaf and dumb man in Connecticut, married to a deaf and
dumb woman, have had five children, all of whom hear and speak.

In Providence they have a wrought-iron soap-ketile, made
there, that will hold ninety-two thousand pounds of soap.

The Secretary of the Treasury has ordered the dismissal of

five inspectors in the Baltimore Custom-House, to reduce ex-

penses.

The citizens of Lynchburg, Va., have subscribed SlO.OOO for

the education of the four children of Mr. Terry, the editor who
was shot.

At Stony Point, distance about twenty-eight miles from Wash-
ington city, two thousand shad and twenty-five hundred herring

were taken at one haul, a short time since.

Within the last fourteen months, Capt. Wilson, the commander
of tbe Empire City, has brought into New York $12,340,000 in

gold.

Wc hear of several deaths from the stings of locusts. A remedy
is said to exist in immediately applying a chicken to the wound,
after killing and separating it in two parts.

A man named Dutaney was tried and acquitted at the late

session of the Somerset (Md.) Court, upon a charge of murder
committed upwards of fifteen years ago.

Brigham Young, the Mormon prophet, upon whose shoulders
the mantle of Joe Smith has fallen, has orily twenty-six wives,

positively. He says so himself.

Jbrcign fHisfellan^.

Queen Victoria is just thirty-three, and has reigned fifteen

years.

The Sunday Times says that Father Ignatius has discarded
shoes and stockings.

A game of billiards was recently played at Paris, the players
being on horseback.

The Great Exhibition goes on prosperously. Fifty thousand
persons visited it in one day.

The report of the appointment of Mr. Gonzales Bravo as Min-
ister of Spain to Washington, is contradicted.

The London Sunday News publishes its account of the Epsom
races in English, French and German.

The Pope has launched a small iron steamer on the Tiber,
built by an English engineer, at the Roman arsenal.

A riot had taken place at Florence lately. The people were
fi^red upon, and two killed and seventy wounded.

The great Chess Tournament has commenced at London, for a
prize of ^300. Sixteen players have already entered into the
game.

Jules Janin writes from England of the loyalty of the English
—that each Englishman worships himself in the person of his

queen.

Whilst Changarnier and Cavaignac remain firm, Louis Na-
poleon can never succeed in overthrowing the Republic, or in
making himself Emperor

!

An invitation to the Queen from the Corporation of London,
has been accepted recently. The last similar occasion was shortly
after her accession to the throne.

Eighty-nine Hungarian officers and soldiers, including General
Messares, have arrived at Southampton from Constantinople.
They contemplate proceeding to the United States.

A writer in the Daily News figures it out that the Great Ex-
hibition will not pay its expenses, and that a deficit of .£35,000
will have to be supplied by Parliament.

Late advices from Sydney, N. S. W., state that two wrecked
vessels had been discovered in St. George^s Sound, which were
supposed to he Sir John Franklin's.

Sir E. Bulwer has consented to run as the Protectionist candi-
date for Hertfordshire, and will be returned without opposition.
This is staled on good authority to be the fruit of his recent po-
litical pamphlet.

The Globe's Paris correspondent states that, in consequence of
the news from Portugal, the French ambassador at Lisbon had to
give cordial support to the English ambassador for the protection
of the person of the queen.

Fanny Kembic is reading Shakspeare in London with great
success. She has a rival in the Rev. Charles Eyre, who recited,

without any dramatic costume or action, a great portion of Mil-
ton's Paradise Lost, a part hitherto not attempted by any public
reader. '

The Marshal de Mouchy maintained that the flesh of pigeons
possessed nconsoHnci virtue. "Wlienevcr this nobleman lost a friend
or relation, he said to his cook, " Let me have roast pigeons for
dinner to-day. I always remark," he added, " that after having
eaten two pigeons, I rise from the table much less soirovfnL"

0aniis of ©olb.

. . . .Diligence is the mistress of success.

Crimes shock us too much ; vices almost always too little.

Riches got by deceit, cheat no man so much as the getter.

Riches got by fraud are dug out of one's own heart, and
destroy the mind.

The greatest truths are the simplest; and so are the great-
est men.

... .Be what you are. This is the first step towards becoming
better than you are.

. .
.
.Unless a tree has borne blossoms in spring, you will vainly

look for fruit on it in autumn.

Too much is seldom enough. Pumping after your bucket
is full prevents its keeping so.

If your divines are not philosophers, your philosophers will
neither be divine, nor able to divine.

. . . .0, that old age were truly second childhood! It is seldom
more like it than the berry to the rosebud.

Let our repentance be a lively will, a firm resolution.
Complaints and mouraiog over past errors avail nothing.

A rational, moral being cannot, without infinite wrong, be
converted into a mere instrument of another's gratification.

. . . .The soul looks steadily forward, creating a world always
behind her.

A great step is gained, when a child has learnt that there
is no necessary connection between liking a thing and doing it.

A contemporary says that the Bloomer costume is the ''knee
plus ultra" of female adornment.

An Irishman cautions the public against harboring or trusting
his wife, Peggy, on his account, as he is not married to her.

Why is a fractious cow like a town in New York'? Because
she'll Kind-erhook.

Why should a tetotaller refrain from marrying? Because, if

he got a wife, his principles would not permit him to sup/iorter.

" Go to thunder," is now rendered, Take vour departure to
the abode of the reverberating echoes of heaven's artillery.

" There 's peace concluded," said the marshal ;
" we shall now

be laid aside and forgotten; we are like cloaks, only wanted in
rough weather

!"

An incorrigible old maid, living upon slender means, cut the
acquaintance of a friend because he advised her to " husband her
resources."

Some one says that he is a benefactor to the human race and
the "rest of mankind," who will even kick a banana skin off the
sidewalk.

An Irishman, upon seeing a squirrel shot from a tree, said :

" Faith, and tbat 's a waste of powder; the fall itself would have
killed the squirrel."

Mr. Greeley writes from London that he had paid a visit to
several model lodging-houses, in one of which he saw a "newly
invented brick, which struck him favorably !"

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOIUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d.

W^e have Volumes 1st, 2d, and 3d, of The Pictorial Drawing-Koom
Companion, elegantly bound ia cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illiimiDed
Bides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor omament in the shape of a
book of between Foor and Five Hundred Pages, and conbiining nearly
One Thousand Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events all over the
world

; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe
; of famous Cities, and beautiful

Villages; of Pageants at home and abroad: of fine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects

; with an
Illumined Title Page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEGANT, JIOKAL AND EEFINXD

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-

nal prize tales, written expressly for this paper, and at a very great cost. In
politics, and on all sectirian questions.it is strictly neutral. Nothingofan
immoral nature will ever be admitted into its columns; therefore making it
emphatically,

A PAPER FOE THE MILLIOK",
AND A TVELCOilE VISITOR TO TUE HOME CIRCLE.

It is generally acknowledged that the Fla g is now the fenr/inff wephhj pa-
per ill the United Slates, and its literary contents are allowed, by the best
judges, to be unsurpai^sed.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the day, so condensed as to
enable us to give the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertise^
ments are admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction anil amusement of the general reader. An unrivalled corps
of contributors are regularly engiiged. and every dep-irtment is vindcr the rooat
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, or monej' produce.
Lacking neither the means nor the will, we can lay before our hundreds of
thousands ol readers an

® IB H© n ST A a iFA3PIilB9
the present circulation of wliich far exceeds that of any other weekly i)aper in
the Union.

TEEMS TO STJBSCRIBEES.
1 subscriber, one year, S2 00
S subscribers, " 5 00
4 '• •' GOO
8 ' " n 00

1(3
" ' 20 00

One copy of the Flag op ottr Union, and one copy of the PicxoaiAL DriAW-
iNe-KooM Companion, oue year, for S4 00.

\iZr' Inviuriably in advance.

Subscribers or postmasters are requested to act as agents, and form clubs, on
the above terms.

\Cr' A 'I nrr/rrs should be addrftssed , post paid, to the PCBLlSUEll OP Tiir. Fl.\o
OF OUR Union.

*," IVifrFL.AG can be obtained at any of the 7>eir!!j}aper depots in the United
StaUSiand of n^ospaper caricrs, at folr cents pf^r single cr.py.

F . a T. K A .5 X
,

PDLLisnf;r. and Proprcetor, Boston, Mass.
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FOURTH OF JULY CEREMONIES AT THE TREMONT TEMPLE, BOSTONj BY THE MUJS^ICIPAL GOVERNMENT.

TREMONT TEMPLE, BOSTON.
The above sketch, drawn for us by Ward, represents the inte-

rior of the Tremont Temple, as it appeartd on the 4th of July,

during the delivery of the oration by Charles T. Russell, before

the city government and the assembly of citizens generally. It

is a subject that tells its own story, and the illustration is truthful

and correct. The formation of this hall particularly adapts it

for concerts of vocal and instrumental music, and it is much im-

proved for this purpose. It is also easy to speak in, and is liked

by public lecturers on this account, though the depth of the front

gallery is said to be detrimental to the sound. We never enter

this building without a feeling of regret that it has ever been.

altered from its first legitimate use, as a first-class theatre. That
there was no positive occasion for this change, the fact that ano-

ther theatre was soon after erected in Boston, fully shows. The
Tremont Temple in its present form is, however, a profitable in-

vestment for the stockholders, and pays a good dividend.
4—*-•«•"-»

SIVEDISH IMMIGRANTS.
A few days since a party of Swedes, numbering nearly a hun-

dred, just arrived per Swedish brig Ambrosius, marched through
Washington Street to the Worcester Depot, en route for the great

West, where they will establish themselves in colonies. They
were entirely of a different class of immigrants from those we

are accustomed to seeing, being all well-to-do farmers and me-
chanics, with their families, who very evidently came to this

country to profit by their intelligence and industry, instead of
with an expectation of being supported by public charity, as ia

the case with too many foreign immigrants. The party had a
train of thirteen wagons, upon the first of which an American
flag was hoisted on starting from the wharf, and the men march< d
each side their teams, in single file, carrying muskets—simply
significant that they had heartily resolved on becoming American
citizene, and were prepared to defend their homes and adopted
country to the last extremity. Our artist, Mr. -Rou;se, seized upon
the event and sketched it at the moment.

SWEDISH IMMIGRANTS PASSING THROUGH BOSTON ON THEIR WAY TO THE WESTERN STATES.
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THE ELEVEN OF NEW ENGLAND.
Little need be said of the fine engraving: which we present to

our readers below. It illustrates one of those fine field sports that

modem times have not yet been able to obliterate from the tastes

and habits of the lovers of manly games. Unlike archery, it

still holds a respectable place upon the English and American
tnrf, and has many an ardent and generous admirer. Scientifi-

cally played, it has many charm-j and pleasures that the casual

observer would pass by unnoticed, but which have a firm hold on
the feelings and promptings of the player. The scene below is

an actual copy from life, and the figures are likenesses, as many,
familiar with the club to which it refers, will at once bear testimo

ny. Does not their healthful and jovial appearance almost con-

vert one to love the game ? They look like men able to judge for

themselves, to play well, and to choose the game well. The scene

was drawn for us hy Manning^ from a large lithograph, by J. H.

ButTord. We have often regretted that onr fellow countrymen,

in throwing off the yoke of the parent country, had di-carded, to-

gether with much of the evil, a large number of the salutary cus-

toms of old England. Of late years, however, a better spirit seems

to have prevailed, and quoit-casting, archery and foot-races, have

been introduced among us. There is no question but that in

physique we are surpassed by the B itish. We do not lack exer-

cise nor that industrial toil of the muscles which produce strength

and hardihood, hot we are deficient in those manly sports and ex-

ercises, which, while they strengthen the physical frame and ani-

mate the moral organization, confer at once vigor, grace and

elasticity on the whole being. The evanescent character of Ameri-

can beauty is the result of a want of outdoor exercise. Tne
American girl will tire in a walk of two miles, while an English

girl of the same age will walk seven or eight miles before break-

fast, and think nothing of the exploit. The consequence of this

difference is, that an English lady, at forty, is in the prime of

beauty and womanhood, while an American lady, at the same

age, subsists on the souvenir of what she was in the days of " auld

lang syne." The same neglect of physical education is apparent

in the male portion of our community. In the exclusive pursuit

of business, they neglect the care of the physique, a care which

should be a primary one, and we are almost disposed to say a re-

ligious one. Fortunately, a better spirit is awakened among us,

tut our picture will show. We are beginning to realize the truth

of the old adage,—" all work and no play, makes Jack a dull boy."

Among the games now in vogue, none is more exciting, healthful

and invigorating than the game of cricket. It is still one of the

favorite sports of old England, and we are glad to find that it has

imitators among ourselves. The St. George's Club, of New York,

and the New England Club, among us, have created a taste for

this manly sport, which, fostered by a generous rivalry, will not

be likely to meet with a premature decease. More than one match

has already been played between the«e two societies, to the great

interest of the sporting public, who have sought eagerly through

the Spirit of the Times, and other sporting journals, the records of

the game. There are two grand recommendations to the noble

game of cricket which are not yet properly understood where it is

not generally practised,—it is emulating without danger, and af-

fords opportunities for manly distinction while encouraging the

most social equality. In a British garrison club, for example, we
may see the colonel and the drummer-boy doing their prettiest to

" stop that ball." In village clubs we may observe the lord of the

manor and the day-laborer " taking a turn " as partners. The
game over, each man retires to his own home, loving his neighbor

better. It is an out-door amusement well adapted for American

patronage, and we trust soon to see more clubs formed here.

PETER LOW, Oroundkwppr. W. J. HOWELL. J. R. WASLtfiT. K. KESTIV. B. B. TILT.

W.M. <;i:ADW10K, Scorer. OHAS. TAYLOR. TH03. JOHNSON. CHAS. DRAPER. THOS. MORGiN. JOHN TUCKEY. HEN^IY BRNNETH. WM. RUSSELL, Umpire.

JOHN LANG.
^ JAMES G JOHNSON. WILLIAM LUMB.

^EW ENGLAND CRICKET CLUB. THE ELEVEN OF NEW ENGLAND.
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l^ntered according to Act of Cont^rfss, in the year 1851, by F. Olkason, in the Clerk's Office of

the District Court of MasGachusctta.

[written expressly for gleason's pictorial.]

THE MYSTERY OF VENICE.
A STORY OF VENICE AND THE ADRIATIC.

BY GEO. CANNING HILL.

[continued.]

CHAPTER IV.—[continued.]

At tlie Fame hour of the ni(;ht, and while the

proud Count Moralfi was siTtinjj; in the council

chamber of the dural palace, two females, young

in years, and clad only in proper in-door apparel,

were hurrying along the streets, now stealing

along beneath the partial covert of tall and

frowning Jiouses, now slipping noiselessly and

with fingers on, their lips, within some darkened

archway or welcome recess, and again hurrying

along at their fullest speed, to gain some point

they had in prospect.

These two persons were Adrienne, and her

waiting maid, Juliette.

" Hush, Juliette ! Here we are safely, at last,"

finally burst, in a half whisper, from the lips of

the beautiful Adrienne.

They had arrived at the lower door of the

building, in whose upper chamber old Nancie

professed to deal out her mystic prophecies.

In a moment more they were in her presence.

" Adrienne," exclaimed the old crone, at see-

ing the young girl enter her balcony at such a

strange and feaiful time of night. " How came

you from home on such a night '? Your father

is with the Council."

"And that 'u the reason I have come to see

you at this hour, my dear old nurse," replied

Adrienne.

Old Nancie had been for years the faithful

and devoted nurse of Adrienne, and to her had

always been freely confided all the little secrets

of the latter, even after they had been separated

from each other.

*' Does any thing go wrong with you, child?"

asked Nancie, in a tone of affectionate sympa-

thy.

The young girl threw herself into her old

nurse's lap, arid laying her head upon her bosom,

she wept as if her heart would break.

"Why, what -is the matter, child^ What
troubles this innocent little heart so sorely,

Adrienne? Tell me daughter. Tell your old

nurse, all."

But Adrienne continued weeping violently.

Bobbing as if she would not be consoled or com-

forted.

Presently, after she had in a measure recover-

ed from this outbreak of her Brief, Nancie raised

her head from htr bosom, and with her kerchief

wiped away the tears from her swollen eyes, and

aflfectionately urged her to tell her what it was

that troubled her heart so much.

Juliette would, perchance, have spoken, but

she dared not forestall the words which she well

knew were the most properly spoken by the lips

of her mistress.

At length, however, Adrienne found the words

which her heart so greatly desired, and she be-

gan :

" My dear Nancie," said she, " I am wretched
;

I am indeed miserable."

'* And you never need to have told me of that,

for any one could see that at a glance," respond-

ed the soothsayer. " But tell me, Adrienne,

what it is that makes you so wretched."

" It is my father—my own father, Nancie."

" Your father ? And how has he made you

wretched V
" He has sworn to me thafT shall marry the

young Count Gonzalvo. He has given me three

days in which to prepare my heait for the event,

and then the nuptials are to be made ready at

once."

" And do you not love Gonzalvo ?" inquired

Nancie.

*' Love him ? I detest him ! He is a spy and

a villain."

'* You love another, then V
Adrienne cast her beautiful eyes down upon

the floor, but made no reply.

" Tell me who it is, Adrienne," demanded

Nancie, afte.-tionately.

The girl leaned her head forward and whis-

pered a word in the old nurse's ear.

" Is it so V astonishedly exclaimed the nurse.

Adrienne merely nodded in affirmation.

" What if you do not consent to marry the

young Count Gonzalvo ?" asked Nancie.

" Then I am to go to the convent. Father

Pefroni has already been consulted, and my
father is inflexible. What shall I do V

Nancie gazed for a moment or two out upon

the open heavens, and contemplated the stars

with which its blue, and now cloadle&s surface

was thickly dotted, and then instantly turning

again to Adrienne, she said ;

"It will not be so, my child."

" What will not be so?" asked, Adrienne.

" You will not be married to Count Gon-

zalvo."

" I am determined upon that myself," reso-

lutely replied she.

"But fate will interpose its hidden hand to

snatch thee from the threatening trouble," said

Nancie. " I see it—I have read it already in the

stars overhead. Fear not, Adrienne; all will

yet be well."

Embracing and fondly kissing her old nurse

again, she started out the door and bade Juliette

follow.

In half an hour thereafter entered the cham-

ber the form of Rodolpho himself.

" You here, Rodolpho ?" exclaimed the amazed

woman.

"And why not here, Nancie?" he asked, in

reply. " Is there any place in all proud Venice

where I may not be? Tell me that, Nancie;

tell me that I"

" No, none, Eodolpho," she replied ; "but are

you not afraid ?"

" Afraid ! Of what ?"

" Of your life."

"No. My life is in the same hands it was

ever in. The same God watches over me, and

the same fate ever awaits me. I shall not die

before my time ; and I feel that my time is not

yet. But what can you read for me in the heav-

ens, prophetess ?"

Nancie looked attentively into the heavens

again, and then said, turning round to him :

" Trouble is about your path, Rodolpho."
" That I know already," he replied.

"You love a fair and high-born lady, Ro-

dolpho," continued she, heedless of the inter-

ruption, " and she is not permitted to reciprocate

the feeling."

" True, Nancie, true."

" She is to be married."

"What?"
" Her father is proud, and would spurn you

from his threshold. He i^ a man of rank and

power. He has sworn that she shall, within

three days' time, consent to marry Count Gon-

zalvo, or go at once into a convent."

" Speak to me truly, Nancie."

" I speak to you only what the silent voices of

the stars utter to myself. You love a lady,

whom her fatlier has Bworn to marry, within a

hrit f pfriod, to Gonzalvo ; and if he i.s unable to

cllect that union, with hor conwnt, then
—

"

" She goes to the wails of a convent."

" You have spoken it, Rodolpho."

" Sha slia/l not marry Gonzalvo !" exclaimed

Rodolpho, his passion rising within him.

" It will be just an you will have it," said the

old crone.

" Do you tell me truly '." he asked.

" I do ; it will all be even as I have said."

Rodolpho hurried excitedly from the presence

of the old womnn, and in a few moments was in

his trondola, wliic-h slept in thu shadows of the

high sfone stairs. Plying his oar, and guiding

hid slight craft only where the thadow-s full the

darkest, he soon stopped in the rear of a magnifi-

cent garden, and Imping from his boat, fastened

it to the shore.

Taking from his pocket a curiously wrought

key, he unlocked the massive gate with the same,

and swinging it back on its hinges, entered the

garden.

Cautiously and" stealthily he found his way

through the paved garden walks, and at length

reached the man.-^ion itself. It was one of the

noblest of which Venice could boast.

Stair at'rcr stair he untiringly ascended, now

proceedingguardedly a'ong a colonnade, and

now entering a hidden doorway and pushing

softly on. At every place whence he could catch

a glimpse of the garden below, or of the un-

clouded sky above, he stopped and breathed

afresh. His eyes were fixed in a stern resolute-

ness, and ever and anon his lip curled haughtily.

After an almost interminable series of wind-

ings, and climbings, and stoppings, he finally

reached the door of the room he would enter.

Placing his hand without hesitation upon the

fastenings, he opened the door and entered.

A light was burning dimly in the apartment,

and its half smoiliered and flickering rays shed

a truly fearful gloom over the heavy tapestry

and hanjiings that adorned the windows and the

walls. In the farther part of the room was a

magnificently attired couch, and upon its soft

and downy furniture there was sleeping a human

form.

Rodolpho advanced on tiptoe towards the

couch, and bent his head far forward, to ascer-

tain who the sleeper might be. At the very first

and slightest glance he felt satisfied, for instant-

ly he drew himself back to his upright posture,

and folded his arms together.

It was Count Gonzalvo who slept.

" Now has the fated hour come !" he muttered

half aloud. "How could / have stepped in to

prevent its approach ? How could / have given

thee such a warning as would have been most

surely heeded ? No, no ; it was ordered that

thou shouldst rush on thine own fate ! It was

so ordered."

For a moment again all was silent. A gloom,

as that of a dark and oppressive tomb, pervaded

the spacious apartment. He continued :

" Thou shalt not marry Adrienne, and here I

swear it! She sjiall never become the bride of

such as thee. Thou art a coward when awake

;

a traitor—a sneaking spy ! It is for thee, and for

such as thee, to die violent deaths. Your whole

race merit such deaths ; and here is thine in

waiting for thee at thy bedside!"

The sleeping and unconscious man suddenly

grew restless, and rolling in his bed, murmured

in low and broken accents :

" Within three days, count ; I shall be ready

then. I will marry Adrienne within three days."

"Liar that thou art!" exclaimed Rodolpho,

the hot blood mantling his cheeks; " thou never

shalt marry Adrienne. I give thee my word for

that."

He placed his hand upon his belt and grasped

the bejewelled hilt of his dagger.

But the loud and unguarded tones in which he

addressed his hated rival, had the effect to arouse

him from his slumber. Raising himself up par-

tially in his bed, he looked wildly about him

and discovered Rodolpho by his side.

" What ho _!" shouted he, in his overpowering

afl^right ; " come, valet ! come ! Ho, for help !

for help !"

But these words had scarcely passed his lips,

when he was rudely grasped by the vice-like fin-

gers of Rodolph, and thrust violently backwards

again upon his couch.

Seizing now his dagger and drawing it from

his belt, Rodolpho exclaimed in a loud tone to

•his adversary;

" Death to all su.ch villains I" and plunged the

blade into his heart.

Gonsalvo instantly stretched out his limbs pas-

sively in deatii, and his last breath left him. He
was rieud.

Without even pausing longer to read the ex-

pression of the dead man's features, Rodolpho
inconsiderately left his dagger in the body, and
made a hasty retreat.

Again he found his way down through the

windings of tlic noble mansion as belbre, and,

arrived at the garden gate, he applied his key to

the same, and it swung back on its hinges.

In a twinkling he was in his gondola again,

ploughing the gleaming water, and hugging to

his stnut and courageous heart the joy and satis-

faction of his levcnge.

CHAPTER V.

VENICE IN ALARM.

Next day all Venice was astir. It was whis-

pered fearfully from ear to ear that the young

and noble Count Gonsalvo had been found mur-

dered in his bed early that morning, and that

the dagger of Rodolpho, bearing his name upon

its jewelled hilt, was found buried in his breast.

Such feartul tidings caused many a check to

whiten for fright, and people began to ask each

other anxiously whether they were assured of

their own safety when they lay down in their

beds at night. The dreaded name of Rodolpho

was upon every tongue, and there was a feverish

wish expressed on all sides, that so bold a robber

might at length be brought to his merited pun-

ishment.

Presently there was a public proclamation

made from the marble stairs of the ducal palace,

that any one who should either testify to any-

thing that would bring Rodolpho to the light, or

himself capture and bring him before the Coun-

cil, should receive double the reward previously

offered for him. And it was further proclaimed,

that if the person arresting him should chance

to be an escaped criminal, or guilty of any mis-

deed toward the state, he should receive a full

and free remission of all his crimes and faults.

So liberal an offer could not fail at once to

enlist the feelings of all the common people,

both those who would most need the reward and

those whose occupations would hi most hkcly to

throw them in the way of securing it.

The intelligence flew, as on the wings of the

wind, 10 all quarters of the proud city. Every

tongue was prating of the enormous crimes of

this bold robber, Rodolpho, and every heart was

secretly wishing that the generous reward might

be theirs. Still, there was an indefinable mys-

tery connected with his name, and all thai he

did was associated with the highest and most

fascinating romance.

Adrienne was again in the presence of her

parent, now grown fearfully stem, and her eyes

were red and inilamed with excessive weeping.

" Count Gonzalvo is dead," said the father;

" he was found murdered this morning, in his bed

.

And what is the most mysterious, he was mur-

dered by Rodolpho."

"Father!" broke forth the girl, " how know
you that?"

"Because his stiletto was found in his bosom.

The name of Rodolpho was engraven on its

costly hilt. That is proof enough. I have my
fears of j/ok, Adrienne."

"Of me?"
" Yes, of you I I fear that you have commu-

nicated to him my intention respecting your

marriage with the young Count Gonzalvo."
" Father, you do me wrong ; 1 have not seen

Rodolpho."

"No matter; he may have been somewhere

near, to catch up the meaning words you may
have idly dropped. There is no power to say

what he does not bear. Where he is, no one

knows. We have this day proclaimed the oflfer

of a larger reward for him than before, but I fear

me greatly whether any reward will be able to

take him. He seems omnipresent. His very

being is a sealed mystery to us all. He lets U3

into only enough of his conduct to make the rest

of it awfully mysterious. But come, Adrienne I"

" What, father ?" asked the weeping girl.

" I have said that you should make up your

heart to marry Gonzalvo, or no one. Gonzalvo

is dead, as I have told you. You shall therefore

be put out of the power of any other one at

once."

" What would you seek to do, father?"

" To the convent ! The ascetic old monk Pe-

troni shall have you in his charge until you are

thoroughly cured of this passion for Rodolpho.

Your union with him would forever disgrace my
name. It shall not be, Adrienne ; I swear it!"
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Again the ^irl fell to weeping violently, as if

she would not be pomforicd.

" Therefore prepare yourself, Adrienne. To-

morrow, at noon, you will leave for the con-

vent."

So saying, he turned and left his child alone,

and still weeping.

It was in the middle of the afternoon,—the

son had but jus>t begun to ---ink gradually down

to his western bed, and Adrienne was in the

chamber of the old nurse Nancie. She was on-

accompanied by Juliette, for jhe had come to

take a fond fdrewell of her dear old friend, and

would have none near to oveihear what passed

betwepn them.

" My dear old nurse," sobbed Adrienne. throw-

ing her arras affectionately about the neck of

old Nancie, " I must leave you, perhaps for-

ever." And she burst forth in a fresh fit of weep-

ing.

" No, Adrienne, do not talk thus. Your for-

tune will surely change for the better. I know

it will. Keep up a stout heart, my child; all will

yet be well.''

" But Nuncie, what hope is there for me within

the dismal walls of a convent ? What hope is

there left to the poor prisoner in the Piozzi dun-

geons, but to look forward to his speedy death?

That same hope alone have I left to me !"

" You are disheartened, Adrienne
;
your nerves

are sadly out of tune."

" But I have to go to-morrow, Nancie. My
fate is already upon me. I fetl iis long, skinny

fingers laying hold of me. O, I cannot endure

it, Nancie; indeed I cannot."

Thus did the lovely creature continue to be-

wail her doom. She declared, again and yet

again, that it would be a living death to her in

the convent. She had jtist began to love the

world, and the clouds in her s-ky were painted

and glowing with the most beautiful colors. She

had in very truth but just began to realize some

of the earliest and most charming dreams her

heart had ever known. The first taste of the

world's joys had given her a relish for them all,

and it would surely be starvation to her heart to

shut her up now, where she could never know

them more.

When at last she took her departure, and era-

braced her kind hearted old nurse, as she be-

lieved, for the last time, it was quite dark, and

the lights had began to gleam and glimmer in

the streets, and reflect themselves in the depths

of the clear and glistening water.

Stealthily she found her way back to her

father's mansion again, and to her chamber.

And once arrived there, she burst forth again in

an agony of grief that seemed really uncon-

trollable.

At the time specified, the next day her father

imperiously summoned her into his presence and

that of the old monk, Petroni.

Adrienne obeyed the summonfl, reluctantly, it

is true, yet she full well knew it was not to be

disregarded.

During the conference that took place between

the monk and her parent in her presence, she

never once even raised, her eyes to the face of

the person into whose spiritual charge she was

about to be committed, but kept gazing abstract-

edly upon the highly wrought and costly carpet

on the floor.

At length the terras were all arranged. Count

Moralo took a final leave of his daughter; Ju-

liette, her devoted maid, stood weeping by ; the

cortege wa5 formed, and, stepping from the mar-

ble stairs on board a gondola, she was wafted

away over the clear water towards a distant part

of the town.

The mansion of the haughty Count Moralo

was thus left desolate.

After committing the fatal deed of the previous

night, Rodolpho, as we have seen, took to his

gondola and sailed silently away.

For weary railes ihroutih the liquid-shcfted

city did he pursue his course, anxious mo-t of

all to escape noiice and unfortunate dt-tention.

Occasionally he met with a lonely gondolier like

himself, with whom he passed a careless word

or two, and then he plied his oar with increased

diligence and activity. Once he was set upon

and suspiciously pursued by a couple of stran-

gers in their light craft, but he finally succeeded,

by leading them through the darkest and most

strangely intersected streets, in escaping them

altogether.

At length he had advanced far out beyond all

fear of pursuit or suspicion, even into the bosom
of the broad and beautiful Adriatic. Sweetly

sang the night winds to his properly attuned

heart, laden, as they were, with all the liquid

melodies they had gathered up in their wings

from over all the t-ea beyond. Sofrly shone the

stars and the WRning moon down upon him, sit-

ting alone in his golden beaked gondola upon

the face of the wide waters. Calmly breathed

every influence from land and water at that mid-

night hour upon hi^ bosom, but a short time be-

fore so grievously troubled.

As he floated almo.it without purpo'^e or plea-

sure, out on the dancing wateis, he rested list-

lessly upon his oar, and gave himself up to

dream<. lie wore bis tunic of purple velvet

about his form. Upon his head sat JHuntily his

plumed cap, beneath which fell a profusion of

the most beautiful glossy hair down upon his

neck, and partially over his well-set shoulders.

There played a sweet and sunny smile about

his faultless lips, betokening anything but the

thoughts of a murderer within his breast. A
pleasant fire flashed and kindled in his large and

highly expressive eye, and lit up all his features

with a singular beauty.

He thought fondly and long of Adrienne,

—

her to whom his heart was long wedded, and

who already blrst him with her own pure love

in return. He thought not of himself as a mur-

derer—a brigand— a robber—but only as the

lover and defender of Adrienne. For her he

lived alone ; he thought and dreamed only of

her, and for her he was willing to die. She

reigned continually the queen of his I03 al and

devoted heart.

The waves spent their mimic power against

the sides of his fragile craft, and in the beating

and liquid flash of every one of them he saw and

felt the powerless assaults of his sworn enemies,

who were leagued to destroy him. The wind

just sighed and gently whistled in his ears, and

so, thought he, also sighed and whistled even the

londest voices of those who were combined and

hired to hunt him down.

He turned himself fully round in his boat ,and

looked back upon the imperial cify—the queen

of the seas and the mistress of a hundred isles.

It lay silent and sleeping in the vast >heen of the

moonlight. The silver rays of night's queen fell

aslant upon turret and dome, balcony and spire,

and it seemed already as if they gilded the spears

of a huge army, halting with a deathlike still-

ness in their tracks.

He wondered within himself how many hearts

were at that very moment beating in fear of him

and his dreaded approach. He tried to think

why it was that he should have been first set

upon by the inquisitors and their spies, the

slightest whispers of whose breaths were instan-

taneous death to those whom they held in their

suspicion. But, withal, his heart grew strong,

and took increased courage from his thoughts,

and he swore that he would, for a long time

yet, be to them as a sealed and secret mystery.

He vowed anew to protect and defend the lovely

Adrienne, against the suspicions, and calumny,

and machinations of all. No one should inter-

pose between him and her, and live. It should

not be. And what, said he to himself, what is

my word, that it should not be kept religiously ?

Suddenly alow and suppressed whistle fell

upon his ears. It startled him. But it was at

once recognized by him, and applying the silver

instrument he wore in his belt to his lips, he re-

turned it most shrilly.

Instantly a boat sped across the light waves

towards him. For a moment he gazed eagerly,

and somewhat anxiously at its form, and then

at once reclined again on his oar, at his ease, as

before.

The stranger baik drew up alongside of him,

and a voice called him by name :

" Master, master, is it you ?"

" It is I. It is Rodolpho," answered he, with

an acient of pride.

" Then is all right," responded the voice.

The bark grazid with a dull and deadened

sound against the side of hi^ gondola, and In an

instant he leaped lightly from his own boat into

the other and the larger one. The gondola was

in tow.

Within this new craft sat a couple of sturdy

looking men, wearing velvet and tasselled caps

placed carelessly on the crowns and sides of

their heads, and blue and tightly fitting jacquettRs

about their muscular chests. Their dark eyes,

half raised, as they were, to the moon, that had

bpgun to go down in the western sky, scowled

and lowered with dread expression, and more
than all seemed to betoken the character of the

feelings within, that only awaited an opportunity

for an outbreak. They addressed Rodolpho,

whenever ihey spoke wi;h him, in the most re-

spectful manner, as if they were willing in their

very hearts, to concede his immense superiority.

At once they bent themselves steadily to their

oars, and their light craft shot like an arrow from

a twanging bowstring across the waves that rose

to greet it upon its merry pathway.

For a lontr time did they steadily pull acro=s

the water, during which time scarce a word was

spoken. The men felt themselves the real sub-

je< ts of the one whom they had taken on board.

The two strange boatmen were none others than

"Vivolus, ihe e-caped prisoner, and Padorus, his

companion, who was conversing with him upon

the quay at the time of his unfortunate, but use-

less capture.

Finally the prow of their boat neared the shore,

and Padorus, leaping from the same just at the

moment it would have come in contact, made all

secure to a rock near at hand.

They all three travelled on in silence for a

ronsiderable distance, an almost unbroken silence

the while being preserved. Rodolpho was appar-

ently deeply abstracted in his mind, and his

faithful men knew it was not the time to intrude

upon the sacredness of his reflections.

They reached at last the foot of a rocky cliff,

standing boldly out upon the plain, about which

grew in abundance tall and thick houghed trees,

that well nigh concealed the same from view.

The whole acclivity before them seemed of solid

rock. Touching a hiflden spring, a secret door

in the side of the cliff opened wide, and allowed

them to enter. The door was of wood, but so

raggedly wrought, and so ingeniously colored,

that even the most observant eye would have

failed to detect the deceit.

Closing the door after them, Vivolus instantly

produced a lantern from his capacious pocket,

and at once the entire entrance to the cavern

became brilliantly lighted up. Onward they

pushed, observing the same silence as before by

the way, and wound round and round many
times in the labyrinthic passages that stretched

out before them. Suddenly they came to a stop,

and Rodolpho applied the silver whistle to his

lips that hung from his belt, and sounded a

shrill «larm.

In an instJtnt a reply of the same character

was heard, and another door flew open, disclos-

ing a scene of surpassing brilliancy. It was the

interior of a large cave, brilliantly lighted,

around which sat ranged perhaps fifty men, all

clad in scarlet tunics. This dress seemed to be

their uniform.

The cave, though constructed by the master

hand of nature alone, seemed, in fact, to have

been arranged after the most skilful rules of

art. Huge pillars supported its glittering ceiling

of rock and stone, ranged in regular rows about

the sides of the interior, and leaving the centre

an unbroken area. The most brilliant and

beautiful stalactites, looking as if cut by an

artist's hand, glistened from the roof and sides

of the cave, and, in the glare of their lights, were

irradiated with a dazzling splendor. Long and

slender spars of the purely white rock drooped

down from the vaulted roof, piercing, in places,

to the very half of the space to the floor. Rag-

ged, hut jet regular edges of the rock protruded

on all sides of the e^ve, at times to such an ex-

tent, and with such regularity, as to furnish

deep and spacious recesses within the cave's

side, into which two persons could withdraw

themselves and wholly escape observation.

Tables were spread out in this heart of the

cavern, loaded with every luxury that art and

wealth could possibly supply. The dishes, the

goblets, the salvers, and all the table furniture

were of the most splendid and costly kind

highly wrought, and polished till one's face was

reflected within their clear surfaces. Every va-

riety of wines and choice liquors was placed at

band, and the goblets and wine cups were all of

mashive silver, chased and highly wrought.

As Rodolpho and his two attendants entered

the cave, and the beautiful sight within burst on

their vision, all the inhabitants of the same in-

staneously rose to their feet, and swinging high

their plumed caps above their heads, shouted at

the top of their voices :

" Long live Rodolpho ! Long live Rodolpho!"

Rodolpho lifted his hand to his plumed cap

and at once bared his head. Never looked he

so hand'-ome to them before. There was a flush

of pride upon his cheeks, and a curl of haughty

resolution just played around his chiseled lips.

His per^on was a model of grace and proportion.

Ills manners were of all others the most capti-

vating to just such sturdy men as those upon

whom his gleaming and sparkling eyes then

gazed with such sa isfaciion.

Then he swung his cap above his head, and
all gave one loud and hearty hurrah. Again,

and yet again was it repeated, at the same signal,

until they made the welkin ring. The rocky
roof was filled with loud echoes.

" Fill high ! Fill high to-night !" shouted the

excited and truly loyal men, graspiner their gob-
lets ;

** we drink to our master. We drink to

Rodolpho, the teiror of Venice, and a mystery

to her rulers !"

And the goblets were all poured full, even to

their glistening rims ; and as the rich wine went
(ouud, and each one was about to press his lips

to his cup, again went up that voice ;

" We drink deep to Rodolpho ; to the terror

of all Venice !" and they drained their gobleta

to their very dregs.

" And now," was heard the loud, hut clear

and musical voice of Rodolpho, above all the

rest,
—"Now for our song. Then we will nar-

rate our experience. But first of all, our song.

Rodolpho is safely with you all again. Men!
sing and be merry. Sing till the solid rocks

shall drink in your merry sounds !"

Fedore, the handsome young page, then ap-

poached his master, and after saluting him per-

sonalty with the utmost respect, took a station

by him on his right hand. It was an hour that

he esteemed above all others. And then they

all broke forth :

Sing, sing to-night

;

For our hearts are light,

And the wine in the beateer ia fiaahiog
;

0, hurnh for the strife

Of a merry brigand's life

—

On the land and the waters dashing !

Sing, eing to-night

;

We heed not the flight

Of Time on his ruatUog pinions
;

For we 're robbers bold and free,

None shall e'er our masters be.

—

We will ever rule our own dominions !

Sing, Eing to-night

;

Not a care shall ever blight

The joy that we find in our roving

!

Not a living one shall stand

Between our merry band
And the hearts we are ever loving

!

Then sing, sing to-night

;

For our hearts are light,

And the wine in the beaker is flashing
;

Then hurrah for the strife

Of a merry brigand's life

—

On the land and the waters dashing

!

CHAPTER VI.

THE UABBIAGE OP THE DOGE'S DAUGHTER.

There was a gala-day in Venice, for the doge
was about to marry his daughter to •ne of the

famous house of Contarini, and all the people

were allowed a peculiar license in popular honor
of the glad event.

Marina, the high born and the beautiful, was

to be united to her lover.

The wedding day was at hand,—yea, the very

hour for the celebration of the nuptial rites had

come. The musical bells in the high towers of

San Marco and Saint Paul pealed forth their

notes, and threw an unwonted joy inio the hearts

of the entire population. The sweetest melodies

floated upon the calm and almost holy air, and

every face is wreathed with the most gladsome

smiles. It seemed as if care had been driven,

for the lime, from the hearts of every one.

The nobility, of all others, regard the prepara-.

tions that are naking with the most settled

pride. Their order, they feel, is to be greatly

strtngthened, and its bands are to be greatlj

consolidaced by the union in contemplation.

But what a sensation of pride takes hold of

every heart, whether clad in robes or rags, at be-

holding the queenly form of the prospective

bride walking from the palace door to that of

the noble church, about which are gathered

thousands of persons, ever devoted to tbe well

being of Venice. Never looked a hride more

blooming than she. She captivated all hearts

with her beauty.

The priest stands ready before the altar to re-

ceive the bridal pair, and he is arrayed in his

ample robes of the purest white. In a few mo-

ments the ceremony is performed, she happy
pair have received the profuse congratulations

of their friends, and the vast church is vacated

again. Crowds collect in the streets, and long

lines of gay gondolas, decked out in the most
brilliant colors, floated proudly through the hun-

dred streets of gleaming water, in honor of the

day. All was joy throughout Venice. Scarce

a heart that was not happy.
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A huRO bridge of boats alonu wns formed

across the grfftt; ciinal, and upon tlicm rode tlie

bride and her husband on splendid ehiirgers, a

brilliant cavaleade brinj;in^ up iho rear.

A few weeks thereafter an excursion was

planned for the bridal party out upon the water.

It was proposed that ttiey go in a couple of

boats, to ft certain point of land, and after hav-

ing there celebrated a feast with sontjs, and

dancing, and light hearted revelry, ruurn again

to Venice in their boats. The party was select

and small, made up, as it was, from among only

a few of the noble families whose friendship was

most desirable to iho hiippy bride.

It was a merry, merry snil they had across the

dancing waters, and the sun shone upon them

with a splendor unsurpassed. Never looked

brido and groom happier than these. Never

were spirits more lightsome and gay than theirs.

Their brilliant scarfs stretched themselves out

and idly fluttered in the fresh sea wind, like

streamers from some gaily decked trireme,

bound upon an excursion.

Presently, after a long and pleasant sail, they

reach the land to which they had been directing

their course, and disembarked amidst the wild-

est laughter and the most uncontrollable good

humor. Not a cloud darkens a single brow.

Not a care gnaws at any heart. All are happy

for the time.

They made fast their boats, and then set out

on foot for a delightful grove some distance be-

yond, but which was plainly discernable from the

point where they landed. This they finally

reach, and then commences the preparation for

the repast before them. All was confusion, yet

was all pleasure. There were no heavy hearts

in all the gleeful group.

They were now ranged round upon the soft

and velvety sward, attentive mostly to the plea-

sures of the palate, and heedless of what might

yet be in store for them The bridegroom sat

close by his happy bride, conversing with her in

. tones of love and fond devotion. Not much else

was heard but the clatter of dishes, the ringing

of silver goblets, and the occasional outbreak of

merry and musical voices.

Presently all eyes are strained eagerly and

anxiously forward, and the form of a young man
appears in the distance approaching them.

A sudden tremor passes over the delicate

bride, and they fear that she may swoon away
;

but the bridegroom whispers a few words in her

ear, and she becomes at once more calm.

The figure approaches nearer, until it is close-

ly upon them.

It is that of a young and hindsome man,

wearing a tunic of brilliant green about his body,

and a cap of purple velvet, bespangled with jew-

els, and ornamented with a long and flowing

white plume, upon his head. His leggins were

of the whitest kid, up and down whose seams

were running rows of brilliant and costly gems.

He had a shining leathern belt about his slender

waist, in which was secured a long and slim dag-

ger, with a polished and highly wrought silver

handle, and to which was attached a sheath, in

which slept the shining blade of a sword. About
his neck he wore a silver chain, to the end of

which was suspended, and there allowed to fly

freely, a little whistle of the same material.

He was so handsome, and his ways were so

charming and so full of ready grace, that the

ladies were delighted with him at once ; albeit,

they were concerned to know what so fine look-

ing a person could be doing alone upon these

wilds.

He came up to the bridal party and respect-

fully bowed to them all, after which he flung his

plumed cap from him upon the ground, and seat-

ed himself with an air of wonderful composure

at the feet of the astonished bride.

No one spoke a word to him. No one there

knew how he should be addressed. All preserved

a fearful silence.

At length the strange young man took up a

goblet that was at hand, and pouring it full of

the rich and rosy wine, raised it towards his lips

saying

:

" I pledge thee and thy continued happiness,

lovely bride, in this cup of sparkling wine !'*

The bride could not refuse to acknowledge an

act of such a character, particularly when it was
accompanied with such courtesy and grace, by
raising her own flowing beaker to her beautifixl

lips. As she did bo, a smile flitted across the

features of the young man, and he at once
drained his goblet to its very dregs.

Then instantly rising to his feet, he betook
hi\nself to the side of one of the gentlemen of

the party, and sat down by him.

Looking him, for the space of a minute, in-

temly ill his eyes, but saying nothing, ho found

tliiit he had already sulHciently influenced him

will] terror, and then he thus spake:

" You arc Francezco !"

The gentleman instinctively bowed his head,

but made no reply.

*' You have sworn to have the life of Uodol-

phol" continued the young man, still gazing

earnestly within his eyes.

The gentleman could not reply.

All this passed in so low a tone, that nothing

could be heard ot it by those about him.

" Yes," continued the stranger young man,
** I know what you have said

;
you have sworn

to have Rodolpho's life. Rudotpho U a brave

man and a generous ; but you have denounced

him us a coward and a villnin. But no matter

now ; liodolpho is my friend."

The gentleman addressed started with un-

wonted surprise.

" J have come to bring a message from him to

you this day," continued the stranger. *' He
bade me drink your health for him, and com-

manded that you drink his also. You must do

it, or I cannot answer for the result. Wdl you

exchange goblets with me?"
The gentleman at once signified his assent,

and passed the stranger his own goblet, while he

received his in return.

Both lightly smote the rims of their glistening

beakers together, and at *nce quaifed the deli-

cious wine. In a moment moie the stranger

was again at the feet of the lovely bride, and

lifting his jewelled cap from his head, he deliv-

ered into her hands a little packet, which he re-

quested her not to open till he should be gone

far from their sight.

Again saluting the bride and groom, and the

bridal party in its turn, the youthful and hand-

some stranger replacing his cap upon his head,

and in a moment was gone from their midst.

The eyes of all closely followed him.

As soon as he was gone, the beautiful bride,

Marina, proceeded to break the seal of the little

packet which he had thus mysteriously entrusted

to her fair hands, and to unfold it. She care-

fully drew forth what was within, the eyes of all

being intently fixed upon her, and read aloud,

but in a suppressed, and deeply excited tone, as

follows

:

" Faik Ladt :

" You have most gracefully entertained at

your bridal party, none other than Rodolpho.

Outlaw, as he is called, he still delights to honor

loveliness and beauty, even if it exist in the fami-

ly of his greatest enemy, the doge. May your

path be strewed with roses

!

Farewell,

KODOLPHO."

The surprise and excitement that followed

close upon the reading of this strange communi-
cation cannot be adequately described. Every

heart beat more quickly at thinking of him whom
they had entertained.

To what extent their wonder would probably

have carried them, had nothing interposed to

prevent, it is difficult to tell. But while they

were in the very midst of it all, there arose a

wild shriek that pierced their very ears

:

" Francezco ! Francezco ! Look at Fran-

cezco !"

All turned simultaneously to him who had
been honored with a conference with the daring

Rodolpho himself. He was stretched out in a

helpless condition upon the ground, his mouth
wide open, his eyes rolling fiercely about in their

sockets, and his hands frantically clutching at

the empty air. He was in most terrible convul-

sions.

The whole party ran hurriedly to him, and
offered every assistance that humanity could

ofier; but their kindly meant services were of no
avail. The wretched man gasped and died.

Fear, such as rarely visits the hearts of men,
then began to blanch the cheeks and lips of

those whose faces were, but a short time ago,

wreathed with smiles, and lit up with radiant

sunshine. Then it was that they fdt, above all

things else, that the lawless brigand had truly

been in their midst. One of their number, and
he a young noble, had fallen a victim to the

robber's stratagem.

It was with slow steps and heavy hearts that

they retraced their way to their boats, which

were moored by the shore, deeply impressed

with the fearful incident that had occurred to

them, and regarding it as a most wonderful
event in their lives.

"When at last they betook themselves on hoard

their boats again, there had arisen a very high

wind, and already were the waves tumbling and

tossing about in a wildness of tumult that

appalled the hearta of the gentler sex in the

party. But there was but one thing apparently

left for tiicm to do. To utay on the shore during

that night would be their certain death at the

hands of the organized band offreebooterH, who.'ie

head and chieftain they knew Rodolpho to be.

They must go on, and allay their fears as best

the elements would permit them.

They had already sailed far out into tlie rough

and chopping sea, and yet their hearts had

grown none the more courageous. The winds

had begun to whistle more shrilly in the cord-

age, and the restless waves had grown more

yeasty. One of the light vessels was far sep-

arated from the other, so that in case of danger

or difficulty it would be impossible for either one

to pass a hail to the other. The vessel in which

was the bride was far behind the other, and all

those on board had grown fearful and well-nigh

desponding. Darkest clouds overhung the hori-

zon, and a gloom almost unearthly settled down

upon the broad bosom of the water.

Instantly the beautiful little craft pitched

staggeringly into the watery gulf, and the lovely

bride was cast headlong from her seat into the

sea

!

Their alarm up to this point had been so great

as to prevent their noticing a little skift" that

hovered closely in their rear. In this skitt" sat a

young man and a boy, a mere stripling.

As they discovered the sad accident that had

occurred on board the vessel in their advance,

and likewise saw that in the present condition of

the sea it would be impossible for them to turn

back to rescue the drowning lady, the young

man steered swiftly up to the spot where he saw

her floating and wildly tossing about on the

waves, and grasped her by her hair just as a

huge wave would have disputed its possession

with him. Those on board the vessel instantly

threw up their hands in gratitude at what they

had seen.

Immediately the young man, with his boy

companion, bore down for the luckless vessel,

and it was not very long before they came along

side. He tenderly passed the lady whom he had

just snatched from the wide jaws of the sea, over

the side of his own little skiff into her own ves-

sel, whither she was received by many anxious

hearts and outstretched arms, of which her own

husband's were first and foremost.

As the little skiff would have turned as quick-

ly as possible again to make its own port, across

the sea in another direction, the bridegroom

hailed the young man, who seemed to be its

commander, and demanded to know whom he

should ever thank for the preservation of his

bride.

" Rodolpho, the outlaw and brigand !" shout-

ed the young man in reply ; and in an instant he

was out of their hearing, and seemed but a little

speck upon the turbulent waters.

It was a night of great rejoicing at the ducal

palace when they arrived safely home again, and

when the accident that had nearly destroyed the

doge's happiness forever was made known. But

no tongue or pen could possibly portray a tithe

of the excitement that pervaded the palace,

when it was known that he who had rescued the

noble bride from a watery bed was none other

than the rebel Rodolpho. This act of his fairly

staggered the doge in determining whether he

ought not at once to be forgiven for all his

crimes, and freely accepted again a member of

the state and an inhabitant of the city.

CHAPTER VIL

THE PUBLIC RECEPTION AT THE DUCAL PALACE.

It was publicly proclaimed, a short time after

this, that the doge would, on a certain day after,

open the large doors of the palace ball, and suf-

fer all the common people to pass through the

same, and press his hand in congratulation of

the event of his daughter's miraculous preserva-

tion.

Possibly the reader may be curious to know

.what he thought at last respecting Rodolpho.

On revolving the thing in his mind, he came at

last to the conclusion that this kind act of the

brigand in saving bis child as he did, was not an

adequate recompense for thus maliciously de-

stroying the life of the young nobleman, and he

finally grew, the more he thought the matter

over, to be more oppo-;ed to Rodolpho than ever;

so that when the day arrived when the preser-

vation of his own child's life was to be publicly

observed, the inconsistency prcFCnted itself of

the doge being grateful for her salvation from

death, but more decided against her preserver

than ever before.

Of all this Rodolpho was duly Apprized, and

hating the ingratitude of the doge, even as he

hated every .species of tyranny itself, ho swore

to have his revenge, let the occasion come when

it miglit.

The day at length arrived when the ducal

palace was lo receive its popular viaitors. The
sun shone never clearer, nor upon a people

whose hearts were ever more in sympathy with

the scene.

Crowds of the working people were swarming

into the spacious square of Sun Mnrco, and the

flag of the state, bearing its heroic looking nrms

upon its ground, floated gracefully from the

spire. Up the large flight of pur.^ marble steps

ascended the people, eager to behold the doge

in his own palace, and anxious, more than alt,

to grasp him by the hand.

Rodolpho had taken his leave of his compan-

ions in the cave on the evening before, and,

dressed in the coarse and homely garb of a

working man, went up the stairs to the palace

with the many others who crowded there. His

look was dull and expressionless, and it would

have instantly struck any observer as belonging

to one of the most honest and innocent hearts in

the world. He seemed awe struck with the many
novel sights that presented themselves, and took

no pains whatever to conceal bis wonder at

whatever came across him strangely.

He entered the hall with the others, and push-

ed carelessly along. No one dreamed that it

was the far-famed and greatly dreaded Rodolpho

who was walking through their midst so quietly.

No one suspected that the object of their wishes

was so near them at that very moment.

At length he reached the doge, standing there

in the middle of the vast ball, robed in his in-

signia of office, and looking as stately and noble

as if- it were within his right to dispute with

every man his possessions, even that of life it-

self. Rodolpho for a moment cast a keen and

penetrating look upon him, and then he dropped

his eyes, and they assumed their expressionless

and deadened look again.

The doge extended his hand to him as he did

to all the rest, and Rodolpho seized it and passed

on. Not a word escaped the lips of either rob-

ber or ruler. He, Rodolpho, had not been sus-

pected, and he was finally safe.

But wherefore perilled he his gallant self, just

to press the soft hand of him whom he hated ?

Let the sequel show.

Passing along with the press of the people,

Rodolpho found himself at lengih standing at

the entrance of an ante-chamber, the door of

which was ajar.

It was the result of a lightning thought. He
went fearlessly in. Walkmg up to a little table

that stood not very far off, he took from his

pocket a little packet, similar to the one given

to the daughter of the doge before, and laid it

down. Instantly he left the room.

On that same night the doge was dead !

The packet was duly found upon the little ta-

ble, and all was at once explained. The name
of Rodolpho at once became more feared than

ever.

All that night was the Council of Ten in se-

cret session, to devise means to bring the bold

Rodolpho to punishment; and the early streaks

of morning light streamed through the panes of

their lofty windows ere they had thought of the

approach of another day.

The manner of the doge's death was this :

Rodolpho wore upon one of the fingers of his

right hand a large and costly ring. It was most
ingeniously made, and immense labor must have

been employed to have succeeded in making it

what it was.

There was a secret spring on its inner sidp, a

pressure against which by the finger it encircled,

immediately caused a sharp and exceedingly

subtle lancet to protrude itself and enter the ob-

ject against which it was placed, without being

sensibly perceived. This lancet was purposely

made tubular, and at the instant of its being

pressed out, a fine and subtle poison, of a power

sufficiently penetrating and active to work itself

at once through all the arteries into the hnman
system, escaped through the same and instantly

went about its ^work.

It was a wonderful instrument of death, and

on this very account it was the more murderously

efficient. Its like had never been known before.

[to be CONTINUED.]
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STATUE OF STEPHEN GIRARD.
The memory of Stephen Oirard will endure

while the world lasts. His name is perpetuated

in the noble insiitution he endowed with his

wealth—the Girard CoUege. Born in obscuriiy,

he found his way from France to America nearly

a century ago ; then a poor boy, without means,

or a relative in the new world. But by indu-^try

and tact he wedged his way into an extended
commercial business, and, at the beginning of

the present century, his ship3 floated in every

sea. His residence was Philadelphia. In iHll

we find him a great banker, loaning millions to

our government in 1812— 15, during the second
war with Great Britain. At his death in Dec,
1831, his propertv was estimated at eight mil-

lions. Two millions were bequeathed by hira

for the erection and endowment of the college^

and the remainder left to various civic and phi-

lanthropic purposes. The college is a noble
building, situated in the neighborhood of Phila-

delphia, and built entirely of white marble, in the

Corinthian order of architecture. The statue of

Girard occupies a prominent position in the

main huilding. It is cut in. the finest Italian

marble, and is life like and accurately character-

istic of the great millionaire. It was drawn lor

Ufl by Devertiix.

HANNIBAL'S PASSAGE OF THE ALPS.
The pride of the French historians has often led

them to compare Napoleon's passage of the great

St. Bernard to Hannibal's passage of the Alps;

bat without detracting from ihe well-earned fame
of the French General, it may be safely affirmed

that his achievement will bear no sort of compari-
son wiih the Carthaginian hero's. "When Napo-
leon began his ascent of the Alps from Marigen-
cy, on the shores of Lake Geneva, he found the
passage of the mountains cleared by the incessant

transit of two thousand years. The road, imprac-
ticable for carriages, was good for horsemen, and
was daily traversed by great numbers of both in

every season of the year. Comfortable villages

on the ascent and descent gave easy accommo-
dation to the wearied soldiers both at night and
by day ; the ample stores of the monks at the

summit, and the provident foresight of the gene-
rals, had provided a meal for every man and
horse that passed. No hostile troops opposed
their passage ; the guns were drawn up in sledges

made of hollow firs ; and in four days from the

time he began the ascent from the banks of the
Rhone, the French troops, without losing a man,
stood on the Doria Beliea, the increasing waters
of which flowed towards the Po, amidst the gar-

dens and vineyards, and under the sun of Italy.

Bat the case was very different when Hannibal
crossed the shores of the Durance to the banks
of the Po. The mountain sides tiad not yet been
cleared by centuries of laborious industry, and
presented a continual forest, furrowed at every
hollow by headlong Alpine torrents ; bridges,

there were none to cross these perpetually occur-

ing obstacles; provisions, scanty at all times in

those elevated solitudes, were then nowhere to

be found, having been hid by the affrighted in-

habitants on the approach of the invaders ; and a
powerful army of motmtaineers occupied the en-

trance of the defiles, defendfd with desperate
VHlor the gates of tlieir country, and when dis-

persed by the superior discipline and arms of
Hannihars soldiers, siill beset the ridges above
their line of march, and harHssed his troops by
rnntinmil ho'^titiry. When the woody region was
passed, and the vantruard emerged into the open
mountain pasiuros; that led to perpetual regions
of snow, fresM dilfitulties met them. The turf,

from the gliding down of the new falling snow of
those steep declivities, was so slippery that it was
often scarcely possible for the men to keep their
feet; the beasts of burden lost their footing at
every step, and rolled down in great numbers
into the abyss beneath

; elephants became restive
beneath the privations of a climate to which they
were totally unaccustomed ; and the strength of
the soldiers, worn out with incessant marching
and fighting, began to sink beneath the continual
toil of the ascent. Horrors, formidable to all,

but in an especial manner to African soldiers,

awaited them at the summit. It was the end of
October ; winter in all its severity, had already
set in on those lofty altitudes ; the mountain
sides, silent and melancholy even at the height
of summer, when enamelled with flowers and
dotted with flocks, presented an unbroken sheet

of snow ; the blue lakes that were interspersed
over the level valley at their feet, were frozen
cJver and undistinguishable from the rest of the

dreary expanse, and a boundless mass of snowy
peaks arose on all sides, presenting apparently
an impassible barrier to their further progress.

But it was then that the greatness of Hannibal
shone forth in all its lustre. " That great Gene-
ral," says Arnold, "who felt that he now
stood on the ramparts of Italy, and that the tor-

rent which rolled before him, was carrying its

waters to the rich plains of Cis-Alpine Gaul, en-

deavored to kindle his soldiers with his own spirit

of hope. He called them together, he pointed
out to them the valley beneath, to which the de-

scent seemed but the work of a moment. ' That
valley,' he said, ' is Italy ; it leads to the country
of our friends, the Gauls, and yonder is our way
to Rome.' His eyes were eagerly fixed on that

point of the horizon, and as he gazed, the dis-

tance seemed to vanish, till he could almost
fancy he was crossing the Tiber, and assailing

the Capitol." So that, after allowing for the ef-

fects of civilization, Hannibal is the greatest hero.

STATUE OF STEPHEN GIRARDj IN THE GIRARD COLLEGE.

NOBLE'S ISLAND, PORTSMOUTH, N, H.

We are indebted to Mr. Charles B. Odiorne,

of Portsmouth, for the sketch of the island which
we present below. It was drawn by Manning,'
and represents the spot referred to with the ut-

most accuracy. The view is taken from the

north. The island is about a quarter of a mile

in length, and half as wide, being crossed by the

track of the Eastern railroad. The first baild-

ing on the left is the toll-house, the next two are
buildings attached to the same, and owned by
the Portsmouth Bridge Company. The oth-r
buildings are the property of Mr. Noble, after

whom the island is named. The foreground of

the picture is occupied by the timber dock of I^^e

company. Travellers on the lower route will

readily recognize the picttire.

VIEW FROM THE NORTH OF NOBLE's ISLAND, IN PORTSMOUTH HARBOR, N. H.
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|Wrltt*H for GIoHHiurfl IMrtorlnl
]

THE LIOIIIT-BOAT AT MI^0T'8 ROCK.

DT CAItOLI^E \. HAYDEN.

She fenrlftpflly rides on thf Awji, blue bc«,

Ah If itfl broiid bowoni from (lHHp«r wcm free
;

Anil her unclior It* niHt In u fenrful Mpot,

A jftwulng gruvu I but Bh« htiwdM It not.

The record whli-h HpcakH of anothcr'n doom

Ib there, but it hUirtleH iiot luT with Ita yloom
;

Tho htomi-Hpirit'rt wrttth inny be ulenplDg there,

Sbo will bide Its wiiklng, but will not deppulr.

She win breflBt Its fury hh bcBt Pho nmy,

But the tract phe bejirc Hhc will not betray

;

For tho slBniil-llght from her tiill uuiHt-bead,

O'er tho deupenlng rIooui nhiiU be nightly ohed.

Aud 0, when its rayB, like a benmiBg «tar,

)fl (lending swi'ot hope o'er the oretm Bfiir,

Miiy the holleat Incpnse which rlweH to henTon

Bu a prajer for the ligut-shlp'B safety given.

- I ^ I

[Written for Gleiison's Pictorial.]

LOVE'S TRIUMPH:
—OR—

THE MirSIC TEACHER'S CONQUEST.

BY BTLVANU8 COBB, JB.

CHAPTER I.

Mr. Luke Vanhokn bad letired from busi-

ness wortli nearly half a million, and for com-

fort in his old age he had erected a splendid

mansion on the banks of the noble Hudson. His

family consisted of his wife, his son, and two

daughters. Egbert Vanhorn was twenty-three

years of age, while Fidelia and Julia were both

younger. The son had graduated from one of

oar best colleges, and had just been admitted

to the bar in the courts of N«w York.

In one of the front rooms of Mr. VanhornlB

mansion, on a bright morning in summer, sat a

girl, over whose head some twenty years had

shed their lessons of experience. In form, in

feature, and in bearing, she was lovely and

beautiful; while from out her soft blue eyes,

spoke a soul that could live only in an atmo-

sphere of vinue and purity. Such, in brief, was

Isabella Vansey, an orphan girl, who had been

engaged as a music teacher for Fidelia and Ju-

lia. She had been recommended by one of Mr.

Vanhorn's intimate friends, and at the time of

which we write, she had been an inmate of his

residence about five weeks.

As Isabella sat by a window which command-

ed a view of the river, there was a shade of mel-

ancholy upon her beautiful face ; but it rested

not long there, for in a few moments it gave

place to a look of hopeful resignation, and she

arose and seated herself at the piano. After

running her small white fingers for a moment

over the kejs, her voice swelled forth into a gen-

tle strain of melody. The feathfred songsters

that fluttered among the garden foliage hushed

their music, and the passer-by stopped in his

walk, as the sound of that sweet song woke the

air to life and jojousness ; but upon the sonl of

no other person fell those strains as they did

upon Egbert "Vanhorn. Half hid by a cluster-

ing vine that grew over a trellis near the win-

dow, he stood and listened to Isabella's voice.

The glow that came and went upon his face,

spoke of the rapture that swelled within him ;

and, until the song ceased, he seemed hardly to

breathp, lest he might lose some breath of the

fair songstress. Just as Isabella finished her

song, Julia Vanhorn, a laughter-loving, buoy-

ant-hearted girl, came tripping into the apart-

ment.
" Isabella," she said, as she laid her finger

upon her music teacher's shoulder, while a

roguish twinkle sparkled in her eye, *' I declare,

you must not sing any more such songs as that,

for I verily believe that you will turn poor Eg-

bert's head. He has been standing under your

window like a statue, and, upon my soul, I think

I heard him say something that sounded very

much like— ' Wluit a divine creature!'
"

Isabella thought of looking up into Julia's

face aud smiling, but the knew that there was a

deep blush upon her own face, and so she gazed

earnestly out at the window j hut there was a

trembling of her wavy curls that betrayed her;

and Julia bent forward and looked into her

countenance.

"What! Blushing?" exclaimed she, in a

merry mood. " ^h, Isabella, you must learn to

be flattered a little, for one so beautiful and gen-

tle as you, must needs receive much of it.

There, I did not mean that, a3 flattery."

Isabella saw in a moment that Julia guessed

not her secret, and with a happy smile, she said

:

" TImnk you for jour conipllmcni, Julia, «nd

you may n st asj-uicd ihat your kindiieHh is duly

uppitcinlcd. It is evtr a Hourcc of pWohure to

an orphan girl like ine to find IVicnds among

those who sttind lii^ih in soiiity, and I tiust that

I may long poshCHs the fiiindbh'p }ou txtmd to

me "

" So yon shall. But rome. Ictus to our lesson,

for Fidelia will be ready for htr't* before long,

and you krow she docs not like 1o wait."

A hIuuIow flimd across I^iiibclla's fjicc as Ju-

lia nuntioncd h< r hitler, but it was only momen-

tary, and hhe began htr morning's instrudion.

No two sisters could be more unlike ihan wtrc

Fidelia and Julia Vanhoin. WhiW the latter

was as gcnilc and mild as ihe playful hinili,with

a heart running over wiih kind and generous

feelings, the former was cold, proud, and over-

bearing, and towards Isabella Vansey she ex-

ercised a disdainful haughtiness.

In a few minutes after the music lesson com-

menced, Egbert opened the door and looked in.

" Can I enter"?" he sportinyly asked.

"O, certainly," replied Julia, "that is, if

Isabella has no objections. She is mistress here,

you know."

"If you can put up with our noise, you are

most certainly welcome," replied Isabella.

Egbert came in and seated himself by the

window, where be hnd a fair view of both the

teacher and her pupil, and whenever Julia cast

her eyes towards him, she found his gaze fixed

upon Isabella. Once, and only once, did Isa-

bella raise her eyes to the face of the young

man, but when she did so, she met his earnest,

admiring look, and the rich blood mounted to

her white temples, while her fingero trembled

upon the keys. At length the music lesson was

finished, and Julia rose to call her sister. Fide-

lia entered the room, and having requested her

brother to leave while she took her lesson, she

ordered Isabella to proceed. The gentle girl

felt a quick reply to this haughty treatment

trembling upon her lips, but with an eff'ort she

subdued it, and commenced the lesson.

" What was Egbert doing here. Miss Vansey ?"

asked Fidelia, after her lesson was concluded.

" He came in to hear us play, I expect."

" Yes, but why did he sit here after Julia had

left?" continued Fidelia, as she cast a searching

look at her young teacher.

" If the matter is of sufficient import to you,

you had better ask him," replied Isabella, as a

bright glow overspread her features.

"Ah!" exclaimed Fidelia, somewhat startled

by this reply, " do you mean to be impudent?"

Isabella gazed into the face of the haughty

girl without speaking, but for once in her life

Fidelia trembled beneath the look of one whom
she looked upon as an inferior. There was

something in the whole bearing of her teacher

so noble and so commanding, that she could not

hut feel that, in some respects, at least, she had

found a superior.

" Miss Vanhorn," at length spoke Isabella, in

a tone of conscious pride, and somewhat stern

withal, "I am here to teach you a knowledge

of music, and for those services I am well paid

by your father, I trust that you will not so far

forget the dignity of your station as to render

your company unpleasant to me."
'* Well, that is very fine," retorted Fidelia,

hardly able to speak from the passion that raged

within her bosom,

—

"very tine; but I'll soon

learn you to know your betters. You told my
father that Julia made more progress than 1 did,

did you?"

"Yes."
" Wtiat did you mean by that ?"

" My language to your father conveyed its

own meaning," calmly replied Isabella; " and if

you cannot devote more time to your studies, I

fear my next report will be worse still."

"Impudent hussy!" muttered Fidelia, and

with that she sailed out of the room, but not,

however, till she had threatened to have Itabella

discharged.

•

CHAPTER It.

Shortly after Fidelia Vanhorn left the music

room, and while Isabella still sat at the piano,

the door was slowly opened, and Egbert re en-

tered the apartment.

"Excuse me, Miss Vansey," he said, as he

took a seat near her, *' but I wish to a^k you a

question, and I trust you will not think me im-

pudent in doing so."

" Anything that you may ask shall be answer-

ed with pleasure," replied Isabella, while a deep

blush suifused her face, as she met again the

ardent gaze of her companion.

"Then I would nsk you where it is that I

have seen you before. I cannot get from my
mind the impression that we have met ere you

came to teach niy sisters."

" Y<iu mny have seen me in New York" re-

plied the fair girl. " Wlicn my father lived, ho

did hu>*inc83 there."

"That may be, hut htill there is something

else—something more—more—something that

seemed nearer than a mere casual meeting."

As Egbert spoke, he gaz(d fixedly into the

face of his com4>anion, and his heart leaped with

a quicker motion as he caught the beaming look

that dwelt upon him. There was something in

those two t-oft, blue eyes that haunted him, and

in vain did he try to recall some circumstance

whereby he might arrive at the truth. At length

a quick flush passed over his features, and half-

starting up from his seat, he asked :

" Did you ever live in Troy?"
" No," faintly answered Isabella, as she strove

to keep down the agitation that so strangely

moved her.

" Then that cannot be," murmured Egbert to

himself, as he settled back, disappointed, in his

chair.

"Mr. Vanhorn," said Isabella, "though I

never lived in Troy, yet some twelve years ago

I spent a few weeks at one of the hotels in that

place."

" Then that was it. I was not mistaken,"

exclaimed Egbert; and with a joyful look he

rose from his seat and approached the piano.

" You arc the little Bella with whom I used to

play—whom I used to call my little
"

Egbert did not finish the sentence, for at that

moment his eye caught that of his fair com-

panion, and reaching forth his hand, he drew

her to a seat near the window. Isabella trem-

bled like an aspen, but she went willingly, and

when she sat down she did not withdraw her

hand from him who held it.

"Isabella," he said,
—"pardon me for calling

you that,—you will, I trust, appreciate my mo-

tives if I come rather suddenly upc^the subject

which lays nearest my heart; but 1 would know

my fate ere the chains grow stronger that bind

me. Tell me, Isabella, if you think you could

love me."
" Do you know what you ask ?" uttered Isa-

bella, while a strange light beamed forth from

her eyes.

" Do I hnow ?" repeated Egbert. " Yes, Isa-

bella, I would ask you to be mine. I have con-

sidered this subject well, and I would ask of you

to make me happy in the possession of your

hand and your heart. Be frank with me. I

know not how to bandy those hollow, unmean-

ing phrases which drop only from the tongue,

but as my heart is, so I speak, and that, too,

plainly."

The gentle girl was, for some moments, so

overcome that she could hardly speak. It was

not surprise nor astonishment, for she seemed to

have hoped for this moment, but it was a feeling

of overpowering joy, a sort of palpitating at the

heart at the suddenness of the fulfilment of her

most soul-cherished wish. At length she raised

her eyes, and in a tone of open-hearted frankness,

said :

" You have set the example of plainness and

candor, and I may follow it. I do love you,

Egbert."

" 0, noble girl, I thank thee for that. My cup

of happiness is full. You will, then, be mine?"
" Ah, Egbert, you know not what you ask. I

fear that may never be."

" How !" uttered the young man, while a

cloud of pain rested upon his features. "Love

me, and not be mine!"
" Do not misunderstand me," returned Isabel-

la, as sh'e gazed upon her companion's face with

a look of alternate hope and fear. " As yet you

can know but little of me—of my character and

habits."

"There you are wrong," exclaimed Egbert.

" I know everything. Mr. Emerson, who recom-

mended you to my father, has known you from

infancy, and to me he has told all,—of jour

goodness, jour gentleness, your virtue, and your

honor; and I have sfudied you myself. No,

Isabella, you are wrong there. I know all

about you."

]sahella blushed as she heard thus related

what had been said of her by her old friend, Mr.

Emerson, but she felt grateful for the compli-

ment to her character; bur, while an earnest,

meaning look settled upon her countenance, she

said :

" Perhaps in that respect you speak the truth,

but one thing yet remains—an obstacle which I

fear cannot he overcome. Even the girl who
drudges in your kitchen Is no poorer than I rm.

I can brint: nothing but my virtue and honor as

a dowery."

" And what more ran I ask ?" responded tho

young man, " In your every feature you are

rich— rich in all tho.^e graces and attainments

which make a valuable companion. Of this

worbl's tioofls I have enough, and now shall I

barter away a life-time of hapjiincss and peace

for paltry lucre!"

" If your parents could feci thus !" murmured
Isabella.

A quick change came over Egbert's face. Ho
knew the sictn, nnflinching character of his

father, and the aristocratic notion-*of his moiher.

" To see their son wed wiih their daufihter's

music teacher!" continued Isabella, as she trem-

blingly watched her companion'.s face.

" Isabella," at length spoke Egbert, in a calm,

firm tone, " 1 have spoken plainly thus far, and

I will speak plainly now. I do vol expect that

my parents will ever give their consent ro our

union. My father z/m// cut me ofl'wi hashilling;

but I am my own man in the pursuit of happi-

ness and peace. I am strong and healthy, and

I will not hang upon my father's money bags.

I speak to you as a free man—as one who knows

what he does, and who is both able and willing

to abide by the consequences. I am able to

support you, for even now I have a fair practice,

and it is daily increasing. Now, leabelU Van-

sey, will you hacome my wife.'?"

The noble girl arose to her feet, and extended

both her hands to her companion. There was a

rich flood of mellow light pouring out from her

eyes, and in a firm tone she answered :

"Egbert, I have loved you truly and tenderly.

You have long had my heart,—there is my
hand. / will be your wife !"

" Hoity toity \" exclaimed Julia, as she at that

moment came into the room. " O, Egbert,— 0,

Egbert,—who icould have thought it
!"

The buoyant girl was about to rattle on, when

she caught the gaze of Isabella fixed upon her.

There was something in that look so trembling,

and yet so joyous,—so imploring and yet so

proud, that Julia sprang forward and threw her

arms around her teacher's neck, exclaiming, as

she did so :

" Fear nought from me, dear Isabella, I know
it all, I care not what others may say or think,

but for my part, I know that my brother has

found a pearl of the first water, and if he will

only give you to me for a sister, I shall love

him more than ever."

" Dearest, best of S'Sters I" dropped from Eg-

bert's lips, and the next moment he clasped her

in his arms.

CHAPTER III.

On the afremoon of the next day after tho

scene just recorded, Egbert Vanhorn found his

father and mother sitting together in one of the

parlors. He had determined to make them ac-

quainted with his choice of a wife, and he knew

of no time more fitting than the present. He
took a seat near the old foiks, and with a slight

trtmulousness in his voice, he said ;

" Father, you know I have entered into busi-

ness, and am now in a position to be making ar-

rangements for some settlement in life. In short,

I have thought of a companion."

"A wife, I suppose?"' suggested the old man,
" Yes, father,— a wife

"

" Well, I have no objections to that. As soon

as you find the lady we will consider the matter."

" 1 have already found one that will make me
all that I can desire in a wife."

"Ah!" muttered the old man, with a look of

surprise; while Mrs. Vanhorn closed the maga-

zine she was reading, and gazed up with a sort

of nervous wonkier. "And who, pray, is the

fortunate lady?"

"Miss Isabella Vansey," returned Egbert, in

a calm tone.
" Well, that's quite a j )ke, upon my soul!"

Mr. Vanhorn said, utterly unable to comprehend

that his son could be in earnest.

"Our music teacher!" ejaculated Mrs. Van-

horn, as she dropped her magazine, and gazed

into her son's face.

" I assure you that lam in earnest," continued

Egbert, growing somewhat bolder, now that ho

had broken the ice. " I have even oifered my
hand to Miss Vansey, and she has accepted it

"

" And perhaps she has accepted yourfoitune"

said Mr. Vanhom, in contemptuous irony.

" I had no fortune to offer her ; but I assured

her that my profession would sustain us in a

comfortable living." ,
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" That was considerate

—

v&ij considerate,"

returned the old man, with a bitter sneer. "No,

—you have no fortune to offer her, and you

never will have from me. I have no authority

over your actions, but over my property I have,

and not a penny of it shall go to uphold you in

any such mad freak as that."

*' O, the designinji; vixen !" gasped Mrs. Van-

horn, as she fanned herself furiously with the

magazine, which she had picked up again ;
" to

think that the low horn, ill bred music teacher

—

O ! O ! Mr. Vanhorn, do not allow it \"

"Low-born! Ill-bred!" repeated Egbert, at

the same time casting a look into his mother's

face that made her cower. '-Mother, who and

what vfere you when my father gave you a home?

and, tell me, what are your peculiar character-

istics of good breeding?"

This retort—called forth by the most taunting

aggravation on the mother's part—brought to

her mind an uneducated, uncouth and ignorant

country girl, and- she had but one answer to

make,—she immediately disposed herself into a

safe position, and then fainted.

" Father," said Egbert, as he cast a most sig-

nificant glance at the form of his mother, " I

ask you as a man, as one who has had expe-

rience in the world, if money can make a loving

and loveable wife 1"

Mr. Vanhorn cast a nervous glance at his

consort, who immediately recovered at the

sound of the word wife. Egbert continued :

" You know what Mr. Emerson told you con-

cerning Miss Vansey, and you have seen enough

of her in your own family to judge somewhat of

her character. She is an unprotected orphan,

deprived by adverse circumstances of that for-

tune which some look upon as the god of the so-

cial altar, but she is too proud to be a pensioner

on friends who are both willing and able to sus-

tain her, and hence she earns the bread she eats.

Her heart is noble, her soul is pure and virtuous,

her mind is rich in intellectual and moral cul-

ture, and joy and happiness dwell within the

sunshine of her bright sn iles. Now, shall I lose

such a prize as that? NoL The Almighty has

not made ray heart of slate-stone, upon which

to be constantly cyphering up 'projit and loss.'

He has made it for the home of a purer joy—

a

joy that asks no interest per centum, but which

can grow and flourish within itself."

This speech set not very easily upon the feel-

ings of Mr. Vanhorn. He had still the feelings

of a parent, though they were overrun and sear-

ed by the aristocracy of wealth. But he was

not to be driven from his position, and so he very

decidedly answered

:

" I have once told you my mind. As for Miss

Vansey's character, I know of nothing against

it, and so there are thousands of beggars who

may have as good ; but you know very well that

as members of a peculiar circle in society we

owe something to that circle—a circle which

sustains us in our independence ; and though

this idea of honest poverty is a very fair subject

for moral dissertations, yet I can see but little

practical good in it. You are at liberty to act

your pleasure, and you know fall well what will

be the consequences. If you can support yourself

by the education I have given yon, you can cer-

tainly take the leap you propose, hut remember,

you draw no more from my purse !"

Egbert Vanhorn left the parlor, and for seve-

ral moments there was a sort of unhappy feeling

in his bosom. For the first time in his life he

had openly resisted the wishes of his parents,

but when he came to reflect that obedience to

those wishes would have made him forever mis-

erable, the scale was turned, and his unhappi-

ness was gone. Shortly afterwards he saw Isa-

bella walking in the garden, and when he reach-

ed her side, he wondered that aught could cause

him a pang when fortune gave him the heart of

a being so lovely and so noble.

"I have seen my parents."

" And what said they ?" returned the fair girl,

as she raised her beaming eyes to Egbert's face.

"Just as I expected. I am at liberty to do

as I please, and my father claims like privilege."

" And that
"

" Is to keep his money and let me have you."

Isabella trembled violently, but still she gazed

searchingly at the features of her companion, as

if to read the thoughts that dwelt within his

bosom.
" Alas !" she murmured, while her small head

shook, and her eyes glistened with starting tear-

drops, "I dare not hold you to such a pledge,

Egbert. Perhaps you may yet find one who
combines the qualities your parents so much de-

sire with those of the loving woman."

" What ! my own Isabella,—and can you

think me so degraded as that ? Good heavens

!

do you suppose I can tear my heart from out

its resting-place, and let them crush and mangle

it beneaih a keg of dollars ? " No ! I speak

from the bottom of my heart when I tell you

that I feel more pride in thus receiving your

love than were I backed up by the glitter of

wealth. Before God and man we will acknowl-

edge our love, and hand in hand we will jour-

ney up life's hill together."

Isabella cast one look into the soullit eyes of

her lover, and then, while her heart sent forth

its load of joy, she laid her head upon his bosom.
" 0, Egbert !" she murmured, " I thank thee

for this, and if a life-time of gentle care and love

can repay thee, thou shalt never regref this

moment."

CHAPTER IV.

Mrs. Vanhorn and her eldest daughter, Fi-

delia, held a long and spirited conference over

the "recklessness" of Egbert, and the "design-

ing impudence" of Isabella, and at length they

sent for the latter to come to their room. She

was in the music room when she received the

errand, and she at once obeyed the summons.

The two ladies received her with a vast degree

of dignity; but without seeming to notice their

looks, Isabella very modestly inquired what was

wanted. Fidelia was upon the point of speak-

ing, but her mother motioned her to be silent,

and then, casting upon the poor music teacher

one look of withering rebuke, she said :

"Miss Vansey, I have called you for the pur-

pose of informing you that your services are no

longer required in the family."

Mrs. Vanhorn was utterly confounded at see-

ing that Isabella did not even tremble beneath

her look.

" We do not wish to hairfior beneath our roof

one who knows not her station. Do you. under-

stand that. Miss Independence'?"

This remark was the ontgushing of Miss Fi-

delia's indignation, and the approving nod of

Mrs. Vanhorn plainly indicated ihat she also

thought the same.

" Then I suppose I am at liberty to go," mildly

remarked Isabella, taking no notice of Fidelia.

" Mother, did you evei- see such impudence ?"

uttered the incensed daughter.

For an instant there appeared a flush of in-

dignation upon the fair features of Isabella, but

it passed quickly away, and was succeeded by

the same bright smile that usually rested there.

She looked at Mrs. Vanhorn for her answer.

" The sooner you go the better," returned the

old lady, "and let me tell you, miss, that your

schemes shall yet be tljwaried. My son shall

not throw himself away upon such an—an—

"

" Wicked hussy !" whispered Fidelia.

" Such a wicked hussy /" added the prompted

dame.

Isabella knew that Mrs. Vanhorn and her

daughter had worked themselves into a passion

that debarred all calm argument, and without

waiting to hear more, she very dejberafely

thanked them for their kindness and good

opinions, and then left the room. The two fe-

males were thunderstruck when they saw their

victim thus leave them, but they consoled them-

selves with the reflection that she knew, at least,

what they thouyht of her.

Mr. Vanhorn had pondered deeply upon the

afl^air of his son's love, and the more he thought

of it, the more angry he became, because he

knew that he could offer no sound argument to

sustain his position. He knew that Isabella

was a most excellent girl, and he moreover knew

that she would make a most estimable wite, but

she was poor, and he had long since set his

he"art upon a fortune in his son's alliance. Upon
one thing, however, he was determined,—if Eg-

bert did marry the music teacher, he should

thereafter depend upon his own exertions for a

livelihood. This, he thought, would be a pun-

ishment sufficient, with the understandine:, of

course, that the penniless wife should never

darken their doors.

With a firm and unalterable purpose, Egbert

made all his arrangements for his passage to the

city of New York in company with liis promised

bride, and by dint of great perseverance, Julia

had obtained permission to make it the occasion

of a long contemplated visit to the same city.

Had her father noticed the roguish twinkle in

her eyes, he might have refused her request, but,

firmly persuaded that she did in reality wish to

visit her New York friends, he made but little

opposition ; for, after all, he preferred rather to

trust her in the care of her brother than to have

her go alone.

Mr. Vanhorn saw his son depart, and though

his wife still uttered her spite agam:st the " de-

signing vixen," and though Fidelia felt glad

that the house was rid of the "independent hus-

sy," yet the old man could not keep back the

tear that started to his eye as the boat that con-

tained his son swept out of sight. His anger

had been great—his heart had been stern, but he

could not forget that, Egbert was his first-born

—

his only son,
* * # * *

A week had passed away, and during that

time the happy party—Egbert, his promised

bride, and his sister—had been boarding at one

of the hotels in the great city. Isabella and Ju-

lia had spent much time in visiting, while the

young man had been making arrangements for

his business campaign. It was Tuesday even-

ing. Isabella Vansey was arrayed in her bridal

robes, Julia was placing a small rose in her

bright ringlets, while Egbert stood by, gazing in

rapture upon the lovely being whom he was so

soon to call wife. It had been arranged that

they should be married at the dwelling of one of

Isabella's friends, who had extended to them an

invitation to make it their home until they might

make other arrangements, and the carriage

which was to convey them there was momenta-

rily expected. As soon as Julia had performed

her task, Egbert stepped forward, and taking

the small hand of Isabella in his own, he pressed

it to his lips, and then placed upon her finger a

marriage ring. There was a strange light in

Isabella's eyes as she received the pledge, and

for .a moment her feelings nearly overcame her,

but she soon regained her composure, and in a

tone of peculiar sweetness she said :

" This, then, is our pledge of lasting truth and

love."

" Yes, dearest," returned Egbert, gazing with

something nearly akin to surprise at the strange

expression upon his bride's changing features.

" Then let me, too, give a pledge."

As she spoke, she drew from her bosom a

small casket and opened it,—then she drew her

lover's hand towards her and placed upon his

finger a massive ring, within the elaborate set-

ting of which flashed a diamond that might have

become a royal diadem.

Egbert gazed first upon the ring, and then into

the beaming eyes of his promised one. There

was something in the afl'iir he could not com-

prehend. The gem that sparkled upon his finger

was worth an independent fortune, and she had

given it to him.
' There," said Isabella, "don't look at me so

hard. My poor father sent that to me from In-

dia, and perhaps if we cannot live without, we
can sell it."*'

" Here comes the carriage," exclaimed the

happy Julia, as she clapped her hands in her

glee. " dear, now I shall see my music

teacher married. I am so happy."

Egbert assisted the ladies into the carriage,

and then seated himsejf beside them. During

the ride a strange whirl of half formed ideas pos-

sessed his brain, but on no ground could he

account for them. His buoyant bister seemed

almost ready to jump out of her senses, and even

in the darkness of the evening he could see the

light that sparkled in Isabella's eyes.

At length the carriage stopped in front of a

splendid mansion, an array of servants stood

waiting upon the steps, and ere long Egbert was

ushered into a sumptuous apartment. The fi et

ftU softly upon a luxurious Turkish carpet, the

henvy carved furniture, surmounted by polished

marble and crimson cushions the large mirrors,

and the golden chiindeliers, all spoke of wealth

and ease, but no one, save themselves, was there.

" Tell me, l>abelta," said Egbert, as he turned

from the sumptuous scene about him and gazed

into the face of her he loved, " what friend of

yours lives like ihis ?"

Isabella returned her lover's gaze, but she did

not speak,—her emotion^ were too violent.

*" Shall I tell him ?" whispered Julia.

" No, no," quickly answered Isabella, and then

summoning up all her courage, she continued,

turning to her lover :

" Egbert—dear Egbert, pardon me if for once

I have deceived you."

"Deceived me!" iterated the young man in

blank astonisliment.

"Yes,— deceived you. But listen, and you

shall hear it all. Years ago I saw you in Troy.

You know what passed between us there. I was

indeed young, but my heart took from our child-

ish friendship an impression which time has not '

effaced. I have often seen yuu since, and I have
kept your image in my mind. From Mr. Emer-
son I rcceii'cd a statement of your character

when you entered college, and since that time I

have kept myself informed of your life. This

pursuit, added to the impres^ions of the past,

was by no means calculated to allay the flame

that was burning in my bosom—the flame that

had burned with a quenchless glow since I was
a laughing child. When my father died in

Cal utta, I persuaded Mr. Emerson to keep his

pecuniary circumstances a secret, for I had no
desire to be a mere bait for the gold-fish that swim
within our fashionable circles. People thought

me poor, and I was blessed wiih peace. At
length I saw in one of the daily papers that your

father had advertised for a music teacher for his

daughters, and at that moment, a strange idea

took posset-sion of my brain. It was a daring

project, but I determined to enter upon it. I

knew not why I should see the idol of my soul's

purest love still free from the chain, without

making an effort in my own behalf. I told Mr.

Emerson to secure the place for me if possible,

and finally, after hearing all my reasons, he con-

sented, and he succeeded. Then I was near

you, and I determined to make the conquest.

Something told me that I might be 'lovedfor

myself alone,' and 0, Egbert, you know not the

pure, ecstatic joy that thrilled through my veins

when I knew that you loved me. My point was

gained, I stood upon the threshold of my earthly

heaven, and I was happy. After Julia so un-

expectedly gained our secret, I confided her mine,

but it is astonishing how she has contrived to

keep it, for she has been almost crazy beneatfi.

its weight ever since."

" Isabella,—if I had thought you could talk

so, I would have told him as sure as the

world."

" Well, it's too late now," replied Isabella.

Then placing her hand in that of Egbert, sho

continued, while a heavenly smile beamed forth

froi» her eyes

:

" There is my hand and I hope yon will not

refuse it now, when I tell you that a million of

dollars, at least, goes with it."

Is it any wonder that for a moment Egbert's

tongue refused him utterance ? Is it any won-

der that he opened his arms and clasped the

noble girl lo his swelling bosom ?

"Ah," he uttered at length, "I am almost

sorry that you are rich in this world's goods,

for I had hoped to convince my father that I

could be happy without his aid ; but "

" Never mind now,' interrupted a voice, and

as Egbert turned he beheld his father.

There was a smile upon the old man's face as

he spoke, and stepping quickly forward he

grasped his son by the hand. Then he turned

towards Isabella. She— roguish girl—raised

her ruby lips to the old man's face, and by a sin-

gle kiss she won his heart forev^.

"My children," he said, ' I have been stern,

and cold and angry, but as sure as there is a

God in heaven, I wept when you had gone. I

received Mr. Emerson^s letter, in which he stated

that you (patting Isabella on the cheek) wished

me to attend your nuptials, and I have come,

but until I arrived I knew not of your wealth.

But I have come, though I had to come alone,

for I would not have the sin upon my soul

longer, which has cankered there for the last

fortnight. There, take this hand, Isabella, and

let me assure you that you have caught a good

husband."

"And this, too, is your work," exclaimed the

happy youth, as he gazed through his tearful

eyes np^n the radiant countenance of his

beloved.

" Look out ! look out !" cried Julia. " There

comes the minister, and his whole train at his

heels. Now for the consummation of The Mu-
sic Teacher's Conquest."

That consummatijn was not lorg in waiting,

and Egbert ;oon found out who Hic fitnd was

that owned the mansion where he was married,

for ere he slept he held the deed of the whole

estate himself. He knew, too, why his mother

and Fidelia came not with his father, but from

that lime neiihi r he nor his faithful and loving

wife have alluded, by word or deed, to the un-

pleasant recollections of the past, but by a course

of kind and forgiving friendship, they have

striven to blot cue all that can tend to dim the

bright sunshine bf their peace and happiness.

AMBITION.

If pirts allure thee, think how HacoD ahioed,

The wipest, brightest, meanest of mankind;
Or, ravished with the whistling of a name.
See Cromweli daiuned to everlasting fame.

—

Pope,
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MILITARY AND CIVIC ESGOKT PROCEEDING ALONG PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE TO THE CAPITOL.

CEREMONIES AT THE CAPITOL, WASHINGTON, civic and military, and the various societies of Masons, Odd Fel- actual events they depict. The ceremonies on this occapinn we^-'^

The two scenes given herewith, relate to the interesting exhi- lows, etc. The pii-ture above represents the co/Ve^e as it passed of the most interesting charaeier, and we only regret the want of
bition which took place at Washington on the 4th of July, when up Pennsylvania Avenue, lo the front of the capitol. Both of room to give them in detail, but doubtless our readers are familiar

the President laid ihe corner stone of the new additions to the these engravings were taken for us by a skilful daguerreotype wirh the published account. These two engravings we considur

capitolj amid the assembkU citizens, and ladies and gentlemen, artist, on the spot, and are therefore faithful representatives of the to be among the best we have given to our readers. The beiu-

LAYING OF THE CORNER STONE FOR AN ADDITION TO THE CAPITOL AT WASHINGTON.
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PORTRAIT OF COMMODORE PAUL JONFS.

tHul enpravinp furnished by our artist, and given
brlow, finely represenf? the scene during Mr.
Webster's delivery of the oration at that time, in

Waf^hington. This speech—one of the most
spirited and patrioiic rhat the Defender of the
Constiiution has produced for yenrs—bas been

, published in detail hy all the pres^ from Maine
to Louisiana, and fully sustains the wonderful
flbiliiy of its author. The Republic, in its ac-

count of the scere, says :
— " Hon. Dantel

Webster then arose, and vi^as greeted by the
a-isemhled multitude in the roost enthusiastic

manner, for which he returned his acknowledge-
ment''. As soon as the hearty and vociferous

shouts of the naulritude had somewhat subsided,

Mr. Webster proceeded to deliver the oration of
the day. To say that it was replete with those

patriotic and majestic thoughts, and bold, nerv-

ous and beautiful expressions", to which no one
can give utterance with greater force and origin-

ality, is but to say what every one expected of
the distinguished orator. The exordium was
beautiful, and many of the interracdiaie por-
tions, as well as the conclusion of the oration,
were loudly applauded ; and the honoiable Sec-
retary received the congratulations of his friends
immediately around him." The immense in-

crease of business in every department of the

federal eovemment has rendered the addition or
extension of public buildings in Washington a
matter of absolute necessity. In the present in-

stance, the choice of the day and the selection ^

of the orator made a happy and ennobling con-
juncture for public enthutiasra.

C03IMOD0RE PAUL JONES.
We here present a fine likeness of Commodore

Paul Jones, with a picture of his flag, which he
first hoisted with his own hands on board the
American frigate Alfred, 40 guns, oflF Chestnut
Street Wharf, Philadelphia, Oct. 10, 1776, under
a salute of thirteen guns. Paul Jones sailed in
triumph over the seas, with this flag flying from

while every eye in the great fleet was gazing in
tently to see the daring hero a prisoner, one who
had captured so many ships and squadrons in
so short a time, and a terror to all the English
coast. But Jones, in his dashing frigate, com-
ing within cannon shot of the admiral's ship,
gave the signal to his noble crew, and as if by
magic, and defiance of the gale, the ship was

PAUL JON?:S S PRIVATEERING FLAG, FIRST HOISTED BY HIS 0"WN HANDS.

his main truck, and after his capture of the Brit-

ish frigate Serapis (his own ship sinking under
him), in a bloody action of six hours, the ves-

sels lashed together and colors nailed to the mast,

he arrived in the Texel, Holland, with his prize.

Here he was blockaded by a British fleet from
the Downs, of twenty-one sail of line-of-battle

ships, to prevent the daring and intrepid hero

from leaving his anchorage; but Jones, deter-

mined not to be idle, changed his flag from the

prize, the Serapis, and hoisted the banner of

freedom on the American frigate Alliance, then

in the Texel, determined, at every hazard, to

run the gauntlet, in deHanceof the immense fleet

waiting to capture him, for whose head Britain

had offered a reward of ten thousand guineas.

Having his frigate in fine trim, and a gallant

crew, he waited for a crack breeze to dart through
the enemy. His topsails were double rei^d,

and it was blowing a 'tiale directly seaward ; he
took his stand by the helmsman, and bore down
direct for the centre of the British fleet where
the Admiral's flag was seen flymg, who, suppos-

ing Jones intended coming under his lee and
surrendering, awaited his approach in silence.

covered with canvas, and careening to the

wind, dashed onward, and in passing the aston-

ished Admiral gave him a full broadside. On-
ward his ship went, with lightning speed, re-

ceiving arid delivering broadsides as he passed

through the whole fleet, without the loss of a
man or a spar. The fleet pursued, but Jones
knew his ship, and soon distanced ihe whole,

pu.'ihing his course forward for Brest, in Fran* e.

While in the channel he captured two valuable

prizes bound for London, and with them ar-

rived safe in port, to the mortification of the

English fleet. The whole career of Paul Jones

seems a verification of Nelson^s favorite max-
im, that—"Nothing is impossible on the sea."

It is not any ordinaiy man, however, who can

act upon this maxim. Jones combined caution

with intrepiditv in such equal proportions as to

exhibit a well balanced character for our admi-

ration. By some writers his motives for assist-

ing the colonies have been impugned, andthe
sentiment of his flag appears now somewhat
vindictive; but his brilhant services in estab-

lishing the recognition of the American national

flag cannot surely be questioned.

DANIEL WEBSTER DELIVERING A FOURTH OF JULY ORATION IN FRONT OF THE CAPITOL AT WASHINGTON.
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[Written for OIobhoiA Pictorial.)

TO MY MOTHER.

BT MRS- • K. D. WALDO,

When mntnory, like Homo lone nod fllent tilrd,

Ih brooding o\;r the Pconeii of former yeitrs,

And tUe duep founbtlDH of my 11111111 oVrHow,

In joyouH Hmilea or penitential toar?,

—

Each Hmilo 1a hnllowed by thine Imagii, mother !

iiicb tear reflecta thco In it« rryatal brimst;

For, ever did niy wandoring Mplrlt, mother,

Return to tht'e for Bjmputby und reHt.

Though lit the Hhrioe of Its Idolatry

My heart u tlvliig uncriflce should be
;

Though erusbtd by loog-endun-d nnd cpapoloss Htrlfe,

\V 1th childish yearnings etlll 't would turn to thee
;

To thee, who,HB early and dfToted love

A holy spell around my belug t;aBt;

The flrut to wake the uiukIo of uiy soul,

And o'er its shattered chords to break, the last.

If, OB may be, my pands of life are low,

If I should go, before thee, to t!ie tomb,

Let no sad thoughts thy faithful bof^om chill,

No vain reflection deepen into gloom.

Nor time nor space shall ceparate us then
;

My ppiri', from Its eiirthly fetters freed,

Shall hover o'er thee,,/fi', though still unseen,

And whlBper comfort in thine hour of need.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

FLOKENCE ASHLEIGH:
— OR

—

^

THE ARTIST'S BRIDE.

BY MISS MAKTHA A. CLODOH.

CHAPTER I.

Thoas first affections,

Which, be they what they may,
Are yet the fountain-light of all our clay.

IVordiivorth.

It was a glorious day in mid-winter ; the sky

wa3 bright and cloudless as the day-dreams

of youth, and the rich sunbeams shed light and

beauty over the earth. The city of New York

presented a scene of gaiety and excitement sel-

dom witnessed even there ; crowds of pedestrians

were hurrying to and fro—superb equipages

were speeding along the streets, while joyous

ehouts, sweet merry voices, and gleeful laughter,

blending with the "merry sleigh-bells' chime,"

rang gaily out upon the air. Alone in his studio,

and unheedful of all this excitement, sat Ernest

Harcourt, while around him were gathered in

picturesque confusion the rare and beautiful

works of the painter's art. Here might ^e seen

a mild Madonna, with soft, dove-like eyes, and

a face radiant with that sweet serenity which

seems more of heaven than earth ; tliere a ma-

jestic, stately beauty, with pride flashing from

her brilliant eyes, curling her coral lips and

arching her swan-like neck. Now the eye rested

upon a sunny-browed, fair-haired child, and then

upon a slight, ethereal figure and spiritual coun-

tenance, that might have been taken for the rep-

resentation of a Peri. There were landscapes,

too, evidently, the creations of a wayward fancy,

for here and there was one, pervaded with those

warm and sunny tints, that characterized the

painting of Claude j it was evidently the daguer-

reotype of a bright thought, for the sunlight was

melting among gorgeous clouds, and breaking

up through beautiful foliage, and flushing the

pparkling waters, and the green earth. In strik-

ing contrast with this was a dark sketch, dark

and sombre enough to suit even the gloomy

fancy of Salvator Rosa; there the cloudy sky,

the wild ravine, the. turbid brook, were all cold,

cold as the moonlitibt giitteron northern snows,

and ye« the whole was fraught with a strange

beauty. Then there was another, with its hues

mellowed and subdued wi>h a twilight softness;

rich shadows purpled the waters, and a golden

haze slumbered amid the tree-tops, and rrowned

the far ott" mountains with a halo of glory.

But the young arii?t seemed all regardless of

these ; he stood before a portrait that rested on

his easel, ab.'^orbed in deep thought. It was a

sketch of a female figure, and though not yet

completed, it already indicated a face of sur-

passing beauty, and a form of matchless sym-

metry and grace. A thousand tumulitious and

varying emotions flitt(-d over his countenance as

he gazed upon it; now his dark eyes would

brighten—a rich flush would steal into his cheek,

and his whole face would light up with delight,

the next moment the color would recede, the

jetty hrows would knit into an expression of in-

tense angui.ili, and the lips become firmly rom-

presued. All at once he thoueht he heard a

door open and close in a room below, and then

the sound of footsteps, and a clear, mellow voice

fi-'U on his ear; he started, and tho crimson

flushed over his broad, white forehead, for those

sweet tones thrilled every chord of hi'* heart.

He ha.stily snatched the picture from tho easel,

and turned the face to the wall, then hurried

across tho apartment, and tuking up his palette

and brushes began to add a few tints to a half-

finished landscape. When a few minutes after-

wards a gay trio entered the studio, he stood

calmly at his work, and though his heart was

heating wildly, there was no tremor in the hand

that wielded the brush—no fitful color in the

face bent over the canvas—nought to betray

the slightest agitation. A tall, elegant man, in

the prime of life had crossed the room (0 him
and bade him ''good morning," before he

seemed to notice tho arrival of his visitors ; then

he looked up wiili a smile, apologized for his

inattention, and moved towards the rest of the

party, A majestic and fashionable looking

woman had already seated herself wiih the air

of one quite at home, and a young and beautiful

girl stood by one of the windows, gazing intu

the street, and tracing the fnntastic figures of the

frost-work in the glass with her taper fingers.

She turned towards him as he approached, and

returned his greeting with a polite salutation.

** I think you wished us to come this morning

at eleven, Mr. Harcourt?" said the gentleman,

glancing at his gold repeater.

" Yes, sir," replied the artist, " that was my
request— will it be quite convenient for you to

remain an hour, to-day, Miss Ashleigh?"
" Perfectly so," rejoined the lady.

Ernest Harcourt bowed, and hurried away to

bring his easel, while the fair girl removed her

hat, and flinging her rich shawl over the arm of

the sofa, sank carelessly down to wait the re-ap-

pearance of the young painter.

" Retain that position, by all means," said

Harcourt, as he again approached her, for she

had unconsciously assumed an attitude of rare

gracefulness, and to the artist Florence Ashleigh,

with all her wondrous loveliness and grace, had

never seemed so beautiful as at that moment.

He placed his easel near her, and began to add

a few shades to the portrait, while the visitors,

who had accompanied her, strolled arm in arm
tTfrough the studio, looting at the exquisite

paintings that adorned the walls, and comment-
ing upon their merits. An hour sped swiftly and
happily to the young painter; the bright being

before him had dispelled the melancholy thoughts

that had haunt«d him, and at length he lifted

his eyes to her face with a glance in which his

unavowed love shone eloquently. For a moment
their eyes met. Florence Ashleigh had never

before encountered such a look from him ; but

it needed no words to interpret its language, and

the heavily. fringed lids drooped over her large,

liquid eyes, while her heart beat fast with the

host of tumultuous emotions aroused by that

speaking glance. Again the artist fixed his

gaze upon the portrait—and at length, turning

towards the young girl, he said in a tone, too

low for any ear but hers :

" I will not detain you longer, Miss Ashleigh,

though your presence is perhaps too pleasant to

me ! To-morrow the portrait will be finished

—

I will not say how much I regret it."

The crimson rushed over the fair face of

Florence Ashleigh, and her delicately arched

lips quivered like rose leaves shaken by a

storm ; but she could not find voice to reply.

She took up her hat, and was bur^ily shaking

back the plumes upon it, when her companions

returned to that nook of the studio, so that

they never noticed her agitation. The gay

conversation that ensued was well calculated to

restore composure, but Ernest Harcourt, with

the quick eye of love, saw the flush fade from

her fa( e, as they alluded to the completion of

the portrait, and the tremor that shook her white

hand as ^he drew her cachemere around her.

The next moment he was alone—alone with the

life-like image of Florence Ashleigh—wiih his

own thoughts.

The next day they came to take away the

portrait—the proud father and his beautiful

daughters. The painter met them with a calm

brow and a placid smile, and led them to the

easel, on which lay the picture. There was the

" counterteit presentment " of Florence Ash-

leigh's classic head—the Grecian features—the

large, violet eyes—the long, silken lashes—the

delicately penciled brows—and the dark brown
hair, parted away from the white forehead, and
falling in heavy curls upon the polished shoul-

ders, were nil deline»ted with a faithfulnef-s sel-

dom equalled, while the exquisite fairness of the

complexion— the soft bloopi on iho cheeks, and
the hue of Hpsjike chiseled coral, gave the Fem-

blanee of life (o the inanimate canvas. O, it

was beautiful— beautiful; and round it hovered

that soft, rich coloring, that mellow atmosphere,

which the old painters loved to fling around

their pi* turcs of the Madonna. The old man
gazed upon it long and earnestly in silence ; at

length a smile broke over his features ; his eye

had fallen on the slight hauteur in the arch of the

graceful neck, and the curve of the bright lip.s.

" Do you see that, Marian 1" he asked, turning

to his eldest daughter; "there is the old JM-
/eiffh expression —the faviibj pride—anybody who
had ever seen one of the race, would know that

picture in India !"

" Family pride!'* Those two words were ring-

ing in the car and heart of Ernest Harcourt,

when the sweet voice of Florence echoed through

the room like a lute-tone.

" And so you think it like me, dear papa?"
she asked.

" Like you ! Why child, it is faultless,"

exclaimed the old man, looking down upon her

with pride in every lineament of his face. "In-

deed, I do not know how he has succeeded in

obtaining so striking a resemblance."

It was well that the proud relatives of Flor-

ence Ashleigh saw not ihe sudden flu^h that

suffused the face of Ernest
, Harcourt, or the

death-like pallor that succeeded it,—otherwise

they might have suspected that the young painter

had transferred to the canvas an image indelibly

pictured in his heart.

** This portrait does you great credit," ob-

served the millionaire, turning towards him
;

"my most sanguine expectations are more than

realized ; it deserves a richer remuneration than

the stipulated sum."
" No, sir—no sir," hurriedly interposed Har-

court ;
" I am amply repaid if your expectations

are met;" he paused, hesitatfd a moment, and

then received the gold which his patron offered

him, and half unconsciously murmured his

thanks. The next moment the visitors turoed

to go ; he scarcely heard their words of com-

mendation, or the expression of their good

wishes, for his thoughts were all of Florence.

She had not lifted her eyes to him during the

interview, but he saw the flitter of her eyelids

—

the varying color in her face—the scarcely per-

ceptible quiver of her lips, and when she glanced

at him a moment at parting, and murmured her
" adie^j," in a voice scarcely audible, his heart

beat fast, and a mist gathered before his eyes.

" Can it be true, that she really regrets that the

portrait is completed?" he asked himself, as the

echo of their retreating footsteps died away, and

for a moment the remembrance of the past gave

him a thrill of joy ; then the proud father of

Florence rot-e before him, and he murmured;
" It is madness to think of revealing to that

peerless girl the love which must be hopeless

now and hereafter ; even had I wealth and fame

to offer her with my heart, I could not assure

her of rank equal to her own, for I know nothing

of my lineage—know not even my nghtful

name ! It is vain to think of her more !"

Alas ! alas ! the young painter had spoken

true ; there was little reason for hira to hope that

the proud father, who gloried in his ancestry,

and deemed his daughter a fitting bride for the

noblest in the land, would ever give his idolized

Florence to a nameless painter. Ernest Har-

court knew all this, and a thrill of agony swayed

his heart as he thought that his love-Oream was

doomed 10 fade as a thousand other viaons

which he had cheri^hed, had vanished before.

This, howeV' r, was not his first experience of

sorrow, for his pathway in life had thus far been

a thorny one. He had never known the love of

kindred, and his earliest recollections were of his

childish grief at bearing the sad story of his

orphanage, from the lips of his bent factor.

Twenty-five years previous to the date of our

story, a packet-ship was wrecked on the coast

of an inhospitable island in the Indian ocean;

the passengers aLd crew despairing of safety in

the sinkirg vessel, took refuge in the life-boat«,

and had nearly reached the shore, when a heavy

sea engulfed them ; some sank beneath the

whiriing waters to a grave among the coral

caves of the ocean, and some were swept on

shore by the violence of the waves. Two sail-

ors, who had deserted from a merchant vessel

some three months before this sad occurrence,

and were then living on the desolate i>land, were

witnessi-s of the awlul j^pcctacle, and among the

lifeless forms, thrown upon the bettch, they dis-

covered a lady with a child of perhaps two sum-

mers, closely clasped iu her arms. She was

flpeechlcss when they found her, and her spirit

soon took its fligh#^ hut the child lived, and one
of the sailors watched over him with much so-

licitude. Three days after the wreck, they were
taken on hoard a vessel, bound for New York,
and thither the generous tar bore the child of his

adoption. He gave him a home with his own
children, and because his eyes were so strangely

thoughtful and earnest, they called him Ermnt

;

the name Harcourt was added in memory of an
old ari|uaintancoof his benefactor. At an early

age he exhibited a remarkable predilection for

sketching, and at length the desire to be an ar-

tist became the all-engrossirig project of his

heart. Many difficulties and obstacles lay in

hia path to greatness, but with the wild hope of

eucccf-s ever burning in his heart, he toiled

St. adily for the attainment of the desired object.

Grace Greenwood says t " A race for bread is

better than u race for fame ;" but when one is

toiling like the Joung artist, for both, it requires

a strong resolution, a lofty courage, to nerve the

spirit for the effort. It had cost Ernest Harcourt

many a stern trial, many a mighty struggle with

the world, to reach the position which he now
occupied, and often the star, from which " Hope,
that gentlest astrologer," was fortelling a bril-

liant fortune, grew pale and dim in the clouds

of care and misfortune, that hovered over the

skv of his existence. It is a sad, sad truth, that

genius is not always appreciaitd, when not sur-

rounded by outward circumstances favorable to

display it, and Ernest Harcourt mig^ht, perhaps,

have seen the utter overthrow of all the bright

hopes, in which vivid imaginations are prone to

indulge, had not an act of heroism introduced

him to the notice of Mrs. Brandon, the only

sister of Florence Ashleigh. He had the happi-

ness of rescuing from drowning, her child, a
fair-haired, blue-eyed girl, the pride and joy of

her parens. Nothing could exceed their grati-

tude to him, and when the grateful father sought
him in his studio to reward him, he knew for the

first time that there was such an artist in the

city as Ernest Harcourt. Mr. Brandon was a

connoisseur in the fine arts, and his practised eye

soon saw the genius of the young painter, and
from that time Ernest Harcourt began to rise in

the public favor. Th'e Brandons were people of
wealth and rank, and their opinions had great

weight in the circle in which they moved, and
the talents of Harcourt now began to be known
and admired. Mr. Brandon gave him his pa-

tronage, recommended him to the notice of his

friends, and at last brought Florence Ashleigh
to sit for her portrait. And when she came, in

all her brightness and beauty—in all her loveli-

ness of mind and heart, Ernest Harcourt first

" awoke to love."

CHAPTER ir.

Six months had passed since the completion

of Florence Ashleigh's portrait, and the pros-

pects of the young artist were brightening be-

neath the smiles of fortune. The faithful like-

ness of the beautiful girl had drawn all eyes to

the painter ; and ere long his prosperity enabled

him to visit Italy, to study the works of the

great masters. It was at the close of a dehf^htful

day in August, and Ernest Harcourt was alone

in his studio. On the morrow he was to sail for

fair Italia, the land of the artist's dreams ; his

arrangen.ents were all completed,—everything

was in readiness but his own heart, and that

yearned for another glance at Florence Ashleigh.
" I must see her once more !" he exclaimed,

at length, and the next moment he was hurrying

towards the country seat of her haughty sire.

The evening was glorious ; the moon looked

down witn a smile upon her radiant brow, and
the stars burned brightly in the blue depths of

the cloudless fky. The breath of summer flow-

ers perfumed the soft air, and the dewy leaves

rustled a sweet symphony to the murmuring of

the stream that wound near his path like a line

of silvery light ; but he heeded not the beauty of

nature, for before his mental vision floated the

radiant face of Florence Ashleigh. The music

of a harp aroused him from a bright dream
; he

knew the strains of her harp, and the still sweeier

melody of her voice, for be hai often listened to

them, when she dreamed not that he was near.

He paused beneath her window; it was open,

and beside it sat Florence, now and then touch-

ing a chord of her harp. The next moment he

was by her side, listening to her sweet welcome,

and basking in the sunlight of her smile. Two
hours after they parted acknowledged lovers.

Ernest Harcourt had told the fair girl his past

history—his hopes for the future—his dreams

—

his aspirations, and Ms deep, devoted love for
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her; and she had given him the dear assurance

that his affection was returned—that in heart

she was his own. " There are some moments

like the hues on the wing of a butterfly, a touch

brushes them away "— 60 says Miss Landon, in

one of her novels—such were the moments

spent by the lovers, till the bitter word, farewell,

with all its wealth of meaning, was spoken, and

they parted—Ernest Harcourt to loil and labor

for her sake—and his Florence to cheiiah his

memory and pray for his success.

Time passed away, and Florence Ashleigh

sljll bore the name and shared the home of her

father. Her beauty had superbly matured, and

she was now indeed a magnificent creature. The

world wondered why she refused so many daz-

zling oflTers ; but ah, the vorld knew not the

eaily, only love of the petted and radiant crea-

ture. " Her heart was like a precious gem, too

delicate to bear more than one engraving," and

her love for Ernest Harcourt was still the dearest

object of her earthly existence—in which were

centred all her sweetest memories of the past

—

in which were garnered all her brightest hopes

of the future. Now and then tidings of the young

painter, who had made her the star of his des-

tiny, reached her; "he had walked steadily up-

ward in the eye of fame," and as she heard his

praises spoken, her dark eyes would brighten,

and the rose on her cheek deepen into crimson.

Itwasmidnight—calm, thought-inspiring mid-

night, and Florence Ashleigh was standing in

the magnificent boudoir where Ernest Harcourt

had breathed his love to her three years before.

She was still more beautiful in form and feature

than when the young painter portrayed her

loveliness, but a sad change had come over the

expression of her countenance. Had a sculptor

wished to represent despair, he could have found

a model in the drooping figure and wretched

countenance of that young girl ; her face was

fearfully colorless—an expression of intense suf-

fering rested on the broad, white forehead ;
there

was a heart-rending look of anguish in the

dark, violet eyes, and the lids seemed heavy

with gathering tears. And what had caused all

this misery 1 A sacrifice lay before her, from

which every feeling of her nature shrank, and

she was endeavoring to school her heart to the

trial. A few hours before she had been saramont*d

to her father's library to hear the startling intel-

ligence that all the wealth of her sire had been

lost in an unfortunate and hazardous speculation.

Her father was almost frantic with the thought

of it; and in an agony of soul which Florence

had never witnessed before, he had placed before

his child the sacrifice which alone could save

them from want and disgrace. Vincent Lour-

ville was a millionaire; he had long sued in vain

for the hand of Florence, and he had proposed

to the old man a union.

There was a wild struggle in the heart of

Florence, for her soul revolted agaiust the alli-

ance ; on one hand was misery in poverty— on

the other, misery in wealth. Which should she

choose ? She could soon have decided for her-

self; but then the wild, frantic grief of her white-

haired, ghastly father rose before her, and she

wavered between love and duty. If she endea-

vored to think calmly of the proposed alliance,

the image of Ernest Harcourt flitted before her

mental vision ; again those dark, tender eyes

looked into her own—again that voice of melody

murmured in her ear—again she stood beside

him, uttering the promise that she would never

marry till his return. Her brain whirled as she

thought of this—her eyes grew dim, and a faint-

ness stole into her heart ; she tottered to an open

wipdow, hoping that the cool air might refresh

her. Everything abroad was serene as the sraile

of a sleeping child, but Florence heeded it not.

" Can Ernest have forgotten me for some dark-

eyed beauty of the South ? Can it he that
—

"

She paused, for her aching eyes had caught

a glimpse of a tall form moving towards her.

She sprang forward with a glad cry, and the

next moment the unconscious girl was folded to

the heart of Ernest Harcourt. But his familiar

voice soon recalled her, and ere long she was

listening to words that thrilled every chord of

her heart with deep joy. Then she told him of

the stern, mental trial which she had suffered

that night—of her father's misfortunes—of the

proposal of Lourville. The young man listened

with deep emotion, and gathering her closer to

his heart, murmured

:

" God be thanked that I can save you from

this sacrifice. Dearest Florence, I now have

not only wealth, but a proud name to lay at

jyur feet—learn to call me Ernest Ladore, love,

for I have found my father. Let me tell you

briefly his history : in early life he was a mer-

chant in India, where he amassed a large for-

tune. In 18— , he married the daughter of an

English artist ; two years after their union, busi-

ness summoned my father to Cuba, and at length

he determined to lake up his abode there. He
sent for his wife to join him, and she immedi-

ately embarked with her father and her child for

Cuba—she was lost; but the child was saved.

You know the rest of my history, Florence,

until I went to Italy. Six months ago I met

my father for the fir>t time since my remembrance,

in Naples. He was struck with my resemblance

to my lost mo her and himself, and wished to

learn my history. I told him the particulars of

my early life, and showed hira the small, antique

brooch and rich scarf which my benefactor had

saved from the apparel of my mother. He re-

cognized me as his pon—the heir of his wealth

and name. Yonder is our home, Florence,"

and he pointed to a palace-like villa, whose

white walls glimmered through the tall, old

trees ;
" will you share it with me, dearest '!**

We need not give the answer of Florence, or

the reply of her happy father, when asked to

give his sanction to their Union. It is sufficient

for us to say, that a week afcerwards, the daily

papers announced the marriage of Florence Ash-

leigh to Ernest Ladore, the distinguished artist.

The prosperity and happiness that crowned

the life of Ernest Ladore, after his return to

America, presented a striking contrast to his

early days, but he has never forgotten the trials

of his youth, or the generous tar who befriended

hira in adversity. He has been richly compen-

sated by his protcffc, and now in his old ^e en-

joys ths reward of his kindness and generosity.

In the gallery of rare paintings at Ladore villa,

there is one, which the owner prizes far more

highly than all the rest ; it is the portrait of

Florence Ashleigh—now '* The Artist's Bride
!"

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial]

AKSWEB TO "HOPE NOT."

' Br WILLIAM E. TABOB.

Say not that "fortune stoops to favor few,"

For may not fortune stoop to favor you ?

Hope on ! for in the future you may find

The meed that waits a bold, courageous mind.

" A star to point the wanderer to his graTe ;"

Not GO I that star may point a way to save
;

'^ A beacon-light upon a shore untried ;"

But 'ffhere a priceless treasure may be hid.

"Hope not! chose longing, lingering cares diemias;"

Ah, no 1 but bask till certainty bringa bliea
;

Hope on ! and hoping ye may yet arise

To linger 'neath the ra>s of fortune's ekies.

Hope on !" though troubles clustre round thy path,

And seek to pour on thee their weight of wrath
;

Hope on! though darkness hover o'er to-day,

To-morrow^s sun may chose it all away.

POVERTY AND DEKT.
Poverty is a bitter draught, but may, and

sometimes with advantatje, be gulped down.
Though the drinker makes wry faces, ihere may,
after all, be wholesome goodness in the cui>.

But debt, however courteously it be offered, is

the cup of a syren, and the wine, spiced and
delicious though it be, an eating poison. The
man out of debt, though with a flaw in his jerkin,

a crack in his shoe-leather, and a hole in his hat,

is still the son of liberty, free as the singing lark

above him ; but the debtor, though clothed in

the utmost bravery, what is he but a serf upon
a holiday—a slave, to be reclaimed at an instant

by his owner, the creditor ? My son, if poor,

see wine in the running spring ; let thy m'^uth
water at the last week's roll ; think a threadbare

coat the "only wear;" and acknowledge a

white-washed garret the fittest housing place for

a gentltrman ; do this, and flee debt. So shall thy

heurt be at peace, and the sheriff be confounded.—Douglas Jtrrold.

[Written for Qleasoo's Wctorial,]

I'M THINE AL014E.

[Written for Gleaeon'e Pictorial.]

MR. AND MRS. COWPEN.
A HUUOBOUS SKETCH.

BT UAKT ALLAN.

I'm thine alone, though other hearts may claim

My wandering thoughta, this heart will turn to thee;

At early mom, or evening's quiet time,

Its secret beatings thine alone shall be.

When pleasures twine bright visions round my way,

And joy illumes my eouPs moat secret shrine

;

When mirth's rich voice may round my footsteps play,

Still I am thine, beloved, only thine.

Or when affliction's heavy wing o'ershades

The light Chat dwells within that heart of thine;

When from the rosy cheek the young light fades,

I'll own thee still, and whisper, thou art mine.

Then, when thou wanderest in a far-off land,

Let me but know thy thought doth turn to me ; *

That the communings of thy heart will blend,

At morn, at evening, with my bouI's to thee.

BT UNCLE TOBY.

Old Mr. and Mrs. Cowpen be'ong to that class

of the community who are eminently homespun

in their characteristics, and who trouble them-

selves very little about anything that may trans-

pire without the limits of the potato patch and

barn-yard attached to the farm. True, they took

a newspaper, but believed three-fourths of it to

be made up of romance and lies, and when Mr.

Cowpen read to Mrs. C. that the cars performed

the distance between Portland and Boston at

the rate of twenty miles an hour, he followed

up the paragraph with a prolonged whistle, as

much as to say, " that's gammon."
Mr. and Mrs. Cowpen lived in Dodgeville,

Me., and had reared up a pretty good sized

family in their day, the youngest son being now
married and settled with them, carrying on the

farm on what is technically called " shares."

Actuated by a laudable desire—though it had

come over them at a somewhat advanced period

of life—to see something of the world, Mr. and

Mrs. Cowpen resolved to visit Boston and see

what they could see. Coming down to Bangor

by their own wagon, they took the steamboat

for Boston, atd landed at Eastern wharf the

folio B'ing morning, not, however, without Mrs.

Cowpen's nervous system haviug- experienced

some severe shocks.

She declared most positively to Mr. C, that

she had expected every minute of the voyage, to

be "blown up like a bladder;" and she set it

down as little less than a miracle that they hadn't

"sunk to the bottom, time and time agin;" and

moreover, that she "shouldn't get the smell of

lamp ile out of her clothes if she should live to

all eternity." But these things were mere trifles,

compared to what both Mr. and Mrs. Cowpen
were destined to encounter.

Astounded by the assiduity of the hackmen to

help them with their baggage, Mr. and Mrs.

Cowpen, after along and almost frantic struggle

to retain possession of the bandbox and ban-

danna handkerchief, which contained all their

luggage, at last found their way to the American

House, Hanover street. It was just about din-

ner time, and Mr. and Mrs. Cowpen were shown

to their room, knowing about as much what

to do with themselves as fish out of water.

Scarcely had they had time to look at the carpet

and the ceiling, and back from the ceiling to the

carpet again half a dozen times, when Mrs. Cow-

pen discovered the bell-pull, with its ornamented

tassel and green cord hanging most invitingly to

the hand. Her curiosity was excited, and she

seized it with a pull.

" Creation 1" exclaimed Mrs. C, for at that

moment the first stroke of the gong for the dinner

hour was sounded just at their door. " What
have you pulled over '?" exclaimed the astonished

farmer, while his wife, with her hands on both

ears, keeled backwards on the floor, as little

boys do on the muster field when the cannon is

fired, in mimic show of bt-ing shot. But the

gong sounded louder and louder, while the far-

mer vainly tried to btop it by loosening up the

cord of the bell pull, supposing his wife had set

something agoing that wouldn't stop till the cord

got right again. Poor Mrs. Co4pen, she shook

all over like a pyramid of calf's foot jelly. She

told her son's wife, after she got back to Dodge-

ville, that " the fright tuck away all her appetite,"

and though she was " amazin' fond of 'sparagus

and green peas so airly in the season," she

"couldn't touch one on 'tm."

After one day's sojourn in Boston, during

which their inexperience cost them not a little

annoyance and expense, they concluded that it

was best to get home as quick as possible. But

how should this he done ? Mrs. Cowpen de-

clared she wouldn't go in no Pteamboat,—that

was " flat;" and so Mr. C. discovered that he

could go as far as Portland by railroad, and

from thence take the stage to Bangor, oic.

"How much?" asked Mr. C. of the ticket

master at the depot.

" Through to Portland 1"

*' To be sure."

" Dollar ninety cents."

"Dollar and ninety ce ^ts. Gracious! how

expensive. Well, then, this'll carry us both

down to Portland, will it?"

" Both ! no ; it's a single ticket. If there are

two of you, it will require another ticket."

" Well, what'll you take for tew V

" Three dollars eighty."

'* Creation ! Don't you sell them cheaper

where there's tew ?"

Being assured that this was not the case, Mr.

Cowpen reluctantly paid the fare and got into

the cars with his worthy spouse. No sooner had

the train got outside the depot, than Mrs. C.

discovered that she was on the sunny side, and

after pressing a long while, got ihe window open,

and her para-ol stuck out and arranged so as to

screen her face. The ca s were going at the

top of their speed, and the parasol coming in

contact with the stone work of an arched bridge,

flew out of Mrs. Cowpen's hands into pieces

before they had got a mile on their journey.

"Stop! stop!" screamed Mrs. C., "stop the

railroad. I've lost my parasol!"

" Can'thtlp it, marm," said the conductor, " I

coulfin't stop if you had lost a dozen of them."

This being properly explained to her, and

also the fact that by this time the parasol, broken

as it must be, was a couple of miles behind

them, she fell into a brown study and said

nothing, except that now and then she would

start almost out of her clothes every lime the

steam whistle was sounded by the entwine, and

declare that "the biler was bustin."

Perhaps this little trip of Mr. and Mrs. Cow-

pen's was not without its good effects after all,

for it seemed, in a most remarkable degree, to

reconcile them both to their home, from which

Mrs. Cowpen declared that she would never stir

again, let what would happen. She told the

stoiy of the bell-pull until she got so laughed at

that she thought it best for the future to leave

that chapter out, in her rehearsal of her travel-

ling experience.
. \ ^m^- » .

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

TAKE OFF THAT VEIL.

BT JOHN P. WSIBSAMPEL, JB.

Take off that veil, I pray thee, for it hides

The sun-hued orbs in which thy heauty bides

;

Ltt others wear a gauze to increase their grace,

—

It dima the lustre of thy lovely face.

Take off thy veil, fair maiden, for I would see

Thy charms unhidden as they pass by me
;

Mine eyes would meet with thine, and catch the air

Of speechlesB tenderness that lingers there.

Fling back thy veil ! O, let me not in vain

Beaeech of thee this eimple boon again 1

'T will cost thee little, and I shall repay

By flhrining thee in memory for aye.

CLOSING THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
The time when the enchantment breaks is half

past six o'clock. A bell of great powpr is then
rung to admonish people to retire. Policemen
then intercept perambulators, and tell them
which is the nearest door; yet it is done politely.

If people still linger, as linger tl^ey will, in the

places of enchantment, the Chinese gong is set

agoing, first one and then another. A .^oldier

of the sappers thrashes it with a drumstick, until

his own ears are well-nigh split; he thrashes on
until the sweat drops from his nose, and others

take it by turns. Most ladies run—some hold
their ears—all present, men and women, feel the

enchantment broken. But the great Indian,

diamond, the "mountain of light." still holds a
group of admirers around its gilded iron cage,

the bars of wtiich are strong enough to keep
them at more than arm's lenjith; hut behold I it

and its sister diamond are gone ; an unseen hand
has moved some secret spring, and the diamonds,
with the cushion on which they lay, have descend-

ed into the bowels of the earth, or into the cellar.

Still the gong resounds and troubles the whole
transept with its horrid din. The firemen for

the night, four men, stand beside their engine

;

the policemen, sixty in number, have already

taken their station for the night ; the policemen,

three hundred in number, who have been on duty
within the building all day, are paraded in the

transept, the nominal roll called, to see that they

are present, and then they are marched outside

and dismissed. Outside, two hundred polife-

men, who have been on duty all day, will be

dismissed soon. Two hundred of the sappers and
miners, who have been on duty in the difiTerent

departments, most of them, like the police, to

watch the property and explain the nature of
the things to the visitors, are paraded and dis-

missed ; and twenty-four of the same corps are

paiadcd and placed on night duty. Except one
(ir two officers, the superintendents of the police,

and a very select number of executive servants,

no one eUe remains within doors at night. But
the gong is not yet done ; some ling, r to the last

minute—seven o'clock ; nay, some have the curi-

osity to ask ttie soldier to be allowed to take a
turn in thrashing it. Once upon a time, mtt
over ten years fgo, the Chinese sounded their

gongs, in their innocence, to fiighlen the soldiers

and sailors of England. They did not succeed
with so harmless an instrument; but I can tes-

tify, from personal observation, that the gong
clears out the peaceable vi-vitors to the Crystal

Palace, when no bell-ringing, no gentle admo-
nitions from the police, could stir them ft-om

their indolent seats or charmed entrancement.

—

Manchester {Eng.) Examiner.
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A FANCY eCKNE.

"We present the render

herewith a picturo-pu/,-

zle, designee! and drawtt

for us by Manning. If

it does not make itself

plain to the eyes of our

readers before the iHHUO

of another number of

our paper, wo will ex-

plain it to thorn at that

time.

JOAN OF ARC.
On the 10th of May,

1412, this brave but un-

fortunate girl was taken

from prison, under an
e-icort of one hundred
and twenty men at anus,

and appeared dressed in

female apparel, while on
her hcud was placed a

mitre with this inserip-

tion:—"A relapsed her-

etie, an apostate, and
idolntor." She was sup-

ported by the Dominican
friars ; and in passinj^

through the streets t)hc

exclaimed, "O! Rouen,
must thou be my last

abode!" The Cardinal

of Winchester, the Bish-

op of Terovenne, Chan-
cellor of France, the

Bishop of Beauvois, and
other judges were seat-

ed upon the scaffold

waiting the arrival of

Joan of Arc. When
she appeared she was
heavily fettered, and, as

she mounted the seuf-

foid, her face appean d
bathed in tears. Ilcr

funeral sermon was then

preached by Nicholas

Midy; a discourse which,

had not his conscience

been totally callous, he
would have trembled to

have pronounced in the

face of hcAven, as he
stood confronted with the innocent victim about to be murdered
with hi« consent and concurrence. The infamous P. Cauchon,
Bishop of Beauvois, then pronounced the pentencc of condemna-
tion ; at the end of which he invoked the secular judge?, who were
seated on a lower scaffold to mount the fatal pile where she was
to be burnt. Joan turned round to the Bishop of Beauvois, and
extending her fettered hand towards him. " You," she exclaimed,
" are the cause of my death

;
you promised to restore me to the

church, and yon have delivered me up to my enemies!" Joan
then kneeled down and implored the mercy of the supreme Being.

church, which, at her
earnest request waH
placed before her. Am
soon as she felt the fire

approach, with her usunl
humanity, bhe warned
the priest to retire. The
pile was raihcd very high
so thjitall thcHjjeciaiors

had a full view of her,

in order thnt any doubt
of her death might be

prevented. Thefiruwas
removed as soon as she
was Hnp|>o8cd to be de»d

,

that the people might
have an opportunity of
seeing her body. As
lone as she retained the
power of utterance the
sacred name of Jesus
was heard to isiuc from
the flames. The so'm

and groans which the

violence of her aI))^'ui^h

extorted from her, alone
interrupted her ejacula-

tions. Her heart was
found entire, and flftf-r

the bulk of the body had
been consumed, the Car-
dinal of Winchester or-

dered her ashes to be

collected and thrown
into the SeinR. So per-

ished the unhappy Maid
of Orleans at the age of
19.

—

Jamea'a Memoirs of
Celdrrated Women.

A FANCY SGENEj INTENDED FOR CONTEMPLATION.

She called upon the ecclesiastics and all around her, solemnly to

assist in her last prayers. Nor, though her last moments were at-

tended with circumstances peculiarly awful, was her ungrateful
sovereign forgotten. No further sentence was pronounced by the
secular tribunal, except the words, "Take her away !" The exe-
cutioner advanced, trembling as he came to receive her from the
guard. She asked for a crucifix, and an Englishman present
broke a stick and formed a sort of a cross, which she took, and
after kissing it pressed it to her heart and ascended the fatal pile.

Before it was lighted, they broke a cross from a neighboring

THE FRAKKLIN,
Below our artist has

sketched for us a fine

maritime scene, rfpre-

senting the steamship
Franklin, as she appear-

ed on leaving New York

;^Z^__- lately, forSonthampton." The reader will observe
that this picture differs

materially from anyma-
rineviewwe have before

given, and in the style of
di awing and execution

is bold and spirited. The Franklin looms up' in the foreground

like life, and one seems to see her move as be contemplates the

picture. We have already taken occasion to dilate upon the sub-

ject of steam navigation in these pages, but the half is not yet

told. The time will come, ere long, when the ocean will be still

more swiftly and safely navigated even than now, when some
curious Yankee invention will be applied to these very steamers,

whiKh shall operate upon them like magic, and send them through
the billows with almost mirnculous speed. We feel confident

that such will be the case, either for spLtd or economy.

STEAMSHIP FEANKUN AS SHE APPEARED LEAVING THE CITY OF NEW YORK FOR HAVRE AND SOUTHAMPTON.
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COiMTKMTS OF OCTR NEXT KtJMBER.
" The Arrest, or the Daring of a Patriot Lover," a fine story, by F. Clinton

Barrington.
" L'be Coast Storm, or a Wife worth haring," a sea eketch, by Sylvands

COQB, Jb.
' A. Brood of Fancy Chickena, and how they prospered," a humorous sketch,

by the YyoxG =Uk.
' The Step-Hother." a story, by Harriet N. Hathaway.
' Lines on vitiitinn Long IsUnd, Boston Harbor,"' by CAnoLiNE A. HAroEN.
" Wk breathed our last Farewell," lines, by t'lNLEY Johnson.
" The Geui, the Flower, the Star." verses, by W. W. Lamudin.
" The >v'ater dpirit," line^, by H. Marion Stephens.
" The Faded Lii> ,'

' lines, by Dewitp C. Shock.
" I'm Thine Alone." by Mart Allan.
" The Spirit Land," verses, by Joseph H. Boiler.
" Lioe-s to a Maiden," by It. A Oakes.
" V HouiiUed Spirit who can liear ?" verses.
"Are they Happy?" verses, by Ia\DELLA It Bfpne.
"lUipH on the Lapstonn," lines, by George \V. Hvsqax.
'' farewell to tUe Young Bride, ' verses, by Dr. FuEUEaiCK HOUCK.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
We shall give a 6ne picture representing the Boston Brass Band, drawn for

us from life, and showing thia popular band of musicians, as they appear in
company.

A view representing the Battery at Panama, with groups of i(ller.s looking
out to sea for incoming sails. Taken on the spot by one of our artists now in
C'alit'oroia.

A picture representing the city of Panama, being a'fine and lifelike en-
graving.

A epirited scene, drawn for us on the spot, and showing the Western Gate
of the city of Panama.

Another of this series of pictures, representing the fine old Cathedral of
Panama. An iuterealmg object.

A fine likenpss of MLss Charlotte Cushman, the far-famed American actress.

A view of the Wire Suspension Bridge, at Fairmount, near Philadelphia.

A capital military scene, representing the encampment of the Boston Cadets,
at Nahant, a short time since.

,

An engraving giving an accurate view of the Union Station House at Hart-
ford, Coun

An accurate view of the U S. Fteamship Atlantic, haading for theBittery, at
New York,ou lier returu from England.

A view of Major-Geueral Henry Knox's family mansion, at Thomaston, Me.,
known by the uristocmiic appellation of" Moutpeher."

A scene giving a view of the liavel faii.ily, as they appeared at Niblo's
Garden, New York, in the comic pantomime ol jeannette and Jeannot-

A view of the Smokers' Circle on Boston Common, just as our artist found it

of an afternoon A characteristic and fine picture.

POSTAGE OF OUR PAPER.

As some few posrmaster'f, more nice than wise, have taken the

liberty of charging magazine postaije upon our paper, we have

addressed the department at Washington upon the subject, and

have the authority of its head for stating that the proper rates of

charge upon the Companion are as follows: Five cents per quar-

ter, for any distance not over fifty miles ; and ten cents per quar-

ter, for any distance not over three hundred mili-s. Our readers

and subscribers would do well to remember this, and if any post-

master attempts to defraud them by a higher charge, we will be

obliged to them to transmit his name to this office. For the in-

formation of all concerned, we subjoin the following extract from

the postmaster-general's letter to this office

:

" To judfje properly of the weight of new.spapers, postmasters are rpquired
to weigh them when they are in a dry state, the wrapper forum no p^irt of
the new.^Jpaper, neither ia postage paid on it. and all po.-^tmasterd have the right
to remove them from every paper received, at the office."

This settles the matter, and no subscriber need be imposed

upon a second time. Since the rates of postage have been re-

duced, people generally in the country have found it for their

interest to become regular subscribers to the weekly papers, as

the quarterly chwrge has now become so small as to be merely

nominal. It has also become almost universally the practice to

prepay all letters, and when one is written requiring an answer,

the writer prepays, and also encloses a stamp to forward the re-

turn letter. This is as it should be.

SoLniERS' WivEP.—A Judge of Probate, in Minnpsota Terri-

tory, to whom a Uoited States soldier at Fort Snelling recently

made application for a discharge, on the ground that he could

not find suitable quarters at the fort for his wife, granted the dis-

charge, and held that if the government enlists a husband, it must
provide suitable accommodations for the wife.

Gleasov'S Pictorial Drawisg-Hoom Companion.—Thifi elegant illustrated
weekly has met with unprecedented success. In this city alone, we are re-
liably iufornit^ii. no fewer tnan five thout<and copit-n are titben weekly. This
epealia volume.'* for the excellence of the work. The Drawing-Rooiii Com-
panion Is the piont-er in a new department of serial literature, which promises
10 meet with great favor with the reading public. Already imitations are in
circulation, but to Mr. Gleason belunga the credit of starling the ball. His
liberality and fearless enttrpiise deserve the highest encomiums. Fitzgerald's
City lEe77i, Philadelphia.

Old Times.—In 1638, it was ena ,i d that if any man offered

proposals to any young lady without first obtaining the consent

of her parents or master, he should submit lo a fine, or to corpo-

ral punishment, or to both, at the discretion of the court.

Almost too chkap.—Owing to the extremely low cost f

raateriaU and labor in China, a Bible in the Chinese language it

is said, can be sold for six cents.

THE MILITAKY PROFESSION.
Though the world is growing wiser every day, and though, in

the estimation of the best informed philosophers, mankind, if not

a community of Solomons, still represents a body of great intel-

ligence and sound opinion, yet certain prejudices, as old as the

race, have as much force at present as in the primal ages, in spite

of sermons and essays, in spite of peace societies and peace

congresses.

"The pomp, pride, and circumstance of glorious war" daz-

zles even sober understandings, and enlists the verdict of the

million in favor of the military profession. Still is it an estab-

lished axiom that ' none but the brave deserve the fair;" still

are romances of chivalry, full of graphic pictures of tilts, tourna-

ments, and bloody fiays read with the keenest avidity 5 and it is

a " fixed fdct " that " girls will follow where they hear the drum."

The belle of the ball-room does not waver nor hesitate "which

of the two to choose," when two rival gentlemen, the one a bril-

liant civilian, and the other a dashing hussar, solicit the honor of

her hand for a dance. The moustache and sabre sash are sure

to carry the day. Even sober-minded politicians are aware that

a victorious general is a surer card to play than an accomplished

civilian, though the latter may possess the learning of Parr, and

the eloquence of Demosthenes, and the former be only remem-

bered by a head as hard as that of Charles XII., and. a body

mu'ket proof.

There is a mixture of good and bad in this well-known popu-

lar feeling. Reason as you may, the world, civilization, is deeply

indebted to the military profession. Almost every great charter

of public liberty has been extorted at the point of the sword.

Cannons have preceded treaties since the beginning of time, and

all alung the stream of time, as it flows down to us from remote

ages, rise the stern figures uf warriors, whose heroic achievements

have changed the destinies of nations, and advanced the fortunes

of the human race. Sacred and profane annals are filled with

the recital of unavoidable battles, of great ends necessarily re-

ferred to the keen arbitrament of the sword.

. Where is the scholar who does not dwell with enthusiasm on

the record of Marathon or Plattea, or Leuctra, or Lepanto, Mar-

sion Moor, and Naseby, or on those scenes of deeper import en-

acted on our own soil, scenes which bear the names of Concord,

Lexington, Bunker Hill, Yorktown and New Orleans ? It is the

cause which hallows the profession. The soldier of fortune, the

mercenary cut -throat whose trade is war, who sells his sword to

the highest bidder, like the free lances of the middle ages, or the

hireling Hessians or Swiss of modern times, can only be regarded

with horror and disgust. Between the patriot soldier who fights

in the sacred cause of his country, and the epauletted ruffian who

fights for pay and booty, there is the same difference existing as

between the characters of Philip Sidney and Dugald Dalgetty.

The one performs the high duty of the citizen, the other exercises

the calling of the bravo. When one falls, a nation wteps his

loss, when the other dies, his next comrade in rank thanks his

star-i for the opening.

We Americans have been censured for the high consideration

we bestow on military men, but there is a valid reason for our

doing so. Oar military history is stainless, for our arms have

not only never been disgraced by defeat, but have never been

tarnished by being wielded in an unhallowed cause. With us the

sword was first drawn for independence—a second time to secure

that independence, menaced by the same foe from which our

liberties were extorted by our valor—and a third time to punish

aggression and invasion. The meteor-flilg of England, and the

tricolor of Mexico were alike trailed in the dust, while the stars

and stripes—the proudest flag that ever floated in the wind or

dallied with the sunbeams—waved aloft in the pure breath of

heaven.

It is not, therefore, for a Republic whose wars have been forced

upon her, to regard with indifference the noble men whose valor

bore her honorably through the trial, or to undervalue a profes-

sion whose heritage is fame and honor.

BACK NUMBERS.
As we are constantly being asked if we can supply the back

numbers of our illustrated Drawing-Room Companion, we would

say in this place that we can siill complete sets from the com-

mencement of the volume to the present time. Persons desiring

to possess themselves of a beautiful illumined volume, would do

well to apply at once, while we can furnish the set. The Com-
panion will make two volumes to the year,— of some 416 pages

each—P32 pages a year—with nearly a thou'-and brilliant and

original engravings, of men and manners, and all current events

of the times. Likenesses of all noted characters, male or female,

of all famous buildings, cities, animals, ships, steamers, and in

short, of every event and thing worthy of record. Send in your

subscriptions then at once, and complete files will be furnished.

Duel.—The New Orleans papers contain full p.'^rticulars of

the late duel in that city, which was fought with double barrelled

guns at forty paces. At the second fire Frost received Hum's
shot in his left breast, and expired in half an hour.

Gleabon's PiCTor.iAL BRAWiyc-'Rooji CowpAyioN
—

"^e cannot bnt rnll at-
tpntioL now and then to thi^plegnnt production, which mukes ira wr-eklv vi.'-iia

with 6uch punctualiiy. It U a gem in tht- way of iiiprary productions. We
advise every family to procure a copy.

—

H'Vipsiead Inquirer.

A GOOD Pt,A?i.—The editor of a newspaper out towards Lake
Champlain, hns discovered a way of keeping eggs from spoiling.

His method is to €at them wlitU they are fresh.

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Cumming6, Mr. George F. Thurston to Miss Je-
msha Dill.

By Kev. Dr. Tinton, Hon. A2ariah Prentina, of Rome, Mich., to Miss Mary
Ann Dyar, of Lowell.

By Rev. Mr. Potter, Mr. Moses C. May to Miss Adeline M. Toung.
By Rev. Dr. Neale, Samuel K. Mason, Ejq.. to Miss Esther Wordsworth.
By Kev. Dr. Sharp, Mr. Nathanipl Q. Batchelder to Mi.'fa Amanda E. Uawbes.
By Rev. Dr. Stone, Mr. J. J. Wiley, to Miss Clara A., Dounhty.
By Rev. Mr. itrecter. Mr. John Rayner to Miss Elizabeth Hargravcs.
At BriHikline. by Rev. Mr. Parker, Mr. Samuel H. Aiten, of Charlestown, to

MiaB Sarah E. Peaseley, of Lynn
At Neponset. by Rt^v. Mr. Edwardfl; John W. Porter, Esq., of Port liTorfolb,

to Miss Ellen Howland.
At Scituate. by Rev. Mr. Nute, Mr. G. Harvey French, of Hinghsm, to MiBS

Henrietta A. Gordak.
At IVilmot. by Rev, Mr. Kimball, Mr. John Barry, of New Durham, to MSbs

Nancy M. Phelps.
At Newbur\port, bv Rev. Mr. Fiske, Mr. G. W. Loker, of Boston, to Misa

Henrietta Clifford, of Bath, Me
At Na.shua, N. H., by J. F. (Whittle, Esq., Mr. A. Sausman, of Boston, to

Mi.s8 Lvdia Balch, of S. Benvji^k, Me.
At Niagara Falls, by R*v. Mr. Chester, Mr. J. G. Farrington to Miss Sarah

B. Bruce, both of Boston.

Tn this city, Mr. Charles R Corey, 2S ; Mr. Bichard Hodson, 77 ; Mrs. Eliza

Wilder, of Lancaster, Mass.. 30 ; Mr. Dearborn W. Roliim*, 28; Mrs. Deborah
T. Koop, 24. \
At East Cambridge, Mr. William Davidson 30.

At Cauibridgeport, Mii-s Nancj Dcjtn, 67.

At Charlestown, Mr Barnabas Turner, 57.

At Marblehead, Cnpt. Ambrose \lartin, 78.

At Littleton, Mr. Elias Pratt, 7-5.

At Lowell. Mr. Solomou bellman, 70.

At N.Lucucker, Mrs Martha Fuller, of Barnstable. 90.
' At Tempieton, Mr. Olivnr iSrowu, 96 \

At Spiingfit-ld, Mr. ^masa Pars^uii, 70.

At i\orthficld, Mi's. Sarah Co.. , 75

At A'arien, Me
,
Mrs. Mary ^'arren. 108.

At Wiuthrop- Me.. Mr. Levi Blackington. ."iS.

At Wolfboro', N H., Major John Kellev. 59
At Greensboro', Yt , iMr Walter P. Haskell, 34.
At (,'alaii!, Vt., Capt Gideon A'heelock, 80.

At New Haven, Ct., Mist Sarah G. Adams, 27.
At -Woodbury, Ct,, Mr Enoch Haves, SU.

At Brooklyn, N. Y., Mrs. Ann Sands, 90.

At Puiladelpbia, Itev. David Shi^Us, 3S.

/f;//*i ^

GLEASO^'S PICTORIAL

Slt'rttt)tit^^IlO0ttt iHom^rtnlou*

A Record of the beautiful and useful in Aii.

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and
available form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of
the day. Its columns arc devoted to original tales, sketchei
and poems, by the

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign news ; the whole wel
spiced with wit and humor Each paptr is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of nota-
ble objects, current events in all parts of the world, and ofmen
and manners, altogether making a paper entirely original in its

design, in this country. Its pages contain views ofevery popu-
lous city in the known world, of all buildings of note in the
eastern or western hemisphere, of all the principal ships and
steamer-s of the navy and merchant service, with fine and accu-
rate portraits of every noted chxracter in the world, both male
and female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken from life, will

also be given, with numerous specimens from the animal king-
dom, the birds of the air, and the tish of the sea. It is printed
on fine eatin-eurface paper, from a font of new and beautiful

type, manufactured eipreasly for it,—presenting in its mechani-
cal execution an elegant specimen of art. It contains fifteen

hundred and f^ixty-four square inches, giving a great amount
of reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper
of sixteen octavo pages. It forma

The Best Family Paper,
ina<<mucti as ils aim is constantly, in connection with the fund
of amusement it affords, and the rich array of original mipcellany
it presents, to inculcate the strictest and highest toneof moral-
ity, and to encourage virtue bylioldingup to view all that ia

good and pure, and avoiding all that U evil in its tendency. In
short, the object is to instke the paper loved, respected, and sought
after, for its combined escellences.

TEEMS :-IIIVA3IABIY IN ADVANCE.
1 Subscriber, one year iS3 00
2 Subscribers, " '^ 5 (lO

4 " " " 9 00
8 " " « 16 00

Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of
$2 00 e:ich, i>er annum.

\r7°' One copy of the Flag of oun TTmox, and one copy of the
Pictorial DftAWi>G-l;ooM Companion, one year, for $4 00.

[i:7~ The PicroRiAL Drawisg-Room Companion may be ob-
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'A

A Fact.—Two things can never be successfully connterfeited

—modesty and common sense.
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[tVrltUn for Glttfisoii'H rictorlal,]

THE SWGDISII MIGIlTlNCiALK.

BT PIIANKLIN 0. B HURLDUT.

The flonpstrofls of Swcdon noon hiifltpnR Rway,

Afar oVr the bosom of ocvhq'h doniiiln
;

Like the Hwiwt sumuiflr linnut, In noni;-won ntraj,

To Hint; ^Dtong her (Juar nutlvu mountaluH tif^itin
;

Where, wiiltiuK, thu mountain ^IrlH Jremiiily wtiind,

To weluoiuc* her back to htr own fulry kml.

To the whisper of woocLi iind the murmur of Btreamn,

To the nlghtlnKale's melody all the day long,

ller BpiiU must wander in inomnry'H Ureamn,

And plume Its jtold pinions In rupture and song
;

Where the roHy-cheek«d mountain girlB lovingly stand,

To welcome her back to her own fairy land.

BlueDoffnifleld Hftn hln bold forL-hoad on hlgh^

A Hentinel o'er hin dark Hummlts of pluo

;

While Bothnia's gulf reflecting the sky,

RoIIb Id 'mong the fields of the apple and vine;

Where golden-haired pencant pirls drenmlly atttud,

To welcome her back, to her own fairy land.

America stands in her national pride,

By her gate that opes on the rising of day ;

O'er the brim of Atlantic^blue-rolling and wide,

While Toicea are calling our cong-blrd away
;

Where the bonny-browed mountain girls lovingly stand,

To welcome her bacfe to her own fub*y land.

Fair GOOgRtress! we love thee as one of that band,

Whose wood-notes in Kden was elderly heard

Along the green woods of that heavenly land,

That opened at sunrise to many a bird 1

Our national eagle will guard thee afar,

Beyond the blue gates of the orient star.

Thou'lt come in the pathway of sunset agaia,

To mingle thy lays with American birds
;

For bright El Dorado o'er ocean's domain,

Opes wide her gold gateway, as lisping our worda

;

We'll long for thy mui^ic aa that of the Bpring,

When the north spirit slumbers and winter takes wing.

Toung June baa mingled her love with the rosea,

And crimson clouds hang o'er the borders of day
;

While the red array of the morning diaclosea

The spirits that beckon thee softly away
;

Adieu ! and soon may thy lovelieet strain

Kesound 'mong thy dear native mountains again !

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

THE CORSICAN'S VENGEANCE.

BT TRANCIS A. DUBITAGB.

It was a wild and windy afterDOon, and the clouds hang heavily,

portending rain, over the rough crags and peaks of a wild Cor-

Bican landscape, as a young man of twenty-five slowly toiled

upward from the valley, shaping his course to the summit of a

hill of considerable elevation. The traveller did not belong, evi-

dently, to the upper class, yet his dress, though the material was

coarse, was tasteful, and well fitted to display the masculine

beauty of his well knit frame. He wore a dark green jerkin and

a gray slouched hat, graced with an eagle's plume. From one

shoulder hung a short cloak of the same color as his jerkin. His

legs and feet were protected by leggings and buskins of finely

dressed leather, and a broad black belt encircling his waist, was

fastened in front by a gold buckle, his only ornament. In his

right hand he carried a strong, iron shod staff, to facilitate his

steps in climbing. The countenance of ihe youth was classical

in form, the face bronzed with exposure to the climate, the mouth
shaded by a thick moustache, indicating resolution, while the wild,

dark restless falcon eye was one

" That melted in love or that kindled in war."

A turn of the pathway brought him face to face with a person-

age who was descending the mountain— a man of middle age,

whose rich 'vesture and haughty bearing, as well as the arms he

bore, proclaimed him a nobleman.

" What ho, Antonio !" cried the latter ;
" whither art thou

journeying 1'^

The young man recognized in the speaker the Signor Vincentio

Martelli, hts feudal loid, and uncovering at once, answered him
lespectfuUy

:

" My lord, I am going to pay a visit to the cottage of Father

Ignacio the shepherd."

" With no thought of his pretty daughter?" asked the signor,

smiling.

'•Nay, my lord," replied the vassal, "I hope indeed to see

Maria. You know that she is ray betrothed, and you yourself

have honored us by approving of our betrothal."

*' Ay, I remember something of the sort," muttered the signor.

*' I wish you joy. But we shall see you at the festival to-morrow 1"

" Assuredly, my lord. I shall try hard to win the silver cross."

" May the same fortune that attends you in love await you in

the games. Pass on."

Antonio bowed low and they parted; the vassal for the shepherd's

cottage, and the lord for his feudal castle.

A few minutes vigorous exertion brought the young man to

the abode of his betrothed. He entered, as was his wont, without

knocking at the door; but, much to hi.s surprise, instead of the

persons he sought, he found an aged priest, a pious and austere

man, who led the life of a hermit in a rave at no great distance

from the cottage. He saluted the old man respectfully, and then
infjuired for the shepherd.

" AliiH, my Non," said Ftither Ambrose, " this life is full of

trouble ; in the midst of it we arc in death ; our joyn perish like

the roMCH by the wayside ; our sinilcs arc but the passing sunbhlno

of ft moment."
" Something has chanced to our friends. Speak, father, what

is it? Ignacio may have fallen from theclitfa—Maria may be ill."

"Piitiencc, patience, my son," said the hermit, "Hast thou

the courage to bear ill news V
" I have the heart for everything but suapensc."

" Tomorrow was to have been thy wedding day?"
" Was to have been !" echoed the impetuous young man. " Is

it not to be ? You yourself promised to Mess our union."

" Calm thyself and listen to me. Is there a lamb upon these

wild hills that the wolf seeks not to devour ? Maiia was ihy pet

lamb—Vincentio Martelli is the wolf."

" Vincentio Martelli I"

" He came hither—he saw thy betrothed," continued the old

man ;
" her beauty fired him ; he said that charms like hers were

not to be wasted on a peasant churl. He offered to make her his

bride. Maria spurned the offer. Then ho resorted to menace.
* I give you,' said he, * to night for reflection. If on the morrow

you are not prepared to grant my suit, mv men-at-arms shall

drag you from this roof to the safe security of my castle, and

there my almoner, who dar« not refuse obedience to my com-

mands, shall unite us at the altar's foot.'"

" And she was compelled to assent!" cried Antonio, in a voice

of agony.

"Not so; she was proof against temptation and menace.

She declared that she would sooner perish—sooner dash herself

10 pieces on these wild rocks, than be false to her plighted vow.

With a repetition of his threats, Martelli left her."

' And I met the villain on his return, and knew not this
!"

exclaimed Antonio. " We stood together on a narrow pass,

where one motion of my arm would have hurled him to perdition.

But he shall not escape me. Where is Maria now ?"

" She is safe with her father at my hermitage. Protected by

the cross, no one dares molest her. But, alas, this is but a tem-

porary shelter. Martelli is capable of starving her in her retreat,

by beltaguring the sanctuary, even if, bold, bad man as he is, he

does not resolve to commit the crime of sacrilege, violate my
threshold, and carry his menace into execution. What, then,

is left jou ultimately but submission V*

" Revenge," answered the Corsican, in a deep and hollow voice.

" O, ray son," cried the hermit, "remember it is written— ' Ven-

geance is mine, sai[h the Lord.' Kemember that submission is

the duty of a Christian."

** Not submission to tyranny, father," cried the young man,
impetuously. "Our tenets teach not that. Know }ou not that

this Martelli is a usurper, to whose yoke we Corsicans have too

long bowed 1 But the hour of reckoning is at hand. This last

act has over-filled his cup. Farewell, father. We shall meet each

other on the plains to-morrow. Till then, watch over Maria with

a father's care. Once more, farewell."

On the following day the broad green plain at the foot of the

mountain presented a gay and animating spectacle. A large

space was enclosed by rough pallisades, and around a part of

the circumference were raised rude benches, for the accommoda-
tion of a large number of spectators of the approaching sports,

and these were filled with gaily attired peasants and mountaineers

of both sexes, at an early hour. A sort of throne, richly orna-

mented and canopied, arose upon one side of the lists, and here

was seated Vincentio Martelli, in his most splendid robes, sur-

rounded by his mercenary satellites.

The sports of the day consisted in the capture and taming of a

number of half wild horses, which were turned into the ring and

pursued by men on foot, piovided with lassoes, which they threw

around the necks or legs of the horses. After the animals were

thrown down, the huntsman bitted them, vaulted upon their backs,

and endeavored to reduce them to obedience in spite of their

frantic etiorts to regain their liberty.

One noble black horse, well fitted to be the champion of his

race, attracted universal attention, and seemed destined by his

fire, speed and ferocity, to baffle every attempt to master him.

Whtn first admitted to the ring he dashed round it with the speed

of light, looking wildly for an outlet. Finding none, he attempted

to leap the barricade. Failing in this, he lashed out with his

hind legs till the massive staucheons that sustained the gate

threatened to give way.

More than one adventurer in vain endeavored to fix the lasso

on his limbs. One or two succeeded in noosing him, but he
snapped the cords as if they had been packthread, and then

stood at bay, snorting defiance at his foes. Marielli decreed the

silver cross to the man wdo should succeed in taming the black

horse. At last Antonio entered the arena. He was clad as we
have described him on the day preceding, except that he had
cast aside his cloak, and besides his lasso carried a light, but

strong bridle, with a powerful bit in his belt, and wore boots

furnished with severe spurs.

After one or two unsuccessful casts, he threw the noose dex-

terously round the fore legs of the furious horse, and forcibly

jerking the rope backward, threw him to the ground with such

violence as to stun him for a moment. In that brief space of

time the daring youth slipped on the headhtall, placed the bit in

the mouth of the unconscious animal, and sprang upon his back,

Kecovering himself in a moment, the wild horse sprang into the

air with the ferocious bound of a panther. As he came to the

ground, Antonio gave him both spurs rowel deep. Then the

frantic creature reared upon his hind legs and shook himself vio-

lently. As he toppled down from this dangerous attitude, again

he fult the cold bteel deep within his flanks. . Tden he dashed for

the barricade, seeking <o crush Inn rider's Hmhs against the pillars;

hut the firm hand of Antonio held him to the wall, while the

rowols played their part again. The furious struggle at last

ended in submission on the part of the wild hor^e. The white

foam stood upon his glossy hide; he trembled with anew-born

fear. Then rang the air with deafening hravos, while the victor,

culm and imperturbable, compelled the vanqulbhed animal to

move round the arena, now 8tei)ping slowly, now dashing for-

ward at a trot, and now moving onward in a gallop. At a word

from his master, the black ho^^e hatted motianlcss before the

chair of state, and Antonio sat gazing sternly at Martelli.

** Antonio," said the bignor, riwing, " we dcclaie }0u the victor

of the day, and herewith present you with the silvi-r cross."

Antonio leaned forward over his horse's neck, and taking the

bauble, raised it to his lijjs.

" As the symbol of our faith," he said, " I do it this reverence-

As the gift of a perjured villain, I cast it at his feet."

And with these words, he threw the cross contemptuously at

the feet of Martelli.

"Dog! "cried the feudal lord; "die in thy treason!" And
drawing his sword, he aimed a ihrost at the heart of his vassal.

Antonio swerved, and the bhide grazed his side without inflict-

ing a wound. Before Martelli could recover himself the horse-

man had cast his lasso, and with the noose around the neck of

his feudal lord, wheeled his horse, and striking him with the spurs,

dashed at full gallop into the centre of the ring.

A dozen men at arms rushed upon him at once, but at Anto-

nio's cry of " Corsica to the rescue !"a band of armed mountain-

eers sprang into the arena and gave battle to the myrmidons of

Martelli. The struggle was short and decisive—victory remained

with the Corsicans. As the last soldier laid down his arms, a

man of venerable aspect advanced and ascended the throne of

Martelli.

" Corsicans !" cried Antonio, flinging himself from his horse,

and kneeling at the foot of the throne, " behold your rightful lord,

whose place yonder dead villain had too long usurped. Homage
to the noble Visconti, your rightful suzerain !"

The plaudits of the assembled multitude testified their joy.

"Thanks, friends," said Visconti, smiling graciously. "And
thou, Antonio, rise. Thou shalt be my friend rather than my
vassal. It shall be my care to recompense thy fealty. Mean-

while, yonder stands the bride thou hast so nobly won. In her

arms forget the perils of to day."

The brave Antonio needed no second bidding to send him to

the side of the beautiful maiden ; and that night their fortunes

were united in the chapel of their feudal lord.

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

THE COTTAGE.

BY J. HUKT, JB.

How plea-ting it ie in this world of digreesioa

To pause and to ponder some period fled \

The home of my infancy made an impression

Which only will perish when memory's dead.

That rough, rugged farm, how dear did I love it.

The bam by the orchard, thu ppring by the rill

;

No spot upon earth which I so much covet

As that where our cottage once stood on the hill.

The rudely-built cottage, the moss-covered cottage,

The one-stoiy cottage that stood on the hill.

Beside its broad hearthstone, at evening, I ve listened

The tale that my grandfather told of the wars
;

He'd speak of his battles while tears his eyes glistened,

And prOTe what he stated by showing his scars.

T was then that my young heart beat high for the glory

Of adding some measure fame's parchment to fill,

By giving in song, or relating in story,

My love for the cottage that stood on the hill.

The rudely-built cottage, the one-story cottage,

The time-honored cottage that stood on the hill.

That time-honOred cottage, no dream or delusion,

For *neath its old roof dwell affection and friends
;

The teat of contentment and quiet seclusion,

Where goodness found favor, and evil amends.

What would I give could I once more regain it,

And have the same ffeling-i my bosom to fill!

Alas I it's in ruins—love cannot retain it,

Tears gush for the cottage which stood on the hill I

Though parted by distance, those scenes of my childhood

Rise fresh in my mind when to them [ recur

;

I fancy I vmt the vale and the wild wood,

Where flowers >ield perfume like India's myrrh;

And then in the warmth of the deepest emotion,

1 stand, as in youth, on the banks of that rill,

And hesr in its gurgle a song of devotion

With mine, for the cottage which stood on the hill.

The rudely-built cottage, the old-fashioned cottage,

The time-honored cottjige, once gem of the hill.

SsliEEPlKG IN CHURCH.
Perhaps the most curious things about St. Philip's Chapel,

Winchester (England), are the ancient stall seats now fixed to the

walls of the ante-chapel. These have tbeir seats so fixed upon
hinges, that those who sit within them can only maintain their

position by balancing themselves with care, and resting their el-

bows on the seat arms, so that if the monks who used them drop-

ped asleep during divine service, the seats came forward and
])itched them headlong on the floor ; nay, if they only dozed, and
nodded the leabt in the world, the hard oaken seat clapped against

the old oaken hack, and made a noise loud enough to attract the

attention of the whole audience. Nothing was ever more clever-

ly contrived to keep people awake at church.

—

Odd Fellow.

LIFE.
0, how this spring of life reeembleth
The uncertain glory of an April day,

Which now shows all the bfuuty of the sun,
And, by-and-by, n cloud takes all away !— Skakspfire.
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THE SUNKY SIDE.

Open, unrestrained merriment is a safety valve to the heart

and disposition, carrying oif the noxious vapors of care and un-

happiness. It is the part of the true philosopher to jest as well

as preach, and, indeed, he will be found enforcing some of his

most valuable truths by appealing to our natural sense of the hu-

morous. We don't like to see people budging on through life

ever with a frown upon their face, and a sigh on their lips. Puch

persons do not realize that there is any sunny side to this life of

ours.

Cheerfulness is an amulet, a charm, to make for us friend",

and to make us permanently contented and happy. Let nothing

deprive you of this spirit. A cheerful man feels well, does well,

and loves those things which are good, while he who is always

sad, doth ill in the very sorrow he evinceth. Long faced, sancii

monious people are generally avoided, and very justly so, for

who wishes to partake of their malady ? while those who are ac-

customed to look on the sunny side of life are courted for the

genial spirit they impart to those about them.

The world is almost universally a mirror, which reflects back

to as the picture of the substance we present to its surface, show-

ing us the aspect of our own souls, either tranquil or troubled, as

they may be. If the eye is jaundiced, the landscape will be robbed

of its beauty, and our own morbid spirit will turn fertile fields

into sterile plains. One of the grand secrets of this life is to learn

to accommodate ourselves to circumstances, not grumbling at

every little mischance, but pleasantly putting the best aspect upon

everything that happens.

Tupper has beautifully said, that a man carries the stoutest of

all armors within his own heart, for the keenest and surest wea-

pon is a bold and cheerful spirit.

THE WIKTHROP HOUSE.
We have on several occasions recently referred to this first-

class hotel of the capital of the Bay State, and under its present

management, with the "Deacon" at the helm, it has at once

assumed an aspect of liberal elegance that it only wanted to make

perfect. Mr. Olmsted has a large experience as to the man-

agement of hotel business, and his ready courtesy and prompt

anticipation of the wants of his guests, render him eminently

popular with that class of the community dependent upon com-

fortable accommodations in travelling, or transient visits to the

city. Take our advice—if all is not right, call for Mr. Olmsted.

Deep-sea Soundings.— Captain Baum, of the U. S. Navy,

has communicated to Com. Warrington the result of a line of

deep-sea soundings across the Atlantic, giving the shape of the

great Atlantic basin between the capes of Virginia and the island

of Madeira, showing it to b^ at least five miles and a half deep.

A line of deep-sea soundings across the Gulf of Mexico, from

Tampico to the Straits of Florida, shows the basin which holds

the waters of this Gulf to be about a mile deep, and the Gulf

stream in the JFlorida Pass about three thousand feet deep.

A Likeness of Jenny.—Messrs. Souihworth & Hawes, at

No. 5 1-2 Tremont Row, were favored by Jenny Lind, during

her late visit to Boston, with sittings, and they have now at their

rooms some five or six very fine originals of the Nightingale.

Drop in and see to what a state of perfection these daguerreotyp-

ists have brought the art. They have quite a gallery.

Spanish Women.—A Spanish paper sai* three thousand wo-

men in Madrid, who are engaged in the manufacture of ciaars,

have struck for higher wages. They formed quite an army of

insureent3, and threw up barricades to impede the municipal

guard, who were sent to bring them to order.

SiNQULAT*.—A child five months old was drowned in a pail of

water in New York lately, by accidentally falling into it from a

chair where it had been left sitting by its mother, who returned

after being absent about five minutes, and found the child in the

pail, head first, dead. Both sad and singular.

Hat Reform.—A correspondent of the London Morning

Chronicle suggests that an " Anti-Hat League" be formed in

London and every provincial town, against the unsightly aud

uncomfortable hat now worn.

Good for Barbebb.—The navy department are about regulat-

ing the length of hair worn by persons connecied with the navy,

and ordering the moustache and goalee to be dispensed^ with.

Statistical.—In thirty years, crime in Great Britain and

Ireland has increased five hundred per cent., whde population has

increased only thirty per cent. Who will explain this"?

Premium Tract.—(»ne hundred dollars have been oiFered

through the American Tract Society, for the best tract against

the use of tobacco. Time for competitors until November 1st.

ICT* The " model" paper of the world, Gleabos'b Pictorial Brawing-Koom
CoMPANTOX. is before us. Gleason is fully determined to be second to none
and judging by this last effort, we must accord him a position in advance of
any of Mb contemporaries

—

Sentinel, Waierford, N. Y.

Trtje.—Nothing is further than earth from heaven; nothing

is nearer than heaven to earth. Moral admeasurement.

tUagsiltc ©atljcrings.

The cholera at St. Louis appears to be on the increase.

The old frigate Macedonian is to be razeed into a corvette.

The steamboats are running from New York to Albany at fifty

cents. Cheap enough.

We regret to state that in some parts of Philadelphia the small-

pox is very bad.

General Campbell, the whig candidate for Governor of Ten-
nessee, is lying dangerously ill.

Julia Dean, Julia TurnbuU, and Julia Bennett are engaged to

star in Chicago.

Madame Anna Bishop seems to be very successful in her
western tour.

The cotton crop in South Carolina is good ; so is wheat, but
corn and oats are very deficient.

Broken hearts are easily mended by silver. There have been
a number of cases healed that way lately.

It is said that a grain of flaxseed possesses all the valuable pro-

perties of an eye stone.

A bill to abolish imprisonment for debt has been introduced
into the Legislative Assembly of Canada.

A detachment of the U. S. Coast Survey has arrived at Glou-
cester, and have located their encampment at Stage Fort.

The National Intelligencer says that the rumor of heavy frauds

upon ih« Mexican Commission are unfounded.

A man in Pittsburg has been fined one hundred dollars for

passing small notes, contrary to an act of the Assembly.

Mr. Sinclair, of Exeter, New Hampshire, has a cow, from
whose one week's milk he made eighteen and a half pounds of
butter.

Major Luke Lea, of the Fort Leavenworth Indian agency, was
killed near Westport, Missouri, recently, by being thrown from
his horse.

In the New Hampshire State Prison the number of convicts is

ninety-five. Whole number committed since the prison was built,

in 1812, is eight hundred and twenty two.

The Henry Clay is the name of the new steamer built by Mr.
Thomas Collyer, and commanded by Captam Tallman, to run
on the Albany route.

A cotermporary is so anxious to see some lady in the Bloomer
costume that he promises a yeai's subscription to the first of his

neighborhood who shall first don it in public.

Lieutenant James Rowan has been ordered to command the

II. S. store ship Lexington, now taking in stores at the Navy
Yard, Brooklyn, and destined for the Pacific squadron.

Mr. Samuel March, on the opposite side of the river, has a Fon
twelve years of age, whose weight is one hundred and sixty pounds
—height forty inches.

—

Newbaryport Herald.

We learn that Sir Henry Buiwer will shortly go to England
not to return. He intends, we believe, to abandon diplomacy,
and becomw a member of parliament.

—

Tribune.

The city of Indianapolis has twenty churches and twenty-two
congregations, in a population of nine thousand. The churches
are sufficient to seat the whole population.

vEkvt—Mediocre minds usually condemn everything which
exceeds their capacity. A convenient fashion.

,

i ^m^-.f

Just so.—Every fault ia already condemned ere it be done.

Jorfign illisallang.

The political aspect of France gives promise of tranquility.

The military force in Ireland is now reduced to 18,0u0 men.

A national floral exhibition, open tu all England, is to take

place at Cheltenham.

The Galway people were rejoicing at the prospect of steam
communication with New York.

The Prussian post-office had reduced the postage on English
newspapers to its former rate.

There has been a hurricane in the department of Cote (TOr, in

France, which did great damage.

Paper is so scarce in Austria that printing offices are at a stand-

still, and newspapers are reduced m size.

Prince Victor, of Hohenlohe, a relative of Prince Albert, sailed

for the United States recently.

According to the late census return, the population of the city

of Waterford has diminished six thousand

!

France possesses at present three hundred and twenty theatres

;

of these Paris alone contains twenty three.

Parliament had re-assembled. The army and navy estimates

had been voted, including ihe sum of i300,000 to the Caffir war
expenses.

An electric telegraph has been erected in India, and is now in

i-uueessful operation. The telegraph will soon be made to belt

both continents.

The Bank of France hsis now the unprecedented sum of £23,-

000,000 St-rrling of specie in its vaults, while its note circulation

is only £20,000,000.

The Dublin Nation announces that the next general meeting
of the Tenant League will be held on the banks of the Boyae, on
the site of the memorable battle.

The Messrs. Clowes, printers, of London, employ upwards of

six hundred compositors, and keep in continual motion twenty-

six printing machines, day and night.

The American Minister hHs given a grand party, at which the

Duke of Wellington, Prinie Henry of the Netherlands, aud most
of the ii/nglihh nobility were present.

The London Oracle says :
" Liberia, of two years growth, is

alone, at this moment, worth more than all that has been efiected

by Europeans in Africa tor twenty-two centuries."

We regret to notice that the health of Lady Franklin is said to

be exceedmgly precarious,—in short, that her terrible state of

suspense and anxiety is rapidly wearing away her life.

A discovery has just been made at Herraiones, in the Pelopon-

nesus, of a certain spring of water which, when mixed with oil,

becomes at ouce a kmd of soap. A sample has been submitted

to chemical analysis.

St Henry Lytton Buiwer, the British Minister, has engaged a

young Spauish ardst, who came over with him, to take portraits

of Mr. Ticknor aud Mr. Preiscott of Boston, for Sir Henry's pri-

vate gallery.

The London correspondent of the Philadelphia Bulletin says

he counted eight thousand four hundred and twenty-tbreeVehides
which passed Hyde Park oue day on their way to the Epsom
races. A man named Davis lost $400,000 on a single bet; and
it is supposed one million changed hands on the race.

Sanbs of ©ol^.

No man needs money so much as be who despises it.

Our globe, seen by God, is a transparent law, not a mass
of facts.

He keeps the greatest table who has the most valuable
company at it.

The longer the saw of contention is drawn the hotter it

grows.

The happiness and unhappiness of men depend no less
upon their humors than their fortunes.

... .A restless per^-on rarely aeromplisfces much. They wear
and tear a great deal, but ihey seldom replace and mend.

There is this paradox in pride,—it rfiakes some men ridic-
ulous, but prevents others from becoming so.

It WAS a remaik of the excellent and wise Fenelon, that
" we may as well tolerate all religions, since God himself equally
protects all."

An unkind word from one beloved, often draws blood from
a heart, which would defy the battle-axe of hatred, or the keenest
edge of vindictive satire.

Valencourt said, when his library was destroyed by fire,

*'a man must have profited very little by his books who has not
learned how to part with them."

Winter, which strips the leaves from around us, makes us
see the distant regions they formerly concealed ; so does old age
rob us of our enjovments, only to enlarge the prospect of eternity
before us.—Jean Paul Richter.

Joker's ®lio.

"There is no rose without a thorn." Quiz says there is—

a

prijn rose.

A man will bear the gout, and yet he wont allow a fly to tickle
his nose.

When are women fathers? When they are sighers (sires,)

which is not unfreqnently the case.

We have seen women not only too weak to bear food, but even
too weak to bear contradiction,

Smalley wants to know who signs the most death warrants,

—

our governors or our physicians. Who knovifs ?

Why is a person misfitted in shoes like a plaintifi' cast in a
long-standing lawsuit 1 He is nonsuited at the last.

The Boston Post tells of a man who paid he had not plept for
three nights—"last night, to-night, and to-morrow night."

It is a curious fact, say some entomologists, that it is only the
female mosquito that torments us. A bachelor says it is not at
all *' curious."

The San Francisco Picayune siys that the churches there have
determined to sing no more long-metre tunes, they being too
slow for the country and people.

The kind lady who sent us a mince pie, with the request to

"please insert," is assured that such articles are never crowded
out by a press of other matter.

—

Lynn Neiua.

An exchange wants to know what will become of the side-

saddles in case the new "American costume" be adopted. Who
can answer the question ?

GLEASON'S PICTOHIAL.
VOLXTMES 1st, 2d, and 3d.

W« have TOlumes 1st. 2d, and 8d, of th« Pictorial Drawing-Room
Companion eleEantly bound in r>loth. with gilt edges and back, and illumined
Bides, forming a, superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between FooR and Five Hundred Pages, and containing nearly
One TII0caA^D Engravings of Men. Manners, and current ETcnf all overtbe
world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Tillages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, "f an infinite variRty of interesting and instructive subjects : with an
Illumined Title page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frintispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
originjtl Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current' News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

i-'or sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume.

niE FLAG OF OUPt JJlilO^,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AKD KEFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devet-ed to pohfe literature, wit and hnmnr. pro-ije and pocMe gem?, and oripi-

nal prize talcs, written expressly fnr this paper, and at a very great cost. In
politics, and on all sectarian questions, it is strictly neutral. Nothing of an
immoral nature will ever be admitted into its columns; therefore malting it

emphatically,

A PAPER FOR THE MnXION,
AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO TIIE II03IE CIRCLE.

It la generally acknowledged that the Flat, U now the Icfuims wppkhj pa-

per in ihe United States, and its literary content? are allowed, by the best

judges, to be unsurp;issed.

It contains the foreign and domestic news of the dar, fo condenspd as to

enable us to give the greatest po,-wible amount of intelligence. No advertise-

ments are admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instruction and auinseinent of the general reader. An unrivallpd corps

of contributora are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most
finished and perfect system that experience can suggest, or money produce.

Lacking neither the means nor the vnl\, we can lay before our hundreds of

thousands of readers an

©mH^HSJAS IPAIFIiJEg"
the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in

the Union.

TEIl])IS TO STrBSCKIBEBS.
1 subscriber, one year, 53 00

3 eubscribera, " 5 00
4 " " 6 00

8 « '' 11 00

16 " " 20 00

One copy of the Flao of ock Uxiox, and one copy of the Pictomal Dbaw-
iSG-RoOM Companion, one year, for £4 00.

\iy^ Invariably in advance.

Subscribers or postnmsters are requested to act as agents, and form clubs, on
the above terms.

\ry- All or'fers should be addressed, P03T PAID, to the PuBUSHER OP THE FlaA
or OUR Union.

%• The Flag can he obtained at any of the new^^aper depots in the United

Slates, and of newspaper carriers, at four cents per single copij.

F. GLEASON,
PtTBLISHER AND PROPRIETOR, BO8TOS, MaB8.
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Boston Li^rht Guiird,

lat llepimemt Lijjiht In-

fantry, 1st Brigiido, 1st

iJivision, M. V. M.,
Gko. Cla.rk,Jb., Com-
mander; Francis S.

Drake, W. W. McKim,
Jas. W, Coverty, C'has.

D. Cumrninqs, Lieuten-

ants ; T, J.\V. Keniipdu,

SurG:eon ; W. A. Clark,

Orderly. We this week
prc-ient ourpatronswitt)^
an excellent enjjravinfj

of the BoHroN LiOEiT
Guard, d<*signed by
Jiowse. The uniform
worn hy this corps ia

said to be the mosthoau-
tiful one in the United

States. Perhaps a l)rief

synopsis of the past his-

tory and principal par-

ades would not be unin-

teresting to our readers.

The first meeting of the

association from which

the Light Guard was
formed, was held May
25th, 1846, and was at-

tended by about thirty

young men, from eight-

een to twenty-five years

of age. At this meet-

ing, it was resolved to

found a military com-
pany, to be composed of

young men exclusively.

The undertaking (as all

who have had any ex-

perience in such matters
mnst be aware), was be-

set with difficulties,
which atthe time seemed
unsurmountable ; but,
with a spirit ofenterprise

and perseverance rarely

equalled, and never ex-

celled, they conquered
every obstacle and succeeded beyond thetrlarigntest anticipations.

The Light Guard made its first parade in uniform on the 23rd of

September, 1846, mustering 32 guns. The drill of the corps on
this occasion was highly spoken of by competent judges, and their

uniform pronounced neat and serviceable. Early in the season of

1848, a circular was issued by the directors of the Washington Na-
tional Monument Association, inviting military companies through-
out the United States to be present at the laying of the corner-

stone of the Washington National Monument in that city, July
4th. Animated with patriotic feelings, the Light Guard resolved

to accept the invitation, and accordingly, in due season, set oif for

Washington City. They were received with much enthusiasm.
We cannor better give an ideaof thearduousnessof this undertak-
ing than by remarking that this was the onty military company
present from the north of Baltimore. Since the above parade,
the ranks of the corps have been filled, and they have attained

great perfection in drill. At the second encampment at Newton-
viUe, last year, the reviewing officers declared the Light Guard to

be the best drilled company in the regiment, and public sentiment
unanimously seconded the decision. The uniform of the corps
represented in the engraving was first worn hy them at the may
parade, 1851. Shortly after this the Light Guard, in connection

FULL PARADE DBESS OF OFF[OERS IN THE ROPTON LIGHT GUARD

with brigade and regimental staff officers, paid their respects to

Major General John E. Wool, then on a visit to this city, on which
occasion the General solicited a personal introduction to each
member of the corps, and spoke of their appearance and drill in

the most flattering terms. The uniform of the corps is made of

white doeskin, {manufactured expressly for them), elegantly em-
broidered with gold-colored silk, a black bear-skin cap, with gold
tassel in front, and a tall, white plume, running perpendicularly from
the left side. In addition to the equipments usually worn, this

corps wear an improved pattern of the French short sword, or
" hanger." The extraordinary success of this corps may be at-

tributed in a great measure to the untiring exertions of its enter-

prising commander. Considering what this gallant company has
done- for the credit and honor of our city since 1846, we may
feel certain that the numerous objections which have heretofore

existed against military organizations in this community, are now
rapidly disappearing before a more liberal policy. Besides, the

military integrity and gentlemanly feeling thus cultivated are of

great service in forming the education and character of our young
men. Comrades are like class mates—friends forever. Honora-
ble associations are thus perpetuated by a military esprit du corps

which confers a lustre among every grade of society.

jnVING l-'OiiSili'^LuS.

Much of the diving

took place at the Bow
Island of Cook, or in its

vicinity. This is the

account of tlie process

On arriving at the reef

or knoll, the boat was
secured by its painter

to a projecting bran-'h,

and tlic divers proceeded
to dive from all direc-

tions, and as thev came
up with the shells, they

threw them into the shal-

'

low water on the knoll,

until the sbflN br-cvirrt(i

scarce or they became
tired and wanted to pull

to another station

.

Shell fish of various des-

criptions are attached to

and wedged in the coral

branches, apparently
having grown with their

growth. On a still,

calm day you may see

the bottom at ten or
twelve fa'homs,and the

sheH-fish when feeding,

reflect tints ofthemowt
brilliant and beautiful

hue; and fish of every

conceivable form and
color may be seen sport-

ing in the interbtices of
the coral branches.

It is a curious sight to

watch the divers ; with
scarcely a movement
they will dart to the

liottom like an arrow,

examine beneath every
protruding rock, and, on
continuing their investi-

gations, by a simple

movement of the arm
will propel themselves
horizontally through the

water, and this at the

T timed several by the watch
;

depth of seven or eight fa'homs,

and the longest period I ktiew any of them to keep beneath the

water was a minute and a quarter, and there were only two who
accomplished this feat. One of them, from his great skill, was
nicknamed by his companions the "Oafai," (stone. I Rather lesa

than a minute was the usual duration. In fine weather they can
see the shell, when if the water is deep, they dive at an angle for

them ; and, as theshell&firmly adhere to the coral by strong beards,

it requires no little forCe to detach them. I was astonished on
one occasion at witnessing a diver, after one or two ineffectual at-

tempts to tear away a large oyster, sink his legs beneath him, and
getting a purchase with his feet against the coral, use both his

hands and fairly drag it off. When th' y fUve in very deep water,

th(y complain of pain in the ears, and they sometimes come rp
with their noses bleeding; but it is rarely that yon can get t* cm.

to attempt such diving, as, let the shells be ever so pnunr'ant,

they will come up and swear there are none ; the exertion from
the great pressure is too painfully distresiing. It has frequently

happened, after a set of worn-out divers have sworn that no shells

could be obtained, that a fresh set has come and procured from
fifty to sixty tons without saying that they had experienced any
particular difficulty.

—

Ravings in the Padjic.

BOSTON L-GHT GUARD UNDER INSPECTION REVIEW IN BEACON STREET MALL.
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THE BOSTON BRASS BAND.

Our city has for a long period of time, been noted for the ex-

cellence of its military bands of music, and they have enjoyed a

reputation, far and near, for the extraordinary harmony, and

correct musical performance they have always exhibited when in

public. In only two instances have we ever heard our Boston

bands excelled in those points of beauty that appertain to their

profession, and these were listening to the governor general's

military band, in the plaza of Havana, and the second time, on

hearing Dodworth's famed band of New York city. The en-

graving which we present herewith, represents the Boston Brass

Band, more familiarly known as Flagg's Brass Band ; and we

consider it a faithful and spirited picture, as they appeared when

sketched by our artist. This band claims priority over all others

in this, or any other city of the Union, as being the first associa-

tion of the kind in the country, being first organized in 1835,

under Edward Kendall, the far-famed bugle player, as its leader.

Joseph Green, the present efficient and popular leader of the

American Brass Band, at Providence, li. I., was the next to suc-

ceed Mr. Kendall. Its present head is Eben Flagg, who has led

the band for some eight years and more, sustaining an excellent

reputation, no less for his professional skill than for his manly

and sociable qualities. The members of the Boston Brass Band
are composed mainly of professors, musical composers, and ar-

tists, each one highly accomplished in the use of his particular

instrument. This favorite band have just adopted a new and

very beautiful uniform, consisting of a blue frock coat, red pants,

and a blue infantry cap, with fountain plume. A very import-

ant improvement has lately been made by the band, in the con-

struction of their new set of instruments. It is, and has long

been a source of no little trouble to military men to keep the

time and spirit of the band's performance for the ordinary pur-

poses of time, and the exhilirating effect that good music im-

parts. The reason of this is the fact that the mouths of their

instruments almost invariably open from the company, so that

persons ahead are far better regaled by the music than the com-

pany behind them. The improvement referred to in the new
instruments of the Brass Band, is the adoption of a new set

throughout, with the bells all opening back, and pointing over

the shoulders of the performers, giving the company the great

advantage of hearing every note of each instrument. Those who
have marched in the ranks, know how to appreciate this advan-

tage, and the band have found it to administer to their pecuniary

good, as well as general popularity. The Atlantic cities are now
well supplied with excellent bands of music, formed 'hy men
whose genius or education have made them distinguished in per-

formance upon instruments more or less difficult to master as

professors. As our military companies increase, churches are

built, and ball-rooms are opened, may we not hope soon have

our own composers? The scoring of parts for these bands will

make a good national school for American musical genius.

BOSTON BKASS BAND, EBEN FLA.QG, LEADER, WITH THEIR NEW UNIFORM AND IMPROVED INSTRUMENTS.
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Entered aocovding to Act of Congress, in the year 1851, by F. Gi.uason, in Ihc Clerk's Oflico of

the District Court of Miissncliusetts.

[written expressly for gluason's pictorial,]

aoBoi.
THE MYSTERY OF VENICE.

A STOKY 01' VENICE AND THE ADUIATIC.

BY GEO. CANNING HILL.

[continued.]

CHAl-TER Vri.—[CONTTKUKD.]

"With the explanation of the doKo's death,

which Kodolpho purposely p,-avc in tlie little

packet, ho closed his wonderful communication

with these words

:

" Sn perish, in an hour they know not, all Uie

enemies of Rodolpho the brave!"

A terror, far t^nrp-assing any that had been felt

before, seized upon the minds of all classes.

The brigand is bold, said they. He has come

into the very hall of ihe ducal palace, in open

day, and there dealt out to the ])roud and mighty

doge his doom ; and yet he has not been caught

!

It was truly a proper subject to excite in tbeir

bosoms the most lively terror. Kone now could

feel themselves safe anywhere. Their enemy

travelled in the dark. His person was never

seen. His tracks were diligently concealed.

They could not tell of his probable coming or

going. Hotv coiifd they feel safe?

The marble walls of the ducal palace for three

long days were hung in solemn black, in token

of public grief for the sudden death of the doge.

Long and mournful processions passed along

the waters, and the saddest dirges were chanted

up and down tlie liquid streets by the stricken

gondoliers. The deaih of a doge was no com-

mon event. For the time, it seemed as if the

state were without a government, and almost

without order.

Tl>e three inquisitors, with their thousands of

spies, were never busier than now. Not a gon-

dolier entered or left the precincts of the city ex-

cept he first gave his name, age and occupation.

A system of the strictest espionage was practised

upon all. Yet none were able to describe the

personal appearance of Kodolpho. Some said

he was a slight and handsome man, young and

tender; while others maintained as stoutly that

he went about roughly clad, and always bore a

heavy bludgeon with him wherever he went.

There were, likewise, all manners of descriptions

of his countenance. His eyes were a subject of

debate as to what their color was. Then his

nose, and mouth, and his hair. Of all those,

liowever, who were quite sure that they had seen

llodolpho, Marina, the youthful bride, now called

to mourn the untimely end of her father, felt

much the surest. There was no deceiving her

respecting the looks of the bold brigand, for she

had seen him with her own astonished eyes.

The monk, Father Pctroni, was summoned
into the presence of Count Moralo, relative to

the safety of Adrienne, in her present situation

in the convent.

They sat together in the large room in the

mansion of the latter, and thus began the count

;

"Father Petroni, these are woful times for

Venice."

" Woful indeed
; woful indeed ;" replied the

monk, drawing his cowl still farther down over

hi3 eyes, and greatly increasing the grim fierce-

ness of his aspect.

"What of the convent, father?"

"All goes well there, I believe," replied the

monk.
" But will it long ? Have you any assurances

that things may not be suddenly changed V
"None but what Heaven has always granted

us. We aUvays trust in Heaven."
" True ; but we arc still bound to mnke what

preparations wc may be able, to ward off im-

pending danger."

" Certainly, sir count."

"None of us could ever have dared to believe

that a common outlaw was going to take the

most valuable lifti in all Venice."

" No, none of xis."

"And thus to deprive us of our chief head

and su])port ; what a fall, Petroni ; what a ter-

rible fate
!"

" True, sir count, true."

"Has this villain Uodolpho ever been seen

about the convent yet?" asked Count Moralo,

anxiously.

" How should we know, sir count? No one

knows who he is."

"I did not think of that, to be sure
;
yet it

would be known to you if nny man had been

seen lurking about the place."

" None ever have," answered Petroni.

*' Should you know it, if there had been V
" Undoubtedly."

"But even if Adrienne is safe 7ioic, I do not

feel that she will ever be. I have fears for her."

" Why?"
" Because this Rodolpho is so bold. He goes

anywhere he chooses ; there is no restraint to be

placed upon him."

" And do you think he could scale the convent

wall ?"

" That was just what I thought."

" Compose yourself, I pray you ; there is no

fear of that."

" Plow know you ?"

"1 feel confident. That is knowledge enough,

for me,"
" But not enough for me !"

"You are nervous and skeptical."

"And our good doge would have been alive

this very hour, had he been nervous and skepti-

cal, as you tell me."
" Perhaps so."

''Perhaps so! I know so. If he had been

properly iniluenced by fear, and consequent

caution, the rabble would never ha7e thronged

the ducal palace, and Rodolpho would never

have found his way in with the rest."

The monk was silent. He was fast being

convinced.

At length he said :

" I know not, after all, sir count, but you speak

that to which it would be well for us to heed."

"I know I do. Father Petroni," answered

Count Moralo, with increased vehemence; "else

1 should have said nothing."

" Then what do you propose V
" Think you Adrienne is safe there?"

" She might be more secure elsewhere?"

" What I most fear is this : Rodolpho may
the more easily find her where she i«, for he is

often in the (.ity, though we know not where
;

and Heaven alone can tell with whom or how
many he is leagued."

" True, sir count."

" Now, if Adrienne be secretly removed from

the convent where she is, and, without anyone's

knowing it, transported to Genoa, and entered

in a nunnery there, the mutter may all be safely

arranged."

The crafty old monk thought a moment of the

suggestion, and then suddenly raising his head,

exclaimed

:

"You have spoken it, sir count."

" And you approve my plan V
"To the letter."

"And will you sec that it is duly carried into

execution ?"

"I will take it all upon mi*," answered he, a

grim sinili; lighting up his fiendish feuturcB.

"And how soon ihall it be done?"
" Within three weeks."

" Not before?"

" Not a dtiy hcfori', and i)crhap9 not then."

" And why not?"

"For rcanon:*, wir count, that may be oV'ious

to myself, hut not to you."

" Pardon me, Father Petroni," exclaimed

Count Moralo ;
'* I was hasty in putting my

iniiuiry, I shall, at any rute, trust all to you."

" Yuunuiy, anil depend upon its being done."

"Above all, he careful thtt it is done in

SCfTi't."

" Of that I shall take special care ; else would

my labor bo all lost. I will represent to the

abbess that, Adrienne is dead, and wc will have

hymns chanted over her bo^^y. I can easily

procure another."

Count Moralo for a few moments was lost in

deep thought. His countenance scarce ever

before looked so anxious.

Then, this short reverie over, he waved to the

monk with his hand, to sit;nify to him that his

conference with him was over.

Instantly the cowled monk withdrew, and

Count Moralo paced his spacious apartment

alone and thoughtfully.

Just at the moment the inonk left the room, a

Rteahby step glided almost noiselessly along

behind the arras, and then was gone.

It 7/as the footnep of Juliette, the devoted

maid of the lovely Adrienne. She hastened

away to another quarter, to the balcony of old

Naneie, the soothsayer. To her, as was her

wont since her loved mistress had been removed

from her, she confided every syllable that she

had heard from her pl^ce of concealment.

It was late that evening, when all the houses

snd shops were lighted, and the streets were

thronged with gay people, that a young, bo\ish

looking form was hurrying along, and kept on

its course until it reached tlie house in whose

upper chamber lived the old soothsayer,

"Ah, you are come just in season to-night,

my pretty Fedore," exclaimed the old nurse,

saluting him.

"And why so, good mistress Naneie?" he

inquired.

" Because I have much that I would impart

to yourb.ave master, Rodolpho, at this time,"

answered she.

" And is it of such import that 1 may not bear

it to him myself?"

"Did he commission you?" inquired Naneie.

"Pie did. I have just left him."

"Where? Tell me."

"In his secret cave, where spies and inquisi-

tors never come," answered the boy. " He is

safe on the Italian shore. The very rocks would

fall on bis precious head, ere it should fall from

his trunk beneath the blow of the murderous

headsman !"

" So may it be. But what I would say is

this."

" I am all attention."

" He loves the beautiful Adrienne."

"He does."

"And she is hidden from him."

" He would know where. Tell me, Naneie !"

"In the Convent dei Serveti."

"Is it so?"

"Just as I have spoken it."

" How may he see her ?"

" He must find his own way."

" Do not you have communication with her ?"

"No."
The boy stood thoughtfully a moment, his

head bent downwards, and then he suddenly

broke forth with ;

" I am sure he will not fail to find a way."
" But it may be useless. I have more to tell

you."
" More ?"

" Within three weeks' time the cruel old monk
Petroni has promised her father that she shall be

carried away to a nunnery in Genoa, It is a

solemn promise."

"Do you speak truly? How found you out

about it?"

" You should not ask me such questions ; it is

enough for you to know that it is as I have

said."
J

" It is. I am satisfied. Eodolpho shall know
of this at once."

" Only be you sure that you are not caught

and Uirown into some dark dungeon beifore you

reach him."

"I have no fears," replied the brave young

page.

Naneie waa again alone, Fedore hurried

from the apartment down the Btairs, and was
soon loKtin ihc crowd and whirl of passers in

the street.

CHAPTKR vnr.

THK MONK AND ADRIKKNE.

TiiK monk Petroni was at the confcRsional,

and the young and beautiful Adrienne humbly
knelt before him.

He bent over his head towards the wretched

girl, eager to catch (^wcvy syllable ihat might
c.>i('iipe her lips. It was at the hour of even, and
tiie twilight, Ko hu.shcd and holy, was mantling

the sky and tlic earth. A straggling star or two
might have been detected, just peering from out

the darkening cloak of the western sky. All

else was sombre and sad.

The heart of the young penitent was perfectly

attuned to the influences around her, and iliosic

in particular that came to her from nature with-

out were just such as impressed themselves most

deeply upon her.

" Tell me all, Adrienne," urged the wily

monk; "thou hast not told me the half thy

tender heart has yet felt."

And then the guileless and confiding girl went

on to pour into his ear all the hiitory of her

love and her fear ; how she had loved Rodolpho,

and how much she had perilled for that love.

To all this the old monk listened with eager

attention. Again, and yet again he pressed her

that she should be guilty of concealing nothing

in this the hour of her confession, and to relieve

her heart of everytliing, if she would again be

innocent and happy.

At leuL'th be placed his lips close down to her

ear, and dared—the hypocrite—to speak to her

of flight with him!

Instantly she sprang up from her kneeling

posture, and looked him calmly in his wrinkled

and passion -fired face.

"Father!" she exclaimed.

"Tell me all," said the old monk, coolly.

" You are base ! You are—

"

" Tut, tut ! But Heaven shall visit yon with

its curses, if your lips dare to pronounce such

words."

"I care not," she resolutely replied ; "I will

emblazon your shame to the world,"

"But, my daughter, you are not o/" the world,"

said he.

" No, but soon shall be again," replied she.

"Never—never again!"

" Adrienne !" he continued, after a pause.

She retunied him only a steady look for a

reply.

" Come with nf^ now to the penitent's cell.

We will each abase ourselves in the sight of

Heaven for our sins !"

What sort of a feeling or influence it was that

came over the mind of Adrienne just at that

moment, it would be difficult to tell. She in-

stantly bowed her head, however, and submis-

sively followed him.

They went into an outer room in which
sparkled a little lantern, and on one of whose
walls hung many keys of various sizes. Some
of them were huge indeed. Taking the lantern

in one of his hands and a large key in the other,

he beckoned the girl to follow him where he

should go.

On, on they pushed, till they reached a flight

of large and circular steps. Following these,

they wound round until theyi^iched the bottom,

from which point there ran along for a great

distance a dismal subterranean passage.

The walls were of solid and ragged rock,

from which Adrienne could distinctly hear, ever

and anon, the drops of rains falling with a most
melancholy sound upon the floor of the passage.

No light at any place from without, that she

could discover, penetrated the passage ; they

were dependent alone upon the little, flickering

lamp which Petroni had brought with him.

The frail and sensitive form of Adrienne visi-

bly shuddered as she went through the subter-

ranean labyrinths, and in her very heart she be-

lieved she should have turned to go back again,

if she were in the least assured that she should

be able to find the entrance by which she came.

Everything around her was dark, damp and

forbidding.

Piesently they reached a little cell, seemingly

cut from the solid rock itself. There was a

heavy iron door before it, to the lock of which

the monk applied the ponderous key he carried

in his hand. He turned it, and a massive bolt

slid from its socket., At once plachig his shoul-

der against the door, he called on Adrienne to
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place hers in a similar position, and assist him

in pushing back the huge mass. She did so;

and just as it beiran to move, and had swung

back sufficiently to aiimic of it, he suddenly

Thi"ust her tlirougli the opening and tbre-v her

violently upon the floor. In an instant he drew

the door back again by dint of all the extraordi-

nary exertions he could make, and again the

holt slid back inio its socket.

The wretched girl was more a prisoner than

ever.

Then the monk took the key from the lock

and began to retiace his steps. He heard no

cry from the young girl, for even if she had

shrii^ked at the very top of her voice, the dull and

heavy rock would have smothered her shrieks,

until they would have been as li:jtless as very

whispers.

Rodolpho was reclining upon his couch in his

cave, in a deep recess formed by the solid rock,

itself, free from intrusion. His page, Ftdure,

alone sat beside him.

The young boy was narrating to him the re-

sult of his interview with old Nancie, and what

she bad said respecting the removal of Adrienne

to a place more distant, and of still greater

security.

He likewise confessed to Hodolpho that he

himself had long ago been smitten with a pas-

sion for the little Juliette, the lovely maid of

poor Adrienne, and that he never let pass an

opportunity, whenever he was in Venice, to vis-

it her by stealth. Already had he openly de-

clared his peculiar passion (or her ; but, from

his account, it seemed that Juliette, muchsoever

as she might luive secretly admited the little

Fedore, nevertheless felt far too sad for her mis-

tress, to think of rtciprocsting, or even receiving

such professions.

"And on some of these occasions, when you

go to visit her," said Rodolpho, "you will as-

suredly be made a prisoner, and then what'?"

"Why," answered the boy, "a prisoner I

shall be."

"But they will make you disclose to them

where I am," paid Rodolpho.

"I wi^ not."

" Then come the rack and the torture."

" What care I for them ? I will elk before I

would disclose a syllable concerning you, my
master

!

"

" Bravo, Fedore ! well said—excellently said.

But, at the least, I can advise you to be cautious.

Tiieir meshes may be entangling your feet when

you think you may be entirely clear of them

all."

Then they fell to discussing again the change

in the situation of Adrienne, and her probable

fate, should no hand interfere to arrest it.

Rodolpho's generous heart was sadly afSicted

for his dear mistress ; still, he was in so great a

perplexity that he scarce knew which way to

turn. He had never felt so hemmed in btfore

in all his life by the fate he so much dreaded

and so steadily combated.

For a long time he lay there, silently reflect-

ing upon what had better be done. His dark

eyes were cast down thoughtfully upon the floor,

and he scarcely observed that Eedore was near

him. The rest of the jovial band were in the

cave, grouped together at different points of the

same, some laufrhing gaily, some chatting plea-

santly about their recent adventure^, same plot-

ting others for anotht^r day,— all light hearted

and happy. Rodolpho occasionally raised his

eyes from tlie floor,'and surveyed them as they

were grouped about him. It was a sight that

made bim feel really proud. He could not bear

to think, either, that he was the tried and trusty

leader of so many and such valiant men, and
unable, at that moment, to rescue the lady of

his heart from lier ignominious captivity.

At length he sprang f ora lii=j couch, as if a

new thought had struck bim. His countenance

at once assumed au expression of vivacity and

joy. His movements suddenly became those of

life and quickness. His heart seemed to have

grown much lighter, and his spirits danced to a

more merry tune.

" I have it,—I have it !" said he to Fedore, as

he sprang up.

" Have what, master Rodolpho 1" asked the

page.

" I have my plan laid to rescue Adrienne. It

shall be done; and you shall accompany me,

Pedore."
" To the very ends of the earth would I fol-

low thee, my noble master," loyally replied

FedoTc.

" Come, comrades," cried Rodolpho, stepping

forth into the brilliantly lighted area of the cav-

ern; "fill high jour massive goblets tonight,

for to-morrow must I leave you."

"Leave us!" they all exclaimed ; "%7hy should

we be bereft of our brave leader?"

" [ have a duty to perform in Venice," said

Rodolpho, resolutely. "It must be done to-

morrow eve, and I must be there at the time.

It may be too late for me after that."

The men glanced round upon each other,

scarcely' knowing whether it were safe to suffer

their leader to leave tliem or not. In their very

looks was legible a fear that he might never be

returned to them again. Yet none of them were

daring enough to express it. They too well

knew the temper and the character of their cour-

ageous master.

Then each man of them took his glistening

goblet and poured into it a deep draught of

the purest wine, and held up the vessel before

him, obedient to the expected signal from their

master.

" We drink to the freedom of the prisoner;"

gave Rodolpho, as a sentiment.

At once every goblet was raised to the lips of

him who held it, and dovvn went the generous

juice at a single draught. Their hearts were all

in that noble sentiment of their leader—"Free-

dom for the prisoner
!"

And then they all joined in a merry song, that

awakened the echoes of the solid walls again.

And after this, joining their hands, they danced

merrily around their table, singing in time to

the tread of their agile feet. But Rodolpho was^

h'till sad. He could not help relapsing again

into the thoughtful and speechless mood in

which be had been since he received the com-

munication from Fedore.

Next day, just at even, he took his young

page, and, clad in a suitable and unsuspicious

di-^guise, set oft' for Venice. His men escorted

them from their secret cave to the clitf by the

shore, in one of whose embayed nooks slept a

little boat upon the surface of the limpid water.

Embarking in this, Rodolpho at once shot out

over the bosom of the bay, and waved his cap

many times to his silent followers, in token of

his departure. All their countenances grew sad

and lengthened to see him depart from their

midst, and more especially at thinking of the

narrow escapes he must necessarily have, if he

would ever return safely to them again.

For full a weary hour the young and robust

brigand and bis boy page pulled steadily at their

oars, before they came in si};;ht distinctly of Ven
ice. And when at last the magnificent quays

began to rise up before them, and then the tow-

ers, and the spires, and the domes, and the pal-

aces, began to grow more distinct to tlieir vision,

and through and around all flickering lights

gleamed faintly and fascinatingly, half setting

them to dreaming ere Ihey were there, Rodolpho

partially rested from his labor, and would possi-

bly have sat and reflected even where he v/as,

unmindful of the place, and apparently forgetful

of the emergency.

But from this untimely predisposition to rev-

erie he was gently aroused by the musical voice

of Fedore, saying to him, in a low and meaning

tone:

" Master Rodolpho."
" Well, Fedore," was his abstracted veply.

" If we would reach the quay safely and with-

out suspicion, we must hasten."

"And why so, Fedore *?" asked Rodolpho.
" Because it is at seven that the night-watch

is set, and it is almost that already. Between

the close of the day-watch and the beginning of

that of the night, there occurs A respite, in which

the spies seem more relax and careless than at

any other time. I myself have ofttn tnken ad-

vantage of this hour, master Rodolpho."

" Fedore," answered Rodolpho, " yoij are very

thoughtful. I will heed well your words. So

bend again to your oars."

Away they shot again, over the now dark and

sullen looking waters, steering straight as light-

some oar could guide them, towards the Giant's

Stairs, In a short time more they were sheltered

in the dark and frowning shadows that lay upon

the waters beneath them. Following closely in

this line of darkness, away they glided through

the sheeted streets of water, passing gondoliers,

merry and singing, on their way, giving them a

word of joy and pretended recognition as they

floated on, Rodolpho, at times, himself care-

lessly singing an air of sweetest melody. In

this way they passed unm.olested and unsus-

pected, through the long lines of persons who
would gladly have turned spies, had such a fear-

ful suspicion for a second crossed their minds.

as that Rodolpho, the murderous outlaw, was

near at hand.

Just as he drew up his fragile craft by the

foot of a wave-washed stair, and he and Fedore

had leaped lightly to the shore, a low and musi-

cal sound felt upon their ears. It was the slow

tolling of the bell in the massive tower of San

IMarco, summoning the guards for the night to

their various posts throughout the confused city.

Taking a speedy step, both Rodolpho and his

faithful page were soon in the building occupied

in part by the old seer, Nancie, and standing,

as if listening, at the door.

At that very hour, likewise, Adrienne was in

her lonely subterranean cell, most piteously be-

wailing her saddest of all fates.

The old monk had craftily given out to the

abbess that his charge, Adrienne, had been sud-

denly smitten with a dreadful disease, which he

greatly feared him was the plague; and that, in

order to prevent its contagious ravages among
the inmates of the convent, as well as to destroy

the slightest causes for fear, either among them

or the inhabitants of the city, he had caused the

body to be secretly buried in a by-place, whence

no cause of fear might take its origin.

With this graceless siory, he had at the outset

set at rest all uneasiness and wonder respecting

the sudden disappearance of Adrienne, should

any be expressed or felt.

In accordance, therefore, with this informa-

tion, the pious and devoted abbess gave out

directions that mass should be celebrated, and

fervent prayers be said in the little chapel, re-

moved but a trifle from the main building, for

the repose of the soul of the departed. And it

was, too, at this very hour of even, when nature

wore a look of holiness and sweet mehinchoiy,

that they were chanting their dirges for the lest

of the beautiful and youthful dead.

The chapel chanced to be situated just above

the spot "where was excavated the cave in which

Adrienne was confined. So that while their

voices were raised in unison to deplore her sud-

den loss, and the soft and heavenly music rose

and surged through the arched roof of the little

building, Adrienne just caught the faintly sound-

ing melody, and listened. She wondered what

it could mean, not thinking for the moment that

she was hidden in a subterranean vault beneath

the chapel itself. Then, on a sudden, she seemed

to recognize it all, and she was at once satisfied

they were chanting the repose of some soul.

" Perhaps mine !" her vague and fearful

thoughts suggested to her; and she trembled

and wept at the dream.

She lifted her eyes instinctively to where the

roof of her cell should be; but they only fell

against a thick bank of darkness, that seemed

literally to wall her in on all sides; they were

not able to penetrate it. She knew not whether

the roof above her was very high, or very low.

She stretched upwards her hand mechanically,

to try to reach it ; but she only groped about in

the darkness. She felt more lost than ever.

Again fell that sad wail of music indistincly

upon her ears; this time more sad, more mel-

ancholy than before. 0, could it be that they

were made to believe her dead! Could it be

that they were at that moment singing hymns

for her everlasting happiness ! There w as agony

unspeakable in the thought, and siie buried her

face in her hands, as if she would shut out the

very idea of the darkness that settled so heavily

and oppressively upon her.

CHAPTER IX.

RODOLPHO AT THK CHAMBER OF OLD NANCIE.

The same day, towards evening, when Ro-

dolpho and his page Fedore were making ready

to journey from the den of the fearless brigands

to the city, and when Adrienne, too, was be-

moaning her f.ite in the most touching strains,

and wondering whether she was not already

blind in the tliiek darkness that enshrouded her,

the monk, Petroni; entered the mansion of Count

Moralo, and was soon in close and mysterious

conference with him.

" I have come to tell you," said the monk,

that Adrienne will go sooner than I had ex-

pected."

"Sooner!" exclaimed Count Moralo, in evi-

dent surprise.

"Yes; I have ascertained that a barge can

easily be fitted off for that point to-night, and

she can be placed on board that, and borne away

from the power of Rodolpho at once."

" This Rodolpiio !
" muttered the count,

angrily.

It seemed to him as if his name and very

shadow rose up before him at every turn. He
could not give reign even to his fancy, but it

was to be suddenly rbc^ked and curbed by a
fleeting and beclouding thought of Rodolpho.
He could not suffer the tenderer fevlings of his

heart to break loose from the fastening he had
tyrannically bound them with, but it was only
to think of the hated, yet feared Rodolpho at

the same moment. Rodolpho, in truth, was a
vision that constantly flitted before his eyes to

torment him. Rodolpho was a shadow that

dimmed his sight always. He hated the very
name. Yea, he would that moment have be-

stowed worlds, if he bad possessed them, to

extirpate him fiom the earth.

"Adrienne will therefore go to-night," said

the monk, " if so it be your pleasure."

"My pleasure is always yours. Father Pe-
troni," answered the wretched man. "I confide

entirely in your skilful management."
" You greatly honor me," replied the monk.
" I only reverence your station," said Count

Sloralo.

" Which I trust I do not dishonor."

"Far be the thought from me that I should
utter it, that you were not worthy of your sta-

tion !" exclaimed the count.

"Then all shall be done to-night," said the

monk. " Shall I carry a message,—a last fare-

well to your dautjbter, sir count?"
" Not a syllable ! Let me be as a stranger to

her ! Speak not to her of me at all
!"

" It shall be even as you would have it," an-

swered the obsequious monk. "But have yoa
any desire that matters shall be so arranged that

yon can recall her at any time, sir count?"

"Not the least. She shall take the veil, and
tlienccforth there shall be no outer world to her
more !"

"Amen," ejaculated the monk.
" I have uttered it," resolutely said the count.

Rodolpho, after leaving his barge, went, as

we have stated, to the chamber of the old proph-

etess, Nancie. We left him standing at the

door, his page at his side, and both attentively

listening to catch whatever sounds might rise

upon the silence within. But his quick ear

caught not a single one. All was still as the

very grave.

Tapping gently on the door, and receiving

the u^ual summons to enter, he opened the same
and went quietly in, followed by Fedore.

"Rodolpho !" incontinently broke forth Nan-
cie, as soon as he came near enough to allow

her to recognize him.

" It is I," coolly answered Rodolpho.
" But how came you in Venice to-night, Ro-

olpho ?"

" I came in my bark to the stairs on the quay,

and from there I came hither on foot," an-

swered he.

" A poor time to joke, one would imagine,"

said Nancie.

" And why V
"Is not all Venice in arms at this very mo-

ment against you ?"

," And am I not armed, and are not my faith-

ful braves armed against Venice?"
" Puny opposer to the giant strength of the

state."

" Huge weakling against the activity of a

spirit !" answered he/

"But what is your errand tonight? Be
quick, for I would not have it known that you
ever visit this place."

" No more would I. But I will to my errand

at once."

"Do so ; I tremble already."

" Fear not, Nancie. Harm never came nigh

Rodolpho. He hears a charmed life."

[to be CONTINtTED.]

A SPICY PAR.4GRAPH.
"What is the use of living?" a^ked Jack

Simonds, the other day. " VVe are flogged for

cryinj:, when we are babies—flogged because the

master is cross, when we are boys—obliged to

toil, sick or well, or starve, when we are men

—

to work still h.irder (and suffer something
^^orse!) when we are husbands— and, after ex-
hausting life and strength in the service of other
people, die and leave our children to quarrel
about the possession of father's watch, and our
wives—to catch somebody else."

—

Boston Post.

ENJOy3IEKT.
Those who are not easy at home, will not find

enjoyment anywhere else. The man that yawns
at his own fireside, will only lacerate Ijis jugular
if he goes to Saratoga. Happiness is an internal

arrang'-mpnt. and if it don't bloom at home, it

wont flower anywhere. To undertake to run
av/ay from ennui, U as futile as to undertake to

run away from dea.th.—Exchange.
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1>;\NAI>IA.

The city of Panama
is Biiuiited on tliu l*a(:i-

fic ocean, ami is tho

])rinpi[)iil commercial
city of the country,

—

Boq;ota heiny tliu politi-

cal capital. The Lieut.

Governor makes this

place his residence, and
ho is tho head of thu

povemment of the pro-

vince. The city con-
tains al)out 20,000 in-

habitants, and is the seat

of considcruhle trado

and commerce. Tho
present city of Panama
is of comparatively mod-
ern orijjin—thiiold ciiy,

some ten miles distant,

having hccn nearly de-

stroyed by an earth-

quake. Some splendid

ruins are atill extant.

Panama is destined still

to increase and prosper.

Makinp: tho stopping

place for all passengers

to and from California,

p;iving access to the Isth-

mus, thousands of
Americans are here con-

greeated, creating life

and business. The na-
tive population is of an
indolent, ease-loving

character, and, by many,
considered not trust-

ivorchy in matters of

business. The drawings
here given are perf^^ct

and lifelike, having
been ma^fe on the spot,

by D. W. Nai/son, of
Amesbury. That re-

presenting the western
gate of the city, on the

opposite page, makes
an interesting picture,

and is equally faithful

and true to nature, bear-

ing all the oriental as-

pect that seems to hang
about these ancient
scenes, and which con-

stantly reminds one of
the hallowed East. The
fourth picture in this series, also on the opposite page, represent-

ing the Cathedral of Panama, is an intere.stiiig sct;no, and pos-

sesses peculiar value, from the fact of its having been sketched
(as are nearly all the pictures we present to our readers) on the

spot. It presents some very fine architectural bearings, and is

altogether a very imposing and beautiful structure. We have
several more interesting sketches of this far-off region which we
may give in future numbers.

.0
f/il'//'f

A DARING ATTEMPT WITH FIRE SHIPS.
It 19 related by Marshall, in his Life of "Washington, that in

July, 1776, while the American army yet had possession of New
York, Lord Howe, who had but recently arrived before that city

with his fleet, sent up two frigates, by the American batteries,

which took their sution in the North river, and thereby put a

LOOKING OUT FOE A SAIL FROM THE BATTERY AT PANAMA.

Etop to the communication between the armies at New York and
at Ticonderoga ;

and that to remove this interruption a plan was
formed to set the frig?.tes on fire by means of fire ships, which,
though address and courage were manifested in the enterprise,

failed in the execution, and only a tender was burnt. The par-

ticular account of this daring act, which we believe is not even
referred to in Cooper's " Naval History," was published in the

newsoapers some twenty-five years aeo, from information given

by Mr. Joseph Bass, of Leicester, who commanded one of the

fire ships. Mr. Bass was a brave soldier in the war of our inde-

pendence, and was at the time referred to, attached to the "^ water
service," under the command of Commodore Hopkins, who was
directed to prepare and send up two fire ships to the British

frigates. Bass was selected to take charge of one, and the other

was put under the command of Capt. Thomas, who belonged to New

London. The vessel

commanded by Bai-swas
a bloop called the Polly,
of about one hundi-cd,

tons burden, nearly new.
That commanded by
Thomas was of smaller
size. The frigates lay
about eight miles above
Kingshiidge, hutlmving
had intimations that

they might be attacked,

removed their station

nearer the wc»tem hhoro
of the river where the
shore was bolder, and
the water deeper than
on the ea.st side. The
vessels intended for fire

ships were prepared at

New York, and moved
up the river on the day
before the intended at-

tack, to a creek near
by Kingsbridge, which
cro>^ses in from the ca.'-t,

called Spiking iJevil

creek. The vessels had
been prepared with f:ig-

ntsof every combustible
wood, which had been

dipped in melting pitch,

and liundles of straw
cut about a foot long,

prepared in the same
way. These fagots and
bundles filled the deck,

and (communicated with

a trough of gunpowder
which extended along
under the deck from tho

hold into the cabin, and
into this was inserted a
match that might be

fired by a person in the

cabin, who would have
time to escape through
a door cut in the side of

the vessel into a whale-
boat that was lashed to

the quarter of the sloop.

Besides these combusti-

bles, there were in each
vessel ten or twelve bar-

rels of pitch, and a very
great number of yards
of canvas, cut in strips

about a foot in width,

co%'ering the yards and rigging and extending down to tne deck,

all of which had been dipped in the spirits of turpentine. Every-
thing had been so prepared that a moment was sufficient to put
the whole into a full blaze. The fire ships si:artcd from the creek

about dark, with a south wind and a favorable tide. The night

was cloudy and dark, with occasionally a little rain. Bass had
nine men attached to his vessel, three of whom he stationed in

the whaleboat, one acted as pilot, while he stationed himself with
a match in the cabin, to fire the materials. Besides the two Brit-

ish frigates there were a bomb-ketch and two tenders in company,
and moored near them. They were anchored in a line about
north and south ; first the Phenix, of 44 guns; next the Rose, of
36 guns ; then the bomb ketch, and above that lay the tenders.

As the night was dark, and th^ fire ships kept near the middle of

the river, they were not aware that they were near the British vea-

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OP THE PRESENT CITY OF PANAMA,, LOOKING TOWARDS THE PACIFIC.
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sels, until they heard

immediately on their left

the bells of the vessels,

and the cry of the sen-

tinels of " all's well,"

from their several decks.

It was twelve o'clock,

and little d i d those

slumbering there iraajj-

ine the destraetion that

hung over them. The
shore was bold, and rose

above the masts so that

the Americans did not

percei^je till that sound
how near they had ap-

proached, nor could th-y

distinguish the situatioa,

of the vessels cnouf^h to

ascertain their size, or

which of them were tlic

frigates. Bass was a
considerable distance in

advance of Thomiis, and
upon hearing the cry of

the sentinels, immedi-
ately bore down upon
the line -f the British

fleet. He was already

very near the bomb
ketch before he was dis-

covered by the enemy,
who immediately began

a severe cannoiiatie

upon his vessel, w4*ich

damaged her rigging

and ma-t, and some of

the shot entered the hull.

But he was now under

so much ** headway "

that he had no oppor-

tunity, even if he had
been inclined, to have

retreated. As soon as

he saw himself near

enough to the vessel to-

wards which he was

steering to be sure that

she could not escape, he

gave orders for his men
to take to the boat, and
touching the match he

leaped into the whale-

boat and cast"off"from

his ship. Her direction

and drift in the stream

had been too sure. The grappling irons upon the bowsprit, yards,

etc., became interlocked with the rigt^ing of the bomb-kerch, and

they were both almost immediately in a blaze. The panic struck

crew of the ke'ch were seen pouring from the quarters of that

ship in the utrao^it agony of consternation. The fire of the burn-

ing vessels lighted up the surrounding scenery with a horrid glare

of splendor. The first one that reached the deck of the ketch

from the cabin was her commander, who w;is struck dead by a

filling spar. He was followed by two women, and one or more
children, whose cries were heard amid the din of battle that now
raged, and the imprecations of the crew, many of whom threw

themselves overboard and perished, while those who remained

on board, retreated to the point most distant from the flames, but

soon sunk down into them, suffocated, bewildered, and exhausted.

Capt. Thomas had not been so fortunate ; he was so far in the

rear that the light of the flames from Bass's ship showed his pohi-
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tion to the enemy, and partially prepared them to meet his attack.

Not, however, daunted by being discovered, he immediately bore

down upOQ the Phenix, and became grappled with her. He then
applied his match to the combustibles, but insuch a way that he
became entangled in his ovra fire, and was obliged to leap over-

board to escape from the flames, but not being able to reach the

boat, he perished in the river. He also lost five men, while Bass
escaped without the loss of one. Although on fire in several

places, the Phenix escaped from destruction, by cutting her rig-

ging and slipping her cables, with the loss of but few lives. Of
the crew of the ketch few escaped. Nearly seventy men, besides

some women and children, were the victims of fbis merciless at-

tack. We can scarcely conceive a scene more horrible than the

one we have attempted to describe, or one so calculated to awak-
en fear in the breasts of those engaged in it. The hour of the

night, the uncertainty of success, the almost certainty of destruc-

tion, would be enough
to awaken a panic in

the stoutest heart ; while
the' awful destruction

that awaited the victims
of success would stag-

cer the resolution of the
oravest. The darkness
of the hour, the unearth-
ly light that gleamed
upon the wild scenery
around, the roar of ar-

tillery, and the groans
and shrieks of those per-
ishing in tortures at

which humanity shud-
ders, must have made it

a scene unrivalled in
sublimity and terror.

Yet the feelings of that

day were of that kind to

delight in such an ex-
hibition of vengeance
upon the foes of our
country. It was a spec-

tacle on which hun-
dreds, and we may say
thousands, of the Amer-
icans gazed that night
with the deepest inter-

est. And this little

band, although they had
in a good degree failed

in the accomplishment
of their plan to destroy
the frigates, were receiv-

ed with the warmest ac-

clamations of gi'atitude

on their return from
their perilous enterprise.

The attempt, however,
though partly a failure,

was not without its ef-

fect. The frigates mov-
ed down the river the
next day, and joined the
English fleet, and left

the river for a short time
open for the communi-
cation of the Americans.
Our readers are familiar

with the amusing bal-

lad, " The Battle of the

Kegs,"which was called

into existence by
a laughable fright, rais-

ed on board some British vessels of war during the last war ; and
although it ended only in fun, it created alarm in many a British
vessel on our coast, at the appearance of anything unusual which
"was sometimes seen afloat.

—

Boston Journal.

POSTHOIOUS FAME.
When a man is dead, they put money in his coffin, erect monu-

ments to his memory, and celebrate the anniversary of his birth-

day in set speeches Would they lake any notice of him if he
were living? No ! I was complaining of this to a Scotchman who
had been attending a dinner and a subscription to raise a monu-
ment to Burns. He replied, he would sooner subscribe twenty
pounds to his monument than to have given it to him while liv-

ing ; so that if the poet were to come to life again, he would treat

him just as he was treated in fact. This was an honest Scotch-
man. What he said, the rest would do.

—

HazUtt.

A FRONT VIEW OP THE CATHEDR^-iL OHUROH TN THE OTTV OP PANAMA.
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[IVi-lttim for GtoaHon'fl I'Ictorlal.]

TO 4 MAII>EIV,

IIY 11. A. 0AKK8.

In my young hcurt, deeply graven,

la an Imiigo fiilr to view
;

Bright and lovwly ua thu heaven,

Deiin'«t maiden, it Is youl

And the bonrt 1r ever beiitingj—

Denting, deiirectono, for you!

But II spirit in me fipcitlting,

Ablta if tlioui't be eviT true.

Alius ! I kiinw too well ttnothor

hiiyn hlH licart upon thy shrine
;

DoMt tliou Hniilu upon thiit lover,

And dhciu'd nil vow« of mine?

Tell mo rjuick, 0, lovely maiden,

Spfiftk the doom I loog to heiir;

l«'or my heart M'ith iingulsh laden,

Wildly tliroba 'twixt hope and fear I

[Written fur Oleasou's Pictorial.]

THE ARREST:
— OR—

TEE DARmG OF A PATRIOT LOVEE.

BY F. CLINTON BARItlNGTON*

When the English General Howe found him-

self master of Boston, he began to revolve in his

mind how he should best punish certain distin-

guished families, who had been most active in

opposition to royal authority. His chief source

of information was a young tory,who, by means

of his wealth and birth, had gained the confi-

dence of the British chief, and was now an in-

mate of his military household. The name of

this traitorous person was Jenkins Wesley, who

had no other recommendation than his fine per-

son, his money, and his high family j for one of

his ancestors had been lieutenant-governor of

the Commonwealth.

The general was pacing up and down his li-

brary in deep reflection, his lips compressed and

his brows bent. The young tory was standing

n a recess of the window, seemingly engaged in

watching the measured movjgments of the sentry

in front, but in reality fartively scanning the

face of the English general. Suddenly the offi-

cer turned and said, with some excitement:

" Are you prepared to prove thi-*, Mr.Wosley?"

"Here are the letters, sir. It is well known

that she has been more acive than her father, if

that were possible, in inspiring the colony with

the opposition to the crown. It was she, sir

who copied, and it is rumored, half-dictated the

resolutions which passed in May last in Faneuij

IIcill. If she remains in the city, general, she

will plot to your mischief."

'* Slie must be secured ! You think this plea

of illness is but an excuse to be suffered to re-

main to act as a spy upon us 1"

" Without doubt, sir. I have no question but

that she is in secret correspondence with Samuel

Adams, John Adams, Hancock, and other rebel

chiefs, of whom her unc'e is not the least."

" To be of his blood is enou-ih to lead me to

fear her, and to see that she is not suffered to do

us injury. Here is her artful letter to me.**

And General Howe took from a file before

him on the table, a paper, which he read aloud,

. as follows :

—

" Sir :— A.8 you do not war upon women, I

trust that you will permit me to remain in the

city wi'h an aged relative, who is decrcpid and

long an invalid, whom it would be fatal to at-

tempt to remove from her house. As, therefore,

she cannot avail hertelf of your permission

to leave with others, and as I cannot, in duly,

desert her in her infirmities, I respectfully aik

of your excellency permission to remain quietly

in our house, under the protection of a permit

similar to that you have granted to some other

families."

" This is her letter," remarked the general,

wiih some sharpness.

" It is to deceive you, sir. I know her well,

your excellency. She is as talented as she is

beautiful, and proud as she is patriotic."

"Beautiful, and also young?" observed the

general, looking at him inquirif^gly.

" Yes, your excellency. She is twenty, per-

haps, and with the regal loveliness of Cleopatra."

" I do not wish to arrest such a person," &aid

the general, shaking his head.

" I have placed the proofs of her capability to

do you mischief in your excellency's hands,"

responded the young man, biting his lips and

looking vexed, as if fearing that the object at

which he aimed might be defeated, after all his

clforta to effect it.

" Yt's ; tlie proofs iirc clear enough. She has

dune cnougli an agent for ln-r rcbcltiouH uijclc,

and for II;itu;uck and Adiinis, to foifuit her head

as well as they," he responded, wiih angry de

cision. " By having her in my power, 1 maj not

only obtain papers of iuipo'riaiKrc in her hand.'',

but have a hold upon licr disloyiil uncle, and

bring him to terms. 'J'/ir imciit s/iaH be maf^e.t
"

Thui rc-olving, the British general seated

himself at his table, iind wrote hastily a few

lines, which he read over lo himself, and then

placed in the hands of an orderly, whom he

catli'd from the hall, The man, receiving the

note, touched the front of his cap, and departed

10 place ic in the hands of the oHicer lo whom it

was addressed. As the floor closed upon him,

the f.ice of Jenkins Wosley, the lich tory colo-

nist, lighted up with malicunis graiilication,

" You .seem to he pleased, Wosley !" said the

general, who could not luit remtirk the expres-

sion of elation on his face.

"Yes, your excellency; lam always pleased

to see the enemies of the crown secured from

doing mischief."

"Where shall I imprison her?" asked the

general, as if perplexed to know what 1 e should

do with his fair prisoner after nrresling her.

This inquiry was not addressed to any one, but

was rather thinking aloud. "IToriny life, I don't

know what to do with her."

" Place her on board one of the ships of war,

sir," suggested Wosley ; "it will be difficult to

etfect her escape from one ; while in the city she

may elude the vigilance of the guards."

" That is the suggestion. 1 will send her on

board the George, and entrust her safe-keeping

to her old gray-headed captain, Griffith. He
will be an honorable and safe jailer for her, and

can give her one of his cabins. That aff'air is

settled !"

At ihis moment two or three gentlemen of his

staff were announced, and Jenkins Wo:4ey erlidtd

out of the apartment with the step and look of a

man who has been doing a disgraceful thing,

and fears to meet the full gaze of honorable men.

There stands at tliis day a venerable house in

the centre of the city, which still bears the air of

aristocratic respectability in its elaborate front

and massive style of architecture within. To-

wards this houFC, about nine o'clock in the even-

ing, and about two hours after the issue of the

order of arrest of the young rebel lady, a file of

eight soldiers advanced, led by a British captain.

There was a green yard in front, in which stood

two large sycamore trees, through the pending

branches of which a light shone out from the

parlor windows on the east wing of the mansion.

"Halt!" commanded the officer in an under

tone. The file of soldiers halted in front of the

gate, which the officer softly opened, and passed

through alone. The lower shutters of the win-

dow were drawn, and he could not look into the

room ; but listening, he heard the sound of a

female voice. He returned to his men, and

having ordered two to the rear of the house, he

lifted the brazen lion's head and knocked at the

fiont door and at the same lime trying to open

the door, which he found strongly secured.

At the sound of the knock, a young lady who
was writing at a small escritoire in the room
from which the light came, raised her head

quickly, and placing a sealed letter in the hand

of a tall, handsome young man in a half military

costume, she said, earnestly :

" Go ! do not delay a moment ! Colonel War-

ren must have this before day."

The young man hastily threw over his dress

a countryman's coarse, blue frock, placed upon

his head a slouched farmer's hat, and taking the

letter, placed it in the bottom of one of bis coarse

brogans. Again the knock was repeated, heavier

than before.

" This bodes no good, Lawrence," said the

young girl. "Do not linger! Everything de-

pends on your quitting the town in safety."

" If danger menaces, I cannot leave you. Miss

Elizabeth," said the youth, respectfully and

earnestly,

" You will show but the sincerity of your

frendship for mp, by obeying," she answered,

with an air of resolution.

" I know I am presumptuous to hope, where

I am so lowly, and you are so far above me,

but
"

" Here the speech of the young colonist was

interrupted by a third knock, louder and more

imperative than the last; kissing her hand re-

specifullj', he oheyed the entreating command of

her eyes, and instantly left the apartment.

He did not, however, on reaching the hall, go

out by the door by which he had an hour before

entered, hearing a letter to the maiden from the

camp of the army outside, but ahtrmcil for her

pafety Ity the loud knockirg, he hurri'd to the

upper entry, and went out upon a haUony, fr. m
which he could look down into the front yard

and see who was at the door. Upon discovering

the Englihh odiccr, who at that momint had

called his nun to break in the door, he Hew to

warn the young lady of the characte-r of her visi-

tors. Hut in descending the stairs he came upon

the bayonets of the two soldiers who had comu

round by the rear.

"Stand! you are our prisoner!" they cried,

presenting their weapons close at his breast.

Quick as lightning, with a countrymin'rt

stalf which he held in his hands, he knocked

their glittering bayontfi down, and dashing the

men outside, in a moment stood in the presence

of the young lady.

"It is you they have come to arrest! Ely

with mc, dearest Elizabeth !"

"And leave my dying aunf? Escape with

the dangerous papers you have on your person

!

Do not fear for me ! They are all that can con-

vict me or harm me ! In your instant escape

lies my safety
!"

" True I I will hope the best I They dare not

harm you I'.'

"You have not a moment to spare!'* she

cried. " ^he door is broken open and the hall

is filling with soldiers! Escape by that way!"

The young man hesitated, as if he was bal-

ancing duty against duty, and the next moment
opened a door on the south side of the room,

and parsed through it. It was occupied by an

invalid female, who asked what was the cause ^»f

the uproar. He, however, did not reply. He
felt that he had about his person evidence that

would imprison the young lady, whom, though

in humble life himself, he loved ; and trusting

to the honor of British soldiers to respect a lady,

he hastened to secure the letter which he had no

time to remove from his person and destroy.

He sprang through a window to the ground,

and through the gardens finally succeeded in

reaching a boat in Back Bay, in v/hich he em-

barked for the opposite shore, where the patriot

army lay. His distress and anxiety, as he rowed

across the silent waters, can only be imagined.

He at one moment condemned hmself for leav-

ing her ; but the next, he excused himself as he

reflected that his own arrest would confirm the

suspicions which had probably led to the visit of

the soldiers. Having reached the camp and

presented the letter to its address, a letter which

detailed a plan " how General Howe might be

surprised at bead-quarters," he returned imme-

diately to the besieged city, indifferent to his

own safety, so long as he was left in suspense of

that of tlie maiden.

Upon reaching the mansion, about four o'clock

in the morning, he found a British sentinel on

duty before it. The house itself was still, and

he resolved to gain access to it that he might

learn whether his fears were realized. To have

questioned the sentry would have exposed him-

self to suspicion. He, therefore, by a way well

known to him as the bearer of letters to and

from the maiden, gained a poplar tree that

stood near the west end of the house, and by

climbing it he reached the roof, through which

by a trap door, he descended softly into the

apartment^ of the house. Upon reaching the

parlor he found a light burning ; but as he was

about to enter, he started back with a cry of

horror. Upon a table lay the corpse of the in-

valid, just being laid out by two old women.

The escritoire was broken open, and books, pa-

pers and furniture strewn about in disorder.

He was about to enter, forgetting the risk he

would run, for he recognized one of the old wo-

men as a bitter tory, when he heard one say to

the other

:

" That is the first corpse I ever dreamed as

died o' flight ! No sooner had they carried off

the young rebel miss, than she got right up out

of bed, ran in here, which she haint done for five

years, screamed after her niece, and fell deud as

a stone !"

" It was time she was dead," said the other

oM crone. " I don't; see the use o* folks livin*

arter they get to be bed rid, and are worse than

dead. What did the captain say he'd give you

for help layin' out?"
" Two dollars!" answered the hag, chuckling

as she bound the jaw of the corpse.

"That's what be promised me. It'll be a

pretty job. I wonder what they'll do with miss V
" I reckon they'll hang her! They say she's

been doin' enough to bang ten rebels."

" It would he a mity pity to put a rope round

her pretty, white ne k,"aiisweied the other, with

a bbake of her head.

"A pretty white ncck'll fit a hangman's rope

a!i well as a dried and shrivelled one like yours

or njine!" responded the taller and uglit-r of the

two, with a Fncer. " If we was found carrying

on concKpondf nee with the enemy outside, they'd

hang us up high as Haraan. Her beauty, I hope,

wont save her!"

" It oughtn't to ! A little vitriol sprinkled in

her frfce will soon spoil that
!''

Laurence h' ard all this with minfilrd interest

and indignation. That the maiden was arrested,

was now clear to him. But where was she '?

In whose power was she? By whose order or

information ?

These were questions which he could not an

swer. He was about to enter the room and ask

them if they could tell him where she had been

taken; but an instant's reflection showed him

the weakness of thun exposing him.self; for he

knew that he wiis suspected of being a spy, and

that men were on ihc watch to detect him ; and

therefore did he change his disguise every time

he came into the town. His uncertainty was,

howevL-r, relieved in an unlooked for manner.

The front door was abruptly opened, and ho

only had time to withdraw into a shaded niche,

when the captain and two soldiers came in, and

crossing the hall, entered the parlor where the

corpse lay. Upon seeing it, he uttered an oath

expressive of angry surprise,

" What ! not in her coffin yet ?"

" The man hasn't brought it yet, yer honor,"

answered one of the women. It aint our fault.

We've yearned our four dollars."

" Confound your dollars ! This body must
be carried out and buried before day. It is the

orders from the general. The sight of it by day

will raise a riot in the town, for they will say wo
killed her. It is an ugly affair, and must bo

bushed up."

" When is the young lady to be hanged, cap-

tainl" asked the shortest of the women. "I'd

give a dollar to sec it
!"

"You'll not have that pleasure, old woman.
She is to be kept a prisoner."

" In the jail ?" asked the other.

" Not exactly. If you don't behave, you may
g^t there! This young lady will probably be

honored with a ship of-war for her prison. And
the general, by-the-way, desires me to find somo
female who will be her attendant,"

" Be locked up with her V
" Not exactly looked up. She will have a

cabin to herself.* You will do to wait on her.

Will you take the office V
'• For gold !" answered the crone, extending

her thin, bony hands.

" You shall have a guinea a week."
" Done," answered the woman .

" I am ready."

"Be at the endof Long wharf at eight o'clock,

where you will find a boat going off to the

George frigate. I shall be there to take you on

hoard with me," answered the officer.

At this moment a soldier came in, followed

by the undertaker, carrying upon his hack a

rough, pine coffin, in which to place the body of

this delicately nurtured and well-born lady. It

was rudely nailed up, and on the shoulders of four

men was carried forth and buried by torch-light

in an obscure corner of the Granary burying-

ground—buried as murderers bury their victims.

Lawrence had followed at a distance unseen, and

beheld where they, laid her, that he might be

able to inform the youn^ lady, her niece, should

he ever behold her again.

He knew where she was to be held a prisoner

;

and he took his way from the grave towards the

water-side. It was just break of day when ho

found himself on the pier-head from which the

British boats embarked to the fleet at anchor in

the harbor. He was still dressed as a farmer,

with his goad stick in his hand. As the red,

morning sky deepened into the glory of sunlight,

he searched with his eye among the ships for the

George frigate, as if he would know it insiinc-

tively. But he at length resolved to wait until

it was eight o'clock.

" Perhaps," said he, as he sat do^Ti upon the

end of a spar, and gazed wistfully over the

water, "perhaps she is not yet taken on board.

Perhaps they will bring her down at eight

o'clock."

It seemed to him as if the time would never

arrive. His suspense was exquisitely painful.

She whom he loved above all earthly objects,

was in the hantls of her enemies, either in the

town or on board one of the ships. In cither
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case she was helpless and in their power. Res-

oiutions to effet-t her rescue filled his mind.

But how to effect it, or what he should do, be

could not conclude upon. He tried to wait pa-

tiently until eight o'clock came, hoping then

something definite would be re^eaUd. Seated

in his coarse frock and bro£;ans and slouched

harvest hat, leaning upon bis goad-stick, he

watched all that transpired around him. He
saw the sentinel pace up and down till relieved

hy the relief-guard ; he saw boats passing and

repassing from the fleet to the town ; he saw gay

officers land and walk up into the city, and oth-

ers embark. He beheld boats, crowded with

troops, rowed from point to point. People came

in numbers on the pier, to gaze at the scene.

But his attention was drawn to the presence of

Jenkins Wosley, who came lounging along near

hira, playing with a superb watch seal, and

wearing richly laced clothps, with a silver hilted

sword at his side, and diamond buckles in his

polished shoes.

Upon seeing this man, Lawrence's heart beat

quicker, and a spirit of resentment rose in his

heart. He observed all his movements. He was

immediately impressed with the suspicion that

he knew of the arrest of the maiden. These

suspicions were well-founded ; for he was aware

thai Jenkins Wosley had been an unsuccessful

suitor for the hand of Elizabeth Hancock, and

that he held towards her, like all low-minded

men, a feeling of resentment ! Unfortunate is

the intelligent lady who is addressed by an infe-

rior man, who may have only money to coun-

tenance his presumption. Her refusal is the

signal for his vengeance, as her acceptance of

hira would be the seal of her degradation. Jen-

kins Wosley had not the generosity to treat with

civility the maiden who had wounded his vanity

by rejecting his offer of marriage.

Lawrence, though of humbler birth, without

fortune, and having a good educaiion, a fine

intellect, courage, and his devotion to her, found

more favor in her eyes. Yet j^he loved him not

"well enough to consent to become his wife.

Moreover she said : '"This is no tim& to think

of ourselves. Let us give our hearts, Lawrence,

to our bleeding country." Yet Lawrence did

not hate her. He devoted himself more assidu-

ously to her wishes and her happiness. " Though

she love me not," said he, " I will be near her,

and try to be happy in her smiles, and in listen-

ing to her voice. I Imowl am too humble for her

to look upon me
;
yet, if I may not be her lover,

I will be her servant." At the risk of his life he

became the bearer of her letters to the patriot

chiefs. For her sake he exposed himself to a

dozen deaths. Without hope of her love, he de-

voted his very life to her interests.

He knew that she had rejected Jenkins Wos-
ley, with all his wealth. He had, accidentally,

overheard part of their interview. He heard her

say that she would not and could not be tempted

by wealth without worth ; and that " a luke-warra

colonist should never have her hand, though he

were possessor of the Indies, and had the manly

beauty of Apollo." Lawrence heard the bitter

anathemas with which the defeated suitor left

her presence ; and from that moment he looked

upon him as both his own enemy and ihalt of

Elizabeth Hancock.

When, therefore, he now saw him a few min-

utes before eight o'clock idling about on the pier

from which the captain was to embark for the

frigate, the idea flashed upon his mind that he

was aware of the arrest; and he added, half

aloud, ** perhaps he has been an agent in it
!"

No sooner did this suspicion enter ilie mind of

the brave young colonist, than he resolved to

watch him closely. In a few minutes the cap-

tain, who had made the arrest, appeared at the

end of the pier, and saluted Wosley cordially.

" That was an unfortunate arrest, last night

captain, ehl" he said, in Lawrence's hearing.
*' Yes. It would seem so. I regretted it. She

is a splendid girl! Her beauty and dignity

overawed rac ! I treated her as if she had been

a queen."

" She can be haughty enough," answered

Wosley. " The general did right in arresting

her. She is the most dangerous person in Bos-

ton."
"And the most captivating. By the girdle of

Hebe, slie fairly took my heart ! She is not so

much a prisoner as I am ! Bat here is the old

woman whom Howe sends on board to wait on

her."

As he spoke the woman appeared. The ofli-

cer called to a seaman, who was waiting by a

boat at the foot of the pier stairs, who conducted

the old crone on board. '

"I am going to the frigate, Percival," said

Wosley. '• Here is the general's permission."

" [ should like jour company."
" Did you take her on board without trouble,

last night?"
" Yes. She went with ns like a lady. I felt

my conscience smiting me. Old Griffith, when

I presented her to him, seemed all taken aback !

He raised his little blue cap from his gray head,

and bowed to the deck. When I told him she

was his prisoner, and that he must be responsi-

ble for her safekeeping, he looked blank and

uneasy. Bat I saw him lock her up safely in

the cabin, before I took my leave."

Lawrence waited till he saw them embark.

He then went to a boatman and said, in the

countrj' dialect

:

"Priend, I would much like to have a nearer

sight o' them big war-craft, with their black gnns

poking out o' them winders in their sides. What
do you ax for a bit of a row that way V

" Two shillings, bumpkin !"

" Wall, there they be ; but it's a mighty big

price to pay for a little paddlin* about
"

Lawrence having entered the hired boat, di-

rected the man to pull after the other boat. He
followed it until they saw it stop along side of

one of the frigates}, and the party get on board.

From the boatmen he learned that it was " the

George," the very vessel he sought.

" Spopcn you row me round it, and let me see

it all over, a bit?" he asked of the man, wliile

with a keen eye he was scnitinizing every part

of the ship which contained the maiden for whose

safety, though she returned not his love with one

ray of hope, he would have laid down his life.

As they rowed under the lofry stern, he saw

through the cabin windows a female figure. A
closer glance enabled him to recognize the face

of the maiden. But scarcely had hd discovered

her before she disappeared. He was no longer

now in doubt. He knew where she was impris-

oned. But one thought took possession of his

bosom; this was her rescue! But how should

he attempt an impossibility'? As he rowed

round the ship he inspected every part of it,

observed the means of a-;cending and descending

its sides, marked the position of every rope that

hung over the sides.

But as he gazed upon the formidable batile-

ship, bristling with cannon, crowded with hostile

men, and full three quarters of a mile from the

shore, his heart sank within him ; and he felt a

sensation of despair creeping coldly about it.

"Wall, bumpkin, how d'ye like the looks o'

the kritter ? Aint she a tall one, hey ?" asked

the boatman, patronizingly.

His voice recalled Lawrence to himself; for

he had forgotten for the moment his assumed

character. It was difficult for him to assume it

and its dialect in the present aspect of his feel-

ings.

" Yes, it is a large ship," he answered, as the

boat once more came under the stern. *' Eow
in closer."

The man obeyed until they were nearly under

the taffrail, when the sentry ordered them to

keep away. But Lawrence had noticed all the

particulars relating to the stern, and treasured

them in his memory; and now, fearing detection,

he returned to the town, resolving that he would

rescue the maiden, or die with her.

Elizabeth Hancock, our patriotic heroine, was

standing at the cabin window, looking after the

boat as it receded, for she thought she recog-

nized the disguise of Lawrence there, when she

heard her name pronounced behind her. Upon
turning round, she beheld Jenkins Wosley, who
had passed the sentry at her door by means

of a permit from Captain Grifiith, who had re-

ceived orders from Genei'al Howe to that effect.

The British general bad been led to believe by

him that he could obtain from her facts of im-

portance to be made use of in the campaign.

In a word, lie had permitted Wosley to biibe or

menace her into giving information.

" Sir, what brings thee here V she demanded,

haughtily. "Have they made thee my jailer?

If so, they know well thy capacity, and how to

annoy me !"

'* Miss Hancock, I am son7 for your misfor-

tune, and "

" Sir, I do not deem any suffering for my
country a misfortune ; and did I regard it so, I

should feel it a tenfold misfortune, with your

sympathies added. Leave me, your presence

here only insults me, and dishonors you!"
" I have come to tell you 1 have your fate in

my hands!" he answered, fiercely.

" So I have guessed. In reflecting by what ,

malice or treachery I have fallen into this snare,

my mind fastened upon thyself as prime mover."

" You have well guessed. I did it
!"

" Go and boast among thy fellows how you

have avenged yourself upon a woman !" she said,

with a curling lip and. flashing eye, that cast

upon him withering lightnings of contempt.

Jenkins was awed, and felt his own insignifi-

cance
;
yet he thought he never saw her look so

splendidly beautiful. He stood gazing upon her

in a sort of stupid wonder.

'•Are you not going to leave me?" she de-

manded. " Ho, sir sentry, without ! Bcmove
this annoyance !"

" You shall suffer for this !" he cried, black in

the face.

" Not so much as now by thy very presence.

Two nights ago you came to see me at my house,

professing to be a true patriot, and sought my
hand. 0, that 1 should have been so degraded

as to be the object of thy notice! When I re-

fused the honor, you swore vengeance. This

captivity is your revenge! Tliink you I will

hold words with thee ! I would die first ! Go,

and leave me alone!"

Wosley left her presence, shaking his finger

at her menacingly, and swearing in his heart

vengeanco.

" What motive could have brought him hith-

er?" she murmured. " Did he not know that I

knew that this was his work? What did he

hope for? Did he know woman so little as to

believe she would give her hand from fear, where

she could not give it from love ?" And she

walked up and down her gorgeously-furnished

prison-house like a chained lioness. In beauty,

courage and port she looked a very Joan of Arc.

The third niglit after tins scene, a boat stole

out from a little cove under the Dorchester

heights, and noiselessly pulled in the direction of

the British fleet, a mile oft". It contained two

persons, one of whom sat in the stern, while the

other pulled the oars. The boat was small, and

very low in the water, so that its gunwale rose

scarcely two inches above it. Both of the men
were clad in grayish jackets, so that they could

scarcely be distinguished from the obscurity a

few yards ofl".

The boat shot onward rapidly and steadily,

as if directed by a steady hand, to some definite

accomplishment. In a short time it came within

the sphere of the outer vessels of the fleet.

" Row lightly new, Ciesar," said the voice of

Lawi-ence, who was in the stern. " ^o not let

a dip of your oar reach my own ear."

"Nebber you fear, massa. Dis nigger know
what danger he be in. He don't want to be

hanged no more den white folk. Nigger neck

break just as easy as white gemmens."

The boat continued on its noiseless and almost

invisible course until Lawrence saw the "George"

looming up large and gloomily before him.

Three battle-lanterns, hanging in the rigging,

threw along red pencils of light across the water,

and in the stern window of the cabin burned a

stfii--iight blaze, like a Pharos guiding the lover

to his mistress.

" That light is in the cabin where your young

mistress is held prisoner, Cresar," said Law-

rence.

"Ah, massa Lawrence, I'm 'fraid we'll both

be taken prisoners wid her, bef>re we gets her

out of dat dreiful black war-ship !"

'' Nothing is impossible with courage and de-

votion," answered Lawrence, resolutely. " Kow
on a little farther."

"Not too near, massa. Dey sure see- us, and

fire de big cannon."

" Row on until I can just distinguish the fen-

try, and then we will cease rowing. If we cannot

see him, he cannot see us."

About fifty yards further on they stopped, and

Lawrence put on a large cork-jacket, which he

had made for the purpose, and hanging another

smaller one about his neck, he took a coil of

light rope, to which was appended a small ladder

of cord, with strong hooks at one extremity.

With these preparations to aid the maiden's

escape from tlie frigate, be dropped from the

bow of his boat noiselessly into the water.

" Remain stationary, Ca;sar. Be ready to

give us aid when we need it! Remember it is

for your mistress's liberty and life we incur this

peril to-night."

" 1 be sure not run away, massa. I stay here

if dey shoot ebbery big gun at me dey got."

.
" They cannot see you here in the darkness if

you are quiet, and don't go nearer."

" Nebber you fear, massa Lawrence ; dis child

be sure not go nearer, dat sartaiu. I keep still

as do tombstone !"

With a word or two more of caution to his

assistant, Lawrence struck out from the boat,

and swam in the direction of the stern of the

frigate. The ebb tide carried him towards it

rapidly, and he soon found himself under the

larlioard poop lantern. The tide nearly carried

hira under the counter, but he fortunately over-

came its force, and caught by the rudder with a

hook, which he carried for the purpose. There

he held until he had rested, and then proceeded

to scale the stern. This was a feat that would
have seemed impossible; but nothing is in-^ur-

mountaMe to love. With ahnost superhuman

exertions, he succeeded in reaching, by means of

his hook and pole, the lower step of the poop-

ladder, which had been drawn up at night till

it was fifteen feet from the water. He now
climbed this ten feet further, until he was oppo-

site the cabin window, out of which the light

had shone.

The real danger of his enterprise was now
before him. Over bis head he could hear the

tramp of the sentry, and the steady pace of the

lieutenant of the deck. 1 he least noise would

have betrayed him. With great caution ho

threw his coil of cord into the window, which

was eight feet from hira on a level. It caught

by the hook on the third trial. He then dropped

the other end of the ladder of cord he had

brought with him, so that from the window to

the water there hung a safe and easy descent.

He now prepared to enter the cabin window,

to inform the maiden what means he had pro-

vided for her escape. It was easy, by means of a,

rope which hung from the taffrail, to swing him-

self across the eight feet space into the window.

But would he find no sentry there? would he be

sure that the window he should enter was that

which led into her state cabin? But hesitation

would not resolve the doubt. Action was de-

manded. He therefore si\'ung himself into the

window, and landed lightly upon the cabin floor.

As he did so, he was startled by a loud out-

cry upon the deck, followed by several strokes

upon a bell. Plis heart leaped to his throat!

He naturally believed that he had been discov-

ered, and that the next moment would find him
a prisoner. But the words were distinguishable

which he heard. 3t wa3 the sentry's cry: "All's

well !" and the eight strokes upon the bell tolled

the hour of midnight. The bustle that followed

he found was caused by changing the watches.

He took advantage of it by withdrawing the

curtains of a couch that stood on one side of the

cabin. The light fell upon the calm and beau-

tiful face of the maiden sleeping. It v.as pale,

and traces of tears were there. There was not

a moment to lose ! He whispered her name.

She started, and stared wildly upon him.

"It is Lawrence! Awake fully, and do not

hesitate to fly with me. I have the means at

hand, if you have courage!"

" I have courage for anything, dearLawrence,"

she answered at once, fully aroused, and under-

standing his purpose. "But how come you
here ? How can we escape ?"

"I have a ladder leading from the window^ to

the water. A boat is neai*. Will you trust your

life and safety to me ?"

" Yes," she answered, pressing his hand.

" Put this cork jacket on. I made it expressly

for jou, and I know it will fit you. And let me
assist you to descend the ladder. Have you
nerve enough to trust to it? It is safe."

" Yes," she responded.

" Then descend, and I will follow you. When
you get to the water, wait for me."

A few moments afterwards, both were safely in

the water, and buoyed up by their cork floats,

they were not long in gaining the boat, where

Ccesar waited for them.

The success of the young patriot was com-

plete. In an hour moie he landed in the creek,

from which he embaiked, amid the blaze of rock-

ets and the firing of cannon fiom the fiigate, on

board of which their daring escape had been at

length discovered, all too late.

AVe need not add that the lovers were married

in a few months' time after Luv/rence had won
a captaincy by his courage in battle. At the

end of the war, he had risen to be a lieutenant-

colonel. As for Jenkins Wosley, his ]jroperty

was confiscated as that of a tory, and he was
subsequently taken prisoner- by General Knox,
and would have been shot as a spy, if our heroine

had not successfully pleaded for his life. What
became of him afterwards, is not certainly

known. Thus end we one of the stirring ro-

mances of our revolutionary history, which is

more rife with heroism than the history of Rome
or Greece.
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MISS CHARLOTTE CUSHMAN.
The ritie and progress of this distinguished

American aetJc8^^, is a. strong evidence of what

pcrseveraneo, steadily directed to one otiject,

will accomplish. She first made her debut in

public life us a vocalist, hut hndirig that sho

could scarcely hope to excol in this line, she

soon after adopted the stage as her future field

of action. Her first attempts upon the stage

were far from giving promiHe of her future

ability; indeed, she was considered as having

made a signal failure of it ; hut nothing daunted,

she still strove on, hoped on, watching, study-

ing, and improving, until at last, slowly, but

steadily, she rose to the distinguished position

which she holds, as the queen of tragedy- Miss

Cushman has earned a very high European
reputation, and her present tour through this

country, we are gratified to know, has been emi-

nently successful and profitable. We under-

Ptand that she is soon to return to England.

The picture by our artist, given herewith, is no

less peculiar in the expression, than faithful as a

likeness, evincing much of the strong masculine

will and purpose that forms so prominent a part

of this lady's moral character. Miss Cushman
has indicated her right to the name of poetess,

by some very beautiful and feeling productions.

A woman thus gifted could not fail, sooner or

later, in attaining great distinction before the

world. The highest ranges of character, in

tragedy or comedy, have become her favorite

walk, and public opinion has certified her repu-

tation with cordial and continued approval. In

England she has been uniformly successful, not

merely on the London stage, but throughout the

provincial circuits, and so on to Ireland and
Scotland. Bv the friendship of Charles Kem-
ble, and Mr. Phelps of Sadler's Wells, she at-

tracted the favorable regard of royalty itself.

With Mr. Macready she made several very suc-

cessful tours, and both the Glover and the Da-
venport schools, different as they are in style,

claimed her for their own pet pupil. It is a

somewhat singular fact that when she returned

to her native country, Boston was the only city

where her welcome was not immediately cor-

dial ;
but the pakry and ignorant objectors were

soon silenced by an enthusiastic verdict in her

favor from large and fashionable audiences at

the Federal street Theatre. The vicissitudes of

the theatrical profession are very trying, but Charlotte Cushman
seems superior to them all. In private life, she has won many
warm and influential friends. Among the British aristocracy,

her purity of diction and quiet amiability of manner, have made
her so many friends that, leaving professional engagements out

of consideration, she seems undecided which side of the Atlantic

to honor with her presence. She has the best wishes of the pro-

fession and all who have known her. A real artiste, like her, knows

HAPPINESS OF OLD AGE.
Nor are advancing years marked always "with.

unpleasing qualities. The eye that is growing
gradually dim, may yet beam with the soft light

of joy, as well as hecorae heavy with the tear of
(ifliiction. Age often displays gentle and holy
allcctionN, deep as the foundations of the soul,

tliat diHuse benignant sunsiiine throughout the
circle of their iniluencc ; radiant, celestial hope
sometimes cheers the declining path, and creates
a delightful composure of the heart, altogether
unlike "comfortless despair;" deserved honors
crown a useful life, and attract veneration and
love; for not always is iranscendant merit,
though retiring from high stations in the world,
made the sport of " hitter scorn and grinning in-

famy." Manhood has magnanimous virtues, aa
well as degrading vices; victories nobler than
war's grandest triumphs, as well as tempestuous
temptations; worthy, as well as ignoble ambition.
What sight is more sublimely beautiful, than
friendship, wbose comer-stone was laid by the
hand of youth, growing up in majestic simplici-

ty, as every year adds materials to the enduring
fabric, until at last the sunset of age gilds the
structure with a grace like that of Paradise ?

Yes, it is true, that age may meet the smile of
faithful regard, as well as the " altered eye of
hard unkindness." "Amid severest woe/' a
ho])eful, quiet, uncomplaining temper, alive to

the keenne'is of sorrow, yet wearing the look of
heavenly patience, is sometimes seen, an well as
" moody madness laughing wild." And finally,

age, though " slow consuming," very oftc-n reaps
the earnest of immortal life, and spirituaUy
ripens for the skies.

—

Literary World.

PORTRAIT OP MISS CHARLOTTE CUSHMAN.

how to govern circumstances and " make a merit of necessity ;"

hence we find that her somewhat angular features and masculine
frame have been subservient for splendid impersonations of Tal-

fourd's Ion and Shakspeare's Komeo, among other similar char-

acters, but which are so poetically different as to require the utmost
delicacy of discrimination for their suitable representation on the

stage. We haveseenher play Queen Katharine, in Henry VIII.
and Mrs. Simpson, in Simpson & Co., on the same evening!

SUSPENSION BRIDGE AT PAIRMOUNT,
This beautiful structure forms— in connec-

tion with the celebrat(d water works, at Fair-

mount, on the Schuylkill—a prominent object

for visitors who are sight S'-eing at Philadelphia,

and all persons who have visited this delightful

spot concur in terms of admiration. Our an is

t

has sketched this from a new point, giving us a
view differing from any of the numerous draw-
ings that are already before the public. This
bridge was built in 1841, at an expense of
$55,000, It is 357 feet long, thirty feet above
the surface of the river, and, though but slight

in appearance, of great strength, A ride to Eairmount, and
a walk across the wire bridge, is the daily recreation of many
citizens during the heats of summer, and is at once a convenient

and economical pastime, inasmuch as some forty or fifty omni-
buses are constantly plying to and fro, between this point and
the Exchange, calling for an expenditure of six cents on the

part of any lady or gentleman who may choose to improve the

opportunity for a suburban excursion.

SUSPENSION BRIDGE OVER THE SCHUYLKILL, AT PAIKMOUNT, NEAR PHILADELPHIA.
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VIEW OF THE TEMPORARY ENCAMPMENT OF THE BOSTON CADETS, AT NAHANT.

BOSTON CADETS ENCAJ>IPMENT.
The view given above represents the encampment of the Boa-

ton Independent Cadets, at Nahant, as it appeared there a few

weeks since. The picture is scrupulously correct, and was
sketched bj our artist at the hour when the band were performing

at the entrance of the camp. This superior corps of citi/.en sol-

diery requires no eulogium at our hands, having long sustained a

most distinguished reputation in the State. There arc many
attractions about Nahant which render it a delightful resort for

parties on excursions of pleasure or discipline.

HARTFORD STATION HOC8E.t
This building was erected in 1849. It faces Asylum street, at

the bend of Mill river, with ample space in front for the conveni*
ence of carriages, and other purposes. It is 94 feet in width, and
extends back 360 feet, andconsequently covers four-fifths of an acre.

The front corner towers are 23 feet square, and 76 feet high
;

between which and tlie main entrance, are small towers 8 feet

square, and 24 feet in height. The central portion is 32 feet wide,
and elevated 42 feet in height, which includes the arch of 25 feet

5 inches span, and 20 feet in height. In the main towers are the

offices of the respective railroad companies. Iti the central parts

of the building, are the ticket offices and passenger saloons-—on the

east side for the New Haven, Hartford and Springfield road, and
on the west side for the Hartford, Providence andEishkill. Over
these are refectory rooms, 84 feet in length, and 20 feet in width.

The residue of the building, on each side of the double railroad

track, is occupied by two vast platforms, for the reception of

freight, baggage, etc., forming altogether a very faithful and inter-

esting picture, as seen below, for a sketch of which we are in-

debted to J. Spencer JSarnts,

i^

VIEW OF THE UNION STATION HOUSE AND RAILROAD DEPOT, AT IIAKTfOBD, CONN.
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[Written for aieuson's Pictorial,]

THE r A J) E D LILY.

JJV DEWITT 0. HIIOi;K,

In thouK'itful mood I gazod upon thy lily,

Allua Lqu,

And mutlioiiti;lit my heart wiis viiin utid Hilly

To truHt theo

;

For \ta soft, wlilto Iciillota havo beon shuded

In decay,

And Its d«w-oniinietlod hues have faded

Soon ftwiiy.

'Twas bright, 'twas hBautlfuI, and scented

Whun in bloom,

But, aliui ! too soon hath time absented

Ita perfume

;

As a moonbeam on the waters gloasing,

Pallid ray,

Then with speed on tiny wavtiluta passing

Far away.

So the tender sweetness of thy flower,

With its bloom,

Have decayed and faded in an hour,

Leaving gloom

;

And even thus the feelings now entwining

Near thy liparl^

From ils wall too poon will bo deelining.

Till they part!

And tby broagt, once gentle, kind and truthful

In It^ love,

Will grow calioug, and no longer youthful

Will it move

;

But the friend once greeted fondly, kindly,

In days past, i

Like lightniug-clefted oak shall linger blindly

Mid the blast.

While the green and verdant ivy, clasping,

Will unbind

Their soft, slender hold, and leave him grasping

With the wind;

Leave him grasping till some burning meteor, driven

Through the skies,

All the leaves of hope and boughs of life have riven.

Then he dies \

O, then, be thou not like the fading lily,

Alice Lee,

And my heart will ne'er be vain and silly.

Trusting thee.

— ^.....v^-^

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE STEP-MOTHER.
BY HARRIBT N. HATHAWAY.

" Ab, cold distrust, a blinding veil

Around the poul it flings
i

Pull many a fond heart it assails.

And chills ita gushing springs."

Readtch mine, with your permi-sion, we v?iil, in our mind's eye,

enter a delightful country-seat, in the environs of the city of

j;]- . In a richly furnished chamber, that looked out upon a

spacious garden, were two youni^ and beautiful girls, of the agtfe

of seventeen and fifteen, and seated on the carpet, was a goldeii-

tressed, blue eyed child, the exact counterpart of the elder of the

group. One would imagine, as they glanced around the room,

and beheld the costly furniture, the large and elegant library,

and the chaste and beautiful paintings that adorned the walls of

the apartment, that nothing could be wanting to complete the

happiness of its occupants, unless indeed, they had learned that

affluence does not alv/ays insure this,

*' 0, Bertha—Bertha !" exclaimed the eldest, as she removed

the handkerchief from her face, where the traces of recent tears

were plainly visible, "to think, that the calamity we have dreaded

of all others, should have at last come upon us,—that of having a

step-mother, and one so young, and aunt l\Iary says the is proud

and poor, hut very accomplished. It surely was not for hve that

she married father—as much older as he is—but to become mis-

tress of his home, and to be enabled to partake of the luxuries

which necessity has denied her, I can never respect—never love

her ;" and as she said thi.^, she rose, and going towards her moth-

er's picture, pentiy raised the veil that covered it, and her tears

flowed afresh.

" My own pretty mama," said the little girl, as she ran towards

her sister, and twined her arras lovingly around her. " Papa says

niy new mama is coming to-day, but I will not love her, for she

is not gentle and good as my own mama; she is naughty and

wicked, for she makes you and Bertha cry, does she not, Ida^ O,

she is very, very cross. I will not sing to her, nor pick flowers

for her, and she shall not hear mc say my prayers at night: you

iind Bertha must do everything for me;" and here ihe half un-

conscious prattler resumed her play, while Ida and Bertha contin-

ued to converse upon the cause oF all their present trouble.

^' An' sure, young Icddys, an' ye did not know that yer farder

is coming up the hill V said Kathleen, an Irish woman, who had

Uved with them many years, and who was looked upon as one of

the family, as she thrust the door open without eeiemony. " I

was looking out on the turnpike, an' I see a rale heap o' dust, an'

1 think it is he, an' if it betnt, why ihin, an' sure it is somebody

else. But Miss Idn, ye've been eying, dear child
;
yc've tuk a

deal o' trouble to yerselve, but ye must meet the new leddy with

smiles, as yer farder will he rale displeased wid ye; come, wipe

yer eyes, th'it'3 a darling."

*' Yes—yes, it is they," said Bertha, as she glanced her eye from

the window ;

*' they iia^'c turned into the avenue. O, dear Ida

!

how you look ! bathe your eyes quickly, for Lhey will soon bu at

the door; there, now you look more like youri^clf; let us hasten

down to meet them."

A frail, fair-looking girl was the bride of Charles Mcrton, and

as she advanced to meet Ida and Bertha, an almost chlldisli blu^h

stole over her fuco ; but there wan that in their bearing that repel-

led her, and the half uttered words of kindly greeting died upon

her trembling lips, and tears sprang to her eyes, as the thought

fur the first time came home to her heart, that she might be

deemed an intruder ; but she btrovc to buniah it, unwelcome as

it was.

" Where is our little Carrie*?" asked Mr. Merton, when they

were seated in the drawing-room ;
" how happens this, tliat she

does not meet me as usual ? I am impatient to see my little pet;

you cannot think how much we all love her, Mary," he continued,

addressing his young wife, " she is so gentle and winning; but

here ahe comes."
'* She is indeed lovely," said M's. Mcrton, as the child came

bounding in, and climhini; upon her father's knee, threw her white,

dimpled arms about his neck, imprinting a shower of kisses upon

his lips and forehead.

" Carrie, this is your new mama," said Mr. Merton, gently

drawing; her towards her; *' she is very good and kind, and loves

little children very much
; go kiss her."

" Never 1" said Carrie, opening her blue eyes wider than heforp,

and drawing from her. " I think she is very cross and homely,

and I do not want her for my mama, for I don't love her; let me
go and see Ida and Bertha ;" and here the little girl ran from the

room in search of her sisters.

"Carrie—Carrie I" said Mr. Merton; but she was already out

of hearing, so glad was she to regain her liberty. "Don't look

so sad, Mary," he continued, "this is nothing but a childish ca-

price. I ought to have told you that she is excessively shy of

strangers ; when she becomes acquainted she will be kind arid

docile."

When left alone, Mrs. Merton glanced her eye around the ele-

gantly furnished apartments, but it did not bring one ray of

pleasure to her heart to feel that she was mistress of so fine an

establishment; for hers was not a sordid love, and she would

rather have inhabited an humble cottage with Mr. Merton, where

she would meet with a cordial, heartfelt welcome, than to have

shared all the cold splendor that riches could afford,—and she

sighed as she thought of her own peaceful home, and the tenderly

cherished ones whom she had left behind. Her love for her hus-

band was pure and deep, and she felt the witness in her own
bosom that it was fully reciprocated by him. And well indeed

might he love the fond, confiding being who was henceforth to be

the partner of his joys and sorrows. Twenty-eight summers' surs

had come and gone over her head, but so youthful did she appear,

that one would have scarce thought her twenty ; beauty of a high

order was her's; but it did not and could not exceed the beauty

of her mind ; and it might truly be said of her, that " none knew
her but to love her." She would gladly have believed that the

restraint which had so pained her was all in her own imagination

;

but the more she reflected upon it, the more fully did she become
convinced that this was not the case ; but she wisely resolved to

lock the thought in her own bosom, and summoning all her reso-

lution, she commenced making preparations to meet the family at

the tea-table, and although tremblingly alive to the delicacy of her

situation, she succeeded in throwing off her reserve, and to a

careless eye appeared composed and happy.

" An' sure our new leddv is rale swate looking," said Kathleen,

to one of her fellow domestics, " an' puty as a doll ; but I guess

there'll be a dale o' trouble, sich a young thing; an' sure I

would niver take her to be a day older than Miss Ida; an' then

she 's so different from our dear leddy that's gone. 0, a sad day

that was to m.y poor old sowl ! I shall niver see her like agin, an'

.sure ;" and here she drew her rough hand across her eyes, to wipe

the tears that the fond recollections of the departed had called

from their briny fountain.

Days wore on, and although Mrs. Merton was kind and atten-

tive to the wishes of the family, still it was evident that her efforts

to please were looked upon by Ida and Berrha with distrust. If

unwittingly she removed a piece of furniture from its wonted

placR, to the girls it appeared sacrilegious, fur there it had re-

mained, occupying the same place that it did previous to their

mother's death, and these were assigned them by their own hands.

It was not to be wondered at, that the domestics, who were all

fond of the girls, should be influenced by their views, and this

Mrs. Merton was not long in discovering, as the following incident

will show.

The first week of her arrival, owing to poor health, she did not

venture below stairs to oversee the domestic department; but on

the second, havii g been in the habit of attending to household

duties while at home, and finding her time hanging heavily on her

hands, she made her appearance in the kitchen. Although it was

a warm day, a large fire was burning upon the hearth to no pur-

pose, and as she had been taught to economize, she said in a

pleasant way to Nancy—the giil who assisted Kathleen in the

kitchen

:

" Had you not better lay off" a part of that wood ? for it seems

to be burnin<; to waste."

The gi' I opened her eyes wide with astonishment, at this request,

and replied:

" Why, mam, I do whatever Kathleen tells mc, and I 'm sure

she ought to know best."

Katbleen hearing her name repealed, and not being in a very

pleasant mood, made her appearance, and inquired into the

matter.

" Why, ye see," said Nancy, " the lady thinks ye are too waste-

ful with the wood."

"An' indeed," said Kathleen, whose quick, Irish spirit was
arouHcd by the reflection cast upon her, "jc would be after find'

ing fault wid me, would yc ? Menny and menny is the long

year I've spent in iliis kitchen, when our good leddy—the Lord
rest her tlear sowl—was alive, and niver was the first word o' fault

she ivor found wid me. Only two or three tinicB a year did sho

tuk the trouble to come below etairs, an' then she was so swato

an' pleasant; an' sure, if ye are not satisfied wid mc, I can lave

ye, although I love the dear leddy's children as well as if they

were part wid my own flesh an' blood."

Mrrt. Mcrton, as soon as her Burpri^^e would allow her to speak,

ofi'i-red some conciliatory words to Kathleen, and di-appointed

and disheartened, sought her own apartment, and sinking upon

a scat, buried her face in her hand and wept, for bhe was indeed

unhiippy.
" W there was any one to sympathize or direct me," she said to

herself; " but there Is nor, for I cannot trouble Charles with it,

and besides, he might think it was jealousy in me, for the girls

show no lack of respect before him. 0, if mother could lie witli

mc for a few hours ! I must see her and tell her my troubles, or

my heart will break."

"Mary," said Mr. Merlon, on his return from husincfis that

evening, as he seated himself by her side, and cares-^ingly brushed

her dark haii'ftora her white brow, "you look pale and sad. I

fear you are not happy in your new home, or perhaps you arc not

well, and it might benefit j'ou to go home a few days and enjoy

the country air."

" I shouid be delighted to go," said Mrs. Merton ;
" but I feared

you would think it selfish in me to wi^h to go so soon ; but as you
have so kindly offered, I think I shall accept."

Mrs. Merton, aftur spending a week at the old homestead, re-

turned, refreshed and strengthc^ied, to her new duties.

" Carrie," said Mrs. Merton, as she came bounding into the

room alone, the girls being absent from home, "will you not

come and see mama V The little girl went towards her with ev-

ident reluctance, and she gently took her in her arms and im-

printed a fond kiss on her warm check, and whispered, "does

not my little girl love me ? come kiss rae, and let us be friends."

" I will kiss you, for father said I must, and he will not call me
his sweet pet if I do not; but I can't love you, because you are

wicked, and make Ida and Bertha cry all the time; my own
mama did not use to do so. I am sorry you've come back

again, because my brother Charlie is coming home, and I 'm

afraid he will cry too, and will not play with me."
" 0, Carrie—Carrie !" said Mrs. Merton, gazing sorrowfully

into the child's face, " how little, how very little, the girls know

of me. O, if they could only read my heart, they would find no

cause for distrust ; but it must be thus for the present ; time, per-

haps, may reveal the truth to them, and this thought shall cheer

me on the faithful performance of my duty."

" O, Charlie has come ! Charlie has come !" shouted Carrie,

with her face radiant with smiles, as a carriage stopped, and a

beautiful boy of twelve years alighted from it, bounded up the

steps, caught the little girl in his arms, ai.d well-nigh smothered

her with kisses; then as if a new idea had struck him, released

her suddenly, and went on the run through the long hall, where

he was met by Mrs. Merton. A look of pleasant surprise flitted

over his face, as she said in a pleasant tone

:

" I suppose this is our little boy, whom we have been so

anxiously expecting."

" How do you like our new mama'?" said Ida to Charlie, a few

hours after his return.

" How do I Uke her ! I love her dearly already, she is so near

like our own mama ; and her voice sounded just as her's used to,

as she placed her hand so gently on my head, and whispered, ' I

hope our Charles is a good hoy.'

"

"Just like her," said Bertha; "one would think she would

have more respect for the memory of our mother than to speak in

that way. Oi course you are a good boy. I found her at mother's

drawers, the other day, rummiiging over the things, trying to find

something to suit herself, I suppose, for she blushed when she saw

me, and instantly left the chamber."

" I don't think it just right," said Ida to Bertha, " to try to

prejudice Charlie against her. You know father would be great-

ly displeased, with us were he to know ir,, and I have been really

sorry that we have talked so much before Carrie."

"About Carrie, I do not think we were to blame, for who'd

ever thought of such a little thing's understanding what we were

saying V taid Bertha.

" Well, I am half sorry that we have been so distant towards

her, for she is really very unhappy. I have found her crying a

good many times, and have you not noticed how pale she is to-

d-iy '? and at the dinner table, every once in a few moments, she

would pre^s her hand upon htr temples, and she looked so sad

that I could not help pitying her."

" I don't know but it is wrong, but; I am sure I don't love her,

and I never shall, and I don't believe in being deceitful, Ida; but

now that you have mentioned it, I believe I did think she did not

look quiie well."

Mr.s. Mevton did not appear with the family at the tea-table,

that uight, owing to a slight indisposition, as she termed it; but

during the night, lights might have been seen glimmering in dif-

ferent parts of the iiouse, atidjong before morning, Mr. Mcrton

entered the girls' sletping apartment, looking troubled and

alarmed, and rousing Ida, he said :

" Your mother is very sick ! will you not come below and have

a care while I go for a physician J I dare not trust a servant, for

a slight dtlay may prove fatal."

Ida rose, pale and trembling, and throwing on her morning-

gown hurriedly, hastened to her mother's room, and her feelings

amounted almost to agony, as she beheld her tossing from side to
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side of the bed, and moaning incoherently. She would have

given worlds to have recalled the pnst few month?, but she felt

how futile was the wish, and with an aching heart she took her

station at her side.

The family pliysician soon made his appearance, and shaking

his head, after looking upon her a few moments, he pronounced

her disease to be a brain fever, and turning to Mr. Merton, he

said :

" Her disorder mxi'Jt have been brought on by some secret

trouble; something that has weighed heavily on her mind, or at

least I judge so, from appearances.''

At this remark, a pang shot through Ida's frame, and when the

doctor had left the room in company with her father, she mur-

mured :

" O, if she would only speak, and say she would forgive me, I

might bear it. How cruel I have been !"

Mrs. Merton opened her eyes, and gazed wildly round the

room, then fixing them upon Ida with a vacant stare, she cried

:

" O, Charles— Charles ! to think I should have brought discord

into your home ! Mother ! mother ! take them away ! Do not

look so coldly at me!" And thus she raved, until exhausted,

she closed her eyes, and sank into a troubled slumber.

Mr. Merlon having beard her voice through the partially closed

door, returned in time to hear her ravings, and as Ida saw the

burning tears stealing dotvn his manly fac, her feelings overpow-

ered her, and she sought her own apartment, waiting, yet drea'iing

the re appearance of morning. What a train of thought passed

through her young mind, as she reflected on the past; and what

severe reproaches did she cast upon herself as the author in part

of the calamity that had befallen them. In her imagination she

already gazed upon the lifeless form of her moiher, and then

followed her to her long resting place, and heard the cold, damp

clod falling upon her coffin; then beheld her father seeking his

lonely home, bowed down with uncontrollable sorrow, at this un-

looked-for termination to his fond hopes.

For several long, sleepless and weari'^ome days and nights, did

Mrs. Merton hover unconsciously between life and death, and now

that the crisis of her disorder had arrived, what anxious hearts

were those who bent over her pillow, watching her face, so pale and

sunken, that it seemed as though death could scarcely leave it

more so. Gradually she sunk into a gentle slumber, and with

noiseless step^ all stole from the room but Ida, who, vrith a heart

filled with hope and gratitude, took the place at her side, that .she

had never resigned but for a few hours at a time during her moth-

er's sickness.

For hours the invalid slept, and when she at length opened her

eyes, the first object that met her view was Ida, bending affection-

ately over her, and as she met the invalid's livid gaze, she imprint-

ed a gentle kiss on her pale brow, and murmured softly, tnother, for

the first time.

What a world of meaning was there in that one simple word,

and how did Mrs. Merton's heart thrill with happiness, as she felt

the assurance in her own breast, that the barrier that had so long

separated them, was at length removed. The happy change

seemed to restore new life to her drooping form, and her recovery

to convalescence wai rapid.

"Ida," said Bertha, several months after Mrs. Merton's restor-

ation to health, '* I ofien think how unhappy we were for the first

few months after father's marriage, and our unhappincss all arose

from a foolish prejudice ; was it not strange V
" Yes, Bertha, it seems like a dream, when I think how much

hatred I indulged towards one so gentle and good as our dear

mother."

"The blessed virgin protect the dear leddy !" said Kathleen,

who had been listening to the girls ;
" 'twas a dale of throuble I

tuk to meselve, when yerfarder brought her to his hum, and indade

it made my poor sowl ache to think she had cum for to take the

place of your own dear mother—the Lord rest her sowl—and niver

did I belave I wud see the day that I wud love our new mistress

—

no more 'an yerselves—but she is so good and swate-hearted, and

so kind to all of ye, that I cannot help it. 0, she is a rale

jewel."

Gen lie reader, if your patience is not already wearied, we will

look in upon the group assembled in the drawing room.

Mr. Merton is seated near an open window, with a book in his

hand, but his eye ever and anon wanders from it, and rests upon

the happy face of his wife, who holds Carrie in her arms, while

Charlie is hanging upon her chair, with his arm thrown about her

neck, listening to the gentle words of instruction that fall from her

lips, as she points to them the path that will lead their young feet

to happiness and heaven ; and now that she has concluded, Carrie

slides gently from her scat, and bowing her tiny form, rests her

young head upon her mother's knee, whose hand is resting among

her golden curls, and repeats her evening prayer; then, with a

fond kiss, and a sweetly murmured "good night," the two chil-

dren seek their places of repose, happy in the consciousness of

a mother's love.

" V^hat a happy home is ours, Charles," said Mrn. Merton,

when they were alone ;
" I sometimes think I am not half grate-

ful enough for our many blessings."

" It is indeed a happy home, in contrast with the first year of

your coming to it, and when I think of the change, 1 feel that it

is all owing to your patient endurance, Mary, and the noble spirit

with which you bore your many troubles, so uncomplainingly,

that I scarce realized them. I knew the girls did not seem as

cheerful as was their wont, but was not awa#e of the extent to

which their naturally strong prejudices had led them
; but, thank

Heaven, that your gentle goodness has at last overcome them,

and that they now bless the kind care of their faithful step-

mother.'*

[Written for Gleaspn'a Pictorial.]

lilNES

WRITTEN UPON VISITING LONG ISLIND, BOSTON HARBOR.

BT CAROLINE A. HAYDEIT.

Sc&ted Upon a grassy hillock high,

Surrounding scenery invites my eye;

One vast expanse of water, calm and blue,

Dotted Trith islands, forms a prospect now.

A single ship at anchor gently ride3,

The wind has ceased to bear her through the tides
;

"While on her deck the impatient eailora stand,

And gaze with rapture on their native land.

The rippling wave that gently ftrikes the shore,

The dull, low, sullen splash of yonder oar;

The sea-birds flocking to their rocky home,

As on the fitful breeze their wild notes come.

The voice of mirth rolls o'er the deep, blue sea,

And with it echo brings the reveille
;

The sun just sinking in the sky serene.

Serves to increase the grandeur of the scene.

But while the mellowed shades of evening come
And bid me turn my wandering footsteps home,

Methinks I hear a voice from heaven say,

These beaut-eous scenes must shortly pass away.

That ship which calmly on the smooth sea rides,

And yon frail bark which o'er its surface gUdes,

Ere sunset streaks again the western sky,

In scattered fragments on the shore may lie

;

And those glad voices, and those airy forms

That now seem reckless of fate^s adverse storms,

Ere night again her sable garb shall fold,
'

May sleep in death's embraces, calm and cold.

If such be hfe, 0, why do mortals cling

With such intenseness to so frail a thing?

0, why so eager to secure the liower

"Whose leaves must fade and perish in an hour?

Do they forget 't is but an empty dream,

As trunsientas the bubble on the stream-

One moment glittering in the sun's warm ray,

The next tis swept by some ahght breath away?

0, when such thoughts come pressing round my heart,

And bidding all its earth-born hopes depart,

My trembling soul would gladly seek its rest,

Seeuie from danger on a Saviour's breast.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A BROOD OF FAKCY CHICKENS:
AND HOW THEY PROSPERED.

B7 THE YOUNG 'DN. " '

In these days of moral improvements and domestic economy,

it is amusing, sometimes, to learn of the success of certain ama-

teurs and experimentalists, whose efforts in horticulture, farming,

stock breeding and the like, are certainly commendable.

Perhaps the '' hen mania " which has prevailed to such a serious

extent all over tlie counti-y, for two or three years past has rarely

been equalled by any similar enterprise—unless we except that

single undertaking by which thousands learned a very whole-

some lesson, to wit—the traffic in the morus muUicaulis, some

years since.

We overheard a very good joke, a few days since, in relation

to the experiment of a gentleman fowl fancier, which will afford

amusement as well as instruction to the reader. This individual

is a suburban resident, and he resolved to add to his other cottage

attractions, a few fancy fowls.

So he waited upon a breeder, in his neighborhood, and pro-

cured a dozen eggs, for incubation, at the moderate price of five

dollars. This sum of money seemed a severe figure to pay for a

single dozen of eggs ; but the purchaser was assured by the seller

that " it was nothing when he got used to it !" And the innocent

buyer believed it, and was content.

The fancier of rare stock took his choice eggs home, and hav-

ing procured a setting hen, placed his five dollars* worth of

embryo poultry in process of maturing. At the expiration of the

time allowed in such cases, a nice brood of chicks were forth-

coming—of all colors, shapes and sizi s. But the gentleman was

an amateur, and he was credulous. He entertained no doubt that

his stock was pure, of its kind !

There were top-knots, and grays, and black, and grizzled in the

Iji-ood—and one among the number—though smaller than the

j-esi—^-as a beauty of a bird, to be sure. There were seven of

them—and the amateur chicken breeder congratulated himself

upon his rare good luck.

He petted them and gorged Ihem with dainties, and on the

third morning one was missing. He was sorry for this, for it was

one of the best ones. However, there were six lefr, and he calcu-

lated to lose some of them. On the fourth day he found but five!

It was strange ! he saw his fine Maltese cat near by, and sus-

pected her at once. She was shot instanter, and the remaining

chicks were carefully shut up at night.

Next morning, his feelings may be fancied, when he opened hi-i

little coop, to find h^xtfour chicks left ! This was passing strange !

He was disappointed and chagrined—and he took his little brood

into the house, resolved to look shai-p after the remainder. But

the next day, alack ! there was but three—the next but two

—

and finally a single chick only retnained with the cackling mother

to tell the story !

The unsuccessful fowl breeder looked at the strange bird that

was now left alone in his glory, and observed that he was a very

peculiarly built fowl. And yet his color and shape, generally, were

similar to all chickens that he had ever seen before. But then

the gentleman had never looked upon such matters critically. So

he now took the " funny little fellow " up in his hand, and began

to examine him carefully.

As he held him in the hollow of his delicate soft palm, the

youthful bird screamed and struggled, and sought to fiee himself,

as his rightful owner looked at him so curiously.

" You seem like a chicken," said the unsophisticated gentleman,

addressing himself to ihe dubious per, "you acUike a chicken—
you pefp like a chicken—but," dashing him quickly down,
" you hUe like a rat !"

Upon close inspection, the doubtful mongrel proved to be ai/onng

hawk ! The e2:g had been mixed up with the others, and the

" fine little fellow " had eaten up his brothers and sisters in the

nest where they had been hatched ! This " trifling circumstance "

explained the loss of the whole brood of fancy chicks—and our

friend forthwith gave up the business of raising fancy poultry in

utter despair

!

-'[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.j

KINDNESS.

BY C. liURLEIC^n.

Ah, feeling bom of heavenly fire,

From earth's decaying dross refined,

The prelude of an angels lyre,

The mandate of a voice divine I

"Within the sympathetic heart

It burneth with undying flame,

To warm, devoid of earthly art.

The votaries of sin and pain.

A never-failing fountain pure,

Gushing trom the heart of love,

"With living waters flowing o'er

—

Its source, its origin above !

Ah, kindness, what a power is thine,

TiijC very wanderer to reclaim
;

In every age, in every clime.

Thine influence still the same I

To cheer that heart that sorrow o'er

Sits brooding with her folded wing

;

The stricken mourner to allure

From thoughts that round the spirit cling

;

To animate with deathless flame

The selfish heart, unfeeling, cold;

To glean from off its barren plain

A hoard of countless wealth untold.

To ever round the travellerVpath

A dazzling radiance fling
;

To bid fresh smiles round hoary age

In rich profusion spring;

To add fresh smiles to sunny youth,

From hearts all tenderness and love

;

To point with firm, unyielding truth,

Unto that golden home above

!

THE TaUE GROUND.
The true ground for conscience to take is the promotion of the

happiness of man. On this ground we will strive to perpetuate

the existence of the Union. Can you dream of an agent, under

the providence of God, for happiness, so strong as this, if it were

onlv for the bare negative good of preserving peace ? The preser-

vation of the Union is, then, the virtue of virtues—the standard

virtue. Let us make our philanthropy prudent and worldly.

Let the moral sentiments of the wisest and best of mankind say

whether any philanthopy is better than patriotism ; whether any
morality isbetter than his who preserves his country, and his

whole country, to be the scene on which, at some future day, shall

be enacted the grandest peaceful triumph over the worst crime

that the world has ever known—the slavery bequeathed by the

old world, transfigured, as by the resurre^^tioa of life, into the

beautiful freedom of the new I

—

Choate's Address.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.)

A LOTE SONG.

BT JOnS p. "WEiaHAMFEL, JR.

The blue eyes of beauty have flashed,

And riven my heart by their glance
;

The cup of my loneliness dashed,

And left me enwrapt in a trance.

To her let me echo a lay,

The gem of her race upon earth

;

A diamond lustrous and gay,

With innocence— purity—worth.

Like a bright young bud in the vale,

By thistles in life she is girt

;

How oft have I siahed in the gale,

Lest she might have suffered somo hurt!

May visi'^nce guard her sweet form

From fiilse hearted friends and from foes,

Her bark safely glide through life's storm,

Though loftiest terrors oppose

!

So lovely the maiden I meet,

iler image expels every care
;

My heart has bceu flung at her feet,

—

Oj do not permit me despair I

The bright eyes of beauty have flashed,

And riven my soul bf their glance

;

The cup of my loneliness dashed,

And left me enwrapt in a trance !

Tpstimony asd Ahgttmf.nt.—Testimony is like an arrow
shot from a long-bow, the force of it depends upon the strength of

the hand tb«t draws it. Argument is like an arrow from a cross-

bow, which ha^ equal force though shot by a child.

—

Bar/Is.
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ST1:AMEK ATLANTIC.
This mngniliiicnt ii;i-

Yal structure is iho lurg-

est steamship in exist-

ence, not excepting the

imnienso fiihrio the

(li-ml Britain ; and lis a

specimen of what our

mechanics can produce

in this country, is a

source of pride to all

true-hearted Americans.

The followintr schcduU)

of her dimensions will

p;ivo a correct idea of

her capacity:— Lcngili

between perpcndieuhirs,

27G feet; hreadth of

beam, 45 feet; breadth

across piiddh', 75 feet

;

depth of hold, 31 feet 7

inches; diameter of

whctd, 36 feet; lenj^th

of stroke, 9 feet; diame-

ter of cylinder, 9 feet 6

inches; power, lOCiO

horse; burden, 28G0 tons-

saloon, 67 feet long t >

20 feet wide ;
dining sa

loon, 60 feet long by 12

feet wide. The intc

rior fittings throughout

arc of the most chaste

and beautiful charactei

the wood work being ot

white holly, satinwoo!

rosewood, and thi5 like

so combmed and intei

spersed as to present i

superb effect. All tlic

paloons and apartments
are bcaied by sieam
Notwithstanding the
ship has three decks, so

well is she ventilated

and arranged that all

parts are well lighted

and agreeable. Ti c

dining-room is superbly

finished and the carpets

tbroughout the ship aie

of the most costly and
elegant description

The stained glass ven
tilatorsarelct down info

the saloon from the deck,

in the form of chimneys,

and are so constructed

as to serve the double purpose of admitting the light and air.

The machinery of the Atlantic was constructed by Stiliman,

Allen & Co., of the Novelty Work^^, New York. She is amply
supplied with Francis's metallic lifeboats. She has also onboard
one of the "life-cars," so as to be able to communicate with the

STEAMSHIP ATLANTIC, OF THE COLLINS LINE, COMING UP THE BAY OF NKW YORK

shore under any circumstances. The Atlantic is so constructed

as to be converted into a vessel of war in a few days, should ne-

cessity require. She is now an established favorite, even in

England. This is the vessel which Capt. West and Jenny Lind
have made so famous in our recollections.

KNOX'S MANHIOW.
The sketch below is

intended to rcpresenttlio

mansion of the late Ma-
jor Gen. Henry Knox.
It is situated in the

town of Thomnston,
Maine, and wa-s known
in its palmiest days hy
the aristocratic appella-

tion of '• Montpelier."
'J'he artist has given us
avcry (Spirited and truth-

ful view. This beauti-

ful mansion was built

by General Knox in

the years 1793—4, on
the bank of George's
river, near the site of
the old fort, which was
so favorably known
during the Indian wars.
Its style of architecture,

its piazzaH, its bulconies,

its farm, summer and
other outhouses, and iw
appendant gardens and
walks, formed a scut,

which far surpassed in

beauty and grandeur,
iny other in the Stare.

It cost rising ®.'iO,000.

General Knox was bom
m Boston, July 25lh,

1750, and died at his

residence in Thomas-
ton, O'tobpr 25th. ISOO,

aged 56 years. He dis-

tinguished himself dur-
ing the revolutionary

war, and was afcerwdrds

appointed by President'
Washington, the first

Secretary of War. Ilia

wife was the grand-

i/ daughter of Brig. Gen.
Samuel Waldo. His
youngest daughter,

widow of the late Hon.
John Holmes, now occu-
pies the mansion house.
Montpelier is a favorite

name for cottage orman-
sion villas, derived from
iWcn^/je/Z/er, a fashionable

resort in France, cele-

brated for its salubrity,

fine prospect-;, and med-
ical schools. Thesublime sceneryformed by the variegated inlets

and bold headlands, with their interior slopes and magnificent
mountains in Maine, seems to suggest such an appellation, in-

dependently of its European origin. BesidfS.Thomaston has pure
cold water, which is something more than Montpeltier has.

FAMILY MANi'ION IvNUVVN AS MuMTELlER, THE EESIDENCE OP GENERAL KNOX, AT TIIOMASTON, ME.
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F UE 1) IC R I C K GLEA S ON ,
"p R O P R IE T O R^^

MATURIN m. UALLOU, EDITOR.

CONTENTS OF OVB. NEXT NUMBER.
" The Dieinherited, or Sunshine and Shadows," a story, by Miss Martha

A. Olodgh.
" Nfhtmiah B'lufkins's Letter to Uncle Toby," being his third and last from

London

.

"The Ee]Iows-Boy, or the Stranger's Triumph," a tale, by Sylvasub
Cobb, Jr.

''Concealment, and its Effecls," a prose skutch, by Mrs. E. Wellmont.
"The Clouds of Sorrow," poem, by M. Eeuks Porter.
"Tim Oem, the Flower, the Star," stunz'^n, by VV. W. Lamdin.
'•Those Pleasant Hums," lines, by riiAxr.LiN C. a. Hurlbut.
"Jesus vVept," verses, by Caroline A Hayden.
" Adieu to Spain," hnes, by J. Kevill.

"The Bright Side," verses, by Maturis M. Ballou.
" Beauty," lines, by E. G. Holland.
" PartiQg (Vorde to a Friend," verses, by Joseph H. Botlkr.

ILLUSTSATIONS.
A spirited Boat Race will be reprepented as it lately came off in the Bay of

New York, between two celebraU-d oarsmen, Will!;im Dicker and James Lee.

A scene from the famrais play of Guy Mannerinp;, representing Miss Cush-
man in her popular character of Meg Merrilies, as she lately appeared iu New
york.

A fine and accurate view of the centre of the tomi of Deerfield, Mass. A
picture that cannot fail to please.

Also, a couple of views from different points of the Shelton Hou-^e, Deerfield.

An exceedingly interesting picture from the men)ories that bang about this spot.

The Monument at Bloody Brook battle-gi-ound ; a structure that commem-
orates one of the fiercest of the early Amerijan struggles. Accurately given

by an artist.

A view of Mr. Rise's late Balloon Ascension, at Philadelphia, when he was
accompanied iu his aerial iiight by four persons.

A fine and life-hke portrait of Professor Morse, the discoverer and perfecter of

the mugnetic telegraph.

Fsc-similes of the Gold Snuff Bos and Gold Medal presented to Professor

Morse by the King of Prussia, iu acknowledgement of his success in perftctiug

the magnetic telegraph.

A picture giving a correct view of the present Flag of Cuba, which has been
adopted by the revolutiouists.

A Very fine picture of a Sand Stom^ in the Desert, as sketched for us by
Piufessor :5attier, of the famous Coemoriuiias. -

AI^o, a spirited scene representing the Cataract of the Nile, sketched by the
pnniB uistiiiguii^hed artiat.

An accurate sketch, taken for us on the spot, of the now Flying Ship now
nearly completed ai Iloboken, soon to bu lauached iuto tbe air.

K. fine view of Steuben viUe, Ohio, drawn by Masninq, one of the prettiest

towns of the West.

FREAKS OF DRUNKENKESS.

Some one has facetiously said that for bewildering people, gin

and sugar has a great deal to answer for. It is very curious how

ditierenily different individuals are affected by intoxkration.

Some it deprives of all sense or reason, and leads )hem to attempt

to liglit a L-igar at the town pump, or to endeavor to carry a sign-

post to the watch-house because it is disorderly ! Another is sud-

oenly taken with a passion to possess all the bell pulls and brass

knockers that come in his way; now and then tearing down some

inoffensive milliner's sign, by way of variety. We know a man
at our hotel, who, the moment he gets a little tight, is crazy for a

span of horses, and despatches a servant to Marsh's for a pair of

his best, directly; and another, who, on such occasions, is death

on tumblejs and glassware generally, always breaking more or

less, though in all other particulars quite gentlemanly. But we

chanced to meet a little dapperfellow the other day, who showed

tliis spirit of monomania rather more prominently than Ubual.

Every few luoments he would take off his hat, turn it round once

or twice, and then kick it into the air; after which he would re-

place it on his head for a while, then off it would come again, and

this time perhaps he would thvusE his fist through the crown ! A
friend told us that he invariably sacrificed a hat every time he got

in this condition.

1 iFE OF Paul Jonks.—AVe are indebted to the publishers,

Adriance, .Sherman & Co., No. 2 Astor House, New York, for a

copy of this interesting work, by John Henry Sherburne. The
popularity of this book was well evinced by the almost imme-

diaie sale of the first edition, as soon as it came from the press.

The life of Paul Jones forms one of the most important links in

the history of the Hevolutionary War.

TiiE Isle of Man.—The cut on page 172 of our last number
is a copy from an original pen drawing of the human face. The
reader, by examining the engraving at a I'tlle distance, will per-

ceive that it contains a perfect ^uman/acf, with whiskers and night-

cap. By turning the engraving upon one side, this will appear

more readily to the eye. It is a curious specimen of ingenuity.

A Young Lady wishes to engage a master for a couple of black pupils— the
pnpilu of her oivu eyes— who can teach them the art of love.— Ex. paptr.

If nature ha^. failed to endow them, with their u&ual prerogative,

we fear no master can instruct them.

Gleabon's Pictorial DnAWiN«-KooM Co^rpAXiON continues to maintain its

position its the bebt of all periudicat pubhcatious ever started iu ttiid country.
iVe wish it the success it deserveSj for we .see unmistakeable evidence of ability

and enterprise.

—

Mtrcaiitile Couiier, Ciiicinn'ili, Ohio.

Do SO.—Cheriah the tender buds of piety, and they will bloom

with benevolence among the flowers of spiritualized intellect.

MOOD ENGRAVING.
Considering this subject to be one of peculiar interest to the

readers of our paper, we have prepared the following article for

our columns.

Wood engraving has been carried by the artists of the present

day to so high a degree of perfection, that it has, for many pur-

poses, superceded those elegant and elaborate works in steel and

copper, which were at one time^ the only resource of publishers

seeking for beauty in the way of ornament and illustration. For

a large class of subjects, wood engraving is better adapted than

steel, as, in its power of producing positive effect, it meets one of

the grand requirements of graphic art, while the skill of our artists

is adequate to the production of the most delicate lines and

tracery.

The art of wood engraving is of comparatively modem date.

The first rude efforts in this line were made in the 1 4th century,

by Germans, and we take 1423 as the date of the first applica-

tion of the art to pictorial representation. Germany has the honor

of its invection, as of that of printing. The earliest wood cuts,

fac similes of which have been preserved, are of the rudest descrip-

tion. The first printed book in the English language that eon-

tains wood cuts, is the second edition of Caxton's " Game and

Playe of Chesse,'* a small folio without date or place, but generally

supposed to have been printed about 1476. About the same time

Michael Wolgemuth, a German artist, produced some very fine

woodcuts, exhibiting elaborate workmanship, but deficient in pic-

torial effect. In 1511, some fine specimens were produced, the

best being engravings from Albert Durer's designs. The great

patron of wood engravings, in the early part of the IGth century,

was ihe Emperor Maximilian I., who originated three works,

which he caused to be illustrated by numerous wood engravings,

chiefly from the designs of Hans Burgmair, Hans Schauiflcin.and

Albert Durer. But from this period until the past century, wood

engraving rapidly declined, and was finally revived in England,

by Thomas Bewick, who was born at Cherryburn, in the county

of Northumberland, August lllh, 175S. He was apprenticed, at

an early age, tea copper-plate engraver at ^^ewcasile, but he taught

himself the art of wood engraving. In 1775 he received a pre-

mium from the Society for the Encouragement of Arts and Man-

ufactures, for a cut entitled the "Old Hound," a rustic scene,

drawn and engraved by himself. He illustrated an edition of

Gay's Fables, and another of Select Fables, and published a his-

tory of birds and another of quadrupeds, all illustrated by him-

self, from his original designs. Tbe great merit of those cuts

consists not so mucli in their execution, as the spirited and natu-

ral manner in which they are drawn. Bewick's stjle of engraving

as displayed in his birds is exclusively his own. He adopts no

conventional mode of representing texture or producing effect,

but skilfully avails himself of the most simple and effective means

which his art affords, of faithfully and efficiently representing his

subject. He never wastes his time in laborious trifling, to display

his skill in execution; he works with a higher aim— to represent

nature ; and, consequently, he never bestows his pains except to

express a meaning. The manner in which he has represented

the R'arhers in many of his birds, is as admirable as it is perfectly

original. His feeling for his subject, and his knowledge of his

art, suggest the best means of effecting his end, and the manner in

which he has employed them, entitles him to rank, as a wood en-

graver—without reference to his merits as a designer—among the

very best that have practised the art. Bewick died in 1828, after

having secured a competence by his honorable exertions.

The maxim that a " good thing is valuable in proportion as

many can enjoy it," may be applied with peculiar propriety to

wood engraving, for the productions of no kindred art have been

more generally disseminated, nor with greater advantage to those

for whom they were intended. As at least one hundred thousand

good impressions can be obtained from a wood cut, if properly

engraved and carefully printed, and as the additional cost of print-

ing wood cuts with letterpress is inconsiderable, when compared

with the cost of printing steel or copper-plate separately, the art

will never want encouragement, or again sink into neglect, so

long as there are artists of talent to furniah designs, and good en-

gravers to execute ttiem.

Breast-plate for SnLDitixS.—In Paris a new cuirass for the

use of ibe army is shortly to be tried. This cuirass is of vulcan-

ized Lifiia-nibher, about half tn inch thick. This thickness, it is

stated, is more tlian suflicient to resist the action of a ball pro-

jected from any kind of firearms. All the experiments tried

have proved entirely successful. The force of the ball is com-

pletely broken by the elasticity of the India rubber, and it fall.s on

the ground at the feet of the person against whom it was sent.

A Traveller.—We were favored a few days since by a call

from Dr. J. V. C. Smith, the modern traveller. The doctor has

made a thorough personal survey of all objects of interest in the

Orient, and has kept a careful record of everything worihy of

note. It is said that he was allowed great privileges.

There 's the Rub.—"Plain faced girls should dress plainly,"

remarks Miss Leslie. Was there ever a young lady who was

willing to admit that she had a plain face ?

Gleason's Pictorial Drawing-Room Compasion.—Glea-^on's popular pnper
is gaiuiug new laurels every week by the hL-auty and fii.i-<h of its en^'va^iigs
and tue variety and excellence of ltd reading matter. -£•i.^fw;( (Pa.) nhig.

True.—Depravation of morals ormanners sp-cads likelcprcsy

over a whole nation, and leaves a sttun upon its history.

Business makes a man as well as tries his great qualities.

In this city, by Rev. Dr. Neale, Mr. Robert Lowry to Misa Mary A. C. Lowry.
By Rev. Mr. Kirk, Mr. Francis W. Small to Miss Susan H. Lihby.
By Rev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. James L Stevens t<i Miss Elizabeth T. Storer
By Rev. Mr. Taylor, Mr. John H. Kemp to Mias Joan Holbrook, both of

Pediiam.
At ChnrlestowD, by Rev. Mr. Townley, Mr. Henry B. Brown, of South Boston,

to Miss Hannah G. liand.

At Chelsea, by Rev. Mr. Bartlett. Capt David P. Belcher to Miss Mary J. Dorr.
At Sotnerville, by Rev. Mr. Topliff, Mr. Albert Cummings, of Boston, to Miss

Sarah A. Moore.
At Salem, by Rev. Mr. Carlton, Mr. George W. Emerson, of Boston, to Miss

Louisa Ohver.
At South Braintr-e. Mr. IIolUs B. VFoodberry to Miss Mary Ann Kenny, of

Dorchester.
At Manchester, N. H., H. P. Herrick, Esq., of East Cambridge, to Miss Lois

A Poland, of Beverly.
At Taunton, Mr. Amos Kilton (formerly editor of the Daily Gazette) to Miss

Mary Shores.
At Buxton, Me., Mr. Augustus Titcomb, of Saco, to Miss Eliza Pike. Both

muteK,
At Bridgeport, Ct., by Rev. Mr. Colt, James Jenkins, Esq., of Dorchester,

Me , to Miss Anu Elizabeth Ward.

In this city, Mr. Charles W. Cummings. 47: Mrs. Susan P. Goodnow, 65;
Mr. Caleb S. McClennan. 37; Mr. William Leggett, 42; David Croaby, 15

;

Mr. Cyrus HHstings, 59 'Mrs. Mary B. Hapgood, 45.

At Charle.^to^vn, Mr Jotham Johnson, 4*2.

At Chelsea, Mr. .(osiah Blossom, of West Barnstable, 47.

At Somerville, Mrs. Ann M. Chase, 36.

Ac West Cambridge, Mrs. Margaret ^chouler. 63
At Watertown, Miss Ellen Mason, of Canibridgeport, 18.

At Cohassett, Capt. Peter Pratt, 67.
At Salem, Mr. James Ilea, nf East Boston, 49.

At Paxton, Mrs. Mary Jane Parr, of Boston, 28.

At Weston, Ralph H. Hagar, 17-

At New Bedford, Mrs Lucy S. I'erley, 46.
At Lunenburg, Mr. Abraham T. Divoll, of Boston, 22.
At Newburvport. Mr- Is:iac Austin, t5.
At Shirley, Mrs. Susanna Child, 77.

At Miiford Centre, Mr Ezekiel tieeger, 93.

At Gorham, Me , Mrs. A. H. Chadbourn, of Boston, 35.
At Concord, N. H., Mrs Sarah B. Farnham, 77.
At Newport, R. I., Mrs. Eliza C. Sutter, 43.

At Middletown, Cc, John P. Li orjard. M D.
At Newark, N J., Capt. John G. Barber, 32.

GLEASOX'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUND.

We have A'olumes 1st, 2d, and 3d, of The Pictori.\l Drawing-Room
CoMP.\MO?i, elegantly bound iu cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
sides, forming a .superb and most attractive parlor ornament iu the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Hundred Pages, and containing nearly
One Thousand Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events all over the
world ; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe ; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Villages; of Pageants at home and abroad; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects ; with an
ILLUMINED Title Page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant fron tLspiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the bpst American
authors, with a current News Record of the times : altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference .and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Otiice. by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume.
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THK IIKRO.

ur mub. kupkat.et cimniBR.

A youthful knight of nohlo nilon,

And pcnnnii proud and pay,

Hodo forth, hiH brow with Iiiurel crowned,

Froui out tho liattUt's fray.

Upi'one tho Bhout, no loud and wild,

" LoiiK llvii our valiant lord!"

nis hrow wn« dark, his eye tlashod flrfi,

lie spolta In thunduring word,—

" Oni) fop oi-cftpfid ! his cawtlo towers

Loom up bcforo niy cycp
;

"Wlien ho rnturuH at pray of morn

That pile in ruin lies!

"On, onl" the niivery 1uikI« notoa

Walw tonOH in holtl and hill

;

And uow buforo tho cant!e Rfito,

Hia thousand bravL-a stand still-

Tho briO^o ifl loworcd 1 A flir young girl,

With flowing goldim hair,

Kiitilt near his pawinj? steed, and raised

Ilcr Iiaods in eilcnt prayer.

An inRtant'fi piuiFc, tlien like a cloud

Before a mighty wind,

The hoKt of glittorinc lancea passed,

Nor left a trace behind.

TVho was the hero ? ho who on

-The dying thousands smiled?

Or he who conquHred deadly hate,

And wed his foeman's child ?

^-—•—
[Written for Glea^on's Pictorial.]

THE COAST STORM:
—OR

—

A WIPE WORTH HAVING.
A SEA SKETCH.

BY SYf.VANUS COBB, JR.

The old ship 'Vincent seemed to be one of tliose crafts that,

nn.cordmf; to the theory of sailors are tloomed to ill-fate. James*

Marshall, a young man from ISIewport, Tt. I., had been her captain

for five years, and during that time she had been twice " knocked

down " once had she carried away her foremast, and, at the time

of which we write, the old ship was docked at Liverpool, under

going repairs from a serious damage she had received during a

heavy o^ale in St. George's Channel. But in all these mishaps

the owners had been forced to acknowledge that the young captain

was entirely free from blame, while, on the otlier hand, he had

made better " time " in his trips than any other master had ever

been able to get out of her.

The last damaire which the Vincent received, proved to be the

occasion of the dawning of a new era in the life of Captain Mar-

shall, for while waiting in Liverpool for his ship to be prepared,

lie fell in with a blooming New England girl, named Emma
Ramsay, the eldest daughter of the agent, who did the business

for the Vincent's owners, and ere long they discovered that be-

tween them there existed a peculiar feeling of mutual love.

Captain Marsh.ill popped the delicate question, Emma consulted

with her papa, and at length she consented to become Mrs. Mar-

shall. It was a happy d^y for all parties when the marriage took

place, for, from the known characters of the bridegroom and his

beautiful bride, all felt sure that the match would prove one of

peace and content.

The Vincent was once more ready for sea. Her cargo was all

on board, and shipped for Boston, and Emma had resolved to

accompany her husband to the United States. For a number of

davs the ^\'eather was pleasant, and the wind was fair, while

Captain Marshall felt himself supremely happy in the delightful

company of his wife. The old sailors shook their heads as they

saw the gentle Emmapacing thedeck, and they very mysteriously

asserted that ''such pleasure couldn't always last," and so indeed,

it proved ; for at the close of a pleasant day, when they were

y/ithin three or four days' sail of thf-ir destined port, thintrs began

to look anything but agreeahle. Away to the south'rd and enst'rd

the horizon began to assume a sort of inky blackness, with here

and there a ghnstlikf, livii spot, while on all bands tbe heavens

had changed their ethereal blue for a cast of deeper and more

fearful import.

Capt. Marshall felt as he had never f^lt before on the approacli

of a storm. For himself—for his ship—he had no thought then.

There was one on board who engrossed his every sympathv,—for

his young wi^'e he felt a degree of intense anxiety that was painful

;

hut he forgot not his dutv, jind with comparative calmness he ret

about it. The cour.-^es were hauled up and snugly furled, the

lighter sails taken in, and the lofty yards and top-gallant masts

sent on deck, and the three top sails clo-^e reefed.

Long before the Pim went down, the undulating ocean had

assumed almost the blackness of night, and not many moments

elapsed after the spars had been secured upon tlie deck, ere the

storm burst upon the ship. It was a regular south-easter, and

those v/bo have encountered one of these storms in the gulf,

know something of ihcir power. Higher and higher rose the

mighty tempest, until at length it was found necessary to take in

the top-sails, and trust to tlio fore and main .stormstaysails and

a balance-reefed spanker, and in this way the ship hiy-to till

morning, the gale increasing every liour,

Capt. Marshall trusted that when the sun ro.^c on the next

day the storm would ahi.tt;, hut in this he was disappointed, for a

part of the forenoon ho was aclually obliged to scud before it.

It was not until two sluy rtails had been torn fiom their bolt-ropCH

that he fully explained his anticipations and the extent of his

fears to his wife.

" Emma," said he, " I wish I had not taken you with me."

"Why so?" she asked, as she gazed up into her husband's

face with apparent astonishment.

" Why so? Do you not comprehend our danger?"
" But tho ship docs not leak, docs it?" returned Emma, with

remarkable coolness.

" No."
" Then let us not fear the storm. I was born upon the Atlantic,

and I feel that I can yet trust to my native element."

The captain was astonished at this trait in his wife's character,

and clasping her in his arms he felt his own soul swelling wiih a

new life.

" Emma," he said, as he gazed more afTcctionatcly than ever

into her face, *'my heaviest fears arc passed. For you alone have

I feared the most ; but now I can calmly tell you wherein lies

our danger. This storm has driven us far out of our course, and

twice have we been scudding before it. I fear that the coast of

Maine cannot be far to the leeward, and of that coast I know
nothing, save what I may gather from my chart. For us to lay-

to is next to impossible, The rising sea has rendered our stay-

sails useless, and I have been obliged to set the close -reefed main-

topsail, but she cannot hold it long."

"My husband," returned Emma, "though you may know
nothing of the coast of Maine, yet there are hut few spots along

her rugged shores that are not as play-grounds to me. My father

was for years a surveyor of her islands and Itarbors, and I was

his constant companion. To me her cliffs and inlets present

nothing that can alarm me."

Hardly had she ceased speaking when a sharp crack, like the

report of a pistol, sounded from aloft, followed by a tearing and

crashing that started the captain to his feet.

"The main-topsail has gone!" he exclaimed, and immediately

he sprang upon the deck.

Again the ship was put before the gale, and for several moments

Capt. Marshall was undecided what to do. While in this quan-

dary he felt a hand laid upon his shoulder, and on turning, he

beheld his wife. She had a "sou'-wester" upon her head, and

a pea-jacket buttoned closely about her.

" What is the matter, James V she said.

Her husband explained his perplexity.

A strange look of fearlessness and confidence rested upon that

fair woman's face, and looking for a moment at the compass,

she said

:

"We head due north-west. Station a trusty look-out in the

foretop, and let the ship stand on .'"

Capt. Marshall felt at that moment as though an angel had

been sent to pilot him to a haven of rest. Whence arose the

ft;eling he knew not, but instinctively he obeyed. Fearful and

loud roared the mighty storm, and on dashed the riven ship, hut

all fearless and composed stood the heroic woman upon the

quarter-deck, and the hardy seamen, as they gazed upon her, felt

that what daunted not a woman should not daunt them.

" Land-lio!" came from the fore-top.

In three minutes more, as the ship rose upon the bosom of a

giant sea, the land was made out upon the deck, bearing about

two points on the larboard bow. Emma caught sight of if, and

seizing a glass, at the next swell she discovered a lighthouse

upon its summit. Then she turned her glass over the starboard

beam, and in a moment she exclaimed :

" There are the Bantam Ledges. That land on the larboard

bow is Seguin, and beyond I can see Cape Small Point. James,"

she continued, as she gazed into her husband's face with a look

all made up of conscious power, "if you will drop your fore-

topsail, I will take you into the Kennthcc !"•

For a moment Capt. Marshall hardly credited the evidence of

his own senses, hut one look into the calm, radiant features of

his wife determined him, and in five minutes the fore-topsail was

sheeted home.

Emma Marshall seized the spanker out haul and sprang upon

the wheel house, and calm as the falling of the summt;r's dew fell

her orders to the men at the wheel. The island of Seguin was

cleared in safety, the ship bowled fearleasly by the foarn-dashed

rocks, and ere long her bows cleft the smoother waters of the

noble Kennebeck. All danger was passed. Though the storm

still raged, yet the old Vincent rode at anchor, and the howling

tempest could harm her no more. Confidence was restored to

the hardy crew.

Emma Marshall descended from her station and sought her

cabin. Her rough habiliments were thrown aside, and ere long

she re-appeared in all ihe modesty and beauty of her native grace.

Capt. Marshall pressed her to his bosom, and at that moment the

harc'y seamen waved their hats high al>ove their uncovered heads,

while a prolonged shout of joy and gratitude went forth from

their relieved souls. They had been saved from the terrible

" Coas:t Storm" and from (he bottom of their hearts they confessed

that Emma Marshall was x wife worth having.

FESIALE COflDETKY.
To women there is an inexpre-^sihle fascination in this dalUnnco

with danger—this compromise between love and co(|Uctry. It is

tlieir one excitement, and it is worth to them all the thousand
others that serve to relieve, or more often to distract the dulness
of their lords and masters. They arc content to be whirled out
of ih<ir own thouehts in that pleading vortex. Its edifying

rapidity is so deiiyhtful—its attraetioR so gently powerful—its
surface, up 10 the very edge, so .smooth and glassy ; all is charm-
ing till the lf»Nt fatal piuntie itself, when the ahvFS is opened to its

victim, and then closes upon her forever.

—

^tlf-Formadon

.

[Wrlttiin for OlcaFon'B Pictorial.]

D? JOII.V K. HOLMKB.

Youth panlH for lilj^h udventuru: ItH warm blood

i'lowp not tbrouKh liizy cluinnelK! It oiHdalnB

The rout that ago would i-ovet. I'itdd or Hood

—

The pulKC of war—wherever it nun boo

Tlie Htcir of plory Hhliie, it provuM to Ite

An energetic a<;tor! Its bright sliiuld

Is hope, (live the younK champion fame!

Oive hliii tlie wlldenietiM, Jie'll pioni/er

Tho niarcli of empire— lie will <kt\U: hln name
On hare and deKOliito crags I He liath no f.*ar !

Foar ! Let it Hcek th*) bre;iHt from wlience It ranie!^

Flow tIiroii;rh tho blood of BUcklluKU—«huke the bildo

That comoth with the t^-nder hope of lovo I

It will not in a breast like thine abide,

StiTD dcKtrt wanderer, whom tho hea«t of prey,

The deadly Havago, nor the nerpeufa Kting,

Could move throughout the ptonny night uor day !

When thou art old—when thy knit liuibH Hhiill loso

Their htrength, thy breant its fire, tiiy eye its light,

A hormltugc of Phadown thou nhalt cbo-^e

—

Along the paths of (juletude, delight

lu thingu thou darest now In scorn refuse.

Appiro! in thy gay mom of life, aspire!

Let the youtig eagle soar on rtHtlcua wing I

That ami of thine—that grand, authentic fire

Unto proud life, exulting life, shall spring.

Here is a nation, tliou art one Hhe bore

Upon her rocky bosom I Scorn no law,

Nor the rude breath of dire rebellion draw;

Nay, tear no artery of her efalWirt arm,

But be the patriotic eon, who knows

How blight her glory is, how restless are her foes.

4—«>-*«*—>

LORD ERSKINE'H LOVE FOR ANIMALS.
He has alivnys expressed and ft;lt a great sympathy for animals.

He has talked for years of bringing into Parliament a bill to pre-
vent cruelty to them. He has always had several favorite ani-
mals to which he has been much attached, and of whom all his ac-
quaintances have a number of anecdotes to relate. A favorite dog
which he used to bring when he was at the bar to all his consul-
tations ; another dog which at the time he was lord-chancellor he
himself rescued in the street from some boys who were about to
kill him, under pretence of its being mad ; a favorite goose which
followed him whenever lie walked about his grounds; a favorite
macaw, and other dumb favorites without number. He told us now
that he had got two favorite leeches. He had been blooded by
them last autumn, when he had been taken dangerously ill at
Portsmouth ; they had saved his life, and he had brought them up
to town had ever since kept them in a glass ; had himself every
day given them fresh water ; and had formed a friendship witli

them. He said he was sure they both knew him, and wt-re grfltc-

ful to him. He had given them difierent names, Home and Cline
(ihe names of two celebrated surgeons), their dispositions being
quite different. After a good deal of conversation about them,
he went himself, brought them out of his library, andjplaced them
in their glass upon the table. It is impossible, however, without
the vivacity, the tones, the details, and the gestures of Lord Ers-
kine, to give an adequate idea of this singular taste.

—

Sir
Samuel Komilly's Autobiographij.

^—tan,^~-i

[Written for G-leason's Pictorial.]

THE GRAVE OF THE POETESS.

BT PERBA S. LEWIS.

Far off from haunts of men, away

In a green, lonely spot, she sleeps;

No sound i.H there save but the gushing song.'i

Of little birds, who hourly send their

Happy tribute up to heaven
; and the soft

Music-tonefl of a sweet brook, that gurglea

Laughiog by,—its green banks, fringed mth
Summer blogsouis, that send up, like prayer,

Their ineense-breath. The soft, sweet sunshine,

And the gentle winds, play on the waving

Grass. It is a spot of lone, sequestered stillness

;

There the spirit of beauty folds her winga

In loveliness,—and there she sleeps, and that heart

That used to dream itself away in visions

Of the far-off land of song, is still. And that pal©

Brow, that oft hath felt the fanning of a spirit wing.

Is marble-white in death
;
and that pure soul, that lived

In bright worldfl of itd own creation, is at rest. Peace to

Thy gentle slumbers, sainted one ! sleep on, while winds

And wafers sing a low-tooed requiem for

Thee, who loved them so in life ; sleep on,

0, '' loved and lost," sleep on, where tlowere and

"Waves are round thee,—aleep in peace.

CLIMATE OF SAN FRAKCISCO,

The climate of San Francisco, which certain American journal-

ists have ventured to compare with those of the south of Spain

and Italy, is ceitainly one of the harshest, most variable, disa-

greeable and unhfaltiiy, that I ever met with in all my travels.

It can be likened to nothing hut the western coast of Africa, of

insalubrious renovt^n. In the summer and autumn, the cold of

the early morning is penetrating and humid, because of the mist

that nearly always cnvelopns San Francisco, daring the first hours

of the dciy. Alout eighto'clock commences a trifling heat, which

lasts till noon ; then arises a horrid wind, such as I have never

experienced elsewhere—the blinding dust compelling you to stop

eveiy instant in the middle of the street. This wind is prolonged

into "the night; and a day in September or Ocrober, frequently

beginning with a tropical temperature, ends in cold as piercing ud

that of a December i ight in Britain. After having perspired in

the morning, one is shivering in the evening ;
often without the

means of warming ourselves, for firenlaces and stoves are very

rare in San Francisco. The winters are equally rainy and damp,

as the summers are dry and windy. As w.^ advance into the

country there is more heat and less air during the summer months
;

and the gold seekers, who tln-n abound in the viilleys, suffer in-

tensely fiona fevers, and from the high teraperaiuie of tho

atmosphere .

—

Ho(j(fs Insti ticior.

Manner is all-iu-a1l, whate'er is writ,

The substitute for gcuius, seuue and wit,- Cotoper.
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POSTAGE OF OUR PAPtR.

As some few'postmasters, more nice than -wise, have taken the

liberty of charging magazine postage upon our paper, we have ad-

dressed the department at Washington upon the subject, and

have the authority of its head for stutinff that the proper rates of

charge upon the Companion are as follows:

—

Five cents per quar-

ter for any distance not over fifty miles ; and ten cents per quarter

for any distance not over three hundred miles. Our readers and

subscribers would do well to remember this, and if any postmas-

ter attempts to defraud them by a higher charge, we will be obliged

to them to transmit his name to this office. For the information

of all concerned, we subjoin the following extract from the post-

master-general's letter to this office:

—

<' To judge properly of the weight of newspnpprs, posf.maaters are required to

weigQ theoi when they ai-a in a dry state. Ttic wnipper forms no part of the

new^^paper, neither is postage paid for it, and alt postiuastera have the right to

remove them from every paper received iit the office,"

This settles the matter, and no suhscriberneed be imposed upon

a second time. Since the rates of postage have been reduced,

people generally in the country have found it for their interest to

become regular subscribers to the weekly papers, as ihe quarterly

charge has now become so small as to be merely nominal. It has

also been almost universally the practice to prepay all letters, and

when one is written requiring an answer, the writer prepays and also

encloses a stamp for the return letter. This is as it should be.

lUcijisiiic ©atljcringe

Steamer fok Galwat.—The New York Sun says that a

steamship is now building, and will be ready for sea by the 1st of

December, which is intended to ply between New York and Gal-

way, stopping at Halifax on the route. The contract with the

huilder is that the steamer shall make the trip between Galway

and Halifax in six days, otherwise the parties contracting for the

vessel are at liberty to reject her. The steamer is to be of the

largest' size, with accommodations for eight hundred or one thou-

sand second-class passengers, bcoides having accommodations for

firai-class passengers.

Births, Deaths and Marriages.—A committee from both

branches of the City Government was not long since appointed

to prepare and report to the Council, such facts in relation to the

different classes of the population in the city, based upon the

census taken by the order of the City Council, last year, as may

afford information upon the subject of the births, deaths and mar-

riages among the native and foreign population. If the labor is

thoroughly performed by the committee, the result thereof will be

equally interesting and important.

GLEASOi''s Pictorial DRAWI^'Q-Roo^^ Comvaxion.—This beautiful pappr con-

tinues to be as attractive as ever. It is, bejond all comparison, the most
beautiful paper printed in the United SraCoa. Eight of the sixteen pages are

devoted to illustrations, many of which are of superior excellence, finely de-

si"-iied and executed ; and it will, as a whole, compare favorably with the

illustrated papers of London. The literary character of the work also receives

proper artention. Those who are desirous of obtaining a paper of sajjerior

merit, will find iu the Companion what ttiey desire.— Onlano Messenger.

Military.—By order of his Excellency, Gov. Boutwell, com-

mander-in chief, all flint-lock arms now in possession of the State

militia are to be returned to the Department at once, a sufficient

quantity of rifles, muskets and pistols having now been procured

to supply the several companies throughout the State.

Gleason's PicTORiAi, Drawing-Roosi Cowpamon.—We have had the pleasure
of seeiog a number of copifS of ibis truly elegant and superior work. It is

illustrated with splendid cuts—scenes, landscapes, and, iu fact, everything
which is calculated to improve the mind and refine the tastes of its readers. It

is afforded at the extremely low price of i?3 per annum. To those wishing a
neat and beautiful oruament for the centre-table, no work is inore lichly worth
the money.

—

Free School Journal.

MuNiFiCEVT Gift.—Forty acres of beautiful woodland, lying

at the north end of the city of Columbus, Ohio, have been donated

by one of its citizen's. Dr. Goodall, to the corporate authorities of

that place for free use as a public park.

Recruits.—The New Orleans Picayune says that the officers

and orderlies of the Mounted Rifles had arrived in that city by the

steamer Cherokee, to recruit their ranks, prior to active service

on the Texan frontier.

Heaven's Bank.—Carlyle says there are many millionaires

whose note of hand will go to any length in the streets of Lon-

don, and to whom in Heavetfs Bank, the stern answer is, "No
Effects."

He that is himself weaiT', will soon weary the public.

There is upwards of $3,000,000 of specie in the bank vaults of

New York city.

A young man can displease everybody by running away with

—

an heiress.

On dit, that Lola Montez will soon appear on the New York
boards.

It is universally conceded that there never was a better promise
of an abundant harvest in Ohio, than is now presented.

Dr. Harris, librarian of Harvard College, who knows about
insects, says Mr. Phanuel Flanders's black bug and the potatoe rot

is a humbug.

The Grand Jury of Buffalo have indicted the overseers of the

poor for not prosecuting the unlicensed venders of liquor.

Sweet oil rubbed npon corns, night and morning, is said to

el^'ect a complete cure within a couple of weeks.

Usually speaking, the worst bred man in company is a young
traveller just returned from abroad.

Four hundred thousand dead letters were received from Cali-

fornia at the General Post Ottice, on the 23d of June.

James Clark, at San Francisco, was fined $100 for cutting a

Chinaman's " tail " off,—to stand committed until paid. Lynch
lav/ going out of fashion.

The new Constitution of Ohio has been adopted. The people

have also voted by a majority of 8,982, not to license the sale of

liquor.

Mr. Ruckman has obtained a verdict in a New York court for

$5000 damages against Mr. Lexow, reporter for the Police

Gazette, for hbel.

The new hotel at Dayton, Ohio, now in course of erection,

is to be one hundred and sixty-five feet long, ninety-nine wide,

and four stories high.

Mary C. Djke was killed, and Catharine Brady badly injured,

by falling through the scuttle of a bookbindcry in Ann street, Nev/
York.

In the small towns of Massachusetts, Bloomer Balls are be-

coming all the rage. No lady is allowed admittance who does

not come a la Turque.

Mr. John Greene, a New York fireman for eighteen years, died

of lockjaw from being run over by an engine. He leaves a wife

and children destitute.

The bill to suppress the sale of intoxicating drinks, in the

New Hampshire Legislature, passed the House, but was defeated

in the Senate.

The parties engaged in the late duel, whereby Mr. J. W. Frost,

editor of the Crescent, was killed, have been indicted for mur-
der at New Orleans.

Kah_
minister, nas established a weekly newspapi
called " Copway's American Indian."

The soil of the Territory of Minesota is said to be admirably
adapted to the culture of flax. Some enterprising capitalists at

the east have invested $30,000 in a flax and cordage establish-

ment at St. Paul's.

Oleason.—^We still continue to get " Gleason's Companion." Our opinion
has uuderj^one uo change. We repard the ' Compaoiou" as one of the best
piiper.s ia the Union, and worth a thousand of those now imitatinc it.

—

BtUUr
Herald.

Dying "Words of MiRABEAu.^"Crownme with flowers," said

\i^, " intoxicate me with perfumes. Let me me die to the sounds

of delicious music."

Just so.—A rich man's son generally begins where his father

left off, and ends where his father began—pennyless ; the deplor-

able effect of idle and vicious hahits.

[C?" Gleason's Pictorial Companion loses nothing; of its excellence ag it
grows older. It is unequalled iu its line. Wn can hardly see how so much Ktn,
be done for S3.— ^^arren Mall.

Thrifty.—There are 24 omnibus routes, and ^^7 two horse
omnibuses constantly running in the city of New York.

QuALiFicATioxs.—A cotcmporary says that an orator should

be sharp, a tragedian great, and a comedian pleasant.

iSanlts of ©olir.

Kah-ge ga-gah-bowh, the Chippeway chief, or rather missionary

nister, nas established a weekly newspaper in New York city,

Teub.—A whisperer separateth friends.

The power to rule is the test of mind.

People obey willingly when they are commanded kindly.

Few envy the merit of others that have any of their own.
Reality is but the dregs of the cup, imagination is the clear

red wine.

True eloquence consists in saying all that is necessary, and
nothing more.

There is much difference between imitating a man and
counterfeiting him.

Permanent rest is not to be expected on the road, but at
the end of the journey.

There is no dispute managed without passion, and yet
there is scarce a dispute worth a passion.

The uneasy pillow of guilt m;iy have a deeper, but it cannot
have a more restless pain than that of love.

. . . .That writer does the most who gives his reader the most
knowledge, and takes from hira the least time.

Truth—the open, bold, honest truth, is always the wisest,
always the safest for every one, in any and all circumstances.

He that blows the coals in quarrels he has nothing to do
with, has no right to complain if the sparks Hy in his face.

. . . The philosophy of a thousand years has not explored the
chambers and magazines of the soul.

. . . .Uneasy and ambitious gentility is always spurious genti]it,y.

The garment which one has long worn, never sits uncomfortable.

DiiKculty excites the mind to the dignity which sustains
and finally conquers misfortune, and the ordeal refines while it

chastens.

....Passionless characters are worthless in good or evil ;

their gentleness is inability to feel anger, their virtue inability to
do wrong,

No man is so truly great, whatever other titles to emi-
nence he may have, as when, after taking an erroneous step, he
resolves to " tread that step backward."

J'orrign illisallang.

A sanitary congress is assembling at Montpellier, the healthiest

spot in Prance.

There are still rumors of a crisis in the Danish cabinet, but no
positive facts have transpired.

Her Majesty has been presented by the King of Belgium mth
a splendid portrait of the late queen.

A tradesman has been fined £250 by the Liverpool magistrates

for manufacturing tea from beech leaves.

Spirits equal in strength and quality to the best Holland gin,

have lately been manufactured in Scotland, from turnips.

Crops in Ireland promise favorably. There is no appearance
of disease. Accounts from the Continent are also favorable.

The provincial physician of the delegation of Milan, Dr. Alex-
ander Vandoni, has been stabbed and killed iu the streets of that

city.

A Paris letter says that a member of the royal family of Spain
has eloped with a cook of the palace, to the great scandal of the
court.

In the city of Rome, which contains 170,384 inhabitants, there

are 34 bishops, 1240 secular priests, 1892 regular priests, and 1467
monks.
The Belfast journals announce that it has been determined to

erect a miniature Crystal Palace on Queen's Island, for a grand
bazaar, this season.

Stumbul is the name of a root said to be a cure for the cholera,

and is attracting much attention in England. It is described in

the Medical Times of May 3lst.

Avery valuable specimen of the wild rabbit was recently cap-

tured in a field at Colne Engaine, by a laborer. It is perfectly

white, and its fur of the softest quality.

The coal area of the British Islands amounts to 12,000 square
miles, being about one-tenth of the entire area of the country

;

the annual production beiug 32,000,000 tons.

The Scotch journals record that lately a schooner has been
despatched to Davis's Straits, to open tliere a cod fishery, being
the first enterprise of the kind yet attempted.

It is stated that the ingenious mechanician, M. Sax, has con-
trived a new invention by which an immense volume of tone is

added to the pianoforte. He is taking out patents for Prance,
Belgium and England.

Lord Willoughhy d'Eresby is still persevering in his efforts to

bring the steam-plough into praictical operation. Several trials

have been made on his estate, and he hopes soon to render it

sufficiently simple for common use.

The London Times of a recent date has another article on the
American position at the Gre;it Exnibiti-jn, v,hich, while it says
some severe things on Yankee prcten'^ious, is, on the v/hole, rather

just and complimentary to our country.

The caravan composed of camels, dromedaries, and Arabs,
engaged by the manager of the Hippodrome, arrived in Paris
rcL-eriily, and paraded on the boulevards, where they attracted a
crowd. There are seven animals of the finest breed.

It is pleasing to learn that amidst all the disturbances in Prance,
there is a growing demand for the Scriptures, nrdinary book-
sellers find a call for them, and sell not less than 600 per month in

Paris, in addition to what is done by the Bible Societies.

'lokcr's ®Uo.

" Here 's to internal improvements," as Dobbs said when he
swallowed a dose of salts.

The Tinicum Society is discussing the difference between a
short dress and being short of a dress.

Why are young ladies who sport the Bloomer costume like
sober-minded young men 1 Because they are opposed to trains.

Brother Smooth left his boarding house because a " worldly
family," next door, kept a blasphemous poll parrot.

It is said the difference between eating strawberries and cream
and kissing a pretty girl, is so small that it cannot be apprs-
ciated.

A tallow chandler said he didn't mean any disparagement to
the sun, whin he said that his candles were the btst lights ever
invented.

Miss Fantadling says that the first time she locked arms with a
young man, she felt like Hope leaning on her anchor. Poetic
young woman, that.

In Albany, an Irish servant took the order to " string beans '*

literally, and had got about three feet in length strung when her
mistress discovered her blunder.

Women are like houses, the longer they remain to let, the
more dilapidated they become. To keep either from going to

destruction, they should be early occupied.

The following sentiment was given at the 4th of July celebra-

tion in Newark, N. ^.:—r7'he Women—in the Revolution they freely

gave up their tea—now they shall not go without their toast.

A cotemporary has the following advertisement :
" AVanted; a

female infant child to adopt, by a lady from one year to eighteen
montlis months old." Quite an undertaking for a lady so very
youthful !

A notorious rogue being brought to the bar, knowing his case

to be desperate, said, "1 charge you in the king's name to seize

and take away that man (meaning the judge) in the red gown,
for I am iu danger of my life because ofhim."

THE FLAG OF OUR UNIOI,
AN ELEGANT, MOEAL AND KEriXED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literatnre, wit and humor, prose nnd poetic gems, and ori}*i-

nal prize tales, vsritten expressly for this piiper, and at a very great cost. Ia
politics, and on all sectarian questions, it is strictly neuti-al. Nothing of an
immoral natiire "Will ever be admittt^d into its columns; therefore maldng it

emphatically,

A PAPER FOU TKS MTLLIOF,
AND A WELCOME VISITOR TO THE HOME CIPXLE.

It is generally acknoivledged that the Flag is r,n\v tlie Ifarl'mz irprl-ly pa-
per ^Tl the Uniifd States, and its literary contents arc allowed, by the best

judges, to he unsurpa,-!Eed.

It contains the foi-eign and domestic rews of the day, so condensed a.s to

enable us to give the greatest possible amount of intelligence. No advertise-

ments are admitted to the paper, thus ofreriiig the entire sheet, which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the in.'^truction andnmnseinentof the gf^neral reader. An unrivalled corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every deprvrtmeut is nnder the lyost

finished and perfect system thnt experience cnn suggest, or money pvod'ice.

Lacking neither the means nor the will, we can lay before our hundi-eds of
thousands ot readers an

the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the UnioQ.

TEEMS TO GirSSCIlIBEIlS.
1 subscriber, one year, ?2 09
3 subscribers, " 00
4 " •' G 00
8 *- " 1100

16 " •' 20 00

One copv of the Fl.vo of oun UxToy, .ind one copy of the 1'iCToiu.\L Dr.AW-

IKG-Kooj! CoMPASiox, onc year, for Si 00.

C~-- Invariably iu advance.

Pubscrihcrs or postmasters arc requested to act as agent,-, and form clubs, oa
the above tL-vms.

0= A'l or'/rrs should be ad'.'rcxsf.dy post pa:d, to the PL^l.tsuEr. or Tui: I''L.va

OF oca Uxiox.

** T'le Flag ran bp obtiiued nt any ofVuc vev^spap^r dpyiois in ihe Uiutad

ElateSi aiul of neivspaper ca-ners, at POLR CENTS jfr sni^l'' ropy.

F. OLP.ARON-,
Pl'blieiie?. .\mj rnopnrETor., TIostoNj JIass.
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1. Gatriel Havel. 2. Jerome Ravel. 3. Fraucois Ravel. 4. Antoine Ravel. 5. Mr. C. Lehmannn. 6. Mr. Blondin. 7. Mr. Marzetti. 8. Mad. MarTetti. 9. Mad. Axel. 10. Mad. J. liavel.

TABLEAU FOBMED BY THE RAVEL FAMILY IN THE BALLET OF JEANNETTB AND JEANNOT.

TIIE RAVEL FAMILY.
Among the many attractive pieces played by the Ravel family

at Niblo's Garden, New York, is "Jeannet!e and Jeannot," a

most amusint^ pantomime, invented and produced by Jerome
Kavel, founded on Glover's well-known song of " Jeannette and
Jeannot." The action of the piece is admirably sustained by the

Kavcls, and is another triumph of the invention of'M. Jerome.
The incidents in this piece occur in a small village of France,

wliere all young men of twenty-one are bound by law to pass a

term of years as soldiers ; those, however, who are afflicted with
infirmities are exempt. The peasants try to play a ruse, in order
to escape, but Jeannot acquaints the sergeant, and all are com-
pelled to serve; hence the incidents are very laughable.

SMOKERS* CIRCLE, BOSTON COM3ION.
The scene herewith sketched by our artist represents the Smok-

ers' Circle just as it appeared at the afternoon hour a short time
since. It is a well-known fact that—while a man may enjoy

the weed by inhaling the fragrant fumes of a cigar in any other

city of the Union—in Boston, a fine is exacted from any person
who presumes to smoke in the streets. Our worthy mavor, sym-
pathizing with the oppressed consumer of the weed, has had a
ciicle of seats arrayed in a shady grove of our beautiful park

;

and here scoi-es of persons resort each afternoon and evening to

inhale the bewitching weed. Let our readers drop round that

way. By sitting down at the foot of a tree, and lighting a mild
Havana, we may whip Mr, Somebody " round the stump."

smokers' circle, on BOSTON COMMON. WITH A GROUP OF AFTERNOON LOUNGERS.
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BOAT RACE IN NEW YORK.
We have in a former number, given a spirited and faitlifulview

of a boat race on the canals of Venice, and we now present onr

readers with a view of an aquatic contest of a similar character in

our own waters. We are pleaded to notice all such events when
well conduftod, as we believe them to encourage a taste for phy-

sical emulation, in which great improv^^raent may be made to the

advantage of all concerned. Boat clubs, rowing-matches, and all

like sports lead young men and those who participate in them to

exercise freely, in order to attain proficiency in the use of the oar

—if for no other reason, for the sake of winning. But the physi-

cal benefits to be derived from ihese exercises are incalculable.

They invigorate the system, and not the first nor second genera-

tion alone reaps thebenefit of these physical improvempots. The
race represented by our artist below came off in New York Bay,

a few weeks since with great eclat, and is only the prelude to a

number of other like exhibitions that are already planned and soon

to come off". The contending parties on this occasion were Wil-

liam Decker of the East river, and James Lee of the North river,

both celebrated oarsmen. The match was looked forward to with

great interest, and accordingly an immense number of people as-

sembled on the Battery to witness the contest, and a large amount
of money changed hands by the result. This scull race was from

the Battery around Bedlow's Island and back—a distance of up-

wards of five miles^for $500 a side. This distance was accom-

plished in the amazing short space of thirty-four minutes. The

most intense excitement prevailed, and in the run home tbe bet-

ting was tremendous—the odds being in favor of Decker, and

being accepted freely. At every stroke it became more anri more

evident to the experienced eye that Lee had no chance; and Deck-

er came m an easy winner by three hundred yards or about a

quarter of a mile. The cheers were loud and long, and the ex-

citement, which was before very great, was now wound up to the

highe>it pitch, and in several instances vented itself in heated

words and even blows. These aquatic sports are highly intprest-

ing, but they ought never to degenerate into fighting and rowtiy-

ism. That deprives them of all enjoyment. But as long as

they are conducted fairly and in good spirit, we think them high-

ly commendable. Medical opinion and general experience con-

cur in attesting the health-giving utility of such sports. Among
all the out door games contrived for manly emulation, we think

that rowing-matches, with the single exception of cricket, arc tbe

most noble and exhilarating. Tlie particular strain upon the su-

perior limbs, the expansion of the chest, and the gentle but gene-

ral play of the muscular system which this kind of exercise re-

quires, all combine to render the amusement invigorating and

beneficial. When once the hands become " seasoned," the ama-

teur of this sport is a happy fellow. His eyes are bright and live-

ly, gradually learning to estimate distances and make a prompt

decision of his course. His step is elastic on shore, and soon

learns the roll of ihe wave at sea. His arms acquire a conscious-

ness of physical power which gives conrage to the heart, teaches

true gentleness of manners, and confers grace and dignity to the

moral deportment. As physiology becomes better understood

among us fur the purposes of reasoning and contemplation, wo
may perceive that the glory of a nation, as well ai the health of

individual organizations, are somewhat dependent upon the gene-

ral fiiffusion of manly sports and the encouragement of generous

emulation in that spirilfof fairness and candor which confers true

nobility of character, and produces the noblest work of nature and

of education—a real gentleman. With our beautiful bays and

magnificent rivers, why can we not have boat clubs in every town

near the water? The days of lance-breaking chivalry have de-

parted, but dexterity at the oar remains as cheering as ever, and
" ladies' eyes" are just as capable of giving expressive glances of

admiration to the manly competitors, either in praise to the victor

or in tender sympathy for the meritorious under defeat. Our in-

tense application to business, and the prevalence of sedentary

employments, require to be counterbalanced by out-of-door exer-

cise. Besides, the management of boats and all descriptions of

water craft is a very useful addition to the business habits of a

practical man in contending with the adventures of life.

SOmNQ MATCH BETWEEN THE BATTEEY AND BEDLOW's ISLAND, IN THE BAY OF NEW TOKK.
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i MYSTERY OF VENICE.
A STORY OF VENICE AND THE ADEIATIC.

BY GEO. CANNING HILL.
.

[continued ]

CHAPTER IX.-[coNTrNrEi>,]

Ok saying this, Ilodolpho threw off his outer

garment, and stood before her, clad aboat his

chest in a simple tiiBic of scarlet. His face was

flushed with deep excitcmenr, and his dark eye

rolled wiidlyand actively about in his head. He

was a very model of manly grai?e and beauty.

"But to your errand, Rodolpho ;" urged the

crone.

" Tell me farther of Adrienne," said he.

" Of Adrienne?'-

'* I would know all this night. I cannot ven-

ture my life in Venice often, and now that I am
in its midst, I must perform all that remains

undone by me."

"Adriennc is in the convent."

"I know it well."

" This very night she is to ?et sail for Genoa

in a barge already furnished and got ready."

" "What ! Do you tell me truth V •

"It is even as I say. Adrienne wi'l leave the

convent secretly this night to embark for Genoa.

The monk Petroni is her guard. He will see

that nothing prevents her going."

Rodolpho pau-ed in a deep silence. He
could, for a moment, say nothing, so confounded

were all his senses at what he heard. At length,

having in a measure recovered from the stun-

ning effect of the announcement, he said :

" Is there no help for her?"

"I know of none," answered the soothsayer.

" Can this right arm of mine, so active, so

strong, 'so willing, do nothing to shield her from

ber fate ? Tell me, Nancie. I would know of

a truth
!"

Kancie paused a moment, and then replied

:

" It will, after all, depend much upon your-

self."

"Then is she safe!" exclaimed Rodolpho.

" Lend me a garment, Nancie. Give me a dress

of spotless white— a female dress—that I may
visit the convent at this hour, and see what may
be done."

" Fortunately," answered the woman, " I have

a dress of v/hite witii me here ; it is one left here

by^a young maid named Juliette."

Fedore's face burned with confusion, and be-

came literally crimson ; but Rodolpho knew and

heeded not the meaning of her words.

The dress was at once produced, and adjusted

upon ihc graceful figure of Rodolpho. It fitted

him perfectly. A better one could not have

been made purposely for him.

Thus aitired, he bade Nancie good night, and

thrusting his own dagger into the belt of Fedore,

that he might himself appear in every point aii

innocent female, he passed hastily dovifn the

stairs.

They hurried along, the disguised Rodolpho

and the page, until they reached the foot of the

stairs to which their little barge was fastened,

and then leaping inio it, they pushed away into

the still water. This time, however, Rodolpho

laid not his hands upon the oars, but left all

management and labor to Fedore.

They had glided quietly along through several

Btreets, and pat=sed rows and lines and groups of

gondoliers, hurrying, now this way and now that,

when they were fiuddcnly challenged by a gruff

voice that proceeded from a boat shooting out

directly to them.

" Who goes there"?" demanded the voice.

" No enemy to Venice/' answered the soft

voice of Fedore.

" But who are you V still cried the voice.

Fedore made no reply.

" Then I must nee for myi^elf," said the voice,

aud instantly he druw up alongside.

" O, a female with you, eh V ejaculated he,

in surprise, as soon as he detected tlie persons

silting there.

" Yes ; but not for such a"? t/ou to insult or

molest?" threatenini^ly replied Fedore, in a

sterner tone, at the same moment laying his hand

upon his dagger's hilt.

"I am mistaken," answered the sirangcr. "I

knew not who you might be ;
you may pass.

"And again, it would be better that you

ahonld know, before you thus rudely challenge,"

muttered Fedore.

The stranger left them, and agaia ihey glided

swit'ily along on their way.

At length, after a long and somewhat labori-

ous pull at the oar, they reached the outer

grounds about the old convent wall. There was

a pale moon in the sky, but a few shifting clonds

were occasionally straggling over its disc. The
convent wall, at the point where they approached

it, stood on the back of a hill shaped as much
like a ridge as anything else, and the acclivity

from that to the water was considerably steep

and precipitous. There was a sort of drain-way,

or passage for superfluous water washing from

the higher grounds, bored through the base of

the wall in one place, and it had once been care-

fully defended with a row of iron palings. No
one, however, would scarcely have supposed

there was any necessity for this, for the direct-

ness of the descent from the base of the wall to

the water seemed to guarantee defence enough

against almost any attack that would be likely

to be made in that quarter.

-Slowly and toilingly Rodolpho climbed this

rugged steep, leaving Fedore in the boat alone,

from whom he had taken the precaution to take

his dagger again.

At length he reached the summit, though

much tired, and very greatly out of breath.

Here he sat himself down a moment or two to

rest, and then he began to look about him by

what light the pale moon afforded, and to try to

discover the most eflicient mode of scaling the

wall. He was yet in his female attire, and he

feared that he might be seen, and cause an un-

fortunate alarm if he should be seen in that very

showy costume on the top of the wall. While
thus considering what was best to be done, he

chanced to espy the gully that the water had
formed in its impetuous running from the gar-

den. Knov/ing at once that the water must
have first passed through some prepared channel

before it could Ijave commanded concentrated

force enough to wear a ravine so deep by its

flood, he turned round hastily to spy, if he could,

the place where it usually started. At the very

first glance he sawall, There was the fortunate

drain-way dug completely through the base of

the wall. What would he haveruoi'e?

He bent himself down to examine it, but found
to his dismay, however, that it was guarded by
a row of standing iron posts, small enough, to

be sure, yet sufiiciently large and strong to resist

any attempt of his weak arms to break through

them.
But, for all that, he was not disconcerted. He

stooped forward, graNpcd the dull iron bars with

both hands, and shook them asif enrngtd atthe

existence of this only barrier to the accomplish-

ment of his wishes. Luckily enough, one of

them had rusted clear through, from the ellccts

of the cnnfitant (low of water, am^ it gave way
readily before his pressure. He inwardly thanked

Heaven for this Inst encouragement of his hope,

and at on(;e crawled through the aperture.

He found hinificlf within the convent grounds.

Not a foot was to he heard stepping j:i-ound, not

a form was to he seen moving bclbrc or behind

him. He ventured along cautiously, and directed

his steps to the little chapel in the garden,

which first of nil he had espied. The door was

already open, for the inmates of the convent

hud passed through hut a short time before, and

left it carelessly ajar.

Stepping hastily within, he stole towards the

little altar, and at once secreted himself behind

the desk tliut stood tliere. Perhaps, thought he,

Adrienne will herself come in this evening to

say her lonely devutlons, or sing her sadiJcncd

hymns ; and then—ilitn all will be safe. What
a jo>ful—what an inspiring thought! •

He had not lain concealed in that place a

long time, when he heard a footstep near the

door. He listened attentively, and knew that

some one must he approaching. Perhaps it was

only some one to lock up the chapel, and then

what was to h() done? But ere he could give

way greatly to his fear.^i, the footstep was heard

upon ilie stairs, and then upon the stone floor of

the chapel itself.

It seemed to him like the tread of a man, yet

he dared not peer out to see, for fear he might

be detected. Bat his suspense was not doomed

to be lusting. Instantly the person placed the

little lantern, which he bore with him, upon the

floor, and commenced pacing the room.

"Adrienne!" said the person, soliloquizingly.

Rodolpho, in his concealment, could not have

been more struck with wonder had a bullet at

that moment passed through his brain. He
knew at once thut this man. must be no other

than the monk, Petroni.

" A-drieune \" continued the monk, still pacing

the floor of stone, " it is for me to determine thy

fate. Tlmu arc now my prisoner. What shall

I do now? That I muse determine at once.

Th:::t 1 am now come htre to determine.

"Adrienne! thy fa i her thinks that thou wilt

be secure from this Rodolpho ; so likewise think

I. But it shall not—it oiujhi not to be so by

shutting thee up within the walls of a distant

nunnery. Thou shouldst be as free as the air

we breathe. Thou shouldst be a merry bride,

not a secluded nun. Such an office will never

become thee ', it was never created for those

like thee

!

"But what shall I do, Adrienne? Piere art

thou in my power. If I sent thee to Genoa, as

all along I have had no thought of doing, then

will it be known here in the convent that thou

art not dead ; and where, then, goes my power ?

If 1 suffer thee to remain here, then wilt thou

have to starve in this lower dungeon, for I can-

not secrete food for thee long in such a place,

and human life could not be long extended

there.

" But what shall I do? I am vexed. I am
in a quandary. I am in a strange perplexity.

Would to Heaven I had never known thee.

And yet, who would not fall down on his knees

and thank Heaven he has been permitted to

look, if but once, within those eyes.

" Here is the door to thy present dungeon cell.

I stand my feet this moment upon it. It is be-

neath me even now. Adrienne, if I should open

this double trap door and tell thee that thou

shouldst again be free—if thou wouldst but

escape with me to a strange and distant place.

O, would that I felt assured of it ! Would that

some one could remove all doubts ! But I

will raise the door first and see. Yet do I

dread it."

The monk leaned over, and lifted a large,

square stone from its position in the floor. Be-

neath this was an iron door, to which was fas-

tened a ring. It was locked securely down by a

bolt, and to remove that bolt by a single turn of

the key he held in his hand, was but the work

of a second. But before he raised the iron door,

he called out:

"Adrienne !"

A faint response from below fell on his ear.

Rodolpho heard it, too, in his place of conceal-

ment.
" She is yet alive! Thank God!" said the

monk to himself, aloud.

That response, from the lips of the prisoner

girl, was enough to set all the blood in Rodol-

puo's heart in turbulent motion. It soundtd so

muffled and exhausted, that he leaped at once

out from his hiding place upon the floor, and

springing upon the monk, with a single well-

directed and vigorous blow, he felled him .sense-

less to tho fioor.

It was but an instant's work for him to raise

the heavy iron door upon its hinges, and cull

out ;

" Adrienne—Adrienne !"

She answered him, faintly, it is true, but yet

there came an au'-wer.

" It is I—it is Rodolpho !" he exclaimed.

"Rodolpho! My saviour!" came up afaint

and suppressed voice from below,

The young man was almost bchidc himself

with impatience.

"Reach me up your hand, Adrienne!" he
cried

.

" Rodolpho!" was all the reply he heard. He
reached his own hand far down into the dark-

nes.i, and groped wildly about, from point to

point, but no hand was extended to meet it.

"Shu is dying!" cried be to himself, in a
frenzy. What was to he done I

CHAPTER X.

nODOLPHO RESCUES ADKIENNE.

When he had done everything but just what
it seemed be ought to do, to discover in what
condiiion Adrienne was, it finally occurred to

him that there stood upon the floor, at but a
little distance from him, the lantern of the

prostrate monk.

Seizing it in his haste, he instantly sprang
again to the month of the cave, and lowered it

down the entire length of his arm. It shone out
in the thick darkness like the twinkling rays of

a faintly shining star through the thick clouds.

It had not the power to penetrate a ^loom so

awful.

While he held it there, twice he called the

name of Adrienne, and received as reply to his

call only the name of Rodolpho. From the

faint manner in which it was spoken, he knew
at once that the girl was exhausted—perhaps at

that critical moment, dying!

He saw the rope extending from the ceiling to

the floor, by which the chapel bell was wont to

be tolled by the hands of the sacristan. It lay

coiled up upon the floor beside him. But to

descend by that would only be to sound the

alarm which would discover him to them all.

In a twinkling he cut the same at as jireat a dis-

tance from the floor as he could reach, and fas-

tened one end to the iron ring in the irap-door,

now lying flatly upon the floor. At once t^^s^
ing himself to this rope, and takingthe precau-

tion to carry the lantern in his hand, he reached
the bottom of the awful cavern.

His limbs, as they struck the cold and damp
floor of solid stone, almost refused to support
him. He trembled like a very child for terror.

A cold and deathly sweat stood in huge drops

upon his brow. His hands were as moist as if

just plunged into the water. Groping his way
about, with his lantern extended before him, he
discovered the body of Adrienne lying prostrate

in the corner. He held the lamp to her face,

and recognized those loved features again. A
calm and gentle smile stole over thcra, speaking
more loudly than words the depth and strengtli

of her passion for him who was there to be her
preserver.

Just at that moment he thought of the monk
whom he had left lying insensible on the chapel

floor. Should his senses return to him again

before he could ascend the rope, all would be
lost. The wretch would undoubtedly take

advantage of the occasion to consummate his

revenge by shutting down the door again, and
all Venice would openly bear him out in that

revenge, because he would be destroying the

much dreaded Rodolpho, the scourge and terror

of the State.

Inspired with this fear he dragged Adrienne
to the centre of the cave, and bound the end of

the rope tightly about her; beneath her arms.

He waited not for vpords, and gentle and affec-

tionate expressions ; what avail could they be to

bira then? He must act, and act promptly.

Seizing the rope again, he climbed up, still

carrying ihe stolen lantern of the monk in his

hand. As soon as be reached the floor again,

he set down his lantern beside him, and com-
menced carefully drawing up the precious bur-

den below. Slowly she rose with each efl'ort of

his, until finally she reached the light. The
faint rays from the lantern gleamed in her face,

aud she opened her languishing eyes. Rodolpho
was in an ccstacy of joy.

As soon as he had drawn her safely to tho

surfage, and laid her gently upon the cold floor,

without uttering a syllable, ho approached tho
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body of the monk. He was insensible, yet

breathing. Taking the key from his pocket,

that fitted the lock in the heavy iron trap-door,

he dragged the lifeless and resistless body to the

brink, end ca^t him in. Ke leaned his head a

monitnt over the drend apci-turc, and heard ihe

dull sound of his fall upon the bottom of the

cave, and the groan of iigony that escaped him

fram the sudden shock. It was enough. Ro-

dolpho was satisfied. Yet, to make ail com-

plete, he shut dov.'n the iron door, and, with the

key he had stolen, securely locked it. And he

overlaid the huge square stone again, and sat

himself down by the side of the half-dead Adri-

enne.
The fresh air had had the effect, in the mean-

while, to resn'scitate her, and the moment Ro-

dolpho addressed her, she recognized hiui as she

used to do in former times, and would have him

explain all; how it was that he had found her

in her place of confinement. But he thought it

no fie time to narrate his slory to her then, and

t*o he frankly told her; and likewise assuring her

that the sooner they were beyond the convent

walls the safer it would be for them both, she

was soon able to raise to her feet, and with his

assistance, to walk lo the door of the chapel.

Going oat of this, Rodolpho slowly and

cautiously conducted her alona; the least fre-

quented parts of the garden, until he had finally

reached the place that was to be the means of

their finr.l exodus from the precincts. Bjth of

them crawled through this, and at length sat

down beneath the shadow of the walk Both

were clad in white garments, though, in placfs,

sorrowfully soiled, and looked like two of the

devoted sisters of the convent, there met to con-

vei'se upon matters pertaining to their religious

happiness. l"'edore, as Rodolpho saw by a

glance, still sat patiently waiting in his little

skiif below.

Rodolpho, without permitting Adrienne to

weary herself with asking questions, began and

narrated to her every circumstance connected

with his search for her, and the final success with

which it was crowned. And when he came to

tell her that it was the intention of Peironi to

either send her away to Genoa, or to fly himself

with her that night, her blood froze in her veins,

and she was transfixed with horror. Many a

time did she repeat her thanks to Rodolpho for

having saved her from a cruel death, or an

ignominious fate. She could not find words

suffi(;iently pregnant with passionate meaning to

convey to him the half of what she felt.

After some time passed in this narration, they

started to their feet.

'* And now where V affectionately asked Ro-

dolpho. " I have rescued thee from the very

jaws of death ; now where shall I take thee ? I

will go anywhere thou wilt, even to thine own

home again."

"Rodolpho," hesitatingly spoke the maiden,

" how can I tell ? How can I make up my de-

termination?"

"Thou shouldst go with me," said^he, "but

that I am at present an outlaw, and never shall

that name disgrace thee or thy tair name, Adri-

enne !"

"But where, then, Rodolpho 1 I know not

what to say."

" My cave on yonder shores over the sea is a

fairy's grotto, yet it shall never be tenanted by

angels like thee. It houses a band of brave men,

loyal to my word anijname, but never would it

be fit place for thee, Adrienne. It is a fit place to

hold three score brave hearts, such as would

swear ever to defend thee and thine—but never

such as thee \"

" But tell me where, Rodolpho V again asked

the perplexed maiden.

" To your father's, Adrieune," answered he,

decisively.
" To my father's again, Rodolpho! Ilev/ould

send me back at once to that dreaded place !"

"Then should he feel the stroke of my ven-

geance! Forgive me, my darling A-drimne; but

I cannot repress my words when my feelings are

fiercest- My lips know not how to refuse the

promptings of my heart, much less to lie to them.

Yes, you shall back to your father's, and tell

him all. Will you do as I say ?"
'

"Rodolpho," answered she, "you know my
heart; you know 1 will."

"In this disguise, then, must I accoTipany

thee. "We will be rowed in yonder skiff up to

your father's garden gate. Fedore, my page, is

even now in waiting."

Taking her lily hand, he assisted her down
the steep declivity, into the little boat. Not a

word was spoken by either, except that Rodolpho

gave orders for Ecdore to row them where they

would go, and a^a'm they were gliding swiftly

over the still and sleeping wa'er.

Ere long they were at the gale of the garden,

where stood the palace mansion of Count Mo-

ralo.
" Now must I bid thee a long farewell," said

Rodolpho, mournfull}'.

" What shall I tell my father V inquired Ad-

rienne.

" Tell him all, just as it has happened, Adri-

enne," replied he.

" And what if he be displeased ?"

"Then trust to me."

"But I may not see thee in time."

"Fear not, Adrieune; I shall be m'gh thee

when thou might think me far away. I will

guard thy steps.— Farewell."

He impressed a fervid kiss upon her hand,

and in a moment was in his skiff, and floating

over the water.

Adrienne betook herself cautiously to her

chaniber, that so long had been tenantless and

gloomy. On softly pushing back the heavy

door, whom should her eyes first fall upon but

Juliette, her devoted ma*.
"Adrienne!" exclaimed she, and she rushed

frantically to her arms.

Tlie embrace of the mistress and maid was

tender and long. Each wept profusely over the

joy of the sudden reunion. Juliette loved her

mistress to devotion, and scarce a day bad passed

since her absence, that she had not gone into her

chamber and there secretly bewailed her irre-

parable loss.

Adrienne told her all that had happened to

her since she had been away ; all concerning the

convent, the monk Petroni, his enticing her into

the subterranean cavern, her imprisonment, and

her final and fortunate rescue. And then she very

naturally fell into a high commendation of Ro-

dolpho and all his noble qualities.

Late that evening Count Moralo came home.

His brow was wreathed seemingly with uncloud-

ed happiness. The Council of Ten and the Grand

Council, unitedly, had held a protracted session,

and ,had succeeded in electing a new doge to

succeed the one whom death had taken away.

The result of their election had just been made
known.

The Count Moralo was elected doge.

It was with the pride and pleasure freshly in-

spired by this announcement that he entered his

house. At once he summoned Juliette into his

presence to perform some trifling service. The
girl instantly obeyed the summons, and stood

before him. The first words that escaped her

lips were :

" Adnenne 1ms returned 1"

" Adrienne returned 1" were all the syllables

he could utter.

"Yes; she is even now in her chamber,

count."

" Adrienne V*

" Yes, sir count."

" Summon her at once."

Juliette departed on her errand, while the

count paced the spacious apartment in great

perplc:iity. A cloud suddenly came over him.

In a moment the maid returned, bringing

Adrienne with her. The latter reached the mid-

dle of the floor and liere paused.

" My father !" exclaimed she, affectionately.

" AVherefore art thou here again 1" he haughti-

ly inquired.

"Wouldst thou prefer that thine own child,

thy daughter, should be under the care of such

a one as Petroni ?" asked the indignant fiirl.

" Would I ? What is that to thee ? Did I not

place thee in his keeping ?"

" Yes ; and in what manner has he kept me
from harm V
"He certainly has been remiss, that thou

should-t escape."

" But never more will he escape. He is where

no human power will at present reach dim !"

"WhyV'
" Let me not tell you all, father, yet ; much

remains to be told."

" But how didst thou escape 1"

" First tell me if he was authorized to drag

me lo a cold stone dungeon, deep down in the

earth 7"

" Did he do it 1" asked the count.

" Then tell me if it was you who ordered him
to stai-ve my life out of me in such an awful

place."

" Did he attempt that, Adrienne ? Tell me,

Adrienne."
*' Yes, and even more. He is a base villain,

and he knew full well that I discovered it, and

had the power to expose him. He whispered,

at one time, to me of ^fligfit with him, and I

spurned him from my presence. I threatened

openly to denounce him as a villain hi fore the

world. And it was i'or lias that he sought to bury

me alive
!"

"Js it so, Adrienne?" excitedly asked the

count.

" Even so, father, just as I have told thee.

And now let him expiate his crimes where he

is. There are none to hinder his uttering his

prayers to Heaven for himself. He is even now
reaping his punishment."

" But how didst thou escape from this cave,

Adrien^ V asked he.

" "5^1 would not believe me, if I told you."

.
" Teli me all. 1 believe you, every word."
" Then will I tell you. Rodolpho released

mc !"

Had a thunder bolt exploded in the room,

Count Moralo could not have possibly been more
shocked and alarmed.

" Thtn Rodolpho is everywhere !" exclaimed

he.
" He has often, at least, been near we, to pro-

tect niel" replied the girl, taking courage, now
that the secret was off her heart.

" And you love him still, I suppose 1"

" Vi/'ould you have me hate

—

despise my pre-

server V
" I said not that, Adrienne ; but you love him

still, I suppose?"

The girl only cast down her eyes confusedly

upon the floor.

" It is enough," he at once exclaimed ;
" I

am persuaded."

" I should be a brute, did I not feel at kast

grateful for what services he has done me," said

she.

"Yes, you would," he rejoined, "but with

gratitude should the feeling end."

Adrienne replied not to this remark of her

father.

" Adrienne," at length solemnly spake he,

"Rodolpho is an enemy to the State."

"Is not rather the State an enemy to him V
asked she.

" Has he not already murdered the doge, by

his own confession?"

" And did he not likewise save the life of that

same doge's daughter, when all others, even her

own husband, refused to snatch her from the

boiling sea ? Tell me that!"

" But did he not likewise leave his dagger in

the heart of the young Count Gonzalvo, whom I

had determined for a bridegroom for thee ?"

" And whom I detested, for a paltry coward

and spy
!"

" But, Adrienne, this Rodolpho must at some

day come to punishment. He cannot long es-

cape it. Would you, then, have it said in Venice

that you loved this outlaw and criminal, whose

right hand is already red with blood ?"

" I should care not, father, for already his

good actions have outweighed those that are

thought evil. He may yet be accounted a hero,

as he is."

" But there is yet another thing that thou

shouldst know, Adrienne."

" And what is that, father?"

" I am the doge elect of A'"enice
!"

Adrienne was stupefied and speechless with

amaxement.
' It is within my power to pardon this Rodol-

pho, if he should yet do an action worthy of the

remission of his many crimes."

" And would you not pardon him, father?"

The count seemed perplexed in his mind, as

he paced the room.
" Press me no further with your inquiries. I

only tell you o^ my power . But how, think you,

it would sound abroad, rhat the daughter of the

doge of Venice was enamored of the dreaded

Rodolpho, the greatest mystery of Venice ?

Thiuk of it."

" But he is every way worthy of that love."

" So think you, Adrienne ; I know not v/hat

to do. As doge, I must perform my duty in en-

deavoring to bring him to punishment. But, as

the daughter of the doge, do you not dare, on

the peril of your life itself, to whisper that either

you love him, or are loved by him in turn. Re-

member that ! And now, back lo your chamber,

and there seclude yourself. On the day after

to-morrow I shall put on the ducal bonnet, and

wear the ducal -ring. Till then, await only m}""

pleasure."

As he spoke, Adrienne retired lo her chamber,

led by her faithful Juliette. As for the count,

he continued pacing the apartment, in deep per-

plexity.

CHAPTER XI.

THE MASQUERADE.
On the moi ning of the third day, therefore, the

massive bell of the Campanile, that was only
rung on such occasions, told the people of Ven-
ice that a new doge was that day to be en-

throned in the ducal palace. Its tones sounded
strangely on many ears, and sent chilling

thoughts tlirough many hearts, for they remem-
bered at once the circumstances of the death of
the doge whose vacancy was to be then sup-
plied.

The streets were thronged with people, decked
in their holiday attire, and the sheets of wator
that crossed and rccrossed the ciiy in all direc-

tions, were flau'.ting with gay flags and stream-

ers, and crowded with light gondolas. Joy
gleamed everywhere, from every thing. Thcro
was a glory iu the very air, that heightened all

spirits.

A huge and druse procession was being
formed upon the Rialto Bridge, to march to the

square of St. Mark, and there give joy to the

newly appointed doge. They bore large ban-

ners above their heads, and now and then gave
out loud and prolonged shouts. Music floated

over them, and its sweet and subdued strains

v;ere borne throughout the entire city, to inspirit

all who listened:

The bell kept up its glad ringing, peal after

peal; the people continutd their talking, and
laughing, and loyal shouting; the gondoliers

joined more merrily in their loud songs ; the flags

flaunted in llie bright sunlight more gaily, and
the crowds hastened towards the marble stairs of

the ducal palace.

Ere long, the newly elected doge, Count Mo-
ralo, steps forth to the top of the marble stairs

of the palace, and thence overlooks the crowds

of people assembled beneath him. The Place

of San Marco was literally full of human beings.

The house-tops, for a great distance around,

were loaded with eager spectators. The gondo-

las, quietly reposing on the surface of the glisten-

ing water, could not have been made to hold

more.

As the doge made his appearance on the top

of the stairs, the thousand people assembled

around sent up a shout that rent the very air,

and reached the empyrean itself. This act of

loyalty and devotion the doge acknowledged by
a low bow, and then ic was repeated by the

people again, and again. The doge was an-ayed

in the robes of his new ofiice, and looked the

personation of nobility itself.

Then was gone through the ceremony of the

taking of the ducal bonnet, and the putting on
of the ducal ring, and all was immediately over.

The people assembled were permitted to make
this a new holiday, and to the utmost did they

endeavor to do it. The city was, during the

entire day, alive with their demonstrations of

rejoicing.

In the evening came the accustomed mas-
querade.

" The mont, the nun, the holy legate masked,
And U.U thy niadntss of the cartital."

Crowds were gathered at the place appointed,

each individual determ.ined to enjoy himself to

the utmost. The doge himself was there, with

his retinue, but only as a looker on. Fair ladies

and proud gentlemen surrounded him, and ad-

ded, by words and their presence, unitedly to

make him happy.

The Urge t-all wag thronged with the gay com-

pany. Jews and Huns, in disguise, mingltd

freely with the proudest Venetian nobles. Poor

men clad in rai;s, hut fortified by the conceal-

ment of the domino, met and conversed with

high-born ladies, daughters of noblemen, wives

of councillors, and, above all, of the secret Coun-

cillors of the Ten. Intrigues without number,

and beyond belief, were entered upon dm-ing that

gay scene.

[to be COSTINUED.J

THE MEMORY OF THE DEAD.
It is an exquisite and beautiful thing in our

nature, that wlien thii heart is touched and soft-

ened by some tranquil happiness or affectionate

feeling, the memory of the dead comes over it

most powerfully and irresistibly. It would al-

most seem as though our be:ter thoughts and
sympathies were charms, in virtue of which the
buul is enabled to hold some vague and mysteri-

ous intercourse with the spirits of those whom
^ve dearly loved in life. Alas, how often and
bow long may those patient angels hover above
us, watching for the spell which is so seldom ut-

tered and so soou ibrgotten l—Dichens.

Fleeting as were the dreams of old,

iCemembered like -j. tale that "a told,

\Ve pufis v-v/ay .— Loii^ellvw.
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SCTONK I'KOIM "(iUY MANNKKIN^."
Our artist Iiiis skcU-'hcd Cor us licrc, ii st^c.ne

rcprescnliDji; Misa Ouslnnaii in one of her i'u-

vorito clmrsicters, nnd as she lately appfurL-d

on the siajic, in New York. Those funiiliiir

with this play, will recoj^nize the scene iis ne-

cuvrin(2: when Hattoraiek and his sailors rush

forward, and Gahriel enters with a party of

jiipsy men. Just as they are about to fall to

tiKhtinj;i:, Meg Mcrriles suddenly appears upon
an omincnee hctween the partii's, and waves
back the gipsien who shrink Iiat'k at her sifrnal.

" Gip-iics, strike not. at your peril 1 Children,

obey nie, and depart!'' This incident is so

well known as a " point " in the piece that all

tho readers of the novel will approve of our
artist's selection. Let us consider the array

of genius and talent which have contributed to

jiive us the charmintr opera of Guy Mannering.
Walter Scott, for the novel; Joanna Baillic,

for additional poetry; Daniel Terry, for the

music; Braharn, Miss Stcpliens (now Dowa-
ger Countess of Dci'by), and Miss Paton for

adaptations; Geoi-ge Smith, Humphrey Bhind,

and others, for the choruses. Then there are

scene-painters, cosuimcrs, musicians, etc., all

set to employment by this siiigle creation of

the one great master-mind first named. And
now we have a Meg Mcrriles, which as given by

Charlotte Cushman, is said to be the best and
truest impersonation ever yet seen. Managers
generally have had great difficulty heretofore

in persuading actre^^ses to assume this charac-

ter. The whole of the dramaii!i person<r re-

quire first-rate artists to do the piece justice.

There is an air of freshness and originality

about their characterization as clearly defined

but i)oeticallr softened with a romantic haze
as those in The Lady of the Lake, and we fcid

as if good old Sir Walter himself were guiding
us to the blue liills of old Scotland, through
the glens, over the moors, and among the

trosaclis until our feet rested upon **his na-
tive heather" once more to admire.

— -*%

DEERFIELD, MASS.
There are doubtless many of our readers,

who, never having travelled through the val-

ley of the Connecticut, river, are entirely un-

acquainted, except perhaps by liearsay, with

the charming scenery which enrtbellishes that

glorious stream, that pride and boast of the

New England States. Taking its rise on the

confines of Canada, and passing thence over

the entire length of Kew England, it presents

an ever varying change of scene from its source to its mouth.
Kow, tumultuously rushing in brilliant cascades, it goes, tumbling
and gurgling, through the primeval forest, presenting a thousand
scenes of beauty, to inspire alike the artist and the poet. Anon,
it meanders in charming curves, among the cultivated farms which

skirt its banks, while, hero and there the spires of some little town
or village, embosomed in trees, give a charm to the landscape

which must be seen to be appreciated. Then, swellinir in its pride,

it hears upon its bosom the sails destined to whitfn every sea, and
visit every clime, until it pays its tribute to the ocean, hundreds of

miles from its source. To such of our readers as have never seen
its beauties—as well as to those, who, like ourselves, love to visit

the many spots in our native land sacred to the hearts of all true

Americans, and embalmed in the history of our country, as being

SGENl-: I^^KUiVl THb tJl'EUA Ui'' "<iU:i" MAWWEIUNG

immediately connected with the glorious deeds, the toil, suffering

and privations of our fathers—we ptescnt, this week, a view of
one of the most lovely towns on its banks, which, irrespective of
that attraction, is associated with incidents of great liistorical in-

terest. The large view below is taken from the centre of the
town, where the road is over-arched by a grove of elms ; and ou
the left spreads out the spacious green. The building on the right

is the tavern kept by Mr. D. Iloyt, whose sign is seen, conspicu-
ously displayed over the road, in the centre of the picture. Seen
between the trees, next to the tavern, is the Union Store and Post
Office, where, also, the town records are kept. Under the tavern

sign, is seen the Congregational Church, and to the left of that

appears the residence of Mr. Hoyt, on the site of the Sheldon
House. Deerfield is the oldest town in Franklin county. In 1 669,

a tract of 8000 acrcR of land waw granted by
the general court at Ponimluek to a company
at DodliHm, embracing most of the interval

lying on Pocumtuck or Deerfield river, and the

plain southerly as far as Hatfield bounds.
Tl(e proprietors first met at Dcdham in l(i70

;

at which lime it was u(;reed to lay out the lots

at i^ocumtucrk. By subsequent grants it com-
prehended within its limits the present towns
of Def;rfield, Conway, Shelburne, Greenfield
and Gill. Whether the whole was purchased
from the natives does not appear. A deed,
however, of a part of the early grant, is still

extant; it was made to John Pynchon, Esq.,
of Springfield, " for the use and bt-hoof of

major Kleaz.er Lusher, ensign Daniel Fither,

and other ICnglish at Dfdham, their associates

and successors," by Chunk, alias Char/w, the
sachem of Pocumtuck, and his ttrother [Vopa-
hoalp., and is dated Feb. 24, 1065, prior to the
grant, by government. 'I he deed is witnessed
by Wn/aorioc/c, wlio " helped the Sachem in

making the bargain;" and reserves to the In-

dians " the right of fishing in the rivers and
waters ; hunting deer or other wild animals

;

the gathering of walnuts, chestnuts, and other
nuts, and things on the commons." The first

settlement at Deerfield commenced in IGTO,

and within four years a considerable number
of buildings were erected. In 1086, the Kt-v,

John Williams was settled as a minister of the

place on a salary of £60, lo be |jaid in \vheat

at three shillings and three-pence the bushel,

pease at two shillings and six-ponce, Indian
corn at two shilling.s, and salted pork at two-
pence hiilf-penny the pouHd. Deerfield is fine-

ly situated on the west bank of Connecticut
liver. Deerfield river, a large and beautiful

stream, meanders through the centre of the

towj, and on its banks are large tracts of in-

terval land, the qu dity of which is equ^l to

any in the State. The principal street runs
north and south on a beautiful elevation above
the meadows, which spreads out from the foot

of East, or Deerfield mountain. Being a fron-

tier town, Deerfield at the lireaking out of
King Philip's war, was much exposed to tlie

incursions, of the savages, and was partially

destroyed by them, four or five years after its

settlement. The inhabitants, flying from their

burning homes, left their grain, consisting of
three thousand bushels of wheat, unthreshed
in the iields, it having escaped the conflagra-

tion. The commanding officer at Hadley—at

that time a military post—determined to avail

himself of this supply of provisions, and despatched Captain
Lathrop and his company to thresh and transport the grain to

Pladley. Having threshed it, and loaded his teams, Lathrop and
his men started to return, little dreaming of the fa'e that awaited

them. No Indians having been seen in the vicinity, he adopted
no precautions to guard against surprise, but pursued his march
with culpable disregard of danger. For the distance of three miles

the route lay throu;;h a level, but thickly wooded country, where
he was exposed at every step, to an attack on either flank. At
that distance the road approached the Connecticut river, and
crossed a marsh of about a half mile in width, when it intersected

an inconsiderable stream, which has since borne the name of
Bloody Brook, from the fact that its waters were turned to crim-

son—ay, actually ran with the blood of the slain. Here Cap-

5?w^
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tain Lathrop halted to allow his teams to come
up and refresh themselves at the brook. A body
of 700 Indians, under command, it has been said,

of King Philip himself, hearint; of the march of

Lathrop, had selected this spot for an arabiiscSde,

and formed themselves, in their secret covert, in

where he or his men were buried. In 1835,

the committee of investigation, guided by the

tradition of some aged people, found the spot

where he and his men were inferred ; the grave
was just in front of the door-yard of Stephen
Whitney, Esq., and about twenty feet north-

SHELDON HOUSE, RECENTLY DEMOLISHEDj AT DEERFIELD.

the shape of a half moon, and, at a given signal,

they poured in upon that devoted band an inces-

sant and destructive fire. Hoyt, in his " Indian

"Wars," published in Greenfield, in 1824, sajs :

—

*' Confusion and dismay succeeded. The troops

broke and scattered, fiercely pursued by the In-

dians, whose great superiority of numbers enabled

them to attack all points at once. Hopeless was
the situation of the scattered troops, and they

resolved to sell their lives in a vigorous struggle.

Covering themselves with trees, the bloody con-

flict now became a severe trial at sharp shooting,

in which life was the stake. Difficult would it

be to describe the havoc, misery and barbarity

that ensued :
—

' Fury raged, and shuddering pity

quit the ensanguined Held,' while de^peradon
was opposfd, at fearful odds, to unrelenting fe-

rocity. The dead, the dying and wounded
strewed the ground in all directions, and Lath-
rop's devoted force was soon reduced to a small

number, und resistance became faint. At length

the unequal struggle terminated in the annihila-

tion of the English ; only seven or eight escaped

from the bloody scene to relate the dismal tale
;

and the wounded were indiscriminately butch-

ered. Capt Lathrnp fell in the early part of the

action." The English, atDeerfitld, under com-
mand of Capt. Mosely, hearing the firing, hur-

ried to the scene, but were too late to render as-

sistance to their ill fated comrades. They, how-
ever, attacked the Indians, and after several hours

of gallant fighting, in which they lost but two men
killed, and seven or eight wounded, and killed

some ninety or more of the enemy, they drove

them off. The next morning they collected the

bodies of their friends, and buried them on the

field where they fell. This massacre cast a gloom
over a vast region of country. Capt. Lathrop's

company was composed of young men, the very

dite of the country, and was a favorite corps.

The stream which flowed through the field of

battle, and which was dyed crimson with Essex's

choicest blood, has since borne the name of

Bloody Brook, as well as

the village which grew
«p near the spot, until

a late period, when some
vandals, regardless of

the reminiscences of by-

gone days petitioned the

Legislature of the State

to change the name to

Souih Deerfield, which
was done. On the

1 6Dth anniversary of the

battle (1835) the corner

stone of the monument,
which now stands on
the site of the battle-

field, was laid. The
Hon. Edward Everett

was appointed orator for

the occasion, and Gene-
ral Epaphras Hoyt, of

Deerfield was appointed

to make the address at

the laying of the corner

stone for the monument.
About six thousand per-

sons were present on
this occasion. Gover-

nor Everett delivered

his address under a wal-

nut tree, a few rods east-

ward of the monumeni.
About forty years after

Capt. Lathrop and his

men were killed, a rude
monument was erected

to their memory, but
the different occupants

of the soil removed it so

many times, that it was
a matter of uncertainty

west of his front door. Their bones were in a

state of tolerable preservation, but fell to pieces

on exposure to the air. A grave, probfibly

contflining the bones of the ninety six Indians

who were slain on that day, was likewise found
by accident about the same time, nearly one
hundred rods west of the road leading from
Bloody Brook to Conway, by Mr. Artemas Wil-
liams, and a little more than half a mile south-

west of the grave of Lathrop. The monument
is 6 feet square and about 20 in height. It is of

white marble and was constructed by IVIr. Woods,
of Sundei'land. The inscription which it bears

on its southern face is as follows :

—

" On this ground Captjiin Thomas Lathrop. and eighty-

four men under bis cooimand. including eighteen team-
sters, from Deerfieldj couvpying Btores from tlmt town to

lladlfy, were ambuscaded by about 700 Indians, and the
capt^iin and st-venty-six men siain, Sept. 18th, 1615 (old

style). The Foldiers who fell were described by a cotem-
porary historian, as ' a choicecompany of young men, the

very flower of the county of Essex, none of whom were
ashamed to speak with the enemy in the gate.'

' And Sangulnttto tells you where the dead
jiade the earth wetand turned the unwilling waters red,'

" The gr.ive of the shiin is marked by a slab twenty-one
rods southerly of this monument."

On the spot alluded to, which is directly in

front of the residence of Stephen Whitney, Esq.,

and partly across the sidewalk, is afreestone slab,

5 feet by 3, with this inscription:

—

" Grave of Capt. Lathiop and men, elain by the Indians,
1675 '

Deerfield su fifered much during the French and
Indian wars, and on the morning of the 1st of

March, 1704, it was surprised by a party of 200
E-rench and 142 Indians, under Major Hertel de
Eouville, and 47 of the inhabitants were killed,

and 112 taken prisoners. Parties detached in

different directions {we copy from Barber's His-
torical Collections of Mass.

i
, broke into the houses

and dragged the astonished people from their

beds, and wherever resistance was made they
were generally killed. A party forced the door

.of the house of the Rev, Mr. Williams, who,
awakened by the noise, seized a pistol and
snapped it at one of the Indians who were enter-

ing the room. He was seized, bound, and kept
standing, in his shirt, for near an hour. His
house, in the meantime, was plundered, and two
of his children, with a black female servant, were
murdered before the door. They then permitted
him and Mrs. Williams, with five other children,

to put on their clothes. The house of Captain
John Sheldon was attacked, but, as the door at

which the Indians attempted to enter was firmly
bolted, they found it difficult to penetrate. They
then perforated it with their tomahawks, and,
thrusting through their muskets, fired and killed

the Captain's wife, as she was rising from her
bed in an adjoining room. The Captain's son,
and his wife, awakened by the assault, leaped
from a chamber window, at the east end of the

house, by which tlie latter sprained her ankle,

and was seized by the Indian ; but the husband
esc^ed to the woods, and reached Hatfield.

After gaining possession of the house, which was
one of the largest in the place, the enemy re-

served it as a depot for the prisoners, as they
were collected from other parts of the village.

Having collected the prisoners, plundered and
t-et fire to the buildings, DeRouviile left the place
when the sun was about an hour high. Every
building within the stockade was reduced to

a^hes, except the meeting-house, and that of
tiapt. Sheldon, which was the last fired, and was
saved by the English, who assembled immediate-
ly after the enemy left the place. This house,

(see left of the page), was standing and was an
object of great interest to travellers until three

years since, when it was pulled down to make
room for a more modern strut-ture. Mr. Hoyt,
the owner, informed our artist while making his

sketches, that the old house had become so much
out of repair that it was untenantable, and he
offered it to the town for the sum of S2000. A
town meeting was held, and a committee was
appointed to raise the funds, which they were
unable to do, and Mr. Hoyt after waiting up-
wards of a year, at last reluctant!" tore it down.
The building was 42 feet front by 21 deep. The
materials used in its construction were of the

best quality, the timbers being of a large size and
the framing well done, and the walls lined with

brick. On taking down the building, the wood
work from the door-sills to the gable clapboards,

was found to he in a good state of preservation.

A portion of these materials has been used to

construct outhouses, and the boards which cnm-
posf d the wainscoting of the room in which Mrs.
Sheldon was filled, nowmakethe floor of a work
shop, and in one of them Mr. Hoyt points out
the hole made by the ball which killed her. The
Indians, after cutting the hole in the frontdoor,

thrust a musket through, and fired at an inner

door. The ball, after passing through the door,

passed through the neck of Mrs. S. (who had
risen up in bed with an infant in her arms), and
passed through the board wainscoting behind
her. The door of the house, of which our artist

has given us a very faithful sketch, and which is

intact, is preserved with the greatest care by Mr.
Hoyt. It still bears the marks of the tomahawks,
and in every respect presents the same appear-

ance it did the day after the massacre. It is in-

tensely interesting to stand before this relic of

olden time, round which 150 years ago was
grouped a savage band, thirsting for the blood
of their victims. One can almost tell the exact
number of the savages by the marks of the tom-
ahawks. In the centre the blow was struck by
a vigorous arm, and cut almost through the inch

board, lower down are the marks of a tomahawk
which must have been in the hands of an Indian
on his knees, while above the aperture, on the

right are marks of blows given by one standing

on the right of rhe door, one of which as will be
seen, struck the head of a nail, and the dent is

as fresh as though given but yesterday. The

door was made of two thicknesses of inch plank,
studded and fastened with wrought nails, which
must have required much force to wrench apart.

After cutting through the outer plank, a hole was
hacked through the inner one, through which
they thrust their muskets. The night following
the attack, the enemy encamped in the meadow,
in what is now Greenfield, aboutfour miles from
Deerfield village, where, by clearing away the
snow and constructing slight cabins of brush, the
prisoners were as comfortalily lodged aa circum-
stances would admit. On the second day of
their journey Mrs. Williams, who had lain in

but a few weeks previous, became exhausted
through fatigue, and. proving burdensome, her
Indian master sunk his tomahawk into her head
and left her dead at the foot of a hill near Green
river. The march of the captives on the Con-
necticut river continued for several days without
any incident of note, excepting now and then
the murdering of an exhausted captive and taking

off the scalp At the mouth of White river,

Rouville divided his force into several parties

;

that which Mr. Williams accompanied proceeded
down Onion river to Lake Champlain, and from
thence into Canada. After his arrival there he
was generally treated with civility, and often with
humanity. In 17C6 a flag ship was sent to Que-
bec, and Mr. Williams and fii'ty-spven other cap-

tives were redeemed and broueht to Boston.
All the surviving children of Mr. WiIliam^^ re-

turned, with the exception of his daughter Eunice,
who was left behind, being about ten years old.

She adopted the Indian manners, to one of whom.
she was married, and adopted the Catholic faith.

She repeatedly visited her relatives in New Eng-
land

;
every inducement was offered to make her

remain among her connections but she uniform-

ly persisted in wearing her blanket and counting

her beads. She left a number of descendants,

one of whom, agrandson, was educated at Long-
meadow, and afterwards became a missionary to

MONUMENT ERBCTED AT BLOODY BROOK BATTLE-GROUNDj DEEHEIELD, MASS.
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•

the Oneida Indians. Twenty-eight of the cap*

tives remained in Canada, and mixing with the

Erench and Indians, adopted their manners and
customs and were thus lost to their friends. The
journal which Rouville kept while on his espe-

dititm against Deerfield is said to be still in ex*

istence, having been preserved in one of ihe Ca-

nadian convents* also a small church bell, which
the Indians took from
Deerfield when it was
destroyed. It was con-

veyed on a t-ledge as far

—^=^ as Lake Champlain and
buried, and was after-

wards taken up and con-

veyed to Canada, and

is now hanging in an.

Indian church in St.

Regis, The engraving

at the top of this page

is a view of the old

Sheldon House, copied

from a sketch made by
an artiit some five years

ago. Then follows a fac-

simile of the door of the

old Sheldon House,
made on the spot. The
iron ring is intended to

answer as aknocker, and
handle to raise the latch.

At the bottom of the

page may be seen the

Battle Monument at

Bloody Brook. The
brook crosses the road
where the small figure

is seen crossing the

bridge. We are indebt-

ed for the drawings, to

Mr. J. R. Chapin. All

such memorials of our
early colonial history

have an interest whicli'

pleases all our national

sentiments. They
serve to distinguish the

Indian from the Euro-

pean characteristics.
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SiriTSEIHE AND SHADOWS.

liY MISS MAUI HA A. CLOCGII.

Tnic slindes of a dark iintl cheerless night were fast patlicrirj,'

around tho city of Boston ; n cold storm of min<^lcd snow nnd

hail Iiad hecn fulling fur scveml Iionrs, nnd the wind sit^licd ii

mournful symphony to ihc dismal p^ittering of the liail-stnnc-ti.

It was one of tliose luUumn storms, that hcrtdd tho approach of

wiutor, and the rick drew closer to thtir cheerful fires, while tho

poor bent anxiously over the few embers on their dreary hearrh.i,

and shudderi;d v/henever a current of air crept throuj^h the ctcv-

ic2s of their humlile dwellings.

In a largo and splendid apartment of the Revere House, ap-

parently quite unhecdfal of the desolate aspect of things abroad,

a young man sat alono. He was evidently indulging in a pleas-

ant reverie, for there was a complacent smile on his finely curved

lips, and his eyes beamed with a cheerful, joyous light.

" Nine !'* echoed the young man, in some surprise, as he drew

forth his gold repeater; " indeed, 1 thought Gray would be here

ere this
!"

He had scarcely uttered these words, when a step at the door

fell upon his ear ; he opened it, and greeted with much warmth

the young and distingue mrtn who entered.

" I had feared you might disappoint me," said his host, as he

proffered his assistance in removing the furred cloak of the guest.

"0 no, no!" exclaimed Gray, earnestly; " v/hy, my dear

Kichards, I could not have suffered the evening to pass without

aeein"- you. V/e have been friends from boyhood—schoolmates

and travelling companions,—and it would be strange if I did not

feel anxious to meet you after a year's separation."

" Warren Gray, I am delighted to see you," responded Eich-

ards; "you do not know how I missed you, after we parted at

Naples. Sit down here, and let us talk over matters."

As bespoke, he drew an arm-chair forward ; the young men

seated themselves, and soon engaged in very gay conve'sation.

" 1 am glad that you did not conclude to travel another year,"

eaid Gray, at length. "I am particularly ^nxious, that you

should officiate as groomsman at my wedding."

' Groomf^man at your wedding!" exclaimed Kiehards. "To

tell the trutli, I surmised that my awpet cousin Julia had some-

tbino- to do with your abrupt return from Europe
;
you have my

wai-mest congratulations. When is the happy day V
'• 0, not till July, at least," responded Gray.

'July! July! one, two, three, four,—seven months, I declare,"

repeated llLcbards, counting the months on his white fingers;

"who knows but that I may find the realization of my ideal, in

that time !'*

" What is your ideal"?" asked Gray, with a mischievous smile.

•' Well, then, to be confidential," said Richards, laughing, " let

m'J tell you—my wife must be beautiful, exquisitely beautiful,—

a

stately majestic being, such as my fancy has piclured Zenobia,—

•

that is article first, in my list of requisites; then she must be

grafeful, self-possessed, accomplished,—in short, she must be a

duzzlin"- creature,—one to captivate rae at first sight. Don't

speak yet, Gray—an item more,—two or three hundred thousand

as a dowry, wouldn't be a disadvantage."

A gleeful laugh interrupted him.

"Hold, hold—enough!" exclaimed Gray; "you've already

made out quite a divinity. And when you find a lady with all

these requi'.ites, you will honor her with the otter of your handl"

" Exactly so," replied Richards ;
" but, my dear felloiv, there 's

something very peculirir in your smile
;
please interpret it."

"
I fear it will be some ti^e ere I have the pleasure of being

presented to Mrs. Richards," remarked Gray, with an air of pro-

voking nonchalance.

A few mora gay words passed between the two friends, and

then they parted.

* * tf^ =* ^ #

Again it was evening,—a cold, cloudy evening in December.

The fierce, wintry wind swf'pt through the streets of the metro-

polis, and v/hirled the new-fallen snow, as the simoon sweeps the

sand of the desert. It was early in the evening, when the superb

equipage of Francis Richards drew up before a splendid mansion

in Beacon street, and its owner alighted, and entered the dwell-

ing. A servant assisted him in removing his cloak, and ushered

him into a magnificent parlor.

" I will take your name to my young mistress, sir," said the

ob:^equiou3 footman, witii a profound bow, and Richards was left

alone to await the appearance of Annabel Herbert. He seated

himself upon a sofa, near the glowing coal fire, and gazed around

him. Everything in that FtAtely room was luxurious and taste-

ful in the extreme ; the gorgeous fumiture, the rare works of art,

(he briglit flowers—all were calculated to please the eye, and

gratify the ta«te of Richards.

The grand piano was open, and on the rack lay a sheet of new
music, which ho had requested Annabel Herbert to learn for his

Bake; on the cf-^ntrc-table stood an antique vase, of rare work-

manship, filled with thf. fr;igvant exotics which he h.ad that morn-

ing sent her; (dose beside it, lay a large, richly bound volume of

choice engravings, which had been his Christmas gift to the proud

lady; it was open at an exquisite landscape, and a piece of card-

board near it, on which some of its outlines were traced, told that

il3 fiir ov;ner had been aUcmpting to copy the picture, upon
whoae hcauty he had ever expatiated in her presence. The
young man smiled complacently, as his eye wandered over these

objects. Thoy told that hig opinions and wishes were appreci-

ated, nnd conjured up before his mental visions the imngc of the

radiant hellc, whose beauty nnd accomplishments hnd begun to

weave u spell around him. He had abandoned himself to the

plvasant tlioughi of her, which came floating over iiim, when it

gay, happy, childi&h laugh fell upon his car, Just at that mo-

ment, he noticed that the door, opening into the librnry, wns

ajar, and ])rc&cntly another door, nearly oppoi-ito it, swung back-

wards, and a young girl waltzed carelciisly into the adjoining

Hjiartmcnt, followed by a slender, delicate child, with whom she

was frolicking. She held a glitieving toy far al)ovc the reach of

her little companion, and a laugh, lich and silvery as the murmur

of a fountain, broke from her lips, as s!ic relinquished ir, to the

child, and stooping over her, prc^^sed a ki.«8 upon her white fore-

head. There was a graceful aljandonment in hi r movements,

and a pitturoi-quc case in her attitude, that at once riveted the

attention of Kiehards, and when her face was for a moment turned

towards him, he btheld a countenance, not beautiful, but beam-

ing with animation and intellectuality.

He had just ob.served ttjis, when the young girl, for the first

time, became aware that the door was ajar, and that a stranger

was gazing upon her; a deep crimson overspread her face, and

with the utmost tmbairassment she quickly withdrew with her

young charge. The next moment tlie parlor door was opened,

and Annabel Herbert entered the room. She was a woman o*

the world, and Richards had often admired the proud bearing,

which became her so well; but now, as she moved towards him,

he could not help contrasting it with the unstudied gracifulness

of the stranger; still, as he gra-iped the jewelled hand, which she

extended, and li"-tened to her welcome, he- murmured something

about the inclemency of the weather, and gallantly hinted, that

nothing, but the pleasure of her society, would have tempted him

forth on such a night. Her dark eyes flashed, and "a smile

curled the coral beauty of her lip," as she uttered a gay reply.

Annabel Herbert was very beautiful, and the elegant simplicity

of her home-costume was well calculated to enhance her loveli-

ness. Ah ! it had cost her, and her waiting-maid, three hours'

labor to plan and arrange the toilet, that was to make her cap-

tivating in the eyes of the fastidious Richards. She was a bril-

liant creature, as she sat beneath the chandelier that shed its light

over her person. A rose-colored, silken robe fell gracefully

around a form, stately and symmetrical as the exquisitely mod-

elled marble Juno near her ; the white arms, halfrevealed by the

transparent under-eleeves, were beautifully moulded as those of

the Elora, standing on a console beneath a window; and Cin-

derella might have envied the foot that peeped from the folds of

her robe. One dimpled elbow rested on the arm of her luxurious

chair, and a small hand, shaded by a frill of delicate lace, sup-

ported her head ; the other arm lay carelessly at her side, and

the slender, rose-tipped fingers toyed gracefully with the heavy,

silken cord and tassi Is that girded her robe at the waist. Her

rich, dark tresses were gathered a la Grecque at the back of her

head, and a few moss rose-buds nestled among the shining ban-

deaux, that shaded her face. The delicate tints of the japonica,

in the vase upon the table, was not more clear and pearly than

her complexion,—the crimson in the heart of the red-lipped blos-

som beside it, was not richer than that which slept upon her

cheek,—the ruby in the brooch, that fastened the folds of lace

around her throat, was not brigiiter than her own ripe lips. Her

features were classically regular,—her eyes, large, dark and bril-

liant,— her brows delicately pencilled. 0! she was very beauti-

ful in form and features, and her manners had all that elegance

and selfpossession that long intercourse with refined society sel-

dom, if ever, fails to impart. In person and appearance she was

the very imper:ionaiion of the ideal, which Richards had described

in his interview with Warren Gray, a month before. Besides,

she was of an old and aristocratic family, and heiress to immense

wealth. With all these rare gifts, was she not just the person to

win the hand of Erancis Richards "i She had never been more

brillimt than on the evening when we introduced her to the

reader, and yet the mind of her guest would occasionally wander

from his fair hostess to the stranger, whom he had seen in the

library, and more than once he surprised himself, wondering what

could be, and what was her connection with the Herbert family.

While Annabel Herbert and her admirer were passing the

hours in the magnificent parlor we have described, we allude to

another and a fur different scene, in a distant part of the city. In

a low cottage, in an unfrequented street, a lonely woman was

whiling away that long and cheerless winter evening. The apart-

ment, of which she was sole occupant, was a small room, scantily

furnished, but made comfortable by the heat of a stove, and dimly

lighted by a single lamp. In an arm-chair, near the fire, sat a

slender, fragile-looking woman, apparently in the prime of life
;

her face bore evidences of former beauty, but it was colorless,

and there were lines of care around the small mouth, and on the,

white forehead, that told of physical and mental suffering. She

was bending over a jjiece of muslin, which she was embroidering
;

but ever and anon, as the wind howled hoarsely around the cot-

tage, she would pause in her work, and listen intently to the strife

of ihe elements. The hands of the little time-piece on the man-

tel, were pointing to the hour of nine, when the door ot'cned, and

a female, enveloped in a warm cloak and hood, entered the room.

''Eanny, my child !" exclaimed the woman, in a tone of jo>ful

surprise, and she sprangfrom her seat, and winding hur arms

about tlie form of her daughter, kissed aga-in and again the fi:'.ee

up'urned to Iiers.

" You did not expect me to-night, dear mother," murmured a

low, sweet voice, that sounded like the thrill of a lute-string

through the lone room, and the visitor removed'her cloak and

. hood, revealing the graceful young girl who had waltzed so un-

ceremoniously into the presence of Richards, an hour before.

"Eanny. darliug, it is a wild night," said her mother, as she

ehook the snow-flakes from the garments which her dauehter had

laid aside; "you did not walk hiihtr? O no, you would have

perished in this storm I" and the drew nearer the fire with a

Blight fliudder. •

" no, mother," replied the girl, " Mrs. Listen kindly ordered

out the carriage, for she knew that I had set my heait upon see-

ing you, this last night of my stay."

"Last night!" echoed the mother. "Do youlenvc to morrow ?"

" Yes, mother."
" And has your stay been pleasant, at Judge Herbert's 1" The

mother grew a shade paler, as she asked that quchtion, and her

large, dark eyes became a tithe more mournful.

Fanny Lincoln sighed, Alas! she had not many pleasant

memories of the stately and dignified woman, who presided over

the houf^ehold of the Herberts, nor of the radiant Annabel, who
ought to have been the liyht of her proud home ; for neither of

these ladies had deemed it expedient to be more than coldly polite

to the f/overness, and only when she had once arranged the liair of

the heiress with great skill, had she received a smile from the

proud beauty, and a kind word in the shape of a compliment lo

her exquisite taste. Mrs. Listen, in whose family she was a gov-

erness, had been passing the Chriatrnas holidays with the Her-

berts; and, as her young daughter, a frail, delicate invalid, dis-

liked to part with her governess, Eanny bad accompanied them

on their visit. There was little in the proud home of the Her-

berts, to make the time pass pleasantly to her, and had it not

been for the separation from her mother, she would have been

overjoyed when it was terminated. Still, in her reply, she did

not speak of the sliadows in her patliway, but she dwelt only on

the sunshine. She passed over the Herljerts with a slight allu-

sion, and then went on, talking cheerfully of the past, gratefully

of the present, and hopefully of the future, till her mother's cheek

grew warm, and her eye bright with the hopes kindling in her

heart. There are some persons, who seem created to shed cheer-

fulness wherever they go,—to be a blessing in whatever society

they may be thrown. Such a being was Fanny Lincoln. She
looked only on the bright side of life's picture, and whether in

the luxurious home of her rich employers, or in the lowly abode

of her mother, her presence was like a sunbeam.

She was still talking in a cheerful and animated manner, when
the rattling of carriage-wheels fell on her ear.

" They have come, dear mama,— I must go," she said, spring-

ing from her seat, just as there was a low rap at the door; the

opened it, and murmuring: "ready in a moment, sir," turned to

array herself

In a moment more she was equipped for her ride; she mur-
mured a few affectionate words to her mother, gave and received

a parting kiss, and then opened the door. A gust of wind came
sweeping in, halfextinguishing the light, which her mother held,

and sending a shower of snow-flakes over her person.

" Do not wait there in the cold air," whispered the daughter.
" Good-by, dear, dear mama !"

" God bless you, my darling!" exclaimed the mother, as she

reluctantly closed the door, and, hurrying to a window, swept

back the muslin drapery, and looked anxiously forth. All was
dark and gloomy abroad, but by the faint glimmer of the car-

riage-lamps she caught a glimpse of the luxurious interior of the

coach, as her daughter stood upon the velvet-covered steps,—the

next moment the emblazoned door was shut ; she sav/ for several

moments the rich hammer-cloth, and the splendid steeds, as they

turned slowly round ; then the carriage drove rapidly away, and

the widow felt that she was alone. When she turned from tho

window, a bright, hectic flush was burning on each cheek, and

her small hands were locked nervously over her heart.

"0! Edmund—Edmund !"fhe murmured, "what would the

proud man say, if he knew this? She has not seen him yet;

Judge Herbert is absent, and they have not met,—it is well, per-

haps. ! that I might feel that it is well."

CHAPTER IL

Time passed away, and though Francis Richards was a fre-

quent guest of the Herberts, he was no more the acknowledged

lover of the beautiful Annabel, than he was on the night when
we first introduced him to the reader. Summer found him a

sojourner at Saratoga, mingling in all the festive scenes of that

delightful watering-place. Annabel Herbert was there, too, and

her heart swelled with triumph, as she thought that her presence

had attracted him thither. Among the throng of beautiful and

attractive women gathered there, she shone brightest,—she was

the acknowledged queen of beauty ; and, as Richards gazed upon

her, he more-tban once wondered why he had never sought her

hand. In the round of gaiety and excitement, in which he was
parlicipating> he had ceased to think of the poor governess, and

the memory of the scene at Judge Herbert's had almost faded

from his mind, when an occurrence recalled it. Early one de-

lightful morning, as lUt;hard3 and Warren Gray were returning

from a' pleasant walk, they paused, for a moment, at Congress

Spring. What was their surprise and pleasure, to meet there

their friend, Mr, Liston, and his beautiful and accomplished wife.

The lady had formerly been an acknowledged favorite in the gay

circles there, and, as the young men expressed their astonishment

at not having met them before, during the season, they replied

that they had come thither for the benefit of their invalid child,

and that for her sake they had avoided the fashionable hotels, and

taken rooms at a private dwelling. They pointed out their place

of residence to the young men, and politely inviting them to visit

them there, hade them good morning.

The next morning, Mr. Liston, his daughter, and a young com-

panion, were assembled in their pleasant parlor.

" Tell it again, dear Fanny," said little Alice Liston, as she

sank wearily back against the sofa, and as she spoke, she laid her
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hand upon the head of her governess—a slender, graeeful gir],

seated on a low ottoman at her feet. The governess smiled, and

in a voice, sweet as the breathings of the jEolian harp, began to

repeat, for the thousandth time, the fairy story of "Aladdin, or

The Wonderful Lamp."

"And now, Fanny, take your guitar, and soothe me with your

songs," said Mrs. Liston, handing the instrument ; "your mag-

ical influence has almost as much power over me as it has upon

Alice."

Fanny Lincoln swept the strings of the guitar, and sang to the

sweet sj'mphony, that gushed forth beneath her touch, a beautiful

Scotch air, that was a favorite with Mrs. Liston. As she sang

on, all unhcedful that strangers were near, two young men were

slowly sauntering along the gravelled walk that led across the

lawn to the mansion.
" Hush, hush, Gray," said Francis Richards, as the notes of

Fanny's sweet voice fell upon his ear ;
" listen ! isn't that ex-

quisitely sung?" and moving a step forward, he beheld, through

the open window, the stronger whom he had seen in the library

of Judge Herbert, the last night of the Christmas holidays.

As soon as the song died away, the door of the apartment,

where Mrs. Liston was sitting, was thrown open, and a servant

announced Mr. Richards and Warren Gray. Mrs. Liston moved
gracefully forward to receive them, and after uttering a cordial

welcome, presented them to Fanny Lincoln. The crimson rushed

over the face of the young gi)l, as she recognized Richards, and

her voice was so tremulous, that she could hardly articulate a

reply to his polite greeting ; but his respectful deference of man-

ner, soon dispelled her embarrassment, and she conversed with

animation and fluency on the various topics introduced. She

was certainly very agreeable, and as Richards took his leave, he

could not help contrasting that evening with those which he had

spent at his hotel.

' After that night, he was a frequent guest of the Listens, and

each meeting with Fanny Lincoln, served to deepen hi"? esteem

for her character. Fanny possessed a strong and vigorous mind,

which had been highly cultivated, and when Richards, who was

a scholar himself, broached themes of a literary character, he

was surprised at the wealth of her intellect; then her gentleness,

her innocence and winning simplicity threw around her an inde-

scribable charm.

It was the evening twilight, as Richards and Gray entered the

dwelling of the Listens—two hours passed, and still they lingered

there, quite regardless of the strains of music that floated up

from Congress Hall, as if to woo them to the ball-room. When
they at length departed, they walked, for some moments in silence.

" Miss Lincoln is a very interesting young lady," observed

Richards, at last.

"Yes," responded Gray, "she seems to have wound herself

around the hearts of the Listens ; her young charge has become

so attached to her, that she is not contented out of her sight.

She soothes the little invalid, and charms away her suffering with

her sweet voice and winning ways."

" I do non wonder," replied Richards—he paused ; for through

an open window of Congress Hall, he had caught a glimpse of

Annabel Herbert, in robes of satin and lace, floating through the

mazes of the polka. The recollection of the rare gracefulness

with which Fanny Lincoln had waltzed into his presence, at once

came back to him, and her image rose before him in striking

contrast with the brilliant belle. Fanny Lincoln was not beau-

tiful ; her features were not classically regular, neither could her

mouth be compared to a rose-bud, but her large, dark, hazel eyes

were full of animation and intelligence—her lips were bright, and

her smile disclosed teeth of pearly whiteness ; her finely moulded

head was fit for a sculptor's model, and a mass of golden, brown

hair shaded her white forehead, and fell in curls upon her shoulders.

Fanny Lincoln was lovely, but there was nothing iu her person

or appearance in the least like the dazzling ideal of Richards
;

still, her image haunted him, and he continued to seek her society.

He never asked himself his reasons for this course—be never

dreamed of being in love with the young governess. Fanny

Lincoln's gentle influence had stolen into his heart sofrly as the

dew into the flower-cup ; sweetly as the perfume steals from the

lily's heart ; and he did not know what a spell she had woven

around him till the Listons returned to their home, and he was

left at Saratoga to pass the time as he had spent it before their

arrival. Then he read, a page in his heart, of whose import he

had not been awai-e before—not till a feeling of irrepressible

loneliness came over him, did he know how essential she was to

his happiness—not till then did he realize the depth and fervor of

his love for her. She had opened to him a new phase of female

character, and to gain the aiiections of her heart, to win her for

his bride, soon became an absorbing project with him. He im-

mediately left Saratoga and three days after his departure he

stood beside Fanny Lincoln in the beautiful grounds surrounding

the residence of Mr, Liston, and told her the eloquent story of

his love. Fanny listened with blushing cheeks and drooping

eye-lids, and a thrill of strange delight ran through the heart of

the happy lover, when she confessed that she reciprocated his

affection. But the next moment the smile and the bloom faded

from lip and cheek, and her face grew white as the snow of her

robe. He was wealthy and honored—she poor and friendless

—

should she accept the hand and fortune whii-h he offered her with

his love ? these thoughts had sent the happy emotions back upon

her heart like a. mountain of ice, and she begged him to forget

her, and seek a bride better fitted to grace his wealth and station.

Forget her ! She did not know how she had woven herself around

his heart, or she would not have thought of this ! So Richards

told her ; and when he pleaded for one ray of hope, she consented

to take the matter into consideration, and at the expiration of

three months, to give him her final answer. Alas ! now came

the severest ordeal that Fjnny Lincoln had ever known—an ordeal

that often made the song die av/ay on her lips, and the light of

her dark eyes grow sad and mournful.

* * * * * * - *

The Christmas holidays had come again, and Mrs. Listen's

family, including her governess, were once more the guests of

the Herberts. Mrs. Liston and Fanny were sitting in the library

one morning, when the door opened, and an elderly man entered,

whom Mrs. Liston presented as Judge Herbert. He was absent

from home much of the time, and Fanny had never before seen

him. The moment he saw her, he started, and a crimson flush

shot across his forehead ; and when her voice fell upon his ear,

he gazed at her fixedly with deep-set, black eyes, and at length

remarked, somewhat apologetically, that Miss Lincoln's face

seemed familiar.

All that night, and during many succeeding ones, the old man
paced to and fro in his library, in the utmost agitation, aud at

length a violent fever ensued. The physician attributed it to the

anxiety which he had ftlt in a criminal case, that had recently

been tried before him ; but he was mistaken—he knew nothing

of the terrible shock that had shaken the old man's system.

There was one, who hovered around his couch, soothing the wild-

ness of delirium, and administering relief to the restless sufferer.

It was Fannj' Lincoln ; and when consciousness and strength

returned to the invalid, he would watch every movement, and

study the expression of her face with an earnestness that none

could understand.

One delightful day, a'^terhehad become sufficiently convalescent

to go out, Judge Herbert came down for his usual morning ride

;

as the servant opened the hall-door, he caught a glimpse of

Fanny's graceful figure gliding down the steps.

" T^Tiere are you going ?" asked Judge Herbert.

" To my mother's," responded Fanny.

"I am going out for my morning drive," continued the old

gentleman; "take a seat in the carriage, and I will set you

down there."

Fanny smiled, murmured her thanks, and sprang into the

coach ; the old gentleman followed her, and then the equipage

rolled away. Ten minutes afterwards, Fanny alighted at the

humble dwelling of her mother. As the carriage-door closed

after her, the old man sank upon the cushions with a groan of

agony. A death-like pallor overspread his fiice, and his frame

shook violently. What had thus agitated him ? Ah ! he had

seen through the cottage-window the pale, sad face of Mrs. Lin-

coln—a face that had often haunted him in his sleeping and

waking dreams. He immediately ordered the coachman to drive

back, and in a few minutes he entered the parlor of Mrs. Lincoln.

She was deadly pale as bhe received him, aud scai'cely less

agitated than he.

"Madam," exclaimed the old man, with deep emotion, "I

could not return to my home without asking you the question

which is burdening my heart. Are you the wife, and is Fanny

the daughter of my poor, disinherited son V
"I am the widow of Edmund Herbert," replied the woman,

firmly, "Fanny is his daughter—here are the proofs ;" and she

produced from a small ivory casket, a roll of papers. The old

man seized them with a trembling hand, though a mist was getting

between his eyes aud their contents.

" 0, madam !" he exclaimed, while the tears gushed forth,

" God in heaven only knows how I have suffered for my cruelty

to my poor ^on. When I first saw Fanny, her resemblance to

him aroused my suspicions that she was his daughter; and when

I beheld you this morning, they were confirmed. 0, my daugh-

ter! Fanny, can you forgive me the wrong I have done you 'r'

" With all my heart !" exclaimed both in one breath.

The old man shook his daughter's hand warmly, and again

and again pressed the tearful Fanny to his heart.

We will not linger longer on that touching scene ; suffice it to

say, that ere night fell, Fanny Herbert and her mother were in-

mates of the pioud home from which they had been so unjustly

excluded ; and that evening Fanny sat beside Francis Richards

in the, stately room where he first beheld her, and related her

story. Gentle reader, it was a sad, sad recital, and the tears

glistened in Fanny's eyes as she related it.

Eighteen years before the date of our story, Edmund Herbert

had been the light of his home. His mother had died in his

childhood, and ho v/as the pride and hope of his haughty father.

At length hs loved a beautiful girl in humble life—he married

her, and in consequence of this union, was disinherited by his

proud sire. He left his home, and went to seek his fortune in a

distant city. For a time he seemed to prosper, but at length,

misfortunes began to gather around him ; his health failed, and a

penniless invalid, he returned to his native city to die. Then his

desolate wife once sought aid from the proud Judge Herbert—he

turned her away with coldness and disdain, and the next day the

spirit of his son v.-inged iis flight from earth. As the sorrowing

mourners followed his corse into the cemetery, they met the stately

procession that had been to consign the second wife of Judge

Herbert to the silence of the tomb, but he never dreamed that

the hearse, followed by a single coach, contained the lifeless form

of his son. That night, a brief note informed him of it, and

from that hour remorse made his life wearisome. The widow

and orphan of Herbert assumed another name ; and Fanny,

whose education and accomjilishments fitted her for usefulness,

became a governess in the family of Mrs. Listoa. The happy

results of her acquaintance with the Herberts, the reader already

knows.
And Annabel 1 How did she regard the new inmaets of her

home, and the young girl whom her father had made joiat heiress

with herself of his wealth ? She deemed it expedient to conceal

her chagriu under a mask of smiles ; she went her usual rouud
|

of gaiety, and no one would have dreamed that there was bitter

disappointment in her heart. There were some strange emotions

in her heart, when she ascertained that Richards was the acknowl-

edged h^ver of the gentle FMnny, but she had, previous to this,

relinquished the hope of winning him, and was even then the

betrothed bride of a southern millionaire. She was united to him
on the same day that Francis Richards and Fanny Herbert

plighted their faith at the altar, and they made their bridal tour

in company.

Mrs. Herbert was not long an inmate of her father's house, for

when the happy Fanny returned from her wedding tour, she in-

stalled her mother in her own proud home.

At a short distance from Boston may now be seen two splendid

villas
; they are the homes of Warren Gray and Francis Richards.

The st/Hs/i/»eof prosperity and happiness has dispelled the shadows

of care and sorrow from the path of the Herberts, but they still

cherish fondly the memory of the Disinherited.

(Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LETTEE FEOM LOHDOlSr.

TO UNCLE TOBY.

BEIXG NEHEMIAH FLUFKINS'S T-IIIRD AND LAST.

Dear Uncle,—I didn't mean tu write you agin, but somehow
or other, it's kinder pleasant tu confide in anybody, and 1 have
seen so much and beam so much, that if I didn't tell somebody,

I should swell right up like a bladder. Didn't I git rid of that

baby prime 1 It was about the slickest thing I ever know'd.

Well—you see Dr. Smith and Mr. Riddle has both gone tu

Ameriky, and I don't know a soul in London, which makes it

uncommon lonesome.

When I fust corned here I got orfuUy stuck by a chap that

played the drop-game on me ; but I larned somethin' nu, and 1

had n't oughter complain. Yesterday, I was a corain' up Cheap-

side, and a feller stuped down by my feet and picked up somethin',

and I smelt the rat in a minit, cus I remembered, you see, how
I'd suffered once. Ses he, "Mister, you dropped your pocket-

book, didn't yC?" Ses I, "Yes, much obliged tu ye," and tuck

the pocket-book and was walkin' off. "Look here, mister! are

you swre that 'ere pocket-book is yours?" " Of course," ses I,

" did n't you pick it up right betwixt my feetV " Yes ; but

somebody else might hev dropped it there. If it's yours, you
must pay me for findiu' it."

I opened the pocket book and seed that there was some good
money in half and quarter sovereigns in it, and a lot of bank-

notes that I know'd was good for uothin'. So says I, " Here, I

do n't mind givin' you somethin' handsome for findin' this for me

;

there's a ten pound note," and I handed him one of the bills.

He was orful mad, and said be must hev the pocket-book. I told

him he'd hev to fight for it, then, and I felt just like it then, and
he seed I did. So off he cut to fetch some of his accomplices

;

but I cut down an alley, and found that I had made the feller

suffer to the amount of seven pounds sterlin', or about thirty-five

dollars.

Thinks I, well, Kehemiah, that's not so vert/ bad ; tu get back

your money and as much agin besides, and tu get rid of that

little responsibility of a baby, also. I cumed down Threadneedle-

street, and 1 heard a woman kinder scream as though somebody
was abusin' her, and ses I—clappin* the pocket book into my
coat-tail, for I'd only just done examinin' it— Nehemiah, that's a

woman's voice, and you are a Yankee
; fly to the rescue—and I

did. There was an ugly feller who seemed tu be hotherin' a poor

forlorn young woman in mournin', aud I stepped right up tu him,

and ses I, "Look a-here, stranger! if yon don't quit that ere

young lady, I'll jist reduce you to cut feed directly!"

I felt that I was up in a good cause
; and dad's ruster never

felt bigger in the barn-yard than I did. Well, the young lady

got behind me and thanked me a thousand times for protecting

her, and clung so dost tu me that I almost blushed, aud the feller

begun tu sneak off.

" He's a coward, ma'am," ses I ;
" hope he did n't frighten you

much, did heV
"Why, my general health isn't very good," ses she, "andl

am rather nervous."

" Gittin' over th^ measles ?" suggested I.

"Not exactly."

" The mumps," said I, makin' an effort tu appear interested

in her healtli.

" Not exactly," said she.

"0!" said I, 'cause if it wan't the measles nor mumps, I*

didn't know what it might be."

" I'm naturally sort of nervous," said she.

I told her valerian tea was mighty efficacious in them ere cases
;

and she kinder larfed, and said that I wus a very clever felier,

and she should like to hev me call and see her mother. Sobiddin'

her good afternoon, I walked off. Well, I had n't got but a few

streets afore I found that my nu pocket-book was gone! That

highly respectable young woman iu mournin' had picked my
pocket.

1 h;-^dn't got home afore a feller cum up tu me, and wanted tu

know what time it was. But I was fairly woke up, and seed

some nu trick was comin'. So I pretended tu be deaf and dumb,

and kept right on. Thinks I, Nehemiah, if you didn't look

kinder green, they wouldn't pick so upon ye ; and I'm resolved

tu go home tu Ameriky right off. I'm goin' in a packet ship,

and shall make an agreement tu find myself, 'cause I'm sure tu

be sick all the vige, and shall want nothin' tu eat—that'll^

some savin'. I've bought some nice toys for the children to hum.

Your dutiful nephew,

Nehemiah Flvpkins.
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ItALLOON ASCKNtilON.
The cut litrfwitli reprenents the lute ascension

of iMr. John Wise, ut Philadelphia, in his Ijal-

loon Hercules. It wns a jjrund allair, and was
sketched lor us on the spot. The cosit of the
balloon and rijij^ing was $'2lj00. It was manu-
factured of prepared Hilk, Its si/.c is immense,
and said to be tlie lar^eHt ever made in this coun-
try. It is cupuhle of containing 41,000 cubic
feet of f^as. At live minutes past six o'clork, on
the day of aflcension, about 37,000 cubic feet had
been obtained, when Mr. Wise, not wishinj^ to

weary the patience of his friends, disconnected
the tube from the balloon, and prepared for a
departure from frrni Jirina. At a quarter past
six o'clock, a topical asjiensjon was made. The
vnijcujeurs were Mr. Wise, his wife and son, Miss
E. Denton, and W. K. Stockton of Spring Gar-
den. The balloon rose gracefully lo the hci(;lit

of over one hundred feet, and remained station-

ary for a few minutes. It was then drawn down
by means of a windlass to which the end of the
rope was atlixed. At half past six o'clock, the

rope was cut, and the balloon, with the same
persons, shot upwards, and continued to rise to

u great htight, perpendicularly. It afterwards
took a north easterly direction, and was percep-
tible to view for nearly an hour, The audience
within the enclosure was entirely orderly, and
expressed the greatest approbation of the skill

and success of the wronaut. A band of music
was provided for the occasion, and eoutribured
to fill up the tedium incident to the filling up the

huge vessel. The streets in the vicinity of the

yard were filled with persons, 9 large proportion
of whom were females, accompanied by children.

As the cause of the delay was not communicated
to the "outsiders," mueti dissatisfaction was felt

by them—but those who stood their ground, de-

spite of the piercing rays of the hot sun, when the
ascension did take place, went on their ways re-

joicing, from having viewed such a perfect and
interesting balloon ascension. The a;ronaut and
his company landed safely about five miles

north-east of Camden. Our Philadelphia friends

have generally paid much attention to the sub-

ject of aerial navigation, and the Alleghany
Mountains were crossed in this manner as early

as the summer of 18.37. It is said that Lucifer

himself is the " Prince of the Air," but we shall

not be at all surprised to see his dominions in-

vaded by some enterprising Yankee in a profit-

able style of travel. In Pennsylvania, the

Dutchman and the Yankee seem to be all the

time trying their strength in honorable rivalry.

Dr. Franklin's paper-kite led to the discovery of

some very important first principles of science

which have since benefited the whole world.

Therefore we say to our scientific ballooning

friends, who really desire the cultivation of utili-

ty,—Go on and prosper ! Or, let them take. the

motto of New York, and cry out,—"Excelsior!"

Our humble endeavor will be to aid in the pub-

licity or illustration of all such flights of true

genius. In discoveries or inventions o^'this na-

ture, mankind are benefited not merely in one

branch of Hcience, but by the analogical theories
and practical applications whiih arise from the
general dilfusion of its use. No reasonable mind
can doubt that all the elements may be made
subservient to our will. To man has already
been given the means of locomotion upon the
earth and upon the water ; why not the air itself,

so far as animal life can exist in a rarefied at-

mosphere, be now at our control 7 The time in

close at hand when we should be as likely to
til ink of living in a vacuum as not to travel in air.

AN AUTHOR'S WEARNKSS.
Shall I confess a weaknesw? The only set-

off I know to these rebuffs and mortifications, is

snmetimes in an accidental notice or involuntary
mark of distinction from a stranger. I feci the
force of llorae^e's ditiiio montthai—I like to be
pointed out in the street, or to hear people ask
in Mr. Powell's court, which is Mr. II 7 This
is to nic a pleasing extension of one's personal
identity. Vour name so represented leaves an
echo like music on the ear ; it stirs the blood
like the sound of a trumpet. It shows that other
people are curious to see you ; that they think
of you, and feel an interest in you without your
knowing it. This is a bolster to le^in upon ; a
lining to your poor, shiverint;, threadbare opinion
of yourself. You want some surli cordial to

exhausted spirits, and relief to the dreariness of
abstract speculation. You are something; aiid,

from occupying a place in the ihoiights of o'hers,

think less contemptuously of yoursdt. You are

the better able to run the gauntlet of prejudice

and vulgar abuse. It is pleasant in this way to

have your opinion quoted against yourself, and
your own sayings repeated to you as good things.

I was once talking with an intelligent man in

the pit, and criiicixing Mr. Knight's performance
of Eilch. " Ah !" he said, " little Simmons was
the fellow to play that character." He adiled,
" There was a most excellent remark made upon
his acting it, in the Examiner (I think it was)

—

Tliat he looked as if he had the i/allon s in one n/e

and a pretlif girl in the other." I said nothing,

but was in remarkably good hnmor the rest of
the evening. I liave seldom been in a company
where fives plajing has been talked of, but t-ome

one has asked, in the course of it, " Pray, did any
one ever see an account of one Cavanagh, th»t

appeared sometime back in most of the papers '?

Is it known who wrote it?" These are trying

moments. I had a triumph over a person, whose
name I will not mention, on the following occa-

sion. I happened to he saying something about
Burke, and was expressing my opinion of his

talents in flo measured terms, when this gentle-

man interrnpfed me by saying, he thought, for

his part, that Burke had been greatly over-rated,

and then added, in a careless way, " Pray, did

you read a character of him in the last number
of the ?" " I wrote it

!"—I could not resist

the aniiihesis, bntwas afterwards ashamed of my
momentary petulance. Yet no one, that I find,

ever spares me.— Wdliam Hazlitt.

W/WCfiTSS '

BALLOON ASCENSIONj WITH A CAR CONTAINIISG FIVE PEUSONHj AT PHILADELPHIA.
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PORTRAIT OF PROF. SAMUEL F. B. MORSE.

PROF. SAMUEL F. B. MORSE.
Samuel F. B. Morse was born at Charlestovm,

Mass., April 27/1791. At an early age, he

manifested .great ingenuity in the construction

of kites, and various other articles of amusement
common among boys. His mind was brisk, ac-

tive, and ever-working. When but twelve years
of age be entered Yale College

;
yet he did not

then manifest any remarkable talent. As the

days of manhood approached, his love for the

tine arts increased, particularly the fondness for

painting. On leaving college, he decided to

become an artist, and painting was chosen as

his future occupation. He went to Europe,
under the care of AUston, and there became the

pupil of West and Copley. He spent four years
of study with these celebrated artists, when, his

means failing^ he returned to America. Though
Morse was first known to the world as an artist,

and aimed at renown through devotion to the

beautiful, yet he has reached his goal by the less

flowery path of utility. Now and henceforth, his

name will be associated with science and dis-

covery, and his fame borne through the world
on the lightning's wings. While returning from
Europe, in 1832, on board the packet ship Sully,

the conversation among his fellow passengers
happened to be t;he electro magnet. One of the
gentlemen related some experiments he had wit-

nessed at Paris, which showed the incalculable

rapidity with which electricity i-; riisseminated.

At once the idea suggested itself to the active

mind of Morse, that this wonderful and almost
unknown agent might be used in communicating
intelligence from city to city.' Such was the im-
pression this thought made on his mind, that he
brooded over the subject as he walked the deck,
and passed wakeful hours in his berth. And
these meditrtiions and sleepless hours were not
spent in vain, for by the time the ship arrived at

New Yorkj a telegraph of signs essentially the

before this grandest of the discoveries of the
nineteenth century could he established. It was
not till 1844 that the first telegraph line was put
into operation. This was constructed between
Washinjiion and Baltimore, a distance of forty
miles. Less than ten years ago not a single

mile of electric telegraph was in existence ; now
its length is more than twenty thousand miles
in the United States alone; and these telegraphs
are in daily operation both in this country and
in Europe. Wherever we go, we behold sus-

pended those slender wires, forming the great
highway of thought, along which, with speed
fleeter than swiftest courser or than faithful car-

rier-dove fly messages of love, hope, ffar and
wo, and intercourse of business. Neither pony
expresses, flying Childers, carrier-doves, nor
swiftest iron horse are longer valued for speed
in bearing news. A still swifter steed has been
captured fiom its elemental freedom, bitted,

bridled, and reined up, as our message-bearer.
And long as bis wiry track vibrates to his silent

tread, will the fame of Morse be produced with
the lightning's tongue. A beautiful present has
been made by the King of Prussia to Professor
Mor>e, in acknowledgement of his success in

perfecting the magnetic telegraph—which His
Majesty's commissioner pronounces the most
efficient in the world for great distances. The
pre>ent consists of a magnificent solid gold snufl-

box of elaborate workmanship and design, en-
closing the Prussian Gold Medal for Scientific

Merit. The medal has on the face, the medal-
lion head of the King, Frederick William the
IVih, surroundfd by exquisitely executed em-
blems of religion, jurisprudence, medicine and
the arts ; on the reverse, Apollo d^awn by four
fiery steeds in the chariot of the sun, traversing

the zndiac, while from the head of the god the
rays of light are darting abroad. We give these

to our readers with a belief that they will interest

c.-«^X-\ r^^

GOLD 5KUFF-B0X PRESENTED TO PROFESSOR MORSE.

merited this honor and reward from a foreign
power. Although Professor Morse has encoun-
tered many obstacles in the course of his life,

yet he has struggled nobly onward, surmount-
ing them all. Courage, patience and persever-
ance have been his watchwords. All who know
him rejoice at his prospect of an honorable in-

dependence—from the great invention he has
bequeathed to this age—and enjoyment amid
the scenes of his quiet home, at Poughkeepsie,
on the banks of the Hudson. The great impor-
tance of Professor Morse's invention is only just

beginning to exhibit its wonderful powers of
adaptation for usefulness. From othcial reports

based on returns furnished in reply t") special

circulars, we realize that man, by telegraphic

agency, is speedily extending a control over both
time and space. The telegraphic network is

spreading through every village, and binding in

intimate relations every city. It is achieving the
solution of the problem of an empire of States,

for it is interlinking them together. Its office

in the future will be the promotion of " peace
on earth, and good will to men." We find from
one report that in 1844, an appropriation was
first made by Congress to test the practical ope-
ration of Morse's invention. The line ran from
Washington to Baltimore; thence to Philadel-

phia and New York, reaching Boston in the fol-

lowing year. Two western branches diverge
from this line—one from Philadelphia to St.

Louis, 1000 milts long; the other from New
York, via Buffalo, to Milwaukie, 1.300 miles
long. A new route, 1395 miles in length, goes
from BnflTalo to Lockport, thence through Cana-
da to Halifax, N. S. The great southern line,

from Washington to New Orleans, is 1700 miles
long. Another, 1200 miles, running'to New Or-
leans from Cleaveland, Ohio, via Cincinnati. The
best paying line, probably, is that from Wash-
ington to New York, which during six months
has been known to transmit 154,514 messages,
valued at £68,499. The yearly receipts on this

line have reached as high as S103,860. The
average performance of the Morse instrument is

fully able to transmit from 8000 to 9000 letters

per hour. The cost of construction, including
wire, posts, labor, etc., is about SI50 per mile.
The Bain telegraphs in this country now extend
to nearly 2012 miles. They are, as yet, limited
to New York State and New England. House's
printing telegraph has about 2400 miles in
operation, extending south to Washington, north
to Boston, west to Buffalo, and begins to pro-
mise a large south-westerly extension. Total of
main and branch lines, 89 ; length, 16,729 miles.

PRUSSIAN GOLD MEDAL.

Yet the Electric Telegraph is hut in its infancy
All these varieties of improvement and extension
are so many testimonials to the grandeur and
simplicity of the original principle. To " anni-
hilate time and space " has heretofore been
considered a godlike attribute. But, by this in-

vention, time and the sun's course or earth's

motion, are beaten as often as we send a mes-
sage in a westerly direction. This may be proved
by exactly dating and timing the departure of a
despatch ifor either New York or Washington.

FLAG PROPOSED FOE ADOPTION 3Y THE FREE CUBANS.

same as those now in use, was their result. But,
when this had been done, much remained to be
accomplished ; and then followed a long period
of toil, anxiety, suspense, and persevering la-

bors, amid discouragements and perplexities.

and please them. Additional interest may be
found in the fact that we give a very excellent
likeness of Professor Morse. It should be a
source of national pride to us Americans, that it

was a countryman of our own who has won and

FLAG OF THE FREE CUBANS.
We have received the accompanying patriotic

emblem from La Sociedad Cabana of New York,
with a request that we would insert it in our
paper. This we do most cheerfully, not only to
plea-se the brave spirits who have desired it, but
because we too feel no slight degree of interest

in the fate of their holy cause. Those who
know us best and have read these columns, are
fully aware how heartily we wish to see thi^ag
float over Moro Castle. We have breathed^he
fragrant zephyrs of this gem of the American
Archipelago ; we have eaten salt at the tables of
its hospitable inhabitants ; we have eaten of its

luscious fruits, beneath the shady and lofty

palms that lend their graceful and picturesque
beauty to its landscape. We have seen its love-
ly daughters, and shaken the hardy hands of the
brave Montaros. In short we know its thou-
sand beauties and excellences, and long to see

Freedom smile on a land in all else so blessed.
Whatever may be the political fate of Cuba, or
the predilections of our numerous readers, there
need he no doubt of the greaf importance of this

fruitful island. It is about 750 miles long, and
the width varies from 25 to 125 miles, according
to the hidentations of the coasts. Its position
may be familiarized when we consider that from
Cape Tancha, our southern extremity of Flori-
da, to Cape Icaco'5, the northern extremity of
Cuba, the distance is only 130 miles. Cape
Cruz, on the southerly side, is only about 95
miles north from Jamaica. From Cape San
Antonio, the most westerly point, to the main
land in Yucatan, is about 125 miles. The ea.^t

end, of course, is open to the Atlaniir, the near-
est land being Cape San Nicolas Mole, in St.

Domingo, bearing about 50 miles south-west by
west. The climate is generally delightful for a-

mild uniformity, with alternating breezes from
sea or land. The tropical fruits and large for-

ests of mahogany are found in proximity and
abundance. The farinaceous roots and noble

cattle are here seen fully equal to those of more
northern latitudes on the continent. The real
wealth of its various mineral ores is only just
beginning to appear, and can scarcely be calcu-
lated, notwithstanding the great yield already
afforded of copper, gold, silver, marbles, jasper,
and coal. As yet the principal articles produced
are from the agricultural crops by slave labor,
such as sugar, tobacco, molasses, coffee, rum,
bees'-wax, and preserved fruits. Such a coun-
try, peopled by a noble and chivnlrous race,
naturally enlists our sympathies in favor of any
attempt to make its political condition as happy
as its resources are numerous. The history of
Cuba, from its first discovery by Europeans down
to the present time, has been one continuous in-

fliction of military rule and legal extortion.
The occasional necessity for repelling invasion
has rgjidered the captains general more absolute
than the civil governors, or even the home power
of Spain. The taxes, which are so contrived
as to reap the principal profits from all ihe sue-
ces.sive crops produced by the tine climate and
the labor of the population, usually fall into tho
hands of greedy officials rather than the ro_va)

treasury. The failing powers of the Spanish
crown have made necessitous demands, and the
Spani.-h hidalfios who vi^it Cuba to recruit their
brokfn fortunes, also combine to make a con-
tinual drnin upon therich resources of the island.
With these defects in its political economy, there
need be no wonder the native Cubans have turn-
ed their attention to the study of American insti-
tution,«, whose commonwealths, slate rights, and
federal compact, are now the most perfect em-
bodiment of constitutional freedom, and the ad-
miration of the world. Although our own sense
of national dignity will not permit the deliberate
infraction of treaties by onr government, it is

impossible for a true-hearted American cUhcn
to witness the struggles of the Cubans without
expressing the sympathy arising from Ihe grand
brotherhood of humanity.
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[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

TO A STAR.

BY JOUN F. WEI8I1AMPEL, JR.

Gentlo, little, twloliling itiir,

Glimmering through the skies afar,

How I lovo to K'lue on tlu'O,

0, bow deur thou art to mv I

When I wfttch thee in the night,

Shedding forth thy llickcring light,

Thought doth lieu to ngiiH buck,

When thou didst light the shepherd'a track.

Bright us any golden gem
In an angel's diadem,

Thou hast niirrorod scenos of love,

How thoy roigu who livo abovu.

Thou haflt told me by thy light,

That in hofiven all i.s bright;

Thou hast carried on thy raya

Hope to mo of better days.

O, thou little golden guide,

Distant on a space so wide
;

NeTer, till I ceiist! to fiee,

Shall I stop from loving thee I

Thou art mine I—I'd like to keep

Such a guardian of my sleep I

Thou art mine—for thus it seems

When I wander in my dreams

!

[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.j

THE BELLOWS-BOY:
—OR

—

THE STRANGER'S TRIUMPH.

BY SYLVANUS COBB, JK.

CHAPTER I.

It was a pleasant Sabbath morning. The capacious cathedral

of Dusseldorf was filled by the good people of the city, for the

celebrated Weingard preached the Word to them on that day.

The sermon was brought to a close, and for several moments after

the old man's lips had ceased to pour forth their words of inspir-

ation, the audience remained in a state of entrancement ; but soon

the gentle strains of the organ started them to their recollection,

and they rose to hear the voluntary.

Lingelbaeh, the organist, took not his seat at the finger-board,

as was his wont, but in his place sat the fair Violet, his only child,

a young girl of not more than twelve jears. This wa.s her debut,

and as her tiny fingers ran over the keys, a thrill of astonishment

and admiration ran through the assembly. The father stood by,

and as his eyes rested upon his daughter, a pride, such as could

not be concealed, was visible in every lineament of his counte-

nance. But amid all that throng who dwelt in rapture upon the

gentle Violet's performance, there was one whom no one noticed,

but who drank in every strain as though they had been the waters

of life. It was little Martin Hulslow, the poor bellows-boy—he

who for over a year had worked the bellows of the organ. The
long brake which operated upon the bellows was on the side of

the organ, but lower down than the platform upon which rested

the main body of the powerful instrument, and from where the

boy stood he could gaze up into the features of the fair performer.

He worked away at his humble calling, but he did it instinctively,

mechanically, for his soul—his every thought, was with the fairv

who presided over the melody that floated through his enraptured

brain, and though he worked and worked,, and sweat at his task

he knew not what he did. Now the noble organ poured forth

peal after peal, that shook the cathedral to its foundations, and
anon the volume sank into a gentler, sweeter ttrain. The grand
feature of the piece was at hand— gradually the proud parent's

heart began to beat in wild anticipation of the result; but Violet

had played it at home, and she could certainly do it there.

Poor Martin Hulslow began to tremble beneath the strange ex-

citement that raged within, and as he drank in the inspiration of

the music, a new idea come with it. That idea v(^s wild and
vague, but it had entered his soul. Violet was yffinger than
himself—what she could do, by the aid of God, he might do.

The idea—the imnge of his brain, set his heart to a quicker

motion ; he gaxed up into the soul ht face of Violet, and from that

sweet face he flew on to the future. He knew not what he did—
be knew not what was about him, save the rich melody that

floated over his soul, and the childish genius that produced it.

The delicate, trembling prelude was finished, the swelling tones

began to assume almost the expression of a celestial language,

and the father knew that his child was equal to the task. Sud-
denly—when all hearts were stilled by the sublime power of the

music—there came a death-like groan up from the bowels of the

organ— the grandeur of the harmony sunk into a horrible growl-

ing of discordant parts—the last faint echo of that groan hovered

a moment over the organ pipes, and the piece was crushed in its

sublimest part ! Poor Martin, the bellows-hoy had causid it all

!

In the wandering of his mind he had lost the mechanism of his

duty, and he let go the brake-utterly unconscious of the fact, or
of its consequences.

Tor a moment Lingelbaeh stood petrified with horror, but on
the next his eye caught the shrinking form of the hoy, and while
a Hood of fierce passion flashed from his cje, he dar;cd forward
and dealt the unconscious culprit a blow across the face, that lay

him prostrate upon the floor. He stopped not to see what he had
done, bat ordering one of the tenors to the bellows brake he
sprang to the kej.s and (inishcd the piece himself.

Violet Lingelbaeh was, for the moment, stupified by the ucd-

dent, but ere she could experience any moriiflcation for the

nfi'air, her nympathics were enlisted in another quarter. She had

often met the adoring ga/.c of the poor bcllows-Imv, and she had

felt a kind of pride in hii innocent admiration. She 8aw at once

where lay the cause of the disaster, but she felt no anger. She saw

her father strike the youth to the floor, and in an inwtant all the

sympathicB of her gentle nature were aroused, and springing

quickly forward she raised the bleeding head of the boy into her

lap. With her pure white apron she wiped the crimson drops

from his brow, and two big tear drops stood upon her lids as she

contemplated the work her angry parent had done.

The stupor at length passed oft", and Martin Hulflow opened

his eyes, and as they rested upon the tearful countenance of the

beautiful girl, a thrill of eci^taiic joy ran through his frame. Still

he gazed upon the sympathizing features of his angel, and drawing

the tiny hand to his lips, he impressed upon it a soul-sent kiss ;

—

then rising to his feet, he reached forth for his cap, and with a

trembling, unsteady step, he left the gallery. As he reached the

open air, and was about to step from the portico, he felt a light

touch upon his shoulder, and turning around, he found that Violet

had followed him.

*' Martin," she said, as she raised her eyes, and looked sadly

into his face, " I hope my father did not hurt you much."
" No, no," returned the boy, totally unconscious of what he

said—and then laying his hand upon the arm of his companion,

murmured ; "Can you forgive me for the crime I have done?

0, when I looked upon you—when I heard you make such sweet

music, I knew not what I did. I would rather have died than to

have done as I did ; but I could not help it, and I trust you will

forgive me."
" Do n't think of it again, Martin. But you must forgive my

father, for he did not mean to hurt you,—I know he did not."'

" I have forgiven him," returned Martin. " Let me look at

your face once more. There— there—I shall never forget it."

" But you said you had "

" I meant not that,'* interrupted the boy. " You I meant. I

shall never forget Violet Lingelbaeh."

" See, the folks are coming out," uttered the little blushing girl,

as she started to trip back to the orchestra ; "but jou will come

this afternoon, Martin, and I shall play again, and you shall work

the bellows for me, too."

Lightly, 3'et half sorrowfully, the gentle girl ran back to the

gallery. Martin Hulslow gazed upon her till she was out of sight,

and then turned away from the cathedral. Big tears rolled down

his youthful cheeks, and for some time his spirit groaned in its

anguish ; but gradually he conquered the weakness, and his step

had a firmer tread. To the past he could o^ly look with sorrow

and shame, for the blow that had degraded him dwelt there; but

to the future he could turn with a more fearless emotion, for there

dwelt all that a wise God had placed in store for him.

CHAPTER IL

The afteraoon came, and the cathedral was again filled, but

little Martin Hulslow was not in his accustomed place. The
singers performed their parts, but a kind of sadness dwelt among
them as they remembered that the melancholy afl'air of the morn-

ing had driven away their little bellows-boy. But there was one

in the gallery who sobbed aloud—the gentle Violet; she was

grieved to the heart, not only because she had loved to lookupon

the innocent face of the boy, but because it was hfr parent who
had inflicted the degrading blow, and because she felt, too, that it

had been Her own self that led the boy into error. Had the matter

passed off without the notice of others, Lingelbaeh would have

felt sorry for what he had done, but he could not mistake the

general sympathy that pervaded his choir, and feeling that he was

blamed for his act, he assumed a more nervous manner than ever

and became angry with himself and with every one else.

When Martin Hulslow left the cathedral, he pursued his way
towards his parents' humble cot, which stood near the bank of the

Rhine. As he entered his home all traces of tears had gone from'

his face, and a look of resolute determination had settled o'er his

speaking features, though he still bore marks of the cruel blow he

had received.

"Ah, Martin," exclaimed old Hulslow, as his son entered the

house, "what ails thee 1 Hast thou f'alleu V
" Fallen y uttered the boy, gazing up into his father's face.

" Yes, yes,—I have Mien. Lingelbaeh struck me !"

Hulslow turned pale, and his worthy dame clasped her hands

in an agony of astonishment. She could hardl}' believe it possi-

ble that the good, the mild, the gentle son of her bosom had been

stricken down by the famed Lingelbaeh. Martin related his story,

and as he closed, his father exclaimed :

" Martin, you shall not go to the cathedral again."

" Neither will 1 slay in Dusseldorf," replied the boy, while his

eyes sparkled with an unwonted fire. " 1 have an uncle in Cob-

lentz, have I not V
" Yes,—my brother Francis resides there."

" Then I will seek him. I cannot stay in Dusseldorf longer."

Hulslow was poor, but his German heart was priud. Martin

was useful to him in helping ply his smtiU ferry-skift' to and fro

across the river, but something told him to let the boy go, and

though the sepin-ation would be painful, and though the mother

held out to the last moment, }ct it Ras finally agreed that their

son should go.

The boy ascended to his small attic, wher?, in one corner, stood

the ricketty frame of what bad once been a piano-forte. Where
the original keys had gone, rough wooden ones were substituted,

and for strings, where the wires had been broken, difl^"erent sizes

of hard twisted and waxed linen cord hud been supplied, so that

every note in the octaves could be .sounded. Thi;i shattenid relic

of the past—a gift to the father, years before—had been the idol

of the boy's soul ; the embodiment of all his hopes and aspira-

tions. He sat down and ran his fingers over the rough keys, and

though the sounds produced were far from beautiful, yet there

was music in them, and they were tuned to the exactness of a

single vibration. These sounds gradually assumed a form—their

combination gave forth an air from the morning's voluntary at

the cathedral, and with a face ail flushed by excitement, the boy

still moved his fingers over the board. One who had heard the

performance of Violet Lingelbaeh, could not fail to have recog-

nized the eflbrts of the boy. Suddenly his fingers trembled upon

the keys, and while the tears started afresh to his eyes, his hands

stopped iheir movement. The inspiration of the soul had sunk

beneath the weij^ht of a torturing reality. He had reached that

part where the sad accident of the morning had occurred.

No one, save the parents, knew of the idol which Martin wor-

shipped in that little garret, and even they had no idea of the fires

which were kindled upon its altar—an altar reared in the soul of

the boy. But there, night after night, had he sat, and all alone,

while others were buri('d in sleep, had he studied and practised

such lessons as he could grasp.

The next morning all was prepared for the boy's departure.

His father had made arrangements with the captain of a flat-boat

for his passage, and, after receiving a promise from his mother

that she would take good carcof hi:i/JiVi')o, Martin left his humble

home, knowing that years would elapse ere he crossed its thres-

hold again. His mother hung upon his neck, and kissed him,

and blessed him, and then covering her eyes with her apron, she

saw him not when he departed, but she heard his light footfall,

and her tears flowed more freely.

With three dollars in his pocket-—the earnings of the year's

services at the cathedral—Martin Hulslow stepped on board the

boat, and soon afterwards bade adieu to his native city. His

father blessed him ere he left, and urged him to remember that his

parents were honest and virtuous, and never to be guilty of an act

that could call the blush of shame to his cheek. The captain of

the boat was a warm friend of old Hul&Iow's ; he had often seen

Martin pulling his light skiff across the river, and he took pleas-

ure in making the boy's situation comfortable, for he had heard

the tale of the circumstances which led to his departure from

Dusseldorf.

The day had nearly passed a%vay, Martin was sitting upon a

low stool in the bows of the boat, watching the beautiful land-

scape that opened to his view, when some one touched him upon

the shoulder, and on turning he beheld an aged gentleman, who

was regarding him with a kind, benevolent look. The boy im-

mediately rose and doffed his cap.

"Put on your cap, my lad," said the old gentleman, and then

taking the boy by the ban d , he continued :
" I have just heard the

story of your troubles from the captain, and he tells me that you

are going to seek your uncle in Coblentz."

" Yes, sir," replied Martin.

" And what do you intend to do after you arrive there V
" Indeed, I do not know yet, sir."

" Would you be willing to;iccorapany me to Frankfort? Come,

I want a boy, and if you are faithful you ^all do well, or if you

become dissatisfied I will send you to your uncle at my expense."

For several moments the boy remained silent. He would have

embraced any favorable offer, but the man before him was a per-

fect stranger. The old gentleman seemed to read the boy*s

thoughts, for he immediately said :

"Perhaps you fear to trust a stranger. To those who know
me, my name is a sufiicient passport to confidence, but to you it

could be of little consequence. In all probability you never heard

of Joseph Havdn."
" Havdn !" iterated the boy, again removing his cap, and

gazing with deferential awe into the old man's face. "Haydn !

Should I he a German and not know that name "?"

The old miin's heart was touched. At that moment the great

composer—the future author of the " Creation," and the " Sea-

sons "—iVlt more pride than when England had showered upon

him her plaudits and golden favors. He clasped the boy to his

arms, but little did he think of the future results.

CHAPTER IIL

In a chamber of one of the largest hotels of Frankfort-on the-

Maine, sac Martin Hulslow. Before him, upon a table which was

lighted by two wax tapers, lay a sheet of music paper, on the sur-

face of which he was tracing an ideal that had framed itself in his

brain. There was a flush upon his cheek, and a fire in his eye,

as he pursued his work, and so intensely was he engaged—so

completely buried in his task, that he noticed not the opening of

the door behind him. Haydn's eyes rested upon the boy, and

from a natural curiosity to see what he was about, the old man
closed the doorsoftly behind him, and stepped cautiously forward.

For a moment the great musician could hardly credit the evi-

dence of his own senses. His little protege—'the child of com-

parative puverty—the boy of but thirteen summers—was composing

music ! Siill and silent stood Hajdn, and watched the progress of

the writer. At length the boy stopped and leaned hack in his

scat. He placed his hand hard upon his brow, and seemed

anxiously in pursuit of some thought or idea that had escaped

him. Pr3sently he began to hum a low and gradually sv^elling

melody, and as he reached the extent of a single breath be stooped

forward and began to write. His characters were clumsy, and

their arrangement lacked much of mechanical taste, but the sou/—
the Dinsir, was there, and as he leaned back fi-om his work, Haydn

touched him upon the shoulder. Martin started to his feet, and

as he beheld his kind patron, a trembling seized his frame, and he

murmm-ed :
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" Forgive me, sir, for using your table ; but the paper is mine,

—indeed it is, sir, for I brought it with me from Dusseldorf."

The old man made no reply, but reaching forth his hand he

took the sheet and ran his eyes over its surface,—then turning to

the boy, he asked :

" Did you compose thi"!, Martin V
" Yes, sir," tremblingly answered the boy, gazing with a timid

look up into the face of the old man.

"All ft Did you compose it all 1"

"I never saw or heard the melody before, sir."

Haydn stepped to the further corner of the room, where stood

a small organ, and throwing back the cover from the key-board,

he placed the sheet upon the rack.

" Come here, Martin," he said. " Come and sit thee down at

the organ. If ye can but thump the half of this I would hear it."

'"But, sir
"

" Not a word," half sternly interrupted the old man ;
" for, if

I mistake not, thou shalt be a pupil of mine, and then thou'lt have

to obey. Come."
"A pupil

!

—and Uai/cla for ray master !" uttered Martin, as he

mechanically moved towards the organ. " Oh, sir
"

" Down— down !" impatiently exclaimed the composer.

—

" We'll talk affcrwards."

Martin Hulslow seated himself at the instrument, and for a

moment his extreme agitation nearly overpowered him, but on the

next his eyes rested upon the page before him, and the creature of

his mind—the creation of his young soul—sent a new impulse

thrilling through his veins. Now he might give his creation a

Ufa—now he might make those ink-marks of his thpught living,

speaking things, and with this feeling he rested his fingers upon

the keys that were to unlock the secrets of his heart.

A sound came forth from the instrument, and anon there was a

combination of sounds,—they produced a harmony as sweet and

soft as the breathing of an angel. The piece was short, but still

it told its own story. It spoke of home—of peace
;
then came

gentle hope and love—gradually the piece waxed warmer, until

it rose to an almost discordant crash. Then followed a low,

plaintive strain, like the prayer of the crushed spirit—and finally

came a noble, whole-souled outpouring of renewed hope and deter-

mined perseverance. As the boy proceeded, he grew bolder in

his performance, end threw his whole energy into the piece. To

be sure it lacked finish—it lacked style and judgment—but it had

the life, the spirit, the soul of the music.

As the last note of the organ died away upon the air, Haydn

laid his hand upon the boy's head, and gazing full into his beam-

ing face, he said :

" Tell me, Martin—tell me truly—did you compose all of that?

All—«//?"
" Indct^d I did, sir."

" And tell me where you learned your musicV
" Partly at the cathedral in Dusseldorf, and partly by practice,"

replied Martin, as he gazed up with a new feeling of confidence

into the face of his kind friend. " While I worked at the bellows,

I used to listen to the music, and I used to pray that some day I

might be able to do the same. By and-by, after I had been in the

cathedral three months, M. Lingelbach brought his daughter to

practise upon the large organ, and thp.n I had a chance to learn.

I heard every word of instruction he gave, and I remembered

them. At home, my father had one of Schroeder's old piano-

'

fortes, which was given him by a man whose goods he had moved

to Wesel. Some of the keys were gone, and so were some of the

strings ; but with my knife I made new keys, and from my moth-

er's linen thread I twisted new strings, and upon that I practised.

At length the good Violet saw how eagerly I watched her as she

received her lessons, and she gave me the sheets after she had

done with ihem. With these precious lessons hidden away in ray

bosom, I would hurry home, and upon mv homely instrument I

practised them over and over again. Strains of music which

pleased me, I would carry in my head, and play them by rote

when I got alone in my attic ; there I would study over the char-

acters which my observation had taught me stood for sounds, and

at my finger-board I tried to arrange a harmony for the melodies I

had remembered. On the sheets I had received from Violet I

found plenty of blank places, and on these I labored. Then

I wondered why I might not compose a melody. As I lay in my
bed, and heard the rain patter down upon our humble roof, there

was music in the falling drops—in the songs of the birds, in the

li-!ping of the wind, and in the murmur of tlie noble Rhine, I

found music—and then in the deep toned thunder, as it came
rolling over the hills, I heard the anthem notes of praise which

nature sung to her God. Music was all around me—'twas in ray

soul—and I only prayed that at some future time I might have
the power to trace my Thoughts in legible characters, to others.

For full five minutes after the boy ceased speaking, Joseph
Hnydn gazed upon his inspired features in silence

; then he said :

" So young !—so young \ and yet so noble ! With the body of

a boy, God has given the soul of a giant. Martin," he continued,

with a startling energy, " you shall trace your thoughts on paper.

Come with me to Vienna. Go with me wherever I go, and you
shall have your wish."

"And may I study with you ? Will you learn me ?" almost

breathlessly asked the boy, as he timidly regarded the old man.
"Learn you? Yes. By Saint Peter! but Germany shall not

lose the soul thst Heaven has breathed into you."

Joseph Haydn had not yet reached the pinnacle of his own
fame, for it was some years aftpr this that he threw forth into the

world his sublime oratorio of the " Creation," which alone is

sufficient to immortalize his memory among those who reach after

the noble and the pure of nature. Under his care and guidance

the youthful Hulslow was on the sure road to fame, and he had
the energy to overcome all obstacles in his way.

CHAPTER IV.

The verdure of eight summers bad bloomed and withered in

the valley of the lower Rhine, since Martin Hulslow left his home.
Old Time had dealt hardly with his aged father and mother.

Sickness had prostrated the former, while over-taxation and
fatigue had worn down the other ; but now they were once more
upon their feet, though in truth, death had crept frightfully upon
them during their incapacity. One ray of light, however, beamed
in upon them. Since the sudden departure of Martin, the gentle

Violet Lingelbach had hovered like an angel of mercy arouod the

humble cot, and from her own purse she had supplied many of

their wants. She felt that through her father's hasty temper the

boy had been driven from his home, and ever since that moment
when she held the bleeding head of the boy in her lap, and caught

the sorrowful expression of his bright blue eyes, she had felt a

strange sympathy towards the aged parents who had been thus

bereaved
; and, all unbeknown to her parents, she had nobly ful-

filled what she thought to be a duty. A soul like hers—so full

of music, o'tr-running with nature's sweetest poetry, could not

fee! otherwise. But she had not the means to pay the poor water-

man's debts, nor had she the power to raise their thoughts from

the darkness of poverty. Violet could only point their souls to

the faith of the saints, and join with them in humble prayer to the

Giver of all good.

It was a calm Saturday evening. Old Hulslow had fastened

his boat to the shore, and was dragging his weary limbs towards

his cot. There was deep sonow in his face, and a heavy load lay

upon his heart. At length he reached his door, and tottering into

the cot, he sunk into a seat.

"Ah, my good Fenella," he uttered, as his faithful wife came
hastily towards him, " I cannot stand this much longer. My poor

frame is weak and exhausted. Indeed, I cgjyiot go upon the river

again till I am stronger,"

"Let us not repine, Luther," urged the affectionate dame, as

she placed her arm around her husband's neck. " The Lord will

not forsake us in our trouble. Come, chetr up, and let us hope

for brighter days."

"Hope" repeated the old man, in a sad, dejected tone; "ah,

what hope is there left '? Had I my health we might hope to some
purpose ; but wherefore shall we hope now ? I cannot work—'tis

impossible,, and save a single florin that I have earned to-day, we
have not wherewithal to buy bread."

Dame Huttlow tried to study up some cheering word, some

source of hope, but, alas ! she had no power to do it, and smooth-

ing back the hair from her husband's heated brow, she imprinted

a warm kiss there as the only consolation she could offer.

" Hark !" exclaimed the old man. " Some one approaches the

house. 'Tis Violet. No—that step is too heavy. *Tis the gro-

cer after his money."
" Then the Lord grant that his heart ma}' be softened," respond-

ed the dame, " for we can pay him nothing to-night."

The door opened, and the good people were not a little surprised

at the entrance of a perfect stranger. The dim rush-light gave

but a faint glimmer around the room, but still they could see that

the intruder was a young man, and withal, of handsome and

commanding exterior.

"Luther Hulslow 1" said the new comer, in an interrogative

tone.
" That is my name, young man."
" And his wife, Fenella?"

" At your service, sir," returned the dame.
" Do you suffer ?"

" Alas ! kind sir, misforfune hangs heavily upon us."

For a moment the stranger stood regarding the sorrowful, yet

benignant features of the old people, and then stepping quickly

forward, he uttered

:

" Thank God, the sun has risen! Let his bright beams dispel

the dark clouds of your grief; let joy take up her abode among
us ! Father !—mother !-:-your boy has returned !"

The old man uttered no word— the aged dame could find no

tongue for utterance, but in a joy that was fairly delirious, they

pressed their returned son to their bosoms.

" 0, my son ! my son !" at length burst from the lips of both

father and mother. " God be praised for this moment."

Long, long did that reunited family hold sweet converse togeth-

-er. All grief, all sorrow, all sickness and suffering were forgotten,

and the pure flood of joy and thanksgiying rolled with a healing

power o'er their loving souls.****** ^
Sabbath morning dawned brightly over the city of Dusseldorf,

and at an early hour the cathedral was filled to overflowing, for it

had become generally known that the President of the Royal

Academy of Music, at Munich, would be there on that day. As
the last reverberations of the heavy bell died away upon the air,

M. Lingelbach entered the cathedral, with the young president

leaning upon his arm. The bishop was already in his place, and

the stranger was conducted to the organ. The insirument we saw

there eight years ago, had given place to one lander and more
powerful, and Lingelbach was anxiously waiting to hear ita full

power.
Ail noise was hushed, all ears were opened to f^atch the first

sounds of the organ. " Deo nptimo marimo " was tlie piece to ha

performed, and the youth at the organ was its author. At length,

a low, murmuring sound, like the distant chantini; of the celestial

host, arose from the huge instrument, wliich gradually swelled to

a noble, praise-giving anthem. The noble organ seemed almost

conscious of the power of him who ruled its voice, and it gave

forth such volumes of harmony as were never heard before in

Dusseldorf. The old bishop rose to his feet and leaned over his

throne, and the tears fairly trickled down his cheeks, as his soul

swellci beneath the strange power of the young music-magician.

Hearts that had lain dormant for years, were filled with a gener-
ous impulse,—piety, that might have slumbered through the day,

was awakened, and all souls were attuned to praise, as the giant

mind of God-sent genius, sent forth the towering volumes of in-

spired music.

One person in that cathedral gazed upon the features of the

organist with a strange sensation of trembling and anxiety. Vio-
let Lingelbach fastened her eyes upon his radiant countenance,

and she knew she looked upon a face not altogether unfamiliar.

Half swayed by the power of the music, and half by the dim visions

of recollection that floated through her brain, Violet studied the

varying expressions of the man who was enchaining the multitude

within the folds of his majestic chords. At length there came a
low, soft strain breathing forth from the organ, and a tearful,

melancholy expression rested upon the performer's countenance.

At that moment the truth flashed across the mind of Violet Lin-

gelbach. She saw before her—in the person of him who had
moved millions of hearts by his genius—the poor bellows-boy,

whom her father had stricken to the floor years before. A mist

gathered before her eyes, and with one convulsion of her bound-
ing soul, she sank back insensible to all about her. Her father

thought the music had overcome her, and calling for assistance,

he had her conveyed to her home.

When the services of the morning were closed, and the organ

had sent forth the noble " D)minus vohiscinn," the stranger's tri-

umph was complete. All hearts were beating, in unison with his

efforts, and all tongues spoke his praise. M. Lingelbach had
engaged him to dinner, and together they started for the old

organist's residence. As they entered the old man's capacious

hall, the youthful president turned towards Lingelbach, and lay-

ing his hand on his shoulder, he said :

" M. Lingelbach, before I partake of your hospitality, you shall

know the truth. The man upon whom you have lavished your

grateful praise, was once your humble bellows-boy !"

" How 1 What ? You jest, sir," exclaimed the old man, gazing

in astonishment at the president.

" You remember Martin Hulslow," continued the young man.
"But are you—no, no,—that were impossible."

" Indeed, M. Lingelbach, President Hulslow, of the Munich
Academy, was once your poor bellows-boy. He and poor little

Martin are one and the same person."

A deep blush suffused the old man's face, and he vaioly en-

deavored to stammer forth an apology, but his power of speech,

was gone, and Martin seeing his confusion, continued, in a firm

but conciliatory tone

:

" You think of the blow yon gave me eight years ago, but think

of it no more, for I may safely say that to that blow I owe my
subsequent success. From you, my dear sir, I received my first

lessons, though you knew it not; and now let us to more pleasant

themes. I trust, at all events, that the remainder of our days

will be passed in a bond of perfect friendship."

M. Lingelbach pressed his young companion by the hand, and

led him forward into the sitting room, but ere he had gone forth

for his daughter, he stopped suddenly in the centre of the apart-

ment, and gazing into the face of Martin, he said :

" Ha ! now I see it all ! Now I see the cause of Violet's sudden

swoon. By my faitli, sir president, the giri must have recognized

you." •
As he spoke he left the room, while a thousand conflicting

emotions raged in the bosom of Martin Hulslow.

" Can it be possible," thought he, " that the gentle Violet still

remembers me 1 But why should she not 1 She has been the

constant angel of my poor parents. O, if God were willing to

grant me such a boon !"

But his thoughts were cut short by the entrance of the old man
and Violet. The suspicion of Lingelbach was indeed true ; but

as the blushing maiden now gazed upon the noble features of

Martin, she was more composed, and the dinner passed off with-

out interruption, though nowhere were the eyes of the young

people fastened more steadily than on the countenances of each

other. There was a language in those eyes, too—which each in-

terpreted as the deep emotions of the heart dictated, and joy was

theirs when they learned from mutual confessions that the inter-

pretation had been literal.

The eyes of Lingelbach sparkled with delight when Martin

asked him for his daughter's hand, and the aged Hulslow and his

wife wept tears of joy when they knew that the gentle angel who
had ministered to them in their trials and afflictions, was to be

their own daughter—for they felt that the companion of their noble

son would be their own indeed.

Never did the huge organ peal forth more joyful notes than

when its reverberating tones announced the union of Martin

Hulslow and Violet Lingelbach, and nowhere within the limits of

Dusseldorf dwelt there more peace and happiness than beneath

the roof that gave shelter to the young couple and their aged

parents.

Old Luther Hulslow turned to his wife, and taking her hand in

his, he said :

"Fenella, surely the Lord is good, and His tender mercies are

over all His works. Never will I distrust Him again."

EXTENT OF THK UNIVERSE.
It may give some idea of the extent of the universe, to know

the length of time required for light, whi.h travels 192,000 miha
a second, to come from d.ffcrent celestial ohjrcts to this earth.

From the moon, it comes in 1 1-4 second^ from the sun, in 8
minu'es ; from Jupiter, in .Vi minutes ; Uranus, in 2 hours; from
a star of the first raiignitude, 3 to 12 years; from a star of the
filth magnitude, 66 years ;

from a star of the twelfth mapnitude,
4000 years. Light which left a star of the twelfth magnitude
when the Israelites left Egypt, has not yet reached the earth. Our
entire solar svstem itself travels at the rate of 35,000 miles an hour
among the fixed stars.

—

Liferari/ Wcnld.
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MANBER OF PEEPARING FOE THE APPROACH OF A SAND 8T0EM IN THE LTBIAN DESEET. [For (leocription , gee page 206.]

VIEW OF THE SIXTH OATA IICH IS THE NEAREST TO THE SEA. [For Jeacription, sea prtgu 205.]
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CONTENTS OF OUa NEXT KTJMBES.
*' K Trip to the Gulf," a sketch, by Liedtekakt Murrat.
" The Parson's Fault," a tale, by Sylvanus Coaa, Jr.
'• Vh« Impostor, or Ciime Detected." a ptory, by Mr?. Caeouke Orsb.
' Twenty imd Thirty-Five,'' a fine sketch, by Fr.kncis A. Durivage.
'' A Farewell,'' in verse, by Josei'u H.. Butler.
' A Child's Rvquiem." hy William E. Knowles.
"Cvrus," a poem, by IIicuard \Vright.
' The Transplanted Flower,'" lines, by Miss Citarlotte Allen.
" The Two Flowers, ' stanzas, by E. Summers Dana.
"The Old Man under the Elm," in verse, by Anme Soothcomb.

"Invocation for ML^s A. M. Phillips," by tV. A. Fogg.
" Ilopfe," lines, by Carouse A. Haydes.
" The Mountain Sanctuiiry," a poem, by F. C S. HuRLBDT.
" Ihe Highland LusFie's Song." by S. it. Blaisdell.
* Cartbaifc.'' liues- by Mark Keeswood.
" Luellaceiue,"' a poem, by J. Stakr aoLLOWAY.

,
ILLUSTRATIONS.

We Fhall preFent a fine representation of the Statue of General .lackfon,

lately c nipleted, and designed to be placed in the grounds of the kViiite House,

at 'Vushingtun.

A fine and aecuiate view of the Dam at Hadley Falls, Mass. A Bpirited

Fcene. sketched for us on the spot.

Also, an interesting phin of the building of this extensive dam, clearly

depicting its mecbauical excellence.

An acrurdte and beautiful view of Sacramento city, Cal., the queen city of

the I'ncific.

Thu increasing interest felt in the grpat Exhibition at the TVorld's Fair, haa

induced us to give a view of the Glass Palace.

A fine view of the City Hall. Brooklyn, X. V., presenting a very excellent

likeness of this well-known building.

An intcre.-'ting picture illustniting the late Cricket Match between the St.

George's Club and the Kleven of New England.'

A fine mihtary view, representing the late muster-field at Neponset, during

parade.

An accurate and interesting engraving of Faneuil Hall, Boston, the old

"Cradle of Liberty."

An excellent maritime picture, representing in detail the new and beautiful

clipper ship John W»de.

Au elaboni'e and artistic engraving of the Charleatown Navy Yard. A very
interesting and capital picture.

An accurate and faithful likeness of General Worth, a picture which, for

intrinsic merit, will equal anj thing we have yet given iu these culuoius,

A view of the late fete given by the Americau Minister in Londou. A bril-

liant and beautiful affair.

SMirSDLIAG IN PARIS.

A California company in Paris has been doing a large business

on a preiended capital of a million francs, and by using the names

of well-known persons as managers. When any man had deposi-

ted a certain sum he was to be sent to the land of gold at the risk

and expense of the company. AU they had thus far accomplished

in fulfilment of their promise, was to send seven men to England,

where they abandoned them all, without resources of any kind,

strangers in a strange land. The principal swindler ha*s been con-

demned to a year's imprisonment and to refund 4000 francs.

Gleason's Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion, the prettiest weekly news-
piiper in the world, we receive regularly. F. Glenson, Esq., is an enterpri>^ing

publisher, and he takes the lead in newspapers with his •• Flag " and '* Com-
panion." The numerous splendid engravings in this gem of newspapers are

worth, alone, more than the subscription price—!?oa)par. We know of no
prettier ornament for a drawing-room, unless it be a pretty, blue-eyed girl of
" svteet seventeen,'" in the Bloomer costume.

—

Pkenix. Caniden, Ala.

Conscientious.—A clerk in the comptroller's office at Wash-
ington has given to the national monument, 3100, which was

given to him by ^orae person for work done out of office-hours,

but which he says he could not conscientiously retain

!

Kare Specimen.—The London Zoological Society have been

fortunate enough to receive a fine living ouraug-outang, among
other gifts, fiom Lieutenant Colonel Butttrworth, C. B., the

Governor of the presidency at Singapore.

Revolving Shirts.—Punch is always getting up something
new; he says that he has sent to the World's Fair what he ttj mb a
" Patent Revolver Shirt," an invention of his own, which, b> turn-

ing round, is made to display in succession four clean dickies.

Gleason's Pictorial Drawinq-Fvoom Companion is one of the most nifignifi-
cent sgccimena of typography and talent that can be procurt-d in tii'iF. or any
country. It is well deserving of its Jfiy tkovsand putroiis. The euj:ravings
are beautiful, and the teaaing ^u^truccive and iutereSLiug.— Laioz-tyict Sentinel.

Heavy Damages.—The heirs of Louis Philippe claim from
the Prench government, fordamagedone by * the mob" in 1848,
$1,576,000. Paris is a great place for " chanye."

London.— The metropolis of London numbers this year,

2,373,141 souls ; increase in the period of 10 years, 414 772 or
15 per cent. To house this multitude there are 3 14,6U dwellings.—: <-o-,». ^

Abroad.—A letter-writer says he met Mrs. Ann S. Stephens,
the American authoress, at Florence a few weeks since.

ANGLIjN'G.

Every one remembers Dean Swift's satirical definition of an-

gling—" A stick and a string, a fiy at one end and a fool at the

of other." This, however, is only oneof the innumerable instances

a very smart and epigrammatic saying, destitute of truth and argu-

ment; and the lovers of the reel and line may console themselves

with the reflection that they are in the same category with many
very worthy and excellent people, including all the better and

fairer portions of humanity, who were all the subjects of the Dean's

indiscriminate and ill-natured raillery. No one familiar with his

lite and works could for a moment mistake good old Izaak Wal-

ton for a simpleton, and when Mr. Webster casts his line in those

favorite trout-abounding streams of the Cape, though there may
be " afly at one end of it/' there certainly is no " fool" at the

other.

There is a peculiarly fascinating charm in fly-fishing—it leads

one into intimate communion with nature, in her sweetest and

most sequestered spots away from the busy haunts of men, away

from the " din and dust and drudgery of cities," away from the

crash of the trip hammer and the roar of bells, the ceaseless thun-

der of the steam-engine, and the ratile of cart5, into the tranquil

meadows, " by hedge-row elm, and hillocks green," into the heart

of the lone hills, whfre the aboriginal forest trees shade the moss-

grown rocks of solitary waters, and the clear crystal streamlet,

descending from its mountain home, gushes over the dizzy preci-

pice and falls into the deep pool, in whose dark recesses the shy

trout loves to hide his silver sides.

With what breathless anxiety the angler casts his line and

leader, " as delicate as the finesi hair from the tresses of a moun-

tain s\lph," suspended to a frail rod that would snap like a pipe-

stem in less skilful hands. How dexterously the flj—that tri-

umph of art—plays over the dimpling water! now sailing forward

to the jaws of destruction, now coyly retiring like a timid maiden.

The temptation is too great for the dweller of the crystal waters,

he poises himself in his fins—bedashes forward—the keen barb is

in his jaws ! Vainly^ my spotted beauty, do you seek those loved

and secret haunts beneaih the shelving bank, vainly do you dash

forward to the opposing shore, vainly try to pursue the current of

the stream. The moment arrives when you must quit that cool

t^ement which gave you life, and emerge into the dread atmo-

sphere whose breath is fate—soon he lies panting in his wicker se-

pulchre, while, quietly exulung, the angler prepares for a new

triumph.

There are those who sternly decry this sport, who find fault with

its pursuit—who call it a waste of time. A waste of time, forsooth !

As if incessant devotion to some gainful occupation, the cultiva

tion of mere utility, a constant unrelaxing drudgery were all that

we were made for. Rather do we esteem those imbued with the

true philosophy of life, those inclined to look on the " sunny side,"

who are willing sometimes to repose their faculties—sometimes to

seek inspiration and rest in the haunts of nature, '* loveis of virtue,

who dare trust in Providence, and be quiet and go an angling."

A GOOD Judgment.—He hath a good judgment that relieth

not wholly on hia own, nor wholly on that of others.

SCENES IN EGYPT.
[See preceding page.]

On the comer of Washington and Summer Streets, there is a

modest sign, simply bearing the word ''Coimoramas," but within

the hall devoted to the exhibitions of these beautiful scenes, there

is a rich treat for the discerning and the true lovers of art. The
views given herewith, are sketches made from these Cosmoramas

by Professor Sattler himself, for our columns. The first scene

represents a sand storm in the Lybian Desert, near the Pyramids

of Ghizeh. Standing near the largest Pyramid, just in front and

to the south is seen the gigantic Sphinx ; from all sides rise im

men-^e whirls of sand, which threaten every moment to cover the

Arab merchants, who hurry to reach the shelter of the pyramids.

The atmosphere becomes thick and dense, and of a red color ; an

intense heat prevails, and the puflTs of wind seem to come from a

burning furnace, and sufl^ocate men and animals. The camel,

native of the desert, bu>-ies its head in the sand, thus striving to

protect itself from this destructive wind.

Below on the same page, we present a view of the cataract of

the Nile, on the frontier of Egypt ; it forms five cataracts. The
one here represented is the sixth—on coming from the sea, the first.

This cataract is formed hy rocks of red granite, well known from

the numerous monuments taken fiom its quarries. On both shores

rise the counterpoises of this mountain, which the river must break

through to beat its path. This whole river is full of large and

small granite blocks, some of which form large i^^lands. The
branch of the Nile represented in this picture is that whi'h must

be crossed by travellers who wish to visit Nubia. The moment of

representation is that when the ship upon which the painter of this

cosmorama travelled, was drawn over the cataracts by one hun-

dred and eighty Nubian men. They were occupied five hours in

passing this spot. While going down the river, this dangerous

place was passed in a few seconds.

A Clever Husband.—The most gallant man in the world is

M. G. Turner of Tennessee, who declined to run for the Senate,

because his election being certain, it would be repugnant to the

feelings of his wife, whose happiness alone he wishes to follow.

Gle-VSON's Pictokial Drawi>-g-Room Compasiox loses nothing of its excel-
lence as it grows older. It has never been equalled in its line iu this country.
It i- difficult to conceive how so many engravings and so much readiug can be
furnished for three dollars per annum — TrurnbuU County Whig.

Small.—Counte-feit three-cent pieces are in circulation in

Louis^nlle, Ky. Mean work and small business.

In this city, by Wm. Palfrey, Esq., Mr. Tho's Ferguson to Mi.=is E. Manser.
By Rev. Mr. skinner. Mr William A. Roach to Miss Caroline M Eastman.
By liev. Mr. Snow, Capt. John H'lywood to Miss Catharine Arrigan.
By Rev. Mr. Richard?, Mr. William H. Boutelle to Mins Emma E Stocker.
by Kev. Dr Froihingham. '^Tr James R. Gilmore to Miss Amelia L. liarris.

Ry Htv. Dr. Sharp, Mr. Albert Hamlet to Miss Lucy A Cummings.
By Kev. Dr. Tucker, Mr. George II. Weston, to Miss Sarah Smith, both

of Sharon.
At Charlestown. by Rev. Mr. Ilempstead, Mr. Wendell P. J. Vankleefc to Misa

Martha A. Delesdernier.

At Cambridgeport. by Rev. Mr. Grafton, Mr. George W. Edwards to Miss
Mary H. Emerson, of Boston.

At Dorchester, Ijy Rev. Mr. Richards, Mr. Ira Foster to Miss Catharine
Gushing.
At MiUon. by Rev. Mr. Moriaon, Mr. David G. Hart, of Brighton, to Misa

Esther S. Vose.
At Weymouth, by Rev. Mr. Perkins, Mr. Oliver Lincoln to Miss Hannah

P. Dunbar.
At Waltham, by Rev. Mr Hill, Mr. Charles R. Gay, of Cambridge, to Miss

Laura .A. Upton, of Pawtucket. R. T.

At Portland, Me., by Kev. Mr. Morse, Mr. Edward F. Pierce, of Boston, to

Miss Harriet C. Eegoto.

Friendship doubles our pleasures, and diyides our pains.

In this citv, Mrs Nancy Malborne, 71 : Mrs. Sarah Ann Adams, 35 ; Mr.
Timothy Fuller; Mr.'f. Mary G. West, 26 ; Mrs. Elizabeth P. Thayer, 28; Mr.
Ezra. Thomas, 31; Mrs. Deborah S. Ilenshaw, 55.

At tlharlestown, VIrs. Sarah S Edmands, 39.

At Cambridgcport, Mrs Martha E. B M<Hntosh. 21
At Dorchesttr, Mrs. Caroline J Goodhue, of Providence, II. I.

At VVest Uoxburv, Mrs. Ennice Burr, 70.

At Brookline, Mr. Franklin Gerry, 66.

At Watertown, Mr James Freeborn, 34.

At ?>wanzey, Mr. Waldo A. Stebbins. 24.

At Newburv port, Mr. John Gilman, 74.

At S;uidwich. Mr Joseph Southac. of St. Louis, Missouri, 39.

At Medway. Mrs. Harriet White, 29.

At Plymouth, Capt. William Su-phens, 99.

At Pembroke, Mrs. Sarah Stetson. 90-

At Braintree. Widow Esther Derby. 83.

At Portland, Maine, Mr. Joseph Ilsley, 72.

At Bath. Maine, Mr. Nath;tniel Heath. 23-

At Fraucestown, Maine, Mrs. Emily Bradford. *

At Wind.-or, Vermont, Mr. Boswell Miller, 92.

At We^t Killiiigly. Connecticut, Mrs. Mary Eddy, 91.

At Philadelphia, Pennsj Ivania, Mr. J. Fletcher Webster Kelly, 24.

'GLEASON'S PICTOUIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUND.

TVe have volumes 1st. 2d, and 3d, of thw Pictorial Dravting-Room
Companion eleeantly bound in -^loth. with uilt ed^e« ar.d back, and illumined
sides, fiiruiing a superb and mo.'^t attnictive parlor ornament in the t^hape of a
book of between Foua akd Five Hundred Pages, and c-'ntainicg nearly
0>E TH0U6A^D E^GRAVINGS of Men Manners, and current Eventw all ovt-rthe
world: of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beiiutiful
Village.^ ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime View.-s : and in
short, "f an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjwts : with an
Illumi>ed 'I'lTLE-PAGE AND Ikdes of prea't beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant fr-ntispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales. Sketches. Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a cuiTenf. News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regar'l to reading matter and illustrations.

Kor sale at the Publication Office, by our Wbolesiile Agents, nnd at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for T/ire.e Dollnrs per volume.

GLMSOiV'S PICTORIAL ^
'> A Record of the beautiful and useful m Art. 5

^ The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and avail- ?

^ able form, a weekly literary melange of notable event;! of the day. Its >

•, columns are devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by the i

; BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
\

^ and the cream of the domestic and foreign news ;
the whole well spiced ?

j^ with wit and humor. Each paper is ^

;;

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
\

'f
with numerous accurate engraTiogs,by eminent artists, of notable ob- S

'' jects,currenteventsiu all partaoftheworld.aiid of nieunnd manners, s

c' altogether making a paper entirely original in its design, in this coun-
^

( try. Its pages contain views of every populous city in the known i

<; world, of all buildings of note in the e.i-stern or western Iiemisphcro, \

<" of all the principal ships and steamers of the navy and nierchunt per- ?

j; vice, with fine and accurate portraits of every noted character in the S

'' world, both male and female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken
^

^ from life, will also be given, with numerous specimens from the ani- ?

j! ma! kingdom, the birds of the air, and tlie fish of the sea. It con tains S

^ firtcen hundred and siity-tbur square inches, giving a great amount of ,

/ leading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper ofsixteen ?

••' octavo pages. S

<: TERMS'.—Invariatly in Advance. I

' J Subscnber, one year S3 00 s

y 2 Subscribers, - " 5 ('0 J

5 4 " '• " 9 00 5

^ S " " " IG 00 ^

; Any names may be added to tlie last number at the rate of S2 00 S

^ each, per annum. \

'f O* One copy of the Flag of ocr Union, and one copy of the Picto-
^

;J
RIAL DUAWING-Itoosi COMPANION, One year, for iS4 00. 'i

i C^ The Pictorial DaAWi>u-KooM Companion may be obtained at
\

^. any of the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen, >

;
at 'tix cri(/.< per single copy. S

i Published every Saturdat, comer of BromfieM and Tremont Streets,
^

>by F.OLEASON, Boston, Mass. >

\ WHOLESALE AGENTS. \

( S. FRENCH, 151 Na.ssau, corner of Spruce Street, New York. ^
', A. AVJNCII, 316 Che.stnut Street, Philadelphia. >

< W. & H. TAYIjOI!, Ill Baltinioroand SSouth Sta., Baltimore. \

\
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\ J. A. JiOYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit. >

^ E. K. WOODWAUD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Louia. \
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[Vfrlttoa for Glufwon's Pictorial.]

THE SPIRIT liAND.

BY JOSfiPn n. DDTLIJR.

Thoy tell UB of a bettor \nnd

When thin duvlc lift i» Jone,

Wlicro spring mifudlon;, Tolgna
;
and hIiIiich

A Iibvur-Bcttiuy flun.

Tho uiiJuiKht starrt anil fho Bilver moon

Are useleSH on that shore,

Where Jonth yields up bin fearful reign,

And time can wasto no uioru.

Tboy tell of ovtr-vordimt fields,

And flowers of fadeIess>>bIoom,

That dftk the meadows of that clima

Which waits beyond the tomb.

They tell us of a buauteous race,

Who ti'pad those flowers among

—

Immortal youths, whose golden harps

Ring with seraphic song.

This lund knowa not of the wintry night.

Or the burning Rimoom'e breath
;

The drum and the war-cry sounds not here,

To the stern commantl of death.

The silent wing of the pestilence

Ib folded from its sweep,

And silence chains the mighty winds

That toss the soundless deep.

Peace—blessed peace extends her sway

Over that lovely shore,

Where the tired flpirits of the past

Shall rest— to toil no more I

Ilere shall that deathless thing, the soul,

Behold its Mailer's face

Unveiled in cloudless majesty

Beaming with smiles of grace

Thou, spirit land! thou, haven fair!

Receive my shroudless bark,

Long dashed by sorrow's angry storm,

On time's wild ocean dark 1

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

CONCEALMENT, AND ITS EFFECTS.

BY MBS. E. -WELLMONT.

" Poor, dear boy, how I pitied him !" said Mrs. Atwood. " He
did not mean to do it, and so I told him not to let his father

know a word about it.''

It seems the boy, Leonard, had been playing battledoornpon

prohibited ground, in the back parlor, and, with his youngest

sister, had broken the mantel-glass. It was a small crack, and

by removing the oandelabras a trifle, it would not be discovered.

And so the busy whisper ran round, "not to say a word about it

to father;" and this concealment, we are sorry to add, was not

for the first time practised upon Mr. Atwood ; so, in truth, we

ought to have prefaced our story with " Poor, dear Mr. Atwood

!

How he was to be pitied
!"

The father of Leonard was not a rich man, but by frugality, he

made a small salary answer to supply all ordinary wants,—for

superfluities he had little spare change,—yet by dint of close cal-

culation, he had managed to furnish a parlor neatly, and even

prettily. The articles he had picked up at auctions, and when-

ever they were faded or sunburnt, he had contrived to conceal

the defects ; and such concealment as this, we are not dispo^^ed

to treat harshly, as it injures no one. Mrs. Atwood was a pleas-

ant amiable person,—one who tried to do well whenever it did

not cost her too much labor,—but she was deficient in those

nameless little traits of neatness which make a home doubly at-

tractive. Her work-box was always in confusion, her drawers

showed a rough-and-tumble aspect; knots and tassels, fringes

and muslins all lay in the same pile, and occasionally a stray

collar or a lost handkerchief would be drawn from the rnb^ish.

It was a frequent remark of hers " that she had a plenty of things,

if she only knew where to find them."

Such women are ofien unbalanced. They forget that saving is

a greater virtue than buying ; but all the lectures in the world

fail to help such people. The world goes easy with them, and

someiimes they are reckoned the happiest people in it.

Mrs. Atwood had another fault. She was indiscriminate in

her conduct to her children. Sometimes she would pet them for

the very thing which, at another time, she would censure. She

seemed to have had a lack of judicious training herstlf ; and, of

course, she could not be expected to govern others discreetly.

The father, too, had a kind of square and compass rule, which

was not always judicious. He thought children were, or ought

to be, like automatoT!S, fo that when you but touch the wire, they

will move with exact precision. When they failed to do so, a

harsh word was occasionally used, and he had managed so, that

now, a mere look, in the presence of strangers, would correct any

irren-ularity. Of course, the children were rather afraid of their

father; hut of their mother,—why, they did do pretty much as

they pleased, in his absence.

All \hU mimagemcnt prepares us to hear of the detection of

the ln-oken mantd glass.

Mr. Atwood seldom sat in his Imck parlor, but on a Sabbath

(lay. He always had a habit, upon the morning of this day, be-

fore he went to church, of stepping before this veritable glass

and adju'Jting his dickey; and this he did, even when he came

yiraiyht from hie chamber, where he had arranged himself with

BO much precision. When the »Sunday came, therefore, he de-

tected that the glass was cracked.

"Wife!" said he, with much impetuosity, "how came this

about? How came this glass so shivered? Leonard, Susan,

which of you did it?"

The children .stood in the entry, and looked at their mother,

who shook her head, and put her finger on her moulh, a.s a token

of silence.

" Have you been playing battlcdoor on this forbidden ground ?"

asked the fAihcr, peevishly.

" No, sir," was the prompt reply ; and so sincere did it seem to

sound, so truthful, that the fattier was forced to devise some other

way to account for the accident, when the mother interposed.

" Husband," said .she, "you cannot believe that these children

would break the glass, and deny having done it. I trust they

are not the only ones who do all the mischief in the house. I

will not accuse any one; but you know that sweeping and dust-

ing, and removing mantel ornaments, inif//it have caused the mis-

chief. I do not say it did do it, but it might."

The children understood the drift of such remarks, and think-

ing them too good to be kept, informed Fanny, the servant girl,

how ingeniously their mother had screened them; "but," added

they, " she did not tell father it was you that did it."

The poor, innocent girl felt the color mount to her forehead.

She wondered how Mrs. Atwood, who was so good and kind to

her, could be guilty of such an implied falsehood. She worried

over it, and resolved that she would not stand as the guiliy one

in the eyes of her master, and that day she divulged the whole

secret, still quoting to Mr. Atwood the old injunction she was so

accustomed to hear:

"Don't tell how you heard of it, or who did it."

Poor Atwood, was he not to be pitied? Think how the du-

plicity of his wife stared him in the face; how the unblushing

falsehood of his children rose before him. What could he do?
Why. he pondered over it, and it vexed him. He had lost his

confidence in the strongest hold of his allection, and little forgot-

ten things kept rising anew to memory, of this and that act of

petty deception, which he had detected long ago, in both mother

and children. But Fanny was a good, faithful girl, and he well

knew the disclosure she had made would cost her the loss of her

place, and so the concealed knowledge lay hidden in his own
breast. What a load this single circumstance had brought upon
them all

!

Five years from this event the boy had become a young man,
and the little girl began to assume the look of womanhood. The
former had learned the art of good penmanship, and was now in

the employ of a merchant as copying clerk. His salary was small,

but to the conception of a young man who had been accustomed

to only a trifling pittance, it looked to him as enormous, particu-

larly as the great vortex which swallows up all in board, was
obviated by living at home for nothing.

During the first three months a gold watch was purchased on

credit; then a chain, and some dangling seals. The tailor was
not passed by, and all that could make the exquisite finish to a

young man was procured, so that, at ihe end of the year, the four

hundred salary still left him in debt for nearly a hundred more,

and this he had anticipated by further promotion ; but, alas, that

does not always follow. His employer questioned the propriety

of retaining him any longer, but knowing the hard-working, steady

habits of his father, he concluded to let him remain, without ad-

ditional salary.

It.is always a bad sign when a young man's wants exceed his

income. It proved so in the case of Leonard Atwood. The
hungry monster, debt, preyed upon him already, and the cardinal

virtues of frugality, patience and perseverance were wanting, and

the hydra-headed list of expenditures he knew not how to curtail.

There was but one expedient left, and that would prove the ruin

of his character, as it lay in embezzling his master's property ! But

then, again, came into action the old art he had early been taughc

of concealment ! He took the required amount, at a rash venture,

and dtfiayed his debts. A sense of guilt flashed over his coun-

tenance, and that night, just as the disk of the sun was setting

behind the horizon, a young man turned down an unfrequented

lane. Strange thoughts rushed through his brain,—strange fears

—and of how little value then appeared all the tinsel baubles

which had brought guilt into his heart ! But he recomposed him-

self, ventured home, and alfected his usual pleasantry of maniiey;

and yet the " God bless you, my grandson," of his aged grand-

father, sent such a thrill through his soul as almost resulted in

madness.
In a few days there was a council held in the coiinting-rooiHi of

the merchant with whom Leonard Atwood was counect&d. His

faiher was there, and the men who had received their re^at pay-

ments from the young man. The hills were identitieda and the

officer of juitice was in attendance.

There was yet another secret session in the bed-chaiTj'5>er of his

mother, and the father was there likewise, and the daughter,, ajid

tears were shed, and groans were uttered, and hearts were cfushcd,,

because the improvident young man had become a criminal at the

bar of justice. And one great absorbing feeling prgdomiQated.

One thought added poignancy to all other thoughts, and that

was, the lesson of concealment which his mother had early t?/«ight

him ; so that the broken mantel-glass, was always considered an

ominous sign of evil ever after by the broken-hearted parents'.

Depend on it, my young friends, the practice &f Shis wily art

will always bring reproach and ruin in its train; Jhei'ufore, Afsigh

consequences before you descend to humiliating arts.

Olt> Age.—A healthy old fellow, that is not a i&ol, 3S thc^i^ap-

pii'St crciiture living. It is at that time of life only, men arijoy

thfcir faculties with satisfaction. It is then we have notljis^g to

manage, as the phrase is
;
we speak the downright tr&th;, and

whether the rest of the world will give us the prjrilege ot not, via

have so little to ask of them, that we can take it.

—

St?d'!..

[Written for Olcason'e Pictorial,]

THE WATER SPIRIT.

ur MRfl. II. SUfllON KTK['ar.N8,

Miiidcn of beauty, peerleHB anj hrigbt,

What tlofit tliou hero, from thy renliri of light?

What doflt thou Imie, In a world of Hhadu,

—

llr-rc, where tho hilght urii tht* flrat to fade?

BIrdfl arc aaioop in their leafy bowcra,

Stiir-gleaniH axa rocking to Bleep with the Jlowers
;

Moonlight and iuuhIc of muniiurlDg rlllH

Are weaving a halo o"er meadow and billH
;

But moonlight will vanlwh, and blosMoms decay,

fio, maiden of beauty, away, away I

Why dost thou paupe, like a gloriouR dream,

Bending above the enamored Htream?

Why doeH the Jlro in thy dark eycR glow,

Why throbs the pulae in thy breast of snow?

I'aHbi'jn around thee enebantnient llingB,

Fettered, alas, are thy gloriouK wingH 1

Lost as tbou art Id love'e maddening blifs,

little thou dreanieafc of its wretchednebB I

Better the pea, with its tempent swell,

Had crushed thy bia-'t in itn wave-washed cell

;

Better thy willowy limbs, sweet girl,

Were laid in death on thy bed of pearl

;

For love— 'tiii a gleam of Ihe Betting eun.

Through a flood of gold when the day 13 done
;

T'aiut and more faint droops the purple light,

Till the heart is alone on a raylesB night.

Maiden of beauty, beware, beware!

Thy bliss will turn to ae wild despair;

Eouse thy deep eoul from its dream of bliss,

Yield never more to love'a glowing hiss

;

Free thy proud heart from the tyrant's sway,

Maiden of beauty, away, away !

ENGLISH, IRISH, AND SCOTCH. •'-

The Irish are gay and ardent; the Scotch are cool, steady, and
cautious ; the Enj^lish are, perha])S, a fair average biiween the two.

An Englishman thinks and speaks ; a Scotchman thinks twice

before he speaks ; and an Irishman speaks before he thinjis.

Some years ago there was a caricature, very graphically portray-

ing these grades of difference in the ardor of the three nations.

An Englishman, an Irishman, and a Scotchman were repre;ented

looking through a confectioner's windo w at a beautiful young wo-
man serving in the shop. " Och," exclaimed the Irishman, ''do

let us be afther shpending half a crown wid the dear crayture, that

we may look at her convaniently, and have a bit of a chat wid
her." " You extravagant dog 1" says the Englishman in reply,
" I'm sure one half the money will do cjuite as well. But let us

go in by all means ; she is a charming girl." "Ah ! wait a wee \"

interposed the Scoichmnn ;
" dinua ye ken it'll serve our purpose

ei^ually weel to ask the bonnie lassie to gie us twa saxpen(;es for a
shilling, and inquire where's Mr. Thompson's house, and sic like !

We're no hungry, and may as weel save the siller."'

—

Lond. News.

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

HOPE NOT.

BY LUCr LINWOOD.

*' Sweet hope, kind cheat !"—delusive, treacherous guide

!

A beacon-light upon a ehore untried

;

A star to point the wanderer to the gr.ave.

Life's wielding potentate—death's weakest slave.

Hop« not ! those longing, lingering cares dismiss

!

Faith points a nearer road to happiness

;

And golden moments are too rich a boon

To venture for a piize that ne'er was won.

Ilope not ! though summer's flowers desert the heath,

Others, less fair, a hoher fragrance breathe
;

Bright autumn glows in rich though sombre mien,

And winter smiles in gentle evergreen.

H'">pe not ! proud fortune stoops to favor few,

Cease, then, a phantom ever to pursue

;

Be vain desires in sweet content forgot.

And joy spontaneous will bless thy lot!

_ 4_o-«^-S

LORD MAYOR OF LONBON.
The present Lord Mayor of London, (whom, by recent advices,

we are informed has been created a Baronet of the United King-

dom, on the occasion of her Majesty's vi>it to the city), is a

nephew of the formerly well-known and very ecceniric Thomas
Mus'Trove, Morocco Dealer, in Jacob street, New York, and con-

sequently a near relarive by marriage of the Broines family of

that ciry. His Lordship's Mayoralty has been distinguished by
almost regal hospitality extended to foreigners of note visiting

London, and citizens of the L^nited Slates in particular v,'ill be

well received ; a warm friendship seems to subsist between him
and the Hon, Abbott Lawrence, our Minister at the court of St.

James. Mr. Henry George Tyler, of New I3runswi»k, N. J.,

known as a patentee of India Rubber compounds and machinery,

is the heir-at-law, and cnnsi'quent successor to the title and entailed

estate of the Eight Honorable Baronet.— iV. Y. Minor.

[Written for Gleasou's Pictorial.]

TO HEEMIOKE.

BY CAEOLINE X. HAyDEK.

I do not wish thee wealth or pleasure,

Since both may prove a ftding treasure;

I do not wish thy lot more blest,

"What God approves is ever best.

But ah ! I ask that light and love

May shine upon thee from above;

That f:iith and hope, and wifldom's ray

May ever point thy heaveawai-d way,

Till faith to brighter vision aies,

And hope in full fruition dies
;

And when it shall be well with thee,

llomombor, 0. remember mo.
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OUR KEW PRINTING OFFICE.

We have for a considerable period been completing arrange-

ments for a new and extensive printing establishment, furnished

with such material and appliances as should enable ns to print the

" Drawing-Room Companion," and "Mag of our Union," in a

style of elegance and finish unequalled in the newspaper world.

This plan is nearly consummated ; aii.d in two or three weeks we

sliall be enabled to show the public what we can do. We have

secured a large granite building in Brattle street, admirably adapt-

ed to the purpose, and sliall improve it from the first floor to the

roof. The first floor will be devoted to our superior and elegant

new steam-engines, and boilers, and the aeeommodations for the

engineers and firemen.

On the second floor will be arranged our new and swift power-

presses, got up on a novel and improved plan of our own; and

this range will be entirely occupied as the press-room. On the

third tioor comes the composing room, editor's sanctum, etc.,—

a

fine room, the depth of the building being nearly one hundred

fL'et, with a fair width and excellent light. On the fourth floor

will be located the desks of our designers andsketehers. On the

fifth floor, above them, the engravers ; and on the sixth floor will

come the department where the wooden blocks are prepared for

the designers and engravers—thus placing our establishment in

the most compact and perfect form, available at every point and

at all times; giving us six floors of nearly one hundred feet deep

each. *

As it regards the material with which we shall operate all these

departments, let us assure our readers that it will be of the best

description that money can buy. Everything will be new and

bright, and we shall at the same time don an entirely new and

beautiful suit of type for both papers, with every department beau-

tified and improved.

It will thus be seen that we can hardly fail to produce as per-

fect specimensof newspaper literature in the mechanical depart-

ment as have yet been seen. We arc resolved to merit the liberal

patronage that has been so extensively bestowed upon this estab-

lishment, in the'same gracious spirit as that which tlie public has

displayed towards our enterprise, and also to defray the extraor-

dinary expenses and outlays requisite to accomplish the proposed

improvements, with the utmost cheerfulness.

It will be remembered that our present business and publishing

hall will remain the same as heretofore. Museum building, Tre-

mont street.

A RELIC.

A French anchor, weighing 3000 pounds, was fislied up off

Fort Independence, not long since. A portion of the anchor was

gone. The Traveller states that some three years since, an an-

chor was found by Solomon Dill, of Hull, weighing 5000 pounds.

It was sold to Mr. Alger, of South Boston Iron Works, who
worked it over into one of the posts of Minot's Ledge Light-

house. These anchors are supposed to have been lost by the

French fleets, which for several years after the conclusion of the

revolutionary war made Boston harbor their rendezvous for the

winter season.

Voyage abound the World.—The Swedish Government

have determined to fit out the corvette Eugenie for a voyage of

circumnavigation, and have invited the Eoyal Academy of Sci-

ence at Stockholm to nominate a scientific commission to accom-

pany the expedition. The Academy, in compliance with the

invitation, have already designated Messrs. Skogmann, zoologist;

Anderson, botanist ; and Kendal, physician^-raen well qualified

to fill the important stations to which they have been appointed

by the institution.

Longest Steamek in the World.—The steamer Eclipse,

now on the stocks at Louisville, Ky., is to be three hundred and

fifty-nine feet in length. She is to have eight of the largest sized

boilers, and her water wheel will be thirty- two feet in diameter.

She will be completed in the fall, and it is expected that she will

make the trip from New Orleans to Louisville in the extraordi-

nary short time of four days.

Gleason'."? Pictorial Drawing-!! oom Companiok.—Through the courtesy of
the publisher, we have had introdurGd to us under the above tide, one of the
mo.st be:iutiful pictorial weeklies published in the country. It is what its pros-
pectus indicates, " a magnificent Pictoriiil and Literary Journal," the object of
which is to present in the most elegant ;ind available form, a weekly literary
melanfre. useful and entertaining to all. In neatness of design, be.inty of
execur.ion, elegance and variety of iltustiation, Gleason'e Parlor Companion is
unviviilled in Ameiica, and will suKtiiTi here the siuue reputation which the
"Illustrated Loudon News" does in England. It appears to be admirably
conducted, and is placed before the public at the comparatively trifling cost of
S3 per annum. It is published in Bostou by F. Gleuson— A'n'erican Cabinet.

lUaj]sit)£ ©ailjcrings.

A CuRiosTTT.—Recently, says the Philadelphia Sun, a party
engaged in seine fishing, a short distance from the landing pier

at Cape Island, took a saw fish, weighing 1095 lbs., and measur-
ing fourteen feet from the tail to the end of the saw.

Significant.—A young man who has recently taken a wife,

says he did not find it half so hard to get married as he did to

pay for the furniture. No tales out of school.

Gleason's Pictorial Drawikg-Hoom Companion.—The Drawing-Room Com-
panion maintains its position as th»- queen of periodicals in this countrj- It
id worthy of tho Athens of America.

—

Democrat and W/ag, Goshen N Y

Vert True.—lluUoney says it is a singular fact, that people
never think of committing suicide till they are unfit to die.

So it is.—When the heart is out of tune, the tongue seldom
goes right. Lovers and diplomatists both agree on this.

The cotton crop of Texas is said never to have looked bettei^.

A negro stampede for Mexico, has been discovered at La-
grange, Texas.

Mr. Burton Searle hung himself in his bam in Cranston, R. I.,

in a fit of religious excitement.

The public debt of Texas is S4,000,000, and another million

will probably be brought in.

Mechanics of almost every trade are and have been greatly in
demand all the season in Louisville, Ky.

William Muzzy, a shoemaker in Natick, and very intemperate,
was found dead in the woods near his residence.

George L. Curry, formerly of Boston, has been chosen repre-

sentative in the Oregon Legislature from Clackamas county.

At New Orleans, Dr. Vigne's wife and three children were poi-

soned to death by eating food cooked in a copper vessel.

At the Shasta diggings, seven men recently took out S10,000
in the course of fifteen days, one lump weighing one hundred
dollars.

Well may the Neapolitan exclaim, with patriotic ardor, " See
Naples and die !" for he thinks it a piece of heaven fallen upon
ttie earth—the garden spot of the world.

What a lonely life a man leads without a wife or children ! He
seeifi^o hang as it were, a loose, disjointed member upon society,

discomriected from the rest of his fellow-beings.

It is stated tliat the Board of Location, composed of officers

of the army, have decided to establish one of the new military

hospitals at Cincinnati.

A Detroit paper says that there are in that State (Michigan),
1,000.000 of sheep; and that the capital invested in them and in

the laud on which they are kept, amounts to $5,500,000.

There are forty manufactories of lard oil at Cincinnati, which
have put up the past year 1 ,480,000 gallons lard oil, and 5,120,000
lbs. stcarine for candies.

At North Atileborough, John Daly, shooting at a mark with
his cane pistol, held the weapon so near his eye in taking sight,

that its recoil forced the eje entirely from the socket.

A large number of human bones, among them twenty skulls,

have been found in pulling down an old building in New York.
Many strange speculations are afloat as to how they came there.

A subscriber to the New Haven Register in Ohio, writes :

—

" You may tell your readers that Ohio will produce wheat enough
this season to bread the United States one year! The crop was
never better."

The Nantucket Inquirer corrects its statement that Alden
Bump ran away with Mrs. Morey. Mr. Bump has returned to

tlie island, like a good Nantucketer, not having seen Mrs. Morey
during his absence, as he protests.

A riot occurred a few days since, on the occasion of the open-
ing of Barnum's menagerie, at Middletown, Conn. The trouble
was, that the people thought the show did not come up to the
bills. ^

.

A Cuban vessel of war having arrived in New York, the side-

walk of Broadway is sprinkled with young Spaniards, of duode-
cimo stature, whose delicate mustaches, it is said, look like keep-
sakes from ladies' eyelashes.

Conceit in the weakest bodies strongest works, it is said.

JTonign illisallang.

Ledru EolUn is in London.

Venice was opened on the 1st of August as a free port.

The British government pays, annually, to the Cunard Steamer
Company, $700,000.

The Indian Ocean, bordering on Madagascar, abounds with
whales and grampuses.

The new Bank of tlie Pontificial States commenced its opera-
tions on the 1st of July.

Several sharks have been caught, recently, off the coast of
England and Scotland.

An anonymous gentleman has presented £3000 towards build-

ing a ^'istula Infirmary in London.

A monster omnibus has begun to run between Glasgow and
Paisley. It carries above sixty passengers.

It is surmised that the Princess Charlotte, daughter of the
king of the Belgians, is intended as a wife for the Prince of Wales.

The Indians were committing great havoc on the Rio Grande
at last accounts. They killed eight men at Laredo.

A corps of twenty-eight SpanisJi dancers, from Madrid, made
their debut at Her Majesty's Theatre, recently.

By the death of the Earl of Derby, Lord Stanley, the well
known Tory leader in parliament, becomes the fourteenth Earl
of Derby.

The annual allowance of the East India Company to sustain

idol worship, has ceased, and Juggernaut is left to his own
followers.

Richard Manks, the pedestrian, has completed, at Sheffield, the

task of walking 1000 quarter miles in 1000 consecutive quarter

hours.

In the year 1849, 743,513 sheep, and 45,050 horned cattle

were boiled down for tallow in New South Wales and Port
Philip.

In Paris the soldiers of the 33d regiment continue to be in-

sulted by workmen and others, for having formed part of the
expedition to Rome.

The name of the stock broker who has absconded from Paris
with other people's money, is Ireillet. He is said to be on his

way to the United States.

The latest news from Persia is that Nasredin Shah had left

Teheran for Ispahan, with an army of 60,000 men. It is not
known what he was ariving at.

One of the Peterhead ships has brought no fewer than 16,000
seals, likely to yield 207 tons of oil, at the value of £8000.
Another ship brought 9,500; a third has 9000.

A thousand hogsheads of ale, and fifteen hundred of porter are

to be sent to Bengal for the use of the European troops, in order
to supersede spirits.

Some Jewish capitalists, driven from Eu-^sia by late measures
against their rac<!, are end<-avoriiig to purcliase huge tracts of
laud for the formation of Jewish colonies in Hungary.

A fisherman of Boston (England), recently caught a whale
sixBy-four feet long, near Clayhole, at the entrance of Boston
river, after a struggle of twenty-seven hours' dm-ation.

Sanii0 of ©olir.

naked.

others.

Men, not stations, ornament society.

As charity covers, so modesty prevents, a multitude of sins.

How short life would be, if hope did not give it extent.

There is but one university in life, and that is where the
heart is educated.

A hundred thieves cannot steal from a poor man who is

The wisest man is he who has the most complaisance for

It is difficult for persons strongly attached to their interest
to be truly honest in their dealings.

The heart of a fool is in his mouth ; the language of the
wise man is in his heart.

The way to gain a good reputation is to endeavor to be
what you desire to appear.—Socrates.

Happy are those who can be pleased by trifles. What is

our whole existence but a composition of trifles ?

Junius says, " After long experience of the world, I affirm
before God, I never knew a rogue who was not unhappy."

... .No man, for any considerable period, can wear one face
to himself, and another to the multitude, without finally getting
bewildered as to which may be the truer.

. .
.
.Hannah More said to Horace Wnlpole : " If I wanted to

punish an enemy, it should be hy fastening on him the trouble
of constantly hating somebody."

A good conscience is a marvellous restorative ; one soon
learns to look with hope to the future, when one can feel justified
in turning with piide io the past.

There is something charming in nature and rural life. It
is so natural, so pure, so unalloyed by the manoeuvring, the hy-
pocrisy, the turmoil of social existence.

1 glanced at myself in the mirror, and, feeling satisfied
with my appearance, was, consequently, in a good humur. When
pleased with one's self, one is always pleased with others.

loltcr's ©lio.

What ring is not round ? The Jier-r'mg.

Why is a man moping from morning till night, like a favorite
clown ? He is Grimaldi. (Grim-all-day.)

Why are there three objections lo taking a glass of brandy ?

Because there are three scruples to a dram.

Why is a dog biting his tail like a good economist ? Because
he makes both ends meet.

Why were Adam and Eve the originators of sugar planting?
Because they raistd the first Cain.

Tom went out, and his dog went with him—he went not he-
fore, behind, nor one side of him—then where did he go 1 On
the otbtr side.

Youth may sometimes afford a lesson to maturify. All horse-
pistols have been superseded by the revolvers of a Colt.—
London Punch.

If running after the women be a sin, it is one that is very easily
checked. All that's necessary is for the women to stop running
away from the men.

Country cousins are a pood deal like fits of the gout—the
oftener they visit you, the longer they stay. To get rid of either,

you must resort to thin diet.

Women are called the '* softer sex," because they are so easily

humbugged. Out of one hundred girls, ninety-five would prefer

ostentation to happiness— a dandy husband to a mechanic.

An Iowa paper says a certain village there was recently visited

by a " Bloomer freshet." On being questioned as to what he
meant, the editor says :

" The water was knee high in the streets."

A gentleman accustomed to the sicnature of the firm in which
he was a partner, having to sign ,a baptismal register of one of
his children, entered it as the son of Smith, Jones & Co.

A lawyer on his death-bed willed all his property to a lunatic

asylum, stating, as his reason for so doing, that he wished his

property to return to the liberal class of people who had patron-
ized him.
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NEW TLVIIVG SHII'.

Herewith we f,nvc a

view of the immense
aerial ship "United
Statea," now on tho

stoeka at Hobok«'n, ami
nearly ready for hiuneh-

ing into the air. Trast-

intj that some account

of this antique affair

may be interoatinp; to

our readers we took a

few notes, which will

servo as reliable data for

a brief doseription. Tho
car is 64 foct in lenijth,

very sharp at cither cn<l,

width 6 feet, heiy;bt

feet 4 inches, the wliolo

composed of a stron^^

light, wooden frame,

covered with canvas,

with doors and glass

windows. The boilers

are of copper, on the

tubular plan, and occu-

py a space equal to four

cubic feet; the engines

are very perfect, bein^^

composed of gun metal

and cast steel
i
they aru

of 12 horse power and
are to work twenty-inch

stroke sixty-six times

per minute, which will

give four hundred revo-

lutions of the floaf!,

which are placed in a

substantial frame-woik

on the top of the car.

There is sufficient room
for 25 passengers, with

fuel for four hours. The
float is 2G0 feet long,

of a cigar-like shape, 24

feet diameter in the cen-

tre, and has a gas capa-

city equal to 95,000 cu-

bic feet, which gives a lifting power equal to G,500 pounds. The
entire weight of the car, float and fixtures, is but about 4,000
pounds, leaving about 2,500 pounds surplus. It is designed lo

run about 200 feet above the surface of the earth, at a rate of
speed varying from 25 to .50 miles per hour. The engines are a
curiosity, their weight bting 181 pounds, and so perfect are they
that by the force of his lung-j, Mr. Robjohn caused both pistons to

work a full revolution, carrying a driving wheel of five feet dia-

meter. The rudder is worthy of minute examination, and by
it 'he ship is designed to run up or down, or any required direc-

tion. The car is suspended by cords to the float, and when the

whole is inflated and suspended in midair under the estimated
velocity, it will be a rare sight. The reality of such a scheme
can hardly be comprehended until one examines the admirable
machinery and actually sits down in the car, when its feasibility

seems to "be probable. 'The ship thus far has cost the inventor

$5,500, and he now requires only a few hundred more to perfect

FLYING SHIP, AS NOW IN PROCESS OF CONSTRUCTION AT HOBOKEN, N. J.'

and set afloat his air-ship. It is designed to drive this vessel by
steam, and to obviate the necessity of fuel, Mr. Eobjohn says he

has diseoverf d a plan for decomposing water, igniting the gases,

which again become water, which is converted into steam, by the

combustion, and this steam is again condensed and returned for

decomposition, thus secuvine: entire immunity from.waste, and a
uniform weight during the longest voyages. The present arrange-

ment of the engines is, however, on the u-^ual reciprocity plan,

driven by steam generated from coke and spirits of wine. Tlie

vessel lies on the plain west of Hoboken village, and is sur-

rounded by a strong enclosure 290 by 275 feet—the whole under
the constant surveillance of a waichman. Any person desirous

of examining this aflPair can always do so by calling: on Mr.
Eobjohn, at his office, 166 Bowery, or at the stocks in Hoboken,
about one mile from the ferry. The walk by the Klysian Fields,

and the view of this singular work of human skill, will furnish

much food for contemplation.

STEUHkWVILLE, O.

This lively little place,

which has wholly g'O^vn

up with the present cen-

tury, does all in \U pow-
er, which is not incon-

siderable, to acquire the

size and bulkines.s of
other and older cities.

It took to itself the west
bank of the Ohio, to-

gether with scenery of

the fairest kind upon this

faircpt of rivers. It com-
menced with great or-

der and regularity to

build itself up in a prop-

er and convenient <'ir,y-

like manner, and thenco
has continued steadily

and rapidly to advance.
It has, like all other
American towns, how-
ever small, its churches,
academies, printing of-

fices and manufactories,

each and all sufficient

for the needs and enter-

prise of a growing popu-
lation. The name of
this place is one of the

few names of a foreign

origin which we recog-

nize with feelings of
grateful pleasure. It

was so named in honor
of Baron Steuben, a
iDost gallant and effi-

cient officer of the revo-

lutionarv army. Fred-
eric William, or as he
was generally called,

Baron Steuben, was a
distinguished Prussian,

of binh and eminence
that mig^at entitle him
to the highest honors in

his own country, which
he abandoned, as did Lafayette, to fight in the ranks of freedom
in America. He had been an aid to the great Frederic, as the

world persists in calling this most affected, cruel and Frenchified

monarch, where he could not but learn the most exact military

discipline, the most accomplished mode of battering down walla

of flesh and blood. The skill and hardihood thus acquired were
of inestimable value to the American army. Steuben, who had
modestly offered himself as ready to take any po-;ition where he
could best serve the great cause of human freedom, was at once
appointed Inspector general, with the rank of Major general ; and
perhaps he did more than any other man, during the war, to in-

troduce a system of uniform military tactics. He died upon a
farm in the vicinity of New York, and was buried, according to

his own orders, in his military cloak, in a nameless grave. In

our engraving of this orderly liitle town, which is herewith

given, Mr. Manning has sketched a scene of much natural and
rural beauty. No wonder the Ohio is called La Bdle Riviere.

r

VIEW OF THE TOWN OF 8TEUBENVILLE5 ON fHB WEST BANK OF THE OHIO RIVER,
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STATUE OF GEN. JACKSON, AT WASHINGTON.
The statue which our artist has represented for us here, is

f «rmed of the cannons taken by General Jackson from the Brit-

ish, and is to weigh, when completed, 36,000 lbs., to be perfectly

bronzed, and lo be permanently placed at the north side of the

White House, Wash-
ingtOD, a lasting record

of the life and patriot-

ism ot the original. This

work is remarkable not

only for its excellence,

but from the fact that it

is the first piece of stat-

uary of any magnitude,

in this material, that has

ever been cast in this

country, if we except

that of the far famed
Bowditch, in the ceme-

tery at Mount Auburn,.

The artist, Mr. Mills,

of Charleston, S. C,
previousW known only

as the sculptor of a bust

of Mr. Calhoun, and
some others, when ap-

plied to by the commit-

t' e to furnish a model
for this work, declined

to do so, feelintr himself

incompetent to the task,

having never had an
opportunity of studying

for an equestrian statue.

But, haunted by the

idea, he commenced the

design, and after some
months of labor, sub-

mitted a model to the

committee, which was
at once adopted. It was
said by all connoisseurs

that it would be imfios-

sible to cast such a sta-

tue in this country, and
the price offered by the

committee did not war-

rant its being done
abroad. Mr. Mills, no-

thing daunted by the

difficulties in his way,
with true American en-

terprise and energy, set

about removing thcra.

He rem<:-mbered that,

when a boy, he had seen
a heavy iron chain melt-

ed when by accident ex-
posed to the heat of a
coal-pit, and on this

suggestion he construct-

ed a furnace, and found
it entirely successful.

With less than half a
cord of pine wood he
meltf-d sixteen hundred
pounds of metal. Leav-
ing this valuable inven-

tion to be perfected at

some future time, he has
gone on with his work,
and the moulds for

which are now nearly

completed. The whole
group is entirely sus-

tained by the two legs

of the horse upon which
it rests, an experiment
which has never before

been tried in any similar

work. The figure of
Jackson in this statue,

if erect, would be eight

feet in height, and the

whole is cast of the bronze of condemned cannon. This produc-
tion of Mr. Mills, executed under so many disadvantages, as well

as many other works of our native artists, indicate that a talent

for sculpture is one of the peculiar shifts of' onr countrymen, and
that the time is not far distant when bur public edifices and

BKDKZE EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF GENERAL JACKSON AT WASHINGTON,

squares will be peopled by these bronze and marble resemblances
of our grcar. and good, which though mute, will yet speak and
awaken in the youth of our country a purer patriotism and a
higher virtue. The life of the subject of this sketch was one of
almost romantic interest. He was of Scottish descent, though

bom in this country.
While yet a mere boy,
he bore arms in behalf
of American indepen-
dence, in the revolution-

ary struggle, enduring
many hardships, and
many hair-breadth e%
capes. After a long im-
prisonment, and much
sutFering, he was releas-

ed, and, in the year 17 84,

commenced the study of
the legal profession, and
soon after, being form-
ally admittedto the

practice of the law,

evinced tho.se tokens of
powerful intellect which
were, in after years, the
admiration of his coun-
trymen The distin-

guished traits in the

character of Gen. Jack-
con, as a military com-
mander, were a clear-

headed sagacity, readi-

ness of decision, and la-

pidity of execution, all

^
of whichqualities found
a fair field at the famed
battle of New Orleans,

when he saved the Cres-
cent City from being
sacked by a British
force, vastly superior in

numbers to his own, and
accomplished one of the
most remarkable victo-

ries that the records of
history can produce.
To the few who are not
conversant with the

thrilling and interesting

details of this battle of
the 8th January, 1815,

let us recommend the

correct and well-told

description in the life of
Gen. Jackson, by John
S. Jenkins, A.M., which
the reader will do well

to trace out. The
dying words of " Old
Hickory," as he was
universally called, and,
indeed, he loved to be
called, are worthy to be
lastingly commemora-
ted. To his family and
friends about him he
said : " Do not grieve

that I am about to leave

you, for I shall be bet-

ter off. Although I am
afflicted with pain and
bodily suffering, they
are as nothing compared
with the sufferings of
the Saviour of the
world, who was put to

death on the accursed
tree. I have fulfilled

my destiny on earth,

and it is better that this

worn-out frame should
go to rest, and my spii it

take up its abode with
the Eedeemer."
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THE MYSTERY OF VENICE.
A STOBY OF VENICE AND THE ADEIATIC.

BY GEO. CANNING HILL.

[C ON TI

CHAPTEK XI.— [continued.]

The daughter of the deceased don;e was there,

too; hut she was doinj:; honor to the oecasion by

glidino; through ihc hall in her nia^k. Tew could

know who she was in her disguise.

As she paced along through the hall, her eyes

fell upon another pair, belonging to a ft^ce that

was completely masked. Those other eyes met

hers, likewise, at the same time, and their pos-

sessor at once moved nearer to her.

"Most gracious lady," saluted the voice be-

neath the mask.

"You do me honor, sir," replied the domino.

"I am glad that you are well," said the voice.

"And- why should that be? "What carest

thou for mc V
"I always take care that beauty may not be

wretched."

"By the holy angels! But, then, how know

ymi that your congratulations belong to me ?

Dost think me a beauty, then V
" I am satisfied of it."

*' And how can that be? You know me not."

"Be not too positive, fair lady."

"Eairlady! Ha, ha, ha!"

" I have spoken only what I know."

"Whom, then, think you that I am ?"

" Marina!"

The domino was silent.

" Is it not so 1" asked the mask.

"Farewell," was all the response that came

from the fair one, as she hastily turned away.

Again the disguised one met, in passing, an-

other stranger. From the voice, he judged it

to be a man.
" Whence comest thou V demanded the new

strange voice.

" From the side of a pretty domino. What
news'?"

"None as yet; but I trust we may soon have

some."
" What do you expect ?"

"We hope to hear of the capture of Bodol-

pho, the robber."

" Ah ! I am glad to know it. I trust he may
be captured."

"The doge will fit out, as soon as the cere-

monies are fairly over, an expedition against

this robber, Rodolpho, and his hand. He has

lately heard, through his vigilant spies, where

they shelter themselves, and he hopes soon to

attack and overthrow them all."

"Think you he can do if?"

" Do if? Why not? Rodolpho's band is but

three-score strong, or thereabouts, as he has

learned this very day!"

" How did he hear it, pray"? I am glad that

it is finally ascertained."

" It was learned through a little page belong-

ing to this villain, Eodolpho. He was captured

this very day."

" What !"

"It is 80 ; he was this day captured."

"And he told all?"

"No, not all, but enough to make the doge

believe that he could tell more."

" And did he refuse to tell more V
" He did. He vowed that neither rack, nor

torture, nor poisons themselves should have

power to start his secret from him. He swore

to die with it."

"0, courageous little fellow! What is his

name V
"Fedore, he calls himself; but we know not

•whether it be a name just now assumed."

NUED.] ,

" Undoubtedly it is. Bat where is this page

now 7""

" Immured safely in a dungeon."

"When will he come to trial? Dost thou

know ?"

"As soon as these festivities shall all have

been concluded ; not before. The doge would

be unwilling to interrupt these rejoicings by an-

nouncing or hastening such a trial."

" Precisely. But I am glad enough to know

that they have taken him, and tliat Rodolpho

himself will soon be in their power. How many

scores are marked against him !"

"Of a truth."

Then the two masks nodded to each other,

and passed on.

The one which had detected Marina, and had

likewise just been the recipient of the intelli-

gence aforementioned, walked composedly up

to the side of a third person, and spoke in a low

tone, that could not possibly have been over-

heard by any :

" Adrienne !"

Instantly the domino addressed quivered from

head to foot.

" Who called me Adrienne V demanded the

domino, taking courage, and raising itself to its

proudest height.

" It was I, fair lady," rejHied the other; "do

not be angry M'ith me for it."

" But why think you / am Adrienne V
" I should not, gracious lady, had I not often

before now gazed into the dreamy depths of

those beautiful blue eyes."

" You are mistaken."

" Often, my lady, have I looked into them."

" Where V
"At the garden gate of Count Moralo, now

our doge."

"And who art ihou, then?"
" Wouldst thou really know?"
" I would be satisfied at once."

" Lady fair, lam Rodolpho !"

"Kodol"—
" Hist ! Ears and eyes are at this moment

all about us, though we may not know whose

they are. Adrienne ! My darling Adrienne !"

" It ?s Adrienne!" answered the voice. "How
didst thou know me, Ro"

—

" Be careful ! Pronounce not that name once

aloud, else it may be too late for my escape. No
matter how I knew thee, Adrienne; it is enough

that I did. But tell me how thy father, now the

doge, received thee the other night."

" At first he expressed astonishment."

" Rage, too?"

"Rage not once; he was perplexed what to

do, and so he told me. From his lips I first

learned that he was to be enthroned doge, and

then he said he should do what was his duty

towards thee."
" Didst tell him of your escape from death ?"

" No ; but I told him of your rescuing me from

death I That was the truth
!"

" And what said he V\
" He knew not what to say, at first. He again

demanded to know whether I loved thee as be-

fore. I asked him if he would have me hnta

thee. Then was he puzzled more. He named

over thy many crimes, as he called them, and

I offset them with thy many good deeds."

"Adrienne, thou art aiight valiant defender?"

"And why ought I not to risk all for thee,

when my life, at this very moment, is spared

only because of thee."

" P.ut how camc-t tlinu liither?"

" Bv my fiithtr's own wish. He euid that no

child of his should he preventi'd from joining in

thcfcsiiviiiesof hiH (lection to the ducal Iionors."

" And he HJiid rightly, too."

" But I was warned not to make myself known

to any one. So soon have I di-^qbcyed him."

" Not HO. You did not make yourself known

to mc."
" Why not? I am certain of it."

"No; think a moment. / firnt called thee by

name."
" Right ! Right—you did."

" But does he say nothing more of the con-

vent?"

"Nothing more. I told him all your words."

" And he will heed ihem ?"

" 1 pray he may ; hut I shall take my life be-

fore I go into a nunnery now !"

" Speak not thus, Adrienne; you never loill go

there. I have spoken it."

" And I put faith in thy words."

"I have found out this eve that my pretty

paje is made a priioner."

" Fedore!"
" Yes. The doge says he will bring him to

open trial as soon as these festivities are over;

and then from his lips he will learn where

dwelleth Rodolpho and his band."

" And do you think he will ?"

"I know that he will not, on the other hand.

Never fear for Fedore. They shall pull his very

limbs apart, tender and fair as they are, ere they

w^rench a secret from his sealed lips
!"

" Amen !"

" Be cautious, Adrienne ! Thou speakest

treason
!"

" Then say I amen again, from my very

heart
!"

"Farewell, Adrienne! I cannot tarry here;

I must away."
" Farewell, my love ! And may sleepless an-

gels watch over thee, on land and sea, whether

sleeping or waking ! Farewell !"

Rodolpho raised her gloved hand to his lips,

and imprinted thereon a lover's kiss. In a mo-

ment more he had turned away, and passed fiom

her sight.

Rodolpho was again among his lawless band

of brave followers. His handsome countenance

was sad, and it wore an exceedingly downcast

expression.

" Hurrah for our brave leader again !" shouted

a score or two of voices, as he entered the bril-

liantly lighted cavern.

And then off came full three-score caps, with

flowing plumes and glistening jewels about them,

and up they swung, high in the air above their

heads, and the whole cave rung and echoed with

their noisy cheers.

" Comrades !" exclaimed Rodolpho, taking his

position in the centre of them.

"Hush! Hist!" cried out a few of the older

ones. " Our brave master calls. Attention,

comrades !"

Then reigned a silence through the high cave,

such as had hardly ever been known.

" Comrades !" again called out Rodolpho.

All bent their eyes intently upon him.

"I have just come from Venice. The new

doge has this day been enthroned in state. He

has put on the ducal crown,—a worthless bauble,

on the head of a weak man,—and already

has he given us an exhibition of what is his

power."
" What ! What !" involuntarily cried out all

voices at once.

" He has taken Fedore captive !" answered

Rodolpho.
" Fedore !" all exclaimed, in surprise and

alarm.
" Yes; my brave young page is even at this

moment immured in a damp dungeon. Escape

is impossible. As soon as the festivities are

over, consequent on the doge's enthronement,

he will be brought to public trial. I have heard

it from lips in Venice this night. So I must be

ready to go again, as soon as the tournament

comes on in St. Mark's, and after that I shall

attend the trial."

" Yoa !" exclaimed twenty voices together.

" Yes, me ! I fear nothing I"

"But what if you arc taken prisoner?"

" Then I shall die with Fedore, But never

shall I be their prisoner. I feel safe ; viy time

has not yet come!"

The men looked one at the other, but offered

no reply. It was plain that they deemed this a

hazardous undertaking on the part of Rodolpho.

Still, it was not for them to tell him.

"Fill up, comrades 1" said Rodolpho. "Fill

high your pohlers to night; for wc may now he

enjoying our lust meeting!"

Hound went the generous wine in the costly

goblet-', and each man fttood looking upon his

young leader, as if the view wan the last ho

would ever take,

" Now to the cause of the oppressed !" gave

out Rodolpho, us a ficnttment.

" VcH ; to the caupe of the oppressed !" echoed

all, raising their hrimming gohluts to their lips.

And then they drained their beakers, and set-

ting them down again, began, «ome to count

over th" ir recent gains, some to discuEs new
projects for plunder, and nome to tulk about the

capture oi' Fedore ; for Fedore was a general

favorite, and hid loss would most senbil>ly be

felt.

A*!s for Rodolpho, lie was entirely unable to be-

come easy. He paced repeatedly up and down
the side of the cave, his head bent downwards

in deep thought, and his countenance wofuUy

expressive of sorrow. He held no conversation

with any for a long time, and none seemed dis-

posed to interrupt the train of his meditations.

At length he threw himself down upon the

couch, that stood in an embayed recess. in the

side of the cavern, and there surrendered him-

self up to his feelings. He had not been there

long, however, before one of his bravest men
came and sat down by his side, and entered into

conversation with him.

" Good master Rodolpho," said the man,

whose name was Roderigo, "when does the

tournament in St. Mark's come off?"

" On the morrow, Roderigo," answered Ro-

dolpho.

"And shall you certainly be there?"

"Most certainly. I must watch closely the

course of events; for report already says that

the new doge has discovered the hiding place of

Rodolpho and his men, and that he is making

preparations to meet us here."

" How many of our enemies, master, think

you, could enter this cavern alive V
" Not one, while my men live," answered

Rodolpho.

" You have spoken truly. The grave is not

more tenacious of its own, than would this cave

be of those who now inhabit it. I speak what I

know, when I say that this cave would never

disgorge us alive."

"Never would it, Roderigo, I am persuaded.

" Shall you enter the lists at the tourney,

master?"
" That will depend upon the challengers."

"And your barb?"

" I should find one in Venice ; never fear."

"It is, then, your determination to go to-

morrow ?"

" 1 must betake myself away at early dawn."
" And who will accompany you on this dan-

gerous expedition, master?"
" Will you, Roderigo?"

"I will."
" To morrow, then, while all are sleeping, we

will be up and away. Venice is intoxicated, at

this present time, with her three days' pleasure,

and I have no fear of spies. But we must be-

take ourselves to rest, if we would be up be-

times. Good-night, Roderigo."

The signal sufficed to warn the brave follower

away from the bedside of his master, after which,

Rodolpho fell into an easy slumber.

CHAPTER XII.

THE DEPARTURE OF EODOLPHO AND HODERIGO.

Earlt the next morning, while the inhabi-

tants of the cave were all soundly sleeping, after

their late session of the night before, Rodolpho

arose from his couch, and going, on tiptoe, to

that of Roderigo, gently woke hira. The latter

was not a little ashamed that his master had

thus got the start of him ; but quickly rising, he

made amends by the greater despatch in getting

himself ready for his journey.

They departed stealthily from the cave, and

stole quickly to a little boat that lay bobbing on

the tiny waves beneath the clifl^, into which they

sat themselves, and sailed away. Lightly they

skimmed, like a bird of air, over the dancing

waters, towards the queen city. The tumult-

uous waves were still. Not a breath stole from

over the broad and free Adriatic, that could

ruflle the water that gleamed and sparkled from

their prow.

Ere long they reached the quay ; their bark

grazed against the slone stair, and the two men
landed. Venice was still asleep. Only her

watchmen wcro not lost in slumber. The ex-

citements of the preceding day had buried the
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* pleasure-IoTiDg people in a deeper sleep than

ordinary.

Through darkened archway and recess, be-

neath overshadowiag pillar and column, they

went, sedulously avoiding contact with any one

w|]0-:e fi.'Otsteps they might hear in time sufficient

to warn thera. At length ihcy reached a place

of safety, where they remained hidden until the

day should come on.

It was indeed a brilliant day for Venice ; for

the doge had given orders that preparations

should be made on a scale of unusual splendor,

for the celebration of the coming tourney; and,

at an early hour, notwithstanding the pleasures

that were crowded into the day before, the gon-

dolas began to glide up and down the streets of

water, and ihe walks began to be crowded with

people. The tournament was no common affair

with the citizens, and all made it a point to at-

tend, who had it in their power.

The square of San Marco, where the joust

was to take place, was admirably fitted up for

the occasion. Seats were ranged in rows, one

above another, calculated to hold many thou-

sands of spectators. The arena, or tilting ground,

was fenced in with ropes and chains, from which

e\ erything was carefully excluded, until the

knights who might be ambitious of the prize

offered by the doge, should duly enter it.

Meantime, the people continued to collect in

dense and black masses. The great square was

literally jammed full. Every house-top, every

bridge, and all the marble stairs to man'^ions,

from which might be obtained a gUmpse of the

scene, were literally covered with human beings.

It was more a gala day in Venice than ever.

The hour approached when the amusement

was to begin, and its advent was publicly pro-

claimed by the tolling of the great bell in the

towers of St. Mark and St. Paul. Instantly a

trumpet pealed forth its shrill and sonorous

blast, and a thousand faces were turned instinc-

tively to the opening of the arena, through which

the combatants would enter.

At once, a cavalcade of horsemen, variously

mounted, and equipped with armor, poured into

the arena through this entrance, and riding

quite round the same, and doing honor to the

doge as they passed him, retired, in a double

line, to the side of the enclosure, nearly opposite

the place of entrance.

The doge rose with stately pride from the

high, tapestried seat which he occupied, over

which was a canopy of blue velvet and gold, and

a herald instantly rode out into the centre of the

ring, and loudly commanded silence. In a

moment all voices were hushed, and the tempo-

rary silence became even oppressive.

*' In the name of Venice, hear !" exclaimed

the doge. " I do hereby name Adrienne, the

daughter of your doge, the queen of youth and

beauty. Let him who may, enter the lists to

Tindicate her claim to that scat. The competi-

tor who shall be declared viciorions, shall crown

her with a wreath of laurel, and have the privi-

lege of kissing her fair hand. Let the ambitious

hear !'*

Instantly he sat down, and a buzz of voices

arose around the entire space. For a time, the

confusion was far greater than it had been be-

fore at any time. Everybody turned to the one

next him, and discussed the appearance of the

doge's daughter, the promise of the different

combatants, and also the glorious character of

the scene. It was a glorious scene, indeed.

Kows upon rows of human heads were ranged

about and above the enclosed area, from which

place the view was well calculated to incite even

the most cowardly to deeds of vaior, and to in-

spire the most listless hearts with a deep and
strong ambition. The haughty doge sat down
near the bottom of these temporary steps, and
lower still, even at his feet, was the peerless

Adrienne, reclining gracefully on a half couch,

half chair. The daughters of ihe Hobles, to-

gether with their proud and stately dames, whose
jewels profusely begemmed their persons, and
dazzled the eyes of him who glanced in that di-

rection, sat in long lineson either side of the queen

of youth and beauty, attentively studying the

unsurpassed beauty of her form and features,

and surveying the magnificent and bewildering

scene outspread before them.

Again the trumpet sCunded shrilly, and a

horde of heralds came cantering in through the

entrance of the enclosure, and galloped fiercely

round the entire arena. They were attired in

the most fantastic colors, and, cantering about

as they did in a single group, with their snow-

white plumes, and garments curiously embroid-

ered, the bright sunlight fell upon them with a

bewildering effect, indeed. They at once took

their station in the opposite part of the am-

phitheatre from the ])oint where were the lances,

and awaited for the orders that should be given

them.

For some time all was as silent as death.

Every one was waiting impatiently to see who
should first make a stand against all the rest,

for the honor of crowning the beautiful damsel,

queen of youth and beauty.

Presently, however, all hearts beat quickly, at

beholding a young knight emerge slowly from

the sheltered group of lancers, and ride quite

around the arena. As he came to the place

where sat the youthful Adrienne, and the doge,

and all his noble retinue, he suddenly reined in

his steed, and gracefully saluted the noMe per-

sonages who had favored the scene wiih their

presence. Instantly he rode away to the farther

part of the arena.

As he turned slowly away, the thousands of

spectators gazed in deep silence at his strange

equipment. His steed was not a whit above the

medium size—a milk-white barb, subsitantially

encased in armor, 'from head to foot. The
beautiful animal's housings were of the deepest

crimson, that compared elegantly with his own
color. His head and breast were well protected

by a heavy and clanking shield and breastplate.

The rider it was, to whom attention was chief-

ly directed. In stature, he was not tall and

gaunt, but of a good size, and most gracefully

moulded. About his limbs he wore an encase-

ment of brightest steel, and over his hands and

wrists were drawn gauntlets of the same materi-

al. His helmet shone and glittered wonderfully

in the sun, and its crest was crowned with a long,

scarlet plume, that draped quite over one of his

shoulders. But great was the surprise of all to

observe, that instead of having his body pro-

tected by the coat of mail that all the other

combatants wore, he was only clad in a light,

silk tunic, in color, of the brightest crimson. A
subdued, but quite audible murmur arose from

all the spectators, as this fact became known.

*' He is mad !" said the doge, turning to one

of his nobles near him.

" He courts death very freely I" said a proud

dame to her noble lord.

"What an insane hazard!" was the remark

that lay on every lip, whether it was spoken or not.

Adrienne gazed at him with wonder, and for

a moment her breathing ceased entirely. Her
cheek turned ashy pale, for, in truth, she would

not have wished that any one should consent to

mar the festivities of the day by recklessly

throwing away his life.

The young and daring knight rode gracefully

up to the feet of the queen of youth and beauty,

and with much courtesy saluted first her, and

then the doge, and the nobles that were grouped

around him. This done, he wheeled majestically

upon his steed, and rode slowly over to where

the heralds were stationed to await their orders.

Eiding closely up to one of them, he bent his

head over to him, and said something in a low

tone. In a moment after, the herald addressed

rode gaily forth into the centre of the arena,

blowing a shrill blast from his brazen trumpet,

and thus cried aloud :

" Hear ye, knights and proud gentlemen of

Venice ! Don Manuel, the son of Spain, and

the Knight of the Glancing Shield, challenges

any one who will, to break a lance with him, in

honor of the queen of youth and beauty !"

The herald instantly wheeled, and retired to

his station again.

In another moment a trumpet rang from the

opposite side of the amphitheatre, and a tall and

stately knight rode forth into the arena, and,

saluting tlie youthful queen, and her father, the

doge, and all the nobles, as Don Manuel had

done before him, retired to a station in the am-

phitheatre, opposite his challenger.

The two combatants sat like marble statues

upon their steeds, opposite each other, waiting

for the accustomed signal for the encounter.

The name of the one who had accepted the

challenge of Don Manuel, was Signor Fuselo,

and it was publicly announced by a herald,

amid great applause from the admiring specta-

tors ; for Signor Fuselo was well known to be

no ordinary lance, and the strength of his right

arm none thought the almost defenceless chal-

lenger could withstand. As they sat like rigid

statues in their saddles, in their right hands they

held their lances in rest, and in their left they

bore their upraised shields, from whose surfaces

the sun's rays were thrown back, as from pol-

ished mirrors. Their eyes looked out through

the bars of their helmets, at each other, with a

fascinating ferocity.

The same herald who had first proclaimed

the lists open, now raised his trumpet to his lips,

and forthwitli blew a blast that made the very

welkin ring. All eyes were at once riveted on

the combatants. Each drove the rowels deep

into the sides of his steed, and at once they

rushed forward, with a deadly ferocity, to the

encounter. The shock of their meeting was as

if a hundred shields had rung. It was tremen-

dous, and the earth beneath their feet fairly

trembled.

The spear of his opponent was aimed most

wickedly, at the unprotected portion of Don
Manuel's body, and it had been his intention to

despatch him at a single thrust. Don Manuel

saw the malice of the design, in just sufficient

time to avert it by a dexterous parry of his

shield, and the point of his spear glanced off as

harmlessly as would a light arrow from a tower

of stone. Don Manuel, however, determined to

punish his antagonist for the cowardly advantage

he would have taken of his defenceless condi-

tion, and skilfully directing his lance, he drove

it completely through the bars of Fuselo's hel-

met, destroying his lefc eye with the powerful

thrust. The casque lacings at once broke from

their fastenings, and as the wearer was driven

back by the blow, until he fell nearly upon his

horse's crupper, the dreadful spectacle was clear-

ly revealed to the view of the horror-stricken

spectators.

Two or three heralds hastened to his support,

and at once bore him, insensible from his wound,

from the field.

Again the herald of the stranger knight rode

forth into the arena, and challenged any one

who listed, to enter the field against him, in vin-

dication of the queen of youth and beauty.

For some time there was no response to the

challenge, and the spectators began to think

that the stranger knight would, with this single

encounter, bear off all the honors with him. At
least, it so began to seem to them.

The doge, at last, unwilling that the contest

should terminate here, rose from his cushioned

seat, and stepping forth from beneath the vel-

vet canopy above his head, demanded, in a

loud voice, to know if the palm was thus to be

borne away from Venice ; i^nd that, too, when

the doge's daughter was the one who was to be

crowned !

This timely appeal to their patriotic pride at

once pricked the hearts of the rest of the hesita-

ting knights, and again the trumpet brayed forth

defiance.

There rode forth to salute the doge and the

queen, as announced by the herald, young Count

Valency, who, instantly after the salute, retired

to his station, opposite the brave and bold chal-

lenger. He was the youngest and most diminu-

tive of all the knights in the lists, and he rode a

little palfrey, which none but a fair lady should

ride. Both horse and rider were encased in a

perfect coat of armor, and the youthful and am-

bitious Valency held his lance in rest most

gracefully, waiting impatiently for the fray.

Again the trumpet sounded, and the combat-

ants rushed at each other. Valency directed

his pointed lance at the same unprotected mark

that his unfortunate predecessor had done, intent

on doing serious and speedy work. But what

was the surprise of all, at seeing that Don Man-

uel did not once rai-^e his lance from its poise,

but only rode up to meet the thrust of his adver-

sary's weapon. All regarded it, on the instant,

as an act of noble magnanimity. The lance of

young Valency glanced harmlessly from the

shield of his challenger, as had that of Fuselo

before him. A murmur of approbation burst

from all lips, at seeing the stranger knight still

unharmed and unhorsed, that ran quite round

the crowded amphitheatre.

Both combatants retired to their respective

stations.

A third time gave out the trumpet its hoarse

note, starting all from their listlessness, and

awing thera into silence. The plumed herald

rode forth and announced that Signor Pedro Pa-

dilli would now venture to tilt a lance with the

challenger, Don Manuel. The knight appeared

in the arena, and after doing proper obeisance

to the doge and queen, took his station.

He was of a large and stalwart frame, power-

fully made, and tall. His horse's armor was

complete, as was likewise his own. But about

his own armor he wore no furbish. It was all

dark and rough-looking. Not a single boss that

shone was there. He looked as if encased in a
coat of solid and impenetrable iron. In his right

hand he poised a hnge and heavy lance, that

looked as if it might perforate his opponent's

shield like paper. In his k-ft hand he bore a

massive shield, against which any lance would
seem as powerless as a frail reed.

The signal was given, and the two combat-
ants spurred forward their steeds. Their rush

over the sod was as the sound of distant thun-

der. In an instant they met, and the concussion

was terrible. The lance of Pedro Padilli just

.struck against the outer edge of his opponent's

shield, and bent it like pasteboard. But it did

Don Manuel no harm. On the other hand, the

lance of Don Manuel was driven against the

helmet of bis adversary with such a force, and
with such unerring precision, that the latter was
driven hack upon the crupper of his steed, clear

of the saddle.

This was enough. The knight Pedro was
vanquished by his enemy, and most courteously

did he acknowledge it. He then retired from
the arena.

The stranger knight sat still in his position.

All eyes were turned towards him, in wonder.

For the time, he commanded more admiratiDn

than even the doge himself, or any of his nobles
;

for he was admired freely even of them.

Again the herald of Don Manuel rode round
the arena, and challenged any to the encounter;

but there was not one who offered to make re-

sponse to the challenge. The amphitheatre was
left clear to the victorious knight, whom all unit-

ed in honoring.

A consultation of the judges duly appointed,

was forthwith held, and Don Manuel, the son of

Spain, was unanimously declared the victor;

the one alone worthy to place the wreath of

laurel upon the brow of the fair Adrienne, and
on bended knee, to press his lips to her lily hand.

How many knights envied him his joy !

After rtfreshraents had fir^t been partaken by

all the nobles and ladies, during which time Don
Manuel sat perfectly motionless in his saddle,

where he had, from the first, stationed himself,

the voice of the herald who had first appeared,

was heard, announcing that the act of crowning

the queen would now be performed by the victor.

The announcement wag received with the loud

plaudits of the entire amphitheatre. A couple of

heralds rode up to Don Manuel, and ordered

him into the immediate presence of the doge.

At once he rode slowly and gracefully towards

him, and made proper obeisance.

" Don Manuel ! Son of Spain !" said the doge,

"you have right valorously, this day, proved

your knightly prowess. I do now pronounce

you victor of the tourney, and to you belongs

the esteemed and envied privilege of placing a

laurel wrcatli upon the brow of the queen of

youih and beauty, and receiving her fair hand to

kiss. For your gallantry this day, in the pres-

ence of the doge and these nobles, I do reward

you with a cross of honor, circled about with

this laurel wreath. You are, by this, constituted

forever a trusty member of the doge's select

guard of honor ; and all thy faults heretofore,

how many soever they may be, and all thy miss-

deeds hereafter, are hereby remitted to thee !"

As the doge spake these words, he tossed the

circlet of honor toward^ the valorous knight,

which he gracefully caught within his highly

furbished shield, and acknowledged, by a low

bow of his head, even to the flowing mane of his

milk-white barb. The fortunate victor then rode

proudly up to the feet of the youthful Adrienne,

and, taking the laurel wreath within his mailed

hand, reached it out towards her. She bent

gracefully forward to receive it, and he placed

it upon her head. Extending her hand for him

to receive and kiss, he drew off, in an instant,

the gauntlet from the hand and wrist of his right

arm", and gently- pressing the proffered hand

upon thetips of his fingers, he raised it respect-

fully to his lips.

He then wheeled upon his horse, and rode

back to his wonted station as slowly as he came.

[to be continued.]

ATTACHMENT OF BIRDS.
Singing birds, if we could narrowly watch

them, possess the most singular attraction.s, and
exhibit the most romantic attachment. Not a
movement of their master or mistress escapes
their observation. They may be taught, easily

taught, by affectionate care, to come out of the
cage when called for, or to sit on the finger and
sing when requested. A single movement of the

head or expression of the eye will accomplish
this; whilst the reward of a bit of hard boile4

egg, or a morsel of loaf sugar, will cement an in-

timacy terminable only by death.

—

Audubon,
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VIEW OF THE DAM OF THE HADLET FALLS COMPANY, AT HOLYOKE, MASS.

DAM AT HADLEY FALLS.
We present our readers this week witli a view of the magnifi-

cent dam, erected by the Hadley Fulls Company, at Holyoke,
Mass., and we have no hesitation in saying that it is one of, if not

the largest artificial falls of water in the world. It w^s erected for

the purpose of famishing power to a number of factories, which
with the necBssary residences for operatives, etc., constitute the

town of Holyoke, a town which may yet prove a dangerous rival

to our more immediate neighbor, Lowell. It has sprang up in a

very few years from a small collection of houses, into a large and
thickly-populated town, with a spacious hotel, a weekly newspa-
per (tbe Hampden Freeman ), etc. etc. To Mr. Edward i*. Dodge,
office of the Hadley Falls Co., we are indebted for an early num-
ber of the Freeman, which contains the following sketch of the

history of the town:—"In the fall of 1847, Mr. Edmund D wight,

of Boston, and other influential capitalists, obtained possession of

1200 acres of land, on the right bank of the Connecticut river at

Hadley Falls, for the purpose of establishing a manufacturing
emporium. A charier was obtained of the Mass. Legislature, in

the winter of 1 847-'48, under the name of the * Hadley Falls Co.,'

with a capital o?four millions of dollars. In the summer of 1S48 a
dam was constructed across the Connecticut at this place (now
called Holyoke), but it was not 'founded upon a rock,' or, at least,

not securely, and the mighty waters swept it away. In the sum-
mer of 1849 the present structure was commenced and completed

;

and after the ice and freshets of the past winter, it yet stands se-

curely. The plan of the structure is, in its simple characteristics,

the same as that of many existing smaller dams in the country

;

but the improvements necessary for so great a work, and the for-

midable dilBculties which had to be overcome in its construction,

render it a proud monument of the persevering labor and sci-

entific skill that were bestowed upon it. Simultaneously with the

structure of the dam, works were in progress on land, which, if

not its equal, were well worthy the enterprise and wealth of the

company. Two feeding canals were constructed, each 140 feet

wide, from 15 to 20 feet deep, with substantial walls 9 feet thick

at the bottom. The first canal, leading from the pond which we
will call No. J., receives the water. It runs in a southerly direc-

tion, at nearly right angles with the river, for the distance of half

a mile, and may be extended much further. At the lower or cast

side of No. 1, are plots for 20 tirsl-class factories, with a fall of

20 feet into a raceway canal, which takes the water in a nortticrly

direction, nearly to the dam, where it discharges itself into canal

No. 2, which takes a southerly direction and may be extended a
great distance. At the lower, or east side of

canal No. 2, are plots for thirty-five other facto-

ries of the first class. The water from canal No.

2, will pass throufjh these factories directly into

the river. Three large factories, one of which is

268 feet by 68, six stories high, and capable of

supporting 18,000 spindles, a large machine shop,

of 450 feet in length, a blacksmith's shop, a fine

office building, a square of brick tenements, two
stories high, and two blocks of boarding houses,

three stories high, have been erected by the com-
pany, besides many others, erected by individu-

als. While incorporated capital has been aciivc,

individual enterprise lias not been dormant. The
splendid hotel of Ross & Dillon is completed,

and we venture to say that no other house, save

two, in MaesachusettSjWill bear a comparison with

it. The main part is 160 feet by 57, and rliere

is a wing 96 by 40 feet, and it is four stories high.

Opposite to the hotel, Messrs. Madison and War-
ren Chapin have erected a large brick block, the

first story of which is occupied for stores, the

second for offices, and the third as a capacious

hall superior to any other in Hampden county. At the corner of
High and Dwight streets may be found the,large brick blocks of
Alfyn, and Chapin, and Peck, used principally for stores and of-

fices. On Maple street, Mr. John White has erected a large
and commodious hotel, which is kept by Marsh & White. It is

furnished in the best style, and receives a generous share of patron-
age." For the purpose of illustrating the manner of building this

stupendous work, we have engraved an elevation of one of the
sections of the dam, of which there are 170, which, with a slight

description devoid of technical phrases, will give the reader a
general idea of its construction. Two coffer dams, one on each
side of the river, and extending 200 feet from the barib into the

stream, were first built. The water was then pumped out of them,
and tbe rock which forms the bed of the river, excavated to the
depth of six feet. The construction of the main dam was then
commAiced by laying down, and bolting with 11-2 inch bolts,

sticks 15 inches square, the ends of which are seen below, length-
wise across the river at an inclination of 21 degrees, the rock be-

low being cut to the same angle. The sections are made up of
alternate layers of rafters 12 inches square, shown in the cut, and,

timbers also 12 inches square, which connector tie the sections to-

gether. Between the rafters, and in the same course with the ties,

short blocks are introduced to stiffen the rafters. The rafters on
their lower end are bolted to the rocky bed with 1 1-4 inch bolts.

The up-river slope was then covered with 6 inch plank, except a
space of 16 feet left temporarily open. The whole was then filled

with solid stone, excepfthis opening, and for 60 feet up stream,
from the lower point of the opening, with gravel ; the edge of the

dam was then covered with 3-8 inch boiler iron, to prevent dam-
age from drift-wood, ice, etc., etc. In this manner was 400 feet of

the dam'completed. Two other coffer dams were then construct-

ed 200 feet further from each shore, in a line with the former ones,

thus crowding the river into a width of 217 feet in the middle of
the stream. This part of the structure was continued and com-
pleted in the same manner as the first, and then there remained
only the space of 217 feet to be finished. Here, to dispose of the

water it became necessary to remove the coffer dams, previously

constructed, and let the water on to the main dam already com-
pleted. A strong coffer dam was then thrown across the gap,
four feet higher than the first ones, raising the water and tuniing

it through the openings left in the main dam. This feat success-

firtly accomplished, and the water pumped out of the coffer dam,
the last piece of the structure was pressed forward rapidly to com-
pletion. The cofi'er dam in the centre was then removed, and the

dam stood completed, save the opening left in the planking,

through which the water was running the whole breadth of the

river, to a depth of two feet, having been raised from its natural

bed about six feet. Nothing remained now but to close this

opening. This was done by building gates or doors, of the width
of the opening (16 feet), and 18 feet long each. These gates

were put together on the slope of the dam, above the opening, and
hung by five strong hinges each to the planking, which was already

spiked down. When finished, these gates were raised by derricks,

and lowered partly over the opening, but left, by means of a very

simple contrivance, open at the angle shown in the engraving.

The openings at the ends of the dam were closed before the re-

moval of the coffer dam, and also at short places near the middle
of the stream ; leaving 828 feet to be closed by gates—which took

46 gates, each 18 feet long. All things being made ready, at 22
minutes before 1 o'clock, Oct. 22, 1849, the engineer gave the

signal, and every alternate gate dropped into its home. Imme-
diately followed another signal, at which the gates over the open-

ing fell into their places, and the dam was closed. The " mighty
waters" rolled back in their stream, and bowed in submission to

the science, skill and labor of man. The length of the dam from
one side of the river to the other is 1017 feet. The heij^ht from
the bed of the river varies, as the bed varies, from 28 to 32 feet.

The amount of timber used in its construction is about three and
a half millions of feet. The abutments are of heavy masonry, the

amount in both being nearly 13,000 perches. A rough calcula-

tion of the lateral pressure which the dam sustains, gives nearly

twenty-nine millions of pounds, while the vertical pressure is

about three times that amount.

PLAN OF BUILDING THE DAM.

THE AFFLICTED FAMILY.
Young ladies should know that the "French twist,'' which is so

popular among them, as a style of dressing the hair, is a danger-

ous adornment. One of our eminent surgeons was called upon
a few days ago, 10 perform an operation upon the head of a young
lady, who had actually torn the skin from the cranium, by reason

of the tightness of the "twist." The family of which she is a
member, has been peculiarly afflicted. A younger sister, a short

time since, had the cartilages of both her ears torn by the weight

of her ear-rings, and one of her arras became paralyzed in conse-

quence of the tightness of her bracelet. This happened on the

very same day that she put her thnmb out of joint, endeavoring

to get a tight kid glove upon her hand. An elder sister was
so much addicted to the use of cosmetics,

that having been attacked by the measles, the

disease was unable to work its way out, in

consequence of the manner in which the pores

of her face were puttied up with pearl powder.

Safl^ron and warm drinks were unavailing.

The disease struck in, the unfortunate lady died,

and upon her death-bed, confessed that she had

chalked out her ownfate. Another sister, agonized

at this afflicting dispensation, went into a rapid

decline, the consequence of an acute spinal dis-

ease, caused by the "odious style of long dress-

es" now in vogue. The fact produced such an
excitement upon another, the last child of this

unfortunate family, that in her anxiety and en-

thusiasm on the subject of the " BloonK-r dress,"

she has become an incurable lunatic, and is con-

fined in a cell adjoining that of the unfortunate

mother of this aihicted family, whose insanity

was caused by lacing herself so tightly that she

nearly starved herself by choking up the alimen-

tary canal. Awful, indeed ! to die by the visita-

tion of fashion.

—

Philadd. Sunday Dispatch,
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VIEW OF SACRAMENTO CITY, THE DEPOT OF THE PRTNCTPAL GOLD DIGGINGS 1!N CALIFORNIA,

SACRABIENTO CITY.

Our artist has given us a spirited and vivid scene, as depicted
in the above representation of this i^rand depot of the gold region.

And as the eye stretches into the character of the picture, it

recognizes the many peculiarities of a place that has spnirg up
Aladdin-lite, as it were, in an hour, from oblivion, to be a city of
opulence and wealth. Probably more than one thousand of the
readers of thisUumber have either near relatives or intimate ac-

quaintances now in the gold region, or perhaps located in this

very place. To such the accompanying view will possess more
than ordinary interest. Besides, the improvement of the Cali-

fornian cities is so rapid, that these sketches, taken as they
pass, with a sort of daguerreotype rapidity and freshness, will

soon become somewhat valuable for the comparative growths
they exhibit. All prosperity to our Pacific sisters.

THE CRYSTAL PALACE.
This vast temple has been pronounced the ninth wonder of the

world, and is highly creditable to the English people, both in its

noble design and object, as well as in the splendid manner in

which it has been executed. Its architectural formation embodies

the two great objects of strength and beauty, being as secure as

a prison, and qnite as light and graceful as a fairy palace. At
the present moment it is the theine of every tongue, and has

itself attracted as many visitors to the World's Fair as the thou-

sands of curious objects that it contains, from all parts of the

civilized world. Of course the object of this splendid structure is

well known to all, as being erected to furnish a place of exhibi-

tion for articles representing all departments of mechanics and

arts, open to contributors from any part of the globe
;
and thus

forming, literally, what its name purports—a World's Fair. A

design as gigantic and as beautiful as any that the nineteenth

century has known, and one, too, which will doubtless establish

a precedent that will be followed by other countries. America
will probably be the next country to follow suit, France will fol-

low, Germany next, and so on ; at least so it is at present predicted.

The dimensions of the glass building are so immense that they

strike the eye with wonder even when represented by figures
j

how much more, then, must the reality iimpress the beholder!
This wonderful production of art is 1848 feet long by 408 broad,

and covers about 1 8 acres of ground, affording, with the galleries,

an exhibiting surface of 21 acres. The total cubic contents

being 33,000,000 feet, atFording room for 8 miks of exhibition

tables ! an almost incredible extent. It will accommodate 10,000

persons at once, with all the articles that its shelves and tables

contain. This building may well be called the World's Fair.

VIEW OP THE CRYSTAL PALACE ERECTED FOR THE WORLD's FAIEj IN HYDE PARE, LONDON.
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THE mo UN TAIN HANCTUAnV.*

DY P. 0. a UUHLllUT.

ArcliinR tibovo tho wun iinil nilRhty rockw

Of cwitiirlcH vliipKod ; lingo. biilU imi! Ri'iyi

In Oothi(5 griintlc'ur foniiud, Nature iiiockH

Miin'a Ingoiiuity; niorn'ti roHy ray

Of sweot rffulgonco, blooming o'er tho Jiiy,

Oroctfl not those tlni-konuil rlolstei-H: Kornbre Htalka

Thu gliOHt of twilight down tho tlepthH Hupino,

Through tbii broad guto that knowfl no bar« nor loekP,

For 'tlH tho mighty church, confronting and publimo,

The houso of groat Omuipotome, our Fathor, tho Dlvinol

From crng to cnig.n rolling rivulet swoopn

Adown tliu iilnDiLcloH, notching tho yt-arH,

The nionthfl, tho days, na on it wildly li-apa

In path of foam, upon this ragged tiors

Of rocky pile, strewing with golden tears,

Those trembling d.ops, tho iianging moss that creeps,

Stroaniing and whiathng, where the bu/,/,ard3 scream

Along tbc night-sh:ido : from steep to 9t«op,

White-bosomed cascades glitter in their sheen,

To make tho fearful plunge into the day-god's rosy beam.

Above, tho birds are singing blissful psalms

Of Eden's ravishments: around, tho breezo

Murmurs in aiiXes, Inte-llke and full of charms,

Which s'retch their odorous wings among the trees

In nymph-like aweetness : birds and summer beea

With vernal music, from vague alarms

The lonely worshipper at God's majestic shrine;

He bends his knees, and gently folds his arms

In prayerful attitude, inspired by the sublime

Developments of llim, our grateful Father, the Divine!

Ages aback might look in wonder down

Successive waterfalls, into this mighty dome,

From their high monuments, and feel the frown

Of Nature's grandeur speaking in tho tome'

Of deep sublimity :—not "Eternal Rome,"

Upon her eeven hills, now but a sound

Of emptiness, could for an hour behold

This grand panorama of scenes profound.

But with a speaking coursing through her soul

—

" This ia the house of God ! unrivalled ; the mighty churcli of old !"

* Dover Stone Church, near the village of Dover, twenty-four miles east of

Poughkeepsie N. Y. This is a cavern, formed by the flowing of a stream, which
13 divided into two compartments by an immens« rock which hag fallen from
above The inner chamber is seventy feet in length, while the Gothic arch
above is twenty feet in width, and the top about two hundred feet high.

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

ATRIP IN THE GULF.
BY LIEUTENANT MURRAY.

The prettiest piece of blue water that it was ever our lot to

cross, lies between Havana and New Orleans, on the Gulf of

Mexico route. It was a most delightful tropical morning, when

the topsails of our brig were loosened, the anchor hove short,

and other sea going preparations made. We were lying in the

harbor of Havana, and just ahead of us a Spanish and a French

man-of-war were getting under way. In shore of us, on that

side of the harbor which makes the ancient town of Regla, for

half a century the haunt of slavers and buccaneers, a brigantine,

of about our own tonnage, was gradually unloosing her canvas,

having a deck load like ourselves, of green fruit, bananas and

pine-apples. We knew her destination must be New Orleans.

Indeed, Le Volante, the name that floated from her topmast head,

was known to be in that trade. She was a French clipper, and

commanded by a Frenchman.

Our brig, the Empresario, was Spanish, but she had as down-

right a Yankee captain as ever hailed from the State of Maine,

" Le Voiante" (the flyer) "will go out on this wind," he said

to his mate. " We must spread our best wings to-day."

" We are too much by the head, sir," said the mate, " to sail

our best. The brig is six inches too deep at the bow."

" Hoist a few dozen of that pig lead out of the fore hold, and

stow it in my state-room and about the cabin."

" Ay, ay, sir," answered the mate, springing away quickly

to execute the order.

The brig was trimmed more by the stern, the land breeze

freshened, the two men of-war were already covered with a cloud

of canvas, and parting the waters of the gulf stream. Le Volante

had got under way a little before us, and now heaving up our

anchor, the last shore boat put off from the sides, and the brig

gathered way gracefully as she glided by Moro Castle, and laid

her course to the north-west. Every sail we could spread was

put upon the brig, until she seemed almost to jump through the

water; but still Le Volante kept ahead of us, and our captain,

close by the bt-'lmsman, gave his orders in a sharp, quick tone of

voice, that showed how little he relished such a state of afl'airs.

I had noticed, just forward the main hatch, leaning against the

bulwarks, the person of a boy, of exceedingly graceful build, and

handsome face. He looked more like a picture tlian a rough

foremast hand, as he leaned upon the side, and looked off intently

towards the French brigantine. His eyes seemed riveted upon

Le Volante, and he had no ear for the rough jists and laughter

that came, every now and then, from a dozen of the crew in and

about the forecastle.

Pid you ever glide over the blue waters of tbc Gulf? How
deeply blue, how silent, how like magic everything sceras on its

bogom, with just enough of wind to make everything draw
strongly, and the hull under you as steady as a church. It was
most delightful weather, and the captain ordered lunch to be

spread upon the quarter deck. We had some eighteen passengers,

and tho voyage stock lottery, aa it ia called, was made up after

this style :

A numberof slips of paper v/crc prepared, equal to tl.c number

of passengtrrs. Thc-'C slips were each to represent some niinibL-r,

us it related to the probable length of the voyage from ll.ivuna

to the South-West Pass of the Mijisissip])i. The flrst slip was

marked ''si.x day^-i." To make the voyage in that time, would

be to do remarkably well ; but everything was fair now, the brig

was bowling along at seven knots
; it was encouraging. The

auctioneer wlio had been ai)poinled to sell the stock, pointed out

the advantages. Tlie passengers bid, and the six-day tif^kct was

knocked down for live dollars. The sum raised on each ticket

went towards making a pool or bank, nil of which became the

property of the person who held the successful one at the end of

the vo^iagc.

The second was "six days and three quartern," and brought

the same sum as the flrst. "Seven days" tn-ought four dollars,

and so they varied, days and fractions of days being &old, until

eighteen tickets were disposed of, and some seventy-five dollars

placed in a purse, for the prize, to be awarded to the successful

ticket holder.

In the meantime we had left the island of Cuba so far behind,

that it looked like a mere speck upon the distant waves, and

finally was out of sight altogether. It was late in the afternoon

when we finished dinner, which had been served upon the quarter-

deck, and as we were leaving our coffee, the captain whispered

something to the steward, and we saw that important personage

hurry the dishes and remnants of the meal below. It required

but little nautical experience to understand the meaning of this,

for a white squall had already begun to show itself on the horizon,

and in a most threatening aspect, too.

Tlie captain of Le Volante, not more than a couple of miles

ahead, and a little to windward of us, took the hint, and furled

his lighter sails promptly ; but not so with us. This was the

time for the Empresario to gain in. She must hold on to the

very last minute. The intelligent look of the men forward, as

each one instinctively sought his post and awaited the captain's

orders, showed bow critical was the state of affairs, and still the

brig held on, now half burying her lee gunnels in the sea, and

madly dashing on as she felt the full force of the squall. The

weight of the squall had nearly touched the canvas before the

word was given :
->

"Lay aloft and furl ! fore and aft, all of ye !"

The men were ready ; they sprang like cats into the rigging,

and everything was let fly in a moment. It was not one instant

too soon, for under her bare poles and standing-gear, she careened

almost to her beam ends.

" Gather it in, boys, with a will, with a will
!"

The sturdy seamen bent to the work, holding on with their

very teeth to the ropes, as they furled and made fast. The brig

was soon under her spanker, close-reefed main-topsail and jib,

fully as much as she could carry in that wind. For the first time

since the squall had struck us, I now got a glimpse through the

rain, of Le Volante. We had actually left her astern, and there

she was, with one mast only standing. I called the captain's

attention to the fact.

" The brigantine has been thrown over by the squall, and they

have cut away her foremast to right her."

This was true. With all her captain's prompt caution, he had

been made a wreck of, while our more venturesome Yankee

officer had, thus far, gone clear. At that moment, the most

ominous sounds came from the main yard.

"The stick is cracking, captain," said I, pointing to the spar.

" White she cracks, she holds !" said. he. "We must drop Ze

Volante out of sight, if we blow the rigging out of the brig.

She'll got along well enough with a jurymast."

Scarcely had the words passed his lips, before a report like a

cannon came across our ears, and in the next moment the topsail,

torn in a thousand shreds, was flying off far to leeward in the

rain and wind.

I turned my eyes along the deck, at this moment, and there

stood the boy, before mentioned, seemingly in an agony of sus-

pense, still gazing through the storm at the wreck of Le Volante.

A Gulf squall is violent, but is soon over, and before midnight

the clear, bright moon was shining over the scene, and our sails

were all set again, with a new main-topsail bent in place of the

one we had lost in the squall. Day after day passed, and as the

prospects of time in the voyage changed, fresh auctions were

held, and the pool increased until it had reached two hundred

dollars. A sudden calm would bring up the nine-day tickets to

a value of flve dollars, and a good, spanking evening breeze

springing up, would raise the par value of seven or eight-day tickets.

Just as the high pressure tow-boat Hercules, made her cables

fast to us at the mouth of the South-West Pass, one of the men

came aft, and touching his hat, told the captain that the boy who

shipped at Havana was sick. They were directed to bring him

aft, and in a few moments this was done, and he was placed in a

snug berth in the cabin, with directions for the steward to make

him some hot gruel. As well as we could find out, he had eaten

little or nothing since we had sailed, and his trouble was more

exhaustion than anything else.

The seven-day ticket won the pool, and we hai?led up to the

levee, all safe and sound, four days in advance of the Volante.

But the sequel is not yet told. Our sailor-boy turned out to be

a pretty Creole girl, in disguise, following a young lover in the

French brigantine. He was poor, but faithful and loving to her.

The story was made known on board, and the pool of two hun-

dred dollars was given to our little beauty a<! a wedding present

;

and the day before we took boat up the Mississippi for Louisville,

Amcle and Fond le Blanc were married in the church of the

Holy Cross.

[WritttiQ forQIeu^on'B Pietorlal.]

THE LOST ONE.

HY I*. W. nABniH.

Eeneiitli the deep nhade of an old weeping willow,

I've Hat lit tile clo«e of the day
;

And beheld from the gravoHtones which propped each green pillow,

The HhndowK fant fleeting away
;

Then with fiorrow I thought of the young and tho fair,

Whoxe life, like ihoBc nhudowH, hail lied;

Who, like me, In the wiirm glow of youth had been there,

Mow there to be laid with the dead.

But sadder the thoughtH which awoke In my mind,

As I trneed on a new-sculptured Htone

The name of the lo»t'om!, whoKe memory twined

In exirttence with that of my own.

Like a (lower which but bloomed for untimely detay,

Ere nipped by the firfit autumn frOBt,

She pasr^ed In the fpring-tlme of beauty away,

And all flavc her memory is lost.

That Hwcet smile is relaxed in the dark, silent tomb,

That fair form now wastes 'neath the sod
;

Tet she lives in a world of unchanging bloOm,

I'or I know that her spirit's with God.

Then why ahould I mourn ?—for a few more sliort years,

And my dust to the earth flhajl be given
;

Then far from the cares of this dark world of tearB,

I may see that fair angel in heaven.

ALBANIAN SUPERSTITION.
In the afternoon we are to ride somewhere, Herr S being

well acquainted with all the ins and outs of the neighhoring land-
scape, and in the meantime, I draw the portrairs of two Mahom-
edan Gheghes of Elbassan, who come to visit my hosts. No
sooner were these good people squatted in the little wooden gal-
lery, with their garments, faces and pipes in complete arrange-
ment for ray drawing, than a bit of india-rubber fell from my
book, and, making two small hops upon the ground, as is the
wont with that useful vegetable substance when dropped acciden-
tally, caused indescribable alarm to the two otthodox Gheghes,
who jumped up and hissed at it, saying, " Shaitan ! Shaitan!"
and trembling with horror as the little imp remained close to
their feet. Nor did my taking it up calm their fears ; and when
I put it in my pocket, their disgust was increased at such ostenta-
tious truckling to the comforts of a familiar demon. So, as I
found they could not again be induced to remain tranquil enough
to be sketched, I seized a moment when they were not looking
at me and bounced the offending caoutchouc on the planked floor,

when it flew up to such a degree that the unhappy and tormented
Mahomedans screamed aloud, and, shrieking out " Shaitan

!

Shaitan!" jumped off the accursed platform, and 'precipitately

fled away.

—

Lear's Journal m Albania.

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

TO ALICE.

BY CVROLINE A. HATDErr.

There 's a depth of thought in thy calm, blue eye,

As if sorrow had touched thee in passing by.

And had opened a fountain, whose hidden streams

Too early were mingling in life's sweet dreams ;

—

Too soon for thy pleasure, but not for thy peace.

For the heart grows strong as its trials increase

;

And the flower that dmops when the sky is o'ercast,

Looks brightly up when the storm is past.

Laugh and be gay I 'tis the season for joy

;

And though time in its flight the illusion destroy,

Enough will remain to lend beauty and grace

To the gloomiest vision the future can trace.

Yes, laugh and be gay I 'tis the spring-time of life,

There is time enough yet for its toil and its strife

;

' And in long years to come oft may memory be seen

Bringing back recollections of sweet sixteen !

4 .»-— >

BEAUTIES OF NATURE.
How do the blackbird and throssel, with their melodious

voices, bid welcome to the cheerful spring, and in their fixed
abodes warble forth such ditties as no art of instrument can reach
to ! Nay, the smaller birds also do their like in their particular

seasons, as, namely, the laverock, the titlark, the little linnet,

and the honest robin, that loves mankind both living and dead.
But the nightingale, another of my airy creatures, breathes such
sweet, loud music out of her little instrumental throat, that it;

might make mankind to think that miracles are not ceased. He
that, at midnight, when the very laborer sleeps securely, should
hear, as I have very often, the clear airs, the sweet descants, the
natural rising and falling, the doubling and redoubling of her
voice, might well be lifted above earth and say. Lord, what music
hast thou provided for ihy saints in heaven, when thou affordest

bad men such music on earth.

—

Izaak Walton.

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

A TRUTH TOKEN.

BT LILLIE LILBEKNE.

" A rose, in a garden at Highfield Home, England, presents a very remark-
able appearance. It ia covered with last year's flower-buds, which never
expanded themselves, and which have withstood the winter without changing
their appeai'ance."

And it is well ; those leaves of light

Have ne'er unclosed a flower,

To feel the breath of death and blight

Upon them every hour.

And thus the heart to the world unknown,

Is fnir and rare as the bud unblown ;

—

A treasure tnie
;
there lot it be,

Robed in its own deep purity
;

UnsuUied by tho world's rude gaze,

TJnblanehed by the sun's bright, burning rays;

Still holy all. Bo it thus givu

Back to its home, a hope of heaven.

Be careful how you promise ; but when you have promised, be

just as careful how you fulfll.
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CYRUS.

BY lUCHARD WRIGHT.

When Cyrus, at the Medean court,

Cup-bearer to the kJrg,

Omitted what his grandsire thought

A very needful thing,

—

To tastf. it first, and then present

The rosy, FparkUng wine ;

—

His striking and acute comment
In temperance annals shine :

" Sire, I did not forget to taste

The bantiuefs brimming wine,

Eut feared a poison in the cup

Unfit for head JiUe mine

;

For I've observed your nobles act

Like men whose reason^s gone,

—

And you were not always, in fact,

The same high, kingly one.

" In my own father's Perj-ian land

—

The land of sunny skies,

We drintc but as our thirst demand.

And WATER satisfies

!

Plain, too, in food, our people are

A brave and hardy race,

And ever must while temperance star

Holds its high heavenly place."

And »'p, shall we then be surpassed

By Persia's ancient race ?

We, who feel proud as freemen classed,

To kings or serfs give place ?

Shall we, Americans, who boast

Blessings no ancients knew.

Be less than theij—to self be lost

!

No, never ! we are true I

The bowl, the goblet, wine-cup—all

We banish from our hoard

;

For India's shrub or berry call,

Or the founfs cryst;il hoard.

Thus, while our intellects are clear,

We save our pockets too

;

And such, in name of temperance dear,

We recommend to you.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE PAKSON'S FAULT;
-^OH, THE

—

EESTJLT OF THE INVESTIGATION.

BY SYLVANUS C08R, JH.

IktiNT years ago, there lived in the town of Fairhavcn, Mas-

sachnsetts, a good old minister—one of the regular old school.

Parson W. was the pride of bis parishioners, and generally re-

spected by all who knew him
;
yet he was in the habit of " taking

a little something" occasionally, "for bis stomach's sake, and

his often infirmities," a habit which was, in those days, a natural

consequence attendant upon public life. The good parson would

have considered it a mortal sin to have allowed himself to be

overcome by bis favorite beverage ; and, moreover, he often strove

to circulate the principles of temperance among his parishioners.

Total abstinence was, of course, then out of the question; but a

"moderate" use was considered as the ne plus ultra of temperance

attainments. But, alas ! how little do we know what the mor-

row may bring forth.

Now it so happened, that one Sunday noon the old parson was

invited home by 'Squire S , to take dinner, and also to pass

the interim in a social tete-a-teie. 'Squire S always bought

his liquor in Boston, and took it borne in large quantities, so as

not to be under the necessity of sending to his neighbors for the

article, as he had not much confidence in their exact honesty with

regard to the genuineness of their spirits.

Parson W., as usual, took a glass of brandy before he sat do^ii

to dinner; and, as the delicious beverage rolled over his palate,

he could not but remark that 'twas excellent; in fact, so strongly

was this idea impressed upon his mind that, immediately upon

rising from the table, he took another glass,—a good stiff one, by

the way,— and one which proved its excellent qualities by opera-

ting in a peculiar manner upon the system of the worthy pastor.

" It is barely possible," thought the parson to himself, as his

host left the room for a moment, to prepare for church, " ihat I

shall never get hold of such liquor as that agaia. Eeally, I be-

lieve I must indulge once more."

Parson W. intended to have taken only a vert/ small quantity,

but when he raised the tumbler to his lips, he coDfessed to him-

self that it contained a trifle more than he needed ; however, it

was too late now, and so he drank it down. Although he had

often before taken as many glasses of brandy as on the present

occasion, still he had never felt himself '/(//te so seriously aflected,

and when he came to ascend the pulpit stairs, he found the task

a difficult one, but he soon found thai he had a harder one yet to

perform ; for, when he took up the hymn-book, the words and

lines presented to his troubled vision but one chaotic confusion

of disarranged blurs and blots. Still, however, the parson's wits

were not quite defunct, and so, opening the book— he kocw not

where—he arose from his seat, braced himself against the pulpit,

and, with his eyes fixed upon a point in the gallery, where some
dozen huge organs seemed to be dancing a fandango, he repeated",

from memory, that old hymn of Dr. "Watts's:

" How vain are ^11 things here below

;

How false, and yet how fiir

;

Each plejisure has its poison, too,

And every sweet a snai-e," etc.

By dint of considerable exertion, the chorister found the hymn,

and it was duly sung, which being done, all eyes were turned

towards the pulpit, to wait the opening prayer. For some five

minutes the audience waited patiently, but no preacher arose;

and, at length, one of the deacons, feeling a little uneasy about

the matter, ascended to the pulpit lo ascertain the cause of this

unusual delay. Judge of his surprise, upon finding the good old

man fast asleep, and apparently imable to rise from his reclining

posture

!

The deacon saw the trouble in a moment, and informing the

congregation that the minister was suddenly and seriously indis-

posed, the meeting was dismissed, and a carriage procured in

which to convey the fallen parson to his house ; but ere the church

members left the house, a committe of four—who, it happened,

were all of them retailers of ardent spirits,—was appointed to

thoroughly investigate the matter, and report the result of their

labors to the churth.

In due time the rum-retailing committee waited upon Parson

W., and opened the business of their visit.

" You must be aware," said the chairman of the committee,

"that such an affair will cause much scandal."

"Yes, yes," replj^d the old parson, with a downcast look;

" but could the people understand the circumstances exactly, I

do not think theywould blame me."

•'Ah! and can you offer anything in extenuation of the fault 1"

asked the chairman, with a kind of joyous look, who, since the

parson was a good custumer, hoped that he might be able to vin-

dicate himself.

" Yes, I think I could."

" ^yhat is it ?" was asked by the four liquor-venders.

" Will you state the case fairly to the church V
"Yes, most assuredly."

" Well, then," said parson W., while a peculiar tninkle in his

eye rather detracted from the full measure of his repentance, " you

must tell the people that I was greatly deceived in the quality of

the spirits which I drank on that occasion. I have since learned

that 'Squire S gets his liquor from Boston, and consequently

it was the pure article; but when I drank it, I thought that it had

passed through the hands of our rdail&sl"

It is hardly necessary to add that that committee were soon

ph^ and furthermore, that they smoothed the matter over before

the church in a manner which exculpated the worthy pastor from

all serious blame.

We wot there are some people still living in the good town of

Fairhaven, who will remember the facts of this story just as we

have related them to our readers.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

RAPS ON THE LAPSTONE.

BY OEOIIGE 1

Old Crispin wore a paper cap ,

And an apron made of leather

;

He sat upon his bench to rap

Soles (not spirits) hours together.

He said his last days were his best,

Though befell the thread unwinding;

His hea.tt wnxed warm vrithiQ his vest,

And what be closed was binding.

When others spoke of this world's wea?,

Crispin yjoniierf.to an upper;

He bad the wondrous skill to heel,

Eut gave his '* tarlhly awl " for supper.

lie heeled more than the doctors did,

And helped the soles more than the preacher ;

For a " quid pro quo " he gave a qnid^

And used the strap more than the teacher.

Ay, Crispin was a good old man.

Yet sometimes he would bristle ;

But do the very best we can,

*' A pig's tail will not make a whistle."

< —>o^ f

CHOOSING LOVERS.
If our ovm sex were wise, a lover should be obliged to produce

a certificate from the last woman be served, how he was turned

away, before he was received into the service of another; but at

present any vagabond is welcome, provided he promises to enter

into your livery. It is wonderful that wc won't take a footman,
without credentials from his last master; but make no scruples

of falling into a treaty with the most notorious offender in his

behavior against other women. But this breach of commerce
between the sexes proceeds from an unaccountable prevalence of

custom, bv which a woman is to the last degree reproachable for

being deceived, and a man puffers no loss of credit for being a

deceiver.— Correspottdevce in The Tattler.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LINES.

BY THOMAS WHVTS.

How many there are in this cold world of ours

Who beneath a tough coat hide a garland of flowers !

Yet that coat must condemn them in the eyes of the few,

Tnough the heart that beats under be honest and true.

Experience has taught me how true this assertion,

'Tis no recent wild freak ofmy imagination;

'T is a now-a-days fact— come, deny it who can,

That 'tis clothes and not TTiertt which now makes the man.

Though the heart and the mind be corrupted and vile,

If the clothes are but cut in a fashionable style,

It is all overlooked
; and if possessed of the art

Of conversing about nothing, 'tis considered quite smart.

But tbe time's fast comirg, be it near or far,'

When true merit shall reign like the evening star

;

When a man will by prized for his talents alone,

Though his fortune be small and humb)e his home.

THE "MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT."
Every one who goes to the exhibition tries to get a good look

at tbe great diamond. There it is, in its gilt iron-cage, under a
glass-case, on ifs lock-up pillow blazing back tbe light. People
have beard so much about tbe diamond that they must see it, and
bearing in mind its eastern name, Mountain of Light, and seeing
from a long way off its golden dome, and a crowd around it, as

if they were basking in its beams, up they come, elbowing and
pushing to the prison bars.

It is, or is supposed to be, tbe largest diamond in the world
;

and the lapidaries, having weighed it and tested its purity, set

down iis price at more millions than all the other things in the
exhibition are worth taken together. That bit of crystallized car-

bon, that any one could with the greatest ease hide in his mouth,
is said to be of sufiicient value to buy every item the world has
sent to its Show of Industry, Queen of Spain's jewels. Crystal
Palace and all.

Your diamond-finders add nothing to the world^s wealth; the
growers of corn and cotton, the feeders of cattle, and weavers of
wool, the carriers of commerce, awakening industry throughout
the world, are Ihe wealth-producers. We are none the richer for

the diamond, but we are of all the world the richest people in the
genius that has made that iron work, and gathered from every
quarter of the world harvests for an ever-growing multitude ; and
richer we might be a hundred fold the value of that world-wonder
of a diamond, if instead of the sword, we had carried to India,

honor, justice and industry.— Wilmer jj- Smith's Times.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

BEAUTY.

BY E. G. HOLLA^SD.

Mild angel, what art thou? and where is thine art

To win by thy smile the mightiest heart?

To soften, to soothe, to inspire and to bless

The soul and tbe sense ? Thy secret, 1 guess,

If to all it is true that thp. law of delight

Is to opfn the heart, all hidden, to light ,-

To speak from the scenes to the slumbering deep,

Where the beauties of God in quittness sleep
;

To waken the angels that live in the heai'tj

—

Oj beauty external 1 this is thine artl

I asked of the daisy, I asked of the rose,

I aaked of the fountain that murmuring flows,

Of the green, thickening wild-wood, and summer's soft air,

Of the river's broad sweep, of the lily's breast fair

;

I asked of the day dawn and the sua-burnished west,

I asked of tbe stars that watched o'er my rest,

To tell me— Of what is the beautiful made,

And why over all are its mysteries laid ?

When the genius of each united to say,

—

" It is but the dawn of tbe spirit's own ray
;

From the sun of thy heart, enthroned in the spheres,

It flows over all unceasing with years ;

The wares of its light wherever they roll,

Sing sweetly that they are bom of tbe soul

;

And beauty, sweet bending from her sky-seat above,

Saith, " Truth \& my father, my mother is Love .'"

<—»-.«.—(.

MAXIMS ON MOKEY.
The art of living easily as to money, is to pitch your scale of

living one degree below your means. Comfort and enjoyment
are more dependent upon easiness in the detail of expenditure
than upon one degree's difference in the scale. Guard against
false associations of pleasure with expenditure,—the notion that

because pleasure can be purchased with money, therefore money
cannot b3 spent without enjoyment. What a thing costs a man
is no true measure of what it is worth to him ; and yet how often

is his appreciation governed by no other standard, as if there were
a j>leasure in expenditure per se. Let yourself feel a want before

you provide against it. You are more assured that it is a real

want; and it is worth while to feel it a little in order to feci the

relief from it. When you are undecided which of two courses
you would like best, choose the cheapest. This rule will not only
save money, but save also a good deal of trifling indecision. Too
much leisure leads to expense; because when a man is in want
of objects, it occurs to him that they are to he had fur money,
and he invents some excuse for expenditure in order to pass the

time.—Nottsfrom Life, hij Tfenrtj Taylor.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ABIEU TO SPAIN.

WniTrEN ON BOARD THE "UNITED STATES" ON LEAYING CADIZ.

BT J. KEVILL.

Far, far o'er the wave, my heart wanders there,

To its shrine of devotion, where youth, free from care,

Stole the first gleam of passion that fiUs evefy vein,

And acts as a beacon to guide me from Spain.

Yet still as I dream of those days that are gone,

Of the gay, happy hours in my own native home,**

Methinks I can hear a soft voice o'er the main.

Breathing sweet tones of welcome—so fare thee well, Spain I

Fresh hopes cheer the prospect—my spirit aspires

With the tocsin of mirth, as the signal-gun fires;

And maidens may sigh for their lovers in vain,

While our bark fills away from the dark shores of Spain.

With a heart tree from care, and my home in the west,

I'll pace the broad deck with a light throbbing breast,

Ecgardless of danger while crossing the main,

To the land of my kindred, far-distmt from Spain.

WORLDLY SUCCESS.

We almost always find, however, that a long course of success

gives a sort of confidence very different from that which arises in

a reliance on accurate and extensive views and prudent calcula-

tions^ Many a man sets out in life with a daring and powerful

genius, v/hich, trusting implicitly to the precautions which it has

previously taken, and the resources which it feels within itself for

the future, grapples with enterprise and risks consequences, and
succeeds in efibrts that would daunt the timid, and he lost by the

slow and calculating ; but, after a long course of success, the basis

of coi fidencc becomes changed to the same man; he trusts to his

fortune, nnt to bis genius, grows rash iuncad of bold, and falls,

by the orcutrence of circumstances for which he is neither pre-

pared nor adequate.— G. F. R. James.
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CITY HALL,
HUOOKLYN, N. Y.

Our tirtint has given

us liuro a fine view of

this building, which was
commenced in Febru-

ary, 18'tfi, and finished

in 1849, located in the

most central part of the

city, at the point where
meet Jerolemon, Court,

and Fulton streets; and,

viewed from whatever

direction it may be ap-

proached, presents a

very grand and beautiful

appearance. The build-

ing is three stories in.

height, and is through-

out of the Grcrian Ionic

order of architecture
;

the regularity and gen-

eral efiect of which, how-
ever, is somewhat mar-

red, we are constrained

to say, by the windows
of the upper floor being

considerably less than

those on the others. It

is 182 feet front, 105

feet deep, and 57 feet

high to the plate. A
cupola, raised over the

front centre, is sur-

mounted by a sculptur-

ed figure of the Goddess
of Justice, to the top of

which, from the ground
is 133 feet—the whole,

including the entire out-

ei" walls, being formed
of pure and brilliantly

white marble, from the

quarries at Westchester.

From the portico in

front, which is support-

ed by six handsome
Ionic columns, a fine

flight of steps (also of

marble) descends to the

City Hall Park, which
spreads its green grass

plats on each side of the

building, extending on
the front in a triangular

form, to the junction of

Court, Fulton, and
Washington streets,
Montague place, and
Myrtle avenue. This

park, enclosed by an iron fence, in addition to the relief afforded
by its verdure, by preserving a vacant space about the edifice,

secures to the spectator a comprehensive view of it in all its beau-
ty, uninterrupted by the interposition of bricks and mortar, en- '

croaehments which are springing up on all sides, with magic
rapidity. The Hall itself is entirely fire proof, the partition walls
being entirely constructed of brick, and substantial iron beams

CITT HALLj BUILT OF WHITE MARBLE^ AT BROOKLYN, LONG ISLAND, N. T.

supporting the floor, with brick arches sprung between them,
which form the floor. These arches are laid over with narrow
Georgia pine planks, making it solid and enduring. The cost of
the erection was about $150,000, and the ground about $50,000.
The selection of the site is such that the city appears to be formed
of streets which radiate from this as one common centre ; and, al-

though of a comparatively low level, the effect is very good.

CRICKET.
The firstiinnualhomo-

and-home match to play

cricket, between the St.

George's Club of New
York, and the New Eng-
land Club of Boston,

was commenced on the

grounds of the former

club at the Red House,
Ilurhm, on Monday,
the '2Sth July, and con-

clufied on Tuesday, the

following day, near sun-

down. It resulted in

favor of the St. (ieorge's

Club, with an immense
number of runs to spare.

Play began at an unusu-
ally early hour—at half

past 10, A.M.—and was
continued, with the in-

termission of an hour
only, for dinner, to 15

minutes past 7, P. M.
The New England club

players are for the most
part hard hitters, and
when once well in aro

stubborn antagonisls.

On Tuesday play com-
menced at the same hour
it commenced on Mon-
day, and was not con-

cluded till near sun-

down. The match was
played with proper spir-

it, and in good feeling,

and the vanquished sub-

mitted to their defeat

with admirable grace,

and a bat full of hope
for the future. The re-

turn match comes off at

Boston in the course of

the fall. Figures 1 and
2 are the Umpires on
each side ; 3 and 4 are

the two St. George's

men against all New
England ; on the left of
the picture is the tent

with the judges and re-

ferees. Notwithstand-
ing the individual mt r-

its of the New England
men as players, it was
evident that as a club

they lacked the expert-

ness resulting from fre-

quent practice such as their older opponents have long ago
established for a part of their regular discipline. The principal

utility of the present match arises from its being the commence-
ment of home-and-home matches between the different cities of this

great and growing country. That New York club has now become
hard to beat, and it would not be easy to pick out eleven even in

England who would dare to "take a bat" with them.

CRICKET-MATOH LATELY PLAYED AT HARLEM, N, Y. A SKETCH SHOWING THE POSITIONS OF THE PLAYERS,
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MAJOR-GENERAL W0RTH.1
Lieutenant Wortli acted as aid, to General

Scott in tbe battle of Lundy's Lane, July 25,

1814, and by his skill, and ihe precision of every

military movement, merited the approbation of

the commanding General. After this battle, in

which he was severely wounded, he was, through

the influence of General Scotr, promoted to the

rank of Major, and on the 25th day of July,

1820, to that of Lieutenant-Colonel by brevet.

A Major of Ordnance in 1832, he received, on

the 7thofJaly, 1833, the appointment of Colonel

in the 8th regiment of Infantry. In the spring

of the year, 1841, he was ordered to Florida,

where he remained until the close of the war.

On one occasion during this campaign, an in-

quiry was made of General Worth, concerning

the place in which he could be found if at-

tacked by the Indians ; to which the General re-

turned the characteristic reply, " In the saddle,

sir." In the month of March, 1842, hewas made
Brigadier-General by brevet; and at the termi-

nation of the Florida war, he was entrusted with

the general management of the United States

MiUtary Academy, at West Point, under the

title of Superintendent. For a very considera-

ble time he held this responsible situation; cred-

itably and ably performing every duty. Enjoy-

ing the fcontidence of hi^ countrymen, and of

the Administration, he was ordered to Mexico

soon after the commencement of the war against

that Republic. The first battle in which he was

engaged thereafter, was that of Monterey, Sept.

20, 1846 ; which resulted in the surrender of the

city after a siege of four days. Generals Worth
and Henderson, and Colonel Davis, acted on

this occasion as Commissioners on the part of

General Taylor, to agree upon the terms of the

capitulation. On tbe 25th of November, Gener-

al Worth was ordered, with a detachment of

regular troops, to make preparations to march

fi-om Salrillo by the month of January, 1847,

towards Vera Cruz, in order to join the expe-

dition of General Scott against that city. After

the surrender, he received the appointment of

Governor of Vera Cruz ;
and, as the administra-

tor of xivil affairs, governed with great ability

and knowledge. This station was held by him

until after the battle of Cerro Gordo, and" until

relieved by the appointment of Colonel Wilson.

A Major-General by brevet, March 3, 1847, he

fought valiantly in the battles of Contreras and
Churubusco, and exhibited even the greatest

personal bravery. ^
Ever at his post, he was

overtaken by cholera in Texas while on duty in that country,

subsequent to the close of the Mexican war, and died like a true

soldier and patriot. Since his death the services of this gallant

offi'-er have appeared more prominently before the public by the

rigid scrutiny which congressional committees and political rival-

ry instituted regarding the claims of military men for a nomina-
tion to the presidency. A review of Major-General Worth's
career could not but satisfy the most fastidious examination, for

his patriotism was devoted, and. his military talents were un-

questionable. In the administration of public affairs, his views

were cocnprehensive and his policy liberal. At the time the

Santa Fe country was in our hands, bis treatment of all classes

was magnanimous as well as prompt, so that General Taylor's

confidence in him was well placed, and the subsequent with-

drawal of our troops, according to the terms of peace, has left a
good impression of the American national character.

Light Infantry :—Colonel Charles L. Holbrook,
Commander ; Lieutenant Colonel, John C.
Boyd; Major, James A. Abbott; Adjutant,
Thomas E. Chickering

;
Quarter-Master, Thomas

Lewis Robinson ; Paymaster, Caleb T. Curtis
;

Assistant Quarter Master, W. W. Baker ; Sur-
geon, Dr. William Hawes

; Surgeon's Mate, Dr.
Joseph S. Jones. ^National Lancers attached,
Capt. T. J. Pierce. The three fullest companies
were the Mechanic Riflemen, 51 rank and file;

the Boston Light Infantry, 43 ; and the Inde-
pendent Fusileers, 40. The Lancers, 70 strong,

were subsequently detached from the Light In-
fantry regiment, and placed on the extreme
right. The regiment was attended by the Bos-
ton Brigade Band. Provost-Marshal, Capt. B. P.
Poore. Officer of the Day, Lieutpnant Colonel
Usher. General Staflf Oifficer of tbe Day, Ma-
jor P. S. Davis. Adjutant of the Day, Samuel
Chase. The Brigade was composed in all

of between seven and eight hundred men, and
at the close of review the occasion was pro
nounced on all hands to be the best of a like

character that has ever occured in Massachu-
setts. On the second day of tbe encampment.
Governor Boutwell reviewed the troops and
passed the entire day within the lines.

PORTRAIT OF MAJOR-GENERAL WORTH.

I^IUSTER AT IfEPONSET.

The first brigade of the first division of the Massachnsftts

Volunteer Militia, which held its annual encampment at Nepon-
set a few weeks since, has been faithfully delineated by our artist.

It was called Camp Tyler ; the ground occupied was about a

quarter of a mile square and remarkably level. The men ap-

peared in excellent spirits and good discipline. The brigade line

was made up as follows:—General Samuel Andrews, Command-
er; Major P. S. Davis, Brigade Inspector ; Captain Daniel Sharp,

Brigade Quarter-Master ; Captain H. C. Brooks, Aid-dc-Camp.

The Fifth Regiment of Artillery, armed as Infantry:—Cob n el

Robert Cowdi'n, Commander; Lieut. Col., W. Usher ; Major, Caleb

Page; Adjutant, Samuel Chase; Quarter-Master, F. A. Heath;

Paymaster, Samuel A. B. Bragg; Surgeon, Dr. J. M. Phipps
;

Surgeon's Mate, Dr. C. E. Buckingham. The regiment was ac-

companied by Bond's Cornet Band. The First Rc^^iment of

DEFINITIONS.
Lojifjiiage : Gold-leaf to blazcn our knowledge

and cover our ignorance. Shop: The bellows
of the industrial organ, the blower of which is

paid better than the artist who execntes the

composition. Napoleon : A false son of the Re-
public, who murdered hi<! mother to gain pos-

session of her estate. Civilization : The im-
mense, and yet uncrossed bridge, from barbar-
ous to rationalsociety, on which the trustees take
fresh toll at every few steps. Monk: A man
who commits himself to prison for being religiolfs.

Tobacco : A dried leaf that must soon fall.

Duel : A lion's skin for asses, and an ass's skin for

lions. Amusement: A flower-garden surround-
ing a factory. Character: The only personal
property which everybody looks after for you.
Competition : The devil's whisper of " common
sense " to foolish man. Bank: A gilt barge on
the river Credit, in which grandees are carried

forward by the labor of the horses on the towing-
paths. Clock: A dog we keep to bark at us.

J\farriof/e : A "State Lottery" not put down.
Woman : A gold coin, which education plates

over with silver- Frnnih/ : A forcing-frame for

the growth of genteel selfishness. Faith: Something soft wrapped
round the heart of man to keep it from being broken on its jour-

ney. Charity: The remorse of selfishness. Book: A teacher

who has sometimes grown into a tyrant. Tolreation : The gen-

erosity of doing nothing. Power: An intoxicating drink which
we like to see poured out to other people in dram-glasses, but to

ourselves in a tumbler. Opinion: An adventurer who always
starts as a beggar, and often ends as a king. Poetri/ : The aroma
of Truth. PauppT : A stone to pave the courtyards of tbe rich.

Policeman : A fox-hound in the pack of a squire, who dutifully

keeps up the breed of foxes. ^Yoges : Food for cows between
milking-times. Palace: The confessional in which a people
confides its weakness to an individual. Commerce : The Robin
Hood of respectability, who generally takes from the poor to

give to those who are already rich.— From WaJlbridge Lunn's
Council of Four, a Game of " Definitions ;" new edition.

MILITIA MUSTER AND ANNUAL ENCAMPMENT AT CAMP TYLERj NEPONSET^ MASS.
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[Written for Gloason'H notorial.]

T llli: HIGHLAND LASSIE'S S O IN G

.

BY B. n. BLAISDELL.

Thoy 8iiy to me, that " olilldbood

Ih free from euro and striftt;

That its hours aro th^ fleetest,

The hajipletit of life."

But though tlio Hun of childhood

I'or luu loag bIdco has set,

No lino of caro is on my brow

—

I 'm gay and happy yet.

Tho aunimer sky seems clearer,

Than it ever sepiiicd of yoro
;

Tho sunlight streiima more brightly In

Upon the cottage floor;

The heather-hlotim la awcetor,

Thu wild flowers are more rare,

As I cult them hy the burn-sido,

And twine them in my hair.

They say my cheek is bright and fair

As in my childhood's daj b
;

Tbey tell me of my •' soft, blue eyes,"

With many a word of praise
;

But these, of peace and sweet content,

To other hearts may tell

;

For in the highland lassie's breast

No thoughts of sorrow dwell.

I 'm happy as the bounding deer

That roves the mountain side
;

And ever onward, day by day.

The golden moments glide
;

No highland maid, within her heart,

With deeper truth can say,

" I cannot mourn my childhood joys,

Though they have passed away."

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

THE IMPOSTOR:
—OR

—

CRIME DETECTED.
BY MRS. CAHOLINE OENE.

CHAPTER I.

" This will never do. My funds are nearly exhausted, and the

expected letter does not arrive. It will be impossible for me to

meet my expenses a week longer, unless I change my present

style of living."

This was the mental soliloquy of a young man, who had for

some time been hoarding at one of the most fashionable hotels In

New York city. He had registered his name as Francis Berkeley,

and was an Englishman by birth. His personal appearance, as a

whole, was attractive ; at least, it would have been so to a cur-

sory observer, yet a person accustomed to study the human coun-

tenance in its various aspects, would have detected in him certain

traits to awaken distrust.

In a few minutes the door of the apartment, adjoining the one

where he was reclining on a lounge, was opened, and a youth of

eighteen entered.

" It is Davis," said he, starting nervously, and half rising from

his seat; but the next moment he resumed his former careless,

easy attitude, and at the appearance of his valet at the door, said,

in an indifferent tone of voice :
" Did you find anything for me "?"

" Yes, sir—here is a letter. It came in the last steamer."

There was a percepj;ible tremor in Berkeley's hand, as he took

the letter and glanced at the superscription, though he exerted

himself to appear perfectly ealm and composed. He broke the

seal quickly, and found that the letter enclosed a draft for a large

sum.

"AH is right," he murmured to himself, having glanced his eye

over the contents of the letter, while the anxiety which had clouded

his brow gave place to a look of exultation. Seating himself at

his writing-desk, he wrote a letter to a gentleman by the name of

Sutherland, a wealthy Souihern planter.

" Take this to the post-office/' said he, addressing Davis, " and

return as quickly as possible, so that my trunks may be packed in

season to enable me to leave this place early in the morning."

CHAPTER IT.

" TiiETtESA," said Mr. Sutherland, as he entered Ihe room

where his daughter sat reading, "I have just received a letter

from Fiank Berkeley, whose father, you know, is my dearest

friend, which, he says, will only precede him a few hours—possi-

bly, not more than an hour ; so if your curls or ribbons need

arranging, you had better be about it."

Theresa's cheeks flushed at this announcement, and a brighter

light came to her large, dark eyes. She, however, answered

quietly

:

" Mitty has arranged my hair as becoming as usual, I believe,"

"More so, I think," said her falher. "I didn't mind, at first;

but I certainly never saw you look more lovely than you do at

this moment. Frank must take care of his heart."

The indifference which Thtresa attempted to assume, could not

disguise her real emotions from her father Frank Berkeley's

name had been familiar to her from her early childhood, and the

excellence of his moral qualilies, and the superiority of his men-

tal and personal endowments, having,more or less, been the theme

of his father's letters to her own parent, he had, in the solitude

of her beautiful home, become the almost worshipped ideal of her

imagination. Her father, who had suspected something of the

kind, was well pleased to have it so ; ho and tho elder Berkeley,

having never ceased to entertain for each other the friendship

formed when students at tho same university in England.

A I'ew years after lie left college, Mr. Sutherland removed to

the United States, and pui-chiiscd the plantation where he now
resided. His wife's early death strengthened the lies whicii bound

him to his daughter. Unknown to her, the subject of a marriage

between their children had been freely discussed by the two friends

in the letters which frequently passed between them. It was con-

cealed from her intentionally, as Mr. Sutherland wished her to

remain wholly unbiased in a ease which involved her happiness

in a much greater degree than his own,

Frank Berkeley was better informed respecting this favorite

plan of their respective parents, having aeeidcnlally overheard a

conversation on the subject between his father and mother. He
was immediately seized with an irresistil)lc desire to behold the

fair being, who, judging by their description, must he beautiful as

a Houi'i.

" But as you have never seen her, how can you know?" said

he, suddenly entering the apartment, at the door of which, he

laughingly told them, he had been eaves-dropping.

"No, we have never seen //cr, my son," said his father; "but we
were well acquainted with her mother, whom our friend Suther-

land assures us, she exactly resembles."

" She was a native of Spain," said his mother, *'and there was

something in her appearance more fascinating than I have ever

seen in that of any other female."

Many more conversations were held on the subject, at different

times, the result of which was, young Berkeley, with the appro-

bation of his parents, took passage for America.

CHAPTER III.

Notwithstanding- the affected indifference with which The-

resa received the intelligence of Berkeley's anticipated arrival,

she did not fail to assure herself, by ocular demonstration, that

Mitty, in her capacity of dressing-maid, had not performed her

task negligentl3^ She must have been extremely fastidious not

to have been tolerably well satisfied with her appearance, as re-

flected by her mirror ; and a rose, its crimson leaves just opening,

and a few buds, bursting from their emerald prisons, which she

wreathed with her black hair, was the only iftiprovement she

attempted.

Evening was silently approaching, and the level sunbeams were

quivering among the dark green foliage of the magnolias like

golden arrows, while the air was redolent with the perfume of their

starry flowers. A carriage had been sent, several hours before

for their expected visitor's accommodation, as the public convey-

ance did not come within nearly a dozen miles of Mr. Sutherland's

residence. Theresa began to cast frequent glances towards the

broad, smooth carriage-road, which wound through the planta.

tion, the sight of which was, in many places, intercepted by mag-

nificent forest trees.

The evening shadows were fast losing themselves in the dark-

ness of night, when, in the distance, what seemed a darker shadow

than the rest, flitted past a narrow opening between the trees, and

was, the next moment, lost to view. In a few minutes more, she

would see, face to face, him who had, with his ideal presence

brightened many of her day as well as night dreams, and her

heart trembled at the thought, like the leaves of the aspen, which

rose at her side, and whose faint rustle seemed like a whisper in

her ear.

It was not long before the carriage, which had been sent for

young Berkeley, drew up near the house. Mr. Sutherland stood

at the hall door, ready to welcome the son of his frieud. The
customary formalities of introduction had been gone through

—

Theresa did not distinctly realize how—when, for the first time,

she raised her eyes so as to distinguish the features of their guest.

The long -cherished dream of her imagination was flown. Instead

of being drawn towards him, she was conscious of a strong feeling

of repulsion. All the unpleasant traits of his countenance seemed

to force themselves upon her observation in that one look. They

were even magnified and exaggerated, so as to obscure and even

conceal much that would have been considered by most persons

really attractive. But that which had fallen on Theresa's heart

like a cold shadow, had no influence upon her father. He saw

before him a handsome young man, of attractive manners, and it

was easy to invest him with those virtues, which had ever shone

so conspicuous in the character of the elder Berkeley.

The young man was himself sensible, by some secret powei",

which, for the want of a better term, may be. denominated intui-

tion, of the different impressions he had made on the father and

daughter. For a few moments, the idea that Theresa regarded

him unfavorably, caused him some embarrassment; but, as he

was not remarkably sensitive, a lack which was supplied by a

comfortable degree of assurance, he was soon able to get the bet-

ter of a feeling which generally manifests itself in an awkward-

ness peculiarly distressing to one who has reasons for wishing to

appear to uncommon advantage.

He and Mr. Sutherland were soon chatting in the most easy

and familiar manner. The latter had many questions to ask,

some of which he did not wait to have answered; others, which

appeared to him still more important, crowding themselves upon

his mind. He did not even observe that Theresa had seated her-

self in a distant part of the room, and remained silent. Berkeley,

without appealing to do so, narrowly watched her. Although

her beauty and grace inspired him with no very enthusiastic emo-

tions, for his were golden dreams—not those glowing with the

rose-tingeof love,he was well pleased with her appearance, and still

better, with the idea of the fifty thousand dollars which he knew

was to be her marriage dower. He, therefore, felt determined to

win her. He perceived that the task would be a difficult one, but

necessity, in a much stcrncf form than any one except himself

imagined, was jogging his elbow, and whispering in his car,

" Put money iu thy purse."

One thing Mr. Sutherland regretted, and he told Berkeley that

he did. This was his inability to trace the least resemblance be-

tween him and either of his parents. The young man assured

him that he could not regret it more than he did Iiimself ; and Mr.

Sutherland said, that he considered the desire the very next best

thing to the reality.

CHAPTER IV.

The first time tliat Mr. Sutherland was alone with his daughter

he said

:

" Well, Theresa, what do you think of Prank V
"As yet," she replied, " I have not seen enough of hirn to form

a very accurate opinion of his character."

" Aecuiate opinion !" he repeated, somewhat tartly; "I want

to know what your impressions are concerning him 7 When two

young persons meet, it is not to be expected that they will under-

take to form an opinion of each other with the same accuracy that

they would solve a problem in Euclid."

" To confess the truth, my first impressions concerning him
were far from being in his favor."

" Your first impressions not in favor of my dearest friend's only

son 1 That was enough, of itself, to cause you to think favorably

of him."

" I know it was— it ought to have influenced me, hut I am dis-

appointed in him—cruelly so—more than I have words to tell."

" What would you have ? Is he not handsome V
" He is, according to the general acceptation of the word."

"And his manners—are they not those of a gentleman ?"

" That is a question much more difficult to answer; for though

I can realize that there is something wanting which should charac-

terize a real gentleman, I should be loth to undertake to point out

the exact nature or amount of the deficiency. I am certain, how-

ever, that had he been a knight of the olden time, he would not

have been noted for his chivalry, nor could he have adopted the

motto, ' Without fear, and without reproach.'

"

" He, doubtless, has his foibles, as who, indeed, has not? But
the prejudice which you entertain against my young friend ap-

pears to me as unaccountable, as I am persuaded it is unjust,"

" I will not attempt to account for it myself, yet so it is, and

time only will prove whether I am actuated by a foolish whim, or

whether there is really something evil about him, which causes

me to regard him with feelings of strange distrust."

"Endeavor to get the better of them, for I am persuaded that

you do him injustice, and he is evidently much pleased with you."

Here the conversation was interrupted by the entrance of him

who had formed the subject of it. Theresa immediately with-

drew. Scarce had the door closed behind her, when Berkeley

said, abruptly

:

" I have something I wish to say to you, if you are at leisure."

" I am perfectly at leisure," was Mr. Sutherland's reply,

" Speak without reserve, for I wdsh the son of my friend to feei

perfect freedom in my presence."

" I think you must suspect what I wish to speak to you about,

though, as I have only been here twenty-four hours, you may pos-

sibly think it premature. An ardent temperament must plead my
excuse, and without circumlocution, I ask you if I have your

leave to address your daughter?"

" You have
;
yet I advise you not to be too precipitate. Let

there be time for each to have the opportunity of studying the

other's character. Theresa has lived a very retired life, and as a

natural consequence, has imbibed some romantic notions. She,

however, has good sense, and I doubt not that the character which

has been moulded by such excellent persons as your parents, will,

in good time, have its due weight with her."

The young man listened to these words of Mr. Sutherland with,

an impatience be found it difficult to conceal; yet he did conceal

it, and thanking him for his good opinion, as well as his good

advice, expressed a hope that he should not be betrayed into vio-

lating the latter by the impetuosity of his feelings. Before speak-

ing to Mr. Sutherland on the subject, he had flattered himself

with the belief that he would use his parental authority to induce

Theresa to accept him, and now that he found he had been mis-

taken in this, as well as in the idea that she would find him irre-

sisiible, he, in his secret heart, cursed them both.

"Take time to study her character!" said he, repeating the

words of Mr. Sutherland. " It is her money that /want. This

delay will be my ruin !"

On reflection, he determined to follow Mr. Sutherland's advice.

He would study her character—he would find out its weak points.

Whatever she liked, he would prefer; while whatever was not

suited to her taste, he was resolved to make her imagine was
equally disagreeable to his. Most scduously did he follow the

course which he had marked outfor himself, and it was not many
days before he became sensible that the distrust with which she

had regarded him, was gradually giving place to a feeling of more
confidence.

" Give me time, and I shall yet win her," were his thoughts, as

she listened with evident pleasure as he read to her, one afternoon,

as she sat sewing. He had just closed the book, when a lad, who
had been sent up to the post oflice, rode up to the door. He had

brought two letters, one for Mr. Sutherland, and one for Berke-

li^y ; and among a number of newspapers, there was one directed

to the latter. It was easy to see that the same hand had super-

scribed both the letter and the paper. The letters and papers had

been laid on a table in the hall, and perceiving that Theresa was

not observing him, he quickly slipped the letter directed to her

father into his pocket. There was something in tho handwriting
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which appeared familiar to him, and excited his alarm. He

silently withdrew to his own room, and the moment he had closed

and locked his do:)r, broke the seal of the letter directed to Mr.

Sutherland. His first care was to look at the signature. He

turned pale, and a bitter imprecBtion broke from his lips. After

reading the letter, he put it in his pocket, saying, as he did so :

*'
' The times have been,

That when the brains were out. the man would die,

^ And there an end.' "

The letter directed to himself contained only these words

:

*' Herewith I send you a newspaper, which, as you will see,

contains something important for you to know."

Though without signature, he well knew who it was from, and

tearing the envelope from the paper, found no difficulty in deter-

mining what was alluded to ; the less so, as the letter he had pur-

loined ltd him to suspect what it was. First examining the door,

to assure himself that it was well secured, he read as follows :

" It will probably be remembered, that not long since, we gave

an account of a stranger, handsomely dressed, and apparently

twenty-two or three years .old, who was found by a marketraan

lying at the side of the road, several miles from the city. At

first, the man supposed him to be dead; on examination, how-

ever, he found that there were signs of life, and having, with con-

siderable diffii-ulty, succeeded in lifting him into, his cart, he con-

veyed him home. A blow on his head had rendered him entirely

insensible, and for some time slight hopes were entertained of his

recovery. There was nothing found upon his person to indicate

who he was, whence he came, or whither he was going; nor did

the most careful investigation lead to the detection of any circum-

stance by which they might be determined. But returning reason

has enabled him to make known these particulars and some oth-

ers; all of which it is thought advisable lo suppress, till the active

measures, now in operation, to secure the villain who robbed, and

doubtlessly intended to murder him, are crowned with success."

"When he had finished reading it, he ignited a match, and burnt

the paper and the two letters to ashes. He did not move from

the spot where he stood for several minutes. He found it impos-

sible to decide on the coursc he had best pursue to insure his

safety. He had feared danger, but not from the source it now

threatened him, for he had often congratulated himself with the

thought, that " dead men tell no tales."

He was sensible that it was not safe for him to remain another

hour where he was
;
yet he could not bring himself to relinquish

the golden dreams, which he had hoped soon to realize.

" I may at least venture to wait till to-morrow," he thought,

as he observed the lengthening shadows which fell across the lawn,

as he looked from his window. As he came to this decision, he

caught a glimpse of white drapery through an opening in the

shrubbery, which sku'ted one side of the lawn. A sudden thought

seemed to strike him, and quickly leaving the house, in a few

minutes he was by the side of Theresa.

" Your father has told you, Miss Sutherland," said he, abruptly

addressing her, " that I have asked his leave to address you as

a lover. He gave it, yet advised me to wait. I have waited,

what to me has seemed an age—till suspense has amounted to

agony which I can endure no longer, and have now sought you

that I may hear my fate from your own lips."

" I cannot yet speak decidedly on such an important subject."

"But you will not bid me despair— you will even admit that

you regard me with more favor than when we first met."

" I will."

" Then I shall hope that your sentiments will undergo a still

greater change in my favor. To-morrow I shall leave here."

" Leave !"

" Yes—unexpected business requires that I should. I shall

be absent a week—it may be more. The period of my return

will depend on the time it may take to accomplish the business

I have in hand. When I return, it will he with the intention to

devote my life to your happiness, and Theresa, you will not—you

cannot spurn the heart which I dedicate to you, and you alone."

The deference of his words and whole demeanor, told more in

his favor than he had even counted on. Theresa's pride was

flattered, and she even felt a degree of regret at the thought of

his intended absence. He perceived that her feelings were

softened towards him, and did not fail to follow closely up the

advantage he had gained.

" I shall yet triumph," said he to himself, as he left her to seek

her father, in order to inform him of his intended departure.

Could Theresa have seen the change in his countenance, as

he turned from her, she would have shuddered at the demoniac

expression there depicted ; an expression, which was but the

transcript of the evil passions which agitated his mind, and which

were more worthy of a demon than a human being. He indulged

in a low, inward laugh, as he saw Theresa enter the house.

" Poor vain fool," said he, " to imagine that I am in danger of

dying for such a baby face as hers."

He had entered a path parallel to the carriage road, and sepa-

rated from it by a thick hedge, intending to join Mr. Sutherland,

who was at no great distance, when he saw a light pleasure-

wagon, in which were two men, rapidly approaching. He in-

stantly crouched behind the hedge, where, concealed from view,

he could, through an opening, see if they were known to him, as

soon as they had arrived somewhat nearer. In the meantime, he

took a loaded pistol from his pocket. As they drew near the

place where he was secreted, the horse somewhat slackened its

speed, and he saw, but too plainly, who the gentleman was, seated

on the left: side of the wagon. His worst fears were realized.

There was, he thought, but one chance for him. The person in

the wagon must be made incapable of betraying him. As these

thoughts passed through his mind, he took deliberate aim at the

young man's head. The next instant the sharp report of a pistol

rang through the air, and both the persons in the wagon heard a

ball whistle over their heads. Alarmed at the noise made by the

pistol, the horse dashed forward at full speed, but as the road was
perfectly level and even, the driver foimd no difliculty in regain-

ing proper control over him.

When the young gentleman alighted, he found, with some
surprise, that there was no one to welcome him. It was only a

few minutes, however, before Mr. Sutherland arrived
; yet, though

he politely invited him to enter the house, he manifested no sign

of recognition.

" Have you received my letter, sir ?" said the young man, his

spirits slightly damped by the coldness of his reception.

"I have not," was Mr. Sutherland's reply.

" Then I must introduce myself. My name is Francis Berkeley,

and am the son of your friend Berkeley, who resides in England."
" You are too late, sir," said Mr, Sutherland, coldly. " You

should have been sooner in your attempt at imposition. Francis

Berkeley, my friend Berkeley's son, has been here some time."

" That cannot be. My name, as I have already told you, is

Francis Berkeley, and if you will please order lights, I think you

will find evidence of my veracity written in ray countenance, if

you are able to recall the lineaments ofmy father—it being thought

that I closely resemble him."

Lights were accordingly ordered, and Mr. Sutherland saw at a

glance that he had been grossly deceived— that he had been enter-

taining an impostor, who, by this time, had it not been for what

he had considered his daughter's unjust and unaccountable aver-

sion to him, would have been his son-in-law.

The presence of the newly arrived guest inspii*ed her with nei-

ther aversion nor distrust. On his broad, open brow, seemed

stamped the seal of truth, and the clear glance of his dark eyes,

betrayed none of that restlessness and inquietude, which, more
than anything else, had struck her as peculiarly unpleasant in the

physiognomy of the pretended Berkeley.

As soon as the commotion had somewhat subsided, into which

all present had been thrown, by the startling discovery of the

hold and daring plot, which had come so near being brought to a

successful issue, their thoughts turned to the vile author. Mr.

Sutherland recollected having seen him a minute before his atten-

tion was attracted by the sound of the approaching wagon. Im-

mediate search was made for him, but, as may be imagined, he

was nowhere to be found. In the morning, it was ascertained that

his escape had been facilitated by the aid of one of Mr. Suther-

land's best saddle-horses.

The real Francis Berkeley held the clue which readily unrav-

elled the plot. The impostor was a passenger in the same vessel

with him, and during the voyage, succeeded in ingratiating him-

self into his favor, so that by the time they arrived in port, quite

an intimacy was established between them. The name by which

he was known—probably an assumed one—was Melton. In a

quiet, insidious manner, which some know so well how to prac-

tise, he succeeded in drawing from young Berkeley the object of

his visit to America, together with many other particulars, which

he imagined might serve the half formed purpose already floating

in his own mind.

They stopped at the same hotel, and an invitation from Berke-

ley to accompany him a few miles into the country, one pleasant

afternoon, caused his plan to assume a more distinct form, while

at the same time, it suggested to him the means of its execution.

When, about ten o'clock in the morning, he returned to the

hotel, he was alone. In answer to the inquiries of the landlord,

concerning Berkeley, he told him that he had fallen in with an

old friend, who was going to spend a few weeks in the country,

and had concluded to go with him. He had, in consequence of

this unexpected arrangement, commissioned him to settle his

bill. This put the mind of the landlord to rest, and prevented

an inquiry. He would have started for the South at once, had it

not been for the failure of his funds. He had expected to have

found sufficient for his purposes, among the effects of his victim.

Being disappointed in this, he was obliged to await the arrival of

a draft which he knew Berkeley expected in a few days.

As an advisable precaution, he immediately removed to a hotel

in another quarter of the city, assumed the name of Berkeley,

engaged a handsome suite of rooms and a servant. Other par-

ticulars concerning him, have already been sufficiently explained

by the extract from the paper, sent him by one of his associates,

and by what took place while a guest at Mr. Sutherland's.

For once, a match projected by parents, met the hearty con-

currence of the parties more immediately concerned, and an early

day was named for the bridal.

Mitty, Theresa's dressing-maid, if appearances are any crite-

rion, never before fully realized the dignity and responsibility of

the duties incident to her station. But in the task of arranging

her mistress, she did not forget what was due to herself, and the

ebony hue of her complexion seemed to assume a still deeper

intensity from the contrast of her snowy muslin gown, and the

satin turban, of a bright orange color, decorated with crimson

roses, which she wore in o, very jaunty style upon her head, to

say nothing of the enormous hoops of rea/ gold, which glittered

in her ears.

Nor was Mitty the only one of the sable-hued damsels who

looked gay on the occasion. In the dance, held on a smooth spot

of greensward in the park, all the colors of the rainbow were

mingled together ; while among the red-slippered feet which

glanced over the emerald carpet, to the music of the viol and

tambourine, those of Phillis, the cook, from their superior size,

shone conspicuous.

In a few days afterward, according to previous arrangement,

Mr. Sutherland and the young married pair sailed for Europe,

where having spent some time with yoang Berkeley's parents,

they crossed the Channel, and visited France, Spain and Italy.

[\rritten for Oleaaon'a Pictorial.]

FAREWELL TO THE YOUNG BRIDE.

BT DB. PRBDEIUCE HODCK.

Farewell ! -we part, and thou hast left ua lonely,

No smiles lite thine to cheer our fireside
;

The circle briy:ht is broken, and we only

Behold thy form in memory's vision glide.

Farewell I we part as parts the sua with flowers

Which it had cherished 'neath its kindling ray,

To live a long, lone night of lengthened hours,

Then wake again to bright and perfect day.

Farewell I we part, and every breast is burning
With wishes kind and prayers of good to thee

;

That joys, like singing-birds which cheer the morning,
May aye attend thee with their melody.

Farewell
! we part—0, may thy fond arms twining

Around the form of him, thy young heart's pride,

Be ever fondly met with smiles outshining

The rays which welcomed thee his happy bride.

Farewell
! we part, and tears betray the swelling

Of thy pure bosom with the parting pain

We part, but 0, with hope our lone hearts telling.

In tears we part—to meet in smiles again.

THE HUSSISSIPPI BY KIGHT.
By night the scene is one of startling interfst and magical

splendor. Hundreds Of lights are glancing in different directions,
from the villages, towns, farms and plantations on shore, and
from the magnificent "floating palaces" of steamers, that fre-
quently look bke moving mountains of light and flame, so bril-
liantly are these enormous river leviathans illuminated, outside
and inside. Indetd, the spectacle presented is like a dream of
enchantment. Imagine steamer after steamer coming sweeping,
sounding, thundering on, blazing with these thousands rf lights,
cat-ting long brilliant reflections on the fast rollmg waters beneath.
There are often a number of them, one after another, like so
many comets in Indian file. Some of these are so marvellously
and dazzlingly lighted, they really look like Aladdin's palace on
fire (which in all likelihood it would be in America), sent >kurry-
ing and dashing down the stream, while, perhaps, just then, all

else is darkness around it. I delighted, too, in seeing, as you very
frequently do, the twinkling lights in the numerous cottages and
homesteads dotted here and there ; and you often observe large
wood fires lit on the banks, looking like merrymaking bonfires.
These, I believe, are usually signals for the steamers to stop to
take up passengers, goods, and animals.

—

Ladfj Wortley's Travels
in the United States of America.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE BRIGHT SIDE.

BT MATURIN M. BALLOTJ.

It was a natural and very beautiful simile, first made by on bumble son of
Erin, that " Every cloud has a silver lining."

When sorrows thicken in the path of life,

And saddened hearts are burthened to repining, •

When the soul wearies with its worldly strife,

Think every cloud hath still a silver lining.

Though sad bereavements hover o'er our way,

Through all a parent's tender love is shining,

Showing to us, though faint may be the ray,

That every cloud hath still a silver lining.

Too oft the flowers ofjoy ar^ bom to fade,

Their tender petals all so quickly pining;

White in the grave our dearest hopes are laid
|

Yet every cloud hath still a silver lining.

For on this earth there is so much of grace,

So much of peace and tender love combining,

That, shadowed e'er so deep our guardian's face,

Yet every cloud hath still a silver lining. ,
^J

niENTAL EXCITEMENT.
Bad news weakens the action of the heart, oppresses the lungs,

destroys the appetite, stops digestion, and partially suspends all

the functions of the system. An emotion of shame flushes the
face; fear blanches it; joy illuminates it; and an instant thrill

electrifies a million of nerves. Surprise spurs the pulse into a
gallop. Delirium infuses great energy. Volition commands, and
hundreds of muscles spring to execute. Powerful emotion often
kills the body at a stroke

; Chilo, Diagoras and Sophocles, died
ofjoy at the Grecian Games. The news of a defeat killed Philip
the Fifth. The door-keeper of Congress expiied upon hearing of
the surrender of Cornwallis. Eminent public speakers have often
died in the midst of an impassioned burst of eloquence, or when
the deep emotion that produced it suddenly subsided. Largrave,
the young Parisian, died when he heard that the musical prize for
which he had competed, was adjudged to another.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE TRANSPLANTED FLOWER,

BT MISS CHARLOTTE ALLEN.

'T was evening ; and a lovely child,

Kneeling in prayer,

Breathed forth her spirit's thankfulness

For holy care

She prayed for all ; and ere she closed,

Asked God to take

Kind watch of her while sleeping there,

Till she should wake-

'T was morning ; and that little one

Was summoned hence

;

God sent an angel in the night

For Innocence;

—

And seeing that pure, tender hud,

So calm and still

;

He gathered it, but to obey

Ills Maker'.*; will.
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fETE IN LOIVOON.
Our artist has ^ivcn

UB hero a sketch of the

late American festivitiirs

in London, on the an-

niversary of ournniional

independence, on which
occnwion a buperh enter-

tainment was p;iven by

Mr. George Vcnbody,
tho eminent American
mcrehantjto many liun-

dredsof persons, at Wil-
lis's Rooms, " to meet
the American Minister

and Mrs. Lawrence."
Mr, Peabody selected

this aimivcrsary for this

immense gathering of

Englishmcnand Ameri-
cans, for the avowed pur-

pose of t;liowing that all

hostile feeling in regard

to tlie occurrencPs which
it calls to mind, has

ceased to have any place

in the breasts of the

citizens of either of the

two great Anglo-Saxon
nations, and that there

is no longer anything to

prevent them from meet-
ing together on that day,

oron any other occasion
in perfect harmony and
brotherhood. The su-

perb suite of Almack's
rooms gave ample space
for theguests. The walls

•were richly festooned
with white drapery,

entwined by wreaths of
flowers, interspersed at

intervals with the flags

of England and Ameri-
ca, blended and inter-

changed. Atoneendand
the other of the spacious
ball-room were placed
portraits of Queen Vic-

toria and the illustrious

"Washington, each cano-
pied wiih the combined
flags of the two coun-
tries ; and in various
parts of the room were
placed busts of her Majesty, the Prince Consort, Washington,
Franklin, and oth^ distinguished persons of either country. The
superb chandeliers were decorated with flowers to the number of
many hundreds ; and each lady was presented on her entrance
to the room, with a choice bouquet. The guests began to arrive

about nine o'clock, and by half-past nine, the seats appropriated
tor the auditory of the concert (with which the entertainment corn-

eleven the Duke of Wel-
lington arrived, and was
met in tho reception-

room by Mr. Peahody,
who conducted hiHfjruce

throuirh tho ball-room
to the (^/((/«, where he wan
welcomed by the Ameri-
can Minister. The hnnd
played tho afcimtomed
recfjgnition of" See.lw
conrjuering hero comes."
But the enthusiasm did

not reach its heicrht un-
til "tho Duke," with
Mr, Peabody, and the

Ameri<!an Minister on
cither bide of him, took
his seat in the centre of
the dfiis, and directly

under the portrait of
Washington, when tho

assembly gave a pro-

longed burstofcheering.

After this had subsided,

dancing recommenced,
and continued nntil a
very Ute hour, interrupt-

ed onlv by the Interven-

tion of an elegant sup-

per. The whole of the

ground floor of Willis's

Kooms was devoted to

arrangements for sup-

per, and these rooms like

those ahove, were deco-
rated with flowers, flags,

busts, and other grace-

ful and artistic objects.

ENTERTAINMENT TO THE AMERICAN MINISTER AT ALMAGK S ROOMS, IN LONDON.

menced) were entirely filled. The concert itself was of a high
order ; and when we name Catharine Hayes, Cravelli, Lablache,
and Gardoni as the performers it is almost needless to add that
it passed ofl" most brilliantly. After the concert the seats were
removed and the spacious ball-room was cleared for the dancers,
who commenced dancing at about eleven o'clock. Up to this

hour the guetts bad continued to arrive. At about halfpast

FANEUIL IIALL^
The "Cradle of Liber-

ty," as this noble struc-

ture is universally called

belongs not merely to

Boston ; all its past as-

sociations render it a na-
tional l)uilding,iind it Is

loved from the Atlantic

on the east, to the Pacific

on ihe west, and from the

greatlakesto the Gulfof
Mexico, as a spot, sa-

cred and revered. Tho
building on the left of
the picture represents

one of those a^ncient gahle-end edifices, that used to fill this section

of the town during the time the English governors filled thea^atof

authority; and is, at the present writing, almost the only nmiunt of

this style of architecture extant, within the limits of the cii} . 1 1 tho

foreground, we havea representation of the scenes of busy life that

are constantly recurring about this locality > the whole forming a
life-like picture of old Eaneuil Hall and its immediate vicinity.

FAMUTL HALL5 BOSTON, A VIEW SHOWING THE PRESENT STATE OP SOME OTHER OBJECTS OP INTEREST IN THAT NEIGHBORHOOD.
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CONTENTS OF OTTE NEXT NUMBER.
'' "Hie Twin Sisters, or the Test of Character," a story, by 3Irs. S. M.

HUMI'LIRET.
' The Schooner of the Kennebec, or the Englishman at Fault," a sea sketch,

by Sylvakus CoiiB,,)R.

''The Buccaneer of Bnritana, or a Itomancero in the Life of Lafitte," a story,

by V. Clinton Barkington.
" The Snare of Tanitj," a prose sketch, by Mrs. E. Wellmont.
"Leonore." lines, b,v iiENRV Ruggles-
"Seaside Musings," by Miss Cbarlotte Allen.
"The Mountain Stream," in Terse, by Mrs. Eliphalet Cderiek.
"To a friend," lines, by Caboli>e A. Hitden.
'* The Hover's Song." by FRA^clS A. Dubivage.
" There 's Beauty in the Rose," a poem, by Kiceaed "WhiaiiT.

ILLTTSTEATIONS.
We shall give a splendid view of the new and beautiful clipper ship Stafford-

Bhire, of Enoch Train & Co.'s line, as she appeared leaving Boston harbor.

A fine and accurate view of the harbor and city of Havana, the capital of
Cuba, and at this moment a spot of much interest.

A fac-simile of the arms of the free State of Cuba, as already adopted by
the revolutionists.

A view of the Washington Monument, at Washington, representing this

structure as it vfill appear when completed.

A view of the British steamer Canada, aa she appeared lately lying at her
dock in Eust Boston.

A fine and artistic engraving of the Statue of Washington, in the State

Hoase, Boston.

A picture of the Capitol of Wisconsin, a fine and creditable specimen of
Western arcbitecture.

A maritime sketch, piving a view of the steamer " Ci*^ of Glasgow,'' as she
appeared leaving Ptiiladelphia for Liverpool.

A picture representiDg the Eg\ plian Fleet, as it appeared lying in the harbor
of Alexandria, at the latest dates from thence.

A view of Lord Timothy Dtxter's House, as it appeared during the eccentric

owner's lifetime, in Newburyport, Mass.

A fineengi-aving representing the Harborof Chagres, as sketched with artistic

skill for our columns.

An engraving giWng a fine picture of Sutter's Fort, California, a spot in-

timately connected with tbe fortunes of the Land of Gold.

A fine engraving representing the grand Federal Kiile Match in Svritzerland.

NAVY YARD AT CHARLESTOWN.
[See page 224.]

The view furnished by oar artist as depicted herewith, is taken

from the north side of Copp's Hill, Boston, and is correct in

every particular. On the right in the extreme distance, are seen

the hills, trees and spires of Chelsea, from whence the

ferry boat is returning across the harbor to Boston ; a little

more towards the foreground, and off the Battery of the

Yard, are the Vermont and Franklin line-of-battle ships. Since

this scene was sketched the Franklin has been towed round to

Portsmouth, to test the new dock just completed there. The

Charlestown Navy Yard occupies sixty acres of ground, and com-

pri-^es a great number of stores of all sorts appertaining to naval

affairs, with dwelling houses for the officers, arsenals, magazines,

barracks, etc. The dry dock is a noble and imposing piece of

workmanship, built of hewn granite, in the neatest and most solid

manner—a view of which has been presented in these pages—it

contains half a million cubic feet of stone work. The slips for

ship building are covered with frame houses, sufficiently large to

contain first-class line-of-battle ships; there are some on the

stocks now. The entire yard is enclosed on the land side by a

high stone wall. On the Itft of the picture is the Cumberland

frigate, being dismasted, and in the middle the receiving ship

Ohio; in the foreground are the wooden buddings of the docks,

and in front of them some dilapidated wooden shanties, forming

altogether a very picturesque and interesting scene.

CUPPER SHIP JOHN WADE.
[See page 224.]

This fine specimen of naval architecture is another representa-

tion of the new and beautiful class of ships that are being built

in such numbers by our enterprising mechanics. She is from the

yard of Hayder & Cudworth, of Medford, and is owned by Reed,

"Wade &, Co., of this city. She is to be commanded by Captain

G. Willis, and is designed for the California and Fast India trade.

The length of the John Wade is 145 feet—over all, 152 feet;

beam, 31 feet 6 inches; whole depth, 17 feet; between decks, 7

feet—registering about 650 tons. Sailors pronounce her model as

beautiful in the extreme, and she is expected to perform wonders

in the way of speed. Our artist has given us a very fine picture.

Significant.—What a mournful spectacle is presented by the

late census in poor old Ireland! In thirty-one counties the de-

crease in population since 1S41, is one million, seveji hundred and

thirty seven thousand, six hundred and sixteen persons.

Veht true.—A quariel is like a spark, which cannot be pro-

duced without a flint as well as a steel ; either of them may
hammer on wood forever, no fire will follow.

Vert natubal.—An angry cook was seen to day, Uowing up

the jlre because it wouldn't burn.

ON GHOSTS.
We have waited patiently for a fitting hour to accost our sub-

ject with due solemnity

:

" 'Tis now the witching hoar of night.
When churchjards yawn and goblins damn the eight."

The great city lies hushed in deep repose. Tbe stars on high

are wheeling in their appointed course, and yonder, under the

umbrageous foliage, lies a graveyard—a solitary oasis in the

midst of the desert of life—a memento mori, gracefully concealed

in a beauteous exterior. If ever, surelyon this balmy night, spirits

might wander from their blissful abodes, and pay a briefvisit to

their ancient dwelling-place. But no sad or portentous spectre ap-

pears, bringing "airs from heaven," or " blasts " from its antipodes.

The figure that steals silently along the railing of the graveyard,

dim-seen in the tree-shadows of the Common, is a mere flesh and

blood mortal—he is " of the earth, earthy "—a citizen watchman

—nothing more human and sublunary than he. Pah !
" an ounce

of civet, good apothecary."

Really we are afraid that ghosts have had their day. There is

something in the materialism of the present as fatal to the disem-

bodied ladies and gentlemen who used to walk of nights, dressed

in the thinnest possible garments—fi^r they were spun of air—as

fatal to them as the dawn of day, a signal at which all respectable

ghosts were required to betake themselves to their tombs. It is

very hard for us to recall, for a moment, the superstitions of our

childish days, those legends, which falling from the lips ofimmemo-

rial grandmothers and time-honored aunts, used to curdle our

young blood, and make our infant locks stand upon end ; to us

now these things seem most "stale, flat and unprofitable."

How many nights have we Iain awake in " pleasing terror,"

looking for the awfully interesting moment when the curtains of

our bed should be withdrawn, and a lady, all in white, should

look in upon us with some tale of woe or horror from her lips,

or perhaps we fancied it might be the ghost of some grim old

Puritan, come to reveal the hiding place of an incalculable terror.

In those days, ghosts were supposed to lurk in closets and ward-

robes, or reside in dark regions under the bed, ready to pop out

upon us without a moment's warning. In those days, we actually

saw gho?ts more than once, but the daylight always resolved them

into night-gowQS hanging quietly on pegs, window-curtains looped

up in some fantastic shape, or some other equally tangible object.

The failure of attempts upon the stage to produce effect by

ghostly apparitions, proves bow entirely the belief in spectres has

passed away from the minds of the present generation. Banquo's

ghost is only a. fourth-rate actor, with a little red paint upon his

throat; Hamlet's father is a mere " walking gentleman." The
graveyard scene in Robert the Devil, sometimes produces a mo-

mentary thrill, and when, in GiseJh, the ethereal Blangy, as a mid-

night Willi, assails her lover with ghostly blandishments, one may
be surprised into a little of the old feeling ; but it is only a brief

forgetfulness. The figures that surround her are anything but

appalling—the fat, dumpy ballet-girls in pink tights, dispel the

illusion almost as soon as it is created. A more permanent feel-

ing is excited by Allston's masterly picture of Saul and the Witch

of Endor (now in the New England Art-Union rooms). But

here we have a powerful representation of an actual apparition,

vouched for in Holy Writ, an occurrence of those days of won-

der, when P/ovidence suspended, sometimes, tlie operations of the

ordinary laws of nature, to work out its great and mysterious

purposes.

Ghost-stories in the last century were the most common staple

of romance writers, but the skepticism of the present age forbids

recourse to the superaatural as a method of exciting and inter-

esting readers. Even the Wizard of the North has failed when

he has attempted it; the White Lady of Avenel, and the super-

natural machinery of the Lay of the Last Minstrel, are alike

powerless. The lamp of modem science has dispersed the la^t

lingering shade of superstition, and its retrospective rays have

illuminated the dark and mysterious corridors of the past.

An old Settler.—The editor of the Saturday Evening Ga-

zette tells about one of his compositors who fur tweufy six y< ars

has never been beyond seeing distance of the State House. Tha%

is considerable of a story to tell in these days of fickleness and

instability, but is beat all hollow by the editor's adding that the

man has set type on that paper for a period of thirty four years.

Credit.—Some of our exchanges are very apt to forget to

give us tbe proper credit for our articles which they copy. We
are very careful on our part to credit every article we borrow, and

feel justly sensitive upon the subject as it regards our original

matter. This is a special edict.

6lea30n"8 PrcTOHiAt Drawing-Koom Companion.—The popularity which has
attended the efforts of Mr. Glenson in the pubiicatioa of his " Drawing-Koom
Conip;iLion " is alniOift uopamlleled. The expense of this publicaton mutt
he VL'ry great but we are happy to learn that it hius succeeded admirably. The
publisher, Mr. Gl-aion. has been verv successful in his efforts to please the
public, and. we wish him all reasonable success.

—

H'tverhill Gazette.

Pertinent.— The«last words of a good old man, Mr. Grim-

shaw, on his death-bed, were these :
—" Here goes an unprofitable

servant." It is not for mortals to foot up that account.

Human Frailty —Our judgment generally strikes in with

our inclination, and seldom pronounces against our interest and

pleasure. Hence our frequent errors.

Ambition is a kind of dropsy, the more a man drinks the

more he covets. The exceptions are very rare.

A GOOD CHARACTER is like capital in business, or stock in trade.

In this city, by Kev. Dr. Stow, Mr. Benjamin Orover to Miss Sarah Adama .

By William Palfrey, Eeq., Mr. Willinm Townsend to Miss Sarah Ann Altken.
By Rev. Mr. Fox, Mr. John T. Falls to Miss M E. Smith.
By Rev. Mr. Gannett, Mr. Charles B. Sawyer to Miss Elizabeth E. Tumor.
By Rev. Dr. Stow, Mr. William T. Trundy to Miss Kute R. Boyde.
By Rev. Dr. Croswell, Mr. Walter Baker to Miss Frances C. Tremlett.
By Rev. Mr. Woart, John Odin, Jr., M. D., to Miss Louisa H. Vosa.
By Rev. Dr. Blagdon, Mr. James I'arker to Miss Frances B. Barry.
By Rev. Dr. Young, Mr. Joseph Dixon, of (Vorcester, to Miss Priscilla Hood.
At Chelsea, by Rev. Mr. Langworthy, Mr. J. A. Green to MissCvrena Bisbee.

~

At Roxbury, by Kev. Mr. Alger, Mr. Henry C. Baker to Miss Sarah Curtis.
At North Bridgewater, by liev. Mr. Norton, Mr. William H. Barry to Misg

Laura B. Kiogman.
At Marblehead, Mr. George Tucker to Miss Elizabeth Currier, of Cambridge.
At Coleraine, by Rev. Mr. Allen, Mr. William S. Joslin, of South Boston, to

Miss Emily A. E Smith.
At Rochester, N- H., Mr. Israel Horsley to Miss Lydia B. C. Hammond.
At Manchesfer, N. H., by Rev Mr. Tilston, Mr. \Vilham W. Merrick to Jiliaa

Louisji H. Robinson, both of Boston.
At Newport, R. I., Mr J. S SiifEord to Mbs Mary B. Goff.
At Cincinnati, by Kev Mr. Robinson, Mr. William K. Fullerton to Miss

Fanny Cordelia Lyon.

In this city, Capt. Wentworth Knights, 71 ; Mrs. Susan Whitney French, 24
;

Mrs. Nancy Colby. 55 ; Mi.ss Harriet E. Allen, 21 ; Mrs. Sarah Butler, 73 ; Mr.
Samuel Wins ow. 85; James Blake, Etq., 72.

At Koxburv, Mr. John Ham, 57-

At Charlestown, Mrs Ruth B. Turner, 62.

At Chtlsea, Mrs. Abby F. Robinson.
At Maiden, Miss Esther Call, 70.

At East Cambridge, Mr. Samuel Fay, 79.

At Barre. Mr. Thomas Denny of Boston, 32.
At Swanzey. Mr. Waldo A. Stebbins, 24.
At Auhurndale, Newton, Mrs. Lucena 3. Carpenter, 47.
At Petersham, Mrs. Eliza Bosworth, of Boston, 54.
At E;ist Weymouth, Mrs. Sarah Dver, 79.

At Franklin, Mr. Timothy Blake, 88
At Wind^ror, Mr. Henry A. Pierce, 33.

At KennebuDk, Maine, Samuel Emerson, M. D., 87-
At PauJinui, Mr, JoshUH. Bates, of Vermont.
At Honolulu, Capt. ('harles Davis, of Gloucester, Ma53.
At Gold Run, California, Mr. George Ferguson, of Roxbury, Mass.
On board steamer Georgia, Mr. D- Eaton, of Pittsfield, Mass., 45.
On board steamer Republic, Mr. G. i^tevena, of Boston, Mass.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUND.

We have Volumes Ist, 2d, and 3d, of The Pictori.\l Dn.iwn-Q-RooM
Companion, elegantly bound iti cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
sides, forming a superb and most attnictivp parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between FocR a>'d Five Hdndred Pages, and containing nearly
One Tuousand Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events ail oVer the
world; of Scenery in all parts of theGlobe ; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Villages ; of Pageants at home and abroad

; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects ; with an
ILLDMINED TiTLE Paoe AND Index of great beiiuty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliint frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether torming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjo}-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication UfBce. by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for lliTee Dollars per volume.

Ltioy //''Im ?*~^ ^-^

GlEASOX'S PICTORIAL ^
.^l Record of the beaudfid and useful in Aii.

^

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and nTail-
"

able form, a weekly literary nielangeof notable events of tlie day. Its
;

columns are devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, hy the

BEST AMEEIICAN AUTHORS,
and the cream of the domestic and foreign nowa ; the whole well Gpiced '.

with wit and humor. Each paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, ofnotable ob-

!

jects, current eveutain all partsof tlie world, and of uieu aud manners, "i

altogether making a paper entirely originaliti its design, in this coun- <

try. Its pages contain views of every populous city in the known >

world, of all buildings of note in tbe eastern or western liemisphere, 5

of all the principal ships and stcnmera of the navy and nierchnnf Fer-
^

vice, witli line and accumte portraits of every noted character in the S

world, both male and female. Sketches of be.iutiful scenery, taken s

from life, will also Ite given, mth numerous specimens from the ani-
\

mal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the Bca. It contains S

fifteen hundred and sixty-four square ini-hes, giving a great amount of <

reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of sixteen >

octavo pages. i

TERMS:—Invariably in Advance. ^

1 Subscriber, one year ^ S3 OD ,

2 Subscnbtirs,'" ' 5 1 >

4 " " " 9 CO ^

8
" " ' 16 00 ^

Any names may be added to the last nujoiber at the rate of S2 00 >

each, per auuum. ^

WZh One copy of the Flag of oor Union, and one copy of the Picxo-
^

RIAL Dbawinu-Room Compamon, one Year, for S4 OC. •,

[t^^The PiCTORUl DiiAWiNti-KooM" Companion may be obtained nt >

any of the periodical depots throughout the country, and of ucwkuicu, S

at'slx rents per fingte copy. ^

Published every Saturday, corner of Rromfield ufidTremont f^treets,
^

by F. GLEAdON, UosTON, Mash. S

WHOLESALE AGENTS. \

S. FRENTH, lol Nassau, comer of Spruce Street, New York.
^

A. WINCH, IIG Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.
^

\Y. & II. TAVI.OILlll H;dtimoreand 5 South Sts., Baltimore. 5

A. C. BAGLEV, lis Main Street, Cincinnati.
^

,T. A. JIOYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit. '.

E. K. WOODWAKD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Louis. >
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[Written for Qloason'fi PictoririK]

PARTING WORI>S TO A nilEIVD.

BY JOSei-ll II. IlUTLllIt.

And must I now, my tniflty friond,

Hid thco a. long ftirewoll '.'

Thus all eiirtli'ft plt-iiHuroH Inivo an ond,

How soon—no Up can ttill.

Wo meet—wo love—we promise oft

Unending hiippincBs;

But time, uiiHL'on. aoon BteiilH iiwiiy

The joye we did poasosH !

Love—Friendship— ye are holy ties;

And though ho frail on oiirth,

I'L't HhiiU be born iigiiin, iind riao

Unto u hciivonly birth,

—

Where nngel lyres breathe songR of lovo,

Which time uor dcn-th can end
|

0, thitt wo yet nmy meet above

Each lost and vuluud friend I

Whatever my future lot may be,

And wander where I iiiuy,

My fipii'it 8till ahull turn to thee,

Though far— too fur away.

The bygone joys of other hours

Shall oft reuicuibered be
;

And I will send my spirit forth

Far o'er the swelling sea.

The sails are spread—my trusty friend,

Heceive my warm farewell

!

Thus all earth's pleasures have an end,

How soon—what lip can tell

!

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

TWENTY AND THIRTY-FIVE.

BY FEANCIS A. DUUIVAGE.

The sun was slowly declining in the western heaven, sinking

to repose in the midst of a rich drapery of golden clouds, and

bronzing with its hcizontal beams the summits of an immemorial

grove, that surrounded a turreted chateau in the environs of Paris,

whose gilded vanes and many windows glowed in the expiring

sunlight. Before this princely residence, enclosed by lofty walls

of stone, lay a vast garden, filled with fruit and ornaraetital trees,

and flowering shrubs, intersected by winding alleys, and adorned

with bowers and fountains. A gay kiosque was built on the

margin of a little lake, the dwelling of two superb swans, whose

graceful forms and snowy plumage were faitlifully reflected in

the sylvan water.

In this summer house, all overgrown with eglantine and honey-

suckle, and surrounded with the bloom of monthly roses, sat,

engaged in earnest conversation, a young man and a lady of

surpassing beauty.

" Yes, dear Claudine," said the young man, "since you will

permit me to call you so, I am sincere in my avowal. I repeat

that you have saved me—that you have awakened ambition in

my heart, that for your sake I have renounced my evil associates

aud my unworthy pursuits. Can I do better than dedicate to

you a life that you have redeemed from trivialty and worse

than folly V
" St. Armand," replied the lady, with equal earnestness,

"remember that I have once been deceived—I must not be so a

second time. A sad experience has made me distrustful. Coming

out of a convent, where I was educated, I at once became the

wife of the Baron de Montmorency—fifteen years my senior.

The disparity of age was fatal to our happiness. His jealousy

and rudeness embittered my existence—and I even came to hate

him."
" But you ought to be grateful, Claudine," said the young

man, smiling. " He made you amends for making you his wife

by leaving you his widow."

*'Kothing—neither rank, fortune, nor liberty, can make me
forget what I have suffered," said the baroness.

*' Cannot love atone for the past 1"

" Yes—but I must be sure of the affection of the man on whom
I bestow my hand. I repeat, that I could not survive a second

deception."

" Have I not given you proofs of my love, beautiful Claudine?"

*' Promises, but no proofs," said the baroness. "Pardon me,

Euc^ene—but I fear that you are deceiving yourself as well as me.

In offering me your hand, you have obeyed the generous impulses

of a grateful nature. In the enthusiasm of the moment you for-

get many things—among the most important, the disparity of our

ages—you are but twenty— I am thirty-five."

"In the full maturity of an unrivalled beauty!" exclaimed

St. Armand.

"Beauty is a fragile, evanescent flower," said the baroness,

" When you shall liave reached the prime of life—the meridian

of manhood, I shall be fifty-five—an old woman."
" Claudine, do not madden me—do not drive me to desperation,"

said the young man, impetuously, "but let me know my fate.

"Will you be mine?"
" If your love stand the tests to which T shall subject it—if you

resist the temptations by which you are surrounded—if you can

convince me of your sincerity, then, Eugene, I shall be the hap-

piest of women."

"And I the happiest of men. "Well, then, I accept the chal-

lenge. I am sure of myself, beautiful baroness ; be but as true

to mc as I am to you, and fortune will smile upon our devoted

loves."

"Join mc in the bqIooh in a few minutes," said -the baroness,

rising ;
" our guests are expecting mc, and among ihem I am

afraid there is one pair of bright eyes that will grow dim, if you

long al)scnt yourself."

" What do you mean ?"

" I mean that Aniclie, the daughter of General Maurice, has a

decided jic/ichrmf for you,"

" Poor girl !" said St. Armand, twirling his silken maustachc.

"I never gave her the least encouragement."*******
"What should yousay to Count St. Armand for a Ron-in-Iaw?"

said the liaroness, as she stood apart with General Maurice, in

the embrasure of a window.
" He is a fine young fellow, and good blood," said the general.

"But I thought, baroness, that you were his favorite."

"Perhaps," answered the lady, with a sigh. "But only look

at him, as he bends over the piano, where your daughter is sitting

so gracefully, and listening wii!) such evident saiisfaction to his

bndhiage. General, we arc old friends—I want to ask a favor

of you."

"Anything in my power, madame."
" Well, then, couldn't you contrive to pick a quarrel with him,

and send him a hostile message ? If he accept, it will be a strong

proof that he really loves me, and not Amelie ; for how could he

raise his hand against the father of his idol? Can you do this?"

"Nothing easier, madame. The count comes of the stock of

our ancient nobility, I am a republican by birth ; if politics are

brought under discussion, the affair is arranged at once. Do you

want me to sabre or shoot him ?"

"Good heavens, general! you mustn't harm, a hair of his

head. The afl^air must not take place. If he accept the challenge,

his life belongs to me."

"Enough said—the provocation shall not be wanting."

And the guest was true to his word. In the course of the

evening, he contrived to introduce the subject of politics among
the gentlemen, and Eugene was readily involved in the contro-

versy. Some biting sarcasms hazarded by the old soldier, pro-

voked a retort from the young count, which passed the limits of

courtesy. A dead silence ensued ; every one felt that a serious

result would follow.

" Count," said the general, in a calm, low voice, "you have

insulted me."
" You have your redress, sir," replied the count, haughtily.

"Enough," replied the general, "we have the night before us

for the settlement of preliminaries ; but I should like the affair

to come off to morrow morning at eight o'clock, in the park,

before breakfast."

" You shall be gratified, sir," said St. Armand, turning on his

heel, for the music was playing a waltz of Strauss, and the couples

had already taken their places on the floor.

" Good news," said the general^ as he rejoined the baroness.

" He has accepted the challenge."

A radiant smile passed like a sunbeam over the beautiful face

of Claudine, but it was speedily succeeded by a cloud.

" What now!" exclaimed the general, as he watched the

changes of her countenance. "Isn't proof positive sufficient?"

" Look at the counter-evidence," said the baroness. " See how
the count's eyes are riveted on the face of Amelie, as she swims

round in the arms of that young hussar. If those are not the

eyes of jealousy, I am no true pupil of Lavater. What say you?"
" I must confess," said the old soldier, " that the young fellow

looks as if he could cut Captain Vivienne's throat with a relish.

The captain leads Amelie to a seat—the count approaches him

with a bow, and solicits an interview. He is so confoundedly

polite, there must be mischief in the wind."

" And my dream is fading into nothingness," sighed the

baroness.

But let us join the count and the hussar.

"Captain Vivienne," said the former, "will you favor me
with one moment's private conversation?"

" Certainly," replied the young offlcer, adjusting his sabre-sash.

"Where shall it be?"

"Let us step into the conservatory."

" Wherever you will," replied young Vivienne ; aud the young

men retired from the saloon.

Wlien they were alone, St. Armand said:

" Weic you aware, sir, that the lady with whom you have just

danced, was engaged to me for the waltz ? You were standing

beside us when the engagement was made, I think."

" Certainly; but when the music commenced, you were not at

your post. 1 repaired your impoliteness by taking possession of

your partner."

"And she consented'?"

"Ma foi! 1 didn't even ask her," said the captain, carelessly.

" Which means that you have insulted both of us," said the

count, sternly.

" ConstrueJt as you please," said the soldier.

The count drew his white kid from his left hand, and threw it

contemptuously in the face of Captain Vivienne.

"Enough!" cried the soldier, with a clioking voice. "To-

morrow, in the park, at eight o'clock. My favorite weapon is the

sabre ; but for the sake of equality let us say pistols."

" Very well, sir," answered the count. " The weapons are

indifferent to me ; but you will find me punctual to the hour,"

At the moment of making this arrangement, St. Armand had

forgotten his previous agreement with the general, but when,

after he had retired to his chamber, he reflected on the events of

the evening, it recurred to his mind.

"No matter," he thought, "I will meet them both. The

chances are that one of these engagements will prove fatal to

1 me. Both are military men, while I am a civilian, and little

accustomed to the use of arms. But better die, than live to show

my ingratitude to Claudine. Alas ! I knew not my own heart,

when I otfcrcd lier my hand. I mistook gratitude and friendship

for love. 1 knew not that myexiptenre was bound up in Amelie.

I will write to the ttaroncss—it will lie a sad consohiiion to me in

my last moments, lo confess my error —it will diminish her regret

for me to learn that J died the lover of another."

After writing his letter, the count threw himself on a couch,

and slept till morning.

In the meantime, Amelie had sought her father, and confessed

to him, that, apprehensive of evil, she had followed the captain

and St. Armand, unobserved, into the conservatory, and there

learned the arrangements for the meeting in the morning, and

she conjured him to prevent it. The general chidcd his daughter

for playing the part of a spy, and without giving her any satisfac-

tion, went in search of Captain Vivienne, who aUo made )iim a

confidant of the affair. The general readily consented to be

upon the ground and load the pistols. After making this agree-

ment, he wrote to the baroness, and went to bed.

The next morning early, Madame de Montmorency awakened

Amelie, and insisted on her taking a walk with her in the park.

Whatever were the feelings of the young girl, jealouj-y of the

baroness, and pride of soul, enabled her to conceal her emotions

and her sufferings, and the two ladies walked out together arm-

in-arm, chatting of things indifferent.

As they approached a retired part of the park, the old c'ock on

the central tower of the chateau struck eight. A minute after-

wards the report of two pistols was heard.

With a despairing cry of " Eugene ! he is killed !" Amelie fell

fainting at the feet of the baroness.

"It is enough!" said the latter. "I am satisfied they love

each other."

To fly to a neighboring fountain, to bring a cup full of icy cold

water and dash it in the face of the general's daughter, was for

her the work of a moment. When Amelie recovered her senses,

she found St. Armand bending distractedly over her, clasping her

cold hands, while the general aud Captain Vivienne were

looking on.

" She lives ! she lives!" exclaimed the count, raising her in

his arms.

With a blush and a smile, Amelie hastened to hide her face on

her father's breast.

"Shame! shame!" cried the general; "a soldier's daughter,

and faint at the report of two blank cartridges ! Yes, my boys,"

he added, "I had no idea of allowing two such fine fellows to

blow each other's brains out for a trifle. You behaved very

gallantly, and now shake hands. Baroness, take this silly girl

off my hands."

The young men shook each other cordially by the hand.

"But, zounds!" exclaimed the general, "I forget, M. St.

Armand. I have an affair to settle with you myself. If the

ladies will retire, you shall see how an old sabreur knows how to

manage his weapon."

"General Maurice," said the count, "you have my secret now

—I love your daughter, and can never raise my hand against her

father."

" And she loves you," said the baroness, placing the hand of

the shrinking Amelie in that of the count. " Chide me not, my
child, I have surmised your secret. Eugene, my illusion is dis-

pelled, and I freely resign you to another. Twenty and eighteen

are better matched than Twenty and Thiety-Five. Take

her, and be happy."

Thus endeth this "eventful history.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE GEM, THE FLOWER, THE STAR.

FOR A LADY'S ALBUM.

BT W. W. LAMBDIN.

There is a gem of pricelcBS worth,

Of value more than aught of earth

;

More precious far than diamond stone,

A wealth beyond comparison.

There is a flower of beauty rare,

' r is loveher than the violet fair

;

No Bweeter flow'ret can be found,

Its perfume fills all space around.

There shines a star of glimmering ray,

Whose brightness equals that of day
;

Surpassing far in brightness all

Those lamps hung round this earthly ball.

True virtue is that jewel rare,

And virtue is that flow'ret fair;

Virtue's the star no cloud can bide,

A wealth, and ornament, and guide.

Mayst thou possess that gem—that flower

Shed ptrfume round thee every hour;

That star guide thy path in life

Safe to the heaven where ends all strife

!

REVIEMERS.
Eeviewers are said to he very seldom men who have written

any books themselves, and in this way they have the more timo

to read liooks written by orher people, and to take them to pieces

;

or if they have written books, they are generally bad ones; so

tliat they can know at once from experience what a had book is

when it comes in their way. Many of them have become the

patron saints of authors and their books, for the same reason that

Saint Nepomuck is the patron saint of bridges, and of thoi:e who

go upon them,—because on one occasion, happening to go half

urunk along the bridu'C at Pi-ague, he fell into the Moldau, and

was drowned.

—

Jean Paul Uichter.
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CAL3I OF THE NATION.

Nothing at present, says the New York Express, is calculated

so much to challenge the reflection of the observing and contem-

plative, as the profound but wholesome calm our country seems

to be just now enjoying—a calm to which it is ordinarily a stran-

ger. ^ Not only are the stormy waters of political strife settling

down into comparative sluggishness, but the great worli of busi-

ness, with all those mighty interests whi-h cling around the trade

and commerce of a universe, which may be said to have their ra-

dius here, seems equally solicitous, equally anxious, for respite and

recreation. It is well that it is so ; for nations as well as individ-

uals have their seasons of delirium, their ^tar and panic, which, but

for an occasional interval of healthy repose, must prostrate, debili-

tate, and dispirit the patient.

Sl.vxder.—Mrs. Ciialmers, mother of the celebrated clergy-

man, had an extreme dislike for slander, and adopted one capital

rale, which she made known among her acquaintances, and which

she rigidly followed. " Whenever told of anything that a neigh-

bor had said or done amiss, she instantly put on her bonnet and

went at once to the person vilified, and told what had been said,

and who had said it, and asked if it was true." A good example,

and worthy of being imitated generally.

Curious Surgical Case.—A daughter of Hiram Ktchardson,

of Schuyler, Herkimer county, New York, recently had a finger

completely severed just back of the root of the nail, by a straw-

cutter. The severed portion was reunited by Dr. Day,_and

although it had been separated some ten or fifteen minutes before

it was replaced, the union was perfected.

Musical.—" Miss Catharine Hayes," says a late London paper,

"immediately after the concert at Exeter Hall, on her last even-

ing, started for Paris, where she will remain duiing the interval

preceding her departure for the United States. She has refused

many tempting offers, reserving her entire powers until she makes

her first appearance at New York."

Gleason's "Pictorial Draiving-Rooji Co3IPAK'.o^^—This is dpcidedly ooe of
the most elegant pictorial papers published. Indeed, we doubt whether in

beJiuty of eugravings, and tjpograpUical elegance, it has an equiil in the
world Every paper comes to uri with additional interest. Beautiful repre-

Gcntations of meetings, celebrations, parades, views of publii; buildiugs, and
scenes of exciting ioterfst, di-awn with artistic elegance, fill each number,
together with a large rimount of original mutter—poetry and prose, from the
pens of our best American authors.

—

Eastonian, EustoiifFa.

Mariti-ME.—The Amazon, the largest timber-built steamship

ever constructed in England, was recently launched from the ship-

yard of the Messrs. Green, at Blackwall. The Amazon is a ship

of 2256 tons burden. Her entire length is 300 feet, and her

breadth 41 feet. The depth of her hold is 32 feet.

GlEASON. publisher of the " Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion." is one of

the most enterprising men of the age. The " Companion "' has been ereatly

enliirged and beautified, and is now the most splendid paper in the world, and
is equally as good as it is elegant. We would be glad to see many of our friends

eub-^cribe to this superb paper. If any one becomes dis.'4;itisfied, thinkiDg it

not worth t^^ice the money paid, we wiU refund the amount.

—

Merc. Courur.

Singular Facts.—Ice produced by steam, and steam con-

verted into snow, are part of the scientihc entertainments provided

for the visitors of the London Exhibition ; and surely the capa-

bilities of the apparatus are among its wonders.

Flax.—Flax culture in the United States is mainly confined to

the West. The subject has been reported on in the Massachu-

setts Legislature. Every section of the United States is adapted

to the successful cultivation of this article.

Yekt Natural.—A Western man says, that on hearing Yan-

kee Doodle performed on an organ, in the Crystal Palace, he felt

the Declaration of Independence and a couple of Bunker Hills

rising in his bosom. Let somebody hold bis coat.

A Good Hint.—A sagacious statesman of antiquity, in advo-

cating some public improvement, remarked most wisely :—**If

you would have your city loved by its citizens, you must make
it lovely." He knew cause and effect.

Suicide.—A man at Delaware, Ohio, borrowed a gun, and

when asked what he meant to do, replied, "to kill a fool," and

thereupon shot himself dead. He was young, and engaged to be

married. There is method in this.

Natural Divisions.—There are two elements which consti-

tute a country—soil and climate are one, and men, and women
the other. Good society is the desired mixture.

Something New.—The two foremasts of the screw steamship

City of Manchester are formed of tubular iron of great strength,

and her standing rigging of wire rope.

Capital.—Some one asks why the people of England, in the

time of Charles I. were like David Crocket ^ Because they first

made sure they were right, and then went a head

!

Of cotjese not.—He that makes himself an ass, must not take

it ill if men nde him. Self-respect is our real friend.

Remember this.—He that scoffs at the crooked had need go
veiy upright himself. Misfortune is not a fault.

Time, like money, may be lost by unseasonable avarice.

lUapsibc (©atljcrings

They are having earthquakes at St. Louis.

Freestone is japanned so as to resemble the finest marble.

Mr. C. D. Pitt, the tragedian, and lad}--, have sailed for Europe.

The harbor of Charleston, S. C, abounds with sharks, large and
ferocious.

The Minnesota Pioneer thinks the soil of that territory admira-
bly adapted to the culture of flax.

The arrow-root manufactories on the southern borders of the
Florida everglades, are now doing a large business.

There is a family in Temple, N. H., consisting of fnur mem-
bers, whose united ages are 336 years. Their name is Walton.

Twenty difl^erent brick yards in Albany, manufacture thirty
millions of bricks annually, yielding over a million of dollars.

J. Frederick Hunt, son of Freeman Hunt, Esq., of New Y'ork,
has received the appointment of quarter master in the navy.

The whpat in York county. Pa., says the Gazette, is all cut.

The quality of the grain is excellent, and the crop very full.

The Trenton, N. J., Gas Company have tfndered to the several
chunhes in that city, their lighted lamps, on Sunday evenings,
free of expense.

The steamer Wyoming, in the Mississippi, came in collision

with a floating house. The steamboat rather .got the worst of
the bargain.

The Atlas says that 0. C- Wyman, Esq., is translating a play,
from the French, for Miss Davenport, which she will bring out
this fall.

At the late commencement of Union College, the honorary de-

gree of D. D. WHS confL^rred on the Pev. Thomas M. Clark,
Eector of Christ Church, Hartford, Conn.

The coinage of the New Orleans mint during the month of
June, amounted to 51,090,000 of gold, and ©16,500 of silver,

S-t,500 of which was in three-cent pieces.

A colored man has just died in Danville, Va., at the age of 107.

Was it " Uncle Ned," who " had no teeth to eat the hoe-cake, so
had to let the hoe-cake be V

Dr. Waite, of Peoria, Illinois, died of cholera, refusing to sub-
mit to medical treatment—like the man who preferred hanging to

living any longer with his wife.

For a young, unmarried woman to say she never thinks of
marrying, is absurd. All women vinst sometimes Aink of that

which is most certainly their manifest destiny.

Tiie St. Louis Intelligencer says there cannot be less than
twenty-five or thirty idle steamers in that port, lying up on ac-

count of the unusually high state of the upper rivers.

Major Hohhie, of the Post Office Department, has reached San
Francisco. It will he remembered thafhis mission is to regulate

the mail and post-office system in California.

The amount of duties received at the Custom House in Glou-
cester, for the year ending June 30th, '1851, was S23,500, an
iuciease of S8,0O0 over the amount received in 1850.

The New Yorker denies that Mrs. Flynn, who was killed at

St. Louis, was the wife of Thomas Flynn, the actor. That
lady is now in the city of New York, and report says will probably

appear soon on the stage.

Saniis of ©oli).

JTorcign iWisullanjj.

There are three hundred and twenty-three theatres in France.

General De Hilliers has resigned the command of the army at

Paris. General Magnan has been appointed to that post.

A correspondent of the Jamaica Dispatch estimates the loss of

eflicient laborers by the cholera of last year, at 30,000.

During the recent census in Liverpool, a pauper Scotchwoman,
aged 107, formerly a basket-maker, was discovered.

There is a man in a London prison who has been confined for

twenty-four years for contempt of court.

A youth, aged fourteen years, committed suicide in the river

Tay lately.

American paper-hangings, in which we excel, are now much in

use in England.

Madame Anna Thillon will visit the United States profession-

ally this autumn.

Captain Watson, of the emigrant ship Jean, at Galway, has

been fined £25 and coits, for having an excess of five passengers

on board.

Among the reigning belles in Eome, the most conspicuous, last

Carnival, was Miss Fessenden, the daughter of Colonel Fessen-

den, of Boston.

Thackerai' has delivered the sixth and last lecture of his course

upon the En^hsh humorists. His subjects were Sterne and
Goldsmith.

The English journals contain an announcement of the death of

the celebrated M. Daguerre, who expired recently near Paris.

We learn that Sir Henry Bulwer will shortly go to England,

not to return. He intends, we believe, to abandon diplomacy,
and become a member of Parliament.

The Annual Meeting of the Royal Agricultural Society of Eng-
land had commenced, and was attended by an immense number
from all parts of the kingdom.

The Pope has directed that the fifty-two busts of celebrated

men that have hitherto graced the palace of the Minister of

Agriculture shall be placed in the public walk of the Pincio at

Kome.
The Roscommon Journal states that, in one day, the enormous

nnmber of fifteen hundred and sixty-three paupers applied for

admission into one of the union workhouses in that county.

An Indian saddle and hunter's belt, most beautifully worked by
Chippewa women, were sent recently to the World's Fair at

London, and are now on exhibition there in the American de-

pailment.

Mrs. Howe and Mrs. Crawford have, in Rome, the most fre-

quented and brilliant salons ; the amiability and elegance of the

ladies attracting all strangers to their parties, as the genius of
Crawford himself fills his studio with visitors.

The Sardinian Government had concluded a loan with certain

English capitalists, of three millions sterling, to be expended in

the immediate completion of the railroad from Genoa to Turin,
and thence to Switzerland.

The public thoroughfares of Paris are lit by 8,733 jets of ga°,
conducted through 150 miles of pipe. In private esrablishnierts

there are 64,767 gas lights. Total, 73,500 lamps giving a light

equal to 651,500 candles.

Gaiety is nature's garb of Health.

Random thoughts bear a resemblance to wayside flowers.

Luxury increases the luggage of life, and thereby impedes
the march.

The silent eye is often a more powerful conqueror than the
noisy tongue.

Excuses, or even just reasons, for the thing being left un-
done, do not do it.

Those who have had the most forgiven them, should be
the least addicted to slander.

A promise is a just debt, which you must take care to pay,
for honor and honesty are the security.

Nothing makes one so indifferent to the pin and mosquito
thrusts of life as the consciousness of growing better.

It is from our own hearts, and not from an outward source,
that we draw the lines which color the web of our existence.

There are two difiiculties in life; men are disposed to
spend more than they can afford, and to indulge more than
they can endure.

He is not worthy of the name of a poet who would not
rather be read a hundred times by one reader than once by a
hundred.

Words are things ; a small drop of ink {falling like dew)
upon thought, produces that which makes thousands, perhaps
millions, think.

The soul never assents to sin, and weeps with the angels
when the form in which it dwells violates the sacred obligations
thus imposed upon it.

If some persons were to bestow one half of their fortune
in learning how to spend the other half^ it would be money ex-
tremely well laid out.

When certain persons abuse us, let us ask ourselves what
description of characters it is that they admire ; we shall often
find this a very consolatory question.

Joktr's (Dlio.

Be-jt-are—that's what the potter said to a lump of clay.

Why is a bake-shop like a druggist? Because they both sell
poison things, (pies and things.)

" Table hear sold here." " Ah," said Jack, as he read the sign,
" the hear must be the person's own hruin,"

Why are auctioneers the strongest men ? Because they knock
down the strongest built edifice at a single blow.

There is a fellow in California so extravag.ant, that he kindles
the fire with bank-notes, and skatts on ice cream.

A man down south, who was on trial for stealing snuff, plead
that he never heard of a law which forbade a man to lake snuff.

We were never before so hored by relatives, as we have been
this season by ants. They seem determined to cozm us out of
everything eatable.

Jonas says he does not see why the eclipse conld not have been
" postponed untU the first fair day," as well as the fireworks on
the Common.
Barney Kearnon was sent to the House of Correction, in Bos-

ton, the other day, for stealing a violin, where he will be obliged
to assist in the "elbow work" of hammering stone. "Music
hath charms to split a rock!"

A saddler at Oxford, having forgotten to which of his custom-
ers he had sold a saddle, desired his clerk to charge it in the bills
of all his customers, and he afterwards acknowledged that two-
andthirty of them paid for it.

A wag says that in journeying lately, he was put into an omni-
bus with a dozen persons, of whom he' did not know a single one.
Turning a corner shortly after, however, the omnibus was upi.et.
"And then," said he, " I found them all out."

A Frenchman one day saw a gentleman walk np to an open
snuff box in the hands of another, and take a pinch of snuff,
having prefa'-ed the act with the words, " May I take the liberty V
On the next day the Frenchman went into "a tobacco shop, and
asked for a half pound of liberty.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION,
AN ELEGANT, MOIl.lL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

DeT0t<'d to polite literature, wit and humor, prose and poetic gems, and origi-
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CLIPPER SHIP JOHN WADE, MEDFOED B0ILT, LYING AT ANCHOR IN BOSTON HARBOR. [For dcflciiption, sec page 221.]

VIEW OF THE NAVY YARD AT CHARLESTOWN, MASS., FROM COPP S HILL, IN BOSTON. [For doticriptioD, see pago 221.] '
^«
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CLIPPER SHIP STAFFORDSHIRE.

A very fine picture of this beautiful craft is presented us by

our artist. She belongs to Train & Co.'s popular line of Liver-

pool packets, and i^ the largest, and designed to sail the fastest,

of all Atlantic sailing vessels. She has three decks, and is 228

feet long on the keel, and 340 feet over all, from the chock over

the bowsprit, to the tafFrail ; has 41 feet extreme breadth of beam,

39 feet width at the plank-sheer, 29 feet depth from the upper

deck, 20 inches dead rise at half floor, 3 feet sheer, 1 foot round-

ing of sides, and registers about 1900 tons. She was originally

designed To have only ttvo decks, with a poop and top-gallant

forecastle ; but, in building, a third deck was made. She has

the apparent bulwarks and monkey-rail of a two-deck ship, and

above these the bulwarks and monkey-rail of the upper deck,

about 4 1-2 feet high. Every line and moulding, from the plank-

ing of her sides, to her monkey-rail, swell and taper with an ease

and beauty that strike the most inexperienced eye. Her water

lines are slightly concave, and her ends sharp. Her head is

gilded with Jievrs de lis, around the hawse hoUs, and has an

angelic witch upon the wing, in white vestments, for a figure-

head. Her stem is boldly elliptical, being formed from the line

of the plank sheer, and has every division of the side defined

upon it. A beautiful arch of gilded carved work spans its lower

division, and contains a manufacturing scene of Staffordshire,

and opposite, a representation of Train & Co.'s store, on the end

of Lewis's wharf, Boston, with a lion's head on each side, and

other devices below. Her name and port of hail, follows the

sweep of the arch, and are inside of it. Outside, she is painted

black, from the water to the rail; and inside, white. Her deck

is more spacious than that of any other packet ship in the trade,

and is flush fore and aft. Nothing in her outfit, deemed neces-

sary to render her a perfect ship, has been omitted ; and we only

regret that we have not room for a more minute and detailed

description of so fine a vessel. As Messrs. Train & Co., her

owners, are about having a line of propellers built, it is probable

that she will be the last sailing ship of their Liverpool line.

" She is certainly the most splendid of all," says the excellent

and critical marine reporter of the Atlas, " and we have no doubt

will prove herself in speed, what she unquestionably is in beauty

and strength—the queen clipper packet of the Atlantic." Pro-

bably nothing has exhibited so much of the true freedom of emu-

lation as the build of our packet ships. Each owner or captain

has had a proper understanding with the builder, so that one

mind should superintend the construction of each vessel. Every

new vessel thus built is expected to be superior to the previous

one, and so, in the general result, a continual improvement is

going on. Instead of systems and classifications, American cap-

tains seem to pay more attention to adaptation and expediency.

We have given up the wall sides, bright streak, and gingerbread

spars of the old colonial times; but, in adopting three-decker

solidity, the highest speed has also been studied.

CLIPPER SHIP STAFFORDSHIRE, AS SHE APPEARED LEAVING BOSTON HARBOR ON HER FIRST PASSAGE TO LIVERPOOL.
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THE MYSTERY OF VENICE.
A STOEY OF VENICE AKB THE ADEIATIC.

BY GEO. Canning hill.

[continued.]

CIIAPTEE XriL

ARltEST or DON WANUEL.

AitisiNG from his seat, the doge commanded *

silence, through his herald. At once all was

slill.

"Jq behalf of Venice, great and wealthy, the

mistress of the sens, and the queen of the hun-

dred isles, I return thanks, most graciously, to

all you pvond nobles and fiiir dames, and you

people here assembled. Tbis night the palace

hall is wide open for my loyal and valiant sub-

jects, and I will drink your healths in sparkling

goblets. On the morrow we all unite against

the bold outlaw, Kodolpbo. I have that in my
possession, which will make the hearts of the

people glad. Eodolpho will yet be ours
!"

All rose from their seats, as if about to de-

part, for the tournament was now over. The

thousands of spectators that were crowding and

jostling around the lists, now began to move,

and confusion again set in, to reign throughout

the vast square.

But suddenly there was heard the clear blast

of a trumpet again in the amphitheatre, and all

noise became hu^hcd. The spectators turned

to know what it could mcRii.

They beheld a herald in the centre of the

arena, wildly brandishing his trumpet over his

head. They gave ear to what he said.

" Once more, all people !" cried he. " Though

the doge hath dismissed you already, yet listen

to the words that Don Manuel, the victor knight,

desires to speak!"

All resumed their positions again, and the

whole place was as silent as at any time during

the joust. The thousand eyes were bent earn-

estly upon Don Manuel.

Biding forth from his chosen position with a

slow and stately step of his horse, he reached

the cenlre of the arena, and there halted. He
threw his shield and spear upon the ground, and

adroitly removing the heavy helmet from his

head, held it in his hand. Elevating himself to

his utmost height in his saddle, he cried, in a

loud voice, that echoed back from the massive

walls of San Marc

:

" The doge has given out that he will go out

against Kodolpho, the outlaw, and his followers.

I proffer my services at the head of his army !"

On hearing this from the lips of one who had

proved himself so gallant and brave, the specta-

tors sent up a loud and deafening shout of ap-

plause.

The doge himself gazed on liim with an ecstacy

of delight.

He continued:

"Eodolpho is styled the bold outlaw. Ven-

ice hates him, and would pursue him to the very

ends of the earth, Every one fears him. His

name is whispered by pallid and trembling lips.

But fear not. /will go against him, wherever

he is! /fear him not !"

Apain the spectators loudly testified their ap-

plause.

"Hear ye, people of proud Venice! I have

said that my name is Don Manuel, and that I

was the son of Spain. ' As Don Manuel, and as

a son of Spain, did I crown the queen of youth

and beauty, the daughter of your doge. But

now do I renounce that name. / am Rodolpho,

the outlaw 1"

Never before, in the spacious square of St.

Mark, had such a tumult been known as then

arose, livery one gave himself up to a most

fearful excitement. A passion surged and swept

over the vast crowd, even as a hurricane drives

its destructive way through a dense forest.

Some tossed their arms in the air, and loudly

shouted—" Down with Rodolpho ! Death to

the outlaw !" Others rushed frantically towards

the arena, as if they would not be satisfied with

what they had heard. The countenances of all

the ladies, hanghty dames and timid virgins,

turned perfectly livid with fear.

The doge sat still for a moment, unable to

ut'er a syllable. His nobles sat around him, on

his either hand, but offered not a word. Adri-

cnne still filled her chosen seat, speechless; hut

her features were as rigid as of chiselled marble.

Presently the doge cried out to the heralds,

while the bold outlaw still sat motionless in his

saddle, his countenance showing no symptoms

of fear

:

"Arrest yonder traitor! Arrest him,—the

outlaw!"

Instantly three or four of the plumed heralds

rode fearfully up to where Rodolpho sat on his

steed, and were in the act of laying their hands

upon him, when, with a motion of his helmet,

which he still held, he waved them away.

"But, by this cross of honor, noble doge, I

claim full pardon for my crimes, whatever you

may think them!" exclaimed Kodolpho, in a

loud voice.

The doge was momentarily perplexed, but on

several of his nobles crowding closer around

him, he repeated the order to the heralds:

"Arrest the traitor! Bear him away to the

dungeon !"

" As thou wilt then, proud doge !" exclaimed

Rodolpho. "But I fear thee not! I possess

this badge ; it is a sacred pledge of the word of

Venice !"

" Away with him to the dungeon !" again

cried the doge.

The heralds instantly surrounded him, and

seized him. It was necessary that they should

have escorted him to the dungeon, else he might

have been destroyed outright by the excited

people.

The tournament was at once broken up. In

every street of Venice, during the remainder of

the day, and even late into the evening, there

was nothing but continued crowds and excite-

ment. Every tongue had somewhat to say of

Rodolpho, and his wonderful appearance. The
sympathies of the masses could not, after all,

but be divided for the robber, for he had con-

ducted himself admirably jn the lists, and vin-

dicated valorously his name for a good and true

knight. There was a magnanimity about him

that took instant possession of all hearts.

In all circles was the character of Rodolpho

freely discussed. The fair ladies could not re-

press the expressions of their astonishment, at

finding him so young and handsome; and many
a beautiful lip trembled with its own words,

when it attempted to say that the outlaw should

most surely suffer death for his crimes. All

wondered what could possibly be his object in

thus volunteering the disclosure that would only

be the sure means of his punishment; and some

supposed that there might be some sinister pur-

pose in his openly making himself known.

So the excitement continued, each hour run-

ning higher rather than lower. At the-time

when the doge was to hold his grand levee, in

the evening, it was publicly given out, that on

the morrow, at precisely the hour bf ten, tfic

great enemy. of Venice would be brought he-

fore the doge for his trjal. This announcement

created great cxcitemcnt^of itself, and added

hugely to that already on foot.

They came to his dungeon doors at an early

h'our in the morning, and bade liim prepare him-

self foe the event that was about to take place.

Accordingly, Kodolpho made himself ready in

earnest. He took especial pains with his attire,

Hcrupuloualy arranging every article that had

been displaced in the encounter and arrest of

the day Ijcforc, and seeming anxious to appear

his best before the audience lie would find as-

sembled in the ducal palace.

Ere long he was led away, in charge of atten-

dants, to the chamber of justice, within the pal-

ace. As he entered the room, he could not but

observe the crowds of spectators already as-

sembled. Ladies of the rank of nobility, with

their interested daughters, were there to behold

him who was termed the terror and the mystery

of Venice. The doge sat in the large chair he

always occupied on such occasions, clad in his

robes of office. Oihcers sat on his either side,

attentive to his slightest wish. The scene v/as

one of the most absorbing interest. It would

be, every one knew, tragical in its issue. The

people gazed on the captive robber as on a caged

lion. If they before thought him a mystery,

now, that he had boldly avowed himself, when

he might just as easily have escaped,—what

thought they of him 7iow? He was more than a

mystery. He was a riddle to them all.

When he first entered the hall with the at-

tendants, all eyes were riveted on his person.

Public curiosity had never before in Venice been

wrought up to such a pitch. He did not look

^iowncast and demure himself, but freely re-

turned the glances that were bestowed upon

him. He looked about him with an air of

haughty pride.

" Uncover, sir ! Uncover, in the presence of

the doge !" ordered two or three of the sub-

ordinates.

" / bare my head to Mm .'" exclaimed the pris-

oner, with a deep meaning; "never! Why
should I do obeisance to him 1 Because he

wears the ducal bonnet? As well may he bare

his head to me, because I wear the crimson

plume—that badge of the proud leadership I

hold!"
" Thou art haughty for a robber," said the

doge. "Dost thou know full well the doge's

power 1"

"Yes, I know the doge's power full well. I

know the power of his inquisitors, his council,

his spies. But I fear none of them. Across

the waters of yon blue Adrian sea, sir doge",

whence come the odor-laden breeze to the nos-

trils of your people, I possess a power as mighty

as thine. There am I leader of a brave and

loyal band. None fear me,—all love me ; and

I am rich in their love. Why, then,'*should I

wish to kneel to your power here "? I know no

master, I acknowledge no human superior. I

devote myself only to defending the weak, and

relieving the oppressed. I stand foremost in the

van, beat back with all my merciless strength,

the powers of oppression and tyranny. Why,

then, .should I do honor to thee? Why shouldst

thou not rather do honor to me ?"

"Art thou ready for thy trial now?" de-

manded the doge, not a little affected with his

impassioned words.

"My trial? Yes. Hasten it along! For

what am I to be tried, sir doge?"

" Eor subverting every law of Venice and of

humanity."

"I stand my trial on that latter charge, and

then, to the first, of course, I have to plead

guilty. Go on."

" Are you Rodolpho, in truth ?"

" Am I Kodolpho ? Go, ask the blue waves

of yon sea, that have so often floated me into

your midst, to terrify you after your dreams at

night. Ask the twinkling stars, that have so

often lighted my lonely path at midnight, hke

silver lamps of heaven. Ask the cave where

my three-score valiant men this day await their

master and sovereign leader
!"

"Bring in the hoy!" commanded the doge.

Instantly the door of an ante-chamber opened,

and the young page, Eedore, was ushered into

the room.
He was dressed gaily, and his beautiful hair

fell in proftision over his square and well-set

shoulders. His countenance bore an expression

of such gentleness, mingled with strong deter-

mination, that a deep sympathy was at once

raised in the hearts of all in his favor.

The moment he entered the room, he bowed

low to the doge. As yet he saw not Kodolpho,

and was even ignorant of his capture. Ho
thought this trial was his own.

"Look on yonder prisoner," commanded the

doge, pointing with his (inger towards Itodoipho.

I'cdorc turned his face, and his eyes full upon

those of his old master.

" Know you him ?" asked the doge. " Is he,

in truih, Kodolpho?"

Tlic boy hesitated. He continued lobking

Kodolpho in the face, as if he itiight take the

coloring of his answer from his expression.

"Tell me if he he Hodolpho, or no!" again

said the doge, imperiously.

"He will not tell, sir doge,*' cried _out Ko-

dolpho, seeing the boy fiilter. "He wishes not

to tell, /will tell thee all. I am Rodolpho!

If not, then let him speak."

Eedore bowed a silent assent.

" But now shouldst thou release him, since I

am your safe prisoner. What need hast thou

of him more '.'"

"Yes," said the doge, hoping to propitiate

popular favor; "yes, you are at liberty from

this moment, Fcdore. Go ; but return to better

employment—not to vice; for^vrong doing will

surely lead thee to death by the headsman. Go."

The astonished Eedore for a moment stood

perfectly still, so bewildered was he; then ho

silently withdrew from the chamber, bearing

with him the memory of the last look his mas-

ter gave him,

"Now for my trial, sir doge," said Rodolpho,

while all others preserved a dread silence.

"Art thou guilty, or not, Rodolpho," asked

the doge, "of the murder of Count Gonzalvo ?

Answer that."

" I have answered it already."

" Where ?"

" Was not my own dagger found buried in

his faithless, coward heart ? Was not that an-

swer enough ?"

The spectators shuddered with horror.

"Again," continued the doge; "art thou not

guilty of poisoning Francezco, the son of a noble,

the scion of lordly stock ?"

Rodolpho was silent.

"Afraid to answer me?" asked the doge,

" No. Rodolpho fears nothing. I ^//c/ poison

the wine of Erancezco—the man who had pub-

licly sworn to have my life. He drank it, and

he died. What else could I have done, as I

was situated?"

" Hold ! Didst thou not murder, most foully,

because secretly, our late doge?"

"Who says it?" demanded Kodolpho.

"Didst thou not v/rite it in a little packet,

and leave it purposely on a table iu one of the

rooms of this very palace ?"

" How knew any one that packet was mine?"
" Was not one similar to it given by jour own

hand to Marina, the deceased doge's daughter ?"

"The one which I saved from the jaws of the

hungry sea?"

" Yes."

" When her own bridegroom refused to do it,

from very cowardice?"

The doge made no answer.

"Yes, sir doge," continued Rodolpho, "that

packet ivas from mine own hand. The con-

fession was written within it with this right

hand, that but yesterday vindicated the honor of

thine own peerless daughter. You are right."

A dark cloud passed over the' doge's brow,

and it grew perceptibly darker, when the specta-

tors turned, each to the other, and began their

buzz of approbation. Rodolpho was fast finding

friends amongst them. He had already favor-

ably disappointed them in his looks, for their

impressions had led them to think him, iu per-

son, as he was in name, a monster.

" Then, for this crime of murdering the doge,

thou hast richly merited death."

" But look at this sacred cross, sir doge," said

Rodolpho, holding up his prize, won the day

before in the lists. " What sayest thou to that?"

"I say nothing. It cannot have power to

absolve thee from this crime."

" From all crimes, sir doge !"

" Be not too confident."

" At any rate, so said you ; from all crimes

and faults already committed, and all that may
be committed hereafter."

The doge for a monaent was thoughtfid.

At length he said :

" I see not how this pledge absolves you from

so high a crime as that."

"Andwouldst not see if plainly writ before

thee," rejoined Kodolpho. "No; but thou must
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away to the secret council, and then thou wilt

take courage to rob me of my only treasure left

—my life. Whflt then becomes of your boasted

badges of honor—your crosses, and stars, and

coronets, and wreaths ? Where go they all V
There was an involuntary murmur at this

moment amonj;; the audience. They had become

deeply excited with what they saw and heard.

"I must at once dismiss the assembly," said

the doge, rising. " I must convoke the Council

of Ten."

"Then farewell, life !" exclaimed Eodolpho.

" I am now in thy power, within thine iron

grasp. ^ I yield to a tyranny wherein lives no

spark of magnanimity."

"Tliis assembly is from this moment dis-

solved !" announced the duke, in a loud tone.

" And from this moment, too, tliis cross of

honor is disgraced!" said Rodolpho, seizing the

coveted badge, and trampling it passionately

under his feet. " Thus do I spurn thee, doge,

and thy craven minions! Honor no longer

reigns in proud Venice. These high and noble

walls are stained—stained forever in the sight of

high Heaven !"

" Drag hira away !" ordered the doge to the

attendants.

They proceeded to bind him forthwith with

heavy chuins, and all the spectators stood in

their places to see it done. There was a spell

about the person of the prisoner that bound

them to hira. Already liis wretched condition

had their sympathies.

The doge arose and left the hall, followed by

his retinue. One by one the vast audience

dropped away, until the large hall was left

entirely empty. The dofe repaired instantly to

the secret council chamber, there to determine

how the proper punishment could be consist-

ently meted out to the lawless Eodolpho. It

was a strange event in the stranger history of

Venice.

CHAPTER XIV.

THE DAT OF THE TRISONEK'S EXECUTIOK.

On the third day after the event recorded in

our last chHpter, it was announced that the

outlaw and freebooter, Rodolpho, the mystery

of Venice, was to he executed by the headsman,

on the Giant's Stairs. This was the place where

all noted criminals against the State were wont

to be beheaded. Here had dropped a doge's

head, and rolled, trunkless, duwn the marble

stairs. Here had fallen many a grizzly head of

conspirator, and robber, before. Here was to

fall, declared the doge, the iiead of the brave

Rodolpho.

The large squarewas filled with human beings

at an early hour, all eager to behold the spectacle.

The liquid arteries of the city were blackened

with boats, and these boats were filled with

people. Stair, housetop, balcony, chamber, tur-

ret, spire—all held their quota of excited spec-

tators.

The young man, the prisoner, was led forth

by the guard, from the dungeon into which he

had been thrown. His dress was as gay and

striking as it had been while rovmgin the track-

less sea, or prowling in the dense forest. His

legs were encased in a pair of kid breeches, each

outer seam of which was fancifully embroidered

by a fair and skilful hand. The tunic of crimson

silk, that he had worn in the tourney, still en-

veloped his chest, and it wa^ fastened about his

waist with a scarf of blue. On his head he wore

his bejewelled cap, from whose crest flowed Iiis

long plume far over his shoulders. His lustrous

hair hung down luxuriously about his neck, and

a deep flush played upon his cheeks and about

his curled lips. His eje was as bright and

piercing as ever, and when he glanced over the

assembled spectators, it gave them such a look,

half of chiding, and half of love, that a deep sigh

could he heard, drawn from every breast.

"Prisoner," said the doge, "the people have

come to see the great enemy of Venice punished

as he deserves. If aught thou hast to say, before

going into the eternal Presence, say it at once.

Thy last hour has come !"

"People of Venice!" said Rodolpho, his eye

kindling anew, "you behold me doomed to the

headsman! You have all seen how, but a few

days agone, I earned, in the lists, a free and

unconditional pp.rdon for all the ^vi•ongs that I

have done. But of what service was it to meV
"That is enough!" interrupted the doge.

" That question we have determined. "Wouldst

thou speak on anything else "?"

" But one word more, then, and I bow my
head. Venice! though I die as an outlaw, yfet

do- I love thee still. Thy name shall be last

upon my lips. For thee alone has my ambition

been strong ! for ihee my whole hope been fed !

And now I leave tfiee. I die yet loving thee,

though called an outlaw."

" Roll on, thou clear, blue Adrian water, roll

!

Throw back to the sky, ye liquid streets and

canals, the glory of this noble city! But, crumble,

ye palaces ; and fill up, thou harbor, before the

long years of desolation yet in store in the future

!

Venice, farewell
!"

He bared his fair neck with his own hand,

and laid him gently down across the begrimmed

block, beneath the executioner's axe.

"Now strike, headsman ! Strike but a single

blow I" said he, in a loud voice, to the execu-

tioner, making the sign with his uplifted hand.

The grim headsman raised his glittering blade

high in the air, to gather the force requisite for

the fatal blow. Just as he held it, swinging

aloft, there was heard an unsual buzz and bustle

in a farther part of the crowd, and the cry was

in an instant raised:

" Stop ! Stop the execution !"

"Hold!" cried the doge to the headsman.

All now turned tbeir eyes in the direction

whence came the cause of the confusion. The
crowd in that part of the square instantly gave

way, and a woman's form came rushing through,

screaming and shouting at the top of her voice.

"Stay! Stay the execution !" were the words

that came from her lips.

" Stay ! Stay the execution I" the excited

thousands repeated after her.

The headsman refrained from letting fall his

deadly blade, obedient to the command of the

doge, and stood intently gazing at the person of

the woman as she hastened towards him.

The cause of this sudden disturbance, and, as

it proved, fortunate delay, was none other than

old Nancie, the astrologer. She came rushing

up to the side of the doge, a loose robe flowing

much at random about her limbs, a large hood

upon her head, that more than half concealed

her face, and with her features expressive of the

wildest anxiety. As soon as she arrived near

the doge, her long and shining hands being still

stretched out supplicatingly to him, he turned

haughtily upon her, and demanded to know what

she would have.

" Doge—doge !" screamed she at the top of

her voice, " would you murder your own child ?"

" What mean you ?" exclaimed the doge.

" That prisoner, whose head is on the block,

is your own son !"

"Take away this woman," he added j "she

must be insane."

" No, no !" still louder shrieked thewoman in

his ears; "I am not insane. I am as reasonable

as you are at this moment. Know you not old

Nancie, the nurse of your own child V
He gazed fixedly for a few moments in her

eyes, and at last said

:

" You do resemble her somewhat."
" I aui she—I am she !" she cried, in reply.

" And how comes it that this is my son, thenV
he asked, in great excitement.

" Should not I knowV said she. " "Was not

I his nurse? I do but tell you truth, doge. I

am Nancie, and that is your own child. Would
you see him beheaded V

Instantly the doge ordered the prisoner to be

raised from the block, and, together with the old

astrologer, to be borne into the audience cham-

ber. The crowd was commanded to disperse,

and the execution was deferred till anotlier time.

In the audience chamber .»;at the doge and his

council, and the woman and the prisoner were

brought in.

" Woman," said the doge, " tell me truly now
respecting this young man before us, or forfeit

your own life by your falsehood."

"By the holy angels! sir doge, but what Inow
speak, I would not hesitate to utter with my
dying breath. Well rememberest thou that I

was the nurse of thy child, long, long years ago,

dost thou not?"

"Yes, perfectly," answered the doge.

" When I was called to be the nurse of thy

child, its mother was already dead."

" Yes; go on."

" At that time I had another child in chai'ge,

a girl. It at once occurred to me, after seeing

that babe—who now, as a full grown man, stands

before you,—that this world is full of chances.

I determined to see how far I could thwart for-

tune, and oppose her favorites. I conceived the

plan of exchanging these children, unbeknown -

to thee, and giving my little weakling the chance

of the young noble; for, said I to myself, why

has not tliis d(;fcnceless little givl the same right

to the privileges of high birih as the boy V
" And you exchanged them V
"I did. I made thee think, doge, that the

girl, Adrienne, was thine own, and the hoy—thy

real child,—I thought to throw upon the waves

of the world, and let them toss him about and

buff'et him."

The doge looked incessantly at the young

man.

"I will finish in a brief sentence," continued

the astrologer. " Thy true child, Rodolpho, I

gave to a poor boatman, a gondolier, who la-

bored early and late for the comforts of life.

He and his wife were childless, and, as this boy

of yours was handsome, and showed the marks

of good family, they resolved at once to adopt

him. They did so. He grew to be brave, and

strong, and beautiful. He already adored his

father, who taught him everytliing that his lim-

ited means allowed him. He took him on Iiis

boating excursions with him, showed hira all

the sights and wonders of this J>roud city, and

told hira how the mighty State was governed.

The boy was fired with ambition, because he

became more intelligent, and already the true

spirit was in him; it was born in him. He al-

ready felt within his breast the sprouting of a

germ,—ilie dchire to do something to distinguish

his name in the State.

'' Suddenly came the spies upon his father,

and, for a cause all unknown to him, tore him
away from his family, and threw a dark shadow
over his threshold. He was borne away to a

dungeon. No one saw him after that, alive.

No one gave any reason for his imprisonment.

His family made inquiries for him, but all in

vain. At last, one day, when Rodolpho was
sailing over the Laguna in his lost father's gon-

dola, he chanced to spy a floating body not far

from him. He approached it, and turned it

over. What must have been his astonishment

to recognize his dead father

!

"A sudden frenzy seized upon hira. He all

at once boiled over in his hatred to Venice. He
swore vengeance. He vowed to revenge him-

self upon this proud city. Pie instantly disap-

peared, no one knew whither. His revenge is

already well enough known. No one can say

but that he has had it, and that it has been sweet

to him."

"But the girl—Adrienne ! What of her?

Whose child was ahe?" interrupted the doge.

" She was the daughter of a Sicilian lady, who
had come to spend some time in Venice. I ac-

cidentally became her nurse in sickness, and so

great was her fondness for me, that when she

died, she entrusted to my keeping a little packet,

which she said would he of great value hereafter

to her child. Adrienne was but a few hours old

when she died, and then she became yours."

"But the packet; where is that?" asked the

doge, excited more than before.

" Here it is," said the woman, drawing it forth

from her bosom, and holding it up to his gaze,

though still retaining Iier hold upon it herself.

"But first own thy son, proud doge, else do I

destroy what I have in my hands !"

The doge turned to his son. Rodolpho was

just then gazing upon his father, with a moisten-

ing eye and a sorrowful expression.

" My son—my own son !" exclaimed the doge.

"My father—yes, I know it is my father!"

cried Rodolpho, while the tears poured from

their eyes freely.

" And I so deceived 1 Have I been so cruelly

wronged?" said the doge, greatly afl^ected.

"My father—my father!" was all the son

could utter in reply.

The entire Council was moved to tears. Such

a scene was calculated to soften their flinty

hearts. It was a novel sight to those designing,

ambitious, intriguing nobles, to behold such an

overflow of true aifeclion in their midst. It

fairly overcame them.

After the excitement had in some degree sub-

sided, the doge turned to Nancie and said:

" Yes, woman, you have told me truly. This

IS my son. I see his mother's features there."

"I would not have deceived thee for worlds,

at such a lime as this," she replied ; "but thank

Heaven, not me, that your own proud child was

not beheaded before your eyes."

The tears trickled down his burning cheeks,

and reaching forth his hand to Nancie, he said :

" Now for the packet; let rae know the con-

tents of that."

Nancie passed it to him, and, taking it in his

hand, he broke the seal. On opening it, it was

found to contain a miniature. It was, said Nan-

ci?, a perfect likeness of the good lady herself.

Then the doge opened a paper that was care-

fully enfolded witiiin the packet, and began to

lead. The contents of the paper were as fol-

lows, in substance:

The lady, whose name was Madame Cecile

D'Harveur, desired that her child should, first

of all, be named for herself. Then she bestowed
upon that child all her possessions, consisting

of a beautiful villa and extensive lands in the

north of Sicily, as well as her title, which was
that of countess. Concerning her marriage, she

expressed it as her highest wish that she might
be united to a noble family of Venice, but that

she should still reside upon the possessions

granted her in Sicily. So that Adrienne, in-

stead of being the daughter of the doge, was, in

fact, a countess—the Countess D'Harveur.

All opened their eyes wide with astonishment,

but the doge more than the rest. He was as-

tounded to learn the revelation that had that

day been made.

"Send for Adricnnj at once," said he; let

her be present, and the whole matter shall be

explained in her own hearing. Let her see her

own mother's miniature, and take upon herself

the name, Cecile, that really belongs to her."

An attendant was despatched to the chamber
of Adrienne, now Cecile, but instantly returned

without her. She was nowhere to be found!

CHAPTER XV.

koderigo rzjturned to his companions.

Let us now betake ourselves, attentive reader,

across the swelling and rolling waves of the blue

Adriatic, and visit the cavern where dwelt the

bandits, who were all trustiness and truth to

Rodolplio, their youthful leader.

Roderigo, who had accompanied Rodolpho to

Venice on the morning of the tourney, returned

not long after, and announced to them all as-

sembled, that Rodolpho had openly declared

himself in the amphitheatre, in the presence of

doge, nobles and people, to be the outlaw and
freebooter whom they all sought to capture. He
minutely described to them the deep excitement

that arose upon this bold announcement, and
detailed in their order the subsequent events of

the trial, the dismissal of Fedore, and RodoP
pho's condemnation ; and they all supposed that

ere now his head had rolled down tbe Giant's

Stairs.

In this excited conversation respecting such a

step on the part of their young leader, ihey were

indulging on the evening of Roderigo's arrival,

when they were startled by a shrill whistle at

the door of the inner cavern. It sounded like

the whistle of their brave leader, Rodolplio.

Every man started in a twinkling to his feet.

At once the door of the cavern was opened

by one of them, and Pedore entered, conducting

a companion. The brigands all received the

young page with joy, before they thought to

criticize the person whom he brought with him.

Then, after their astonishment had subsided,

th^y gazed upon the form of the stranger.

He was dressed and equipped exactly as a

brigand should be, and his stature, though not

tall, was certainly commanding. The velvet

cap, crested with a waving white plume, was

upon his head; a scarlet tunic, fancifully em-

broidered, was about his chest and body, and

his limbs were encased in soft and well-dressed

leggins of the whitest kid. About his waist he

wore a shining belt of leather, embossed with

bright silver, and fastened at his left side with a

clasp of pure gold. In the belt were stuck a

dagger, with a handle of purest pearl, and a pis-

tol. From his left side depended a sheathed

shore sword,

The brigands all looked at Fedore, expecting

him to make some explanation of this novel ap-

pearance. They looked not long in vain, for in

a moment he said :

" Comrades, ere this hour, Rodolpho has been

smitten by the headsman! Here comes a new

leader to you,— one who has sworn to bear hia

name, and avenge his death ! Is it your pleas-

ure to hear him ?"

All cried out at once :

" Let the stranger guest speak. The follow-

ers of Rodolpho are still loyal to his name.

Speak, stranger."

[to be continued.]

COURAGE.
For, afl wo see the eclipsed aun
Ev mortals is more gjized upon,
Than when, iidornert in nil Iiia ligtt,

He febines in serene fky most bright;
So valor, in a low estate,

Is more admired aiid woudertd at.

—

Butler.
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VIEW OF THE CITY AND HARBOR OF HAVANA, THE CAPITAL OF CUBA.

HARKOR AND CITY OF HATANA.
Our ftrtUt could hardly have furnished us with a picture of more

Interest at the present time than ihe accompanying view of the
capital of Cuba. All eyes are at this moment turned towards the

Queen of the Antilles, watching the feigniticant movements of its

friends, and the sirngj>:le of its down-trodden inhabitants in their

efforts for freedom. We have several times referred to the sub-
ject in these pages of late, and our readers know very well how
heartily we say, God speed the revolutionists ! The city of Havana
is one of the richest spots in churches, cathedrals, palaces and
elegant private houses, for its number of square rods, in the world,
and the entire island is a land of gold to the home government of
Spain, paying into the royal treasury a yearly tax of nearly S15,-
000 000 after deducting the enormous annual cost of supporting
n standing army of 25,000 men, civil and military officials by the

hundred, and other agents and means of arbitrary power. But
the city and its surrounding scenery is very beautiful, bearing that

Eastern aspect which renders tropical regions so very interesting.

The harbor is one of the most commodious in the world, com-
municating with the sea by a channel little more than half a mile
in length, and from 300 to 350 yards wide ; its^depth varying from
8 to 10 fathoms. It is an oblong basin, surrounded by heights,

which usually shelter it from the winds. The town is built on
the western side of the basin, near the channel, on a kind of pro-
montory. The channel is protected by two strong fortresses. El
Moro and La Punta, and a continuous series of batteries along
both shores. The town is as strong towards the land. More than
half the produce of the island destined for foreign markets is

shipped at Havana. The climate of the town is' unhealthy, and
the ravages of the yellow fever there are truly frightful at certain

seasons of the year. Below, we also give our readers a fac-

simile of the arms which the Cubans have already adopted, and
•which they hope to be able, ere long, to plant on the loftiest tower
of Moro Castle. It resembles, in some respects, our own flag of
Btars, The form of the shield, the liberty cap which surmoutita
it, and th.e American flag in the left foreground, are each and all

evidences of the respect which Cul»ans have for the nation whose
form of government they desire to imitate ; while the thirteen stars

over the palm tree bear witness to a deep-felt wish ultimately to

join their lone star to our own bright galaxy. The three dark
colored bands in the lower left-hand quarter of the shield corre-

spond with the three blue stripes upon the flag, and represent the
three divisions of the land of Cuba. The palm tree is the em-
blem adopted for the island itself. The upper half of the shield

represents the southerly point at Florida, sustained by the United
States flag; and the northerly point of Cuba sustained by the flag

of free Cuba ; the narrow passage between being considered and
represented as the key to the Gulf of Mexico, and such it is, geo-
graphically and practically. The filling in of the different in-

Bigniaof war and nationality is after the plau adopted in the Uni-
ted States, Who can blame the Cubans for their earnest desire
for liberty ? Their lovely climate is made gloomy by the perse-
cutions of their tyrants ; they are not safe from prying inquiry at
bed or board, and their every action is observed, their slightest

words noted. They can sing no songs but in praise of royalty,
and even to hum an air that is wedded to republican verse, is to
invoke suspicion and arrest. The press is muzzled by the iron
hand of power, and speaks only in adulation of a distant queen

AR;<I3 op the PEEE state op CUBA.

and corrupt court. Every bark that passes Moro Castle is re-

garded as a magazine of rebellioa, and especially if coming from
the United States. Foreigo soldiers fatten upon the people,
and every village near the coast is a garrison ; every interior town
is env^roqed with bayonets. Our readers may yet see Cuba
coaut another star ia the ooaatellation upon our national banner.

THE WASHINGTON MONU3IENT.
Our artist has given an accurate picture of the Monument as it

will appear when completed, and the reader will observe at once
the magnitude of the design and its remarkable architectural

beauty. The plan embraces the idea of a grand circular colonnade
building, 250 f^et in diameter, and 100 feet high, from which
springs an obelisk shaft 70 I'ect at the base,

and 500 feet high, forming a Monument
for magnitude of design and perfection of
style unrivalled in the world. The vast

rotunda, forming the grand base of the

Monument, is surrounded by 30 columns
of massive proportions, being 12 feet in

diameter and 45 feet high. A tetrastyle

portico (four columns in front) forms the

entrance to The Monument, and serves as a
pedestal for the triumphal car and statue

of the Illustrious Chief; the steps of this

portico are flanked by massive blockings,

surmounted by figures and trophies. The
statues around tlie rotunda outside, are all

elevated upon pedestals, and will be those

of the glorious signers of the Declaration of
Independence. In the centre is the lofty

obelisk shaft of the Monument, 70 feet

square at the base, and 500 feet high, di-

minishing as it rises to its apex, where it

is 40 feet square. On each face of the shaft

is sculptured the four leading events in

General V/ashington's eventful career, in

basso relievo, and above this the shaft is per-

fectly plain to within 50 feet of its summit,
where a simple star is placed, emblematic
of the glory which the name of Wash-
ington has attained. In the centre of the

Monument is placed the tomb of Washing-
ton, to receive his remains ; the descent

to which is by a broad flight of steps, lighted

by the same light which illumines his sta-

tue. Altogether the spot will possess a na-

tional interest that will be shared in by
every lover of freedom, for the sake of him
whose life and deeds it commemorates.
The location is about midway between the

White House and the Capitol. As yet the

temple base is not more than half finished.

This is designed to be the Westminster
Abbey, or the National Pantheon, to con-

tain statues of the heroes of the Revolution,
and pictures to commemorate their victo-

ries, while the space beneath is intended as

a place of burial to those whom the nation
may honor by an interment here ; and in

the centre of the monument are to be plac-

ed the mortal remains of the great Washing-
ton himself. Each State has been invited to

furnish a block of native marble with ihe

name and arras of the State inscribed upon
it. The temple, in the ground-plan of the
monument, has been objected to by some
artists and architects, and it is possible

that the design may be eventually modified.
The whole cost of the structure, it is esti-

mated, will not much exceed one million
of dollars, and this is to be collected by the
voluntary gift of the people for the erec-

tion of the noblest monument ever raised

by the gratitude of man. It will exceed
the Pyramids in height, as it will far tran-

scend them and all the monuments of an-
tiquity in the moral grandeur of the senti-

ment that rears it, and the character it com-
memorates, The Hon. Robert C. Win-
throp, in his address on the laying of the
corner-stone, in 1848, says, "Build it to

the skies,—you cannot outreach the loftiness of his principles
;

found it upon the massive and eternal rock,—you cannot make it

more enduring than his fame ; construct it of the peerless Parian
marble,—you cannot make it purer than his life ; exhaust upon it

the rules and principles of ancient and modern art,—you cannot
make it more sublimely proportionate than the grandeur of his
character." At present there are some fears expressed that the
contributions will not be sufficient to carry on the work, and that
to another generation will belong the glory of completing it. But,
such sad evidence of a degenerating national spirit we should be
unwilling to believe except from actual observation. On the con-
trary, the daily events of our national progress seem to afford con-
tinual illustrations of his wisdom and sagacity, ro that the fame
of Washington must forever increase in the hearts and minds of
men, throughout all lands. If this monument were already com-
pleted, it would be but a material expression of the reverential
homage to sublimity of character. Still, such emblems are of
service to mankind.

_
The spot chosen for this national memento ia

well selected. Besides its contiguity to the public edifices of our

federal metropolis, near by, alfo washed by the waters of the Po-
tomac, is Mount Vernon, the Mecca of the New World ; a spot of
profound interest not only to every American, but strangers

from all parts turn aside to visit the hallowed ground, and ships

from foreign lands reverentially lower their flags as they pass by.

The shadow of the departed, whose ashes repose here, seems to lie

WASHINGTON MONUMENT, AT WASHINGTON CITY, D. 0.

on all around ; a spirit whispers in every breeze, and a spell is writ-

ten on every leaf. The house itself is a vestige of former days, and
its wainscoted walls, its spacious and hospitable dining-hall, the

library, and every object within and around is instinct with the

noblest associations. Here is the bust of Washington, cast from
the living model by Houdon in 1785, and although smaller than
those usually seen of Washington, it is by far the most majestic

head that art has preserved. Mount Vernon was built by tho

elder brother of Washington, and named by him after Admiral
Vernon, under whom he had served. It is beautifully situated

on the banks of the Potomac, the lawn before it sloping gradually

down to the river, the bank of which is densely wooded with ven-

erable trees, except an occasional opening, where, through the green
vistas, the broad and shining river is seen flowing beneath. Not
many rods from the house is the tomb in which stands the sar-

cophagus containing the remains of Washington. It is simple,

and almost without inscription ; but the inscription is written on
the hearts of his countrymen, and "We read his history in a

nation's eyes." Let the Monument be completed.
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WISCOKSIN.
Our artist has given

UB here a fine view of

the Capitol of Wiscon-

sin, which is a most
creditable specimen of

western- architecture.

The material used in its

construction is magne-
sian limestone, excel-

lent quarries of which

are opened within a milo

and a half of the village.

It is in the centre of a
park, containing four-

teen acres, filled with

native forest trees, and
the ground slopes slight-

Iv in every direction

from the building. The
- lakes are in view from
every part of the enclo-

sure, and on ascending

to the dome, a magniti-

cent landscape spreads

out all around, wild and
gentle ; a number of

lakes in sight, high roll-

ing prairies, sylvan

groves and grarefal

swales, opening to Wewa
of beauiies beyond the

verge of the apparent

boundaries of the valley.

The view compasses a
circuit of from six to fif-

teen miles, and is not

excelled anywhere.
The building is plain,

substantial, and conve-
nient—containing all the

State oflices. It cost

about SoO.OOO. At the

time the Capital was lo-

cated, there were only

two settlers in the coun-
ty. An idea of the iso-

lation of the founders of
the village will be ob-

tained, when we state

that the nearest settle-

ment, properly so called,

on the north, was at Fort Winnebago—10 miles ; on the east,

Watertown—same distance ; south-east, Janesville, about the

same ; and on the west, Mineral Point, 55 miles. The population
of the State then did not exceed 10,000, and of course widely

scattered. The new comers found a hand of about 200 Winneba-
go Indians encamped at the foot of King street, near the present

Lake House. The location of the Capitol brought a swarm of

speculators, who entered all the lands about, and land was then
sold at higher prices than it probably will be for a generation to

come. Now, speculators, finding themselves losing, are selling

at prices within the reach of all. At tlie rate Wisconsin is filling

up, some of the most extraordinary developments of American
energy and adaptation to circumstances have been exhibited. A
new population, composed of the hardy and ambitious, has
brought this originally tine territory into a state of civilization and
comfort equal to many States which obtained their charter in the

federal compact much earlier. The first child born of white
parents at Milwaukie is now but a very young girl. The idea of

locating a State House for a community before it could count
one sixth of the number required by law, is a comical corrobora-

tion of American ideas of self government and constitutional

order. We are now reaping the benefits of the far-seeing sagacity

of the early settlers in this enterprising State.

STATE HOUSE AND CAPITOL OF WISCONSINj AT MADISON.

RIFLE 3IATCH IN SWITZERLAND.
The most popular festival in Switzerland is the grand Rifle

Shooting or Tir Fede'al, for the training of carabineers in the use

of their arras, and at which all the best shots meet to contend for

prizes. These federal meetings date but from the year 1 824, when
the first was held at Aarau. .The localitv is, however, changed at

each festival, held every two years. The last meeting was in 1849,

at Aarau. This year it has been held at Geneva, with a splendor
far exceeding previous meetings. This success was unexpected ;

for several mighty interests, political influences, and the common
hate between the rich and poor, have not only been directed to-

wards the support of the Democratic Government at Geceva,
but have thrown several other difficulties in the way. The shoot-

ing extends to a week ; but this year, in consequence of the un-
looked-for amount of presents and money, for prizes, the exercise

was prolonged to tdn days. The to'al sum was 199,480 francs;

hitherto, it had- not exceeded 60,000 francs. The cily of Geneva
paid, besides this sum, for the construction of temporary buildings,

about 60,000 francs ; without calculating the several other orna-

mental structures and triumphal arches in the interiorof the town,
military arrangements, music, recpption of strangers, general

illomination, etc. More than 15,000 spectators and their fami-

lies are stated to have been present. The accompanying view of

the Emplacement de Tir
federal represents the

several buildings, aa
sketched at the opening
of the festival, with the

solemn entrance of the
carabineer deputations.

The procession consist-

ed of the local military
body, shot stgnern, and
yhot-observers— both in,

uniform. The proces-
sion surrounded the ctn-
tral building, the "Tem-
ple of Honor ;" from the
stairs of which the pre-

sidents of the present

and of ihe former com-
mittees saluted them,
and several orators ad-

dres'-ed the crowd. The
banners of the canton
were then deposited;
and, next day, those of
the other cantons. The
buildings are designed
in the Norman and By-
zantine styles, paintfd
in a light manner, with
white, black and red or-

naments, and surmount-
ed with red and white
flags, the federal colors.

The structures consist

of the entrance arch and
the five following :—the

Pavilion de Prix, the-

central tower, surround-
ed with large windows,
in which were exhibited
the prizes, mostly silver

and gold pieces, ser-

vices, medals, trophies,

watches, and bijouterie of
the renowned Genevan
artists, all arranged so as

to be seen by the spec-

tators out doors. On
the left is seen the great
Refreshment Pavilion,

with table and seats for

four hundred guests ; a,

full orchestra for vocal and instrnmental performances, and a
tribune for the orators. The Shooting House itself—the long
lower building—is situated behind the Temple of Honor, towards
the entrance ; it is surmounted by a large gallery for spectators

wishing to command the whole emplacement. This gallery
afforded a most charming prospect over the country, the city, part
of Lac de Leman Voirons, Saleve, Mole, the High Alps, and
Mont Blanc ; on the other side extending toward France and the

long line of Jura Mountains. At the right hand from the en-

trance are seen the Coffee House and the Armory. In the latter

building are the arms, ammunition, etc. The committee has also

its offices, where are lists of the sports, the different shots, and
comparative results. The Shooting House itself contains places

for one thousand carabineers ; and here fifty-eight may shoot at

once without danger. It is calculated that 35,000 shots were thus
fired in one day ; the distance is five hundred and forty Swiss feet.

The great skill of the Swiss carabiheers, and their contributions
towards the exercises, are evidences of the excellence of the sport.

A list of the various prizes contested for would occupy more
space than we can devote to the matter—their amount was
170,928 francs. We should add, that this beautiful /ffe was, ftom
first to last, a very brilliant affair. These meetings are biennially

looked forward to with great interest by all the Yager clubs.

MEETING OF THE YAGER CLUBS FOR THE GRAND FEDERAL RIFLE MATCH, AT GENEVA, IN SWITZERLAND.
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[Written for Gleaflon'u rictoriul.]

TIIOHK PLEASANT HUMS.

BY FBAKKLIN 0. B. UUHLDUT.

let US forth among tlio roHUH,

'Ni<n.tli till) trccfl,

Where the eui'ltoo-flowora nro dancioR,

And the IiuighhiR Htreams lire glunclng

In thu bmezi)

;

Tor tilt) harp I love to hear

Brcatht'H ItH cadonco, soft imiJ clear,

From the Ic.vb:

Fraught wltli inoiiioriefl bright ivnd doar,

]h the harp 1 love to hear.

I'orth among (ho giant mountaJDB

Biild and blue,

By the deep and thundering ocean,

lieaviug in its dire coinuiotiou,

Dark in hue
;

'Neath the myrtle and the pino,

On the bonny banks of thyme,

Gemm'd with dew.

Comes the music, deep and clear,

Of the harp I love to hear.

When the suaset cIouJs ivre cradUng

Hound the west

;

When the enoliy giilo ia falting,

And the v<^sper bell is calhng

Man to rest

;

When the hlue-bella pink in slumbora,

LuU'd by evening's soothing numbers,

Beauty blest, - i

Comes the music, deep and clear,

Of the harp 1 love to he;ir.

Nature's langungo in the thunder

Oft inspires
;

Ko the voice of the volcano,

Breathing through the fierce tornado,

Hath its lyres

;

But the music sweetly epringing,

Where the matin birds are sinking,

—

Blissful choirs 1

—

Brfathes a rapture deep and clear,

"I is the harp I love to hear I

When Antarctic oceans mutter

Round the pole

;

When the blushes of Aurora

Supersede the bloom of Flora;

When the roll

Of seasons round the varied zones

Proclaims Death's low and solemn tones

To the soul,

—

Steals that bird-lute on my ears.

Like the mu^ic of the spheres.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE TWIN SISTERS
—OR—

THE TEST OF CHASACTER.

BT MRS. S. M. HU3IFHBET.

"0 I am so glad you have come;" said Lizzie Fairbanks, to

her father, as she sprang to embrace him. " I want you to please

lej; me have seventy-five dollars to purchase velvet for a dress."

The father replied not, but as his eyes rested on the rich Turkey

carpets, the costly mirrors, and elaborately embroidered drapery

which decorated the gorgeous, yet tasteful apartments, a troubled

expression flitted over his face, and he sighed unconsciously.

"Please hasten, dear father," continued Lizzie, "or I fear I

may not be in time to secure the desired pattern."

Mr. Tairbanks complied, and as Lizzie bounded away to pre-

pare herself for making the purchase, he sank upon the sofa, and

covering his face with his hands, groaned audibly.

Helen Fairbanks, a delicate, blue-eyed girl, twin sister of Lizzie,

raised her eyes from a volume in which slie had been deeply en-

gaged, and unheeded, surveyed her father with painful surprise.

The large, blue veins in his forehead, and the iocreasing color of

his partially veiled face, couvinc(;d her that he was stirred by deep

and painful emotions. She had never before seen him thus agi-

tated. She laid aside her book, and gliding noiselessly from the

apartment, encountered her sister, just as she was departing on

her errand.
" Come, Helen," said Lizzie, gaily, " get your hat, and go

with me."
" Indeed, sister, T cannot ; I feel too sad."

""Why, Helen! Helen! what has happened ^""cried Lizzie, as

she gazed wonderingly into her sister's tear-filled cjes.

" I will show you, dear sister, only be very, very still."

She took the hand of Lizzie, and led lier to the door of the

apartment she had just left, where, unobserved, they could see

their father. The same unmistakeable signs of grief were upon

him. Lizzie sprang forward, and l)Ut for her more cautious sister,

would have thrown herself upon his bosom.

When Helen had drawn her fiora the spot, she asked, gravely •"

" Can you not divine the cause of father's trouble V
" I?lo, but I will atk him, Helen ; indeed, I must know. You

do not feel as I do, or you could not he so calm !"

Without an appearance of having lieard her sister's lost remark,

Helen replied

:

" Lizzie, it is pecuniary embarrassment; it can he nothing else."

" 0, dear father !" cried Lizzie, " what can we do for him ? I

am sure I would be willing to sulfer anything to relieve him."

" I have been thinking," said Helen, that we might make our

old dresses serve for the coining fete. My blue silk is pretty,

and your beautiful white satin has been worn but once."

Lizzie thoughtfully wound her sister's long curls over her

jewelled fingers, then retreating a few steps, said, vehemently:

" No, I would sooner stay away tlmn appear again in the satin,

(ind stay away I catmot, Wiiy, Helen, what would people say ?

I am sorry, but the velvet drews I must have."

Tears gathered in Helen's blue eyes. As Lizzie turned to go,

she said, tenderly

:

" 0, don't cry, Helen, it is but seventy-five dollars, and besides,

we have surmised all this trouble."

Their surmises were, however, just. A dark cloud was pend-

ing over the hitherto prosperous merchtint. A heavy payment

was soon to be made, which could only he done by great exer-

tions, and even should he succeed in this, by a late, unexpected

turn in business aiTairs, he saw his vast possessions suspended, a^t

it were, by a single cord. It was this dark uncertainty which

preyed upon him, causing him to feel keenly what he had hitherto

regarded the comparatively trifling demandsof an idolized family.

Not trilling in comparison with the expenses of others—for in the

city there w.is hot a more indulged household—but only trifling

compiired with his possessions and prospects.

With a strong cfibrt, Mr. Fairbanks conquered his emotions,

and at the tea liour he met his family with composure.

Lizzie wai now quite reassured, and when the thop-boy brought

the velvet, she was quite happy again.

Helen was not of a temperament to be so easily comforted. She

believed that her f.ithcr's smiles cost hira a great elfurt, and she

was sure that trouble, in some form, was upon him. She dared

not name the suhject to her invalid mother, ^s she feared it would

prove too much for her nerves, and now that Lizzie had conquered

conscience, the unpleasant theme was evidently repugnant to her.

On the following morning Lizzie woke from her slumbers at an

early hour, and just as Helen had fallen into an unquiet sleep.

All night she had been revolving plans to assist her father, till

now, by her restless anxieties, sleep had stolen upon her. Lizzie

caught the sound of a sob, and turning to Helen, found that her

pale cheek was wet with tears. She pressed her lips to her hot

brow, and murmured: "Dear, dear sister." Then drawing the

curtains carefully about her, she left her, mentally invoking bless-

ings upon her pure head.

Beautiful, indeed, looked Lizzie Fairbanks, on the evening of

the entertainment, and scarce less lovely was the unassuming

Helen. Never was Lizzie in finer spirits, never more courted and

admired. But Helen was sad; and at length, wearied with

gaieties illy comporting with her feelings, she withdrew to a quiet

corner, to indulge her melancholy reflections. She was soon in-

terrupted by conversation, in an under tone, yet sufficiently

distinct to reach her ear. She would have departed immediately,

had she not distinguished words of wami commendation bestowed

upon herself. She could not make her escape unseen, and with

much hesitation she resolved to remain concealed.

" How magnificently Lizzie is attu'cd," next came to her ears.

" She looks a very queen."

" Beware, Ernest," remarked the other, " she is hewitchingly

beautiful, but if I mistake not, the fortune of a prince would scarce-

ly avail her."

" And I am poor; ah, yes, I understand you, Dugald, and yet,

it seems half unkind to remind me of this, when I have shared

her smiles so largely, and when, as you know, I dote upon her."

'"Forgive me, Ernest, but I know you are a rash boy, and I

would only breathe a word of caution. I would not judge her

harshly, but if she knew you were penniless, I fear yon would be

less interesting in her views."

" Dugald, you wrong her. I know by the light of her eyes that

she has a woman's heart, and where is the woman who will not

forego riches for love V
" 'Tis as I supposed. You are deceiving yourself. But I tell

you, Ernest, that the bare mention of a narrow income, would dis-

please her."

" I have a profession, and you, Dugald, say talents. Though I

question the might of the latter, I am vain enough to suppose

that I can do something."

" Were she as unassuming, as domestic as Helen, if she loved

you, I would bid you hope. She may not court admiration, yet

she has been so accustomed to receiving it, that without it she

would be wretched ; and I venture to affirm, that in no other

sphere than the one in which she now moves, could she be con-

tented. It is not so with Helen. Though a more delicate flower,

she would bear transplanting, and should the cold storms of

adversity sweep over her, she would meekly bow her head, and

smiling through her tears, would make even the desert glad."

" That being the case, Dugald, why do you not seek your fault-

less Helen at once?" said tbe other, banteringly.

" Do not trifle with me, Ernest. I have no reason to suppose

that Helen Fairbanks entertains more than a common regard for

me, and perhaps," he added, bitterly, " ic were better for the peace

of both you and me, if we at once left these gay and too pleasing

scenes."

"Undoubtedly you are right, Dugald," said Ernest, in a

subdued tone, " but I only wii^h that Helen Fairbanks knew you

as I know you; jour misfortunes would only render you doubly

dear to her."

It was no small relief to Helen to be again alone, and though

she blushed that she should have heard words that were not in-

tended for her ear, every syllable was treasured by her.

Dugald Fontaine was dear, very dear to her, and yet not even

Lizzie suspected the truth, so carefully was tlie secret guarded.

In no instance had he shown her more attention than courtesy

demanded. His reasons are already seen.

Neither Dugald Fontaine nor Ernest Leland could hoast of high

birth, fortune or fame, and yet, strange to say, they had interested

the hearts of the two loveliest and most courted ladies in the city.

Both were orphans, and had been associated from boyhood. Du-
gald was on artist, and though he had won few Inurcls, the walls

of his studio were adorned with rare and beautiful works, which

could only have emanated from the deep inspiration of t;enins.

The world is slow to appreciate works of taste, and often the

youthful painter had turned from his palette and brush with a

desolate sinking of heart, half doubting his own ability.

Ernest, over whom Dugald had watched with brotherly care,

had recently completed his course of study, and was seeking prac-

tice in the city. He was a scholar and an orator, and bid fair to

become an eminent lawyer. ])ngald had marked with regret his

growing aflcction for Lizzie, and knowing his sensitive nature, he

greatly feared that a hopeless love dream would unfit him for bis

duties, or even if he should find his love relumed, he bcljcved

that Lizzie Fairbanks was illy calculated to become the wife of a

penniless and struggling aspirant. Not less dear than <iis own
was Ernest's welfare to him, and he dreaded that the promise of

his young genius should by any accident be cutoff. Both Dugald
and Ernest were manly and pleasing in personal appearance, ex-

tremely winning and gentlemanly in manners, and through these

means they had found ready access to the society of the most

refined, and even the wealthiest part of the community. Helen

had not learned, and indeed had not inquired, in relation to Mr.

Fontaine's worldly prospects or po.sition. In mind and character

she believed him superior to all of her suitors or associates. She
thought that she could never weary of his intelligent and glowing

conversation. She saw his mind was stored with useful knowledge,

and that his taste and sentiments accorded with her own.

She was confident that Lizzie regarded Ernest with afTeclion.

The conversation she had overhead revealed to her the true posi-

tion of both gentlemen, and in the sweet assurance that she was

beloved, worldly policy was forgotten. But in relation to Lizzie,

she fi^ared that Dugald's surmises were just. She questioned not

the warmth of her heart, yet she believed that the glad, proud

child of fortune would shrink from bufl'eting the storms of adver-

sity, even with love for a pilot.

The test was at hand. The dreaded storm came, and Mr.
Fairbanks was a bankrupt. His distress knew no bounds, not for

himself, but for his invalid wife and petted children. How vrould

they bear the dreadful tidings! Would not the sight of their

frantic grief drive him mad ?

A little white hand was on his shoulder, and the musical word

father, in the most musical tone imaginable, sounded in his ear.

He turned, and met the face of Helen, wreathed in smiles. He
averted his head.

" I know it all, dearest father. We have had our share of

prosperity, and now you shall see how bravely we can bear

adversity.'*

" But Helen, my noble Helen—your mother and Lizzie !"

" Never fear, father. Come to them to-night,"—and with light

footsteps she was away. She hastened to Lizzie.

" Dearest sister," said she, " father is a bankrupt."

" It will kill him. 0, 1 am sure it will kill him !" and she

wrung her hands, and wept with frantic violence.

"No, Lizzie; not the loss of fortune, but the sight of your

frantic grief. That will indeed kill him," replied Helen.

" Then, Helen, I will be calm, very calm," and her emotions

yielded to an expression of mute despair.

" And not only that, dear sister, but you must laugh and dance

and sing as you have ever done. If he sees us even sorrowful, I

am sure it will break his tender heart,"

" What, laugh at the destruction of all my hopes, and dance

over their ashes. In place of enthusiastic admiration, meet cold

neglect and withering scorn, and then sink to obscurity. Helen

!

Helen ! how gladly would I do all that is required of me, but in-

deed I cannot!"

"0, Lizzie!" cried Helen, "cm the loss of fortune, and the

desertion of summer friends, compare with the wreck of a noble

mind, and that the mind of our own aflTectionate father. And
mother, think of her. It will require our united fortitude to sus-

tain her. If the blow does not crush us, she will live, for her

gentle nature can be satisfied without fortune, or its attendant

pomp. In tearless submission let us rear a more humble hearth-

stone, whose altar let it be our duty and pleasure to strew with

flowers."

Lizzie gazed for a moment on the pleading face of Helen, which

now, in its spiritual beauty, appeared almost divine.

" You have conquered," she exclaimed, " Even now I am
strong. I will bear up with you

;
yes, I will laugh and be happy

still," and rising, she paced the floor with majestic tread, her

face radiant wiih new emoiions.

Helen gazed upon her sister with delightful surprise. Suddenly

she saw her transformed from a weak child to a strong woman.
" 0, that Dugald Fontaine could see you now," cried she.

" And why DugaUl Fontaine?" asked Lizzie,

Helen repeated the conversation she had overhead.

As she concluded, Lizzie mused a moment, and then said, im-

pulsively :

"Ernest is poor, then. Yet I have treasured his faintest smile,

while all the protestations breathed by the sycophants of wealth

and rank, who have surrounded me, have fallen like mockery

upon my heart. Could I have retained my former position, I

migt^bave convinced Mr. Fontaine what injustice his suspicions

have done me. Now I am poor likewise, and may not impose a

heavier tax upon his struggling friend. But if I might share his

toils, he should learn that I am not the gilded butterfly he thinks

me. Yet I may not censure him, for I did not even know myself.

Not till the storm came, did I dream that such strength slumbered

within me."
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All through that long day did Mr. Pairhanks pursue his duties,

and overwhelming reflections were kept back by the recollection

of Helen's smiling face, and the words, " You will see how nobly

we can bear adversity/' were sounding in his ears.

But when he reached the elegant mansion, no longer his, he

paused upon the threshold, and his heart beat tumultuously.

Helen, who had been anxiously watching for his return, ran

with outstretched arms to receive him, and the sight of her bloom-

ing, cheerful face reassured him. His wife welcomed him with a

placid smile, and Helen playfully conducted him to his easy chair.

The father gazed upon his beloved family, and wiping the fast

gathering tears from his eyes, said :

"Never till this moment was I conscious of the priceless value

of the treasures I possess. I have undervalued you, or long ere

this I should have relieved my agonized mind of the fearful

secret that was fast destroying it. Tortured, for many weeks,

have I been, by dreadful forebodings, haunted by the frantic woe

of my children, and'ihe fading form of my wife. This morning

brought a night of untold woe, and reason tottered. I felt it, I

knew it. I had but to witness the grief I had imagined, to con-

sign me to hopeless lunacy. The da}"" even was at hand. An
angel of light was before me, and the blest words of hope she

breathed have kept my heart from breaking, while the events of

the last moment have rendered me prouder and happier than any

occurrence of my life- I shall not probably he left without re-

sources, yet you are doubtless aware that we must adopt a far

more humble style of living."

" Yes," replied Lizzie ;
" and all day we have been talking of

Hawthorne Cottage, and how rural and pleasant we will make it,

if indeed you are able to retain it."

The father looked earnestly in the face of his child, to see if he

might not discover some trace of struggling pride or regret. Her

love lighted features reflected only sunshine, and as she pressed

her rosy lips upon Helen's brow, he murmured:
*' 0, the beauty of goodness."

Lizzie Fairbanks had not over estimated her strength. She as-

sisted Helen in the new duties before them, and when they were

quietly settled in Hawthorne Cottage, with, of all their luxuries,

only their choicest books and music left-, her gaiety was as heart-

felt as when she dwelt in a splendid palace, herself the cynosure of

all eyes.
*"' I know of but one thing wanting to complete our happiness,"

said Mr. Fairbanks, as he gazed upon the tasteful arrangements

in and around the really pretty cottage, "and I must confess it

cost me a pang to part with so fleet, so faithful, and so kind an

animal as Zephyr. Riding has been so beneficial to your mother,

and we areJiow some little distance from the city. But at present

we must forego these privileges, for it v.i\\ req^uire four hundred

dollars to purchase the horse with a carriage."

Lizzie looked pityingly into her father's face, for well she knew

that his long walk from his place of business must prove very

wearisome, unaccustomed as he was to such exertion.

Helen read her thoughts, and a new light danced in her eyes.

"When their father had gone she said :

—

" Lizzie, you will not call me miserly when I tell you that I

have saved during the past year five hundred dollars."

" Why, Helen, how came you by so much money '?"

" I'll tell you. My spending money has been untouched, and

ever after I suspected the .cause of father's anxiety, I reserved the

whole amount which I habitually received for purchasing my cloth-

ing. This, with the disposal of my pearl necklace, has given the

sum. My plan is, that we go immediately to the-city, purchase

Zephyr and the carriage, and present them to father."

" 0, delightful!" cried Lizzie. Then, in a subdued tone, she

said, " Helen, what a good girl you are, and how selfish I have

been. I have squandered hundreds, and do not now possess a

dollar."

"Never mind, Lizzie. I have more than enough for the

purpose."

The evening of the same day, Mr. Fairbanks was surprised by

the appearance of his daughters, with Zephyr and the carriage,

and the more so when he learned that they had come to take him

home from his place of business, and that the coveted treasure

was his own. His happiness was an ample reward for Helen's

selfdenial.

"I have news for you, Fontaine," exclaimed Ernest Leiand.

" The queenly music teacher we have so much admired is none

other than Lizzie Fairbanks. She has obtained a large number of

pupils in the city, even among her former associates. I am told

that she is as happy in a cottage as a palace, and has rendered

herself invaluable to the home circle in their hour of adversity.

She serves with the same dignity and grace with which, in pros-

perity, she received attention. A narrow income has not crushed

her, it has only strengthened and beautified her."

" You surprise, you delight me, Ernest," cried Dugald. "By
the way, it is a fine evening. Suppose we call on the ladies—it is

no more than courtesy demands."

They called then, and often. They found their beauty of char-

acter had not been over-rated, and the result may b^ imagined.

After what we have seen of Lizzie Fairbanks, it would be un-

reasonable to suppose that she would prove any impediment to

the promotion of Ernest in his profession, and my reader will not

be surprised to learn that he owed. in no small degree, the emi-

nence he after obtained to her aid and encouragement. Mr. Fon-

taine was also destined to distinction. Accompanied by his gentle

Helen, he travelled in Italy to study the works of the great mas-

ters, and his success afforded him an ample income. Mr. Fair-

hanks acquired a competency, and to the country air, and the pos-

session of Zephyr, his beloved wife imputed her complete restora-

tion to health.

[Written for Gleason's Pictori.nl.]

THE OLD MAN UNDER THE EL HI.

Br ANNIE aODTHCOMB.

I am an old man now, and yet I love to see,

Children gather around the old Elm Tree
;

It recalls the days now past and gone

—

The days of childhood's mirth and song

—

When I sported with playmates full of joy and glee,

And merrily danced round the old Elm Tree.

Those days are passed^forever fled I

Those playmates sleep in their narrow "bed
;

Of the once gay group that play'd 'neath its bough,

I'm the only one left—I'm aged now

;

Yet it gladdens my heart again to see

The children play 'neatli the old Elm Tree.

I've play'd 'npath its shade in sweet spring time,

And swung 'neath its boughs in the summer* prime
;

I've danced and sang 'neath its shade at night

;

I've been there by the beams of the morning light

;

And chased the squirrel and bumble-bee,

And my playground was under the old EUn Tree.

It seems but a dream when I think of it now
;

I smooth my hand o'er my farrowed brow,

And I ask, Is it true I am crippled and old,

For my hearC, my keart has never grown cold 1

For it recalls mj' youth again to see

The children play 'neath the old E!m Tree.

I am passing away, I am willing to go
;

For my brow is furrowed, my hair white as snow
;

My step is feeble, and I lean on my staff,

^Vhen I he-ar the children's funny laugh
;

And I pat their heads as they dance lound me,

While I rest in the shade of the old Elm Tree.

My pilgrimage jotirncy is almost done,

But my heart beat-s as light as when I wag young

;

For I know I've a home in heaven above;

And my heart is o'erflowing with peace and love.

When my spirit 's at rest my body will be

Where these children are—'neath the old Elm Tree.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE SCHOONER OF THE KEKSEBEC:
— OB—

THE ENGLISHMAN AT FAULT.
A SEA SKETCH.

BT SYLTANtJB COBB, JR.

Ant one who lived near the Kennebec during the last war with

Great Britain, cannot fail to remember the excitement and anxiety

of the inhabitants of Kennebec and Lincoln (bounties, when that

river was blockaded by the British. In many of the towns on the

banks of the river—towns which owed much of their means of sus-

tenance to their maritime trade—the people were for some time

actually straitened for want of food, as nothing could be brought

up the river from any of the seaport towns on the coast. At one

time a dollar's worth of flour was often carried in a small pocket

handkerchief, while-the children of comparatively opulent fami-

lies were even forced to pick from heaps of cast-off vegetables,

frozen potatoes, which were placed upon the coals and eaten even

before the frost was wholly overcome. Some forty or fifty trad-

ing vessels were lying idle in the river, and at length, the block-

ade became so .serious, that actual starvation peeped coldly in at

some of the poorer families.

Among the coasters which were thus cut off from their trading,

was a clipper schooner, owned and commanded by Capt. John

Wait, which had dropped down from Hallowell, and hauled up

at one of the wharves in Bath. Capt. Wait was loaded for Ips-

wich, Mass., and his family were suffering from his forced state

of inactivity.

" Mr. Springer," said Wait to his mate, one bright morning, as

they stood upon the wharf at which the schooner was secured, " I

am going out."

" SirV
" I am going out!"

"But that English brig is out there yet, darn her pictur," re-

turned Springer.

Capt. Wait seldom swore, but on the present occasion he could

not help it, for he distinctly uttered a pretty round oath in con-

nection with said brig, and then continued :

—

*' I've got an idea, and it may get us out in safety ; but never-

theless, out I go, at all events."

" Well," returned Springer, " if the old Polly goes I shall go

with her."

Four men and the cook composed the schooner's crew, exclu-

sive of the two oflicers, and they readily agreed to stick by the old

" Polly " as long as her timbers held together. •

Capt. Wait went on shore and procured an old anchor and cable,

which he carried on board the schooner, and deposited near the

starboard quarter, securing the end of the cable to the large quar-

ter cleet, and placing the anchor so that it could he easily tumbled

overboard.

About an hour before sundown, just as the tide began to ebb,

Capt. Wait cast off his shore fasts, and with a good fresh breeze

from the sourh'ard and west'ard, he spread his sails and started

off, down the river. Together with the assistance of the tide and

wind, the Polly was not over an hour in making the mouth of the

river, and, just to the eastward of Seguin, she espied the English

brig standing in. - -.

The Englishman noticed the Yankee as soon as she hove in

sight, and keeping away to the westward, she evidently intended

to cut her off. Crowding as close upon the wind as possible,

Capt. Wait ran his schooner for Cape Small Point, the immediate
vicinity of which, from the number of large black rocks that orna-

ment the water, bears anything but an agreeable aspect to the

stranger, but, nevertheless, some of the coasters can very safely

wend their way among them.

As the island of Seguin happened to he somewhat in the way
of the brig, she had been forced to tacktwice, in order to get upon
a direct chase, and conscciueatly the schooner had the weather

gage. The latter vessel had already reached the rocks, and, just

as the brig came sweeping around the island, our Yankee captain

had prepared everything for his manccuvre. The schooner was
now heading nearly south, and, of course, her larboard side was
towards the Englishman, while the latter was heading directly for

her, on the larboard tack.

" 'Twont do to stand on much longer," said Springer, as he
worked hard to keep the schooner just on a shiver.

"A few minutes longer," returned Capt. Wait. *' The brig

won't fire till she gets a little nearer. I must get into that shoal

water ahead, where we can have plenty of lee room, for when I
square away I want a clear sea."

Eive minutes more passed away, during which time the schooner

had reached the clear water alluded to, while the brig had been
gradually opening her Starboard battery.

"Now stand by, boys," exclaimed Capt. Wait, as he cast an
anxious look towards the Enghshman'sguns. "Let her come up."

In an instant the Polly came into the wind, and as her sails be-

gan to flap and flutter, but before her headway was wholly checked,

the old anchor was dropped overboard from the starboard quar-

ter, and a dozen heavy water casks were instantly rolled over on
to the same side, wliich gave her quite a heel to starboard.

" Schooner ahoy !" shouted an officer from the Englishman.
" Blast the cussed rocks !" roared Capt. Wait, springing to the

helm just as the short cable tautened and brought the schooner up.

"Jump to those head sheets. Haul over the starboard jib sheet,

quick. Catch hold of the larboard fore sheet, and haul it taut."

The order was quickly obeyed, and the result answered a two-

fold purpose. It not only served to keep the schooner's head to

the wind, butit also appeared to the Englishman as though the

Yankees were making great exertions to get off from some hidden

rock upon which they had struck.

For a few moments the Polly bravely headed up against the

wind, by the aid of her back-winged foresail and jib, but the force

of the anchor coming upon the quarter, it was evident that she

must soon swing round, unless some expedient could be adopted

by which to prevent it. As fortune would have it there were two

long logging-poles, with sharp iron pikes at the end, on board,

and in a moment, they were got out over the larboard bow, in

which direction the schooner inclined. This, again, answered two

purposes, for, as the water was shoal, the poles easily held the

schooner in her position, while, to the eyes of the astonished

Englishman, it added another evidence of the supposed calamitv.

" I thought so," exclaimed Capt. Wait, as he rubbed his hands

in high glee; there goes the Englishman's topsail to the mast.

Stand by to slip that cable the moment I give the order. Get

those two big rocks out of the boat, and lay 'em down under the

quarter-rail."

The Yankee's supposition had proved correct, forno sooner had
the schooner come into the wind, heeled over to the starboard,

and laid perfectly immovable before the fresh breeze, ihan the

English olhccrs naturally supposed that she had run upon a rock,

and instead of running their own brig into the same danger, they

had hove-to, and lowered a boat, into which .=ome fifteen men
immediately descended, and put off for the unfortunate schooner.

"Lift that heaviest rock up on to the rail," said Capt. Wait,

as the boat approached the schooner's larboard quarter.

A block of granite, weighing some eighty pounds— a regular

down-cast boulder—was lifted to the rail, and two of the men
stood by to throw it overboard. It was now quite dusky, so that

those in the approaching boat could not see distinctly the nature

of these minor movements on the part of the Yankees.

" Hallo, Jonathan ! got into a bad scrape, haven't you V hailed.

the officer of the boat, as she began toround-to"under the quarter.

" Darn it all—yes," roared Captain Wait, in a perfect fury of

passion and chagrin. " But ef I hadn't run onto this cussed rock,

I'll be blasted ef yeou'd ever 'ave ketched us, you thunderin' old

Britisher."

" Well," returned the officer, with a laugh, " lam sorry for you,

but we've got you now, certain. Stand by with the boat-hook,

forward."

The man wiih the boat-ho^k never obeyed that order, for hardly

had the words escaped the officer's mouth, when—plump—smash

came the heavy rock tearing and crashing through the bottom of

the boat.

" Let go that cable !" shouted Capt. Wait, as he shoved the helm

hard a-starboard. " Haul over the jib. That 's it ; now ease off

the fore and main sheets."

The schooner paid off in an instant, and with a good full she

darted off under cover of two small islands, that stand between

the Cape and Seguin, and which protected her from the guns of

the brig.

The last that our Yankee crew saw ^f the boat that had been

sent after them, was just as she sv/amped, with the frantic men
still cHnging to her sides, and in a moment more another boat

came to her assistance. The gloom, however, shut out further ob-

servation, and whether the Englishmen were any of them drowned,

our heroes never knew. All they knew, was, that their clipper

schooner got safely out to sea, and that they had caught " 7he

EiiglisJiman at Fault.'"
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PROPEtLEU STEAMSHIP "CITY OF GLASGOW," OF THE LIVEEPOOL AND PHILADELPHIA LINE, HEADING DOWN THE DELAWARE.

STEAWER "CITY OF GLASGOW"
This iiiagnifi<'ent Tiaval sTucture, commanded by Captain H. B.

Mathews^ is the pride, of the Pt-iladelphians, as she is the pioneer

of a direct line of stearti communication between that city and
Liverpool. Were we to give her dimensions in detail, it would
be of liitie interest to the reader, to whom it would be merely dry
statistical information. Her tonnege is that of a first-class

steamer, and she is, truly, one of the finest in the world. For

beautv of model she excels, we think, the Atlantic, and indeed,

any of the Collins line ; but in point of speed, service and bottom,

?he has, of course, her equals. The arrival of the " City of

Glasgow," at Philadelphia, ibr the first time, was made the occa-

sion of not a little rejoicing, and the " City of Brotherly Love"
wa% for once, startled out of its own quietude, and a gala day
reigned throughout the city. Our artist has drawn the steamer

on the spot, and the reader may rely with certainty upon its

accuracy. What a revolution has been brought about in com-
merce^ through the means of these immense traversers of the

deep ! Time and space are annihilated, and one goes to sea with
as much actual comfort, and surrounded with as many luxuries
and elegances as greet him in the roost princely mansions at
home. Ten days from land to land, across that immense watery
waste, the Atlantic, what a miracle! Never stopping, never
weary, no sails to set or take in as the weather threaten?, no
reefing as the gale increases, no disappointment at not being able,
for want of a fair wind, to lay her course, but her ponderous
engines are steadily at work, day and night; they heed not the
galo, but bear the stout hull through the fierce head sea, and toss
the resisting waters heedlessly on either side. How responsible
is the situation of a single mind that controls- all this immense
fabric, the calm autkority that emanates from the quarter-deck !

See the rough, old sea dog, that coolly surveys the scene! A
hundred lives are under his charge ; a million of dollars in prop-
erty is entrusted to his care ! One word of his stops that ponder-
ous machinery ; a t-ingle command changes the entire course of
the floating palace beneath his feet.

VIEW OF NEW YORK CITY.
The sketch presented below is taken from the heights of Brook-

lyn, Long Island, on the east side of Manhattan Island, which
extends from the Battery to Harlem Bridge. To make the view
as general as possible, however, our artist has included the bay
and surrounding objects, thus showing only the lower (or business
portion) of the great city. On the left we see Uncle Sam's Hag
flying over the barracks on Governor's Island . At the ppin t where
the sloop is rounding, is the large fort known as Cat^tle William.
The water between Brooklyn and Governor's Island, where the
ship is loosening out her topsails, is familiarly caTIed Buttermillt
Channel. To the right are Ellis's and Bedlow's islands. In the
background are the Jer,«ey shore, Stafen Island, the mouth of the
I-faritan River, Jersey Ciiy.Hoboken Fiplds,and Pleasant Valley.
New York begins at the point by ihe Batttry where one of the
Staten Island ferry boats is just teaving. The little light-hoase
surmounts the Revenue Look out and Barge-House. Then the
spires of Trinity Church, St. Paul's, and so ob *' up town."

VIEW Oh' THE CiTi ANl> hAUiiUU Oi'' NEW YORK, FROM THE HEIGHTS AT BROOKLYN, ON LONG ISLAND.
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WASHINGTON.
chantret's statue.
The statue presented

to MS here, was placed

in its present situation

in October, 1827. It is

coTislructed o f white

Italian marble, from the

quarries of Carrara, and
coRt fifteen thousand

dollars. Chantrey, the

niost eminent of the
British sculptors, had
been long employed
upon this noble speci-

men of art, which, by
the opinion of compe-
tent judpes, is ranked as

one of the best produc-

tions of his chisel. The
edifice in which it stands

•was built expre-^sly for

the reception of the sta-

tue, and is attached to

the rear of the State

HoDse, ascending ag

high as the second story

of that structure. The
interior is an oblong
square, thirty feet long

by thirteen broad, with

adomeat the top, throw-

ing its light into the

vaulted recess, ten feet

by thirteen, where the

statue is placed. The
whole edifice appears

like a recess in the large

and lofty hall in the

State House, with which

i t communicates b y
means of three arched

entrances. We believe

that the circumstances
connected with the plac-

ing of this statue are not

generally known, and
may as well observe that

on 'June 12, 1827, the

Legislature adopted a
resolution "that per-

tnissign be hereby
given to the trustees of

the Washington Mon-
ument Association to

erect, at their own ex-

pense,asuitahle building

on the north front of the

State House, for tbe re-

ception and permanent
location of the Statue

of Washington by Chan-
trey." The building was
erected, and the trustees

passed a vote as fol-

lows :
—" The tmstees of

said Associaiinn do con-

fide and entrust, as well

the said edifice erected

at their expense, as the

noble statue, the work
of the first artist in Eu-
rope, to the care and
patriotism of the gov-
ernment of the State

ofMassachusetts, for the

use and benefit of the

people of said State to

nil future generations."

In pursuance ofwhich, a
Resolve was parsed on
the 9th ofJanuary, 1 828,

"That the Legislature

of this Commonwealth
accents the Statue of
Washington upi.n the

terms and conditions on
which it is offered by the
Trustees of the Wash-
ington Monument As-
sociation; and entertains

a just sense of the pa-
triotic feeling of those

individuals, who have
done honor to the State
by placing in it a statue

of the Man whose life was among the greatest of his country's
blessings, and whose fame is her proudest inheritance." As we
E'scend th« successive flights of steps, which give access from Bea-
con street to the portal of the State House, we perceive the figure
of Washington in the long vista between the pillars of the hall.
Even at thnt distance, its aspect of calm and thoutrhiful divinity
impresses the beholder, and causes him to advance wirh some fnint
semblance of the feeling with which he would have approached
the illustriou'i original. This statue, which was procured by pri-
vate ."ubsrription, is seven feet in height, standi on a pedestal,
with the left foot somewhat advanced, and the weight of the body
resting chiefly on the right. The right hand grasps a roll of man-
uscript, and the Ifft supports the heavy fo'ds of the ample cloak
which forms the drapery of the statue. The' arrangement of t>^is

cloak was a most fortunate conception, on the part of the sculp-
tor. Had he arrayed the modern hero and statesman in the garb
of ancient Greece or Rome, or had he given him the stiff military
coat, the lapped waistcoat, and small-clothes of a Revolutionary
general, the elTect would, in either case, be almost equally objec-
tionable. Carova's statue, which was some years since destroyed
by fire at Raleigh, in North Carolina, represented Washington in
the Roman military dress, with short curled hair, a garment
shaped somewhat like a shirt, naked legs, and sandals on his feet.

The garb of an*"Indian chief would have been quite as graceful, and
more appropriate to the American warrior. But Chantrey, while
clothing the statesman in the Revolutionary uniform, has taken
advantage of the voluminous folds of the cloak to give the figure
of Washington a classical grace and dignity, and to hide all those
details, which, as belonging to a fashion so recently, passed away
might excite ludicrous emotions in the spectator.

CHANTREY S STATUE OF WASHINGTON, IN THE STATE HOUSE, BOSTON, MASS.

THE GIRAFFE.
These gigantic and exquisitely beautiful animals, which are ad-

mirably formed by nature to adorn the fair forests that clothe the

boundless plains of the interior, are extensively distributed through-

Cut the interior of Southern Africa, but are nowhere to be met
ith in great numbers. In countries unmolested by the intrusive

foot of man, the giraffe is found generally in herds varying from
twelve to t^ixteen ; hut I have not urfrequent'y met with hprds

containifig thirty individuals, and on one occasion I counted for'y

together; this, however, was owing to chance, and about six-

teen may be reckoned as the average number of a herd. These
herd'^ are comprised of giraffes of various sizes, from the young
giraffe, of nine or ten feet in height, to the dark cbeslnut-coloted

old bull of the herd, whose exalted head toweis above his com-
panions, generally attaining the height of upwards of eighteen feet.

The females are of lower stature and more delicately formed than
the males, their height averaging from sixteen to seventeen feet.

Some writers have discovered ugliness and a want of grace in the

girafi'e, but I consider that he is one of the most strikingly beau-
tiful animals in the creation

; and when a herd of them is seen
scattered through agroveof the picturesque parasol -topped acacias

which adorn their native plains, and on whose uppermost shoots

they are ena^>led to browse by the colossal height with which
nature has so admirably endowed them, he must indeed be slow of
conception who fails to discover both grace and dignity in all

their movements. There can be no doubt that every animal is

seen to the greatest advantage in the hannts wliich nature designed
him to adorn. This is the proper way of judging on all subjects

of natural history, and then we shall rarely fail to do the animals
justice.— C'uTiimings's Five Years in South Africa,

THE MISTAKE,
A fat, burly English

landlord was sitting one
afternoon at the door of
his inn, in a provincial
town not a hundred
miles from London,
when a person entered
the house, and after com-
plimenting its cleanli-

ness and snug appear-
ance, ordered a good
dinner and a bottle of
wine. The dinner, when
ready, was laid in an
upper apartment, look-
ing out upon a pleasant
garden

; and after it had
been thoroughly discus-

sed, and the wine sipped
to the bottom of the
bottle, the satis-fied guest
sent for his host, and
when he entered the

room, thus addressed
him :

—"You have a fine

inn here landlord, a i;er^

fine inn ; everything is

particularly n i c e—in

fact, what / call com-
fortable." The land-
lord expressed his grati-

fication. " I shall have
great pleasure," contin-

ued the guest, without
noticing the interrup-

tion, " in recommending
your house to my friends

in town. There remains
only one thing more to

mention, landlord ; and
as the subject is one
which I think will be as

unpleasant to you as to

myself, I will express it

in a few words. I have
not at this moment, any
money; but I will he
here again in

—" "No
money!" exclaimed the
landlord in a voice husky
with anger. "No Uo-
NET ! ! then why did you
come to the ' Hen-and-
Chickens' to run up a
bill that you can't pay ?

Get out of my house
this instant! Go!
walk !" " I expected
this," replied the guest,

rising ;
" I anticipated

this treatment ; nor can
I much blame you, land-

lord, to tell you the

truth, for you don't ^kow
me. Becauf-e you some-
times meet with decep-

tion, you think /am de-

ceiving you ; but I give

you my honor that a
fortnight from this day
I will be with you again,

and you will confess

yourself to he ashamed
of your suspicions."
" Bah ! you are a swin-

dler !" ejaculated Boni-

face ;
" take that !" and

with a vigorous coup de

piedyW&s " sped the part-

ing guest." " You will

live to regret this, land-

lord, I am sure; but I

do not blame you, for

you are ignorant of my
character," was the
meek reply to this gross

indignity. Just two
weeks from that day,

the same ill-used gentle-

mai^ (with a travelling

friend), was, with many
apologies and protesta-

tions, shown into the

best room of the " Hcn-
and-Ch ick en s " inn.

The landlord's profuse apologies were accppted ; he was forgiven,

and even invited to dine with the two friends upon the bent din-

ner flanked by the very choicest wines which his house afforded.

When all was finished, and while the landlord, who had become
exceedmgly mellow, was protesting^hat he should never be so

6ii>picious of a "real gcTnleman " again, he was interrupted by
his first guest with—" But, landlord, there is ro)e thing which we
ought, in justice to you, to mention. I do not happen to have, at

this moment, a single penny ; and, I grieve to say, that my com-
panion, who is a (/ood man, hut in a worldly point of view, veiy

poor, is not a whit better off. Under these unpleasant circum-

stances, it becomes, as it were, a necessity, to bid you a very good
evening !" " ' Done' twice I the Hen-and Chickens ' done' twice I

—ar d both times exactly alike !" said the landlord, as he incon-

tinently went down to set the swindle to the already large account

of "Profit and Loss."

—

Harper's Magazine.

REPEiSTANCE.
A good husband will repair his house while the weather is fair,

not pat it oflftill winter; a careful pilot will take advantage of the

wind and tide, and so put out to sea, not wait till a storm arise.

The traveller will take his time on a journey, and mend his pace
when night comes on, lest darkness overtake him ; the smith will

strike while the iron is hot, lest it grow cool, and so he lose his

labor ; so we ought to make every day the day of repentance
; to

make use of the present time, so that when we come to die wc
have nothing to do but to die, for there will be a time when the

door will be shut, when the soul becomes conscious that there will

be no entrance at all.

—

Spenser.
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[Written for Gloaaon'fl Plctorlul.J

LUELIiACEINE.

IIY 3. BTAnn, nOUOWAY.

I saw thee, and a ray of light

Full Hwec'tly In my way,

lUumlning my Boul's dcop night

TVith tho nidianco of day
;

Just aa a noonday aun-ray might

Come down wheru nlght-Jitmpe stay,

And whou th<j nfglit-clvuH pluy,'

To chasG tlium all away.

Not that my life was wholly drear

Eoforo I saw thee, sweet;

But thingH that onco eocmed bright and clear,

Thy light made incouiplete
;

And au I felt thorn di«ippear,

No more to fill their seat,

I paused not for the beat

Of thoir rucediug feet

;

But turned away from them ray gazo,

All unrtgretfuUy,

—

And blessed the light that filled their place,

The lovely light of thee
;

For in its brightness I eould trace

An opening heart for me ;

—

I'or vie!—0, could ic be

A heaven for ikce and me ?

Yet, 0, thou wast so much like heaven,

My heart grew faiut and cold;

So purtj a^light could not be given

To me but to behold.

Thus thought I ; and my soul was driven

JJack where the darkness rolled

—

£ack where the midDight told

Itslegends, grim and old.

£ut now, lO, what a heaven is mino,

And what a heaven is ours

!

For angels love to intertwine

About our path sweet (lowers,

And keep us near a fragrant shrine

Of ever-blooming bowers,

—

Where love in golden showers

Perfumes the happy hours.

I cannot tell the happiness

That I with thee have seen

;

This much I know—had it been less,

Much less than it has been,

Mere words the half could not express;

My bride of eye serene,

And gentlest, loveliest mien,
,

Darling Luellaoeine I

<-^»*—• »

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

THE BUCCANEER OF BARITANA

:

—OR

—

A EOMADTCEKO IN THE LIFE OF LAFITTE.

BT F. CLINTON BAHRINGTON.

CHAPTER I.

One evening in the autumn of 1812, a long, narrow barge,

rowed by fourteen men, might have been seen winding its tortuous

course through the bayou which leads from New Orleans to the

Bay of Baritaua, on the gulf. It had been several hours on its

way from the gulf, and was within half a league of its destination.

The moonlight shone upon the crew by glimpses through the

foliage, which grew so thickly on the bank as to keep the barge

almost always in the shade. At such moments it could be seen

that they were men of the sea, dressed mostly in striped or red

shirts, with blue or scarlet caps, or narrow Panama hats upon

their heads. Their countenances were dark, bearded, and of a

foreign aspect. The boat, which was jet black, from its length,

and numerous oars dipping into the water all at once, looked like

a huge centipede in moiion. The bows of the boat were piled

with boxes, bales arffi cust^s—secmingly a heavy and eostiy freight.

In the stern sat two persons only. One of them was a stout man,

broad-shouldered and gray-headed, who held the tiller and kept

the boat in the centre of the narrow bajou. The other was a tall,

nobly formed man, with an air of command. He was standing

and leaning slightly against the short flag-staff in the stern. A
Spanish hat shaded his brows. He was dressed in a long Jrock

of blue cloth, wore for a bcl^ scarlet sash, and a curved sword,

like a Turkish sabre, hung arhis left side.

Steadily and silently the barge moved on. Not a word was
Bpokcn by any one on board. They seemed to require secrecy

for their purpose, whatsoever it was.

At length, the trees were less dense on the banks, and open

spaces showed Kelds where the Fugar cane waved its long green

leaves in the glisie-.iing beams of the moon. Here and there, the

low roof of an African cabin peered above the foliage, and in

the distance towered the lofty walls of the white planter's villa.

As the boat moved on, the distant towers of the cathedral on

the Place d'Armas, appeared rising tall and gray in the moon-
beams,

" Trail your oars !" suddenly, but in a low voice, commanded
the man in the Spanish hat.

The fourteen ours at once released by the hands that had
grasped them, folded themselves like feathered wings on either

side of the barge. TIic headway of the boat gradually ceased

until it remained stationary in the middle of the bayou, and nearly

oppO-Hite a small l^'rcnch-looking cottage, white, as the driven

snow, with vines claaibering all over it. The captain of the boat

now listened and looked carefully ahead and along tho shore.

He then said in the same cautioning, depressed tones :

" Oars again, but without noise
!"

The two wings of oars unfolded and spread out on cither side,

and propelled by them, the barge moved on until it passed tlie

cottage, and came to a small landing where the bayou seemed to

como to a termination. Beyond, was all tangled vines, matted

and growing so luxuriantly over and in the water, that further

progress in a boat was impossible.

Tho stout man at the helm, now placed a whistle to his lips

and blew it shrilly, twice. .

" There is no response. Louis can't he at his post to-night,"

said the captain. " Go on shore, Pierre, and knock at the cot-

tage door."

Tho man returned in a moment, and said that the door was

barred, and no one seemed to be within.

" This is strange," answered the captain. " I hope no mischief

has happened to Louis or the old dame, his mother. Ah ! who
have WG here V
As he said this, a negro approached in a perogue, with which

he shot out from the tangled foliage suddenly into view.

"Ah, massa captain ! Mc glad findee you! Massa Louis

tellee mc come findee you," said the African, as he paddled

alongside.

" Where is Louis V
"Ah, massa, someting berry bad happens," answered the black,

with a shake of his woolly head.

" Is he dead V
" No, massa captain. He berry well ! He tellee you."
" Where is he, and where are the mules ?"

" I go back and tell him you here, and him come directly.

Look out for your pistols, massa, coz dere is inimy 'bout, sartain."

The negro then left the side of the barge, and disappeared

as he came.

" What can this mean f" asked the captain, looking perplexed.

" Look to your arms, men, Cato does n't give us warning, without

good reasons."

There was for a minute, a busy handling and rattling of pistols

as they were examined, and cutlasses as they were drawn out, or

brought round to the ready grasp of the right hand. By the

time they were ready to receive any attack that menaced them,

there was heard the clatter of hoofs, and tramp of feet on the

bayou road; and shortly, half a score of mules made their

appearance, driven along by three African lads and preceded by

a young man.

Upon his reaching the landing, the tall captain leaped to the

shore, and grasping him by the hand, said :

" What is the matter, Louis ? Has anything happened 1 Why
did you send Cato to tell us to be ready with our arms ; and why
do we find you away, and your cottage closed"?"

" Walk aside with me, noble captain ;" answered the young

man, who was about three-and-twenty, with a fine air and carriage,

and an appearance prepossessing in a high degree. He was

dressed in a close fitting French jacket properly ornamented with

small silver buttons, a row of which extended down the seam of

his gray trousers. He wore Napoleon bootees ; and a broad

Havana hat covered his head.. He had a bold, easy, dashing

manner, a superb set of teeth, an engaging smile and a winning

tone in his voice. He was armed with a brace of pistols.

They walked on a few paces until they came to a tall, stone

gateway ornamented with a broad arch, which was crowned by a

deer's head sculptured in stone. Through the opening in the

gate was visible a wide carriage-way, which led between rows of

orange trees to a stately mansion, which stood alone in all that

lordly state of superior magniScence, which wealth can bestow.

Louis Carondolet pointed up the avenue to the houflf and said

:

" To you, my noble captain, I will speak frankly. The Count

Daponteau who dwells there, has been for some time pressing

upon my mother the sale to him of our homestead, the cottage

and a few arpents of land my father left us, and which contains

his grave. We have firmly refused his offers. At length, he

came down four days ago, with a score of his slaves, took pos-

session of the cottnge, ordered my mother and me to leave, flinging

us, at the same time, a purse containing the thousand piastres we
had refused fifty times. He wants the place to , extend his own
grounds and gardens ; and for this reason, he has driven us by

force— that it would have been madness for me to have resisted

—

from my home. We are now dwelling on the skirts of the town

not far from here. This is why, noble captain, you found me
absent. I did not wish to expose myself to be seen by him, so J^

kept away, till Cato told me you had arrived."
"

" Count Daponteau shall repent this act of tyranny," answered

the captain, with indignation mantling his dark brown cheek.

'* N:iy, captain, do no violence, I pray you, because—

"

" Because what ? I will bum his house over his head !"

" For my sake, u^e no harsh revenue, if you please !"

"And why do you plead for him, Louis? Is he not thy

greatest fuc ?"

** Yes, but I plead for his fair daughter's sake !"

"Ah^docs the shoon fit that foot, my dear Louis?" said the

cnptain, with a smile. "He has a fair daughter, then, the

jMahnmedan?'*
" Fairer than all women ! Beautiful as an houri ! Lovely as

an angel !"

" Ah, Louis, T perceive you are in love."

"I do not know, captain," he answered, naively.

"Answer me one question, Louis?"

"As many as you please to put, captain."

"Has the count ever suspected thy admiration of his daughter?

Wliat is her name ?"

" Marie Louise. Yes, I think he has ; for last week, he saw
us talking together across the hedge and angrily called her away,
and looked at mc as if he could eat mo up."

" Then it has gone so far that you and the charming Marie
Louise have liad stolen interviews i"

" When we have met alone, we have loved to stop and talk

together."

" You fipeak for her as well as for yourself, I see. Arc you so

satisfied that she loves you?"
"1 think she doesn't dislike rac, captain," answered the hand-

some Louis, blushing.

" That is one half the battle. I can now understand why the

count has been so peremptory in getting you out of the way.

He was more desirous to have you removed from any further

chance of a tete-a-tcte with his pretty daughter, than to i^ossess

your seven arpents of land to widen his grounds. But whatever

be the motive, he shall be ])aid for his wrong to you."
" But if you harm the father, the daughter v/ill suflTar."

"Nay, but we can punish him in a way that will make her

happy instead of sorrowful, Louis. But let mc give the men
orders to fill the panniers, while I hold further talk with you."

The captain then approached the barge, where his crew were

waiting with arms in their hands, for his orders. He at once set

them to work unlading the boat of its wines, silks, laces, etc.,

and packing them upon th^ mules. Then instructing his mate
to be on the alert against any sudden surprise from any party of

the revenue guard which might be marching on their rounds, he

rejoined Louis.

" I will tell thee now. I can punish the father and please the

daughter. But first, thou must be sure that she loveth thee well

enough to marry thee."

"By St. Paul! captain, I am sure that she loves me, but I

never have thought about asking her to marry me ; for I was
happy in talking with her and walking with her by moonlight,

when she would steal out and join me, and in gazing on her

beautiful face and into her soft brown eyes that looked to me like

fathomless wells of love. And when at parting, she would give

me her rosy lips to kiss, I have felt perfectly happy."
" So one would fancy, you enviable rogue. Now I would

like to know if you think you could see her to-night to get speech

of her?"

" Yes, by scaling the balcony, I have made an appointment.'*

"Admirable. Then, after you have conveyed the freight to

the ware-rooms in the city."

" I can be back in two hours. By that time, all will be quiet."

" And by that time I shall have returned from the town. If

you see her, stay not long ; but ascertain if she loves you well

enough to marry you. If she says yes, but must have her father's

consent, tell her you will get that."

" I will do so, captain ; but how I shall redeem my pledge, I

can't see ; for he despises me, first, because I am poor, secondly,

for refusing to sell to him, thirdly, for loving his daughter, and
fourthly, I verily believe he suspects that I am concerned in re-

ceiving goods by moonlight that never pay revenue duties."

" Very well, let him despise you fifthly, if he chooses. You
shall marry his fair daughter, if she giveth her own consent."

CHAPTER II.

The lovely daughter of the Count Daponteau was standing by
her lattice at midnight, watching for the coming of her lover, the

handsome Louis Carondolet. A shadow crosses the balcony and

she finds him at her feet.

" You were so long, Louis?"

" I have been detained, dear Louise," he answered, standing

by her side, and pressing her hand to bis heart.

" You will forgive my father his cruel act?'^

" Yes, for your sake, Louise. But I fear you cannot love one

whom he hates."

" The more he hates you, Louis, the dearer I shall hold you,"

she said with warmth.
" Then I am happy indeed. But Marie—"
"Well, Louis?"
" I wish, dear Marie—

"

" What do you wi^h, dear Louis?"

" To ask you, Louise—

"

" And what would you ask me, Louis ?"

" If you love me," at length spoke out the embarrassed young

man, *'if you love me well enough to be mine forever?"

" To be your wife, Louis ?" she asked with aruh simplicity,

while a rich color played amid the charming smiles that lighted

up her face.

" Yes, dearest Mademoiselle Louise,"

" Yes, Louis ; bnt my faiber—

"

" I will manage to get his consent."

" Ah me !" sighed the beautiful French girl, " I fear, never!"

"If Ihavc jouis first?"

"You have it, Louis," she answered, putting her arm within

liis, and looking up into his ejcs with confiding love. "I know
you love me, and wo can neitlier of us love anybody else but

each other."

" That is true for me, Louise."

" And for me, Louis."

"But I am poor. Mademoiselle Marie."

"I am rich enough for thee and me. Bnt my father will never

say yes—

"

" That he will not!" Shouted a stern Gaelic voice behind them.

"In iii'ith you, girl ! Oil' with you, you grand monster! Ho!
seize him, slaves! catch bim, dogs! What! Ccsarc—Nev

—

Erop—set upon him !"

Louis bad time only to steal a hurried kiss from her hand be-
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fore he descended the balcony. He succeeded in gaining the

gate and scaling it before he was overtaken by the bloodhounds

and African pursuers. He was soon on board the barge which

had dropped a few hundred yards below, and reported to the

generous smuggler chief, the fortuitous assent of the maiden.

" Thou hast well done and art a lucky lover," answered he.

*' The old man shall give his consent, and thou shalt not only

have back thy cottage and arpents, but the villa and whole estate

of the count besides, to say nothing of his daughter. I will take

for my men only the money we chance to find in his coffers.

Come, then, with me down to the lake ; for since you have been

absent, we have nearly been surprised by a party of thu'ty

gensd'armes, who are evidently on the look-out for me. I con-

cealed my men and boat so effectually that they did not discover

us ; or, otherwise we should have been in for a pretty fight. The

truth is, Louis, I shall have to manage my trade this way, differ-

ently, for we are loo closely watched of late. I shall after the

next trip come to the city by the river. To your oars, men!

We must be three leagues fro'm this by daylight
!"

The barge, now emptied of its freight, commenced its descent

of the bayou, which wound through a wilderness of tropical veg-

etation and the most luxuriant masses of fcJliage laden with

flowers of every tint, which filled the atmosphere with fragrance.

At sunrise the barge stopped at a cabin on the banks, where a

Spaniard who dwelt there gave them sour wine, hard bread and

fruits, for which he received an onza of gold. Three hours

further rowing brought them to the entrance of the Lake of Bar-

itana. A large schooner and four smaller crafc were enchained

in the bay, near its outlet to the gulf. Half an hour's pull across

the lake took them to the larger vessel. It was armed with six

eight-pounders and a Ipng twenty-four, and was rakish and saucy-

looking. A small red flag flew at her main. There were a score

of dark-faced seamen on board, and two or three officers with

resolute visages, and the air of men familiar with dangers.

"AVelcome back again, captain," they said, as their 'chief

stepped on board.

" Take that," said the captain, laying a bag of silver on the

capstan, " and divide it among the men for their share of the

last trip. And here is yours, messieurs," he added, giving the

oldest ofScer, whom he called Babizant, a smaller bag.

After a dinner which partook of the nature of a carouse, but

during which the remarkable looking man who was the chief of

the little fleet of Baritana,kept composed and dignified, he called

for twenty volunteers. They were soon ready, and at five o'clock

in the afternoon he left the schooner with two boats, both of which

were laden with goods taken from the schooner and partly from

the other vessels. The two boats soon reached the entrance to

the bayou and proceeded to move through it, in the direction of

the city of New Orleans. ^
They reached the landing about midnight, where they had be-

fore unloaded, and, as the negroes arrived with the mules to re-

ceive the goods, there suddenly appeared from behind the hedge

of the Daponteau garden, not less than thirty armed men, who,

rushing out with shouts, charged upon the party. If the smuggler

chief had been as weak in force as he was the preceding night,

it might have been a very close affair for him. But the other

boat, which was a little below, out of sight of the gensd'armeS,

coming up and pouring out its crew, the revenue guard were

warmly met. For five minutes there was a severe conflict, during

which many pistols were discharged, and several severe wounds

given with cutlasses and sabres. But the smugglers, in the end,

beat off the party and dispersed them ; some flying up the road,

others retiring behind the hedge, from which the old French count

had been seen and heard from the first, encouraeing the revenue

party "Down with the smuggling rogues ! Cut the buccaneers

to pieces ; but especially, kill for mo Louis Carondolet, the great-

est villain of them all
!"

" Now for the count !" cried the captain, as he drove the fugi-

tives this way and that, before his terrible arm, " now we will

secure the count, vrho has laid this ambuscade for us. Follow

me, Louis!"

The two then entered the garden, and although Count Dapon-

teau hurried to conceal himself in the shelter of his strong walls,

so soon as he found the smugglers were getting the best of it, yet

he was overhauled on the steps of the portico, and made pri^ner.

" So, sir count," said the captain, " you have been playing the

revenue spy. You will now he my guest for a few days on board

my vessel."

" Lafitte 1" exclaimed the count. "Am I in your power 1"

" Yes, old noble, But I will not hurt thee, if thnu art c[uiet.

Louis, hither comes the maiden !" he said a^ide. " Meet her, and

tell her that not a hair of her father's head shall be injured; but

that I intend only to keep him prisoner till he consents to your

marriage. I will force it out of him, } ou may be assured."

Louis met Marie Louise as she was hastening towards the scene,

and said :

" Do not be alarmed, Louise ! your father is Lafitte's prisoner,

but—"
" Lafitte's ! The terrible Lafitte's !"

" Nay, he is not so terrible as you have heard ! He is as gen-

erous and humane as he is brave. He desires me to say that he

will do the count no harm ; but take him to his vessel and keep

him there aa honorable prisoner, until he consents to our union."

" Can you trust himV
" Come and see him, Louise ! Nay, he has given the count in.

charge to two of his men, and comes this way !"

" 1 trust they will not harm him. He is an old man, and my
father, Louis!" she said, earnestly.

" They lead him not off, but merely stand guard over him, you

see, while the captain leaves them to speak with you. He is in-

terested in you and in me ! See, he stops to give some orders to

others."

" Ah ! Louis, I fear him. Do you know I should love you so

much better, if you had not been known to him, and been engaged

with him in his dreadful profession!"

" I do but receive the goods he brings up, and carry them to

the ware-rooms of the rich merchant in the city who employs me
as his confidant. Oh, Marie, if I am to be condemned for receiv-

ing the goods, many of the wealthiest merchants, whose daughters

are thy equals, must be condemned also."

" Well, it may not he so bad as I have believed. I don't pro-

fess to know what smuggling is, only 1 know it is piracy."

"Not a bit of it, Louise. A pirftte is a sort of sea-robber. He
murders whole ship's crews for their gold and freight."

"And such, they say, Lafitte has been !"

" I do not believe it. They are idle stories. Ever since I have

known him, he has been engaged in bringing contraband goods to

the city. He gets them in the West Indies, even in France, in

his vessels, and brings them to the Lake, and so conveys them by

the bayou to the city."

" Does n't he steal the goods in France ?"

" No
;
purchases them."

" Then why does he fear to sell them in New Orleans, in open

day ? Why do you, as you have confessed to me you do, come

with mules by night to take these goods secretly to the city V
" Because, Louise, they are contraband."

" And what is contraband ?" asked the maiden very positively,

while she kept her eyes upon Lafitte, who was converaing with

his mate a few yards distant.

" Why, goods that the laws say shall not be brought into ports

W'ithout paying so much on every dollar's worth to the national

treasury. Now to smuggle is nothing more nor less than to get

these goods into a port by avoiding this payment."

"But what do men wish to avoid the payment for? Is it

right r
" That depends upon whether men think they ought to obey all

laws, however severe they may be. Some men think that hard

laws ought not to be obeyed, and that it is right to act as if they

were not enacted."

" But father Pierreot says that ' we must honor the law.'

"

" Priests have nothing else to do but to keep the laws. But

men of the world don't take the rules of monks for their guidance."

" They would be better if they did, Louis."

" Perhaps so, if ijou think so, Louise. Now, as to smuggling,

suppose there should be a law made by the country that every

pound of sugar brought into New Orleans should pay, before it

was sold, double its worth to the nation. For instance, sugar is

now ten cents the pound. Suppose there was a law that every

pound of sugar brought from Cuba should pay ten cents first,

into the treasury."

"But why should there be such a law V*

" Suppose the law-makers were all sugar planters, and should

pass the law to keep Cuba sugar from coming in to take the place

of their own sugar. Don't you see that such a law would help

the sale of their own ?"

" Yes, I see that it would, but —

"

" But suppose that your father had his sugar-estates in Cuba,

instead of Louisiana, and wanted to sell his sugars here. If he

brought them he would have to ask double the price sugar is worth

here, in order to enable him to pay the additional ten cents the

government demands on Cuba sugar. Now let me show you,

Marie, how your father miglit become a smuggler." •

"Never!"

"But suppose he felt the law was unjust to him, and should

employ a vessel to bring his sugars into Lake Baritana, and then

have them brought to the city by night, through the bayous, and

put into the warehouses unknown to the government, he would

be a smuggler."

" I think I understand it now, Louis."

At this moment Lafitte ended the conversation with his mate,

and approached them.

" How noble his presence \"

" Yes, and he is as noble as he looks. He is only the enemy

of the bad and tyrannical."

" Lad}-," said the chief, bowing low as he came near, "your

father's safeiy is sacred. It is necessary that he should remain

my prisoner for a few days, until he gives his consent to jour

union with my friend Louis. I know from him, fair maiden, the

whole story of your affections. Will you suffer me to use, for

your sake, a little mild force, to induce your fathtr to consent to

your marriage with the man of your heartV
" Yes, Captain Lafitte. I feel confidence in you, from the very

tone of your voice. And if you induce him to give his consent,

I shall feel ever grateful to jou. But you will incur my dis-

pleasure, if you resort to severity."

" I shall be careful not to incur your displeasure, sweet lady,"

he answered, with courtesy. " But I hear sounds in the direction

of the city, as if a reinforcement was coming down upon us.

Farewell, lady. I hope in a few days to be able to salute you as

the bride of Louis Carondelct."

Lafitte then took his leave, leaving Louis as the protector of

the betrothed maiden. He had time to regain his boats and drop

down the biiyou, before the party of horse he had heard reached

the scene of the last conflict. At length he reached his ves.stl,

and phiced the Count Daponteau in possession of his cabin. The

next day the count, finding himself treated with respect and

courtesy, at liberty to go and come about the vessel as he chose,

after dining well, said to his captor

;

" Monsieur Capitaine Lafitte, I do not find you the fierce buc-

caneer I was led to believe you were. I perceive that you possess

all the amenities of a beau cavalier, notwithstanding you sin

against the revenue guard something largely."

" I am honored, Monsieur Compte, by your compliments,"

answered the Pirate of the Gulf, with a polite look, as he passed

him the bottle of rich Bordeaux, which had warmed up the old

count's heart, and made him inclined to feel social and to have a

liking for his captor.

"As you are so civil. Monsieur Lafitte," added the father of

Marie Louise, " you will, perhaps, be so kind as to inform me
what special object you have in view, in detaining me 1 Do you
ask ransom 1 If so, name a moderate sum ; for I am anxious

about my daughter, who is at home only with my old maiden
sister and the servants to protect her."

" Nay, count, give yourself no uneasiness. Louis Carondelet

is also there to protect her !"
^

"What? that pauvre "

" Stop, count, and do not use hard words. The young man is

worthy. His only crime is poverty."

" He at my house—with my daughter ? Why, they love each,

other, sir, and will run off and he married before
"

"And if they love one another, why not let them marry?"
" Never ! never ! I hate him !"

" Because you have wronged him. Some men always hate

those they injure."

" This to me, sir?" •

" Be patient, count. You forget you are in my power. And in

answer to your first question, I answer that you shall remain here

a prisoner, until you consent to the marriage of those lovers,

and settle two thirds of your property upon them, by a written

paper under your hand and seal."

The count was firm in his refusal ; and for several days lie re-

mained in the same mind ; but at length, finding Lafitte was about

to put to sea with him, his obstinacy gave way, and he consented

to the marriage and signed the papers. The next day, Lafitte

conveyed him back to his mansion ; and there the count verbally

promised his lovely daughter to Louis. The same evening, they

were married by the count's confessor, in the presence of the

smiling Lafitte and so|[ie score and a half of his men, who stood

around the hall as spectators of the ceremony. Louis, though he

had been once concerned as a party with the smugglers, having

abandoned these ways, made such an excellent husband and re-

spectful son-in-law, th^ the count never regretted giving his

consent to "the the union of his daughter with one so worthy of

her ; and all three of them felt grateful to their latest day, to the

bold Buccaneer of Baritana.

< -^-m.^- > .

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

".lESUS WEPT."

BT CAROLINE A. HAYDEN.

0, tell me not that tears are yain,

Or that the soul with sin they stain,

When He whose power so brightly shone,

Did he not weep, and sigh and moan?

He came and shared the mourners' grief,

He came to bring them aireet relief;

He came to hsten to their plea,

And mingle tears of sympathy.

He followed to the lowly cave.

And in its precincts sought the grave,

Beneath whose dark and dreamless shade,

The loved, lamented One was laid 1

He speaks—the stone is rolled awayj

He bids the dead no longer stay
;

His voice the dreadful bond has riven,

And to the dead new life is given.

Then tell me not that tears are vain,

Or that the soul with sin they stain
;

I rather say each tear 's a gem,

l"or Jesus wept, and sanctioned them.

TURKISH C03IPLAISAKCE.
While taking a parting cup of coffee with the postmaster, I

unlucldly set my foot on a handsome pipe-bowl—pipe-bowls are

always snares lo near-sighted people moving on Turkish floors,

as they are scattered in places quite remote from the smokers,
who live at the farther end of prodigiously long pipe-sticks

—

crash ! but nobody moved ; only on apologizing through Giorgio,

the polite Mahomedan said :
—" The breaking such a pipe-bowl

would, indeed, under ordinary circumstances, he disagreeable
;

but in a friend, every action has its charm !" a speech which
recalled the inj*unction of the Italian to his son on leaving home

:

" Whenever anyljody treads ou your foot in company, and says,
' Satsatemi,' only reply, 'Anzi^vii hn fatio un piacere !' " " I beg
pardon." " On the contrary, you have done me a pleasure."

—

Lear's Journals of a LandscapetPainter in Albania, etc.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

I AVOCATION
FOB MISS ADELAIDE M. PHILLIPS

A or W. A. FOGG.

Thou flto oft hast sent thine angels

Down to guard the pure and good,

Bid them now, where'er she wanders,

O'er thy daughter's pathvray hrood l

So direct her thoughts and actions

That the talents to her giren,

May not prove a cur,-e, but blessing,

Worthily bestowed by Heaven

!

And at last, redeemed, perfected,

Guide her to the better land,

There to chant the Father's praises

'Mid the bright, angelic hand 1

f
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THE EGYPTIAN FLEET, AS LATELY LYING AT ANCHOR IN THE HARBOR OF ALEXANDRIA,

THE EGYPTIAN FLEET.
The harbor of Alexandria presents just now rather a formi-

dable appearance, for in addition to frowning batteries, mounting
several hundred guns, many of which point to the only safe pas-

sage for large vessels through the dangerous reefs of sunken rocks

which stretch across the mouth of the harbor, the Egyptian
fleet, having lately undergone a refit, is s?en drawn up in the

centre of the anchorage, and consists of five line-of-battle ships,

and six frigates and corvettes, besides a few steamers. A Turk-
ish steam frigate, the British war steamer Growler, the Peninsular

Bteamer Ganges, a Tunisian brig of war, 4ld an Austrian Lloyd's

steamer, add to the interest of the scene. We are not, how-
ever, admirers of war, and hope the Egyptian fleet may never
he required to test its present capabilities ; and we are quite wil-

ling to remember the bravery of th?! Egyptian troops and sailors

in Mehemct Ali's lifetime. Since the feking of St. Jean d'Acre
by the British, a partial adoption of the European costume and
tactics of discipline has been necessarily required by the Egyptian
government. Of the bravery and fidelity of their soldiers and
seamen there need be no question. Admiral Sir Edward Cod-
rington, and the Duke of Clarence {afterwards William IV.)
have given testimony, with magnanimous candor, to their mili-

tary merits. Bonaparte. Murat, and Count de Segur concur in

a similar judgment. Undoubtedly the policy of Mehemet Alt,

and that of bis son, have had muc^h to do with this regeneration

of the powers of Kgypt as a nation. Great changes are now
going on very rapidly in the East hy means "of both civilization

and travel, and the neighboring influences.

LORD TIMOTHY DEXTER'S HOUSE.
This building, situated in Newburyport, Massachusetts, is nota-

ble, as presenting a monument of the eccentric genius who for-

merly resided here. Timothy Dexter was born in Maiden, near
Boston, in the year 1743, and was bred a leather dresser. This
calling engaged him until by thrift and prudence he became rich,

and added greatly to his fortune by purchasing continental paper
money at an enormous discount; all of which was eventually

redeemed at par. At length he bought a fine mansion that had
been laid our after the English style, by some person of taste and
wealth. When Dexter bought this seat, everything about it was
in fine order, but it was not to the vulgar taste of the new pro-

prietor. He raised minarets on the roof, surmounted each angle

with gilt balls, and had the whole painted as fancifully as a har-

lequin's dress. Directly in front of the door of the house, on a
Roman arch of great beauty and taste, stood General Washing-
ton in his military garb. On his left hand was Jf fferson ; on his

riirht, Adams, uncovered, for he would suflFer no one to be on the

right of Washington with a hat on. On the columns in the gar-

den there were figures of Indian chiefs, military generals, philo-

sophers, politicians and statesmen, now and then a goddess of

fame, or liberty, meretricious enough to be either. If he, in the

plenitude of his generosity, raised a column to a great man to-

day, he reserved the liberty of changing his name to-morrow;
and often the painter's brush made or unmade a fierce warrior.

General Morgan, yesterday, is Bonaparte to-day ; and the great

Corsican lendt^r was often as much neglected in the trarden o£ the

capricious Dexter, as he afterwards was at St. Helena. But

Dexter was more of a gentleman than Sir Hudson Lowe, and
never passed Bonaparte—even when he was not so great a favorite

—without touching his hat. There were upwards of forty of the
figures, including four lions, two couchant, and two passant.
These were well carved, and attracted more attention from those
who had any taste than all the exhibition, except the arch on
which stood the three presidents. The lions were open mouth' d
and-fierce. It is said that the cost of the statues and columns
about the house, must have reached very nearly the sum of twenty
thousand dollarp. Thus the strange and eccentric being who
occupied this building, our artist has portrayed, busied the latter

days of his life, in arranging the most extravagant ornaments,
and in the very worst taste, for his grounds. At one time he
would ransack the country far and near for a pair of milk-white
horses for his carriage, then these would be displaced for some
of a cream color, and these again would be discarded for dapple
grays, and so his whims and fancies ran riot, and were the theme
of every tongue. A very amusing memoir of Dexter was pub-
lished in Boston some years ago. It was written by a sarcas-

ti^)en, and had an immense sale, but copies of it have lately

bipme very rare, those who own them being unwilHng to part
with such a fund of caricature. The biographical narrative is

in the main correct, for there can be no possible eood to speak
ill of the AestSi or to " set down aught in malice," but it is in-

terspersed with some of the drollest sarcasms on the rich vulgar
and the vulgar-rich that we ever saw in print. Both the biogra-

pher and his subject are now departed on the road appointed
for all to travel. The house itself will soon pass away.

HOUSE ANI) GR0UNI5S OF THE ECCENTRIC "LORD TIMOTHY DEXTER," AT NEWBURYPORT, MASS.
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MATUIUN SL BAIiLOU, EDITOR,

CONTENTS or OTTB NEXT inTMBEE.
" The Deserter," not entirely a fancy sketch, hy Feancis A. Dcritaqb.
" Spiritunl Knockings," a timely sketch, by D.ncle Toby.
*' The College Student," a tale of New England, by Grace Vbrnox.
" Cbat about Watering Places," by Mrs. E. Wzllmont.
" I'll think of Thee," inverse, by Caboline A. Hayden.
" Address to Jenny Lind," lines, by Hicbabd Wright.
* Truth,'' a poem, by Miss S. H. Blaisdell.
" NaVj nay, I will not weep again," stanz;ts, by Isabel Ashton.
" The Paat and Present," verses, by Maturin M. Ballou.
" Passing Away," in verse, by Ellsn Louise Chandler.
*' Heart Shadows," a poem, by Willlam E. Knowles.
"To Poe,-y," stanzas, by Joseph W Nyb.
" The Love that knew no Changej" lines, by Mart Allaic.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
A fine and accurate picture of Gleason'e new Publishing Hall, comer of

Tremont and Bromfield Streets, Boston
;
being a large and faithful representa-

tion of the spacioHS and elegant building which we have thoroughly repaired

and fitted for our bosiness purposes.

A very pretty picture, representing Sunny Side, the residence of Wash-
ington Irving.

A graphic scene, representing the recent Tornado at Medford, Mass.

An engraving, representing the Encampment of Foot Guards, at the Crystal

Palace. London,

A picture, giving a view of Bishop's Patent Floating Derrick.

A view of the United States Navy Yard, at Brooklyn, N. Y.

A rsprtsentation of the United S.tates Line-of- Battle Ship North Carolina, at

Brooklyn Navy Yard.

An engraving, representing the United States Naval Lyceum, at Brooklyn.

A view of the beautiful etrncture in Greenwood Cemetery, South Brooklyn,
N. Y., known as the Firemen's Monument.

A portrait of Mr. Collins, of the American line of transatlantic steamers.

An accurate likeness.

Also, an engraving repreSEnting the magnificent Service of Plate which the
merchants of New York have presented to Mr. Collins, at a cost of SoOOO, and
which is to he exhibited at the iPorld'a Fair, London.

A line portrait of Chief-Justice Shaw.

A beautiful engraving, representing the steamship City of Manchester.

NEWSPAPER POSTAGE.

"We have before taken occasion to remark, that in the contem-

plation of the fact that letter postage had been so much rednced,

and in the great satisfaction that this excellent move naturally

and universally creates, the odious character of the law as it is

applied to newspapers, has for a moment been lost sight of. In-

stead of a uniform and cheap rate of postage as it regards news-

papers, the bill is the most oppressive that could possibly have

been framed, in many respects, and amounts to little lesglthan

actual prohibition as it regards transient papers. The bill is

complicated enough to puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer, and has

succeeded in turning the heads of many of our post-office clerks,

in their endeavors to comprehend its import. By the published

schedule of postage rates, we perceive there are no less than thirty-

^six different rates to regular subscribers for papers exceeding

300 square inches. For papers less than 300. square inches, one-

fourth of those rates. On transient newspapers from one ounce

A nine ounces, there are charged and collected 50 rates. If not

prepaid, said SCljrates are each to be doubled ; making one hundred

and seventy-two different rates, with which our post-office clerks are

to acquaint themselves. So much for simplicity and uniformity

;

now for its cheapness ;—to send a copy of the Drawing-Room

Companion to a friend at New Orleans, it costs eight cents, if

prepaid ; if not prepaid, it will cost sixteen cents ! True, regtdar

subscribers obtain their papers cheap enough, but what sort of a

law is it that presents such ridiculous phases 1 Let the subject

be agitated, and a uniform rate of newspaper postage adopted on

the earliest moment practicable, after the assembling of Congress.

Gleason's PfCTORiAL Drawisg-Room COMPANION.—We have already had
occaaiou to call the attention of our readers to this admirable work ; but we
feel sure we shall be pardoned by any who have had an opportunity of ex-
amining a Fpc'jimen number, for again urging Oleabon's clalnia upon all who
like to encounige a healthy, high-toned hterature, or who look upon the pro-
motion of the fiuo arts as an efficient agent in the great protjrejs and elevation
which eminently distinguish the present age. The ''Pictorial Drawing-Koom
Companion " is filled with the best original articles, adapted to every variety
of taste (except the depraved and vicious—nothing suitable to such palates is

to be found within its column.s), together with elegant and highly -finished
engravings, illustrative of incidents, scenes, public buildings, vessels, cities,
and portraits of eminent men and women of the day. Send Sf3 to F. Gleason,
Boatou, and receive in exchange, for one year, his ^'Pictorial Drawing-Room
Companion," and our word for it, jou wonc regret a.—Knoxville Plebeian.

Odd Calculation.—A manufactory making one hundred
pins per minute, and kept inconstant operation, would only make
fifty-two millions, five hundred and ninety-six thousand per an-

num, and would require near iwenty thousand years, at the same
ratio, without a single moment's cessation, to make that number
called a billion.

Marking Advertisements.—The Postmaster General has

decided that a mark drawn over an advertisement in a newspaper
does not subject it to letter postage.

« ^*<- »

Singular Propessitt.—Mr. Leachman, of Florida, Illinois

has a mule, which kills and eats every snake that comes in his way.
< .^*^ >

Swift.—Cars run at the rate of thirty miles an hour on the

Hudson River railroad.

A FLYING MACHINE.
Is the great problem then solved at k.-'t, and cnn we dull, plod-

ding inhabitants of terra firma don a flying plumage, and usurp

the heretofore prerogative of the birds ? It would really seem so,

if we may credit such authority as we are accustomed to rely

upon for truth. It will be remembered that we lately stated in

these columns, that a woman of Madrid had ascended wiih a

rapid motion into the air, and continued her flight some twelve

hundred yards or more, by means of a machine invented by one

Diego, of Salamanca. About the same time, too, it was an-

nounced in Paris, that a Frenchman, named d'Arville, had per-

fected a machine capable of accomplishing the same purpose,

and that he was soon going to fly from Paris to Dijon, to show

that he could beat the railroad. It is affirmed that the man has

succeeded in flying, to the satisfaction of nearly all the Paris

editors, and of several learned, scientific men.

The exhibition took place on the banks of the Seine. At five

minutes past four, three persons got out of a cab, who proved to

be M. d'Arville and his two mechanics. His machine, with the

wings, was placed on the top of the cab, in two oak-wood boxes.

After a brief and friendly salutation, M. d'Arville proceeded to

unpack his instrument, the several pieces of which were adjusted

in less than six minutes. He said :
" Gentlemen, I am about to

make an experiment ; do not get frightened at what you see, but

suffer me to remain master of my own movements, without re-

marks." After placing himself upon his folding chair, he said,

" I am ready," and immediately, placing his feet on pedals Nos.

1 and 6, raised himself majestically into the air, in a perpendicu-

lar line. He was furnished with a long pack-thread, of about

one hundred metres, at the end of which he had tied a small

leaden weight ; and in two minutes he was three hundred feet

above the heads of those who had gathered to see him.

Nothing could depict the astonishment, or rather the terror, of

all ; then shouts and braves broke forth, w-hich were absolutely

frantic. M. d'Arville, by the aid of a speaking trumpet, then

called to those below :
" I am going to take an oblique flight, and

then a continuous one." Then, hy a change of the pedals, he

directed himself just as he wished, without aid, and apparently

without the least danger. After having run over a space about

as large as the Champ-de-Mars, M. d'Arville let himself down,

taking no more time in the descent than a sheet of paper would

take, if thrown from a window on a calm day.

When the experiment was completed, two of the journalists,

M. Eroile Fontaine, of the Union, and M. Leon Pailet, desired to

make an ascent with the machine, but as they were supposed not

to understand the working of it perfectly, they were dissuaded

from the attempt by their friends. Before the crowd separated

M. d'Arville announced that he would soon make a public ascent

from the Champ-de-Mars, in the presence of whoever may choose

to attend, which will doubtless be the whole of Paris.

The French journals express themselves as delighted, and

more than satisfied with the experiment and the exhibition, and

evidently write as if they considered the art of flying no longer a

problem. In the mean time, our aerial flying ship is progressing

at Hoboken, and we shall be enabled to astonish the Parisians,

doubtless, by an experiment that will put theirs quite in the shade.

LARGE BELL.

The weight of the bell exhibited in State street, not long since,

was said to be 21,612 pounds. Its destination was New York,

where it is to be used as an alarm bell.

The great bell of St, Paul's, London, weighs only 8,400 lbs.

Great Tom of Lincoln, 9,894 "

Grt-at Tom of Oxford, 17,000 "

Bell of tbe Palazzo at Florence, 17.000 ''

St. Peter's at Itome, 18,607 "

Great bell at Erfurth, 28,^24 •'

St. (van's bell at Moscow, 127.836 "

Belief the KremUn. 443,772 "

Newspapers in New Yobe.—It appears from the United

States census just taken, that there were published in the city of

New York, last year, one hundred and six newspapers, exclusive

of periodicals, whose aggregate circulation was 82,363,473. There

were fourteen daily, and the same number of monthly newspapers.

mmd 58 weekly. The daily circulation amounted to 153,621
;

weekl|^ to 425,200 ; and the monthly to 401,800.

A Novel Chai-lenqe. — The Rev. Napoleon Eoussel, a

French pastor, now in London, has made, says one of our ex-

changes, the Jesuit Father Ravignan the following offer :
" Let

us choose a room
;
you shall speak in it for one half hour ; I will

simply read the Bible in tbe hearing of you Roman Catholics.

If you refuse this offer, it will be known who it is that fears for

his own cause, and who dreads the word of God." The wily

Jesuit has not acqepted the proposal.

Thhiftt Fah3iee.—The Barre Gazette says that Mr. Har-

rison Bacon, of that town, after having filled his barns with hay,

has put the balance into a stack containing over forty tons. The
stack i3 laid up after the English style, being fifty feet long,

eighteen feet wide, and from twenty-five to thirty feet to the high-

est central point, and covered with a thatching of flags.

TViU Mr. Gleason pleaae name the terms of exchange for his Pictorial
Drawing-Room Companion?

—

St. Lawrence (.Y. 1'.) il/trotry.

You are very welcome to an exchange, friend Mercury, with

our good wishes to boot.

Large Quantitt.— Nine millions of gallons of wine were

imported into Great Britain last year.

A GOLDEK mind stoops uot to show3 of drcss or expense.

In this city, by Eev. Mr. Stow, Mr. John E. Summers to Miss Sarah McKean.
By Rev. Mr. Randall, Mr. Robert Henderson to Miss Elizabeth Myera,
By Rev. Mr. Barnnrd. Mr. Jumea W. Turney to Miss Helen M. Nelson.
By Rev. Mr. Higgins, Mr. ^Villiam M. Turner to Miss Selina J. Cometoct.
By Rev Mr. Strauss, Mr. Simeon Cohen to Miss Fanny Benari.
By Rev. Dr. Tucker, Mr. Joseph C. Hutcbins to Mies Martha E. Rand.
By Rev. Mr. Parker, Mr. William E. Smith to Mi.^s Mercy Alden.
By Rev. Mr. Streeter Mr. S. Hutcbins, Jr., to Miss Ellen Voung, of Reading.
At Charlestown, by Rev. Mr. Ellis, Mr. William Heath to Mise Charlotte A.

Dunbar, of Boston.

At Somerville. by Rev. Mr. Pope, Mr. Joseph Peirce. Jr., to MifB Helen Howe.
At Brighton, by Rev. Mr. Swansey, Mr. J. B. Patten, of Boston, to Mlsa

Lucy P. Smith,
At Bedford, by Rev. Mr Sikes, Mr. Oliver Houghton to Miss Mary Hyde.
At Salem , by Rev, Mr, Fisher, Mr. S. Lawivnce to Miss Caroline C. Everett.
At Winchester, by Rev. Mr, Hervey, Mr. Sherburne T, Sanborn to Miss

Achsah J Littlefield.

At Groton, by Rev. Mr Means, Mr. John Stevens to Miss Sarah J. Gilson.
At North Weymouth, by Rev. Mr. Emery, Gen. Appleton Howe, M. D., to

Miss Eliza Loud.
At Marlboro', by Rev. Mr, Denham, Mr. Amos Bryant, of Boston, to Miss

Mary Isabella Howe.

In this city, John Stevens. Epq . 43; Mr. Joseph Hersey, 33; Miss Eliza P.

McAllister, 20 ; Mrs. E!iz>ibeth W. Stevens, 22 ;
vViUiam P. t'ernald. 19 ; Mrs.

Marv Beck, 83 ; Mr. Junius Hall, 39 Mrs. Elizabeth Owens, 71 ; Mr, Samuel
Smith, 63; Mrs. Julia S Sumner. 33.

At Charlestown, Mr Abraham Thompson, 67 ; Mrs. Ruth Grover, 80 ; Mrfl.

Ann Chandler, 47.

At East Cambridge, Mrs. Mary Fiake, 40.

At Cambridgeport, Jonathan Hagar, Esq., 70.

At Roxbury, Mrs. Clarissa Rogers, of Gloucester, 70.

At Dorchester, Mrs. Hannah Lemist, 89.

At Cambridge, Miss Sarah Champney Lowell, 86.

At Maiden, Mrs Sarah Kingman Hili3, 79.

At Braintree, Mr. John A Sumpson, 39.

At Randolph, Mr.'i- Betsey Richards, 70.

At Stoneham, Rev. John H. Stephens, 86-

At Palmer, Mrs. Elizabeth M^ynard.
At Billerica. Mrs. Sophronia >I Merriam. 42.
At South WellHeet, Mrs. Levinah Snow, 82.

At Harpsweli, Maine, Mrs. iJIsiry vV. Otis, 85.

At Gardiner, Midne, Mrs. Eunice Fairhnnk-'i, 92.

At Morristown, New Jersey, Mr G. R. Carlron, of Dnnvers, Mass., 27.
•At Baltimore, Maryland, Thomas D. Johnson, Esq.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLtlMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUMD.

We have volumes Ist.* 2d, and Sd, of the Pictoeial Drawing-Rook
Companion elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edge* and back, and illumined
pides, forming a superb and mo«;t attractive parlor ornament in the ."hape of a
book of between Four and Fivs Hundred Pages, and containing nearly
One Tuouband Engravisgs of Men, Manners, and current Event« all ovtrthe
world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Villages ; of Pageants at honie and abroad

;
of fine Maritime Views ; and, in

short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive aubjects : with an
Illumined Title.page and Imiex of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant fp-ntispiece to tb* volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches. Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a cuiTent N'ews Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regupi to reading matter and illustrations.

for sale at the Pubhcation Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Onion, for Tliree Dollars per volume.

eLEASOX'S PICTORIAL

I A. Record of the heautifid and useful xn Art. ^

> The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and avtil- \

•f
able form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of the day. Its ^

«| columns are devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by the c

; BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS.
\

? and the cream of the domestic and foreign news ; the whoiB well spiced }

f with wit and humor. Each paper is
^

\
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTEATED

\

f" with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of notable ob- 5

t jects, current events in all partsof the world, and ofmen and manners, S

.' altogether making a paper entirely original in its design, in this coun-
\

^ ti-v. Its pages contain views of every populous city in the known S

< world, of all buildings of note in the eastern or western hemisphere, \

? of all t!ie principal ships and steamers of the navy and uierchan t ser- ?

^ vice, with line and accurate portr.iita of every noted character in the >

f" world, both male and female. Sketches of beautiful sceneryt taken 5

^ from life, will also be given, with numerous specimens from the ani- >

^ mal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea. It contains S

( fifteen hundred and sixty -four square inohe.s, giving a great amount of <

i>
reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of Bixteen ?

< octavo pages. S

J
TERMS:—Invariably in Advance. <

" - 1 Subscriber, one year S3 00 \

/ 2 Subseribera, " " 5 (lO ?

'; 4 '' '^ " 9 00 s

:> 8
'^ " " IG 00 ^

•; Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of S2 00 s

^ each, per annum. s

""^ WZF^ One copy of the Flag of our UrnoNj and one copy of the Picto-
^

;;
kial Drawing-Room Companion, one year, for i?4 00. s

? Hy^The Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion may be obtained at
^

i any Of the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen,
^

^ at .'"'.r rciifs per single copy. \

} Published every Satobdat, corner of Bromfield and Tremont Stroota,
^

< ty *' GLEASON, Boston, Mass. S

i WHOLESALE AGENTS. \

^ S. FRENCH, 151 Nassau, comer of Spruce Street, New York.
^

S A. A\T[NCiI, 116 Chestnut Street, Philaxlelphia. S

< \r. & II. TAYLOll, 111 Baltimore and 5 South Sts., Baltimore. s

i A. C. BAGLEY, US Main Street. Cincinnati. I

I J. A. ROYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit. 5

^ E. K- WOODWARD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Lonla. 5
'
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[Wi'Ittun for aicuHon's Pidtorlal.]

THE TWO FLOWERS.

BY E. SDMMKHe DANA.

A fnigilo flower l)ont o'er the rippling wavo,

A pearly dow-drop neHtled lowly tbcro,

Till) puri> and limpid emblem Natun) R'lvo,

To token to tbat bud all bloooilujc fair,

Its iiiodpst worth
;

—
But soon a ruthless storm ewcpt ru'loly by,

The crystal ilrop was shaken Id the stroara,

The chilling waves pressed onwanl Bilcntiy,

And soon eacli leaf, with Sol's last lingering gleam,

Miagtod with earth.

A joutliful form, with hopes all beaming bright,

The sunliglit of a circle loved and dear,

In whoso (lurk eye beamed forth the fervent light

Of Lovo and Virtue in those early years,

Oluddened life's way ;

—

Hut Ppring, with genial breeze, came stealing o'er,

And VL'ilcd tliose hearts in dark and fearful gloom
;

For that loved one in saddest grief was bore

To hor last home within the silent tomb-
Had pasped away.

Each bloomed in love and beauty one bright day,

And rendered earth a paradifu below
;

Alike, tUey soon in silence passed away.

Leaving a void of dark and fearful woe.

To mortals given ;—

Soon shall the flower return to bloom agjiin,

And soon shall we, that lost one ever dear.

Meet in a world unknown to grief or pain,

In blest reunion dwell through endless years

With Love in heaven.

i ^^^ >

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

THE SNARE OF VANITY.
BT MRS. E. "WELLWONT.

Mrs. Bailey was a woman who protested against "fashion-

able calls." Yet she had a few acquaintances who made these

occasional demands upon her time, and she always contrived to

repay such debts soon after she had r^lenished her wardrobe;

so that both spring and autumn these claims were liquidated.

She sometimes had thought she wished she could rid herself for-

ever of all attempts at gentility, for she was connected with an

unambitious husband, who thought so much more of comfort

than style that she really felt as if her simple, unpretending, old-

fashioned manner of living illy comported with keeping such ac-

quaintances as for years, by a succession of circumstances, were

thrown in her way. But the burden had long rested upon Mrs.

Bailey's mind that she must discharge these obligations ; so one

bright morning, fresh from the hands of a mantua-makcr, she

proceeded to business. It so happened tbat the first person upon

whom she called was Mrs. Flambeau, whosoAusband was once a

clerk in Mr. Bailey's counting-room; but mari*ying a rich heiress

had now elevated him to the office of a notary public, and with the

accession of wealth a proportionate degree of vanity had kept

pace with Mrs^. Flambeau's other embellishments. She was

delighted to see her old friend, and very soon began to expati-

ate upon the wonderfully cheap purchases the had just made.

Among other things, she had found at the upholsterer's a large

quantity of changeable damask, for window curtains, sofas and

divans, and she was just negotiating with the said upholsterer,

respecting the manner the drapery should be arranged, as Mrs.

Bailey entered ; so as they pursued the conversation, contrary to

the laws of etiquette, Mrs. Bailey was the attentive listener to the

conversation. Great stress seemed laid upon the importance of

a heavy festoon, rather than a flowing length ; and, as ample lace

curtains underneath were required, it was concluded that the

drapery over the tops would be sufficient, thereby enabling the

skilful workman to save enough of the material to cover sundry

chairs and some faded ottomans; and all this prospective finery

BO excited Mrs. Flambeau that she could talk of nothing save

drawing-room furniture during the whole call. She expatiated,

too, upon the cheapness of such materials, and so described the

precise cost of the articles that Mrs. Bailey had a desire for dis-

play enkindled within herself, such as she was not aware had ever

existed in her own nature. At any rate, with her head filled with

new ideas of refurnishing, she was the better prepared to call upon

another fashionable lady, Mrs. Speedwell, the cashier's wife.

She, too, had just been modernizing her drawing-rooms. The

removal of the folding-doors and the accession of a large window,

which formed a tasteful recess, was a pretty affair, but it had

made new carpets needful, and as there seemed to be a profusion

of light, Mrs. Speedwell frequently introduced the remarks of her

husband, which fully coincided with her own, that deep crimson

curtains were requisite to mellow and sofcen the otherwise gay

and Haunting appearance of their showy furniture.

Mrs. Bailey felt- she was receiving initiatory lessons by which

she might be benefited, so she waived the old conversation upon
" help and children,'' whifh were the stereotyped topics of these

ladies formerly, and confined her whole remarks and question-

ings upon the beauty of satin stuffs, damasks and tapestry. And
with these two calls made, she returned home full of plans for

re arranging her dingy, discolored drawing-rooms.

Now it u-as very painful to meet Mr. Bailey in a dull mood at

such a time, and to hear a kind of reproof which knocked her

new schemes into ;)', a.i be remarked, " We have just hea'd of the

failure, wife, of Gerrisb & Co., and it may be nsedful for me to

go to New York this afternoon to sec to this affair."

Once, perhaps, that morning she, too, would have been troubled

by such intelligence, and witli her husband would have devised

plans, but really .she felt as if bad debts need not forever dis-

courage her, and as if her purposes need not be always frustrated

by some event which bothered her husband. So she adroitly

turned the conversation, and spoke of the pleasant calls she had

made, adding, "These fashionable jjcople after all communicate a

great many ideas upon show to us plodding people, Mr. Bailey."

"Show! nonsense," quoth the husband. "If we can rub along

and take a little comfort, it is all I ask."

" Well, bnt it seems as if wc might make a more decent ap-

pearance, husband, than we now do. You know I am no ex-

travagant body, but I do feel like fixing up a little before the calls

arc returned 1 have made this morning."

It was a damper to Mrs. Bailey when her husband inquired,

" If his old sack would do to wear on his proposed expedition V
especially as he added, "I feel that we must economize all we
can, wife."

Yet Mrs. Bailey's vanity was now aroused,—she felt she had

lot it slumber too long already, and while her husband was seated

in the cars, hoping he should recover his debt, she was at the up-

holsterer's consulting whether red or blue damask was in the best

taste for her drawing-rooms. And then the upholsterer was so

obliging, offering to send both colors, that on the spot she might

try the shades, and he was so kind withal, for, when she spoke of

the pay, he remarked it was no sort of consequence, " ikehiU mii/hl,

stand a year, and in the meantime she could take anything she

wished," that really she felt no hesitancy, for Mr. Bailey never

had crossed her in avsefnl purchase in h<r lifi3, and surely he

would indulge her in a fcv/ ornamcntvil things.

So the upholsterer was the next day engaged in arranging the

blue drapery curtains and the heavy wrought muslin ones; be-

sides, an assistant was employed in covering old time-worn otto-

mans and antique lounges, so that a general fresh appearance

was soon exhibited ; but then the old carpets looked so faded,

and what bad a more worn-out appearance than a Brussels carpet,

where only the canvas was visible, save a dirty, dingy flower, or

a bud half trodden off, was left to speak of former beauty. She

must displace her carpets, and by removing them above she could

do so. Her season for embellishing had come, and she might as

well do it all at onoe.

Tapestry carpets were selected for the drawing-room ; hut, alas !

the paper was a poor match for such an elegant display ; the

floors and walls must correspond. A gilded paper was selected,

and Mrs. Bailey hoped she had contracted her last debt, for even

now she dared not look her account in the face. But as one want

begets many, what could be done with gilded paper and tapestry

carpets, Tvhen the old yellow paint, stained mop-boards and win-

dow-sills looked as if they had come from Noah's Aik 1 Plainly

she had begun wrong in more senses than one. The curtains

must be taken down while the process of painting is carried on,

and luckily the carpets were not tacked at the sides, so for Pome

days, while the brushing was being accomplished, Mrs. Bailey

had time to perambulate for ornamental acquisitions. During

this time the penny-post brought a letter from her husband. He
seemed to write in a depressed tone,—spoke of "the scarcity of

money, and the doubt of his receiving bis debt,—trusted a kind

Providence would still provide for them, and added that he might

be delayed a week or two longer in affecting his negotiations."

Mrs. Bailey had new compunctions as she read the letter, and

for the moment wished her finery in the P.ed Se^ but as she

glanced at the radiant colors and altered appearance of her draw-

ing-rooms, fresh rays of comfort illumined her mind, and she

r^emembered how many people had told her that her husband was

a rich man, but so close that she ovght not to indulge his u'hi}Jis.

So the work of refurnishing went on, but bow old fashioned

the look of that entry-lamp,—how worn and discolored was the

entry and stair-carper, and all these were the first things the eye

rested on as one entered the house. She might as well make
thorough work, it would not add greatly to the expense. Mr.

Bailey's maxim always was, buy what is needful, and with these

purchases she surely should make a finish.

In a week from this time, the whole matter was completed, and

Mrs. Bailey really hoped her genteel acquaintances would retift

her calls. She even wished she had more of the samfc stamp.

There was something exciting in such outlays, and sne really

began to feci a great deal of vanity at the fine display she would

exhibit to her husband. More than once had she guessed what

he v;ould say at the changed appearance of his house. She now
wished he would return, for somehow a restless curiosity is not

long unappeased.

Just at twilight she espied the good man, slowly and thought-

fully trudging homeward with his valise. She met him wiih

smiles but he seemed sad and depressed, making no comments on

the beauty of bis changed mansion, but appearing to notice noth-

ing different from usual. He was soon at his desk, and in an

agita'ed voice summoned his wife at bis side.

"I fear, Mary,^' said he, "we are ruined. My whole property

is in jeopardy. We shall assign our effects to-monow for the

benefit of our creditors."

Mrs. Bailey trembled from head to foot. A rush of thought

succeeded which paralyzed her tongue. What had she been sac-

rificing to vanity ? Where were her husband's interests 1 What
would the world say of her folly ?—and now all must be sold be-

fore a single eye, for whom she made the sacrifice, rested on

them ! She was frantic

!

Did a man ever fail but a woman was reproached if she had

been entrapped by show ? It was a trying conflict. Mrs. Bailey

resolved on calling at the several places where she had purchased

her finery, and lay the whole matter to them, but what a struggle

came over her to give up her ambitious schemes, and surrender

lier elegant newly furnit^hed rooin-J. Yet they looked melan-

choly now,—a dullness came over her at^ she opened them. Her
husband had uttered no reproaches,—he 'even pitied her futile

attempts to appear differently from what she could support, and

tried to encourage her fading hopes, that once at liberty they yet

might rise from their present downfall.

Most of the furniture was rccluiined,-^the old was substituted,

and the great lesson was learned, never to foster a passion for

mere vanity, or the foolish desire to buy that for whuh she had

no means to pay; and never did her diawing-rooms look half as

attractive as when, with her old faded articles, she sat down vnth

her husband and felt they were living without pretence, and she

was actually what she seemed to be, a consistent vjoman. Now
slic felt she had the respect of her true friends, and why should

she caro for the praise or condemnation of those butterfly ac-

quaintances who never look beyond the more tinsel and false

show of life ?

When I see ladies easily caught by the glare of their more

showy neighbors, the question u-ill arise, "but can you afford to

copy them V I cannot but think of Mrs. Bailee's fruitless efforts,

and stop such desires at once.

[Written for Oleaaon's Pictorial.]

A WOUKDLD SPIRIT WHO CAN BEAR?

Who pan depeend into the he-art,

And read the sorrows gathered there?

Who the Ptrange, darlt myatery impart,

Or lay the hidden secrets bare?

0, who can trace the blackened path,

O'er "Which griere burning lava flowBj

The power to search it no one hath.

Where blighted hopes find death's repose.

What balm of healing that will ease.

When friendship's hand hath Etruck the blow ?

Where shall the wounded heart find peace,

When those we love no feeling show?

The heart in its own depths must bind

Its aching pangs, its secret stings;

The dove that may not its nest find,

Folds o'er its wounda its drooping wings.

Those only who have suffered linow.

Those only who have felt can tell,

The anguish of that keenest blow,

Struck by the hand we love too well.

But ah ! there is a home of rest,

There is an ark of refuge given
;

That ark a dear Redeemer's breast,

—

•

That home, that blessed home, is heaven !

cajVt phrases.
Cant phrases are not wholly to be despised. Worthless as they

are in themselves, they have their uses. They are the straws in

the air,—the chips in the stream, which serve to show the current

of opinion. They are the crannies and chinks in the professions

put forward by party, through which we may look and discover

thahiddcn principles by which it is swayed. They express little,

but they often indicate much. Like the stratum which lies im-
mediately over a seam of coal, they may be regarded as mere
rubbish ; but then it is rubldsh we are delighted to find, inasmuch
as it is in certain contact with a mine of wealth. What a vein of

truth, for instance, lies ben':;ath the "No Popery" cry, in what-
ever region of history it is found to have prevailed! The phil-

osopher, when he meets with it, may close his books, and, without

their aid, lay down with unerring accuracy, a general outline of

the events to be met with in its immediate neighborhood.— Viali's

Nonconformist's Skelch-Book.

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

CHILD'S
son's Pictorial.!

R E Q u I :oi

.

BT, WILLIAM K. KN0WLE3.

1

Bests a child, a gentle spirit,

Where these flowers slowly wave

;

One that will a crown inherit,

When it rises from thu grave.

It is well it went to heaven,

Ere its life was stained with sin ;

And it's well that back was given

Its young heart the crown to win.

Its short life was like the flower

Which expands in morning fair,

But before the twilight hour,

Withered leaves are scattered there.

Roughly blew the winds of heaven,

Round the blossom pale and light

;

And too frail to last till even,

It " rfas sadly touched with blight."

Thus was touched this gentle spirit,

Touched by death's unerring hand;

And it went, lifu to inherit,

Upward to the "betlbr land!"

4-.«>.«,^-»

READING V/ITHOUT THIKKING.

I say, to cumhcr the ground, because metaphorically taken,

and applied to our moral btin<r, such is really the effect of ac-

cumulation. The man who is continually reading and learning,

witliout ever putting himself to the practice of framing and mo-
delling what he has brought together, docs but lay up his stores

in heaps, to corrupt, and rot, and stink; and minister, not to

hcvalth, but to disea-i<\ This is the true congestion of the mind ;

for, in this, as in a hundred other cases, the process of mincl and
body is parallel. There is a strict analogy between them. We
sl>ould never make a sink of our memory. Whatever we receive

there, we should receive only to subject it to farther operation, to

refine, to purify, and digest it ; else, we shall be overlaid and op-

pressed by it, as by an ixicwhus.—Self-Formation.
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FINE ARTS AT R031E.

Horace Greeley, in a recent letter from Europe, where he is

now travelling, speaks in warm terms of admiration respecting

the generous freedom with which the princely families of Eome

throw open to strangers their magnificent galleries of paintings

and sculpture. The stranger walks in and out again, nothing

being required of him except that he shall deport himself civilly,

and refrain from doing injury to the priceless treasures which are

thus made his ovm without even the trouble of taking care of

them. All this is done by the owner without expecting a word of

compliment or acknowledgment in return!—without being even

personally known to those whom he thus benefited !

ITALIAN PERSECUTION.

The punishment at Florence of Bartolemmei, is given as

another instance of the progress of persecution in the States of the

Church. He was a distinguished nobleman, and asked permis-

sion of the Goverament to perform funeral services on the anni-

versary of the battle of Curtatone, in honor of his brave country-

men who fell on that bloody day ! For this he was summarily

banished by a decree of the Minister of the Interior, wiihout trial

or examination of any sort, to one of his own distant villas, for

six months—there to be confined under the surveillance of a police

guard. A good chance for the habeas coi-pus writ.

Salt Manufacture.—A capital of little less than S2,000,000

is used in the various branches of the salt manufacture at Syra-

cuse, New York, and the product of the Springs has increased

from 154,071 bushels in 1S05, to 4,268,919 bushels in 1350. There

are 10,000 vats employed for coarse or solar salt, and 10,000

kettles for fine salt, producing 100,000 bushels per week, with a

consumption of 120,000 cords of wood annually. Nearly a mil-

lion of barrels are used every season for packing salt.

A New Kace.—A Russian journal contains some account of a

tribe of people—the Ubiches—who inhabit the south-western de-

clivities of the Caucasian chain, between the rivers Sasche and

Schache. They speak a language totally different from the other

Circassian tribes or the Tartar hordes who reside in the plains

beyond the Caucasus. Will they trade ?

Taedt Justice.—Nearly sixteen years after the departure of

"William Motherwell, the Glasgow poet, from the busy scene of

life, the reproach to the surviving friends of that gentleman, has

been removed, by the erection of a beautiful Gothic temple over

the resting place of the remains of the poet, in the Necropolis of

Glasgow. The poor poet fares badly.

AcKMowLEDGMEST.—Before Md'lle Lind left Albany, she

sent to Captain de Groot, of the steamer Reindeer, a magnificent

diamond pin, in acknowledgment of his gentlemanly attentions,

on her passage up the river. It was composed of a cluster of

nine beautiful stones, in superb setting.

Gleason's Pictorial 1)rawing-T!oosi Companion, Boston, is the most credit-
able publication of its kind issued in our country, taking into considemiion
the excellence of the designs and of the execution, as well as the low price the
work ia afforded. We perceive that for single subscribers it is but three dollars

a year, while to a number who join together, it is less than two. Nothing but
the immense circulation which the paper enjoys could enable the proprietor to
publish it at so small a sum.

—

Knickerbocker JMagazine^ A^fw York.

VOa-QSibc ©atljfrings.

Americans Abroad.—Marvellous is the number of Americans

now in Paris. It gives the sliop-keepers ideas, on the greatness

of our country, to find such quantities of the natives abroad

—

especially American ladies, who are devoted to the fashions, and

pay like martyrs. Husbands are interested.

Gleason's Pictorial Drawikg-Room CoMPANioy. — This beautiful work
Etiiiids without a rival. Like Minerva, it sprang into full-grown existence, so
perfectly formed as to defy competition, it is conducted not only with tasie,

but talent, and must be a welcome visitor to all its subscribers. Long maj' it

contiuue the paragon of its class— its proprietor receiving the proper reward of
tiia meritorious enterprise — True American, Trenivn, N. J.

BcoNOMT.—The Secretary of War has issued two orders

against the extravagance and waste of public funds in the army,

and threatening to bold the commanders pecuniarily responsible

for all extravagance of outlay.

Counterfeit Gold Dollars.—There are counterfeit gold

dollars in circulation in New York city. The Journal of Com-
merce says that they are easily detected by their specific gravity,

being raucb lighter than the genuine coin.

Amusing.—At a recent fancy ball, at Cape May, Colonel Wal-
lace, of the Sun, appeared as the Count of Monte Cristo—Sig-

nor Blitz, as the Magician—and Mr. Thornley, the India Rubber
Man, as the India Rubber King.

Dangerous Stufjt.—A New York paper enumerates between
fifty and sixty accidents, many of them fatal, which have taken
place the last year, from tlie use of carapbene.

A Child's Heart responds

"voice like a harp to the wind.

to the tones of its mother's

Remember this.—It is better to reconcile an enemy than to

conquer hhn. Try it once.

An apt ExcusE.-^It is a common plea of wickedness to call

temptation destiny. Fatalists, betvare.

Sir William Don is astonishing the Montreal people.

Clemens, it is said, has been pardoned by the President.

Eggs are among the most important shipments from California.

If you would know a bad husband, look at his wife's countenance.

In New York, 27,949 persons were convicted of crime, from
1840 to 1S43 inclusive.

Jenny Lind attended the religious services in Auburn State
Prison, on the Sunday she was in that city.

Mr. Samuel Crane, a wealthy citizen of Antrim, New Hamp-
shire, committed suicide recently.

We see it stated that Lowell Mason—the great sacred music-
man of Boston—is about to become a resident of New York.

Mr. Koswell Miller, of Windsor, Connecticut, a revolutionary
patriot, whose death we noticed recently, died of measles.

The Boston Transcript says :
*' Away with the silly supersti-

tion that what is right for a layman is not right for a clergyman."

Geo. P. Bicker, a merfhant of Montpelier, was killed at

Duxbury, recently, by falling from a mill-dam upon the rocks

below.

A company of colored infantry appeared in the streets of New
York, a few weeks since. The company is called the " Hannibal
Guards."

The orange trees of Florida are recovering from the desolation

caused by the coccus insect. The promise for the coming season

is flattering.

In Carlisle, Pa., Col. A. Noble's valuable horse, offended a
hive of bees by switching his tail, when they lit on him and stung
him even unto death.

After a recent storm, a shingle was picked up in Hampshire,
Virginia, which was known to have come from Petersburg, sixty

miles, in a straight line.

In one of ihe public squares in the heart of Philadelphia, are

some tiro hundred sijuhrels, leaping from tree to tree, and scamper-
ing over the greensward.

The striped bug, so destructive to the cucumber, squash and
melon vines, can be effectually kept at a distance by placing some
tansey around the plants in the hill.

A Mr. Akwes, overseer of a plantation in Austin county, Tex-
as, was recently stabbed to the heart by the father of a negro girl

whom he was on the point of correcting.

If, in a fit of the blues, yon take poison, and then are sorry for

it, just swallow a large tea-spoonful ^f mustard in a tumbler of

warm water, and it will rout the enemy in a jiffy.

In the reign of Henry VIII. , starts were embroidered with

gold. Gloves were lined with white' velvet, and splendidly worked
with embroidery and gold buttons, and were perfumed.

The New York and Erie Railroad Co. own one hundred and
seventeen locomotives, and have twenty more building. It is

supposed that this road will require, when in fall operation, an
equipment of more than two hundred locomotives.

A man and his wife, at Austin, Texas, by the name of Barker,

were stabbed— the wife killed, and the husband mortally wound-
ed—by a runaway negro, whom they were endeavoring to tie.

The negro mounted his horse and escaped.

Never run in debt unless you see a way to get out again.

JFoaign inisfellan^.

There are only 6,515,794 souls in all Ireland, according to the

present census.

The harvest of Ireland promises well. There is no truth in the

report that the potato rot had appeared.

Baron Dudevant, husband of the famous romance writer, George
Sand, has just died at a boarding-house in Paris.

A screw steamship company was forming at Liverpool for a

line between Mersey and the Brazils, touching at Lisbon and
Madeira.

The Spanish government, at the latest account, was examining
the plans of reforms for Cuba, submitted by the governor-general

of Cuba.

Erom the Roman states we have awful details of condemnation
to death, to flogging, to the galleys, to exile and imprisonment at

Earvagar.

Erom all parts of Great Britain the reports continue favorable

as to the growing crops. The potato blight has not yet appeared
to any extent.

M. de Concha, of Paris, has had printed for himself in exquisite

typography and with beautiful illustrations, one sole copy of La
Eontaine's works.

Greece is threatened with a famine from the drought which has

been experienced in Asia Minor and throughout the greater part

of European Turkey.

A serious collision had occurred at Hamburg, between the

sailors and the Austrian troops in port. Six had been killed, and
a great number wounded.

At Posen, a Polish schoolboy, seventeen years of age, who
lately shot another boy of thirteen, in a duel, has been condemned
to eighteen months imprisonment.

During a recent assize in Prance, it was discovered that many
fires had been promoted by agents of insurance societies, in order

to terrify the farmers into insuring.

Immigraiion continues unabated. The Galway people are re-

joicing at the prospect of having steam communication between
that port and the United States.

Amiisical prodigy has made his debut at Her Majesty's Theatre.

The j'nung Paul JuUien is only ten years of age, and already he is

one of the first violinists of hid day.

A London paper says that a patent has been taken out for the

method of tixing ariitkial teeth into a preparation of gutta percha,

made to resemble the natural gums.

Several persons who have arrived at Hamburg from London
were arrested at the request of the Austrian and Prussian govern-

ments, on suspicion of political offences.

The relations between the Porte and the Pasha of Egypt are

becoming more unea=y, throuph the desire of the Sultan to bring

the Paaha into more btiict subjection, which he resists.

Mons. Daubree has communicated to the Academy of Sciences

at Paris, an artificial compo--.ition much resembling topaz, if not
identical with it, and possessing its four constituent dements.

The French Naiional Assembly has decided against the propo-

sition to alter the constitmion, so as to make Louis Napoleon
eligible for re-election to the Presidency, or to prolong his present

term,

Sanbs of ©oli.

He that will sell his fame, will also sell the public interest.

It is wrong to wish for death, aud worse to have occasion
to fear it.

... .It is as difficult to preserve fame, as it was at first to ac-
quire it.

It is safer to be humble with one talent than to be proud
with ten.

It is common, says Tacitus, to esteem most what is most
unknown.

Imprudence is the constant companion of that monster,
Ingratitude.

One hour gained by rising early is worth one month of
labor in a year.

He who makes an idol of his interest, will make a martyr
of his integrity.

... It costs us more to he miserable than wouli^imake na
perfectly happy.

We carry our neighbor's crimes in sight, and throw our
own over our shoulders.

Promises made in time of affliction require a better
memory than people commonly possess.

....A man often regrets that he did speak on certain occasions

;

very seldom that he did not speak.

Life itself is neither good nor evil, but only a place for
good and evil ; it is a kind of tragic comedy.

. . . .While you are meditating revenge for a real or fancied
injury, the devil is meditating another cord around your soul.

.... It is not the height to which men are advanced that makes
them giddy ; it is the looking down with contempt upon those
beneath.

. .
. .You can't prevent the birds of sadness from flying over

your head, but yon may prevent them from stopping to build
their nests there.

Joker's ©lio.

Why is an infant like a diainond'? Because it is a "dear Utile

thing."

He that pursues two hares at once, don't catch one, and lets

t'other go.

Curran's advice to orators :
" When you can't talk sense, talk

metaphor."

One of the heaviest things to lie on the human mind is a late
supper of cold potatoes.

What two sciences are employed by teamsters in driving their

oxen % i7aiy-ticulture and Gee-ology.

Wheat, it is paid, will be very light this year, consequently there
will be a great saving of yeast in making bread.

It is a remarkable peculiarity with debts, that their expanding
power continues to increase as you contract them.

One of the St. Louis papers "complains that the arrivals of the
mails From the West now-a days are not so regular as their

robberies.

"Pappy, tSie corn is up!" "The corn up! Why, I only
planted it yesterday." " X know that—but the hogs got in last

night, and guv it a lift you hadn't counted on."

A bachelor friend of ours says, the only objection he has to the
new costume, is, that it puzzles him to tell the young ladies from
the great girls.

The Hampshire Gazette says :
" It is a singular fact, that we

have not had a governor of the Orthodox faith since Governor
Eustis, and lie was an iireligious rmn !"

No matter what Jones may have remarked, it was the witty
Smith who retorted upon one who had called him an everyday
man,—" Well, if I am an everyday man, you are a iveok one."

A Connecticut pedler, calling upon an old lady to dispose of
some goods, inquired of her if she could tell him of any road
that no pedler had ever travelled 1 " Yes," said she, " I know of
one, and only one, that no pedler has travelled (the pedler's coun-
riance brightened), and that's the road to heaven."

YiTe flag of our U^"IO^^
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X

VIEW OF THE HARBOa A^D OASTLE OF CHAGTiES, ON THE ATLANTIC SIDE OF THE ISTHMUS OF PANAMA.

HARBOR AND CASTLE OF CIIAGRES.
The above view, sketched for us by Mr. D. W. Nayson, repre-

sents what is called the harbor of Chapres, situated on the Atlan-
tic side of the Isthmus of Panama. In the centre of the picture

is seen the mouth of Chagres River ; in the foreground, the

American steamer Crescent City lies at anchor, about a mile and
a half from the town, which is situated behind the castle, seen

on the left of the picture. On the riffht, is the point occupied by
the Americans, which is the place of landing fro(jp the American
steamers. This place, though called a harbor, is but an open
roadstead, where the sea breaks, continually, in long rollers,

causing the greatest difficulty in conveying passengers to and
from the shore. The castle is situated on a high rocky point, and
"was, when in the possession of Spain, almost impregnable ; but
it is now rapidly falling to decay. Some of the heaviest brass

guns in the world may be seen within its walls. - At its base is a
well, which supplies the whole population with water. The

nearest safe harbor is Navy Bay, about eight miles up the coast,

which will form the Atlantic Irrminus of the Isthmus railroad,

already partially completed. The California travel, by way of

the Isthmus, has materially changed the business aspect of this

place. Pormerly, the principal trade on American account, both
here and at Santa Martha, was nearly all transacted by the enter-

prising Silas E. Burrows, of New York.

SITTER'S FORT.
This picture presents to the eye an accurate view, from the

north-west of Sutter's Fort, situated about two miles from Sacra-

mento City, near the confluence of the Rio de los Americanos and
the Rio Sacramento. It was built under the supervision of
Capt. Sutter, ten years since, in order to protect the settlement of

New Helvetia from the incursions of the Indians upon the lands

claimed and cultivated in the name of Captain Sutter. Captain

Sutter was a native of Switzerland, and was at one time an officer

in the French army. He emigrated to the United States, and
was naturalized. The fort is a parallelogram, about 500 feet

long and 1.50 in breadth. The walls are constructed of adobt'S,

or sun-dried bricks. The main building or residence stands near

the centre of this area or court, enclosed by the walls. Bastions

project from the angles, the ordnance mounted in which sweep
the walls. The principal gates on the east and the south are also

defended by heavy artillery, through port holes pierced in tho

walls. The fort is manned by men who are in the pay of the

United States. This picture, drawn by Devereux, is from a
sketch by a Califomian. The Swiss and the French seem to

have a peculiar talent for this department of engineering. There
are no better located forts than those placed on the Mississippi

River in the days of Richelieu, and those of more modern
times by General Bertrand, designed by him while in the Ameri-
can service. Sutter's Fort is a highly important post.

VIEW OF CAPTAIN SUTTEh'S FORT, NEAR SACEAMENIO CITY, CALIFOBNIA, NOW MANNED BY U. S. TROOPS.
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THE MYSTEEY OF VENICE.
A STOKY OF VENICE AND THE ADEIATIC.

BY GEO. CANNING HILL.

[C ONTIN TJ ED.]

CHAPTER XV,—[continued.]
Then the youthful stranger spoke :

"Brave followers of the dead Rodolpho, I

come to you from Venice. I have heard much
of your gallant leader, and my heart smote me
sorely when I learned that he had been doomed

to death. I knew that he was no enemy of

Venice, but only an enemy of her enemies .' I

knew that he had often befriended the helpless,

and defended the oppressed. Of many of his

gallant and generous acts I myself have heard.

I need no other means by which to judge his

character. I have left Venice to offer myself

as leader to the brave men of Rodolpho, I have

assumed his name already. I have sworn, sa-

credly sworn, to be revenged on Venice for his

"wrongs. Full well I know that I have no ex-

perience in leadership, and that no deeds of mine

are yet known ; but, still, revenge burns bale-

fully within my troubled breast, and I have

years of experience in the spirit that guides me.

I feel myself a leader already.*'

Cheer after cheer rent the silence of the cav-

ern after this speech, and, at length, the oldest

and most forward of their number stepped forth

from the rest, and said

:

" Comrades, ye have heard the words that

have fallen from the lips of the brave and gen-

erous stranger. Are you yet true to your leader,

Rodolpho •?"

"We are—we are!" all shouted, in reply.

" Will ye have this stranger for your leader,

then V
"We will!" responded they, with equal en-

thusiasm.

" And shall he still bear the honored name of

Rodolpho?" he demanded.
" Rodolpho forever 1" answered every mouth

in the cave.

" Then so it is," said the speaker. " You have

made your own free choice."

Then turning to the new Rodolpho, he said :

" Welcome to our cave, Rodolpho. Welcome
to the leadership of our band. Welcome, thrice

welcome, to the favorite scenes of thy brave pre-

decessor."

" I accept," said the stranger, " the favor ye

have thus freely shown me, with profound grati-

tude. As I have ever known Rodolpho but to

admire him, so shall it be my highest ambition

to make myself worthy of his name."

Then they all passed around the cavern, and
shook the hand of their new leader heartily. He
returned it with joy, though a tear stood glisten-

ing in his deep blue eye, as he did so. This

fraternal ceremony over, they all filled up their

goblets with wine, and pledged their new leader

to the bottom. Then followed the conversation,

the jest, and the laughter ; and after that canie

the song—the same song they had sung on the

occasion of the induction of their previous leader

into office.

These were the words ;

"Fill high! fill high! our comrades hrare I

Fill to your goblet'is brim I

We drink, we drink the joyful draught

In honor now of hitn !

The gleaming eye and sinewy arm,

To person light and strong,

To noble heart and open hand,

We raise our merry song

!

Drink deep! drink deep I to dark drega drain!

In token of the vow.

We take upon our hearte henceforth,

For aye and over now

!

Not sheeny shield, nor shining spear,

Not turrets high, nor towers,

Shall pale the cheeks, or loose the lips

Of such stout hearts aa ours.

Toss off ! t093 off the beaded wine

Within the goblet deep

!

And let it give our hearts new strength.

And rouse us from our sleep 1

Our leader hath a heart of steel,

To brave the outlaw's doom,

And we will ever follow him,

Through slijfting gleam and gloom !

Fill high 1 fill high ! our comrades brave

!

Fill to your goblet's hrim 1

We drink, we drink the joyful draught

In honor now of him .'"

The echoes of the song were repeated many a

time in the arches, and angles, and dark recesses

of that brilliant cave
; and it was a long time

ere order and comparative silence were again re-

stored.

Let us now return to Venice, kind reader.

When it was ascertained by the doge that

Adrienne was nowhere to be found within the

palace, there ensued great confusion throughout

the Council. Messengers were at once de-

spatched in every direction to learn something

of the missing maiden ; but all in a short time

returned, bringing only the intelligence that there

was no trace of her anywhere.

At length, however, a youthful page belong-

ing to the palace, came running in, in great

haste, sELying that a little packet had been found

upon her table, directed to the doge, in her own
hand. He produced it as he spoke. The doge
grasped it with trembling hands, fearing that the

contents might prove the very worst that could

be imagined. Hastily breaking the seal, he read :

" My beloved Father :

You know not the wretchedness of my
heart at this moment. That I have long loved

the outlaw, Rodolpho, I need not attempt to

conceal from you. That I have he,en loved by
him in return, I am fully a'ssured. It is this that

gives the sting to my present grief—this that

now determines me. Rodolpho is doomed to

die at the hands of the bloody headsman. I can
never be happy again. I could never light up
your halls with joy and mirth. I shall ever be

sad, wherever I maybe. I shall never again

enter a convent ; my experience there yon are

familiar with. The world around me can never

'make me happy—make me myself again. What,
then, shall I do ?

"I have determined what to do. Fly. You
ask me whither"? I know not—I care not, so I

but clear myself of the awful memories that

hang about the ducal palace, and the ofBce of

the doge
; so I do but outstrip the speed of the

very winds, that would bear to my ears the

whispers of the death of my loved one—of him
who was condemned to death by thee! Let me
go to the most distant ends of the earth

—

amj-

ichn-e—so I be but quit of the agonizing reflec-

tions that prey upon ray heart here !

"I will (h-own my misery in excitement. I

will join in the hunt, the chase, the rover's life,

and be in at a true and wretched rover's death.

I will never more suffer my thoughts to conquer

me. I will bid them down, and they shall be

obedient. I will drown all cares, all heart-

wearying reflections, in the wildest actions.

They shall no longer prey upon me.
" Look not for me more. Make no search ; it

will all be iiUc. When this seal shall he broken,

I shall already be far beyond Venice and the

power of the doge. Farewell. I live only in

the memory of Rodolpho. Farewell!"

Ar the doge finished reading this strange and

frcnzicdly written document, he looked fiercely

at his council, and exclaimed

:

" She has flod \"

"Fled!" repeated three or four of them at

once.
" Yes ; I will read." And then he began and

read through the entire letter aloud.

Rodolpho appeared more excited than all the

rest. He spoke out at once, without hesitation ;

"Father, I must find Adrienne again I"

The words, few though they were, were spoken

with such a wildness of expression, and sueh a

dcjith and haskiness of voice, that they were

known to convey their full and important mean-

ing.

"But why find her now?" inquired the doge
;

"she is not my daughter."

"No, father," answered he, "but nobly worthy

of it, nevertheless. Never sprang nobler fruit

from am/ stock ; never flowed nobler blood in

aiii/ veins !"

" But the Council have not pardoned thee

yet," again suggested the doge.

" Nor do I think they will, father," he an-

swered ;
" mayhap it may give them pleasure to

behead the son of the doge, and the only heir to

his honors
!"

" Take him from the room," commanded the

doge to a couple of attendants. " Confine this

woman, likewi-se, in another room. Have both

ready at a moment's call."

The attendants immediately removed them

from the chamber.

For long hours were the doge and council in

secret session. This was a case to which no

similar one had ever presented itself in the an-

nals of the State.

Rodolpho paced mournfully and slowly up and

down his apartment, while their consultation

was going on, his heart conflicting in turn with

doubt, fear and hope. He was in a paroxysm

of perplexity. His soul was tormented, first

with fear, and then with doubt ; and then hope

glimmered faintly over its disturbed surface, but

revealed no sight but that of wrecks already

nearly complete.

He was at length interrupted in the midst of

his gloomy reverie, by the attendant announcing

that his presence was required in the council

chamber again.

" Then they have determined my fate V said

he, inquiringly.

The attendant made no reply, but at once

conducted him into the chamber. As soon as

he was in the presence of the Council again, the

doge spoke

:

"Rodolpho, the Council have determined that

your life can be spared on but one condition."

"And what is that, father?" he a^ked.

" In their name, and as doge of Venice, I de-

clare it. It is, that you deliver up your entire

band at once to the State."

" That I should tell where is their hiding-

placeV
" Yes."

" Upon my life ! I hesitate."

" Why do you hesitate, son?"

" Because it were a pity that such brave men
should be all condemned to death, that only my
life may be saved."

" Then you value theirs more highly than

your own ?"

"Why should I not? They have ever been

all loyalty—all devotion to me. Why should I

not?"
" Rodolpho," calmly said the doge, " let me

counsel you in this matter."

" It is true that I may need my father's coun-

sel ; hut, yet, I know what you would say."

"What?"
"You would advise me to think on my father's

name ; to think on the name and fair fame of

Venice. '1

"I would, Rodolpho."

" Ha, then I have guessed rightly. But what

is my life worth against that of so many brave

m, •^ ? Nothing, absolutely nothing."

"But they plot against the doge—against

your oion father.'"

"Let me but appear amongst them, and I

warrant they will no longer."

"Yet should their lives be forfeit ; they have

earned death a thousand times."

"And so have I, according to your code."

"But you are now the doge's son, while they

are robbers."

Rodolpho hung down his head a moment,
during which he appeared lost in deep thought.

Then quickly looking up again to the doge, ho

asked

:

"Can I have a moment's interview with old

Nancic—she who preserved my neck from the

axe ?"

" Bring in the woman," ordered the doge,

"No," quickly cried out Rodolpho; "no, I

would see her a moment alone."

With some hesitancy, a privilege so uncom-
mon was granted him, and he retired in charge

of an attendant. In a short time afterwards he

returned again, and signified to the doge that he

was willing to accept the proposition made him.
" Say on, then," replied the doge, "Where

is the mysterious band of outlaws you have so

long commanded?"
" They will be found on the Italian shore, be-

yond the blue waters that encircle our harbor.

They live in a cavern, at the base of the proud

cliff that overlooks the sea for long miles. The
name of the cliff is St. Asaph, and it has long

been consecrated to him. It is a name they

have themselves given it."

" How can the cavern be found?" asked the
doge.

" I will go myself and lead the way," he an-

swered.

" No ; that is not our pleasure. Venice will

send there an armed force, that will take every

one of them captive."

"The door is formed by a wooden trap, in-

serted ingeniously within the rock. It is well

calculated to deceive one by its resemblance to

the stone. But it may be known by this : be-

fore the door stands a tall tree, trimmed to its

very crest of its tall branches. All the other

trees are as they first came from nature's bosom."
" Which is the better time to take them ?"

" By day. If yonr army goes by night, they

will entrap them into the cavern, and there de-

stroy them. But if by day, they may be found

outside, where they will probably make valiant

fight, as would their leader, if he were but

there."

"Remove the prisoner!" commanded the
doge,

" Then am I deceived

—

ensnared ? Am I still

a prisoner?"

" Until the result of this expedition is known.
Then, art thou free as ever. Farewell, till an-

other time."

Attendants removed Rodolpho from the room,

and the doge and Council were left in session.

CHAPTER XVL
THE PLAIN BEFORE THE CAVE.

The beautiful plain before and about the cave

of the lawless brigands was a scene of charming

beauty. The weather was unexceptionable. It

was a balmy air, that regaled the senses and ex-

hilirated the spirits. Not even the lightest

fleece from a cloud floated over the crystal bosom
of the empyrean. There was a holy hush in the

air, that commanded silence more loudly than

could words.

Upon the smooth and velvety carpet of the

plain, was a wild sight of horses and men, some
carelessly accoutred, and others equipped in all

the regalia of their rank and position. Gaily-

colored garments flaunted and flared in the clear

sunshine. Plumes nodded slowly with the mo-
tions of those who wore them. Embroideries

exhibited themselves to the highest advantage.

Scarfs and sashes fluttered with the lightest

breezes from the water. Jewelry glittered and
shone as jewelry could shine and glitter nowhere
else in the world.

Some were engaged in fastening upon them-
selves the various articles of their equipment.

Others were rolling and tossing carelessly upon
the sward, chatting idly, and joining in merry
laughter. There were groups eagerly discussing

the object Rodolpho had in thus boldly rushing

upon death. There were other groups, plotting

some new encounter with some party, and wish-

ing that they might soon be blessed with a rich

haul of booty.

It was, taken altogether—the charming land-

scape, the balmy air, the fresh, soft sward, the

glistening armor, the dancing plumes, the noble,

neighing steeds, and the determined and fero-

cious-looking men,—a scene of the wildest and
most fascioating beauty.

Rodolpho, the new young leader, was sitting

lazily upon the ground, in conversation with

Roderigo and Vivolus. His countenance -was

not expressively gloomy, or sad, yet it was con-

stantly swept by a passing cloud of sorrow,

—

some shadow.
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"And how thinkest thou, Roderigo," he asked,

" that Venice may best be punished for their

cruel murder of your old leader, whose name I

unworthily bear^"

"There is a time yet coming," answered Ro-

derigo, portentously.

"Yes; and it will come soon, too;" added

Vivolus.

" To what dost thou referV asked Rodolpho.
" I am ignorant."

" I refer to the time when the doge shall again

wed the sea ; it is an annual festival. Then will

be our time."

"Right," answered Bodolpho; "we might lay

a train for them, then, should nothing happen
beforehand."

" And we should be very likely to make our

vengeance /e^f, too, at such a time as that/' said

Vivolus.

"I would not so much seek to harm the doge,"

said Rodolpho, "as to
—

"

"The-^oge does but speak for Venice," an-

swered Vivolus. " Touch him, and Venice feels

the shock."

"That's it! that's it!" said Roderigo, ex-

citedly.

Just at that moment, Fedore, the young page,

came running over the brow of the acclivity be-

yond, and sped straight towards Rodolpho.

"JIaster Rodolpho!" exclaimed he, "'I would
see thee a moment ! Quick !"

Eodolpho hastily rose from his seat on the

ground, and went with Fedore into the cavern.

There they remained for some time.

Presently they both came out, and Rodolpho
shouted to his comrades:

" Hasten, comrades ! The armies of Venice

will soon be upon us ! I have just heard of

their approach. Rodolpho, your former leader,

is not yet dead. His life has been temporarily

spared, by consenting to disclose the place where
his followers are. He has rightfully done so,

but first sent us word that we must be on our
guard. He has secretly warned us against the

fate that might have overtaken us. He sends

great joy to us all."

There was a great confusion among all the

brigands after this announcement, such as that

place had never known before.

"Arm yourselves at once for the worst!"

loudly ordered Rodolpho ;
" we have no time

to lose.'*

The excitement greaily increased, as the men
went about their necessary preparations for a

successful defence. All was hurry, excitement,

and confusion. Men ran one way and another,

coming suddenly in contact with each other,

and putting themselves to much unnecessary

labor. Eyes grew suddenly dark and flashing,

beneath brows of threatening expression. Lips

curled haughtily, and with fierceness; yet none
quivered, and no muscles were relaxed. What
was before a scene of such placid beauty, became
all at once a scene of seemingly inextricable

confusion.

Suddenly a shout rose upon the air from a

few straggling men, who were spying about for

the new comers

:

" They are upon us ! They are upon us !"

All turned their eyes in the direction whence
the shout proceeded. Surely enough, the sol-

diers of Venice were closely upon them.
" To horse ! To horse !" shouted Rodolpho,

their leader.

But the command was a useless one. Before

it was given, every man had mounted his steed,

and all had joined in one solid array, to meet
the shock of the coming enemy. Tden rattled

dagger and clanked spurs. Then swords leaped
flashingly from their scabbards, and pistol locks

clicked sharply for the fray. The brigands sat

proudly—bravely on their steeds,—the latter as
eager as they for the coming encounter.

On, on came the troops of Venice, and
obedient to the fierce shout of their commander
charged like a storm in upon the brigands' ranks.

Right and left they cut with sword and scimetar.

Shields and helmets rattled bravely, stirrino-

still more deeply the spirits of the frenzied com-
batants.

"Death to the outlaws !" cried the leader of

the soldiery.

" Death to our cruel enemies !" shouted youno-

Rodolpho to his men.

For fully an hour was the contest fiercely and
uninterruptedly maintained. Numbers of the

Venetian soldiery had fallen, dying and dead,

yet not one of the bandits had bitten the dust.

The sight of their unbroken numbers inspirited

them. They felt the glow of a fresh vigor upon

their hearts, and their right arms grew far more

strong, and they dealt out the death-blows more
fearfully than ever.

But at length Fedore falls, wounded and bleed-

ing. He drags himself slowly away from the

scene of the deadly fray, and lays his weary self

down in a sheltered place to die. Then their

leader, Rodolpho, is captured by an unexpected

and bold sally on the part of the soldiery, and

torn triumphantly away from their midst. Be-

reft thus ignominiously of him,—their pride,

their only object for maintaining a defence,

—

they made one almost superhuman etTort to re-

take him ; it proved futile. They were driven

back by the Venetian soldiery. Finding them-

selves thus circumstanced, they thought it use-

less to fight longer, more particularly, when they

would only be throwing their lives away for

nought,—and determined at once to retreat.

This they set about at once. Not a man of

them all, miraculous as it might seem, was killed

outright. Several had been wounded, more or

less, and Fedore was missing, and Rodolpho

was captured ; they were otherwise still an en-

tire band, and before death had singled any of

them out, they determined to go. Their flight

was sudden and instantaneous.

The soldiery at once entered the cavern, which

they readily found by following the directions of

Rodolpho, and commenced appropriating every

article of value they could lay their hands upon.

Silver and jewels of inestimable value, formed

their booty,—their prize money for the under-

taking. It had before been promised them by

the doge.

As soon as they had stripped the cavern of

everything that was valuable, neglecting to find

the fallen body of Fedore, they hurried to the sea-

shore where they had disembarked previous to

the action. Taking their prisoner with them,

they reached Venice at about eight o'clock in

the evening. The leader was at once thrown in-

to one of the darkest, dampest, and mo it secure

dungeons. Not a ray of the moon's golden light

was allowed to enter it by night, nor a ray of the

sun's by day. The cell was dark and cheerless.

The walls had not even a crevice between their

stones, into which a prisoner might place his

emaciated fingers, to draw himself up to the

grated window. A sort of slime sweated from

the stone roof, that chilled the whole air, and

rendered the same most unwholesome for breath-

ing. Altogether, it was indeed a horrid place.

The doge sat in one of the private chambers

of his palace, at an early hour the next morn-
ing. He was alone. The Council had not yet

been called. The prisoner he had not yet seen.

He determined to see him, first of all, by him-

self, when none others were near.

In a short time the leader of the robbers was
sent for, and an attendant ushered him into the

door of the chamber. His dress was the same
that had been worn on the day before, when his

comrades were set upon by the soldiers. He
wore his plumed cap on his head still ; the sword
still hung by his side.

As he entered the room, the doge regarded

him with a look of the deepest interest and in-

tensity. He gazed long and steadily into his

eyes before speaking a word. At leogth he
said :

" Yon are in the presence of the doge."
" What if I should tell thee I already knew

it?" replied Rodolpho.

The doge listened, and looked again; this

time quite as attentively as before.

"You will uncover your head, then," spoke

the doge, imperiously.

Rodolpho complied.

" Adrienne !" shrieked the doge. " Adrienne !"

and he spread out his arms and folded her to

him. " Why this deception? It7syou! it is

—

it is! Why have you done thi-j, Adrienne?
You have jeoparded your very life ! Adrienne

!

Adrienne?"
" But, father"

—

"Nay, Adrienne, call me not father! Call

me not so
!"

"And why not so?"

" Because I am not your father ! I have been

most wickedly deceived, Adrienne!"

"Do you disown me, now that my fortune

has turned V
"No—no! But I have been deceived, Adri-

enne ! We have both been deceived ?"

"Plow? By whom?"
" You are not my child ! Rodolpho is my child !

And I was standing by to see him beheaded!,

Think of the mistake, the awful mistake that

would have happened !"

" Rodolpho your child !" exclaimed Adrienne,

whom the reader, by this time, will recognize

the second Rodolpho to be. " Rodolpho your

child
!"

"Yes, Adrienne; Nancie, the old nurse, has

explained all. I am satisfied. I have been

duped, but I am unhappy, even now, that my
true child has been restored to me."

Then the doge sat down, and taking Adri-

enne, equipped as she was in her brigand's

dress, in his arms, went through the entire story

to her. He told her of the manner in which the

deceit was first practised, and how it had been

kept up by the secret knowledge of old Nancie,

and of her alone. He went through the particu-

lars of the final discovery of his mistake, and

told her with tears how it had wrought upon his

feelings. Bifure showing her the package, how-

ever, which Nancie had so sedulously preserved

for her future use, he questioned her a little re-

specting the object she had in thus taking arms

against Venice.

" That 1 might, in some degree, avenge the

murder of him I loved!" she replied; "yes, of

your own son !"

"But he was not beheaded," he suggested.

" No; but how should I know that? I was an

exile; I had voluntarily and forever estranged

myself from hated Venice, determined never to

see it again."

" How sudden a change !" said the doge, in a

whisper.

"Yes," answered she, "sudden indeed, but

not, therefore, unfortunate. I am restored to

Rodolpho again !"

"No, no, Adrienne," he protested, though it

e\ndently cost his heart a pang.

" And why not—why not restored ?"

"Because you are a prisoner— a traitor to

Venice,—a brigand, and an outlaw ! Is not

that reason enough?"

"But I shall \\Q, happy in thinking, at least,

that I can be permitted to lay my head on the

block where he laid his
!"

" Stay," said the doge; "I will send for Ro-

dolpho."

''Is he near?" asked Adrienne.

" In the palace."

" 0, send for him at once ! Send for him !"

The doge touched the handle of a silver bell,

and instantly the pT.ivate guard of Rodolpho

made his appearance.

"Bring in Rodolpho, alone," he commanded.

Rodolpho in a moment stood before them.

He had heard nothing of the encounter of the

soldiery with his former followers, and be did

not expect to meet any of their number in the

chamber ; but as soon as he glanced at the attire

of Adrienne, he recognized the uniform of his

band. He instinctively approached her, think-

ing her, of course, a man; and she turned her

beautiful blue eyes fully upon him.

"Adrienne? Adrienne! It is— it is!" ex-

claimed he, clasping her in his arms.

" Yes, Rodolpho, it is I," she murmured,

yielding herself up tearfully to his embraces.

" Whence came you ?" asked he.

" There is no time for questions now," said

the doge, interrupting him. "I will explain all

that is necessary in a word or two. Adrienne

was taken fighting at the head of your troops."

"Adrienne!" exclaimed Rodolpho, looking at

her in astonishment.

" She was the only prisoner taken, and I have

sent for her thus early, ignorant that she was

the same one who had been, for years, brought

up so tenderly by me"

—

"And then placed in the power of a monk?"
interrupted Adrienne.

The doge looked at her half sorrowfully, half

reprovingly.

"Now, that jou are both here," said he, "I
will inform Adrienne of the fortune that is in

store for her."

"For me!" exclaimed she.

" Yes, for you!'' and he produced the packet

left by old Nancie. .

Adrienne was overwhelmed with astonish-

ment. It was too good fortune for her. She

looked thoughtfully a moment upon the floor,

and then said :

"But of what service is it to me? I am a

prisoner. I shall go to the headsman."

"Fly! fly at once!" said the doge. "I will

explain all to the Council. Fly beyond their

reach, before they know aught of your arrest!

Fly to her new home with Adrienne, and may
God above make you happy ! You have both

loved each other long and faithfully. It would

be a pity to separate two such noble and brave

hearts. Here, let me embrace you once, before

you leave me. Leave Venice, and all wUl yet
be well."

He embraced them both, anl they left the

chamber and his presence. Dressing themselves
in complete disguise, they hastened to place
themselves far beyond the reach of proud and
cruel Venice.

CHAPTER XVIL
THE ESCAPE.

They hastened to the quay, and were not
long in finding a little skiiT, into which they
sprang, and in a few moments they were skim-
ming over the water, towards the Italian shore.

It was a long and weary sail; but, by continued
perseverance, and with the assistance that stout

hearts lent, they succeeded in reaching the point
where Rodolpho had often landed before.

They clambered over the rocks and ledges for

a time, until at length the ground began to ap-

pear familiar to each of them. In company they
reached the outer door of the subterranean cav
ern, which Rodolpho found tightly closed. But
he well knew how to open it. It fell back on
its hinges, obedient to his touch.

Along for some distance they groped, until

they came to the door of the inner cave. They
listened a moment. The sound of suppressed
voices met their ear. In an instant Rodolpho
applied the little silver whistle to his lips, which
he still carried about him, and blew a long, shrill

blast. It started all to their feet in a moment.
Their noise, low as it was before, was now en-

tirely hushed. Not even a lisp reached the eara

of the new comers.

Again Rodolpho sounded his shrill whistle.

This time it was answered from within, by a
similar sound. It seemed to pierce the very

walls with its shrillness. The door swung sud-

denly open, and Rodolpho and his companion
entered. What a -sight met their astonished

gaze

!

There sat, ranged all about the interior of the

cavern, every man whom Rodolpho had felt

proud to command. They gazed, overawed, at

the presence of the two Rodolphos.

"I am come back to you," said Rodolpho,
" do ye not know me ?"

"Long live Rodolpho! Long live Rodol
pho !" rent the brilliant cave.

" This was your last commander," said Ro-
dolpho, pointing to Adrienne. " She is my be-

trothed."

"What! a woman—a woman?" loudly ex-

claimed the stupefied brigands.

"Yes, comrades," said Rodolpho; "you have
been commanded by a icoman, since losing your
old commander. And that woman was my be-

trothed. She came amongst you, and asked to

take her lover's place. She swore to avenge
the death which she supposed I had suflTered.

Most nobly, from what I have learned, did she

conduct herself, too
!"

"Yes, she did,— she did!" answered all.

" She was captured in a recent fray with the

soldiery, and carried, a prisoner, to Venice.

She was brought into the doge's presence this

dav, and he recognized her as she whom he had
always guarded as his own daughter!"

"Impossible!" whispered some, loud enough
to be heard.

"Nevertheless, it is true," answered Rodol-
pho. " The doge knew her at once, and sent

for me. / knew her, too, for she had been my
betrothed. Why should I not have known her ?

Think ye I was not proud to know that she had
drawn the sword, in male disguise, in defence

of the name I left behind ? Ah, proud indeed

was I. It was the proudest moment of my life.

But I have a greater piece of intelligence to

give you. I am the son of the doge,—the doge's

only child ! Believe that, if you all can !"

Such a look of supreme astonishment as passed

at that moment over every countenance, words

cannot describe. They cannot convey a tithe

or tittle of its deep meaning.

[concluded next "WEEK.]

A CURIOSITY.
Last week the workmen at Powers's Summit,

on the Ohio and Pennsylvania Railroad, found a
petrified snake, the size of which would seem to
indicate that in this region at least that species
of reptile has greatly degenerated. His snake-
ship was found imbedded in the solid limestone
rock, some sixty feet below the earth's surface.
Its size is enormous,—sixteen feet in length, and
in the middle at least four inches in diameter.
Although its substance is assimilated to the rock
in which it was imbedded, it looks very natural,
—almost as perfect In "form and feature" as
when alive.

—

Pennsylvania Star.
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HOME OF IRTING.
This bcftutiful spot,

situfttedon the hanks of

tho Hudson Kiver, is

rendered classicul by
the Of^eupHncy of its il-

luHtriouH owner, ihe au-

thor of ho much that is

deliphtful in EnKliah
literature. No Ameri-
can writer has earned a
more lasting and uni-

TCi'sal reputation as an
author, than Mr. Irving.

It has fallen to tho lot

of but few only to at-

tain, in a hifjh degree,
both jmblir honors and
private esteem ; but
such flre the pcnius and
modesty of Mr. Irving,

that his character as ii

writer and his virtues as

a citizen balance each
other in due proportion,

and cause those who
know him intimately to

hesitate in riecidinf^ ^Z^
which quality has the

supremacy. Mr. Irving

is the youngest son of a
Scorch gentleman, who
married an English la-

dy, and not long subse-

quent to their union re-

moved to and settled in

New York, where he
sustained a very high

and honorable charac-

ter. The readers of the

Companion will thank
us for this interesting

view of Sunny Side, the

country home of the au-

thor of Kip Van Win-
kle. All that relates to

the habits and manners
of such a possessor of

genius is nsually con-

sidered as a sort of pub-

lic property after fame
is established. Mr. Irving's long residence abroad has only in-

creased his native love of simplicity and true taste. With a

world-wide fame and extensive personal acquaintance, he prefers

the good old-fashioned comfort of his own mansion to the most
regal splendor which the magnates of the faith are continually

otiering in their homage to his intfllectual distinction. A raind

like his. so gifted in the portrayal of character, must have ob-

served the elements which control human conduct; and hence we
need not wonder that he prefers retirement to ostentation, and

reflection to the most gaudy di-play. The residence of genius

must ever draw forcli our rciiard in proportion to ouv admiration

of its owner. All nations have more or less of this degree of ven-

eration, disguise it as we mny. The pen of Washington Irving

can make its own glory. Sunny Side is all that a poetical mind
could desire to exemplify our Saxon word

—

hoiDe. in the path of

life, the sunny side is better than the shady side.

SUNNY SIDE, ON THE BANKS OF THE HUDSON, THE RESIDENCE OF WASHINGTON IRVING

THE LATE TORNADO.
The terrible tornado, which occurred in the vicinity of Mcdford,

Mass., on Friday afternoon, August 22, will long be remembered,
both by those who suffered from its fury, and those who witnessed

the devastation which it caused. Such a commotion of the ele-

ments is very unusual in high latitudes, though unfortunately but

too common in the tropics. This tornado came from the south-

west, and before the fury of the gale subsided it was felt far out at

sea, but it had then lost its peculiar whirling character, and blew
in a direct line. It caused considerable damage at West Cam-
bridge, but seemed to be at its height when it passed through
West Medford, where its greatest fury was expended. Our artist

has civen us a representation of the scene drawn on the snot,

which he visited a short time after the catastrophe, and before the

furious wind bad entirely subsided. The locality is at t^e east of -

West Medford station, on the Lowell Railroad. The dismantled

house on the right hand
side of the engraving
was that occupied by
Mr. Costelio and his

wife, both of whom were
injured Ijv falling frag-

ments. The one story

house next to it, on the
opposite side of the
road, is the dwelling of
Mr. Sandford, the depot
master, which was mov-
<'d twenty feet from its

foundation, crushing be-

neath it his son, a young
man of nineteen years
of Hge, who was obligeil,

in consequence of his

injuries, to suffer the

amputation of both le(.'s.

He is now recovering
from the dreadful acci-

dent. The two story

house next to it is that

occupied by Mr. Nye, a
carpenter. It was com-
pletely unroofed, and in

a chamber in the second
story Mrs. Nye and a
newly born infant were
in bed—both injured by
the falling wreck. On
the extreme left we see

/ a portion of Captain

Wyatt's house, which
was completely riddled.

In fact, nearly the whole
of the pleasant settle-

ment of West Medford,

is a scene of heart-rend-

ing desolation, ruined

houses, uptorn trees and
devastated gardens,
meeting the eye in every

direction. A commit-
tee composed of scien-

tific gentlemen who re-

side in the neitrhhorhood

of Boston, has been ap-

pointed to examine and
compare the evidence

relating to this catastrophe. Although the results are so disas-

trous, many of the concomitant incidents were very ludicrous, and

we may well consider this to have been one of those occasions

when " it takes two men to hold the captain's hair on his head."

OUTUARD BKAUTY.
I cannot understand the importance which certain people set

upon outward beauty or plainness. I am of opinion that all true

education must infuse a noble calm, a wholesome coldness or in-

difference, or whatever people may call it, towards such-like out-

ward gifts, or the want of them. And who has not experienced

of how little consequence they are, in fact, for the weal or woe of

hfe'? Who has not experiencpd how, on nearer acquaintance,

plainness becomes beantified, and beauty lo>es its charm, accord-

ing 10 the quality of the heart and mind 1—Frederkha Bremer.

RT5PRFSENTATI0N OF THE EFFECTS OP THE LATE TORNADO, WHILE PASSING OVER MEDFORD, MASS.
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FOOT GUARDS.
The view which we

present herewith i3 that

of the present appear-

ance of Hyde Park, Lon-

don, in the immediate

vicinity of the east end

of the'Great Exhibition

building. The military

encampment represents

that of the Foot Guards,

placed here to be in.

readiness for any unex-

pected or sudden neces-

sity for military service,

as' connected with the

safety of the World's
Fair. In the distance

is seen the Serpf-ntine,

with its graceful and
picturesque bridjre and
model frijrate. We see

by the English papers

that the queen and her

suiie are frequently

found driving about the

grounds, inspecting the

outride appearance of

the Glass Palace, and
keeping a sort of inter-

ested and watchful eye

over this pet of the Eng-
lish throne. Probably

no other person deserves

more credit in the con-

summation and getting

up of this stupendous

plan than Prince Albert

himself, both be and the

queen being subscribers

ENCAMPMENT OF THE ROYAL FOOT GUAEDS, AT THE CRYSTAL PALACEj LONDON.

to a very heavy amount to the necessary advance funds. The east

end of the buildinii contained the American department, and the

exterior as well as the interior decorations were made at the sug-

gestion of the American commissioners. The eastern entrance

was surmounted with a splendidly emblazoned American escutch-

eon and shield, combining all our national emblems and the

motto " E Pluribus Unum," highly burnished on vitrified colors
;

and, as this entrance was first reached in coming from the city,

attracted general admiration. The Foot Guards, sometimes

called the Coldstream Guards, were first formed into a full regi-

ment by General Monk, at the restoration of Charles II. They

are as loyal as popular. General Monk commenced his march

from Coldstream, in Scotland. There are three regiments of foot,

and three of horse, usually called the "household troops," but

the Coldstreams are especial favorites. Their pav is double that

of the regular army, besides receiving great perquisites.
<-~»-— >

CITY OF BOSTON, U. S- A.

Boston, being built upon a peninsula, which rises as it recedes

from the 'bay, has an imposing and picturesque appearance from

the water. To the right, the granite monument on Bunker Hill

looms up to tell of the first bloody struggle in that fratricidal

war which resulted in the independence of the thirteen united

colonies. The numerous spires of the various religious meeting-

houses shoot up into the clear, blue heavens, and trace, with their

crayon like points, upon its face the sign-manual of perfect reli-

gious liberty. The State House, which stands upon the most

commanding eminence in the city, appears, with its great dome,

like the head of some mitred bishop overlooking a profitable see.

To the right and left are the suburbs of Charlestown, Cambridge

and South Boston, together with the bold, undulating outlines of

the wooded Dorchester

Heights and Blue Hills,

creeping along the sky

behind ihem, like great

blue boa constrictors.

The great number of

wharves, from which

the boots, cottons and

woollens of Massachu-

setts are exported, and

upon which are laid the

products of the whole

world, stretch into the

bay, as if they were the

fingers of this busy com-
mercial emporium seek-

ing to clutch the little

islands, which, with the

forts and white cottages

upon their unwooded
bosoms, look like emer-

alds set in gold, when
the beams of the sun
suffuse the placid waters

with their radiant light.

Boston is most irregu-

larly built. Its streets

seem as if they had been
laid out by some ten

thousand different per-

sons, who had deter-

mined that the straight-

ness of line and severity

of taste which cbarac-

teriz-T-d the old Roman
architecture should be

set at defiance, and that

those acute angles and
bizarre turnings and
windings, so excellent

for the purpose of dodg-

ing, or, as the Scotch

say, "jinking," should

for once he wrought into

the constitution of a
great city. But Boston,

independent of the gen-

eral narrowness of its

streets, and the disre-

gard to that uniformity

of design which is char-

acteristic of Philadel-

phia and the newer por-

tions of New York city,

ii strikingly indicative

of trade, opulence and

luxury. The stores are magnificent, especially those of the sil-

versmiths. The hotels are spacious and elegantly appointed.

The public buildings are well built, and the warehouses are load-

ed with goods. The first impression I received of Boston was
that of stability. The streets are paved with granite ; the ware-
houses on the quays are built of granite ; its unrivalled public

Market is a granite parallelogram. The Custom House and
Exchange are granite edifices ; and full-faced granite blocks, and
hermaphrodite streets of brick and the universal micacious stone,

constitute the business quarter, which looks as if it was intended
to endure forever. My next impression was deduced from the

Boston that circulated through the streets—that is, from the liv-

ing, active Boston—and it was that of hurry. Nobody and noth-
ing seemed to walk; everybody and everything was on the trot,

from the wagons that took iron at Lewis Wharf from Train^s
Liverpool packets, to the little fat poodles that waddled after the

chambermaids on the Common. Horses never were brought up
in America to put their feet so slowly down as do those stately

Flemish dray-horses of London, those scarcely less handsome
cart horses which bring grain to the Grass-mavket of Edinburgh
on Wednesdays, and those sleepy steeds that drag the yellow
voitures behind them along the Alice des Veuves, at Paris. The
horses here seem galvanized, and make the wagons rattle over
the petrified streets, as if they were always on the hunt for com.
Such are certainly the characteristics of Boston— energy and sta-

bility. Old Faneuil Hall looks as sturdy and new as it did in

the days of Prescott and AVarren. The old State House, in

which the first Adams, and Hancock, and Otis, used to legislate,

does not seem oppressed with age ; and, although its echoes are
no longer awakened by the voices of Boston's sages, it main-
tains amongst the first places in the catalogue of Yankee cloth-

BISHOP S PATENT FLOATING DERRICK, RAISING THE STEAMBOAT SPLENDID, AT WEST POINT, N. T.

ing stores. In Europe,
I had been accustomed
to consider the classical

places of American his-

tory as partaking some-
what of the broken and
crumbling aspect of the

antiquities of the eastern

hemisphere. But the

Liverpool Wharf, at

which the "Mohawks"
boarded the tea-ship, is

still a busy entrepot,

from which the Hing-
ham boat starts, and on
which the Pennsylvania
coal is landed. The Old
South Church is re-

stored, and looks as

prim and neat as a
Quaker lady at meeting.

John Hancock's house,

and the house of Samuel
Adams, have still a look
of newness about them,
and the immediate de-

scendants of those cele-

brated men still occupy
them. The residences

are constructed of brick

and wood, painted of

the purest white, with
windows as numerous
as the eyes of Argus,
and outside green Ve-
netian blinds, that con-

trast most favorably
with those gray, grim
ones of Paris, and
which seem as if they

had grown with the grass of the Common, they are so bright and
clean. Boston is famous for its wealth, its enterprise, its literary

institutions, and its benevolent societies. I do not believe that

there is a community in the world possessing so much general
morality and intelligence, as the population of Massachusetts.
Education is perfectly free and equal here, so that the poorest

boy can aspire to the highest position. The present Governor of

Massachusetts never was at any but a common school, and after-

wards he went to keep a country store. The present Secretary
of State, who is an accomplished gentleman and most profound
political economist, is self educated, and formerly kept a country
store. The Speaker of the House of Representatives is a me-
chanic, and so is the President of the Senate. Education is the

grand point to which the ambition of the aspiring youth turns,

and sometimes labor is the means by which they work out their

purpose.

—

Hogg's Instructor, Edinburgh.

BISHOP'S FLOATIJVG DKRRICK.
This machine, a representation of which our artist has given ua

below, is intended for raising sunken and wrecked vessels, and for

lightening vessels off shores and bars. It can also be used for hoist-

ing machinery, boilers or any other heavy weight, and clearing

rivers and harbors, building sea walls, forts, light-houses, etc. It

is capable of raising a weight of one thousand tons from any
depth of water where a chain may reach. The dimensions of this

derrick are as follows:—length, 213 feet; breadth of beam, 89
feet ; depth of hold, 12 feet six inches ; height of derrick, 75 feet to

booms when light; length of booms, 55 feet each ; draft of water,

when light, 26 inches ; hoisting power, one thousand tons; ra-

pacity of the vessel, four thousand tons. The power required for

this floating machine consists of two steam engines, having 28 inch

cylinders and 8 feet

stroke, propelled with

buckets 26 inches
square, placed between
two endless chains, run-

ning parallel 80 feet on
each side of the vessel,

all under the deck, out

of sight and way. The
frame is built with four

longitudinal trusses,
with ex-braces and holts,

and sealed with two-inch

oak plank and corked

tight, with eight trans-

verse trusses, built in

the same manner and
made perfectly water
tight—forming twenty-

six separate r o q m s .

One arch truss, running
from end to end, sub-

stantially braced with

ex -braces; height of

truss from the bottom of

the vessel, 36 feet ; and
t^vo diagonal trusses, 34

feet deep, with ex-braces

to prevent the vessel

from twisting. It wo uld

require several holes in

the bottom in order to

sink her. She is capable

of withstanding any sea

on our lakes, as a much
smaller one has been

successfully tested on
Long Island Sound for

ten weeks in succession.

One of these derricks is

in successful operation

in the harbor of JS^ew

York, where the second

one is now building.

The peculiar build of

the vessel rendep it firm

in a heavy sea ; its sides

being perpendicular^

and the derrick operat-

ing as a pendulum. Its ,

wonderful power has

been more surely test-

ed in successfully rais-

ing the steamer Splen-

did, sunk opposite West
Pdint, recently.
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[Written for Olennon'fl I'lrtorlul.]

A H E THEY II A P I» V 7

BT ISABELLA. II. QYnNR.

Aro thoy happy—are thoy hnppy ?

Sco tho nmtilnK fiiccB round !

Ih it truth, or Ih it nui-mlng,

Are uo grl(5fH boiicuth tbi'iii found?

Are tho hpiirtfi an buoyant RuilUng

Ab tho llpH on which I ga/-«

;

Inwnrd oielody «» joyous,

Do thtlr deL'p rccussea raise?

• Aro they happy—are they happy?

GiiycBt HOngH iiro Uontlng round
;

DJimy jeBta and brlllinnt laughtor,

All in miigic spell »eem bound.

"What has mirth to do with feeling?

Hearts may acho while lips may nmilo
;

Long and loud may ring gay laughter,

Will it one heurt-caro beguile?

I have listened to tho laughter

Loudest in the festal hall

;

But the fligh would soonest follow,

And the smile would quickest fall

—

From the lip ; not gently fading,

As of inward joy a sign,

But with evanescent splendor,

As electric lights on ruins shine.

Think not, then, that joyous seeming

To careless hearts alone belongs

;

Know 'tis said, a bird, when dying,

Warbles forth its sweetest songs. *

Couldst thou, with the seer's magic,

Every heart before thee bare,

Thou'dst see in each a well of sadness.

In each one a hoarded care-

Then for those the world calls gayest.

Sympathetic tears might fall

;

For the proud and broken-hearted,

Whom bright smiles now hide from all.

«-^*^ >

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

THE DESERTER.
NOT ENTIRELY A FANCY SKETCH.

BT TKANCIS A. DURIVAGB.

Mr. Jasper Jolitfe was reputed to be a millionaire; it is

certain he was immensely rich, for his taxes were enormous. He
was one of those kind of people who come into town with a

twenty-cent piece and a jack-knife, and in the course of twenty

years' assiduous devotion to Mammon, acquire fabulous fortunes,

and serve to " point a moral and adorn a tale ;'' who are held up

as examples to the rising generation, and whose influence brings

down in their wake half the rural population of their birth-places,

each armed with a jack-knife and a twenty-cent piece, as if these

were sure passports to the smiles of the fickle goddess.

No man can acquire such a colossal fortune without being as

close as an oyster, and our friend Jasper, if the truth must be

told, heaved a sigh for every penny he was forced to part with.

But, midway in his golden career, he married, set up a carriage,

furnished an expensive town-house, and bought a splendid subur-

ban villa—thelast possession wrung from an unfortunate bankrupt,

whose landed property was literally thrown away at a peremp-

tory sale.

When Jasper was declining into the vale of years, an idea

suddenly came into bis respectable bald head. He found out that

generosity was considered a fine thing, and set up for a philan-

thropist. A bald head and a moderate expenditure go a great

way. But Jasper had no idea of hiding his generosity under a

peck measure. Whatever he did, he desired to do in the eye of

the world, in the light of noonday, in the gaze of his fellow

citizens. He never noticed a beggar in a by-street, but if the same
mendicant solicited charity upon 'Change, Mr. Joliffe would osten-

tatiously drop a half eagle into his extended palm. He was
particularly liberal if a city iteraizer happened to be in the way,

because he very well knew that the desperate paragraph-hunter

would be sure to blazon his j^enerosity in the " local column " of

the next day's paper. And then how delightful to read in the

morning or evening edition of the most respectable journals of

the city, such paragraphs as the following :

" Our worthy and wealthy fellow citizen, Jasper Joliffe, Esq.,
has, we understand, pres<-nted a new organ to the Rev. Mr.
Worshipful's society. The instrument cannot be worth less than
fifteen thousand dollars."

" Princely Entertainment.— Yesterday afternoon, the
Bungtown Sharpshooters were most liberally entertained at
Mammon Hall, the country residence of that noble-hearted gentle-

man, Jasper Joliffe, Esq."

"Praiskworthy Liberality.—At a meeting of the Universal
Oriental Practical Missionary Society, a letter was rear] from our
truly liberal townsman, Jasper Joliffe, Esq., enclosing a check for

five thousand dollars, to be expended in diffusing flannel shirts

and double-bladfed knives among the destitute Hindoos."

In a word, the generosity of Mr. Joliffe was as common in the

newspapers as llussia Salve, and it was a great comfort to a poor

tenant, turned out of doors in mid-winter, for non-payment of a

month's rent, to know that this was done by the most generous

and philanthropic of men. How refreshing to bis poor debtor, as

he went to jail for inability to pay a not'- of twenty dollars, to be

'-~;*rc.U,y coa'T '' '' that Mr. Joliffe had n, h' rt overflowing with

tho milk of human kindness. This certainty stifled the rising

sigh, and quelled the half-formed imprecation.

Mr. Titian Varnish, the portrait and historical painter, who had

been going through a process of starvation for ton years in the

" AtliL-ns of America," made a decided hit for himself when he

begged Mr. Joliffe to sit for the head of Generosity in an allegori-

cal picture he was painting for an orphan asylum. Mr. Jolifl'e

become his patron on condition of bis painting all his family half-

price, and getting the pictures framed by a dealer at cost.

But Mr. Jolifl'e did more than this ; he invited the artist to his

soirees, which were of course fd!-h ion able, and introduced him to

the great world, an introduction which procured the painter a

large amount of orders at high prices. This run of luck was ex-

ceedingly acceptable to Varnish, for he had a " fatal facility" for

gettinjx into debt, and was a young man of " refined taste, expen-

sive habits, and elegant ideas." Not that he wasted his money in

the extravagant and reckless amusement of satisfying liis credi-

tors—not he ! his principles forbade it. On the contrary, he hired

fast horses, gave champagne suppers, and played billiards.

Mr. Joliffe, on his part, was rewarded by being extensively

known, through the exertions of his youth^a\ protef/p., as a patron

of art, and by procuring, through the same agency, a gallery of

unquestionable old masters, painted in New York, and antiquated

in a smoke-house, where they were cured, like hams, by an expe-

rienced picture dealer.

Mr. Varnish did other jobs for his patron. He sought out

notorious cases of distress, which the rich man might relieve with

the certainty of having his assistance known to alt the world.

As the epoilcr of canvases improved his' position, so did his

ambition soar on high. Victorine Jolific, a belle because she was

an heiress, was the loadstone that daily attracted his footsteps to

the door of the millionaire. He painted her portrait gratuitously,

nobly transmuting a snub nose into the most classical of Grecians,

and ingeniously intensifying the rather expressionless eyes of the

sitter, without destroying the likeness to tiie original. This would

have been undoubtedly a successful coup dc main, had not the fair

Victorine been previously prepossessed in favor of a travelled

young gentleman by the name of Hyland Tracy, who wore an

unexceptionable moustache, was very near-sighted, and was

reputed to have shot the son of a nobleman in a duel in the Bois

de Boulogne. It is true that old Jasper did not look with much
favor on the youth, and that Varnish was an especial favorite,

and in this fact the latter built a Y&ry habitable castle in the air.

But time wore on, and Varnish was disappointed in his matri-

monial schemes. Meanwhile his creditors were very pressing, and

a vulgar fellow, one of those stupid, matter-of-fact plebeians, who
entertain the absurd opinion that a gentleman and an artist is

under the same obligation as a tradesman to pay money borrowed

on a note of hand, was particularly disagreeable, and even

threatened the extremest measures. What rendered it worse,

this impertinent and importunate creditor was an officer of the

law. It was very disagreeable, but the fact was that Mr. Humphrey
Scrawley was a constable !

One morning the painter received a visit in his studio from his

distinguished patron, who came with a face full of importance.

" Great news, Varnish !" said the millionaire. " I have just

read a reward offered for the apprehension of a deserter from the

army. It is a case of peculiar distress—this man deserted to

succor an aged, sick mother, having failed to obtain leave—deserted

too, on the eve of his regiment btin^ ordered to Mexico. Of
course, if taken, it will go hard with him. He is lurking some-

where about town."

" Well, sir," said the painter, wondering what conclusion his

patron was approaching.

" Well, sir ! well, sir !" repeated Mr. Joliffe, " Don't you see ?

Here is a chance for me to immortalize myself—to silence the

sneers of my enemies—to establish a reputation that shall stand

forever. / brave the law—I shelter him— I am governed by a

higher power than human statutes—in the teeth of pains and

penalties, I succor the unfortunate. Mr. Varnish, I would give

five hundred dollars to have that man under my roof!"

" Five hundred dollars !" exclaimed the painter, " I would

ransack all creation for that sum."

" Very well," said Mr. Joliffe, "I knew you'd assist me. I shall

see you this evening at my soiree damante 7"

" Without fail."

All day the painter's head was full of the deserter. But to hunt

for a man in his situation would be infinitely more discouraging

than searching for a needle in a haystack. He could think of no

means of obtaining the seductive five hundred dollars. Night

came, and he had just dressed for the ball, and was contemplating

his figure in the mirror, when he saw, peering behind him, the

hateful countenance of Scrawley, and that disagreeable person

laid his vulgar, ungloved hand upon his shoulder, and in a voice,

compared to which the duet of a file and a handsaw would have

been like the bird-notes of Jinny Lindscrog, said*:

" You are my prisoner."

" Call to-morrow, Scrawley," said the artist, faintly.

" No, my lily-bird, it can't be did," replied the benevolent

officer. " Now or never is the time."

"But, my dear fellow, I'll pay you."

"You have frequently made that observation, my bird of a

thousand," said the pleasing visitor. " There is an inadequacy

of soft words to the buttering of parsnips. Soft words is good,

but Orange county is better."

"But, my dear Scrawley—my inestimable friend, I am engaged

to a party to-night."

" Very good !" replied Scrawley. " 'Tis agreeable. Fork over

the two hundred—or provide two householders, one a resident of

Boston—and I'm o. p. h."

A bright idea suddenly occurred to Varnish. He begged
Scrawley to accompany him to a second-hand clothes dcaler'fi,

next dorir, where, after making a mysterious bargain with the

shopman, receiving from him a mysterious package, he returned

with his captor to the studio. Here opening his bundle, he dis-

played one of those suits of "genteel clothing," which figure so

glowingly in the winning catalogue of inducements that Undo
Sam's recruiting ofliccrs hold out to the aspiring youth of this

glorious and expansive republic.

" There, Scrawley," said he, " there 's a suit of clothes for you."
" For me !" exclaimed the astonished ofiicer, " Do you think

I'm going for to 'list for a soger T"

" Not a bit of it. But I want to go to this ball to-night—

I

must go—there's money to be made out of it. It's a sort of

fancy ball affair at Joliff'e's—I'm authorized to take a friend with

me. Now if you'll put on that uniform—and assent to every-

thing that's said to you—and say your name's Michael Higgins,

you'll have a chance to see the aristocracy in all their glory—swim
in champagne and Burgundy—be admired by all the pretty girls,

and perhaps have your note paid in the bargain."

" No gammonin', my bright un V
"None whatever." —
" Then, by gum I I goes if.

Mr. Scrawley retired behind a screen, and soon came forth

again—a son of Mars.

"Bravo! you look like a hero !" exclaimed the painter, with

well-fcigned enthusiasm, "Now throv/ that cloak over your
shoulders, and don't drop it 'till I give the word. Come along,

Mickey, my boy,"

The pair soon reached Mr, Jolitfe's dwelling, which was brilliant

with lights and company,
" Show us into the library," said Varnish, to a servant, "and

send your master to us at once. I have vtrj important business

with him."

" No liquorary arrangements here !" growled Scrawley, as he

looked upon the book-shelves by which they were surrounded.
" Patience, Michael," said the painter, " Now then," he added,

as he heard the footsteps of the master of the house. "Now for

the iablean vivant ! Drop your cloak !"

Scrawley did so, as Joliffe entered. The latter clasped him in

his arms, exclaiming

:

" My dear Mr, Higgins, welcome to my roof"

"Now then, I claim the reward !" exclaimed the painter.

Mr. Joliffe opened his heart and pocket-book, and placed five

one-hundred dollar notes iti the painter's hand. The latter, while

his patron was securing his book, slipped two of them into

Scrawley's hand, receiving his own note of hand in exchange.

This done, he glided from the room. Scrawley was preparing to

follow, when his host arrested him,

" Stop, Mr. Higgins !" he exclaimed. " WTiere are you going ?"

" To look arter the licker," answered Scrawley.

" Poor fellow ! you have probably tasted nothing to-day."
" Only seven horns."

"And how—how—Mr. Higgins, is your poor, dear mother?"
"Pretty well, I thank you, sir—much obleeged for your perlite

servility. But I must be going; I've got all I was arter to-night,

and I'll wish you a very good evening."

" Stay— madman ! jou are not going into the street "?"

" Of course I be," answered the wondering Scrawley.

"To certain death';"

" No—to the police office, my queer 'un."

" To surrender yourself? It 's suicidal."

" No—it 's right in my way,"
" Are you not aware that the price of blood is on your head,

and that I am running the risk of imprisonment by sheltering you
to-night?"

" Old gentleman," said Scrawley, "I may be mistaken, but it's

my private opinion that you've been dippin' into that are cham-
pagne and Burgundy a leetle too often to-night—I should say you
was just seven drinks and a half ahead of enough,"

" Let U3 have an explanation," said Joliffe. " Is n't your name
Michael Higgins?"

"No!"
" Aint you a deserter V
" No—I 'm a constable."

" Then what is the meaning of that dress?"

" You must ask Varnish. He said he was fetchin' me here to

a fancy ball."

"The scoundrel !" exclaimed the old man, growing red with

passion. " Can he have deceived and swindled me ?"

" I should think it not at all unlikely," replied Scrawley, with a

grin. " He tried to swindle me, but it was no go."

It now occurred to Scrawley th^t he had better make a " go "

himseff, as he had secured his money, and there was just a possi-

bility of his being compelled to refund it. So making a sort of

duck wich his head, that he supposed to represent a fashionable

bow, be incontinently took his departure. Jolifl'e was too keenly

alive to ridicule to think of exposing the painter, but he learned next

day, with great satisfaction, that he had decamped without beat of

drum, leaving to his numerous creditors the consolatory souvenirs

of two dozen unfinished panels, and the same number of linseed

oil bottles.

After this occurrence, our friend Joliftc, though as generous as

ever, withdrew bis patronage from art and artists, and most;

religiously eschewed all intercourse with the rank and file of the

United States army.

The more a man pays for a thing, the more highly it is relished.

So necessary is it that we should be well taxed for our enjoyments,
that nil that is necessary to destroy a man's passion for the' drama,
is to place him on the free list.
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[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

LEONORE.

BY HENRT RUGGLES,

In a distant, far-olT country,

By a river's lonely shore,

Once there lived the pretty maiden,

Leonore,

In a small and pretty hamlet,

Green with woodbine covered o'er,

There she dwells in grace and quiet,

Leonoro.

She was loved by all who knew her

—

She had lovers by the score
;

Many dark eyes tried to woo her,

Leonore.

Thcro -was one" she loved dearly,

"Who had been the wide world o'er

And her lover loved sincerely,

Leonore.

Ha had braved the stormy ocean,

And the howling tempest's roar;

In his dreams he'd often whisper,

"Leonore."

Eut there came a black-sealed letter

From a distant country's shore.

And it crushed poor, broken-hearted

Leonore.

AU the pleasures that she'd tasted

Were sweet pleasures now no more

;

Like a lily was she dying,

Leonore.

The village bell was sadly tolhng

—

For the maiden lived no more
;

Now she sleeps within the church-yard,

Leonore.

A weepiDg-willow, fondly bending,

A marble t-ablet covers o'er
;

On its surface there is chiselled

" Leonore."

Little birds that sang so sweetly

'Bound the hamlet's open door,

Like true mourners seemed to grieve for

Leonore.

And the murmur of the river

Ab it laves the grassy shore,

Like a spirit seems to whisper,

" Leonore."

And the zephyrs steaUng gently,

Like sad echoes gone before,

In sweet voices seem to murmur,
" Leonore."

. <»— > —

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SPIRITUAL KNOCKINGS.
BT UNCLE TOBY.

Oh! 19th century! Youngest and sublimestof the age—meet

theme for philosophers, poets and statesmen, with thy discoveries

of steam navigation, the electric telegraph, the daguerreotype, and

the revolving pistol, there was yet wanting one crowning glory to

thy radiant fame, and it came in the shape of the Spiritual

Knockings! Paine's water-gas was nothing to this. Before the

rappers came, the folly of ages past had settled that spirits were

spirits, that an invisible and intangible essence was not matter,

and could not affect matter ; but now, " we have changed all

that," it is proved that a spirit can rap double knocks as well as

a two-penny postman, that a spirit can move furriiture as handily

as a porter, that a spirit can flap the leaves of a kitchen table,

and that spirits can actually convert canes into !ra//.-(V(; sticks, and

make them move from one corner of the room to another.

The fast young men of the present day are not the only beings

who can break windows and street lamps ; the spirits have done

this. In short, they are perfect adepts in kicking up rows and

"breaking things ;" and the beauty of it is, they cannot be ar-

rested and carried before his " honor," and lined a V and costs,

or be ridden over the bridge in the " Black Maria," like offenders

of this sublunary sphere. When a man used to hear strange

noises and see strange shapes, his experiences were termed hallu-

cinations, and his "red monkeys" and "dancing devils " were

attributable to Holland gin ; but now they are caused by Rochester

spirits, Fox brand ! The discovery fully accounts for the milk in a

great many cocoa-nuts.

A lady of our acquaintance found a dozen china dishes broken

*' all to tamal smash."

" How did yon do this V* she asked of Bridget, the help, one

of those fair daughters of the Emerald Isle, whose virtues and

charms inspire valor in the hearts of her sons.

" And sure, ma'am, I didn't do it, at all, at all," was the inno-

cent reply.

"And who did do it, then, Bridget *?" asked the mistress.

" Sure, then, ma'am, it was the spen-its," answered Bridget.

Of course it was the spirits ! The emphj black bottle on the

shelf had nothing to do with it at all, at all— O, no, of course

not. And Bridget was not discharged without a warning or a

character, as she would have been before the discovery of Koches-

ter Spirits & Co.

Has Uncle Toby ever said anything against the spirits or the

knockings'? If he has, he recants, and mourns over his incred-

ulity with tears ; and if the spirits require sackcloth and ashes,

why, he will surrender broadcloth and Macassar at their bidding,

and publicly acknowledge the " com."

It was a solemn occasion when we paid our visit to the high

priest of the new dispensation, and were bidden to a seat at a

round table, at which were seated about a dozen individuals, with

their eyes staring wildly, and their hair on end, a la fretful por-

cupine. "When it came to our turn, the operator inquired, with

a snuffling, nasal tone:

" Have you any question to ask of the sperrits, you sir'? *cause

now is the time."

" We merely called to inquire after a deceased friend of ours."

" What's his name V
" Snooks," said we.

" Given name'?"

" Jedediah."

" Is the spcrrit of Jedediah Snooks present "?" asked he.

Rap!

"Is he happy 1" we asked.

Rap!
" Is that answer affirmative or negative ?"

Kap!
" Which f'

Rap!
" Has the spirit of my friend anything to communicate V
Rap!
" What does he mean by thatV
Rap!
" Will he communicate anything farther"?"

Rap ! rap ! rap ! rap ! rap !

" Says he's busy—call again some other time. Says he wants

you to hand over four-and-sixpence. Next gentleman in turn.

Spen-its waitin', and very much drove," said the operator.

We never had any friend who answered to the hail of Snooks,

but we had still some change left after paying the four-and-six,

and we departed, perfectly satisfied. The interview was awful

and thrilling, and we cannot now recall it without a curdling of

the blood. Wonderful ! mysterious ! astounding ! How unac-

countable are the rappings ! Well worthy the money of the

seeker after truth—glorious illustration of the 19th century !

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE ROVER'S SONG.

BT FRANCIS A. BCRIVAGE.

[The following stanzas have been set to music by a composer of this city.]

Hurrah I we 're afloat 1 to the mainland tarewell I

Before us the wild waves incessantly swell;

Talk of valleys and mountains ashore ! Give to me
The vales and the hills of the de^p-heaviug sea,

With the mad winds to drive me wherever I roam,

A deck for my throne, and the wave for my home I

Her fair wings extended below and above.

Our bark seems the peace-bearing messenger dove.

Look lower ! what see you? The tiger-like teeth,

The black-throated guns that are yawning beneath.

Hurrah! my brave^bark ! speed careering away !

£ach flag that floats over the main is our prey.

But one is our own—like a dark cloud on high.

It streams from the main on the turbulent sky

;

And the hearts of the stoutest muat shudder and quail

When the fuDeral emblem is flung to the gale
j

For cruel and fierce as the swell of the sea

Are the hearts that uphold that fell flag of the free.

What looms on the distant horizon? A sail \

And true to our fortunes, fast freshens the gale.

To quarters, brave shipmates ! hurrah for the fight I

Ton sjiil shall go down in the blackness of night.

Or, vanquished—a match in the magaxine hurled.

And the death-daring rover is lost to the world 1

HORRIl> DEPRAVITY.
A base wretch in the form of a man, was, a few weeks since,

introduced to a lovely and confiding girl of sixteen. He pressed

her hand, and said in a thrilling tone, that he thoui^ht " the recent

fine weather had rendered the ladies more lovely than ever." She
blushed and said " very." Her parents considered the matter as

settled ; but he basely deserted the young lady, after addressing

this pointed language to her, and has never called at her house

since. We are glad to learn that her friends have taken the affair

in hand, and caused the monster to be arrested in a suit for

breach of promise—damages laid at S5,000. The scamp will be

cautious in future how he trifles with their loving hearts—the

toughest muscle, by the way, in the body.— Albani/J'uiickerbocfcer.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

CARTHAGE.

BY MARK EEE3WO0D.

I stand at length beside these ruins old;

I view at length proud Carthage as it is.

But ah ! how changed is it from what it was I

Those heaps of earth and piles of stone, but ill

Compare with those once bright and glittering domes.

The busy populace no more arc seen

Within its vacant streets to walk,—fierce brawls

No more are heard on every side, but calm

Oblivion reigns monarch o'er the scene.

No tombs rear high their heads, to mark the spot

"niiere thousands lie ; no friends weep for friends

That's gone, for all are dead.

Nought now is heard

But newt and toiid, or screech-owl's crj', as they

Their nightly revels hold within its heaps

Of earth aud stone. E'en now the traveller

Might pass the once proud domes, and think that there

Did lie but some old ruined wall, or else,

Perhaps, not noiice it at all! Such, then.

Is Carthage now ;
which ne'er again will rise

To that exalted stand it once did hold.

CHURCH GOERS.
Bless you! I've thought of it many a time when I've seen a

church emptying itself into the street. Look here, now, I'll

suppose there's a crowd of people—a whole mob of 'em going
down the church steps. And at the church door there is I don't
know how many roods of Christian carriages, with griffins painted
on the panels, and swords, and daggers, and battle-axes, that, as
well as I can remember, Jesus doesn't recommend nowhere ; and
there's the coachmen, half asleep, and trying to look religious

;

and there's footmen following some, and carrving the Holy Bible
after their missuses, just as to-morrow thev'U carry a spaniel—

•

and that's what thpy call their humility. Well, that's a pleasant
sight, isn't it? And then, for them who 're not ashamed to carry
their own big prayer books, with the gold leaves twinkling in the
sun, as if they took pains to tell the world they'd been to church— well, how many of them liave been there in earnest? How
many of them go there with no thought whatsoever, only that it's

Sunday—church-going day? And so they put on what they
think religion that day, just as I put on a clean shirt. Bless you !

sometimes I've stood and watched the crowd, and I've said to
Tnyself, " Well, I should like to know how many of you will
remember you're Christians till next week? How many of you
go to-morrow morning to your offices, and counting-houses, and
stand behind your counters, and, all in the way of business— all

to scramble up the coin—forget you're miserable sinners, while
every other thing yuu do may make you more miserable, only
you never feel it, so long as it makes you more rich?" And so,

there's a Sunday conscience like a Sunday coat; and folks who'd
get on in the world put the coat and conscience carefully by, and
only wear 'em once a week. Well, to think how many such folks

go to worship—why, then I must say, Master Capstick, to stand
inside a church and watch a congregation coming out, however
you may stare, may be a melancholy sight indeed. Lord love
you, when we see what some folks do all the week, I can't help
tiiinking there are many who are only Christians at morning and
afternoon service.

—

St. James and St. Giles.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

HOPE.

BT CAR0IJ9E A. HATDEIT.

Fear not! though wildly the storm-spirit rave,

And the future looks dark as the night of the grare,

Though the star which has led thee bo hid 'neath its shroad,
" There 's a silver lining to every cloud."

Weep not! though fortune may frown on thee now,

.She is twining perhaps a new crown for thy brow
;

Remember, when low in the dust thou art bowed,
" There 's a. silver lining to every cloud."

Sigh not ! though envy may rudely assail.

The arrow, though poisoned by slander, may fail

;

And though often the strong heart by sorrow is bowed
" There 's a silver lining to every cloud."

Like sunshine on a flower,

^ May thy path in life e'er be

;

And may every future hour

Bring happiness to thee !

As the rainbow in its power.

Sheds a glorious light around.

May thy life's last parting hour

With triumphant hopes abound!

Adieu! and a blessing go with thee, dear friend.

That would shield thee from harm all through life if It might;

May the sunshine of bliss on thy spirit descend.

And the hand of Omnipotence lead thee aright

!

^ KNOWING FISHES.
The public were interested, a while since, in the account that

fish in a pond in Hingham had been taught to ouey the human
voice, and come at the call of the child who had taught them.
In looking over Dupuis's Origin of all Worships, I find that

some fish that lived thousands of years ago were equally know-
ing. In the sacred city of Hierapolis, or the city of the sun, on
the banks of the river Euphrates, was a splendid and magnificent

temple, dedicated to Juno, the Assyrian Venus. According to

the Assyrian mythology and theology, it was on the banks of the

Euphrates that Vt-nus and her daughter Dercelo were changed
into fish, and fi^h were held to he sacred as a living emblem of

the constellation Pisces, or the Fishes. In the worship of the

heavenly bodies, the religion of the world of that age, this con-

stellation was considered the tutelar deity of the city of Hierap-

olis, or at least of the Temple of Juno. Near this temple was
a lake in which they kept and nourislied crowds of all kinds of

sacred fish. Some were of enormous size, had navies, and came when
they were called. This pond was very deep, and from the middle
arose a column in the form of an altar, lily-shaped, that at first

sight seemed to be floating. These fish were those which were
worshipped in the Assyrian religion, of which they had gold and
silver consecrated images in their temples, and the original type

of which is tlie heavenly constellation.^^-Corr. of Boston Post.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

^ THE LOVE THAT KNE^V NO CHANGE.

BT IiIABT ALIAS.

'Twas sad to see her in her calm, still beauty,

Wander alone at evening, 'long the ocean's

Strand, and, with her tiny fingors, motion to

The distant wiives, and bid them come unto her;

Then, with a voice all strung with melody, she'd

Whisper to the wild, unheeding ones, the

Burden of her soul, and bid tbera haste to him

She loved so fondly. Hers was a love that knew

No changing; though the vast mind its moorings left,

And darkness filled the chambers of the soul, still

The young heart, true to its trust, e'er turned in

Deep, unchaDging love to him, her life's young idol.

DEATH A LEVELLER.

It is singular, how the fact of a man's death often seems to

give people a truer idea of his character, whether for good or for

evil, than they have ever possessed while he was living among
them. Death is so genuine a fact that it excludes falsehood, or

betrays its emptiness ; it is a touchstone that proves the gold, and
dishonors the baser metal. Could the departed return in a week
ai'tcr his decease, he would almost invariably find himself at a

higher or a lower point than he had formerly occupied, on the

scale of public appreciation.

—

Hawthorne.
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NAVY YARD, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

TIEW TAKBN FROM THE EAST 9IDB OP WALLABOUT BAT, WILLIAMSBCKG- -^v ^.:'^---^^"

NAVY YARD, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

This view is ink' u by our artist from the long pier leading from
the Marine Hospital, Williamshurp:, or Wallabout Bay, and is

dccifiedly the best view that can be had of the yard. This is the

most extensive n ival rendezvous ia the United States, situated on
tue south si'le of the Wallabout Bay, at the north-eastern part of

the city, and contains forty five acres of land. It is enclosed by a

substanrial brick wall on the land side; and on the left hand, as

you enter the gate, there is a beautiful flower-j;;arden, most taste-

fully arranj^ed. The spacious yard affords room for the residence

of the officers, machine shop?, store-houses, etc. The most con-

spicuous buildings are two large edifies, two hundred and fifty

feet long by one hundred and twenty-five feet wide, and one hun-

dred and twenty feet high, capable of containing the largest ships-

of war while being built. In time of peace, several national ves-

eeU are usually to be seen here, either laid up or undergoing re-

Eairs. A vast amount of cannon, cannon balls, barrels, and all

inds of munitions of war, is always on hand at this naval depot.

The United States ship North Carolina is seen at anchor; behind
are workshops, and ship-house containing steamship Fulton

;

between the two ship-houses is a store-house. The next ship-

house contains the ship Sabine. A large derrick is seen towering
to a great height; it is used to hoist any great weight from the

vessels. The frigate Constitution—Old Ironsides—is also seen,

behind which is the frigate Brandywine; both having the hows
covered with canvas. The next is the beautiful ship Fredonia;
then comes the magnificent granite building containing the appa-
ratus for pumping out the Dry Dock. The steamship San Jacin-

to lays in the Dock, ready for sea. The engraving below is a
fine view from between the two ship-houses. The United States
lineof-battle ship North Carolina, lies at anchor. The frigate

Macedonian is undergoing repairs, having her upper deck taken
off, although not exactly razeed. Over the Macedonian are
masting shears, for masting and dismasting large ships. Under
the North Carolina is a bridge across the ways of the ship-house,
containing the ship Sabine. A large boiler is seen in the dis-

tance, with the natural objects which are gathered around ship-

ping and ship-yards in nearly every place. Connected with thii

Navy Yard is the United States Naval Lyceum, a view of which
is given on the opposite page. This institution was organized in

1835, by the officers of the navy and marine corps. The object

of its founders and supporters has been to encourage a spirit of
harmony in the service, the promotion of useful knowledge gen-

erally, and more especially such acquirements as are adaoted to

men of their sphere of action, to aid them in increased efficiency.

This Lyceum contains an interesting collection of curiosities-

geological and mineralogical cabinets which have been collected

from almost every country in the whole world, by the naval ofii-

cers, and presented to the institution. Added to the above, there

are superior portraits of a number of our president*, and naval

and military commanders who have been conspicuous in the moat
thrilling and interesting events chronicled in the history of onr
country. There is also a valuable library of several thousand

Toltunes ; antiquities, such as an idol from the temple of the

LINE-OF-BATTLE SHIP NORTH CAROLINA, LYING AT HER MOORINGS AS A SCHOOL SHIP, IN BilOoSLY^, N. V.
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sun, S. A.; a stone from

Herod's house at Jeru-

salem ; an Egyptian
tombstone, supposed to

be four thousand years

old ; Egyptian mummy,
partly uncovered; speci-

mens of mosaic pave-

ment, from Pompeii;

lava, from Herculane-

um ;
jar, from the tomb

of Augustus CiEsar;

links of the chain that

was placed aeroas the

Hudson River in the

war of the Revolution

;

implements of Indian

warfare; trophies of

war, and various other

objects of interest, ren-

dering it a most desir-

able place for the stran-

ger or citizen to visit.

The officers take great

pride in ihe institution,

and each one contrib-

utes his mite towards its

improvement, and in-

creasing the stock of

valuable articles belong-

ing to this lyceum.

PROPtiR TtiACHIXG.

A pleasant incident

occurred in a public

school some time since.

It seems that the boys

attending the school, of

the average age of seven

years, had, in their play

of bat and ball, broken

one of the neighbor's

windows, but no clue to

the offender could be

obtained, as he would
not confess, nor would

any of his associates expose him. The case troubled the teacher
;

and on one of the ciiizens visiting the school, she privately and

briefly slated the circumstances, and wished him, in some remarks

to the scholars, to advert to the principle involved in the case.

The address had reftrence principally to the conduct of boys in

the streets and at their sports ; the principles of rectitude and

kindness which should govern them everywhere, even when alone,

and when they thought no one was present to observe. The

scholars seemed deeply interested in the remarks. A very short

time after the visitor had left the school, a little boy arose from

his seat and said, " Miss L., I batted the ball that broke the win-

dow. Another boy threw the ball, but I batted it, and it struck

NAVAL LYCEUM, IN THE NAVY YARD AT BROOKLYN, N. Y.

the window. I am willing to pay for it." There was a death-

like silence in the school as the little boy was speaking, and con-

tinued for a minute after he had closed. *' But it wont be right

for one to pay the whole for the glass," said another boy, rising

in his seat; "all of us that were playing should pay something,

because we wej-e engaged alike in the play; I'll pay my part!"

" And I !" " And I !" " And I !" A thrill of pleasure seemed

to run through the whole school at this display of correct feeling.

The teacher's heart was touched, and she felt more than ever the

responsibility of her charge. The propriety of appealing to the

moral sentiments during a course of judicious instruction is well

seen by these responses of youthful candor.

—

Hogg's Instructor.

BIONU^IENT
FOR N. T. FIREMEN.

The frequent loss of

life among firemen has

induced the New Y'ork

Fire Department Asso-

ciation to erect a monu-
ment with appropriate

tombs in the Greenwood
Cemetery, on Long Is-

land, as a place of tem-
porary or permanent in-

terment for deceased

members of that highly
meritorious class of citi-

zens. This occupies the

centre of our view, and
is properly styled " Tlie

Firemen's Monument."
It is a pyramidal marble
column, st'snding on a
massive pedestal, which
rests on a granite base.

The column is sur-

mounted by a well exe-

cuted figure of a fire-

man ;
one arm surrounds

and supports a child,

just rescued from the

flames; his right hand
holds a trumpet. The
column is ornamented
with three fillets, on four

of the pilaster-t of the

pedestal, and on its up-

per surface appear, in

relief, articles and im-
plements appertaining

to the fire department,

-viz:— swinging lantern,

trumpet, wreath-crown-

ed cap, hose, hydrant,

hook and ladder, etc.,

etc. The monument
and tomb of Henrt
Fargis occupies an en-

closure on the south. He was Assistant-Foreman of the South-

wark (N. Y.) Engine Companv, and lost his life at the fire in

Duane Street, April 2, 1848. the remains of George Kerk,

who was an Engineer in the New York Fire Department, and

perished in the same Duane Street fire, are interred within the

monument on the north. These monuments, like those for Free-

bom, the pilot, and the Straufiers' Monument, attract consider-

able attention from all who visit this beautiful cemet'-ry. The
particular location is known as Ocean Hill, one of the most com-

manding eminences in the whole of these grounds, which now
comprise about two hundred and fifty acres. The funeral of

Fargis and Kerr was a sad occasion in the annals of New York.

firemen's MONUMENTj SITUATED ON OCEAN HILL, IN GREENWOOD CEMETERY; LONG ISLAND, N. Y.
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[Written for Glenson's Pictorial.]

THERE'8 IJEAUTY IN THE HOSE.

ny KcoKAiiD ivniaiiT.

Thoro 'b beauty in the blushing roBO,

OllBtoniug with morning dow,

Anil In tlio Htroniiilwt iih it llowB,

Sun-gilt to 'riipturufl view
;

But there 'a a beauty lovelier fltlll

Thim fragrant roHo or suromor rill.

Tia in the chook of health whore blooms

The viirying criniaou dye
;

'T is iu the smile that love illumes,

'T is in the speakiDg eye
;

'Tie in the soul of buoyant yontli—

Of high-toned conistandy and truth.

And lovelier than fair woman's form,

Symmetric as may be

—

The heart's affection, strong and warm,

Formed for etwruity

;

The clinging clasp in wenl or Tvoe,

That even in death will scarce let go.

Thia, woman's matchless beauty ! standa

Pre-eminent on earth

;

And frozen climes and burning sanda

Each mtness to her worth.

Time cannot change, affect, control

The beauty of the heart and soul.

« —* >

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

THE COLLEGE STUDENT.
A TALE OF KEW ENGLAND.

BY GRACE VERNON.

CHAPTER I.

Half a mile to the riaht of the old farm-house, our present

point of view, stood a dozen neat, white cottages, which, with

two tall spires, and perhaps a half dozen stores and shops, con-

stituted " the village," while all around lay green meadows and

smiling cornfields. Upon the old farm-house—a square cottage,

with small windows, and long, sloping roof, reaching within a

few feet of the ground—not a speck of paint was -visihle, but in

tb' smooth, clean yards, symmetrically piled rows of wood, and

numerous out-buildings, a neatness and order were apparent which

spoke well for the thrift and industry of its owner.

But in this, as in all gardens of Eden, as we believe, since the

world began, the serpent had coiled its slimy folds, producing

discord and misery, as a slight glance at its inmates will abun-

dantly demonstrate. An old man, in the rough costume of a

farmer, was rapidly pacing the floor ; his face was flushed, and

his whole demeanor evincing extreme anger. At the open win-

dow stood a youth of perhaps twenty, with one hand resting upon

the sash, while the other clutched nervously at the book, from

which he had been reading. His features were very pale, and so

soft languid and delicate in their formation, as to seem almost

girlish ;
but the forehend was high and finely developed, and there

was a cast of thought and intellectuality in his countenance,

which fully redeemed its want of animation, while the compres-

sion of the muscles of the delicately formed mouth, indicated a

fund of latent energy and firmness, needing only to be aroused

to incite to vigorous action.

The only other occupant of the room, was a lady, past the

middle age, of mild, placid countenance, whose swiftly-flying

knitting-needles acted as a sort of safety-valve, through which,

the agitation produced by the passionate ebullitions of her irascible

lord escaped ; while, by her gentle entreaties, she sought to calm

his excited feelings, and persuade him to yield to the pleadings of

his son.

" I tell you what, Hitty," said the old man, " that boy of yourn

(the old man always gave the entire ownership of the boy to his

wife, when he was angry) aint worth a rotten, tow shoe-string.

"WTiy, only this morning, when he undertook to get a cart-load

of apples to the cider-mill, while little Sam was going to open

the gate, he got into one of his tantrums, and muttering some

crazy gibberish about the angle ABC 's being equal to the angle

ACB, swung the goad so furiously over the oxen's heads, that

they ran against the post, capsizing the apples, and knocking the

cart into a shindy."

"I am sorry, father," interposed the young man, smiling invol-

untarilv at the remembrance of the melee created by his ridiculous

mathematical climax, " but I cannot help my mind upon such

things. If you would only let roe go to school
"

" But I wont, there now," exclaimed the old man ; "so there

is an end on't. It will cost lots of money."

" But father, we have five thousand dollars in the bank," pleaded

the gentle mother.

" And I mean to keep it there," exclaimed the old man. "I

worked loo hard for it, to spend it for such pesky nonsense. I

never knew lamin'do anything but make fools of people—pufling

'em up with pride, and making 'em ashamed of their own folks,

orelse half crazying 'em. There's Merideth, wenttoold Goslin's

academy six months, and he has done nothing since, but wander

up and down the country, singing silly love songs, and telling

foolish stories."

"Poor fellow! he never had more than half wit," murmured

Mrs. "Daly.

" The greater reason why he should hold on to that half, then,"

returned the old man, sharply. "I'll tell you how it is, Joe, it's

all nonaense, and you had better give it up, and go to digging

potatoes and turnips."

" But I do not feel willing to upend my life in digging potatoes

or turnips," answered tlic young man, proudly.

" You've nothin' agin eatin' 'em, have ye"?" retorted the old

man, twi.sting his features into Homething like a knot ; "if you

won't dig 'em, you hadn't ought to cat 'em. But I know who

put this nonsense into your head. It's that pesky Widdcr Win-

ter's pale-faced, simpering, sliilly-shally darter. But I wont

have it. They are all as proud as Lucifer, and as poor as church

mice. I wont have such an idle hussy in my house."

"Father!" exclaimed the young man, his flashing eye and

curling lip telling pretty plainly the state of his feelings towards

the widow's daughter.

"I'll tcU you what, Joe, if you'll drop this pesky nonsense,

and go to work like a sensible boy, I'll give you a deed of the

fifty-acre lot, the day you arc twenty-one. There's Sally Peabody,

as smart a gal as ever trod shoe-leather, would have you for the

askin'. I always meant you should have her, and so did her

father. She's got two thousand dollars, and the 'squire says he'll

give her the deed of the fifty-acre lot joining mine, the day you

arc married. I'll tell ye what, hoy," continued the old man,

noticing, at last, these indications of his son's feelings, " if you

wont marry her, your brother John, who is worth a bam full of

ye, shall have her, and I'll give him every cent I'm worth in the

world."

"Let him marry her," exclaimed the young man, indignant at

this cool disposal of his hand ;
" I would not wed her for her

weight in gold."

" Then by the Holy Bible !" exclaimed the old man, now
thoroughly angry, " I'll " but here he cam« to a sudden pause,

for his watchful wife sprang towards him, and laid her hand upon

bis lips, exclaiming :

" No, Joseph ! for mercy's sake, don't say it
!"

In vain the old man struggled to finish his threat—coughing

and struggling furiously; the alarmed mother kept her hold,

until Joseph, Jr., frightened at his own rashness, leaped through

the open window, and disappeared.

CHAPTER n.

Joseph Dalt, Jk., was a true child of genius, and like most

of that family, his path to success was hedged in by almost insur-

mountable obstacles ; it being the usual policy of that very wise

and far-seeing deity, to surround her progeny with difficulties,

rightly judging them to be as requisite to its highest development,

as light and heat to the growth of plants.

Its most obvious manifestation in his ease, consisted in a strong

aversion to all kinds of manual labor, with an intense passion for

devouring any stray volume, which chanced to fall in his way
;

the principal obstacle being the determined opposition of his father,

who held all book learning in the most thorough contempt, re-

garding it as an equivalent term for laziness or lunacy, and abso-

lutely refused to afford him the slightest facilities for its acquisi-

tion ; the result was, that debarred from his favorite pursuit, he

became totally unfit for any other, being usually in the third

heaven of idle reverie, from which it was impossible to detach

him to any merely earthly considerations—a fulfilment, in the old

man's estimation, of his own wise predictions, as well as a proof

of the justice of his antipathies.

About three years previous to the commencement of our tale,

the Rev. Cyrus Brighara, an Episcopal clergyman, driven by ill

health from his city charge, became a resident of the village,

where, by his eloquent discourses, urbane manners, and truly

Christian deportment, he ingratiated himself into the favor of all

but Mr. Daly, and a few of his stamp, who looked upon the

reading of prayers and chanting of hymns, as so many relics of

popery, and set their faces, like flint, against them.

Chance soon brought him in contact with our young student,

whose quiet, thoughtful air, and delicate features, in such marked

contrast with the boisterous manners and blufi" countenances of

those about him, instantly attracted his attention. He easily won

the vouth's confidence, and perceiving indications of genuine

talent, encouraged him to persevere, offering him gratuitous in-

struction, with constant access to his large and valuable library.

A new prospect now opened before our young enthusiast, so much

above his most sanguine imaginings, that he was absolutely dizzy

with delight. He gladly accepted the proffered instruction, devo-

ting every moment he could glean from labor, to study.

All this, as may well be supposed, went strongly against the

grain of the old man's feelings. But so quietly was it managed,

and so obvious was the youth's improvement in industry, under

the judicious councils of his reverend instructor, that the old man
refrained from any overt act of hostility, contenting himself with

vague prophecies of evil in store for such insane folly, with an

occasional volley of choice expletives, in which the priest and

student came in for about an equal share. But when the young

man, whose progress in his studies had been really astonishing,

applied for aid to enable him to enter college, the long pent-up

storm of wrath burst forth ; he stei*nly refused to afford the

slightest aid, or even to allow him his time. His wife, a gentle,

amiable woman, whose only lav/ had been her husband's will,

grieved deeply over this family discord. She shared her hus-

band's prejudices against education, and lamented the idle fancies

of her son ; but he was her first-born, her darling, and she could

not bear to see him unhappy, and implored her husband to gratify

his desires. But in vain ; neither tears nor entreaties could move

the stubborn old man a hair.

About a year previous, had witnessed the advent at the parson-

age, of Mrs. Winter, the parson's widowed sister, with her daugh-

ter Alice, a sweet blossom of seventeen summers. Mrs. Winter,

a highly educated, refined woman, liad once adorned the first

circle of a large city, but poverty and sorrow had pressed heavily

upon iier, and she had sought a refuge with her only brother,

from the storm she had not strength to bufi'et.

A new era hud, from the moment of her arrival, began in the

life of young Josejih Daly, He had never before seen anything

feminine more refined than his mother, or the parson's house-

keeper, but he had often dreamed of a vision of loveliness, which

he found exactly realized in the widow's daughter. It is no

wonder, that, brought in daily contact, his susceptible heart should

soon be on fire, or that she, crc long, became the guiding star of

his existence.

Towards both the mother and daughter the old man had con-

ceived the most intense aversion ; the grace and dignity of the

widow, and the music, drawing, and embroidery of Alice, which

so "astonished the natives," appearing, in his eyes, but so many
proofs of indolence and aflxictation.

He had long since planned a matrimonial alliance for his son,

which he never dreamed, wiih all his folly, he would dare to

thwart. In Sally Peabody, the bride elect, were combined, ac-

cording to the old man's notions, all the requisites for a pattern

wife, viz : a stout, healthy body, great dexterity and promptness

in household affairs, with the snug little fortune of two tliousand

dollars. But her most attractive charm, in his estimation, con-

sisted in the fact, that her father had promised to give her a cer-

tain fifty-acre lot, which had once formed a part of his paternal

estate, from which it had been abstracted, as the penalty of a

foolish lawsuit. Although then a mere lad, he had felt deeply

indignant and mortified at its transfer, and having failed in his

numerous attempts to purclmse it, it had unconsciously assumed

a value in his eyes, beyond gold or rubies.

When, therefore, during their altercation, Joseph had tacitly

admitted his attachment to the hated "widder's darter," the old

man's rage knew no bounds, and had not his wife's interference

prevented, he would have sworn his first oath—which nothing

could have induced him to retract—to disinherit him.

CHAPTER III.

Having accomplished his exit through the window, our hero

ran rapidly towards the village, and entering without ceremony

a neat, little white cottage, around which many indications of

taste and refinement, wanting in the surrounding houses, were

visible, made his way to the .study, in which was seated a middle-

aged roan, whose grave, yet cheerful and benignant countenance,

seemed as clear an index to his profession as the black coat and

white cravat. He started at the abrupt entrance of the young

man, and eagerly enquired what had occurred. Joseph told his

story, to which his reverend friend listened with a grave air and

reproving shake of the head.

" You Iiave been very wrong," said he, " imprudent, as well as

undutiful ; for to irritate your father, is no way to gain his consent

to your desires."

" But would you have me give it up, then V asked the youth,

mournfully.

"By no means. On the contrary, I would have you persevere
;

but I would have you attain your ends by right means. I will

myself sec your father, and endeavor to gain his consent."

"But that will only irritate him," interrupted Joseph; "he

hates you, and "

" I know it," answered the minister, smiling, "but yet I do

not despair. I will, at least, make the attempt, and if we all fail,

you have only to wait patiently until you arc of age to command
your own time."

Joseph Daly returned home with a heavy heart ; for his father's

aversion to the pastor was so strong, that he doubted not his inter-

ference would exasperate him beyond retrieve. Two days elapsed,

during which, not a word had been exchanged upon the subject,

between the father and son, when the latter perceived the minis-

ter approaching the house, and anxious to escape the impending
,

storm, beat a hasty retreat.

The old man received his visitor with a cold, churlish rudeness,

auguring anything but favorably to the success of his mission.

Nothing daunted, however, the reverend gentleman, with the

most smiling assurance, commenced the conversation by sundry

inquiries as to the state of his host's crops, etc., leading it grad-

ually to.topics he knew to be most agreeable to the old man's

taste, and adapting himself so readily to his tone and manners,

that he was pleased in spite of himself, and they were soon on

the most amicable footing.

When, however, he ventured to hint at the object of his visit,

the, storm of rage burst forth
;
the old man reviling him as the

cause of his son's folly and disobedience.

Mr. Brigham neither repelled nor denied the ch.nrge, but began

to argue the case in the mildest and most conciliatory manner.

But all his arguments were vain. The old man refused not only

to afford the slightest aid, but to allow his son his time.

" Then he will have to wait until he is of age, when his own

efforts, with a little aid from the charity fund," said Mr. Brighara,

"will enable him to acquire an education."

This was striking the right chord, and proved how profound

was his knowledge of human nature who purposely touched it.

The old man stared at him as if doubting the evidence of his

own ears. The parson repeated his words with the most imper-

turbable coolness, adding ;

" I believe I have suflicicnt interest to secure it for him."

The old man sprang to his feet.

" Charity fund!" exclaimed he ; "do you think I'll have my
child supported by charity, like a town charge, when I've two

hundred acres of land, and five thousand dollars in the bank 1

I'd sooner hang him with my own hands ;" and striding to the

door, he called, "Joe ! Joe! I say!" Hiscall was soon answered,

for Joe, in his anxiety to learn the result, had lingered near tho

door, and soon made his appearance.
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"Joe," said he, slowly emphasiziug each word, as if fearful

lest its full import might not be comprehended, *' will-you-go-to-

a-charity-school-like-a beggar '?"

" I would," answered Joe, firmly. " I will do anything that is

honest, for an education."

" But it aint honest," roared the '" 'i man, " to live xipon other

folks' aniins, for I 'spose somebody worked for your pesky charity

fund. But I'll tell you what it is, you shan't do it. I'd bury

you first," and taking from his desk a roll of bills, he said :

" Here are five hundred dollars in good money. Take it, and let

me hear no more of your pesky charity. But mind, you make

it last, for by the Holy Bible—"

"Father! father, don't !" exclaimed Mrs. Daly, darting to-

wards him. She was too late, and the furious old man continued

:

" I swear it is the last cent of my property you shall ever have,

and if you marry that silly hussy, you shall never set foot
"

but here his weeping wife placed her hand upon his mouth, pre-

venting the conclusion of his threat.

It may be questioned, if a happier heart beat upon earth than

fluttered in the breast of Joseph Daly, when he received his sen-

tence of virtual disinheritance and banishment. His preparations

were soon made, and after exchanging—with her mother and

uncle's full consent—vows with his blushing, weeping Alice, he

set off, and was admitted a student of old Harvard.

Aunt Bitty, while she mourned his father's injustice, rejoiced

in the gratification of his desires. She yearned to eke out his

little pittance by such helps as mothers love to perform for their

absent ones ; while the old man, who loved his son, now that his

anger had abated, regretted his rash oath, now past recall.

Here, for the present, will we leave him, prosecuting his studies

with that zeal and ardor which always ensures success, while we

follow the fortunes of his family. Suffice it to say, he graduated

with the highest honors of the college, and entered upon the study

of law, his chosen profession, battling manfully with difficulties,

and acquiring under the stern, but salutary teachings of privation

and endurance, a strength and vigor of character seldom imparted

by any other teachers.

CHAPTER IV.

John Daly was a lad after his father's own heart. He was

like a gnarled oak, and with little more refinement than tbe ani-

mal he drove. His "book lamin' " consisted in an ability to

read and write, with a slight knowledge of arithmetic, beyond

which, he had not the slighest ambition. He was active, indus-

trious and economical, allowing no opportunity of acquiring

money, which he valued above all things else, to pass unim-

proved. He was, of course, pretty well able to estimate the solid

charms of Sally Peabody, to whom, soon after obtaining his ma-

jority, he was united. Her father, according to promise, placing

the deed of the coveted fifty-acre lot in his possession, on his

wedding-morning.

The old man was delighted at this complete fulfilment of his

long- cherished scheme, and he spent nearly his whole time in a

rapturous glorification of John, and John's wife, mingled with

sundry doleful lamentations on the folly and laziness of that

*' pesky Joe," who would not be worth a tow shoe-string. In the

blindness of his rapture, he yielded to the hints of 'Squire Tea.-

tody^ a shrewd farmer, with a world of cant and cunning in his

composition, and a smooth, oily tongue, exactly calculated to

make it available,—on the wisdom of encouraging the young

folks, and making sure against interlopers, and gave his son a

deed of his estate, only exacting a life-lease in return.

For a time, all went on smoothly. But the old mau soon be-

gan to realize the truth of the old adage, " all is not gold that

glistens, nor silver that shines." Sally Peabody soon began to

assume imperious airs, talking loudly of her possessions, and in-

timating pretty plainly to the old couple that they were a bmden.

The old man was scolded incessantly for sitting in this place,

spitting in that, or smoking in the other; while Aunt Ilitty was

used as a mere domestic drudge. The poor old lady, naturally

feeble and timid, yitldcd in tearful silence to a despotism she had

not courage to resist; but the old man, who was made of sterner

stufi", battled manfully for his rights, and the old house became a

scene of constant and disgraceful contention. John Daly made a

few feeble efforts to assert his rightful authority and shield bis

parents from the storm, but his belligerent spouse soon brought

him to submission, and ruled triumphant mistress of the realm.

That "pesky Sally Peabody," was now as low as she had been

exalted in the old man's estimation, and bitter, as unavailing,

were the reproaches he heaped upon his own head, for his share

in adding this fire-brand to his house. His only consolation con-

sisted in. the letters of his silly Joseph, expressive of his sympathy

with their forlorn condition, and exhorting them to patience, until

he could aftbrd them relief.

A few miserable years were spent in this way, when a fresh

calamity was added to those assailing this afflicted household.

A few months after John Daly's marriage, while all was yet upon

velvet between the two families, the village of S w-as electri-

fied by the sudden arrival of Isaac Peabody, the 'squire's second

son, whose brilfiant career as a merchant in Boston had been for

several years the themo of his family's boast. He bad closed bus-

iness in the city, and had come to open a store in the village,

which should form a new era in country shop-keeping, into a

share of the profits of which, he would, from the purest fraternal

love, admit his brother-in-law.

The simple-minded John was delighted with the scheme, and

applied to his father for the loan of his surplus funds, but the old

man, more wary, at first refused. Young Peabody pretended to

be indifferent upon the subject, carelessly remarking that he had

better, of course, retain the entu-e profits in his own hands. He

afterwards, quite casually, hinted that the knowing ones consid-

ered the bank, in which his old friend's money was invested,

decidedly unsafe. The old man started, when Isaac hastened to

retract his error,—protesting that for his own part he had perfect

confidence in its stability. In the course of the next two or three

days, the conversation often turned, quite accidentally, of course,

upon banking operations, and such a frightful catalogue of fail-

ures, frauds, and ofiicial defalcations, was presented, that the

terrified old man, firmly believing all banking corporations to be

so many dens of banded robbers, declared his intention, of in-

stantly removing his money to a place of greater security. Isaac

condescendingly agreed to accept it, and soon a spacious, elegant

store, hearing the emblazoned sign of " Peabody, Dale & Co.,

commenced operations, under the most flattering auspices.

For three years all went on smoothly. Isaac Peabody, as bet-

ter skilled in operations, of course, managed the concerns of the

firm; while his father and Mr. Daly's son, secure of a golden

harvest from their investments, toiled patiently on their farms.

At this time, a number of accounts, connected with his former

business operations in the city, were forwarded to him, with an

importunate demand for immediate payment. He represented to

his partners, that he had a large amount of funds acquired by the

same operations, which he could not immediately collect, request-

ing them to sign notes to satisfy his creditors, until he could

render these dues available, which, he assured them, would re-

quire but a short time. This Mr. Daly positively refused to do,

but his father readily consented, and John did not hesitate to

copy so good an example.

A year, perhaps, had passed, when one fine morning, two sus-

picious-looking characters made their appearance, inquirmg for

Isaac Peabody, but that gentleman could no'where be found, and

upon entering the store, it was discovered to be entirely empty.

They then proceeded to demand of his partners immediate pay-

ment of certain notes, together with his three last purchases of

goods. It was found to be impossible to collect any part of this

demand of 'Squire Peabody, he having a short time previous dis-

posed of his whole estate to a friend, devoting, as he alleged, the

products to the payment of his own private debts. The whole

burden, therefore, came upon John Daly, sweeping his entire

estate, the savings of years of labor and privation, at one fell

swoop, and leaving our aged friends entirely destitute.

A scene of violence and recrimination ensued which baffles

description. The old man reviled his son as the author of his

calamities, who, in turn, retorted. But the most indignant, and

in her own estimation, most ill-used, of all concerned, was Mrs.

Sally, who mourned the loss of her large dowry in the most

piteous manner, unceasingly reproaching her husband and his

father as the cause of her and her "dear, unfortunate brother's"

misfortune.

The old man's only means of support now consisted in his

life-lease, which, as he had neither signed the notes, nor belonged

to the firm, was still available. He advanced his claim, but upon

examination, no record of it could be discovered, while that of

the deed on which it was based, was found.

" I sent it by father Peabody, to be recorded," said John, when

applied to on the subject, " and I thought for sartain, I threw

both papers together, into the recorder's office, but I 'spose the

lease slipped out," was the lucid explanation to the old man.

This cruel and unexpected blow was more than the poor old

man could endure. When the fatal truth was revealed to him,

he stood for a moment in mute despair, and then sank senseless

to the ground, and only revived to writhe in infant weakness upon

his couch. A physician was called in, who pronounced his dis-

ease to be fever, of a most malignant character, superinduced by

anxiety and grief, and highly infectious. Mrs. Sally instantly

took the alarm, and in spite of the timid remonstrances of her

weak husband, and the tears and agonized entreaties of Aunt
Hitty, the old man was carried to an out-house, to die, with none

but the old lady to tend him,—the neighbors neither daring to

interfere or approach him, for fear of infection.

Four days the old man raved in all the delirium of fever. A
thousand wild fancies, now delightful, and anon most horrible,

hurried through his brain. 'Now he was toying upon flowery

banks with angels; then chased by devils through hot and arid

plains, where there was neither rest nor shelter. He lived over

again the days of his childhood, with all its pastimes, tasks, and

accidents; the exalting aspirations of youth, and the sterner toils

of manhood, while the faces of those he had known, peered at

him in all directions. But above all, arose the image of one sweet

face, which looked pityingly on him, and had power to soothe

and Ciilm his most phrenzied fancies. At last he slept—a long

slcep,^and awoke to find the same sweet face bending over him
with anxious tenderness. He started, half believing be was still

delirious, but the cooling draught presented to his lips, and the

soft voice, convinced him it was indeed Alice Winter, who was
bending over him.

"I came to idsit uncle Brigham" (she and her mother had left

his house to reside with another relative, two years previous,)

said she, in answer to bis eager inquiry, "and found them all

absent on a journey. I strolled out, and attracted by your groans,

came to you, and have been here two days. I have just persuaded

Aunt Hitty, who is quite worn down with fatigue and excitement,

to seek a little repose; and you must not tease me wir,h questions,

but swallow this draught, and go directly to sleep;" and the old

man took tbe cooling liquid, and fixing his eyes upon the sweet

image, fearful if he removed them, it might vanish into mist, sank

into a deep and peaceful slumber.

" What a fool I was," said he, to the blushing, smiling Alice,

as two weeks after, she bade him adieu,—convalescent and com-
fortable, under the shelter of her uncle's roof, to which the good

parson, regardless of infection, had removed him immediately

upon his return—" to vally that pesky, spiteful Sally Peabody,

above you. If that boy, Joe, of mine, don't marry you, he 'U bo

as big a fool as I thought he was for wantin' to."

CHAPTER V.

A FEW weeks subsequent, the old man received a letter from

his son Joseph, stating that the case was not as hopeless as they

bad at first supposed. By the greatest exertions he had suc-

ceeded in tracing Isaac Peabody to a gambling-bouse, where he

arrested him, but bad failed to obtain any money. He had, how-

ever, gained a clue, by which he believed he could prove the

'squire's sale of his estate had been fraudulent, in which case he

hoped to reclaim a pittance, sufficient for the present wants of

his parents.

In due time the cause came on for trial, Joseph acting as the

old man's counsel. It was managed with great tact and skill by

the young lawyer, whose plea was admitted on all sides, to be a

brilliant efii^ort. As his father stood with open mouth and fixed

eye, listening to the words of burning eloquence which fell from

his lips, hardly realizing that the brilliant, animated and graceful

being who held his audience spell-bound, swaying the hearts of

the multitude as one man, could indeed be his once despised and
disinherited, but now almost worshipped son, he forgot his own
pecuniary interest in the affair, and glorified only in his triumph.

" Only think, Hitty," said he, when describing the scene to his

wife, "of our Joe's being a raal lawyer, and standing up before

the judge and the folks, and talking so smart. It would have

done your heart good to hear him," and Aunt Hitty smiled a

proud, glad smile, and wished she had been there.

The case was fairly made out, proving the existence of a vile

conspiracy, and the Peabodys were forced to disgorge a portion

of their booty. Our aged friends obtained (for Joseph had be-

fore undertaking it, stipulated with John that the deed should be

given to his father,) a small but comfortable house, erected a few

years previous for a tenant, and twenty acres of land.

" I can't help crying," said the old man, as he was taking his

leave, after seeing them installed in their new home, " and almost

frighten myself for disinheritin' and turnin' you out doors, as it

were, for wantin' to get lamin', that has made such a man of

you, and now to think that we should have starved, if"

"Don't think of it, father," interrupted Joseph, "you did it

for the best, and it has proved for the best, for it has mr de a mau
of me. I am still poor, but my business is now good, and I hope

in a few years to provide a home for my parents."

The Dalys had spent perhaps three years in their new home,
when the old man entered the house one morning with a letter in

his hand.
*' Only think, Hitty," said he, "our Joe has married the gov-

ernor's darter, and they are coming here to-morrow. She be-

longs to some rich, grand family, I spose, but I'd rather he'd
married little Alice Winter, with not a cent. I'm afraid, Hitty

the boy's f;roiving proud."

Aunt Hitty rejoiced at the idea of seeing her beloved son, and
knew she ought to welcome any bride he might bring; but she

felt rather shy of the governor's daughter, and she mourned that

her sweet Alice was not to call her mother.

In due time, next day, the carriage drove up to the door, and
Joseph alighting, proceeded to hand out a lady. The old couple

advanced rather timidly to greet the " governor's darter," who
turning towards them, disclosed the smiling countenance of Alice

Winter. Throwing her arras around their necks, she kissed

them, whispering in the old man's ear

:

" You will forgive me."

" And bless you, too. I 'm so glad Hitty kept me from finish-

ing that oath," murmured he, his thoughts reverting involuntarily

to the past.

The Rev. Mr. Brigham soon called to welcome his expupil
and niece. He had purchased the old house, into which it was
rumored he was soon to remove, and he now invited his friends

to witness his improvements. Aunt Hitty had never visited it

since her removal, and she felt rather reluctant to go; but she

could not refuse the pastor, and they set out. Upon enterin'^ the

house, they were surprised to find the old furniture there, each
article occupying its usual place, and the pastor placed the climax
upon their astonishment, by informing them that he had acted

only as the agent of Joseph, who now presented it to them. The
old man sobbed like a child, exclaiming

:

" Only think, Hitty, the dear old house is onrn again."

And then Aunt Hitty, unable to speak, kissed her son in tear-

ful silence.

The mystery of the "governor's daughter" was soon ex-

plained. Mrs. Winter had been reconciled to her husband's

family, by whom he had been diso^vned in consequence of his

marriage. Her uncle, who was governor of Massachusetts, beintj

childless, had adopted Alice, which Joseph, willing to surprise

his parents, had purposely left unexplained.

A day or two after his arrival, Joseph, who had more than
once made anxious inquiries respecting the mails, entered with a
letter, which he gave his father, who rushed into the next room
exclaiming

:

" Only think, Hitty, our Joe, here, is made a judge !"

Aunt Hitty raised her eyes to his face with a proud sraile, but

the Rev. Mr. Brigham, pointing to the window, said, in a mean-
ing tone

:

*' And there is John, digging potatoes at the halves."

FAME.
Absurd ! to think to overreach the grsTe,
And from the wreck of names to rescue onrs;
The best concerted schemes men lay for fame
Die fiiat away ; only themselves die faster.

—

Blair.
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CHIEF JUSTICE SHAW.
This distiii^'uished jurist is now about 70 years

of ni;c- ilt5 WfiH horn in Barnstable, Mass., and
praduatcd at Cambridge in 1800. He was ap-

pointed to the beneh in 1829, and has, since fill-

ing this responsible situation, acquitted himself

in a manner to elicit universal praise from the

members of the lej^ul profession and the citizens

gonerally. Of a man still in our midst, and so

well known as Hon. Lemuel Shaw, chief Justice,

it would seem to be a work of Bupercroj^ation to

attempt a lengthened description. Our artist

has given us a very perfect likeness of the origi-

nal, for which we are indebted to Southworth

& Hawcs, daguerrean artists, Tiomont Kow

—

an establishment, by the by, thai we most cor-

dially recommend to our readers. Mr. Shaw is

still a hale and earty man, and capable of en-

during much and continued fatigue, which his

arduous profession demands of him at all times.

In his private life he is eminently domestic in

feeling, and is a kind and atlectionate husband

and father, commanding the respect and love of

all about him. His energy of character, appli-

cation, study, and careful det ision of legal ques-

tions appertaining to his office of chief justice,

have done much to elevate the character of the

bench in Massachusetts, as well as to further the

cause of justice througtiout the land.

AUHTUALIA.
Although Australia was discovered by the

Dutch in 1606, and was subsequently explored

by several Spanish and English navigators, in-

cluding Cook, it was not until 1788 that it was
settled^ and then only as a penal colony. The
first batch of convicts, the "forefathers" of

Australia, arrived at Botany Bay on the 20th of

January, 1788. They numbered 565 men and
192 women—all convicts, and a military force of

200 men, together with 40 women, the wives of

soldiers. Captain Phillips was the first Governor.
The colonists landed at Botany Bay. Although
this place had received its name from the abun-
dant vegetation found on its shores by Captain Cook, the adja-

cent country was found to be barren, and unsuited to a settle-

ment. The Governor consequently saUed for Fort Jackson,
where on the 26th of January, the foundation of Sydney, the

capital of New South Wales, was laid. At first, it was sustained

by supplies from the mother country, and oftentimes the colon-

ists were in danger of starvation, owing to the non-arrival of sup-

ply ships. About this time, voluntary emii^jrants began to arrive,

but they were, generally speaking, of dissolute habits, and not
much better than the convicts. Government, however, adopted
the policy of encouraging this description of emigration, by lib-

eral grams of land. For many years the settlement increased

but sloivly in population, and the males greatly preponderated
over the females. To remedy this evil, government sent out
whole ship loads of abandoned females, who were eagerly taken
up on their arrival, but as might have been expected compara-
tively few of them became good wives and mothers. The next
move of the British (.overnment was to hold out inducements for

persons of respectable character and standing, and capitalists, to

emigrate to Australia. Large tracts of land wt-re granted to set-

tlers who took out their families, and as many servants were
allowed them from among the convicts as they required, at merely
nominal wages. Provisions for six months were also given to

the settler. As the terms of service of the convicts expired, they
were encouraged to remain in the colony, and many of them
became good and useful citizens. In the meantime, settlements

were made by voluntary emigration in other parts of Australia.

South of New South Wales a new colony was established in

1838, called Port Philip or Victoria. This was annexed to New
South Wales. South Australia, another colony west cif these was
first settled in 1834. A colony was founded on Swan River, in

West Australia, in 1829, and attempts have been made to colo-

nize Korthern or inter-tropical Australia, though wo believe.

PORTRAIT OF CHEEF JUSTICE SHAW,

without success. The state of society in New South Wales is

low and demoralized. The better classes hold themselves aloof

from the convicts, and also from the emancipationists, as those

are termed who have served out their sentences. In Victoria,

there is a much better class of population. This colony was set-

tled by voluntary emigrants. It contains several flourishing

towns, the most important of which, Melbourne, the capital, is a
beautiful city, containing, before much mining began, over 20,000
inhabitants. It has churches, chantable institutions, Sunday and
day schools, and supports fournewspapers. Society in this colony
has genenerally been as highly cultivated^ and as moral and peace-
able as is usually found in anew settlement. Australia contained
in March, 1851, a population of 380,000, divided as follows:

New South Wales, 200,000; Port Philip, or Victoria, 70,000;
South Australia, or Adelaide, 70,000; Swan River, or Western
Australia, 10,000 ; and 30.000 aborigines. These natives are classed

very low in the scale of humanity. They are small of stature, of

a chocolate colored complexion, and have thick lips and eyes

small, black, and deep set. They are treacherous and deceitful,

but timid, and are arrant thieves. Holding everything in com-
mon, they know no distinction between meum and titum. They
live on roots, herbs, insects, worms, and anything which promises
nutriment, and exist in bark huts, rudely constructed. They
seem incapable of civilization. Although every effort has been
made by missionaries and others to ameliorate their condition,

they are rapidly disappearing. When the country was first colo-

nized, they were shot down by the settlers like wild beasts. Lat-
terly they have contracted many of the pernicious habits and
appetites of the whites, and have become addicted to the use of
strong drinks. These and other causes have reduced their num-
ber from 100,000, the estimated number when the Europeans first

came among them, to 20,000. In accordance with the well-estah-

lished law of nature, as exemplified in the North American Indi-

ans and the Sandwich Islanders, these lower
types of humanity are giving way to the higher,
and strangely enough their extermination is

brought about by imitating the vices of the su-

perior race. The government of New South
Wales is vested in a Governor and two Councils.
The Governor is the executive, and is assisted
by a council, consisting of the highest officers of
the government. He also shares the legislative

power with another council, in part appointed
by the crown, from among the principal settlers

and persons, and partly elected as representa-
tives by the people. The Governor has the
initiative of all laws, which when passed must
be approved by the British Parliament and by
the Queen. Agriculture, prior to the great rush
for gold, was in a very flourishing condition.

The principal branch of this department of in-

dustry is sheep and cattle raising. This has
been pursued with such success that Australia

has become the greatest wool-producing country
in the world. The growth of tliis pursuit from
a small beginning is remarkable. None of the

domestic animals are natives of the island. A
few sheep of an inferior breed were introduced

at the time of the first settlement of the country.
Their fleece improved wonderfully in the rich

pastures, and in 1803 a few pure merinos were
procured. From these have sprung the count-

less flocks. Horses and horned cattle have in-

creased nearly as rapidly. In 1788, there were
only seven horses, seven horned cattle and twen-
ty-nine sheep on the island. Now there are

113,895 horses, 1,752,852 cattle, (exclusive of
large herds in a wild state, the produce of es-

trays), and 11,660,819 sheep. Large numbers
of these animals are now annually sent out of

the country, and their hides and tallow also figure

larerely in the exports. Over 20,000,000 pounds
of wool are annually produced on the island.

There are now 163,669 acres of land in cultiva-

tion, and over 5,000,000 acres have been granted

or leased for pasturing purposes. About two
millions of bushels of the various grains, 15,000

tons of potatoes, 305,900 pounds of tobacco, and 37,795 tons of

hay were raised in 1848. The grape is extensively cultivated,

from which both wine and brandy are manufactured. Much in-

terest has been manifested in agricultural improvement, and agri-

cultural and horticultural exhibitions are frequently held at

Sydney. The discovery of gold, and the commencing scarcity of

labor, have given a check to agricultural progress which, how-
ever, will probably be but temporary. It is probable that for two
or three years to come the production of wool will be materially

reduced, but as the mills of Great Britain derive their principal

supplies from Australia, the high prices which will result from a
short product will again make sheep husbandry remunerative to

both employers and employed.

—

Boston Journal.
^ < -^m^ »

STKAjMSHIP city of 3IA1VCHESTER,

This splendid steamship, just added to the Philadelphia line

of European packets, was received, on the occasion of her first

arrival at the City of Brotherly Love, with extraordinary tokens

of joy. She was warmly greeted by a large collection of spec-

tators that lined the wharves. The shipping along the river front

were gaily bedecked with flags in honor of the occasion. Through-
out the day the huge bulk and beautiful proportions of the Man-
chester were gazed at with admiration by thousands. Her dimen-
sions are 27-1 feet on deck, 37 feet 9 inchfs breadth of beam, her
entire length from jib-boom to spanker boom is 339 feet, and her

burthen is 2125 tons. The Philadelphians may well be proud of
this splendid steamer, destined to ply between their port and
Liverpool. It is one of the most significant tokens of the aston-

ishing growth of the commercial interests of this country, that

this line of steamers has been so readily established, and also

that it can be made, as the prospect so abundantly promises, to

pay those capitalists embarked in the enterprise from the very
outset of the commencement of operations.

PROPELLER STEAMSHIP "CITY OF MANCHESTERj" OF THE LIVERPOOL AND PHILADELPHU LINE, ROUNDINO TO HER BERTH.
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CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NUMBER.
" The Pirate's Dungeon." a story, by Liedtesant Mdbray.
"Cucumbers for Brefikfa.'it." amirtlifiii sketch, by the Old *U:f.

' The Clergyman's Love.'' a tale, by Mrs. E. 0. Loterinq.
" Reminiscences of Dogdays,'" by Ura. E Wellmont.
*' The Ocean Child." a poem, by J. Alford.
" That strain is saddened now," verses, by W. Cowpza Williamb.
*' SuiDzas, by Charles H. Stewart.
" Linea to ," by -v. A Fogg.
" Love," a poem, by laADELLA R. Btrke.
"Address to Time," by Frankun S. C. IIorlbut.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
A fine view of the pioneer steamer of the American line, the S. S. Lewis, just

completed, and inteoded to run between Boston and Liverpool.

A large and capital view of the exterior of the transept of the Great Exhibi-

tion building in Hyde Fark, London. A m;tgnificent picture.

The late Regatta at Marblehead, will be handsomely and artistically repre-

eented, with the Boston, Salem, and Marblehead yachts that participated

iu the race.

A beautiful view, giving an exhibition scene as performed by a portion of

the Ojibwa tribe of Indians recently, in this city.

View of Belvidere Hall, the summer residence of Mr. F. Gleason, pleasantly

situated on the West Roxbury and Dorchester line, with an attendant liew of

the summer-house.

An engraving repre.senting the University of Wisconsin.

The fearful scene of the late Massacre of fifty Americans, at Havana, by the

bloody-minded Spaniards, as actually sketched upon the spot, and furnished

for us by an eye-witness.

A view of the steamer Europa, as she appeared running down the fishiog-

echoouer Florence. This is a beautiful engniving.

A new likeness of Mrs. Mowatt, as she lately appeared in Lucia de Lammer-
moor, at the Howard Athenteum, in this city.

The Peace Maker, being the duplicate of Commodore Stockton's immense
Gun, will be represented.

View of the clipper brig J. A. Jereson.

GLEASON'S PUBLISHIAG HALL.

"We present the readers of the Pictorial, on the first page of

the present number, an exact representation of our exrensive

publishing establishment. We have had the building drawn by

our artist, and present it herewith, because we have thought that

it would interest our distant subscribers to see the "hive "in

which our strong corps of operatives produce the paper that we

send to you weekly. For extent, convenience and locality, we

think the establishment unrivalled. On the basement^ or first

floor are six large presses, and we have also two additional presses

now building for us. On the same floor is the boiler and engine,

engineer and fireman's department ; and here the heavy mechani-

cal part of the work is done. On the second, or street floor, is

situated the proprietor's private otTice, the cashier and head book-

keeper's department, and the grand publishing hall, where our cur-

rent business, packing, directing, etc., is done. On the third floor

is the editor's sanctum, and the composition rooms where the pa-

pers are put in type, and the proof-reading, etc., performed. On

the fourth floor, are the rooms devoted to the engraving of the cuts

furnished for our columns. Next comes the bookbindery, where the

Pictorial is bound ; and still above that, the electrotype factory,

where all our wooden blocks receive their copper form, before

printing. Besides these regular departments named, there are

rooms occupied by our artists and designers ; rooms for girls

employed to fold the paper ; apartments for the filing of our

plates, and other material for re-printing ;—altogether forming an

extensive and most thoroughly complete establishment, the whole

giving constantremployment in the building to some hundred and

fifty persons. Those of our readers abroad, having now seen

the exterior of our establishment, are cordially invited, when

they visit the city, to make us a call, and see the internal arrange-

ments. At ."some future day, we may give engravings of the

various interior departments of the same.

Queer Freak of Natdrk.—A correspondent of the Salem

Gazette states that there is an old lady in that city who two years

ago lost all her hair. About a year since a new growth ( om-

mem^ed, and her head is now, at seventy six years of age, en-

tirely covered with hair, about seven inches long, of a dark chest-

nut color, and of as healthy and glossy appearance as that of

young ladies of sixteen. Nature deserves a puff.

Kkv. Hose*. Ballou.—Father Ballon, as he is universally

called, though in the eighty first year of his age, preaohes every

Sabhath, frequently journeying hundreds of miles to fill appoint-

ments, and these being made for many weeks in advance. Mr.

Ballou is as fluent a speaker and as logical a reasoner now as he

was fifty years ago. His is a life of usefulness.

Gle.*.30n'8 PicTotiiAi. DaAWtNG-RooM CoMPANiOK is the mo!t superb print in
the United States—indeed it far exc-eJs anything ever before attempted this

ide of London. It is the best printed, most heiiutifully illustrated, and con-
taius the choicest reading matter of any new3p;iper in the world, and canuot
fail to have the largest circulation of any weekly paper in the Onion.—Jour-
no/, Delphi, Indiana.

DAjVDYIS3I.

There are certain popular prejudices against which philosophy

may vainly struggle. Dressing well may be denounced as un-

worthy of high intellect, but so long as the world turns on its

axis, people will be prepossessed in favor of a clean shirt, a neat

and well-brushed coat, a smart cravat and polished boots. It is

an undeniable fact that a slovenly man is universally regarded

with distrust. The uniform of a soldier goes in for a large share

of that enthusiasm which leads men into the deadly breach and

the very cannon's mouth. But there is a wide difference between

mere neatness and propriety of dress, and dandyism ; and while

a proper regard for externals will always secure a certain amount

of respect, an undue attention to them will be visited with cen-

sure and contempt.

The adorning of its exterior casing is a matter unworthy to

be the engrossing theme of an immortal soul, and the mind that

rivets itself upon the cut of a coat, the fall of a pantaloon, or the

tie of a cravat, one would think must be of very small calibre

;

yet dandyism may exist in fraternity with genius—perhaps the

passion for dress may be regarded as one of its peculiar eccen-

tricities. Petrarch was a dandy, and Byron, at one time, was

certainly a dandy; and so was Bulwer. D'Israeli, the younger,

is described as a magnificent dandy, with an extraordinary taste

for gorgeous jewelry. And does not America boast of Willis,

whose dandyism is not confined to dress, but shines conspicuous

in the literary style of his prose paragraphs'?

In vain does the world sneer at " man-milliners," '* tailor-made

men," and " walking advertisements of the fashions." Dandies

have existed from time immemorial, and will continue to exist.

They may be seen on the two-shilling side of Broadway, on the

western sidewalk of Washington Street, amidst the smiling belles

of Chestnut Street, in Bond Street and Regent Street, the Italian

boulevard at Paris, the linden walk of Berlin, the Prado of Vien-

na, the Corso of Rome, nay, on the quarter-deck, the " tented

field," and even on the prairies of the far West; for dandyism

is by no means confined to civilized countries, but shines in the

" barbaric pearls and gold " of the east, and the flaming plumes

and eagle feathers of the western Indian. A Camanche dandy

in his war paint is a very striking object. Every touch of ochre

and vermilion is put on with the care of a faded beauty repairing

the ravages of time by rouge.

The Indian warrior's lance is polished like a mirror, every

feather in its shaft is laid in order, and his horse's coat is groomed

to the glossiness of satin. The crimson scalp-locks that fringe

his bridle reins, are combed and oiled to the last degree of per-

fection, and he is as proud of his appointments as Murat, the

military dandy of Napoleon's grand army. What a contrast, by

the way, did the " handsome swordsman," with his gorgeous

uniform loaded with embroidery and jewels, present to the " little

corporal" who rode beside him in his gray riding coat and plain

cocked hat ! Murat, in his last moments, was most anxious

about his personal appearance after death, and told the firing

party to whom was entrusted the business of his execution, to

"spare his head and aim at his heart!"

" One would n't, sure, be frightful when one's dead

;

And, Betty, give this cheek a little red."

Another distinguished dandy was Prince Esterhazy, the jewels

on whose coat were worth a prince's ransom. Every time he wore

it he lost five thousand dollars worth of precious stones. Of

course it only appeared on great occasions. Such are a few

reflections on dandyism.

A NOVEL DEFEXCE.

Every one is well aware of the present miserable condition of

the "eternal city;" racked and torn by internal discord, and

misruled and oppressed by the popish authority that reigns over

it. The French soldiery, sent hither ostensibly to sustain the

pope, seem to be struggling with the " head of the church," for

the supremacy, while the revolutionists still look forward to the

" good time coming," holding their secret meetings as best they

may, and keeping alive the dying embers of freedom and patriot-

ism that not long &ince burst forth in a blaze. We find in one

of our exchange papers an account of a priest, who, having been

suspected of favoring the democrats, was arrested and brought

before the standing court-martial, for examination. In all pro-

bability he was guilty of the charge brought against him, but the

amusing and novel defence which he made before the court saved

his life. He replied to the inquisitors as follows :

"Gracious airs 1" said he, "all which vour honors have an id about the demo-
cratic committees, and the societies for the overthrow of monarchies, and the
pass-\yord9 and the countersigns, in altogether new to me. Your honors know
best, but I never he.ird anything about it before. Still, your honors, though I

do not know much about cuch thiugn, I alwa\s suppo.-ed that an pmi.i.<ary

frcrai such great societies would have mojif.y. But now, your houorw, all I

have in the world is this gulden schtin (eighteen cents) and live pfennings 1

Uesides, I always have heard that these great conioiitti^es choose careful men,
who can l^eep si-cret.*. But your honors know I drink! I never could keep
anything to myfelf ! I always have been a dolt! and jour honors can see it I'

RoDOLPHO:OR, THE MiBTERT OF Vbnice.—Thls Capital

Story, just completed in the Pictorial Drawing-Roora Companion,

is now issued in book form, and may be had at any of the peri

odical depots. Persons desiring to send a capital story to their

friends in ihe country, should procure a copy of Rodolpho.

Origin.—Texas derives its name from an Indian word, signi-

fyin ; beau'iful, and it is well applied.

Cooking.—The ancient cooks carried their art to the most

whimsical perfection. They were able to serve up a whole pig

boiled on one side and roasted on the other.

In this city, by Rev. Dr. Church, Mr Edward H. Weston to Miaa Elizabeth
Peterson.
By Rev. Dr Blagden. Mr. John P. Eager to Miss Ann E. Withlngton.
By Rev. Dr. Neale, Mr. George R. Rollins to Mips Harriet Pike.
By Rev. Mr. Banvard, Mr. Charles W. Miller to Miss Nancy M. NorcroiB,

of Salem

.

By Uev. Mr. Porter, Mr. Gilbert S. Baker to Miss Sarah M. McTntire.
At Cbarlestown, by Rev. Mr. Townley, Mr. Enoch Clark to Mies Sarah

Gamell. both of Boston.
At Cambridge, by Itev. Dr. Prior, Mr. John Duncan to Miss Jane LiUie,

of Vermont.
At Dorchester, by "Rer. Mr. Means, Capt. Isaac Lucas to Miss Mary C.

D. Tremlett.
At Brookline, by Rev. Mr. F. D. Huntingdon, Mr. Albert A. Cobb to Miss

Mary R. Candler, of Marblehead.
At Brighton, by Rev, Mr. Swasey,Mr. J. B. Patten, of Boston, to Miaa Lucy

P. Smith.
At Hingham, Mr, Cha's B. Wilder, of Boston, to Miss Zelinda L Humphrey.
At Newburyport. by Rev. Mr. Washburn, Mr. John M. Brown, of Boston,

to Miss Sarah J. Ivers.

At Worcester, bv Rev. Mr. Tilotson, Mr. Thomdike P. Allyn to Miss Maria
L. Munyan, both of Chelsea.

In this city, William F Wyman, 19; Mrs. Margaret G. Bobbins, 62; John
Biuney, 20 ; Mrs, \deline D. S. Cummings : William Pitt3, 19 ; Mr. Richard J.

Morrissey, 27 ; Mrs. Francis L. Heard, 50.

At East Boston, Mr. Josiah Kendrick. 42.

At North Cheleea, Joseph Stowers, Esq , SO.

At Newton, Mr. Btnjamin M. Watson, 71.

At Concord, Mrs Elmira Jewell, of Boston, 22.

At Plymouth. Mrs Harriet G, VV. Avery, 35.

At Taunton, Mrs Lydia Bassett, 92.

At Ipswich. John Staniford. Esq , 71.

At Hinsdale. Capt. N. Washburn, 97.

At Worcester, Mr. O.^good Whittier, of Readfield, Maine, 37.

At Providence, Rhode Island, Levi Wheaton, M D , 91.

At Brattleboro', Vermont, Kev. Mr. Ansel Nash. 63.

At Shoreham, Vermont, Mnjor Noah Callender, 83.

At Hyde Park, Vermont. Major RusseU B. Hyde, 64.

At Hancock, New Hampshire, Lieutenant John Brooks, 91.

At Camden, Maine, Mr. Ebenezer Cleaveland, 66.

At Chelsea, Maine, Mr. Abner H Pease, of New Bedford, Massachusetts, 37.

At New York, Mrs. Hetty Coleman, 84
At Philadelphia. Mr Charles C. Barton, 39.

At Cincinnati, Mrs. Abigail White, 77.

Lovesick.—In Chaucer's works there are at least thirty thou-

sand verses which may he said to be dedicated to love

!

Vert teue,—The most positive men are the most likely to err.

GLEASOX'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2a, and 3d, BOUND.

We have Volumes 1st, 2d, and 3d, of The Pictorial Drawing-Koox
Companion, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined

.sides, forming a superb and most attnictive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Hundred Pages, and containing nearly

One rH0D3AM> KxijRAVi^Jf.s of Men, Manners, and current Events all over the

world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe ; of famou.s Citief, and beautiful

Villages; of Pageants at home and abroad; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in

short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instrucrive subject." ; with an
ILLDMiSBD Title Page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume,

Be.siile8 the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of

original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-

ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-

ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our ^Vholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Thr^e DoHan. per volume.

t^' /M ^^ ^^^P^'ip^^
GLEASON'S PICTORIAL

Drnttttirg^llciotti: Com^rtnton, 5

;i A Record of the heautiful and useful in Aj-t. /

? The object of this paper is to prpient, in the most elegant and »Tail- ?
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[Written for GlcuHon's Plutorkl.]

THE MOUNTAIN STREAM.

BV MnS. ELIPIIALET GURRIEn.

Ono Ilttlo drop—but na oryetal puro,

And brit;ht (is tho HUnbcsaiiiH lie

—

OurihcJ forth from tho lofty mouutalu'H elilo,

And loolwJ to the mighty sea.

Tho jouruey wits long—Hwiw a tortuoua path,

And marked wiia tho wiiy hotwecn

With heda of hot and thlrnty sand,

And the deep and wh[t« ravine.

Tho sun a myriad flery toDftiiPB

Threw out o'er the mountain side;

And tlie bird and the hitinmlng-hee roamed whoro

Gushed out tho purest tide.

Wooingly cnnio the soft, Bouth wind,

With a ki89 and a gentio sigh
;

And a whito-wingcd cloud sailed fast to tho east,

And beckoned it up to tho nicy.

The unstained breast of tho vpild-flower throbbed,

Its gentle embrace to win
;

Will it Reck—that little trembling drop-

To find tho distant miiin ?

It wandera on, for that drop welled up

From a hejirt that was deep and strong

;

And now down tlie psith it so gently rolled,

A torrent flows along

—

Whose loud, deep Toicej whose chainless tide,

la felt in the mighty sea
;

Speaks it a word—that mountain stream—

Thou trembling heart, to thee?

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

CHAT ABOUT WATERING PLACES.

BY MRS. E. WELLMOWT.

"Pleasure seekers," said Miss Henderson, "most generally

frequent watering places." I shall never forget the air and style

of some whom I met last summer at Saratoga. There is always

a rush at the most fashionable Hotel during dog-days. But let

me tell you, there is a heavy penalty to be paid in this clashing

society. To blaze and shine, one must be continually on the

qui five. You must dress and dance, you must ride and sport,

you must eat and drink (oftentimes something more exhilarating

than Congress water), you must content yourself with taking a

bed at a late hour, and keeping it to a late one, and then the

stereotyped enjoyments of to-day are varied little from yesterday,

unless some "particularinterestingfriend from the South" appears,

who is resolved on a flirtation, in which case, the more slaves he

owns the more the managing motliers are on tip-toe to secure him.

Young ladies here " come out " early ; often being in full bloom

at sweet sixteen ; and I have seen many such a one who could

brave dangers which their grandmothers would shrink, and whiff

off a cigar with all the ease of an inveterate smoker—those vile

articles which are made in Havana, and termed " ladies' cigars."

Then there is such a grand display of rich materials for dresses,

such a quantity of jewelry—and even this must be changed every

few days—and the poor souls are so constantly on the stretch to

rival and eclipse some cortege, that they really have not time to

draw a long breaih during their sojourn at the " United States."

Every luxury, every device of fancy, and every work of art, is

here furnished by the obliging caterers who manage this concern.

"A short life and a merry one " is well carried out.

At " Union Hall," jou are always sure of meeting with a more

sedate but quite as aristocratic a company. People who are less

enthusiastic come here to recreate, who will not endure the abandon

of mere fashion, but have more of a literary taste, and are dubbed

as Doctors of Divinity, Law and Medicine, here hold social con-

verse. Such people discuss matters very philosophically—they

often have long arguments to ascertain the precise difference

" 'tween tweedle-dum and twecdle-dee." After a short sojourn,

the company scatters, and you find these same people by the side

of a seashore, or near a mountain-top ; for they well understand

such changes are more refreshing than continuance in a mere

fashionable resort. It is a curious fact that you rarely meet with

long faces—however the wrinkles may have gathered in former

years they do not gain upon them now; old people are as merry

and light hearted, as full of jokes and stories as their grand-child-

ren, and often make the entertainment for greedy listeners.

Madame smooths down her gray hairs, and Monsieur fits his wig

closely, and such people never discourse upon the infirmities of

age. The process of renewal is going on.

Now we will take a peep into Sharon Springs. Do you wish

to see some of the most wealthy families from the South, some of

the nobility from the East—you have arrived at just the right

spot. Here are people most richly attired, but there are no gaudy

flaunting dresses, ihe frivolous and the vain are rarely found here,

but true Chesierfieldian graces wiihout the stiffness and hauteur

which belong to the mock gentleman or lady. Here are genuine,

poli.nhed, polite and dignified men and women. They are not

worried to death, lest they should not find their money's worth of

pleasure ; but each contributes his share to the rational and intel-

lectual enjoyment of tlie other, and you feel how far removed from

true happiness are the frivolous and giddy in the maze of f:ashion

when compared with such agreeable and profitable intercourse.

The Pavilion Hotel is the place for refined society, after all. But

then we must not forget

Lebanon Springs, with its quiet enjoyments and home-like

comforts. They are very attractive. And such a temperature is

rarely found ! Sit yourself down at tho window of the Hotel,

and take one long gaze at the verdant landscape that Btretches as

far as tlie cyo can glance. Did you ever behold such beautiful

hills, such durk rich valleys ! And ere long an invigorating

atmosphere elevates your spirits, and you feel well repaid (or tho

time here spent in the clnsticlty of your whole phyHicul being.

The gentlemen well remember the excellent trout-fishing they

here enjoyed, and the sportive circumstances which always attend

aquatic excursions. " Caldwell's" is t/ie House; but at Slierrill's

Lake House there is nothing to complain of unless it be good

good company and excellent fare.

And surely we ought to give a full square to our own favorite

Newport— for hundreds will attest that this throws all other

watering places in tlic shade. At a single glance one is ready to

exclaim, " every body is here,"—for in fact every calling and

profession, besides an infinite number without any, are here. The
invalid son or daughter is attended by the whole family ; for the

breeze which so cools and refreshes the sick, is equally grateful

to tho healthy. The bathing and ocean-like air siirs up one's

inactivity, and the society awakens the intellectual faculties! I

doubt whether an ignorant person enjoys much at Newport—at

all events he loses a great deal—but still the attractions of show in

dress and equipage can be indulged in, and some of the grosser

pleasures will mingle with the refined ones.

Whether the travelling citizens of our community are always

to find their chief enjoyments at such distances from home, we
will not prophesy. But why the extended beaches, close to our

own doors, should be deserted, is indeed singular. Nahant, to be

sure, has its annual devotees
; but who expatiates upon the luxuri-

ous rides on Chelsea Beach, or speaks much about Nantasket, or

Rockport. or Swampscot ? Then we have just been introduced to

a little gem in our harbor called Long Island, which, if its close

proximity do not destroy its enchantment, may become a fashion-

able resort. And then have we not our own capes, in every one

of which there are points of interest and refreshing gales enough

to cool the most fevered brow. All we have to do is to establish

such places as "fashionable resorts," and we have accomplished

all we can desire. Fancy balls and grand fetes will quickly follow.

But I fear many of my readers will only exclaim with a sigh,

that we are forced to remain at the

Ihme Springs.— After all I do not know that you lose much,
provided these springs are conducted on the right principle ; for

amidst all the glitter and festive enjoyment at such places as we
have enumerated, we are soon satiated and cloyed with the pro-

fusion. "We grow dizzy with whirling in the dance, we become
wearied with dressing like butterflies, we are impatient under a

sort of fashionable restraint, and even become dyspeptic amidst

ocean gales; and the moment disease seizes us, at one of these

gay Hotels, we would give all we possess for the quiet of our own
homes. Now and then, too, we have sad instances of sudden

removals
; and to one who has been an eye-witness to the bereave-

ment and the bitter exclamation, " if I had been at home it would
not have been so dreadful," to such an observer, all the false glare

vanishes, and the seclusion and comforts of that home are worth

more than any conceivable enjoyment. We need not sigh then if

our convenience or necessity obliges us to still keep the "even
tenor of our way." Most of us can take short excursions ; steam-

boats and cars furnish cheap accommodations, ajd they who can

lie down at night upon their own mattresses, know upon tchat, and
after ivhom they are sleeping. And no one need feel that luxurious

fare is denied him when the choicest products of the garden and

field are brought to his own door. He may grumble over " exor-

bitant prices," but compare the difference between those luxuries

served on your own table, to the price you would be forced to pay
were they provided at a Hotel, and my word for it, if you have a

decent cook, you will relish the viands, both as it respects the

price and the flavor. So to those who remain at home a fair

equivalent of enjoyment is still attainable.

[Writt-en for Glca.'^on's Pictorial,]

THE VISION OF YOL'TII,

BT OKEN H. PECK.

I remember the cottage, I remember the vale,

Where in harmony floats the murmuring gale ;

I remember the garden, with its sweet-scented flowers,

Where interlaced boughs formed bright sylvan bowers.

I remember the woodbine that grew o'er the door,

The meandering brooklet with its dulcet roar
;

I remember the rose-huah that grew on its brink,

And sipped the clear dewdrops, refreshed with their drink.

I remember the maiden, with the fair, lucent eye,

That tripped o'er the lea, with a trembling sigh

;

I remember the woodland's secluded retreat,

Where bright summer hours with gladness we'd greet.

I remember the school-house near tiie old elm-tree,

Whose majestic branches waved gracefully
;

I remember the sweet singing birds on the .spray,

Whose sweet madrigals floated on zepbjrs away.

MISCELLANEOUS CUHlOSITlES.
Coal found in the summit tunnel of the Hastings and Ashford

Kailway, three hundred feet above the sea level.

Magnesia limestone from the Mansfield Woodhouse quarries,
re-opcm-d 1S40, after a lapse of several centuries, for the supply
of materials for the New Houses of Farliameut. Red calcareous
sandstone from quarries in work four hundred years.

Blue flag stone, obtained from Horton Wood quarries, which
have been worked probably about one hundred years.

Specimen of silver-lead ore, weighing a50 lbs., from the Great
Coward silver-lead mine.
A block of pure silver, weighing more than 140 lbs.

Skeleton striking-clock, going 400 days ; it shows dead seconds
by application of the chronomuier escapement.

—

Boston Rambler.

[Written for GleaaoD's Pictorial.]

STANZAS
TO A DYING Oriir-, WUO KXPRKSSED DOUBTS OF HEATEN.

' DV CnARLEB H. BTEWABT.

When darit shadows on tho Boul

Gather thick iind fiist,

When we hi^ar life's raging surgea

On the wintry blunt,

• Oently Ijrook the winter time, ,

fiummer'ii sun unon will shine.

Hopeful, then, 0,be but Iiopeful!

Kifis the chiLSteoing rod
;

Trusting— fuithful with the promise

Of eternal God.

Trusting, fuithful, hopeful Btill—

He the unkind storm will kill.

The flowers have faded that once bloomed

On thy beamy brow

—

The Are of faith is near consumed,

And thou art weary now.

Itckindlc hope with pmyer, and He,

Itudiant with love, will give it thee.

Fainter, fiiint*r, all tho while,

Dying with each day
;

On UB beams her patient smile.

As she fiides .iway.

She hath prayed, and faith is bright,

Beaming with unborrowed light.

GRAVE OF 8. S. rRENTISS.
But a little more than a mile from the beauty-haunted streets

of Natchez, close by the roadside, is a sweet, umbrageous grove
of flowering shrubs and trees, that bend their pensive branches

to the ground, as if they overshadowed and guarded some pre-

cious deposit. A railing encloses them ; and, although a palace-

like mansion is near, and a proudly embowered domain, yet a

sweet and sacred stillness rests over the grove. Birds of me-
lodious song and glorious plumage pour out their most thrill-

ing harmonies there; and well they may ! for beneath the boughs

they stand on, sleeps one whose voice had more than the witchery

of aU the choristers of the fragrant forests of the South. And
the thunder cloud, that oftentimes rolls above that place of lowly
rest, solemnly rehearsing its deep-toned attestations of its eternal

Creator's sovereignty and power, may hush, for a moment, its

fearful growl. He who sleeps there could thunder like Demos-
thenes ; and the flash of his intellect, and the coruscations of his

wit were as dazzling and as rapid as those which leap from yon-

der overhanging canopy of storm. There sleeps Prentiss ! The
boy from Maine, who came in youth to Mississippi to live—to

win immortal fame ! and who came back to it in ripe manhood
to die—and find so sweet and quiet a grave !

—

N. 0. Pic.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE CLOUDS OF SORROW.

BT M. BEMIB POTTEA.

When the clouds of sorrow lower,

And the tempest wildly raves,

And the storm with utmost power

Bages o'er the land and wave;

When the lightning's glare, so fearful,

Casts its bright "yet searing light,"

And the thunder with its echo

Breaks the stillness of the night,

O be calm, nor let thy soul fear aught,

But patient wait the dawn of day
;

For with the morn the storm will cease.

And sorrow's clouds will pass away.

God has ordained that each and all

Sorrow and bliss at times shall know

;

And though we may escape awhile.

Yet still there is a time of woe.

Sadden not the heart, nor pale the cheek,

Though all around seem dark and drear;

Cheering our hearts with highest hope,

And think th;it bliss is drawing near.

The path of life is roughly strewed

With troubles, pain and misery

;

Still with light hearts we'll journey on,

Sadness repelling, we shall happy be.

«0 TO THE FOUiVDATION.

I would have the teachers study the heart, and endeavor to im-

plant right motives,—to go to the very root and establish sound
principle. Outward goodness is a mere shell ; the shadow of a

shade. There must be something within, or it has no substance.

Such goodness will only follow religion, like one of John Ban-
yan's characters, while it wears its silver slippers. Such good-

ness falls in the hour of temptation. It reminds one of the

Oriental talcs Lord Bacon tells of, where a cat was changed to

a lady, and she behaved very lady-like till a mouse ran through

the room, when she sprang down upon her hands and chased it.

So with children ; if their goodness is only an outward thing,

when temptation comes they will down and follow. Give them

right motives, sound principles, and they will be Arm. In after

lit^ the waves of atfliction may howl around them, but they will

stand serene amid the tempest.— WaLeiStons Lectures.

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

QUEEN OF THE ANTILLES.

BT WATURIN M. DAI.LOD.

Bright gem of the ocean, the Antilles' queen,

The fairest, the richest the tropics have seen,

With shores softly fanned by the trudc-winda so free,

And sweet zephyrs breathing o'er upland and lea !

Alas! that with bciiuties so lavishly blessed,

Tho homes of thy children nhould be so oppressed I

So nearly thou Host in the Carribcc eea,

To the rock-bound ahores of the land of the free.

That thy children look hopeful, its iulluence feel,

While they frown at the yoke of distant Castile.

Then gird thee for freedom, ay, gird for the fight,

Thy loao star has riaen,—may God bless the right
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NATURAL READINESS.

All the set rules of politeness are put to shame by that ready

thoughtfulness and native delicacy that is often exhibited in the

most humble individuals. This fact is most happily illustrated

by an anecdote, that may not be new to all our readers. A sud-

den gust of wind took a parasol from the hands of its owner, and

before one had time to recollect whether it would be etiquette to

cateh the parasol of a lady to whom he had never been intro-

duced, a lively Emeralder dropped his liod of bricks, caught the

parachute in the midst of its EUsler gyrations, and presented it

to the loser, with a low bow, which reminded us of poor Power.

" Faith, madame," said he, as he did so, " if you were as strong

as you are handsome, it wouldn't have got away from you."

" Which shall I thank you for first, the service or the compli-

mentV asked the lady, smilingly. " Troth, madame," said Pat,

again touching the place where once stood the brim of what was

once a beaver, "that look of your beautiful eye thanked me for

both."

MODERN DISCOVERIES.

The researches of modern times are constantly bringing to Hgbt

evidences of the past, which are fraught with peculiar interest to

the antiquarian and student of the world's history. The latest

development of this character is that by Dr. Keid, a traveller

through the highlands of Peru, who found lately in the desert of

Atacama the dried remains of an assemblage of human beings,

five or six hundred in number, men, women and children, seated

in a semicircle as when alive, and staring into the burning waste

before them. They had not been buried ; life had not departed

before they thus sat around ; but hope was gone : the Spanish

invader was at hand, and, no escape being left, they had come

hither to die. They still sat immovable in that dreary desert

;

dried like mummies by the effect of the hot air, they still keep

their position, sitting up as in solemn council, while over that

dread Areopagus silence broods everlastingly.

tOausik ©atljcrin^s.

A Great Wokk.—The work of the Blue Kidge Tunnel, on a

line of road not far from Monticello, Virginia, is progressing

favorably—at one end, at the rate of about one foot a day, at the

other more rapidly. Fifty men are emploj'ed at each end of the

tunnel ; one half are at work day and night. At one end the

tunnel has been driven in 230 feet, at the other, 400 feet. At the

rate the work goes on, it will require four years to complete it.

Remarkable.—At Pittsburg, lately, one John McCovmie

gave a number of philosophical experiments, the most extraordi-

nary of which was that of -walking in an inverted position upon

the under surface of a highly poHshec^ slab of Italian marble,

nine feet by three in dimensions, which Mr. McC. successfully

performed—a feat never before achieved by any man.

The French population of Canada still use the old wooden plough, made of

a crotched tree, and yoke the oxen by the horus, instead of pkicing the bows
upon the neck.

—

Neiv York Sunday JS^eics.

Oxen are used thus in Cuba; and as the head and neck are

the seat of strength in horned animals, why is it not the best

way to harness them 1

The Prize of Two Hundred Dollars, which was some

time since offered for the best design for the Henry Clay Medal,

has been awarded to Mr. William Walcutt, the artist, who for

some years past has been a resident of New York.

RoMANisii-—The pope has issued a rescript, that whoever is

found guilty of bringing into Rome, or trying to carry into Rome,

any copy of the Word of God, in the Italian language, shall be

sent for four years to the galleys.

Railroads.—The whole number of miles of railway now in

operation upon the globe is 24,038, nearly one half of which is in

the United States. In Great Britian there are 6621 miles, and. in

France only 1831. Go ahead!

Yankee Ingenuity.—A Mr. Hobbs, an American, is going

about in London, and with a few bits of steel opens any lock that

can be produced. This greatly astonislies and alarms the

Londoners. Look out, bankers

!

What of it ?—An exchange goes into a long dissertation to

show how to detect the existence of arsenic in candles. Who the

deuce cares whether there be arsenic in candles or not?

Consumption of Gas.—The private houses in Cincinnati,

burn 100,000 feet of gas nightly. What a flood of light ! Where
is the lard oil "? Let there be light

!

Yankees abroad.—Mi-. McCormick's reaping machine has

astonished John Bull, whose journals had ridiculed it in the Ex-
hibition, How about thaf?

Gle.asox's Pictorul DR.4wiNa-RooM Companion comes regularly to hand.
It is the nioSt interesting and useful weekly now published Every fimiily
should have it. The plates, independent of the valuable reading matter, are
well worth the price of subscriptiou.

—

Huivley Chrunicie.

Costly.—The coronation robes used by George the Fourth

cost ninety thousand dollars, without the jewels.

Going Ahead.—The Pacific Railroad is going on with an

energy which must result in its complete success.

Col. Fremont has sold his California possessions for about

SI ,000,000.

Jenny Lind has travelled 16,000 miles, and given 130 concerts

in America.

Parodi, Patti, Strakosch, and Hauser go to South America
this autumn.

A movement is on foot in Cincinnati for the establishment of

public parks.

There are six thousand women employed in New York in

making shirts. ^

The California Courier estimates the annual yield of gold dust

at $134,660,000.

The cultivation of tobacco has been commenced in Onondaga
County, New York.

Tliere are 294 preachers of the gospel in Wisconsin, 95 of

whom are Methodists.

Abram Taylor has been found guilty of the murder of the

Cosden family in Maryland.

Bostonians actually go to New York to see Burton play " Mr..

Timothy Toodie" at Niblo's.

Cattish, weighing from fifty to one hundred pounds, are seen

daily in the Cincinnati market.

There are three and a half millions of dogs in the United

States. " The dogs " there are !

George Thurlow, of West Newbury, has a young orchard of

beautiful Baldwins, covering 35 acres.

In Texas, Capt. Hardee has compelled the Camanches to sur-

render seventeen whites whom they had captured.

James Barrett, of Rochester, N. Y., struck his wife a violent

blow on her temple, which caused her death in three hours.

A few days since, a train of cars came from Poughkeepsie to

New York, a distance of 72 miles, in two hours and one minute.

A shark was recently captured at Apalacbicola, Florida, in

whose stomach was found the half-digested remains of a white

man.

The steamer Buckeye, Capt. Stannard, made the run from Buf-

falo to Cleveland in ten hours and twenty-five minutes. This is

said to be the best time ever made.

A bronze statue to De Witt Clinton is to be erected in Green-

wood Cemetery, 315,000 having been raised by subscription for

that purpose.

Glass was the result of accident, in making a fire of sea-weed

on the sand ; the soda in the one combined with the latter, and
glass was formed-

It is said that Mr. Clay's health has suffered severely of late,

and that he has not recovered from the labors and fatigues of She

last session of Congress.

The oldest man that ever died in this country took a newspa-

per from the day he was 21 years of age to that of his death, and
always paid for it in advance.

When you speak of a man's wife, yon should not say " lady."

Suppose a woman should speak of this or that acquaintance's
" gentleman." How odd it would sound !

Banba of (f?oli).

Jorcign ilTisceUanjj.

Right is a dull weapon unless skill and good sense wield it.

The Russian troops had evacuated the Danubian provinces.

A French engineer is constructing a bridge across the Nile at

Cairo.

The motto of Prince Albert is *' Treu und fest." " True and
fahhful."

The President of France meditates another journey to the

provmces.

Bermuda papers state that the potato crop in that island is

unusually abundant.

The Queen of Spain has subscribed £40,000 for the enterprise

of brmgiug water to Madrid.

The widow of Bishop Heber is now Countess de Valsamachi

;

her husband is a Greek count.

Trade in Paris is brisk, and exchanges easy. In Rouen,
however, manufactures are depressed.

In the articles of rice and tobacco alone, a mercantile firm in

Liverpool will this year realize £300,000.

There is a talk, among the Americans in London, of getting up
a magnificent entertainment to Queen Victoria.

The Bloomer costume has been adopted by several young ladies

at Harrowgate, a fashionable English watering place.

The Liverpool Chamber of Commerce has adopted the petition

to government asking for a reduction of postage to America.

A fine equestrian statue of William the Conqueror has lately

been erected at Falaise, in ancient Normandy, the place of his

birth.

A live elephant has been placed in the Indian department at

the Crystal Palace—one of the products of the " Industry of all

Nations !"

A hpavy storm, in the department of the Cote D'Or, has

desti'oyed the grape crop, and the price of wine has risen in con-

sequence.

Hon. George P. Marsh, our Minister at Constantinople, has

lately indulged in an interesting ramble through Palestine and
Egypt.

Portugal was generally tranquil. The regiments at Oporto
had attempted a reactionary movement, but were suppressed by

the authorities.

Marshal Narvaez had left Paris for London. It is said a recon-

ciliation between him and Lord PalmersLon is likely to take place

during his visit.

At a late meeting, the bankers of the Tarkish empire have
ascertained that the drought of this year will diminish the revenue
one hundred millions of piastres.

John Stevens has been committed to Newgate, London, for

manslaughter, in causing the death of a child, by administering

Dr. John CotHn's quack medicines.

A new League is being formed for a reform in the monetary
and currency laws, based upon the free-banking system of New
York. It has met with great favor in London and Liverpool.

In the suit brought in France by the heirs of M. Dupont against

M. Chavoix, who killed their father in a duel, the civil ti-ibunal

at Pcriguez has condemned the defendant to pay six hundred
dollars damages.

. . . .Hasty counsels are rarely prosperous.

....A seed, even when dropped by chance, springs up a flower.

.... He is an ill boy who goes, like a top, no longer than ^tis

whipped.

Taxes are feathers plucked from all birds to line the nests
of the few.

. . . .We find few people of good sense, except those of our
own opinions.

. . . .The only people who have a moment to spare are those
who are never idle.

.... An uncultivated mind is like untilled ground—it will soon
be overrun with weeds.

.... To draw a man's merit out, there is no poultice like the
sod which covers his grave.

.'.
. .The poet sings of the deeds that shall be. He imagines

the past ; he forms the future.

.... There are two sides to everything except the religion of a
hypocrite, and that is all outside.

. . . .Debt is a horse that is always throwing its rider. Fools
ride liim bare-back, and without bridle.

.... Common schools are the ground-work of free institutions.

Republicanism and ignorance are bitter antagonisms.

....Let our repentance be a lively will, a firm resolution.

Complaints, and mourning over past errors, avail nothing.

.... Tiie performances of human art at which we look with
praise or wonder, are instances of the resistless force of
perseverance.

....Always laugh when you can—it is a cheap medicine.
Mirthfulness is a philosophy not well understood. It is the sunny
side of existence.

... .He that may do all that he will has need of a most pow-
erful and righteous will, to will what he ought, what is best for

others, what is best even for himself.

joker's (DUo.

What is more sou L-harrowing than pegs in our boots ?

What flower most resembles a bull's mouth 1 A cowslip.

It is better to go to heaven in rags than to—down there—^in

embroidery.

Why must your nose necessarily be in the middle of your face ?

Because it is the scenter.

A New York paper advertises "Bookbinders' skins " for sale.

This is positively shocking.

A puffer out West advertises port wine " as pnre as the tears

which fall upon a sister's grave."

An old maid, speaking of marriage, says it*s like any other
disease—while there 's life, there 's hope.

When a person loses his reputation, the very last place he goes
to look for ic is the place where he lost it.

A newspaper is like a stage coach. Its best articles are put
inside, and it can't get along without its leaders.

When you go to church, go to sleep ; for philosophers say that
shutting the eyes make the sense of hearing more acute.

*' There seems to be a little misunderstanding between us," as

the pumpkin blossom said to the vine from which the girl's foot

had severed it.

" Say, Deacon Snowball, where did de Mexicans suffer de
most"?" " Why, in de feet (defeat) to be sure. What you ask
such silly questions for?"

Mr. Baggs having heard that Henry Grinnell and others were
going to break up and destroy Hell Gate, exclaimed: "Law, I

thought the Uuiversallers had did that long ago."

Why is the life of an editor like the Book of Revelations ?

Because it is full of "types and shadows," and a raiffhty voice
like the sound of many waters is ever saying to him, Wnte.

There -is a family lately started in fashionable life in Portland,
who-^e parlor is so brilliantly furnished, that they only look at it

once in two years—and then it is through a smoked glass.
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EDWARD K. COLLINS, ES(l.

Mr. Collina was born in Truro, Mass., nnd at

an early apo went to New York, where ho com-
menced tlic shipping and mercantile businesH on
his own account. In 1825, he built and CBtul)lish-

cd a line of ships from New York to Vera Cruz.
In 1832, ho built a number of fine ships, which
wore known throughout the country as Collins's

New York and New Orleans line of packets. In
1836, Mr. Collins built the Koscius, Garrick,

Sheridan and Siddons, which were styled Col-

lins's dramatic lino of packets ; they were at that

time the largest merchant ships ever built in

the United States, and, of course, many wise-

acres predicted a signal failure, but as the result

proved, they sustained the reputation which his

previous ships had gained, and to this day have
maintained it. In 1848, the Collins line of

steamships were commenced, and, as a nation,

we are proud of their entire success. The New
York merchants, as a testimonial of their appre-

ciation of Mr. Collins's character and ability,

have presented him with a beautiful service of

gold plate, which we present in this number of

our paper, costing $8000. This magnificent

present has hecn sent by the manufacturers to

the Exhibition at London, as a specimen of

American skill—and appreciation of merit.

There is one circumstance which came to our
knowledge, some years since, which ought to be

mentioned here. In 1841, the Spanish govern-

ment sent an oiiicer to New Vork, with instruc-

tions to have two war steamers built. On his

arrival, he was told that it wpuld be impossible

for him to obtain in this country anything at all

satisfactory ; to which he replied :
" A ship (the

Siddons) passed us going out as we came into

port, that pleased me very much." He express-

ed a wish to be, and was, introduced to Mr. Col-

lins, to whom he made his business known. Mr.
Collins kindly volunteered to direct the building >

,

of the two war steamers, liegent and Empress, '^'^

which were sent to Cuba, and after a trial, they

were pronounced highly satisfactory, and, at the

present time, they are unsurpassed by any for-

eign war steamer that has visited the i.^land of Cuba. The ser-

vice waa kindly acknowledged by the Spanish government. We
merely give this to show what good judgment and perseverance
will accomplish. Mr. Collins's success in establishing an Amer-
ican line of mail steamers to Liverpool has now made his name
familiar wherever civilization is known ; but, among merchants
and public m^n, he has long been noted for his activity of mind
and independence of action. When his New Orleans line com-
menced, an old unrepealed law forbade vessels from that port to

unload at New York during four months of the year. The first

appearance of the cholera, about that time, also struck terror

between the two cities. But, notwithstanding the extra expense,

Mr. Collins's vessels were regularly discharged at Brooklyn, and
thus their punctuality preserved. His line of steamers is com-
posed of vessels which are the admiration and wonder of the civ-

ilized world. In private life, Mr. Collins sustains the highest

character for those domestic qualities that render home and
friends happy; while in public, his extraordinary usefulness and
enterprise have won for him a lasting name. Our engraving is

from a daguerreotype likeness by Mr. Wm. R. Butler, No. 251

Broadway, New York. The engraving below is a representation

of the service of silver plate about to be presented to Mr. Collins,

by a number of merchants, as a testimonial of their appreciation

PORTRAIT OF EDWARD K. COLLINS, ESQ.

of his energy, talent and enterprise in having successfully estab-

lished the line of steamships between this country and England,
which surpass all competitors in speed, elegance and comfort.
Messrs. Ball, Tompkins & Black, of New York, are the manufac-
turers, and have spared no pains in producing a work of art that

will challenge Europe, in taste and workmanship, and which is to

be sent to the World's Fair, as a specimen of American manu-
factures. About fifty persons, who have visited the World's
Fair, and who have called to see the plate, have expressed their

opinion that there is nothing among the English or French man-
ufactures there, which is equal to it. It is made of pure Califor-

nia gold, without alloy, and is 23 1-2 carats fine, and finished

with the same care that fine jewelry is. The salver is of solid

silver ; it has been examined by thousands, and as a work of taste

and artistic display, it has been considered the best ever produced
in this country. On the waiter is the following inscription:
" This Service of Plate is presented by citizens of New York to

Edward K. Collins, in testimony of the public sense of the great
honor and adva.ntage which have been conferred upon the city

and the whole country through his energy and perseverance in

the successful establishment of an American Line of Trans-Atlan-
tic Steamers, August, 1851." The tea set has also its appropri-
ate inscription engraved upon it.

VANDILLE, THE MISER.
Vandille is one of the most remarkable char-

acters, as a miser, that is to he found among the

eccentric biographies of France. His riches

were immense, and his avarice and parsimony
extreme. He hired a miseral>lc garret in one of

the most obscure parts of Paris, and paid a poor
woman a sou a day to wait upon him. Except
once a week, his diet was never changed ; bread
and milk for breakfast—the same for dinner, and
the same for supper, all the week round. On a
Sunday, he ventured to indulge in a glass of sour
wine, and he strove to satisfy the compunctions
of conscience, by bestowing, in charity, a farth-

ing every Sabbath. This muni licence, which
incurred an expenditure of one shilling and a
penny per annum, he carefully noted down ; and
just before his death he found, with some degree
of regret, that during his life he had disbursed

no less than forly-three shillings and fourpence!

Forty-three shillings and fourpence ! Prodigious
generosity for the richest man in Francii ! Van-
dille had been a magistrate at Boulogne, and
whilst in that office he partly maintained him-
self, free of coHt, by constituting himself milk-

taster general at the market. He would munch
his scrap of bread, and wash it down with these

gratuitous draughts. By such parsimonious art-

ifices, and a most penurious course of life, ho

succeeded in amassing an enormous fortune,

and was in a position to lend vast sums of money
to the French government. In the year 1735,

he was worth nearly eight hundred thousand
pounds ! He used to boast that this vast accu-

mulation sprang from a single shilling. Tho
winter of the year 1 734 had been very cold and
bitter, and the miser felt inclined to purchase a

little extra fuel in the summer time, to provide,

to some extent, against the like severity in the

ensuing winter. He heard a man pass the street

with wood to sell ; he haggled for an uncon-
scionable time about the price, and at la'^t com-
pleted the bargain, at the lowest possible rate.

Avarice had made the miser dishonest, and he
stole from the poor woodman several logs. In

his eagerness to carry them away, and hide his ill-gotten store,

he overheated his blood, and produced a fever. For the first time

in his life, he sent for a surgeon. "I wish to be bled," said he,

"what is your charge "?'* "Half a livre," was the reply. The
demand was deemed extortionate, and the surgeon was dismissed.

He then sent for an apothecary, but he was also considered too

high; and he at last sent for a poor barber, who agreed to open
the vein for threepence a time. " But, friend," said the cautious

miser, " how often will it be requisite to bleed me?" "Three
times," replied the barber. " Three times ! and pray what quan-
tity of blood do you intend to take from me at each operation ?"

" About eight ounces each time," was the answer. " Let me
see," said the possessor of three quarters of a million, " that will

be ninepence—too much—too much ! t have determined to go a
cheaper way to work ; take the whole twenty-four ounces at once,

and that will save me sixpence." The barber remonstrated, but

the miser was firm ; he was certain, he said, that the barber was
only desirous to extort an extra sixpence, and he would not sub-

mit to such scandalous imposition. His vein was opened, and
four and-twenty ounces of blood were taken from him. In a few
days, Vandille, the miser, was no more. The savings of his life,

the wages of vice and avarice, by his dying intestate, f^ll to tho

French crovin.^ Storiesfrom the French.

SERVICE OP GOLD PLATE PRESENTED TO MR. COLLINS; ORIGINATOR OF THE AMERICAN LINE OP TRANSATLANTIC STEAMERS.
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THE >EW STEAMER S. S. LEWIS.

Of all the new enterprises, the estahlishment of a line of Amer-
ican steamships hetween Boston and Liverpool has been made
the occasion of great rejoicing on the part of our commercial and

enterprising citizens ; and, presuming that the noble fabric that

will form the pioneer of the line would be an object of more than

usual interest, we have had a faithful sketch of the stenmer made,
and present it herewith. Sbe will form the first boat of what is

known as Harnden & Co.'s Liverpool Line of Steamships, and

was built by Theodore Birley, who is esteemed as one of the best

mechanics in Philadelphia. The S. S. Lewis is UIO ftet long on

the keel, and 225 feet on deck; haa thirty-two feet extreme

breadth of beam, thirty feet width at the gunwales, twenty-six

feet depth from the upper deck, divided as follows :—ten and a

half feet depth of hold, seven and a half feet height of lower deck,

and eight feet height of the main deck, and she registers 1103

tons, but measures 1850 tons, cubic capacity. Her dead rise at

half floor is six inches, swell or rounding of sides, one foot, and

sheer, three feet. Her motive power consists of two engines,

with sixty-inch cylinders, and forty inches stroke, applied to one

of Loper's propellers. It is estimated that her engines will work

tliirty pounds pressure to the square inch, and produce twelve

knots speed per hour, in moderate weather. She is pquare-riggcd

forward, and fore-and-aft rigged upon the main and mizzen maBts,

but is not dependent upon sails for makinj; her passages. She car-

ries four of Francis's life-Hoars, each thirty feet long, six feet wide

and three feet six inches deep ; has the best of ground tackle, patent

pumps, and is otherwise liberally found. It is estimated that she

will make seven voyages a year between this port and Liverpool,

will carry three hundred tons of dead weight, one thousand tons

of measurement goods, and accommodate one hundred cabin

passengers— and all this exclusive of fuel and stores. "With only

her lower hold full of cargo, it is estimated that she can accom-

modate nearly one thousand passengers, including those in the

cabin. Her commander. Captain William C. Barstow, is one of

the most successful packet captains sailing out of New York-

PROPELLER STEAMSHIP "s. S. LEWIS," OF HARNDEN & CO.'s BOSTON AND LIVERPOOL LINE OF PACKETS.
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Entorod according to Act of Coii{;reB8, in the year 1851, by F. Glkabon, in the Clcrlt's Ollice of

tho Diatrict Court of Massachusetts.
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THE MYSTERY OP VENICE.
A STOEY OF VENICE AND THE ADRIATIC.

BY GEO. CANNING HILL.

[concluded.]

CHAPTER XVII.—[continued.]
" What I tell you is true," continued Rodol-

pho. " I am the son of the doge. Until now,

he has thought this fair maiden, Adrienne, to be

his child; but now he has been m fide to know

his mistake. He has piven us money, and bade

us fly ; but not to liy to take up arms against

Venice. I shall never do that again, comrades.

My roving days are over. I have already tasted

to the fill my revenge upon Venice for her cruel

treatment of him I thought, uniil now, my
father ; and now my appetite is satiate. Come,

comrades, let us all drink once more to our old

days, now gone forever, and then separate. But,

first of all, promise me that this mode of life

shall be brought to an end now. You may, all

of you, yet turn and succor Venice, or you are

welcome still to quiet villas, and small and

beautiful tracts, where I and my beautiful be-

trothed are going. Will you renounce, from

this day, your present mode of life'^'

"We will!" answered they, almost unani-

mously.

" Will you swear?"

"We swear—we swear!" replied they.

" Once more, then," said Kodolpho, "drink

the generous wine, and then farewell to the wild

brigand's life forever."

They filled their wine cups to the brim, and,

joining in a merry song, tossed off the liquor.

It was their last revelry in the robber's cave.

Altogether, too, it was an occasion of sadness.

Their wild life had charms for them that no

other had. It was full of romance, adventure,

escapes, dangers and hazards. It stirred the

blood that would otherwise have been sluggish

in their veins. It sent their pulses dancing to a

njerry tune. It had its most exciting hopes,

even if it likewise had its deep and dark dis-

appointments.

"Now, men, to the nearest port with me,"

said Rodolpho—" those of you who will still

follow my fortunes—and with our gold let us

purchase a vessel. We will at once embark in

that vessel for Sicily, where I shall evermore

make my home. Come, who will go V
Perhaps a full dozen of them volunteered.

"And what will the rest of you do?" asked

Kodolpho ;
" where will you go'?"

" We will separate, and fall to honest labor,"

said they.

" Do you tell me trulyV
" We do."

" Then I must bid you farewell. Whenever

any of you, my most faithful comrades, approach

my coast, never forget to call freely upon the

name of Rodolpho. It shall always secure you

a hearty welcome, and a happy home. I-i'are-

well
!"

The scene of their parting was touching be-

yond description. Few could believe that bold

and fearless brigands possessed such spirits ; but

it was even so. They have hearts like others
;

they feel like the rest of humanity. Their call-

ing does not make them all callous to the im-

pulses of tender feeling.

Among those who followed the fortunes of

Rodolpho and Adrienne, were Eoderigo and

Vivolus. But Fcdore—where was t'edore? the

reader may well ask.

He crawled off, during the encounter with the

oldiery of Venice, to die by himself. lie chose

to breathe out his life on the still and unstained

air, where no din of battle, no shouts of victory

could molest him. Falling into a deep swoon,

he lay in that condition until long after the

ground had been cleared. The soldiers did not

chance to espy his body where it lay, and there-

fore returned without it. He already knew that

Adrienne had bt;en taken prisoner, and his heart

sunk within him. His ambition left him forever.

He cared not to live.

As soon as he recovered himself again, he in-

stinctively staunched his bleeding wounds, and

refreshed himself with a draught of wine tliathc

found within the cave. He saw that the cave

was deserted, and he feared the worst. He be-

lieved that his comrades had either all been

captured or killed. Not a living soul was any-

where to be seen.

He remained in the cave alone for a long time,

carefully nursing his loneliness. He. knew that

he must soon, at any rate, leave the place. It

was deserted. What could there be there for

him 1 He crawled off to the desert and disap-

peared. Nothing more was heard of him. Thus

far he had been traced. Farther than this noth-

ing could be known of him.

The little party of emigrants, headed by Ro-

dolpho, at once left the place and made for the

strand. They followed the course of the shore

until they came to a little village not far off", and

there they purchased such a vessel as was adapt-

ed to their wants. Embarking on board this,

they set sail from the land, and bade the shores

they had known, and loved, and frequented so

long, a final adieu. Tears stood in the eyes of

most of them on looking at their loved spot for

the last time, but they could not be kept back.

Hearts are everywhere, at some time, human.

Their voyage was long and boisterous. They

encountered many severe storms on their pas-

sage down the Adriatic, that at times threatened

to make shipwreck of thuir frail vessel. But

notwithstanding that, their courage held out to

the last. They had looked too many dangers

in the face to be dismayed at that late hour.

At length they reached the little, quiet haven

where they would go. Hauling in shore, they

anchored, and soon landed. The landscape was

lovely in the extreme. The face of the country

was rather level, but luxuriantly clad with the

most beautiful verdure. Standing, like a sov-

ereign, far back from the little bay which they

had entered, was a low, stone house, seemingly

much gone to decay. It was evidently not ten-

anted. It was to this that Adrienne looked, as

to the home that her mother had left her, nearly

twenty years agone. To this they all hastened

their steps.

They wound slowly up the serpentine walks,

pausing at every few steps to admire the beauty

of some fresh view upon which their eyes rested.

Finally they reached the door. Rodolpho and

Adrienne, accompanied only by Roderigo and

Vivolus, advanced. The rest remained a little

way behind, mute and motionless.

They took hold of the latch of the door, and

it obeyed their pressure. They pushed against

it, and it swung back, still obedient, upon its

hinges. Alas, what a sad scene of decay met

them at every step. Tiie ceiling was dripping

with foul moisture. Tlie walls were gaping

with seams. The stairs were tumbling down,

one over another. The floors were opening to

let them through below. Cautiously they went

into one of the rooms on either side of them.

It was 80 darkened that nothing was perceptible.

Rodolpho has'.cned to lling open a blind. In an

instant a glare of the golden sun flashed within

the nnienanted room, as if it had penetrated a

tomb long shut.

But, lo! what was there upon the wall?

Adrienne at once caught the image with her ([uiek

eye. It was a portrait upon canvas. She drew

forth the miniature that had been left to her by

her mother. She held it up excitedly before her,

Ibhe looked, first at one, and then at the other.

They were like—yes, very like. The faces were

one and the same. Those were the features of

her beloved mother I This was her own man-

sion. These were truly her own domains.

There was no room for deception here. It was

already established Ijy evidence incontrovertible.

They passed through this room, and groped

towards another door. Laying his hand upon

ir, Rodolpho hastily opened it. As it swung

back on its hinges, there was revealed the figure

of a man, flitting like a dark shadow across the

room.
" Who could it be ?" asked Rodolpho of him-

self. "Who could it be 7" he exclaimed, at

length, to the others.

Roderigo and Vivolus volunteered to go and

ascertain beyond a doubt. They pushed fear-

lessly in through the room, and, in a minute or

two, returned, bringing with them a stranger.

He was clad almost entirely in rags ; his hair

and be^rd wvre long, his features were sharp

and fierce, and his eye was wild and wandering.

He looked the very picture of despair. He
seemed half famished already.

" Who are you /" demanded Rodolpho of

him, before he had fairly been brought into the

light.

" Bring him out into the light," cried Rod-

erigo.

Forthwith he was dragged, trembling, hag-

gard, and fearful, into the middle of the room.

Adrienne then, for the first time, suffered her

eyes to fall fully upon him. She gave a piercing

shriek, and would have fallen, but that she was

supported by Vivolus.

" What is the matter, Adrienne?" shrieked

Rodolpho.

She could only point fearfully at the stran-

ger in reply,

"What mean you, Adrienne?" he cried

again.

"The monk! The old monk!" she cried;

" Father Petroni!"

" Do you tell me true, Adrienne 1 Is it

—

can

it be so?"
" Yes, yes, Rodolpho," she answered, " it is

the monk—the cruel monk— old Father Pe-

troni !"

" Is it so ?" demanded Rodolpho of the monk.

The guilty wretch could only bow his assent.

His identity was well enough proven.

" Craven !" shouted Rodolpho, " how came

you here?"

"Must I tell thee?" asked the affrighted

monk, now breaking the silence he had pre-

served.

" Tell me, or take this dagger to your heart,

where long ago it should have been !" answered

Rodolpho.

"Stay—stay the dagger!" cried the monk,
" and hear me."

" Say on, then, old wretch—old villain !"

"You thought me dead, when you tumbled

me into that dark cavern urider the convent

ehapel. I should have been, long ago, but that

I chanced to know the place too well, A sub-

terranean passage, I knew, led from its dark

wall beyond the convent grounds, even to the

river. As soon as I recovered myself, I crept

along this passage upon my hands and knees,

until I came to the aperture. I escaped. Once

without those walls, I resolved to flee, I could

not bear the thought of remaining there a day-

no, nor an hour longer. I took a boat and left

the city. I wandered about in disguise from

day to day, and begged my bread. I stopped

nowhere, except just long enough for rest. I

spake with no one. I resolved to go on, to keep

travelling, until I should come to some old ruin.

I felt that my mind, my existence was most like

a ruin, and I determined to inhabit, to haunt one

all the rest of the days of my life. I found this.

Here I have long dwelt, alone, and unmolested

by any one. The spirits that were said once to

haunt this house, arc now all obedient to me. I

have no fears of any of them. I have made

myself as happy as wretchedness could ever be

supposed to make itself. And here, in tliis con-

dition, you

—

you, whom I least expected ever to

behold ag^in, have at last found me. Where

shall I go nov/ ? I fear the earth itself is not

now wide enough for me !"

"Fear not," said Rorlolpho.

" Then can you forgive V aakcd tho aston-

ished monk.

"I have no need to nurse revenge, when you
are as wretched as I now sec you," replied Ro-
dolpho.

" But hr !" Paid the monk ;
" it was she whom

I once tried to murder !"

" Yes, and now you shall pay the penalty,"

said Rodolpho.

"Mercy! have mercy, even as you hope for

it !" screamed the monk, trembling and pallid.

" This is your punishment !"

" What, O, what? It is already greater than

I can well bear!" he exclaimed.

"You shall now unite in marriage those whom
you once labored to separate."

" I am not worthy. 0, no, no ; I am not

worthy."

" Worthy, or not, you shall do it, and none
but you. Come, make yourself ready,"

"At once—at once," exclaimed the affrighted

monk.

The tv/ain, Rodolpho and Adrienne, then

stood up together before the crafty and treacher-

ous old monk, and with h's own lips he pro-

nounced them one. More than this—he craved

the blessings of high Heaven to rest upon them,

henceforth and forever. This was Rodolpho'a

hour of triumph.

As soon as the ceremony was over, Rodolpho
turned upon the monk, and said ;

" Hencfcfor'h, never cross my path again. On
peril of your life, heed well my words. Here
is money—take it. At once begone ! Never
come near me more. Go and wander now, at

your pleasure, up ard down the face of the earth.

Go and haunt your own soul, if you can, with

the single knowledge that you live. That were
torment enough for one like thee !"

Without adding another word, he bent a fixed

and sttm look upon the guilty monk, until he

withdrew from his presence. That look was
enough—sharp, piercing, deep. It would have

made any man quail before it. It would have

gone through most hearts, again and again.

As soon as he had withdrawn from their pres-

ence, Rodolpho took Adrienne fondly in his

arms, kissed her again and again upon her ruby

lips, and exclaimed in tones of passionate en-

dearment :

"My bride—my bride! Earth's powers may
not separate us more!"

CHAPTER XVIII.

THE DOGE EXPLAINS ALL TO THE COUNCIL.

The doge narrated the story of his wonderful

discovery to his Council, and assured them that

he had suffered both his own son and Adrienne

to escape beyond Venice, on condition of their

not returning again, during many years, at least.

It was, they knew, a severe trial to him to lose

his only child, and they felt that they, the Coun-

cil, could not suffer half the pangs in losing

Adrienne from their hands. So they made no

complaints respecting the doge's course of con-

duct, but preserved a silence.

The people of Venice were kept entirely igno-

rant of tlie whole affair. It required just such

secret machinery as was in use then, to seal up

such a secret forever. It could have been done

nowhere else in the world.

Tlie Council sent for the old woman, Nancie,

who had alone been instrumental in working

such a wonderful change in matters of the State,

and in thus singly obstructing what would seem

to have been the true course of justice ; but she

was nowhere to be found. She had mysterious-

ly disappeared. Her old turret was vacant and
still. The implements of her mystic profession

still stood around the darkened and gloomy
chamber. There was the clepsydra, or ancient

water clock ; there were the curtains with v.liich

she draped about the various articles she at

times pretended so mysteriously to employ ; but

she was not there. The real object of their

search was gone, and had left no trace behind

her.

Years flew away. The brave men who had

followed Rodolpho to the home he had chosen,

were scattered here and there, at various dis-

tances, around him ; but none were so far re-

moved from him that they could not visit him at

almost any moment, and advise with him on

such matters as were of imminent interest to

them. They lived in little neat villas, painted

the purest white, sprinkled all over this sweet

landscape from house to shore.
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Rodolpho and Adrienne preserved the old

stone house as a memento of other days, and

tried fortunes. By its side they erectl2d a lovely

villa, built in the purest Italian style, all hedged

about with sweetest-scented shrubs and clamber-

ing vines. It was a glimpse of perfect heaven

there. Nothing was wanting to make it a place

of uninterrupted happiness. Adrienne soon took

the name, Cecile, from her mother, and at her

dying request.

Little Juliette, the pretty waiting-maid of

Adrienne, when she discovered where her mis-

tress had gone, perhaps forever, at once became

inconsolable. She embarked on board one of

the first vessels she could find, and took her way

across the sea, to France. She entered a nun-

nery in one of the little towns on the southern

coast. There she could live secluded from the

world, with nothing, not even a tliought, to in-

terrupt the devotion she treasured for her lost

Adrienne. She became heartily tired of the

world. Venice—she sickened of the word it-

self. There seemed no comfort remaining to

her; no solace for her crushed and bleeding

spirit. She would be alone, and in her solitude

pour out those thoughts and strangely wild feel-

ings that possessed her soul. She would have

no one, no thought even, intrude upon the sanc-

tity of the devotion she felt.

Within the walls of the town, without which

was situated the nunnery, there was, on a time,

to take place a tournament. Several of the

nobles had come to witness the gay and chiv-

alrous sport, and the town was crowded with

people of all conditions long before the day

came for the joust. All anticipated a brilliant

occasion.

The sun, on the morning of the day of the

diversion, rose in unclouded splendor. The air

was balmy and exhilarating. The landscape

was surpassingly attractive and beautiful. There

hung, over the distant and dim hills, a sort of

halo, woven, as it were, of the light mists and

the fine threads of the sunbeams. It seemed to

encircle the entire scene with a degree of un-

wonted beauty.

The amphitheatre was erected in a sightly

place, and into it were crowded dense masses of

people. The scene thus presented was unusually

exciting and grand. Presently the exercises of

the tournament began. Trumpets brayed ; her-

alds galloped gaily to and fro ; ladies waved

their bright scarfs, and encouraged by their

brighter smiles ; and all was

" Morry aa a marriage bell."

After the joust, and the general melee which

followed it were over, a brief consultation was

held by the appointed judges, who declared Sig-

nor Claudio the victor of the tournament. He
was commanded into the presenceof the judges,

and from them received with courtesy and grati-

tude the jewelled crown, which it was expected

he would place upon the head of her he thought

the fairest. He rode around the lists slowly,

upon his coal-black steed, eagerly surveying the

array of beauty that rose on each side of him.

His eyes were bewildered with what he saw, and

he feared that he should most be troubled with

an abundance of real beauties from whom to

make his selection, rather than with a scarcity

of them. He was perplexed.

His eye at length, however, caught a charm-

ing face,—such a one as seemed to call up in

his heart old visions and pleasant memories.

He instantly rode up to her, and most grace-

fully addressed her, and crowned her queen of

beauty. The stranger lady received his deci-

sion and the crown from his hands, with infinite

satisfaction and delight; and his own heart beat

high with pleasure at noticing the feelings with

which his decision inspired her. The tourna-

ment was at last declared to be over, and the

parties separated again for their homes.

There was a silver moon hung in the sky that

evening flooding the landscape with its own un-

surpassed beauty. It was after the amusements

of the day had long been over, that Signor

Claudio left his hotel, and wandered forth alone.

The city was never so gay, all being taken up

with lively discussion of the events that had

that day transpired. Aa he passed the various

groups that were collected at the different points

in the streets, Claudio could overhear them talk-

ing freely of himself, and of the manner in which

he bore himself in the lists. None, however,

knew that the passer was himself the victorious

knight of the day. He was unknown to any in

the dress he had temporarily chosen.

He walked on, on^he knew not whither, un-

til he found that he had reached the walls of

the town, and was even now beyond them. So

much in keeping with the character of his spirits

was the scene, and all the associations surround-

ing it, that he took a secret pleasure in continu-

ing his walk. He went on, on, until he reached

the walls of a nunnery. He knew at once the

character and design of the structure. He found

a silver stream, silently winding its way round

through the gently sloping hills that were on

one side of the walls. The moon begirt this

stream with all its own heavenly radiance. The
scene was enchflnting to his soul, because it ac-

corded so perfectly with his spirits and his pres-

ent feelings.

Here he sat himself down beneath the wall,

and began to ruminate. Why should bis heart

be sad ? Why should he, the victor of the day,

on whom bright eyes had bestowed their bright-

est glanf^es, and for whom the rosiest lips had

wreathed their most seductive smiles,—why
should he. be sad ? It was beyond human knowl-

edge to divine. There was some secret cause.

He must have been unhappy. And why un-

happy ? He was not recently bereft of a living

friend by death's stern decree, because he wore

no badge of sorrow upon his person. Still, he

was sad, and being sad, he was thoughtful.

A long time was thus passed by him in soli-

tary rumination, when he suddenly broke forth

in singing. He sang only such songs as were

suited to his feelings. They were old songs

—

songs of another land. And while he sung, his

tones at times grew tremulous and mournful.

He struck, at length, upon a song as familiar to

him as household words. He sang it through

with a depth of expression he had never given

it before. It afiFected him—his own singing of

it did—even to tears. Again and again he went

through the words, each time becoming more

sad with the same, yet each time enjoying more

keenly the exquisiteness of his sadness.

He ceased, and in a moment more he heard

the same song repeated over the wall. He dared

not utter a word, for he knew not to whom to

utter it ; but he sang the song once more. And
once more was it repeated over the wall. He
took courage, and called :

"Juliette! Juliette!"

A voice instantly answered him :

"Fedore—is it Eedore?"
" It is—it is," answered Claudio, who was, in

reality, none other than the wandering and long

unhappy Fedore.

" 0, joy—0, happiness inexpressible," cried

Juliette, from the other side.

The wall was high and thick, and all idea of

scaling it would be then preposterous. All they

could do was to carry on the conversation as

they had begun it.

" Is there no way by which I can reach you V
asked Fedore, earnestly.

''None to-night," was the reply.

" I must see thee, Juliette. I must once more
look upon thy face."

" But it cannot be to-night, Fedore," she re-

plied.

" When, then V
" Come to-morrow eve, at this hour."

" To this spot?"

" No ; come to the farther gate. You will

pass it on your way back to night."

" And shall I meet thee there V
" Yes, I will be there with the key."

" To escape V inquired he.

" Yes, to fly with thee."

" 0, moment of rapture !"

'* At that time I will explain all," said she.

" Then farewell to-night," exclaimed Fedore.
" Farewell. Be certain to he at the appointed

place to-morrow eve."

The lovers, who had thus providentially met,

in a manner, too, so unexpected to themselves,

separated—Juliette to her lonely chamber, and

Fedore to the hotel in the town. Words were

inadequate to describe the emotions of each of

them at making this greatly desired discovery.

The next evening Fedore was punctually at

the designated gate, but he had not a moment
to wait. Juliette was already there before him.

What a gret^ing was that of the two lovers

!

What words of endearment—what syllables of

afl'ection, were then poured out freely by either

of them? How they strained themselves, each

in the other^s arms ! But the reader will have
anticipated this already.

She fled with Fedore—both of them disguised

—and both directed their steps to the sea-shore,

determined to set sail in the first vessel that

would bear them from the country. Tney knew
not, and scarctly cared whither they went, so

they were but quit of the coast that yet bound

them.

Early the next morning, they found that they

were far advanced towards the shore. They
congratulated each other on their progress, and

each fed freely the other's hope and ambition.

They trusted they would soon be free.

As they were busily pursuing their journey,

they encountered a group of strolling fortune-

tellers. They stopped, and in(iuired of one of

them, an old woman, the nearest route to the

coast, where they might at once take vessel.

She readily consented to point them the. direc-

tion. As they would have turned to depart on

their way again, a sudden expression of Fedore's

countenance caught the eye of the old crone,

and it lighted up with peculiar interest. Look-

ing earnestly a moment beneath the cap of Fed-

ore, she said excitedly:

" I have seen that face before."

Fedore looked the picture of astonishment.

"I have seen that face before," exclaimed the

woman, pursuing her remark. "I know that

face. I know I have seen it."

"Where—where?" asked Fedore.

"Yes, and this other one, too," she added,

with vehemence, looking at that of Juliette.

" But where—where?" demanded Fedore.

" In Venice, if you would know," answered

she.

'' Where?" repeated Fedore.

"In Venice," she replied again.

* But who are you ?" asked he,

" Do you not know me, then V she inquired,

with a look of eagerness.

"No;" answered he.

"Nor you?" she again asked, looking at Juli-

ette.

" No—no, indeed," replied she.

" I am Nancie !"

" Who—what?" exclaimed Fedore.

" Yes, I am old Nancie, the old witch—the

astrologer, the soothsayer, the old fortune-teller.

You know me. You remember me, I know."

Of a truth, now that she had discovered her-

self, they did know her. They remembered her

features well. They recognized the old woman,
to whom they had confided so many secrets—in

whom they had reposed such uninterrupted con-

fidence. The old sorceress was there before

them. But, alas, how greatly altered. What a

change had been wrought in her features. But
for revealing herself, they would never have

known her.

They all sat down together, and she related

to them the manner of her escape from Venice,

and the course of life she had since puriued. It

was, indeed, a strange mixture of romance and
reality. They listened to her narration in won-

der. And then they confided to her their own
experiences, since last they were in Venice.

They were, the reader may well be convinced,

of a nature to astonish as well as entertain her.

In her turo, she told them all that had trans-

pired in Venice since Rodolpho had been con-

demned; how he was finally pardoned, how
Adrienne disguised herself, volunteered to lead

the robber band, and was taken captive and

brought to Venice; and how, at last, both she

and Eodolpho escaped beyond the seas.

" Rodolpho ! ah, my poor master," exclaimed

Fedore ;
" would that I knew where he now is."

"And I suppose I can tell you," replied

Nancie.

" You! can you! 0, can you? Tell me at

once then. Tell me quick ; for I will be by his

side, with Juliette, as soon as the winds and the

waters will carry me."

"Be patient," enjoined Nancie, "and I will

tell you."

Forthwith she rehearsed to them the manner

in which she had discovered who Adrienne was,

and the title and possession to which she was

discovered to be the rightful heir. She likewise

told them where those possessions lay, and that

Adrienne and Rodolpho were probably at that

moment settled upon them.

This announcement filled their hearts with

unutterable joy. Again and again they thanked

her for her kindness towards them, and freely

ofi"ered her of what they had for the prosecution

of her journey; but she refused every farthing

offered, assuring them that they would need it

more than she. With tears in their eyes, they

took their leave of her, and continued their

course.

They arrived at the coast in time to embark

on board a vessel that was bound to a port of

Sicily. They at once engaged their passage,

and joyfully set sail. We need not go through

with them the various incidents of their voyage,

nor the particulars of their sea experience; they

are much the same that are encountered by
every one who enters upon all such under-

takings.

In due time they arrived at their point of des-

tination, and at once set out together for the

place where resided the objects of their afl'ection.

They were several days upon their journey—

a

journey that would have been excessively fa-

tiguing but for the hope that bravely buoyed
thera up, and bade them struggle onward.

At the close of one of these days of toilsome

travel, they encountered a form passing not far

from them. Fedore passed over to him to in-

quire the way towards the villa of Rodolpho,
and instantly, on seeing his features, clasped hia

hands wildly, and cried out:

" Roderigo—Roderigo !"

It was he. He had wandered away from his

own little hut, in which he had lived since the

arrival of bis party, and thus accidentally" en-

countered Fedore. He soon showed him the

way back to the house of Rodolpho. Such a

meeting as occurred beneath that roof is rarely

known. The two friends, master and page, who
had long persisted in thinking each other dead,

had at last been restored to each other again.

The mistress, too, and the maid, Adrienne and
Juliette, were once more restored to each other's

embraces.

In that spot lived all for years after, enjoying

in the serene quiet of the place that measure of

happiness from which they were estranged by
the former evil tenor of their lives. Only Nan-
cie and the old monk wandered—the two whose
deeds had provoked mischief, and perhaps in-

cited to crimes.

For long years thereafter the name of Rodol-
pho was mentioned in busy Venice in a low
whisper. His deeds remained in the memories
of all. His was a stormy and fearful life; but

it was gilded, at last, at its sunset, by a halo as

rich as that which lights up the clouds in the

sky, after a day of long and troublous storm.

THE END.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A KURAL SCENE.

BY ZLLIE X. M01iLri.aTr.

There \a a lowly cottage home,

Seen dimly through the treei,

No gorgeous pomp of cistle dome
Would tempt me from that spot to roam-

Nought else could please.

The sunbeam on that mosa-roofed eot

Loth never glowing rest,

An old oak guards the sacred spot,

And shields it from the glances hot

With wavy zeet.

A stream beside the cottage door,

Spanned by a rustic bridge.

Winds through rich meadows teeming o'er,

Leaves its warm tears upon the shore

And bank's flowered edge.

And upward through the clustering trees,

The church-spire points to God,

Up through a mist of vapory aeas,

Dropping their fulness on the breeze

And grassy sod.

Distant, yet near, the graveyard lies,

And willows droop it o'er,

And the white stones unnumbered rise.

Lifting on high unwearied eyea,

And call for more.

Oppressed with silence, echo Ilea

In calm, unbroken sleep,

Till wakened by the mournful sighs

Of the sad earth when daylight dies,

Then sinks to sleep.

* ^j^ » —^—
PROFANITY.

Once when I was returning from Ireland

—

says Rowland Hill—I found myself much an-

noyed by the reprobate conduct of the captain
and mate, who were both sadly given to the

scandalous habit of swearing. First the captain

swore at the mate, then the mate swore at the

captain, then they swore at the wind,—when I
called to them with a strong voice, for fair play.

"Stop! stop! if you please, gentlemen; let

us have fair play; it's my turn now."
" At what is it your turn 1" said the captain.
" At swearing," I replied.

Well, they waited and waited, until their pa-
tience was exhausted, and then wanted me to

make haste and take my turn. I told them,
however, that I had a right to take my lime and
swear at my own convenience.

The captain replied, with a hearty langh:
"Perhaps you don't mean to take your turn."

" Pardon me, captain," 1 answered ;
" I do,

as soon as I can find the good of doing so."

My friends, I did not hoar another oath oa
the voyage.

—

Biography of Roioland Siil*
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EXTERIOR OF THE SOUTHERN TRANSEPT OF THE GREAT EXHIBITION BUILDING; IN HYDE PARK, LONDON.

TRANSEPT OF THE GLASS PALACE.
This entrance to the Great Exhibition Building—that mountain

of architectural splendor in London, shows a picture calculated to

exhibit in a partial view, the immense extent of the entire struc-

ture, which, for vastness of design and splendor of its completion,
is far in advance of anything that has rendered the past famous in

its architectural perfection. Tlie picture speaks for itself, and at

a time when so much is written, and so mnch said, about the

wonders of this modem microcosm, the scene we give herewith
is of a raoat timely and interesting character. The World's Fair
will date, we believe, as the commencement of a better feeling in

national interchange and reciprocity of the governments of the

old and the new world, and this being the case, we look upon the

noble design as another great stride in the matter of civilization.

With this view of the main entrance, we will now take our
thousands of readers by the hand, and give some generally
descriptive remarks, intended to show the interior of the transept

during the time the exhibition was open. The point at which
every visitor should enter the Building for the first time is certainly

the central, or south, entrance, opposite Prince's Gate. This is

very ingeniously formed by the columns supporting the elevation

of the transept. The bases are made arcliitectural in character,

to a height corresponding with the upper Vino of the " luffer
"

boards, running along the base of the Building ; tlie intervals

above the portico, in a line with the upper ventilators, being filli'd

with panelling. This gives a certain degree of solidity to the

design, very desirable at this point. The entrance is on a level

with tiie road ; and the floor is paved with Llangollen flag-stones,

as specimens of that material. The ascent lo the level of the floor

of the interior is by steps of oak, the pay-boxes for the money-
takers being to the right and left of the centre, in which stands
the bole of a large elm tree : a gallery runs over head, and forms
the roof of the entrance. There are four pay-boxes on each side

connected with an internal queue, by which the crowding together

of large bodies of expectant visitors is avoided as much as possible.

The situation requiring some time to approach, by way of Hyde
Park, gives the visitors time to observe that with tlirco entrances,

a central, western, and eastern one, there are thirteen exits, so

distributed aa to allow the egress of visitors to be spread in pretty

equal proportions over the four sides of the Building. Theac

exit doora, with windows on each side, break the line of panelling,
and give an architectural feature to an otherwise low line of
facade, exceedingly low, indeed, in relation to the proportions of
the transept, which, externally as internally, is the great feature

of the Building. The effect of the stained and varnished panels

constituting the external walla, which, when required, can be
easily removed and filled with glass, is very excellent, and con-

trasts well with the painted columns of the cont-truction. Now
for the interior. After passing a pair of richly gilded iron gates,

the full glories of the transept burst upon our view, heightened
and magnified by the narrow dimensions of the external roof and
vestibule. A vast hall is before ns, lined on either hand with
sculptured forms. In the centre rises, like some fantastic stalac-

tite or splinter from an iceberg, a transparent crystal fountain,

glittering with all the colors of the rain!)OW, which, towering from
a solid base up to a point, pours down upon an overflowing

crystal basin an unceasing stream, with a delicious bubbling
sound. Beyond the fountain stands the chair of state—a throne

of crimson and gold, commanding the grand avenues both east

and west. On the left of the throne, at the head of the eastern

avtriue, the great Indian diamond, the Koh-i Noor, glitters in a
golden cage or prison. Other statues, another fountain of huge
spouting stone tritons, a mass of broad-lcAved tropical plants, and
lofty, smooth-baiked palm-trees, another pair of gilded gates, and
over all a mighty elm, spreading its full-leaved branches far and
wide, and touching the very summit of the lofty roof, complete
our Hrst impression of the scene—but not the scene itself, for every
glance reveals some new effect, gorgeous or graceful. Our eyes

trarel at one moment to the semi-transparent roof, with its delicate

arches of blue and white, and spider-like diagonal bracing lines;

then they rest upr>n the pendent tapestry above the galkries, the

rich carpets and brocades ; or follow the crimson lines of the

gallery rails, till they weavy with the luxuriance of color animate
and inanimate, for all this time, silk, satin, and velvet plumes and
flowers, borne by gazers as curious as ourselves, are streaming all

around. At length we reach the ground, and we are recalled to

the real purpose of this Fairy Palace by the word " India " at the

head of the British, and " Egypt" at the head of the Foreign
Avenue ; both making a rich display of arms—the first manufac-
ture of semi-barbarous nations. The striking central avenue, east

and west, soon begins to challenge attention; and, were it pos
sible, for the time being, to attain to that state of dual individ-

ualism which would enable us to visit two places at once, we
believe there would quickly be a complete duphcation of visitors,

one half of each going west, and the other going east. By great

moral restraint we will now proceed to the northern transept

without yielding to the temptations afforded by the main avenue,
east and west. Here again the objects seen at our first entrance
now appear with a fresh interest of grouping and effect. Above,
we may perceive the galleries, as this is a good opportunity.
There are the North, the Central North, the Central South, and
the South. Looking at the interior of tlie Building as a whole,
one of the features which first strikes the spectator, and this was
more remarkable before the roof was covered with canvas, is the

perfect daylight effect, which, though now subdued, characterizes

it. We cannot but think, however, that some mistake arose in

covering the Building with unbleached cloth, since it gave a
yellow hue which is highly detrimental to certain classes of goods

;

and we have no hesitation in saying, that, had a striped ticking,

similar to the covering around the bole of the large tree at the

entrance, been used, the effect of rhe light would have been far

superior. The scheme of decoration finally adopted, after much
discussion, has proved, with the modirttations judiciously intro-

duced, more successful than at first anticipated. The color is

suiflciently brilliant to give lightness and purity of effect, whilst

it is sufficiently retiring at even moderate distances to act rather

as a back-ground to the examples exhibited, than as a rival

polychromatic attraction, as it was feared might have been the

case. Any attempt to decorate the building or make such ar-

rangements as should have nullified the fact that tin: Buiidinq was
for the Exhibition, and not the Exhibition for the liuildiiig, would
have signally failed. Happily, in the midst of some forgetfulness

of this axiom, there were those who unflinchingly kept this point
in view, and never forgot that the exhibition was not a mere show,
a whim of the hour, or for the glorification of any individual or

body of individuals, but a great moral and industrial demonstra-
tion, in which the evidences to be brought forward were to have
the first consideration, and that the building was a Mansion of the

Nations, where the inventor, the artist, the artisan, and manufac-
turer were to appear as invited and honored guests of England.
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YACHT REGATTA, BETWEEN THE BOSTON AND SALEM BOATS, IN MARBLEHEAD HARBOR.

THE REGATTA AT MARBLEHEAD,
Yachting has become of late—not only in this country, but in

Europe—a favorite species of amusement for {gentlemen of leisure.

We are not sure but that it is rivalling, in a measure, the famous
interest of the turf, which has so long held sway among sports-

men. It would be a fortunate freak of fashion, and one having
important national considerations, especially as the sport can he

shared in by all classes, if our gentlemen who "live at home at

ease" were to turn their attention to yacht-racing. In the build-

ing and management of such vessels, it is scarcely possible to

trace all the modes of benefit it confers upon every class of soci-

ety. The owner of a fine picture, a splendid statue, or other rare

curiosity under lock and
key, may be a good sort

of a man in his way, but

the proprietorof a pleas-

ure yacht is a public

benpfactor, who goes
aboutdoing good, bring-

ing the breezesof health,

the glow of excitement,

and the sunshine of so-

ciality. As a matter of
policy, therefore, we
shon d like to see yacht

clubs in all our seaport

towns. In England, the

government has encour-

aged them by every legal

influence short of actual

patronage ; so that, to

all intents and purposes,

there is a standing naval
militia all around the

British coasts, unorgan-
ized, it is true, but al-

ways ready in case of

a call. We need hardly
expatiate upon the ben-

eficial results of these

local races and clubs,

not merely for pastime
in fine weather for feath-

er bed lubbers, but for

training our young men
to deeds of vigor and
daring. The success of
the yacht America has
waked up this subject.

We hope to see regattas

and marches chronicled
in every part of the
coast, and trust that

sufficient interest hag
now been awakened.
There was a pleasant

and spirited regatta
came ofi^at Marblehead,
not long since, which
our artist has sketched

for our columns with
the happiest eifect. We
are indebted to the Mar-
blehead Advocate for

our description :—At
about ten o'clock, the

Alice, lying in the har-

bor, hove up and show-
ed our excited towns-
men her heels, and how
m uch chance there
would be for smallerfry.

In a very short time the

Quarantine dashed up
the harbor, and then the

Mystery hove in sight.

The wind lulled a tri9e, and, after some delay, the following by the wind with her extra tonnage—made out to lead and the
boats, then lying off Cat Island, on the signal gun being fired, boats ultimately came in in the following order:
started for the race, at twenty minutes to 1 o'clock: hows. min. sr.c.

Quarantine 2 20 14
Schr. QuaraDtiDe, Boston. N. Ptrry, . - . .22 77-i)5thfl. Mystery, 2 24 33

*' Mjetery, Salem, J. Perkins, .... 45 81- " Alice, 2 52 20
' Alice, Bostou, E. G. Martin, . . . , 21 29- " Pearl 2 83 40
" Escelsior, Salem, Samuel F. Wallis, ... 18 66- '* Exct-lsior, 2 36 65
" Pearl, Salem, I. WiUian,,,

.
. .

.3165-" The Quarantine bearing off the first prize, the Alice the second,
Eyes were strained, and the excitement became intense. First it and the Excelsior the third. Thirty seconds being allowed to
seemed that the Quarantine would lead the party, but we under- each ton fur the smaller boats, which .shows that the Quarantine
stand that the Alice triumphantly rounded the bound (E^^g Rock) was the leader of the Alice by about one minute and a half- and
first. However, the Quarantine—being larger and in better tiira it is a most mysterious fact that Salem is nowhere in the 'race

and for the present is

hiug under Quarantine.

— - ^- - -^ "^^^ ^^'<^^' with Capt.
Vl \, ?1 l7, ."^ _='==;'^ =^-: Martin at the helm, was
\ « -^^ K f^ -=- —

_ bound to win or sink,
and nobly has she de-

, "i^^^rg^E^ —̂ ^

V

^s-__ inonstrated the fact that

i-^

i

—
,

\:^'"=^ ^

—

'

—

of the light weights she
^_ ^_. ^_ is irresistible.

i"">»"l i ^^ ^^^ "^ir=-- OJIBWA WARRIOBS.
'^ M £ I'NV %,t„ ^=^^^ Onr artist has sketch-

i\ ^1/ 1 W iP i( A \ — ^^ ^"^ '^' ^^^^ ^ scene rep-

imlT tt|l(f/i Ml =1===^ resenting the party of

rt,
- Wf/f «^S \ ^aH= Ojlbwa Indians, who

' -"^'1 ^ ' »1 ' . V >i^ -!»i * ) —^^^ '"«''s lately in this citT,

^M \\M\ SS^vMwi, -^
ning exhibition of some

jri, aik-WX ^-pv^T^ ^ j^sD.-.,,, of their peculiar rites

, I /KH? "A feT ^i I I I
' and ceremonies as prac-

r- .* , , . ..
'^ ^^ V 'iHA M ' r I

tised at their home in

t^Miir-k^4^^ ]
f \ -HIY feM. //'r«

'he far West. They

^' i\ '
*

' ' " IfFlf ^v / ^^t.'^^^^^x ;
aid wild-looking group

'< r 1
, , tTOl "if \ / VMfc \ of human beings, derk-

sV /',/.
I

• §M\ ) «^ '^S^W-
I

ed in the raosf tawdry

_ .
'^ A ^^ \ \, manner, and besmeared

\v.,l]j ^"^^z "^
/ r ^°*^ painted on every

;^'S^.^^--/ -* ^^^ ^
^^^ttifillii *^^^^^^^^^^^^/ '/

^ '^^^ exposed to view,

> H^Mi'^i ''' ' ^^^^^^K ^^^™ ^'" ornaments. The
SfcV^^,"^^^ '^ ^ral^^*** ' ' ' ^^^^^^^Bll ^^m troupe were accompa-

^., r V^ ^^^^M^^ul^%r^==^ but could not speak one

^& ,|!^— ^Vjgs; - •7" TT ^^^Hi^Wsr word of English them-

iV^ 1L ^s^ssaiil .« ."AJMiSitw^
f ' I' " ^ ^^^^m^"^^ selves. Altogether they

"^^
'

"' '

^^^(^^A^ presented a sad picture

"J^^^^^^^^^S^Si^^M ^
I %^^l \ 3 \ "^ '''* P"'^^^"' degener-

i^ i\\^^F^ 1^^^^^^^ *
t,^^0^1*\

ate condition of the red

llW /(-" ' ^^^^m~. Ill ^SU I

™^" '" America, and
S^ L\\r "W^Sw* R'>\35 t* l7 l^^uV "k

furnished a striking con-
^'^"'^

\\ "A fJl -~^«S ^3=SSS!l\_ trast to that time when

V-tE^ "V '*] W "^MWT^^tN? - '*' '""'^ continent was

"^^^^^'i*' t'iisfl^
—

<i^ft "^ Al * peopled by the various

£^<-i® / l^ffl'^~^;^ -—-B^ ^fR^X^l tribes which are fast be-
— ^^^

,^1 ^^^^ -^-~I_z-^^ ^^ ^^y// "' commg extmct before

\ y _ ^^>_j-fr:^^^— —^^^ft^s^rV///
'^-^ the wonderful progress

^ffii^'^iV -^^ -—"^'^^^x^^yj; ,'>^ of the Anglo-Saxon
1

.^ * * ^ tf- T~^ai± ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^w-^^S' ^^^^
'

a"*^ seeming to

See^-'i^^^^^^-w^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ add a new illustration

""'^i^i.-iSSS^^^^Sr^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ to the idea, that, in the

!^l^^'^=&^^^^^^^^^'^^^^^^^^^̂ ^T'^£=^i*^ arrangements of Provi-

_ dence, the various races

^^ ^^^rf^^^ —̂*^'̂ '-^'^^^^^T'**''^^^^^iT^^^^I^^^^Jz^"^'^":^'^ ^^^^-r^^zi;^^̂ ^!^̂ ^^^^^ of men, having each ful-

''€'~^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K^^^S^^^^^^^~^ ,
filled their appointed

-*.SHfi«KaBs:Kfflfti3:^i«*te^.ja^^is^T^=s^^rj^-.—5Sz^:^?.K^^3<;=^^=^:r—,

—

^^j—r sphere, are destined in

_ _ succession to pass off
^ ^ * K^^^^g^—^^^^^^^H:^^^^^ g^S^^i^^:^-^:^ ;^-^^- _3^^ from the world, or to l>e-

,
come blended into one

REPRESENTATION OF THE OJIBWA WARRIOBS WAR DAKCE. grand confraternity.
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TO POESY.

BT JOSUPa W. NYE.

Sweet Fplrlt of Poeny, como to mo now,

Whlltf nhadowH of uadnusH htiiiK diirk on my bniw,

ObBCuriti); my vUlon and pnlning uiy heart,

0, come In tliy brlijhtmiitB, and tliuy will depart.

Como now, ns yo oft havo, dinpolllng tho clmde,

Which, heavy with Rlonm, on my uplrit in laid,

Upon thy bright pinions now bear mo away,

0, haste thee, awcot spirit, no longer delay.

Ten, como, gentle Hplrit, I sigh for thy Pmilo,

Which ever liath power my woeH to boguilo;

Renew thy fond vi»itfl, and (111 with delight

Tho heart and the oye yo havo often mudo bright.

now drear would bo earth, and how tedious the hours,

Without an occasional vinit from thee;

Thy magical proaence inaltoR brighter the flowere,

And gives a new lustre to all that I aoo.

Thy emilo is the aunlight that gladdens the eartti,

Thy BOng is tho breeze, richly tuneful and free,

Thy harp is the forest, repounding with mirth,

Thine organ the wldc-rolllng, deep-sounding sea.

Then who would not woo thee, so lovely and fair?

0, where is tho bosom so stone-like and cold?

Onw hour In which thy pure pleawures I share,

Out\veigheth a lifetime of homage to gold I

i-^m^ t

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE PIRATE'S DUNGEON.
BT LIEUTENANT MURRAY.

Our own neighborhood affords many localities of romantic

incident, fit to employ the pen of the novelist or romance writer.

Though accustomed to look abroad, expecting to find a theme

and inspiration only in distant places, still, the fact Js very plain

that there is material enough at our very doors.

All along the shores of Massachusetts Bay there are spots con-

secrated by many a wild and thrilling legend ; and not ten miles

from Boston, in the city of Lynn, we might name a score, one of

which will make the subject of this sketch, for the readers of the

Companion.

About the year 1656, the rivers and bays along the coast of

New England were the haunts of pirates and smugglers, who

defied the efforts of the king's cruisers, and knowing perfectly the

coast, would often, by some daring stratagem, lead the larger

crafts of the royal navy into dangerous places, where they might

strike some sunken rock, and quickly after sink to the bottom.

Now and then, perhaps, one was successfully attacked and con-

quered ; but it was like taking a bee from its hive—there seemed

to be just as many left behind—nor was there any alteration in

the frequency of the devastations and unlawful acts committed on

the coast. At length, this evil became so great, that the home

government applied itself in earnest to eradicate it, which was

partially done, at least, before the close of the century.

Our story relates to this period, and to the class of rovers we

have referred to.

One fine evening, just about sunset, in May, 165S, a small,

rakish, fore-and-aft schooner, of the most symmetrical build and

appearance, wound her way gracefully round the promontory of

Nahant, and dropped her anchor just at the mouth of Saugus

river. As the sleepy day gathered the mantle of night more

closely about its breast, a boat was lowered from her side, and

four sturdy oarsmen were seen propelling the little craft up the

river's course to a spot where its meanderings were lost in the

dense wood.

A few of the towns-people of Lynn had noticed them, and, at a

time when danger threatened them from every quarter, it was

natural that they should suspect that the visit of the stranger

schooner to their harbor portended no good. The families were

put on their guard by those who had seen the boat ascend the

river, and their arms were laid that night by their bedsides, for

immediate use. No disturbance, however, molested the still

hours of the night, and the first light of the following morning

found the inhabitants gating anxiously towards the spot where

the schooner had anchored on the previous evening, but no traces

were to bo seen of her. She had spread her broad wings and

flown away seawards.

Time passed on, and the circumstances of which we have

spoken, had been forgotten, in the stirring events of the times,

when a man, one Henry Ewing, was found to be on his death-

bed. He was reputed an honest man, and was a blacksmith. He
told the minister who attended upon him in his last moments,

that there was one thing that weighed heavily upon his heart, and

being solicited, he finally disclosed that on the day after the visit

of the strange schooner, he had found a note at his shop, staling,

that if a certain quantity of shackles, handcuffs, hatchets, and

other articles of iron manufacture, were made and deposited at a

certain place with secrecy, an amount of silver, richly repaying

their value, would be found in their place.

The blacksmith, though he knew that these articles were de-

signed for some illegal and unholy purpose, said that he furnished

them, and found his pay, as had been stipulated. Though he had

watched carefully, he could not discover when the articles were

taken, nor had any vessel been seen to approach the coast. The
Hmith feared he had done a sin, and thus confessed it to his

minister.

In the followinj; yi-ur the rnyf^terious schooner came again; but

this time hHc ciust no anchor, tiut hove to, discharged a boat con-

taining four men, with eontideriihlc baggnge, and bore away at

onco to sea. Tho boat ascended the river, and, not long after

it was ascertained by the townspeople thiit they had ncighborH of

whom they knew not before. The four men had selected a most

secluded and roinaniic spot in tho woods of Saugus for their

abode. The place of thiiir retreat was a deep, narrow valley,

shut in on two sides by liij^h hills and craggy, precipitous rocks,

and shrouded on tho other side by thick pines, hemlocks and

cedars, between which there was only one 5pot to whifh tlic rays

of the sun at noonday could penetrate. On climbing up the rude

and almost perpendicular steps of the rock on the eastern side,

the eye could comnuuid a full view of the bay on the south, and

a prospe(!t of a large portion of the surrounding country. The

place of their resort was ever after called the Pirate's Glen, and

they could not have selected a ripot on the coast for many miles,

more favorable for the purpose botb of concealment and observa-

tion. Even to this day, so lonely is the place, that not one in a

hundred of the inhabitants of the town have ever descended into

its silent and gloomy recesses. Here the pirates built a small hut,

made a garden, and dug a well, the appearance of which is still

visible.

In later years it is supposed they buried money in the glen, and

many have sought in vain to find the hidden treasure. By some

means, the retreat of these men became known in England, and a

cruiser soon made her appearance on the coast. The pirates were

traced to their glen, and a detachment of seamen surprised them

at midnight, and they were secured and carried to England, where

they were tried and executed. But one of their number had

escaped to a rock about two miles to the north of the glen, in

which was a spacious cave. This man's name was Thomas Neal.

The cavern where he had concealed himself had been used by the

pirates to store the booty in that they had brought to the spot with

them, and here, not in the glen, should treasures be sought for, if

anywhere.

Here the fugitive established his residence, and, to pass the

time more pleasantly, he practised the trade of a shoemaker. In

Boston he found a female of as abandoned a character as his own,

and her he induced to become his companion at the cave. He
was occasionally seen in the village during the year 165S, where he

came to procure necessary articles of subsistence, for which he

always paid in golden coin. His female companion was never

seen hut once after joining him at the rock, and on this occasion

she came into the village to obtain for him some article of medi-

cine, which she procured, and then immediately disappeared.

During the same year the great earthquake occurred, which

caused such consternation and fear throughout the New England

colonies. From that day Thomas Neal did not make his appear-

ance in the village, and at least half a dozen of the boldest inhab-

itants determined to seek the place of his retreat, and ascertain

what had become of him. They easily found the spot, but what

was their surprise to see the change ! The struggle of nature had

divided the top of the rock, and the great mass had crushed itself

down into the mouth of the cave, enclosing the guilty and unfor-

tunate inmates in an unyielding prison ! It has ever since been

called the Pirate's Dungeon.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial]

PAST AND PRESEIVT.

BT MATORIN M. BALLO0.

I remember, I remember,

0, how can I forget,

The hours when first we roamed together,

The days when first we met?

The promptings of my boyish passion,

The throbbings of my heart.

Untutored to the world's cold fashion,

It knew no fickle art.

1 remember, I remember,

0. never to forget,

Each look of kind and dear assuraDre

That on thy fair brow set,

Elysian moments, quickly fleeting,

All too aweet, too dear to L-iet
|

Those momenta now my soul is greeting,

Those stara of joy that light the past.

I remember, I remember,

0, let me not forget,

How much there is of pain and sorrow,

Our saddened thoughts to whet.

But though with joys the puat ia teeming,

Smiles there are for us to-day

;

WTiile sunny skies are o'er us beaming,

Let cankering sorrow find no sway.

. < ^•^- t

A SIMGULAR CONTEST.
Two gentlemen of high birth, the one a Spaniard, and the

other a (jerman, having rendered Maximilian II. many services,

they each, for recompense, demanded his natural daughter Helena
Schasequin, in marriage. The prince, who entertained equal re-

spect for them both, could not give either the preftrence; and,
after much delay, told tliem that from claims they both had to his

attention and regard, he could not give bis assent for either of

them to marry his daughter, and ihey must decide it by their own
prowess and address ; but as he did not wish to ri:^k the loss of
either, or both, by sutlering them to fight with offen.sive weapons,
he had ordered a large bug to be brought, and he who was suc-

cessful enough to put his rival into it, should obtain his daughter.

This btrange combat between two gentlemen was in the presence
of the whole imperial court, and lasted half an hour. At length

the Spaniard yielded to the German, Andre Elhard, Baron of
Tetherd, who, when he had got him into the bag, took him on his

back and placed him at the Emperor's feet, and ou tlie following

day married the beautiful Helena.

—

Exchawm navf^.

[IVritten for Gleason's I'lctorlai.]

SEASIDE MUSINGS.

ST B1IB8 CIURLOTTI! ALI.SIf.

I stood at dewy, gentlo eve,

Upon the sea-laved nhor«,

And listened to tho mulody

Of the wlid water's roar.

While at earh wnvehit's iiieafured step,

Came neiircr to tho land.

I traced upon Its firathery foam,

The great Almighty hand.

For every blliow In lln rise,

Its undulating swell.

Seemed to my heart a messenger

Of Heaven's love to teil.

The holy teachings of the doep

Widely extended there,

Fell on my soul like cadence sweet,

Like minstrelsy of prayer.

0, who can gaze, at star-lit eve,

Upon the sea and sky,

And feel not deep emotions lift

Their spirit-self on high?

Then look not coldly on tho scene,

In wisdom's wonder fraught.

But see, in rich sublimity,

Works that thy Slaker wrought!

EXPERIENCE OF A DEAF PERSON.
I fainted one day from having, in a freak, put a musical snuff-

box on my head. The delicious precision of the music, and the
revival of the old clearness, after the muffled piece of confusion
that instrumental music had been to me some year>i, overcame
me in a second of time. I am sure that I heard that perform-
ance quite as well as any one could through the ear ; and I have
since clapped on my head every musical snuff box 1 could lay
hands on. You may like to know the following :—When I had
become just deaf enough to have difficulty in catching the pitch
of a piece of music, in the concert room we attended, which had
benches, with a long wooden rail to lean against, I could alwavs
get right by pressing my shoulder blades against that rail ; nnly,

the pitch was ahtays a third below, Finding this with music which
I was always familiar with, I. soon got to allow for it always, and
so did very well for the time. As the deafness increased, 1/ound
all bass sounds lose their smoothness, and come in pulses, bearing
upon the ear, and vibrating through the pit of the stomach.

—

Atkinson and Martineau's Letters on Man.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

NAY, NAY, I WILL NOT WEEP AGAIN,

S7 ISABEL A8HT0N.

Nay, nay, I will not weep again.

The last drop from my heart

Was drawn, while, as to mock my woe,

Wild, music-dreams would start.

Nay, nay, I will not tune again.

My lyre to make one tone
;

*

Its power would thrill no other heart,

And scarcely stir my own.

Nay, nay, I will not try again

To soar while Hope's bright wing

Lies by my side in powerlessness

—

I will not try to sing.

Nay, nay. I will not strive again
;

The twilight of the past

May gather round these lonely gems,

And know them as the last.

Ah, no, I will not weep again,

'Twere better far to steel

The passions and the hopes and fears,

Than dream, and wake to feel.

< —-^ »

PRECAUTIONS AGAINST ACCIDENTS.
On the Hudson River Railway the common speed ia thirty

miles an hour, including stoppages. In order to prevent acci-

dents from collisions or obstructions, the company have estab-
lished very wholesome and wise regulations. At certain intervals,

there are trackmen, as they are termed, stationed, whose constant
duty it is to inspect, like sentinels, certain portions of the road,
and at once to exhibit signals in case of danger. Each of these
trackmen is supplied with a ivhite and red flag. If no obstruction
exists, the white flag is displayed as a train comes in sight. On
seeing this, the engineer feels secure in the rapidity of his pas-
sage. If no flag is exhibited the engineer must slack. If the
red flag appears he must stop at once. The company consider
that the expense of men, scattered over the road, can be better

borne than the damages of a collision.

—

Hartford Courant.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO A FRIEND.

BT CAEOHKB A. HATDEH.

A thorny path thou art treading now, a shadowy veil hangs o'er thee,

No human eye can penetrate the mist which rolls before thee

;

The hand of eickness crushes every tlower that springe to bless,

Oft making life appear to thee a dreary wilderness.

Is there no help ?—has hope's bright star been quenched In pain and gloom ?

No balm in Gilead for thee?— no rest but in the tomb?
Even so it may appear to some, but never so to me

—

The heart, the heart's best heritage, is garnered up for thee.

Thou art passing beneath the rod I but a strong right-arm upholds thee,

Earth's fetters weigh thy spiiit down, but heavenly hope enfolds thee
j

Peace to thy heart ! the hand that chasteneth does it but in love

;

Upon Hia strength thy weakness cost, and all his mercy prove.

llemember, many a common ill of life has passed thee by.

Its cankering can s, its petty strifes. Its mingled misery

;

No blight has fallen upon thy heart, its feelings gush as free

—

The bright, the heautijul^ tho good have blessed charms for thee.

0, then, let/iiith and Iu'ik bo strong, thy race with patience run,

Nor let thy coiurago fail till thou the glorious prue hast won.
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A FAREWELL.

BT JOSEPH H. BnTLBB.

Dear land of Washington, farewell I

0, weak indeed are words to tell

My spirit's love for thee

;

I venerate thy noble race,

Wlio once for freedom dared to face

Proud Europe's chivalry

!

And now the cruel fate commandB
My steps to wander other lands,

I yet will hold thee dear

;

And thy brit?:lit " flag," I've sworn to save,

Shall cheer nie oo the sullen wave,

Should danger hover near.

And oft will weeping memory tell

Of vanished scenes I loved so well,

And friends I see no more
;

May the Great Spirit bless thy sons,

And raise thee future Washingtons,

Should danger's thunder roar !

Farewell I the vessel spreads her sail,

Swan-like before the rising gale

That sweeps the freshening bay

;

The lessening shores recede from sight

—

Land of the free, my la*t '-good-night"—

The sea heaves wild and gray !

, < <» t

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

CUCUMBERS FOR BREAKFAST.

BT THE OLD 'UN.

Miss Maria Ccluns lived with her widowed mama, in a

remote part of Washington street ; a remoteness almost rural,

for there are several blades of grass, a lilac, and a rosebush in

sight of the front windows, and by the aid of a telescope, cows

might be seen grazing on a distant eminence.

Every evening two young gentlemen might have heen seen in

what Miss Maria was pleased to call the "drorin'-room," paying

their attentions to that fascinating young lady. One of them, a

bold, dashing fellow, with beautiful red hair and whiskers, rejoiced

in the name of Phineas Struggles ; the other had hair and manners

of a more subdued tone. Ho was legally known by the name of

Jacob Simmins—familiarly called Jake.

Struggles was very strong in vocalization, and used to sing

duets with Maria, accompanied by the young lady on her " forty-

pianner," and he indulged in sundry solos, wherein he informed

the fair damsel that his bark was afloat, that there was a love-

lighted star on the deck of the valiant, that the wild world was

his enemy, but that he would brave it all, and the hand which

trembled when it was pressed to hers, was destined to point the

guns upon the chase, and bid the deadly cutlass shine. All this

while, his bashful rival, Simmins, would sit in a comer, doing the

amiable to the old lady, who said he was a " nice young man, and

it was a thousand pities he was so skeery."

One evening, after a whispered confabulation at the piano, it

was agreed between Struggles and Maria that the next day

should be devoted to a little water excursion. Struggles hiring a

boat, and the old lady and Simmins taking passage also.

" Who is to skipper the boat?" asked Simmins, timidly, and

blushing at the sound of his own voice.

" Who 1" shouted Struggles, in his deepest tones, and with his

most Corsair-like expression—"why, I— to be sure. I 'm a

regular salt—take to blue water like a duck."

So it was all settled, and next day, Struggles, and Simmins,

and Maria, and the old lady, and a very large and corpulent

wicker basket, were all embarked on board the " Flirt," Struggles

sitting very grandly at the helm. The proprietor of the boat stood

upon the wharf.

" Ontie the string !" said Struggles, dictatorially.

The proprietor of the boat stared hard at the spokesman.

" Cast off the line !" shouted Simmins.

The order was obeyed, and off went the " Flirt " with her gay

little party. Sitnmins sat in the stem sheets, near the "Commo-

dore," as Struggles facetiously termed himself.

" There 's a bar somewhere near here," said Simmins, " we'll

bear away about two pints."

" I aint a going to stop at no bar," said Struggles, loftily, " and

there's more'n two pints in that basket, I reckon."

*' Put up your helm, or you '11 be aground !" thundered Simmins.

Mechanically, Struggles obeyed—he had no idea Simmins had
*' so much in him."

*' What a dear creater that Simmins is," whispered the old lady

to her daughter, " a leetle grain more, and we 'd all heen drowned."

As they moved down the harbor, Simmon's spirit rose in pro-

portion as those of his rival became depressed. He laughed and

joked, bared his glosssy curls to the invigorating kiss of the sea

breeze, and seemed to derive inspiration from the element that

bore him. Maria had never remarked before that he was really

handsome, so complete a veil is bashfulness, Still she clung to

her bolder admirer, and to '" draw him out,'

" It would give me the greatest pleasure,

" but the fact is—ray dear Mariar— er!
—

"

Here Struggles stopped.

" Deary me»! what is the matter with you V said the old lady.

" You look dreadful bad—all green andyaller. Be you sea sickV
"Seasick," said Stmggles, with a faint chuckle, "he! he!

that's a good 'un, old lady. iVe, sea-sick. No, no, it's them

confounded cucumbers I ate for breakfast. They allers disagrees

with me. Raily—the ladies must excuse me—I can't sing."

' begged him to sing.

," faltered Struggles,

"But I can," exclaimed Simmins, and with a fine, deep, manly

voice, he gave the company

—

" A wet sheet and a flowing sea."

Maria was profuse in her compliments—the old lady remarking

that " she'd allers heard that a wet sheet was very good for the

rheumatiz."

Meanwhile, the wind had changed, and blew in strong and fitful

gusts. At intervals, squalls came over the water, ruffling its

surface and making it black as ink. They were now beating up,

instead of running free. Siaimins kept a weary eye to windward.

Presently he sang out, "luff."

" What?" said the the confused and ignorant Struggles, catch-

ing dismay from the expression of his rival's eye.

" Luff! luff! luff while you can !" roared Simmins.

The next instant he tore the tiller from the hands of his rival,

threw the bows of the boat up to the wind, till the squall had

spt nt itself, and then bore away again, laughing, as the spray

dashed sparkling along the sides of the saucy craft.

"Is it all right 1" gasped the shuddering Struggles, as he lay

in the bottom of the boat.

" All right, and you can go forward and try a little brandy,

while I steer and sing to the ladies."

Struggles crawled forward on his hands and knees, and after

bending over the starboard bow for along while—uncorked a bottle

and proceeded to try an anti-temperauce remedy for sea-sickness.

After a long sail, during which the squall blew over, and Sim-

mins made himself so agreeable that the hours passed like minutes,

the attention of the company was directed to their neglected

companion. He was seated reclining with his back against the

door of the fore cuddy, and with a lack lustre eye, and most wo-

be-gone expression, soliloquizing to himself in broken snatches

of prose and verse :

" 0, if I ever get out of this, I 'II—well, I never did—' 0, carry

me back to old Virginny '—
' Down among the dead men '—

* Full

fathom deep thy father lies.'
—

' O. raeirily and gallantly we glide

along the sea'—*My children, Bianca! when they ask you for

their father, tell them—I am dead !' O, those cucumbers !"

"Hullo! old fellow! what are you doing there'?" asked

Simmins.
" Begin !" chanted Struggles, lugubriously

—

*' Begin, ye tormpntora, your toil is in vain

!

For the son of Alnomook shall never complain."

Finding no reason was to be got out of him, the " Commodore "

was suffered to fall asleep. When the boat touched Long wharf,

on her return, he was packed into a carriage, and despatched to

to his residence, with a note to his landlady from Simmins, stating

that he was unwell from eating cucumbers, was in a decided state

of collapse, and required the immediate attention of a physician.

By the next evening he was well again, and called on his fas-

cinating Maria—but she was not at home—nor did he see her for

a fortnight, and then he learned that she was no longer Miss Maria

Cullins, but now called herself Mrs. Maria Simmins. Thus

ended the earthly hopes of this unfortunate young man.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LINES TO .

BT W. A. FOOG.

^
I oCfered thee a faithful heart,

By true affection warmed;

You answered, with a leer of pride,

That you the offer scorned.

I oEFered thee a name which foul

Dishonor ne'er had stained,

But 'twas not known among the rich;

So this, too, thou dJsdained.

I offered thee the truest wealth

—

An humble little cot,

Down in some quiet woodland dell,

Where strife should reach us not.

Whsre discord ne'er should find a place,

But sweet contentment be

A dweller in our humble home
;

And all should live to thee.

And this thou scorned, and took instead

A palace rich and grand.

Where servfints by thy side ihould wait,

To answer thy demand.

And art thou happy, now? ah, no!

I read it on thy brow
;

Beneath those jewels beama no smile

—

Thou art not happy now.

< .^.^ >

MUSICAL A^'tCDOTE.
In Cooke's Musical Miscellany, a work aboundingwith amusing

anecdote and reminiscence, is the following capital story of a

Highland piper:—A Highland piper, havinj; a scholar to teach,

disdained to crack his brains with the names t>f scmibreve, minims,

crotchets, and quavers. " Here, Donald," said he, " tak' yer

pipes, lad, and iiie us a blast. So, verra weel blawn, indeed
;

but what's a sound, Donald, without sense? You may blaw for-

ever without making a tune o't, if I dinna tell you how the queer

things on the paper maun help you. You see that Mg fellow, wi'

a round, open face (pointing to a semibreve, between two lines of

a bar), he moves slowly from that line to this, while ye beat ane

wi' \our hst and gie a long blast ; if, now, ye put a leg to him ye

mak' twa o' him, and he'll move twice as fast ; and if ye black his

face, he'll run four limes faster than the fellow wi' the white face

;

but if, rtfter blacking his face, ye'U bend his knee, or tie his leg.

he'll hop eight times faster than the wtiite-faced chap I showed

you first. Now whene'er you blaw your pipes, Donald, remem-

ber this—that the tighter those fellows legs are tied, the faster

they'll run, and the quicker they're sure to dance."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE OLD OAR TREE,

BT OSCAR C. WHITTLKSIT.

It grew Upon a fertile spot,

Within th's Bouthern clime,

The vale whero first my tiny heart

Trilled to the tender touch of Time^-

Where lifa was as a blooming buoy,

All fringed and taeaelled o'er with Joy.

'Twaa there, with comrades blithe and gajf

In life's uncloudc'l morn I played
;

Ah', many a happy holiday

I've spent 'neath ita ambrosial shade.

Nor time, nor change can steal from m»
The memory of that Old Oak Tree.

Amid ita leaves of grassy green,

The balmy breezes loved to play

;

Sweet warblers there would sit unseen,

And bhthely twitter all the day.

There, floclcB from summer heat would hie,

And in its cooling shadows lie.

And though long years have winged away

Since last its green boughs sheltered m»,

Fond memory begirts to-day,

The grandeur of that Old Oak Tree.

All other scenes may fade, and yet

That tree I never can forget^

COLinilBUS AND HIS SAILORS.
Ab the sailors of Columbus were to him in his voyage of dis-

covery, so are our faculties to us in the endeavor of our spirit^

and so to the witness for truth are his fellow-men in the work in
which he has called them. The sailors said, " where is the land V*
and again, "where is the land?" When the continuing east
wind—the trade wind—blew, it seemed to the sailors an omen of
fear. " Will it not blow us on and on forever ?" So in the ad-
vance of the mind in the search of spiritual and political truth
and good, or even in the pursuit of science. The impulse of a
great directive thought, though it is as a wind from God—his

trade-wind, which will conduct us to, and then facilitate our in-

tercourse with, some new and now to be discovered land^pro-
duces, as we are advanced onward, distrust and fear. Though
our faculties heartily were with us at the first, and though our
fellow-men entered the ship of endeavor with pride and hope, yet
now is there anger. The captain is called fool. It is asked,
" where is the land ? The sea is endless, and the wind will blow
us over it for ever and ever."

—

Memories of Theophilus Trinal.

[Written for Gle&son'e Pictorial.]

THE BLACKBIRD'S NEST,

BT QBOBOB W. BDMOAT.

In the crotch of an old oak tree,

Where limbs are spread ae our arms should l>*

When fervent prayers go up.

The blarkhirds build, with i-eed and hay,

Their snug, warm neat the live-long dsy,

Aa round as an acorn cup.

From bank to bough the builders fly,

And He who hears the ravens cry,

And sees the sparrows f»ll,

Endows the busy birds with skill

To thatch and weave with wing and bill.

And heed their younglings' call.

When sinks the sun in the golden west.

The blacibirds hie to their new-built ncBfi,

Like loving groom and bride,

And guard their spotted eggs so blue,

As fond and faithful parents do

The children at their aide.

THE PLi\STER'S FATE.
How true it is that the man who makes a pun will pick a pocket,

may be ascertained from the reports of last week's proceedings
at the Old Bailey. It will be found, from reference to those
dismal records, that a man has made a pun—that he has picked a
pocket—that he has been tried and found guilty. The facts are
these:—An iufatu?itcd wretch, by the name of Cotton, stole a
handkerchief; and, on being called upon for his defence, he
deelaved " he thought it was his own, because it was a Cotton
one." Judge and jury felt at once how much the atrocity of the

pun addtd to the enormity of the olt'ence. Who, after this, will

dispute the soundness of the axiom, that the man who can make &
pun will pick a pocket? The thing has been logically proved;
and hencL'forth, whenever he is known to be present in a large

assembly, the cry will be as a matter of course, " Take care of
jour pockets !"

—

Punch.

[Written for Gleason's Pict^arial]

ADDRESS TO JENNY LIN0.

BT RICHARD WRIGHT.

In thy tour through our country, all, all haTe eomblnefl

In welcoming theo to their houses and hearts
;

The learned, the rich, yea. the highest have joined

To vouch the approval that justice imparts
;

And dear unto thee and thy widely-spread fame,

The knowledge how much thou 'rt respected and loved,

That a high sterhng value is placed on thy name,

By a people by whom thy whole worth has been proved.

In the years of the future, when far from us all,

In the land of the Swede, where life's first breath was drairn,

Should thy memory deigu post events to recall.

There is one must be dear aa the brightest day's dawn,

—

The "B.iLTiM0BS Concert," when, packed dense and high.

The thousands of ckiliiren all hailed thee with cheers,

Each innocent heart burning through the glad e^e,

As musio and sons blent with smiles and with tearsi
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BELVIDERE HALL, ON THE DORCHESTER AND ROXBURY LINES, THE SUMMER RESIDENCE OF F. GLEASON.

BELVIDERE HALL, DORCHESTER, MASS.
The accoirtpanyitig engraving represents the home of F. Glea-

son, the publisher and proprietor of the Companion, in whomiNO
have thought the readers may have formed sufficient interest; to

enjoy a picture of his summer retidence. Its great charm is The

delightful and extensive prospect it affords of the entire harhor of

Boston, and the surrounding plain and hills for many miles in

extent. The grounds immediately belonging to

the house are of some three acres in extent, »nd
are improved to the best advnntjige by a thrifty

growth of every speciea of rich and valuable

tree. The fountain, which ornaments the lawn
in front of the house, h supplied from an artifi-

cial pond, and its pearly jets diffuse a cooling

and freshening influence to the atmosphere of the

scene around. A grapery is situated in the cen-

tre of the grounds, and extending a distance of

pome three hundred feet from the rear of the

house. One of the summer-houses, situated on
the Bclvidere estate, is also given as it appears ^=
at the end of the grapery. We might have given _:

also the extensive aviary attached to the house,

which contains hundreds of every species of fowl
and bird thut thrive in our climate ; but we have '"^

already done sufficient to comply with the oft- -=

repealed desire uf our friends as to giving a pic-

ture of this summer residence. The house ia
~
=f

beautifully situated on the Dorchester and Rox-
bury lines, and is about four miles distant from __

the city of Boston.
i

—

old " mannetje," as the Dutch familiarly call him, a splendid fel-

low, with a long, black mane, and his sides literally shaking
with fat, stood a little in front, ever and anon whiskinff his tail

over his back, but made no movement in advance. Barkley, on
his port, had no idea of commencing hostilities, and when this

mute interview had la.^ted some minutes, he turned his horse's

head round, and rode slowly away. Ko motion was made in

A SLIGHT MISTAKE.
Virgil tells us of a youthful hero who, while en-

joying the puny sport of stag hunting, longed to

nee a tawny lion approach. But even Ascanius

might have been taken aback had he found him-
self unexpectedly brought face to face with four

;

and it was no disparagement to my friend's

courage to say that he felt, as be candidly con-

fe-;sed, anything but comfortable. He was arm-
ed only with a single-barrelled rii^e, and his

horse, old Schui kraal, was in no plight for a race

with the king of beasts, which can outstrip the

Bwiftest antelope. In tlii-: emergency, however,
his presence of mind du! not forsake him, and
knowing that to sho v any symptom of fear

would increase tb-, danger of his position, he
pulled short up, und sat motionle-iis, with bis

eye fixed upon Ida formidable adversaries. The
three females dropped (|uietly upon their hiumch-
CB, gravely returning stare for stare ; while the SUMMER-HOUSE AT BELVIDERE HALL, DORCHESTEBj MASS.

pursuit, and, as long as the spot was in sight, he could distinguish
the four figures, to all appearance remaining precisely in the .same
position in which he had left them. In his way back, he found
tlie carcass of a quagga. not a quarter of a mile from our tent,

recently killed, and hearing evident marks of bis late acquaint-
ance's workmanship. We tent the boys for it ; the ribs had been
picked clean, but the hind-quarters gave the poor doi:;s two or

three hearty meals. We congratulated our friend
on his escape, which was the more remarkable,
as during this month and the next, these animals
are especially savage and unapproachable. Some
time before our arrival, Hrtns de Lange had a
valuable horse destroyed by them, in the very
market-place of liarrismith. His native servant,

on rising one morning, to set about his daily
labors, was suddenly heard to exclaim :

" There
lies a black thing," and immediately afterwards—" Look! there goes a yellow thing. It is very
like a lion!" And a lion it was, who, after de-
liberately contemplating the "black thing."—no
other than the carcass of De Lange's favorite
black horse—turned round, and trotted away.
Hans, however, did not take the matter quite so

""=^ coolly
; but, burning with rage at his loss, and at

the impudence of the o\dskehn,as he called him,
seized his trusty roer, and throwing himself upon
the first horse he could find, started off at a speed
that soon brought him on the heels of the lion,

who, finding himself pressed, bounded up a small
zant, and having thus secured a vantage ground,
faced his pursuer, and stood at bay. A large
dog that was rash enough to venture within his

reach he caught up, and, with one light stroke of
his paw, swept him under his chest, when the
flowing mane completely hid it from sight.

Meanwhile Hans had dismounted, and now tak-

ing a steady aim, lodged a bullet just behind the
shoulder. The lion neither fell nor moved tilt

a second bullet from the same barrel had struck
him, and in the same fatal spot. He then sprang
forward. One bound would have ended the old
Dutchman's history ; but another of his faithful

dogs throws himself in the w^, only to share

the instantaneous fate of his comrade. The de-

lay is but for a moment ; hut Hans takes advan-
tage of it to reload, and, quick as llghtriini:, the

heavy roer is at his shoulder, the unerring ball

finds its mark, and the noble bea'^t sinlcs slowly
down, and expires without a struggle. The skin
was given to Barkley, who carried it with him
to England.

—

Barter's Six Months j'n Natal.
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CLIPPER BRIG J. A. JEJIESON, DUXBURY BUILT, LYING AT THE WHARF, IN BOSTON.

BRIG J. A. TERESON.
Our artist has piven us here a view of the hrig J. A. Jereson,

which was built at Diixbury, and is of the Yery best material aud
workmanship. Her model is most beautiful; and although one
hundred, and ninety-five tons burthen, yet she can siowbut ninety

or one humircd and ten tons—her ability to carry her tonnase,

even, being sacrificed to the requisites for great speed. We think

she will prove the fastest vesse^ of her size afloat. It was on his

return in tho yacht Alice, which accompanied the brig to sea as

far as the LiL'ht Boat, otf Minot's Rock, in attempting the rescue

of young Crosby, who had fallen overboard, while the yacht was
lying to, thnt the gallant and much-lamented McClellan lost his

life. The J. A. Jereson is almost precisely of the same model of
the U. S. brig Somers, which was the scene of the fearful mutiny
that endtd in hanging Midshipman Spencer at the yard-arm.

UMVERSITY OF WISCOXSIIV.

This institution is founded on a grant, by Congress, of seventy-

two sections of land for the support of a State University. The
institution was chartered in 1S45. The corporation is a Board
of Regents, with general university powers. It is already accu-

mulating the means of imparting knowledge, by the formation of

a library, the collection of cabinets, etc., etc., and with the mani-
festations of proper lihcraliiy on the part of the public, wiil con-

fer immeasurable benefit on the present and future generations.

In addition to the undergraduate department, the charter pro-

vides for the suitable establishment of departments of law, med-
icine, and normal instruction. The site is a beautiful eminence,

in the town of Madifou, one mile west of the Capitol, command-
ing a view of the Valley of the Four Lakes—a scene of unrivalied

interest and promise, embracing the flourishing town of JMadison,

with a broad and lovely margin of agricultural landi. Consider-
ing the advantages of its position, and the probable value of its

public endowment, it bids fair to become the le.ading institution of
the north-west. The wisdom and propriety of founding seats of
learning, so as to be endowed with sufiicient landed means at the
outset, has been shown in the history of other countries. In our
own, we have already seen how worthy of all fostering care they
are from the general diffusion of knowledge which usually pre-

vails. In the western States^ especially, the foresight of Con-
gress and the practical details seconded or originated by the State
legislatures must lead to the most gratifying results, as the popu-
lation and business increase. According to the present census,

the great West will soon be the real heart of the country. The
western people, owning the land they live on, must be uncon-
querable. Education and liberty are our crowning blessings.

STATE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN, AT MADISON, NEAR THE VALLEY OF THE FOUR LAKE3, WISGONSIN.
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[Written for Olcaflon'fl Pictorial ]

PASSING A^VAY.

07 ELLEN LODIBB CIIANDLKD.

" PnflflJng iiwtty'" It Is written on enrth,

And every fair scene that around uh hofl birth
;

The bright hues that gUdden the close of the day,

l.lko the breath of the floworeta, are pusslng away.

Pasalng away, ore the flummor'H brlpht hourn,

Going for aye, with their buds and their flowere;

And the Rtrcam to ocean In p!i8.slng away,

Lancing the dirge of ita iuflt Bunny day.

The formf* of onr loved ones full poon pass away!

Do ye not eac them grow dim and decay ?

Hushed are the voices that once were no Hweet,

Turf Is upon them and Btones at their feet.

!

The wiod that has chilled tliem and freed thom from pain,

Has broken our heart-Ktringa so rudely In twain,

Tliat, while thoy are murmuring the requiem low,

A voice seems to whisper, that we, too, must go.

On all that Is mortal Is written the doom,

JFrom the cradle it is but a step to the tomb;

And wo bear, 'moog earth's music, In every lay,

One mournful refrain

—

^tia pns-ing nivay.

THE
[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

CLERGYMAN'S LOVE.

BT MBS. E. C. LOVEEING.

Mr. Wortlet, the youngest, most amiable, and best beloved

of the three clergymen in Peltonville, was—in love. How this

circumstance happened, it, would be rather difficult to relate; but

it is quite certain that in church his eye was first attracted by

the sweet and pensive beauty of Susan Bell, who sat every Sab-

bath in her father's pew, with her tender eyes fixed attentively on

the young and handsome preacher.

Mr. Wortley observed her ; he was pleased with her constant

attendance, her patient attention, her approbation and sympathy.

When he was pathetic, her soft eyes swam in tears; when argu-

mentative, her countenance beamed with "bright intelligence;"

when eloquent in portraying the beaury of piety, and the glory of

Christian hope, her eyes beamed with the fervor of heavenly

aspirations.

The fair Susan's sympathy seemed to inspire the young preacher

with fresh ardor each Sabbath ; for when anvthiitg occurred to

prevent her attendance at ihe morning or afternoon service, there

seemed something gone from his heart, and he was less eloquent

than usual.

Mr. Wortley felt that this was wrong ! and it was in analyzing

bis feelings, that he made the discovery that he was—?n love!

Then, forming a more intimate acquaintance with the Bells,

and reading Susan's heart through the pure transparency of her

conversation, Mr. Wortley loved her more deeply than before,

and to his alarm, hefound that his heartwas irretrievably hers.

Some peraons may blame the clergyman for falling in love from

the pulpit. Let them reflect that the best clergymen are human.

Others, more charitable, may only be surprised that he, being a

single man, and Susan, a worthy girl, did not propose to marry

her at once.

Let me explain. Mr. Wortley had not foolishly resolved never

to marry, but he had lorg since made up his mind to select for

his wife some poor girl, who had nothing but a whole heart to

bring her husband. A minister, he thought, of all men, should

avoid the imputation of marrying for any worldly advantage;

and when he was told that by the death of a rirh uncle, whose

favorite she was, Susan had come into a small fortune of twenty

thousand dollars, he said to himself:

" Slie can never be my wife !"

So two years passed, and Mr. AVortley still preached from his

pulpit to the fair maiden, who listened with tender eyes upturned,

and who never suspected his secret love.

But an unexpected occurrence troubled the serenity of the

young clergyman's heart. A stranger, named Britton, took up

his residence in Peltonville, and became a constant attendant at

Mr. Wortley's church. He was for a long time a subject of much
gossipping conversation, and everybody appeared to like him,

except Mr. Wortley.

And Mr. Wortley might have been prejudiced ; for anybody

might toe that the stranger was very attentive to Susan Bell, who

seemed pleased with his addresses. He and the clergyman had

met on several occasions, and the latter, whose perception of

human character was certainly keen, became more firmly im-

pressed, at each meeting, with the conviction that Mr. Britton

was unworthy f f Susan.

Yet Mr. Wortley accused himself of selfishness, and endeavored

to think better of his rival. It was to no purpose ; and now, see-

ing Susan's happiness at stake, he was plunged into despair.

It was very natural, then, that the clergyman should regret his

resolution not to marry Susan, because she happened to possess a

paltry twenty thousand, and that he should think seriously of

retrieving his en'or.

"I may yet obtain her hand," said he to himself, "for she

cannot love him."

It was one evening in the month of June—a warm, soft, quiet

evening, and the dim twilight flung its sweet, melancholy influ-

ence over the young preacher's heart. He took his hat, and saun-

tered slowly in the direction of Mr. Bell's house. He passed the

garden, and through tlio luxuriant branches of the trees, which

fringed the road floated sounds of human voices, and fell upon

his car. Gentle and low were the words which were spoken, but

they sent a sharp pang into the clergyman's heart, for lie recog-

nized the flutc-likc toncfl of Susan, who was not alone. The
other voice was Britton's !

With a sigh, the clergyman turned away, and sauntered back,

even more .slowly than he came, and reaching bin quiet room in

Elder Manson's house, he sat by tho shadowy window, gazing

sadly out on the silent stars, and on the solemn earth, until tlic

fiery moon climbed up the eastern sky, and his chamber wa.s no

longer dark.

On the following morning, Mr. Wortley was paler than usual,

and there was a sadness in his smile, which his friends could not

understand. That day's meditation was father to his discourse

the next Sabbnth, which had for its subject, resignation, and

which was so full of the touching eloquence for which he was dis-

tinguished—so warm in the outpourings of a suffering but patient

spirit, that the tender, upturned eyes of Susan Bell were dim with

glistening tears, and when, at the close of his sermon, he said, in

a deep, agitated tone, " Let sorrowing souls pray God for resigna-

tion,*' and lifted up his voice in earnest prayer, the sympathizing

girl bowed down her face and sobbed.

Six weeks later, on a lovely Sabbath morning, the clergyman

ascended the pulpit with an elastic step, and with a clear, sunny

brow. The fresh, summer morning air had given to his pale

cheek a fine glow, and to his eye a hopeful brightness, such as his

friends had not seen for many days; and when he arose to pray,

his rich voice vibrated with the solemn joy of a soul at peace with

all the world. Mr. Wortley had evidently conquered the melan-

choly to which his spirit had long bten a prey.

After the second hymn, the preacher arose to prepare the sub-

ject of his discourse; but at that moment the sexton, In his noise-

less slippers, ascended the pulpit, and handed Mr. Wortley some

notices to be read.

The first was to call attention to a prayer meeting, to be held

at the house of Brother Woods on Wednesday evening, and the

second related to some church business. Having disposed of

these, Mr. Wortley proceeded to unfold the third slip of paper.

Suddenly the blood forsook his cheeks; he became deathly pale,

and he leaned against the pulpit, as if for support. Then in a

deep, tremulous, scarcely audible voice, he read:

" Notice is hereby given of an intention to marry, by Mr. Julius

Britton, and Susan, daughter of Joseph and Maria Bell."

The paperfcU from his hands. He opened the Bible, and read

his text from one of St. Paul's epistles. At first, his voice was

feeble, but clear as the tones of the organ ; his manner was lan-

guid ; but warming with his subject as he proceeded, his counte-

nance glowed, his voice rang out like clarion tones, his eye

burned with the fervor of his eloquence, and the words of thought

fell from his tongue like fire. He had never preached with such

fervor and effect. Even the stern and dismal Deacon Mills, who
was a great stickler for orthodox sermons—the drier the better—
confessed, with his eyes still wet, that " Mr. Wortley's sermons

must have considerable good in them, even though they were not

so orthodox as some—they made the heart so open for the love

and sympathy of all the world !" As the minister concluded,

there was scarcely a dry eye within the walls of 'the church
;
yet,

strange to relate, Susan Bell appeared unmoved ! She had not

taken her eyes from the preacher, since he read the notice of her

intended marriage, but not a tear had started ; and when he

closed, her face was so white, and her gaze so fixed and unnatural,

that the preacher, dropping his eye towards her, as was his wont,

could not but observe the strangeness which had come over hei*.

Some days after, Mr. Wortley was sitting in his study, when a

visitor was announced. It was Mr, Julius Britton.

" I have come to engage jour services," said he, smiling.

The preacher turned pale.

" If you can attend at Mr. Bell's house on Thursday evening

of next week," added Mr. Britton, significantly, "yOu will place

me under obligations. Can I depend upon you?"
" So soon';" murmured Mr. Wortley, making a mighty effort

to be calm.

" Why, since the marriage contract is made, the sooner it is

fulfilled the better, I think," replied Mr. Britton.

" Perhaps so," said Mr, AVortley, thoughifully. " But," he

added, fixing his searching eyes on Brittou's face, "Miss Bell

has known you only a few months.''

Mr. Britton changed color, and appeared ill at ease, as he

replied, with a feeble attempt at humor.
" I take advantage of that; for you know she might grow sick

of me, if our marriage was delayed too long."

After the aspiring bridegroom had gone, Mr. Wortley was

plunged in deep thought. He paced his room nervously, then,

to cool his fevered brow, sought the open air. Long and painful

was the struggle in his heart. At length he exclaimed, fervently :

" I will forget self. I will do my duty. I will be strong.

Shall my voice betray emotion, when I pronounce the fatal words

which shall make her his wife 1"

The joung preacher smiled, and lifted his eyes to the leafy

canopy which shaded the azure vault of heaven. He seemed to

see guardian angels looking approvingly down upon him. He
was resolved.

But Mr. Wortley was troubled with an afterthought. And he

was sure there was no selfishness in the fear that Britton was not

worthy his intended bride. He thought only of her; and some-

thing within him whispered

:

" It is your duty to study more deeply into his character before

this marriage, which may be fatal to an innocent bride."

This silent monitor would not let him rest ; and before the sun

had gone down in the west, he was entering the house of Mr.

Bell, whom he saw alone.

The clergyman made but little hesitation in introducing the

subject, of which he deemed it his duty to speak. With a proper

apology, for inquiring about the character of Mr. Britton, ho

seriously wished to know if Mr. Bell had given his consent to the

marriage, without firit ascertaining whether hia intended son-in-

law was really what he professed to be,

" Why, to be sure,". said Mr, Bell—who was an easy, unsuspi-

cious sort of a man—" it has never entered my head that there

could be any deception. Mr, Britton certainly appears respect-

able, and as for his property—

"

" That is nothing. But is he a man of tntpgriiij?" asked Mr.

Wortley. "Is he a man of principle? We see nothing in him

to raise a doubt, touching his moral character, it is true ; butwhat

has been bis past career? Do not blame me for the interest I

take in your daughter's future happiness/' he added, with feeliug.

" Where the welfare of the young and virtuous is at stake, we
cannot be too cautious."

Mr. Bell was plunged in thought He was not convinced that

he had anything to fear; but the reflection that there was a possi-

bility of deception, startled his naturally peaceful mind. Thank-
ing Mr. Wortley for his suggestion, he asked his advice with

regard to what he ought to do.

"If you liko," replied the clergyman, "you can say to Mr.

Britton it is for my satisfaction that you propose referring to re-

spectable persons be may name, for testimony concerning his

character. Ah, here comes Mr. Britton himself. If you would

rather, I will speak to him myself."

" Do, do," said Mr. Bell, who shrank from the disagreeable duty.

Mr. Britton entered, polite and smiling. Mr, Bell received

him cordially ; the minister was reserved and serious.

With all possible delicacy, and carefully shaping his phrases so

as not to offend, Mr. Wortley addressed Mr. Britton on the sub-

ject he had opened to Mr. Bell's consideration.

"Do I understand you ?" asked Mr. Britton, visibly changing

countenance. "You desire reference for my character? Ah I

certainly—a mere form," he added, carelessly. " I wonder I

never thought of the thing before."

Mr. Britton took from his pocket a card, on which he wrote

several names. This he appeared about to give Mr. Bell, when,

seeming to change his mind, he produced another card, on which

he wrote in the same manner, murmuring:

"I think I will write the names more distinctly."

He then handed the card last written upon to his intended

father-in law, and placed the other in his pocket-book.

" Here you have six of the most respectable men in the town

of W , where I was born and brought up, and where I have

lived nearly all my life. They are all church members. You
can refer to either, or all of them."

And with an air of indifference, which struck the minister and

Mr. Bell differently, he walked out of the room.
" It is as I expected," said Mr. Bell. "If there had been any-

thing wrong in the matter, he would have been less reaify to give

us these references. It will be a mere farce to make use of them,

after all."

Mr. Wortley made no reply. His brow was clouded by thought.

"If he had proposed onXy one reference," pursued Mr, Bell,

"there might still have been grounds for doubt. But see—there

can be no collusion with these men. He has written Deacon before

the names of two of them, and Jlon. before another."

" And would it not be a satisfaction to receive from either of

these men assurance of your son-in-law's integrity ?" asked Mr.
Wortley, " I can see nothing farcical in that."

" True, true
!"

" And besides, what will Mr. Britton think now if you do not

write? Will he not be apt to consider me meanly suspicious,

instead of honestly cautious ?"

" You have decided me," said Mr. Bell, " I will write to Dea-

con J. F. Stone to-day. W is in county, is it not?"
" I believe it is ; but Mr. Britton should have told us, since he

knows neither of us ever visited that part of the country," said

the minister, quietly.

As Mr. Wortley left the house, he saw Susan and her lover

standing together under the porch. lie spoke to them and passed

on, observing, as he did so, that a slight blush suffused Susan's

cheeks, and that Britton regarded him with a triumphant smile.

Almost any other man—or Mr. Wortley, und.r any other cir-

cumstances—would no longer have entertained a doubt touching

the character of Mr. Bell's son-in-law, after witnessing the appar-

ently frank manner in which he offered to refer for testimony in

his favor, to the principal men in the town where he was brought

up. Yet the young clergyman was not satisfied. The happiness

of her he loved was at stake, and he could not see her married to

one of whose honor and integrity he had no certain proof. He
returned home full of perplexity and distracting doubts.

Three days after, Mr. Bell and the minister met again. The
former produced a letter, with an air of satisfaction and triumph.

It was from W , and signed by Mr. J. F. Stone—Wortley
read it. His hand trembled, and the color left his cheek.

" You are satisfied now, I trust ?" said Mr. Bell.

"Deacon Stone certainly speaks in the highest terms of Mr,
Britton," replied the minister; " certainly one could expect no
stronger commendation."

Mr. Bell placed the letter in bis pocket, and commenced talking

on another subject, as if anxious that this should not be mentioned

again.

Although Mr. Wortley was conscious of having done nothing

wliich he did not deem it his duty to do, ho was afraid that Susan
and her father might not rightly view his motives. Even now

—

after seeing Mr. Stone's certificate—he was not satisfied ; but

such was his repugnance at again giving utterance to doubts, that

he scrupulously held his peace.
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The reader will undoubtedly proDOunce Mr. Wortley to be

Tcry unreasonable. He, himself, was afraid that such was the

case. But the style of eulogy in which Mr. Stone spoke of Mr.

Britton, did not appear to him at all characteristic of a sober dea-

con, and now, more than ever, did he fear that some deception

was practised. So strongly, indeed, was he impressed with this

idea, that he could not rest until he had written the following

letter to the Postmaster of W :

"Sir:—I write this letter to ascertain whether there is one

Deacon J. T". Stone living in your town, and whether you ever

knew a man named Julius Britton. Any information concerning

either of these individuals, will ba gratefully received by the

subscriber.

Respectfully, James Wortlet."

This letter the clergyman directed to the Postmaster of W
,

mailed it, and waited anxiously for a reply.

Two days passed. On the morning of the third, a letter, post-

marked " W ," was received by BIr. Wortley. He was at the

breakfast table when it was handed him, and more than one of

his friends observed the sudden change of his countenance as he

tore it open. He read as follows :

" In reply to your inquiry, I have only to say that there is no

such man as Deacon J. F. Stone living in W , and I never

heard the name until a few days since, when a letter superscribed

with it, came to this P. C, and was taken out by another person.

As for the man named Britton, I believe there was formerly such

a person at the W Hotel, but 1 know nothing definite con-

cerning him. Your humble servant,

Elias Sxow, Postmaster."

Mr. Wortley arose from the table. His friends noticed his

abrupt movement, and his agitated manner. Telling them, hur-

riedly, that he was called upon to leave town that morning, he

ordered his chaise, adding, that he might not return within a day

or two. Half an hour later he was driving rapidly through the

village.

It was Tuesday morning. Mr. Wortley had a journey of more

than a hundred miles before him. All the morning he travelled

in his chaise, but after dinner, leaving the horse and vehicle at a

hotel, he betook himself to the railroad, and continued his journey

by steam.

It was about sunset when the clergyman arrived in AV .

Having deposited his carpet-bag at the hotel, he proceeded with-

out delay to the post-office—introduced himself to Mr. Snow, and

told him his business.

" There is no Deacon Stone inW , I 'm sure," said Mr. Snow.

"And are any of these names familiar to you!"

Mr. Wortley showed him a list of the names Britton had

•vpritten on the card he gave Mr. Bell.

" No sir, there are no such men in W . But I have heard

of the names before."

" WelH"
" The person who took the letters addressed to 'Slone,' asked

for letters for all these names."

Mr. Wortley now felt sure that he saw through the whole trick.

"And who is this person 1"

" His name is Hubble. He is a horse-dealer, or something of

the sort."

" And where is he to be found V
"He stops at the W Hotel."

Having put a few more questions concerning Britton, and

Hubble, the horse-dealer, Mr. Wortley returned to the public

house. Hubble was not in ; nor did he make his appearance

until late in the evening. But such was Mr. Wortley's anxiety

to see him that he sat up to await his return.

At midnight, half a dozen flashily-dressed individuals entered

the public room—or bar-room—and called for brandy. Hubble

was pointed out to Mr. Wortley, who, perceiving that he was

already intoxicated, resolved to wait until morning before he

spoke to him about Britton ; but the bar-tender hastened to inform

the horse-dealer that a gentleman wished to see him, and indi-

cated Mr. Wortley.

Mr. Hubble appeared exceedingly good-natured and communi-

cative. He greeted Mr. Wortley as if he had been an old ac-

quaintance, and invited him to " take something " at the bar.

"Thank you," replied the young clergyman, "I never drink

anything but cold water."

" Cold water! I ain't sure I know 'zactly what that is," said

Mr. Hubble, facetiously. " O, it is what they mix with brandy,

to be sure ! Come, have a julep !"

Again Mr. Wortley declined the invitation, adding, that as he

wished to have some conversation with Mr. Hubble, he would

see him in the morning.

" No ; we '11 have it to night. I '11 send these disreputable fel-

lows away ; I call them disreputable fellows, because, in spite of

my example and all I say to them, they zci7^ let the liquor get

into their heads," said Mr. Hubble, gravely. " AVait a minute."

Mr. Wortley pretended to be glancing his eye over a newspa-

per while the company were dispersing ; and when Mr. Hubble

returned to him, he asked him if he ever knew a man by the

name of Julias Britton.

" Britton 's a glorious fellow!" exclaimed Mr. Hubble, with

enthusiasm. " Do I know him"? We were once like brothers!

Ha ! ha! ha! Britton ! but I do believe the fellow is
—

"

The intoxicated man checked himself, as if afraid of being too

communicative. But a word of encouragement from the clergy-

man caused him to forget his caution, and he exclaimed in, the

fulness of his heart

:

" I am afraid he is getting himself into a scrape."

*' Ah! how so ?" asked Mr. Wortley, scarcely breathing.

"He is up to some mischief, any how— though what it is I

can't guess. Perhaps he is going to make a minister of himself.

I hope not, for I hate ministers."

"I am sorry for that," said Mr. Wortley.

" Pshaw ! now you are joking !" cried Mr. Hubble, good-humor-

edly. "You don't like ministers—1 know by your looks. You
are bound to hate them, particularly if you are a married man

_

because most probably a minister married you, and thanks to him'

you are tied for life—as is the case with our unfortunate friend."

"With whom?"
*' Why—with Britton

!"

The clergyman started.

" Tell me about that," said he, pale with excitement.

" And have n't you heard ? I don't know that I ought to tell.

"I know—he is about to be married."

" About to be married ? He is married
!"

"Are you .•ure
?"

" Sure V echoed Mr. Hubble, thrown off his guard, " Do n't I

know his wife 1 Is not she Dr. Martin's daughter, of L ? The

doctor is rich ; but he did not like the girl's choice of a husband,

so he never gave Britton a cent. So my fellow came to the con-

clusion that he had not made so good a bargain as he anticipated,

and very generously returned the girl to her parents."

"And where is she now?"
" With them in L , to be sure."

" And does not she know where her husband is 1"

" That she does not !"

" How far is it to L V
" Sixty miles. But can you tell me what new scheme Britton

is up to now1" .

"I know nothing about his schemes," said Mr. Wortley; "I

only know one thing."

"Eh?"
" That Mr. Britton sent to you for certificates of character."

Mr. Hubble started.

"Tomfl?"
"Yes—0, I know it very well. You were commissioned to

answer letters addressed to Deacon Stone, Deacon Hardy, Hon.

Henry Phipps, and—

"

"As many more imaginary individuals," laughed Mr. Hubble,

supposing his new acquaintance was really in Britton's confidence.

" Was it not a superb idea ? But luckily I had only one letter to

answer. If I had been compelled to write for six imaginary per-

sons, I am afraid I could not have disguised my hand artfully

enough for the purpose."

Mr. Hubble talked on in this manner until far into the night,

nor would he have permitted Mr. Wortley to retire at all, if the

latter had not pleaded fatigue.

Little did the clergyman slepp that night. The important se-

crets which the inebriated horse dealer had disclosed to him, of

his own accord, occupied his mind; and he made his plans for

the following day.

Mr. Wortley arose at dawn, took an early breakfast, and set

out for L in the first morning train, before Mr. Hubble had

slept off the effect of his midnight potations.

The cars arrived at the village of L a little before noon.

Mr. Wortley hastened to Dr. Martin's office, and being so far for-

tunate as to find that gentleman at home, disclosed to him, at

once, the object of his visit. Dr. Martin, who appeared to be a

cool, reserved sort of person, flew into a passion the moment
Britton's perfidy was mentioned.

" He is married to your daughter, then 1" said Mr. Wortley.

" Yes. He fooled her with his villanous flattery—his hypo-

critical promises. She ran away with him. But I never forgave

her until she was deserted by him. Now, she is dying of a broken

heart. But this is not his only piece of rascality. He forged a

note against me, which he prevailed on her to dispose of—sup-

posing I would never make public a crime in which she was

implicated. But now I am ready to do anything to bring him to

punishment. I will follow him to the ends of the earth, but that

I will have revenge."

Mr. Wortley then related all the particulars of Britton's in-

tended marriage, and the angry doctor declared that he would go

at once, and nip this fresh villany in the bud.

Nobody in Peltonville suspected the object of the clergyman's

journey, and no one knew whither he had gone.

iVIr. Biitton, rejoicing in the fancied success of his deception,

waited anxiously for the arrival of Thursday evening. The pre-

parations for the wedding were made; the guests were invited,

and, as the time drew near, the bride was dressed for the occasion.

" Mr. Wortley is late," observed Mr. Bell, when the guests

were all assembled.

"He has not yet returned from his journey/' replied Mr.

Manson, who had just come in.

"Indeed! I supposed he would return some time to-day, of

course," said Mr. Bell, with a look of perplexity. " How em-

barrassing, if he should not come."
" If he has promised, he will be here," answered Elder Manson,

" Mr. Wortley is very prompt."

Mr. Bell left the company and proceeded to Mr. Britton's room.
" Has n't the minister come yet?" asked the latter, anxiously.

" No. What can it mean ?"

"I cannot conceive!" exclaimed Britton, changing color.

" There could be no misunderstanding, I am certain."

Mr. Bell proceeded to the next chamber, where his daughter

was in waiting. She was very pale, and when the cause of the

delay was announced, she appeared singularly affected.

But Susan expressed no regrets. The truth is, she had long

suspected that the minister did not look upon her with indiffer-

ence, and since the Sabbath when he read her publishment from

the pulpit, she had felt positive that he loved her. Until then,

she had admired him at a distance—loved him like one far above

her; and without much reflection she had accepted Mr. Britton's

offer of marriage ; but now that she knew Mr. Wortley loved her.

there was a tumult in her heart, which I will not attempt to de-

scribe. I need only add—she hoped the minister would not come

!

Her father withdrew, but in a few moments he returned, say-

ing, that as Mr. Wortley was still absent, it was thought best the

ceremony should be performed by 'Squire Hitchcock, who was

one of the guests, and a magistrate.

Susan trembled violently ; but she could not object.

" At least," thought she, " Mr. Wortley will not marry us—

I

am ready !"

The bridegroom and bride, accompanied by the bridesmaids

and groomsmen, entered the room where the guests were as-

sembled, and took their places in the midst of the company.

Susan was pale and agitated. She appeared to shrink from the

man whose wife she was about to' become. Britton, meanwhile,

his lips compressed with an expression of determination to tri-

umph, looked intently at the magistrate.

The latter saw fit to introduce the ceremony with a few occa-

sional remarks. Britton manifested his impatience ; but the mag-

istrate was resolved to have his own way, very fortunately ; for

before he had finished, two vehicles rolled up to the door, and

Mr. AVortley made his appearance. Britton frowned at the in-

terruption ; he dreaded another lecture on wedlock. Susan turned

very pale. Haggard, trembling with excitementj Mr. Wortley

advanced towards the macistrate.

" Have you married them V he asked, in a husky voice.

" If you had come two minutes later, I should have answered

yes," replied the magistrate.

" Then I have arrived in time !" murmured the clergyman.

" You will allow me, sir, to take your place."

'Squire Hitchcock bowed, and stood respectfully aside. Every

eye was fixed on the haggard face and strangely gleaming eyes of

the clergjman.

"Julius Britton," said Mr. Wortley, in a deep, earnest voice,

" is it your intention to make this woman your wife ?"

Britton bowed his head.

" Then," added the clergyman, " it is your intention to perjure

yourself before God and man !"

There was a movement of surprise and wonder amongst the

guests. Britton became livid with rage and apprehension. The
bride clasped her hands, fixed her eyes intently on the clergyman,

and stood white and motionless as a marble statue.

" Sir," said Mr. Bell, anxiously, " do you know what you say ?"

" I know I speak truth," replied Mr. Wortley. " Here are my
witnesses."

Dr. Martin stepped forward. Britton recoiled with a look of

rage and consternation.

"Do you know me, villain?" demanded the doctor. "lam
Samuel Martin

—

thefather of your injured unfel"

" It is false !" muttered Britton, hoarsely. " Take the madman
away !"

The doctor sneered, raised his hand, and a stout man advanced

through the crowd of disconcerted and amazed guests.

" Mr. Britton," said he, "we know each other, and you will

not doubt my authority. It is my duty to arrest you."

" Sir !" muttered Britton, " of what am I accused ?"

" Forgery !" replied the sheriff.

Britton's countenance fell ; he made no resistance. And while

the company broke up in confusion, and the bride was fainting in

the 'arms of her maids, the sheriff and his assistant conveyed their

prisoner to the nearest public house, to keep him until morning.

This exciting event made quite a stir in Peltonville. Britton

was suddenly remembered to have been a knavish-looking fellow;

Susan Bell was pitied, and the clergyman lionized.

It was several weeks before Susan again appeared in her accus-

tomed place on the Sabbath, for a lingering fever had been the

result of the suffering she had undergone.

At length she entered the church with her father—thin and pale,

but no less beautiful than formerly. As Mr. Wortley, having

ascended the pulpit, cast his eye in the direction of Mr; Bell's pew,

and saw Susan's sad, sweet face turned towards him, he felt a

thrill of pleasure, strangely mixed with pain. Many were the

sentiments in his sermon addressed to her that day—words of

advice and consolation which none could understand so well as

she, and for which she felt truly gratefol.

Mr. Wortley was now a constant visitor at the house of Mr.
Bell, where he was ever a welcome guest. He had taken it upon
himself to console Susan, and, had you seen the bloom returning

to her cheek, and the light of happiness to her eye, you would

have said he succeeded well.

One afcernoon, Mr. Wortley received a copy of the I- Ga-

zette, from which he learned that Britton had been convicted of

forgery, and sentenced to five years in the State Prison, and
tliat his injured wife had ended her earthly sorrows within an
hour after he had been condemned. Such was the sad intelligence

the clergyman had to convey that evening to Susan Bell.

"I am not sorry to hear of her death," said Susan. "Death
must be a relief to the broken-hearted ; and O, it seems that now
he must feel remorse. Ah, my friend," she added, with tears in

her eyes, "from what a dreadful fate have you saved me! And
how can I ever hope to repay the debt I owe you ?"

"I am repaid in seeing you happy," replied Mr. Wortley^ in a

tender, fervent tone ;
" but if," he added, pressing her hand, " you

could freely, from your heart, grant me the sweetest earthly boon

I ever desired, you would reward me a thousand times."

He looked down in her eyes ; she looked up in his—and she did

not withdraw her hand.

A few months after, the clergyman was wedded to one every

way worthy to become a clergyman's wife ; and if ever a person

suspected that he married Susan for her money, that person must
have been speedily convinced to the contrary, by the use Mr.
Wortley made of it in doing good.
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ANNA C. MOWATT.

This lovely actress,

whose late return from
Europe, after her hus-

band's death, but with

more professional skill,

has attracted much at-

teution among theatre-

goers. The style in

which our artist has pre-

sented her here, is as she

appears in the character

of Lucia di Lamiiipnnoor.

By her friends, it is con-

sidered the best engrav-

ing, as it regards a like-

ness, yet published of

her. At the age of iif-

teen, Mrs. Mowatt ho-

came the wife of Mr.

James Mowatt, a bar-

rister, of Now York city.

The home of tlie happ^
couple was at a beauti-

ful villa on Long Island,

and it at once became
the resort of the literati

of New York. As early

as the first year of her

marriage, Mrs. Mowatt
published two volumes

of original poems. In

the year 1841, on ac-

count of ill health, she

visited Europe in com-
pany with her husband,

passing about two years

in France and GtT-

manv, much improving

her health, and finding

time to write one or

two dramatic works for

priviite circulation, in

the meantime, her hus-

band, by some constitu-

tional weakness, nearly

lost the use of his eyes

;

and, on their return to

America, was obliged to

give up his profession

entirely, and emhark his

fortune in business. But
few men who have lived

professional lives, and

who have pursued that

course of life in early

years which is designed

to fit them for such a

career, have sufficient

tact to adapt themselves

to mercantile occupa-

tion and business pur-

suits. The consequence of Mr. Mowatt's commercial specula-

tions was, that he lost all and failed. It was then that his good
angel stepped forward to rescue him from despair. His wife

—

wlio had from childhood seemed to be a favorite of genius, in

spite of all the diffidence that naturally rose up in her sensitive

breast—resolved, by a public exhibition of tbce rare qualities

which Heaven has granted her, to resuscitate his fallen fortunes.

This is the story of Mrs. Mowatt's professional career. While in

Paris, she was a frequtnt student of Rachel's classical and severe

style of acting. AYhile

here, Mrs. Mowatt also

wrote a five-act play,

entitled " Gulzara," of

which the critics speak,

very hichly. In 1845,

Mrs. Mowatt wrote a

comedy entitled " Fash-

ion," which was per-

formed at the Park The-
atre, New York, several

nights, with greater suc-

cess than had attended

any other American
comedy. In June, 1845,

Mrs. Mowatt made her

dehat on the stage at the

Park Theatre, as Pau-
line, in the "Lady of

Lyons ;" and, says the

New York critic, "we
doubt if ever debutante

mp.f with success so bril-

linnt and unequivocal."

Ht;r Juliana, Juliet, Ma-
riana, and Lucy Askton

are beautiful and chaste

in the extreme. In her

own play of" Armand,"
she has perhaps, made
a deeper impression as

an actress and a Jady of

decided talent. But it

is not only as an actress

and an authoress of raer-

ir that we are to admire

Mrs. Mowatt ; in her

private relations and
iireside life, she shines

with similar brilliancy.

During Mrs. Mowatt's
engagement in this city,

her audiences have been

of the most select and
discriminatinc: charac-

ter ; and yet the Howard
has been nightly filled

to its utmost capucity.

Never has she perform-

ed with more spirit or
success, and never bag

she appeared to more
advantage since the
commencement of her

professional career.

MRS. MOWATT IN THE CHARACTER OF LUCIA DI LAMMERMOOR,

There are some accessary circumstances to which this is, perhaps,
in some degree traceable—here in Boston, Mrs. Mowatt is an.ong
friends and relatives, near and dear to her; sisters and brothers,

with whom and for whom she has ever cherished the kindliest

sentiments. With these about her, cheering her arduous efforts

by their smiles and kind affections, with their fostering care at

those momenis when the actress is merged into the .^^ister and
woman, no wonder that Mrs. Mowatt has done herself justice as

it regards the personation of lier role of characters.

MUSIC'S INFLUENCE.
There is a strange,

unaccountable and
dream-like beauty in

music, which can sub-

due the proudest spirit,

and gliding into the

hush of the heart, will

nestle there, stilling its

most tremulous throb-

bings. and filling it with
the calm, peaceful mem-
ories of the far long ago.

All tribes, in all times

have owned the spell,

from tlic time when Pan
first taught the Thracian
shepherd to carve his

love-notes in the invis-

ible air, and fill the sum-
mer nights with softest,

sweetest music, down to

the present moment. It

is the universal lan-

guage by all, and awak-
ening strange pulsations

even in the most obdu-
rate heart. Most of us

have experienced the

luxury of tears when
listening to an old bal-

lad. We know an old

man who, having led a

long career of vice and
crime, was at length
banished from the coun-

try ; and who, while un-
dergoing his period of
banishment amidst the

wilds and jungles of a
distant land, heard, in

the summer eventide, a
sweet voice singing in

his own language the

very songs which had
lulled him to his infant

slumber, when he knew
crime only by name, and
knew it only to abhor.

It had been sung, too,

by the cradle of an in-

fant sister, a little one
who had died young,

and was now in heaven

;

the mother, too, was no
more. But the song

—

the old song had not

lost its influence over

him yet. Back came
trooping upon him the

old memories which had
so long slumbered down

there in the unconsumed depths of his heart—the mother and the

father, the household gatherings, the old books, the old school-

house, the time-worn church, half hidden by the old yew trees,

where he had first heard the Bible read, all came back upon him ,

as fresh as if it were but yesterday; and overpov/ered by his feel-

ings, he gave vent to them in a flood of tears. And then the old

man grew calm, and his latter days were his best days ; and when
the term of his banishment had expired, he came hack to his

father's land, and there in that village grave-yard, amid whose
grassy hillocks he had
first played and gam-
bolled, and where the

mother and her little

ones were sleeping, he
lay down his weary
limbs, and sank peace-

fully away in a grave
such as all must find.

—

Eliza Cook's Journal.

COMMODORE STOCKTON'S GREAT GUN, THE PEACEMAKER.

THE PEACE.3IARER.
The gun represented

by our artist here is the

duplicate of that which

was invented or manu-
factured by Commodore
Stockton, and wbiih
burst on board of the

Princeton, killing and
wounding a numlier of

persons. The enormous
size of this piece of ord-

nance renders it, in our
judgment, of very little

use; a smaller gun could

be more easily servtd
and better aimed, an-i

consequently do greaier

execution in the long

run. As a curiosity it

will do very well, but

the less powder there is

burned in its discharue,

the better. The size and
calibre of the gun may
be judged of by com-
paring it with the two

figures by its side. It is

not quite so large as a

Westerner once repre-

sented it, after returning

home, for he declared

that a hay cart and a

yoke of oxen might ba
di'iven in at the muzzle,

and the cattle out of the

touch-hole, by unyoking
them I Improvements
in gun-carriages are,

however, the most need-

ed by us, in order to

make such a gun effec-

tive below deck. Old
long-toms forever

!
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IftATURIN M. BAIiLOU, EDITOR.

CONTENTS OF OTJE NEXT NTJMBEE.
We gi-re the opening chapters of a new novelette, by F. Clinton Earrinoton,

entitled " Conrado de Belt-ran."

<' Lucille, the Tambourine Player," a etory, by Geo. Canninq Hill.

" The Ilunuway Match." an nniusing sketch, by the Old 'Un.
*' Hot Weather," a aketch, by Mrs. K. Wellmont.
" The l3le of Crows," a tale, by Mrs. E 0. Loverisg.
" The Chateau de Courcv," a tale of feudal times, by Frakcis A. Durivage.

*'The Blackbird's Nest," a poem, by George W. Bcnoay.

''Farewell to Cohasstitt," verses, by Caroline A. Hayden.
" A. Rural Scene," lines, by Ellis A. Moriarty.

"The Clouds," a poem, by Frances C Thomas.
"I've loved thee long," lines, by N. Robinson.

ILLUSTRATIONS,
A fine original view ofBrooklyn Navy Yard, differing entirely from tbo5e which

we have already given, presenting scenes of the shipping, ship-houses, etc.

A view of the old Hancock House, Boston, the residence of the descendants

of John Hancock.

A fine picture of Hock Farm, the residence of Capt. John H. Sutter, on

Feather River, California.

We shall present a collection of extremely interesting engraving!! relative to

Hartford, Conn., commencing with a fine view of the State House, in Main
Street—giving a view of the old Charter Oak, which is so well remembered by

every patriotic heart.

An accurate view, also, of the Wadsworth Athenfeum, in Main Street.

A fine portrait of Dr, liobbins, as copied by our artist from the original

picture, which hangs ia the library of the Institution, will be given.

Our artist has sketched for us, also, in this connection, a picture of a Chest,

formerly belonging to Elder Brewster, who came over in the " May Flower."

Another article of interest given with the rest, is an engraring of an iron

Dinner-Pot, once the property of Miles Standish.

From the same room we shall also give a picture of the Sign which belonged

to General Isaac Putnam, when he kept a tavern, at Brooklyn, Conn.

Also, an engraving of the Vest worn by Colonel Ledyard when he was assas-

sinated at (Jroton, and which is kept in a glass case, in this room.

Also, an engraving of Trinity College, Hartford; altogether forming a con-

nected story of great interest.

A scene from the novelette, Conrado de Beltran, now publishing in our

columns.

A view of the South Mines, Jamestown, California.

An accurate likeness of General Lopez, the gallant revolutionist, who has

lately been garroted by the Spaniards, in Cuba, after beating them in five

successive battles.

A scene representing the Kaffirs attacking the English troops in KafTraria.

MRS. 3rOWATT.

This distinguished actress has been delighting select and bril-

liant audiences at the Howard Athenaeum a few weeks past in her

usual role. It seems like old times to have the Howard present

such a lively appearance, and to observe such an assembly of

beauty and fashion within its walls. Mrs. Mowatt has been win-

ning fresh laurels during this engagement, and we have fancied

that she has performed with more than her wonted spirit in the

presence of those citizens before whom she made her debut iu

public life ; for it was in Boston that she first appeared in public.

Her acting has lost none of its genuine originality in her absence

abroad, while it has gained largely in that polish which experi-

ence gives. Mrs. Mowatt has passed the ordeal of the London

critics, and has received only encomiums of praise; after this,

she may well be satisfied with the position she holds upon the

stage, and when she retires from its arduous duties, it will be

as its queen.

BENXETT'S NEW LIGHT.

Mr. Bennett, late of Minot's Ledge Light-house, has recently

invented a light, which for economy, convenience and utility in

light-houses, will probably supersede those now in use. Its

economy may be known in the fact that it requires but one quart

of oil for a night, where the present system requires threegallons,

and without getting so powerful a flame at that. In Bennett's,

likewise, the poorest oil in the market may be used, while the

present lights require the very best, and which, of course, is the

highest priced. These are great advantages in its favor.

Gleason's Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion.—We are iu regular receipt
of this excellent and unique pictorial weekly newspaper, which ha.f , up to the
present period, so admimbly sustiined its general character, Tery few. ex-
cepting those who are acquainted with the enormous expenditure required for
engravings to illustrate this work, know how to estimate or ju,stly appreciate
this enterprise of .Mr. Gleasoa, who ia doing much towards the encoumgenient
of the arts, as well as pleasing the imagination and enlightening the mind.
It is gratifying to leain, as we do in the last number before us, that Mr. Gleason
is meeting with such good success aa to enable him to make still further im-
provements—which would seem almost uncalled for—and that the paper will

appear in a few weeks in an entirely new and beauiiful dress.

—

Huffolk Gazelle^
iiag Harbor, iVeif Jersey.

THE i)RA3I.\.

Look to tht^ players ; sec them well bestowed :

They are the abstract and brief chroniclers of the times.— Shahpeare.

We look upon the stage as one of the most important agents

for the culture of all that is noble and good, and for the condem-

nation of all that is evil in its tendency. Very few persons will

gainsay this ; the only difference that will suggest itself in the

premises, is in relation to the mode and manner of its conduct.

It is a fact, let what may be said to the contrary, that the stage

is even now exerting in no small degree the influence we refer to.

The performance of a good play is calculated to raise a spirit of

emulation in the breast of the looker-on, in all that goes to satisfy

and ennoble his better feelings. It is true that the prunitig-knife

might be used to advantage in many of our plays, for there are

in some of the standard dramas, expressions, sentences, and

indeed entire scenes, which of old chastity itself might not shrink

from ; but in the process of time a more refined and becoming

degree of delicacy has grown in the public taste, which leads us

to shrink from that whicli gave our fathers delight.

The dramatist and painter are bound by the just and acknowl-

edged rules of their professions, to faithfully portray nature, but

they need not of necessity give her in her poorest dress, or most

degraded form. The robber may be portrayed without blasphe-

my, the beggar without his filth, and we do not consider that any

great good can come from representing the worst phases of life.

True, this is partially requisite for the sake of contrast, but let

the picture be rather under than overdrawn. To render the

Dmnia useful, by purifying and elevating its character, the wise

and good—those whose position in society lends them influence

—should give it their countenance and counsel. This would raise

the stage to its proper level, and break it loose from the chains

that bigotry has forged for it.

We have been led to these thoughts, while witnessing the

chaste and beautiful performances of Mrs. Mowatt at the How-

ard Athenreum, and we are more than ever convinced, that just

in proportion as the Drama shall receive the patronage of the

intellectually great, the pure and wise, so fast will it gain strength

to cast off those objectionable excrescences that have disgraced

the trunk, but have not vitiated the fruit.

Untversalist Meeting-House.—Father Ballou's church, in

School street, has been almost entirely rebuilt and remodelled,

presenting in its exterior appearance a very fine specimen of

architectural front. It will goon be completed in the interior.

B\CK Numbers.—Any or all of the back numbers of the

Drawing-Koom Companion may be had at our office, at six

cents per single copy.

J. Fennimore Cooper.—We are glad to see that the citizens

of New York will take public notice of this eminent man's death.

A AVORD TO CROAKERS.

How little repining there would be among mankind, at any

condition of life, if people would compare their situation with

those that are worse off than themselves ! But the great fault is,

we are forever contrasting our lot with those whom we conceive

to be more agreeably situated than ourselves: this leads to mur-

muring and complaining. People are too prone to find fault, and to

catechize each other, to find out all that is ill, and to noise it

abroad, while that which is indeed good, passes like the sunshine,

unheralded and noiselessly through the world.

There is a species of croakers, and their number is legion, who

dehght in anticipating future evil, and who pass a good share of

their time in prognostications of woe and misery. We never

meet with such persons that we are not forcibly reminded of

Tupper's truthful and pertinent words :
" Thou hast seen many

troubles, travel-stained pilgrim of the world. But that which hath

vexed thee most, hath been the looking for evil. And though

calamities have crossed thee, and misery been heaped upon thy

head, yet ills, that never happened, have chiefly made thee

wretched."

There is another class of croakers, who deem it a sin to laugh

or minister in any way to mirth ; the most common affairs of life

are treated by them with the sagest concern, and their counte-

nances are drawn down and sorrowful from long habit. Such

people talk of religion as though it was a painful service, and

required a sorrowful face to do it penance. "If good people,'*

said Archbishop Usher, " would but make their goodness agreea-

ble, and smile instead of frowning in their virtue, how many
would they win to the good cause!"

Why will people,

" Since life can little more supply
Than just to look about ua and to die,"

make themselves miserable by repining and croaking at every-

thing ? To be happy, says Hume, the passions must be cheerful

and gay, not gloomy and melancholy. A propensity to hope and

joy is real riches ; one to fear and sorrow, real poverty.

OVER THE FALLS.

The Chippewa Advocate states that it was Mr. Jeremiah

McMurray, from Grand Island, who went over the Falls, a few

weeks since. The Advocate says he had been at Chippewa in the

morning, selling vegetables, and before returning home got con-

siderably intoxicated. On his way to the American side, some-

where in the American channel, he fell asleep in his canoe, which

of course went down the river. On approaching Goat's Island

he was seen lo be asleep, and did not arouse till on the brink of

tlie first breakers, when he started up, and gave two or three

strokes with the oars just as the canoe plunged into the rapids

and broke into pieces. Nothing more was seen of him.

Postage.—The rates of postage on the Pictorial Drawing-

Room Companion to subscribers, is five cents per quarter for any

distance not over 50 miles from Boston ; over ."50 and not ex-

ceeding 300 miles, ten cents ; over 300 and not exceeding 1000

miles, fifteen cents per quarter.

Too niGH.—The fare between Baltimore and Washington City,

by railroad, distance forty miles, is S3 50.

In this city, by Eev. Mr. Young, Mr. William A. Kruger to Miss Nancy
S. Harrod.
By Rev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. Manuel Silver to Miss Mary Selvaira.

By KfV. Dr. Gannett. Mr. Matthew Gannett to Miss Mary F. Hanna.
By Rev. Mr. I'itzsimmons, John Grant, Esq., to Miss Elizabeth A, Nelson,

of Cambridge.
By Hev. Mr. Edmunds, Mr. William M. Bellows, of Charlestown, to Miss

Caroline A. Bailey.

At Hoxbury, by Rev. Dr. Putnam, Mr. Daniel Staniford to Miss Frances A.
M, WTieelwright, of New York.

At Cambridge, by llev. Dr. Prior, Mr. John Duncan to Miss Jane Litlie,

of Vermont.
At Wiitertown, by Rev. Mr. Davis, Mr. John A. BuUard to Miss Frances J.

R. Sargent.
At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Eddy, Mr. John Q. Jones to Miss Swervilla L. Brown,

of Waterburj', Vermont.
At Beverly, by Rev. Dr. Gannett, Mr. Jeremiah Stickney to Miss Sarah

J. Beiee. of Lynn.
At Fitchbur'g, Mr. Henry Endicott, of Boston, to Miss Abby H. Browning,

of Springfield.

At Northampton, by Rev. Mr. Ellis, Mr. A. E. Litchfield, of Roxbury, to Miss

E. C. Kinney, of Sunderland, Vermont.

yt—^.
^TRJfcjy jHEu^ ,1

Each must master for himself the lessons of immortality.

In this city, Mr. Edward Maxwell ; Miss Anne F. Blake. 22 ;
W^alter F.,only

child of Mr. Joseph Pratt. 16 mos. ; Mrs. Eliza Stodder,H ; Mrs. Emily N. Far-

well, 23; Mrs. Marv Bradford. 74.

At East Boston, Mr. John IT Bean, 31.

At South Boston, Mr. William H. >mith, 26.

At Hoxbury, Miss Eliail-et!! b' Morse, 20.

At Charlestown, Miss lur'icc M Noyes, 18.

At CanibridReport, Mrs M.aria Bridden, 26.

At West Cambridge. Mrs. Betsey tJrown, 56.

At W:iltham, Mrs Mary Smith, 88.

At East Bridgewater, Mrs. Debnnih Reed, 86.

At Lowell, Mr. Asa B. Kitfield, of Manche-ster, 26.

At Newburyport, Mrs Hannah Tappan, 80.

At Georgetown, Mrs. Sally White.

At New Bedford, Patience Taber, 6S.

At Portland, Maine, Mr. Jamea Bailey, 67 ; Mrs. Jane S. King, 33 ; Mr. J.

J. Caruthers, 2o ;
Miss Susan Gownn, 75-

At Amherst, New Hampshire, Mr. George W. Jones, a member of th^City
Council of Lowell, 27.

At Clarendon Springs. Vermont, Mrs. Rlizabetli C. Thayer, of Boston, 46.

At Ridgfefieid, Conn., Philip 0. Hyatt, M. D., 29.

At Houghton sville, N. J., Capt. Christopher Williams, formerly of Boston, 64.

GLEASON'S PICTOHIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUND.

We have volumes Iwt. 2d, and 3d, of tht* Pictori.\l DR.\'Wisa-RooM
Companion elegL--ntly bound in floth, with i;ilt edge- and back, and illumined

sides, forming a superb and mcjt attractive parlor o'uament in the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Hcndred Pagks, and containing nearly
One Tuocsand Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events all ovtrthe
world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful

Villages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in

short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects : with an
ILLOMISED Title-page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frnntispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales. Sketches. Poems and Novelettes, from tho best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-

ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

Kor sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Doilnrs per volume.

«JLEASOX'S PICTORIAL ^

^ A Record of the beautlfnl and vsi'/id i7i Aii. i

> The object of this paper ia to pre.fent, in the most elegant and avail-
^

^ able form, a weekly literary melanKeof notable eventHof the day. Its ?

=; columns are devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by tho ?

If
BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,

\

? and the cream of tho domestic and foreign newa ; the whole well Bpiced >

i with wit and humor. Each paper ia
\

I BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
\

? with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of notable ob-
^

•^ jects, current eventsin all parts of the world, and ofmen and manners, s

? altogether making a paper entirely original in its desigu, in this coun- >

i try. Its p.xges contain views of every populous city in the known S

i world, of all buildings of note in the eastern or western henii.-^phere, <

? of all the principal ships and steamers of the navy and merchun t ser-
\

^ vice, with fine and accurate portraits of every noted character in tho >

i' world, both male and female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken ^

e from life, will also be given, with numerous specimens from the ani-
^

< Dial kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea. Itcontainn s

f fifteen hundred and sixty -four square inches, givini; a great amount of i

^ reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of liitecii
^

^ octavo pages,
^

? TERMS'.—Invariably in Advance. s

' 1 Subscriber, one year ?3 00 s

; 2 Subscribers,;;
;;

••• 6i|()

; 8 " " " :;;;:::::::::.'.'..' woo
^

-' Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of S2 00 ^

.- eacli, per annum. . ,, ^

i' C^ One copy of the Flao of oua U.vtox, and one copy of the I'ICTO-
^

'•! niALDR\W3NG-"Uoo.M COMPANION, One year, for S4 00.
j

? [j
j^ The Pictorial Diiawing-Koom Compamon may beobtnineaat <

< any.of the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen,
^

(* at 5/3: c^-ft/s per single copy.
J

> Published every Saturday, comer of Bromfield and Tremont Streets,
^

? ^y F. GLEASON, Boston, Mass. >

i WHOLESALE AGENTS. \

\ S. FREN'Cn, 151 Nap«au, corner of Spruce Street, New York.
|

$ A. mNCH, 116 Chestnut Street. Philatlelpina, ?

^ W. & H. T.WLOK. Ill Baltimoie and 5 South Sta., Baltimore. S

I A. C. BAGLEV, llS Main Street, Cincinnati.
^

^ J A. ROYS, 43 Woodward Avenue. l>eti-oit. ?

^ E K. WOODWARD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Louis. 5
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ADDRESS TO TIME.

I)V p. 0. a. IIUItLUUT.

Thou (luiid of Iron amplniBl In iiU tlmo

Thu king of lovo, imtl torror, and dlamay,

Who crumbled Ntnuveh and liabylon, and cllmbetl

The Utighta of Uabyl, with lln crL-nt at pliiy,

Wrt-iithing tht' llclion, Hwui-plng it away

Grain by gniin, until to conniion mould

Tlio Htructurt) vant Is lovollcdl in thy way

Thu rofiU of nations. Lifo growa pale and cold—

A sombro Bpun, a roHy lireum, and man's brlot tale 1b told,

Groat chronicler of oarth'B phonomonoa ! height,

And depth, above, around, myttteriouH all!

Here rolled the sea In antient days ; there the night

Spread Its crape curtains in tho coral hall

Of Bhrouding sen-weed
;
yonder mouutuioH tall,

Arose from out thy brine, blue Ocean ! wave

On wave, thou o'er It rolled of waters, where the call

Of screaming vulture now Rucceeds the rave

Of thee, thou City of the Sileut, thou wide and common grave !

Thou laved the foot of Pompeii ; Pharaoh fell

Upon thy bosom ; hut thou art forced by Time

From out thy lair ; sad, like a pausing bell,

Thy wavelets beat with slow and measured chime,

Against the etones of Venice ! in thy slime

The ocean monarchs play ;
but Time has all

In his control ; he scathes the mountain pine,

And shakes the towers of Pisa; note the fall

Of great Memuonium, of Rhodes' Colossus ; Time has done It all

!

War shook .Temsalem ; Time saw the scattered heaps

Of temples, palaces ; he frowned, and they were not.

Thebes fell before his sickle; he vigil keeps

O'er Tyre and-Sidon ; Gomorrah's temples rot

Beneath a putrid lake : Time's ashes blot

Gray, lonely Tadmor from terrestrial page !

Hia foot is on the Pyramids ! to his plot

Voluptuous Rome has mouldered in her rage,

Nurse of dead empires 1 the mighty wonder of the living age !

Cholula's Pyramid, the Temple of the Sun,

Has felt his ravage : the Rocky Mountain Gates

Absorb his viperous breath ; his voice has rang

Along Niagara's cataract ; his hand the dates

Has watched in solid rocks : Man, trembUng, waits

To list the mountain plunge, to view the bow

Hung o'er its awful front. Time yearly flakes

The stones away, and like some wrathful foe.

Drives it unto the north, as wolves the timid doe I

I am a drop in Life's great ocean I thou,

Grand leveller of all distinctions ! I

Crave no gift of thee ; I only bow

Before the Lord of Nature ; thou dost deify

Thine own peculiar greatness. I do defy

The powers that shook the majesty of Rome,

And hushed Meranonium'a sunrise melody
;

They cannot grasp the soul ; its mighty tome

Will radiate to God, beyond the blue of yonder dome.

(Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

REMINISCENCES OF DOG-DAYS.

BY MRS. E. WELLMONT.

I HAVE been trying to account for my aversion to Dog-days.

Dread of their approach has haunted me for years, as far back as

my wedding-day ; for that took place just as the sixth dogday

was noted in the calendar. Well, that was an awful time—bad

enough to make anybociy remember. In the first place, I did

my courting in cool weather, when the evenings were longest.

But Jemima's mother persuaded me to the notion that it was best

to marry when we did, and take a journey. So I procured an

extra fit-out, and my tailor did his very best for me. I shall

never forget the evening preceding the wedding ore, when little

Cabbflgc, the boy, brought home my clothes. I boarded at that

time, and just as [ entered the front door, I spied my landlady

and her diiughter peeping into the bundle, and pulling out one

corner of my white ^atln vest. I inimediately seized the articles

and marched into my room. The windows were closed, and the

fumes of ray cigar were quite redolent. I felt faint, but jerked

open the bundle. I was alone, too, but still felt an irresistible im-

pulse to see if my suit was a complete fit. I pulled, and worked,

and twisted, and jerked, until my damp, clammy clothes were

forced to yield, the air reverberating with the rents which every

effort made upon them. I put on the pants and was not quite

satisfied as to their length, and doubted a little about their size.

I next tried the vest. Did it sit smooth ? Was the collar grace-

fully turned back? And as I was pulling it to ascertain, a huge

drop of perspiration rolled from my cheek down its glossy front,

and loft an indelible stain. I then carefully slipped on my coat

—did it wrinkle about the bank, under the arms, or near the

centre ? Were the flaps of sufficient length? I sat my J coking-

glass upon the floor, and commenced an examination. Still I

felt undcci'led whether they were just a la mode, and upon iheir

right length depended all my happines-i. T had a mind to call in

the opinion of my landlady or some fellow-boarder, but have

always since rejoiced I was not foolish enough to do so.

And all this time, Jemima waa in a similar predicament, ex-

cept in her multitude of advisers, it was so difficult to decide

whether everything was in good keeping with her !ici<iht., for she

was full six feet, without an inch more or less. This had alwavs

been a serious drawback to ray comfort, for she was continually

remarking :
" I do wi-h, Mr, Dobbs, you were a little taller."

But then nature was very niggardly towards me, and I tried all

that the aid of a high-crowned hat and a high-heeled boot could

do for mc—still I was forever doomed lo hear :
" what a pity Mr.

Dobbs is no taller." People who were at our wedding, dcidared

I stood on tiptoe, and that Jemima gracefully curved downward
;

but I suppose that I never heard half that wag said.

And now for our journey. Jcmiraa'.s mother insisted on our

vi-siling Saratoga, to while away the honey-moon. I had never

been a traveller—never indulged in fiiHhiomil>lo society—had

never polkacd nor waltzed, nor played billiards, nor drank any

Congress water. Above all, I had never travelled with a woman,

much more, a wife. An hour or two before we started,! stepped

into a side room to look at our baggage ; the thermometer stood

at 100. Carpet-bags, valises, large and small, trunks were piled

on each other, nicely labelled and lettered ; upon one, long and

quite coffin-shaped, was written: "with care." "What," in-

quired I, " is this precious modicum V* " Why," exclaimed her

mother, "it is my daughter's hair shirt. It cost me twelve dol-

lars, Mr. Dobbs, and is a beautiful thing ; we would not have it

crushed for the world."

" Heavens," thought I, " if petticoats are so dear, what must

dresses be?" and I wiped the profuse perspiration off my fore-

head. " And there is a band-box," pursued my new mother,

"containing the bridal bonnet, the least awry motion might ruin

it, and Madame Darhlcau charged me twenty-five dollars for that

hat— it is a love of a thing, Mr. Dobbs. And that other trunk,"

pointing ti the largest, "contains the dear child's silks, satins

and embroideries. As to the jewels (she gave me a knowing

wink), husbands always furnish them." But Jemima cnme

bounding along, ere the catalogue was completed, the coach was

at the door, the expressman carried the tnmks, and we were

on our way to Saratoga. What I suffered there, indelibly im-

pressed dogdap upon my mind. We were cooped up in the

smallest apartment, devoured with musquitoes, while I was com-

pletely disgusted with fashionable dashing. Jemima had, how-

ever, an inkling to be "genteel"—she ate peas with a silver fork,

and protested I should—so, as I made poor work at poising them,

I eschewed them altogether. My blunders the first day completely

shocked her, for I mistook the finger bowl, containing a small

piece of lemon, for a choice drink, and used it accordingly. I

could never manage to do the right thing; ; but then I was short

in stature, and consequently not so much observed ; but when I

settled my bill for a week's board for " Gcrshom Dobbs and Lady,"

and paid the hundred dollar bill that I had so hardly earned, I

felt that I should always remember both watering-places and

honey-moons.

From that time I date my abhorrence of dog-days. " There

used to be just such mornings at Saratoga," crosses my mind

—

the damp, foggy air would settle on the furniture, and the hungry

flies would almost devour me, and there I was forced to be con-

stantly changing my dickey to keep up the starch, equipped in

my wedding suit, and always feeling as if I was out of place.

I have tried to forget those days, but I find it all in vain. I

now sit at home in my linen sack, loll about the sofas in slippers,

take little Gershom on my knee, and buy cartridges of lozenges

for little Mina, have no eare whether my best suit wrinkles or

not; care little, too, for my dumpy height; and just the difference

I discover in myself is as apparent in my wife. Bless me

!

she cares no more now for a hair skirt or a French hat or an em-

broidered pocket handkerchief, than I do. We have learned to

be free and easy people ;
regardless of fashion, whenever it inter-

feres with comfort ; and not one time in ten do we think it worth

while to take down our silver teapot—but we Jo think silver forks

as economical as any, only excuse me from eating peas or boiled

custards with them.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THAT STRAIN IS SADDENED NOW.

BY W. COWPER WULIAMS.

That strain that once so sweetly dwelt

Upon my listening ear,

Is saddened now ; a pang is felt,

When waited upon the lyre.

It bringfi to mind the peerless one

In lands afar I wooed,

Whose I'^ve-lit eyes and sweetened tone

Impassioned deep my blood.

It wakes to life a h.ippy train

Of jays /orevf.r gone!

0, sing it not, it gives me pain

To listen to that song.

My heart flies swift on memory's wings

To a lonely, murmuring stream,

Where oft I 've sat, at even's hour,

Wrapt deep in waking dreams.

We parted there at stilly eve.

Two hearts th.at loved too well.

For venomed darts offalsest friends (?)

Drove to that \R^tfarewU.'

Then ceriFe the strain, it makes me sad

To trace those memories o'er;

Tliough thy heart, couFin, it makes glad,

Mine 's filled with sorrow's flow.

O wake some old familiar lay.

Of deeds on battle fields,

Or gallant ft-atg in knighthood's day

—

The age of chivalry

;

But let that song sink into rest,

wake It not .again;

My cousin fair, heed my request,

It fills my breast with pain.

4-«>««-»

When onre a concealment or deceit has been nraclised in mnt-
ters where all should be fair and open as the day confidence can
never be restored, any more than you can restore t'"* whife hlonrn

to the grape or plum ihat you have once pressed in your hand.

FEMALE INFLUENCE AND ENEKGV.
I have noticed, that a married man falling into misfortune is

more apt to rctiicve his situation in the world than a single one
t'hierty because his s^jirits are soothed and relieved by domestic
cndcfirments, and self respect, kept alive by finding that, although
abroad he darkness and humiliaiion, yet there is still a little

world of love at home of whieh he is the monareh. Whereas, a
single man is apt to run to waste and self negleet ; to fall to ruins
like some dcHcrtcd mansion, for wunt of inhabitants. I have
often had occasion to remark the fortitude with which women
sustain the most overwhelming reverse of fortune. Those disas-

ters which break down the spirit of man, and prostrate him in

the dust, seem to eall forth all the energies of the softer sex, and
give such intrepidity and elevation to their character, that at

times it approaelies to sublimity. Nothing- can be more touching
than to behold a soft and tender female, who had been all weak-
ness and dependence, and alive to every trivial roughness, while
treading Ihc prosperous path of life, suddenly rining in mental
forre to he the comforter and supporter of her husband under
misfortunes, abiding with unshrinking firmness the bitterest blusfs

of adversity. As the vine which has long twined its graceful

foliage about the oak, and has been lifted by iis sunshine, will,

when the hardy plant is rilled by the thunderbolt, clinc around it

with its caressing tendrils, and bind up its shaticred brow; so,

too, it is beautifully ordained by Providence, that woman, who is

the ornament and dependent of man in his happier hours, should
he his stay and solaee when smitten with dire and sudden calam-
ity ; winding herself into the rugtrt-d recesses of his nature, ten-

derly supporting his drooping head, and binding up the broken
heart.— Washington Irving.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

NATURE'S COMMUNINGS.

DY W. W. DEDBAnn.

I love this sweet, secluded vale,

My chosen haunt when cares oppress;

To solitude I tell my tale,

And find relief in loneUncss.

Sach sunbeam is a spirit-smile

—

The zephyrs seem some spirits' kisses;

And marshal up, in rank and file,

A host of by -gone dreams and blisses

!

Alone with these old hoary trees

—

Nay, God is here, in thought and feeling;

His voice is whispering in the breeze,

And o'er my spirit sweetly stealing.

A voice so low, fo soft and still,

And yet so full, distinct and thrilhng,

I 'm carried captive at its will.

While heart and soul with praise are filling.

It falls upon my ravished ear,

And vibrates on the chords of feeling,

Till rapture's pearly gates appear

—

The spirit's folded powers reveahng.

Hope wakes and smiles! and peace again

Makes her abode within my bo:^om
;

While o'er the desert waste of pain

Are rarest flowers of hfe in blossom I

Content, a long absented guest.

And joy, and bliss, and all the graces,

Enthrone themselves within my breast,

And greet me with their seraph faces.

The voice is God's ! 'tis everywhere

!

But here it seems more fully given,

To fill the soul with praise and prayer,

And commune with the life of heaven !

4-^«»*«_> .

INDIAN L<)DGE-3I.-iKING.

We have frequently noticed in the Indian country, the facility

with which the Indians build their bark lodges. Chancing, yes-

terday, to pass a place of encampment, we had a good opportunity

of watching the whole process of building. As soon as the canoe

landed, the men, women and children commenced unloading and
carrying iheir traps to the place of encampment, the squaws hav-

ing the privilege, as from time immemorial among them, of lug-

ging all the heavy and burdensome articles. The bark for their

lodge, consisiinsr of about a dozen pieces, of as many feet in

length, and about four feet wide, rolled up like maps, were all

taken hy a s-quaw, at one back-load, to the place selected. A
dozen small poles, ten or fifteen feet in length, were planted in.

the ground, in a circle of about ten or fifteen feet in diameter.

The tops of those opposite were then bent over and tied with

sn-im's oF bark, and over these light ribs were spread the sheets

of birch bark and mats, with the exception of a small opening at

the too for the escape of smoke—and the whole lodge was com-
pleted, being a half sphere in shape. Thus, in the short space of

half an hour from the time of landing, this aboriginal domicile

was finished, nnd its lazy proprietor was lounging and smoking
on his mat, while his industrious helpmate whs hesiirring herself

with the usual preparations for cooking.

—

Lake Superior Journal.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SUNSET.

BT s. a. blaishell.

I love to watch the sunset in the far-off western sky,

As the soft air of evening is gently floating by
;

When fleecy clouds of vapor are bathed in golden light,

As, folding up their radiant wings, they hasten on to night.

I love to watch the sunset as it gilds the mountain's crej^t,

When its last gleams are reflected in the water's waveless breast;

And linger, like an angel's wing upon the lofty trees.

And bow to every whisper of the passing evening breeze.

I love to watch the heavens, as the glorious golden sun,

In ftolitary majesty, is slowly moving on
;

Whtin thousands mark iiis blight deseimt, more dazzling grows each ray,

Till, reaching the horizon's edge, their brilliance fades away
;

And, like a monarch in bis might, he proudly slnke to rest,

While the shades of evening deepen on the water's tranquil bieut.
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THE GREAT EXHIBITION.

An official retuwrlias been publi.shed of the daily receipts and

attendance at the Crystal Palace, from the 1st of May, the open-

ino- day, to the 3Ist of July last. From this return it appears

that the number of persons who have paid for admission at the

doors has been 2,574,008, and that the entrance fees have

amounted to the sum of X193,150 4s. The estimated number

of persons entering with season tickets has been 573,295, giving

a total of 3,152,303 visits. The total number who have entered,

including staff and exhibitors' attendants, as estimated by the

police, is 3,182,074. The largest number of visitors on any one

day was on the 15th of July, when 74,122 persons entered. The

largest number of visitors in any one week was from the 14ch to

the 19th of July, when 305,853 entered the building. The largest

number present in the palace at any one time was 58,541
;
just

about the number of the regular edition of the Pictorial.

LOKDON.

Take the population of Massachusetts out of London ; do it

again ; and that Behemoth of capitals will not yet be empty

!

Half a millioQ of souls will still walk her streets—almost the

population of New York ! This will give a vague idea of the

place that London is . certainly the most populous city of either

ancient or modern times. The best arehceological authorities

show that neither Nineveh, Babylon nor Eome ever held within

its precincts so large a multitude as that which passes its hurried

life in Cockneyland—within the sound of the " merry, merry

bells of Bow." A smart village.

California Fires.—It is rather amusing to read the accounts

of the great Sau Francisco fires. Almost every mail brings a

story of a fire which has destroyed several millions of dollars

worth of property. And the same report generally states that

" the burnt district is already re-built." We are somewhat curi-

ous to know how many more millions of dollars worth of houses

and stores remain in San Francisco, to be consumed by the

" devouring element." Time to stop.

Tros Ships.— Iron ships are now going out of vogue in Eng-

land, but a new experiment has been tried which promises to

overcome the difficulties which have been experienced in adapt-

ing iron to the purposes of ship building. There w^as recently

launched atLiverpool, a vessel called the Tubal Cain, constructed

partly of wood and partly of iron. It is said that this vessel

combines lightness with strength.

Russian EatpiRE.—The " Lloyd," of Vienna, publishes a

statistical account of the Russian Empire, Poland not included,

from which it appears that it contains 2041 towns, viz : 1865 in

Europeaa Russia, and 176 in Siberia, including 44 fortresses.

There are in Russia 291,377 agricultural colonies, including 6951

in Siberia ; there are also 321 foreign colonies.

A CoRiosiTY.—At the World's Fair is a service of plate, com-

prising forty-five articles—tea-pot, with moveable lid ; sugar-

bowl, slop-basin, crcam-ewer, two cake plates, sugar tongs, butter

knife, with twelve cups and saucers, and a dozen spoons, all ex-

qaisitly finished and of the most fashionable make, and all made

from the metal contained in a single four penny piece !

Queer Cries.—In " Nile Notes," by a traveller, some of the

cries of the merchants of Cairo are given. Some of these are

curious enough : as " Sycamore figs;" "O, grapt-s;" '-Odors of

Paradise;" " 0, flowers of the hevna." A man who sold water-

melons, ejaculated, " Consoler of the embarrassed, 0, pips."

Past and Present.—In 1743, when the celebrated Swedish

naturalist, Kalm, visited this country, he sailed from Gravesend

the 5th of August, and arrived in Philadelphia in little less than

forty-one days, liaviug made, as the captain of the vessel stated,

one of the shortest passages ever known !

Terrible Fate.—A child of Jon^iihan Ayers, of Canterbury,

N. H., was sent out into a pasture, on the day of the great "hail-

storm, but not returning, search revealed the horrid fact that it

had been killed and mostly eaten by some savage animal, sup-

posed to be a wolf from the woods.

Gleason'3 Pictoeial —This paper is, without exception, the handsomest
that has ever been published in tnis country. The engravings which accom-
pany each number me reall\ splenilid, and we wonder how the publisher can
afford to publish his p;iper iit tiie price be does. He could not, were it not for

the thousands of subscribers he has. Price only 83— worth double. Sond in
your name, you that want mote than the worth of your money.— JItruld,
Mouiii Holly^ New Jtmey.

A BIG Story.—Tiie East India papers tell of a hail-storm

which occurred near Bangalore, in May last, when some of the

stones were as big as pumpkins; and one measured four feet by

three ! Stand out of the way.

Bosto]« Lunatic Hospital.—At a meeting of the Board of

Visitors, held lately, Dr. Clement A. Walker was unanimously
chosen Superintendent of the Boston Lunatic Hospital, to till the

vacancy occasioned by the resignation of Dr. Charles S. Stedman.

Abominable.—To see three or four old bachelors smoking
their cigais, and talking of the horrors of married life.

Military.—A French b^ittalion, numbering over three hun-
di-ed, has been formed in Cincinnati.

'We are too prone to speak e\'il of things we understand not.

Ulagisik ©atljrrings.

A Bloomer on horseback was seen in Jersey City lately.

Yale College graduated ninety-one students this year.

San Francisco exports more than any other city in the
Union,

Jlr. Clay's health has very much improved at the Blue Lick
Springs.

A fountain is to be constructed in Washington Square, N. Y.,

to cost S2000.

Twenty-six car loads of emigrants left Albany In one train, on
Thursday.

A bear weighing 300 pounds, was recently shot by a boy in St.

Lawrence county.

The man who goes about steamboats looking for his wife is in

town, but can't find her.

The city of Piiiladelphia contains about 9000 more houses than
the State of South Carolina.

Accounts from Mexico state that cholera is raging fearfully in

some seciions of the country.

The editor of the Gettysburg Compiler has been presented with
two tomatoes weighing four pounds.

The law in California licensing gaming tables will obtain fo r

the S:ate treasury about S72 000 per annum.

If you don't wish to fall ia love, keep away from the women.
It is impossible to deal in honey and not taste it.

A barrel of pork that had laid in the Sciola river twenty years,

has been taken up but little damaged.

T!ie Virginia Constitutional Convention hai fixed the salary

of the Governor of that State a.t Jice tTiOusand dollars.

They have a pumpkin in Mobile, which was raised in that

vicinity, weighing one hundred and sixteen pounds.

Smokers, we observe, take a lively interest in Cuban affairs,

being fearful that a revolution may increase the price of the weed.

According to the late census, there were 197 men and 117

women, in New Mexico, who were SO years old and upwards.

The Massilon News says that the counties of Stark and Wayne
will send to market this fall at least four thousand tons of pork.

It is reported that Belcher Kay has been shot and killed in Cali-

fornia, by the same man that killed Jack Smith. Doubtful.

Judge Warren, in deciding Fanny Wright D'Arusmont's case

in her favor at Cincinnati, said, " she is aged and infirm."

A destructive fire has occurred at Algiers, opposite New Or-
leans, at which it is reported that some thirty persons were burnt
to death.

There are two men at the Sing Sing prison, who are serving
out a seven years' imprisonment for robbing a man ef a pair of
hoots.

Somebody says that women are the best subscribers to news-
papers. For our part, we always thought they were best for any-
thing.

Arrivals from the coast of Africa represent that the slave trade

is almost broken up, owing to the vigilance of the combined fleets

of cruisers belonging to various nations.

JTorcign flTisallan^-

Catharine Hayes is to be at Rome next January.

The harvest report in Ireland continues favorable.

The number of suicides in France, from the year 1835 to 1846,
amounte to o33,032.

Paris has been occupied of late with giving fetes to the Man-
agers of the London Exhibition.

A bill has been adopted authorizing the city of Paris to con-

tract a loan of fifty millions of francs.

During the rcigu of Edward I. of England, rum was sold only
as a medicine, in apothecaries' shops.

Fanny Ellsler, after dancing her way through the world for

twenty years, has just danced her last dance.

A writer in the Edinhurg Journal thinks that there is no reason
why a piano should not be made as cheap as a clock.

It is thought likely that General Oudinot will receive the baton
of Marshal, vacated by the death of Marshal Sebastiani.

The Austrian government has prohibited the use, in public

and other schools, of any books written by Protestants.

Some workmen, while draining the field of Marathon recently,

came upon the place of sepulture of the heroes of that famous
battle-ground of freedom.

Accounts from Madrid state that the king, having demanded
that the government of the palace be restored to him, the Cabinet
had acceded to his request.

It was, says the Chinese annals, the wife of the Emperor Ho-
auLrti. who first engaged in spinning the cocoons, which are

naturally found in trees.

St. George's Church, Liverpool, is built of cast iron. It is 113
feet in lenijth, and 47 in breadth. It is ornamented by a cast-iron

window, with stained glass.

Mrs. Warner, the distinguished actress, we see it announced in

a late London paper, is on the eve of coming to America. She is

very celebrated in her profession.

It is said that M'lle Rachel, the French tragedienne, has entirely

disposed of h-^r future professional career to an English specu-
lator, who desigts to take her to America.

Two ladies, attired in the Bloomer costume, have appeared in

the streets of London. Being followed by the mob, ihey entered

a cab, and were driven oti", amidst shouts of ridicule and
laughter.

The report of the Russian defeats by the Circassians, is con-
firmed. Nearly all the Russian strongholds which had bet-n

conquered and maintained at such an immense expense, have
been again lost.

Prince Metternich has been elected Burgomaster of the town of
Plass, in Upper Austria, and in order to perpetuate the remem-
brance of that election, he has founded in the town a house of
refuge for aged persons of both sexes.

The broad guagc speed has been equalled on the narrow-guage
line—the South Eastern—an engine built by Crarapton, having
taken a train of carriages at the rate of seventy-five miles an hour !

She is stated to have been peifectly steady at that speed.

The old bridge at Harwich, has just been pulled down for the

purpose of replacing it with a new one. The exact date of its

erection is unknown, but it munthave been at least 800 years old.

It is proposed to offer a prize for tlie best poem upon it.

Sauiis of ©oljj.

Live not to eat, but eat to live.

The just man wAl flourish, in spite of envy.

.... Absurdity—to borrow on the plea of extreme poverty.

He that too much refines his delicacy will always endan-
ger his quiet.

Very few persons live at present, but are providing to live
at a future time.

A man who h not ashamed of himself, need not be
ashamed of his early condition.

All othfT knowledge is hurtful to him who has not the sci-
ence of honesty and good nature.

....The poet's soul should be like the ocean, able to carry
navies, but yielding to the touch of a finger.

.... Happiness is often at our side, and we pass her by ; Mis-
fortune is afar off, and we rush to meet her.

How much more might people accomplish, if they would
but make it a point to carry out whatever they undertake.

If you would rise in the world, you must not stop to kick
at every cur who barks at you as you pass along.

We discover great beauty in those who are not beautiful, if

they possess genuine truthfulness, simplicity, and sincerity.

.... But one false step, one wrong habit, one corrupt comnan-
ion, one loose principle, may wrtck all your prospects, and all

the hopes of those who love you.

... .As in a letter, if the paper is small, and we have much
to write, we write closer, so let us learn to recognize and im-
prove the remaining moments of life.

. .
.
.Humility ever dwells with men of noble minds. It is a

flower that prospers not in lean and barren soils
; but in ground

that is rich, it flourishes and is beautiful.

There are few talents so very inconsiderable as to be un-
a.lterably excluded from all degrees of fame ; and all should, in
life's visit, leave some token of their existence.

Iol«r'0 ®Uo.

" Still so gently o'er nie stealing," as the man said when he
heard a thief in his garret.

Among the novelties advertised- in the papers, are "single and
married bedsteads."

Why is a pig in a parlor like a house on fire ? Because the
sooner it is pnf out the better.

Iceland is a bkak place, but there is a street in New York city,

north of Houston, which is Bleecher.

An apothecary asserted in a large company, " that all bitter
things were hot," *' No," replied a physician, " a bitter cold day
is an exception."

A Yankee, who has just commenced the study of Italian, wants
to know how it is, if they have no lo in that language, that " them
chaps spell icagon ?"

Digby, of the Post, says he has heard much, of late about
money being tight, but supposed it was all got up for effect, until
he found some the other day, in the gutter.

A wag has truly said, if some could come out of their coffins

and read inscriptions on their tomb stones, they would think they
had got into the wrong grave.

The Dublin University Magazine is not very kind in the matter
of the American poem " Frontenac," but suggests that as the
author's name is Sti'eet, he cannot ol)ject to being "walked into."

A cotemporary, in speaking of a newly invented " metallic
burial case," says it is fast getting into use, and is highly reconi'

mended by those who have ustd it.—Providence Post.

The statement is contradicted that the merchants of San Fran-
cisco sand their letters with gold dust. We cannot say, however,
whether the people go a-gunning with gold bullets,

A temperance paper extending its views into the region of
tobacco, exclaims : "What a splendid figure the Apostle Paul
would have made, had he gone about to proclaim the sublime
truths of Christianity with a quid of tobacco and a long nine in
his moutli !"

TIIE FLAG OF OUR UXIOJf,
AN ELEGANT, MORAL AND REFINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devsted to poUt« literature, ivit and humor, proje and poetic gems, and origi-

nal prize tale.i, ivrittvn e:^pre9sly for this paper, iind at a very grent cost. In
politics, and on all sectarian questions, it is strictly neutral. Xothinpof an
immoml nsiture TV'ill ever bo admitted into its columns; therefore mahiug it
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A PAPER FOR THE MULION,
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It contains the forcifm and domestic news of the day, ?o condensed as to

enable us to pive tiie greatest poj^ihle amount of intelligence. No advertise-

ments are admitted to the paper, thus offering the entire Hheet. which is of

THE MAMMOTH SIZE,
for the instmtrtion andam^^sementof the general reader. AnunrivallPd corps

of contributors are regularly engaged, and every department is under the most
finished and pcrfurt system that experience can suggest, or money produce.
Lacking neither the nieana nor the will, wo can lay before our hundreds of
thousands of readers an

® IE E © n SJ A a IFAIFISIE3
the present circulation of which far exceeds that of any other weekly paper in
the Union,
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BLOODY MASSACRE OF AMEKICANS AT HAVANA, BY ORDER OF THE CUBAN AUTHORITIES.

MASSACRE AT HAVANA.
Brightly shines the noonday sun on the white-wnlled houses of

Havana, lighting up its grim batteries, and glancing on its spark-

ling bay ; while above, all is cloudless in the blue ether. Tho
city is astir, and a mingled mass of human beings crowd on
through the main streets towards the gates of the city at the

Paseo. This tide of people is made up of negroes, Creoles and
Spaniards ; they go forth to see fifty-two Americans butchered in

cold blood. The condemned, without a trial, march forth to die,

with a firm, unflinching step, casting a scornful eye upon the

cowardly mob of Spanisli soldiers, negroes and officials. They
are bid to kneel, and receive the fire of the troops ; not one obeys.

An officer steps up to the brave and gallant Crittenden and bids

him kneel to the authority and order of the governor. Mark his

reply ! *'Never ! I kneel onJy to my Gcd .'" Regret was in their

bosoms, no doubt, regret for the brave and perhaps ra-sh Iiopes

that had led them to that cruel fate, but they knew not cowar-

dice ; five times since they landed on the soil, weak in numbers
and munitions, had they vanquished their captors! Thoughts
of home were in their bosoms, but their stern Anglo-Saxon
blood bore them bravely through ; thoughts of loved ones left

behind them in freedom's land ; but alas! the scene is about to

close. The order is given, and those hirelings of Queen Isabella

bravely act their part. The scene is a truthful one as we give it

here, and was sketched by an eyewitness. We cannot chionicle

the fiendish work that is said to have followed.

COLLISION AT SEA.

The Europa, on one of her late passages, as she neared our coast,

run down the American fishing schooner Florence, at about mid-
night. The schooner puiik almost immediately

;
fifteen of the

crew were saved, but one, Joseph C. Snow, was lost, in the eon-

fusion of the collision. The steamer struck the schooner in the

stern, which was shattered in pieces, and then passed her under
the wheel, and it is supposed the young man was either in the
cabin, or was struck by the paddles and killed. He was the last

of three sons, all of them having been lost at sea. The night
was very clear and starlight. The steamer was seen at a distance

off by those on board the schooner. A li^rht was hoisted, and out-

cries made^ but they were neglected by the steamer's look-out.

^P?"-^"

AMERICAN FISHING SCHOONER FLORENCE BEING RUN DOWN BY THE STEAMER EUROPA AT MIDNIGHT.
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NAVY YARD, BROOKLYN, N. Y.

Our artist has represented for us here a fine and original view

of the Brooklyn Navy Yard, a place of great interest, and well

worthy the inspection of oar readers. It is situated in the north-

eastern part of Brooklyn, and extends over an area of forty acres

of ground, enclosed on the land side by a high wall. The
entrance is in York street, on the right hand of the main avenue,

which is very tastefully planted with trees on either side, and
decorated with heaps of cannon balls, shells, and a great many
pieces of ordnance. On the right hand of the picture is the

shiphouse, a large frame building, containing the steamer Fulton,

which was built some twelve years ago, and the first steamship in

the American navy. She proved a failure, and is now undergoing

alterations, which it is expected will make her a good coast and

harbor stesmer. The brick building adjoining the shiphouse, is

used for the reception of all descriptions of naval stores. Adjoining

this storage is another shiphouse, which contains the frigate

Sabine, the keel of which was laid on the 12th of February, 1823,

and is about 190 feet long, and 47 feet deep. She is still on the

stocks, but could be completed (in case of necessity) in a very

short space of time. The fine man-of war alongside the dock is

the North Carolina. She is a seventy-four, and is used as a store

or receiving ship for naval recruits, etc. The yard throughout is

declared to be one of the most perfect In this or any other country,

and its affairs are conducted with the strictest regard to economy

and the true interests of the service. Among the objects that will

interest a visitor to the yard is a brick building, with a Grecian

portico, composing the guard room, police office, watchman's

room, lieutenant of ordnance office, and the court martial room.

Further down the main avenue to the right is the office where the

workmen are mustered morning and noon. Branching off from

the main avenue, stands, on the left, the residence of the com-

mandant, which is a great frame building, and is adorned by a

well-kept and beautiful garden. Further on is the Naval Lyceum,

a substantial structure, founded in 1S33, by officers of the navy

connected with the port. It contains a splendid collection of

curiosities, mineralogical and geological cabinets, a library of

about 3000 volumes of well-selected books, portraits of celebrated

men, etc. This is only a cursory glance at the yard, which con-

tains many more prominent matters of interest; but all we can.

say is, go and see it for yourselves, and you will be struck with the

order and neatness that prevail in every department. All who
visit or have business in New York should cross one of the Brook-

lyn ferries, if only to see the Navy Yard, which is one of the

finest and best appointed, at present, under the American flag.

Here may be seen the spacious sail-lofts, anchor and ordnance

founding, shot towers and casting, armories and arsenals, with all

the complete appointments of a naval rendezvous. The Dry
Dock, the engine-houses for the motive power, the rope-walks,

the circular bridges, the hydraulic machinery, the pyrotechnic

school, and other institutions, generally, combine to inspire the

beholder with a belief that the blessings of peace are best pre-

served by the prompt equipment of all that is terrible in war.

Besides this, the whole neighborhood is full of revolutionary and

other patriotic spots whose reminiscences are yet fresh in the mind3

of the population, from Fort Greene round to Fort Schuyler and

opposite Throg's Neck, on the main land.

INTERIOR ESPL.A.N.U:>E FRONTma THE NAVY YARD, BROOKLYN^ N. Y., "WITH THE SHIP NORTH CAROLINA ALONGSIDE,
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BUCCANEER OF THE GULF.

A ROMANTIC STORY OF THE SEA AND SHORE.

BY F. CLINTON BAKRINGTON.

CHAPTER I.

THE OLD PILOT OF THE GULF.

"Ho, leadsman ! sound with the deep sea line !

Fling far the plumb into the heiiving biine !

Quurter less four, we lou'ily hoar,

As the ship the dangerous coast doth near."

Nearly at night, one day, as a pilot took his

post in the Beacon lookout, at the Balize, to

scan the wide waters of the gulf southward, to

see if he could discover any sail requiring the

benefits of his skill, he perceived a vessel in the

south-eastern board, slowly approaching the Pass,

under shortened sail. The pilot was a gray-

bearded, weather-beaten tar, who had been look-

ing at notliing, for thirty years, but the Mexican

Gulf, till he could scarcely see anything on land.

He was a thick-set, hardy-looking man, in a huge

gray and brown beard, and wore a tarpaulin

that had weathered almost as many equinoctials

as its owner, which was fastened to one of the

huge buttons of his dread-nought coat by a

lanyard.

His age might have been about sixty; but he

had an eje that would penetrate even a Balize

fog. He prided himself on not needing a spy-

glass to make out a vessel, and though it was

pretty well understood among the fraternity of

pilots, that he sometimes mistook a barque for a

ship, and a topsail schooner for a brig, yet they

indulged the old skipper in his vanity, prefeiring

to trust to their own spy-glass, however.

Old Roger now shut up his left eye till it was

almost extinguished, and then half closing his

right, he slightly bent his head forward to take

a better look at the vessel ; for he could hardly

credit that a vessel would be shortening sail at

this hour, on a smooth gulf, a gentle wind, and

the night so near, when it was important to be

within the land.

"If she showed a si'nal for pilot," mumbled

Roger, "vy then I won n't be surprised to see

her short 'n to wait for him; but I can't see no

buntin' flyin* ; and if she had a scrap as long as

a wiper set, I 'd see it with my eyes."

" What is that. Uncle Roger?'' asked a young

pilot, his assistant, who was smoking a cigar,

on a bench at the foot of the beacon.

"A squar-rigger, shortenin' sail, about four

miles out, sou-sou-west, and no signal set! and

the craft looks warrish, too ! I think I can see

her guns !"

" Don't you see the maker's name, too, Mas-

ter Roger'?" asked, in a good-natured, jeering

way, a third pilot, himself pa^t fifty, who was

engaged in patching the sail of a fast-looking

little boat that was moored near him.

"That's from envy, Dunstan, man! Because

I can see better at sixty than you at fifty. Take

your spy-glasses ! Sec if I am not right
!"

"If the vessel is shortening sail, it must be for

a pilot, * said the younger, going to a rack on

the gallery of the hut and taking down a spy-

glass. With it he mounted the winding stairs

of the beacon, and reaching the elevated sum-

mit by Roger, placed the telescope to his eye.

After a moment's scrutiny, he said :

" You are right ! I '11 bet on your eyes yet,

Uncle Roger. She is under reefed topsails, and

is a gun brig."

The other pilot now took his place on the

lookout, and arrutinized the advancing stranger.

" It is a foreign vessel—I tliink a Spaniard,"

he said.

*' That ia my ideo," answered Roger, who was
Biakixig his one eye work so hard against two

telescopes, that bis cheeks were .screwed up into

a mass of wrinkles, and it would have required

a telescope to find his left eye at all ; while the

place of the riglit was only to be detecied by a

little grayisi) glitter, like a star set beneath his

overbent eyebrow.
" He is a Spanish brig of war, it is my opin-

ion," said Dunstan; "and he don't mean to be

in a hurry about coming in !"

"It is possible he may want a pilot, and not

know where we are !" said Roger. " I '11 board

him, at any rate
!"

"Stop, Roger, that fellow looks irregular!"

said Dunstan, as the old man, who limped a lit-

tle with the effects of a cannon ball wound he

had got in the British war, was hobbling dowu.

"He is armed, but not a regular armed vessel,

that is certain I The yards are too square for

the regular service ; she is too low in the water

for it, and her guns are too long. They are not

carronades, as they ought to be, for a brig of

her size ; and the men are too much crowded

on her forecastle, for a regular!"

" You are always looking out for a wolf, Dun-
stan, since you once got caught by a buccaneer,

who kept you a week in ix-ous. You'll never

forget that
!"

'' How did I know he was a buccaneer "? It

was years ago ; and he made a signal for a pilot,

and made me pilot up the river, in the dark, to

the estate, which they plundered. It was a seri-

ous affair, and I have reason to be wary, mates

!

But I tell you, I don't like this chap's looks !"

" All war vessels of other nations are not like

ours, neat as band-boxes, and ship-shape as a

chronometer."

" But they all look like nationals ; but that is

not a national, or she 'd show her colors !"

"Well, I'll board her! Come, Tirrel, un-

moor, and let us run out to her ! We '11 reach

by moon up, in three-quarters of an hour, and it

will be a fine night to run her in \"

"You may be sure. Master Roger, she don't

want a pilot. In my opinion, she is a Cuban
patriot vessel, waiting to embark or land of-

ficers !" This opinion was advanced by a fourth

pilot, who met Roger at the foot of the ladder.

" 1 have been looking at her, and it is my opin-

ion she is a Cuban vessel, and has something to

do with the expedition we hear is on foot, up in

the city
!"

"I'll soon learn what she is," answered Roger.

"If she doesn't have a pilot she'll be ashore,

steering for that Pass."

In five minutes more he was in hts pilot boat

with Tirrel ; and, under a fair wind, was stretch-

ing out towards the Gulf, in the direction of the

suspiciously-acting vessel.

The vessel, in the m<.^anwhi]e, which was the

subject of their speculations, stood slowly to-

wards the entrance of the touih-ea'^t Pass. She

was a beauiifuUy proportioned brigantine, with

an indescrihably foreign air about her, which

would have distingui.sbed her at a glance, by

any one who was familiar with nauti'-al matters,

from an American. Her masts were unusually

lofty and tapering, and her yards very square,

her main and tore projecting in enormous arms

on either side of her hull, and their length was

increased by studding-sail booms. She was not

e.sactly square-rigged, inasmuch as her main-

mast, though it bore a main-top sail and a span-

ker, carried above, instead of a topgallant sail

and royal, one triangular gaft-topsail, being a
I royal and tojigallant sail hi one. bhe lay very

snug in the water, and ficemed to crouch upon

it like a hound about to spring. Her canvas

was lessened in such a way, that, although she

appeared to carry all sail, each sail was curtailed

by reefing of its full breadth and dimcnMons.

This was evidently an art to prevent entering

the river and passing the pilot stations by day-

light; a subterfuge that awakened the attention

of the pilots, for a vessel never carried sail in

this manner, in fair weather, unless there was

some covert object in view.

And a covert object the brigantine, or rather

those who sailed in her, had in view. Dunstan

had nearly guessed ri{i;ht, Tlie vessel was a

Spanish craft, and heavily armed. If we go be-

fore Old Roger, and reach her deck in advance

of him, we shall see that the whole aspect of

things on board is decidedly foreign and Cas-

tilian. The very name of the brigantine, La
Gertrudis, betrayed her to be Spanish. The

forty men or more that are idling, in groups,

about her decks, are attired in the picturesque

scarlet, or blue and yellow conical caps of An-

dalusia, and their small jackets, thickly decked

with braid and buttons, and slashed trowsers

open to the knee, bore the cut of the Mediter-

ranean sailors. Their swarthy or rich brown

faces tell of the olive fields of southern Spain.

Some of the men are feathered in a group on the

forecastle, looking wistfully towards the low,

flat ostia of the Mississippi before them, looking

more like leagues of meadow-land afloat, than

solid land. They see the elevated beacon from

which Old Roger had been surveying them, and

are trying to make out what it is. One, a hand-

some fellow, with an eye like Mercury, and a

voice sweet as David's in his youth, is singing a

Sicilian hymn for mere pastime rather than from

devotion. Amidships, two cooks are busily em-

ployed in preparing supper, and the fragrance

of coffee pervades the vessel. Near the gang-

way paces a man with a red sash about his waist,

two ornamented pistols stuck in it, and carrying

a naked cutlass in his hand. He is a sentry.

Pore and afr, on both sides of the deck are can-

non mounted on carriages, with a pyramid of

cannon balls piled up between every two.

Farther aft walks up and down a tall, thin,

Spanish man with a long nose, a long telescope

and a long cigar ! He is, by his appearance and

duties, a quarter-master. The spy-glass is sel-

dom from his eye; now sweeping the land, now

the sea to tlie south and east of him.

At the helm stands a thorough-looking sea-

man, but whose warm, dark eye shows his Cor-

sicau blood. He is directing the course of the

vessel, in obedience to the voice of one who

stands near him, and who, from his appearance,

is the commander of the vessel. His height is

above that of ordinary men, and commanding

with more of the air of a nobleman of the Span-

ish court, than the captain of a brig of war. His

bearing was cold and haughty; he spoke but

few words, and these as if with an effort. He
was exceedingly handsome, but there was in his

eye danger to him who trusted it. His dress

was that of an officer when at sea, commonplace

and worn; his hat even being torn, and more

than one button being off his sea-coat.

There was one other person, evidently be-

low, for the fragrance of a cigar ascended from

the skylight, through which was visible just a

glimpse of all the appointments of a luxuriously

furnished cabin. But we will not, at present,

go into the cabin, as our business, just now, is

on the deck. The cold and haughty-looking

Spaniard, after having given an order for a man
to go into the fore-chains and heave the lead,

walked his deck slowly, with his hands be-

hind him.

" Quarter less six !" sang out the leadsman,

in a prolonged and musical tone.

A mere lad, with a face more like a Saxon

than a native of Spain, but whose dress and

arms showed bim to be an officer, repeated the

cry to the captain.

"The water shoals!" responded he to the

helmsman. "Art thou sure thou knowest the

channel V
" Without doubt, senor captain !"

" Go on, then ! But it is at thy life's peril if

thou gettest the brig into danger."

The man slightly colored and then grew pale,

and listened with an anxious ear as if the words

of the chief had weakened his confidence in

himself.

" Half five!" sang the helmsman, as he drew

in his line.

The captain paused in his walk, and looked

keenly ahead. Something met his eye which

led him to call, in electric tones:

"Aloft, there, two or three of you, and sec if

that is a bar ahead ! Sir helmsman ! do you

see that grayisli line between us and the mouth

of the Pass 7 Beware tliat we are not beached !

I know nothing of this shore, and on your word

that you have often been in here, 1 have en-

trusted her to you."

"It was some years ago, senor," answered the

man, with hesitation. The captain regarded his

face keenly for a moment, and then approaching

the companion-way, where a crescent of pistols

were stuck in serried array, ready for the hand,

he look one of them, examined the cap with

coolness, and then cocking it, stood by the side

of the steersman. Not a word did he utter, but

the other knew that if the brig struck he would

be shot dead at his wheel. It would have re-

quired a man of firm nerves to have steered a

ship calmly and truly under such circumstances,

however jjcrfcct might be his knowledge of the

channel. Tlie man became deadly pale, and

once looked as if he would bring the brig round

and stetr out into the Gulf; but he well knew

that such a course would not be consented to by

the captain, and that he must cither safely enter

the Pafcs, or be sacrificed. The captain seemed

to read his very soul; to understand his feel-

ings; to divine his thoughts; to comprehend

his unfitness; yet he did not remove him, but

seemed to stand waiting for the brig to miss the

entrance to the Pass, in order to delight himself

in the sweet revenge of shedding his blood. The
helmsman, although he began to feel that each

moment might be his last, yet did his best to

keep the brigantine on her course.

"Five fathom !" called out the leadsman, with

an abrupt cry. Several of the men who were

idling about now started up and looked ahead.

" What do you make out of that streak ?'*

called the captain to^one of the men who stood

in the fore-topgallant cross-trees.

"It seems to be a bar of sand, stretching from

east to west, senor, about a league from the

shore !" was the response.

" And-a-ha-a-al-f four!" sang the leadsman,

loud and long,

"Pedro Marcos!" impressively said the cap-

tain to the steersman, "the brig draws seventeen

feet forward
!"

Pedro Marcos bit his nether lip till the blood

sprung from it. He stretched his eyes to see if

there were any signs of a deeper channel. Now
he would luff a point, or a point and a half; and

now he woulel keep away three points. Then

he would come back to the middle course.

Never was a helmsman in such perplexity; never

one steered a ship in such mortal terror.

"Four fathoms!" san^ the leadsman, as he

wound in his dripping lead-line hand over hand.

"Four fathoms !" repeated the boyish officer

to the quarter-deck.

"Four fathoms !" whispered the captain in the

ear of Pedro Marcos, and smiled grimly, as if he

would rather the brig should ground than he

should not have the pleasure of killing the man.

The brig now neared the whiiish-gray line,

w'hich looked precisely like a sand-bar. The
captain, who was by no means indifferent to the

safety of his vessel, ascended the main rigging

to examine the approach to the Pass, which

seemed to him to be defended by this extended

beach. But in a moment or two after reaching

the top, he saw that what seemed to him a field

of saTid a quarter of a mile distant, was undulat-

ing along its whole surface, like the rest of the

waters of the Gulf. Calling for his glass, which

the boyish officer handed up to him, he saw that

it was a field of muddy water, which the turbid

Mississippi had discharged from its mouth, and

borne a league seaward. The water of the river

being lighter than the water of the Gulf, floated

upon it, and refusing to mingle, offered a de-

fined and sharp outline between the two, that

looked like the edge of a sand-bank.

While he was aloft the brigantine approached

the floating line of fresh water, and when once

her length from it, seemed to be driving right

upon a muddy shore. He felt a misgiving as he

saw, beneath him, the bow prepared to cleave it;

but the cheering cry of the leadsman, as the cut-

water turned up, like a ploughshare, the turbid

fluid, of "six fathoms !" which every man in the

brig joyfully re-echoed, re-assured him. When
the brig had gone half her lergth into the muddy-

milky water, there was presented to his eye the

extraordinary appearance of a vessel being at

one and the same moment in salt and fresh wa-

ter ; and the line between them was so even that

a rod could have been laid along it, separating

the rich green of the Gulf from the turbid and
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dirty cream of the Mississippi water. The sur-

prise of the crew wlien they found their vessel

leaving so suddenly the emerald sea, and enter-

ing upon a river of liquid mud, was variously

experienced; and the apprehension with which

they had watched the entrance of the vessel upon

the seemingly dangerous navigation, was re-

placed by admiration.

CHAPTER 11.

A SUMMARY DEED OF BLOOD.

** Seven fathoms !" called out the leadsman, in

a lively tone, as the captain, after taking a sur-

vey of the low, reedy shores which he was ap-

proaching, descended to t]ie deck. He saw that

tlie natural color had come back to the cheek of

the steersman, and confidence had taken the

place of despair. The sun was now on the very

verge of the level horizon, and the captain saw

that daylight would soon disappear. The leads-

man's cry suddenly startled all who were gaining

confidence:

" Quarter less four !"

" Quarter less four !" sharply repeated the boy

officer.

" Dost thou hear tl at, Pedro V demanded the

captain.

" Senor, it is twelve years since I was here,

and the mouth of this river is constantly chang-

ing its depths; and " The man hesitated.

"And what ?" coolly demanded the captain,

as he took up the pistol and began playing with

the trigger.

" And I fear that I may not be able to find it

!

Look ! senor ! I see a pilot boat coming out to

us ! Will you take a pilot and release me?"
"I took thee on board off" Havana! Thou

didst say that thou couldst pilot me into the

Mississippi, night or day 1"

" I could have done so once !"

" Thou hast deceived me !"

"No, senor," answered the man, looking like

a corpse, as the leadsman called out, " Half

three !"

" Why hast thou undertaken that which thou

wert not fitted for?"

*' Hear me, senor. I heard that my mother,

aged and infirm, and whom I left wickedly years

ago, is near death, in New Orleans. I learned it

from a coasting shallop. The skipper bore me
a message from her, that if I valued her forgive-

ness and bkssiog, she must see my face before

she died. It was while I was in trouble to know
how I should get there, that your vessel came in

sight wanting a pilot. What could I do, senor

capitan 1 Once I knew the river's mouth well

;

but I was not prepared to find the channel so

changed. Here, where we are, it used to be

deepest—twenty fathom, at least
"

" Cease ! wilt thou resign the helm, and stand

out there on the tafFrail and he shot V
" 0, senor ! my mother !"

" Hist! Mind thy helm, and not be clasping

thy hands !"

" 0, senor ! mercy ! There comes a pilot boat

;

Eo you are piloted in, you need no more !"

"Dost thou not know I want no landsman

from the shore on board my vessel, to betray, if

he will, who I am ! My expedition is secret !'*

" I know it,- senor capitan, but "

"Three falhoms !" shouted the leadsman, with

the quick note of alarm.

" One foot to spare between the keel and the

bottom !" hoarsely whispered the captain.

Pedro Marcos cast a single glance at the face

of the chief, and then quicker than thought, strik-

ing down the pistol, he deserted the helm and

ran forward like a deer among the men. The
captain could not follow him, as he had to snatch

the helm upon the instant, to prevent the vessel

broaching to ; and with admirable skill he wore

round and just escaped beaching the vessel upon
a bar, every one on board feeling her touch the

ground as she full off and swung again into deep

water, on the opposite tack. No sooner had he

succeeded in clearing her from the imminent
peril than he laid the brigantine to the wind,

and placing a man at the helm, he caught up

his pistol, and advancing a few paces towards

the capstan, he said in a low voice that reached

the most distant ear ; for eveiy man was expect-

ant and silent

:

"Pedro Marcos ! come aft, and stand and be

shot
!"

" Mercy, senor! O, do not hold me, men!
Save me ! I have a mother who but waits to

bkss me ! Mates and friends, do not drag me !"

"Let him alone! He shall come himself!

Every order given in this brig is to be obeyed
without the aid of others to enforce it. Wilt
thou come aft, hombrc !"

" No, senor ! 0, no ! I cannot ! I will not ! I

don't mean to disobey—but do not command me
to come there, to be shot dead the next minute !

There is no priest! I have sins, brothers ! I

cannot die without confessing my sins ! O, pity,

pity, pity ! my poor old mother ! Mercy, mercy,

mercy, noble captain!'^

" Art thou coming V cried the chief, in a tone

of thunder.

The man crawled rather than walked; he

stopped and grovelled, and then raised his hands

and eyes imploringly ; and then he came a little

farther on his hands and knees ; and then he

lingered as if he would prolong his life all he

could; but the steady voice of the captain drew

him irresistibly onward ; till be was wiihin three

yards of his execuJioner. Here he rose to bis

knees, and wrung his hands and bent the most

heart-rending looks of entreaty upon the inexor-

able and blood-loving man,
" O, capitan ! 0, do not kill me !"

" Enough of this ! Thus perish all who dare

to deceive me!"

With these words the captain of the brigantine

advanced the three paces that separated him

from his victim. Pedro seeing that his fate was

inevitable, shut his eyes and clasped his hands

together upon his heart in anguish that may not

be written ; the living only can know it when

they are placed in a like situation. The pistol

was placed against his left temple, and as coolly

as he would fire a ball through a plank, the

captain discharged the contents of the pistol

into his brain. The murdered man fell forward

dead, deluging the deck with the warm streams

of his life blood.

[see engraving.]

Scarcely had the smoke of the pistol which

had done this execution cleared away, before a

loud hail was heard to windward, and the cap-

tain beheld a pilot boat close aboard of him.

Without waiting to have his hail answered. Old

Roger, who had approached very near unnoticed

during this scene, ran alongside, and lowering

his sail, caught one of the steps of the gangway

ladder with a short boat-hook, and held his boat

to the brig's side while Tirrel secured it. The

next moment the gray-haired old helmsman was

standing before the captain on the deck. The
sun had set ; bat there was still almost as much
light as in full day. Roger, therefore, started

back when he beheld the body of the un^skilful

steersman, and the inquiry whether they would

not have a pilot, died upon his lips as he sur-

veyed the body aghast.

"What dost thou pale at, old man"? Hast

thoa never beheld a dead man V
'* He seems just killed V*

"Not two minutes since! He was a traitor

to his duty and to me! I took him to pilot me
into the river, and you see where my vessel is,

and where he is !"

Old Roger felt not a little uncomfortable. He
saw at a glance that he had volunteered in what

he had best have left alone. He began, in truth,

to believe Dunstan was correct, and that he had

boarded a buccaneer's vessel.

" This is strange doin's," thought the old man,

within himself ;
" it can't be denied the brig is

in a place she ought never to have put her nose

in ; but it seems hard to blow a poor fellow's

brains out for missing the channel !" He then

said aloud, and boldly :

" Captain, seein' your vessel was tryin' to get

into the south-east Pass, which has been onnavi-

gable for five years, I thought I would offer you

my services, as I am a regular pilot. But, if you

please, I will bid you good night. I fear that if

I should miss it, I should lay alongside of that

poor fellow ! I am an old man, master, and

having but little time to live, I want to make the

most of it. I wish you a very good day !"

" Dost thou know the channel well into the

river ?" coolly asked the captain, as if he did not

hear the old man's good day.

" Yes, senor, but only for honest keels
!"

" You are an old man, and have license. As
I am to go into the river, you must pilot me !"

This was spoken with a decision that caused

Old Roger to feel very unpleasantly, especially

as he found that as he proceeded to quit the brig-

antine, the officer of the gangway stood before it

with his naked cutlass.

" You don't mean to make me pilot you in

without my will ^ It is against law !" said Old
Roijer.

" A pilot is bound, by law, to give bis aid to

every vessel who asks it!"

" True, true ! But "

"Take the helm, old man, or direct he who

has it how to steer! Away with this body!

Pitch it over, with two twenty-eight pound shot

at his heels!"

Old Roger saw that resistance would be in

vain ; that he was, in fact, a prisoner ; and put-

ting the best face on ihe matter that he could, he

walked aft, and telling Tirrel to take the helm,

he took command of the vessel. The crew

obeyed his orders, and the brigantine, instead of

trying to enter the south-east Pass, changed her

course and steered westwardly, to make the

south west entrance, out of which the pilot boat

had come. The shot being fastened in bags to

the feet of Pedro Marcos, four men raised him

and pitched him over into the sea, with a heavy

plash, and all was silent! A bucket or two of

water washed the blood into the lee-scuppers,

and all trace of the murder was obliterated, save

from the book of the recording angel.

The brig now run along, under full canvas,

parallel with the land, Roger having had the

reefs shaken out as the first of his orders. The
twilight had by this time deepened into darkness,

which was soon dissipated, however, by the

radiance of the full moon, which poured its

volume of golden light across the level ocean.

The captain of the brig seeing that his vessel

was under the charge of a man who would con-

duct her into the river safely, now drew near

Roger, and said :

" I am fortunate, old man, in getting your aid.

The villain who preceded you would have lost

me my brig; but let him pass ! He has atoned

for his ignorance or treachery, I know not which

it was. What light is that inland V
" It is a lantern on the lookout, sir !"

" Has any vessel of war passed up to New
Orleans within a few days'?"

" Three weeks ago a sloop sailed up, senor.

" Then ray intelligence is true." Here he

walked up the deck once and then returned, as

if he was thinking closely ; as if the knowledge

of the fact communicated by Roger annoyed him.

Roger saw the etfect it had upon him, and added,

as if he would increase it

:

" The sloop is one of the best in the service,

fully armed and manned, a fast sailer, and with

one of the fighting lads in command."

" Indeed ! She is in the city, you suppose, or

is she in the river V
" At anchor off the plaza, I hear."

" Very well."

Here the brig began to enter the Pass, and the

attention of Roger was directed to her move-

ments ; for he was in great fear, lest, if by chance

he should ground the brig, he would be shot.

He was, therefore, very nervous until he saw the

brig fairly in the river, and abeam of the. look-

out. He then brought her to, and said to the

captain

:

" There is no further need of my services !"

" Is the channel in the middle, the rest of the

way?"
" Yes, sir. I never go above this."

" So, good. Now as you have done your duty

so faithfully, take this gold. There are five

ounces."

"It is more than the charge, sir!"

"No matter, take it!"

" No, sir, 1 will take only my fee ! and all over

that would be thy gift; and I will not take a gift

from a man with a bloody hand !"

"By the rood, old graybeard, I am half a

mind that thou shalt stay on hoard ! A few days

in irons would tame thy tongue !''

" I am an American citizen, and I fear not to

speak,my mind openly."

" Well, go. Leave the brig forthwith !"

"With many thanks to get off with my head

on my shoulders," answered the perverse and

stout Old Roger, as he stepped into his boat,

where Tirrel had already preceded him.

The captain made no reply, but turning away
gave orders to square away the yards again and

ascend the river, while the pilot boat flew to the

shore.

It was a beantifal night. The wind was just

strong enough to take the vessel up the river,

about five miles an hour. The banks on either

hand looked like low green walls, between which

they were sailing. The moon's brightness gave

almost the clearness of noonday to the scene.

Soon they lost sight of the Gulf, and then of the

Balize, with its hamlet of pilots' houses, and then

of the light on the lookout. All around they

were land locked, and peacefully moving on the

placid bosom of the father of waters, wliose

storms, however, when he is around in anger,

when the tornado ploughs his depths, are almost

as fearful as those of the ocean.

Seeing that his brig was doing well, and only

required to be kept in the middle of the stream,

the captain left the deck to descend to the cabin,

a small, half-grown little m.^n, by the name of

Tito, who might have been Mexican or half In-

dian, his servant, having called him to supper.

By morning the brigantine was sixty miles

from sea, and about that distance from New Or-

leans. During the day she continued her course,

but disguising her appearance by closing her

port*, and housing her royal masts, and sending

most of her men below, as they sailed in sight

of plantations, and of vessels passing down. By
three hours before sunset, having sailed all day

between verdant forests, with here and there a

sugar estate to relieve the wilderness-like aspect,

the brig came to the English Turn. Near here

was a plantation, ornamented by a handsome

villa. Here the captain anchored, and w^ent on

shore with his man Tito, whom he sent secretly

up to the city by land. After two hours' absence

the captain returned from the villa, with whose

owner he bad had some secret communication

;

and as the wind was fair and fresh, he made sail

again, and stood up towards the city. A head

wind, however, delayed them, and then a calm

for two days. About the close of the third day

the wind favored, and four hours' run brought

them in sight of the city, but after night had set

in, and it was ten o'clock before the brig anchored

on the opposite shore, about a mile and a half

below the grand plaza.

Not ten minutes after she was safely moored,

a boat left her side, containing a coxswain, four

oarsmen and the captain. It reached the city

about eleven o'clock, and as the captain landed

he was met by Tito, who, after the interchange

of a few words, led him in a direction towards

the heart of the city.
" v

CHAPTER IIL

A GOSSIPPING CONVERSATION.

In the most ancient quarter of the cityof New
Orleans, there stands an antiquated building,

which, from its size and the Moresco style of its

architecture, must have been the abode, in the

days of its earlier dignity, of an opulent and

noted hidalgo, perhaps of the colonial governor

himself.

The house has two fronts, facing each on fre-

quented thoroughfares of the city, one of which

is ornamented with a projecting balcony and

stained a dark buff color, while the other is of a

deep gray tint, and has a large gateway, with,

narrow windows pierced on either side of it

;

and over the arch of the gate or porte-coclier, are

seen three smaller openings of an oval shape,

which are grated with strong bars of iron, near

together, and placed transversely, as if on that

floor had been, anciently, a prison ; but a bird

cage hanging in one of them showed that the

apartments within were occupied by the family

that might at present.inhabit the mansion.

It is two stories in height, with a battlement

running round the eaves, upon the top of which.

stand several gigantic vases of stone ; one or two

of which are shattered, and from others grow

either sturdy orange trees or long grass waving

in the wind. The heavy muUions of the win-

dows, the carved grotesque heads that ornament

the architrave, the heavy doors, double panneled

and studded with iron-beaded nails, all bear

testimony to the strength and solidity of the

edifice.

Besides the two fronts there is an alley, narrow

and dark, which runs along by the third wall of

the building, leading to a court yard, enclosed

by a very high wall ; the fourth side of the house

forms one of the boundaries of the court. For

some days prior to the opening of our story, this

edifice had become an object of curiosity to the

inquisitive busy-bodies of the neighborhood.

Hitherto, that is until it began to awaken this

interest, it had been the abode of a wealthy

Spaniard, from the island of Cuba, who, it was

said, had been banished from that place for some

differences of political opinion that existed be-

tween him and the government. He seemed to

be a quiet and domestic sort of caballero, who
contented himself with smoking cigars, made of

fine tobacco rolled in cylinders of white paper,

in his balcony window from morning till night

;

rejoicing in scarVt slippers or a blue velvet cap,

wiLh a tassel, and a massive gold chain about

his neck. When he was not smoking he amused

himself in pacing before the windows of his draw-

ing-room, which, from the glimpses of its interior

the neighbors got from time to lime, was fur-

nished with true Castilian magnificence. The

exile was a tall, handsome, dark, man, with the
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least gray in tho world mingled wiih his raven

black hair and f,'raccful moustaeho. The regu-

larity of hi3 habits at length ceased to attract at-

tention, and he was suflercd to enjoy his scarlet

slippers, red cap and paper cigars without moles-

tation ; save that some gossips wondered that

nobody ever saw him go out; and nobody ever

entered there save a mysterious-looking Cuban

servant, who always carried a mysterious cov-

ered basket with him. Indeed he was never

Been without it, till it got to be inseparably asso-

ciated in tho neighbors' eyes with tho man and

the man with the basket.

But there was another thinp: that moved tho

curiosity of some of the people of the opposite

tenements j and this was the presence of a lady

in tho house—a lady young and surpassingly

beautiful. No one could say that they had ever

got a full and good sight of her face, but there

were several who had caught glimpses of her

figure through the window ; two or three who

had heard her speak; and there was one little

French wife of a shoemaker, who would have

been willing to make oath on her husband's lap-

stone, that she had heard her sing, and that she

sang like an angel.

" She can't be his wife," said the sour-visaged

better half of a perruquier to her neighbor, Jean

Pirot, the little manufacturer of bad cigars, at

one sou each, whose shop was four feet square,

in a window recess.

"An' why not, woman, why not? It were

more likely to be his wife than his
"

" Daughter," said quickly the sharp-faced wo-

man. " Yes, she is his daughter ; for she is too

young to be his wife."

" Yes, and I saw him put his arm about her

and draw her to him proud-like, as if he was her

fatb X,'' remarked a handsome young woman,

who, standing in her doorway, was skilfully ar-

ranging a bouquet of fresh flowers, to carry to tho

cathedral as an offering to the Virgin.

" Father or daughter," chimed in the cobbler's

little wife to her husband, as he drove the last

brad into the heel ofa shoe, " they are, no doubt,

great people, and do nobody harm. For my
part I like to see people live and stay at home !"

Here she cast a hard look very significantly at

her lord, whose propensities to wander forth at

night to the theatre, or the cafe round the cor-

ner, to play dominoes till late bed-time, were

well known to the whole neighborhood.

" It is very odd, though," remarked a thin

Frenchman in round iron spectacles, whose busi-

ness was to extract spots from broadcloth gar-

ments, by an invention of his own, which not

only removed the spot but the cloth also ;
" it is

bien drole he never comes out in the day-time,

but goes out at night !"

" Goes out by night !** repeated three or four

voices; and the little cobbler shook his head

mystically, and his wife raised her eyes with sur-

prise, "goes out by night
!"

" There is no doubt of it," said the meagre

extractor of spots ; "I was, not long since, late

at night coming home with some clothing,which

I had been a great way to get, when, as I passed

his gate, I saw him going in. He was just un-

locking to enter. I saw his face by the light of

his cigar, which he puffed and illumined as I

passed him. He wore a Spanish cloak, which

covered him to his beard."

" Going in is not exactly coming out," philo-

BOphieally remarked the cobbler.

" But he must have como out before he could

go in," very positively asserted the perruquier,

as if he were laying down a proposition that

could not admit of disputation.

'* True, true," ejaculated Jean, nodding his

head affirmatively up and down, " I see, 1 see !

vous avez raison, monsieur !"

" But why does he keep his wife shut up so

closely ? I would like to know that 1" stoutly

observed the woman, with a sort of menacing

look at the closed windows of the Moorish-look-

ing house ; for this gossip took place at the door

of a little wine shop, on the corner vis-a-vis with

the mansion, and about twilight, an hour when
all the working population desert their shops and

back rooms to congregate on the troitoirs, to see

and be seen, gossip and breathe the air. At
such times all the important affairs of the neigh-

borhood are discussed, and everything hidden

laid open to the prying eye of morbid curiosity.

"Prove, woman, prove that it is his wife I"

said the wine-seller, a short, stout-chested Italian,

from the island of Sicily, with a dark, glittering

eye, a pleasant smile and good teeth, and a beard

ample and black.

" He treats her too affectionate for that," said

tho cobblur's better half, with another horrible

leer at her lord, which contained a volume of

silent reproof.

"I saw him drew her to him and kiss her,"

said the old mother of the wine-vender. " I sits

here all day, and docs nothin' but watches that

house; because I am an old dumc, and cnn do

no work. I 'vc seen him," she added, in a trem-

ulous, palsied voice, " take her a about the waist

a-a-and pat her cheek just like a father. No,

no, good neighbors, she bo not his wife, be sure

o' that."

Here the old woman thrust four fingers into a

leathern sack that hung at her girdle, and which

would hold about a pint of snutf, and abstract-

ing a third of an ounce, began shoving it up her

huge nostrils.

" T, too, have seen persons go there and be

admitted, and come out late at night," said a

porter, who was passing with his load and under-

standing the subject of their gossip ;
" mysterious

looking people tlioy were, too ; the secret way

they acted, as if they'd like to bo invisible if

they could."

" There is no doubt something wrong there

altogether," remarked the cobbler, gravely, as he

peered up at the house through his circular iron

spectacles ;
" the police guard ought ne'er to

keep eyes off it. A whole year the man has

lived there, and never yet had heel or sole tapped

;

no doubt he keeps in to save shoe-leather, and

starve the honest cobbler."

" No doubt, friends," said a ragged man, with

a red nose, who seemed to have no other home

than the wine shop, where he lounged the most

of his time, "no doubt he has his reasons for

this mystery, as you call it. He is an exile, that

we know. He has, therefore, enemies who might

follow him here and do him a mischief; for the

sea between here and Havana is as open to them

as it was to him. Perhaps he stays at home to

keep from being made a sheath for their Ijng

knives."

" Thou hast hit the peg on the head, friend,

I'll warrant thee," said the cobbler, with empha-

sis. " I see it all now as clear as an instep."

" But how do you account for the people seen

going in so secret at nightV inquired, scepti-

cally, the porter, as he looked in the face of the

man who had no home but the tap.

" Those are doubtless his friends from Cuba,

who are in the city on a visit, and go to see him

secretly in order that when they return to Ha-

vana the captain-general may not suspect them

of mischief; for I know enough to know that

he has his spies here, who watch every Cuban

gentleman that comes to this city, with a hun-

dred eyes, especially since the rumors about the

invasion."

"This, then, makes all clear," said the cob-

bler's wife, in atone of satisfaction, " but I should

like to know whether that be his daughter, and

if so, why one so fair should keep herself shut

up like a nun.'*

"No doubt she loves to keep her father com-

pany," answered the wine-seller. " Nothing is

more natural."

This rejoinder seemed to give general satisfac-

tion, and as the shades of evening began to de-

scend upon the streets, one neighbor after another

sought his or her domicil in the rear of their

respective shops ; and soon the street was quiet

save the occasional step of a passer-by on his

way to some appointment, or seeking his own
pastime.

From these gossippings the reader will see

that the house was an object of some interest, or

rather the character and habits of its occupants,

in the neighborhood. The aspect of things con-

tinued pretty much the same as has been de

scribed by conversation, for some days after.

The foreign gentleman smoked his paper cigari-

tos, and paced his balcony in his scarlet slippers

and little fisherman's cap, and glimpses of a

young and beautiful girl could be got from the

street through the open folds of a rich orange-

colored curtain, that partly shaded the tall win-

dows that opened on the balcony. The servant,

with his mysterious basket, went out and came
in after dark ; and twice the gentleman himself

was seen to be admitted after the watchman had
called his second hour. But no more strangers

were seen to apply for late entrance, as had been

the case some weeks before ; so that at length

the gossips ceased to regard the house, or trouble

themselves any further about the h.ibits of its

occupants.

At length, one clear moonlight night, about

three weeks after the little bit of corner gossip

we have detailed, just after the clock had tolled

twelve, and the ringing staves of the watchman
had ceased to echo along the avenues of the city,

the good folks in the vicinity of the cMsa granda,

as the mysterious house was called, were

awakened by a guitar, accompanied by a manly
voice that seemed to flow from a soul full of

melody.

" Hist, wife I" whispered the little cobbler,

giving his soporific dame a nudge in the ribs

with his elbow ;
" dost hear that V*

" Yes, to be sure, man ; dost think I'm deaf,

and have got no feeling in my ribs, that you

should wake me up in this fashion V
" I wanted you to hear it. It is some gallant,

I'll warrant me, that is serenading the exile's

pretty daughter ; for it comes from that way."

Hereupon both got up, under the influence of

lively curiosity, to peep through their shutters.

At the same time the wine-seller crept to his

lattice, and the perruquier and his better half

made their way to a broken pane in their win-

dow. The eyes of all were gratified at seeing

under the dark shadows of the balcony, a darker

figure, leaning gracefully against one of the pil-

lars that supported it, from whom proceeded the

music that swelled so sweetly throughout the

neighborhood.

" A young man and handsome to boot," said

the wife of the perruquier.

" What dost thou know about handsome men,

woman 1" retorted the jealous perruquier, sharp-

ly. " Thou hadst best be in bed !"

"Not much since I have known thee, Pierre

Jacques," responded the lady ;
" thou art not so

well favored that I should, by seeing thee, know
what it is to know about handsome men."

Pierre was silent.

The singer was evidently young, for his voice

had the rich modulation of youth ; but whether

he were handsome or no could not be discerned,

inasmuch as the place where he stood was dark,

and he wore his cloak as close about his face as

he could to touch his guitar with freedom.

"Whoever he is," said the wine merchant to

the cobblei', whose window was next to liis and

within low talking distance, "he plays like a

master. Ne'er heard I guitar struck with a

touch like that
!"

" Nor I, by St. Crispin, nor I !" said the cob-

bler, with admiring emphasis. "Dost under-

stand his words V
"Listen! they are Spanish ! It is a song of

love
!"

" I would be sworn," answered the cobbler,

"you will ne'er catch a gallant singing a wine

ballad under his lady's window. Hist !"

" There 's a green isle on the sunny blue sea,

Its air ia perfumed with the fragrance of flowers
;

fly, dearest lady, fly there with me,

To that pleasant green isle and its orange-gold bowers.

Nor sorrow nor care shall ever come there,

To cause thee a tear or bring thee a fear,

If thou wilt now fly, sweet maiden, with me,

To my pleasant green isle in the midat of the sea.

Then fly, lady fly,

While the stars in the sky

Hold their torches of light to guide through the night

Our bark of delight to our home in the isle,

The pleasant green isle,

The sunny green isle, in the midst of the sea."

" By my best flask of Bordeaux !" ejaculated

the wine-seller, "but that is a right bra\e song,

and a fair challenge."

"No doubt," said the cobbler; "but thinVest

thou he is king of an isle? Doubtless such a

king as Sancho Panza, and such an island, too.

But then one don't look for men to tell truth

when they make love."

" I always knew thou didst lie hard when thou

earnest courting me," said his wife, gruffly
;

" now do I know it. Out upon thee, man ! You
told me thou wast worth five hundred crowns in

leather, and all the leather thou hadst was thy

own hide !"

Here the cobbler smiled stealthfully in the

dark, a sort of inaudible chuckle, at his having

circumvented his wife in their courtship ; but as

it was dark so that she could not see the smile,

he did not get his head broken.

CHAPTER IV.

THE MANSION AND ITS INMATES.

The serenader now played a spirited battle

piece on his guitar, and accompanied it with his

voice, imitating a trumpet at the charge. It

was very fine, and elicited the admiration of the

whole of his invisible audience at garret and bed-

room windows. This was followed by a song

representing the Arab's farewell to his steed ; at

the close of which, when the Arab refusing to

sell him, leaps into the saddle and gallops to-

wards the desert like the wind, the serenader

made tho strings of his guitar ring and gallop

in perfect imitation of the galloping steed, the

noise receding and receding till it finally died

away in the distance into silence. The cobbler

and perruquier, who were both amateurs in their

way, one on the jewsharpand the other on casta-

nets, here loudly encored, not a little to the sur-

prise of the serenader, who, finding himself en-

tertaining a larger audience than he contem-

plated, throw his cloak about him, and with his

guitar beneath his arm walked slowly up the

street, and disappeared in the darkness caused hy

a row of catalpa trees that grew near the walls

of the old Ursuline Convent, which was on tho

adjacent square. The cobbler and his wife re-

tired to their straw, the perruquier and his wife

once more courted sleep, and the bachelor wine-

seller flung himself upon his cot mattress with a

lighted cigar, and smoked himself into profound

repose, as was his custom.

Silence once more reigned over the scene with-

out. The black shadows of the houses lay over

half the breadth of the street, like a fathomless

pool, while the part on which the moon shone

seemed strewn with silver dust. If any curious

eye had been watching the windows of the bal-

cony, they would have seen the green jalousies

slowly open and a female form, half concealed,

half visible, appear, and gaze up and down the

street. Then the hand glanced an instant, like

a ray of light in the moon, as it cast over the

balcony a flower, which fell unheeded to the

sidewalk.

In a few minutes the serenader re-appeared

from tho shadow of the convent walls, and com-

ing again under the balcony caught up the flower,

as if he had been looking for it, and placing

it to his lips, glanced once up to the balcony and

then striking his guitar thrice, walked rapidly

away in the direction of the river.

We will now introduce the reader into the in-

terior of the mansion at the moment when the

first note of the serenader's voice fell on the ears

of the inmates. Late as the hour was, there were

two wax candles burning on a marble table in

the drawing-room, which gave sufflcient light to

disclose the elegance of the apartment, which

was furnished in the most luxurious Spanish

style. At the table sat a gentleman busily en-

gaged in writing and replying to letters ; and
opposite to him sat a young lady, taking copies

of the letters which he wrote, before he sealed

and directed them. They had been three hours

engaged in this occupation, interrupted at inter-

vals by conversations which the letters replied to

elicited ; for that very evening a mail from Cuba
had brought them a large number of letters,

which evidently were of the highest importance.

They were all addressed to " Don Garcia de

Armas."

This was the name of the gentleman at the

table, who, from the scarlet shppers upon his

feet, was clearly the same person whose retired

habits had given food for gossip in the neighbor-

hood. He was about fifty years of age, dark aifd

handsome, with black hair with a slight inclina-

tion to turn gray, and an elegant moustache. His
whole air and bearing was that of a finished gen-

tleman—a true Spanish cavalier of the ancient

Castilian regime. His smile was beautiful, and
his air courageous and commanding. He was
a person for men to admire and women to con-

fide in ; as if both his heart and arm, his word
and his honor, could be trusted. Upon his finger

burned like a coal of fire, a superb diamond. A
ruby of great beauty glowed in his bosom, and
as his dressing-gown was open, the hilt of a jew-

elled dagger could be seen half exposed, as if

accidentally, it being worn for use rather than

show. His hand was small and brown, and
beautifully shaped, a feature that distinguishes

pecuUarly the nobles of Spain.

[to be continued.
]

THE POOR BOY.
Don't be ashamed, my lad, if you have a

patch on your elbow. It speaks well for your
industrious mother. For our part we should
rather see a dozen patches on your jacket, than
hear one profime or vulgar word escape your
lips. No good boy will shun you, because you
cannot dress as well as your companion; and if

a bad boy laughs at your appearance, say nothing,
my good lad, but walk on. We know many a
rich and good man, who was once as poor as
you. There is our next-door neighbor in par-
ticular—now one of our wealthiest men—who
told us a short time since, that when a child he
was glad to receive the cold potatoes from his
neigiibor's table. Be good, my boy, and if yoii
aro poor you will be respeettd more than if you
were the son of a rich man, and addicted to
bad habits.

—

Olive Branch.
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HAKCOCR HOUSE.
This venerable land-

mark of thejiast so well

depicted by our artist

herewith, is probably as

familiar to every cilizxn

of Boston as any ot^ject

we could name which

has been one of daily

observation from child-

hood. It is a most pic-

turesque building, over-

looking;, from its some-

what elevated situation,

th^? entire Common from

Beacon Street, in which

it is located, near the

State House. Its style

of architecture is unique

in the extreme, and

tells, in its angles and

projecting stiles, a story

of the past. It is still

occupied by the Han-

cock family, who will

not, in the present gen-

eration, permit its time-

honored walls to give

place to modem struc-

tures. Governor Han-
cock inherited this es-

tate from his uncle,

Thomas Hancock, Ej^q.,

who erected the building

in 1737. At that peri-

od, the " court part of

the town" was at the
" north end," and his

fellow citizens marvel-

led not a little that he

should have selected,

for a residence, such an

unimproved spot as this

then was. In the life-

time of that venerable

gentleman, the doors of

hospitality were opened

to the stranger, the poor
and distressed ; and an-

nually, on the : nniver-

sary of the Ancient and
Honorable Artillery

Company, he entertain-

ed the Governor and
Council, and most re-

spectable personages, at

his house. The like at-

tentions were shown to

the same military body
by Governor Hancock,

who inherited all the

urbanity, generous spir-

it, and virtues of his

uncle. Every governor

of the commonwealth,
from the time of John
Hancock to that of the present chief magistrate, has been lodged

or entertained, more or less, in this hospitable mansion. Indeed,

it has a celebrity in all parts of the country ; and most strangers,

on visiting the capital of New England, endeavor to catch a

glimpse of " the Hancock House." It is now, we btlieve, the

3 -^^ £X —-^

th i s famous mansion
will probably be razed
to the ground, "and its

placed supplied by oth-

ers." The garden be-

hind the mansion, glacis,

fruit trees and summer-
house have all disap-
peared. Even the "high
lands," beyond, have
been much reduced, to
make room for public
avenues and handsome
dwellings, in that part of
the metropolis. Among
the many private resi-

dences upon the grounds
in the rear, may be men-
tioned that of the Hon.
Benjamin T. Pickman.
Tet, still we always like

to see a few of these re-

maining links of " auid
lang syne," left here
and there in our midst;
it seems to make us look
back in the perspective

of the past, and, per-

haps, sometimes with
intellectual profit.

HAKCOCK HOUSF, FRONTING ON BEACON STREET, OPPOSITE THE COMMON, BOSTON. MASS.

property of some of the descendants of Governor Hancock, and
rented as a private dwelling. But, as we have indicated, since

tlie demise of that eminent man, the hand of time and improve-
ment has been constantly contending around and against it. It

cannot long resist such attacks; and, before many years elapse.

HOCK FARM.
This picture repre-

sents the homestead of
Capt. John H. Sutter.

It is located upon the

West Branch of the
Feather River. It was
erected some seven or
eight years since, and
still stands, an object of

interest to all Californi-

ans. The picture was
drawn for us by Deve-
reur, from a truthful

sketch by a Californian
artist. AH localities in

this well known, though
far-off region, possess
more than ordinary in-

terest, because there are

so many among us who
have friends and kindred
in the gold country.

Little did the Mexicans
think that Capt. Sutter's
residence in California
would lead to such im-
portant results as the
present times have dis-

closed. Perhaps the
gallant captain did not
say much himself, but
a highly accomplished
and sagacious officer

like him did not become
a naturalized citizen of the United States without somewhat of a
guess at the future ; at least, that is our guess. The founding of
New Helvetia and the building of his fort at Sacramento City
seem to be proofs of this. The n»mc of rhis enterprising pioneer
seems to be indelibly impressed upon the history of California.

h^

VIEW OF HOCK FARM, THE HOMESTEAD OF CAPT. JOHN H. SUTTER, ON THE WEST BRANCH OF THE FEATHER RIVER, CALIFORlilA.
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[n'rltton for aiuiiMon'fl Pictorial]

EAKLV LOVE.

DV VIHLKY JOUNUON.

How Bweot wlipn ywiM have paesod iiwfiy,

With all tlH-li-joy find pain,

To wjuiilor bucit, o'er piioiuory'B truclt,

To clilMiiuod'H Itoinu iigiiln 1

To dwell on scenca of liEipplucea,

So liko lo heaven aboTo,

To llv« in rLTOllection o'or

Our Orat u-nd oiirly lovo !
•

Fond nioniory oft brings unto us

Thoae liiipiiy, hiippy hours,

"Whon love lny piiro In our young Iioiirto,

Afl dow in fdlded llowors.

When wo enjoyed lifu's pleasant droam,

As quiet, calm and dei-p,

As if the soul were gatbored up

Sencath tho wings of sleep.

Though time's Hwift wheolfl have onward rolled,

And crushed beneath their weight

The joya and pleasures of this world,

Tho rich, the poor, the great

;

Yet scenes so dear, ao full of bliss,

As in our childhood bloomed,

Can ucver, never, while there's life,

Bo in the past entombed.

Our cbildhood's first and early love,

It was a blessed thing
;

We each found then a hidden mine,

A -warm and gushing spring.

A mine from which we gathered oft

Bright gems that would not fade;

A spring whose waters, pure and sweet,

Our longing thirst allayed.

Then, though long years have passed away,

And stolen from thy brow

A -wreath of beauty— still, my love

For thee is stronger now.

For cbildhood's scenes, so full of bliss,

So lilte to heaven above.

Shall always bring before my view

Our pure, unfading love. ,,

. < »— » •

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LUCILLE, THE TAMBOURmE PLAYER.

BY GEO. CANNING HILL.

There stood a crowd beneath the windows of one of the hotels

in New York, not long ago, eagerly eyeing the movements, and

listening to the song, of a young tambourine ]jlayer. She was

acconipanying with her voice the music of a barrel-organ, which,

in turn, was ground by a lean-looking foreigner, whose beard

could not have been of less than full a three months' growth.

Ever and anon, he looked sharply at her, as if to correct some

trifling error in her singing, or to incite her to increased exertions

for gathering in the charities of bystanders.

Pedro Casa was not so insensible to his own pecuniary interests

as to remain ignorant of the great advantage young Lucille—for

that was the girl's name—was to him, in his daily peregrinations
;

and as a consequence of his natural sagaciousness, he had even

consented to stint himself in a variety of small ways, that she

might be the better clad, and appear in the most attractive garb

before those who were wont daily to admire her.

On the day to which we particularly allude, Lucille was dressed

in a gaily-colored frock, reaching scarcely as low as the knees,

while her limbs were encased in flowing trousers of a modest and

seemly cast ; and upon her beautiful head, covered with auburn

ringlets, she wore a dainty little gipsy hat, from which streamers

of ribbon flared and flaunted in the wind as she walked, or flut-

tered provokingly in her somewhat sun-burnt face. Her dress

formed, in fact, a striking ensample of the commendable style

which the really tasteful ladies of the present day arc seriously

resolved upon assuming.

Eyes of a deep blue looked forth the glimpses of many poetic

dreams, while her lips gave out the musical accents of her foreign

tongue ; and at times they lighted up in a sweet and winning

manner, that was contagion itself to the interested hearts of the

listeners. Soraeiiraes liquid tears swam slowly about in them, as

if, perchance—poor innocent !—she might even then be thinking

of the suns of her own mellow home skies, and the friendly faces

that were now gone out to her forever.

She had gone through several of the popular airs with which

a daily practice had made her hkilfuUy familiar, when, looking up

to her master, Pedro, for the usual sign, she caught it, and walked

about the crowd for the collection of what pieces, either of silver

or copper, they might feel willing to contribute. So heavenly a

face could not but have touched the feelings of the bystanders,

unless they were far removed from human. The silver clinked

in the upturned tambourine from every hand, and the eyes of the

young girl sparkled and glowed with ecstatic delight. Yet, poor

Boul !—it was not for her. Her gatherings—the fruitage of that

remarkably rich voice—were all the property of her parsimoniou?,

keen-eyed raaster^ Pedro Casa,

When, at last, the collection was completed, and all its avails

had been carefully poured into the open palms of old Pedro, the

organ-grinder, Lucille obeyed the not unusual hint of her guar-

dian, and commenced singing a favorite air of hers—a song of

Fatherland. The words, none in that interested crowd could

have understood the meaning of; yet there was a melancholy and

saddened influence in the strain, that enchanted all who listened.

Then* interest was oven more deeply Ktirred, when they saw the

tears welling their silent way up to the blue eyes of Lucille, and

heard ihc wlight tremulou^neas in her tones, and tla-y drew nearer

to her.

Just at that moment, a lady chanced to pass upon the walk,

and her eyes wandered about in tho motley group until lliey

caught tho more radiant ones of tlicfair young singer. Instantly

she was under tho influence of a spell ; and, entering the hotel

by a private door, she procured a servant to summon the strolling

street-player with his beautiful child into her presence. The man
hastened to obey so novel a summons.

" 1 have sent for you," said she, as soon as he entered her pres-

ence, "to request to sco that child. She is really a beautiful

singer. I was deeply touched with the sad melody she was just

now singing."

l^edro bowed low and servilely, in token that the compliment

from the lips of the fair stranger had not been, by any means,

lost upon him.

" Is she your child V continued she, looking anxiously and

lovingly upon the object concerning which she inquired.

"Heaven save me!" replied he. "No, madam. Indeed

—

indeed, I truly wish she was my own child ! I know how to

prize her as if is !"

" How old are you, my dear 7" asked the lady, directing her

question to the child herself, as if she would prefer to continue

the conversation with her.

The girl looked incjuiringly in her patron's face.

" She talks little English—little American," replied he. " I

think she will not understand. She is but fifteen, madam—about

fourteen or fifteen, madam."
" And what is her name V
" Lucille, madam."
"Lucille! Lucille!" repealed the lady after him; "a sweet

name, and worthy the singer I have just heard. But how long

has she been in this country 1"

Lucille's eyes ran first to the countenance of her patron, and

then to that of the lady, as if she would gather the meaning of

their words, and perhaps not knowing whether her name was

called or not ; but she detected no signs of a desire on the part

of either to indulge in a conversation with her, and her expressive

eyes instantly dropped to the floor.

" I have a great desire to see more of Lucille," said the lady
;

"where are you going with her'f"

" I shall stay in the city," replied Pedro, " as long as we can

make a good living here."

" Where do you live, then 7"

" 0, mercy ! You could never find it I" said he.

" Then will you give me permission to keep Lucille at my
house, some evening, if I remunerate you well for it?" continued

the lady.

" Keep her in your house?" repeated Pedro, some little aston-

ishment exhibiting itself in his countenance. " What you keep

her for?"

" To sing," replied the stranger.

"And I have her again?" said he, inquiringly.

" Certainly, certainly."

" And you pay me for her song ?"

" Yes, yes."

" I will think."

"But I wish you to make up your mind now," urged the lady.

" When shall she come, then ?" asked Pedro.

"To-morrow afternoon."

" When may I come for her again, then ?" continued he.

" The next morning."

" Shall you show me the house now?"

The lady drew a card from her case, and handed it to the

strolling man of music. While she did so, she could not refrain

from contrasting the dirty, repulsive-looking countenance of the

man, with the clear, olive complexion of the young girl. She

could not help wondering, either, whether the stroller had forcibly

impressed the helpless child into his service, or she had followed

his fortunes as sedulously as she had, for mere love for him.

There was a mystery about it to her, which added not a little to

her desire that the girl should be brought to her house on the

morrow.
" Mind," said she, as she rose to dismiss Pedro from the room,

"to-morrow afternoon. Be there with her by four o'clock. It

is my wish that she come early. You shall be well recompensed

for the favor, and she shall not go unrewarded."

"No, no; pay nothing to her ! Pay nothing to her! She is

but a child yet. I provide for her—I take good care for her as

if she were my own child. Pay nothing to her— put it all in my

hand!" and he accompanied his words with an outstretching of

his tanned and dirty palm towards her, as if he would, even at

that time and place, receive the actual price of his favor.

The stranger gave him a scornful look, before which any one,

with the most trifling share of feeling, or sensitiveness, must have

withered in a moment ; but the bronze-faced itinerant braved it

out as unconcernedly as if she liad been lavishly dispensing her

sweetest smiles. The look expressed nothing so thoroughly as it

did disgust and complete contempt. The man took himself from

the room, Lucille following him, and dropping one of her most

graceful courtesies to the lady as she went out.

"I never rested my eyes on so fair a creature before !" solil-

oquized she, as as soon as they were in the street again. "And
what a voice she has, too ! What rich, clear, melodious tones !

And what a charming—a dreamy expression ! What a soft blue

eye—as if it reflected within its depths the tmaf/es of the sweet

airs she sings ! But that face—that face ! It will haunt me until

I see it again! I cannot drive it from my memory! And to

think of the pretty creature being a common street singer !—

a

tambourine player, to thrum on that drum head, and collect tlio

grudgingly-given pennies of a vulgar, sturing crowd! *Tis too

bud ! It was never tlie life that was meant for her. I know that

soiiulhing unusual must have transpired to throw her into her

present mode of life. And those features, too—they arc really

quite aristocratic! They belong to good blood—not lo the tra-

ding, itinerant class of which her patron furmsone! There's a

mystery there, and I will fathom it!"

With these words she rose from her seat, and left the room and

the building. The knot of listeners had long since left the walk

before the window, and the way was unobstructed for her. Slic

passed on in the direction of her own residence, for she had been

out on foot to enjoy her usual morning walk.

The next day came. It was a plcasantday, whose sun warmed
all hearts—even those of the complaining poor. Pedro prepared

his ward at an early hour for the contemplated visit, consenting,

for that purpose, to abbreviate the usual number of his morning

hours in the street, with his organ and his child. When, at length,

all preparations were complete, she looked the impersonation of

innocent beauty itself.

She was dressed much in the style and manner of the day be-

fore, yet the eye of the careful observer could not have failed to

detect certain trifling niceties in her costume, that argued much
for the pride old Pedro entertained for his protege. Her face was

wreathed, if possible, with sunnier smiles—her eyes sparkled

with lustre.

She went gayly tripping along through the streets with her

fierce-looking guardian, until they finally reached the door of tho

mansion into which she was to be ushered. The long flight of

steps, polished as they were, dazzled her youthful vision, until

she hardly dared to attempt to climb them. Pedro, however,

started before her, and she followed along.

They were shown into the hall, and there told to remain until

the pleasure of the lady patroness herself should be made known
to them. Instead of sending back her wish through the servant,

she moved down the stairs herself, and stood in the hall before

them.

In her eyes, Lucille looked more charming than before. There

was a naivete about her that was irresistible to one already pre-

disposed to fall in love with her. The graceful courtesy, too,

with which she received her, was even more winning than the

one with which she took her leave from the hotel, on the day

before.

Laying a bank-note in the hand of the old musician, the lady

drew Lucille closer to herself, and walked out of the hall, observ-

ing, as she went, to the man :

" To-morrow morning, sir, if you wish to come after her."

Pedro took his departure, and Lucille accompanied her kind

patroness to her ]:ioudoir.

The mlons of Mrs. Sanford, that evening, were brilliantly illu-

minated, and crowded with fashionable people. Besides her own
numerous acquaintances, there were many strangers for the first

time, on that night, admitted to the brilliant society beneath her

r-oof. The gas lights shed a lustre—clearer than silver, or even

liquid crystal—upon faces and forms that seemed never so beau-

tiful before. Their rays were dazzling, indeed, but they compared

in nowise with the splendor that shed itself over everything there.

When Mrs. Sanford's many friends were presented to her, on
their admission to the house, they found Lucille standing by her

side, dressed in the unique, yet highly becoming manner which

the taste of Pedro had suggested to him. And although none

were formally presented to her, yet many a charmed eye was
drawn instinctively to the contemplation of so much beauty and
grace, beneath so little pretension.

Hour after hour passed away. The enjoyment of all was at a

fever height, and there were none who could have wished that so

joyous and genial a soiree should ever be broken up. Music was
ordered by the hostess from those who liad been regularly em-
ployed to furnish it. Its airy notes set hearts to dancing, that

were already in a lightsome mood. Silence prevailed through all

the apartments, while the sounds of the viol and the harp chimed

in the most liquid of all imaginable melodies.

After an interval had been allowed, Mrs. Sanford determined

to introduce the voice of the little Lucille to the ear and hearts

of the crowd, and accordingly made several of her friends ac-

quainted with her determinalion. They, of course, applauded it

to the letter. Lucille was brought forward by the hand, by her

benevolent patron, and made to understand what was wanted.

With a modest bow—half courtesy, too—she stood near Mrs.
Sanford, and commenced the recitation of several of the fine old

airs she had so many times sung to les5 refined ears upon the

busy street. Her appearance alone enlisted all in her behalf •

but when that deep, rich voice of pure melody came to be heard,

swelling and rising over the hearts of her delighted hearers like

the steady flood of some musical dream— ever crowding with new
fancies, ever tilling with new delights—they were enraptured with

her, and could not refrain, inappropriate as was the place and
the occasion, from giving expression to their feelings by an audible

acclamation.

How Mrs. Sanford's checks crimsoned with delight at that mo-
ment. She wanted to embrace the child before them all.

At length, Lucille was prevailed on to sing the song which
Mrs. Sanford had heard, when she was attracted to her in tho

street, only the day before. It was a plaintive air— a song of her

native land, Italy. Almost as soon as her kind friend signified

her desire that she should sing it, her countenance was shaded by

a dim cloud of sadness and deep thought. It was the selfsame

expression that had so highly charmed, and so closely attracted,

the lady as she passed her in the street.
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Lucille cast a furtive glance around her, and at once began to

sing. It was a sweet melody, coming and going directly to and

from the heart. All were touched with its plaintive influence,

as well as the manner in which it was executed by the fair

songstress.

She had scarcely concluded the words of the song, when a

gentleman—a foreigner—rose from his seat with great suddenness

and sprang toward her.

" Those were the words I myself taught her!" exclaimed he,

looking wildly at her and at the assembled company. " Lucille !

Lucille !" called he.

The girl looked up inquiringly in his face, but said not a word.

He hesitated—gazed fixedly a moment in her face, seeming to

trace every lineament of her innocent counienance—and then

spoke a few words iu native Italian.

The effect upon her was electric. Instantly the crimson blood

flushed in her cheeks and temples, her eyes shot forth new and

burning glances—such as Italia's children only can express with

their eyes—her lips moved triflingly, as if she would articulate

something iu reply, but feared to do so yet—and she looked the

impersonation of astonishment and delight.

Again did the gentleman pronounce other words in his native

tongue. They were talismanic in recovering the whole of the

young soul he had thought was forever lost to him in this world.

The child pronounced a few magic words in reply to him—they

were the loved and long-cherished names of her country and her

parents.

In an instant, father and child—for such in reality they were

—

were in one another's arms !

The story was not a very long one, and it took not long to go

through with its narration. And as soon as the long-separated

parent and child had released themselves from each other's em-

brace, the former told the story, all as it was.

It appeared that some five or six years before, Lucille was made

to suffer, in her own innocent person, for some imaginary wrong

her parent had done tbe reigning authorities. He was expelled

from the State, while she was cruelly torn from his bosom by a

mercenary robber. From that day she had kd the roving life of

a gipsy, and finally embarked with a handful of poverty-strick'en

musicians for this country. As yet, she had been but a few

months in the city of New York, and even during that time had

enjoyed no facilities for making the most superficial acquaintance

with our language. The avarice of old Pedro Casa had kept

her closely confined to the business for which he had procured

her of her abductor, and it was, perhaps, altogether owing to his

avaricious disposition, that she was brought thus providentially

to the arras of her bereaved father on the night in question.

Her father, once an exile, was now a man of high rank and

consideration ; and from being the childish street-singer, sunburnt

and weary as she every day became, little Lucille became in a

moment the daughter of a count, praised, petted and beloved on

all sides.

She returned not long after to her native land ; and the same

sweet voice that has enchanted hundreds by the wayside, now
echoes in the halls of the proud palace of her father.

Yet is she, at least, the same simple Lucille. She could be

no other.

[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

liO VE.

BV ISABELLA R. BTRKE.

Nay, tell me not that love is bought
j

If so, ah, where is heaven

!

0, say it is a spell untaught,

From God to mortals given,

A spell that weaves its weh arounii

Our fate, through weal or woe,

Where'er our destinies may Mind,

There love with us will go,

To friendship we may sacrifice

Our wealth, but not om- life

;

But love, true love, stitl round us flies,

Eveu where dangers are rife.

And still her arms thrown out to save,

If not, to share our fall

;

For love will triumph in the grave,

When friendship stauds appalled.

EVERY-DAY ABSURDITIES.
To ask the publisher of a new periodical how many he sells

per week.
To ask a wine merchant how old his wine is.

To make yourself generally disagreeable, and wonder that no-
body will visit you unless they gain some palpable advantage
by it.

To sit shivering in the cold because you wont have a fire till

November.
To suppose that reviewers generally read more than the title

page of the works they praise or fondemn.
To judge of people's piety by thpir attendance at church.
To keep your clerks on miserable salaries and wonder at their

robbing you.

Not to go to bed when you are tired and sleepy, because it is

not bed-time.

To make your servants tell lies for you, and afterwards he
angry because they tell lies for themselves.

To tell your o\^ti secrets and believe other people will keep
them.
To expect to make people honest by hardening them in jail,

and afterwards sending them adrift without the means of getting
work.
To fancy a thing is cheap because a low price is asked for it.

To keep a dog or cat on short allowance, and complain of its

being a thief.

To expect your trades-people will give you a long credit, if

they generally see you in a shabby condition.— WorkL

[Written for Gleason's Pictorijil.J

I'LL THINK OF THEE.

BY CAROLIKE A. HAXDBN.

I'll think of thee when hope's bright star is beaming,

Ere dark clouds come to dim thy youthful sky
;

When happiness is o'er thy pathway streaming,

I'll thiok. of thee, and dream that thou art nigh.

And if the hopes you now so proudly cherish

Should, one by one, 'neath sorrow's touch depart.

If all now bright and beautiful should perish,

I'll think of thee with true and faithful heart.

* « # * «

And did thou think that time could e'er

Thine image from my heart efface?

That scenes to mind and memory dear,

Could yield to aught their resting place?

I tell thee, never! Fate may cast

Its dark clouds o'er me, yet the past

Shall still be dear, and thine the last

Blast image in my memory !

THE
[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

KUNAWAY MATCH,
BT THE OLD 'UK.

Mr. AuGTiSTiTS Teact was an importation from New York.

Having exhausted the admiration of Broadway, having destroyed

the peace of mind of half a dozen southern belles, he sighed for

farther conquests, and the glory of melting the cold hearts of the

beauties of our hyperborean region. So hither he came with a

well-filled trunk and carpet-bag, taking Newport en route, sojourn-

ing long enough in that most delightful of watering-places to

flutter the hearts of those " dira'd fascinators," as Mr. Mantilini

would say, who matutinally dip their ivory limbs in the audacious

surges that wanton on the beach, and nightly dance the polka and

the schottische at the Ocean House. His fame had preceded

him, for he had more than once been described in a penny paper,

and was mentioned by name in the New York Herald.

He was quite an ornament to the portico of the fievere House

where be smoked his cigar with a Castilian grace. Mr. Augustus

Tracy was formed for conquest. He had an elegant figure, and

looked like the full-length of Count d'Orsay in Frazer's Mag-
azine. He had

"That dear Conrad-espression, half eavase, half soft,"

which has been found, like the diamond-grain gunpowder, "sure to

kill." Mrs. Mataprop's Shakspcrian quotationfuUy describedhim.

" Hesperian curls, the front of Job himself.

An eye like March, to threaten at command,
A station like young Harry Mercury
New lighted ou a heaven-kissing hill."

His first tour about town was signalized by a conquest. Some-

where in the aristocratic West End, as he was passing a house

nearly every blind of which was closed, he raised his " deep, dark-,

unfathomable " eyes, and beheld a beauteous vision in the shape o&

an adorable young lady seated at a chamber window. He smiled

—the fair one smiled in return. He repassed the house and dar-

ingly blew a kiss which he wafted from the tips of his white kids.

The beauteous damsel smiled. He glanced at the silver door-

plate to ascertain the name of the residents, and went home to

dinner, happy in the exultant thought that he had captivated Miss

Norman—an aristocrat of the first water.

Tliat night, at early moon]'ise,-a Spanish cloak and a guitar

were under that window, and a melodious voice assured the list-

ening lady that the singer's boat was on the shore and his bark

on the bay, and that both must be gone ere the dawning of day.

The next day a penny postman lift a gilt-edged and perfumed

note at the bouse of ibc silver doorplate. The following noon,

another giit-edged note addressed to Mr. Augustus Tracy was

left at the Revere House. In consequence of that gilt-edged note,

Mr. Augustus Tracy was admitted to an interview in the back

parlor iu the aflernoon.

O, how romantic were the revelations of Miss Marietta Nor-

man ! Crael parents—gone to Saratoga,—a threatened union

with a one-eyed millionairo,—despair—mutual vows,—a projected

elopement,—these were a few of the heads of their discourse.

Elop< mcnts used to be conducted by means of post-horses; they

are now accomplished by railroads. Tracy and bis inamorata

patronized the Providence. He paid for two tickets, and also for

the Evening Transcript and a roll of lozenges, and they departed

this city on the wings of steam. Need we tell how ihey were

united by a benevolent clergyman of Providence, and how they

embarked upon the Sound in a magnificent steamer? These are

commonplace afi^airs of which rapturous love takes no account.

The next morning tiiey were seated on the promenade deck

running up the East River, whose picturesque and converging

shores announced their approach to the great commercial empor-

ium of these United States.

"My dear Marietta," said the bridegroom, tenderly, "you have

made me the happiest of men."

"And you, dearest Augustas," said the gentle bride, "have

made me the happiest of women."
" Did you ever see the ' Lady of Lyons,' my dear ?" asked Mr.

Tracy, rather abruptly.

"0, yes, dear, ofttn at the Boston I\Iuseum! Isn't it nice?

I really envied Pauline her Claude Melnotte ; and you're so

much handsomer, you know, my dear Augustus."
" You know Pauline loved Claude because he was a prince,

when he was only a poor gardener's son. Now, do you think if

I wasn't a gentleman—you could love me as jou do nowl"
" 0, Augustus, why do you ask meV replied the bride, tenderly.

"Because, my angel,—I atnt a gentleman. I'm only a New
York footman on a furlough. ' Now it 's out !' as the man said

when his aching grinder was extracted."

"0,you wicked creetur! how could you have deceived me sol"
" Ha ! false one ! then it was the rank and not the man that

charmed you! And now, perhaps, you will go back to your
parents, like Pauline Deschappelles In the play."

" No I wont," sobbed Marietta—"for I haven't got no parents
to go back to. I lived as help at Mrs. Norman's !"

Mr. Augustus Tracy gave a very long whistle. Then he jumped
up, and gave vent to certain very naughty phrases which are

never spoken in polite society. In short, the loving couple came
to words almost as soon as Sir Peter and Lady Teazle "who
tifted a little going to church."

But the poet tells us that the " quarrels of lovers are a renewal
of love;" and many votaries of Hymen indulge in a little verbal

sparring, the "making up again" is so delightful. So by the

time that the steamer touched the pier, Mr. and Mrs. Tracy were
on the very best of terms, and amicably entered a cab together

destined for the up-town residence of Mr. Bogus, the great banker,
where Mr. Augustus Tracy laid aside his wardrobe of conquest
and resumed his livery, and Mrs. Augustus Tracy was received

as a chambermaid, and breathed but a single sigh for the delu-

sions of her RDNiWAY match.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

H T WEATHER.
BT MES. E. "WELLMOXT.

Nothing is more libelled than a hot day. We make it an
excuse for our peevishness and for our idleness. It is urged as a
reason why we stay at home, and why we leave our home. We
shut ourselves in the coolest part of the house, hut straightway

greedy flies are the first to welcome us ; we sit down by shady
brooks, and voracious musquitoes are whizzing by our ears. We
ride, and the horse stamps indignantly, the sun shines in our
faces unceremoniously ; we alight to ascend some embankment,
when the perspiration trickles down our cheeks, and then comes
the tirade upon the weather. " Was there ever such a day," says

our landlady, swinging her large fan. " How high is the thermo-

meter?" she inquires, with great eagerness. "Well, my ice has
all melted in the refrigerator, the meat we cooked for to-day's

dinner is all spoiled, the butler is mere oil, and the thunder shower
has turned the milk into whey !" She wonders people can live in

such confined localities as many do; if /<er premises were not the

most airy in the world, she should vacate them.

And then every light occurrence frets one on such a day. The
The girl who sings over the way, is termed " a perfect nuisance,"

nobody is fit to hear but Jenny. The rattling of carriages is in-

tolerable; we are in dishabille, and wonder of what people are

made to make calls such a day, compelling their friends to dress

to receive them. The invitation is extended for a levee. We
wonder how people can marry such weather,—new dresses must
be purchased, however, and worse than all, must be made ; but,

alas, another trial,—even the mantua-maker is studying fashions

at Newport, and Mrs. Knight is at some other port rusticating.

And here is a fresh cause for fuming; we resolve to give it up,

but taking fresh courage when the weather-vane has veered east-

ward, we become less susceptible, and resolve to accept the invi-

tation. A mantua-maker is procured who knows nothing of our
pariiciilar fit; another day opens furiously hot with us and her;

silk muslins are thrown belter skelter, deep flounces are strewn
all over ihe room ; the skirt is cut too short, the waist is a bad
setting one,—our fingers are sticky, and refuse to do their office

and we really wish the dress in the Red Sea. And, then, who
wants to be in a jam on a hot night ?

The gentlemen, too, are so starchless; all wearing Byron col-

lars,—their hair refusing to curl, and perfume and perspiration

all commingled! Besides, what remarks follow! "How slip-

shod Mrs. E. looked !" " In what a perspiration was little Miss
KV "How Bachelor Ben waved his bouquet,—and did you
taste that hateful vanilla ice cream?" " How the bride looked

and who would be so vulgar as to stay in the city this hot time 1"

Now all these fault-finding friends no sooner hear of a "hop " or

a " fancy ball," at Newport, a jaunt to the Springs, or a climb
on Mount Washington, but straightway the fretting ends, and
they are as lamblike as before they resembled the tiger

!

And does not this prove to us that if the mind is only interested

in something, the bodily annoyances are forgotten? One half

nay more, of the fretfulness of hot weather is engendered by bar-
ing nothing to do ; this makes us quarrel with the flies, angry at

the iherniometer, and make wry faces at the glorious sunshine I

But carry the time on apa^e. How those same people are luxu-

riating over those delicious peaches, tliose mellow, rich-tlavored

pears, and the thousand delicacies which were maturing while

the7 were growling nbout the heat

!

Supposing we are made uncomfortable a few days, and our
nights are di-turbed by bats and owls, and musquitoes and other

torments ? What is the use of inflicting upon ourselves a peevish

disposition, and resolving we icUl he unhappy? Nonsense—find

someihing to do, and set about it resolutely. There is no lease

granted to mortals to be sauntering out existence, when nature is

so active and her growth so vigorous for our benefit. We make
much of the d-'hility of which we complain, and then call in aid

from doctors and nurses to cure self-inflicted diseases. Our com-
plaining people are seldom our industrious ones.
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MEW OF MAIN STRIi-ET, THE bTATE HOUbEj ETC., IN THE CENTRAL PART OF THE CITi OF HARTFmi^ CONN.

CHARTER OAK AND CASE.

SCENES IN HARTFORD, CT,
We commence this article with

an engraving of the trunk uf the

Charter Oak as it now appears.

The tree is said to be sfill in a vig-

orous state, and may flourish for

the most of another century. It

stands on a beautiful elevation,

which rises above the south mead-
ows, a few rods north of the ancient

seat of the Willys family. In re-

ply to an inquiry respecting this

tree (says Dr. Holmes, in his

American Annals, published in

1805}, a daughter of the present

Secretary Willys, of Connecticut,

wrote to me from Hartford . " That
venerable tree, which concealed

the charter of our ritihts, stands at

the foot of Willjs Hill. The first

inhabitant of that name, on coming out here to settle, found it

standing in the height of its glory. Age seems to have curtailed

its branches, yet it is

not exceeded in the

height of its coloring, or

the richness of its foli-

age. The trunk meas-

ures twenty-one feet in

circumference, and near

seven feet in diameter."

The hole into which the

charter was thrust is

se^n near the roots.

The story of the con-

cealment of the cha'ler

in this tree is familiar to

every person who has

read rhe account of the

usurpation of Andros,

in the history of (Con-

necticut, or that of the

United States. Some
years since a party of

boys celebrating the
" Glorious Fourth,"

threw some fireworks

into it, and, being a

mere shell Hlled with

rotten wood, it took fire,

iind it required the ut-

most exertions of the

tire department to save

it from total dt^struclion.

Since then it has been
enclosed by the Hon.
Isaac Stewart, the pro-

prietor of the grounds
in which it stands. Be-
neath the tree our en-

graving shows the case

in which the charter wjis

sen t over and kept. The
charter is still in good
preservation, and every
person who has seen it,

will recollect the like-

ness of Charles II. con-
tained in it, executed by
a flourish of the pen.

It is now carefully pre-

served in the rooms of the Connecticut Historical Society at the
" Wadsworth Athenream." Our principal engraving, that of the

State House, is a view taken from the centre of the city, looking
down Main Street. On the left of the picture is seen the State

House. This building is situated in a small triangular park
bounded by State and Main Streets and Central Row, and is

similar in style to the City Hall, New York. The fence and
improvements of the square cost $10,000. This edifice is built of

stone and brick, is of the Doric order, one hundred and fourteen

feet long, and, including the porticoes, seventy-six feet wide, and
the walls are fifty-four feet high. The two porticoes are each

thiny-eight by seventeen feet. It is occupied by the State Senate
and Assembly, the governor and other State officers, besides

some of the local courts. In the Assembly Chamber is the origi-

-nal portrait of Washington, by Trumbull. Over the building, to

the right of the cupola, is seen the spire of the " Unitarian Uni-
versalist Congregational Church," in the basement of which is

the post-office. On Main Street, opposite the State House, the

building with the phoenix upon it is the Phoenix Bank, just beyond
which is seen the spire of the Centre Congregational Church.
This spire is one hundred and eighty-five feet high ; and the inte-

rior of the building is sixty by eighty feet, and will accommodate

WADSWORTH ATHEN/EUM, t^lTUATED ON MAIN STREET, HARTFORD, C<'NN.

sixteen or seventeen hundred persons. Opposite this church and
hidden by the trees is the " Wadsworth Athenjeum," on the same
side with which is St. John's Church {Episcopal). This spire

rises to the height of one hundred and ninety feet from the base.

In the extreme distance on the right of the picture is seen the

spire of the South Congregational Church. This church is a
division of the Centre Congregational Church, which was itself

organized in Newtown, Mass., in 1633, under the pastoral charge
of the celebrated Rev. Thomas Hooker. Hartford contains thir-

teen churches—four Congregational, two Episcopal, two Baptisi-,

one Methodist, one Universalist, one Roman Catholic, one Afri-

can Congregationalist, and one African Methodist. Some of the
churches are noted for their elegant architecture. There are five

banks, one of which has a branch at Litchfield, besides a bank
for savings, with an aggregate capital of about S3, 680,000; and
four insurance companies, wiih a total capital of about $1,000,000.
There are two markets, and an arsenal, the latter a little without
the bounds of the city. Main Street is one of the handsomest
streets in New England, and is about one hundred and twenty
feet wide and from one and a half to two miles long. In the
summer season it affords a magnificent drive, branching, as it

does, at either end in several beauiiful roads leading to the vari-

ous towns and villages
in the vicinity. It con-
tains most of the public
buildings, and exhibits
a scene of great activity.

In this street. Mill Riv-
er—which, in a serpen-
tine form, crosses the
city from west to • ast

—

is parsed by a fine bridge
of freestone, which con-
nects these parts of the
city. It is one hundred
feet wide, and consists

of a single arth, seven
feet in thickness at the
base, and three feet and
three inches in the cen-
tre, with one hundred
and four feet span, and
elevated thirty feet nine
inches above the bed of
the river lo the top uf
the arch. State Srrent
is a broad stre* t, extend-
ing westwardly from the
river, and connects with
Main Street by two
branches, which enclose
the State Hou'^e Square.
It contains many large

and elegant brick edi-

fices, and is the seat of a
heavy busine-is. Our
artist has also given us

a view of the Wadsworth
Athenaeum. This hand-
some structure is situat-

ed on Main Street upon
the siteof the old Wads-
worth mansion, where
Washington had his first

interview with Count
Rocliambeau during the

Revolution. The land
was given to the city by
Daniel Wadsworth,
Esq., and the building

'•s^Vi^^^'
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was erected by the voluntary subscriptions of the citizens. The
value of the land is estimated at S16,200 ; the cost of the building

was $34,357—making its total cost, $50,557. It is built in the

castellated style, of a species of gneiss from Glastenburg, about
nine miles from the city, and was commenced in 1842, and fin-

ished in July, 1844. It has central towers seventy feet in height,

and corner buttresses fifty-six feet in height. The north division

is occupied by the Young Men's Institute for a reading-room, and
a library containing 10,000 volumes. The Natural History Soci-

ety, with very handsome collections, occupy the first story of the

Bouth di\'ision, the second story for which is used by the Connec-
ticut Historical Society as a library and museum. In this apart-

ment the library of rare, valuable and costly books—the property

VN n\n\

^^

POUTRAIT OF REV. DR. R0EBIN3.

of the Rev. Dr. Eobbins, the librarian—is placed. The admit-
tance to this room is free, and it is well worthy a pilgrimage to

view the many interesting relics of the early history of our country

here collected. We have selected a few of the many curiosities

contained in this apartment for illustration. The venerable and
gentlemanly Dr. Robbins, the librarian, is not the least interesting

of the many relics of former times here to be seen. He is a

bachelor of seventy-five jears, and habited in the costume of the

days of Washington. No one can grasp his hand and gaze into

his face without being struck with a sentiment of lofiy admira-
tion, as he sees there the index of a heart overflowing with kind-

ness. We also now present our readers with a likeness of this ven-

erable man, copied from a daguerreotype taken expressly for us.

ELDER BREWSTER S CHEST.

Among the nu-
merous articles

to be found in

these rooms, our
artist has given
us a representa-

tion of several,

the most impor-
tant of which is

a chest, former-
ly belonging to

Elder Brewster,
who came over
on board of the

May Flower,
which is not on-

ly of interest in

that relation,

but is rendered
doubly so by a
well -authenti-

cated tradition

that the first civil compact by which the Pilgrim fathers bound
themselves together, was drawn up and signed on the lid of this

chest, there being no table at hand for the purpose. Its material

is pine, and its dimensions arc two feet and a half high, four and
a half feet long, and two feet wide. Below the chest we give

a representation of a cartouch-box, which bears the following

inscription :

'' This cartouch-box was worn at the battle of Bunker
Hill, by Gordis Lewis, a private in the company of Capiain, after-

wards Colonel James Clark, of Lebanon, Conn. During the

engagement, a musket ball from the enemy struck the box, the

elfect of which is still to be seen; this incident probably saved the

lite of the wearer. Presented by Alexander Fitch, a grandson of

Abraham Fitch, in whose family Mr. Lewis was a laborer at the

time of the battle." Stand-
ing near by the chest is a
common iron dinner-pot,

which is invested with great

interest, as having belong-
ed, " once upon a time," to

Miles Standish, the hero-

captain of New England.
This domestic memorial of
the olden times may create

as much interest in the beholder as some of the relics preserved in

the Pilgrim Hall, at Plymouth, Mass. Anything which brings

their public services or conscientious fortitude to our minds must
leave an agreeable impression on the hearts of freemen. A pleas-

ing writer has judiciously observed :
" The institutions, civil, lit-

erary and religious, by which New England is distinguished on
this side the Atlantic, began at Plymouth. Here, the manner of
holding lands in free soccage, now universal in this country, com-
menced. Here, the right of suffrage was imparted to every citi-

zen, to every inhabitant not disqualified by poverty or vice. Here,
was formed the first establishment of towns, of the local legisla-

ture, which is called a town meeting, and of the peculiar town
executive, styled the selectmen. Here, the first parochial school

was set up, and the system
originated for communicat-
ing to every child in the

community the knowledge
of reading, writing and
arithmetic. Here, also, the

first building was erected

for the worship of God, the
first religious assembly
gathered, and the first min
ibter called and settled by
the voice of the church and
congregation. On these
simple foundations has since

been erected a structure of
good order, peace, liberty,

knowledge, morals and reli-

LEWIS S CARTOUCH-BOX.

GEN. PUTNAM S TAVERN SIGN.

STANDISH S IRON DINNER-POT.

gion, with which nothing on this side the Atlantic can bear a
remote comparison." How then can we behold the most simple
memorials of our forefathers without emotion, wherever we may
meet with them ! Those at Hartford are well worthy of public
attention, and we now proceed to give a representation of the sign
of Gen. Israel Putnam when he kept tavern at Brooklyn, Conn.,
in 1768, which is still preser\'ed in another part of the room. It
is made of pine, painted alike on both sides with a full length
portrait of General Wolfe,
who is represented as

dressed in the uniform of
a British general officer,

and as a work of art, mer-
its much praise. The por-

trait is said to be very cor-

rect, and is intended to

be a likeness copied from
West's pictnre of the death
of Wolfe. Within a glass

case, in the immediate vi-

cinity of the sign, are the

vest and shirt worn by
Col. Ledyard when assas-

sinated at Groton, oppo-
site New London. The
colonel was in command
of the small garrison
which made such a gallant

defence of the fort, until

(their ammunition being
expended) they were com-
pelled to surrender at dis-

cretion. The enemy, com-
posed of Tories and Hessians, rushed in, and their commanding
officer demanded " Who commands this fort "?" " I did, but you
do now," mildly replied Col. Ledyard, at the same time present-
ing the hilt of his sword to the blood-thirsty monster, who, seizing

it, immediately ran it through the body of ihe colonel, who fell

dead at his feet. The vest and shirt exhibit the point of entrance
and exit of the steel, and are m an excellent state of preservation.
There are many other relics of ancient times deposited here, but
our limited space will not permit us to notice them. We close
this interesting series of views with a representation of Trinity
College. This is a theo-

logical institution con-
nected with the Episcopal
Church, and is beautifully

located in the centre of a
park at the corner of Bliss

and College Streets. It is

governed by a board of
trustees, with Rev. T. H.
Brownell, S.T.t)., LL.D.,
as Chancellor. The fac-

ulty consists of Rev. J. D.
Williams, S.T.D., Presi-

dent, and Hobart Professor
of Belles-Lettres and Ora-
tory ; Duncan L. Stewart,
M.A., Professor of An-
cient Languages

;
Rtv.

Abner Jackson, M.A.,
Professor of Moral and In-

tellectual Philosophy, and
Lecturer on Chemistry

;

John Brocklcsby, M.A.,
Professor of Mathematics
and of Natural Philosophy ; George Sumner, M.D., Professor of
Botany; Rev. Thomas W. Coit, S.T.D., Professor of Ecclesias-

tical History ; Hon. W. W. Ellsworth, LL.D., Professor of Law
;

Samuel B. Beresford, M.D., Lecturer on Anatomy and Physiol-
ogy; Rev. James Rankine, M.A,, and Rev. Samuel Benedict,
Tutors; R. T. Rankine, M.A..Librarian. Altogether, from these

few data of historical and local interest, it will be seen that Hart-
ford possesses much to attract the lounger or the business man.

COL. LEDYARD S VEST.

TIUNITV COLLEGE, S.TJAT£!> I.s THE fAi^li, AT IHE JUiNiTInN OF liLiSS AND COLLEGE cTKLtT , IlAKfliOKi-j CuNN.
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[Writtiiu for CJlcaeon's Pictorial.]

THE OLOUJJS.

BY PRANOEB 0. THOMAB.

TXovf boautirul tho gold'cappcd clouds,

Wh«n the nun's liiHt lingoiing rtiy

A floa of beauty sliuUs around

Tho exit of tho dylut; dny 1

Tho purple and othurciil bUio,

And niinhow tints of hcavuuly dyo,

Aro mlnglud in the uuiKeH, through

The glowing beauty of tho Blty.

O, who upon the cIouUh cnn look

And eecth not a heaven above,

Revealed to uh in that blessed hook,

Tho Biblo, ivo so dearly lovo,

—

Audacoth not, in words of gold,

Our Futhor's goodness written there?

O, how it thrillfi my inmost poul

To know and feel his loving care

!

To view tho cloudB piled mountains high,

And watch the dilTei-ent shades they Uike,

While moving through the azure sky,

In every varied form and shupe.

'TiH heavenly lustre, grand, Bublimo,

A mingled mass of beauty rare,

Suspended by a hand divine,

That hand which makeih all things fjiir.

If beauty thus to earth is given,

0, how can ever man beliL-vo

That there exists above no heaven,

That we do not God's love receive 1

O, shuddering thought 1 that there can be

A heart so callous to that love,

As to deny its sovereignty,

And uot to see a heaven above !

0, let us, when our days are done,

Be pure as those sweet silver clouds,

Which borrow from the setting sun

The beauty which does them o'ershroud;

To feel that we, on earth, have found

A light to speed us on our way
Unto that sacred, hallowed ground.

To reign with God in endless day

!

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE ISLE OF CROWS.

BT MRS. E. C. LOVEKING.

It is an April season
That a lover must endure !— L. E. L.

Josephine Rat -was a haughty beauty

—

careless, cold, exacting, and a little coquettish

withal. Her father was wealthy, and she had

many suitors ; but sbe was only seventeen, and

in her pride of youth and loveliness, she re?;olved

to keep them all at a worshipful distance, for

two or three years at least.

The limits of our story allow us to make the

acquaintance of only one of tliese admirers,

whose happiness depended on the smiles of Jo-

sephine.

Hugo Malonc was a manly, impulsive lover

—

brave, handsome, generous, and almost as proud

as Josephine. His estate joined that of Mr.

Ray, in the town of G , and in the right and

capacity of neighbor, he had some opportunities

of visiting his beloved. But, although a shrewd

observer might have seen that Josephine liked

him better than all her other suitors, such was

her treatment of him, that he would probably

have never known how large a claim he had

upon her heart, had it not been for the incidents

we are about to relate.

" You are very cruel to me !" complained Hu-

go, one day, when Josephine had answered one

of his most passionate appeals wiih a careless

laugh. "I believe you are heartless,"

" Heartless ! 0, no !" cried Josephine, gayly.

" I assure you I have a heart, for I can feel it

beat here "—laying her hand upon her beautiful

waist. " But it is a very sensible heart, neighbor

Hugo. It knows that nine-tenths of the love in

tills world arc like glimmers of sunshine in April

—very warm and delightful while they last ! But

there is nothing so uncertain. Clouds and rain,

and cold north winds—ugh ! these are what you

do not consider, nciglibor Hugo !"

"I know my own heart," muttered Hugo.
" You mistrust its Aiith, because you think it is

light and fickle as your own."

Josephine's fair brow was clouded for a mo-

ment, but driving away all signs of annoj'ance,

with a careless, hollow laugh, slie gajly cried ;

"Men talk of love and devotion, as if the days

of fabulous romance were come again ! But
lovers, now-a-days, shrink from making any very

courageous proofs of their devotion. Ha ! ha !

what daring deed would you accomplish, Hugo,

to prove your love ir^incerc?"

"I would risk my life to save yours ; I would

do any act which lovemight prompt—but none,"

added Hugo, signilicantly, "none which Iieait-

Icss vanity might impose."

" Your words arc St vere," replied Josephine,

in an altered tono. " But I doubt wliclher, after

all, you would do much for me, cvon without

any risk to your precious life. Supposing now,

that I should ask a favor?"

" 1 would grant it, if in my ])owcr. I would

grant it as a man, not as a slave. Jf you shoultl

say, 'Drown yourself,* I would not do it, for I

abhor cruelty. But if ijoii were drowning, and

you should cry out, 'Save mc 1' 1 would save

you, or die with you."

" Well, well," cried Josephine, laughing, "al-

though I have a favor to ask, it is nothing to

endanger your life ; it is nothing to flatter my
cnid vanity—0, no ! On the Isle of Crows,

among the I'ocks which fret ihc river on the

eastern side, there grow some very rare and

beautiful flowers. Pluck rac a bunch of the

faii-cst of them with your own hand, and I will

receive tlicm as a token of love !"

" They shall be in this sweet hand williin an

hour!" cried Hugo, warmly.

" Nay, not so fast ! Ha ! ha ! it would not be

romantic to see you come running to me, out of

breath ! There is no beauty in haste. To-mor-

row evening, as you remember, I am to receive

some favored friends, and as I wish to appear as

fair as possible, I would have the flowers to

adorn my hair. Bring them to me, freshly

plucked, at five o'clock, precisely—if you love

me !"

" As I love you, I will not fail," replied Hugo,

prassing Josephine's hand to his lips, and taking

leave of her, in a manner she tliought more than

usually cold and formal.

The moment she was alone, Josephine's coun-

tenance changed. Her brow became thoughtful,

her long, dark eyelashes drooped pensively, and

she heaved a sigh.

Her meditations were intemipted by the en-

trance of a sprightly youth, of a slight figure, a

laughing mouth, and an eye which twinkled with

mischief and humor.
" By the shade of Venus, coz !" exclaimed the

young man, seating himself familiarly by Jose-

phine's side, "What quarrel have you had with

my most estimable friend, Hugo? Give an ac-

count of yourself, saucy girl—for in oft'endiug

him, you have offended me V
" We have not quarrelled," replied Josephine,

carelessly.

" No equivocation, coz ! Beware ! I know by

Hugo's looks as I met him at the door, that

something had occun*ed to displease him."

"Ah !" murmured Josephine, interested, "how
did he look ?"

"Not so much angry as indignant—yet he

looked angry; not so sorrowful as disdainful

—

yet he was very sorrowful. He sneered rather

than frowned—yet he frowned as I never saw a

lover frown before. I warrant, saucy girl ! that

by some of your careless freaks, under which you

try to conceal the real regard you have for Hugo,

you have offended him mortally—and that he

loves you no more."

Emerson Ray—Josephine's cousin—was the

only man before whom she ever deigned to ap-

pear as she really felt. He possessed more of

her confidence than any one else; and now, in-

stead of laughing carelessly at his words, she

openly expressed the concern they awakened in

her heart.

" You deserve his scorn," pursued the merci-

less youth, resolved to punish his cousin for her

frivolity. " If I mistake not, Hugo will never

come to see you again."

A smile of triumph curled Josephine's beauti-

ful lips.

" I am sui'e he will," she said, proudly.

" You deceive yourself."

" At least, I have his promise !"

" Ha ! then he will come. Hugo is a man to

keep his word. I never knew a man of such a

high sense of honor."
" lie said he would come, without fail."

" Unconditionally T'

A shadow crossed Josephine'?haughty brow.

" He said, as he loved me, he would come—

"

" Then he will not be here !"

The beautiful girl could not conceal her un-

easiness. She remembered Hugo's cold adieu;

and recalling the truthful lines of Moore,

" A look,

A word unkind or wrongly taken

—

0, love that tempests never shook,
A breath, a touch hke this hath broken!"

She feared lest her affected carelessness had at

length produced a fatal effect on her lover's pas-

sion. Emerson, rejoicing in her fears, did all in

his power to excite them, and left her more dis-

tressed than, blio was willing to confess, even to

him.
On the following rnoniing, Emerson, in a joc-

ular tone, inquired when Josephine expected

Hugo's return.

Her native prido, and confidence in Hugo's

devotion, had, on reflection, quieted Josephine's

alarm ; and she answered with a triumphant

smile, and in a firm tone :

"He will he hern at five this afternoon. He
promised to bring mo flowers from the Isle of

Crows, at that time—

"

" Jf he loved you ; but," cried Einerson, decid-

edly, "he will 7iot come."

A wide and rapid river washed the eastern

boundary of the two farms owned by Josephine's

father and lover.

About half a mile from Mr. Ray's house, and

a short distance from the line which separated

his estate from Hugo's, a small tract of rocky

and almost useless land divided the river into

two unequal portions.

The branch of the stream which chafed against

the rocks, defending the eastern side of the

island, was near half a mile in mdth ; while the

swift current which separated the western side

from the body of Mr. Ray's farm, was, in places,

no more than four or fire yards across.

A I'ude bridge thrown over this nan'ow chan-

nel had formerly afforded easy access to this

island ; but it had been carried away by the last

freshet, and now its place was supplied by a

single plank, reaching from rock to rock. Be-

neath this plank, the deep and impetuous cur-

rent roared and foamed as if vexed to fury at

the jagged ledges against which it chafed in its

resistless course.

Around the basis of the rocks, rank grass and

wild flowers grew in their native vigor; and near

the centre of the island, a clump of rugged oaks

lifted their gray, decaying tops into the blue

ether, affording a favorite retreat to that species

of raven most common in America, and thus

giving to it its name—" The Isle of Crows."

The sun had long since passed the meridian,

when Emerson Ray might have been seen stand-

ing near the plank thrown across the channel,

as we have described, and leaning listlessly upon

his rifle. He was alone on the island ; and he

appeared listening intently to the cawing of the

crows, and the rushing of the'swift waters.

There was a laughing spirit of mischief in his

eye, however, as he glanced down the stream, in

the direction of Hugo's lands, and saw the lover

of Josephine approaching at a rapid pace.

" He's coming for the flowers !" thought Em-
erson Ray.

Thereupon gazing fixedly at a hawk and

crow which were fighting in the air far above the

island, the young man appeared quite uncon-

scious of bis friend's approach, until the latter

hailed him from the other side of the channel.

" Is this plank firm and fast V cried Hugo.
*' Ho ! you there !" responded Emerson, feign-

ing surprise. " To be sure, the plank is safe, or

I could not have got over. I was looking at the

very interes.ing air-fight up yonder. How the

nimble crow annoys his more powerful adversary,

by darting at his back, and springing away, before

the savage hawk can touch him with his talons."

" How much like a petty political editor's at-

tack on a great statesman !" exclaimed Hugo,

who, having crossed on the plank, now stood by

Emerson's side. "iVfraid of the liawk's beak

and talons, the meaner bird contents himself

with pecking at his back ! But what are you in

search of here V
" My inveterate hatred against the race of

crows brought me to the island ; and you—what

could bring i/on here .'"

" 0, I am going over to the eastern side for

some fl,owers. Will you accompany mc?"
"No," replied Emerson, laughing. "I will

wait for you here."

Hugo disappeared, and Emerson re-crossed the

plark.

When the lover returned to the channel with

his flowers, he found Emerson sitting on the op-

posite bank, laughing mischievousl}'.

"Look out!" cried the latter, in a tone of

warning. " If you tread on that plank you are

a dead man !"

Hugo looked, and discovered to his dismay,

that Emerson had suspended the end of the

plank nearest him upon a mere point of the

rock, so ticklishly, that a footstep or a trifling

jar might throw it from its position, into the

stream.

" Come—ibis is no time for jesling," cried

Hugo, impiUicntl}'. " Replace the plank, so that

I can ci-osH without delay. I must bo at your
uncle's house at five, and ah-eady it wants but

four minutes to the time."

"But it will be a good many minutes before

you give your (lowers to Josephine," laughed

Emerson Ray. " I know you will be angiy with

me, but I have a motive for keeping you here,

for which you may thank me sometime, when it

is explained. Now, I am going to see how Jo-

sephine will bear her grief, under the conviction

that you do not love her. In half an hour, I

shall return to fix the plank. Meanwhile, be

patient."

Hugo entreated and threatened in a most pas-

sionate manner, but without avail. Emerson
shouldered his rifle and went oft", laughing at the

lover's wrath.

It wanted but a few minutes of five, wJien

Emerson, exulting in the mischief he had set on

foot, aiTJvcd at his uncle's house.

Entering the parlor, he found Josephine sitting

with her back towards him, apparently too deep-

ly absorbed by the contents of a book she was

reading, to look up.

But her color clianged as Emerson approach-

ed ; and she asked in a careless tone :

" Well, liave you brought the flowers V
Emerson made no reply, but stood silent and

motionless, scarcely able to suppress his merri-

ment.

" She takes me for Hugo !" thought he.

Josephine repeating the question, and still re-

ceiving no reply, looked proudly around.

Emerson burst into a loud laugh, at lier look

of blank disappointment.

" The flowers will not be brought to-day, I

fear," he said, triumphantly.

" It is not yet flve."

" True—but the flowers will not be brought.

I know Hugo's spirit."

" So do I. He loves me," said Josephine
" and he will be here promptly,"

"As he loves you,'* added Emerson.

Josephine threw aside her book. Her cousin,

laughing at her nervousness, drew forth his

watch, and laid it upon the table. Josephine

glanced uneasily down the avenue which stretch-

ed before the window, and by which visitors ap-

proafhed the house.

" Do you see him 1" asked Emerson. " In two

minutes the clock will strike. He will be here

at the moment, if he loves you, I will wager

my diamond ring against your plain one, that

he docs not come."
" I know he will come," exclaimed Josephine,

flushed with excitement. "But I will not wager

this ring ; for it is one Hugo gave me."

" If he does not come, why should you care to

preseiTC the token ? If he comes, you will win

and not lose,"

"Well, I—I accept the wager!" exclaimed

Josephine, desperately.

" And you have lost \" munnured Emerson, a

moment after. " The clock is sti-iking."

Josephine glanced down the avenue again,

and exclaimed, starting impatiently from her

seat

:

" The clock is not right—your watch is not

right ! You have turned them both along to

torment me."

"I have not, I assure you," replied Emerson,

with quiet, good humor, "But as it is possible

that Hugo's watch may be a little too slow—

"

" Ah ! that is it !" cried Josephine, eagerly.

"As that may be the case, I will give five

—

yes, ten minutes,"

"Then you have lost your wager !" exclaimed

Josephine. " He will surely be here within that

time !"

Emerson laughed, glancing at his watch. The
little minute hand went round and round, and

still no Hugo appeared, The flush faded from

Josephine's face. She became very pale.

"He does not love me!" she murmured

—

" Here, take the ring !"

She tore the bauble from her hand, flung it at

Emerson, and throwing back her hair wildly

from her face, burst into a passion of tears,

"I knew he would not come !" cried Emerson,

maliciously. "You have lost him. He would

be a fool to come and see you again. You can-

not blame him, for you have treated him shame-

fully. Now I will go and get you the flowers

—

and will bring Hugo to you again, if you will

promise mc one thing."

"What is that?"

" That you will play the coquette with him no

more. I know you love him ; then put aside

this scornful exterior, which is tormenting to

him, and dangerous to you."
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Josei)hinc pressed her hand upon hei" heart,

glanced once more down the avenue, and sighed;

then turning humbly to her cousin

—

" Bring him to me," she said. " T promise."

"And I will retain this ring only as a pledge

of yom- good faith, Josephine—to remind you of

your promise to play the coquette with him no

more."

At that moment, one of the farm boys came

running up the avenue in desperate haste.

""What's the matter?" demanded Emerson,

from the window.
" Hugo—Malone—" gasped the boy, quite out

of breath.

" What of him ?" demanded Josephine.

And the boy gasped out

—

" He's

—

droicnd—ed!"

Josephine, trembling and faint, sustained her-

self on the window-sill.

" What did he say V she murmured. " That

Hugo was—

"

She could not speak the word.

Thunderstruck, Emerson called out to the boy

to repeat what he had said.

" Hugo Malone—drownded—by the Isle of

Crows "—said the boy. " He went to cross on

the plank— fell into the water—

"

Emerson rushed from the house. In his con-

sternation and remorse, he forgot that he was

leaving Josephine alone. The latter sank faint

and sick upon her chair, and with dim and dizzy

vision, saw her cousin disappear in the direction

of the Isle of Crows.

The young man reached the spot where he

had last seen Hugo Malone. The plank was

gone; the bank of the impetuous stream was

deserted.

But farther do^vn, Emerson discovered human
figures moving among the bushes which fringed

the roadside.

Where the two streams, divided by the Isle

of Crows, re-united and flowed on in one wide

bed, the water was less turbulent than where the

swift current rushed through the jagged rocks

between this island and the main shore. It was

a short distance below the point where the river

re-united, that the human figures were seen.

Emerson flew to the spot—rather than ran

—

and grasping by the arm an athletic man, whom
he recognized as one of his uncle's laborers, de-

manded in a wild manner :

" Has the body been recovered V
" You'll see by just going around the bushes

yonder," answered the man, with a solemn face.

Sick with fear and self-reproach, Emerson ad-

yanced. Ali'eady through the leaves he saw a

human fonn on the ground. His heart sank

within him, as he thought of the part he had

acted in the tragedy.

" Come and see what you've got to answer

for!" exclaimed another laborer, advancing from

behind the bushes, and taking Emerson's arm to

lead him forward.

" Is he dead V murmured the young man.
" No thanks to you, if I am not !" growled an

angry voice.

Emerson ceased trembling, and sprang for-

ward. Instead of a corpse, he saw Hugo sitting

on the ground, and emptying the water out of his

boots I

In his excess of joy, Emerson caught him in

his arms.

" That's right ! squeeze the water out of me!"

muttered Hugo. "I feel as though I had swal-

lowed enough to set up a small grist-mill."

Emerson laughed hysterically—not at Hugo's

words, for he scarcely heard them.

" So—you—you fell into the water !" he ex-

claimed.

" It would seem so!" replied Hugo. "lam
a trille damp, you see !"

And he drew his dripping sleeve across Em-
erson's face.

"0, ah! I see!" gasped Emerson, laughing

again. "And my clothes are a trifle damp, too

—merely from hugging you ! What a fool I

made of myself! But I thought you were

drowned!"

"Drowned! bah! I came so near it, that I am
fully convinced that such a death must be very

wet .md disagreeable ! I was going to destruc-

tion fast, Avhen these good fellows rescued me.

Ah, boy, I shall pay you for that miserable trick

sometime ! What a trap that was ! But I was

angry enough to risk anything, when I saw you

go oft" laughing, as you did ! So I set my right

foot cautiously on the plank. It appeared solid.

I advanced my left, and still the trajJ did not

spring. Then I thought I would make one bold

leap for the x-ock, when—casouse ! I went into

the river like a stone ! But the plank went with

me, and I caught it, very fortunately—for no

man could save himself by swimming in such a

current. Very fortunately, too, Smith's boy,

George, appeared just in time to see me fall;

and he went running ofi^, crying fire and murder

at the top of liis voice. I expect the whole town

is alarmed by this time. I heard him, even

while the torrent was carrying nic down, whiid-

ing me and my plank around, and almost tear-

ing me from my support. I was very much
confused, until I found myself floating in smooth-

er waters, when I managed to drive my plank

against the ledge yonder, where I lodged until

these men came to my rescue. They flung me
a rope, and drew me ashore. Now, help nie on

my feet, for I must see Josephine as soon as

possible. It is past the appointed time, but she

will excuse my delay, when I tell her the cause."

" But she thinks you are drowned !"

" No !—but, does she, indeed f Then she will

be so much the more pleased with these flowers,

since she has abandoned the idea of receiving

them. They are torn and wet, you see—for

they had a very hard time, pinned to my bosom,

while I was in the water !"

And Hugo held up the ragged, dripping rem-

nants of the bouquet he had culled for Jose-

phine's brow.

" She will prize them, Hugo !" Emerson ex-

claimed. " She loves you—and it was for your

sake that I set the miserable trap for you, on the

island,"

" I forgive you, if you say she really loves me !"

" She does ; now com.e with me, and you shall

see for yourself."

Emerson took his friend's ami, and led him

back with him to bis uncle's house.

Josephine's anxiety and sickening fears were

too great to be endured with any degree of pa-

tience, during the absence of the messenger she

sent after Emerson to ascertain the truth of

George Smith's report. She walked down the

avenue and back again ; then sat by the window

—never once taking her eyes from the patli.

Could Hugo have witnessed her distress, he

would no longer have doubted her love.

Suddenly, even while she was at the window

looking anxiously out, Emerson burst into Lhe

room. He must have approached the house by

a circuitous route, to surprise her.

" 0, cousin !" she cried, eagerly—" tell me

—

tell me all ! Say he is not drowned !"

" Why should you care V
" 0, don't be cruel ! you know—I love him

—

he loved me, and it was to bring me flowers—

"

" He has brought them !" exclaimed Hugo,

advancing, and kneeling at her feet.

" Hugo !" she cried, wildly.

" Tour own Hugo !" said the youth. "Pardon

mc for coming later than I promised. Treach-

erous planks and rapid rivers arc not to be

trusted—as you see by my dripping clothes, and

the torn flowers, only the ruins of which I have

been able to bring you."

Josephine took the flowers, and in her extrav-

agant joy pressed them to her lips ; then bending

on Hugo a look full of love, admiration and

pride ;

" Aj'ise," said she, " you are excused—I thank

you for these fragments—more precious to me
now, than the choicest, freshest flowers could

have been."

Hugo kissed her fair h.ind, which she did not

withdraw ; and Emerson always afterwards de-

clared that he was sure she would have fallen

into his arms, if he had not been so wet

!

" So—I think I may as well leave you," said

Emerson. "I have only to saj—remember your

promise, coz—and this ring !"

The young man left the lovers alone, and what

passed, therefore, w€ are unable to say—but this

we know : when Josephine's expected guests ar-

rived in the evening, she appeared among them,

plainly and beautifully dressed, with the torn

flowers Hugo had brought her wreathed in her

silken tresses ; and Hugo was by her side : and

three months later there was another gatlicring

of the young and gay in Mr. Ray's house, and

Hugo was by her side again ; but this time their

hands are joined, and it so happened that there

was a bride to kiss, and a bridegroom to receive

the congratulations of friends.

As for. Emerson—we can only add that he

liiniself is now married, and that he does not set

any more traps to catch lovcis.

Dandies divide their time, not into weeks
and months, but into shirts and dickies. A clean

linen is one sacred to promenades and pomatum
—a dirty-linen day, on the contrary, is devoted

to Moore's Melodies and an attic bed-room.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

I'VE LOVEB THEE LONG.

BY N. ROBESBON.

I've loved thee long and tenderly,

Bright vision of my dreams,

The light that o'er my Eptrit shed

Its quivering, golden heams.

Thou dearest idol of my soul,

Though fiLte hath bade us part,

Thy love, hke dew on drooping flowers,

Still clings around my heart

;

And through the lapse of dreary years,

Thy memory 's yet embalmed in tears.

I've loved thee long and tenderly,

Through changing scenes of ill,

And like a holy hermit star,

I love thee fonder still.

Though storms and darkness intervene,

And shroud my soul in gloom,

Yet hope, a tender, fragile flower.

Still glows in deathless bloom
;

But ah 1 I check the rising sigh.

And fear it soon must fade and die.

I've loved thee long and tenderly,

But now, a worthless thing,

I wander far from earthly scenes,

That grief and sadness bring.

In vaiu I join in festive mirth,

—

The gushing tears will start

;

I go, but where, alas '. to hide

A wounded, bleeding heart.

The mouldering relics of whose shrine,

In life or death, are only thine.

THE PYRAMIDS OF EGYPT.
The number of these now standing is between

forty and lifty. They are all in what is called

Middle Egypt, and are divided into live groups.
The most remarkable of these groups, as con-
taining the ihree largest pyramids, is in the vi-

cinity of Ghizeh, not far from Cairo. The loft-

iest of thi^i group is tliat of Cheops, so called

from the name of the prince by whom it is sup-

posed to have been built. It covers a space of
more than thirteen acres of ground. Its perpen-
dicular height is 480 feet, thns making it the

highest work of man in the known world. Sup-
posing this pyramid to be entirely solid, which,
however, it is not, as has of late years been dis-

covered, its cubic contents would afford material
sufficient for building the fronts of a row of
houses, fifty feet in height and one hundred j ards

in thickness, whose length would be thirly-four

miles. According to Herodotus, 100,000 men
were employed for twenty jears in its construc-

tion. The remaining pyramids are of smaller

dimensions; but they are mostly all, notwith-
standing, of immense magnitude. They are not
all of stone, some of them being brick. The
purpose for which these remarkable edifices

were constructed is involved in mystery ; even
in remotest antiquity their origin was a matter
of debate, and nothing certam was known with
respect to them or their founders. Most proba-
bly they were once a species of tombs and tem-
ples ; and may be considered as monuments of
the religion and piety, as well as the power of

the Pharaohs.

—

Travels in the East.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial
]

HEART SHADOWS.

BY WM. E. KNOWLES.

Twilight may depart.

And cover the earth
;

Shadows may creep in.

And hush n6ise and mirth.

Spectres may glimmer

On land and on lea

;

Moonlight may shimmer

On waves of the sea.

Dark shades may hover.

With ttrror and gloom

;

Shadows may cover

The earth in their tomb.

Darkness may darken

The earth ^\ith its pall

;

Eearful ones hearken

To Fancy's false call.

Darker than darkness

Are shades of the heart,

Hiding with blackness

And piercing with darts.

"Warm hopes and pleasures

Tine in the dark shade,

And jo>s and treasures

Then wither and fade.

TOKAtCO.
The most esteemed is that which is produced

in the Vuclta Ahajo, alout a hundred miles west

of Havana, in the jurisdiction of New Fi!i|jina;

of this, the finest H;ivana cigars aie made. It

costs from S40 to S120 per bale, ac>.ording to the

quality and the crop. Some ^cavs the crop is

very iriferior,so that it is impossiblt; for a manu-
facturer always to supply the same quality of

cigars. The next to the lohacco of lhe Vuelta

Abujo, is that called " Pariido," some of which
is very good, and is used in making those cigars

of which astonishing bargains are very often ob-

tained.

—

Saluidai/ G'azittc.

DISCOVERY IN EGYPT.
A most interesting discovery has been made

in Egypt. It is known that there exists in Mount
Zabarah, situated on an island in the Red Sea,
a mine of emeralds, which was formerly worked
by the pachas of Egypt, but abandoned in the
last year of the reign of Mehemet Ali. An Eng-
lish company have solicited and recently ob-
tained authority to resume the working of this
mine, which is believed to be still rich with pre-
cious stones. Mr. Allan, the engineer of the
company, while directing some important exca-
vations in this place, has discovered, at a great
depth, traces of an ancient gallery, which must
evidently be referred to the most remote anti-
quity. Upon removing the rubbish, they found
tools and ancient utensils, and a stone, upon
which is engraved a hieroglyphic description,
now partially defaced. This circumstance proves
the truth of the opinion expressed by Belzoni,
on the strength of other indications, that this
mine was worked in ancient times. The nature
and form of the implements discovered, and the
configuration of the gallery, the plan of which
has been readily traced, proved most conclu-
sively that the ancient Egyptians were skilful

engineers. It seems from examination of the
stone which has been discovered, that the first

labors in the mine of Zabarah, were commenced
in the reign of Seso>tris the Great, or Romulus
Sesostris, who, according to the best opinion,
lived about the year 1 650, before Christ, and who
is celebrated by his immense conquests, as well
as by the innumerable monuments with which
he covered Egypt.

—

N. Y. spectator.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE OCEAK CHILD.

BY J. ALFOBD.

The sea, the open sea 's my homo,
No other home have I;

But there I -m ever free to roam,

—

And there I wish to die.

I've seen the land, and landsmen, too,

For oft I've made the shore;

Eut best I like the billows blue,

I 'm proud to hear them roar.

And is it not through nature's track

Those feelings we pur,sue?

On infant years if we look back,

'IwUl tender thoughts renew.

And so doth nature work with me.

For I 'm the ocean's child

;

I dearly love my mother sea,

Though boundless, deep, and wild.

Where madd'ning waves have kiss'd the clouda,

And hid the smiling moon
;

Where sea-birds hover round the shrouds.

Their awful songs attune

;

There I have been—but what care 1

1

My birthplace is the deep

;

And on that bosom let me die

That cradled me to sleep I

MANKER OF RETREAT OF ARABS.
When an Arab tribe is pursued by an enemy,

they sleep and take their food without halting.
That thfcy may not fall from their camels when
sleeping they stretch themselves out at lengih,
placmg thtir feet in a bag on each side of the
animal's neck. Their food is prepared by the
women. One mounted on a camel loaded with
wheat, continues grinding with a hand-mill, and
passes the meal to another, who is provided with
leather bottles containing water, suspended on
each side of her camel ; she, having prepared
the paste, passes it to a third, who completes the
operation by baking the bread in thin slices on a
chafing dish, or a portable oven, which is heated
with wood or straw. This bread, with a portion
of cheese and dates, is then distributed by her,

to those whom it is her province to feed, and the
frugal meal is finished with a draught of camel's
mi k. The camels are also milked as they
walk, the men using for this purpose large
wooden bowls, wdiich are passed from one to
another.

—

Travels in the East.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TRUTH.

Br MIS3 3. H. BLAISDELI.

Deep in the heart there lies

A pure and priceless gem
;

'T is richer than the wealth within.

A regal diadem.

It holds its place alike

In palace and in cot,

Though, 'mid the active scenes of life,

Too often 'tis forgot.

E'en then, though all unseen,

It still is beaming there.

While o'er its hidden beauty falls

An angel's sorrowing tear.

The gloom may be dispelled

—

Its light shall shine again

;

But the impress of that angel's tear

It ever will retain.

Then let it he thy task

Through life—in age or youth,

With sacred purity, to keep

The heaven-born gift of Truth.
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COLD FRIJ>AY-1810.

The I9th of January, ISIO, was a day tho

intense coklncss oi" which will be lon^^ remem-
bered by those who experienced its rifcor.

Those who were not out of doors, hut hud
rcjiched iin ai^e rendcrinj^ tliem capahlo of

retaining impressions tlien icceived have doubt-

less a recollection of occurrences taking place

around them. The evening previous was as

mild as those we have been favored witli in

Buch numbers last winter ; but in the night tho

wind changed, the air sutidcnly became cold,

and tho mercury in less than Klxtccn hours de-

scended to 13 degrees below zero. A boister-

ous wind prevailed, by which trees and in some
cases houses, were blown down, and the day
bocamo memorable in New Ji^ngland as ** Tho
Cold Friday." Here in Concord, so near as

our recoll'-etion serves, there was very littlo

going from place to plaeo. Farmers piled on

the wood and attended to their cattle, and that

was about all for tho day. In this village,

such as went lo tlio neighbors or to a store,

upon errands whicli could not be deferred, sped

over the ground like squirrels and were fortu-

nate if they returned with no flesh frozen by

tho intensity of the frost. From Vol. V. of

the New Hampshire Historical Society's Col-

lections, the following account is taken of an
occurrence on that day in the town of San-
bornton :

—" On Friday morning, the 19th of

January, Mr. Jeremiah Ellsworth, of Sanborn-
ton, finding the cold very severe, rose about

an hour l)efore sunrise. It was hut a short

time before some part of his house was burst

in by the wind. Being apprehensive that the

whole house would soon be demolished, and
that the lives of the family were in great

jeopardy, Mrs. Ellsworth, with her youngest
child, whom she had dressed, went into ihe

cellar, leaving the other two children in bed.

Her husband undertook to go to the nearest

neighbor, which was in a north direction, for

assistance, but the wind was so strong against
~

him that he found it impracticable. He then
set out for Mr. David Brown's, the nearest

house in another direction, at the distance of

a quarter of a mile. He reached there about
sunrise, his feet being considerably frozen, and
he so overcome by the cold, that both he and
Mr. Brown thought it too hazardous for him
to return. But Mr, Brown went with his horse and sleigh with
all possible speed to save the woman and her children from im-
pending: destruction. When he arrived at the house, he found
Mrs. Ellsworth and one child in the cellar, and the other children
in bed, their clothes having been blown away by the wind, so that

they could not be dressed. Mr. Brown put a bed into the sleigh,

and placed the ihree children upon it, and covered them with the

bed clothes. Mrs. E. also got into the sleigh. They had pro-

ceeded only six or eight rods before the sleigh was blown over,

and the children, bed and covering, were scattered by the wind.
Mrs. Ellsworth held the horse, while Mr. Brown collected the

children and bed, and placed them in the sleigh again. She then
concluded to walk, but before she reached Mr. Brown's house,
she was so benumbed by the cold, that she sunk down to the

ground, finding it impossible to walk any further. At first she

soon blown down, and tho children separated
from him by the violence of the wind. Find-
ing it impossible to carry them all, he left tho
youngest, the one who happened to be dressed,
placing it by the side of a large log. He then
attempted to carry the otiier two, but was
soon stopped as before. He then took them
one under each arm, with no other clothing
than their shirts, and in this way, though
blown down every few rods, he arrived at his

Jiousc, after being absent about two hours.
The children, though frozen stiif, were alive,

but died within a few minulcs. Mr. Brown's
hands and feet were badly frozen, and he was
BO much chilled and exhausted as to be unable
to return for the child left behind. The wind
continued its severity, and no neighbor called
until the afternoon, when there was every rea-

son to believe that the child left was dead.
Towards sunset a physician and some other
neighbors having arrived, several of whom
went in search of the other child, which was
found and brought in dead. The lives of the

parents were saved, but they were left cliild-

Icss." Mr. Brown, we arc informed by a gen-
tleman of Sanbomton, lived until a few years
ago, but never recovered from the eflTerts of
that day. He became nearly or quite Mind,
continuing generally in poor health as long aa
lie lived.

—

New Hampshire Statesman.

SCENE FROM *^CONRADO DE BELTRAN." : See Chap. II.

;
Page 275.

concluded she must perish, but stimulated by a hope of escape,

she made another effort by crawling on her hands and knees, in

which manner she reached lier husband, but so altered in her
looks that he did not at first know her. His anxiety for his chil-

dren led him twice to ?ct out for their assistance ; but the earnest
importunities of his wife, who supposed he would perish, and that

she should survive but a short time, prevented him. Mr. Brown
having placed the children in the sleigh a second lime, had pro-

ceeded but a few rods when the sleigh was blown over ?nd torn

to jdeces, and the children driven to some distance. He then
collected them once more, laid them on the bed and covered them

;

and then called for help, but to no purpose. Knowing that the

children must soon perish in that situation, and being pierced to

the heart by their distressing shrieks, he wrapped them all in a
coverlet, and attempted to carry them on his shoulder, but was

ANECDOTE OF FRANKLIN.
Not long after Benjamin Franklin com-

menced a newspaper, he noticed with consid-

erable freedom, the public conduct of one or
two atlluent persons in Philadelphia. This
circumstance was regarded by some of his

patrons with disapprobation, and induced one
of them to convey to Franklin the opinion of
his friends in regard lo it. The doctor listen-

ed with patience to the reproof, and begged
the favor of his friend's company at supper,

on an evening which he named, at the same
time requesting that the otlier gentlemen who
were dissatisfied with him should attend. The
Doctor received his guests cordially ; his edi-

torial conduct was canvassed, and some ad-

vice given. Supper was at last announced,
and the guests invited to an adjoining room.
The table was only supplied with two puddings,

and a stone pitcher of water. Franklin partook freely, and urged
his friends to do the same; they tasted and tasted in vain. When
he saw the difficulty was unconquerable, he thus addressed ihtm :

*' My friends, any one who can subsist on sawdust pudding and
water, as lean, needs no man's patronage."

—

Sat. Courier.

SOUTH MINES, JAi^lESTOWN, CALIFORNIA.
This scene, sketched for us by D. W. Nayson, is another of the

interesting views of the gold region, taken by our artist on the

spot. The scene will tell its own stor}', and the reader can people,

if he will, these hillsides and water-courses with the hundreds of

adventurers who have so successfully sought the glittering ore on
this very spot. This picture represents a sample of the spots that

have been worked among the hills of California, and from whence
a large amount of dust has been sent to alt parts of the world.

VIEW Of TilE MINING SETTLEMLNT AND MODES Ui ^VuRlvI^tl Al THE SOUTH MINES, JAMESTOWN, CALIFORNIA.
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CONTENTS OF OTTR NEXT NUMBER.
" The Miser's Treasure, or the Goldsmith of Florence," a story, by Francis

A. DCRIVAOE.
" How Bumble lost his Hat," a hutnorous sketch, by Uncle Tobt.

"The Orphan Boy's Prayer, or the Perjured Witnesses," a story, by Sn-
VAKCS CoaB. Jr.

'* Aunt Hettv, or Hints on Economy," a sketch, by Sarah P. Doughty.
" Affectino's' Elegy," on the Death of Sarah M , lines, by William

T. HasEE.
" The Human Form," lines, by E. G. Holland.
"Christ stilling the lempeat," a poem, by Caroline A. Hayden.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
A fine engraving representing the Worcester City Guards, aa they lately ap-

peared on theocciision of their aonivereary, when they wore a new and beautiful

uniform, presented to them by the citizens of Worcester.

A scene representing the Cui'tom House, Boston, with the adjoining premises,

at the great Freshet, a short time since.

A picture giv'ing a view of the Panama and San Francisco steamer. Golden Gate

A Tiew of the entrance to Laurel Hill Cemetery, Philadelphia.

Portrait of Catharine Hayes, a very beautiful hkeness of the sweet Irish

songstress, known as the Swan of Erin.

The Eastern Railroad Depot, at Salem, as it appeared a short time since,

when the Salem City Guards received the Winthrop Light Guards, of Boston.

A fine picture of the Cottage on the Schuylkill, where Tom Moore wrote

some popular verses, when in this country.

A picture of the Gipsy Tribe, now encamped at Eoboken, N. J. A very

interesting and faithful scene.

Regatta scene in the English Channel, on which occasion the Yankee boat

so thoroughly heat the Enghsh.

A fine view of the f;u--famed and beautiful yacht " America," Commander
Stevens—the victor of the great English Regatta.

A fine original and accurate likeness of Lord Elgin, of Canada, the honored
guest of our city during the recent Railroad Jubilee.

A scene representing the late Cricket Match, at Cambridge Crossing, between

the St. George Club and the Eleven of New England, as it lately occurred.

TIFE GREAT R.AILROAD JUBILEE.

This superb affiiir, which came oflf" in this city with such eclat,

and which drew together nearly half a million of people to par-

ticipate in it, was a grand occasion indeed. We had our artists

engaged daring the whole day sketching everything of prominent

interest, and shall give to our readers a superb pictorial view—

a

sort of panorama of the whole affair. Among the scenes which

will be engraved for the Companion will be that of the President's

reception, on his arrival at the Boston line. The superb Tent on

the Common, where three thousand of the city guests dined ; this

will be represented both inside and out. The City Hall, as it

appeared in all its regalia of flags and streamers, mottoes and

transparencies, on this occasion. The Museum front, with its

myriad of flags of all nations ; the Excursion in the harbor; and

finally, the entire line of the immense Procession itself; forming

a splendid pictorial illustration of the Boston Railroad Jubilee.

A Remonstrance.—A young girl, of Paris, who had expressed

a strong opposition to the intention of her mother to contract a

second marriage, repaired to the house of the accepted suitor, and

said, on being admitted, " I wish to know if you persist in your

design to marry ray mother V On receiving an answer in the

afBrmative, she drew a pistol, which she instantly discharged at

the man. The ball grazed his shoulder, and lodged in the wall.

This was rather Frenchy.

Gleabon'S Great Paper.—Our readers will find, set forth at large in the
prospectus upon the cover of our present number, the character and attrac-

tions of that excellent pictorial, " Gieason's Drawing-Koom Companion," a
periodical of great merit and beauty. Thu wonder to us is, how Mr. Gleason
can afford the cost of the very enterprising mode of management which he has
adopted in his newspaper. But the continually increa,«iug attraction which he
crowds upon the attention of his subscribers, must satisfy them that ' No pent
up Utica contracts his powers." Take it all in all. Gleason's i» at the very
head of pictorial newspaperism.— GrahairCs Magazine.

Fatal Presentiment.—At Norfolk, lately, a professor of

music named C. H. Gherkin, went to an undertaker's and ordered

his coflin, stating that he would die that evening. The undertaker,

seeing him in good health, paid no attention to the order. Gherkin,

however, went hotoe, and died at an early hour that same evening.

OoE Illustrations generally.—We would ask our read-

ers to mark the artistic excellence of this department of our

paper, and see how it compares with any work of the kind ever

issued in this country or Europe.

The S. S. Lewis.—This fine steamship, of which we gave an

engraving last week, has gone into the dry dock, Charlestown, to

be coppered. She is well worth seeing.

The Resemblance.—Aunt Betsy has said many things

—

among the rest, that a newspaper is like a wife, because every

man ought to have one of his own.

Back: Numbers.—Any or all of the hack numbers of the

Pictorial may be had at our oifice, at six cents per copy.

The Late Celebration.—It is estimated, that over 150,000

strangers visited Boston during the railroad carnival.

THE BOOK flL\]VIA.

The name of hibUomania, or book mania, has been given to a

very curious kind of insanity which possesses certain literary

antiquaries and bookish men. It consists not in an insane desire

to accumulate books, but in a crazy propensity to obtain rare old

copies of books, much more readable in handsome modern

editions. To gratify this propensity, enormous suras are lavished.

In the middle ages prodigious prices were paid for books, but

that was before the art of printing, when they were in manuscript,

and exceedingly scarce. Instances are on record of a peculiarrage

for possessing books, in men who did not appreciate their intrinsic

value : thus a priest in Saxony is said to have assassinated three

persons to get possession of their libraries, not a line of which he

afterwards read.

The binding of hooks is sometimes carried to a ridiculous

extravagance. In Lord Spencer's library there is a single volume,

the binding of which cost over eight hundred dollars! In the

library of the castle of Konigsburg there are twenty volumes bound

in solid silver, with corner plates and backs of gold. Longman
& Co., of London, had a copy of one of Strutt's works, a

biographical dictionary of engravers, in thirty-seven volumes, for

which the moderate sum of two thousand pounds sterling was

asked.

The earliest editions of the classics are eagerly sought by hook

maniacs. Some books are valued on account of typographical

errors, others because they are so worn and mutilated. Some
copies are valued because they have very little reading matter

upon a page—'* a rivulet of prose meandering through a meadow
of margin." In short, there is no end to the whims and eccen-

tricities of crazy book collectors. When the Duke of Roxburgh's

rare library was sold, in 1812, the curious works it contained

brought almost fabulous prices under the hammer. Among
them, one of the very first edition of Boccacio's Decameron ever

published, was sold for over ten thousand dollars, and in commem-
oration of this unparalleled act of extravagance, a club was formed,

and met yearly in London, on the 13th of July—the anniversary

of the sale—of which Lord Spencer was chosen president.

We are fortunately exempt from this species of insanity, the

material for feeding it being wanting here. The book madness

in this country has taken a different course—the rage being for

cheap, not expensive publications. To be sure there are some

very costly and elegant illustrated books published—equal to any

of those now issued from the European press. But the great

channel through which is conveyed reading and intelligence to the

people, is the periodical press, which, in this country is the great

and popular medium, and being offered at prices that places the

very best within the reach of every one.

POSTAGE.

The rate of postage on the Pictorial Drawing-Room Com-

panion to subscribers is five cents per quarter for any distance not

over fifty miles from Boston ; over fifty and not exceeding three

hundred miles, ten cents ; over three hundred and not exceeding

one thousand miles, fifteen cents per quarter. Any postmaster

who charges more than this sum, can be legally made to refund

it. The Postmaster General, in a letter to this office, distinctly

says, that the wrapper of a paper forms no part of the paper itself,

and that it must be removed in weighing it, and also that the

sheet must be thoroughly dried before its true weight can he had.

And thus, with this construction of the law, no paper is issued

from this office which weighs three ounces.

A true Anecdote.—Two farmers, on one occasion, traded

horses on condition that in a week, the one who considered he

had made the best bargain, should pay to the other two bushels of

wheat. When the appointed day came, they met half-way between

their houses, each carrying the wheat to the other. Each, pleased

with his bargain, considered the wheat justly due to his neighbor,

and was going to pay it.

A BIT of Sublimity.—During the Erench Revolution, Jean

Bon St. Andre, the Vendean revolutionist, remarked to a peasant

:

"I will have every one of your steeples pulled down, that you

may no longer have any objects by which you may be reminded

of your old superstitions." " You cannot help leaving us the

stars," replied the humble peasant, "and we can see them further

off than our steeples."

MiLLABD Fillmore.—The President's welcome to Boston,

from the thousands upon thousands of our citizens who crowded

to get a glimpse of him, was of a most enthusiastic character.

A GOOD Appointment.—William Aliine, Esq., of this city,

long and favorably known to the merchants of Boston, has

received a notary's commission from the governor and council.

Miss Kimberly.—This lady has been delighting select

audiences at the Masonic Temple, by her chaste and beautiful

readings from Shakspeare.

Be Gentle.—Harsh words are like hailstones in summer,

which, if melted, would fertilize the tender plants they batter down.

A SURE Sign.—There is no more infallible sign of ignorance

and low breeding than scornful behaviour and a haughty cari'iage.

Pertinent.—" Increase my patients. Lord," prayed the physi-

ci;in, when short of " subjects."

The word piety occurs but once in the Bible.

In thiB city, by Kev. Mr. Stow, Mr. Gilman L. WUliams to Misa Mary B.
Bickford ; Mr. John Talbot to Miss EUen Y. Rock.
Ey Kev. Mr. Miner, Mr. Warren H, Getchell, of Ogdensburg, N. T., to Misa

Drusilla M. Pray
By Kev. Mr. Higgins, Mr. Nathaniel Barker to Miss Hannah H. Eaton.
By Rev. Dr. Neale, Mr. Benjamin F. Robinson to Miss Sarah Fuller.
By Rev. Dr. Sharp, Mr. Jona. M. Lenox, of Waltham. to Miss Louisa Caesar.
By Kev. Mr. Niel, Mr. Samuel E. Marchant, of King's County, Nova Scotia,

to Miss Sarah Hall, of Maine.
By Kev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. James W. Edmester, of Maiden, to Misa Harriet

E. Jennings, of Chelsea; Mr. George L, D. Barton to Miss Xunice H. Longley,
of Pari.^, Maine; Mr. William Stapleton to Miss Martha Halladay; Mr. Nath'l
B. Twitchell to Misa Sarah E. K. Chapman.
At Kosbury, by Rev. Mr. Ryder, Mr. William A. Allen, of Cambridge, to

Miss Lii^zie Babbitt.

At Cambridge, by Rev. Dr. Prior, Miss Jane Lillie to Mr. John Duncan,
of Vermont.
At Chelsea, by Rev. Mr. Langworthy, Mr. Charles C. Haskell, of Portland,

Maine, to Miss Mary C. Prince.
At Dorchester, by Rev. Mr. Means, Mr. Wm. Sharp to Miss Anna P. R. Nixon.
At Gloucester, by Rev. Mr. Plumb, Mr. G. M. Roberts to Miss Clara Griffin.

At Worcester, by Kev. Mr. Tilestoa, Mr. Thorndike P. Allyn to Misa Maria
L. Munyan, both of Chelsea.

In this city, Mrs. Elizabeth Bradlee. 70 ; Miss Sarah E. Puffer, 17 ; Mr.
Rollin Abell, 40; Mrs. Susan Hayward, wife of Mr. Israel Lombard, Jr., 24;
Abel Willard, Esq., 78; Mr. Albert Wedger, 20; Mre. Sarah Smith, 74; Mrs.
Rosannah Valleley, of St John, New Brunswick, 67.

At Charlestown, Mrs. Charity Burgin, of Portsmouth, New Hampshire, 35.

At Cambridgeport, Mrs Margaret Pulsifer, of Boston, 75.

At Cambridge, Mary Elizabeth, daughter of Mr. Thomas J. White, 5.

At Medford, James L. Sylvester, 16.

At Melrose, Charles jfamuel, only child of Mr. Samuel Harris, 3.

At Maiden, Mr. George M, Shattuck, formerly of Groton, 40.

At Reading, Clara Aluieda, only daughter of Mr William T- Temple, 6.

At Salem, Miss Harriet Farley Treadwell, 34 ; Mrs. Hannah, wif« of Captain
Thomas R. Lewis, 30.

At East Weymouth, Mrs. Lucy B. Gay, 42.

At Foxboro', Mr. Thomas Clapp, 86.

At Concord, Mr. Ephraim M. BaU, 21.

At Bedford, Mrs Julia K., wife ofRev. Oren. Sikea, and daughter of the late
Judge Thatcher, of Maine.
At Portland, Maine, Mr. John H. Loring, 47; Miss Mary L. Cammett, 23.
At Camden, Maine, Mr. Ebenezer Cleaveland, 66.

At Lynden, Vermont, Mr. Charles E Fletcher, of this city, 34.

At New York- Mrs. Mary Baker, formerly of Dover, New Hampshire, 82.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUND.

We have Tolumes 1st, 2d, and 3d, of The Pictori.\i. Drawinq-Room
Companion, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
sides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Fodr and Five Hundred Pages, and containing nearly
One rHorsA>"D Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events all over the
world ;

of Scenery in all parts of the Globe ; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Villages; of Pageants at home and abroad; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects ; with an
Illdmined Title Page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume.

GLEASd^^'S PICTOMAL t^

;> A Record of the heautifnl and useful in Ai-t.

? The object of this paper is to present, In the most elegant and avail-

^ able form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of the day. Ita

i columns are devoted to original talss, sketches and poems, by the

I
BEST AlVTERICAN AXJTHORS.

e and the cream of the domestic and foreign nawa ;
the whole well Bplcod

1

ji with wit and humor. Each paper is

i BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
^ with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of notable ob-

i jects, current eventsiu all parts of tlie world, and of niennnd manners,-

^ altogether makinga paper entirely originalio its design, in thifl coun-

^ trv- Its pages contain views of every populous cify in the known
•, world, of all buildings of note in the easterner western hemisphere,
<* of all the principalFhipsandptcamersof tlienavy and merchant ser-

'.

i vice, with tine and accurate portraits of every noted character in the
;

<' world, both male and female. Sketches of heautifnl scenery, taken

i from life, will also Iw given, with numerous nppcinicns from the ani-
!

K mal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish ofthe flea. ItcnntJtinfl '

c' filteen hundred and aiity-four square inches, giving a great anionutof
j

S reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of sixteen
,

^ octavo pages.
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[Wrltton for Olonaoii'a Tictorlal.]

THE MAIDEN'S C HOICK.

BY PKRHA B. LEWia.

Ity a lODoly fltiiv did a iiiiildcn dreum,

In the Iiiutfliiiig houi'H ot'Huniiiiiir timo;

And viwiona Ijriyht an tho riilnbow light

Ciinie glnncing through tho greon old limn
;

And Bhe fondly hoped that tholr portals oped

The rosy way to a Bunulor cllmo.

Two pplritH of light to tho maiden bright,

From thiit fiir-olT uunnler clinic citmo down
;

And wondroiiB fiilr were tlio Kift" «o rare,

And the flowera they brought her brow to crown
;

Lilte II pilvcT inict which the sun hud kisaud

^Ym tho vtil around those spirits thrown.

Love como with ahowora of dewy flowera,

And eyes divino with softest light

;

And jewels rare in his aiinny hnir

Burned like Oolconda's diamonds bright;

His gifts so sweet, at the maideo's feet

He gently laid with their spell of might.

His gifts so rare for the maiden fair,

Brought fame, a poet's glorious lyro
;

And golden dreams, like rainbow gleama

He gave, and his eyes liad a lustrous fire

That charmed her sight like a meteor's light,

While he sang ofjoys which ne'er would tire.

Then love sung clear of pleasures here,

And joys that only are caught on the wing

;

But fame pointed afar to a burning star,

Which on earth and ocean its ppr;lls doth fling;

And strangely clear to the maiden's ear

Did the silver toues of that syren ring.

0, choose thee now nreaths for thy brow,

Love's jewels to bind in thy golden hair;

Or the laurel-leaves that fame will weave,

And twine the glories rich and rare
;

Maiden, choose fame, and he'll write thy namo

Where the dizzy heights of glory are.

Then the maiden gazed while the spirits raised

Their syren songs her heart to claim
;

On love she smiled, but turned beguiled

By the silvery sound of a glorious name
;

0, choose thee now wieaths for thy brow,

—

Alas ! for the maiden, she murmured—fame

!

. i .^»^ »

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE CHATEAU DE COURCY.
A TALE OF FEUDAL TIMES.

ET FKANCTS A. DURIVAGE.

The aged Baron de Courcy sat in his carved oaken chair, in

his great ancestral hall, at the decline of day. Though it was

yet early autumn, and though the rays of an unshadowed sun

poured through the high western windows of the vast apartment,

a huge fire was burning on the hearth-stone, near to which the old

noble had established his seat. So motionless and stern he sat that

he seemed more like one of those sculptured effigies of chivalry

that kept watch and ward over the tombs of the crusaders than

a living being. A large robe of crimson velvet lined and trimmed

with costly ermine enveloped his limbs, descending from his throat

to his feet. A cap of crimson cloth and gold was on his head,

and beneath this descended the long, silvery locks that betokened

his extreme age. His cheek and brow were furrowed by a

thousand wrinkles, and his eyes dimly visible beneath their heavy,

overhanging brows, seemed lustreless and rayless. His sunken

mouth was entirely overgrown by a white moustache, which min-

gled with a long and flowing beard of the same color. His age

was nearly fourscore years and ten.

On the other side of tbe fire, sat, surrounded by her hand-

maidens, the Baroness de Courcy, a pale and sorrow-stricken lady

of apparently not half the age of the baron. Alow word addressed

by her from time to time to one of her maidens alone broke the

chilling and almost sepulchral silence of the hall.

At last the sound of a trumpet echoed through the hall. The

baroness dropped her embroidery, and clasped her hands, while

the baron started, as a dead knight might start at the trump of

the archangel.

"It is he! it is Victor!" exclaimed the baroness, glancing at

her husband.

The Baron Hugo frowned darkly, but made no reply. The
next moment a glittering figure advanced through the arched

doorway in the further end of the hall, the sunshine projecting its

shadow far before it.

Victor de Courcy was twenty-two years old ; a handsome and

well-built figure, a bold and martial bearing, a frank and open

countenance well became the splendid armor he wore and the

military profes>ion he had adopted.

"Father!" he said, bowing before the old baron, "you sent

for me, and I am here."

''You are tardy," replied the baron, coldly. " You knew the

castle was menaced by enemies."

" And I have reached it before them," was Victor's reply.

"Mother," he added, rushing to the side of the baronets, "you,

at least, have a welcome for your son !"

The Baroness Ermiuia clasped him in her arms and blessed

him. Then, with a gesture of her hand, she dismissed her train,

and Victor and his parents were left alone together.

"Why did you not come hither sooner'?" asked the baron,

Bt'irnly. " Your presence might have held the knights of Val-

mont in check."

" Would it have prevented my brother Kustacc from hunting

on tlicir lands—from beating their vassals uud driving ofi' their

cattle ;" asked Victor, Iiaughiily.

" Whence got you these falsehoods of your brother V asked the

baron, fiercely.

"From the complaints of tho knights of Valmont before the

throne of Philip Augustus."

" Do you believe the diargcs of your enemies 1"

" Before the king, I said they lied. Before you, father, I confess

tliat I believe them true."

"Arc you come hither to sustain them V
" I come hither to fight them. They shall not touch a stone of

the castle, while I remain between them and tiie ramparts."

"It is well," said the aged baron. "But tell me, what hast

thou been doing in tho four years of your absence from the

Chateau de Courcy?"
" In Aquitaine, I fought for the Gascons against the lion-hearted

Kichard of England. Thrice did I meet him in the field—thrice

did our lances shiver, without either yielding a foot of ground."

" And from Aquitaine whither went you V continued the baron.

" The next year I was with King Henry VII. before the walls

of Rouen. Twice did I scale the walls with no other help than

my good sword."

"And afterwards?"

"I fought against Henry 11., king of England, in the Duchy
of Berry."

"And thence ?'*

" I went with Henry of the Short Mantle to Paris, where I took

part in all the games and tournaments."

"Ahd what happened to you, then?" asked the baron, with a

keen, inquiring look.

"Nothing worthy of recital," said the young man, casting

down his eyes.

There was a silence for some moments ; and perhaps the baron

would have renewed his inquiries had it not been for the entrance

of Eustace, the son of the old noble by his first wife. The

wretched young man came before his father with an unsteady

step—his eyes were bloodshot, and his face was flushed wiih

drinking—he had fallen from his horse, and his garments were

covered with mud. A flush of anger colored the pale cheeks of

the old warrior, but he uttered not a word of reproach against

his favorite but unworthy son.

"Ha!" exclaimed Eustace, " My brother here. I knew not

this. Let me clasp you to my heart, Victor."

But the young man stood with folded arms.

" Victor!" exclaimed the baron, sternly, "embrace thy brother!"

Victor obeyed ; but the ceremony ended, he called a page, and

said, disdainfully

:

" Wipe this filth from my armor. Tiie purest steel will rust

and tarnish if such stains are not speedily effaced, and then the

time comes when the goodly armor thus devoured, refuses to

defend its master."

The baron was preparing to make an angry comment on this

speech, when a trunipet again sounded without the castle, and he

rose with an effort to his feet, and thus addressed Victor de Courcy

:

" You are summoned home, sir, for a double purpose : in the

first place, to guard the chateau against the menaced attack of

enemies which I am too feeble to repel and chastise ; and in the

next place, to be present at the nuptials of your brother."

" The nuptials of my brother?"

" Yes, Victor," stammered Eustace ;
" wish me joy."

" And the lady ?" asked Victor.

" You will know her soon enough," said the baron, with a smile

of peculiar meaning.

At this moment the folding doors at the lower part of the hall

were thrown open, and surrounded by pages and attendants, a

beautiful and richly attired lady entered.

" Blanche de Montreuil \" muttered Victor, as his eye rested

for a moment on her features, " this is loo much !"

The baron and baroness welcomed the lady courteously. Eus-

tace staggered forward and sought to take her hand, but she turned

from him with disdain, and sank into a seat, p:ile and agitated.

" This is a mfirriage of my making," said the baron, leading

Victor forward to the lady. " Have I not been happy in my
choice ? Lady Blanche, this is my second son."

The lady gazed for an instant on the young knight; and then,

with a faint cry sank back in her chair. Erminia bent over her

and then motioned to her husband and sons to retire.

It was midnight—a wild storm was howling over the turret

of the Chateau de Courcy. Victor, in wliose breast a siorm of

passion, fierce as the strife of the elements without, was raging,

strode up and down in a lonely corridor, lit only by' the flashes

of lightning that momentaiily penetrated the deep loopholes in

the walls.

"My father is right!" he muttered. "I must fly. I cannot

remain to see the woman I once have loved sacrificed to another.

Henceforth, my home must be among strangers. He gave me
an hour to decide. I have made up my mind—I will return to

him and tell him that I yield."

Victor soon regained the bedside of his father, beside which his

mother was seated.

"Father! mother !" cried the young man. " I liave returned

to bid you adieu. Perhaps, if in the rude and perilous career to

which I have devoted myself, my life be spared, at some future

time, I may return to these lowers—but never to abide."

"Farewell, my son," siiid Ermiuia. "Farewell," and Heaven

bless you !"

"And you, father, will not you give me your blessing ?" asked

the young knight.

" Of what avail is it ?" asked the baron, coldly. " Depart, and
leave me in peace."

"How have I ever oflTcnded you, father?" asked Victor, in

tones of deep sorrow.

" In the daily contrast you have offered to Eustace," answered

tJie old man, bitterly. " Jn tlie opposition of your bravery to his

cowardice—your beauty to liis ugliness—your honorable life to

his disgusting excesses. Yes ; for his faults 1 have loved him

—

for your virtues, I have hated you."

"Hated me, father?"

" Call mc not father—you are no son of mine. The hour has

arrived for the avowal of the truth. After my man-iage to your

mother, I learned that, j»revious to our nuptials, she had married,

in early life—secretly married a man far beneath her rank, who
fell in battle a year after tlieir unhappy union. You, Victor

Tracy, the son of a poor Gascon knight, 1 have reared as my own
cliild to shame my unfortunate Eustace."

"And yet in the pride of my name and lineage, I scorned to

wed Blanche do Montreuil—though I loved her as my life," said

Victor.

" Yes," said the baron, bitterly. "I heard of that affair. I

woed her for my son, and she accepted the offer that she might

punish your pride."

"And she has sacrificed her happiness in so doing," said the

baroness.

"Silence!" said the baron. "Not a word—not an insinuation

against my son ! And now, Victor Tracy, begone ! The world

is before you."

"Remember that you bear the name of an honorable man,"
said Erminia.

" I will never disgrace it," said the young soldier. " Farewell,

mother, fear not for my future. There is room for brave hearts

beneath the banner of Philip Augustus. One embrace, dear mother!

Think of me—pray for me—I shall never cease to think of you."

"Do not go hence in this wild storm, my child," replied the

weeping baroness.

" Henceforth, all seasons are alike to mc," said Victor. " The
wilder the night, the better suited to my fortunes."

He tore himself away and hurried down into the court-yard, where

his charger stood saddled, and chafing at the delay. A page was

beside him mounted on a palfrey. Victor threw himself into the

saddle, and followed by his attendant, rode forth from beneath

the turrets of the Chateau de Courcy, nor did he draw his rein

till the lightning had ceased to play upon the battlements.

As he slackened his pace, the page was enabled to join him.

"Eugene !" said the young knight.

"It is not Eugene!" answered the page, timidly.

"Who, then?" asked Victor, in astonishment.

A soft hand was laid upon his steel glove, and a soft voice

answered

:

" What if it should be Blanche de Montreuil ?"

"Blanche! thou! Canst thou have forgotten my pride—my
madness ?"

" Forgotten and forgiven all—all but my deep love for thee.'*

"And Eustace !"

" Name him not. Thinkest thou, I could accept the hand of a

base profligate ?"

" But I no longer bear the name of De Courcy. I am the son

of a landless man—I have no fortune but my sword and horse.

Canst thou be the bride of the humble Victor Tracy?"

" Victor ! Victor ! whatever be tiiy name and fortune, I am too

happy to share them !"

" Then by this hand, fair Blanche, I envy not the proudest

noble in the land. Ride on, we are not far from shelter—and to-

morrow, dearest, in fair Paris, I will claim you for my own."

The flight of Blanche was not discovered till the next day,

when pursuit was unavailing. Eustace de Courcy readily forgot

the disappointment, and the young lovers, protected by the favor

of the king, cared little for the menaces, that from time to time,

reached them from the Chateau de Courcv.

[Written for Gleason's rictorial ]

JOY M U

K

31 U R S IN T HE OCEAN.

BT CHARLES H. STEWART.

Joy murmurs in the ocean.

And laughs on shore outright;

The world's in glorioas motion

—

Save mine, all hearts are light.

To 're.icl in sunlight places,

With heart so strange ttie while,

To look on beaming faces,

When all but me can smile

—

To feel, T\iiile hops's high heaven

To others lends a ray,

To thee no light is given

—

' Is this not grief, 0, say !

)—-«—

A WISE Ii\]VDLORD.

One night, a judgo, a military officer, and a minister, all applied

foi^lodtding at an itm where there was but one spare bed, and the

landlord was called upon to decide which had the best claim of

the three. ...
" 1 have laid fifteen years in the garrison at B.," said the oflicer.

" I have sat as judge twenty years in R.," said the judge.
" With your Ichvp, ctntlcmcn, 1 have stood in the ministry

twenty five years at N ," said the minister.

"That settli^s the dl^iputc," said the landlord. "You, Mr.
Captain, have lain fifteen years—you Mr. Judge, have sat twenty
vcius—hut the aged pasior has stood live-and twenty years, so ho

certainly has tho best right to the bed."

—

Charlestoivn Mo-curij,
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BE GENTLE.

A man with an irritable temper is more to be pitied than one

bowed down to the earth by poverty. T!ie latter evil can be ame-

liorated, while the former is a devil that makes havoc with all the

finer qualities of the heart and miud/taking the helm from rea-

son, and running the possessor perpetually against rocks and

rough corners. A petulant man in a family of children, even of

his own, is worse than a case of the small pox, from his influence

on their yonng minds. The old adage, "As the old cock crows

the young one learns," is a great truth ; and we see it here illus-

trated. Those old fellows that sputter and growl round their

houses are sure to be imitated faithfully by the little watchers for

parental squalls, and a nest of hornets is made where peace and

harmony alone should dwell. The fractious man should be con-

signed to valerian and penitence, andkept by force from spread-

ing his contagion. What right has a man to poison the happi-

ness any more than the food of his family ? The text might be

made to apply to all the relations of life where misery is culti-

yated and growling made the order of all days. There are com-

munities and parties where the old saw about "dogs with sore

'heads" would give but a faint indication of tlieir condition of

mind. We need a society for the promotion of good nature more

than for any other philanthropic purpose.

PATIEKCE-PATIEKCE.

We must crave the patience and indulgence of our readers

for a few days longer, until we get an extra press set up for our

paper. Nothing gives us more pain than to be obliged to put off

those who come for the Companion, but the truth is, at the

reduced price, we have actually found it impossible to supply the

demand. With one more of the new fast presses we can have

both sides of the paper printing at once, and then shall be able

to supply any demand that may come. We have already stated

that it is the hope of the proprietor to complete a regular edition,

by January next, of one hundred thomand copies; and our readers

will believe us—for we never deceived them—when we say, that

at the present rate at which subscribers are received, this number,

immense as it is, will in all probability form, by the time speci-

fied, the sum of our regular edition. In the mean time our ma-

chinery, which will soon get into perfect running order, will

do still better work, and we shall be ever on the qui vive to im-

prove and beautify the paper in every depai'tment.

lllansitt£ (!5alljcriug£

California Customs.—The people of California are really

an enterprising set. According to the Pacific News, the body of

a man was recently discovered lying on the bank of the river, two

miles from Nicolaus, who had been shot through the heart. On
the collar of his coat was pinned a piece of paper, on which was

written the following sentence :
— ** I caught this confounded

rascal stealing my mules, and I shot him."

Beevitt.'—One of the most estimable and successful ministers

in Western New York is distinguished, among other good quali-

ties, for the brevity of his public services, whether prayer, ser-

mons, or addresses ; and being complimented on one occasion for

his habit, he answered :
" I suppose I have done some wicked

things in my life, and know I have done many foolish things,

but I am very certain I never did a long thing."

Gleason's Pictorial Dra-^ing-Uoom Companion.—The issue for this week of
this adiuirablt publication ia before us, unsurpat^sed in illustrations, and uu-
usually rich in reading mattj^r. It is uniiuestionably the best number jet
issued, aiid speaks volumes for the enterprise of Mr. Gleason. The starting of
the"' Companion "formed anew eni in American literature. Hosts of imitators
have starttd up, incited by the brilliant success of Mr Gleji£on,"but none of

tliem conipai"e with the original. The '-CompauiOD " now comes to us greatlj'

enlarged and improved, prioted in elegant uew type, with the best paper It

is, unquestionably, the fiuest illustrated newspaper published in America.
The price has been reduced to only six cen Cs. Think of purchasing a mammoth
sheet of si.^teen pages, full of beautiful illustrations, original tales, poetry, etc.,

for only six cents! Could anything be cheaper?

—

Philadelphia City Iimis.

Hope.—Eliza Cook says, Hope is a prodigal young heir, and

Experience is his banker; but his drafts are seldom honored,

since there is often a heavy balance against him, because he

draws largely ona small capital, is not yet in possession, and if

he were, would certainly die.

True.—One watch set right will do to try many by; but, on

the other hand, one that goes wrong may be the "tneans of mis-

leading a whole neighborhood. And the same.may be said of

the example we individually set lo those around us..

Just so.r-Boys that are philosophers at six years of age, are

generally blockheads at twenty-one. By forcing children, you

get so much into their heads that they become cracked ia order

to maintain their early reputation.

Caljiness is the most abundant origin of all that is keen and

deep in the movements of the mind ; it is the essence ofjudgment,

the author of penetration, the substitute of invention.

Land of Wooden Nutmegs.—In Connecticut there are, as

appears by the returns of the late census, fifty newspapers, with

an aggregate circulation of sixty thousand.

Those W'ho start on the race for human glory, like the mettled

hounds of Actxon, mu^t pursue the game not only where there

is a path, but where there is none.

" Spirits."—New York commercial reporters say that "spirits

are steady," which is more than can be said of those who are

accustomed to drink them.

Gkief.—When grief watches, the night is long.

There has been a terrific panic in the money market all over

the country.

They have been chasing a big black snake, ten feet long, down
at Sandwich, Massachusetts.

The editor of the Mobile Herald and Tiibune is smacking bis

lips over some luscious peaches.

The United States ship St. Louis, Commodore Coot, from Rio,
has lately arrived at Hampton Roads.

Mrs. Mowatt is the japonica-history—never appreciated except
as an exotic in a foreign land.

Perpetual motion has once more been "discovered" by a
citizen of Livermore, Maine.

Mr. James E. Murdoch, the American tragedian, has arrived in

Cincinnati, intending to make it his future home.

Camphene accidents beat the railroad all hollow, lately, for

number and seriousness.

About three thousand persons have taken the pledge at the

hand of Father Mathew, in Cleaveland.

The Richmond grand jury have indicted John M. Dalton for

sending a challenge to Mr. Johnson, editor of the Whig.

Mr. Drayton, an American basso, who has been studying in

Paris, will shortly appear in this country.

Betsey Overstroke, wife of Abram Overstroke, of Highland
county, Ohio, aged seventy-one yeai-s, gave birth to a child a

few weeks since.

Lately, in Michigan, two -neighbors agreed to an exchange of

their two families—one giving his wife and two children for the

other's wife !

A female barber is one of the curiosities of San Erancisco.

She is a delicate little Erench woman, and quite an adept in her
profession.

The Nashua Oasis thinks the influence of cheap excursions
upon the social and physical condition of the people is powerful
and salutary, if nothing but soda water is drank.

Governor Jones has gone to Europe to purchase iron for the

Memphis railroad. Here will be another million of dollars taken
from this country to pay foreign labor.

Lard, or lard oil, is an antidote for the poison of strychnine, nux
vomica, or any poisonous effects of wild cherry, or the peach
tree, fox glove, or the deadly night-shade.

A small piece of paper or linen, just moistened with turpen
tine, and put into the wardrobe or drawers for a single day, two
or three times in a year, is a sufficient preservative against moths.

Of 450 memhers of the Massachusetts Legislature, including
the Governor and Council, about 200 have signed the pledge of
the Legislative Temperance Society.

They are building a St. Paul's church in Detroit at an expense
of S40,noo ! Pretty well for a city of twenty-five thousand peo-
ple. Wonder how much the church cost in which St. Paul
preached ^

Judge Meach has a farm in Termont of 2300 acres, upon which
he resides and cultivates. He keeps 4000 sheep and cuts 1000
tons of hay, and other produce accordingly. It is on the shore
of Lake Champlain.

Sauis of ©ollr.

JTorcign illisallanij.

Several regiments are being formed in Spain, destined for the
Philippine Islands.

The population of Switzerland, according to recent census,
amounts to 2,42.5,000.

The priests, at Naples, betray those who confess to them to the
officers of police.

Eine luscious grapes are only a penny a pound at the Cape of
Good Hop,e. Cheap.

The yellow fever has prevailed most alarmingly at Surinam,
the papers say.

Judge Halliburton, the author of " Sam Slick," has published,
in England, a new work, " The English in America."

Eanny Elssler, the dansense, has purchased, at Vienna, one of
the finest houses in the Ivohi-market, for £60,000 sterling.

The fixed price of American gold at the Bank of England is

now £3 16s. 2 1 2d. per ounce.

Several eminent firms in Belfast are about to engage in iron
ship building at that port.

Some horned cattle, and fifty calves, the first ever imported
from Sweden, have arrived in London from Stockholm.

The treasury have ordered the importation of tobacco direct

from Egypt, in packages of 100 lbs. each fur the future.

Thalberg's new opera of " Florinda, or the Moors in Spain,"
has been lately produced at the Queen's Theatre, with marked
success.

An edition of Shakspeare, translated by Professor Haglerg,
has been published in Sweden, and meets with an extraordinary
sale.

The Chuvash ladies, a Russian tribe, wear bustles of sheet
copper, and have metal ornaments attached, which make a great
clatter in walking.

Lectures in the open air, on the doctrines of the church of
England, are about being delivered by the leading clergy of the
Establishment in Liverpool.

An English judge has decided that a person agreeing to take
a wo:k, published in numbers, is clearly bound to take the whole
of the work.

Mr. William Padley, Jr.,of Goole, fora wager of £50, wheeled
a wheelbarrow from Goole to London, in five days twelve hours
—twelve hours under the stipulated time.

A private individual has ofiered six thousand florins for the
sword of Tiberius Caesar, found at Mayence, but the proprietor
will not part with it under double that sum.

Two Englishmen, Messrs. Sheppard and Botton, have received
a charter for thp construction of a submarine telegraph between
the Danish Islands and the Duchy of Schleswig.

Harriet Lee, author of the Canterbury Tales, once so famous,
died lately, at the advanced age of 95. It was from these very
ple.ai-ing tales, that Lord Byron took the plot and characters of
his Werner.

It is said that next to the Crystal Palace, Barclay & Perkins's
brewery, where the workmen twigged the brute Haynuu, "ftogger
of women," is the chief object of interest to the continental
viaiturs in Loudon.

In being angry we punish ourselves.

It is only the calm waters that reflect heaven in their breast.

Always tell the truth
;
you will find it easier than lying.

The wise fortify themselves by reason, and fools by despair.

. . . .Fame ! how we profess to despise it, and yet how we run
after it

!

Ambition is like a wild horse, which prances unceasingly
until it has thrown ofi" its rider.

There is nothing like a fixed, steady aim. It dignifiea

your nature, and insures your success.

....Cultivate your heart aright, as well es your farm ; and
remember, " whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap."

... .A poor poet wishes that every sovereign was like a piece
of scandal, because it would get larger every time it was cir-

culated.

. . . .Wisdom is the olive branch that springeth from the heart,

bloometh on the tongue, and beareth fruit in the actions.

. . . .When one flatteringly praises me, alwajs commends me,
never rebukes me, assists my faults, and forgives me before I
have repented—he is my enemy.

....AVhen you have lost money in the street, every one is

ready to help you to look for it ; but when you have lost your
character, every one leaves you to recover it as you can.

....Beauty, as the flowering blossom, soon fades; but the
divine excell-^nce of the mind, like the medicinal virtues of the
plant, remain in it when all those charms are withered.

. . . .There are three things in the world that know no kind of
restraint, and are governed by no laws, but merely by passion
and brutality ; civil wars, family quarrels, and religious disputes.

....The friend who shows me the mirror of myself, who
conceals no defect, gives me a friendly warning, and heartily

scolds when I have not fulfilled my duty—he is my friend, how-
ever little he may appear so.

Hoktx's ©lio.

" Very good, but rather too pointed," as the fish said when it

swallowed the bait.

A quack -medicine vender at the South heads one of his adver-
tisements as follows :

" Sick Babies Wanted."

Why are potatoes and wheat like idols of old ? Because they
have eyes and see not, ears have they and hear not.

" I love my wife," said Mr. Caudle, " and for the first two
months I felt as if I could eat her up. Ever since I have been
sorry I didn't."

The man who invented a plaster that will enable q. man to

slick to his business, has been offered one of the best "holes"
in California.

Dobbs says, there is this advantage about ])laid trousers—every
time begets asleep, the boarders roll him over and play chequers
on him.

A letter writer, from Naples, says :
" Standing on Castle

Elmo, I drank in the whole sweep of the bay." What a swal-

low he must have !

It is said that some of the Boston landlords are accu<:toraed

to place an extra fork across the plates of their delinquent board-
ers. They like to have one ybr^- over.

An Irishman received a challenge to fight a duel, but declined.

On being asked the reason, •' Och," said Pat, " would you have
me lave ray mother an orphan !'^

Sam Ward, clergyman editor, says, " God bless you, brother

Ward, is pretty good coin to go to meeting with, but not worth
a groat to go to mill or market with."

A western jury, holding an inquest over a man who died in

prison, returned the following queer verdict; " The way of the

transgressor is hard, and he died from natural causes."

A younir fellow, the son of an eminent dancing-master, apply-

ing to a friend as to what trade or profession it would be best

for him to pursue, was answered, "I think you cannot do better

than follow the steps of your father."
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GENERAL LOl'EZ.

The likeness given here by our artist is a tnio

nnd fditliful presentment of this unfortunate oili-

cor, whose errors have been those of impetuosity

and too f,'re(U, zeal in the prosecution of his revo-

lutionary jjiirposes in Cuba. Narciso Ijopez was
horn of woiilitiy parents, in Venezuela, in 17!)0.

Hu was the only son thnt gi'ew to munhood,
tliou{j;it he hail a number of sisters. Jlis father

had a commercial house at Caraccas, a branch

of whieh at Valencia, in the interior, was placed

under the ebarge of Narciso at an early age.

During the war for independence, while Lopez
was yet quite a young man, ho was pressed into

the Spanish service, nnd when he left tlie army,

it was with the rank of colonel. Lopez then

repaired to Spain, and for gallant services in

the Carlist war was honored with the title of
" Maresc/ia! de Cainpe," and afterwards made
governor of Madrid. After a few years he re-

paired to Cuba to settle, and here marrying a

beautiful Creole lady, he resided for a long pe-

riod. In Cuba, he became noted for his liberal

principles, and his hold advocacy of them. In

1849, when ho thought everything was ripe for

a revolution, he came to the United States and

got up the immature attempt at an invasion,

known as the Round Island Expedition. In

May, 1850, the famous invasion and snddcn

evacuation of Cardenas took place. In Augu-^t,

IS;')!, he again landed in Cuba, at Bahia Honda.
His followers were speedily destroyed or cap-

tured, and he himself, a fugitive among the

mountains, was taken on the 27th of August.

On the 1st of September, 1851, he suffered the

death of the garrotte, at Havana. Such are the

leading points in the history of a man, who, had
he succeeded in liberating Cuba, would have

been declared a second Washington.

PURSUITS OF AGRICULTURE.
If one half the zeal, energy and expense that

blot so many gazettes with low and coarse vili-

fications, setting the whole community by the

ears, for the vain and paltry purposes of a few
demagogues and office-seekers, were bestowed
on the advancement of agriculture—if the people

were half so ambitious to improve and beautify

their fields, as they are to settle the affairs of the

nation; and half so angry with thistles, thorns,

and bad fences, as they are with their political opponents, who
probably wish as well to the country as they, we should have
more productive fields, less complaints of poverty, more ability

to be charitable, and abundantly more good feeling. From New
Orleans to Pittsburg, the son ploughs as his father did before
him, and the great mass of farmers are as stationary in theory, as

they are in practice. Nine in ten believe at this moment that

book-farming is the mere, useless, visionary dreaming of men
who know nothing about practical agriculture. We would tell

them that England is the garden of Europe, simply because
almost every acre of the ground is cultivated scientifically, and on
principles which have been brought to the test of the most rigid

and exact experiment. We would tell them that New England,
of whose soil and climate they are accustomed to think as con-
signed by Providence to sterility and inclemency, is the garden of
the United States, only because the industrious and calculating

people do not throw away their efforts in the exertion of mere

—but to good morals, and ultimately to religi* n
We shall always say and sing: "Speed the
plough." We shall always regard the Ameri-
can farmer, stripped to his employment, and
tilling his grounds, as belonging to the first

order of noblemen among us. Wc shall always
wiHh him bountiful harvests, good beer, and
moderate use of eider; and, if he will rear it

himself, of the grape ; but none of the pernicious
gladness of whiskey; and we shall only invoke
upon his labors the blessing of God, and say of
him :

*' Peace be within his walls." From tho
examples of such eminent men as Cincinnatua,
Washington, and Lafayette, we may clearly per-

ceive the true dignity of agricultural employ-
ment. As all wealth is founded upon labor, so
also is it equally true that all artificial produc-
tions are so many imitations of the fruits of the
earth. Surely, in a country like this, endowed
with its millions of acres, ripe for almost spon-
taneous growth, we scarcely need to more than
allude to the prime importance of tilling the
soil. When we look at the stray flowers in our
gardens, well may wc say: " Solomon in all his

glory was not arrayed like one of these !" What
workshop or artist's studio can show a glory
equal to a field of wheat '^

—

liev. T. Flint.

PORTRAIT OF GENERAL NARCISO LOPEZ.

brute strength—but bring mind, pains, system and experience to

bear upon their naturally hard and thankless soil. On every side

the traveller sees verdure, grass and orchards, in the small and
frequented enclosures of imperishable rock, and remarks fertility

won from the opposition of the elements and nature. After an
absence of ten years, on our return to our country, we were
struck with the proud and noble triumph, conspicuous over the

whole region. The real benefactors of mankind— as St. Pierre

so beautifully said—are those who cause two blades of wheat to

mature where one did before. The fields ought to be the morn-
ing and the evening theme of Americans that love their country.

To fertilize and improve his farm should be the prime temporal
object of the owner of the substantial soil. All national aggrand-
izement, power and wealth, may be traced to agriculture, as its

primitive source. Commerce and manufactures are only subordi-

Date results of this main spring. We consider agriculture as very
conducive—not only to abundance, industry, comfort and health

THE KAFFIR WAR.
The scene which we present herewith is a rep-

resentation of the mode of warfare among the
Kaffirs. The immediate scene referred to here
is the copy of an aciual occurrence, and repre-

sents the passage of a body of English troops
through a narrow and rocky gorge of the Keis-
kamma, where the men could only proceed in

single file, at which time the natives, concealed
behind projecting angles and stunted trees, com-
menced a most fatal tire upon them. The Eng-
lish, in the engagement referred to, at last suc-
ceeded in clearing the bushes and rocks of the
Kaffirs, and in killing a large number of them;
hut not without themselves suffering severely.

The natives, uncouth and savage as they appear,
are yet said to be excellent marksmen, and
rarely throw away their shot. They are cunning,
too, and coolly pick out the ofBcers as marks to

shoot at, and then firing at the privates more at

leisure, but not while they can get good aim at

an officer. The Kaffirs have proved themselves

a brave and warlike race by nature ; and the English have found
the conquering of them and the holding of their territory, to al-

ready " cost more than it will come to." They cannot, of course,

withstand the discipline of the English troops in open battle;

but the guerilla mode of warfare which they have adopted, is of

the most fatal and tormenting character to the invaders, who
cannot pass a dark and narrow defile without being fired upon
from the natives, who lie at all times in ambush seeking a chance

to revenge themselves upon the would-be conquerors. We opine

the English will sorely burn their fingers in the attempt to possess

Kaffraria. As a picture, the scene is a very spirited and artistic

one, and gives the reader a correct idea of the character of the

country in this region. The features of the natives, it will be
observed, are very expressive and peculiar; their forms being not
unlike the North American Indians—spare, agile in appearance,

and capable of enduring a great amount of hardship and fatigue,

thus tending to make them a very formidable enemy.

-^ ''n i'i.''/ii^-'M.f*i|

KAFFIRS ATTACKINQ BFITISH INFANTRY BY AN AMBUSCADE IN THE KEISKAMMA.
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WORCESTER CITY GUARDS.
Such engravings as we present herewith, we have found give

almost universal satisfaction. The picture represents the City

Guards of Worcester, as they appeared on parade at their last

anniversary. This fine company wag organized in 1840, under

command of Captain George Bowen, who has been followed by
Captains Hobbs, Newton, Eaton and Goodhue. They have been

re-organized, and have received a considerable addition to their

numbers during the past year, and their parade on their anniver-

sary was in their new uniform and equipments ; the latter pre-

sented to them by the citizens of Worcester. The uniform is of

white cloth, trimmed and faced with red and gold ; the cap is of

bear-skin, bearing a gold tassel on the front. This company have

always stood high on the list for their excellent drill, and in their

new dress make one of the most imposing and best-drilled com-
panies in the State. Their commander, Capt. Goodhue, is a

gentleman, and every inch a soldier—well versed in all the tac-

tics, and as a drill oflBcer has no superiors and few equals. After

parading through the city, they went through their evening dress

parade in front of the Exchange Building, and from this place

and at this time the sketch presented by our artist, Mr. Hrnry

Woodward, was taken. From thence they marched to the Wor-

cesttr House, where a splendid supper had been prepared for

them by Messrs. Green & Richardson, of which they partook, in

company with many citizens. Elagg's Brass Band accompanied

the Guards, and discoursed most eloquent music during the day

and after the removal of the cloth at table. We have already

and often expressed in these columns, our conviction of the emi-

nent importance of such a military organization as our present

militia system inculcates, and it is with feelings of pleasure that

we observe the spirit and enthusiasm that seem to pervade the

whole State at the present time in relation to this subject. Under

proper control and influence, these independent and voluntary

military organizations may be made, even as it regards their

direct effect in times of peace, of the utmost benefit. They are

calculated to discipline the mind and physical powers, to instruct

men in prompt action and ready obedience to a guiding and

directing will, and indeed instil into the feelings of those who

participate in these military organizaiions, a soldier like feeling, a

cbivalric spirit, that would prevent oftentimes a man from doing

an ill or ungentlemanly act. We say that under proper encour-

agement and judicious guidance this result may be looked for.

And then, as a precautionary measure, to be ready at the time of

need, and to furnish an arm of strength upon which to call in

sudden emergency, and which, from its discipline and thorouch

organization shall prove strong and efficient in supporting the

authorities in upholding the laws, or a ready means of repelling

a foreign foe, a philosophical mind will discover at once a variety

of strong reasons in favor of these military combinations of young

men, who join together for soldierly discipline and social enjoy-

ment, and it is our candid opinion that the laws should more lib-

erally encourage their doing so. The fact of the flourishing con-

dition of the corps herewith represented, shows that tVe light

feeling in regard to these matters is by no means confined to our

large cities, but that inland towns are adopting such a course in

relation to military matters as must result in extended good, and

the foundation of a social spirit of chivalry.

TVORCESTEE CITY%UARD8, ON EVENING PARADE, IN FRONT OF THE EXCHANGE BUILDING, WORCESTER, MASS.
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A THRILLING MARITIME NOVELETTE.

Eatotod according to Act of Congvcss, in tho year 1851, by F. Gleason, in the Clerk's Office of

the District Court of Massadiusotto.

[WKITTES EXPEESSLT FOR GLEABON'S nCTOniAI..]

BUCCANEER OF THE GULF.

A ROMANTIC STOKY OF THE SEA AND SHORE.

BY F. CLINTON BARKINGTON.

[continued.]

CHAPTER IV.— [coxTiNUEB.]

But how shall our pen describe the youthful

lady ? The words that we shall make use of to

paint her in the glory of her beauty, will but

feebly portray her. Imagine an oval face, dark

brows, such as the Persian poets say liouiis in

paradise have, eyes as black as night, but night

with a star in its depths, and lashes that cur\'e

and sweep the check, giving twilight or morning

to the suns they shade, as they are lifted or cast

down. Imngine that these large, glorious dark

eyes are animated and living with fire of thought,

glow of passion, warmth of affection, and that

they can communicate to the heart of the be-

holder all their intense emotions. Fancy a nose

as pretty as Eve's nose must have been when she

was created, fresh and faultless, out of the heart

of Adam. As for the mouth, there is nothing to

compare it with which it would not surpass.

Cherries, roses, tulips, coral! it was more beau-

tiful than either, or all combined ! in a word, it

was a warm, pouting, red, cupid-shapcd, maiden-

ly mouth, that would have cheated a honey bee

into the belief that he had lighted npon some

honeysuckle of a new genus, more richly lus-

cious with sweets than any flower it had e'er met

in its flight. The olive cheek was delicately

tinted with the color of the moss-rose leaf, and

grew deeper with the depth of each emotion.

Her forehead was as fair and smooth as the fra-

grant magnolia leaf, and her dark rich hair was

half plain, half abounding in natural tresses, so

that one could not decide whether the becoming

style in wliich she wore it were all art or all na-

ture, it was so tasteful and perfect a combination

of the two. Her head, as she sat listening to a

letter the gentleman was reading to her, was

admirably cast, superbly set upon a queenly neck,

blending grace in every motion with the repose

of gentle dignity. Once, at a few words in the

letter which moved her, she raised it in a spirited

manner, as the Arabian courser or the forest fawn

lifts the head to listen to the trumpet or the bay

of the hunting hound. She wore a closely-fitting

black velvet robe, ornamented at the cuffs and

at the bosom, which heaved in its maidenly un-

dulations like a summer ocean,

" soft and slow

Ab the heaving tide doth flow
j

Ever heaving, ne'er at rest,

There love rocketh to his rest I

Gently cradled on this billow,

Beeketh love no other pillow !"

The maiden was not only beautiful, but she

was intelligent and sensible, as every line of her

noble countenance bore testimony. She listened

with an appreciating and practical understand-

ing as the gentleman read to her from the letter,

which showed that she was worthy of the confi-

dence which he seemed to repose in her ; for at

one time he would consult with her, while at

another they would compare opinions.

As we introduce them to the reader they are

engaged, the one reading from a letter, the other

in bending over and listening, her arrested pen

held gracefully in her hand. We will hear the

close of this letter, which is the ninth that is to

be read and responded to since the mail came in.

It is the gentleman that reads :

"
' As to the means, senor/ says Sanchez

Isnaga, 'those will not be wanting. The sinews

of this enterprise are already collected and ready

to be appropriated. It is men— it is troops we
want. These must como from the United States.

Our emissaries have visited several cities, and

learned if money can be guarantied, men can be

obtained. There are in the seveml towns of the

Union hundreds of restless adventurers who have

fought on the fields of Mexico, who will rally to

the standard of invasion, if officers can be obtain-

ed to lead them. It is these we need. We must

have men of character—gentlemen who have

seen service, whose courage in battle has been

tried, and in whom their men will have confi-

dence. This must be your task and province to

look to, if you will undertake it. Your position,

your wealth, your military talents, your popular

manners, all point to you as the most efficient

agent to secure the services of military Ameri-

cans to take part in the enterprise. The subse-

quent enli>-ting of followers will he their duty,

not yours. You are authorized by the junta to

command half a million to secure the services of

forty-five commissioned officers and twenty-five

hundred men. But the enclosed papers from

the * committee for the protection of Cuban in-

terests ' will enter into particulars. There is no

doubt tliat in six weeks, with secrecy and dili-

gence, a liberating array of five thousand men
may land upon our shores!'

"

" God grant it !" repeated the young giri, with

a glowing cheek.

" This letter gives me the full power I have

been expecting. My interviews with these Amer-
ican officers, from time to time, have not been

thrown away. I now know whom to gain. The
way is clear. I begin to feel, my child, that

Cuba will yet be free ! Here is a letter from
Lopez, who will soon be among us. He says :

" ' The idea of creating a revolution in the

island without foreign aid, is not to be held. The
Cubans have so long been bowing their necks

beneath the yoke of their masters, that they do

not know how to act as becomes men ! They
must have examples! They must he inspired

by successes I They mast feel confident of the

overthrow of the government before they will

commit themselves. Therefore it is that these

gentlemen and those gentlemen with whom I

talk, although they smart under the tyranny ihey

are victims of, say, ' We dare not move in it ! If

we fail after having committed ourselves, we are

lost ! Strike a blow first, and if we see that the

power of the captain-general totters, we will then

put our hand to the lever, and topple him over!'

Thus you see we must work with swords held

in other men's hands. Our only resource is in

the brave and workmanlike Americans. There
are among them thousands of hearts that beat

for us, and if the present enterprise is conducted

with secrecy, it will be sucQessfal. I shall join

you in a few days after this letter reaches you.

Be prompt, therefore, in securing your men, and
let every precautionary means be used to conceal

every step from the government. Our last

failure should teach us a lesson in the present

organization.'

"

"Noble and brave Narciso Lopez," said the

maiden. " He is a true hero, and will yet be the

liberator of Cuba."

" The aifair is coming to a crisis, Gertrude,"

said Don Garcia. " Here are drafts for the large

amount of money to be placed at my disposal

;

and they are so prepared that they can be nego-

tiated in this city. It is now time for me to act

in earnest. The ten months I have been here

made me acquainted with all tho materials that

I now need to work upon. To-day is tho 8th

of April. By the first of May a force will be in

motion that shall make the throno of Spain

tremble to its but-e ! Hast thou copied the letter

in reply to Senor Hernandez, that noble patriot

son of n patiiot sire?"

" Hero it is, dear father. He says he will come

and take command in the liberating army. It

is like him."
" Here also is a letter I have written to young

Senor dc Maciap, of Havana, who courts a pohi-

tion in the statF with General ' But these

appointments the American general must him-

self fill. It is due to him in courtesy."

"Do you think, sir, that this brave General

, you speak of, will really take a command
in the liberating army?"

"Without question. I shall, however, write

to him to-niglit, informing liira that all is now
ready to organize, and that the expedition must

sail as early as practicable ere its movements get

to the ears of government, and obstacles, as be-

fore, be thrown in our way. Do you think that

gallant young cavalry officer who came here

three weeks ago with Colonel , will consent

to go?"

The question caused a visible confusion—

a

pretty, maidenly confusion, to appear in the check

of the Seiiorita Gertrude, and she dropped her

eyes, and a sweet expression played about her

mouth, as if the allusion pleased as much as it

had surprised her.

" I mean Captain dc ClitTord !"

"Captain Clifibrd, sir? I do not think he

will join, sir. He is a soldier of the American

army, and was attached to the staff. He would

hardly resign."

" He would be of great service to our cause,

Gertrude. His rank, his family, his fine cour-

age, his noble appearance, hi^ popularity with

his troop, who, I am told, would follow him, if

he would lead, to certain death. Young, ardent

and experienced in war as he is, he must be

gained over !"

" I would do everything to gain him, father
;

but I fear he will never desert his colors !"

" It "would be no desertion of them—no dis-

honor. Let him resign, to unite his fortunes

with ours, and share in the glory of the libera-

tion of Cuba. You may have influence with

him, and I pray thee xise it if he should call

again."

" I promise to do so, father. The glory of

Cuba is next to my heart, and I will use every

means that a maiden may to aid her cause. But

I fear I should have little influence v^ilh El Se-

nor Captain Clifibrd."

"What is that music? It is a guitar, is it

not ?"

" Yes—and a voice I It is
"

"Who?"
" I will go and see, sir," she answered, check-

ing herself, as if she was ashamed at betraying

too openly the depth of her feelings towards

Edward Clifford.

" It is some one honoring you with a serenade,

my child. I am pleased at this. I do not like

to liave you so secluded and forgotten as circum-

stances have rendered it necessary. It is doubt-

less Don Rodrigo, or Senor de Alamo, our Cu-

ban friends, who do you this honor."

" Dost thou not know Don Kodrigo hath no

voice to sing, father, and though Senor do Alamo

sings, his voice never poured forth such rich

tides of melody !"

"Thine ear, child, is better tuned than mine.

Whose voice and skill is it, think you?"
" It is doubtless Captain Clifford's voice, sir,"

she answered demurely, as she stood within the

drapery of the window to listen, with a heart

bounding and a cheek glowing.

At length the serenade ceased, and she saw

and recognized his form as he crossed the moon-

light in his retreat. She gazed after him a mo-

ment, and seeing him linger in the shade of the

convent, she hastened to her escritoire, wrote a

line upon a slip of paper, wrapped it about arose

which she plucked from a vase in the window,

tied it with a tress of her shining dark hair, and

opening the lattice, waved her snowy arm and

flung it over the balcony. She watched, unseen,

till he picked it up, and then re-entering the

room resumed her copying, but with a pen that

traced the lines with many a blot.

CHAPTER V.

MIDNIGHT WATCUEKS AKD JEALOUS PLOTTING.

The serenader had no sooner left the shadow

of the balcony after he had picked up tho rose,

than a person, hitherto unseen, stole forth from

the covert of one of the tiled-roofed piazzas that

projected across the walk that passed tho wine-

shop. He had been standing with another man
for some time in the secrecy of his concealment,

gazing up to the windows of the Casa Granda
opposite with intense interest, even before the

serenader had made his appearance ; their pres-

ence, therefore, liad no connection with that of

the cavalry oflicer.

" Art thou sure that this is the house, Tito ?"

he had said in a low whisper when they both

first stopped under the stoop.

The person to whom he spoke had a small,

undersized figure, attired in a tight-fitting sail-

or's jacket, properly ornamented with bell-but-

tons. He wore striped Mexican trowsers, se-

cured at the waist by a red Spanish sash wound
several times around the body. In the sash was

stuck a knife, and out of its folds protruded tho

butt of a small pistol. Hanging from his left

shoulder, like a short cloak, was his outer jacket.

Ho had upon his perfumed locks a blue and red

striped cap, the tassel of which hung over his

eyes, half-hiding, half-revealing the blackest

pair of wicked, assassin like orbs that were ever

planted beneath a pair of dark brows.

This diminutive and fanciful looking little

man was plainly inferior in rank to the individ-

ual with whom he was in company. The latter

was plainly a gentleman. His dress, air and

tone bespoke the man of breeding. His age

was full forty-five, yet he carried his years well,

and would have passed for a much more youth-

ful man. In person he was commanding, and

had a haughty carriage that seemed habitual to

him.

They had approached the corner of the street

together from the direction of the river, the

smaller and inferior man going before, as if

serving as a guide ; the other, showing by his

uncertain step that he was a stranger in the

city, or, at least, to that quarter of it. When
they reached the corner, the serenader, as we
have already remarked, had not yet come upon
the ground.

" There is no mistake, senor capitan," an-

swered the man, touching his cap respectfully.

"I saw him on the balcony twice to-day, and

made sure that it was he."

" You say you saw not the Donna Gertrude

herself. How can you be certain that she is also

here ?"

"I never do things by halves, senor. I made
inquiry of a garrulous cobbler, whose stall is

hereabouts, and he assured me that there was a

young lady in the house, and that Don Garcia

certainly lived here. By the mass ! The cobbler

would have told me, from his own invention,

the history of their lives ; and begun by trying

to make me understand that the mysterious ca-

ballero was at least a robber-chief and ran away

with the lovely lady. But finding I knew more

than he did, he would have pushed me 1 But I

did not gratify him !"

" Will you silence your tongue, Tito ? If this

is the house, let us not bring notice upon our-

selves. Those jalousies may conceal observing

eyes!" Here the cavalier paced up and down

thoughtfully, from time to time pausing in his

walk to look up to the windows.

" AH is silent ! Doubtless she sleeps ! Sweet

and pleasant be thy dreams, fair and proud one

!

Dost thou ever dream of me 1 Ah, that I could

make thee love me ! that I had some potent

spell, some cunning love-powder, that would

cau?e thee to turn upon me those glorious eyes

in kindness. Fortune has discovered thee to

my research—and if once we meet, love or hate,

thou and I must never part more ! This I swear

by my hopes of heaven ! Ah, proud beauty ! If

I may not win thee with thy consent, I will win

thee without it ! Life is misery without thy

love I Once mine, cannot I teach thee by gen-

tleness ^nd tenderness, to give me thy love I

By the holy rood, I'll make the attempt
!"

" Senor, some one approaches !" said Tito,

softly, as with one hand he pointed up the street,

and with the other instinctively touched his

dagger-hilt.

" Don't be too quick to use thy steel ! Orleans

is not Havana, where a man may do a deed of

blood without peril to himself. Put up thy

knife, and stand back and let the person go on!

We need not in this city look upon every man

we meet as a foe! Learn peace, fellow!"

" I will alwnys look upon men as foes," mur-

mured Tito ; "I nor thou have not anything to

fear on the earth but our fellow-men. See, it is

a cavalier."

"Yes, ho treads like a soldier; he stops be-

neath the balcony. See, he displays a guitar.
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Does he intend to serenade the lady, Tito'?"

muttered the Spaniard through his shut teeth.

" Shall I kill him if he does V
*''No—no! Be quiet, villain! My foes are

too high for thy steel ! I have weapons and can

use them if need be unto death ! He strikes the

strings, and begins to sing
!"

The Spaniard listened with impatience that

scarcely could be controlled, to the song, the

words of which we have already given ; and

also endured the subsequent passages upon the

guitar. But it was painful endurance. With

his hands clutched, his teeth set, his eyes glanc-

ing fire, he waited till he had ended the serenade,

and he saw him walk away towards the convent.

He lingered to watch the balcony to see if any

signs of the serenade having been heard or the

serenader noticed, and was about to follow the

retiring lover, when the quick eyes of Tito

caught the gentle motion of the jalousies.

"—*st, senor captain ! there is movement up

there
!"

The Spaniard looked quickly up again, and

saw the blinds slowly open; he then saw the

lady appear, as we have described her, half vis-

ible, and beheld her look earnestly in the direc-

tion taken by the serenader. He saw her toss

the rose over the balustrade, and the rapid re-

turn of the stranger to take it up.

" This is a fair business—a fair business !" he

muttered. " So, the icy-hearted Donna Ger-

trude has warmed at last and has a lover."

" Shall I pick it up, senor ^" officiously asked

Tito.

" No, let it lay. He should have what is sent

to him. If need be, we can take it from him

afterwards."

" That will be better, senor. Things that are

taken in combat are worth more for it."

They remained quiet while the young man
passed and seized the bouquet, pressing it to his

lips, an act which the Spaniard from his covert

beheld with rage, and echoed with a curse.

"Now you have a foe as well as a mistress,

senor," said Tito; "there is nothing like in-

creasing one's circle of friends."

" Silence ! your tongue is too free !"

" It is a blessed thing it is free, your worship
;

for, if it were tied, I should talk through my
nose, which would be extremely disagreeable."

" Look you, Tito ! Do you not see an object

where the rose fell ? Cross the street and ex-

amine."

"I see something, senor ; but it is not likely

she dropped a second bouquet for you, for doubt-

less she thinks you are far over the sea."

" If she thinks of me at all," sighed the Span-

iard within himself. " Go and pick it up."

Tito instantly returned and placed in his hand

what he had found, saying

:

"It seems to be a twisted billet doux, senor,

tied about loosely with a strand of hair."

The Castilian stranger grasped it from his

hand, and walking quickly round the corner into

the moonlight, examined it. It was a slip of

paper and a tress of hair. He opened the paper

and read by moonlight, these words:

"If Captain Clifford will do her the honor to

call at eight o'clock to-morrow evening. Donna

Gertrude will thank him for the serenade."

Upon reading this, the gentleman convulsively

clutched it in his fingers, aud shook his clenched

hand as if at his invisible destiny,—Jie bit his

lip till the blood sprung in drops. Tito watched

his emotion with interest, yet with coolness.

"Bad news, senor?"

" Do not speak ! Silence ! This is madnessV
"Is it not Donna Gertrude after all?"

" She ? Yes, herself—her very self, with all

her old disdain! O, yes, you have showed me
the right house ! I saw her face—her sculptured

arm waving in the moon ! I here read her hand-

writing ! yes, it is she!" All this was spoken

in a tone of intense and scornful passion. "It

is she ! and this writing ! It was doubtless

wrapped about the bouquet, and bound with

her hair, too ! it was disengaged in sti-iking the

pavement, and he bore off only the rose !"

" It was enough for him ! You have the hair,

senor, and the note, and can't complain."

"Nevertheless, that rose shall cost him his

life—that song shall be his death-song !"

" Let us hasten after him, senor ! He has

already got out of sight
!"

" No !"

" We shall lose him !"

" O, no \ I have his name here."

" May I ask what it is V
"Clifford."

Tito started ; he seemed interested.

" What other nameV

'• Captain Clifford, says the note."

"Por Dios ! I knew I had heard that voice
!"

cried Tito, starting off upon a run, his hand on

his dirk.

" Come back ! whither do you go so fast?"

" To bury my knife in his heart!"

" Wilt thou come back ? If you do not obey

me, I will thrust my sword through and through

your little body I He is my foe, not yours, mal-

dito."

" Mine first, your worship," responded Tito,

slowly returning to the corner.

"How yours?"

"I knew that voice had been heard by me
before, and so I wanted to kill him. He was in

Mexico. He killed my master!"

" You are mistaken."

" No ! it was at the city of Mexico when los

Americanos entered. My master, you know,

was general of cavalry. He was defending a

battery. I was by his side when the American

captain came charging up the street at the head

of a score of his horsemen. He ordered my
master to surrender, who disdaining to yield his

sword, attempted to take him prisoner, when

this Captain Clifford—I know him well—cut

him down at a blow to the very chine. He then

rode over me as if I had been carrion. I will

kill him, senor!" he added, deliberately.

" Not until I have met him. He is my rival

—his life is sacred to me, Tito ; and, if after I

have avenged myself upon him and he breathes,

you shall have your vengeance, also."

"I suppose I must obey, senor; but we are

losing time while he is gaining on us. It will

be too late to find him if we do not follow him ?"

" Yamos, entonces !" cried the Castilian, as

he threw his cloak across his left shoulder and

moved on after his servant, whose anxiety to

come in sight of the serenader sent him far ahead

of his master. The latter walked on with swift

strides, and both were soon lost to theeyes of a

gendarme, who from his guard bos near had

kept his watchful eyes upon the two men with

curiosity to ascertain their motive in seeking

concealment in the dark covert of the roof that

projected over the pavement.

"Love, not murder," said the man, senten-

tiously, as he resumed his promenade upon his

" beat."

The young American ofScer having disap-

peared from the eyes of the Castilian and his

servant, walked on his way towards the river-

side along a narrow street, which was almost in

deep darkness from the height of the walls of

the houses on either side. Not a ray of the

moon fell upon its pavement; and not a light,

save one solitary glimmer from an obscure habi-

tation, was visible. Edward Clifford stopped

opposite this dwelling, which was one of those

French maisons—half shop, half house, so fre-

quent in this city. He tapped lightly at the

door, and the small lattice above was darkened

by a human head.

" Qui va la ?" demanded the man, in the voice

and words of a sentry, challenging.

"Me, Giberto."

" Ah, bueno ! I will come down and let you

in," answered the man, in Spanish but with a

Mexican accent; and the next moment the door

was unbarred and unlocked with no little bustle,

as if the inmate kept himself secured as if he

were in a castle.

" You keep np your old habits, Giberto, of

locking and barring, I see," said Clifford, as he

passed by a descending step into a low, dark

apartment that was strong with the smell of

fresh tobacco.

"Si, senor captain. It is hard to give up the

habits of an old soldier. Twenty years did I

serve in the castle of Chepultepec; and now I

am a quiet citizen and live peaceably in the roll-

ing and vending cigars. I must, nevertheless,

lock fast and strong. One feels safer, and can't

be taken by surprise by an enemy."

While Giberto was talking he was busily bar-

ring up the door again ; he then passed a chain

across the lock, having previously turned a mas-

sive key round in its wards. He then led the

way up a narrow si air, from which came the ra-

diance of a candle in the room above.

CHAPTER VL
INKLINGS OF LOTE ADVENTURES.

When Clifford had reached the room he sat

down upon a straw-platted chair which the Mex-
ican offered him, and then removing his bivouac

cap, he laid his guitar down aud glanced in-

quisitively about the apartment. It did not pre-

sent many objects to fix Ms attention. The

room itself was not more than four paces each

way, had rough walls—white-washed once, but

now brown with tobacco smoke, which seemed

to constitute its native atmosphere. A low cot

in one corner, a blue chest in another, a pyramid

of cigar-boxes in a third, and a pile of tobacco

in the fourth, completed the chief part of the

contents of the room. There was a little round

stone which served to hold a loaf of bread, a

coffee cup and a plate of garlic or tortillas—the

de'i7-is of which still remained upon it with the

candle, which was stuck in the muzzle of an old

pistol for a candle-stick, the muzzle being kept

upright by being secured in a block of wood.

A crucifix of black wood hung on a nail over

a leathern case that held a razor, which was

flanked by a bit of broken lookiug-glass. Above

the door was a rack or pair of beckets, in which

was swung an old musket, and above the musket

hung a huge broad-curved sword, such as are

used in the Mexican artillery. There was also

an ancient dagger driven strongly into the par-

tition by the side of the door, on which was sus-

pended a yellow Mexican uniform coat for a

sergeant's grade, and with it a belt and breast-

plate, on which was displayed the Mexican eagle

trampling upon a serpent.

" You still retain your old friends, Giberto,

and your little domicil looks as warlike as your

old guard-house used to."

"I don't know, senor, when I may get tired

of making cigars and being a quiet citizen, and

may want to take up arms again."

" You must get a wife, now, Giberto. Noth-

ing like a domestic partner to keep a man in

one spot."

The Mexican sergeant grimly smiled and

shook his head as he stroked his grisly mous-

tache.

" The women do for young men. I am get-

ting old, senor. Besides, I love my freedom.

What could I do with a woman ? I could not

sip my coffee in peace for her gossip. Besides,

I love to be alone ; with a wife always about,

one can never be by himself I don't want a

wife. They'll do for fools or young men! wo-

men don't understand old soldiers, and would

play the mischief with their comforts. Here

you see, I can sit up till midnight, and smoke

and he quiet till I feel like going to sleep;

whereas, if I had a wife, it would be, * Giberto,

hombre, come to bed ! Giberto, bruto, put out

the candle, I can't sleep ! Giberto,vilano, you

are stifling my nose with your smoking ! Gib-

erto ! Giberto ! Giberto !' Ah, senor capitan,

let us not talk of wives !"

The cavalry officer smiled and colored as he

said, gayly

:

"You are a woman-hater, I see, Giberto. We
won't talk about your wife, but we '11 talk about

miJie .'"

"Ah, bueno! with the greatest pleasure in

the world, senor ! You are young and should

take a wife. You can then mould and form

your habits while they are pliant, till you can

march together at lock-step without treading on

each other's heels ; but an old moustache can

never get into new habits. It is like breaking

his back."

" You are not old—not forty eight, Giberto ?"

" Fifty four last Easter eve, senor. Yet I am
not an old man; for I am strong as ever, save

the wound I got at the castle—it makes me limp

a little. Ah, senor, when I think of that day,

and how you saved me from the bayonets of the

two Kentucky grenadiers after I was struck

down, I feel that I can never forget you or feel

too grateful to you ! I would follow you to the

world's end ; for my life is yours !"

Here the stout soldier's voice was thick with

emotion ; and he laid his hand impressively

upon his heart, while his eyes looked gratitude

and devotion.

" You have returned it more than once, Gib-

erto," answered Clifford.

"I? no, senor! I have done nothing. It is

true I exposed myself afterwards by coming

secretly to your quarters in the city to see you

and thank you ; and for this when I was arrested

on suspicion of favoring the Americans, you ob-

tained my release, or I should have been shot.

But you came with an order from Governor

Quitman, and my prison doors were thrown

open. Ah, senor capitan, I am a rough soldier,

but I know how to be gratefal. And more,

when you found that my countrymen were my
enemies, and that my life would be forfeited as

soon as the American army should evacuate the

city, you promised me your protection in your

own land. And you have not falsified your

pledge. I am here in safety and doing well 1"

" I hope you make money, Giberto V
" Yes, I can't complain. Industry will bring

gold. I am content. You honor me by no-

ticing me ! This is twice you have visited my
poor shop. Did the cigars please you you had
from me last Tuesday !"

" They were the pure puros, Giberto."

"I know them to be excellent. They are

such as I make for Don Garcia. And he sends

his tobacco to me, which his servant gets, he

informs me, from an estate of his in Cuba.

There is not so good a judge of a good cigar or

cigaritto, as Don Garcia."

"Do you speak of Don Garcia de Armas?"
"Lo mismo, senor! That is his name. I

have never seen him. He buys through his ser-

vant, who is a Cuban, a man of shrewd wit, and
hath the learniog of a padre."

"Then you make cigars for Don Garcia,"

remarked or rather soliloquized Clifford, as if

he was reflecting what might be made out of

the fact.

"You have called here late, senor capitan?

It must be, at least I hope so, to get me to serve

thee in some way. Dost thou want gold? I

have a hundred onzas at thy service. Young
gallants sometimes miscalculate the depth of

their purses. My gold will be at good interest

with thee and safer than in my chest—fires, you
know, robbers, a hundred accidents—

"

" Nay, good Giberto, not gold. If I need it,

I will not fail Xo ask thee."

" Thou wilt do me a kindness if thou wilt."

"Dost thou know the history of this Don
Garcia?"

"Pieces of it, here and there, as the servant

chose to communicate."

"He is an exile, I learn, from Cuba?"
" Yes, sent from the island for being engaged

in the affair of last fall, which was nipped in the

bud by the United States squadron blockading

the troops on Cat Island. He was a leader in

the junta of conspirators; and his name com-

ing out, he had to fiy, only in time to save his

head, and after the captain general found he had

gone, he banished him in a formal manner."
" This I had partly understood. He has a

daughter ?"

" So I was told by the man ; but I have never

seen her."

"I have. Listen to a few words from me,

Giberto."

"A thousand, senor capitan. I see now that

the wife is coming !"

" Ah, I fear me not, Giberto ! I do not feel

so sanguine. But I wish to consult with you,

and therefore I called here. It was on the im-

pulse of the moment, finding myself near your

shop and seeing the light from the window.

You are discreet, sensible, wise and cool. This

noble exile has a daughter about nineteen years

old, as beautiful as a Madonna ! I have seen

her three times, and to-night, a fourth time had

a glimpse of her lovely person. You shall hear

how it was, and then, perhaps, you can be of

assistance to me in furthering my object, should

obstacles intervene, as is more than likely."

"I will aid you all in my poor ability, senor

capitan, either in carrying billets, or in carrying

her off," answered the soldier, as he lighted a

fresh cigar, though not without first proffering

one to his guest, who was too much in love even

to smoke.
" Four weeks ago, Giberto, I chanced to

lounge into the chapel of the old Convent des

Ursulines when mass was over. The church

seemed deserted, and I was walking round gaz-

ing at the pictures and paintings, when I saw

before a shrine of the Virgin a young girl kneel-

ing and praying from her golden missal. Upon

seeing me, she rose in some embarrassment,

blushed deeply, and threw her veil over her face,

but not before had I discovered it to be beautiful

beyond any female face I had ever beheld or

dreamed of. I stood entranced for an instant,

feeling all the blood in my veins rushing to my
heart. The superb grace of her movements as

she slowly retired, the undulating motion of her

floating figure, intoxicated my senses. As she

reached the entrance of the chapel, she stopped

to dip her finger in the font of holy water, and

turning, she faced the high altar, and gracefully

kneeling for an instant in homage to the image

of the crucified Saviour there enthroned, she

crossed her brow and bosom with the liquid drops,

and then disappeared from my eyes like a vision

when one is suddenly awakened. My first im- >

pulse was to follow her, to ascertain if so charm-

ing a creature had an earthly abode. I felt that

my happiness depended on seeing and speaking

with her, on loving and being loved. I hastened
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to leave the chnpcl, and as I ronched the door, I

saw on the pavement near the font whore she

hud kneeled, a glove of rose-color. I cnught it

up and pressed it to my lips with rapture, and

then gazing on the pretty toy, I saw that it had

a clasp of three small diamonds at the wrist. I

waa tempted to kneel where she knelt and to dip

my finger into the font where she hud dipped
;

bat I feared it would he sacrilege as I am not a

Catholic, and it would have been prompted more

from adoration of her than from pious senti-

menta."
" You did well, senorcnpitnn. Sacred things

aro too mysterious to bo treated lightly," ob-

lerved the artillery-man, devoutly crossing him-

self upon the breast of bis jacket, which was a

Bort of blue undress fatigue coat, a relic of the

past. "But pardon, senor !"

" I followed her at once to restore her the

glove, on the inside of the diamond clasp of

which I also discovered the name, " Gertrdde
DE AitHAS." This name I had heard onc«

before at a dinner-party, where some officers had

spoken of having heard of such a lady, the

daughter of an exile who dwelt very retired, and

was remarkable for her uncommon loveliness.

Upon gaining the street, I saw her followed by a

thin, tall, yellow slave, who had waited in the

vestibule for her to come out of the chapel. I

hastened to overtake her, which I did as she

stopped at a large green gate that opened into

the court of a Spanish house near the convent."

" The casa granda, senor. I have seen it and

know it from the servant's description
; and the

tall slave you speak of is the very Cuban who
comes after cigarittos. He is not a mulatto, but

I think partly Indian and Spanish Cuban. You
described him exactly as tall, thin and yellow.

But pardon, senor capitan !"

"While the attendant was applying a key to

the lock, I came near and presented her with the

glove, saying I had picked it up in the chapel,

and presumed it had been dropped by her. She

received it, Giberto, with a smile of ravishing

sweetness, and thanked me in a voice of the

most charming music, and added that I had

given myself a great deal of trouble to restore

BO trifling a loss."

" Then, senorita," said I, " allow me to retain

the glove, leaving with you the bracelet which

contains your name. The glove will be an in-

valuable treasure to me."

Upon this she looked prettily confused, and

seemed to hesitate whether to comply or not with

my bold request ; at length she said, smiling

:

" I fear, senor, you would value it lightly. I

think I will keep it ; or else if I give it to yon,

you will esteem it more than you ought, as we
are strangers."

" Strangers may become friends when they

know one another better, senora," I replied.

She then seemed to survey me comprehensively

from head to foot, as if she would see whether 1

ought to be encouraged, and then; as if satisfied

with this womanly scrutiny of my propriety, she

said, in the most gracious manner imaginable

:

" You are an American officer, senor?"
" At your service, fair senorita," I responded.

" My father has great respect for American

soldiers," she added. "If you think it worth

your while, he would be pleased no doubt to

cultivate your acquaintance."

" Excelente, senor ! This was acting like a

lady at once. None of your hypocrisy about

that. She liked your looks, capitan, and she

thought she should like to know more of you.

Commend me to her for a brave hearted woman."
" So I thought ; for there was no boldness in

this—but rather that frank, confiding manner
which enchants one in all Spanish ladies."

" Yes, Spanish ladies are more like true gen-

tlemen than any women in the world."
" Well remarked and truly said, Giberto,

There is a certain gentlemanly courtesy about

them that is very striking and captivating. They
seem to understand and have a fellow-feeling

with a true gentleman. I, of course, profoundly

thanked Donna Gertrude, and promised to do
myself the honor of paying my respects at an

early day to her father. Well, my good Giberto,

I could not sleep, you may be assured, that

night, for thinking of her. I thought over and
over again all that she had said to me, recalled

her beautiful face, her beaming smile, the splen-

dor of her eyes, the richness of her lips ; the

grace and charm of every word and movement."
" That's the witchery of these pretty women,

senor
! Let them once get their eyes upon you,

and you might as well surrender at once. Now,
a man, we can knock him down or bayonet him
if he looks saucily at you out of his eyes—but a

pretty lass! Ojala! the more impertinent they

look at you the more like a simple bubo a man
feels. I would rather meet a charge of infan-

try than bo in the power of three of these

pretty women 1 The saints preserve me from

them !" Here Giberto lighted a fresh cigar and

puifed away with a resolute expression about his

mouih, that seemed to say that ho would die

before he would yield to lo> diablitas. ' No wo-

man shall never rob me of sleep, senor, capitan I

Pardon !"

" The next day I arrayed myself with particu-

lar care and called at the casa of Don Garcia,

sending up my card. The daughter received

me with charming courtesy, and presenting me
to her noble-looking father, I was soon made to

feel perfectly at home. Don Garcia praised the

courage of our army in Mexico, the generalship

of our leaders, and praised our nation. He then

spoke of Cuba and Spain, and made allusion to

the probable separation of the island from the

regency of the peninsular throne. We came to

be very fair friends. The daughter was as radi"

ant as the star of the morning. She joined in

the conversation with an intelligence and wit

that surprised and delighted me. She sang for

me, with both harp and guitar. Our voices

mingled in the same dissolving notes. We bent

over the same page I I was in paradise. But I

will not annoy you, my worthy womanhater

!

I was invited by Don Garcia to repeat my visit,

especially as while I was there the French con-

sul called to see him, whom I knew intimately

;

and liis friendly recognition of me secured the

confidence I had gained as an entire stranger.

The next evening I called and became more

deeply in love still. I instructed her in the

more perfect pronunciation of my own language.

I related to her, at her request, scenes of warlike

adventure I had passed through in Mexico. She

discoursed to me of her native Cuba, and its pe-

rennial beauty, of its balmy air and sunny skies

;

but she sighed as she alluded to its degrading

position under the tyranny of Spain. I could

not but sympathize with her in all her feelings.

She perceived this, and regarded me with the

tenderness of interest I sought to awaken in her

heart. When I parted with her it was with the

exquisite assurance that there was kindled in

her bosom an answering warmth to the flame

that burnt in my otvn.

" Three days ago, I again met her. It was in

the chapel where we first saw one another. She
was kneeling before the Christ in the Garden.

I drew near and standing unseen gazed upon

her beautiful countenance which reflected all the

tearful grief of that sacred scene of agony. I

was deeply moved—rather, I confess, at her pure

piety than at the representation. Impulsively, I

knelt by her side ! I mingled my prayers with

hers from the same missal. We neither spoke

to the other. It was to her too sacred a time for

lighter emotion. I tried to worship, but wor-

shipped only her. At the close of the prayers,

she closed the book, and turning towards me,

regarded me through the glittering glory of her

tearful eyes with a grateful and pleased expres-

sion, which made me feel ashamed of myself for

not being what she evidently believed I felt.

We left the chapel together, and as she crossed

her brow with the holy element, I bowed my
forehead to receive from her hand the sacred

sign. It seemed to me to seal our hearts togeth-

er. From that moment confidence sprung up in

her heart and beamed in her eyes. When I

parted with her, it was with the aflFection of a

brother and sister rather than that of almost

strangers as we were

!

"Tonight I serenaded her, Giberto. And
she rewarded my devotion with this rose, which

she threw from the balcony." Here the lover

drew from his bosom the token and pressed it to

his lips, " Now, my good friend Giberto, I have

made thee my father confessor, because I have

seen that you listen well. I may need assist-

ance in this sweet affair, and now that you are

informed of everything, I can call on you if I

need any second person as confidant ; and love-

affairs, you know, can't always be carried on

alone. If I have to trust anybody, you are the

best man for me to confide in."

" I am at your service with tongue and sword,

pistol or pistolet, gun or gold, senor capitan,"

answered Giberto with emphasis. " Here is my
hand."

Clifl^ord returned the friendly grasp, and said :

" If I need you, it is first to ascertain all that

you can about the family of Don Garcia and the

cause of his exile. I would know more before I

would make an alliance that might not exactly

be proper for an American ofBcer, whose name

and honor is his all. Don Garcia seems a noble

gentleman, but I would know if he has borne

an untarnished name ; for the lady I make my
bride—though she be as beautiful as Donna Ger-

trude is—must inherit no stain. But this is in

confidence between us, Giberto."

" You are discreet, capitan. Every gentleman

should guard his own honor; and so, then, you

think that you must seek the hand of the lady '("

" 1 shall be wretched, if I learn that any grave

offence of the father will put a bar to my seeking

her as my wife."

" Then I hope there will be no obstacle, senor.

I fancy nothing beyond political opinions."

" I trust not. But not many years since a

noble of Spain arrived in this very city with two

daughters and a son, all three highly accom-

plished. It was said that he left his country

only for political offences. He was courted and

distinguished. His daughters married wealthy

planters and their son- was betrothed to one of

the fairest and highest born of our maidens,

when it came out that the noble had poisoned

his wife, and that these three children were the

illegitimate offspring of a wicked and beautiful

woman, for whose illicit love he had put his wife

to death ; and for this crime he had been ban-

ished. Therefore, one should he prudent."

"Just so," gravely answered the artillery-man.

He would have added more, but the voices of

two men beneath the window caught his ear and

arrested his tongue.

CHAPTEXi VII.

A 1>ESPERATE ENCOtJNTEK.

When Giberto had satisfied himself that there

were listeners beneath the window, conversing

in a low and suppressed tone, he very softly

opened the shutter and looked down. Cliff'ord,

at this moment, rose to go, saying :

"It is no doubt the watchman. It is time I

left you to your repose."

" Hush, senor ! I see them and hear them.

They are a cavalier and his man, by their ap-

pearance. They speak—listen!"

" He must have entered hereabouts," said the

voice of Tito. " I saw him come down this street

and suddenly disappear. There is a light above

our heads ; let us knock and ask."

" No, not so," said the Castilian. "If he is

not found to-night, he will be to-morrow. Let

us return to our vessel. I can easily ascertain

where he is in the morning."

" Ah, but senor, you must not think of killing

him ; leave me something to do."

" Themalditos !" ejaculated Giberto. "Dost

hear, Senor Clifford ? They are plotting assas-

sination of some one ! Thou shalt not go forth
;

it may be thee
!"

" Nay, I have no dread, Giberto ; no man is

my foe in the city, that I know of. These men

seem to be talking, if I heard disiinctly, about

some one who has injured both master and man.

That is not I, for I never laid eyes on the rogues.

Good night. My going out may keep them from

doing some one a mischief; for on seeing me
appear, they will take themselves off."

"Nay, then, I will accompany thee, if thou

wilt go," answered the old soldier.

" Keep thy house, brave Giberto. It is time

thou wert in bed. I fear no danger from any

man. Good night. When thou next seest this

Cuban servant, thou wilt put such questions to

him as will give me more knowledge than I

now possess, touching Don Garcia and his fair

daughter."
Thus speaking, Clifford descended the narrow

stairs which led to the shop below. Giberto

took down his artillery sword, put on his cap,

and went with him. As he was unbarring the

door, they heard the feet of the two men outside

quickly retiring,

" But thou shalt not stir with me," protested

the cavalry ofiicer. " Go in and go to bed," he

said, seeing that the old Mexican waa armed to

go with him.

" Be it so. I will stand here till thou hast

passed those two assassins."

" Adios, amigo," said Clifford, gayly.

" Va usted con Dios, senor capitan," respond-

ed Giberto, "If thou wilt call tomorrow eve-

ning, I will perhaps have further news for thee."

[to be contikued.]

THE GRAVE.
It buries every error—covers every defect, ex-

tinguishes every resentment. From its peaceful

bosom spring none but fond regrets and tender
recollections of the past. Who can look down
upon the grave of an enemy, and not feel a com-
punctious throb that he ever should have warred
with the poor handful of dust that lies moulder-
ing before him ?

—

Irving.
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GOLDEN GATE.
The splendid steamer

Golden Gate was built

by Mr. W. H. Webb, of

New York, and belongs

to the Messrs. Howland
& Aspinwall's line of

California packets. Her
route will be between
San Francisco and Pan-
ama, and she is pro-

nounced one of the most
complete and perfect

sea steamers yet con-

structed in this country.

Her lengrth on deck is

two hundrefl and seven-

ty feet ; breadth of beam,

forty feet; depth of hold,

thirty and a half feet.

She carries three masts,

with a topsail and top-

gallantsail on her fore

and main, and a spanker

on her mizzen, which,
~ without steam, would
prove sufficient sail to

bring her into a safe port

if her machinery should

give out. She is most
perfectly found in the

minutest particular, and
has challenged the ad-

miration of all nautical

men who have seen her

since her trial trip. She
is called the queen
steamer of the Pacific

route. The great im-

petus given to the ship

building interest by the

California trade is a

benefit which cannot be

taken from us by any
future fluctuations in

the value of gold. This carrying trade already occupies about
twelve hundred sailing vessels, and the passenger business

employs about sixty of the very best steamships. The short

space of lime in which these changes have been made give to the

movement an air of fairy enchantment; but, when we consider

thrtt the filling up of California, Oregon, and the North-AVest

coast generally, is inevitable, we cannot wonder that such fine

vessfla as the Golden Gate are required, and that their success

should be permanent as well as profitable.
. — —— < *.»^. .

L.AUREL HILL CEMETERY.
This beautiful "city of the dead," so faithfully rendered by our

artist, is situated on the Ridge Road, four miles north of Phila-

delphia, on the east bank of the Schuylkill. It is elevated about

ninety feet above the river ; contains about twentt' acres, the surface

of which is undulating, prettily diversified by hill and dale, and
adorned with stalely trees and luxuriant shrubbery. The irregu-

larity of the ground, together with the foliage, shrubs and fra-

grant flowers, which here abound—the finely sculptured and
appropriate monuments—with an extensive and picturesque

lew vet the Schuylkill—make the whole scene grand and
impressive in a high degree, comparing favorably with our own
sacred and beautiful Mount Auburn. On entering the gate, the

first object that presents itself to the gaze of the visitor, is a splen-

did piece of statuary, representing Sir Walter Scott conversing

with Old Mortality, executed in sandstone, by the celebrated

PACIFIC STEAMER GOLDEN GATE GIVING HER PARTING SALUTE OFF THE BATTERY, NEW YORK.

Thorn. The chapel, which i"? on high ground on the right of the

entrance, is a beautiful Gothic building, illuminated by an
immense window of stained glass. Laurel Hill is one of the very
first places usually resorced to by strangers in Philadelphia, the

reputation of its attractions having become world-wide, and daily,

the carriages of the wealthy may be seen winding amid the shade
of its solemn paths. This voluntary homage, paid to such a
beautiful "resting-place for the dead," appears to rise from a
natural expression of our be^t thoughts experienced at all times
and in all countries. Since the days when the widowed Arteme-
sia built the sumptuous sepulchre which commemorated the vir-

tues of King Mausolus, history is full of such evidences of grief.

King Mausolus is said to have expired in the year 353 B.C. ; and
his wife was so disconsolate at the event, that she drank np his

ashes, and perpetuated his memory by the erection of this mag-
nificent monument, which became so famous as to be esteemed
the seventh wonder of the world, and to give a generic name to

all superb sepulchres. Other famous mausoleums are the Mau-
soleum of Augustus, built by him in his sixth consulate, on the

Campus Martius, between the Via Elaminia and the Tiber. The
ruins are still seen near the church of St. Roque, and one of the

obelisks which stood before this superb building was found in the

reign of Pope Sixtus V., and placed before the church of St.

Maggiore. This mausoleum contained the ashes of Augustus,
Manellus, Agrippa, Germanicus, and of some later emperors.
The MauEoleum Hidriani is now the castle of St. Angelo, at

Rome. The Egyptian*
and the Greeks paid es-

pecial attention to these

memorials, and the in-

scription " Hospes As-
ia" is frequently found
in exploring the ruins

of their cities. The Ro-
mans had this custom
in the earliest times.

Afterwards, in the flour-

ishing periods of the re-

public, they burnt their

dead, and only burie

the ashes, collected i

urns (i/nifp). The an-
cient Germans buried
thtir dead in the groves
consecrated by their
priests. With the in-

troduction of the Chris-
tian religion, consecrat-

ed places were appropri-
ated for the purpose of

general burial ; and it

was regarded as igno-
minious not to be buried
in consecrated earth.

The deprivation of the
rites of burial was, there-

fore, part of the punish-
ment of excommunica-
tion. The Romans were
accustotned to provide
their sepulchres at least

with a stone, upon which
was inscribed the name
of the deceased, and the
wish. May he rest in

peace
(
Sit illi terra lei^x,

that is, May the earth

rest lightly upon him).
Amongmodem nations,

the Germans and the

English are the most
famous for cultivating rural cemeteries. But, since the consecra-

tion of Mount Auburn—"Sweet "Auburn—the subject of pro-

viding our cities with suitable places of repose for the dead has
awakened a poetic and prompt response in the American mind.
And, it is meet and proper that in such a battle of progress and
change, some " field of peace " for our departed friends should bo
appointed and held sacred from all worldly influences. It is well

enough for the traveller or the scholar to study the "nameless
monuments of nameless existences, long since gone out amid the

perpetual extinguishment of life," but it is better, far better, to

visit the hallowed ground where repose the mortal remains of our
kindred, and hold poetic converse with the beatified spirits of those

most cherished in the memory. Indeed, where could we find

more appropriate grounds than our solemn woods and forest

tracts ? It is here that the willow and the acacia intertwine their

melancholy offices of love over the loved and lot. It is here
that the eyes of grief may sparkle in the sunshine of hope, taking
example from the dewy fringes of clustering foliage. Chateau-
briand, afrer his visit to America, obserres :

—
" I have seen

memorable mi^numents to Crassus and to Cse-ar, but I prefer the

airy tombs of the Jndinns, those mausoleums of flowers and ver-

dure refreshed by the morning dew, embalmed and fanned by the

breeze, and over which waves the same branch where the black-

bird builds his nest, and utters forth his plaintive melody." Our
own writers, Joseph Story for instance, have inculcated similar

eentimenta. Laurel Hill Cemetery is natare and art combined.

ENTRANCE TO LAUREL HILL CEMETERY, ON THE RIDGE ROAD, NEAR PHILADELPHIA.
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[Written for CleoBon'fl Tlctorlal,]

THE IllCH AND THE POOR MAN.

DT jonn noeeELL.

Air.—YoT a' that irnd a' that,—Boenb.

la there for Tictlmed poverty

A thing men cull the kw?
Or is it for pnmpereU tyranny,

Which Clin a long purse draw?

For alt tliut and all that,

Our country free, and all that,

Hero " money makes the mnre to go,"

The gold "fl the man for all that.

What though no kings or lords are here.

And we can vote and all that!

There 's no equality, 'tla clear

The poor b no man for all that.

For all that and all that,

The empty boast nnd all that,

The rich man, thougK the greatest fcuavo,

Is king of men for all that.

Now aeo him with his golden store,

Ilis parchments, deeds and all that, .

lie's gone to rob the widowed poor,

And he 's a rogue for all that.

For nil that and all that,

For jury, judge and all that,

The rich man's wealth will gJiln the day,

The poor must suffer all that.

Here gold can bribe truth from its ahn,

The lawyer, judge and all that

;

The poor no sjmpatby need claim.

Since he 's deprived of all that.

For all that and all that,

For murder, rape and all that,

Gdid cheats the halter of its rights,

JAnd roba the poor of all that.

But let us pray that come it may,

And come it must for alt that,

"Wheu truth and right, not gold and might,

Shall rule the earth and all that.

For ail that and all that,

'T is hastening on for all that.

When knaves accurst shall bite the dust,

And justice reign o'er all that.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE MISER'S TREASURE:
—OR—

TEE GOLDSMITH OF FLOEENCE.

BY FRANCIS A. DURIVAGE.

" Deabest Giovanni," said a young and lovely woman as she

laid her soft white hand on the arm of a pale dark haired man,

some years older than herself, " why will you not go forth to-

night and refresh yourself with the cool breeze of evening 1 Look

how lovingly the sunset flush sleeps upon the fair bosom of the

Arno ; see how the myrtles are bronzed by the warm yet fading

light ; and mark how in the vaporous east the fair crescent of the

young moon hangs like a silver lamp, brightening as the day

declines."

" It is beautiful—beautiful, Antonia," replied her companion,

fixing his melancholy gaze on the external scenery. " The eve-

ning is lovely as thyself. But I must be no idler to-night. Life

is short, my Antonia; and my task is yet unfulfilled."

"What task, Giovanni? What are those secret labors that

tear you from my side each night 1 Why do you seek the mys-

terious interior of that dark chamber which I am never permitted

to penetrate? Ah! why toil so incessantly?"

" We are very poor, Antonia," replied the husband, sadly,

"Ah I poverty is not so hard to bear, methinks," said the

young woman, with a sigh. " I could bear it cheerfully, if I were

always permitted to bear it by thy side. Yet if thou thinkest

poverty so odious, why not abandon your mysterious and midnight

labors and pursue your own calling ? The craft of the goldsmith

is surely appreciated— it is liberally paid for—and the cunning

work of your hand rivals that of Benvenuto Cellini."

"Listen to me, d(?arest," answered the goldsmith. "Did I

work at my trade from day-dawn to sunset, I might indeed attain

what the world calls prospeiity. I might wear brave clothes;

you might rustle in satins or sweep in velvets
; we might fare

well— as well, at least, as any artist or mechanic."

" And what more do you wish ?" asked Antonia, softly.

"What more?" repeated Giovanni, with kindling eye. " Wliat

more, ask you? I will tell you. I am weary of this dull, unva-

rying toil. I was born for higher purposes. I would cultivate

this divine spirit within me which men call intellect. I would
ruffle it among ihe proudest of the land. The magnificence of

the grand duke should pale before the splendor of ray household.

I would build me on the banks of the Arno a palace of white

marble that should be the marvel of the world. I would lay out

gardens that would eclipse the bowers of Armida. My horses

should surpass the very wind, and their dainty feet that spurned

the ground should be shod with silver and gold. Music should

float in the very air about us ; the atmosphere should be heavy
with perfumes. My servants should be as sumptuously apparelled

as the satellites of kings ; and in the midst of this imperial mag-
nificence, you, my Antonia, my love, my life, my idol, should sit

enthroned, the central diamond of a circlet of gems. How like

you my ambition ?"

"Alas! alas! Giovanni, these are the dreams of madness.
You are grasping at shadows while the substance escapes you."

" Shadows I" cried the goldsmith, while a singular expression

played about his lips. " You little dream how near I am to the

realization of my dreams. Perhaps this very night, the dark

vault on which these chambers rise, may be the scene of triumph

to the alchemist."

"You are then an alchemist?" cried Antonia.

"Yes, dearest, and I have approached nearer to the discovery

of the great secret—the philosopher's stone— than anyof iho wise

and great men who have preceded me."
" It is this mysterious pursuit, then, that has kept us so poor ?"

asked Antoiiin, in a tone of wild reproach.

" Yes, dearest. Science is an exacting master; at times, I

have almost blasphemously termed it a devouring demon. But

what are a few handful of dross, thrown into a crucible, compared

to the power of transmuting all metals into gold. The mind

turns giddy in contemplating the boundless wealth I am on the

eve of grasping. But I have said enough, dearest
;
your tender-

ness has surprised me into premature confession. Hie you hence

now—to prayers, if you list, and then to bed, while I go to my
sleepless task. To-morrow I may awaken you with joyous news."

Antonia Colonna pressed her lips to ihe pale cheek of her

husband, and then tearing herself from his embrace, tearfully

withdrew.

" May the saints watch over us both to night!" ejaculated the

goldsmith. " May all good angels guard the slumbers of my
poor wife! Now to my task. The fire, fed with ray heart's

blood, is roaring in the furnace ; the spirits of the elements are

calling for their master. I come—I come!"

As he approached the door of his apartment, it opened, and a

little withered old man, tiembling with age and 'infirmity, and

poorly clad, made his appearance. Giovanni immediately recog-

nized Jacopo Lafonti, the owner of the house he rented, and that

next door which was occupied by the old man.
" What is your business, signor?" asked the goldsmith, in the

deferential tone one employs in speaking to his landlord.

" Matter enough," mumbled the old man. " There are strange

midnight doings here, master goldsmith, and the people of Flor-

ence say strange things of you. Lights are seen here at unusual

hours."
" Indeed !" replied Giovanni, with a sneer. " Is it so strange

then for an artizan to work late as well as early ?"

" Ah ! but the lights are not in your workshop, master Colonna.

People will talk. They say—he! he!—that you are in league

with the evil one. Flames of different colors are seen issuing

from your chimneys."
" Very likely, master Jacopo. I am a worker in metals, and

the filings and dross of metals consume with various colors. Is

that all?"
" No, no ; strange rumblings—strange reports have been heard.

I myself have felt the walls shake when you have been at work

there down in the cellar. Prythee, signor, will you let me visit

your vaults ?"

" Yes," replied the goldsmith, fixing his eyes keenly on his

questioner ;
" provided you will let me visit yours."

The old man turned deadly pale. After a pause, he resumed,

tremulously ;
" men say you practise the black art."

" And men say you are immensely rich," retorted Giovanni,

" in spite of your ragged garb and your niggardly housekeeping.

Come, come, neighbor, each of us has his secrets, let us keep

them to ourselves."

"With all my heart," replied the baffled landlord, glad to

escape the keen thrusts of his tenant. " And now to another

matter. Your rent is due to-night."

" Spare me till to-morrow," said the goldsmith.

" Have you no monpy ?"

" Yes, I have the sum you are entitled to about me, but—

"

he hesitated.

" Give it ! give it me !" cried the old man, vrith tremulous

eagerness, as he extended his thin, parchment-covered hand.

Giovanni, with a smile of scorn, dropped the ducats into the

extended palm.

"And now begone!" said the goldsmith, impatiently, "fori

must close my door and betake me to my work."

" 0, the ducats ! the dear, dainty ducats !" muttered the miser

—for such he was—as he hobbled away. " I would fain keep ye,

my angels, safe locked up in that subterranean paradise where so

many of your fellows sleep. But you are destined for one who

will not keep you long."

Thus muttering and babbling, he left the goldsmith's house,

and having tried his own door, and found it securely locked, he

hobbled away at a speed of which his thin and bowed form seemed

incapable. After traversing a few streets, he halted in the angle

of a square, where, beneath the shadow of a tall palazzo, stood,

or rather leaned, a figure, wrapped in a short cloak, beneath which

the slender scabbard of a rapier was visible.

"Is that you?" inquired the old man.
" Yes, 'tia I, uncle," replied the other. "Have you brought

the money?"
"Will not half the sum you mentioned serve?" asked the miser.

"No," replied the other, fiercely. "Look yon, uncle Jacopo,

tamper not with my necessities, or you will raise the devil within

me. You know that you are my debtor. To your hands ray

dying father entrusted my fortune. What have you done with it?"

"I have expended nearly every baioccho in your nurture, and

clothing, and education, Angclo," answered the old miser.

"It is false," retorted the young man. " You bred me like a

hound, and I gave you in my labor a full equivalent for the crusts

and scraps on which you starved me as no mendicant's dog was

ever starved. Since I have grown to man's estate, you have

doled me out, from time to time, a scanty pittance. I am weary

of this, old man. I have five craving senses that require lo be

fed on gold. My fortune is lying idle in your hands, I will have

it! not by beggarly instalments, but at once. Of that hereafter,

however. Count me out the ducata that you promised me this

evening, and rid me of your hated presence. Quick ! the gold!"

Reluctantly, and ono by one, as if each piece had been tho

coinage of his heart's best blood, the old miser counted out the

sum which he had just received from tlic goldsmith. Hastily

thrusting them into a purse, and the purse into his sword-belt,

the young man turned on his heel, and without bidding his rela-

tive good evening, strode rapidly away. Crouching in the shadow

of the houses, and stealing furtively along with the noiseless

and swift step of a cat, the old miser dogged his footsteps until

he saw him enter the door of a Casino.

" Yes, to the gambling table with my darling ducats !" he

muttered between his ground teeth. " I knew the purpose for

which he destined them. Curses on him. ! well, I am rid of him

for the present, at least, though at a rather dear price."

Retracing his steps at a more leisurely pace the old miser found

himself, before long, at his own door, which he unlocked and

passed, closing it again behind him. Groping his way up the

staircase in the dark, he entered a small cabinet, where he lighted

a single-wicker lamp, and proceeded to prepare his frugal supper,

a crust of bread, a little cheese arid a handful of raisins. As he

was occupied in despatching this repast, a sudden concussion

shook the walls of his house with a rumbling noise like the ex-

plosion of subterranean thunder. Alarmed at the occurrence, he

hastily caught up his lamp and descended to the cellar, unlocking

various doors that barred his progress, but forgetting to close

them behind him with his usual precaution.

The subterranean gallery into which the old miser descended

was flagged with stones, and in its centre was a large and care-

fully concealed trap door, which he raised by means of a hidden

iron ring. Descending the low stairway that presented itself, the

rays of his lamp fell upon a mass of objects that might well have

dazzled even a less covetous vision. There were heaps of ingots,

gold and silver coins of various ages, caskets of precious stones

—prodigious but not untold wealth everywhere. Jacopo knew

their exact value.

"All safe!" he mumbled, rubbing his hands; "all safel

Whether that concussion was the throe of an earthquake, or an

explosion caused by my beggarly neighbor, the half crazy metal-

worker, it has done me no harm. That Colonna is a dangerous

fellow, though he pays me well for that old tumble down tene-

ment. But pay me well, or pay me ill, to-morrow he goes. I'm

resolved upon't. I cannot live in such perpetual, fears. Some

night I might find myself and all my treasures flying through the

air on the reek of a furnace blast. Yes—yes, he goes
;
yes—^yes,

he goes to-morrow."

And mattering and mumbling to himself, he set down the light,

and drawing a low stool, composed himself to his daily luxury

of counting over his gold. This was an endless source of occu-

pation and delight, for no sooner had the enraptured miser gone

through with the inventory of his riches, than he recommenced

his grateful task, and thus wore away his long and useless life.

Some hours elapsed in this occupation, when the poor old miser,

rising from his task for a moment's breathing spell, beheld a

sight that almost froze his blood with horror. Behind him, in an

easy attitude, his arms folded on his breast, surveying with keen

eyes the glittering heaps before him, stood his wronged and spend-

thrift nephew, Angelo.

" Thieves ! robbery ! murder !" screamed the old man, as soon

as he could recover the powei of utterance.

" Peace, peace ! old man !" cried Angelo, scornfully. "You
do but waste your breath, for these walls have no ears, and the

blast of a trumpet would not reach to the upper air."

"I am ruined—undone!" cried the miser, wringing his hands.

" 0, for the love of Heaven! Angelo, how came you here?"

"By precisely the same road you followed, uncle," replied the

young man, coolly. " I neither came through the key-hole like a

spectre, nor descended the chimney like a sweep. The street

door gave me no trouble, for I have long possessed a key by

means of which I have been in the habit of visiting your house

during your absence. You may thank your carelessness, however,

for leaving the passage free to-night to this Golconda—this

treasury of treasures."

" And what want you of me, Angelo ?" cried the old man, in

a conciliatory tone. "But, stay, you can tell me that above

ground ; it is damp and unhealthy here."

" No place more fitting," replied Angelo, without moving a

foot, "for I came after money."
" More money ! I gave you a prodigious sum to-night."

" That is gone," replied Angelo, carelessly, " to look after

other sums that went the same way. Fortune has been cruel to

me. I must tempt her smiles with further offerings."

" I have nothing for you, Angelo, nothing. This wealth is not

all mine."
" True, by heaven !" replied Angelo, fiercely. "A part of it

belongs to me, and I have come to claim my share. Give it me
without more words."

"Not a ducat!" said the miser, resolutely. "Not a stiver!

Begone ! it is useless to importune me."
" Old man," retorted Ajigelo, " pause, reflect

; your life hangs

upon your answer !"

"Money is my life!" said the -wretched old man, "I cannot

part with it."

" Choose !" cried Angelo, flercely ;
" I am desperate, I tell you,

choose between your money and your life !"

There ensued a fierce struggle, for the old man found, at this

crisis, a strength of which his physical appearance gave no evi-

dence ; but if desperation renewed the vigor of his youth, so did

it increase the energies of his terrible opponent. Overpowering
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the fruitless resistance of Jacopo, the assassin rapidly drew his

rapier and passed it directly through his body. The mortal re-

mains of the dead miser fell with a dull sound to the floor. The
murderer deliberately ^Yiped the blade upon his handkerchief

which he threw from him, and opened his doublet to take breath

aft€T his bloody toil.

" No eye beheld the deed !" he said ;
" no eye will ever pene-

trate the dark mysteries of this charnel !"

Bat he was mistaken. Raising his eyes, he beheld within a

few feet of him, the pale face of the goldsmith, whose features

expressed a speechless horror.

*' Ha !" exclaimed Angelo. "A witness! Are you a robber

and assassin ? Half the deed is already done to your hand."

Giovanni stood speechless, and rooted to the spot.

" Speak !" cried Angelo, " if you are a man, and don't stand

glowering so at me, or af. that carrion. Hear me! you are un-

armed ; how I aru provided, let that gory corse tell. I would

make a bargain with yon. Be silent as to what you have seen,

and take freely of the wealth before you. I struck but to secure

my claim. I will take what is my own heritage and depart from

this accursed place forever. What say youT"
" Signor Angelo," replied the goldsmith, " my conscience is

neither to be bought nor sold. W^re I armed, I would arrest

you in this place of crime. As it is, I make no compact with

murderers !"

Angelo made no reply, but hastily gathered a mass of precious

stones and gold from the abundance that surrounded him. Hav-
ing secured this prize, he rapidly ascended the staircase. When
he reached the floor above, he turned, and called aloud :

"Master Colonna, adieu! You have rejected my offer—now
abide the consequence. Stey here and perish with the dread

secret jou surprised. This vault shall be your sepulchre. I

leave you with the dead !"

With these words he dropped the heavy trap, and the goldsmith

heard the bolts above shift into their plnces.

But Colonna was safe. He did not enter the fatal vault by the

pathway which the miser and his slayer had descended. An
accident had that evening caused an explosion, which had de-

stroyed his chemical apparatus and the interior of his laboratory.

He himself had escaped destruction by a miracle. Aft^r the first

agonies of despair had passed away, he began to search the scene

of the disaster, to see what articles of value had escaped the

wreck. In so doing he observed that one of the huge stones that

formed the partition wall between his house and that of the miser

had been displaced. Curiosity induced him to search further,

and by applying all his strength to a lever, he succeeded in so far

removing the stone as to obtain an entrance into Jacopo's secret

vaulted chamber. Guided by the feeble rays of a lamp, he drew

near it at the very moment when Angelo was in the very act of

murdering his uncle. What passed afterwards between them,

the reader is acquainted with.

The goldsmith was now left alone in the presence of the dead,

and of that vast treasure for which he had sacrificed his life. A
prey to conflicting emotions, his reason tottered. What course

should he pursue "? It was his duty to repair at once to the Grand

Duke, to recount the tragedy and denounce its author. But how
if he were himself suspected of the deed ! Angelo, too, would

unquestionably place himself beyond the reach of justice by

instant flight. If he were silent, the deed would never be

disclosed. The secret would remain undiscovered for ages.

But, then, this vast wealth, the raiser dying without heir, would

revert to the State. Of what importance would it not be to the

duchy ? What hospitals and schools would it not found 1 who
could eslimate its benefits to the artist, the artizan, and the poor

man"? Was it right that it should remain useless and hidden

forever ? " No !" was the mental reply of Giovanni to this ques-

tion, " this wealth must have a master, and why not I ? I would

circulate it with a liberal hand. What better almoner for bound-

less charity than one who has himself tasted the bitter cup of

poverty, ay, drained it to its dregs 1 The wealth of this wretched

miser would enable me to realize my wildest dreams— to do that

for my native city which Lorenzo the Magnificent has failed to

accomplish. The intellect—the will are mine—why should the

means fail me 1 It is resolved ; I will appropriate this m.astcr-

less hoard ; I will buy those golden opinions that poverty can

never command. The means of greatness lie before me—it

would he criminal to spurn them."

W"ith such sophistry did the goldsmith palliate his projects.

His mind made up, he instantly commenced the task of lemov-

ing the wealth of the old miser beneath his own roof. He had
nearly accomplished it, when on laying down a heavy sack of

gold, he beheld Antonia standhig before him in her night dress.

" I could not sleep," she said. "After that dreadful accident

—though you brought me the news you were unharmed—I feared

you would seek to renew your experiments. But what is this ?

Ton are pale and trembling. You were then more hurt than

you imagined."

" I am pale and trembling with joy—with joy, Antonia !" said

the goldsmith. " The dream of my life has been accomplished.

I have found a hidden treasure in a secret chamber of yonder
house. Look ! here is the entrance disclosed to me by Provi-

dence."

" 0, let me hasten and explore the scene of so much wealth,"

cried Antonia, springing towards the aperture.

" Stay," said the goldsmith, interposing, "there lies a mystery
yonder that you must not penetrate. There, too, is more wealih,

hut we have enough here to madden us. Aid me to replace this

stone. No one must guess that it hag ever been removed."
" But is this yours honestly V asked Antonia.
" There is no claimant for it, strange as it may appear,"

answered the goldsmith, hurriedly. "Did I not employ this

wealth, it would be lost forever ; vex not your pretty head about

our right, Antonia j it is ours, and to-morrow we will plan how

to employ it."

In a few days, all Florence rang with rumors of the wealth of

the goldsmith, Giovanni Colonna. It was rumored that he had

discovered the long sought secret of the philosopher's stoue, in

the pursuit of which he had consumed the best years of his life.

The church, richly endowed by the munificence of the more than

millionaire, bestowed her blessing on the donor. The artizans

of Florence, finding plenty of employment and liberal wages at

his hands, were loud in his praises; the artists recognized in him

a princely patron, and the Giand Duke, charmed with his wit

and in'.elligcnce and the beauty of his wife, gave the brilliant

couple a commensurate reception at his court. Even the great

lords condescended to recognize in him a worthy descendant of

the proud Colonnas whose present position was but a reassertion

of his ancestral claims. In the meantime, the mysterious dis-

appearance of old Jacopo had heyn noticed, and a search of his

premises made by order of the government. This event startled

and alarmed Giovanni, but the entrance to his subterranean

chamber had been so carefully concealed by the miser, that

nothing was elicited by the investigation. In a few days, too, a

body fished out of the Arno in a decayed state was pronounced

by some of the neighbors to be that of Jacopo, and as such was

interred. His house, the only property of which he was known
to he possessed, reverted to the Slate, and Giovanni, alleging a

natural interest in the scene of his successful scientific labors,

readily purchased it of the Grand Duke. Thus the dreadful

secret of the miser's fate and fortune was in his hands.

Giovanni and Antonia were now at the summit of fortune and

greatness ; but they soon experienced the sad and bitter truth

that wealth docs not confer happiness. They were far—far hap-

pier when struggling for bread in the old hired house, than in

their marble palace on the Arno. Then they were all in all to

each other; now a thousand distractions severed them. The
task of retaining popularity is a severe one. A thousand temp-

tation?, too, surrounded them. To these Giovanni seemed pecu-

liarly sensible. He fared more sumptuously than comported

with his health, sat later at table, and drank too deeply of the

intoxicating cup.

Among his guests was a lovely and widowed marchesa, who
had in former days inspired him with a transient passion. This

woman now renewed her flatteries and blandishments, and though

Giovanni merely played with her pretended passion, there were

not wanting those who, for purposes of their own, were willing

to persuade Antonia that her husband neglected her to bask in

the smiles of the peerless marchioness. Antonia resisted the

promptings of jealousy until artfully-fabricated proofs of her

husband's falsehood were adduced. Then all the frenzied feelings

of outraged womanhood were loosed. The one object of her

soul was to destroy the reputation of the man who hadwrongGd
her, and then die.

Hastily disguising her person, and masking her face, she

sought the Grand Duke, and in a private interview, denounced

Colonna as an impostor, and promised to disclose to him the

source of his prodigious wealth. The Grand Duke immediately

summoned his guard, and having ordered Giovanni to appear

before him, told him in a friendly tone, that having enjoyed his

hospit.ility in his splendid palace, ho -was exceedingly anxious to

visit the humble abode which had been the scene of his early

labors. The goldsmith reluctantly complied, for he never heard

his old abode alluded to without a thrill of terror, and accom-
panied the Grand Duke in his visit. The house was thoroughly

explored.

"And now," said the Grand Duke, "there is one more
apartment to be visited, of more interest than all the others

—

your laboratory."

" My laboratory, may it please your Grace," replied Giovanni,

"is dismantled."

" Never mind, Signor Colonna," answered the Grand Duke,
with a smile. " liuins arc often deeply interesting."

With a vague presentiment of evil, that ho vainly endeavored

to combat, Giovanni led the way to the subtcranean laboratory.

He did not notice that a masked female had been added to the

train of attendants.

" Is there no other issue from this room but that by which we
entered V

'•' None," replied the goldsmith, firmly.

The masked lady glided by him, as he spoke, and silently

touched one of the huge masses of stone. At a signal from the

Grand Duke, two soldiers advanced with the requisite tools, and
to the dism.ay of Giovanni, the stone was rolled back from its

place.

" It seems, signor," said the Grand Duke, eyeing him keenly,

" that I am better acquainted with the secrets of your house than

you yourself are. Enter, I pray you."

"No, no, my lord; ask me not," said Giovanni, trembling.
" I cannot pass that threshold."

The Grand Duke, with a frown, entered himself, followed hy
a part of his guard. In a fav^ moments his voice was heard
exclaiming

:

" Bring in the prisoner !"

" Prisoner !" exclaimed Giovanni.

He was instantly seized by two soldiers and hurried forv/ard to

the side of the Grand Duke, where a ghostly spectacle, the life-

less body of old Jacopo, met his eyes. A deadly pallor over-

spread his face, and at the same moment a piercing shriek burst

upon his ear. It came from the lips of the masked ft-male.

" This, then, is the source of your sudden fortune," said the

Grand Duke, sternly. "First murder, then robbery."

"I slew him not," said Giovanni. "I am innocent of his

blood. Another did the deed. I but profited by the' crime I

neither counselled nor committed."

The Grand Duke turned with a frown from his prisoner to his

accuser.

"Remove the mask, madam," he said. "You have nothing
to fear from the vengeance of this bad man—ho is in sure hands.
But I would fain know to whom the State is indebted for this

service."

The lady tore away her mask, and trampled it under foot.

The Duke started and the prisoner uttered a low moan, as they
both recognized the features of Antonia Colonna.

"Yes, my lord," she said ; "look on me well. Behold the

accuser—the murderess of her husband. He is innocent of mur-
der, I feel it, he is innocent. He could not have slept so peace-
fully by my side, if his hand had been stained by the blood of a
fellow-crcalure. I have wronged him. If ye put him to death,

ye will slay the innocent. O God ! God ! why did I lead
you hither !"

" Yes ; why, Antonia T' said the goldsmith, gently. "I have
never wronged you in thought or deed. It was to wreathe that

lovely brow with pearls, to encircle that slender waist with dia-

monds, to clothe that tender form in ermines and velvets, that

I spent the best years of my life in the workshop and at the fur-

nace. It was for your sake that I condescended to employ the

wealth that lay before me, without inquiring too scrupulously into

my right to it. And this is your return."

" Giovanni
! Giovanni ! evil tongues had traduced you—

I

listened to them."

" Had an angel wronged thy name, Antonia, I would have
turned a deaf ear to his charges."

" O, I am accursed !" cried the wretched woman.
" Not so, Antonia," said the goldsmith. " You have my full

forgiveness, dearest. Passion bewildered you—you knew not
what you did. For me, I am weary of life. I have experienced
its pleasures, and found them emptiness and vanity. What mat-
ters it bow soon I lay down my burthen 1 I would fain have died
with a good name—but that blessing is denied mc. It only
remains to expiate my errors by a Christian death."

Separated from his agonized and conscience-stricken partner,

Giovanni was thrown into prison. His trial followed closely on,
and he was condemned to die upon the scaffold. The friends of
his summer day of fortune fell away from him, and he was left

alone in his dungeon. But the consolations of a pure religion

sustained him through all his trials. His wretched wife daily

threw herself at the feet of the Grand Duke and implored his

pardon ; but the sovereign was inexorable. Giovanni had con-
fessed having appropriated the treasure of the miser, the pre-

sumption of his having murdered him wa5 sustained by circum-

stantial evidence : justice d;?manded his life.

On the appointed day, a solemn procession moved towards the

place of execution through the principal streets of Florence, that

were lined with spectators of the impressive scene. The prisoner,

with a firm step, walked beside a priest, surrounded by the ducal

guards. He was assured of having made his peace with heaven,

and had taken his farewell of earth. An incident, however,

occurred to shake his equanimity. His heart-broken wife, during
a halt of the solemn procession, broke through the line of troops,

and throwing herself upon his bosom, sobbed as if her life were
gushing out at her eyes. It was found impossible to separate

them. Even the hardened officials were melted at the spectacle.

The citizens of Florence were in tears. Among them was a
young man who had just rushed out of a gambling house, wild,

haggard and unshaven.
' What is this V he asked, of a bystander. " Whom are they

carrying to execution 1"

" You must be a stranger in Florence to ask that," was the

reply.

" I am. I have jast returned from a long absence. The mo-
ment I arrived I went to yon accursed table, where I have passed
two days and nights, and lost every ducat I had in the world.

Who is yon criminall"

"It is Giovanni Colonna, the goldsmith of Florence, who is

condemned to he beheaded for murdering old Jacopo Lafonti."
" He is innocent!" exclaimed the young man, with an oath,
" The court think differently," answered the Florentine.

"What ho! there!" cried the young man, bursting madly
through the guards. " Release the prisoner—or at least arrest

me and take us both before the Grand Duke. Colonna is as

innocent of the murder as the babe unborn. I alone am guilty.

I am the murderer !"

A terrible commotion now ran through the crowd at this

extraordinary conf^rssion. The ofHcers hesitated, at first, as to

their duty, but the clamors of the populace were imperative, and
so Giovanni, instead of being conducted to the scaffold, found
himself, still sustaining his weeping wife, hurried in the direction

of the ducal palace, where Angelo, confronted with his sovereign,

took upon himself the full burthen of the guile. He was com-
mitted to prison, to which Giovanni was also remanded. In a
few days the murderer, in the presence of all Florence, paid the

penaUy of his guilt, while Giovanni Colonna, set at liberty by
a full pardon, resumed his early occupation, and, profiting by
the severe less jn he had received, discarded those wild projects

of ambition which had so nearly brought him to the scaffold.

His professional skill, now concentrated, made him the most
renowned artizan, as the devoted tenderness of his lovely wife,

made him the happiest man in Florence.

IGNORANCE.
The truest charactera of if3:norance

Arc vanity, ami pride. am.i ;urogance;
As blind nieu use to we^ir their noses higher
Than those who have thtjir eyes aaU sight entire.—Bittler.
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MISS CATHEBINE HAVES.
This distin^-uished vocalist, so well known ns

the " Tho Swiin of Erin," and who hiis lutcly

anivt'd in this country, i^ nt once cstiihlishing

her riplit in this land to the liit;li cn4i>niium,s

rendered to her by the Enf;li>»h prcH.s. Our iirtist

has auized upon the opportuniry of prcHrntinj^T '<*

nil one of the best tind most striking likenesses

wo have yet printed in these pages. The Lon-
don critics style her the queen of the concert

room, nnd speak in the most enthusiastic termH

of " the beautiful shake, clenr, thrilling and bril-

liant, with which she is gifted." The London
Musical World thus disconrseth relative to her

departure for this couniry:—"That Catherine

Hayes will take Yankee hind by storm, we have
no doubt, and wirh fair play for the Irish prima

donna, we prognosticate a:^ resounding nnd legit-

imate succi'ss for her as was ever earned for a

singer. Catherine Hayes hascluinis to the favor

and countenance of the Americans, to which few

others have any pretensions ; she is Irish, and
that is enough to make her obtain a very cead

millafaUtlit' of a welcome. May her successes bo

intermi'iablc, and may the bright star of Erin

shed a light and a glory from North and Snuth,

throughout the great Western Continent. Abovo
all, may she not be lost in ilio prairies, or de-

voured in the eflTulgence of one of Barnum'a
comets ; but return to us light in heart, weighed
down by dollars, with her voice beautified and
ripened by Columbian gales." A few years

have only passed, says the Dublin University

Magazine, since Miss Hayes may be remembered
in Dublin, a fair and gentle girl, receiving musi-

cal instruction from Signor Sapio, singing with

hiiii at the Anacreontic and other societies, nnd
exhibiting on every re-appearance increased

purity of style, refinement of taste, correctness

of ear, and volume of voice. The committee of

this society expressed their approbation of thia

remarka'ile improvement by a proportionably

rapid increase in the amount of her salary— the

inexperienced vocalist herself, then unconscious

of her powers, receiving with blended bewilder-

nieat and delight this proof of her onward pro-

gress in the art she loved. Catherine Hayes is

a native of Limerick, having been born at No. 4 Patrick Street,

in that city, where she resided with her mother and sister up to

the period of her departure for Dublin, to be placed under the
tuition of Signor Antonio Sapio. The development of her musi-
cal talent was early almost without precedent. From her child-

hood she exhibited a precocity of vocal powers that excited
astonishment and admiration, and won for her the generous pat-

ronage of the late Bishop of Limerick, to whose warm and liberal

encouragement she owes the eminence she has gained. In some
respects, Miss Hayes is said to actually rival Jenny Lind, and
indisputably so as it regards the pathos and feeling with which
she renders her role. Jenny astonishes and draws forth raptur-
ous applause \ Catherine delights and touches the heart to its

most perfect tenderness.

WINTHROP LIGHT GUARDS.
The view presented herewith was sketched by our artist on the

spot, and represents the Eastern Railroad Depot at Salem, as it

lately appeared when the Salem City Guards received the Win-
throp Light Guards, of Boston. The Light Guards were com-
manded by Capt. Cassell, and were on a military excursion for
drill and exercise. They left Boston for Lowell, where they
wore the guests of the Lowell Mechanic Phalanx, which corps
escorted them to Ctimp Mas-iaic, and dined there. In the after-

noon, ihey left for Salem, and were received at the depot and
escorted through the principal streets, and both companies left

in a steamer for Lowell Island, where the Guards encamped. On
the following morning, the Guards left for Marblehead, and were
received by the Marblehead Light Infantry. They returned to

the city, via Salem, the same evening, and express themselves
highly pleased with the courteous treatment they received.

PORTRAIT OF MISS CATHERINE HAYES, THE SWAN OF ERIN.

THE HUMAN HEAD.
Among men there is a great variety to be observed in the

forms of the head. Every race has its peculiar characteristics in

this respect. In proportion to the size of the brain the size of the
cranium is augmented, and what is called the facial angle in-

creased. Look, for instance, at the head of a man and the head
of a brute. In the head of a quadruped, the eye is above tlie cen-
tre ;

whereas the eye of the intellectual man is at or below the
centre of the head. Socrates, Bacon, Buchanan, Hippocrates,
Sir Walter Scott, and other men of high character, had the eye
below the centre. Man combines by far the largest cranium with
the smallest face; and animals deviate from these relations in
proportion as they increase in stupidity and ferocity. The same
may be said of men generally. The Carib has the lowest facial

angle—the smallest forebniin in proportion to his bulk of face
and body—and of all races, he is perhaps the most stupid and
ferocious. Next to the Carib, if not lower, is the New Hollander,
who lives on slugs, grubs and roots, which he digs out of the
earth with his hands. The Caribs regard their low foreheads aa
something beautiful, and even take pains, by artificial methods of
compression, to make them still flatter; in which they are imi-
tated by the " Flat headed Indians." These savages fix the ten-

der infant on a kind of cradle, where his feet are tilted above a
foot higher than a horizontal position ; his head bends back into
a hole made on purpose to receive it; when he bears the chief
part of his weight upon the crown of the head, on a small bag of
sand, without being in the least able to move himself. Blumen-
bach has reduced the species to five—the Caucasian, or white

;

the Mongols, or Turarts ; Negro, or black ; the American, or red,

and the Malay, or tawny. But there are many sub-varieties of
these races. The Caucasian, to which we belong, is distinguish-

ed by ft high development of brain, large facial

angle, fair complexion, and superior capacity
for civilization. Nearly all the fjreat men who
ever lived, belonged to this variety of the race.
The great empires of the earth have been found-
ed by them; the civilized people of ancient
Egypt were wbite« ; the Chaldean, Perf-ian, Gre-
cian, AsHyrian and Roman empires were all

built up by men of the Caucasian blood. The
head nnd face of rncn and women of this variety
—the finest spci.-imens of which to this dav are
found in the countrien about the Caucasus, as in
Genrgia and Circa.ssia—conform the most with
our ideas of beauty. White people have distin-
guished themselves in all climates. They are
intelligent, enterprising, hardy and indufitrious.

It seems to be their destiny to occupy the world,
and to subdue it; for they are, year by year,
spreading themselves rapidly in all the quarters
of the earth, planting the germs of future em-
pires; and the weaker races degenerate and
finnlly disappear wherever they go. The Mon-
golians are known by their high cheek-bones,
flat faces, narrow and oblirjue eyes, straight
black hair, scanty beard, and olive complexions.
Their heads are smnller, lower, and more t'Ian(>

ing than those of Europeans. Great empires
have been founded in China and Japan by this
race, but they remain stationary in point of civ-
ilization. In ancient times, they more than
once united under one leader—such as Attila,
Zengis and Tamerlane—and slaughter anrl de-
struction have everywhere followed in their
train. But their conquests have never been at-

tended by any changes or institutions capable of
benefiting the human race. The Negro variety
is distinguished by a narrow, contracted, slant-

ing, arched forehead, small facial angle, project-
ing cheeks, thick nose and Hps, prominent jaws
and retreating chin. There is, however, great
difference in negroes, some being very much sn-
peiior in organization to others—the Kaffirs be-
ing the finest race; the Bosjesmin and the ne
groes of the Bight of Benin being about the low-
est specimens. Some of the negroes of Senegal
and Gambia are extremely handsome in person
and features ; and setting aside the prejudice

against their color, they would be admired in any European
country. But this race of men has as yet done nothing for civili-

zation. From time immemorial they have been stolen from their

own country, or sold by their own countr3men, and carried away
into slavery. Men, with any large force of charactT, or power of
brain, could not thus have been treated for centuricg. The abo-
riginal Americans are distinguished by their broad faces, promi-
nent cheek-bones, short flat foreheads, and red skins. They are
warlike and ferocious, but often possessed of manly virtues and a
fine sense of honor. Civilization has made no progress among
them ; and they disappear before the inroads of the white men.
The Malays, or South Sea Islanders, have narrow faces, bottle

noses, small foreheads and tawny .skins. Some of them—as the

natives of New Zealand and New Guinea—are inconceivably fero-

cious ; others—as the natives of the Sandwich, Friendly and Fee-
jee Islands— are kindly dispositioned, generous and affectionate.

They, too, are rapidly disappearing before the white men. Among
Europeans, there are great differences in the forms of the head.

German heads have a tendency towards the globular form— many
of them are high and broad behind, resembling the Turkish head
in this respect. The heads of the Genoese, and still more re-

markably those of the Greeks and Turks, are completely globular
in their form. The Russians and Poles are very much contracted

in the orbits. The heads of Erenchmen are large in the lower
and anterior part—welldevcioped, as the phrenologists would
say, in the lower faculties. The heads of Italians generally are
very finely formed. Englishmen's heads are of all shapes, but

they are generally well-developed in the anterior and upper re-

gions. Scotchmt^n's heads are large—as an illustration of which
may be mentioned, that the Scotch regiments require larger fized

shakos ; and English hat manufacturers find it necessary to make

WINTHROP LIGHT GU^tio3, Ow ROST^w. RETNO Rv^ktveD AT SALEM BY THE SALEM CITY GUARDS.
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VIEW OF THE COTTAGE MADE FAMOUS BY THE RESIDENCE OF THOMAS MOOREj ON THE BANKS OP THE SCHUYLKILL.

larger sizes of hats for the Scotch markets. The heads of the

Southern Irish, of the old Milesian race, are round, well-formed,

and rather small ; whereas those of Anglo-Scottish origin in the

north, are large and tall. Most men of intellect and genius have
big heads. Brougham, D'Israeli, Bfulwer, Carlyle, have large

developments. Joseph Hume, we understand, has a block made
on purpose for himself, on which his special hats are modelled.
Bentham was in a similar predicament. Napoleon, Cromwell
and Wellington had large, finely-developed heads. Scott, Goethe
and 8hakspeare were distingui^hel by the ample size of their fore-

heads—in them, "the dome of thouyht, the palace of the soul."

The force of men, their weiiiht of character, generally depends
upon their size of brain. Though size is not the only and exclu-

sive condition of power, it is certainly one condition and a most
important one—especially size in the frontal region. The brain
may be small, bat ac-

tive ; and acti\ ity, to

some extent, mikes up
for size ; but there will

not be the same power.
JeiFrey had a small
brain, but it was a very
active one ; and the bulk

of it lay in the forehead.

Y'ei, as a reviewer in

Blackivood has clearly

shown, Jeffrey's forte

was cleverness, and he

wanted poicer a.xid weight

of intellect. The heada
of men are bigger, and
their brains weigh heav-

ier than those of women.
Tiedemann, who was an
opponent of Phrenol-

ogy, gave the average
weight of the m ale
brain as 3 lb. 2 oz. to 4

lb. 6 oz.; and the aver-

age weight of the female

brain as 2 lb. 8 oz to 3

lb. 11 oz. He says: " I

never found a female

brain that weighed 4

lb." And he also adds :

" There is undoubtedly

a very close connection

between the absolute

size of the brain and the

intellectual powers and
functions of the mind."
A curious mistake was
made by the sculptor of

the Venus de Medicis.

The head is too small

for an intellectual being

;

and the Goddess ofLove
is represented as being
anjdiot! The idea of
the'sculptor was to give
grandeur to the figure.

MOORE'S COTTAGE.
The engraving sketched by our artist here, is one of much pic-

turesque beauty, and gives a very fair idea of American scentry

of this character. It is from real life, and represents a cottage

upon the banks of the Schuylkill, at which place Tom Moore,
when in this country, wrote a poem. The scene is taken above
the Columbia Bridge, and embraces in the view an accurate out-

line of the present appearance of the scene, forming to our eye

a very beautiful and interesting rural picture, situated amidst
scenery of a most bewitching character. This particular spot has

the additional charm of being connected with the fame of Moore.
His writings while here partook of the brightness of our conti-

nental skies, and his political squibs, especially, had great effect

upon the corrupt administration then ruling rampant in England.
The indulgence of satire in his rhyming correspondence also

made "some people" tremble in Washington. The scenery of
the Schuylkill has challenged the powers of many great minds,
and produced some beautiful poetry; but the description by
Tyrone Power, the actor, is usually considered the best, although
Moore's lines are very fine and flowing.

ENCAMPMENT OF GIPSIES, NEAR THE ELYSIAN FIELDS, HOBOKEN, N. J.

GIPSY ENCAMP3IEKT.
Our artist has sketched for us a scene which represents the

gipsies as they appear in Hoboken, N. J. They are encamped a
little west of the Elysian Fields, and their arrangements are as

simple as those of the western Indians—a small tent constructed

of hoops, with the ends stuck in the ground and canvas covered
over them. They travel from place to place in a covered wagon,
and on arriving at a suitable spot—which is such a one as they

are most likely to find custom by telling fortunes—the small

tent is struck and a fire

built by which they cook
their meals and await

the arrival of such joung
persons as are desirous

of a peep into futurity.

These gipsies consider

themselves of Egyptian
descent, and prestrve

among themselves their

own language, and have
their own king and
queen, and adhere to

rules laid down by them.
They are still to be

found in tribes scatter-

ed throughout all Eu-
rope, living a roving

life, continually moving
from one place to an-

other. There are seven

in all of these at Hobo-
ken, and they are only
remaining there to re-

ceive the rest of their

tribe, whom they expect
to arrive in this country

to rejoin them ; they
have a strong repug-
nance to living as a civ-

ilized people do ; and
when told that in time

they would find a more
hospitable and honor-

able employment, and
be enabled to live in a
more comfortable man-
ner they expressed no
desire for such. At pres-

ent they are exciting

much interest at Hobo-
ken, and many go over

from New York to see

them daily, and to get

from them a supposed
knowledge of futurity.
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[^Pi-Ittun for Glcafloii'B Pictorial.]

TflEOEPHAN BOY'S PKAYER:
—OR—

THE PEEJUKED WITNESSES.

BT STLVANDS COBBj Jit.

CHAPTER I.

Night had drawn her curtain over the earth,

but still it brought no gloom—no datkncsa. In

the cloudless, slar-gcmmcd heavens dwelt the

bright full moon, and from her " sweet silver
"

face the great I AM seemed to look forth in

smiles upon his created world. A soft zephyr,

bearing upon its bosom praises from a thousand

flowers, and made musical by the notes of the

nightingale, played o'er the face of nature with

a gentle power, while the pearly dew glistened

in the mellow beams of the night-queen, like

diamonds in their setting of green jasper.

A small village, nestled among fresh-crowned

bills, had sunk into quiet repose, and save where,

by the gate of a neat white cottage, stood a youth

and maiden, the gardens and greens had been

left alone by tlie sleep-seeking villagers.

I said a youth and maiden stood by the gate
;

perhaps it would be better had I said a boy and

girl, for not over fifteen summers could have

smiled upon them. But there they stood, and

they had both been weeping ; and as the moon-

beams struggled through the deep foliage above

their heads, the girl had nestled her face within

the bosom of her companion, while the fountain

of her grief burst forth afresh.

" Come, come, dear Cora, wipe the tears from

your eyes, and let me see you smile ere I go

from your side. God will return me to you

again, and then we will be happy."

"I will smile, Henry. There! God bless

you."

As the gentle being spoke, she looked up

through her tears and smiled. It was a heavenly

smile for one so young, and to the youth it sent

a thrill of purest joy.

" Thank you, dear Cora," he said. " That

smile will make me happier. Now I must go,

for I cannot stay here another night. Perhaps

we are too young to talk of love, but still I feel

that I do love you as truly and tenderly as the

human heart can be capable of. We have been

playmates together, and I trust that when we are

older we shall come together for life. You will

be faithful to me, Cora."
" Yes, yes, Henry."

But why need we draw the picture further.

Young as were those two hearts, they beat with

a strong and earnest devotion to each other, and

they each felt that their devotion was to be as

lasting as it was pure and heart-felt. The first

flame that burns upon the altar of the soul's

affection, can never be entirely extinguished.

Years may roll over its smouldering embers, and

its fires may grow dim and low, but they can

never become utterly cold. The human heart

may bear upon its tablets the memory of a thou-

sand ties of friendship and regard, hut its first

love will always hold its impress there !

Henry Williams was yet a boy, but he had

lived long enough to see the last earthly remains

of his father and mother laid beneath the gieeu

sod of the village church yard, and he had been

left with nothing but his own hands and health,

with which to overcome the trials and wants of

earth. lu his native village, he could see no

hope of success, for he was too poor ; and more
than once had he been turned coldly away on

that account. One tie, and only one, bound his

heart to the place of his birth ; and that was the

love he bore for the genile Cora Clifford. They
had been playmates together, though the father

of Henry had been but a hired laborer on the

farm of Deacon Clifford ; but though the sire had

worked and toiled in his service, still he felt no

sympathy for the son ; and when, by accident,

he discovered the warm afi^ection that existed

between the youth and his daughter, he turned

the poor lad coldly from his doors, and forbade

him ever to enter them again. That was a

severe blow upon the tender heart of Henry
Williams, but he made no answer in reply, only

he hastened from the house to hide the tears that

the ill-treatment had started forth, and from that

moment he was determined that he would leave

the place, trusting that at some future time he

might be enabled to take a stand that should

entitle him to tlio respect of tho^e who now
looked down upon him so scornfully-

Henry pressed the fair Cora once more to his

young bosom, and imprinted one more kiss up-

on her brow; then ho seized his bundle and

turned quickly away from the spot. He dared

not look back, for he would not have Cora sec

his tears, but he heard her fervent " God bless

you/' and with a comparatively light step he

hastened on. At length ho stood upon the brow

of the hill from whence he could take the last

view of the theatre of his boyhood's scenes.

There lay the quiet village, with its church

spire pointing up towards licavcn, while around

were gathered the cottages of those who were

soon lo be far distant from him.

Por a moment he stood thus, and then, while

a holy light in-adiated his countenance, he fell

upon his knees, and clasping his hands together,

he murmured :

"My Father in heaven ; 0, give me strength

to do my duty truly and faithfully. Wilt thou

be with me under trials and afiliclions, and

should a better day dawn upon mc, wilt thou

then keep me in remembrance of thy goodness.

Through all my journeyings in life wilt thou be

my guide and my support, and lead my feet in

the way of our Lord and Saviour. Deliver rac

from all temptation and evil, and to thee will I

return my thanks both night and morning."

When the youth arose to his feet he felt

strong and happy. Simple as had been his

prayer, it sent a new hope to his soul, and a new

set of feelings and aspirations seemed to have

started up within him, and swinging his bundle

over his shoulder, he started once more on his

way.

Amid all the petitions that went up on that

night to the throne of grace, there could have

been none which sounded more clearly through

the realms of heaven, or which came from a

purer source, than did the orphan box's

PKAYEK.

CHAPTER 11.

For four days did our youthful hero trudge on

his way towards the city of Philadelphia. He
found kind hearts on the road, and on his arri-

val in Westchester he had the good fortune to

fall in with an old Quaker who was going to the

city on the next day, and after hearing the boy's

story he ofiTered to give him rest for the night

and a ride in his wagon on the morrow. This

off'er was joyfully accepted ; and when Henry

laid his head upon his pillow that night, he be-

gan to feel that there was much of humanity yet

in the world.

The sun had hardly peeped up over the tall

trees when the old Quaker started off upon his

trip. For a long distance the youth and his

kind host rode on in silence, but at length the

old man rather abruptly asked :

'* What does thee intend to do in the great

city, my young friend V
*' I do not know yet," returned the boy, in a

frank, honest way ; "but I think I can easily

find employment."

"What would thee say to entering the office

of an eminent lawyer'?"

" If he would take me, I should like it above

all things," answered Henry, while a flush of hope

overspread his handsome features, and then, as

a shadow flitted across his face, he added, "But

I have no recommendations."

" Yes thee has."

" Who can recommend me'?'''

" Myself, boy."

"But you do not know me."
" Boy, I heard thee pray this morning. When

thee thought that no ear save thy God's heard

thy prayer, I was listening. I will place thee in

the care of my friend, and I will lend thee money

when thou necdest it."

Henry would have spoken his thanks in words

had he been able, but the deep feelings of his soul

were too overwhelming for that, and his grateful

tears told the whole ; and during the remainder

of the ride, the old Quaker endeavored to im-

press upon the youth's mind the necessary course

to be pursued in steering clear of the shoals and

quicksands of the metropolis.

The kind old man was as good as his word
;

and on the next morning, Henry found himself

duly installed into the office of Ashley Beau-

champe, Esq., one of the most prominent lawyers

of the State, and at the end of a month from

that time he w^as taken from the situation of

" runner," and placed in the somewhat responsi-

ble office of copyist, where he bad more lime to

read ; and having free access to Mr. Beau-

champe's library, he turned his spare moments to

good account. Thus passed three mouths ; and

during that time the lawyer had so learned to

love and respect hia prot&je that he took him to

his own house to dwell, but as yet he had never

thought of giving to the youth any regular

course of study, partly because he thought he

was not old cnougli, and partly because he ap-

preciated his beautiful and rapid penmanship too

highly to take him from the copying desk ; but

a circumstance was about to occur that was des-

tined to make a vast change in the horizon of

his future prospects.

An old man named Brown, had died over a

year before without leaving a will, and had left

a vast bulk of wealth behind him. Hia wife had

died some years previous, and he left an only

child, a son twenty years of age, as the legiti-

mate inheritor of his estates ; but a number of

avaricious relations, who had long looked with

longing eyes upon old Brown's wealth, deter-

mined to possess themselves of it if possible
;

and to this end they told and maintained the

story that the pretended son was, in fact, no son

at all, but merely a poor boy whom Mr. Brown

had adopted in his infancy ; and to maintain

their position, they hired an old woman to per-

sonate the young mail's mother, and also a man
to swear tliat he worked for Mr. Brown at the

time when the child was adopted. These two

wretches were well drilled in the parts they were

to perform. They were taken to the house of

the deceased and shown over the premises, and

as the dwelling was much retired they hoped to

be the better able to carry out their baac designs.

The physician and the nurse—the only two peo-

ple who could have sworn to the true birth of

young Robert Brown—had been dead several

years, and, save the common impression among
the neighbors, no testimony could be brought

forward to prove the legitimacy of the supposed

son, while the heirs presumptive seemed to have

it all their own way.

The scoundrel relations, after they had suffi-

ciently trained their principal witnesses, placed

the case in the hands of two eminent counsel, and

the thunder-struck Robert, hardly realizing the

baseness that was at work against him, secured

the services of Mr. Beauchampe and his colleague.

Many times did Robert visit the office ; and on

every occasion, Henry Williams heard every

word that passed, and feeling a lively interest in

the young man's ease, he very naturally set his

wits at work to dive into the intricacies of the

suit.

No legal documents had been left by Mr.

Brown which had the slightest bearing on the

ease—the birth of Robert had never been entered

on the town record, nor could any clue whatever

be obtained to substantiate a defence against the

relations. The case looked indeed almost hope-

less ; but it at length came before the court, and

on the morning of the trial Mr. Beauchampe

desired Henry to accompany him and take exact

notes of the evidence.

The counsel for the plaintiffs stated his posi-

tion, and informed the court that his clients

were legally entitled to the property of Mr. Al-

bert Brown, deceased, as he should proceed to

prove that the youth calling himself Robert

Brown was in no way related to him, but merely

a dependant upon his charity, who had been

adopted by the deceased out of benevolence.

First an old woman, who gave her name as

Margaret Fulierton, was called upon the stand.

She testified that twenty years before, on the

fourth d;'.y of August, she had given birth to a

son in Norristown—that she kept the boy one

year, and then, on the death of her husband, she

started on foot for Philadelphia, wirh the child

in her arms. On her arrival in the suburbs, she

became exhausted and sought the house of a

Mr. Albert Brown— she had no means of sup-

port, and Mr. Brov/n asked her if she would

give up her child to bis care and keeping. The
witness stat.f d that she was loth to part with her

son, but as Mr, Brown promised to bring him up

well and educate him, she at length consented to

do so, and furthermore she. promised him that

she would never claim the chiid as her own, nor

would she ever speak of the matter to others.

In return, hov.-ever, she received a written ac-

knowledgment from Mr. Brown, certify big to

the reception of the child, and pledging himself

to treat it as though it were his own blood. She

had oficn seen her son since that time, but had

never allowed her maternal feelings to belray

her relationship to him. The young man called

Robert Brown—the Fame now in the room—is

my son, whom I left with Mr. Albert Brown,

nineteen years ago.

The paper of which she spoke was here pro-

duced and compared with known letters of Mr.

Brown, and none hesitated in pronouncing it to

have been written by the same hand that penned

the letters. It was dirty and disfigured but still

the writing was perfectly legible, and was dated

"August 29, 1815." Mr. Beauchampe took the

paper and Iianded it to Henry to copy, and then

began to cross-question the witness, but in no

case could he make her contradict herself. It

was proved beyond a doubt that she had onco

lived in Norristown, and that she had lost her

husband there, and that about nineteen years be-

fore she had come to Philadelphia, and it could

not be (/i-iproved that she had brought an infant

with her.

At this stage of the proceedings, Henry left

the table and stepped around to where sat Rob-

ert Brown, and after whispering a few moments

in his car, he laid his finger very significantly

upon the dcfendent's right arm, just above the

elbow, whereupon Robert signified a token of

assent, and Henry went back to his seat. The

eagle eye of the old witness caught the move-

ment.

"Mr. Beauchampe," whispered Henry, "ask

her if she took the sole charge of her child for

one year."

Mr. Beauchampe asked the question, and re-

ceived a decided " Yes."

"Ask her if she remembers a large mark upon

the body of her child," continued Henry in a

whisper.

The question was asked, and while a peculiar

twinkle played in the small gray eyea of the

witness, she replied :

" Yes, sir."

" Where was it?"

" I think it was upon the 7'ight arm, just above

the eHjow."

" You are sure of this mark existing some-

where, are you?" asked Mr. Beauchampe, ap-

parently somewhat chagrined at the promptness

of the last answer.

" Yes, sir," replied the beldam, with a trium-

phant look.

The lawyer turned towards Henry, as much as

to say, " what next ?"

"Let her go now, but keep hernear at hand,"

whispered the boy, while a look that Mr. Beau-

champe could not fathom dwelt upon his fea-

tures. It was a look in which triumph and pride

were equally mingled.

" Are there any paper-makers in this city,"

asked Henry, as the witness left the stand.

" Yes," replied the counsel.

" Then you had better summon two of the

most popular ones, for I think you may prove

this paper (holding up the pretended certificate

of Mr. Brown) to be several years younger than

it would appear from the writing."

Writs of subpccna were immediately filled out

for two extensive paper manufacturers and plac-

ed in the hands of the sheriff; and in the mean-

time an ill-looking fellow, named Roger Finney,

was called to the stand.

Finney gave his evidence with a degree of

straight forwardness and impudent self-conceit,

which, if it did not prove its truth, at least

evinced a great deal of study and confidence.

He testified that sometime during the latter part

of August or the first of September, about nine-

teen years ago (he never expected to be obliged

to testify under oath to the time, and so had it

not fixed very firmly in his memory), he worked

three months for Mr. Albert Brown, and while

he was there, the woman who had just left the

stand came to the house one night, with an in-

fant in her arms, and begged for shelter—and

his further tesiimony went to corroborate the

statements of Margaret FuUerton.

Mr. Beauchampe cross-questioned this witness

severely, but all to no purpose. He seemed to

be well acquainted with all the matters and cir-

cumstances whereof he spoke, and evinced a

thorough Jinowledge of Mr. Brown and his gen-

eral character. It v/as furthermore proved that

a young man of that name had at som.c former

time lived v/ith Mr. Brown, but, save the wit-

ness's own statem.cnt, no clue could be obtained

to the exact date of his services with the de-

ceased.

" Ask him what name he has passed under

during the last ten or twelve years," whispered

Henry, as he touched Mi". Beauchampe upon the

shoulder.

The old lawyer looked at the face of his young

clerk, and the expression which rested there

gave him a new hope, and turning to the witness

he put the question.

Finney stammered and trembled.

" Tell the truth, sir," thundt-red Mr. Beau-

champe, now fully aroused to a sense of the van-

tage he had somehow gained through the aid of

his faithful boy.
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FiBney looked first at the excited cross ques-

tioner, and then at the expectant relatives. The

latter were evidently in no very enviable state of

mind, for the sweat stood in huge drops upon

their brows, and they trembled even worse than

did the witness ; but he, feeling that too much

hesitation would be worse than the truth, replied,

while he strove to regain his former composure :

*' I have been by the name of Jack Collins."

"And what was that for V
" Wliy, you see about twelve years ago, I got

into a bit of a row an* was lugged before the

court, an' as I didn't like to give my real name,

I told 'em my name was Jack Collins, an* so 1

kept it after that."

" By giving your real name, then, you were

fearful of injuring your reputation," said Mr.

Beauchampe, with a smile.

" Yes, sir," answered Finney with a look of

offended dignity.

" Just read that," said Henry, as he handed

his patron a folded paper.

Mr. Beauchampe took the paper and began to

read. Gradually his countenance lighted up,

and when he raised his eyes from the document

he glanced around upon the plaintiffs with a look

of triumph that made them start.

" Brush your hair back from your right ear,"

said he to the witness.

Finney turned pale as a ghost—supposing a

ghost could look dirty and greasy—and seemed

disinclined to obey ; but a call for the sheriff

soon started him to his senses, and he pushed

back his shaggy, sandy locks, revealing to the

court and jury an ear from the top of which a

piece about the size of a York shilling had been

clipped.

" Now," said Mr. Beauchampe, "may it please

your honor and gentlemen of the jury, I hold in

my hand a document which will at once settle

the business with this witness. It has been ob-

tained of the captain of our marine corps at the

navy yard, and is the description of a deserter

from the barracks at Brooklyn, N. Y., which has

been filed in our yard nearly eighteen years."

He then proceeded to read the paper. It

stated that the man, Roger Finney, had deserted

on the 25th of June, 1816, after having served

two years and four months ; and the description

given was exact in every particular as corre-*

sponding with the appearance of the witness,

making allowance, of course, for the effects of

age and dissipation.

" Thus you will see, your honor, and gentle-

men of the jury," continued Mr. Beauchampe,

as he handed the paper to the judge, " that the

witness could not have been in this section of

the country within over a year of the time to

"which he testifies. I shall seek no further to

question him or his testimony, for you can see

that he has been bribed to perjure himself. Your

honor might hand him over to the sheriff's dep-

uty for the present."

The counsel for the prosecution made some

lame objections to this summary method of dis-

posing of their witness, but the court ruled them

out, and Mr. Beauchampe was allowed to call

for rebutting testimony against Mrs. Margaret

FuUerton. He stated that he had two witnesses,

well known to the court and jury, one of whom
would remain outside till the other had given

his testimony, and neither of whom yet knew

for v/hat purpose they were called. Thereupon

Mr. H , one of the most influential citizens,

and an extensive paper manufacturer of the city,

was called upon the stand.

" Mr. H ," said Mr. Beauchampe, as he

handed over the certiScate which the woman
testified had been given to her by Sir. Albert

Brown, nineteen years before, "will you exam,

ine that paper?"

Mr. H took the paper, and as the date

struck his eye, a perceptible smile passed over

his features.

" How long ago was that paper manufactur-

ed'?" asked the counsel.

" Not over ten years at the furthest," replied Mr.

H , and at a request from the court he went

on and explained the various improvements in

paper-making during the last twenty years, and

also showed to the judge and jury how he was

enabled to tell so exactly as to the time when
the bit of paper in his hand was calendered.

The other witness was now called, and his

testimony was as clear and precise as had been

that of Mr. H . He stated that the paper

could not have been made over ten years, even

were it as old as that ; and his reasons embodied

the same description as had already been given,

except that he went rather more particularly into

the peculiai-itics of the various kinds of wii'e-

cloth upon which, the pulp is first formed into

sheets.

Young Robert Brown was then called before

tlie court, and both his arms bared to the shoul-

ders, but no such mark as the old woman had

testified to was to be found !

It is hardly necessary to add that the case was

soon given to the jury, and that they immediate-

ly returned with a verdict in favor of Robert

Brown. The chagrined relations were dismissed

with a most scathing condemnation from the

court; Mrs. Margaret Fullerton was admonished

to mend her ways, and Mister Roger Finney

was delivered over to a sergeant and a file of

marines.

CHAPTER HI.

On the next morning after the trial, Mr. Beau-

champe entered his oflice and found Henry al-

ready at his desk. For several moments he

regarded the boy in silence ; but at length, while

a look of deep respei^t, mingled with a kind of

paternal pride, rested upon his features, he said :

" Henry, I wish you to tell me in what man-

ner you discovered those circumstances with re-

gard to yesterday's trial, which you must be

aware, carried the case, and which had escaped

the penetration of older heads.

" Why, sir," returned Henry, as a deep blush

suffused his handsome face, " from the first mo-

ment that I heard Mr. Brown freely explain the

matter to you, I knew that he was wrongfully

beset by villains. I was confident that he was

the son of the named deceased, and I felt sure

that innocence could be protected. I knew that

your business was pressing, and therefore I set

about the work of bunting up the truth. Your

library has afforded me a knowledge of many of

the intricacies of legal affairs, and my sympathy

added to my—

"

" Ambition. Speak it out, Henry."
" Yes, sir, you are right. It u-as niy ambition

that led me through the task. For four succes-

sive nights I hunted around through the lowest

haunts in the city, endeavoring to find out some-

thing about this Finney. On the fourth night I

swaggered into a low sailors' drinking-house, on

the Delaware side, and after looking about for a

few moments I asked if Finney had been there.

" ' Do you mean old Roger?' asked a half-

drunken sailor, who had been sitting back at the

end of the bar.

" Yes," I told him.

" He then made some observations about old

Roger—his shipmate as he called him—and end-

ed by asking him to treat him. I told him that

I did not wish to drink, but that if he was a ship-

mate of Finney's, I would lend him half a dollar

in welcome. He was overjoyed at the reception

of the money, and immediately ordered a bowl

of hot punch, which he carried to a table where

we both sat down. As the hot beverage began

to warm bis head, his heart was also opened and

his tongue loosened, and by dint of a good deal

of cross-questioning, mixed up with such jokes

and pleasantries as I thought necessary to smooth

the matter over, and make it appear that I knew

as much as he did, I succeeded in pumping out

all the information I could possibly want. I

learned that Finney had broken jail in Canada

—that he had enlisted in the marine corps, from

whom he had deserted, and that most of the

time since then he had sailed under the name of

Jack Collins. From this information I was as-

sured that a severe cross-questioning would

break Mr. Finney down ; but when I called at

the commandant of marines' office and learned

the particulars of the desertion, and also was

kindly accommodated with the documentary

evidence and description of the man, I found

that with regard to him, at least, we were all

safe. The woman's evidence I knew nothing

about until she delivered it, but when she did so,

I knew she was lying, and from the confident

manner in which she told her story, and from

the wickedness which sparkled in her small gray

eyes, I knew that she would be reckless enough

to fall into a trap. "When I stepped to the side

of Mr. Brown, I saw that the woman's eyes were

upon me ; but pretending not to notice it, I

asked the defendant if he had ^ny mark upon

either of bis arms. He told me he had not, and

then bidding him make a sign of assent, I laid

my finger upon his right arm, just above the

elbow. The bait took as I had expected. With

regard to the paper, that is a curious coinci-

^ dence. Only about a week ago I finished read-

ing a work which I found in your house, pub-

lished by John Dickinson & Co., of London, on

the Rise, Progress, and Improvements of Paper

Making, and th.e moment you placed that forged

certificate into my hands, the idea struck me to

examine its quality ; and that examination con-

vinced me that the paper could not have been

made so long ago as nineteen years. The rest,

sir, you know, and I hope you will not be of-

fended at what I have done. I thought several

times of stating to you my belief, but I was

afraid you would think me presumptive, so I

went to work alone, and when I had succeeded

so completely in my endeavors I must own that

I felt a kind of desire to— I—

"

" I see it aU, my dear Henry," exclaimed Mr.

Beauchampe, as he started forward and seized

the youth by both his hands, while the warm
tears of gratified pride glistened in his eyes.

" You wished to enjoy the triumph which so

justly belonged to you, and honorably, nobly

have you done it. Go on, go on, ray son, and

the country shall yet be proud of you. But

here," continued the old attorney, as ho handed

to Henry a sealed note, " is something which

will show you how highly your services are

valued."

With a trembling hand Henry broke the seal,

but he could hardly believe his senses when he

beheld notes to the amount of two thousand

dollars, accompanied by the following lines :

" Henry Williams i—The within is but a

small mark of the love and esteem I have learned

to feel towards you. The services you have done
me I can never repay ; for you have saved me
from a condition to which death would have
been preferaule. It is my desire that the within

amount should be used for your education, and
I feel confident that Mr. Beauchampe will give

you every advantage necessary to your progress.

A friendship thus begun, must cease but with
life. My home is always yours, if you will but

accept it. Yours,
Robert Brown.'*

For several moments after Henry had read the

note, he gazed vacantly upon its face, but gradu-

ally the letters and lines grew indistinct, his lips

quivered, his bosom swelled with a powerful

emotion, and bowing his head upon his desk, he

burst into tears. The tenderest spot in his whole

heart had been touched by the angel's wand, and

the fountain of a gratitude which words might

never have uttered, burst forth in a flood that

washed away forever all darkness from his soul.

At that moment the old Quaker, who had

bx'ought Henry to the city, entered the office.

The story was soon told to him, and stepping

forward he laid his hand upon the boy's head,

and raising his eyes towards heaven, he uttered:

" God bless thee, Henry !" Then turning to

the attorney, he continued : "Ah, friend Beau-

champe, I knew thee would find bim a noble

boy; for when I heard that prayer which he

made on the morning when we started for the

city, I knew that his heart was in the right

place !"

CHAPTER IV.

Seven years passed away. The flowers had

faded and died—then bloomed and withered

again, but still the air that moved amid the foli-

age in front of Deacon Clifford's cottage was

laden with their gentle perfume, and the jas-

mine and woodbine had spread out their sweet-

scented arms to lend their fragrance to the charms

of the spot.

It was a bright afternoon in summer. Cora

Clifford sat beneath the arbor in front of the

porch of her father's dwelling, engaged in pick-

ing in pieces and dropping at her feet the honey-

suckle which grew by her side. The beautiful

girl had grown to a most beautiful woman, and

as the dark lashes of her tearful eyes almost

rested upon the lily surface of her cheek, she

looked full as lovely as did the blooming, blush-

ing flop/ers that raised their heads about her.

By her side stood her father, as cold and stern as

ever. There was a frown upon his brow and a

curl upon his lip.

"And £0 you have received another letter

from that quondam, boyish lover of youis."

Cora looked up reproachingly into her father's

face, but returned no answer.

" I thought," continued he, " that seven years

would have effaced the image of the penniless

youth from your mind, but as matters stand

now, you will have to subject yourself to the

course of disciphne I have marked out. Weal-

thy suitors are even now sueing for your hand,

and I cannot stand your foolishness any longer.

I tell thee, child, you must make your choice

from among them."

Cora threw her arms around her father's neck,

kissed him, and then wept. Tins was an argu-

ment against which the old man could offer no

response, though he had a thousand times re-

solved never to he put off so again. He was
getting old—Cora was his only child, and he
really loved her, and so he turned away, with a

firm resolution that the iiext time he broached
the matter, he would be as unmoved towards
her as ever.

The sun had reached that point in the heavens
where it marks objects in long shadows on the

greensward, when a superb and costly travelling

carriage, drawn by a span of noble gray steeds,

drew up at the deacon's gate. An old gentle-

man, whose locks were just beginning to frost

beneath the winter of years, was assisted from
the carriage by a young man, who had alighted

first. The two gentlemen were met in the gar-

den walk by Deacon Clifford.

" Clifford !" exclaimed the elder of the two
travellers, with a joyful expression, extending

his hand.

"Ashley Beauchampe !" uttered the host, in a
tone of both surprise and delight. " You have
at length thought of youi' old friend. And is

this your son V
"Not quite a son, and yet more than a son.

Mr, Williams, Mr. Clifford," Beauchampe said.

"Not the Mr. Williams who has just gained
the suit against the State in favor of the

Association"?" uttered the old man.
" The same," returned Beauchampe.
" This is indeed an honor," said Clifford,

shaking the young man warmly by the hand.

"But come," said the host, as there happened
to be a flagging in the conversation, " you have
not seen my canary, my robin."

Beauchampe looked around the room.
"0," uttered Clifford, "I mean my daughter

—my Cora. Ah, she has grown to be a beauti-

ful woman, Ashley."

"And not married, yef?" said the old judge,

while a quiet smile played around the corners

of his mouth.

"No, no," Clifford returned, half sadly. "That
is her only fail— But never mind ; she is a
good girl, and you shall see her."

As he spoke he left the room, and in a few

moments returned with his daughter.

" Cora, this is Judge Beauchampe—he who
used to dandle you upon his knees when you
were a child."

Cora greeted him kindly.

"And this, my daughter, is Mr. Williams,

whose name you have so often read in connec-

tion with the great State trial."

Cora stepped Ijghtly forward, and with a

bright smile extended her hand. In a moment
that smile faded from her cheek, and she' trem-

bled like the troubled aspen. Her eyes met
those of the man before her, and the soul-cher-

ished dream of years flitted with a blinding

power before her.

" Cora," said the young man, in a soft, musi-

cal tone—a tone that had thrilled thousands to

the very heart—while he pressed the trembling

hand he held.

The fair girl read her whole future fate in the

simple tone that fell upon her ear, and uttering

the earthly name which dwelt nearest her heart

—"Henry V—she laid her head upon his bosom

and thanked God in tears.

"Hen^-y Williams! " uttered the astounded

deacon, as he stood like one thunderstruck, gaz-

ing first at the happy pair, and then at the judge.

" Then you know him," quietly remarked

Beauchampe.

Clifford would have spokf-n, but the memory
of the past bound his tongue in shame, and he

feared to meet the gaze of the youth whom ho

had once turned unfeelingly from his doors,

" Come, come, my old friend," said the judge,

laying his hand upon the old man's shoulder,

" be a man. God gave me no children by birth

but he gave me a noble son by adoption, and

you can make him happy. He is well worthy

of her. I know it all."

Clifford struggled a moment with the mortifi-

cation that burned within him, and then stepping

forward, he took the young man's hand, saying

as he did so:

"Henry—let the past be forgotten, and if I

have ever wronged you, may this act atone for

it all."

As he spoke, he took the hand of his daugh-

ter and placed it within that of Henry, and then

added

:

" There, my children, may God bless you and

make you happy."

EKVY.
With that malieinan t envy which growa pale

And Bicben.=;, even if a friend prevail ;

Whir-h merit and success pui'sues with hatfi.

And damns the worth it cannot imitate.— CkitrckiU.
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GRAND YACHT REGATTA OFF COWESj ISLE OF WIGHT^ IN THE BRITISH CHANNEL.

THE YACHT A3IERICA.

"We here present our readers two elegant nautical scenes, one
representing the yacht regatta whic;h took place at Cowes, in a
trial of speed between the splendid yacht America, and several

well-known British yachts; the other represents this beautiful

craft, which has won for American naval architecture such fame.
She was designed and constructed by Mr. George Steers, of the

firm of Messrs. G. & J. R. Steers, of New York, who are now on
a visit to England in the yacht. To the talents of this builder the
New York Yacht Club are indebted for several of the specimens
which grace their list ; among which we may name the sloop Syren,
of 85 tons; the schooner Cornelia, 90 tons; Sybil, 58 tons;
Cygnet, 52; Coquille, 37 ; several of the celebrated New York
pilot boats; the W. G. Wagstaff, 104 tons, supposed, to be the

fastest vessel of her time; and subsequently the well-known Mary
Taylor, of 72 tons, the smartest vessel in the United States.

The America belongs to the New York Yacht Club, and is,

according to American register, 171 tons ; she is owned by J. C.
Stevens, Esq., the Commodore of the New York Yacht Club,
and by Messrs. C. A, Stevens, H. Wilkins, and J. B. Fiulay.
She carries three standing sails, viz., jib, foresail, and main-'
sail; the foot of the latter as well as of the jib laces to the
boom; she also sets a main gaff-topsail. Her foresiay is very
stout, and is the principal support of the foremast. The internal

arrangements of the America are in a chaste and elegant style,

with a due regard to comfort. The fore-cabin is 21 ft., by 8 ft.,

with 14 berths (seven on either side) for the crew, besides state

cabins for the master and mate. The cook's department is apart,

between the fore and after cabins. The fore-cabin is ventilated by
a circular skylight, 3 ft. in diameter. Between the galley and
main-cabin there are also two large state-rooms ; there are also

two other state rooms, a pantry and wash-room. The cock-pit,

as it is termed, is a circular opening abaft, of 30 ft., circumference,

from which is the entrance to the main cabin. On the starboard

side is the bathroom, and on the opposite is a clothes and wine
room ; and under the cock-pit is the sail-room. The main-cabin,

or saloon, is fitted with sofas, of mahogany and velvet, corre-

sponding furniture, with a splendid carpet. Lockers extend ihe

whole length of the cabin, with plate-glass panels. The internal

decorations are Chinese white and gold, with mahogany reliefs.

On deck, by the mainmast, there is a break, which gives the ap-

pearance of a raised quarter-deck; the bulwarks are but 14 inches.

THE CELEBRATED YACHT AMERICA, OF THE NEW YORK YACHT CLUB, WINNER OF THE PRIZE OPEN TO ALL NATIONS.
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FREDERICK GEEASON, PROPRIETOR.

MATURIN M. BALLOU, EDITOR.

CONTEITTS OF OUR NEXT XUMBEE.
"The Absent Bridegroom," a tale, by Miss Carolinb Ornb.
" The Greek Pirate." a sea sketch, by Stlvanu3 Cobb, Jr.
*' A.B& Knollins's Adventures, " a Bketch of humor, by the Old 'Us.
" Fortune Telling,'' a story, by Geo. Canning Hill,
" Those Ancient Uhapel Bells," a poem, by E. Summirs Daka.
"The FalFe Spirit," stanzas, by Hamilton G. Boeoig.
" The Maiden's Choice," versea. by Psrsa G. Lewis-
"God seen in all things," poem, by Charlotte Allbk,
*' The Poet's Delight," in verse.

ILLTTSTEATIONS.
An engraving will be given of the immense Tent that waa pitched on

Boston Common, and in which over three thousand guests of the city sat
down to a Bumptuoua repast on the occasion of the Grand Jubilee.

A picture of the reception of President Fillmore at the line, on his arrival
to join in the railroad festivities, when two thousand troops and many citizens

in cavalcade and otherwise assembled to welcome the President of the United
States to the capital of the old Bay State.

An engraving of the President's arrival and reception at the Revere House,
his quarters during the celebration

;
giving the immense Square before the

hotel, and the multitude that gathered on the occasion.

A picture of Dover Street in all its regalia, as dressed for the three days'
jubilee. The inhabitants of this street excelled themselves in their liberality

and the elegance of their taste as displayed in the decorations.

An engraving will also be given of the City Hall, with all its transparencies,
fiagp, mottoes, and general decoratioiip, as it was dres^sed in honor of the
railroad carnival, at the time the grand procession was formed.

A grand and superb picture of the entire Procession which was four miles
long, representing its military escort, its guests, the trades as they were
represented in the line, the societies, the schools, and in short, a facsimile of
thia splendid and unequalled pageant, given in a style of artistic excellence
which we have not before accomplished, the engraving covering two entire
pages of the Companion, and fonuiug one of the largest and most perfect wood
engravings ever worked in this country.

A picture will also be given of the Procession as it appeared on its passage by
oar office on Tremont street.

An engraving of the interior of the preat Tent on the Common, at the time
when the President and Lord Klgin were dining there with over three thousand
gueets from far and near.

A view of the opening scene of the Grand Junction Railroad, at which the
PreMdfDt of the United States and the Mayor of Boston officiated before the
Tost multitude.

A fine Harbor scene, giving the S. S. Lewis and other steamers, and the
Revenue Cutter, etc , that contained the President and suite and other guests
on the occasion of the grand water party on the 18th ult , a portion of the
amusements and ceremonies that were most cordially entered into and enjo>ed
by the hosts of strangers from Canada and elsewhere, who were the guests of
the city.

We shall thus give the public a perfect map in the form of a series of superb
pictures of this famous and never-to-be-forgotten Yankee celebration.

TRAVELLING AGENTS.

We wish to say, once for all, that there is no travelling agent

employed or recognized by us for this paper. We are constantly

receiving letters stating that the writers have subscribed to some
of these travelling swindlers, and asking us why the paper is not

sent. Now let people be on their guard; enough money has been

thrown away, we should think, to satisfy any person. If you
wish for the paper, enclose the money direct to the office of publi-

cation, and there can be no mistake
;
give to a fellow who assumes

to be a travelling agent and you run the risk of being swindled

out of the money. It is now a number of years since we have
been fully satisfied that it was only a humbug to countenance

travelling agents for newspapers, and we, therefore, do not nor

ever shall employ them upon this paper or any other.

Miss Martineau.—Dr. Bushman, of Edinburgh, hag pub-

lished a conclusive refutation of the atheistic and egotistic work
lately put forth by this lady and Mr. Atkinson. Of the latter,

Douglas Jerrold is said to have remarked that the sum of the

doctrine was contained in the formula, " There is no God, and
Miss Martineau is his prophet."

Postage.—The rate of postage on the Pictorial Drawing-
Room Companion to subscribers, is five cents per quarter for any
distance not over fifty miles from Boston; over fifty and not
exceeding three hundred miles, ten cents; over three hundred and
not exceeding one thousand miles, fifteen cents per quarter.

Gliason's Pictorial.— VTe have before u3 " Qleason's Pictorial Drawing-
Room Companion," done up in true Boston style. It is the only pictorial
weekly of note published in the United States, in convenient form for the
parlor or the drawing-room. Aa a family companion we recommend it to all.
Siiteeu pages of more interesting matter are seldom printed for S3 a year, or
6lx cents a number. Succebb to Gleason and hia enterprise.— Circ/^^^^/^c
WaXckmany Onio.

Odr Next Number.—The coming number of the Pictorial

will exceed anything of the sort ever attempted in this country in

the way of embellishments ; and will be a curiosity of art, as well

as valuable for the scenes it illustrates.

Spain.—At the latest accounts from Madrid, hull-fights were
the order of the day. Spaniards are naturally cruel enough,
without indulging in these incentives to brutality.

Gone Abroad.—James Gordon Bennett, of the New York
Herald, is now visiting his birthplace, in Scotland.

PROSPECT OF ART IN AMERICA.

We can but glance at a theme which is so full of suggestion.

Will art ever be in this country what it was in the old world ? To

this we must reply in the negative. In Europe the master pieces

of both ancient and modern art were upon religious subjects, and

designed for the illustration of gorgeous fanes and temples ; then

Art produced her Jupiters, her Dianas and Venuses in ancient

Greece, and her miracles and martyrdoms for the churches of

modern Italy. The modes of our worship, and our forms of

thinking, discard such accessaries, whether wisely or not, it is not

our province to discuss here. Then art in the old world was

fostered by the liberality or extravagance of governments and the

enormous wealth of individuals. In a republic like ours, it can

never be expected or desired that many individuals will become

rich enough to emulate ihe prodigious patronage bestowed in the

palmiest days of art in Europe upon painters, sculptors and

architects.

Art, therefore, must flourish in America under new conditions,

and subject to new influences. Its themes will be derived from

history, traditions, and scenery of the country, upon the phases

and developments which life assumes among us. There will be

no lack of artists or native genius; we have already done enough

to gain the most encouraging promise for the future. In the

infancy of our political existence, it will be remembered that we

furnished a Pret-ident (West) to the Royal Academy, one who

worthily filled the chair that" Sir Joshua" had occupied. Another,

and a brighter genius of America, in the very highest line of art,

Washington AUston, filled all Europe with his fame; one who to

the grandest conceptions, added an unequalltd fascination of color.

Stuart, too, rivalled the greatest of the old masters in portraiture.

In sculpture, we have already taken vast strides ; and the works

of Powers, Greenough, Crawford, Brackctt and others, all living,

are guarantees of future excellence and triumph.

We are not, then, without subjects, or without artists ; more-

over, a correct taste for art is being rapidly diffused among the

people, the Art Unions lately established having done much to

secure this end. Pictures that a few years ago would have com-

manded good prices, simply because they were pictures, are now

passed coldly by. The time has also passed when an American

artist, to be appreciated, requires the stamp of European approval

;

in short, the dawn of a bright era for America may be said to

have fully commenced.

THE NEW CAPITOL.

The Republic says that the new Capitol Buildings to be erected

are to be each one hundred and forty-two feet eight inches front,

by two hundred and thirty-eight feet eight inches deep. They

are to be placed at the distance of forty four feet from the present

Capitol, on the north and south ends, and will be united to it by

conntcting corridors. The Senate Chamber will be seventy-eight

feet by one hundred feet in the clear; and the Hall of the House

of Representatives one hundred by one hundred and thirty feet.

Both of these chambers will be placed in the western end of the

new buildings. When all is completed, we shall give an accurate

picture of the whole.

A FE^w Wants.—We are very reasonable, generally, in our

desires, and easily satisfied, but there are a few things that we
are desirous of obtaining. For instance :

A piece of the astonishment the man was struck with.

The hinges of a lady's gait.

A piece of leather from the boot the man got in trade.

A feather from the bed of a river.

A portion of the last link that was broken.

The key that will fit auburn locks.

Drawing-Room Companion.— This beautifully illustrated and well-known
weekly pictorial has just made its appeuranue on our t^ble, and we have
plea-sure in anuouncing it as among our list of exchanges. It is beautifully
printed on fine paper, and it? illustrations, to say nothing of its interesting
contents, are well worth the price at which it can be procured We therefore
cheerfully recommend it to tlie patronage of the lover.s of choice reading and
embellishments, as a work uosurpasstd In mechanical execution, abd un-
equalled in literary talent. It has already an immense circulation, and is

de.-^tined to still further increase the more it becomes known The ahovu
work is published by F. Gleason, Esq., Boston. Terms, S3 per annum,— Fur*
Ei/rOH Gazelle.

Taking it Coolly.—The editor of the Alabama Argus, poor

fellow {poor in purse, we mean), makes merry over what most

people would consider a serious trouble. He's certainly a philos-

opher, that man. Hear him :

" We see the sheriff^ has advertised the Argus office for sale,

during our absence. If the sheriff can sell it, he will surely do
more than we could. Like a damp percussion-cap, we think it

will fail to *go off.'
"

Sure Test.—Unchaste language whenever spoken is the sure

index of an impoie heart.

Back Numbers.—Any or all of the back numbers of the

Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion may be had at our olhce,

and at all the periodical depots throughout the United States

at six cents per copy.

Fearful Death.—A crazy woman, well known, to visitors on
the Canada side, has been carried over Niagara Falls. A man
was arrested for pushing her in, but afterwards discharged.

Banks.—According to the Bankers' Magazine, there are 863

Banks in the United States, with a capital of $230,807,5U0, and
a circulation of S120,505,400.

The Jubilee.—We thought that bear looked wild enough, that

was borne in the Jubilee procession, but a IFiVt/er was tliere.

Jt—^.

In this city, by Wm. Palfrey, Esq., Mr John T^. Young to Mrs. Diana Marr.
By Rev. Mr. Howe, Mr George W. Wood to Miss Electa Kendall
By Rev. Dr. Neale, Mr. William Bryant, of Tewkaburyj to Miss Eunice

Dustin, of IjOwpII.

By Rev, Mr. Streeter, Mr. William T. Reed, of Cuba, to Miss Anoie Maria
Watson, of Liverpool, England.
By Rev. Mr Kirk, Rev. John A. Annin, of Franklin, Ohio, to Miss Elizabeth

D. Fisher, of Scotland, Connecticut, "J

By Rev. Mr. Wilde, Mr. George S. Lombard, of Swanaey, New Hampshire,
to Mis,<! Mary Crosby.
At South Natick, by Rev. Mr. Thurston, Mr. James R. Richards, of Boston,

to Miss Mary A. Phillips.

At Walpole, by ilev. Mr. Merrick, Mr. Nathan Pond, of Milton, to Mies
Sarah A. Pearce.

.\t Ch.^tham, by Rev. Mr. Tucker, Mr. Edward W. DariB, of Cambridgcport,
to Miss Anna iV. Atwood.
At Springfield, by Rev Mr. Bridge. Mr J. W. Chapman, of Charlestown, to

Misa Eliz-i I. HortoD, of South Glastenbury.
At Gi-oton, New Hampshire, by Kev. Mr. Conant, Mr. Joseph A. Judkins, of

Xatick, Mass., to Mis,* Lois A. Cummings.
At New York, in the City Hall, Mr. Francis Ward to Miss Maria Desmond,

both of this city.

In this citv, Miss Elizi G. Farrar, 16 ; Mr. Winslow Q. Richardson, 27; Mr.
D. Marcus Gunn, 22 ; Mrs Emily S. Sylvester, 23; Mr. Chas. H. Johomiot,46.
At Chelsea. Miss Abigail Sawin.
At Dorchester, Mr. Stephen Liveridge, 31.

At Waltham. Miss Ann Maria W>mitn, 19.

At Lynn, Mrs. Susan W. Hutchinson, 3tj.

At Salem, Mr. John A. M. King, 94; Mrs. Louisa S. Oabome, 34; Mrs.
Sally Allen, 60.

At Deverly, Mra. Abignil Tarbell 98.

At Hingham, Miss Sarah Beal, 79,

At Sandwich, 3Ir, James D, Harris, of this citv, 34.

At Tppwich. .Mr. WIHiam F Wade, Freaeurer of Essex County, 73.

At Newburyport, Mr. Nathaniel P. Brown, 45.

At Biilcric:t, Mr. Ichabod Everett, 86.

At Leominster, Mrs. Huldah John?on. 85.

At Springfitld, Daniel W. W iilard, Esq,., 51.

At Leuo.'t, Mrs. Mary Parker. 91.

At Saxonville, Mr. Curtiss Clapp, 40.

At East Granville, Hon James Cooley, 71.

At Portland, Me., Edward W. only son of Mrs. Sabrina K. Richardeon, of
Boston, 5 i

Mrs. Augusta llsley, 76.

At Albany, New York, Mrs. Luciuda A. Smith, 28.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUND.

We have volumes l^it, 2d, and 3d, of tbn Pictorial Dr.\wing-Room
Companion elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
"ides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Hundred Pagib, and containing nearly
0>E TuoosAND Engravings of Men. Manners, and current Eventi all ovt-rthe
world; of Scenery In all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Villages

;
of Pageantf at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in

short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects ; with an
Illumined Title-page and Indes of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very.brilliant fr-^ntispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales. Sketuhes. Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current. News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations,

•orsaleiit the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Dnion. for Three Dollars per volume.

Courtesy should always command oui* esteem.

jDv'ftU)tng-Il00tti; Com^rtnton,

A Record of the beautiful and useftd in Art.

The object of this paper ia to present, in the most elegant and arall- ,

i »ble forui, a weekly literary melangeof notable events of the day. Its
;

! columns are devoted to original taies, sketches and poems, by tho

BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
' and the cream of the domestic and foreign news ; the whole well Bpiced
' with wit and humor. Each paper is

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
'' with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of notjtble ob-

; jects, current eveu to in all partsof the world, and of men and manners,

altogether making a pnper entirely original in its design, in this coun-
'' try. Its pages contain views of every populous city in the known

,

; world, of all buildings of note in the eastern or western hemisphere,
;

> of all the principal ships and steamers of the navy and merchant ser-

'. vice, with fine and accurate portraits of every noted character in the

; world, both male end female. Sketches of beautiful scenery , taken
> from life, will also tie given, with numerous specimens from the ani-

; mal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea. It contains
_^

' fifteen hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount of <

' reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of sixteen
' octavo pages.

TEHMS:—Invariably in Advance.

: 1 Subscriber, one year
' 2 Subscribers, ' "

, S3 00
, G (0 :

9 00
;

8
" " " 16 00

;

Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of S2 00
;

each, per annum.
Et^ One copy of the Flag of odr Unios, and one copy of the PiCTO-

:

' RIAL Drawinq-Koom COMPANION, One year, for S4 00.

[CT" The Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion may be obtained at .

: any of the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen,

I

at six cmls per single copy.

Published every Satuedat, comer of Bromfleld and Tremont Streets,

: by F. GLEASON, Boeiow, Mabb.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FRENCH, 151 Nassau, corner of Spruce Street, New York.

A. W^NCa, 116 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

W. & II. T.4VL0U, 111 Baltimore and 5 South Sts., Baltimore.

A.'c. BAG LEY, 118 ^L'vin Street, Cincinnati.

J. A. ROYS. 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit.

E. K. WOODWARD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Louis.
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[Written for aioason's Pictorial.]

CHRIST STILLIWG THE TEMPEST,

BV OAROLINR A. IIATOEN.

WiJo oVr tho heaving flciij

"With ceiiKuluHH energy,

They toll and ntrivo,

Night dm-kenfl overbciiil,

Ana pith) with fuiir and droaJ,

By raging billows sped,

They onward drive.

Not one pale Rtar, whose ray

Might guide their t«dious way,

While Htruggling on

;

No cheering voice is heard,

No hope the chilled heart stirred

Not oven one whispered word,

All, all is gone !

But huBh I a Spirit form

Is seen amid the storm,

Approaching near!

Ho bids tho wild winds cease,

He whispers hope and peace,

Ue bids their faith increase,

Casting oat fear.

The billows hear his voice,

The fiiinting hearts rejoice.

And fear departs

;

They feel his wing of lovo,

Spread o'er them from above,

And o'er the deep they move
With willing hearts,— ^ .^^^ » ,

[Written for Gleason'e Pictorial.]

AUNT HETTY:
—OR—

EIITTS ON ECONOMY.

BY SARAH P. DOnGHTT,

Economy is a great virtue. This is a trutli -which has been

duly impressed upon our minds from the time when wc first at-

tempted to spell out the words, '* Waste not, tvant not,*'

printed in capital letters and pasted over the mantel-piece in our

grandfather's kitchen, a warning to mistress and servants; or,

"with praiseworthy self-denial, passed the tempting candy store

with a penny in our pocket, and resolutely deposited the treasure

in our money-box, a companion for the numerous sixpences,

pennies and dimes which were the savings of our infant years;

while the pleasing reflection that a " penny saved is two pence

earned," reconciled us to the sacrifice, although we must ac-

knowledge the truth of this motto was never very apparent to us.

But economy of money is, as it were, only a small branch of

the great tree of economy; and yet by many it is allowed to

spread until it entirely overshadows all other branches and is

even regarded as the main root itself.

Miss Hetty Churchill, or "Aunt Hetty," as she was familiarly

called in the neighborhood, was an excellent specimen of this

branch of economy. She was never known to pay full price for

anything. The butcher, the baker, the grocer and others of the

same fraternity were obliged to yield to Aunt Hetty's persevering

economy; and her good bargains were the admiration of the

whole neighborhood, or, at least of the greater portion of it,—for

it must be confessed that there were a few who ventured to doubt

the utility of her system of economy, and even to suggest that in

many cases it would be better to substitute the motto, " The first

cost is the least," for Aunt Hetty's favorite one of "A penny
saved," etc.

But in spite of these insinuations, Aunt Hetty continued to be

regarded as a perfect economist, and her advice was generally

sought by all the prudent wives of the village who wished to turn

the moderate incomes of their husbands to the very best account;

and, as she was not burthened with family cares,—having pre-

ferred a life of single blessedness,— she had the leisure as well

as the disposition to superintend the family expenses of her less

experienced or less talented neighbors. Her brother's house was
regarded as her home, but she seldom remained there many weeks
without receiving an invitation from some neighbor, who stood

in need of her advice and assistance. At births, marriages and
deaths, Aunt Hetty was indispensable; and even in events of

minor importance, such as house-cleaning, spring and fall shop-

ping, parties, etc., she was regarded as almost essential.

Years passed by and she still continued to superintend the

economy of the village, until one unlucky day, when by an un-

fortunate combination of circumstances, the tide of public popu-

larity turned against her, and many of her firmest patrons and
friends abandoned forever her system of economy.

It was Aunt Hetty's day for making calls; for she generally

devoted one day in the week to looking in upon her neighbors,

as she termed it, just to see bow they were getting along, and
whether she could be of any service to them.

It was a bright autumnal morning with a fine bracing air; but

notwithstanding this, Aunt Hetty felt an unusual dt-prcssion of

spirits for which fihc found it difficult to account. It might have

been a warning of coming events, or it might have been owing to

the fact that after a long and tedious walk in sean.h of good bar-

gains, Aunt Hetty had purchased for Mrs. Delmore—one of her

particular fiiends—a velvet hat which, in the dim twilight the

evening before, she had believed to be blue, but on exposing it to

the light of day, it had proved to be green, and quite inferior in

many respects to what she had supposed.

Possibly they would exchange it; but Aunt Hetty shrunk from

the thought of tho long walk, and solaced herself with the reflec-

tion that green was as good as blue, and after all, the bonnet was

a great bargain, being nearly a dollar cheaper than tho pretty

blue one which Mrs. Dclmore had thought of purchasing the day

they went out shopping together, but owing to the representations

of her economical friend, she had given up the idea and entrusted

her with the important commission.

Smilingly, Mrs. Delmorc came forward to welcome Aunt Hetty,

as she saw her enter the gate with a band-box in her hand ; but

the smiles quickly disappeared when tlie lionnet was exposed to

view. In vain Aunt Hetty expatiated on its merits, fashionable

shape, good materials, and "so vei'y cheap;" the fact that it was

green and not blue, remained undisputed, and in coldly polite

terms, Mrs. Dclmore expressed her regret that Miss Churchill

should have so misunderstood her wishes, and that she had taken

.so much trouble for no good purpose, as of course she could not

be expected to keep a green bonnet, when the color was her par-

ticular aversion ; and moreover, she had promised Mr. Delmore

to purchase a blue velvet mantilla which he had seen and par-

ticularly admired the day before, and of course, she must have a

bonnet to match. She begged her friend would give herself no

further trouble on her account, for as she was going to the city,

she would herself select a bonnet. As to the green one, no doubt

they would take it back, if Aunt Hetty represented the matter

properly; and secretly congratulating herself that she had not

advanced the sum which had been paid for it, Mrs. Delmore saw

her visitor depart without one remorseful feeling, and declared

her firm resolution never to employ Aunt-Hetty to do any shop-

ping for her again.

"The fact is," she said to her sister, "that Miss Churchill's

economy does not suit me of late. That last piece of calico she

bought for me was remarkably cheap to be sure, but just look at

the dresses which I made of it, they are worn out already, it must

have been damaged. It is the same with those cheap socks and

some other things ; they are good for nothing. I am determined

to alter my system of economy and purchase good articles even

if I pay a high price. I am really vexed that I did not purchase

the beautiful bonnet we saw the other day. It was just what I

wanted, but Aunt Hetty persuaded me that she could get one

equally as pretty, and much cheaper in another part of the city.

I am sorry to be so ungrateful when she has taken so much pains

to please me, but it is rather too much to expect me to take a

green bonnet when I wished for a blue."

In the meantime. Aunt Hetty, with her spirits not much ex-

hilarated by the result of her first call, pursued her way to the

house of another particular friend, Mrs. Merriman, still carrying

the baud-box containing the unfortunate bonnet, which she cher-

ished a faint hope of disposing of to some one less averse to green

than Mrs. Delmore.

Mrs. Merriman w^as the mother of a large family, and Aunt

Hetty had passed many a busy week at her house, assisting in

the making and mending of the numerous garments which were

constantly in requisition among the children, or in repairing a

certain venerable list carpet, which had for many years covered

the floor of their pleasant sitting-room, and annually received a

mending, which had long since rendered it doubtful whether any

of the original stock remained.

Aunt Hetty prided herself upon this carpet, and it certainly

was a noble instance of her economy and good management ; for

poor Mrs. Merriman would have thrown it by in despair, long

ago, if it had not been for the assistance of Aunt Hetty, who

always declared that it could be made as good as new, and would

devote herself to repairing it with patient industry. It was now

about the usual time in the year for this pleasant task, and as

Aunt Hetty approached the house, she fondly anticipated an in-

vitation to pass a week or two with her hospitable friends.

Imagine, then, her consternation on finding that the list-carpet

bad disappeared, and Mrs. Merriman and an assistant were busily

employed in nailing down a substantial ingrain carpet in its place.

" Well, Aunt Hetty, you are just in time to bid good-by to the

old list-carpet," exclaimed Mrs. Merriman. " I have given it to

poor Mrs. Kogers, and she is to send for it directly. There are

some pieces in it which may be useful to her."

" But what could tempt you to part with it?" asked her aston-

ished auditor. " I could have put it in as good order as ever for

you, and then all this expense would have been saved," and

Aunt Hetty actually turned pale, as she surveyed the new carpet,

thinking of the extravagance of which her friend had been gudty.

" Why, to tell you the truth, Aunt Hetty," was the reply, " Mr.

Merriman has taken things into his own hands lately. He says

he will teach me a new system of economy. As to the old carpet,

he assures me that after an accurate calculation, he has found

that the thread and list which we have used in mending it, to

say nothing of our time, would have bought a handsome new

covering for the floor long before this. Ha says the same of the

children's old clothes, muintaining that it is false economy to

spend so much time in mending them; and, as to tlie old quilt

that you and I toiled so many days over, he really proved to me
that it would have been more economical to have bought new

cloth and made one, which would have been of real service to us

for many years. So 1 am resolved to try his plans now, and if

they succeed, I shall no longer he such a mere household diudge,

but shall have leisure to improve my own mind, and attend to

the education of my children."

" Well, I never heard the like !" exclaimed poor Aunt Hetty.

" What is the world coming to 1 Your mother was a careful

saving woman, Betsey Merriman, and I hoped that you would

walk in her steps, but these foolish notions will bring ruin on

your family ;" and too indignant to waste her time in remonstrat-

ing where she feit that it would he useless. Aunt Hetty added an

abrupt good morning, and left tho house.

Her next call was at the house of Squire Chase ; but here the

reception was cold, and indeed, hardly civil. Mrs, Chase having

had the misfortune to break a glass-lamp some time before, had

by the advice of Aunt Hetty, cemented it together as neatly as

possible, so that it still made a respectable appearance when filled

and placed by the side of its mates ; but it was generally under-

stood by the family that it must not be used. Unfortunately,

however, the knowledge did not extend to the guests who were

passing a few days with tiieir country friends ; and an extra lamp

being in requisition one evening, it was hastily lighted, and, not

being handled with any particular care, the pieces separated and

the oil fell upon the best parlor carpet. This dreadful misfortune

was attributed by Mrs. Chase entirely to Aunt Hetty's advice, for

she aflirmcd that the idea of mending a lamp for ornament would

never have entered her mind—she should have purchased a new pair

at once, if this patron of economy had not convinced bur that, as

she had an abundance of lamp? for common use, it would be quite

as well to mend that one and let it remain stationary in its accus-

tomed place on the mantel-piece.

Poor Aunt Hetty ! In vain she oflTcred her sympathy and best

advice concerning the oil on the carpet ; they were coldly rejected,

and many sarcastic speeches on false economy met her ear, which,

tliough not said to her, were she was quite sure said at her; and

still more dejected, she left the house and proceeded on her way.

" There seems to be an evil spell, abroad, this morning,"

thought Aunt Hetty. " Perhaps I bad better go home and take

another day for making calls;" but after a little reflection, she

resolved to look in upon her more humble friends,—those in a

lower grade of life, who were in the habit of looking up to her for

advice in their many duties and difhcultics, and accordingly op-

ened the door of a neat little cottage near by, and walked into tho

kitchen, where she expected to find Mrs. Brown engaged in her

usual domestic occupations.

" 0, never mind, my good neighbor," replied Aunt Hetty, glad

to find herself where she was of some consequence. " I will just

take a seat here where you are at work. I saw the rag-man at

the door. Are you selling your rags this morning? Ah, that is

right," she added, as she looked at the separate bags of white

and colored rags which the man was weighing and turning into

his own basket. "I am glad to see that you keep two bags. I

cannot persuade every one to do that, although they know that

the men pay so much more for every pound of white rags."

But as Aunt Hetty thus spoke in praise of the economy of her

neighbor, her eyes suddenly rested upon a large roll of white

socks in the hands of the rag-man. Surely there must be some

mistake ! Was it possible that those were the very socks that

she had begged for Mrs. Brown, from the more wealthy families

in the village, and had assured her that with care and good men-

ding, they would last for full two years, and keep her children's

feet from the ground. They certainly bore a strong resemblance

to them, but it was too late to prevent the sacrifice; the bargain

was concluded, the vender of rags disappeared, and almost sternly.

Aunt Hetty turned to the trembling Mrs. Brown, and demanded

if those were the socks she had been at so much pains to collect.

" I will not deny the truth, ma'am," was the reply. "They
are the very same. Husband said that it would take more thread

to mend them than they were worth, and that in the time it would

take me, I could earn enough to buy as many new pairs, by work-

ing with him upon the shoes. Indeed, ma'am," continued the

good woman, somewhat emboldened by this avowal, "you do

not consider how valuable time is to poor folks. One new gar-

ment is of more service to us than many old ones, because it does

not keep us continually busy with the mending. I do not mean

to be ungrateful, ma'am. We thank you for all your kindness,

but husband and I have thought the matter over a great deal

lately, and we find there are two kinds of economy."

Aunt Hetty waited to hear no more. Quite convinced that

there was some strange spell over rich and poor, she turned her

steps towards home, but her progress was arrested by the sight

of the doctor's chaise standing at the house of Widow Gray, and

her kind feelings prompted her just to step in and inquire what

was the matter.

Mrs. Gray had been left a widow about a year before, and

although not entirely destitute of property, yet with her large

family it was difficult to get along, and ri;iid economy was neces-

sary. Aunt Hettj-'s advice was often asked and generally fol-

lowed implicitly.

Por some months after her husband's death, Mrs. Gray, who

was a feeble woman, had retained the assistance of a young girl

who bad lived with her for some years ; and, indeed, as her chil-

dren were boys, she stood much in need of some one to lighten

her domestic labors. But Aunt Hetty had suggested that this

was a needless expense, and had excited her ambition to "do
without help." For two or three months she had toiled through

her many duties, but her strength was much exhausted, and some

imprudent exposure brought on a severe cold attended with in-

flammation of the lungs; and she was now entirely confined to

her bed, and required the attendance of her nurse and physician,

and was obliged to hire a girl to attend to the children.

These particulars were communicated to Aunt Hetty by the

oldest boy, who met her at the door, and he added, in no very

polite terms, " Mother's sickness is all owing to doing without

help. She says that following your advice has proved very poor

economy for her. It would have been far better to have paid

Molly's wages than to pay the nurse and doctor, even if she

should ever be well again 1"

"Well, I never!" again exclaimed Aunt Hetty. "All the

troubles in tho village are laid on my shoulders, this morning 1"

and quickening her pace she soon reached her own door, resolv-

ing that for the future, she would allow her neighbors to econo-

mize in their own way, and trouble herself no more about them.
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EXERCISE IN EAKLY LIFE.

To fetter the active motions of children, as soon as they have

acquired the use of their limbs, is a barbarous opposition to nature

;

and to do so, under a pretence of improving their minds and

manners, is an insult to common sense. It may, indeed, be the

way to train up enervated puppets, or short-lived prodigies of

learning, but never to form healthy, well informed and accom-

plished men and women. Every feeling individual must behold,

with much heart-felt concern, poor little puny creatures, of eight,

ten or twelve years of age, exhibited by the silly parents as profi-

cient in learning, or as distinguished for their proficiency in the

languages, elocution, music, drawing, or even some frivolous

acquirement. The strength of the mind as well as of the body

is exhausted, and the natural growth of both is checked by such

untimely exertions. We are far from discouraging the early

introduction of youth into the sweet and even moralizing society

of the muses and the graces ; but we would have them pay their

court also to the goddess of health, and spend a considerable

portion of their time, during the above period at least, in, innocent

and enlivening sports and gambols.

A BRICK IN THE POCKET.

At Tonrs, says the Paris Correspondent of the New York

Express, there lives a man who has a wife. I do not state this as

a feature peculiar to Tours, or to this man, but as a necessary

preliminary to what follows. The husband bought a pair of

pantaloons of a soldier, and when he had worn them out, the

wife unsewed them, in order to utilize them as a bed-quilt or

counterpane. In one of these seams she fuund a note on the Bank
of France for a thousand francs. The old man supposing it to

be an assignat of the old republic, and utterly valueless, pasted it

npon a brick in the wall. A visitor informed him of his error,

whereupon he cut the brick out of its solid bed, and carried it

bodily to one of the principal bankers. The note was too closely

attached to be removed, but it was evidently good, and was cashed

on the spot. The old gent was so overjoyed, that having come

to the bank with a brick in his pocket, he probably went home
with one in his hat. New clothes for old.

Silk Trade in Nokthamfton.—A recent number of the

Northampton Gazette states that the value of the two kinds of

silk, twist and saddler's, annually manufactured in that town,

amounts to the large sum of over one hundred thousand dollars

!

The mulberry speculation failed altogether ; and no raw silk is

produced in that vicinity, and very little, if any, in the country.

What is required for use is imported, mostly from Canton.

'Vert sad.—A musician, in Toronto, lately, while laboring

under a fit of jealousy, seized a French horn and blew his brains

out. His remains— consisting of an old hat and a bandanna

handkerchief—have been forwarded by telegraph to his friends.

We give this on the authority of an exchange paper, but don't

believe one word of it, except the blowing.

A New Church.—We understand that about Si 8,000 have

already been subscribed towards the erection of an Orthodox

Church, at the South End, near Canton and Suffolk streets. It

is desirable that S5000 or $6000 more be raised to warrant a com-

mencement. It will be an ornament to this growing part of our

city. The plan is, to have a lofty steeple and a fine clock.

Qleason's Pictorial Draw in a-Room Companion.—We have had the pleasure
lately of exaininiog several numbers of tUis magnificent Pictorial, and can
justly say that it cannot be excelled. The humbug cry of English superiority

in the •- art preservative of all arta," is at length refuted ; and we may con-
flider America proudly pre-eminent in every art. Mr. Gleason deserves the
earnest thanks of the whole printing fraternity. Another paper emanating
from the same ofiice, entitled " The Flag of our Union," is not less deserving
of notice. Profuse in almost every department, it may be considered a
moEt splendid specimen of typography.

—

Howard's Expreis, Woosler, Ohio.

The Cuban Expedition.—Lopez has failed, and now the

papers pronounce him to he a pirate and a villain. Had he suc-

ceeded in freeing oppressed Cuba, he would have been a hero. O,

consistency, thou art a jev/el ! how contingent is our judgment

upon failure or success !

Calling Things by theie bight Names.—The Montreal

Herald, in speaking of the shooting of the fifty Americans by the

Spanish government, at Havana, styles it " the Cuban butchery,"

and enlarges on it under that head.

Figurative.—Lady Wortley, in speaking of the ladies of

Panama, says they breakfast on a cigar, and make head-dresses

of apple blossoms. How ethereal

!

Vert true.—Men may sophisticate as they please, but the

man who does not endeavor to pay his debts is no better than the

man who steals outright.

Prettt.—Longfellow, in his beautiful story of "Kavanagh,"

calls Sunday "the golden clasp which binds together the volume

of the week." Sabbatical idea.

Montgomery Hodse.—We hear that Mr. Gleason, the pub!i.<iher, has pur-
chased tbis hotel, and intends to convert it into a publishing house. Success
to tUe enterprise 1 The price to be paid is §S0;O00.— Saturday Evenirig Gazette-

Read it.—Read the list of next week's contents—it will be a

rich number, we can assure you.

TniKK OF it.—The notions earliest instilled, take the deepest

root-in a man's heart.

lllaijsiitc ©alljcrings.

A German School, with tuition free, is a part of the Union
School, in Fremont, California.

Ada, the daughter of Lord Byron, is said to be a very desperate
gambler.

The whole number of newspapers published in the State of
Connecticut is fifty.

In Hindostan, unmarried females more than sixteen years of
age, are regarded as infamous.

A Mrs. Blake prosecuted a railroad company for killing her
husband, and received twenty thousand dollars damages.

General Cass is reported to be suffering from a severe attack
of the fever and ague.

Milk, so nutritious when taken as food, if injected into the

veins acts as a deadly poison.

Sir John German was so ignorant that he left a legacy to Sir

Matthew Decker, as the author of St. Matthew's Gospel.

A New York paper states that some thirty young lawyers of
that city have apprenticed themselves to trades.

A boy, in New York, named William Brennen, died in conse-

quence of eating pokeberries, a short time since.

A natural bridge has been discovered in Alabama which rivals

the celebrated one in Virginia. It spans one hundred and twenty
feet at the height of seventy feet.

A gentleman of this State, recently deceased, has left ten
thousand dollars for the publication of a Phonetic Lexicon, to be
completed in the course of four years.

It is somewhat remarkable that one vote carried the tariff of

1824 ; one vote the tariff of 1828 ; and one vote, in each House,
the tariff of 1842.

A snake head shot up through a car on the Lewistown and
Niagara Falls Railroad, recently, and dangerously injured a man
named Sennet.

In 1824 the mail was taken to New Orleans from Washington
in twenty-four days. That is just about the time now required

in taking it from New York to San Francisco.

The strange fact is developed by the taking of the census
throughout the country, that the oldest people are said to be
mulattocs and negroes.

Col. John James, the defeated Union candidate in Washington
county, Alabama, at the recent election, was shot and instantly

killed, a short time since, by William Nicholson.

The Augusta Banner says there was harvested, this year, in the

State of Maine, not less than 1,250,000 bushels of winter wheat.
At this rate, Maine will very soon manufacture her own flour.

Snails were a great luxury among the ancient Romans. Pliny
tells us of a man who had invented a mode of fattening snails, by
which a single shell was made to contain more than a quart.

In man, and most of the warm-blooded animals, the larynx or

vocal box forms a protuberance in the front of the throat; but in

birds the same organ is placed at the bottom of the neck instead

of the top.

The potatoe disease is reported to have manifested itself in

some portions of Alassachusetts, to the serious injury of the crops.

Potatoes that are perfectly sound when dug, decay after being
in the cellar a few days.

jTorcign iiliscellauj].

Industry is the natural road to wealth.

The people of London annually drink about 9000 tons of chalk.

Frcilitirath, the German poet of freedom, has resolved upon
emigrating to America.

A monument is to be erected to the memory of Marshal Ney,
on the spot where he was shot in 1815 by order of the Bourbons.

The English papers contain the details of more than the aver-

age amount of accidents.

A steam carriage for use on common roads is in process of con-

struction at Bath, England. The model has been tried successfully.

The port of Vera Cruz, for some time past, has been almost
completely deserted by vessels of all kinds.

The Mormons in Paris are publishing a translation of the Book
of Mormon, and commencing a journal entitled the " Star of the

Desert."

Later advices from the Cape of Good Hope state that the

governor had been compelled to remain quiet until the arrival of

reinforcements.

In Albion, Canada, recently, a man who was suffering from
an attack of hydrophobia, was smothered between two feather

beds by his attendants!

BeUhnzzar's cook never dreamed of half the delicacies served

at the French banquet to the Exhibition Commissioners. The
bill of fare fills several columns of a newspaper.

A M. Tenault had been condemned to six months imprison-

ment, for having cried "Down with Napoleon," at the review of

the National Guard of Chatellerault.

M. Pierre Bonaparte, cousin to the President, had been thrown
from his horse, his leg broken in two places, and his person much
bruised ; but no danger is apprehended as to his life.

The building used by the House of Commons, since the fire of

1835, is being torn down, and the Commons will permanently
occupy the new House at their next sitting.

The Austrian Lloyd states that the amount of Kossuth's bank
notes recently burned by official orders in Hungary is estimated

at about 100,000,000 florms.

Mr. and Miss Vandenhoff have been performing at Sheffield,

in Virgiuius, Macbeth, and the last new play that was produced
at Drury Lane, entitled " Ingomar."

The wife of Major Dembinski, who accompanied him to Amer-
ica, after the failure of the Hungarian insurrection, in which he

took an active part, was arrested a few weeks ago, on her return

to Pesth.

It was the custom of the higher order of the Germans to drink

mead, a beverage made with boney, for thirty days after every
wedding. From this custom comes the very common expression,

to "spend the honey moon."

Accounts from Italy mention that a discovery has been made,
at Venice and Verona, of a vast conspiracy to assassinate the

Emperor of Austria, and massacre all the Austrian officers. Sev-

eral of the parties implicated had been arrested.

Mr. Francis Fuller, one of the executive committee of the Great
Exhibition, proposes to endow the schools of design in Birming-

ham, Manchester, Glasgow, Leeds, etc., with the (probable) sur-

plus of .£100,000 from the proceeds of the Crystal Palace.

0ani)s of ©olir.

. .
.
.Avarice is the chastisement of the rich.

Riches got by deceit, cheat no man so much as the getter.

A statue is melody petrified. A picture is harmony
placed to the eye.

Let the bent of thy thoughts be to mend thyself, rather
than the world.

He is wise who does not repine for what he has not, hut
rejoices in what he has.

Intense study of the Bible will keep any man from being
vulgar in point of style.— Coleridqe.

The only money of God is God. The only reward of
virtue is virtue. The only way to have a friend is to be one.

Men are never so ridiculous by the qualities which they
possess, as by those which they affect to possess.

Struggle to leave thy sons well educated rather than rich,
for the hopes of the learned are more valuable than the treasures
of the ignorant.

. .
. .The law of God is divine and eternal, and no person has

a right to alter, add or diminish one word : it must speak for
itself, and stand by itself.

He who would admonish others, should above all things
be careful of their reputation and sense of shame. They icho have
cast off blushing are beyond amendment.

Nothing is more liable to lessen the satisfaction with which
we regard ourselves, than to observe that we disapprove at one
time what we approve of at another.

. .
.
.Frenchmen are like grains of gunpowder—each by itself

smutty and contemptible, but mass them together and they are
terrible indeed.

—

Coleridge.

We are bom for a higher world than that of earth; there
is a realm where rainbows never fade—where the stars will be out
before us, like islets that slumber on the ocean, and where the
beings that pass before us like shadows, will stay in our presence
forever.

Joker's ©lio.

When does a man resemble a ball 1 When he looks round.

If you doubt whether to kiss a pretty girl, give her the benefit
of the doubt, and "go in."

The latest case of singularity of conduct recorded, is that of a
man in Lowell, who dyed for the benefit of his hairs.

In walking, always turn your toes outward and your thoughts
inward. The former will prevent you from falling into cellars,

and the latter will prevent you from falling into iniquity.

Some one, from a cooler climate, who is spending a few weeks
about here, remarks that the dog days are uncomfortable, but
they are nothing to cat nights. He is somewhat mew-sick-oX.

An old maid, who hates the male sex most venomously, cut a
female acquaintance recently, who complimented her on the
buoi/-a,ncy of her spirits.

An Irishman dropped a letter into the poFt-office in this town
the other day, with the follov/ing written on its corner; "Please
hasten the delay of this letter."

—

Wtstjield Newa-Letter.

An Alabama wag wickedly remarks that " The Bostonians
deem it surprising that Philadelphia, with twice the numlier of
inhabitants, uses less water than Boston. The Philadelphians
are probably not so thirsty mornings !"

A man down East thus poetically advertises his wife :—
" On the 6th of July, on the night of a Monday,
Eloped from her husband, the wife of John Grundy.
His grief for her absence each day growing deeper.

Should any oue find her, he begs him— to keep her."

".Well, John," said a teacher to his pupil, " who was the oldest
man'?" " Methuselah." " How can that be when we learn from
the Scriptures that he died before his father V* John was silent

because he could not tell. Reader, can you ?

A wag suggests that the only difference between the liquor law
of Maine, and that of New Hampshire, is about five or six feet.

The liquor of Maine being emptied on the ground, while that of

New Hampshire is emptied about five or six feet above ground.
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LORD ELGIN.
The Right Honorable the Earl of El^in und

Kincardine—whose fiimily name is Briure—wiia

born in 1311, and in, therefore, now only in his

fortieth year. Ho is the representative of an
aneient Soottish family who arc believed to bo

descendants of the famous Kobert the Iirut:e,

the ablest and most warlike of the Scottish

kings, and whoso remains repose at IJunfcrin-

Hno. in Fifeshirc, within a few miles of " Broom-
hall," Lord Elgin's family mansion in Scotland.
The prc'icnt lord is rhe eighth Earl of Elgin,

and twelfth of Kincardine. Previous to 1G33,

the family was represented under the title of
" Baron Kinl.iss." In the latter year were con-

ferred the titles of Earl of Elgin and Baron
Bruceof Kinloss ; and there were added in 1647,

the titles of Earl of Kincardine, and Baron
Bruce of Torry. The illustrious sut)ject of the

present notice was first introduced to public life

about 1834-5, when, as the Honorable James
Bruce, Bachelor of Arts, and a young gentle-

man of Hve-and-twenty, he took a prominent
part in several meetings held in his native

county in reference to the then existing corn-

law monopoly. He at once established his rep-

utation as an elegant and able public speaker,
and the writer well remembers the admiration
and enthusiasm with which his speeches were
then greeted whenever he came forward on pub-
lic occasions. About the year 1836, Mr. Bruce's

immediate elder brother. Lord Bruce, died, on
which he became the hearer of ihat title and
heir to the earldom of Elgin. In the year 1841,

Mr. now Lord Bruce was elected member of
Parliament for Southampton, and on the open-
ing of the session he was called upon to propose
or second the customary address to the throne
in reply to the royal speech—an honor always
reserved for the two most talented of the young
members on the side of the ministry of the day.
In the same year (1841), he succeeded to the

earldom on the demise of his father, and soon
afterwards married Elizabeth Mary, only daugh-
ter of Charles Lennox Gumming Bruce, Esq.,
of Kinnaird and Roseisle, M. P. for the county
of Elgin and Nuirnc.who survived her marriage
only two years, having died in 1843. Early in

1842, Lord Elgin was sent out as Governor-
general of Jamaica, and returned to England in

1845, after a most successful administration.
The following year he married Lady
Larabton, a daughter of the late Earl of Dur-
ham, who is the present Countess of Elgin ; and
in the fall of that year (1846), on the retirement
of Lord Metcalfe, he received the appointment of Governor-gen-
eral of Canada, which he now holds. As regards Lord Elgin's
late visit to Boston, we would say, that the impression which he
has made upon our population, has been of the most agreeable
and pleasant character, and he is spoken of in every circle in the
highest terms of appreciation and respect. Opportunities for the
interchange of national courtesies are always agreeable topics for
the public journalist; and, in the present instance, we can but
rejoice that a nobleman so popular as the Earl of Elgin, who
combines all the main recommendations of ancient aristocracy
with modern liberality, should have been so cordially received
by all classes of American citizens in the metropolis of New
England. Commerce is the grand fraternizer of nations.

PORTRAIT OF THE EARL OF ELGIN.

CRICKET RIATCH.
It will be remembered that, in a former number, we gave an

engraving of the " Eleven of New England," who constitute the
New England Club of Cricketers, and the scene also representing
the late match between them and the St. George Club, which
came off at Harlem, N. Y., the latter beating the New England
Club. The present scene represents the subsequent game played
at the Cambridge Crossing. Only three innings played, viz., two
by the New England Club, and one by the St. George Club, of
New York, who had thirty-one runs and one inning to spare.
On Thursday, the New England Club made seventy-eight. The
St. George Club followed in the afternoon, and finished Friday
forenoon, making one hundred and eighty. The New England

Club then played their second innings, making
but seventy-one, which, added to their first num-
ber, made only one hundred and forty-nine, leav-
ing the New Yorkers master of the field high
and dry, as above stated. The game was con-
ducted throuL'liout in the very best spirit, and
all seemed highly delighted with the sport.

HISTORY OF THE COTTON PLANT.
Before the time of Christ the cultivation of

the plant, and the use of cotton for clothing waa
probably confined to India. Herodotus, who
lived in the fifth century before Christ, reporta
that the Indians had a plant which bore, instead
of fruit, a wool like that of sheep, but finer and
better, of which they made clothes ; and Arrian
narrates thut the Indians made their clothes of
a fine, white kind of flax, which grew on trees.

Other nations do not seem to have cultivated
the plant at that time, or even to have used cot-
ton ; at all events, only exceptionally, as a rare
and expensive stuff. Thus, it is assumed, that
the precious materia! called byssus, spoken of
among the Jews, was cotton. The grovih of
cotton and its use, seem to have become diffused
shortly after the birth of Christ—Strabo, in the
first century of our era, spenk? of cotton being
cultivated and manufactured in Susiana, on the
Persian Gulf; and Pliny mentions that the plant
was cultivated, not only in India, but in upper
Egypt, and says that the Egyptian priests used
the material there grown for clothing. In all

probability the Arabs brought the culiivation of
cotton into Europe. In the time of Mahomet
the use of cotton was general among them.
Although there existed at a very early period a
trade in cotton goods from India to Europe,
which took place partly by way of Constantino-
ple, and partly by way of Egypt, which trade
became generally extended, still the use of cot-

ton stuffs was very limited throughout the mid-
dle ages; and, although there were cotton man-
ufactories in Granada in the thirteenth century,
in Venice in the fourteenth century, in Flanders
in the sixteenth century, and lastly, in England
in the seventeenth century—at least of stuffs of
which the woof was of cotton—th'se manufac-
tures were inconsiderable in Europe till aft'-r the
middle of the last century. Few cotton goods
were in use, and most of these were imported
from India and China. It was in itself improb-
able that it could be made to pay to fstabl'sh
cotton manufactories in Europe, for the Indians
and Chinese had brought these branches of man-
ufacture to a considerable degree of peifection.

The transport of the raw material from such distant regions neces-
sarily increased the price of the manufactured article, while the
cost of labor is extremely low in India, on account of the few
necessities of the natives, and the small price of them. Yet the
reverse has come to pass. The cotton manufacture has risen to
an extraordinary pitch in Europe, and above all, in England ; in
fact, to such a point has it come, that in spite of the low price of
labor in India and China, which amounts to only one tenth of
the cost of labor in England, and in spite of the distant transport,
no inconsiderable quantities of cotton stuffs are exported from
Europe to India and China. In the year 1832, cotton manufac-
tures to the va'up of one million five hundred thousand pounds
sterling were exported from England to those countries.

^^ l6'=--^;^^V^-5^^^

CRICKET MATCH AT CAMBRIDGE CROSSING^ BETWEEN THE NEW ENGLAND AND ST, GEORGE CLUBS.
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THE RAILROAD JUBILEE.

It is with feelings of real pleasure that we present this number
of the Companion to our readers. The long -to-he-remembered

incident, which recently occurred in this city, and which was so

perfectly conceived and carried out in every respect, is now a

matter of history, and no true friend of his country can look back

upon the occasion without feelings of pride and gratification.

The presence of President Fillmore and Lord Elgin gave to the

celebration, a national character which looks well on record, and

which added eclat to the exhibition itself at the time. We have

already spoken in these pages of the many advantages that must
naturally accrue from this extensive re-nuion of people from a

distance, and this gathering together of the people of two different

governments ; hut the half has not been told, the half can hardly

be estimated. The permanent good feeling that has been planted

in the breasts of our Canadian brethren is strongly evinced in the

tone of their newspapers since they have returned to their homes.

They are filled with accounts of the three days jubilee; and if

they reflect the sentiment in Canada, they show that Boston has

excited their admiration, and they lavish upon its hospitable

inhabitants unbounded praise. They declare that nothing was

wanting to render them perfectly at home. The press through-

out this country is publishing detailed accounts of this grand

affair, and we shall soon see in the English journals the speeches

delivered at the State House, and in the splendid tent on the

Common, a fiithfu! engraving of which we present below. And
apropos of that dinner and tent, let us give the reader some idea

of its immensity by saying, that plates were laid beneath its can-

vas for the accommodation of thirty Jive hundred persons. The
exterior of the tent was draped with the flags of all nations. It

was manufactured by R. M. Yale, of this city. A view of the inte-

rior of this mammoth marquee will be found on page 3 16. Here,

the President, Lord Elgin, the city authorities and three thou-

sand guests sat down together; and so bountiful was the supply

of provisions, that the fragments that remained aft^^r the dinner,

it is said, would have served to dine six ihousand persons.

DINNER TENT AND ITS EXTERIOR DECORATIONS ON BOSTON COMMON, AS PREPARED FOR THE RAILROAD JUBILEE.
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BUCCANEER OF THE GULF.

A ROMANTIC STORY OP THE SEA AND SHORE.

BY F. CLINTON BAKRINGTON.

[continued.]

CHAPTER VII.—[continued.]

Captain Clifford then left the door and passed

down the street. His way Iny in the direction

in which he saw before him the two men. Tht*y

had stopped about thirty yards ahead, and

seemed to be watching to see who he might

prove to be. Clifford was too brave a man to

be turned from his onward path by any feeling

of personal fear. He, therefore, walked on

though he could not conceal from himself some

apprehenMons of mischief from men who had

been overheard plotting assassination.

"It is he, Tito! The saints be praised!"

whispered the Spaniard, as he placed his hands

on the hilt of an elegant and superbly mounted

nautical cutlass that hung at his side. "Now
keep back, and let me have my work on him. I

brook no rivals in my loves, and he who dares

cross ray path must prepare to die ! Wilt thou

keep back, and leave off this nervous fingering

of thy dagger's hilt. By the mass! if thou strike

him first, I will spit thee as I would a hare !"

Tito drew back muttering, yet with his hand

fast hold of his dagger. Captain Clifford drew

close to them, and as the pave was narrow, and

almost taken up by the two men, he moved

to pass on the inner side, as there was more

space. Their attitude seemed so menacing that

he placed his hand upon his pistol and half drew

it from his belt, and keeping his eye upon him,

he was going by, when the Spaniard by a side

movement placed himself exactly before him.

" Defend yourself, senor capitan !"

"For what? Who are you, that thus chal-

lenges me ? Give back, and let me pass \" cried

Clifford, indignantly, and he levelled his pistol

at his breast. But Tito sprang in and struck it

up, so that it went off, the ball grazing the cheek

of the Spaniard.

" Shall I strike him, senor 1" asked Tito, as

he bared his shining dagger.

" On thy life, nol He is mine," answered his

master. " Captain Clifford, you are my rival!

Dost thou know what I mean. He who crosses

^ my path in love, dies I"

As he spoke, he aimed a blow at the head of

Clifford, who being without a sword, parried it

with the barrel of the pistol ; and he would have

succeeded in disarming his antagonist but for the

active vengeance of Tito, who seeing that his

master was in dangei-, directed his steel towards

the heart of the young officer with all the phren-

zy of vengeance, yelling out as he struck ;

" This for my master !"

Clifford would have been struck dead by the

assassin, but for the timely interference of Gi-

berto, who had run up wiih his sword the mo-

ment he saw Clifford stopped, and got to the

scene of the rencontre just in time to strike down

the steel of the Mexican; but this interference

was not wholly successful, for it glanced into his

side and passed between the ribs, inflicting a

grievous wound. Clifford reeled against the

wall, and Giberto, seeing that he was wounded,

brought his sword down at the head of Tito with

a sweep that would have cleft his skull if he had

not anticipated it, and jumped lightly to one

side. The stout artilleryman then attacked the

Spaniard, who showed no disposition to avoid

the combat, and for half a dozen passes their

swords clashed and emitted sparks in the fiercest

manner. Both were, however, perfect masters

of their weapons ; but the strength and skill of

Giberto being aided by his grief and rage at see-

ing Clifford sink to the pavement from loss of

blood, he pressed his adversary so closely that

he would have disabled him, or pushed him to

retire from the battle, if Tito had not come to

his aid, and so worried the old soldier by trying

to stab him in the back, that he withdrew from

the combat to look after his young friend, saying :

"Go for this time, vilanos! Another time

we may give you a better fight."

The Spaniard made no reply, but putting up

his sword, called Tito to follow. The latter,

however, lingered as if he would either take an

opportunity to complete his work upon the body

of the American officer, or watch the issue of

his blow.

" Wilt thou not come, fellow V demanded his

master. " Thou wilt have thy head split in two

by that gray moustache's iron sword, a weapon

that weighs not a pound less than twelve. One

would think he fancied himself a blacksmith

beating on an anvil. That fellow would be

worth his weight in gold in my vessel. Wilt

thou not come f"

Tito at length came to his master, and said :

" I have been looking closely. That man is

my mother's brother!"

" What man r'

" He who came so near splitting my head. I

know him well. He was a brave sergeant in the

artillery at home. I thought he had been dead !

It is he. What the deuce brought him here'?

I would as lief have seen the devil !"

" You speak as if you were afraid of him."

"lam, senor; I sweat now at having seen

him ! By the beards of all the popes, I would

rather the wide gulf lay between me and him !"

" It may, as soon as I have done my errand

here. Come on! *The affair hath brought the

gendarmes to this,Quarter. Let us turn up this

street to avoid answering any awkward ques-

tions. This Captain Clifford will not be likely

to stand in my way after this."

" It was my good blow, senor."

" Thy dagger has for once done me good ser-

vice. I forgive thee the blow, Tito."

" I would I knew what my fierce uncle Giberto,

the artilleryman, doth here?"

" His presence troubleth thee, hombre ! I ne'er

knew thee show fear of man before."

" I have my reasons, my good reasons, senor
;"

answered Tito. " Senor, wilt thou excuse me,

and let me go back and see where he dwells.'*

" No. Thou wilt be seized by the gendarmes.

Dost thou not see that we have need to keep

our way along quietly and rapidly, and separate

ourselves as far as possible from the spoti"

Tito moved on after the Spaniard, and they

soon were lost to the eye in the shadow of the

governor's house, on the Plaza Grande. Leaving

them to pursue their way towards the quay, we
will return to Clifford.

The wound he had received bled so freely that

he sunk down, and would have fainted, but that

he succeeded in stopping the flow of blood by

pressing his hand over the wound, till Giberto,

finding that he could not slay the stranger, and

was like to be killed himself by his man, returned

to his aid.

" They have done for me, for a while, Giberto,"

said the officer. " It was a strong blow, and but

for thy ready arm would have finished me. The

fellow struck like a hired assasi-in."

"No doubt he was, my senor capitan. The

maldito strikes for all the world like my vil-

lanous nephew, Tito ; and by the rood, had I

not Hccn him shot through the head and lul't for

dead in a street brawl, 1 should swear this one

was lie. I hope tliou art not ho badly hurt
!"

"The hilt struck me, and may produce the

pain more than any depth of wound," answered

Clifford.

" Canst thou reach my house, senor?"

" I trust so. There ; let me lean on thy broad

shoulder thus !"

"Cantit thou walk?"
" I will manage to do so. It is not far V
" But a few paces. Nay, I will take thee up

in my arms ! Ho, gendarmes !" he cried, as lie

saw two of the city guard running down towards

them. " Help I Haste to aid me carry this

cabullcro to my shop ! and one of you run for a

surgeon !"

"What hath been done? Ah, is it thou,

friend Giberto? Who hath struck this blow?"

said one of the guards.

"Two assassins, who are hardly out of sight.

One of you pursue, and also send a doctor ; and

you, Pierre, help me bear this gentleman."

One of the guards at once pressed forward in

pursuit, giving the alarm, and the other, lifting

Clifford, who proved unable to walk, bore him

to the humble doraicil of the artilleryman.

In a few moments, three or four guards, drawn

thither by the noise of the discharged pistol,

crowded into Giberto's little shop, and when

they had heard the report of the events which

had taken place, they joined in pursuit of the

two men, whose description Giberto gave them.

A surgeon soon made his appearance, sent by

the first gendarme. Upon examining the wound,

he pronounced it by no means fatal, as the dag-

ger had passed between the ribs and out at the

back, but without touching any vital part. He
said, however, after he had dressed it, that it

would be necessary for his patient to remain per-

fectly quiet several days, and in a month he

might be quite well again.

Captain Clifford heard this decision with a

sigh, as he thought how completely this confine-

ment would shut him out from the presence of

Donna Gertrude.

CHAPTER VIII.

THE PURSUIT. ESCAPE TO THE VESSEL.

We will now return to the two persons whom
we left crossing the Plaza in the direction of the

water. They walked on with rapid steps, for

the alarm increased behind them ; and they

might any moment be confronted by some of the

city guard meeting them.

Upon reaching the levee, upon the broad es-

planade of which the bright moon shone almost

like noonday, the Spaniard paused, and looked

keenly along the shore, up and down, as if he

were uncertain of his locaUty, and were in search

of some object.

"Are we right, Tito? This cannot be the

place where we landed."

"Si, senor! Do you not remember this ca-

talpa tree with the broken lirab hanging down.

It was directly opposite this."

" But I see no boat
!"

" It may have moved further down !"

" No— there is Rodrigo coming from the

shadow of that tree. Well, the boat, why is it

moved ?" be asked, of the man who came near.

" A watch was posted directly where I landed

you, senor, and so I ordered the barge to row

down further, while I remained here to let you

know of it."

" You did right. Lead me at once to it. We
are pursued !"

" This way, senor," answered the man ; and

leading the way he moved rapidly down the

levee, and in a few minutes they saw the boat,

with four men seated in it, lying on their oars.

" Now we are safe, senor," said Tito.

But hardly had the words escaped his lips,

than a party of five gendarmes made their ap-

pearance round the iron enclosure of the Plaza,

not fifty yards distant, and came upon the full

run towards them, the moonlight glistening upon

the pistols they held in their hands.

"That does not look like safety, Tito!" said

the captain. " Spring on shore two of you

with your cutlasses, to our aid, and two remain

to shove off the boat at my word !" he cried,

seeing that the gendarmes were too near for

him to escape into the boat without a fight with

his pursuers. Seeing the two men come to his

assistance, and beholding five armed and reso-

lute-looking men opposed to them, the guard

stopped when within ten paces, and drew up in

battle array. The leader then spoke, and said :

"Surrender; for you will bo overpowered by

numbers !"

" Surrender for what?" coolly asked tho

Spaniard.

"For assaulting a man! Arc you not the

two men that stabbed an American ofiicer?"

" Two ? Scest thou not we are live ? Whero

hast thou learned thy arithmetic, man? If yo

seek two men, thou wilt have to go further.

Cannot quiet citizens embark in a boat at ni(^ht

without being taken for assassins ? Go back,

and send &hrcwder fellows than ye seem to be,

after your two escapados ! Come, ray men, let

us to our boat, and not detain these gentlemen

in conversation, seeing they are in pursuit of two

assassins !"

With these words, he walked to his boat ; the

men followed, and giving the order to shove off,

they were six fathoms from the bank before the

gendarmes, who had been confounded by his

coolness, could recover from their stupor, and

make up their minds whether they ought to have

let him escape till they had better proof than

his words that he was not one of the persons

they were in pursuit of.

"Sacre!" growled one ;
" I believe he is the

man, and that we are fine sottistes."

" Parbleu !" ejaculated a second, " he has

coolness enough to be a grand villain."

" Be jabbers !" said a third, who was evidently

from Hibernia, " it's the man, I'm shure ; but

then there's five o' them, and divil tacks me if

five is two, even if they are the two same !"

"I saw two join a third, and then two more

come from the boat," said another ;
" and it is

my opinion we have been fooled, and that our

two men are among the five in that boat!"

" Then let us fire into it!" cried two or three,

running towards the water-side.

"Hold, you may kill the wrong birds! It

wont do ! They are out of pistol shot, too, by

this time ! Let them go ! It is better for our

credit, that it shouldn't be suspected at the

guard-house that we even imagined the two men
could form a portion of this party."

" Och, it 's the long head he has ! He 's right,

lads," answered the Irishman ; "we'll niver let

on we believed the two spalpeens had been seen

by us, at all at all
!"

With this worldly policy decided upon, the

gendarmes remained a few moments, following

the retiring boat with their eyes. They saw it

take a direction obliquely across the broad, shin-

ing bosom of the river, and was finally lost to

their gaze in the splendor of the moon's wake,

refiected dazzlingly upon the surface.

" I have had a narrow escape from arrest,"

said the Spaniard, speaking to the young man,

whom he called Rodrigo, and who steered the

boat, as it glided swiftly down the stream, but

obliquely, towards the opposite bank.

" It would seem so, senor captain," answered

the person addressed. "I hope that it is noth-

ing grave."

"No—a mere street affair. As I have not

been recognized so as to be identified to raoiTOw,

I shall not fear going up to the city again."

As he spoke, he cast his eyes in the direction

of the metropolis, which lay in vast masses of

irregular architecture along the shore for a

league, its front fringed by the tall masts of a

hundred ships, and here and there a light spark-

ling amid the shadows. The deep-moaned toll-

ing of a bell now came to iheir ears, across the

water.

" It is three o'clock," said the Spaniard.

"We have consumed the night nearly. Do
you see the brigantine ?" he asked, peering

ahead, through the shining mist, that was rising

from the bosom of the river.

" There she rides at her anchor, senor," an-

swered Rodrigo, pointing to two slender masts,

faintly visible, springing from a low hull, that

was nearly blended with the dark line of the

shore.

In a few minutes the boat came close to the

vessel, which proved to be a hermaphrodite brig,

her topsails loose, and ready to sheet home, her

jib and spanker set, riding at a single anchor,

about fifty fathoms from the bank.

" Quien va?" came with a sharp hail to their

ears from the brigantine's quarterdeck.

"El capitan," answered Rodrigo.

" Bueno," was the response ;
" a bordo."

The boat pulled alongside, and then it could

be seen that the mouths of cannon projected

from open ports, and the vessel was a heavily

armed and formidable looking craft. There

were no lights visible, but the moon shone

brightly upon her decks, revealing, as the party

mounted the ladder and stepped down upon
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them, tbc neat and glittering armament of a

war-vessel, and full two score men to make tlie

armament available.

"You have been gone so long, capitan, we

feared some misebicf had happened," said a man

in a Spanish naval uniform, who was second in

command; "and so I loosed the topsails and

hove short, and got all ready for a flight, if you

should be chased down upon us.'*

" We have been chased on the land, but not

on the water," answered the Spaniard. " Has

all been quiet "?"

" Yes, sir ; no one has shown any curiosity

about us."

" That is well. "Where is Guido V
" He is below, sir ; but not sleeping ; for he

has been all the night on deck, enjoying the

moonlight, and listening to the various sounds

from the city. "What news there, senor V
"Nothing. I shall probably remain here three

or four days. But after I see Guido, I will give

you your orders ; for it wont do to remain until

dawn, or the custom-house boats will be in-

quisitive."

Thus speaking, the Spaniard, who was evi-

dently the captain of the warlike vessel so se-

cretly anchored under the point of land below

the city, made his way aft, and descended into

the cabin. This was a richly furnished apart-

ment, hung with silken tapestry, set with mirrors

—and made luxurious with ottomans running

around it. A costly Turkish carpet covered the

floor, and overhead hung a rich lamp, which

cast a soft, dreamy light over the whole. There

were two doors to this sumptuous nautical

boudoir, one of which opened into au inner

cabin; and, as it was half open, it could be dis-

covered that it was in all respects as beautiful

as the larger and outer one. The second door

was closed, as the captain descended; but he

had no sooner removed his cap, and thrown

himself with an air of great fatigue upon one

of the ottomans, than it opened, and a hand-

some youth, not above twenty years of age,

came out, smiling welcome.

" I am rejoiced to see you back again, Uncle

Conrado," he said, laying his hand in his. " I

had feared that you might have got into difficul-

ties, and I could hardly restrain the impulse to

take another boat and go in search of you. And
have you succeeded"? Is she in the city?"

" Sit and listen, Guido, and you shall bear

all," answered bis uncle, who, with his cap and

cloak off, displayed a large, manly figure,

—

moulded like a Hercules in its combinations of

strength and beauty; while bis face, now fully

revealed, proved eminently handsome,—that is,

for a man of forty, whose hair and moustache

were mingled with gray. Altogether, his ap-

pearance was striking and marked ; but the

expression of his face was cold and worldly,

sinister and artful. He looked like a man

whose desires knew no obstacle to their accom-

plishment,—not even blood. His dark eyes

were cold and piercing; his mouth, expressive

of pride and sensuality ; his smile, treacherous,

yet winning.

The contrast between the uncle and nephew

was quite as great as the difference between

their years. The nephew was a perfect Nar-

cissus for youthful graces. He was elegantly

shaped, and the green silk dressing gown which

he wore, tied about his waist by a crimson sash,

displayed the harmonious outlines of his figure

with symmetrical effect. His height was equal

to that of Don Courado's, but so just propor-

tioned, that it seemed less. His hair, which was

left to wave on his neck in natural tresses, was

that ckevdure d*or, which delighted the pencils of

Kaphael and Vandyke to imitate, a glorious

commingling of brown and golden light all over

it. His brows were of the same rich brown of

gold tint; his eyes large and proudly bright,

were also brown, shaded by auburn lashes, in

long, curving fringes. His face was oval—not

unlike in shape and beauty that which por-

traitors represent that of Edward VI., Eng-

land's youthful monarch; and the face of this

youth was princely. His prolile was like that

of the Greek Apollo, v/ith the grace of a wo-

man's, and the loftiness of a man's. His com-

plexion was olive, and the superbly cut mouth

which was formed to betray exquisitely every

emotion of pride or feeling, was shaded by a

dark brown moustache.

The captain of the brigantine seemed to re-

gard him with admiration, as if he wondered at

his noble beauty, as he seated himself with an

air of graceful ease, opposite to him.

"By our lady, Guido, you are too handsome

for a cavalier; your face and hair would kill

with envy half the beauties of Orleans, should

it be their misfortune to see you."

" If I had been consulted, I shoitld have en-

dowed myself less liberally with attributes that

would rather please a maiden than a young

man, who has to win by bis sword or his pencil,"

answered Guido, with a smile, and slightly col-

oring. " Methinks I would like a right earnest

cut of a cutlass across my face, so that it would

give me a more manly air
!"

"Not so, nephew! You are manly enough,

with all your beauty! Ye gods! I have seen

your eyes flash, your nostrils quiver, and your

whole frame dilated like Mars in battle! That

is what amazes me, to see so much lion-like

courage united with such maidenly charms."

"You mock, uncle!"

" No, by the rood ! But I see we shall quar-

rel, and I would as lief rouse a lion as thy high

spirit, Guido. So to my night's adventure! I

have seen her
!"

" I rejoice with you. And did she receive

you less coldly than before V
"1 did not speak with her. That is yet to

come. But thou wert never in love, and wilt

care little to hear what I have to say."

"I can sympathize, nevertheless, uncle. Tell

me all. I would hear how this haughty lady

treats thee ! And I have curiosity to see her,

also, that I may with my own eyes witness if

thy large commendations of her are near the

truth."

" Thou shalt behold her, and soon."

" Then I am to go up to the city 1"

" No, she is to eome to the brigantine."

" Will she of her free will?"

"With her free will, or without her free will,

she shall yet grace this cabin with her presence,

Guido," answered Don Conrado, with a frown.

"It is my time to play the tyrant, now that I

have the power. She has had her play, and

now comes the game into my hands. I did not

see her to speak to her. Tito, whom I sent up

from the English Bend, two days ago, in ad-

vance of our vessel's approach to the city, re-

ported correctly to me. The house which he

discovered, was that of Don Garcia de Armas.

So immediately upon my landing, to-night, I

made my way there to reconnoitre, preparatory

to taking further steps to see her and lay my
suit once more at her feet

!"

"Well, uncle

V

" Well, it would seem that the very Satbanas

himself is against me in this love-matter. While

I was surveying the outside of the house, which

is as strong as a castle, an American officer

comes up, stops beneath her balcony, and sere-

nades her with words of the most impassioned

language."

" Then she is, doubtless, beloved by him !"

"Porpeste! You mention it as coolly as if

it were the lightest thing in the world, that I,

after sailing across the sea to throw myself at

the feet of the only woman I ever loved,—should

find her the inamorata of a young and dashing

cavalry officer. It is plain, boy, you were never

in love."

"Never, uncle !" answered Guido, quietly.

" One of these days you will know how to

feel for me ! I am yet a young man ! I am not

too old for a maiden of nineteen ! There is no

reason why she should not at the first have ac-

cepted my hand ! But she shall take it now,

with all its stains ! I found this new lover sere-

nading her. So I swore in my heart his de-

struction ; but nut until she threw him a bouquet,

tied with her hair, and enclosing a note. This

was more than 1 could bear; but I have the note

and tress here ! He carried off the flower !"

As Don Conrado spoke, he placed on the in-

laid India table, before Guido, the paper and

lock of hair. He read the one, and examined

the other with admiring interest.

"It is dark as the wing of the raven, uncle!

and it is soft as the down of the ermine, while it

is as glossy as the silk of Elorence ! It is ex-

ceedingly beautiful hair. It must be a lovely

neck, cheek and brow that such shining drapery

as this shades and beautifies !"

" No words, nephew, can describe her loveli-

ness !"

"I begin to have some curiosity^ to see her!"

" If the fates prosper me thou shalt not live

many days longer with thy curiosity being un-

satisfied. Having picked up these trophies,

which escaped the screnader's eye, I pursued

him, and at length encountered him; but a

fighting old fellow came out of a house near by,

to his aid, and I did well to get off without be-

ing slain; as it was, he has ruined my cutlass

with gashes an half ell deep. The officer was

armed only w:ith a pistol, with which he would

have killed me; but Tito turned it aside. Ho
then stabbed him, and we retired, having, I

doubt not, put an end to any more serenadings

from that quarter; for the officer fell from loss

of blood. It was with difficulty we got off, as

we were pursued by tlie gendarmes ; but I man-

aged to embark in safety, and get away from

the city. Thus you have the history of my
night's adventure. It has resulted in discover-

ing to me the certainty of Donna Gertrude's be-

ing in the city, and in putting out of the way a

rival."

"I trust the lover is not slain," answered

Guido.
" It matters not. It will keep him out of the

way till I can manage my affair."

" And how do you expect to proceed T"

" In this way. I shall try and obtain an in-

terview with the haughty beauty, and even beg

her favor, if need be ; for he who stoops, may
only stoop to conquer. I will urge my suit with

all the eloquence in my power ; and my deep

love for her will give me words of fire!"

" If she be not melted by them, what then

will you do, uncle'?" asked the nephew, who

was engaged in idly sharpening a crayon in a

golden porte-crayon.

" I shall then change my mode of attack. If

she will not be won with love, she shall be won

by strategy and power. I have not come thus

far, Guido, to amuse myself. I have sworn that

I will not leave New Orleans without the lady,

won fairly, or won foully ; and I will abide my
oath."

" How will you obtain possession of her,

uncle"?"

" That remains to be seen,—that must be

thought about. The house is strong, and may
not easily be entered. But then I will think of

that after having had an interview with her !"

" And this interview will take place to-mor-

row or the next day."

" Will you go up to the city with me, or re-

main on board"? I shall leave the vessel before

day, and send her down to await intelligence

from me, below the English Turn, some eight

leagues below the city."

" I will go to the city with you, uncle ; I have

a desire to sec it."

" Then let us to the deck."

CHAPTER IX.

A KEW EKTERPRISE.

When Don Conrado reached the deck, the

faint blush of dawn was flushing the east.

Guido, having exchanged his robe-de-cbambre

for the becoming costume of a young Castilian

gentleman, shortly appeared. Don Conrado

then proceeded to give his orders to his lieuten-

ant, Kandolpho ;

" As soon as we leave the vessel, you will

weigh anchor and drop down the river a few

hours until you come to the villa of M. La
,

where I stopped when ascending. Then you

will anchor half a cable's length from the land

and allow no communication whatever, either

with the shore, or any craft, or boats in the

river; and especially keep watchful against any

boats approaching you from the city during the

night; for I may get into trouble, and be be-

trayed, and an expedition sent to take you.

Keep the guns shotted and arms ready; cable

stopped so as to be slipped if need be; and

everything prepared for sudden fliight."

" Si, senor capitano, you shall be obeyed,"

answered the lieutenant, with nautical brevity.

" I may be absent a week—perhaps longer,

—

and it is possible you may see me in three days.

Act as if you expected me every hour."

" Si, senor capitano."

The cuttf r was now brought alongside; and

Tito, having previously placed in it the port-

manteau belonging to the captain, his master,

and Guido, they descended into it. Four men

selected out of the crew for their courage and

coolness rowed the boat, and Hodrigo took his

place in the stern sheets to steer her, while the

captain and his nephew took opposite cushions.

"Now mark well my commands, Lieutenant

Randolpho," said the captain, as the boat shot

away from the armed sides of the brigantine,

and took its course up the river close in with

the shadows of the shore.

" We will keep up this bank, Kodrigo, until

we get higher than the city, and then cross to

the quay at the foot of Kue Poydras. There

the boat can be concealed beneath the pier

among the fishing boats, says Jean the boat-

swain, who knows the city, without attracting

attention. You and the men will take lodgings

near in one of the Italian cafes, but always one

of you must be found on watch near the boat."

"And where shall we go on reaching the

quay?" asked Guido.

"To the cafe of Loupe de Blase ! We will

remain there until our plans are matured. We
can trust him !"

The tall masts of the brigantine faded into

the gray mist of morning, and soon they saw
her under sail and moving down till she was
lost to their gaze. The day grew clearer each

moment, and one after another the streets of the

city opened upon their sight as they pulled up

the stream. The buildings that were highest

caught the morning beams, which glowed like

burnishcLl gold from the dome of the St. Charles

and the pyramidal towers of St. Patrick ; and

soon the more humble towers and turrets and

battlemented roofs shone with the sunlight.

By this time they were two miles above the

point where they had left the brigantine. The
sounds of the city, which as the day broke came
across the water to their ears one by one, were

now increased to a confused roar of iron wheels

rolling over the granite pavements of the re-

sounding streets. Even the murmur of voices

was borne to them sounding like distant hum of

bees. The long tiers of dark-hulled and tall-

masted ships, the squadrons of steamers, the

small fleet of coasting craft each arranged in its

proper place along the crescent sweep of the

thore, came in sight one after the other. With
the rising sun a thousand flags of every nation

draped the spars and staffs of the shipping ; and

from a small American sloop-ofwar at anchor

in the river, came the blue smoke and sharp re-

port of the morning gun. From the tower of

the cathedral swelled musically upon the breeze

the matin bell, its deep and £acred tones ming-

ling with every other sound as if to sanctify the

whole. At least such was the thought that

passed through the mind of Guido as he listened

and gazed with deep pleasure at all the varying

features of the scene. Don Conrado, however,

slept reclined at length upon the crimson cush-

ions of his boat, overcome by his vigils and fa-

tigues of the sleepless night he had passed.

At length the boat gained a point above the

Marine Hospital, and Rodrigo directed her course

into the stream to cross over to the city. As he

did so, Guido observed a spy-glass levelled at

them from the gangway of the sloop-of-war.

" The quartermaster taking his observations,

senor. It means nothing about us," answered

the young seaman.

Their course was crossed and re-crossed con-

tinually by fishing-boats, ships' yawls, shore-

boats, drift-wood skiffs with their single occu-

pants. At length they reached the quay and

run the boat in among a fleet of threescore or

more. Conrado now awaked and seeing that

they were at the land, gave further directions

about the disposition of the boat; and then fol-

lowed by Tito, the two caballeros made their

way along the quay until, after turning two or

three corners, they found themselves at the en-

trance of a cafe of modest pretensions in the

French quarter of the city, There were two

doors, one more private apparently than the

other, and which led by a few stairs to a hand-

some room in the rear. Tito who went in ad-

vance and seemed to know the place, having led

the way to this room, so as not to pass through

the public coffee-room, disappeared for an in-

stant, leaving them seated at a marble table

which was marked with the impress of wine-

goblets, and beneath which lay two or three

of the handsome Mexican cards which the

American soldiers introduced into their own
land.

" This place is quiet and secluded. It suits

my purpose, as I have no desire to be known

abroad," said Don Conrado, as he lounged

wearily upon a fautcuil.

[to be continued.]

THE CAPTIVE BROOK.
That stream which runs through my garden

gushes from the side of a furze-covered hill; for

a long time it was a happy liitle stream ; it trav-

ersed meadows where lovely wild flowers bathed

and mirrored themselves in its waters, then it

entered my garden, and there I was ready to re-

ceive it; I had prepared green banks for it; on
its edges and in its very bed I had planted those

flowers which all over the world love to blonm
on the banks and in the bosom of pure streams

;

it flowed through my garden, murmuring its

plaintive song; then, fragrant with my flowers,

it left the garden, crossed another meadow, and

flung itself into the sea, over the precipitous

sides of the cliff", which it covered with the foam
of lively opposition.

—

Travels in my Garden.
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RECEPTION OF PRESIDENT FILLMORE AT THE BOSTON AND ROXBURY LINES BY THE MUNICIPAL AUTHORITIES.

The reception of the President at the city lines, September 1 7th,

was a most brilliant and imposing at!"Jr. Here a military escort

and cavalcade of cirizens, witli the invited guests in carriages,

met the President and es'-orted him to his quarters at the Revere

Hjuse. On the 19th, Diver Street was most elnhorately and
eleirantly dressed for the occasion; and through this broad and
noble-looking thoroughfare the grand procession passed. Here it

was that a sort of ladies' throne was fitted up in fancy tournament

style, upon which stood thirty-one young ladies personating the

States of our Union. This agreeabto surprise had not beea set

down in the ofScial programme, but the planning and arrange-
ment had been silently and successfully carried out by the public

spirit and good taste of the ladies in that vicinity. Such an array
of loveliness cannot be properly represented in print, and we
must beg the reader to imagine the pleasing effect upon the sight

and senses of the gallant men who formed this noble procession.

By special invitation. Lord Elsrin was invited to refresh himself
with a glass of champagne. With his usual bonhomie, he readily

replied in a neat speech of good sentiments, at the conclusion of
which his lordship gave a good old-fashioned toast to " The

Lasses." This was, perhaps, one of the most pleasing incidentg
of the day, and " Honeymoon Row," as Dover Street is familiarly
called, never looked gayer. In fact, the ladies seemed to have
taken possession of this southern point of turning so as to brighten
the northward return of the procession. The decorations in
Dover Street were really superb. They were not confined to

flags, streamers, or inscriptions, but included elegant candclabras,
fine paintings, costly carpets, large mirrors and choice engravings,
among other rich articles ; all, however, more or less appropriate
to the occasion, and elegantly festooned with silk, tapestry.

V.'OnCESTEfl t, PtmCE

DOVER STREET AND ITS DECORATIONS; WITH THE APPROACH OF LORD ELGIN AND HIS AMERICAN GUARD OP HONOR.
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BOWDOIN SQUARE, A VIEW TAKEN WHEN PRESIDENT FILLMORE ARKn^ED AT THE REVERE HOUSE.

Our artist has sketched for us also the scene that Bowdoin processiou, forming a brilliant sight ; and our artist has given it In the various rooms of this huilding the authorities, their invited

Square presented on the Arrival of the cortege at the President's with faultless accuracy. The triumphal arch in front, although a guests, and oflfi< iai dignitaries generally, met previously to the

quarters. Below, the City Hall is given as it appeared in all its temporary structure, was eo designed as to harmonize with the procession starting', and thus the morning commenced with a
gala dress, transparencies and mottoes on the day of the grand, building, and all tbe decorations were arranged with good taste. happy meeting under the auspices of the Marshal of the Day.

CITY HALL, SCHOOL STREET, WITH ITS DECORATIONS, AND THE MAIN PROCESSION JUST FORMING.
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[VFrltton for GleftHon'B Pictorial.]

THOSE AKCIIiiNT CHAI'EL ItELLS.

BY B. BUMMERS DANA.

Lot ufl Book the trolIiHed bower,

Id tlio gnrdun'B cool retreiit,

Whoi'u bright gn\ Is blooQiliig fulr,

Bui'dunlng ou tlio auibiuut air

VraKfiiuco aweet

;

TVherH the honoyHuckIc twinofl,

And the creeping myrtle climbs

0'«p tbt) Willi

:

VVhllo the plaintive Phlmlng wolls

From tUu aiiniuiitcliapel bella,

Id yOQ oliiua iintUjuo hall.

Let aa liwt tho mournful monodiea

Chimed from each iron tongue;

How uulike tho mollow peal

Of tbo melodicfl thiit stuiiil,

Sweotly rung

>'rom tho golden evening bells,

When melodioubly wells,

O'er the pluin,

Pleasant chiuies upon tho oar,

liringiug memorios loved and dear

liack to our hearts agiiin.

Lot ua sit beneath tbo vine-leave.'i,

Diincing lightly in tbo breeze
|

]\ouDd the fragrant mignonette,

Gommed with pearU of dewy wet,

Uum the bees;

Tboro ambro.siftl nectars drinking

—

While our memories are linking

In bright chain,

Are the long-forgotten tears,

Brought from the mist of fading years,

By that sad peal again.

On the palpitating bosom

Of the frngrance-burdened air,

Comes the vibrating pealiug,

While the dmiming tears are stealing

Sadly there

;

For the veil of j'ears upfiinging,

Now those solemn tones are bringing,

Buried long.

—

Youthful sorrows, long unbidden,

Which, like tragic legends hidden,

Live now alone in song.

Sadful memories are creeping

Slowly round us as we hear

Gleams of hopes once brightly fair,

And of young love's dawning there,

Cherished dear
j

Of the griefs of the heart-broken,

And the past's departed tokens,

Do they tell

;

Comes their dark and deep revealing
5

As now sadfuUy are peaUng

Porth those ancient chapel bella.

«—B^«Ii—>

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE ABSENT BRIDEGROOM.
BY MRS. CAROLINE OHNE.

CHAPTER I.

More than half a century has glided away, since in an old

gray, substantial farm-house, situated in one of the rural dis-

tricts of England, and about ten miles from the seacoast, dwelt

the family of Silas Rushton, consisting of himself and wife, their

daughter Ellen, and a male and a female domestic.

Ellen, who was now eighteen, had for two years been betrothed

to a young man by the name of Charles Winslow. He was

second mate of an East Indiaman, and it was full time for him

to return from the second voyage he had made since he had risen

to his present rank, when, as arranged by them, previously to his

departure, he and Ellen were to be married. Ellen, as well as

her parents, had experienced great solicitude on Winslow's

. account, the last twenty-four hours ; for the storm known as the

equinoctial storm, which generally takes place about the twentieth

of September, had been raging with a fury which uprooted trees,

threw down chimneys, and in one or two instances unroofed

houses. Since noon, however, the wind had blown with less

violence, and near the close of the day, as Ellen stood at the

window, looking out upon the lead-colored sky, and listening

to the fitful wailings of the blast, which seemed to her the voice

of the storm-spirit from the troubled sea, the setting sun suddenly

darted his beams through a rift in the clouds. Almost at the

same moment, she descried in the distance, Ralph Buskins, who
the moment the tempest had so far subsided as to render it prac-

ticable, had been sent to the nearest post-town, about four miles

distant, to learn if there v/ere any news from the sea-coast.

Ellen's cheeks flushed, and then turned deadly pale, while,

though Ralph had spurred his horse into a brisk trot, it appeared

to her that he never would arrive. She met him at the door, and

he placed a letter in her hand. It was from Charles Winslow,

and informed her that the ship in which he sailed had fortunately

arrived safely in port at the first coming on of the tempest. " He
should not," he said, " obtain his discharge, so as to be at the

farm-house under three days from the date of his letter."

" It will he your liirthday, my dear EUcn," it went on to say

;

" let it alio be our wedding-day. My stay in port will be short,

and I wish to have opporiuiiity to introduce you to my widowed

mother, and my sister Mary, before my home is again on the

deep. If agreeable to you and your parents, I should like to

have as mauy of my old friends and acquaintances, belonging to

your neighborhood, present on the joyful occasion, as can he

conveniently aceommodatcd."

Ellen's parents did not object to tlic wi.sh expressed by young

Witislow, for they approved of their daughter's choice, and tlicrc

was noihing to do, except to prepare the wedding feast, and

invite the guests, all of which, Mrs. Rushton said, could be easily

accomplished.
As EUcn was an only child, and would, therefore, one day,

inherit her futlier'a property, and as slie was, moreover, one of

the best, and certainly the loveliest girl among all who dwelt in

that part of the country, Charles Winslow was considered not a

little fortunate in obtaining tho promise of her hand, in prefer-

ence to half a score of rivals.

One of these rivals—Mike Rcever, by name—was at first

highly incensed, and openly threatened to be revenged on Wins-

low, for, as he was wont to say, "cutting him out." He was

wrong in making use of this ptirase, for Ellen, had she never

seen Charles Winslow, would, after certain incidents come to her

knowledge, which gave an insight into his true character, have

rejected him with disdain.

This vindictive spirit cherished by Rcever towards Winslow,

after a while, gave place to a better state of feelings, or, at least,

appeared to do so, and the last time the favored lover made a

visit to the old farm-house, his demeanor towards him was per-

fectly friendly.

Mr. and Mrs. Rushton's feelings of hospitality would have

prompted them to invite all who had the least claim to their

acquaintance, on so momentous and joyous an occasion as their

daughter's wedding; as it was, they were obliged to limit the

number to their relations and their nearer neighbors, among

whom was Mike Reever.

" I wish," said Dame Rushton, to her husband, " that there

was a decent excuse for passing by the ill favored churl."

" I don't blame you for your wish," he replied, *' but it wont

do to put such a slight upon him, for it will wake up the old bad

feeling he used to have against Charles, and there are few I would

not rather have for an enemy than Mike Reever. He is one of

them that would not be ashamed to strike in the dark."

CHAPTER IT.

At the early dawn, mingling with the last fleeting shadows of

night, a wreath of blue smoke rose up from the chimney of the

old farm house, while such articles of food, which would admit

of being served cold, such as pies, pastries, and above all, several

loaves of bridal-cake, were already in preparation.

Ellen's bridal dress had long been prepared, for she knew that

Winslow would not be able to remain long on shore.

Ralph Huskins, the moment he had fiuislied breakfast, mounted

on one of the plough-horses, in whose gravity and staid demean-

or, suited to the service in hand, perfect confidence could be

reposed, rode forth to deliver verbal invitations to all, who, either

by proximity or consanguinity, possessed any claim to be in-

cluded among the wedding guests. The sun shone with unusual

splendor, soon piercing the morning mists, which gradually

ascending from vale and stream, for a few minutes lingered

around the hill-tops, wreathing them with a snow-white drapery,

and were then lost in the sunny atmosphere. The brightness of

the day, and the elasticity of the air, joined with the lively, bust-

ling aspect of everything in and around the house, prescient as

it was of the long-wished-for coming of Charles Winslow, whom
they regarded with a warmth of affection nearly equal to that

bestowed on their daughter, expanded the hearts, and gave an

unwonted animation to the spirits of farmer Rushton and his

good dame ;
causing them to he so much in charity with all man-

kind, that when their thoughts reverted to the remarks made by

them, the evening previous, respecting Mike Reever, they were

conscious of a feeling nearly akin to remorse.

Ellen, too, seemed bappy and joyous, and she was so to a cer-

tain extent, yet every now and then—though for a moment only

— a strange gloom would darken her spirits, while suddenly, as

if an icy hand touched her heart, a cold thrill would run through

her frame. Its recurrence was so frequent, and appeared to her

so singular, that at last she could not forbear mentioning it to

her mother.
" La, child," was the reply, " it is only because you are a little

nervous from having your feelings wrought up so during the

storm. As soon as you have time to rest a little, 'twill all pass

away, I'll warrant you."

Ellen tried to think it was so, yet the gloom and the icy chill

continued to harass her more than ever.

The day appointed for the bridal, proved as bright and cloud-

less as its predecessor, and the invited guests, in season for the

hour designated by Ralph Huskins, some on horseback, others

in vehicles of various descriptions, and a still greater number on

foot, were seen approaching the farm-house in different directions.

Conjectures as to what Ellen's dress would probably be, and

whether the handsome sailor bridegroom would not bring her

something for the occasion very beautiful from over the sea, formed

the principal theme of conversation among the maidens, while a

number of the young men could not help expressing their sur-

prise, not to say indignation, that she should take up with a sailor,

when she might have had her pick of the young farmers. * That

her choice should be sanctioned by her father as well as her

mother, was a matter of still greater wonder, and served in their

estimation, to materially lower the reputation he had formerly

sustained for good sense and sound judgment.

Those among the'men, wiiose years made them more sedate,

naturally dibcussed subjects which they deemed of deeper import

—such as crops and the corn laws, or the last speech in Rarlia-

ment, at the same time that their thrifty wives boasted of the

excellence of their butter, cheese and poultry.

Ab they drew near the dwelling of the Ruslitons, the air redo-

lent with the savory and spicy odors of sirloins of beef, fat geese

and turkeys, and the never-forgotten plum-puddings, diverted

their tliouglits to the feast to which they had been bidden, and all

feelings, except those of the most fiiendly and genial nature,

seemed to vanish in tlie smoke, which, circling from every chim-

ney of the hosjjitablc mansion, was wafted to regions unknown.

If there were any exception, it was Mike Reever ; but his was a

countenance, so "by tJic hand of nature marked," that it seemed

incapable of giving expression to any except the darker and

sterner emotions and passions.

All were struck with the appearance of Ellen. They had

always been sensible that she was a very lovely girl, but now,

arrayed in her dress of India muslin, and a set of handsome pearl

ornaments, which had been sent her by Winslow, a number of

weeks previous, by a homeward bound vessel, she looked far

more beautiful than they had ever seen her.

" Yes," said Lucy Grey, Ellen's principal bridesmaid, in reply

to a remark of one of her associates, " she looks beautiful, but

she docs not seem happy, and while I was assisting her to dress,

she said, ' I don't feel as if any of us would see Charles Wins-

low to-day !'
"

As Mr. Rushton was a dissenter, or nonconformist, the mar-

riage ceremony, instead of being performed at church, was to

take place beneath his own roof; directly after which, the guests

were to assemble at the festive board, spread in the ample kitchen,

which extended the whole length of the house.

All who were invited bad arrived, and the clergyman, with a

dignity and solemnity suited to the occasion, had been seated in

the great ann-chair, full half an hour, awaiting the arrival of the

bridegroom. But he came not. The company, who at first, had

been merry and chatty, gradually grew sober and less talkative,

and, at last, when the old eight-day clock chimed out the hour

which had been set for the performance of the ceremony, and he

still remained absent, there was an ominous shaking of heads,

and a low whispering among the guests, while keen and impa-

tient glances were directed towards those windows which com-

manded a view of the road by which he must come.

A few, so impatient had they become, softly glided from the

room, and leaving the house by a back entrance, ascended a hill,

which rose at a short distance, whence the eye could trace the

windings of the road for nearly a mile.

Among these was Lucy Grey, for she had watched the blanch-

ing pheek of Ellen, and hoped to be able to terminate her sus-

pense a few minutes sooner, by descrying the tardy bridegroom,

while yet at a considerable distance. As she went forth, her eyes

accidentally fell on Mike Reever, who, though he left the room

with the rest, instead of proceeding to the hill, stood leaning

against a tree. Lucy almost recoiled at the strange expression

of his countenance. In it, there seemed lo her, to be a blending

of craft and malignancy, altogether horrible. At that moment,

she felt firmly persuaded, that whatever had prevented the arrival

of Charles Winslow, Mike Reever was at the bottom of it ; and

so sure did she feel that he would not come, she abandoned her

intention of ascending the hill.

" How did he expect to come ?" asked Phebe Layton of Lucy.

" In the stage-coach as far as the post-house, where they

exchange horses—the rest of tlie way on horseback or afoot,"

replied Lucy.
•' Who knows, then," said Phebe, " but the coach may have

broke down or overturned, which causes Winslow's delay."

" It may be so—I didn't think of that," said Lucy, and a sud-

den gleam of hope brightened her countenance.

Ltiey returned, and quietly resumed her seat bythe side of

Ellen, who sat so pale and motionless, that she might almost have

been mistaken for a statue.

The assembled guests every moment became more and more

restless and impatient: some because their sympathies were so

painfully excited on Ellen's account, others by knowing that the

delicacy and flavor of the viands prepared for their entertainment

would be more or less injured by the protracted delay.

The minute hand of the clock showed that half an hour more

had gone. Up to this time, Ellen's parents had hoped that

Charles Winslow would come. Now they gave him up, and

though their hearts were sad, strove to assume an appearance of

cheerfulness, while with the warm and frank hospitality by which

they were ever characterized, they insisted on those present taking

their seats at the table. Most of them gladly complied, though

a few declared tliat Ellen's pale face had deprived tliem of all

appetite. One young man—William Markman by name, and

the favored lover of Lucy Grey—took the maiden aside, and told

her that he was going to ride over to the post-house, in order to

ascertain if anything had delayed the arrival of the stage-coach.

" Don't go alone," said Lucy. " His absence, I am afraid, is

occasioned byfoul play, and your own safety maybe endangered."

" Eoul play, Lucy—why should there be '?"

" You cannot have forgotten Mike Reever's threats of revenge,

when Ellen rejected him and accepted Winslow."
** That is nothing. Mike was in a passion at the time he made

the threats you allude to. He soon cooled down like other per-

sons, who are so foolish as to be passionate, and by this time,

cares nothing about it."

" You are mistaken—he is as malicious as ever, and if you had

seen how he looked when you and others went to the top of the

hill to see if Charles were coming, you would be of my mind.

I could not help thinking that he knew perfectly well why Wins-

low had failed to come."
" I shall not have to go alone," replied William. " See, there

are Ellen's father, your brother James, and several others, lead-

ing their horses from the stables. They will get the start of me,

if I don't mind.'*
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In less than three minutes, Mr. Eushton, "William Markman,

James Grey, and several others were riding rapidly in the direc-

tion of the post-house.

When arrived, they were told that the stage-coach had reached

there at the usual hour, and that all the passengers who had

alighted, resumed their seats when the coach was ready to pro-

ceed, except Charles Winslow, who started on foot as he said,

for Mr. Rushton's. It was now three hours since, they were told,

and as he appeared perfectly well, in excellent spirits, and walked

as long as he remained in sight at a brisk pace, an hour would

have carried him to Mr. Rushton's door. He took with him only

a small bundle, tied in a silk handkerchief, leaving a trunk,

marked with the initials of his name, and some other luggage,

which, he said, he would send for the next day.

These circumstances served only to deepen the mystery con-

cerning the disappearance of Winslow, for the road was by no

means solitary, and had not, for many years, as any one could

remember, been in b^d repute. There was, however, a dark

lane, which turned off in the direction of the sea coast, of which

smugglers used formerly to avail themselves, it was said, in order

to visit certain secret haunts, but which had long been so overrun

with bushes and brambles, as to he almost impassable.

William Markman, as he recalled to mind what Lucy Grey

had said concerning Mike Reever, thought of this lane, and in

his own mind, determined to examine it, when they returned.

He communicated his intentions to the rest, and they all halted,

when arrived opposite the place, while Markman and one or two

others alighted from their horses, the better to examine it.

Near its entrance, they found that the grass was beaten down,

as if several persons had been engaged in a violent struggle.

That Winslow was one of them appeared certain, from finding

bis bundle lodged in the midst of a cluster of bushes, as if he

had hastily tossed it away to free himself from its encumbrance

at the time he was assailed. He was without doubt soon over-

powered, and their progress could easily be traced through the

lane, hut when it, at last, opened upon a wild, desolate tract of

country, composed of abrupt hills and precipices, and deep

ravines, there was nothing to guide them. There were, doubt-

less, secret caves and recesses, where persons could conceal them-

selves with little chance of being discovered, and as none of the

party were armed, they did not consider it prudent to continue

their search, where they might be shot down by unseen hands.

A short consultation was, therefore, held, in which it was decided

that it would be best to return, and having properly armed them-

selves, to renew the search in the morning. It was now, within

an hour of sunset, and by the time they arrived at the farm-house,

it was quite dark.

At early dawn, a party of nearly a dozen active and fsarless

young men set forth in search of Winslow, but after the most

vigilant search, and the strictest inquiry, they were obliged to

return, without having made any satisfactory discovery.

CHAPTER III.

Dats, weeks and months glided away, yet nothing transpired

to throw any light upon the fate of the young seaman. Most

people believed that he had been murdered, and suspicion began

darkly to fall on Mike Reever, as the instigator of the crime.

At first, he frequently called at the farm-house, and did his best

to make himself agreeable to Ellen. His presence, however,

inspired her with feelings of aversion, and even horror, which

she made no effort to conceal. In common with others, she sus-

pected that Charles Winslow had disappeared through his agency,

yet she could not bring herself to believe that his life had been

taken. This belief did not arise from any faith she had in Ree-

ver's humanity : it was rather owing to a kind of presentiment,

which no process of reasoning could overcome. As on the day

appointed for her bridal, the thought that Winslow would not

come, continually haunted her, so now, a golden ray, in spite of

herself, would pierce through the gloom, which darkly veiled the

future. She felt that she and Winslow would meet again.

A jear had passed away. It was the anniversary of the day

on which the guests had been bidden to witness the marriage of

Charles and Ellen. The circumstance of Winslow's singular

disappearance was freshly i-evived in the minds of many, and it

formed the theme of conversation in many a neighboring cottage

and farm-house.

Farmer Rushton and his wife spoke of it between themselves,

though they made no allusion to it in the presence of Ellen.

With an intuitive delicacy, they felt that it was best to leave her

to her own thoughts and emotions—that there was a sacredness

in her sorrow, with which even theii should not intermeddle. The
sun shone as brightly as on that day, and there was the same

elasticity and halminess in the air; circumstances, which con-

spired to bring it back more vividly to mind.

Through the early part of the day Ellen's spirits were deeply

depressed, towards evening—strange as it might appear—the

same hopeful feelings which hitherto, at times, had cheered and

sustained her, returned with so much force and energy that,

yielding to what appeared to her its prophetic whisperings, she

seated herself by a window, where she kept watch with as much
earnestness as if she had real grounds for expecting to see Charles

Winslow suddenly appear in sight. Her mother noticed her

with the deepest anxiety and concern, fearing that, at last, her

daughter's reason was giving way.

Ellen continued at the window till distant objects could no

longer be discerned. She then with a sigh drew the curtain and

took her usual place at the fire-side, where her parents had

already seated themselves. Mrs. Rushton was knitting, and

Ellen, midoing a small parcel which she had taken from her

work-box, disclosed a blue and silver purse, which was neai-ly

completed. It had been intended for Charles Winslow, and she

had never found courage to finish it.

" It needs only a few more stitches," she said to herself, " and

I will finish it and give it to Lucy Grey."

C.-esar, the farm-dog, being of a social disposition, had ven-

tured to desert bis usual post in one of the out-houses, and had

taken his station where he could at the same time enjoy the

warmth and brightness of the fire, and occasionally, from beneath

his half closed eyelids, obtain a look of his master's face— and

what he prized still more highly— of Ellen's. At the moment
she formed the determination relative to the appropriation of the

purse, he suddenly roused himself, and, uttering a quick, half-

suppressed bark, ran to the door, and then turned his bright,

sagacious eyes upon Ellen, as if asking her to open it. As she

rose to obey his mute appeal, she stopped a moment, for she

imagined she heard footsteps near the house. The dog*evinccd

impatience at the slight delay, and the instant the door was opened,

bounded into the entry, and through the outer door, which had

been left partly unclosed. His joyful bark was answered by a

voice which thrilled the hearts of Mr. and Mrs. Rushton with

mingled emotions of joy and dread.

" Where is Ellen "?" said Mrs. Rushton, looking around in a

bewildered manner, as if just awakened from a dream.

At the sound of the voice, Ellen, with the words, " He has

come !" sprang through the open door almost as quickly as her

canine friend, and her mother's inquiry was answered by her

re-entrance, half-suppoited by Charles Winslow; while Caisar,

forgetful of the gravity due to his mature years, and the dignity

of a patronymic derived from the illustrious historian, statesman

and general—to say nothing of the first five Roman emperors

—frisked and capered around them in a manner which leaned

strangely to a state of rejuvenescence.

Por the next fifteen minutes, a great many questions were

asked, and none satisfactorily answered. Dame Rushton, the

whole of the time, as if moved by some invisible machinery,

was gathering together the best the larder afforded, and placing

it on the table, impelled by a kind of vague idea—which doubt-

less has its origin in the hospitality she so well loved to indulge

—that he, of course must wish for something to eat.

AVhen at last, the joyful hurry of their spirits had a little sub-

sided, and even Cxsar had ceased his gambols, and contented

himself with merely wagging his tail, Winslow briefly informed

them of the incidents which took place after he left the stage-

coach which conveyed him as far as the post-house.

When arrived at the head of the lane which diverged from the

road in the direction of the sea-shore, he was suddenly suiTounded

by a number of armed men, who, as quickly as the ditficulties of

the way would permit, conveyed him to a cave, where they

remained until about midnight. They then carried him to a

fisherman's hut near the sea, and in the morning, as had been

preconcerted, gave him up to a press-gang in search of recruits

for the fleet commanded by Admiral Sir John Jervis. For the

bravery he displayed in several engagements—in one of which, a

victory was gained over the Spanish fleet—he was rewarded bv

promotion, and at the time of his return held the rank of lieutenant.

While secreted in the fisherman's hut, he overheard a conver-

sation, by which he found that the persons who had seized him

and conveyed him thither, were smugglers, and had been em-

ployed by Mike Reever, who possessed facilities for enabling

them to secrete their goods with little risk of detection.

As Winslow's leave of absence did not exceed two months, in

a week after his return, Ralph Huskins again set forth on the

same discreet plough horse, as on a former occasion, to invite

the friends and neighbors " to come," as he said, " to see Charles

and Ellen married."

This time, Mike Reever was not among the gue?ts. He went

away, no one knew whither, the next day after Winslow's return.

Nothing occurred to mar the enjoyment of any present ; and

after the ceremony was performed which made Ellen the wife

of Lieutenant Winslow, as everybody was careful to call him, he

was obliged, in answer to the numerous questions asked him,

" to fight his hatiles o'er again," which though done in as modest

a manner as the nature of the case would permit, made him

appear such a hero in the estimation of his auditors, that they

predicted he would, before many years, be an admiral.

The prediction was ultimately fulfilled, while Mike Reever,

whose attempted revenge resulted so differently from what he

had hoped and expected, lost his life about the same time on

board a pirate vessel, during a bloody engagement which termi-

nated in its capture.
« -^»-— *

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE SOUL.

BY OAROtlNE A. nATDEN.

"Gather together all the world's rich treasurea,

liCt all its glor; in one balance fall
\

Bring forth its fame, its joys, its hopes, and pleasures,

One svul immortal shall outweigh them all.

It may be shackled by inglorious fetters,

Bowed d.Q-vra and crushed beneath fate's iron sway
;

It may be branded by guilt's blood-stained letters,

And sin may bid it shun the light of day.

It will live on, though all around is dying,

Through blight, and shame, whatever may befall

;

It will live on, though time's fast footsteps flying

Leave nought behind its past deeds to recall.

Live I when the last loud trumpet has been Bounded,

And countless millions Bwept from time away
j

Live! through ilhmitable space unbounded

One loag, unchanging, and eternal day.

DYIftG WOPDS OF NOTED PEKSOWS.
" A death-bed 's a detector of the heart

:

Here tried dispimulation drops her mask,
Through life's grioiace, that uuKtres? of the scene

;

Here real and apparent are the same."

" Head of the army."

—

Napoleon.
" I must sleep now."

—

Bijron.

"It matters little how the head lieth."— *?/> Walter Ealeigh.
" Kiss me. Hardy."

—

Lord Nelson.

"Don't give up the sliip."

—

Lawrence.

"I'm shot if I don't believe I'm dying."

—

Chancellor Thurlow.
" Is this your fidelity?"

—

Nero.
" Clasp my hand, my dear friend, T die."

—

Aljieri.
" Give Dayroles a chair."

—

Lord Chesterjidd.
" God preserve the emperor "

—

Hn/dn.
" The artery ceases to beat."

—

Ilal'ler.

"Let the light enter."

—

Goellip.

"All my pu£ses>.ions for a moment of time."

—

Qneen Elizabeth.
" What ! is there no bribing: deaih V— Cardinal Bmnfon.
" I have loved Gnd, my father and liberty."

—

Madame de Stad.
" Be serious."— Groiivs.

"Into thy hands, Lord."— 7a.«.90. /
" It is small, very small indeed," (clasping her wrist).-^idnne

Bole:i^n.

" I pray you, see me safe up, and for my coming down, let me
shift for myself," (ascending the scaffold).

—

Sir Thomas More.
" Don't let that awkward squad fire over my grave."

—

Bums.
" I feel as if I were to be myself again."

—

Sir Walter Scott.
" I resign my soul to God—and my daughter to my country."— Thomas Jefferson.
" It is well."— Washinqton.
" Independence forever."

—

Adams.
" It i-i the last of earth."—./. Q. Adams.
" I wisfi you to under.stand the true principles of the government.

I wish them carried out. I ask nothing nrore."

—

Hai-rison.
" I have endeavored to do my duty."

—

Taylor.
" There is not a drop of blood on my hands."

—

Frederick V.,

of Denmark.
" You spoke of refreshment, my Emilie ; take my last notes,

sit down to my piano here, sing them with the hymn of your
sainted mother ; let me hear once more those notes which have so
'long been my solacement and delight."

—

\fnzart.
" A dying man can do nothing easy."

—

Franklin.
" Let not poor Nidly starve."

—

Charles II.

" Let me die to the sounds of delicious music."

—

Mirabeau.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GOB SEEN IN ALL THINGS.

BT UISS CHABLOTTE ALIEN.

In every gently rustling lea'",

In every opening flower

That lifts its head in humbleness,

To live its little hour

;

In every wave upon the deep,

In every star on high

That loobeth down upon thisworld

With such a loving eye

;

In all, in everything we see,

We view God's wondrous skill

;

Then let us own his sovereign sway,

And e'er obey his will.

Twas He who caused the soul to bo

That spark of holy birth,

And lent it to us for awhile,

To guide us on the earth.

Then may we turn our spirit-aelf

In gratitude above,

And thank our Father for his care,

Ilia watchfulness and love

!

< .^-^ » .

A LAWYER'S RETAINING FEE.
Mr. Burcbard, the revival preacher, went about the villages to

enlist the wealthy and influential to attend his preaching, in order
to giVe some eclat to his meetings. In the course of his peram-
bulations, one day, he fell in with Bob S , an attorney of some
reputation, and very famous for his wit and readiness at repartee.
" Good morning, Mr. S- ," said the "Evangelist ;" " under-
standing that you are one of the leading men of the town, and a
lawyer of high standing, I have called upon you in hopes to

engage you on the Lord's side." " Thank you," replied Bob,
with an air of great sobriety, and with the most professional

manner possible—" I thank you, I should be most happy to be
employed on that side of the case, if I could do so conscientiously

with my engagements ; but you must go to some other counsel,

as I have a standing retainer from the opposite party!" The
itinerant was amazed, piqued and nonplused, and departed with-

out attempting to suppress his laughter.

—

Boston Post.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE HUMAN FORM.

BY E. O. HOLLAND.

Wherever thou standest, to thee it is given

To point by thy head unto the bright heaven

;

To heaven, where peace and radiance dwell,

Where boundlessly far the world-circles swell

;

Each glowing in light and dancing in joy,

To the will of the Highest their constant employ.

Prediction unconscious! For thither doth tend

Thy progress of being; yea, soul is the end.

Thyform is a prophet, man, unto thee,

Saying, " Upward, ay, upward, let destiny be !"

. ^ <»>^ »

ENDURE HARDSHIP.
As a gladiator trained the body so must we train the mind to

self-sacriiice, 'to endure all things," to meet and overcome diffi-

culty and danger. We must take the rough and thorny roads as

well as the smooth and pleasant ; and a portion at least of our
daily duty must be hard and disagreeable; for the mind cannot
he kept strong and healthy in perpetual sunshine only, and the

roost dangerous of all states is that of constantly recurring plea-

sure, ease, and prosperity. Most persons will find difficulties and
hardships enough without seeking them ; let them not repine, but

take them as a part of that educational 'discipline necessary to fit

the mind to arrive at its highest good.

—

Education of the Feelings.
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THE

[Written for GloEiBon'a PIctorlul.]

THE POET'S 1>EI.IC.IIT.

I delight to take my lyro

In thi) fltUly hour of night,

And mount on Oupld'fl tiny wlngfl,

And upwardH then to Uikc my Uight.

To visit there the habitations

Of VeiiuH, Juno, Matu and Jovo,

And to hold convorw with niuBcs,

Which all poota dearly love.

To visit to the ancient godfl

And j:;odd(!fl5!e3 of great renown

—

Minerva, goddeH3 of the (vIho,

And Arludno with her crown.

Then, In pome quiet, lonely Btar,

Or under Luna'H eilvory rays,

To ait, and niuae, and tune my lyro

To notts of love und songa of praiso.

Then dest-end and visit Neptuno,

And Doris, goddess of the seas
;

Descend with them down to its bottom,

And visit there the Nereides.

Then Cupid's wings again will mount,

By Eolua' zephyrs Hoat along,

Till I reach my own dear planet.

There tune my lyre again for song.

To the plains and verdant meadows,

In my wauderinga I will go,

View the playful running streamlets

Through the plain's meandering flow.

The towering mountain I'll ascend,

Its rugged path I too will climb,

Till I reach its lofty summit.

There praise His beauties so sublime.

Descending then again the mountain,

Through forests wild I then will roam,

Till I reach again my " study,"

There sing the praises of "sweet home."

4, ^mm- >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

GREEK PIRATE,
A SEA SKETCH.

BT STLVANDS COBB, JE.

For the following sketch, the reader is not indebted to the

writer's imagination. The incidents herein related are but a few

among tensof thousands, equally as thrilling, which are connected

with the gross injuries and final downfall of the once noble Greeks.

Erery toppling wall and prostrate column speaks to the beholder

some tale of wrong, and even the dark and dismal streets of the

once proud Athens might, by their silent story of woe, draw tears

from other hearts than those of Greece.

It was just at dusk, many years ago, after the iron heel of the

turbaned Turk had trod down the liberties of Greecd, that a young

man made his way down from the city of Athens, leaving Piraeus

to the right, towards the sea-coast. lie was not more than five-

and-twenty years of age, stoutly built, and wearing that expres-

sion of countenance and manner of conduct which, at a single

glance, betray the determined, resolute man. Just outside of the

entrance to Port Lion, about half a mile from the stone pedestal

upon which used to stand the large marble lion, from which the

port took its name, laid a small boat in which were two men, and

towards this spot the above-mentioned individual took his way.

" Where is the brig, Matho 1" asked the new comer, as he laid

his hand upon the bows of the boat and pushed her off from the

land, after which he leaped on board.

" She is just off the cape, nearly fifteen miles from here,"

replied the elder of the two boatmen. " But tell me, Parthenius,

are you determined to go on board to-night V
" To-night 1" repeated Parthenius, while a sudden flash shot

from his dark eye. *' Yes ; and ere it he light again, my vessel

shall have passed through the Silota."

" What has happened, my dear captain, that should thus change

your plans? I thought you were to sail southward."

Por a moment the young captain gazed towards the harbor
;

and then slowly raising his finger, he said, almost in a whisper

—

but in a whisper so deep that the embryo hurricane roared in its

meaning tones :

"Do you see where those spars rear their tapering points above

the hill r'

" Yes." ^
" That is the bloody Turk. The last remnant of the mountain

band that sought liberty among the rocks, now lies in the hold

of yonder ship ; and among them is a white-haired old man who
is to be sacrificed because be fought for Greece. That man is my
father ; but as sure as there is a just God in heaven, he shall not

be delivered up to his death thus. To-moiTow morning the Turk

sails for the Marmora, but, by the powers of Olympus, she shall

never cut its dark waters with a Greok prisoner on board. Azotus 1"

" Sir," returned the younger of the boatmen, who was thus

designated.

" Step the mast and loosen the furling-line. And you, Matho,

stand by to shove her head round."

As Parthenius spoke, he seated himself at the helm of the boat,

and in a few moments more, her broad sail caught the breeze.

A few words will explain all that the reader need understand

up to this time. When the tyrant foe first overran the fertile

plains of Attica, old Parthenius gathered several hundred of his

countrymen together among the mountains, and there they de-

termined to defend themselvca and their daughters. The younger

Parthenius had also gathered togetlicr a band of choice spirita,

but the sea was chosen as the theatre of his actions ; and as

Greece was now yoked by the Turkish power, our youthful hero

was, of course, held in the light of a pirate. No other vessels

suflercd at his hands save tho.se of the Turk; but among them,

his ravages had been so extensive that every seaport along the

coast rang with the tale of his deeds. The son was still at liherty,

but the gray-haired sire was a prisoner, and the headsman's

blood-stained cimetar awaited his arrival at Constantinople,

whither he was to be sent to meet his doom.

The moon was just peeping up over the island-dotted bosom

of the Archipelago as the light quiac of Parthenius shot from the

land, and, with a moderate, l)ut fair wind, she made her way

towards Cape Colonna. It was near midnight when the boat

rounded to alongside of the brig, which lay at a single Anchor

just off ]Ccratin,and as soon as the young captain had gained the

vessel's deck, he ordered the anchor to be hove up and sail made

as soon as possiMe.

"Marco," said he to his first officer, who had remained in

charge of the brig, "I would have our brig within the straits of

Silota before it is daylight, for I would lay off Cape Boro in the

morning."

"Silota!" returned the officer in astonishment. "I thought

you were bound for Milo."

" Not yet," said Parthenius. " Do you know the Isbar 1"

"Do you mean the Turkish ship that lies in Port Lion^"
" The same."

"I know her to be a stout ship."

"Well, she shall be mine ; or, at least, she shall be within my
power."
"Within your power!" iterated Marco, in utter amazement.

"Why, she has, at least, a hundred and fifty men, besides an

armament three times as heavy as ours."

" Yes, she has a Iiundred and fifty men," exclaimed the Greek

captain in a tone of bitterness ; "but they fight for the paltry

coppers that fall from the hand of the proud Turk, while we

—

ive

Marco, fight for our homes—for the memory of kindred that have

perished, ties of affection that have been snapped in sunder, and

for the bitter wrongs that have been heaped upon our countrymen.

In the hold of the Isbar goes my old father to his death ; his

noble band have been all shot down like beasts, or taken prisoners,

and the bloody Turk thinks he has conquered. But he has yet

to pass through my hands, and may his Prophet have mercy on

him, for I will walk over the corses of them all if they stand

between me and my father."

At that moment a voice from forward announced that the

anchor was apeak, and Marco turned to see after the loosening of

the topsails. He knew that his captain never used idle language,

and he knew also that what he had determined upon was sure to

be carried into execution ; but how the Greek brig, with only

fifty men, was to capture the heavy Turk, he failed to comprehend.

Of one thing, however, he was certain—not a Greek that trod the

deck of the vessel would flinch if Parthenius bade them go on.

As the brig cleared the break of the land, the breeze came fresh

and strong ; and when the sun rose on the next morning, she had

rounded Cape Doro, and her main-topsail was laid to the mast.

High above the shoal water in which the Greek laid to, towered

a projecting cliff of bare rock, the summit of which commanded
a full view of the broad sheet of water between Eubcea and

Andros
; and upon this eminence a sharp lookout was kept during

the greater part of the day. But along towards night tlie white

topgallant sails of a heavy ship were made out away to the south-

ward, and having become assured that the Turk was coming up

through the straits, Parthenius called the lookout dov/n from his

station, and got his vessel once more under way. The wind was

fresh from the northward and westward, and the brig, taking it a

few points free, stood off towards the coast of Scio. As the

night darkened into a state of almost sable gloom, with hardly a

star to beguile the gaze of the mariner, Parthenius called his men
all aft, and thus addressed them :

"My brave comrades, you all know, of course, the object of

this cruise, for to Matho and Azotus, and to my brave Marco, I

have already revealed it. Within the next six hours the proud

Turk will have cleared the Cape, and without trouble I can cross

his track, for I know the exact course he will steer. You know
that some of our kindred lie chained upon his deck ; and now,

my men —hearts of Sparta and of Attica—I will lay you alongside

of the Isbar ; my foot shall be the first to touch the tyrant's deck.

Will you follow weV
There was no wild shout went up from that deck, nor was

there any sudden burst of enthusiasm ; but fifty bright swords

flashed in the rays of the deck lantern, fifty knees were bended,

and fifty lips gave to the air an oath that their countrymen should

be free.

Parthenius stepped back with a light tread, and seizing the

wheel in his own grasp, he put the helm up and gave orders for

wearing around upon the opposite course. The brig was upon

the exact course of the ship, and the young captain was confident

that if he stood back in his own wake, he could not fail of coming

in contact with her. The wind still continued fresh, nor had it

altered from its point at nightfall, and so taking it upon the quar-

ter, the gallant brig started back towards Cape Doro. Until after

midnight the Greek kept on without interruption. The deck

lantern had been extinguished, the lighter sails taken in, and over

a comparatively smooth sea she seemed to creep rather than to

sail, so stealthily and ghost-like were her movements. Parthenius

had given the helm to Matho, and with his night-glass he had

stationed himself upon the end of the bowsprit.

It lacked some minutes of one o'clock when he came hastily

upon the deck and ordered the topsails to be clewed up and the

yards to be eased carefully down to the caps. The Turk was

directly ahead, and in fifteen minutes the meeting must take place.

The brig had nothing set but the fore and mainstaysaile, and

Parthenius rightly concluded that he should not be noticed till he

was too near for the ship to avoid his purpose.

" Arm ! arm ! every one of you !" said the Greek commander,

as the tall spars of the Turk could now be clearly traced against

an opening in the southern sky. "Arm to the teeth, and press

forward to the larboard bow. Be ready for the leap, and remem-

ber that you strike for your kindred, for your God, and for Greece I

You, Azotus, look well to the grapplings ; see that they aro

surely thrown Let her come up—Luff! luff!"

Matho put down the helm, and the biig, which had been grad-

ually falling to leeward, now came up towards the looming bows

of the approaching ship ; and not until she was within a cable's

length did the Turk discover the proximity of the stranger.

" Hallo, there !" shouted the officer of the Isbar, not yet able to

discover the character of the brig. "Keep away! up with your

helm ! By the beard of the Prophet, the fellow'll be afoul of us."

Then turning to his own helmsman, he exclaimed, " Down with

the helm ! Down with it, quick ! Let go the jib and fore-staysail

sheets. By the power of Allah, the fool will be sunk."

The Turk had taken the course which, of a,ll others, the Greeks

could most have wished ; for as the heavy ship came up into the

wind she lost her headway, and in a moment more the bows of

the brig grated beneath her fore-chains. Like dark spirits from

the deep blue waters came the avenging Greeks, with the towering

form of Parthenius at their head, they sprang upon the tyrant's

deck, and ere the turbaned Moslems could collect their scattered

senses, a dozen of them had fallen beneath the retributive strokes

of the strange invaders,

"Strike for Greece! for Parthenius and Liberty!" shouted

Marco, as he cut his way through the half-frantic Turks.

" The Gretlc Pirate !" cried the officers of the ship, as they heard

that dreaded name—" then may Allah protect us."

When the Greeks first boarded, one-half of the Isbar's crew

were below in their hammocks, but they soon began to crowd

upon deck ; they came unarmed, ignorant of what was going on,

and most of them came only to their death. So unexpected—so

sudden had been the attack, that ere the Turks could arm them-

selves, the Greeks had gained the advantage, and still pressing

on, they cut down all that opposed them, until Parthenius stood

upon the quarter-deck. For a moment he dropped the point of

his sword and gazed about him. On every side gleamed the

sword and cimetar, and head after head drooped and fell. At
length a sharp, shrill cry arose from a number of Turkish officers

who had crowded together upon the opposite side of the deck

from where stood the Greek lion, and the call for mercy—for

quarter— arose above the clash of the death-seeking steel. A
proud look of triumph gleamed upon the Greek commander's
face as he heard that cry, and waving his sword high above his

head, he shouted :

"Hold! Back, Greeks!—^back! Strike not another blow

except in defence !" And striding forward to where the battle

raged hottest, he struck down the uplifted weapons, and bade the

men stand back.

In three minutes every sword hung dripping by its owner's

side
; and striding aft, to where stood the officers of the Turk,

Parthenius shouted :

"Now, proud Turk, lead forth your prisoners. Bring up that

gray-haired old man whom you have doomed to the traitor's

death ; and, mark me, if harm hath been done to but a single

hair of his head, every Moslem heart that now beats upon your

decks shall send forth its blood in atonement."

With trembling limbs went the Turks to fulfil ihis mandate,

and ere many minutes had elapsed, twelve prisoners stood un-

shackled upon the quarter-deck. With a heart leaping proudly

in its triumph and joy, Parthenius sprang forward and clasped

his aged parent to his bosom.
" God bless you, my noble son," murmured the old man, as

the tears of joy rolled down his furrowed cheeks.

The Greeks took up the cry of blessing, and like the clarion's

peal rang their shouts of " Parthenius and liberty!" over the

dark sea.

The released prisoners were conveyed to the brig, and as Par-

thenius was about to step over the side to his own vessel, he

turned to the Turkish commander, and said :

" Go, thou infidel tyrant—go to your proud master, and tell

him that Parthenius scorned to crush the poor viper that stung

him! Tell him that the Greek scorns to glut his revenge on
those who fight as slaves, at the beck of a still more slavish

master ; and tell him, too, that there be some Greeks who never

will be slaves."

Six only of the brig's crew had fallen. Their bodies were
removed to their own vessel, and found their rest beneath the

greensward of their native land, while the dark waters of the

Archipelago received threescore of the fallen Moslems.

Back from Athens, towards the small town of Marathano,
where a quiet valley reposes between two gently sloping hills,

there are a number of graves. One of them, which raises its

marble slab a few rods up on the northern slope, bears the simple

name of Partiienil's. The goatherds who tend their flocks

upon the neighboring hills protect that slab from harm, and a

peculiar light sparkles in their eyes as they tell over the deeds of

him whose ashes repose beneath it—who was once so dreaded by
the Turk, and who was denounced by the Moslems as " Thh
Greek Pirate !"

MERCY.
The qunlity of Mercy is not strained

;

It droppcth as the gentle dew from heaven
Upon tlie place beneath. It is twice blessed

;

It blcssca him tliat gives, and him that talies.

—

Sliakspeare.
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[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO THE EVENING STAR.

Br FRAKKLIN C. S. HXmLBUT.

Home of my soul! wrapt in thy golden sheen,

Thou rollest on adown the rosy west,

The loTed of every eye ! upon thy glorious mien

IIow centres all my thoughts \ how thrilled my breast,

With melting rapture, when, at thy behest

I caught the soft, sweet inspiration : "t waa in spring

!

When oped the violet, when fields were drest

In living emerald ; when the vernal wing

Of yon blue convex charmed, and birds began to sing.

Shrine of departed joys I methinks I view,

As now thy ravishments adorn the skies,

A white hand raieed that pointed to yon blue,

Where thou wert shining in thy sunny dyes,

Mild queen of evening, smile of paradise 1

And a soft voice, sweet as the echoed fall

Of diamond waters, where yon forests ri.'^e

In templing grandeur, o'er the mountains tall.

Broke the gray stillness with a hymn unto the Soul of all.

Thy unapproachable sublimity is full of thought,

Thou Uofe of light! the azure of thy nest

Doth teem with song ; with rainbows fraught

Thy reminiscence : steals again that blest

Enchantment on mine ear :

—

Lavinia is at rest!

Her voice breathes in my eouI : in yonder sky,

Par other realms, where death by life repressed

Forgets to sing, and hushed the sorrowing sigh.

Her spirit blooms in robes of sunset alchjmy.

Star of the fading days ! I rove the checkered field.

To thy great theme unknown : the thrift of years

ObUterates the dream: my soul is sealed

To tender charms
;
yet while yon rolling spheres

Pursue their plan, while Jove his lore endears

To mortal sense, my love shall fill a page

In recollection ; love is my element ; it bears

Not time's dread atrophy, nor death's ephemeral rage;

'Tia anchored high in Paradise, beyond the flight of age.

The varied seasons may put on their blooms,

Days charm the vision in their rapid round

;

Tolcanic lightnings burst the mountain wombs,

And pealing thunder shake the solid ground
;

These are thy sport, Nature! but profound,

Beyond thee, Venus, where the lambent sky

Converges in eternity, where no dark fears astound,

No lapse of ages rolls, the All-seeing Eye

Extends his golden shades, and speaks

—

'^Jilan, than s/uiU never die .''

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ASA KNOLLINS'S ADVENTURES.
A HUMOROUS SKETCH.

BT THE OLD UN.

Asa T. Knollins was a genuine specimen of the down east

Yankee— a log-chopping, trading, fishing, sea-going amphibious

animal, passing his time between the ocean and the mainland.

In one of his voyages before the mast, he went to Porto Rico,

and by some chance it happened that his vessel sailed without

him. Asa felt somewhat homesick when compelled to prolong

his visit, and watched eagerly for an opportunity of returning to

" jiis own, his native land."

One evening, as he was walking along the sea side in a melan-

choly guise, he was suddenly surrounded by a gang of British

sailors, belonging to the sloop-of-war Terrible, commanded by

Capt. Bagshot, and then busy in taking in water and other stores,

preparatory to a continuance of her three years' cruise. Asa
was disposed to show fight at first, but as the press-gang was
armed with cutlasses, he concluded his best policy was to submit

quietly, and so he entered the barge without opposition and was
taken on board the sloop. That night, as he lay awake, brood-

ing over his misfortunes, he chalked out his plan of conduct,

which was no other than to feign a simplicity, amounting almost

to idiotcy, and to display as little knowledge of seamanship as

possible. He knew how to throw into his countenance an air of

complete vacancy and innocence, calculated to throw the shrewd-

est observer off" his guard.

The next day, at noon, a dish of boiled beans was set before

him without any other "fixins." Our friend "flared up" at

the meagreness of the entertainment.

" Biled beans and no pork !" he exclaimed. " This is a leetle

too mean, I swow ! Taint fit for a dog !"

" Hadn't you better complain to the captain 1" asked the black-

whiskered boatswain, with a sneer.

" That's it, old sea-hoss," remarked Knollins. " That's a

bright idee ! Complain to the cap'u ! So I will."

And regardless of opposition, he bolted into the cabin, where
Qaptain Bagshot sat at dinner with three or four of his officers.

"Who the devil are you 1" asked the captain, fiercely fixing

his savage eyes on the Yankee.

"Who be 11" ejaculated Knollins. "Why, I'm Asa T.

Knollins, cap'n. I hope you're well—and how's the fojiks to

hum 1 Pretty spry, eh 1"

" You're name's Jonathan, I guess,'* said Captain Bagshot,

mimicking the nasal tone of Knollius.

"No it aint, it's Asa T. Knollins, cap'n."

" Well, what do you want of me ?"

" Seems to me you live pretty well here, cap'n," said Asa,

looking over the table. "Pretty tall fodder. Chickens, ham,

pineapples, and o-be-joyful. Your cook haint did the clean thing

by us, though. S'pose you don't know nothing about it, so I

thought I'd step up here and let you know how they serve us

down stairs. Why, cap'n, they gin us beans without pork !"

" Beans without pork ! As-ton-ish ing '." exclaimed the cap-

tain, willing to humor the " character."

" Yes, cap'n, beans without pork. Don't that beat all natur'?"

" What do you live on when you're at home V asked Bagshot.

" Pork and beans, biled chowder, flapjacks and doughnuts,"

answered Asa.

" What are flapjacks V asked the captain.

" Don't you know what flapjacks are ? why I thought evenj

fool know'd that? They're made out o' flour, and eggs, and

milk, and water, beaten up ker-slap, and then they're slotted into

a fryin'-pan and done brown, and served up with butter and mer-

lasses, or merlasses and butter, whichever you choose, and if they

don't go down slick, there's no stuns in Eoxbury !"

" You seem to like molasses," said the captain.

" Well, I guess I du," said Asa. " But not raw, as your

fellers eat it."

" How then?"
" Wall, I like to run a stick into the bunghole of a hogshead,

and then pull it eout and dror it through my mouth. Aint it

good then ? Wall I guess it is."

" Well, Jonathan."

" Asa, cap'n."

" Jonathan, J say, you can go now, and I'll see about the pork

to-morrow."

Asa went back to his astounded shipmates, reporting that the

captain was a " pretty slick sort of a fellur."

One day, when the men didn't " tumble up " from below with

the requisite alacrity, the boatswain, rattan in hand, gave each of

them a "reminder" with his stick as he came on deck. Asa

was the last, as usual, but watching the boatswain's bamboo, he

caught the weapon in his hand and dexterously twisted it out of

the officer's grasp.

"Hallo! whiskers!" said he, I hope you didn't mean to hit

me, 'cause it hurts a fellur. No, you didn't—wall I thought so

—

I forgive you," and he threw the rattan overboard, escaping to

the quarter-deck, where his originality and supposed imbecility

secured him impunity. In fact he was treated as a privileged

bufi'oon by the officers.

Taking up a cannon-ball, one day, he asked :
" What'n the

world is this yere, cap'n 1"

" That's what we keep to pepper the Yankees with," answered

Bagshot.
" Want to know !" said Asa. " How do you work it V
" We put 'em into those big guns and fire 'em off."

" Show ! jou don't say so. Do they travil pretty fast, cap'n?"

" So fast you can't see 'em."

" Hurt a fellur if they hit?"

" Yes, when they're fired out of a gun."
" Not otherways ?"

" No."
" Then here goes !" cried Asa ; and handling the missile like

a bowling-ball, he let it drive among the legs of the officers and

men, shouting, " hurrah ! let her rip !"

Cries of rage and pain followed.

" Seems to me, cap'n," said Asa, coolly, " them 'ere things

doos hurt a fellur, evin if they aint fired out'n a gun."

One day Captain Bagshot called Asa aft. " Jonathan," said

he, " there's a boat alongside; you may get your traps together,

and go ashore. I think His Majesty can do without you."

" Wall, cap'n," replied Asa, " 'fore you spoke I'd pretty much
made up my mind to quit. I kin make better wages fishin', by

a great sight. Besides, I want to go home to see the folks.

Good by, cap'n, I shall see you again."

"I think not," said the captain.

" Guess I shall. Good-by," said Asa, and with a light heart

he bid adieu to the Terrible.

More than three years afterwards, during the war of 1812, a

British armed vessel lying at St. Johns, was boarded and carried,

in a dark night, by a daring band of American privateersmen.

The men were secured, one by one, as they came up. The leader

of the expedition then sought the commander, and demanded his

sword. Indignant and confounded. Captain Bagshot asked the

name of his captor.

" Lord bless you, cap'n," answered a familiar voice, " don't

you know me ? I am Asa T. Knollins, that boarded along o'

you, a spell back, at Porto Rico. I told you I guessed I should

see you agin, and when a Yankee guesses anything, it's sure to

happen. Make yourself comfortable, cap'n, and excnse me for

a moment, 'cause I've got to haul down your flag, run up the

stars arid stripes, and work the vessel into Portland."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LIKES OK RECEIV1]VG A BIBLE.

TO THE LADY WHO SENT THE EDITOR OP THE PICTOHIAL A BIBLE.

BY MATURIN M. BALLOO.

Lady, whate'er be your intent,

Censure and blame, or compliment.

No truer sign could you haye giTea

To point the road that leads to heaven.

Its holy truths were taught to me,
Listeting by my mother's koee,

Nor have long jears as yet withdrawn

The words she taught her youngest-bom.

I'll keep the Book, and guard it well,

For the britjht trutba its pages tell;

And, lady, whate'er be your intent,

I'll construe it a compliment.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE FALSE SPIRIT.

BT HAMH-TON Q. DUBOIS.

0, why must the strains from my harp be so sad

When its golden strings tremulously heave,

And like the wild notes from the death-stricken bird,

But sorrow and agony breathe ?

In vain do I now touch the soul-breathing strings,

And awaken a livelier air

;

The low voice of sorrow its wild wailing brings,

And turns all its notes to despair.

For the spirit that dwelt in its every part,

And breathed in its every strain,

Has vanished I now leaving that trembling harp

To quiver and vibrate with pain.

I took the lone harp and again touched the chords,

And its false spirit strove to forget

;

But still every breath, with its music and words,

Awoke fond remembrances yet.

They sang of that form on which angels might gaze,

And envy the loveliness there
;

Of those bright starry eyes with their silvery rays,

And that brow with its dark midnight air.

And as they thus sang, 0, how soft and how clear

The melody floated around !

'Twas sweet as if Annie's low voice mingled there,

And whispered in every sound.

And I sung then of truth, and quickly the strain

Grew harsher each word that I spoke
;

And when I but breathed her sworn vows o'er again

The straining chord quivered—and broke!

That harp and my heart are so closely entwined

That they tremble and vibrate as one;

And the same hand that rends its soft strings will find

The chords of my heart are undone.

AUSTRALIAN CLIMATE.
Night in Australia ! How impossible to describe its heauty!

Heaven seems, in that new world, so much nearer to earth

!

Every star stands out so bright and so particular, as if fresh from
the time when the Maker willed it. And the moon, like a large
silvery sun—the least objection to which is it shines so distinct and
so still. " 1 have frequently," says Mr. Wilkinson, in his valuable
work on South Australia, at once so graphic and so practical,

"been on a journey in such a night, and while allowing my horse

his own time to walk along the road, have solaced myself by
reading in the still, bright moonlight." Now and then a sound
breaks the silence, but a sound so much in harmony with the sol-

itude that it only deepens its charms. Hark ! the low cry of the

night bird from yonder glen, amid the small, gray, gleamy
rocks. Hark ! as the night deepens, the bark of the distant watch-
dog, or the low, strange howl of his more savage species, from
which he defends the fold. Hark! the echo catchts the sound
and flings it sportily from hill to hill—farther and farther down
till all again is hushed, E,nd the flowers hang noiselessly over your
head, as you ride through a grove of giant gum trees. Now the air

is literally charged wiih odors—and the sense of fragrance grows
almost painful in its pleasure. You quicken your pace, and
escape again into the open plains and the full moonlight, and
through the slender tea trees catch the gleam of the river, the

exquisite fineness of the atmosphere, and hear the soothing sound
of its gentle murmur.

—

Notes of Travel.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

FARE^VELL TO COHASSETT.

BY C.\ROLIKE A. HATDEX.

Farewell I fare thee well 1—it is hard to say,

For I love thee well and I fain would stay

;

But it may not be—it is duty calls,

And her footsteps I'll follow whatever befaUa.

I love thy calm beauty—it speaks to the heart,

In the language of nature, untainted by art

;

And memory often shall bring thee to view,

Though long years have followed since this adieu.

I came here a stranger I but many there be

Who never again will be strangers to me
;

For the bond that unites us is sympathy's own.

And my heart beats responsive to fdendshjp alone.

I go I fare thee well I—but forget me not.

Wherever I am, or whatever my lot

;

It would lighten the pain of parting, to know
That thy friendship will follow wherever I go.

And I, in my turn, will never forget

The frieudfl I leave with such fond regret;

But fervent and faithful my prayers shall be,

That Heaven's best blessings may rest on thee.

-¥~

PHENOMENA OF THE BRAIN.
One of the most inconceivable things in the nature of the brain

is that the organ of sensation should in itself be insensible. To
cut the brain gives no pain, yet in the brain alone resides the

power of feeling pain in any other part of the body. If the nerve
which leads from it to the injured part be divided, it becomes
instantly unconscious of suffering. It is only by communication
with tbe brain, that any kind of sensation is produced, yet the

or'^an it.self is insensible. But there is a circumstance more won-
derful still. The brain itself may be removed—may be cut away
don-n the corpus calasum, without destroying life. The animal
lives and performs all its functions, which are necessary to simple

vitality, but no longer has a mind ; it cannot think or feel ; it

requires that the food should be pushed inio the stomach ; once
there it is digested, and the animal will thrive and grow fat. We
must infer, therefore, from these Iact=, that the part of the brain,

the convolutions, is simply intended for the exercise of the intel-

lectual faculties, or exalted kind bestowed on man, the gift of

reason.

—

Boston Odd Fellow.
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THE MIUTARY DIVISION OF THE MAIN PROCESSION PASSING OUR OFFICE IN TREMONT STREET.

By the time the main line of the procession tnmed out of Companion. In regard to decoration, and in nnmber of specta- the route of the procession proper. Music, the decoraliona, tha

School Street into Tremont a mont etfective point of view waa tore, this part of Trc-mont Street afforded our artist a fine picture, elastic step of hilarity, and the real jubilee visible on every coun-

afforded from the balcony of the Boston Museum, in which build- which will be readily recognized. Each division, as it joined the tenance, here conihined to brighten the scene and delight the

ing is situated the publishing hall of the Pictorial Drawing-Room main line at the corner of School and Tremont, here started for mind. The engraving below is alluded to on page 305.

INTERIOR OF THE DINNER TENT A8 DECORATED FOR THE CONVIVIAL FESTIVITIES OF THE RAILROAD JUBILEE.
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MATURIN BL BALLOU, EDITOR.

CONTENTS OF OTTR NEXT NUMBER.
" LeaviDg it Out ; or, the Moral of a Horse Trade," a humorous sketch, by

Geo. Oansino Hill.
" Frank Burnet, the Champion of the Maldooados," a Tale of the Cuban

InTBsion, bv Q S Raymond.
" Touihful Trials; or, One Beau too many," asforr.by Latinia S. Goodwin.
" Our GuBDer'a Shot," a thrilling incident of ocimd life, by Stltascs Oobb, Jr.

'•The Smart Man," a sketch, by Mrs. E. Weli,M0>t.
•' Linea to the Eveniog Star " by Franklin C. S Hublbut.
" Where I would lit-,"' poem, by Ellen Lodise Chandlee.
" StanzHfl on receiTing a Bible," by Maturin M. BALLOn.
"Eljpium," verses, by J. F. VTeibuampel, Jr.
" Undying Love," lines, by Finley Johnsok.
'The Soul," poem, by Cakolibe A. Haydbn.

ILLTTSTEATIONS.
A portrait will be given of Sir John Franklin and nine or ten of hi? principal

officers being faithtul liktntsses of those intiepid navigators, so long lost to

their friends.

An engraving of the noble Danish Iron Steamship, the " Jylland," which
rnns between the Danish ports and Liverpool.

A picture of the famous Pillar Kock, which ."itnnda in the Columbia River,

Oregon, about twenty miles ilistant from its mouth.

A general view of the extensive and brilliant fair which lately took place at

Kochester, New York.

Also, a fine picture representing the Cattle-grounds and Horfe-aheds, on the

same occasion.

A very striking and escpllent engraving representing the Grand Festival

Dinner, In Corinthian Hall, Uoche.'tter.

Also, a beautiful picture representing the interior of Floral Hall, as it ap-
peared when decked for the Fair.

These pictures were sketched for us on the spot by our especial artist for the

occasion, Mr. Ciiapik.

A fine engraving of Parodi, in the character of Norma, forming an excellent

likeness of this famou.s prima donna.

A reprfisentation of ihe Sword worn by General Wolfe on the memorable
day of nia victory and death, at the city of Quebec.

A view of the late biiUiant Regatta at Antwerp, forming a spirited and
truthful aquatic view.

A representation of the splendid Statue of Frederick the Great, at Berlin.

A picture representing Mr. A. C. Hobba, the Yankee Locksmith, picking one
of the most celebrated of English locks.

Mr. Wyld'u Model of the Earth, afl it was exhibited at the World's Fair

In liondon.

THAT LAM^E DOG.

Who haa not observed for a couple of years past a lame dog

about onr streets, one of whose hind legs has been broken by

some mishap, and who hobbles about quite sprightly with the

other three ? He *s a mongrel cur, but no one annoys him, no

one cares for or owns him; yet he 's sleek and fat. If some evil-

minded urchin happens to throw a stone at him, he does not race

away with a yelp, but turns upon his persecutor a reproachful

look, and paases, as much as to say,—You see I'm lame and

can't run away, surely you wont harm me. It generally ends by

the boy's patting the forlorn animal on the head, and a wag of

the tail on the dog's part. But who feeds him, and where does

he Bleep o* nights ? Echo answers, where ^

An Eloquent Figure.—Like one of those wondrous rocking

stones reared by the Druids, says the Mecklenburg JefFersonian,

which the finger of a child might vibrate to the centre, yet the

might of an array could not move from its place, our Constitution

is so nicely balanced that it seems to sway with every breath of

opinion, yet is so firmly rooted in the hearts and affections of the

people that the wildest storms of treason and fanaticism break

over it in vain for injury.

Getting Cased.—A rumor got abroad, in North Carolina,

that Professor Deems, of the Greensboro Female CoUtge, had

been caned by the girls. It seems the calumny originated in the

fact, that the young ladies presented the Professor with a beautiful

gold-headedebony cane, as an evidence of their affection and regard.

CiTT Decorations.—For the various superb and artistic

decorations of the city on the occasion of the Jubilee, our citizens

are indebted to Mi*. Wm. Bbals, whose skill, taste and judgment
in this beautiful display are worthy of great praise.

Back Numbebs,—Any or all of the back numbers of the

Pictorial Drawing-Tioocn Companion may be had at our office,

and at all the periodical depots throughout the United States at

six ctnta per copy.

Model PAPBTt—Gleason's " Flag of our Union " and " Drawing-Room Com-
panion," for the present week, are as usual, well filled with reading for the
times, and pictorials to match, got up in the hij^hest style of the arts, iind
without regard to the expense. TheDrawlng-Kooui Companion is pronounced
by the best judges superior to the European pictorials, while it is sold for a
i|Uart«r of the money.

—

Domestic Arlverliser, Boston.

Pehsonal.—The Hon. and Eev. Baptist Noel, of London,
will visit this country soon, it is said. He is probably the most
popular pulpit orator at present in England.

"Tak and Feathers" of the Right Sort.—A Mr. Tarr,<

in Newport, has married a widow of the name of Feathers.

HORTICULTURE.

The efforts of the Horticultural Society in Massachusetts have

been attended with the most beneficial results, and no one can

witness the splendid display of fruits and flowers at one of their

exhibitions, wiihout feeling grateful to the members, for the inno-

cent luxury and refinement they have introduced. The extensive

cultivation of fruits and flowers indicates a high state of civilization,

and the existence of a healthy tone of taste and society. Horti-

culture is the last step in the process of civilization, following

commerce, science, literature and the arts, and completing the

whole with a crown of glory.

The gardens of the Nile did not obtain their perfection until

Thebes boasted of her hundred brazen gates, and Memphis,

Heliopolis and the Pyramids, vied with each other in challenging

the admiration of the world. The gardens of Palestine did

not surfeit the senses with delight till the Israelites had reached

the height of pride and luxury. So with the Assyrian and Persian

empires ; and so with classic Greece. As the flower basket of

the Corinthian order crowns the column, so did the gardens of the

old world complete the solid splendor of those ancient states, by

their tender and glorious beauties.

It was not until Rome had rendered herself mistress of the

world, that her haughty and ambitious lords surrounded their

palaces and villas with delicious gardens. They extended gar-

dening over their vast empire, as they did their aqueducts, their

bridges, and their amphitheatres. Li England horticulture was

tardy in taking root. Fuller remarks that gardening was first

brought into England, for profit, about the seventeenth century.

Peaches, nectarines, apricots, plums, pears, cherries, strawberries

and grapes, were luxuries but little enjoyed before the time of

Charles H., who introduced French gardening at Hampton Court,

Carlton and Marlborough, and built the first hot and ice houses.

In the United States, although the colonists introduced fruit

trees at an early period, still the exigencies of the country for a

long time required a devotion to agriculture that necessarily pre-

cluded much attention to horticulture. Now, however, the environs

of all our cities, even in the far west, glow with delicious fruits,

and blush with fragrant flowers. "And who," we would ask, in

the language of Boursault, *' does not love flowers 1 They embellish

QWr gardens; they give a more brilliant lustre to our festivals

;

they are the interpreters of our affections ; they are the testimonials

of our gratitude ; we present them to those to whom we are under

obligations; they are often necessary to the pomp of our religious

ceremonies, and they seem to associate and mingle their perfumes

with the purity of our prayers and the homage which we address

to the Almighty. Happy are those who love and cultivate them."

"In Eastern lands they talk in flowers,

And they tell in a garland their loves and cares;

£ach blossom that blooms in their garden bowers
On itfl leaves a mystic language bears."

RAILROAD JUBILEE PROCESSION.

The grand picture, embracing a view of the entire procession

on the I9Lh of September, which we give on pages 312-13, is a

most perfect and elaborate engraving ; we need not point out its

beauties to our readers, or tell them at how great an expense we
have brought it out, but will simply refer to its arrangement by

way of explanation.

The head of the grand jubilee procession commences on the

right-hand foreground of the engraving, where a line of policemen

went before to clear the way; then follow the National Lancers

and the infantry escort, under command of General Andrews

;

after them come the President's carriage, and that of Lord Elgin

and other dignitaries; then commence the arts and trades, led

off by a fine statue of the Wounded Indian ; next comes a minia-

ture man of-war, on wheels ; then the stones designed for the

Washington Monument as the gift of Massachusetts and the city

of Boston ; next a stuffed elephant from the Boston Museum
;

then follows a rich display from the silversmiths ; after which is

seen a miniature Etna in partial eruption, from the fire-works of

Sanderson & Lanergan. Following in a line will be seen a

miniature representation of Quincy Hall market; a railroad

steam-engine ; a party of artists belonging to the Pictorial Draw-
ing-R'om Companion; superb specimens of pianofortes from
various establishments ; a car from J. G. Hovey's tire-works

establishment ; one of Hunneman's fire-engines ; an immense
cannon, or "peace-maker;" elegant specimens from stove and
furnace establishments ; a boat club in their boat drawn by horses

;

children of the public schools; and, filing away in the distance,

an almost innumerable procession representing every trade,

society, and art imaginable. We have not space to do this cut

justice, but it will speak for itstlf, and do the artist (Mr. Rowse)
also much credit for the design and execution.

Our Likeness of Lopez.—In our 18th number we omitted

to give. the proper credit for the excellent likeness we published

of this noted person. We were indebted for the daguerreotype

likeness from which our own was taken, to Meade & Brother,

233 Broadway, New York, one of the best establishments of the

kind in the country.

Queer Taste.—The notes of the new Bank of Bridgeport, of
which Mr. P. T. Bamum is a principal stockholder, have a por-

trait of himself on one end, and one of Jenny Lind on the other.

We believe it.—Philosophical happiness is to want little

and enjoy much ; vulgar happiness is to want much and enjoy little.

Editorial Chairs.—It is getting quite fashionable to present
editors with nice "editorial chairs." Ahem ahfin !

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Stow, Mr WilUani Seaborn toMiss Joanna Westman.
By Rev. Mr. Huntington. Mr. John Dutton to Miss Caroline Eliza Morse.
By R*T. Mr. Blakie, Mr. James S. Wilson to Miss Annit Kennedy.
By Rev. Mr. 8treet«r, Mr. Howard W. Brooki to Miss Olive A. yawyer.
By Stephen ti Nash, Eaci-, Mr. George Waterhouse to Miss Jane J. Jackson,

of florham, Maine,
At Roxbury, by Rev. Mr. Trafton, Mr. Charlea F. Kelley to Miss Adeline

Wheeler.
At Charlestown, by R«v. Mr. Ellis, Mr. Richard D. Child to Miss Martha A.

Sawyer, of Koxbury.
At East VPeymouth, by Elev. Mr. Potter, Mr. Charles L. Tower to Miss Re-

becca M. Stetson.

At Lowell, by Rev. Mr. Collyer, Mr. Gilford Martin, of Bristol, N. H, to Misa
Judith Hovt.
At Groton, by Rev. Mr Allen, Mr. William McElroy, of Cambridge, to Miaa

Lucy A. Zinsser, of Boston.
At Newburvport. by Ilev. Mr Medbury, Mr. Samuel H. Dow to Miss Clara B.

Demerett, of Lee, N. H.
.\t 'Vorcest.^r, by Rev. Mr. Hale, Mr. James W. George to Miss Abby H. B.

Sanderson, of Brighton.
At Con-ord, N. U , by Rev. Mr. Woodbury, Mr. Enoch T. Northend to Mies

Maria J. Cary, both of Newburyport, Mass.

In this city, Mrs. Susan A. E. Remick, 21 ; Mr. Job Tabor. Jr., 2.5 ; Miss

Sarah E. B. « hite, 16 ; Miss Mary Adeline Richards, 29 ;
Miss Annie M.

Adams. 19 ; Miss Elizubeth 1 Bancroft, 27 ; Mrs. Elizabeth Koachfurd, 37

}

Mr. John Sturgis, 62.

At Charlestown, Mr. Francis Powers. 64.

At Cambridgeport, Mrs. Sarah W. Ridgway, 62.

At Waltham. Mrs. Sarah A. Miller, 3i.

At Lynn, iviiiow Mary Breed, 90.

At S.ilem, Mrs. Hannah llorton, 83.

At Gloucester, Mr?. Maria V. Niles, 40.

At Newburjport, Mrs. Nancy Biahop, daughter of the lato Lord Timothy
Dexter, 76
At Amesbury, Rev. Stephen Farley, 75.

At Methuen, Mrs, Eliz,ibetb Bodwell 81-

At Tvngiboro', Calvin Thomas, M. D., So.

At Seekonk, Mr. Ellis Vliller, 90.

At Worcester, Charles B , son of Hon Emery Washburn, 17.

At Portland, Maine, Mr. Joseph 0. Erockway. 46.

At Bridgewater, Maine, Mrs Elizibeth W .
Jenks, 96

At Saccnrappa, Maine, Mr James M. Merrill, printer, 40.

At Dover. New Hampshire, Mr. Willium B. Brown, 78.

At Rye, New Hampshire, Mrs. Sally Berry, 87.

At Guilford, Connecticat, Mr. Henry B Fowler, 99,

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUND.

Wa have Volumee 1st, 2d, and 3d, of The Pictorl-lL Drawikg-Room
C0MP.4M0N, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined

side.*!, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the ehape of a

book of between Four and Five Hundeed Pages, and containing nenrly

One I'housaxd Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events all ovit the

world; of Scenery in all parte of the Globe ; of famous Cities, and beautilnl

Yillagcs ; of Pageants at home and abroad; of fine Maritime Views ; and. In

short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects ;
with an

Illumined Title Page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illuBtnttions, it embraces in its pages a vast amonnt of

original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the bfst Ameriran
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ei-

cetdingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-

ment, both in regard to reading mutter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all th«
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three DoWars per volume.

Cast no dirt into the well that hath given you water.

OlEASOJfS PICTORIAL

;! A Record of the beautiful aud useful in Art.
^

^ The object of this p.^per is to pre.ient, In the most elegant and avail- \
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;
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^ BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS.
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5 with wit aud humor. Each paper is

'^ BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
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1
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i vice, with fine and accurate portraitflof every noted charact^jr in the S

< world, both male and female. Sket<-hes of beautiful scenery, taken s

^ from life, will also be given, with numerous apeciracns from the ani- ?

'. Dial kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the soa. Itcontaius S

^ fiileen hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount of
\

^ reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of sixteen i

< octavo pages.
\

'> TERMS:—Invariably in Advance.
' 1 Subscriber, one year S3 00 s

J 2 Subscribers, " " £' ' 5
J 4 'I <i " a 00 5

j; 8 .1 » «* 15 00

f Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of 5^2 00 s

i each, per annxim.
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^ 0^ One copy of the Flag op oor Union, and one copy of the Picro- i

•' bialDr\wing-]{oom Compammn, one year, for S4 00.
^

s [*;7-The Pictorial Drawi>';-Room Companion may be obtained at
\

\ any of the periodical depota throughout the couutry, and of newsmen, 5

< at .ii'j: fi?"'.' per fiingle copy.
o * <
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["Written for Okiison'fl Pictorial.]

FOllTUNE-TELLING.
liT GEO. CANNING lliLL.

A TOUNG girl was sitting before the kneeling person of n for-

tune-teller, intently observing tlio motion of her eyes and lips,

and trying to divine what would proceed from the latter.

"You will bo married young," taid the old woman, bending

her fuir palm outward, and closely tracing the marks that crossed

tlie same.

"How soon?" asked the youthful dupe, in a tone more than

half of banter.

*'I can't tell yc that; but you will marry young," replied the

fortune-teller.

" And what sort of a person shall I marry V
Again she traced the lines in the girl's hand; then looking

with a shrewd expression into her clear blue eye, she answered

:

" You will marry rich."

" Will my husband be young or old V
"Young," promptly replied the money-getter.

The girl inadvertently dropped her head, and commenced a

train of thought.

" Not sad at such a fortune !" rallied the old woman.

She merely raised her eyes to the face of the crone, but said

nothing.

" Come, come, my sweet mistress !" said the latter; "you must

never cry over such luck; better luck Jtobodi/ h&s. Cheer up

—

cheer up !"

The girl made an effort to rally herself, and for a time was

comparatively cheerful again.

"Money, you see," continued the woman, hoping to raise the

girl's spirits still more—"money, you see, ray dear young mis-

tress, is all you want in this world. Have that, and you have

everything else that you want. And I've told you that you'll

marry rich, and see if you don't. Old Granny Starbuck's prophe-

cies were never known to come to failure. They are always

true."

Dropping a piece of money into the old hag's hand, the young

girl left the apartment and hurried home.

Gertrude Grey was in truth a pleasing girl, and of good parent-

age. She was an only child, and of course received a particular

share of attention from her doting parents. Her education had

been well cared for, while her parents had been careful to instil

into her mind the necessity of practising those graces and ameni-

ties of manner which throw such, a charm round the character of

young maidens.

Not esteemed wealthy, by any means, Gertrude's father was a

man of a very comfortable propertj', and every way well to do in

the world. His living was an ample one, and abundantly enabled

him to care for the best interests of his family. He had always

sougbt to impress his child with exalted ideas of her influence

and station in the world, and as a natural consequence, she looked

as comprehensively at the world as one in Iier circumstances, and

of her years, could be expected to do. Perhaps with the growth

of her other ideas her pride was not behindhand
; and perhaps it

were better that our story should reveal that peculiar fact in its

own legitimate way.

On the evening of the same day with, her visit to Dame Star-

buck, the sorceress, Mr. Henry Warner dropped in upon her to

make his customary call. It was, indeed, generally supposed

that Gertrude Grey was exceeding partial to Mr. Warner, and

the belief grew up with the mutual friends of both that they would

one day make a match. She received him, however, on this

evening, with much less cordiality than was her wont, merely

motioning him to a distant seat, and not offering to rise, as

usual, to greet him.

The young man did not fail to observe this unusual coolness,

and his mind was distracted with conjectures respecting either its

cause or its meaning. The hour during which he remained, was

an hour of agitation and chagrin. To all his interrogatories Ger-

trude made only monosyllabic answers, scarcely lifting her eyes

to his at all. In tmth, she seemed to avoid all contact with him
whatever.

It was with burning feelings and rushing thoughts, at length,

that Henry Warner took his leave. His manner was studiously

as affectionate as ever, yet he as studiously avoided approaching

any avenue that would lead to an explanation of all this from

Gertrude. Much as he could have wished to be satiijfied of the

cause of this conduct, he was too ignorant of any intended provo-

cation OQ his part to suffer himself to be caught asking for it.

And the two parted that night, fearfully estranged from each

other. What could be the rea&on for it alH

Mr. Henry Warner was, unquestionably, a suitor for the hand

of the fair Gertrude Grey. Nor was he thus related to her with-

out the well-understood consent and approval of both her father

and mother. lie was by profession a lawyer, and had but

recently opened an office in the city. He was known to be a

young man of superior parts, of a thorough legal education, and

given to the most rigid and persevering habits of study. So that,

in the ordinary course of events, it could safely be predicted of

him that he would in time grasp a large share of the emoluments,

and reach a great proportion of the honors, of his profession. He
was an orphan—his parents having long since left him. Left

thus to struggle alone in the world, he certainly earned the greater

credit in acquiiing his preliminary education, and in finally enter-

ing on his profession—unaided by friends. He had done all for

himself, thus fai', and lie was, of course, inspired with a confidence

that he was adequate to the faithful performance of whatever else

emaincd to be done. Hi,s purpose, with this feeling of confi-

dence, and tliis Jiabit of introversion, grew correspondingly

fitrong; so that ho might quite as well have been accounted sue-

cessful already in the profcsf^ion of his choice, as to have been

obliged to contest with formidable obstacles for many and weary

years.

Mr. Grey well enough know the strong and trusty elements in

the ciiaractcr of him whose attentions to his daughter were so

pleasing, and did all ho delicately could to further tlic prospects

of a union that muat jirove so desirable. And at the time when

the young lawyer met with so cool a reception at the hands of

Miss (Jertrude, lier father was dreaming of nothing so confidently

as the certainty of her marriage with him.

A second time went Gertrude Grey to the haunt of the old

fortune-teller. A second time received she the same answer to

her inquiries respecting her future husband. The old witch was

altogether 'too shrewd to contradict herself in what she had said,

and tlie reply was certainly consistent with the reply to a previous

(j[acstion

:

" You will marry rich !"

This, then, was the idea that ruled in Gertrude's head. An
ignorant fortune-teller had assured her that she should marry a

rich husband, and she seemed suddenly determined to brave all

remark, for the sake of saving the hag's character for consistency

!

Was ever idea so wild ! Yet was ever idea more common !

Mr. Warner continued his visits as heretofore, determined that

nothing on his part should be left undone, that would speedily

lead to his being reinstated in the esteem of Gertrude, whom he

deeply loved. Kach time, however, that he called on her, he

perceived tliis coldness rapidly gaining ground with her, and he

was half determined already to frankly ask her what could have

transpired to create it.

He sat alone in his ofBce, one evening not long after, letting

his fancies ran on pretty much in their own way, when he heard

a rap on the panels of his door. Bidding whoever might be there

to come in, he turned himself partially about in his chair as the

door opened, and took from the hand of the boy a note, carefully

sealed and tastefully enveloped. The boy did not wait for any

words, but left the room even before Mr. Warner had observed

that he was gone. The note read thus

:

"Mr. Warner is respectfully informed that his company is tid

longer requested at the residence of Miss Gertrude Grey. She
likewise improves the present occasion to assure him of her
continued regard."

He sprang, as if struck a heavy blow, from his seat, and rushed

excitedly to g^nd fro across the floor. A second time he sat down
to the light to read it, and then arose more than doubly excited.

He knew not what to make of its meaning. He was totally

unable to arrive at any reasonable conclusion for such unceremo-

nious treatment.

At first, when his reflective powers came back in a measure to

him, he resolved at once to go to Gertrude, and demand the cause

of this strange treatment at her hands. But his eye suddenly

rested on the note again, and he saw that this was strictly forbid-

den him. He sat down in his ofiice chair again, and continued

his solitary musings. A change had suddenly stolen over his

dreams. He was unexpectedly thrown very far from his calcula-

tions, and began again to measure the airy castles he had built

about his head. All his efforts to reach the meaning of Miss

Grey's treatment were fruitless. In fact, they but irritated him

more and more. She seemed a riddle to him ; and he wondered

why it was she had so long remained incomprehensible.

It was at one of the fashionable parties given by one of her

intimate acquaintances, that Gertrude Grey first met Mr. Single-

ton Pierce. She was told by some friend that he was a single

gentleman—and rich—and she desired to have him introduced to

her forthwith.

An introduction was procured. From the time Mr. Singleton

Pierce spake his first word to Miss Gertrude Grey, she looked

upon him .and listened to him with an eagerness that could be con-

strued without much difficulty. Mr. Singleton Pierce was reputed

wealthy, and that was enough for Gertrude Grey. The words of

the old witch were predominant in her mind—"you will marry

rich!" She toiled now, or seemed to toil, only to justify their

use by the fortune teller. It was told her that Mr. Pierce was a

young man from St. Louis, and had very recently come into pos-

session of an ample fortune. As he was introduced to her, too,

at the hands of most respectable acquaintance, and as his personal

bearing seemed to preclude all idea of his ability to deceive any

one in reference to his pretension, he was forthwith installed in

Gertrude's good opinion. So marked, therefore, were the atten-

tions she strove to pay him on that evening, that he felt himself

abundantly privileged to request leave to visit her at another

time. To this sudden request—ill-considered, at best—she re-

turned an affirmative reply; and it was not long ere Mr. Pierce

became quite a constant visitor.

All his representations of himself seemed, in fact, to be made
good by him in some manner or other. Confidence in him, and

in his character, grew rapidly, and he was in a very brief space

of time admitted to almost the closest intimacy with the family.

During this time Mr. Warner was his own counsellor. Hegricved

sorely at the first, that his maturing friendship for Miss Grey

should have been brought to so abrupt a termination, but at last

solaced his heart with the reflection that be had only received a

timely warning of the unhappiness that might have otherwise

fallen to his inheritance. So he waited the turn of events very

patiently and resignedly, and busied more closely with his books

and briefs.

The intelligence ere long reached him that his old friend Ger-

trude was shortly to be united in marriage with a Ptir. Pierce.

Who this Mr, Pierce was he knew not. He had never seen him.

nor even heard of him before. lie simpl}' knew that his name
was Pierce, and that com])ri.fed all.

The wedding-day was set. Preparations v.'ere ropidly making

to insure a brilliant bridal lime. Mr. and Mrs. Grey had recon-

ciled thembclvcB to Gertrude's not marrying Mr. Warner, inas-

much as the expected wealth, and the well-known talents and

brilliant qualities of his suecessful rival more than compensated

for the large promises which the youthful barrister held out for

the future. Besides, they were left entirely ignorant wlicther he

had been cast off by Gertrude, or had for some unknown reason

seen fit to drop her acquaintance himself.

The day of the nuptials at last arrived. The youthful bride,

all in a flurry and flutter of excitement, was awaiting the arrival

of her husband—that was to be—at the house. All the family

were anxious for him to make his appearance, and in a few hours

thereafter the ceremony was to take place.

A carriage drove up to the door. Mr. and Mrs. Grey were

intently watching to see Mr. Pierce alight from the steps, while

Gertrude was quite as anxiously peering from behind the curtains

of her chamber window. But no gentleman alighted at all. The
door was not opened. In the place of that, a boy jumped off the

box, and hurried up the steps with a note in his hand. Mr. Grey

walked rapidly into the entry to receive it from hirai. He tare it

open with an excited hand, and began devouring the contents.

So eagerly absorbed was he in the reading of it, that the boy
withdrew, and the carriage drove off unnoticed by Mm.
The note ran thus ;

"Mr. Grey,—I have to inform you, at the request of Mr.
Singleton Pierce himself—as he is at this moment in too excited
a condition to write—that that gentleman has just been arrested
in the city for forgery to a large amount on a firm in one of the
western cities. The officers who have come on for him will be
obliged to return with the next train, which retunis within a half
hour. He states himself that a peculiar relation on his part to

yourself and your family, renders it highly proper that you should
be immediately informed of this unforeseen occurrence ; and iu

penning you this painful intelligence at this time, I have only
obeyed his most urgent request.

Yours respectfully.

" I am undone !

—

tindoneV* exclaimed he, in a tone of terrible

excitement, stamping his feet hea\i!y on the floor of the hall, and
rushing to the drawing-room where was his wife.

" What is the matter 1 What is the matter?" shrieked Mrs.

Grey, seeing the momentary madness of her husband, hurrying

up to her with his hands outspread, in one of which he held the

fatal note.

"Matter! We are crushed, wife ! We are ruined!" replied

he, his features knitting and compressing with the most terrible

expressions.

"Hoio crushed? how ruined?" asked she, her own feelings

growing each moment more excited at beholding his strange

manner. " What do you mean, Mr. Grey?"
" Read that !—read that !" said he, unable from the fullness of

his excitement to enter upon a verbal explanation of the present

state of the matter.

She took the note from him, and read. As soon as she had
come to the middle of it, she uttered a piercing shriek, and
swooned away. All was hubbub and confusion, in an instant.

Gertmde overheard the loud voices and the shriek of her mother,

and hastened from her chamber down stairs. Without stopping

to inquire into the cause of this event, she seized bold of her

mother, and attempted to lift her in her arms. She was frantic

with seeing her in so frightful a situation.

"Away! away, my daughter !" exclaimed her father, seizing

her by her thinly-robed arm.

"My father! What is the matter ?" cried she, wringing her

delicate hands violently.

" You are undone! Your name is blackened forever!" said

he, in an excited tone.

"What mean you, father ? What will you tell me, father ?"

said she in return.

"Read that paper! Read it!" said he, pointing to the note

that had fallen from the hand of his insensible wife to the floor.

She picked ir, up and hurried to the window.

When Gertrude had finally succeeded in comprehending the

whole fearful meaning of the ruinous note, she hurried away in

silence to her chamber, and threw herself upon her couch, where

she wept long the bitter tears of disgrace and despair. Her
father was the first one to go to her; and difficult, indeed, was it

for him to find language wherewith to console her fearfully

afflicted feelings. For the first time, the terrible truth had flashed

with a lightning power upon her, that it was her superstitious

belief in the mummery of the old fortune-teller that had brought

all this mortification and misery upon her—and not upon her

alone, but likewise upon her dear father, to whom she should cer-

tainly at all times have held herself re=iponsible.

This unfortunate—or fortunate—termination to the affair was
kept as close as it could be by the family, but for all their pains,

it would leak out into the public car. Mr. Grey at length pressed

the young and promising Mr. Warn<^r to call at his residence, and

a thorough and satisfactory explauailon of the event was had in

the presence of Gertrude ; who, in the course of it, took occasion

to ask most humble forgiveness of Mr. Warner for her treatment

to him, while she ascribed all the strangeness of her conduct to

nothing but the superstitious belief with which the fortune-teller

had previously impressed her—that she was destined surely to

marry a person who was rich.

In the course of time, all former differences between Gertrude

and the young lawyer were healed up, and their marriage was at

last announced. It was a union that promised everything in the

form of enduring and increasing happiness.
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JUDGIKG or CHARACTER.

How apt we are to judge of our neighbors, and as often untruly

as rashly ; for, to know aright, we need the eye of Omnipotence,

that can alone read the secret promptings of the soul. Who,
save God, can hi:ar the reason of the mind ? who, save Him, see

the springs of the heart 1 Is it the deed, the mere performance

of any given act, that the laws of the land or the usages of society

prohibit, that makes the sin, or is it rather the cool and deliberate

intent to do wrong, that outrages right 1 We have to look below

the surface and read the motive, before we can judge the deed,

study the actuating principle, and make all those allowances, that

are called for by the various hues of temptation ; its dawn, its

midday strength, and even its soft twilight hour. There is so

much of evil in the best, and so much of good in the worst, that

it poorly becometh us to rashly judge of the character and inward

promptings of each other.

THE YACHT AI»IERICA.

We cannot help expressing a little pride at the success of the

yacht America, which has whipped the whole combined force of

the English yachts at Cowes. An old sea-dog, who witnessed the

race, says that the Yankee craft run away from its English com-

petitors, leaving them far behind, "as a hare would a bulldog."

A letter from Cowes, dated August 23d, says :
—

'* The details of

the race, the peculiarities of the build of the American schooner,

and the humiliating result, form the sole subject of conversation

here, from the Hoyal Yacht Commodore, in his handsomely

appointed club-house, to the ragged and barefooted urchin, who

offers to carry your carpet-bag to the hotel, if you are lucky

enough to have one." The English have long boasted of their

superiority in these matters, and we are heartily glad that a Yan-

kee craft has been found that could beat them handsomely.

iUajjsiiiE ©atljerin^g.

ANECDOTE OP JOHN ADAMS.

When John Adams was a young man, he was invited to dine

•with the Court and Bar at the house of Judge Paine, an eminent

loyalist, at Worcester. When the wine was circulated round the

table, Judge Paine gave as a toast, *' The King." Some of the

whigs were about to refuse to drink it, but Mr. Adams whispered

to them to comply, saying :
" We shall have an opportunity to

return the compliment." At length, when John Adams was

desired to give a toast, he gave " The Devil." As the host was

about to resent the supposed indignity, his wife calmed him, and

turned the laugh upon Mr. Adams, by immediately saying ;
'' My

dear, as the gentleman has seen fit to drink to our friend, let us

by no means refuse, in our turn, to drink to his."

Makriage.—A bachelor was saying, Next to no wife, a good

wife is best. Kay, said a gentlewoman, next to a good wife, do

wife is the best. I wish to all married people the outward happi-

ness which (anno 1605} happened to a couple in the city of Delph,

in Holland, living most lovingly together seventy-five years in

wedlock, till the man being one hundred and three, and the woman
ninety-nine years of age, died within three hours of each other,

and were buried in the same grave.

A New United States.—Victor Hugo, on a recent occasion,

proposed the " United States of Europe." We learn from a late

number of the London News that the prospectus of the democratic

French Spanish Italian Committee broaches a proposal, couched

in serious, elegant and eloquent language, and written with

apparent earnestness of purpose, for the incorporation of the

United States of the whole world!

A Good Plan.—The Berlin correspondent of the Washington

Globe, whilst mentioning that the German governments are deter-

mined to place duelling out of fashion, states that in a recent

case, which terminated in the loss of life to one of the duellists,

the survivor was forced to be present at the time of the post mortem

examination of the body of his victim, and to watch the whole

course of the proceedings.

STnANGE Artifice.—The children in the Cork work-house

have been in the habit of causing inflammation of the eyes by

dropping into them the juice of a plant called " bird's milk," or

by placing threads from their clothes under the eyelid, on pur-

pose to obtain admission into the infirmary, where they expected

to have better fare.

A Reverend Wao.—An execution at New Castle, Delaware,

was lately attended by the sheriff and jury, with a few friends.

The clergyman, in his prayer, hoped that the awful punishment

would have its effects upon those present, by inducing them to

forsake their evil ivat/s.

Gleabon'b Pictorial.—This is the most popular pictorial of the age. Every
number contains rich and splendid engravings of American scenery. The
reading matter is high-toned, instructive, practical and appropriate.

—

Iiuie-

pendent Press, Lawrenceburgh, Indiana.

Try it.—Rise early, apply thyself with industry, live soberly,

and thou shalt have bread to eat.

We should.—Let us be content and diligent, ay, grateful and

joyous, making this brief life a hymn of praise until called to that

choir which knows no discord, and whose melody is eternal.

The potato rot is very had in Wisconsin and part of Illinois.

" The Pacific" is the title of a new religious paper, started at

San Francisco, California.

A National Agricultural Fair is to be got up in Washington
during the next session.

Ice exported from Boston, in August, 8241 tons ; since January,

76,759 tons, being 20,996 tons increase over the same time in 1850.

The Reform Convention of Virginia is ascertained to have
cost the State considerably over $220,000.

The Boston Post says that the whortleberries are so big, this

season, that it only takes a pint and a half to make a quart.

A black fish was lately caught near New Orleans, which weighed
214 pounds. It was served up at one of the hotels.

The Houston papers say that the Indian chief. Wild Cat, has
1800 runaway negroes at his town, lately built at Eagle Pass.

A reduction of tolls is proposed on the Pennsylvania canals, to

enable them to compete with the New York public works.

The amount of coal sent to market from the Pennsylvania
anthracite regions, in 1851, was 3,127,083 tons.

An old bachelor, on seeing the words " Families Supplied"
over the door of an oyster store, stepped in and said he would
take a wife and two children.

The English post office stamps are covered with dextrine, a
substance cheaply manufactured from starch, and it answers its

purpose much better than any kind of gum or paste.

In the 23,000,000 of United States population are more persons
who habitually read and write than can be found in 150,000,000
in Europe, in one area, marked off in any shape you please.

The average number of persons ascending the Bunker Hill

Monument, is stated at 18,000 a year, and 12 1-2 cents admission
is charged, giving an annual income of about S2000.

John Crinley and Honora Glasgow were married in jail, at

Springfield, recently, thus disposing of a charge of rape. They
were committed several months ago, Honora as a witness.

William Comstock, of respectable family and good habits,

committed suicide in Providence, a short time since, by taking
laudanum. He was a native of KilUngly, Connecticut, and
about twenty-seven years of age.

Lieut. Quimby, of the 3d Artillery, now stationed at Fort
Adams, has received a professorship in the Rochester University,

and will probably resign his commission which he now holds in

the army.

Mr. G. A. B. Lazell, a printer, at Columbus, Ohio, has, by the
discovery of a will made forty years ago, become entitled to the

fee in landed estates in Ohio and Massachusetts, which is worth
from S75,000 to S100,000.

Catherine Coburn was only twenty-two years of age when she
published her defence of Locke's "Essay on the Human Under-
standing," for which she received the praise and grateful thanks
of the noble philosopher.

David N. Martin, Esq., a very worthv man, was murdered a
short time since at Waterloo, Alabama, while working in front of

his house. Two men, named Chaney, have been committed to

prison, charged with the cowardly act.

Ioxd%n illtsallan^.

Rather Ricu.—A Spanish poet in love with a star, addressed

it as the " Burning doubloon of the celestial bank !"

True.—Honest poverty is better than wealthy fraud.

The Pacha of Egypt extracts charity with a file of soldiers.

A statue to Hahnemann, the founder of homceopathy, has just

been erected at Leipsic.

The Bloomer Costume has made its appearance in Belfast,

Ireland.

In the course of the year 1850, there were 7208 hooks and
pamphlets published in France.

Mr. Bunn, for many years associated with the destinies of " Old
Drury," has once more become its lessee.

A fearful illness has broken out in Tuscany, occasioned by
eating blighted grapes.

A Newcastle paper records the arrival, by railway, of three

hundred rats, addressed to a saddler in that place !

The great Chess Tournament has commenced at London, for a

prize of £300. Sixteen players have already entered into the game.

Murrav paid Byron at the rate of fifteen guineas for every stanza

of " Childe Harold."

Champfort said of the ancient government of France, "it is a
monarchy tempered by songs."

Accounts of the grape crop, in the wine-growing districts of
France, are highly unfavorable. Wines have risen in price.

His excellency, the American Minister, and Mrs. Abbott Law-
rence will leave London, in a few days, on a visit to Ireland.

Four screw and two paddle steamships, measuring upwards of
ten thousand tons, are being built on the Clyde, in the shipyard
of Messrs. Burns.

Shyness seems to have grown up between the Pope and French
troops, " his hohness " desiring Austrian instead of French occu-

pancy of Rome.
The Turkish government has authorized the establishment of

a National Bank, with a capital of £1,000,000 sterling, in £50
shares, of which 15,000 shares have been taken.

The Montreal Herald states that Jenny Lind is to sing there

shortly. Her agent is endeavoring to secure a suitable place for

her concerts.

The Frankfort Diet is stealthily but effectually continuing its

work of abolishing all the constitutions which the sovereigns of
Germany gave to their subjects in 1848.

A shilling subscription is in course of collection in the Tower
Hamlets, London, to form a fund for remunerating George
Thompson, for his services as a member of parliament.

The first steamship ever built at Dundee, Scotland, has been
launched at that port. She is named the Correo, 291 tons, and
is inteuded to run on the toast of South America.

jSIontgomery, the English poet, was eighty years of age on
the 5th of November, on which day the citizens of his native

town of Sheflield intend honoring him by the erection of a statue.

The Emperor of Brazil has sent to the Great Exhibition in

London, two cases containing " birds of paradise, studded with
the most precious jewels," which he intends as a present for

Queen Victoria.

The Emperor of Russia has decided that a monument shall be
erected at the capital of Kamschaika, in honor of tbe celebrated
traveller, Behring, who discovered, in 1724, the Straits to which
he gave liis name.

Saniis of (&o[i.

Riches often make men forgetful.

Salvation was first a purpose, then a promise, then a work,
then a gift, and at last a glorious possession.

Love reposes in the depths of a pure soul, as the drop of
dew in the calyx of a flower.

Men are like words; when not properly placed they lose
their value.

A coquette is a rose-bush from which each young beau
plucks a leaf, and the thorns are left for the huibaad.

The sum of Christian morality is—give and forgive, bear
and forbear.

.... He that hath slight thoughts of sin, never had great
thoughts of God.

—

Owen.

As long as you live, seek to learn; do not presume that
old age brings wisdom.

Prejudices are opinions entertained, without knowing the
grounds or reasons of them.

.... A traveller of taste at once perceives that the wise are
polite, all the world over ; but that fools are only polite at home.

. . . .Robert Hall said of family prayer, " it serves as an edge
and border, to preserve the web of life from unravelling."

1 say to you truly, the heart of him who loves, is a para-
dise on earth ; he has God in himself, for God is love.

—

Lamennais.

Introduce changes in your readings and studies. Who
reads but little at a time, retains that little the better.

. . . .Nature makes us poor only when we want necessaries, but
custom gives the name of poverty to the want of superfluities.

. . . .Adversity has ever been considered as the state in which a
man most easily becomes acquainted with himself particularly,
being free from flatterers.

Allegories, when well chosen, are like so many tracks of
light in a good discourse, that make everything about them clear
and beautiful.

—

Addison.

jJoker's ©Uo.

What shape is a kiss ? Elliptical (a-lip-tickle).

"I am light-headed," as the man said when his hair was on fire.

When should a person be frightened at a reed? When he
sees a bull-rush.

The Bangor Mirror states that " the potato crop of Penobscot
county looks dubious." They have eyes enough to look all ways.

A down east editor has got such a cold in his head that tho
water freezes on his face when he undertakes to wash it.

Why are potatoes and wheat like the idols of old ? Because
they have eyes and see not, ears have they and hear not.

The emperor of China is not apt to be sick long at a time,
because the very moment he is "taken" he stops the pay of his
four doctors.

One of our exchange papers in announcing the opening of a
new cemetery, says :

" Mr. had the pleasure of being the
first individual buried there."

Prentice, of the Louisville Journal, gives Joshua the following
dig. I am expected to go for slavery. I can't.

—

J. R. Giddings.
Yes, you do cant ; and you have been canting a long time.

In a discourse in behalf of a blind asylum, the speaker began
by gravely remarking, " If all the world were blind, what a mel-
ancholy sight it would be!"

" My good woman," said the evangelist, as he offered hec a
tract, " have you got the gospel here ?" " No, sir, we have n't,"

replied the old crone, " but they 've got it awfully down to New
Orleans."

Our waggish friend of the Providence Journal, says : " We
have heard of the case of an adventurous rattlesnake which bit

an old toper, whose skin had been full of liquor many years. The
man was not hurt, but the snake died."

When Madame Celeste first visited this country, says the New
York Sunday News, and was desirous for a " puff," she wrote to

an editor, requesting him to give her about ten dollars worth, of
" humbug."
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TERMINUS OF THE GRAND JUNCTION RAILROAD AT EAST BOSTON, NEAR THE CUNARD WHARF.

One grand reason that the committee of arrangements for this

glorious celebration were enabled so thoroughly to carry out and
perfect the plan designed at the outset was, that every citizen

seemed to second and encourage their eflbrts. If obstacles arose

—which must always be the case—they were at once overcome
by the aid and assistance of the citizens generally; and we are

not aware of any one event that occurred to mar the interest of
the occasion or to clog the wheels of successful operation. The
amount of labor performed to perfect the arrangement and com-
plete all the minor details for the three days grand display can
tardly be realized. The committee slept neither night nor day,
but devoted themselves to the most urtiring effort in order that

everything should be done properly. "We must rot fail, in this

number of our paper, to refer to the masterly manner in which
the entire police arrangements were conducted by our admirable
chief of police, Marshal Tukey. His position was at the head of
the main column, and his likeness will be recognized as he
appears mounted between his two aids. See large engraving, on
pages 312-13. The engraving above represents the terminus of

the Grand Junction Railroad, as it appeared on the occasion of

the opening ceremony on the 18th, and just prior to the embark-

ation of the President and party on the harbor excursion in the

new steamship S. S. Lewiy, the pioneer of the American line

from this port for Liverpool. A national salute was tired from
the wharf, and the whole scene was of the gayest description.

The engraving below represents the fleet of steamers and sailing-

boats as they appeared just oflf Fort Independence in our harbor,

while on their aquatic party, at the moment when a national

salute was booming from the walls of the fort. The large steamer
in the foreground is the S. S. Lewis ; on the right of the engrav-

ing is seen the revenue cutters Hamilton and Morris, towed by a

steamer and dressed in full toggery, while on the left and in the

background are seen other steamers that participated in the trip.

It was a gallant and thrilling scene, and one long to be remem-
bered by those who witnessed and participated in its enjoyment.
Take it all in all, the celebration was a most perfect and complete
affair; and we know of no person connected with its management
and getting up who is not deserving of great credit in the

premises. As to the ultimate benefit that must result from all

this liberality of outlay in the expression of neighborly fraterniza-

tion, DO Boston merchant needs to have that dilated upon or

pointed out to him in detail ; the simplest capacity will at once

comprehend the fact, that to Boston it must prove a matter of

immediate and lasting benefit. As a grand finale to the doings

of the three days jubilee, on the evening of the 19ih, Boston was
illuminated and fire-works were displayed at various points, in

the harbor and on the loftiest places in this vicinity. The Revere
House, Wiuthrop House, Tremont, Albion, Pavilion, Adams
House, United States Hotel, American House, and others, were
on a blaze of light from basement to roof. The Mount Wash-
ington House, South Boston, made a most brilliant appearance
from its elevated position, and in short, Boston and its environs

were as light for the time as in broad day. No wonder our
Canadian friends expressed themselves as surprised and delighted ;

they could not have anticipated anything of the sort, and it is no
wonder they should pass this vote on leaving, viz: that there is

one other place in this country besides New York, and that place

is Boston ! The circumstances which caused and partly justified

the non-toleration and exclusiveness of our early settlers having
now passed away, all true lovers of Boston will be glad to per-

ceive that, as the metropolis of New England, and as one of our
principal Atlantic ports, she is rapidly attaining that co^^mopoUtan

liberality which teaches that "A stranger is a holy name I"

GRAND AQUATIC EXCURSION IN HONOR OF PRESIDENT FILLMORE; ON THE SECOND DAY OF THE RAILROAD JUBILEE.
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A TIIRILI.ING MARITIME NOVELETTE.

Eiitorod according to Act of CongwiiS, in tho your 1851, by F. Glbason, in tlie Clerk's Ollice of

the District Court of Massacliusotts.

[wniTTEN EXrBBSSLY TOIt OIIbASOn'S rlOTORIAL.]

-OR, 'riiii

—

BUCCANEER OF THE GULF.

A ROMANTIC STOR^-T OF TII3E: SEA AND SHORH.

BY V. CLINTON BARRINGTON,

[continued.]

CHAPTER IX.— [coNTiNUiiD.]

At this instant Tito rctuvncd, fullowcd by a

dark, fuli-fac--d Frenchman, whose black hro\v>i

seemed to hang habitually over his eyes, as if

with the desire to conceal the wickedness of their

ordinary expression. He, therefore, looked at

you through a sort of chevaux-ch-fiiae of bristles

like a lion glaring at you through the bars of

his cage. He had a villanous turn-up nose, a

wiry moustache, a scar on his left cheek, and

another sad one across the right corner of his

mouth, the length of his finger, as if it had been

done with a dragoon^s cutlass. His hair was

cut short to his square-topped head like a re-

cently discharged convict, and his whole aspect

was that of a man who had lived a bad life, and

whose hand was familiar with crime. He now

wore a white apron appropriately dabbled with

blood,—that of a pullet, doubtless, which he had

just been killing,—and a little blue cap that did

not cover but a third of his huge head.

Upon seeing his guests he stopped and looked

hard a moment at Conrado; and, then, as if

fully satisfied of his cognizance, he advanced,

bowing and extending his hand:

" Welcome, noble captain ! I am proud of

this honor."

" We seek your house. Loupe," answered the

captain of the brigantine, Avithout making any

movement to rise from his reclining attitude to

shake hands with his host, "to remain a few

days as quietly as possible. I am glad to see

you are doing so well. Getting richer here than

in the old way, eh V
" Yes, senor capitan, money is plentier on the

land than on the sea; and, liesidcs, one isn't

here constantly in danger of a crick in the neck.

I hope you have been prosperous, senor!"

" Was I ever known to be otherwise, man'?"

somewhat haughtily retorted Captain Conrado,

as if he could not brook the suspicion that the

question implied. " How long hast ihou been

here ? When Tito informed me he had stumbled

on you keeping a cafe, I could hardly credit it.

But I hope we shall find thee as good at thy

new trade as at thy old. Faugh, man, go and

take off that blood begrimmed apron ; it makes

me think you have been doing murder, and

come fresh from it to serve us."

"I will do as you please, senor; but I have

done with such affairs now. I confess every

month, and take the holy sacrament four times

in a year ; for I am a penitent man !" Here he

held down his head and trit-d ineffectually to

look as he fancied a saint should look.

Conrado laughed slightly, and then with a

wave of his hand, said, "Provide me a room!

Serve me yourself. Mske known to no one

that you have such guests as we are. I would

not court the public eye."

"I understand, sir; I will see that your wishes

are all gratified. You have means, I doubt not."

"Ah, yes; you shall be well paid. I see

your piety has not diminished your love of

money, Loupe ; but this is an instinct, and can-

not he got rid of by confession like a man's sins.

Hast thou good Bordeaux in ihy casks V
"None better in the city, senor capitan.'*

"Bring a bottle or two, and, then, when thou

canst free thyself from thy duties come and let

me talk with thee
!"

The host was then leaving his room, but wtih

his gaze so intently fixed on Guido, that his

unele said

:

"Leave me to my-'clf; and when I nerd you,

I will ring ihiH silver bell which I bcc hero on

the table."

The keeper of the cafe bowed and quitted the

apartment. After he hud disappeared, the cap-

tain of the brigantino paced the room several

times up and down as if in deep thought,—as if

the ])rcsence of this man had called up the past,

unpleasantly. Leaving him to his disagreeable

reminiscences, we will now change the scene

of our story to the shop of tho artilleryman,

Giberto.

"I forgot to tcU thee who this is. It is my
nephew; he will for the present occupy my apart-

ments with mc."

"Nay, with your permission, Uncle Conrado,"

said Guido, "I will leave you to your room

without intrusion, and seek another cafe. It

will suit you better to be alone ; and my irregu-

lar hours might annoy you !"

" Do as thou wilt, Guido."

" I can give the noble young gentleman a fair

chamber and good appointments, senor," said

Loupe.
" No," answered Guido, who conceived an

irresistible repugnance to the host of the cafe,

"I will seek quarters at the hotel St. Louis.

When thou hast need of me thou wilt know

v/hcre to find me!"

Thus speaking, he rose; and, as Don Con-

rado made no other objection than that he

might not be found when most needed, he pre-

pared to leave, promising to report himself three

times a day at the cafe. Loupe looked gloomily

after him as he departed, followed by Tito with

his valise. When he had gone, after having

delayed a moment to converse in a low voice

with his uncle, the latter seeing that the door

was closed and that Loupe remained still in the

room, said, in a voice between contempt and

familiarity;

" Hov/ in the name of all the devils, Loupe

de Blase, do I find you here? I thought you

had been in your own place down below there

two years ago !"

"It was after the capture of the schooner,

senor, and so many of my comrades were shot

and hanged that I thought Spain was too hot

for me, and so I came across the sea in a Cadiz

ship bound for this place."

" But I thought you were hanged?"

"No, senor, I made my escape with the rope

about my neck, by being so fortunate as to

snatch a cutlass from an officer and cut my way

through the crowd ; but not you see without get-

ting an ugly cut across my face. I leaped the

cliff of the terrace into the sea, and with my cut-

lass in my teeth, swimming to a fishing-boat on

which a man and boy were engaged in catching

fish, whom I compelled to row me straight out

to sea. As night soon came on, under cover of

the darkness, I made them put back and land

me on the coast. Thence I made my way to

Cadiz; and, now, senor, you see me here keeping

a quiet cafe, and getting along in the world."

" So it would seem."
" And if I may be so bold, senor capitan, how

do I have the sm'prise of seeing you in New
Orleans V

" I am here on private affairs of my own,

Loupe, and fehall trouble you but a few days."

''As long as it may please you, senor capi-

tan. This room is at your Bervice to receive

your fj lends in at twelve pesos the ^^eek, and

there is another in the rear, very private, at nine

pesos the week, very handsomely furnished."

And here the host opened the door and exhibited

a small, but fine chamber.

" They will do exactly^ Loupe."
" I am pleased to hear it. 1 would ask, senor,

if you are still in tlie Spanish navy V
"Do not be inquisitive, Mou.sieur de Blase."

" A thousimd pardons, senor capitano. I am
your humble servant."

" And would cut my throat for two scudi !"

" O, senor I"

CHAPTER X.

THE -WOUNDED OFFICKn—DEVELOPMENT OF

LOVE.

In the small upper room where we saw Clif-

ford and the sohlier seated the night previous,

the American officer now lay stretched upon a

cot, almost unable to move from the severity

with which he bad been wounded. As it became

necessary for Giberto to look after his shop and

customers below, Clilford was left alone; but,

as he had only to be quiet and suffer, it was but

little moment whether he had company all the

time or not; but the interest felt in him by the

old soldier was so great, that every ten minutes

he would run up stairs to ask how he was, or if

he could do anything for him. As the young

American, in one of these intervals, was think-

ing about his misfortune in being so long likely

to be deprived of the sight of Donna Gertrude,

he heard Giberto salute with unusual cordiality

some one wlio entered his shop.

"Ah, good morning, amigo ! lam glad to

see you! How is Don Garcia to-day 1"

"Idle is well, senor Giberto, and wishes you

to take this roll of tobacco and moke him two

boxes of the same sort of cigaritos that you made

last."

"Excelente! I will do it. When shall you

want them V
" Two dozen of them by night, and the rest

at your leisure, this or next we'*k."

"His commands shall be obeyed ! Have you

heard the news, senor?" added the soldier to

the servant of Don Garcia.

"Nothing bad, I hope, senor Giberto"?"

" A sad misfortune ! There lies up stairs an

American officer wounded by an assassin near

my door, last night?"

"An American ofiicer? Do you know his

name V
" Captain Clifford,—the bravest man that ever

drew steel."

" It is the same, then ! I hope he is not dan-

gerous ; for he is a friend of Don Garcia. Last

niglit he serenaded la senorita. It must have

been on his way home. When did it happen?"

"About half past twelve."

" That would be about the hour. I shall be

the bearer of sad news ; for this officer has of

late been a frequent guest at our house. Tell

me b.ow he is that I may answer such questions

as they may put to me, and how it happened 1"

" He was attacked by two men,—one who

looked like a cavalier,—about twenty yards from

my shop ; and would have been assassinated but

for my aid. As it was, he received an ngly

wound with a dagger under the right side, from

which he bled freely. I had him conveyed at

once up stairs, where he now lies. He has had

a good surgeon, and is doing well."

Some other customer now coming in, the con-

versation ceased, and the Cuban took his leave.

"Now,'* said Clifford to himself, ''I shall

know whether Donna Gertrude cares for me.

If she feels a tithe the passion that burns in my
breast for her, I shall hear from her before many

hours." This sweet hope made him forget his

sufferings, so that Giberto when, at length, he

could leave his shop to visit him, seeing the

cheerful expression of his face, expressed his

surprise. He then made known the visit of

Don Garcia's servant, and his believing that

Don Garcia would send to see how he was, if

not come himself.

Donna Gertrudis, or Gertrude,—for the name

is either in the Spanish—was in her boudoir

engaged at her harp in practising a piece of

music thttt Edward Clifford had composed and

presented her, and which they had sung to-

gether. She would sing a few bars, and then

pause with her fingers lingering upon the harp,

as if forgetting her task, and indulging the more

pleasurable thoughts of the donor. The soft,

dreamy eye, the deep-breathing bosom, the ex-

pression of tender sentiment that i)layed about

her mouth, all betrayed her love for him who

occupied her thoughts.

Suddenly her reveries were interrupted by the

entrance of her father. His face wore an ex-

pression of ill news ; and her check paled in

anticipation of some sad tale. She could not

speak to ask what he bore to her upon his hesi-

tating tonguG.

" Ah, my child ! This is heavy news I Such

a noble gentleman, too I"

"Who? not—?"
" Captain Clifford has been assassinated I"

The words went like lightning to her heart.

She uttered a wild shriek, and would have fallen,

but he caught her, adding quickly:

"I don't mean he has been killed, but only

wounded ; and not fatally—not fatally—did I

not understand you so, Ga-spar?"

" Si, senor. He will recover."

" Thank the blessed saints for those words,

Caspar?" she said, trying to rally. "TcU me
all ? Where did you hear this ?" she asked, with

an earnestness that plainly told Don Garcia the

secret uf her love.

" In tlie shop where he lies V
"Shop?"
" Si, senorita! He was taken to the shop of

senor Giberto who makes cigars, wliere he has

had a surgeon and is doing well. I am as-sured

by Giberto that he need not be in bed more than

three weeks."

'^Poor Edward ! I fear that it is worse than

you say. How did it happen ?'*

" It was the work of two assassins ; and but

for Giberto, who heard the contest—for he de-

fended himself bravely,—he would have been

killed!"

" Good Giberto ! He shall not go unre-

warded," said Gertrude, warmly. " Where is

the shop 1"

"Nay, daughter, you must not go," said her

father, seeing her lay her hand upon her man-

tilla.

"And wherefore, my dear father? He has

been our guest; he is our friend! He is in a

poor fabricator's shop; he can have no com-

forts! Will you go and have him removed

hither? Here we can nurac him till he re-

covers!"

Don Garcia was silent. He regarded his

daughter's enthusiasm with surprise. He little

dreamed that the American soldier had inspired

in her heart so profound and earnest a pa-sion.

He reflected a moment whether he should try to

repress it, or let her continue to love the young

officer. He at once came to a resolution that it

would be in vain to oppose it, and that he would

not attempt to do so ; but he regretted that she

should have loved unknown to him, when in a

former case she had refused to give her heart

where he had wished her to give her hand.

"It matters not," he reflected; "there is no

prospect now of her union with Don Conrado

de Beltran, and I will not, out of revenge on

her, oppose this current of her affection
; for the

American officer, if he lives, will be an honor-

able match for her. A woman's heart where it

takes a bent can never be turned another way.

The young man is worthy of our regard, and I

will yield to her wishes; and, besides, on his

recovery, I may prevail on him to give his sword

to our cause."

" Father, you hesitate."

" No. He shall be removed hither and be our

guest till his recovery. Ga-par, you will have

a loom ready for him."

Gertrude placed her arm about her father's

neck and kissed him with affectionate gratitude.

" Why, my child, this is a great discovery I

have made," he said, half tenderly, half in re-

proof.

"Sir?"

"That you love this young officer. I never

suspected this."

She held her head down and blushed ; for in

her anxiety for her wounded lover, she did not

reflect that she was laying open to her father's

eye the secret of her bosom.

"It is true, sir," she said, ingenuously.

"You loved not where I would have had you

love, child ; and now you have given your whole

heart where you did not know that I should be

willing you should give your liand."

" I did not think of loving him, sir, at first.

It stole upon me insensibly. But now that you

know it, I will not try to disguise it."

"And are you sure that ho honors your love,

ray daughter? Are you sure that he loves you

in return? Thou should'st have been sure of

this before you betrayed to him the state of your

own heart."

For a moment, the lovely senorita wos dis-

concerted by theso inquiries, directed as they
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evidently were, by parental pi'udence, and her

face was suffused with a slight blush of maiden

embarrassment; but instantly recovering her

composure, she replied with a frank simplicity

and artlessness that were characteristic:

"He loved first, dear father! It was the dis-

covery of his ardent and delicate devotion to

me, that awakened gratiiude in my ov.'n lieart!"

" Ah, that Don Conrado's attentions, my child,

had awakened gratiiude !"

"Awakened rather contempt! Ah, my dear

father, you did not know that man's evil char-

acter !"

" He was a brave ofScer— a man of the world

;

he had won battles, and been rewarded by the

queen, and was rich and high in rank enough

to sit in the presence of princes !'*

" I know it, sir ! But I could not love hira
!"

*'Perbaps you thought Iiim too old."

"I was then but sixteen—three and a half

years ago—I was too young, if he were not too

old. But I bated him, sir! I read his heart,

sir ! It was black ! There was no truth nor

honor in hira, sir! 0, sir, you do not know

that man ! Before you he wore a mask ; but

thinking a young girl, a child like me could not

read character, he was off his guard. I trembled

whenever I was in his presence
!"

"Your dislike exaggerates his faults. I know

he had spots on his character ; but they were

not proved."

"No, but they were true; all the world be-

lieved, which is worse than proof, where some

doubt. The queen threatened to degrade hira

from the navy of robbing at sea a Tripolitan

ship, and taking from it a million of gold that

was on its way to Constantinople."

" It was only a rumor, child. The Tripolitan

vessel was never heard of after leaving port, and

Don Conrado's being cruising in his frigate in

that quarter
—

"

*' No, father, not in his frigate. He fitted out

a small Corsiean schooner expressly, manned

by desperadoes, in order to waylay this rich ship,

which he had heard was to cross the seas about

that time. And it is said that he returned to

Spain, and having enriched his crew, he dis-

missed them, and set the vessel on fire on which

he had committed the piracy. It is well known,

that but a few months before he lost his patri-

mony at play, and that after the disappearance

of the- Tripolitan ship, he was known to redeem

his estate and repair his castle, and have an

abundance of gold to expend on his pleasures

and luxuries."

" You give him a severe character, Gertrude.

Tou should not listen to such tales. I see now

why you refused his suit."

" Nay, dear father, had I net known these

things about him, I could never have endured

his presence. Therefore I treated him as I did.

And, moreover, in Havana, before we left there,

I heard a rumor that he had been dismissed from

the navy, and had retired from Spain, no one

knew whither, in disgrace."

" Upon ray word, when a woman dislikes a

man, what will she not teach her heart to be-

lieve about him! But let this pass. I see you

feel too anxious about tliis ofHcer who has been

so happy, without an effort, to supplant Don
Conrado !"

"Indeed, sir, I would rather think of him,

than talk of the other! Caspar, how will you

get him removed here V
" I fear it will be difficult, scnora," answered

the Cuban, respectfully. "The fabricator said

he could not be removed even to his hotel, and

therefore remained there,"

" Is the man fcind V
" He seems to be attached to him. The man

was, he told rae, a soldier in Mexico, and this

officer saved his life there."

" Then he is with a friend who will see that

he needs no care. But I will
—

"

Here she checked herself in what she was
about to utter, and added

:

" I wish, dear father, you would visit him."
" That I will do at once," he answered, " and

if I find he can be removed hither, I will have

him brought."

" Thanlis, my generous and forgiving father !"

"I seek only your happiness, my child; and

this officer
—

"

" You know, sir, how noble he is ! You have

heard the officers who Iiave been here, and the

consul, all of them speak of him in expressions

of the highest praise."

" True, my child. I know that if you should

have him for a husband, you would wed hap-

pily. But I will hasten to see him ; for, as well

as yourself, I feel a deep interest in him !"

Gertrude kissed her father; and he was soon

seen to leave the Casa Grande, followed, or

rather guided, by Caspar, his half-Indian Cuban
servant, and go in the direction of the cigar

factory of Gibcrto. The surprise of the cobbler

and of the cobbler's wife, of the perruquier and

the perruquier's wife, of the wine-shop keeper,

and of the neighbors generally, at seeing the

mysterious recluse in the street, we will not stop

the current of our narration to depict. They
believed some great event had happened, was
happening, and was about to happen ; and

busied tiiemselves all the forenoon in conjectur-

ing what said event might turn out to be.

But it was time for Don Garcia to appear in

the streets ; the letters he had received the even-

ing before rendering active exertions necessary

DOW, if he would comply with the wishes of the

"junta," which, and those interests he repre-

sented in New Orleans. Gaspar soon stopped

before the door of the shop, and made known to

Giberto, who was just coming down stairs, ihe

honor he was about to receive in the visit of his

master.

Giberto, who had in his hand a rod which he

used to open the leaves of tobacco with, here-

upon brought it to the military salute, and said,

that he was glad to see so eminent a customer

visit his poor abode in person.

" How is Captain Clifl'ord V asked Don Gar-

cia, as he complied with the invitation to enter.

"He is doing well, senor. I will let him
know you are here."

" Ask him if he will see me."
" Without doubt he will!" and Giberto quite

elated at the visit, ran up stairs, and immediately

returning, ushered the noble Castilian gentle-

man up, with many apologies for the humble
character of his hahitation.

Don Garcia took the hand of Clifford, who
pressed it with gratitude, and looking around
the room, said

:

"I fear you will not be comfortable here, and
I have come to remove you to my house."

"To your house, senor ?" repeated the cap-

tain, hardly believing his eyes.

" Yes, if you think you are able to bear the

removal."

" 0, yes, I could walk there, I verily believe!"

"No, senor capitano, you are not able to stir

a limb
;
you know that," answered Giberto, very

positively. " He could only be taken on a litter.

But the doctor refused to let him be moved for

a week, at least, senor !"

" That is true I I fear, sir, I shall have to lay

here ; but I am comfortable. Giberto is as at-

tentive as a nurse could be; and I fear I shall

be compelled to put off my removal to your
hospitable mansion till I am better; and then it

will be too late; for there will be no necessity

for trespassing on your hospitality."

" You shall convalesce with us. If you can't

go now, you shall go when you feel better. I

have promised Gertrude to bring you!"
"And does she know "

" She knows of your illness, and sympathizes

with you !"

" Then," he said, as his pale face lighted up,
" I can bear it. J will bless the blow that awak-
ens sympathy for rae in the breast of your
daughter !"

" She is right," said Don Garcia, to himself;
" Gertrude is right. He loves her. There is

no use in trying to stop the current when ebb
and flood flow both the same way."

After passing an hour with Clifford, Don Gar-

cia left him, saying that he would visit him daily

till he was able to bear removal to his house.

He then took his departure, and reported to Ger-

trude the result of his visit. She thanked him
for his goodness in promising to remove him as

soon as he was better, and then said:

"Dear father, I would try to put away from

my heart all thoughts of him, if I thought he

was unworthy. But I have seen in him such a

noble nature, that I only wonder he should re-

gard me with any consideration. I feel hon-

ored, and respect myself more to think that I

have awakened in such a man esteem and affec-

tion
"

" You don't know how good and beautiful

you are, Gertrude, dear! You would grace the

crown of the best monarch that ever sat upon a

throne. But if you and Captain Clifford wed,

and are happy, my ambition will be satisfied.

An American army officer ranks with a Spanish

or British noble."

Thus speaking, Don Garcia left her to look

after the important affairs which, since the let-

ters were received the evening before, occupied

his mind.

CHAPTER XL
LADT GERTRUDE AT VESPERS—CURIOSITY OF

GUIDO.

TriE weariness of that long day passed by

Edward Clifford upon the artilleryman's cot was

alleviated not only by the recollection of Don
Garcia's visit, but by the reception, two hours

after his dcparlure, of a bouquet of sweet flow-

ers. His soul inhaled the delicious fragrance of

the gracious words wherein the Donna Gertrude

expressed her sympathy for his sufferings, and

her hopes of his speedy restoration; and assured

him that she had her father's promise that when
he was able to be removed, he should become

their invalid guest at Casa Granda. Althf^ugh

in the note slie did not absolutely tell him how
dear he was to her, yet every line breathed her

pure and womanly devotion.

" This is a balm for wounds both of the heart

and body, Giberto," he said, with happiness

dancing in his eyes, as he read the letter over

the third time, while Giberto watched his face

to S'-e the result.

"I knew it would do you more good than all

the prescriptions tlie doctor wrote, and told

Ga'ipar, the Indian, so; and you see I was right.

I should n't be surprised next to see Donna Ger-

trude herself coming here
!"

" Indeed ! \ fear such happiness is not in store

for me !"

" Well, who knows ? But you must not talk.

Every ten words you speak will put you back

an hour."

" I can read the note and look at the bouquet,

Giberto, and I am content to be silent."

"Listen to me, now, ser.or. They pursued

your assassins to the waterside, and saw them

embark with three other men; but as the gen-

darmes had no boat, they could not pursue.

But they saw it cross the river."

"I can't imagine their object. I never saw

either of the men before."

" No doubt they attacked you for gold !"

"Did we not overhear them plotting"? If it

was against me they were conspiring when we
heard them under your window, it was ven-

geance they were after."

" True—so they seemed to talk. Ah, I have

it, senor'?"

" In what way? Who are they, think you'?"

" You never yet knew but one man to love a

fair maiden ? Do you comprehend me, senor V
" Not exactly."

" Do you not suppose that the fair Donna
Gertrudis has other admirers V

" Without doubt."

" You have, in all likelihood, an unkno^^ii

rival, who has done you this mischief."

" You are no doubt in the ri^iht, Giberto."

" Gaspar told me when he brought the note,

which you have just placed on your heart, that

being awakened by music, last night, he looked

through the little grated window, which he says

is placed in the side of the gate, as is cus-

tomary, and saw that after you went away, you

were followed by t(\'o men, who kept as much
in the shade as possible."

" Then it was me they were waiting for at

your door. I should have followed your advice,

my discreet Giberto, and I should have escaped

this wound."
" It can't be helped now, senor capitano. The

cause of the attack, I do not doubt, was rivalry."

" I have no doubt of it. I am now curious to

know who my rival can be. It is no one who
can be worthy of Donna Gertrudis, who would

take this method to get rid of me."

"That it is not! I hope we shall find him

out. Don Garcia will be able to tell who is

acquainted with his daughter; and, as I can de-

scribe the taller, for the smaller was but a ser-

vant, we may be able to fasten on the assassin,

if, as I doubt not, he is a rival ! But you must

not talk. I hear some one in the shop. Adios,

senor, for ten minutes."

"I am not alone, now," said Clifford, with a

sroile, as he glanced at the bouquet, which he

now discovered was arranged by the floral al-

phabet, which he had learned in other lands.

He read in the language of the flowers, these

words

:

" Constancy, truth, forevermore !"

"Noble, generous Gertrude ! Thy frank and

truthful heart knows no concealment of its pure

passion. I am not worthy of thee ! I have

cause to bless this wound, which has, as it were,

matured and ripened to the full thy growing love

for me."
It was near the close of this day that Donna

Gertrudis was standing in the window of the

balcony, gazing thoughtfully on the rich light

of the western skies, in which the sun was just

setting in a sea of crimson and gold. The
vesper bell was tolling, and its sound floated

past her on the evening air as if calling her to

prayer.

" I will go and pray for him," she said, " and
to thank the Virgin for the preservation of his

life
!"

Don Garcia was in his library, engaged in con-

versation with two or three strangers. Without
speaking with hira, she cast her mantilla about
her, and descending the marble flight of stairs,

crossed the paved court, which was fragrant with

the blossoms of the orange trees that shaded it,

and cool with the falling water of the fountain.

Near the gate stood Gaspar, who opened it for

her to pass out.

" If my father inquires, tell him I am going

to vespers
!"

" Si, senorita," answered the Indian domestic,

with a dignified inclination of his head ; for in

his manners there was at all times a gravity and
native courtesy, seldom seen in servants of other

races.

Donna Gertrude entered the chapel, and was
proceeding to the shrine of the Virgin, when she

saw standing before it a youth, whose beauty
caused her to stop and gaze unconsciously for

an instant upon hira; but recollecting herself,

she colored deeply, and drawing her veil about

her face, she advanced, and was going past him
to another shrine, when he moved away, as if to

give her a place he was usurping. He seemed
to be engaged in admiring the painting above
the shrine, rather than worshipping. For a mo-
ment or two the image of the extraordinary

beauty she had beheld dwelt on her mind, and
she could not think of her prayers ; but it was
only fur a moment, for recalling the wounded
Clifford, she began to raise her heart to Heaven
in devotional orisons, both of gratitude and peti-

tion, in his behalf. So intently was she engaged,

and so completely had she forgotten the young
stranger, that her veil fell from her head uncon-
siiously to her, and exposed a' face of loveliness

unmatched before in all the experience of the

youthful Guido. He had been struck with the

grace of her motion as she approached, and had
caught a glimpse of the splendor of her eyes,

before she discovered him and veiled. He,

therefore, watched her as she knelt, both with

the worshipping eye of the artist, who adores tho

beautiful, and with lively curiosity. When her

veil dropped, and exposed the moulded head

and neck, and the faultless profile, the tearful

eyes elevated, the rich, red mouth, moving with

the modulations of prayer, she seemed to him
the personification of the Madonna, and could

scarcely restrain the impulse to bend the knee,

half in piety, half in gallantry, before so fair a
creature, who seemed more to appertain to hea-

ven than earih

!

It was full a minute that he had to gaze in

admiring wonder upon that pure and holy face,

which prayer sanctified, before she ended her

orisons ; when discovering that her light veil

had proved traitorous to its duty, she glanced

quickly about her, and seeing the young stran-

ger's worshipping gaze, she concealed her fea-

tures, rose from the pavement, and hurried from

the church.

" I must not let this fair vision vanish forever,'

said Guido, as she disappeared ; and he at once

traversed the space to the vestibule and gained

the street. At a distance he saw her passing

the Casa Granda, and hurrying rapidly forward,

but joined by a person who came from the gate,

who kept a fe rr paces behind her. This move-

ment awakened his curiosity, and he went for-

ward at the pace which she kept, and with diffi-

culty kept her in sight, especially as it was grow-

ing dark. After traversing two streets, he be-

held her turn down one that led towards the

river, the person who came out of the gate to

join her going now a little before her, as if act-

ing as a guide. This increased his curiosity,

and although he did not like to be in pursuit or

a lady in this way, yet he experienced an uncon-

querable inclination to discover who she was.

[to be continued.]

BON'T GET IN BEBT.
Debt is a perfect bore. How it haunts a man

from pillar to post—lurking in his breakfast cup
—poisoning his dinner—embittering his tea!

—

n:)\v it stalks from him like a living skeleion,

seeming to arnounce his presence by recounting
tl.'C amount of liahiliiies. How it poisons his do-
n cstic joys, by intruding its " balance " into the

calculation of madam, respecting the price of a
I ew carpet or adiess! How it hitders dreamy
plans for accumulations ! Boiberaiion ! How it

Hampers useless energies—cripples resolutions

too good to be fulfilled \~PhiL /Sat. Gazette.
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SIGNORA PARODX IN THE CHARACTER OF "NORMA

REGATTA AT ANTWERP.
There are two fairs held annually in the tovm of Antwerp

;

the first, or Little Fair, in June, and the second, or Great Fair,

the first Sunday after the Assumption. The first fair is the only
one which carries out its original intention, namely, to brin^ to-

gether strangers from all parts of Belgium and the south of Ger-
many for the transaction of business. The great festival, which
was this year held with more than usual pomp, and is, strictly

speaking, a pleasure fair—lasts four days, during which Httlo or
no business is done. It commenced on Suuday, Autjust 17th.

On Monday, the various bands of the military h/ld a contest for

gold and silver medals, and prizes of money. Tuesday afternoon
was occupied by the first part of the Kegatta, which was con-

ducted in a manner very creditable to the Yacht Club Royal
Beige. The principal prize was won by an English race boat,

manned by Englishmen, but a boat from Ostend was very close

upon its heels. The Fair closed with a torchlight procession
and music on Wednesday evening. The Belgians follow the
custom of the Germans in their observance of business or pleasure
iairi at periodical times ; and their regattas are very pleasing.

SIUNOKA P/UIODI.
The following is an outline of the

Btory of this young artiste, the i>upil

and adopted daughter of Pasta,
Signora Parodi wuh born at Genoii,
in IH27 ; her father is a retired and
pensioned nnploi/eeof the Sardinian
Government. JSo early did she dis-

pl«y natural musical gifts, that at
twelve years of age she was placed
by her parents at the Musical Insti-

tute at Genoa, under Maestro Celli

;

from which she was removed to the
tuition of a professor of some celeb-

rity in the same city, Maestro De-
gola. In 1844, Hhe had exhausted
the lore of these masters, nnd was
taken by her mother to Milan, to

study under Fciiee lionconi. She
bad not been many days in the cap-
ital of Lombardy, when she hap-
pened to be heard at a private con-
cert by the husband of Pasta, who
was so struck by the resemblance of
her vocal gifts to those of his re-

nowned consort, that the following
morning he hurried back to his villa

at Como, to tell La Pasta that he
had heard a young singer, in whom
her voice and dramatic spirit were
revived. Pasta repaired to Milan,
to gratify the curiosity her husband
had excited. Sueh an impression
did the young musical pupil pro-
duce upon her, that she employed
every means to persuade Madame
Parodi to leave her daughter under
her care, and return to her family
at Genoa. Madame Parodi con-
sented. Pasta took her daughter
with her to her villa at Como, and
from tliat time she become her pupil

and adopted daughter. Felice Kon-
eoni, it is true, having complained
of being deprived of a pupil from
whose success he expected to derive

an addition to his fame, she having
been so suddenly withdrawn from
him. Pasta could not resist his en-
treaties; but she returned wiih Pa-
rodi to Milan, and gave her lessons

at the same time as her professor.

Immediately after this date her star

commenced to rise gradually higher
and higher in the musical hemi-
sphere, until its brilliancy and power
cast a light all over Europe. She
made the tour of the principal cities

with the most perfect professional

success, and since that time her his-

tory is that of to-day—the current

record of our own time. Her late

engagements in this country have
served to win for her increased

celebrity and honors, and have
ranked her, in om- estimation, with the first vocalists in the world.

Thus we may perceive the great and important effects resulting

from the accidental discovery of the vocal abilities of Parodi.

And this leads us to a consideration of the many benefits to be

derived from the general diffusion of musical education. Un-
doubtedly there are many individuals whose organization is

highly favorable for the display of vocal power with musical
swtetness ; but, unless it is recognized by some appreciating ear

and fostered by suitable education, remains like an undiscovered
mine immediately beneath our feet. In this country, when the

indulgence of the ear, the most chaste of all our senses, becomes
more general, and the art of singing takes a higher rank, as it

ought, above the mere science of music, we shall find, on every
side, male or female voices capable of exquisite perfection. In
this respect, nations, like individuals, are the <reatures of circum-
stances. Wiih regard to Parodi, her vocal merits are combined
with a sublimity and facility of dramatic expression such as are

but rarely attained so early in life. Our engraving represents

her as giving utterance to the conflicting emotions of the passion-

ate priestess. Norma, in the splendid style of Bellini's music.

m

WOLFE»S SWORD, IN THE UNITED SERVICE MUSEUM.
The accompanying engraving represents the sword worn by

General Wolfe on the memorable day of his victory and deatli

at Quebec, the l.'ith of September, 1759. This relic of the gal-

lant warrior is silver-mounted ; the grip being of horn, spirally

lluted. The sword-blade has evidently been ground down to its

present length from a longer weapon
;

probably, the blade was a
favorite one—at all events, it in of excellent (luality, for the

makcr'H name stamped on it shows it was fabricated by Heinrieh

Koll, at Solingen, a place long celebrated for the excellence of

its sword-blades. The Hcahbard of the sword is of black leather

—the chape and lockets being of silver. This sword is in the

interesting collection of weapons in the United Service Museum

;

to which establishment it was presented by George Warde, Esq.,

of Beechmont, Seven Oaks. Mr. Warde inherited this sword
from his great uncle, General the Hon. George Warde, Colonel

of the 4th Dragoon Guards, as executor to Gen. Wolfe's mother.

Visitors to the United Service Museum and to the Army and
Navy Cluh-Ilousc, in London, usually become interested in licar-

ing the memoirs of Wolfe, and afterwards go to eeo his splendid

monument in Westminster Ab-
bey. Wolfe's death at Que-
bec forms the subject of one
of the finest pictures painted
by Benjamin West. When
William Pitt became jtrime

minister, the genius of Wolfe
was called forth to execute his

gigantic j)lans. Thougli the

meditated attack on llochefort

was abandoned, the fall of
Louisburgli displayed to the

admiration of the nation tlie

abilities of their general, who
was immediately after selected,

1759, for the command of the

expedition against Quebec. In
this bold enterprise, the many
difficulties from situation and
from superior numbers, were
quickly surmounted by ])erse-

verance and military strata-

gem, and the English troops,

permitted to face iheir enemy,
triumphed over all opposition

;

but, in the moment of victory,

the conqueror received a ball

through his wrist
;
yet, disre-

garding the wound, he ani-

mated his men to battle. A
second ball, a few minutes
after, shot him through the

body, and rendered it neces-

sary to carry him off to the

rear of the troops. In the last

agonies, his attention was
roused by the cry of " They
run !" and engerly inquiring

who ran, he no sooner heard

the repiv, "The defeated
French,*' than he exclaimed;
" Then I thank God, and I die

contented !" and instantly ex-

pired. To great abilities as a
general, to steadiness, strength

and activity of mind, Wolfe
united the milder virtues of
life, sincerity and candor, a
quick sense of honor, of jus-

tice and public liberty. He
entered the army early in life,

and while he bore the meed of

superiority in constitutional

courage, in penetration, in cool

judgment, and in unshaken
presence of mind, he was
equally admired and respected

for beneficence and charity,

and the estimation of the
great was accompanied by the

love of the soldiery and the

gratitude of the poor. The
plan of these historical and
scienrihc museums is gaining
favor in several countries. GEN. wolfe*S SWORD.

REGATTA AT ANTWERP, DUUma THE ANNUAL FAIR, WHICH COMMENCES ON THE FIRST SUNDAY AFTER THE ASSUMPTION.
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IRON STEAMSHIP JYLLANDj BUILT IN LONDON FOR THE DANISH PACKET SERVICE.

DANISH STEAMER JYLL.tND.

The Iron Steamship Jylland has just completed herfirst voyage

between one of the richest agricultural districts of the kingdom
of Denmark and the port of London, having succeeded in opening

a communication where until this time it had been deemed
impossible. Several large lakes and an extensive inland water

communication have their opening into the sea by means of a

shallow bar entrance, with not more than seven feet ; and it was
long supposed that no vessel of a sufficiently large size, and, at

the same time, possessing the qualities of a good wholesale sea-

boat, could be constracted, that should, at the same time, possess

the small draft of water requisite for entering these waters. The
Jyllmid, however, has proved herself to unite all these qualities,

and has returned from having performed all that could be desired

and more than had been promised—she did the voyage out in

forty-five hours, and home in forty-seven; and brought to Black-

wall a cargo of one hundred and thirty head of cattle and horses,

seventy pigs, besides a large stock of other agricultural produce,

and on a drafc of water one inch less than had been contracted.

The Jyiland has been contracted, under a grant of the Danish
government, for Mr. Regner Westenholtz, of Mark-lane. She is

four hundred and fifty tons burden, and propelled by engines of

one hundred and twenty horse-power; the ship and engine having

been constructed, and the ship wholly fitted out, by Messrs. Rob-
inson & Russell, of Millwall ; and though inferior in every respect

to our first-class American steamers, yet the Jylland is a splendid

piece of nautical wofk, and reflects great credit upon her builders.

Her appearance in Copenhagen will do much to facilitate the reg-

ular communication with England and this country. Commerce
with Denmark is very desirable. The population is said to be

about 2,500,000, and very friendly to the United States.— ^ -»«^. » - -

PILLAR ROCK.
Pillar Rock, represented by the sketch below, is one of those

singular formations of nature which astonish and attract the

attention of travellers. It stands in the Columbia River, in Ore-
gon, about twenty miles from its mouth. The river at this place

is about three miles in width, and the rock is situated compara-
tively near the northern shore, between which and the rock lies

the main navigable channel. The water here is about fifty feet in

depth, and as the rock preserves the same character to its base

—

being some seventy feet in height—vessels of the largest class

can pass as near as their spars may allow. It is a species of trap

rock, with which the country seems to abound, forming bold and
precipitous shores, sometimes from two to three hundred feet in

height, from which occasionally dashes down some aparkling

waterfall, giving a picturesque beauty to the scene. The river

for the first fifty miles preserves this character, when it is suc-
ceeded by a wide and fertile valley until we arrive at the Cascade
Range. This place is in many parts subject to an annual over-
flow, which occurs in the summer months. A similar rock exists

in this river just below Astoria, being, however, concealed below
the surface of the water. It was discovered in rather an unfortu-
nate maijner. T\iq " Sylvie de Grasse," a French ship of about
nine hundred tons, was sent round from San Francisco for lumber,
and had the misfortune to get poised upon it, so that as the tide

fell she was bilged, and her hulk remains there thus fastened to

this day. Our artist has given us a very life-like view of this

wonderful and curious natural pillar. Every feature in these
newly inhabited regions has great interest as well as instmction.

Until the rivers are sounded, the mountains explored, and the
valleys surveyed, we seem to he experiencing surprise at every
step. The interests of commerce and the welfare of navigation
require that the Columbia River should be traced in all its chan-
nels. The rivers which 6ow westerly into the Pacific doubtless

lead to forest tracts and mountain passes which are of great
importance in finding proper routes of travel for the future settle-

ment of the territory, and the introduction of civilization into thii

vast region of natural wonders and commercial wealth.

VIEW OF THE PILLAR ROCK, ON THE NORTHERN SHORE OF THE COLUMBIA RIVER, OREGON.
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[Written for Oleasoo's rictorlal]

INSCJIIBED TO A YODNO LADY,

ay JOHN F. WElStlAMPEL, Jft.

Mountulnii, ylcnK, nnd vftlleys

IJlooDi with vurdaat trees,

Eviity leiiHut diUlioa

With a flirtioK brcezo ;

BowcrH flilod with roseB

Scont the bahiiy air,

Evory utjok dlHoloBea

Somothing Bweet and rare.

Ponrly flowers glitter

In their pureHt grace,

Xittle robins twittor

Fearless to my face ;

TVhilat tbey qiiiukly flatter

Over buBh and tree,

Languages thoy utter

All unknown to mo.

Sut their tender voicca

Were not made to moao,

Every one rejoices

In itsgft,vc&C tone.

Sunbeams duiiy dancing,

Sazi^le with thtir light;

luna's pla:-.!!! glancing

Iladiates the night.

"Wavelets on the ocean,

Tinged with snowy huo,

Evermore in motion,

Decorate the view. ,

Pleasantness and glory

Please me overmuch
;

Not in song or story

Ever saw I such.

May this clime elysian.

Maiden, once be thine,

Ever aa in Tisioo

It hath just been mine

!

4-^a.*.B_> .

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LEAVING IT OUT:
'

—OR—

THE MOSAL OF A HORSE TRADE.

ET GEO. CANNING HILL.

One bright summer morning, there drove up before the door

of a little tavern snuggery, nestled down in a charming country-

valley, an odd-looking fish, who asked if he could have something

to eat. Luke Warner, vfho happened to be standing in the door,

and who was likewise the landlord upon the premises, was in the

act of replying lo him that he c^ainly conld, when his eye

suddenly caught sight of the animal the stranger was driving,

and he indulged himself with a long and eager look before he

answered him a word.

" Stranger, that's a neat lookin' beast o' yours," exclaimed

Luke Warner, " Yes—0, yes—you can have enough to eat.

Come in. But where did you raise that horse you've got?"
" Wal, he came into my hands sorter nat'ral," replied the

stranger, preparing to disembark from the fiery-red wagon that

contained him, and to hitch his horse at a neighboring post.

" What'U you take for him V demanded Luke, marching up to

him and turning back his lips until' he exhibited two formidable

rows of yellow teeth. " I say, stranger, you aint up for a trade,

or anything—be you?"
" Whv, as for that," was the reply, " I'll talk with ye when I

git something down. I'm all-fired hungry, and I've rid a consid-

erable way, too."

" You shall have it, sir ; walk right in with me, then ;" and
Luke Warner led his customer into his little dining-hall, and
regaled him on such provision as he had at hand.

As soon as the meal was finished, and the rough-looking
stranger had found his way out, after settling for the same, he

. observed that the awakened landlord was busily engaged in

examining the various points of his horse—good, bad, and
indifferent. It was evident that Luke Warner was laying out for

one of his horse trades ; and, as was usual with him on such
occasions, he was first going over the ground for his own individ-

ual satisfaction.

"You've got a neat beast, there, stranger," remarked Luke,
letting go the horse's mouth and turning to the traveller.

"/call him tol'lable," replied the stranger.

*'How are you goin' to trade, now, with my sorrel, that stands
yender?" asked Luke. " Ck>me, I'm for a trade, this mornin'!
Just look at my sorrel, and say how you'll trade for bira."

The stranger carelessly sauntered over to where the landlord's

nag was hitched, and took a survey of the various parts and
points of the animal in quet.tion.

" Well, what do you think of it?" -asked Luke.

"Wal, that uint a dreadful bad critter, I thould not think "

quietly and slowly responded the stranger.

"How'U you trade, then ?" demanded Luke.
The stranger saw that the landlord was decidedly "in for a

trade," and accordingly for some time he hung off about it. He
needed coaxing and wheedling—or, at least, he wished the land-
lord to think he did.

"I don't care no great about tradin', no way," finally answered
the stranger.

*• Yis, yis, come on and make a trade!" pursued Luke, with
increased energy. " I shan't do anything, at this rale ; business

aint very brisk now, and I might as well make a little business for

myself as not. Come ! Wliat do you say to bootV
" Wal, if £ was goin' to say mnylluny—" replied llic stranger.

" 0, yea ; say something !" interrupted Luke. " What do you

say is the dilfercnco In csh between them two horpcs, now?"
" Wiil, I shouldsay seventy dollars," coolly replied the stranger,

with an odd leer in his left eye.

" Seventy //iwfffos /" growled Luke Warner, hoping thus to

frighten his customer down to a lower figure. " I'll give you forty."

"Forty!" repeated the stranger, somewhat contemptuously.

"Why, this boss o' mine, nabur, cost a hundred an' forty-five

dollars— cash ; now how are ye a goin' to make out that your

walkin' macheen yender was ever worth more than seventy-five,

in his best days? No, slrl I'll take seventy dollars boot, or 1

wont take noliiing
!"

They stood and haggled about it for some lime ; the stranger

persistently holding to his original price, and the landlord quite

as unwilling to advance even a five-dollar notch towards consum-

mating the trade. After a while, they worried about it so much,

that Luke invited the stranger in to drink at the little bar with

him. This was one of Luke favorite movements, whenever he

had an end to reach, as he had at the present moment.

Hardly had the two glasses been emptied of their contents,

however, when Luke suddenly stepped through a smallside door

into the dining-room, and the stranger overheard the following

order from his lips :

" Now, Jake, hurry yourself over to Shipley's—over to Tom
Shipley's, you know—and tell him to ride straight down here,

and say forry dollars for me. Xell him I'm on a horse trade, and

tell him to hurry himself along, too
!"

The stranger heard a boy slam a door after him, and, going to

the front door, saw the young rascal hurrying away down the

road on his master's errand.

" That's his game, is it?" said he to himself, running his hands

as far down in his pockets as they would go.

Luke, in another minute, was before the door again, examining

the specimen he coveted so much, and continuing to haggle with

its owner about the "boot" he should give; but he made no

impression whatever upon him, to influence him to drop bis price.

" I'll tell you what I'll do," suddenly proposed Luke, looking

down the road, and seeing Tom Shipley riding towards them.

"What is it?"

" I'll leave it out to that man, that's coming yonder."

The stranger glanced lilsewise down the road, and, seeing a

man riding on horseback, instantly replied :

" It's done!"

"Do you say so?" asked the delighted landlord, sunshine

beaming all over bis countenance.

" YU— I'll go it," replied the stranger.

They waited till the horseman came within hailing distance,

when Luke shouted to him to stop, and decide how much differ-

ence be should give the stranger in trade for a horse.

Shipley affected to be in great haste, and it was only after re-

peated urging that he finally consented to dismount and make an

examination of the two steeds. And at last, when appealed to

by the landlord to say how much he should pay the stranger as

" boot," he hesitated, and replied :

" Wal, I should say about forty dollars."

Of course the stranger was obliged to take up with it, for be

had agreed to do so. The money was accordingly taken from

the pocket-book of Luke and stuffed into the hog's bladder that

the stranger crumpled into his own pocket. And to crown all,

the trio walked up to the bar, and closed the bargain in three

glasses of liquor. After this the horseman rode off, Luke not

omitting to thank him for the service he had done him that day.

The horses at once changed places, the stranger's animal being

taken out of the fiery-red wagon and secured between the shafts

of a lighter vehicle. Luke instantly mounted the seat, anxious

for a good drive, and ambitious to display the horse-flesh he

believed he had got at such a bargain. While he was making

ready to draw up the reins, the stranger just walked in a leisurely

way before his horse, now, alas ! his no longer—and, under pre-

tence of brushing down the hair on his face, whispered a few

words to him. The horse and his old master evidently bad an

excellent understanding with each other.

LuRe started him on. He moved along finely for perhaps a

dozen rods, when he stopped so suddenly as to nearly throw his

new drifer off his seat over his head. Luke was thundtrstruck.

After much difficulty, he started him again ; and again be played

him the same trick. A third—a fourth— a fifih—and a sixth

time, the horse made a fool of his purchaser ; when Luke returned

with him to the tavern door, and cursed the horse for a devil.

The stranger was just in the act of stepping iuto his red wagon,

and driving off with his new purchase.

"Stop!" cried Luke. " What the deuce's in yourhorse? He'll

br( ak my neck ! I can't do nothing with him !"

" What's the matter?" calmly inquired the stranger.

"Matter? He stops jest when he's a mind to ! and he'd be

sure to pitch me out a dozen times in a single mile, at lea&t
!"

" He never served me so," quietly replied the stranger.

" But I'm afraid he always will me!" said Luke. "Come!
Hold on, stranger! What'U you trade back for?"

" Wal, if you're so anxious for a trade, I'll trade even!"

"No, no!" exclaimed Luke. "Don't be so hard on me as

that, now ! I'll give you back your horse for fifteen dollars, and

then you'll have twenty-five in your pocket ! Come ! Will you ?"

"I sorter like old Mape myself," replied the stranger; "and
if you ivant me to tiike him back so bad, why, I will ; here's your

fifteen dollars ! But when you want to trade horses with Bije

Sharpe agin, don't never send for Tom S/tiplcy to come and help ye .'"

[VPrltteo for Gleafiou's Pictorial.]

AFI'ECTION'H ELEGY.

ON TUfi DHATU OF SARAU M-

DY WILLIAM T. U1LL8BE.

Thorf! shall she live In deathless bloom,
lirlpht. beautiful and blent,

In Kardens of cek-Htlal love,

Where wearied henrts may rest,— JV. Robijison.

She was a eymbol of moral perfection,

A transcript of the ardor that glows withia

The boHomfi of rcraphic hoFts. Her death

Was a scene where e'en her sighs broke upon

The ear, like some sweet song dismissed from angels'

Lutes : and here she lies, the lamented fragment

And meluncholy monument of departed

LoveUnesa.

My pensive lyre, awake ! awako I

For I've a mournful lay to slag
;

Assuage my load of grief— take

A portion on each trembling string!

The sands of her glass have outrun,

She has forded the surges of time
;

The " palm-leaf" of triumph is won.

She ranges dominions sublime.

She has soared in the realms of the blest,

From these regions of sorrow and night;

She has donntd immortality's crest,

Bespangled with jewels of light.

Her harp's softest melodies wake,

While echo protracts the sweet song,

And raptures ineUable break

From lutes of the glorified throng.

AN AUCTION SCENE.

Strolling through our city v/e chanced into an auction room to
see what bargains we could make. The auctioneer was upon the
stand with a piece of calico.

" Eight cenrs a yard !—who says ten V
"I'll give you ten," says an old lady.
" Going at ten I Going !—gone ! Yours, madam; walk in and

settle."

"I didn't bid on it," exclaimed the old lady, advancing,
" We '11 thank persons not to bid, if they don't want an arti-

cle," said the auctioneer. " Going, then, at eight !—who says
more than eight!"

" Nine cents," said an old gentleman opposite to us.

"Nine!—nine!—who says ten ? Going at nine ! going! gonel
Yours, sir. Cash takes it at nine cents."

" I did n't bid," said the old gentleman. "I don't want it

—

would n't give you five cents for the whole piece."
[Auctioneer getting mad.] " if any one bids again they will

have to take the article or get into trouble," [throwing down
angrily the piece of calico.] "Give me something else. Ah!
gentlemen, here is a fine piece of diaper. What can I get for
this ? What do I hear?—anything you please !"

" I'll start at five." " Ten," says another, " Twelve and a
half," says a third. " Thirteen!" cries an old lady—"fourteen!"
"fifteen!" several voices.

"Fifteen I am offered! fifteen!—doneat fifteen! can'tdwell

—

going! g-oing!—gone! Yours, sir. Step up, whoever bid."
No one came up. All eyes staring in various parts of the room.
" Gone, then, at fourteen ! Yours, sir ; walk up."
But the bidder could not be made to walk up.
" Thirteen, then, madam, you can have it at your bid."
" I did n't hid

; what do you think I want of that article?"
said the old lady, indignantly.

" Here, I'll take it at thirteen," exclaimed a voice at the other
end of the room. All eyes were turned in that direction, but no
claimant came forward.

" Who says they'll take it at thirteen ?"
" I do," said an old farmer.
" I 'm afraid it 's stolen goods !" says the bidder.
The auctioneer now quite mad, sprang down, and was about

collaring the old man, when a person right behind cried:
" Don't strike him ! it was I that said you stole it

!"

The auctioneer turned round, when a big dog, apparently right
at his heels, snuffed and barked most furiously. With a sudden
spring upon his counter, be ordered the crowd to leave. An
acquaintance at our elbow, no longer able to contain himself,
hurst into a loud laugh, as a genteel little man passed out at the
door, whom he told us was a ventriloquist.— CincimKiti Enquirer.

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

LOVE'S TRANSIENT FLOMER.

Br E. 50MMEBS DANA.

A ray of light stole through the languid clouds,

A soft, sweet beam, that limners love to tint

Upon the rainbow ; a lovely flower bowed

Its he.id, where never the intruding print

Of aught but nature's foot3te.ps had been seen.

Softly the lingering beam had rested there,

And in the tight of the dark forests' sheen,

The rosy twilight, on each leaflet fair,

In sweetness slept ; and on the morning air

Its incense rose like some fond spirit, borne

On angels' winge, till lost within the light

That smiles upon its entrance to that shore

Where heavea first dawns, and stilly night

Teemed with its fragrance
;
anon, band in hand,

Virtue and love within this quiet spot,

Aweary rested, and thtiir magic wand
Had laid beside them, which the fallen lot

Of Earth renders thrice blest | the bud was near,

And all too bright to waste its fragrance here

;

Too dear a gift to sinful mortals given,

They, dropping there a sad memorial tear,

Plucked the sweet flower and plumed thoir flight for heaven.

The laboring man in the present age, if he does hut care-
fully read and study, has more helps to wisdom than Solomon
ever had.
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FRANK BURNET:
THE CHAMPION OF THE MALDONADOS.

A STORY OF THE COBAN INVASION.

BY G. S. RAYMOND.

It wanted yet some two hours of sunset, on a clear sunny after-

noon in the month of October, 1849, that a young roan might

have been seen reclining at full length upon the ground, under

the grateful shade of a majestic cedar, which grew upon the very

edge of a yawning chasm, in one of the mountain passes, some

half dozen miles from the beautiful town of Alvdrez, whicli lies

nearly twenty miles in a south-easterly direction from Matanzas.

A port folio, and materials for drawing, together with sever^il

beautifully executed sketches of wild mountain scenery, which lay

scattered upon the ground near the roots of the tree, gave unmis-

takable evidence that if the young man was not an artist by pro-

fession, he certainly possessed no mean skill in drawing, and

might have won an enviable reputation as a landscape painter.

For more than an hour he had lain there with his head pillowed

upon a moss-grown root, and apparently lost in a fit of deep

musing, when he was suddenly aroused by the loud report of a

gun, fired at a little distance farther up the road or bridle path,

which led along the brink of the ravine.

Like the bound of the startled fav/n, the young man sprang to

his feet; and, as he stands there, in the attitude of listening, we

have a moment's opportunity to study his form and features.

You can see that he is slightly above the medium stature, and

of a form whose every development of muscle and well-rounded

limbs tell of unusual strength and activity. Young he is, too
;

certainly not more than three years can have passed over hi^ head

since the important anniversary of his birth, which numbered

him in the ranks of manhood. His features are strikingly hand-

some, and his clear brilliant complexion is much- too fair for a

native of this sunny clime ; and then his light bro'mi bair, silken

in its texture and wavy in its glossy ringlets as that of the famed

Madonna, and the bright flashing eye of liquid blue, all give un-

deniable evidence that he is not of the Spanish race.

For a single instant, the young man stands and listens, and the

next there is heard a scream as of a woman in deadly peril ; and

a foaming horse dashes down the rocky path with a female form

clinging to the saddle.

The frightened animal plunges madly on, and is almost upon

the brink of the black gorge, when he is suddenly arrested in his

wild career, and flung quivering back upon his haunches by the

strong arm of the stranger artist, who grasps the tightened rein

with one hand, while with the other he lifts the lady from the

saddle so gently, and with such apparent ease, that he scarcely

seems to have called into action his powerful arm.

The rescued maiden stands there, and gazes in mute wonder

and admiration upon the noble form and handsome features of

her gallant preserver, as if she could scarcely believe that this

living, breathing world of humanity held aught that so fully real-

ized her ideal model of manly perfections, while the young

stranger gazes upon the bright being, whom his hand has this

moment snatched from destruction, as she stands there before

him in all the volupluous outlines of her wondrous beauty, as

though he half believed that the glorious creature was rather

some exquisite picture of the imagination, than a being of mere

flesh and blood.

As yet, no word has been spoken by either ; but the tell-tale

expression of each face is eloquent of all the deep emotions that

thrill each beating heart, and hush each tongue to silence, more

expressive than impassioned words.

But soon the spell is broken by the appearance of a party, con-

sisting of some half dozen cavaliers, and as many ladies on horse-

back; who come sweeping down the rocky pass, and rein in their

fiery steeds about the rescued girl and her galhmt saviour.

A tall, noble-looking man, whose hair and thick moustache is

bleached by the frosts of sixty Cantabrian winters, flings himself

from his panting horse, and snatches the lovely girl to his heart,

while he turns sn admiring glance upon the young stranger, who

still holds the foam-dripping bits of the impatient runaway in an

iron grasp.

In a moment, the noble Spaniard comprehends the deep ob-

ligation v/hich the young stranger has laid upon hira, in saving

his only child from a terrible death, and rtleasiog the blushing

girl from his arms, he embraces the handsome artist, and pours

forth his thanks for the gallant act so promptly performed.

All—gay cavaliers, proud dames, and joyous, laughing maid-

ens—spring from their steeds, and gather around the half bewild-

ered stranger, overwlielming him with thanks, and proffers of

regard and friendship.

All ! No, not all. There is one single exception to the gen-

eral outpouring of gratitude.

A handsome officer, in the gorgeous uniform of a colonel in

the Spanish army, sits there upon his coal-black charger, with a

sardonic smile curling his moustached lip, while he mutters be-

tween his clenched teeth, " Adventueiro Aiiiei'icano ladronel"

Every eye is fixed upon the handsome colonel who sits there

upon his splendid charger, and gazes upon the young stranger

widi all the malice of a fiend pictured in his countenance.

Calmly the stranger turns his deep burning eyes upon the dark

features of the oflicer, and addresses him in pure Castilian.

" Such epithets as those which but now you have applied to

me, sir colonel, come with bad grace from one who is himself a

beggar's foundling, and who owes his present rank to his suc-

cess as a leader of a band of Castilian thieves, and his more than

savage cruelty towards a few helpless women,- the unprotected

wives and daughters of some twenty unfortunate Carlist ofScers

in the mountains of Toledo. Yoa see I know something of your

history and character, Don Mateo Aquino, a petty thief from

Toledo. That I am an American, sir colonel, it is my proudest

boast; there is no dishonor in the name; but as for the others,

'adventurer' and 'pirate,' they will apply better to yourself."

"Malediction!" exclaims the maddened Spaniard, springing

to the ground, and ere an arm can be raised to stay his murder-

ous intent, his gleaming sword flashes in the sunlight, and the

next moment, he makes a desperate lunge full at the heart of his

defenceless enemy.

Some three or four of the cavaliers spring forward to the res-

cue, but the brave stranger needs not their aid ; for leaping lightly

aside, he avoids the fatal thrust; and the next instant, he grasps

the assassin with one hand, while wicb ibe other, he wrenches the

weapon from his grip, and hurls it hissing through the air full

fifty feet from the cliff, down info the black abyss.

For ten seconds he holds the black-bearted wretch there in his

vice-like grasp, until his eyes protrude from their sockets, the

veins swell oat on his swarthy forehead like writhiug serpents,

and the convulsive quivering lips drawn back in his strangling

spasms, disclose the firmly set teeth glistening in the sunlight

like polished ivory. Still tighter, that terrible grip closes upon
the victim's throat. Tighter, until the action of breathing is

destroyed, and the Spanish officer writhes in horrible torture.

For ten seconds he holds him thus, as in the folds of a monstrous

serpent; ten seconds, and then he flings the miserable wretch

from him with such giant force, that the noble steed, from which

the rufilan has so recently dismounted, is nearly hurled to the

earth by the violent concus.=ion, and the half-strangled colonel

lays there insensible and helpless upon the ground.

Very quietly, the American turns to the wondering group, and

offers an apology for this sudden exhibition of his temper.

"Forgive me, that I have been thus rude in the presence of

ladies; but you heard* the taunts of yonder epauletcd brute, and
can excuse my warmth when I solemnly assure you, that what I

have charged him with, is strictly true. I have myself served in

Spain with the Carlists ; and though but a boy of seventeen at

the time, I was one day so fortunate as to rescue a noble lady

from the clutches of this same villain, Mateo Aquino. It was in

one of the rugg£d passes not far from the little town of Goyaz, in

the mountains of Toledo ; and if I mistake not, there is a living

witness present, who will attest the truth of what I assert."

"Holy Virgin !" exclaims a magnificent woman, so much in

form and features like the lovely girl whom the strong arm of the

young American has so recently snatched from death, that you

would at a glance take her for an elder sister, " Deos me salve!"

and the beautiful woman springs forward, and grasping the young

man's arm, gazes into his eyes, as if she would read his very soul.

"Yes, 'tis he! My brother; this is the bravg youth of whom
I have so often spoken. He, who saved me from dishonor and

death, more than six years since, in the mountains of Spain."

And there, before them all, the noble Spanish woman folds the

American to her heart, as if he had been her dearest relative.

"Is it possible?" you hear her exclaim, as she releases him
from the long and ardent embrace; "is it possible that he, who
for nearly a year we have known as Colonel Alvaro Torres, i.^

identical with the base wretch who held me captive, and from

whose power I was rescued by this brave American, then but a

mere boy ? Tee, it must be true ; and this is the reason that I

have always felt an undefinable dread, a vague hori'or creep

around my heart whenever he has been in my presence. And
this is the wretch, my brother, to whom you would have given

our bcauliful Josefa.

" You are much changed in the six years that have gone by,

scnor, and I should scarcely have remembered your features; but

your name has ever lived fresh in my memory.
" My friends, permit me to make known to you the noble youth

who once saved me from a fate worse than death,—Don Francis

Burnet. My brother, the lirave man who has twice within a few

brief moments, rescued your daughter from destruction, first from

this yawning gulf, and but now from a more terrible fate."

The hidy pauses, and warm is the kindly greeting bestowed

upon the brave American by the admiring group.

" Will Don Francis accompany us to Alvarez, where we pass

the night? One of the servants will dismount, and provide you

with a horse. Come, my friend, we must not part thus."

The question is put and the offer made by Don Francisco Mal-

donado, the father of the beautiful Josefa, and the brother of the

magnificent woman who has recognized in the handsome stranger

her boy champion of the Spanish mountains.

" Thanks, senor; I \vill accept your invitation; but your ser-

vant need not dismount."

And the young man disappears for a moment behind a ledge

of rock, which skirts the rugged path, and returns leading a

splendid animal, which, after collecting his drawing materials, he

mounts, and the little cavalcade set forward towards Alvarez,

leaving the discomfited colonel just beginning to recover from

the effects of the rough treatment which he had received at the

hands of the young artist, Francis Bunaet.

Time has sped on in his rapid flight, and it is summer again

in the "Queen of the Antilles." *Tis the hour of sunset, just

sixteen days subsequent to the sudden and almost piratical attack

by the Cuban invaders, on the town of Cardenas. The news has

gone like wildfire throughout the island, and the authorities are

everywhere on the alert, foreigners arc zealously watched by gov-

ernment spies, and Americans have everywhere become objects

of particular suspicion.

On the piazza of a beautiful mansion, half hid away amid a

little fairy wilderness of orange and a variety of other tropical

trees, festooned with every species of creeping vines and flower-
ing shrub known in this garden worid, you can discover three
persons engaged in a low desultory conversation, as they recline
there in the cool shade and watch the glorious sun, as he sinks to
rest in the bright sparkling waters of the calm sleeping ocean.
As you approach the mansion, you will readily recognize them

all as old acquaintances, at least, you have met them before, and
I need not tell you, that the noble-looking man in the white linen
jacket and broad leafed sombrero is Don Francisco Maldonado;
or that the magnificent woman, who sits there by his side toying
with an exquisitely wrought chain of massive gold, is his sister,

the lady Dorotea Maldonado; or that yonder glorious creature,
reclining upon the velvet-covered lounge, and gazing wistfully

out upon the boundless expanse, is the daughter of Don Fran-
cisco, the beautiful Donna Jostfa, for more than three months
the affianced wife of the American, Francis Burnet, who is now
in the United States, from whence he is daily, hourly expected,
when the ceremony will be performed that unites him to big

Josefa forever.

Gradually, the soft twilight (iides away, night settles down
upon the world, and the piazza of the beautiful mansion there in
the little garden wildercvss by the sea-shore, some twelve miles
away to the westward of Cardenas, is deserted.

Don Francisco and his daughter, and the lady Dorotea have
retired within the mansion. For more than two hours they sat

there, and talked of "Frank," and looked impatiently out to sea
for some vessel hound into Cardenas. But it is too late; he will

not come to-night; and so they have all retired to rest.

Slowly the hours glide by, and the full round moon rides high
in the heavens, when suddenly the inmates of the mansion are
aroused from slumber by the tramp of iron-shod troops and the

clang of sabre scabbards, as a troop of twenty dragoons gallop up
to the door and dismount.

The next moment, the voice of the ruffian colonel, Don Alvaro
Torres, alias Mateo Aquino, the bandit of Toledo, is heard sum-
moning Don Francisco to open his doors, and surrender himself
a prisoner.

A brief space of time, and lights are seen within the mansion,
the doors are flung open, and twenty grim soldiers rush into the

hall, and throng the private apartment of Don Francisco Mal-
donado, who is informed by the brutal colonel, that he must
prepare to accompany hira at once to Havana, to answer to the

Governor-general for aiding and assisting the American pirates

in their late attack upon Cardenas.

"Holy Virgin!" almost shrieks the beautiful Josefa, who at this

moment rushes to the side of her half-bewildered father ;
" this is

some foul plot to drag you hence, and leave me at the mercy of

the vile wretch whose very presence is a living curse. May
Heaven protect me !"

" Well argued, my proud beauty; you say truly that you will

be completely in my power, and your haughty father once secure

in the dungeons of the Moro, there is little prospect of his com-
ing hither again to interfere with our domestic aftairs.

"But, stay! this matter maybe more satisfactorily arranged.

Away, my men, to the dining hall, and there make merry with

wine till I call. I would converse with Don Francisco.

"Kow, senor," exclaims the murderous wretch, as the last sol-

dier leaves the apartment, " now I will propose my terms. Few
words will suffice; you will very readily understand me. Give

me your promise, that within twenty-four hours your daughter

shall become my wife, and ray soldiers shall be sent from the

mansion at once."

"Never! Sooner would I die a thousand deaths than render

up my only child, my beautiful Josefa, to so black a villain."

" Then, I will not—

"

"Live to consummate the crime your black heart has planned,"

is uttered in a voice at his elbow, that makes the guilty Spaniard

start, as if stung by a scorpion.

Quick as thought, his hand seeks his sword hilt, but the nest

instant it falls, as if palsied, to his side ; for there in the chamber,

not three f^-et from him stands the young American, the affianced

husband of Donna Josefa.

" What, ho ! with—" but the shout dies on his coward lips as

Francis Burnet draws a revolver from his bosom, and points it

within a foot of his forehead.

" Wculdst join your brave soldiers, Don Mateo 1 Perhaps by

their aid you may be enabled to add myself to the numl^er of your

victims. Come, senor ! let us to the dining hall."

Suddenly he flings wide opcin the door to an inner apartment,

exclaiming:

" Your brave dragoous, Colonel Alvaro Torres, alias Mateo

Aquino, thief and murderer! do you recognize them? R'^ally,

you can scarcely rely on your brave fellows in your murderous

purpose," and the young man points to tsventy knecliug figures,

in the dimly lighted saloon, on their knees, while by the side of

each, stands a determinfd-Iooking man holding a revolver within

six inches of his prisoner's ear. " Down, villain !"—the wretch

sinks to his knees.

Deliberately, Frank Burnet takes a strong cord from his pocket

and binds the palsied limbs of his captive. The twenty strange

men follow his example, and the valiant officer, with his twenty

ruffian dragoons lay bound and helpless on the floor.

" Come, Don Francisco, Cuba is no longer safe. In a little

cove, not three hundred yards distant, I have a beautiful vessel

waiting to convey you and your wealth, to a land of freedom.

My friends will assist your removal, and ere to-morrow's dawn,

we will be far away from this land of tyranny and blood. I had

suspected this murderous rufiian's designs, and came prepared."

Ten days later, a joyous party assembled in the gorgeous draw-

ing-room of an aristocratic man.sion in Charleston, and the brave

Frank Burnet led the lovely Josefa to the aliar.
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AGRICrLTVRAL FAIR AT ROCHESTER.
The Fair of the New York State Agricultural Society, held at

Rochester on the 16th, 17th, and 18th of September last, was,

without exception, the finest exhibition of the kind held in the

State. The site of the present year's exhibition is a field of

twenty-five or thirty acres, about one and a half or two miles

from the centre of the city of Rochester, and on the banks of the

Genesee River, nearly opposite Mount Hope Cemetery. A sub-

Btantial fence encloses the whole area, with two gates, one for

ingress and another for egress. From the former, a carriage

way runs throughout the grounds to the latter, wide enough for

three or four carriages abreast. The building and tents appro-

priated to the more destructible objects, are arranged—as will be

seen by reference to the general view—in the most picturesque

manner, without regard to any regular plan, affording plenty of

space for such articles as need no cover, and for the immense
crowds who visited the exhibition during its display. The two

principal frame buildings are one hundred and fifty feet by

seventy-five, and the one on the left of the picture, called Manu-
facturers* Hall, was appropriated to various domestic fabrics, wax
work, paintings, silks, daguerreotypes, drawings, and a host of
miscellaneous articles of the finest description. The other, Me-
chanics* Hall, was appropriated to heavy iron work, and farming
implements. Surrounding this building, in the open air, was an
immense number of the heavier implements, ploughs, horse-

powers, reaping machines, scales, wagons, etc., etc. The huge
tent on the extreme right of the picture was devoted to products
of the dairy, honey, bee hives, sugar, etc., etc. Another to vege-
tables of every description, and the show of large pumpkins,
squashes, beets, and other garden products, would do more to

excite a spirit of emulation among our farming community than
all the books and lectures in the world. Among the numerous
other buildings and tents scattered over the grounds, might be
particularized the president's tent, where the invited guests were
received ; Dewey's depot, for the sale of agricultural books—

a

neat and very tasty little builJiog; and numerous refreshment

booths, for the members and invited guests. On the right of the
grounds as you entered, ten acres were apportioned off to cattle,

horses, etc., while the sheep, swine and poultry were located at
the opposite side of the entrance gates. The show of cattle was
the finest that has ever been seen at one time in the United States.

All of the various imported breeds of cattle, as well as sheep,
pigs and poultry, were fully represented, and this part of the
exhibition attracted universal attention, especially among the
ladies, who do not generally feel much interest in such matters

;

but in the present instance, the sleek appearance of the cows, and
the general neatness of the grounds, seemed to afford them much
gratification and pleasure. On the evening of Thursday, the
grand festival—given by the City and State Agricultural Society
conjointly to the invited guests of both—came off at Corinthian
Hall, which was beautifully decorated for the occasion. The law
library-room, beneath the entertainment hall, was fitted up as a
reception, and subsequently, as a ball-room. This was tastefully

ornamented with evergreens and dahlias. Other rooms on the

CATTLE GROUNDS AND HORSE SHEDS FOR THE STATE FAIR AT ROCHESTER; N. T.
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BANQUET GIVEN BY THE CITY OF ROCHESTER AND THE STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY IN CORINTHIAN HALL.

Eame floor were fitted up as dijiing-rooms for ladies, and recep-

tion-rooms for gentlemen. About 8 o'clock the company began
to arrive, and were shown to the reception-room, where tbey were
received by the Mayor. Among the distinguished invited guests

who were present were Ex-President Tyler, Gov. Hunt and staff,

Gov. "Wright, of Indiana, Ex-Governors Marcy, of New York,
and Morton, of Massachasetta, Gen. Wool, Lord Elgin and suite,

and many others. An invitation was extended to Jenny Lind,

who accepted, but was not present. After the edibles had been
thoroughly discussed, and the toasts and speeches duly received

and listened to, the company adjourned to the ball-room, where
the rest of the night, until the " wee small hours,'* was spent in

tripping it on the " light fantastic toe." Decidedly the gem of
the exhibition was a tent erected in the centre of the grounds,
and called Floral Hall. This was fitted up with the most exqui-
site taste, and contained the finest collection of fruit8 and flowers

imaginable. It was one hundred and eighty by eighty feet, of an
elliptical form, and supported by three centre-poles. The middle
one was " in the rough," and was girded with branches and limbs
of oak, to represent the veritable appearance of a tree. On one
of the topmost branches was gracefully arranged a sheaf of wheat,
while upon another stood a noble specimen of the bald esgle.

The remaining branches bore aloft numerous rustic baskets, filled

with the choicest fruits, and the tout ensemble of this [See page 332]

"11*11 \ /^\

INTERIOR OF THE CENTRE TENT AS DECORATED FOR THE FLORAL HALL, AT EOCHESTEU, N. T.
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ONE BEAU TOO MANY.

IIY LAVINIA. 8. GOODWIN.

"What canbetho matter with our little LaV
inquired Mr. Drummond, pliiyfuUy seizing nnd

drawing out to its full length one of the soft,

clastic curia that fell over his daughter's fair

neck.

Tiic young lady mado no reply, but her sister

who occupied the music-stool on the opposite

side of the room, turned her merry face and said

:

" Never mind, Lu ; remember the old adage,

* Better luck next time.'"

" What is it '/" pursued the father. " Some-

thing very unusual must have occurred to set

my butterfly daughter moping in tliia way.

Such dissatisfied looks mean something in this

case, Tm certain. Did she not acquit herself

creditably at the music school to-night ?'*

The last question was particularly directed to

Mary at the piano, and she quickly answered

:

" O, yes, pupa. Mr. Iluseldorf, the tutor,

praised her till all the rest of us felt quite

thrown into the shade
;
yet, somehow, nobody

ever feels envious when Lu bears off the palm."

"Perhaps so large an amount of praise in

public was not agreeable to Lucia," suggested

Mr. Drummond.
"I don't think she coveted it, to be sure,"

returned Mary ; "yet Mr. Huseldorf's manner

makes everything that he does pass well. No,

father, it wasn't that, but

—

mat/ I tell, Lu ?"

"For what I care," replied the younger sister,

with a blush and a forced smile, and she hid her

face on an arm of the sofa upon which she sat.

" Well, then, papa," said Mary, with affected

gravity, " you must know that for a young lady

to have plenty of beaux is all very fine ; but

there is such a thing as having one beau too

many—and that is quite a different affair."

" Ah ha, so that's the secret," said Mr. Drum-
mond, laughing. " My little Lu is pestered by

a multitude of beaux. A serious matter, truly.

Just turned of sixteen, and called to bear the

burden and heat of the day. 'Tis all too bad.

Rely on it, dear, your fond father will never

suffer this to be."

" Well, papa," said Lucia, looking boldly up,

though her brow was still crimsoned, and tears

of vexation forced their way to her eyes, usually

so sunny, " it may seem to you a subject of mer-

riment, but if it isn't in reality a serious evil to

have a fellow whom you despise forever hanging

about you, then I can't distinguish between evil

and good—that's all."

" And to have that fellow whom you despise,

forever crowding himself into the place which

otherwise might be occupied by one whom you

do 110/ despise," added the elder sister, archly.

This remark of Mary's did not in the least

help Lu's blushes.

" Come, pet darling," said Mr. Drummond,
'tenderly patting Lucia's head, " tell your father

all about your little trials—or I will call them

great, if so they seem to you."

He spoke in a tone of sincerity, and it needed

but a single glance at his face to assure his per-

plexed daughter that now he was tmly sympa-

thetic; ready to listen to a recital of her annoy-

ances, and assist her to the extent of his ability.

'But the sudden change in her parent's manner
nearly revolutionized her own feelings. She

tegan to feel that the matter under consideration,

however serious it might be to herself, was un-

deserving of the canc^or which he manifested
;

and, quite ashamed of the weakness, whose dis-

play had attracted his notice, and must lead to

his acquaintance with the whole affair, she turned

away, murmuring :

" Mai'y cim teti if she chooses."

" I do choos'', then," returned Mary, promptly,

and with an air of the greatest indignation, she

rattled on :

"It's to be to'd in few words. The case is,

papa, Jifhn Judkins—the great ignoramus ; I

wiyh from the bottom of my heart
—" •

" I prefer to have you tell the story, and with

afterwnrds," intcrjup'.ed the father.

" Well, I will try to do so. But, I declare,

when I think wlmt a nuisance the clown is to

poor Lu there, paiicnce is a scarce commodity

with me. It is too bad, as Lu says."

Here the narrator drew a fresh inspiration

and proceeded :

"I tell you, papa, that John Judkins keeps

etemully coming home from everywhere with

our Lu—£0 that Fred Clifford—

"

" There, Ma," interrupted her sister, " that will

do. Please stop, if you luive got through."

"But please you, rih, 1 haven't got through.

I was now about to inform our papa, that Fred

Clitlbrd—a noble-hearted young man aa the vil-

lage aifords
—

"

"Pray do not, in your zeal for me, overlook

Mr. Iluntingford," put in Lucia, laughing.

" You certainly consider him superior."

"Don't interrupt me so often," and Mary
slightly colored at the mention of the name of

Iluntingford. " Mr. ClilTord is a fine young

man as the town affords— though, in one respect,

he resembles young Roger, in the song—he is

bashful as basliful can be."

" And I suppose," added the father, " that

Lucia, like young Roger's Kitty, ia as bashful

as he."

" You've hit it exactly, papa. So there are

Fred and Lu dying for each other, while that

scapegrace of a Judkins towers like an unfath-

omable gulf between them. I am not sure that

my fiiiure is strictly correct."

"No. A Julf docs not toicer,! believe—but

let that pass, daughter. I must, however, re-

quire you to forbear from applying such terms

as scop<rp-ace to an honest, industrious young

man such as John Judkins. As companion for

a daughter of mine, I would choose him far

before the dandy Finney, whose voice not many
weeks ago was heard piping good night to a

certain young lady whom he had escorted to her

father's door," and as the last sentence was

uttered, Mr. Drummond fixed a meaning gaze

upon the face of his daughter Mary, who bit her

lips in silence. Her father proceeded :

" Mr. Judkins may be poorly qualified, by

nature and education, to move in the most refined

circles ; but, for all that, with his unexception-

able morals, he is not one to be spoken of with

contempt."

"He never talks about anything except the

crops and his father's oxen," said Lucia, "and
always says certing for certain, and du for do

;

then he wears such awful boots, and his gait is

so like the motion of a hand reel. I shall think

it very strange if tomorrow, my side isn't lame

from being repeatedly punched by his elbows
;

and as for my toes, they may well dread the

approach of those same awful boots."

"Everyone has a right to choice of associ-

ates," remarked her father. "If you do not

choose Mr. Judkins, you do wrong to accept his

attentions. By receiving his attentions, you

extend him encouragement. Were you aware

of that V
" But, father, what cari I do?" interrogated

the girl, half crying. " If he possessed the least

discernment, he would have seen from the be-

ginning that I despised hira."

" It is plain to evejy one else that Lu always

studies to avoid him," said her sister, " but he

never seems to dream that such is the case.

The instant our tutor says, ' Excused,' John

commences wedging his way through the hall

towards Lu, and hardly gives her time to throw

on her bonnet, before he grabs her by the m-m
and puts off like a fox with a stolen goose,

while poor Fred looks as if
—

"

" You certainly do me credit, Ma, in compar-

ing me to a goose. But I don't think that John

Judkins will bear comparison with Reynard,

either in body or soul."

" Weil, sis, I will make use of no more simili-

tude?, or figures of speech, since they are all

found fault with ; but I'm fearing that one of

these Sunday nights, John will come and go to

staying with our Lu—asking never a word of

leave. Then she nmst either submit to be

courted, or rtfusc her company before it is so-

iicittd. Where h tlie help for that, fa:her V
" 1 find Lucia's case rather a difficult one to

prcfcribe for," returned the father, " but lay it

before your mother on her return—most likely

she will prove a more efficient adviser. On one

point, however, I can speak with confidence.

Y/ith your views of Mr. Judkins, Lucia, you
wrong both him and yourself by ac* epting his

attentions on any terms. Now, Mary dear, turn

to the piano and play 'Good Night,' then we
will go to rest."

It was some few evenings after the recorded

conversation between Mr. Drummond and his

daughters, that the latter were just at twilight

silting by an open window, screened, however,

from observation without b}' the folds of a cur-

tain, when they heard footsteps coming up the

gravel walk, and following close upon these, a

noise like the galloping of a horse. Lucia's

hand was already lifting the curtain with a view

to ascertain the nature of the sudden disturb-

ance, when it was stayed by some one calling in

a deep, yet eupprcHRcd lone;

" I say, Iluntingford, hold on ! I'm goin' your

way."
" Good evening, Mr. Judkins," said the per-

son addressed, as the other came up.

" Good evenin' tu ye. I sec you turn up, ro I

run to overtake, for somehow I can't never help

feelin' kind o' skittish to go in alone where

there's gals—young ladies, I mean. I sposc

you feel pooty much the same, don't you^

Whew! how out of breath I be. I run like

Jehu. You've an idee of goin* to the sing 'long

o* Mary, eh 1"

" You arc right," returned Iluntingford, coolly.

"I trust you feel disposed to offer no objections

to ray plan ?"

" Me "? Lor no ! Anybody's welcome to Mary,

if they'll just leave alone her sister. It's hei- as

takes my eye. Mary, though, is a right smart

girl, that's certing ; and some say she's a power

the hansomest of the two, but I can't see it so.

Them ere curls o' Lucia's puts on the polish.

Cracky, don't she play the guitar pooty? It

fetches my heart clean up into my mouth tu

hear it. Did n't Huseldorf praise her some tother

night? Ef I wa'n't proud, I'll give up ! Hold

on, Iluntingford— don't let's go in quite yet,"

besought the other. " It's raal early, you know;

and I've something more on my mind. Fact, I

could talk about Lucia Drummond forever!"

iluntingford, who had taken a few steps to-

wards the door, being curious to know what the

fellow would further observe, again paused and

assumed the attitude of a listener.

" You sec, don't ye, that Lucia is dead in love

withnrc?" interrogated John, in a confidential

tone.

"I have seen nothing of the kind," was the

plain reply. " On the contrary, I think your

prospects in that quarter particularly unprom-

ising."

"Whew! what on earth put that idee into

your head'.'"

" Her manner towards you shows that she

dislikes you. It is evident to every one else,

that she shuns your society. Now, my advice

is, that you leave Miss Lucia to her own incli-

nations, and bestow your attentions where they

will be more acceptable. There's Betsy
—

"

" Bah ! What do you know about war ? Why,
man alive, you are blind as a bat, to think, just

because she's shy, that she don't like me ! Now
I never ! But how old are you ? Turned two

and twenty, I reckon—about my age. You
ought to understand the whys and wherefores as

well as me. But then, I don't mean to be hard

with you. Now I've found out that when young

folks is head over heels in love, they're always

terrible shy of each other. And the more deep

in love they get, the shyer they grow. Now
that's jest Lucia's cut-out, d'ye see?"

"Yoti exhibit no such symptoms of being in

love," remarked Huntiugford, drily.

" Wal, I no need tu. I know I be in love,

and that's enough. And I know bhe is, 'cause

she has them symptoms so strong. So you nor

nobody else needn't think tu put me off on tu

another track—I'm in for't here, seven by nine.

O, did you hear how much father's steers girt?

Six ft et and a half, by Moses ; he's goin' tu take

'em tu the cattle thow, next mouth."
" There come t!ic oxen," whispered Mai-y to

her sister, who stood trembling from head to

foot, so annoyed did she feel by the conversation

to which she had been a listener, "just what you

told fdther—he can talk of nothing else long."

The young men now entered the houpc. Pres-

ently, Mrs. Drummond appeared in the room
with her daughters, to inform them that some

gentlemen who were in the sitiing-room had re-

quested to see them.

" They are Mr. Hnntingford and the young

raau who chopped wood fjr your father last

winter—1 don't recollect his name," she observed

with a somewhat puzzled expression of coun-

tenance.

" His name is John Judkins," said Mary,

tartly, "and during your absence he has taken

upon himself to haunt our Lu. We were going

to tell you all about it the first opportunity."

" Yes, I remember now. He is the son of

Farmer Judkins, over at the west end. They

have the reputation of being very clever people."

"C'lfva;" repeated Lucia, pouting. "No doubt

they are clever—so are the sheep. That John's

habits are tolerable, makes it all the worse for

me. Had it been otherwise, I could in the first

instance have rejected his profft-red attentions

with a good grace. If I knew him to be un-

principled, I should as lief offend him in that way

as not. I'm glad I'm not clever; clever people

arc always such bores. But I will not sacrifice

my enjoyment to his, any longer. I am not

going to the school to-night."

" (), do not say that," pleaded her sir-ter, " I

could never get throu^^h that difficult duct with-

out you. Then your doing so would occasion

such a world of inquiries; and what excuse

could I make for your absence ? No, Lu, refuse

him flatly, and then go with Mr. Iluntingford

and me."
" Such a course would be likely to injure Mr.

Judkin's feelings unnecessarily," remarked the

mother. " It would be better, I think, to suffer

his attendance, this once, and, at parting, politely

to give him to understand tliat his services can

be dispensed with in future."

" Papa says," returned Lucia, " that it is wrong
for me to go with him at all, since I cannot even

respect him. Dear me," she continued, sobbing

with vexation, "I hope I shall hefure long get

over being young. 'Tis very pretty to say that

youth is all sunshine, and to lament because it

passes so swiftly ; but the tmth is— youth, to

make the hestof it, is a miserable, foggy, drizzly,

disgusting season of life; and if I could just now
get hold of the wheels of time, I would give

them a whirl that would change me in less than

a minute to such an awful old ma'd, that the

first glimpse of me would be sufficient to send

John Judkins home, contented to tend his fath-

er's oxen without intermission so long as he

lived."

" That is a long sentence and well worthy of

its author," remarked Mrs. Drummond in atone

of pleasant sarcasm, while Mary laughed out-

right. Lucia had considerable spirit, though it

required something to call it out ; her mother

and sister were not therefore wholly taken by

surprise, when, throwing down the handkerchief

which had been pressed to her eyes, she drew

herself up, and with an air correspondent to her

words, said :

" I know just what I will do. I have submit-

ted to be seized and dragged home from public

places, rather than attract the attention of so

many, by a stout resistance—such as alone could

have availed me anything ; but now I am at

home."

Lucia turned and led the way towards the

sitting-room.

" Remember the golden rule," whispered her

mother in her ear. She could not help feeling

a little anxious in regard to her daughter's un-

known determination so suddenly formed.
" I will do by him exactly as I wish him to do

by me," was replied.

" You look taller than common by three inches,

Lu," said Mary.

The three ladies entered the room where sat

the gallants, one of whom—the reader may guess

which—was entertaining Mr. Drummond with

an unabridged account of a sick ox his father

once had, and the miraculous manner in which

it was cured. Lucia did not stop to hear it,

however, but bowing formally to each of the

two, passed directly into the kitchen, and from

there to the backyard.

Here she threw on the cape-bonnet which on

her way she had seized, and then tried to let

herself out through the gate. But it was large

and heavy, and resisted her best efforts to un-

latch and swing back. What was to be done?

There was no other place of egress, and this ap-

peared entirely unavailable. The gate was com-

posed of narrow boards, the topmost of which

towered above her head ; but as Lucia east a

glance upward, she perceived that''there was,

beyond question, a space between that and the

stars so bri.-kly twinkling in the deep blue, and

on the instant she resolved to occupy for a brief

period, a portion of that space.

" I'll not hesitate," she whispered to herself.

"Duly every day sends Jolir.ny Judkins up and
down longer ladders than this." As her feet

touched the ground on the opposite side, she

addtd, " There, 1 have at It ast overcome one ob-

stacle," and away she sped down the dark street.

In two minutes she was taking breath at the

music hall.

" Who wants a beau for such a bit of a dis-

tance as this?" she asked as she leaned against

the wall in a shadowy part of the passage.

" Well," she mused, " I'm somewhat excited,

and out of breath withal, though rather less so

than Johnny was."

The inner doors were closed, the school hav-

ing commenced; all immediately about her was

silent.

"Dear me, I dread to go in alone almost as

much as poor John dreaded to come into fath-
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er's just now. Pardon me, I would n't mind if I

had a beau now—provided he was of the right

sort. I wonder if Fred is here ; I really fear he

may take my comiTig alone as a hint that I

should like his company home."

At this point of her soliloquy, Lucia's ear

caught the sound of feet ascending the stairs,

and a moment after, to her especial gratification,

Huntingford and her sister appeared ; when she

entered with them and quietly took her place.

Meanwhile, young Judkins, having finished

his ox story, began a dissertation on the state of

last year's crops when compared with the pros-

pects for next year. In the arrangement of this

appropriate topic, he confined himselfexclusivcly

to what had transpired on his father's farm. In-

deed, he never seemed to dream that there

existed in all space any other locality worth

mentioning. It was evident that John felt duly

impressed with the importance of his station, and

considered it the tallest sort of a feather in his

cap, his having now an additional listener in the

person of Sirs. Drummond. He manifested a

disposition to do the subject to a crisp; and,

warming as he proceeded, his sonorous voice

gradually uplifted itself, till, at the end of half

an hour, every syllable that came from his lips

must have vibrated in the most remote corner of

the house.

!Now, John was nowise adequate to the task

of holding forth at this lavish rate for any con-

siderable length of time. His mind was not an

inexhaustible fountain, but rather a stagnant

pool, which, when allowed an outlet, scon empties

itself. Sir. and Mrs. Drummond, if the truth

must be told, so little appreciated his eloquence

that they felt sincerely grateful when he finally

talked himself out, and a dead silence of five

minutes ensued.

" Where 's Lucia V abruptly asked Mr. Jud-

kins of that young lady's mother.

" She has gone to the musie school, I believe,"

was the cool reply.

"She has!" ejaculated John, with a look of

amazement. " Why, I sposed she was fixin' tu

get ready all this time. They have had pooty

nigh time to get there, ha'n't theyl' and without

waiting an answer to this closing inquiry, he

bolted, boots and all, for the highway.

" The very prince of awkward fellows V said

Mrs. Drummond, as their guest disappeared

without the least ceremony. '* Who can won-

der that he Is the laughing-stock of the young

folks?"

"Not I, assuredly," returned her husband,

"though I would by no means say as much in

the presence of the girls—they think so meanly

of him already. It appears that of late he has

been forcing his attention upon our Lu. I never

saw her so much irritated as she was Fridsy

evening, and Mary was even more out of pa-

tience than she."

" It must be excessively annoying."

" True. I am surprised at the fellow's assur-

ance. Yet, knowing there was not the slightest

danger of Lucia being brought to favor him, I

spoke to her only of his good qualities."

The pupils of Mr. Huseldorf were executing

a piece which chained iheir whole attention.

When its last notes died away, the falling of a

pin in any part of the hall would have reached

the ear of GXQry one present, so profound was

the stillness. At this moment a heavy tramp

was heard, and the door opened to admit none

other than Mr. John Judkins. Insiantly his

eyes became riveted on the younger Miss Drum-

mond; and there they remained v/hile their in-

teresting proprietor accomplished a stampede

the entire length of the hall—his head slowly

turning as need required, until he looked directly

back over his shoulder—when deliberately rais-

ing the skirts of his coat right and left, he wheeled,

so as to " face the musie," and tumbled into a

seat.

His manner could not fail to attract universal

attention, and a suppressed titter ran through

the hall, in which its unconscious cause, relying

on the good judgment of those around to decide

when laughter was called for, zealously joined.

A general ttfort to " come to order," only ended

in a regular outburst of meniment; and not

without difficulty did the teacher, whose usually

rigid features were in spiie of himself wonder-

fully relaxed, succeed iu restoring system among

the pupils ofhis school.

There were two young ladies,—the Misses

Drummond—who could not have forced them-

selves to smile with the others. The younger

felt mortified, the elder vexed ; and, as the

evening passed, their respective emotions grew

deeper and deeper. How could it be otherwise ?

There sat, or rather lounged, young Judkins,

constantly regarding Miss Lucia w'nh an ex-

pression precisely like that with which he would

have viewed a sheep of some rare breed just in-

troduced into his father's flock—an expression

made up of vulgar admiration and of that self-

satisfaction which comes of being sole posses-

sor of a desirable thing. And all the while, the

moving of his lips attested that he was keeping

up a conversation with himself.

The young lady, though blushing and con-

fused, performed her part on her favorite instru-

ment in a manner that again called forth the

warm commendations of her instructor. Every

word of this was gulped down by the devoted

John, who occasionally swerved his gaze right

and left, to give a wink of pride to one and

another of the amused company. Mary ob-

served all this, and, unfeminine as such employ-

ment might have been, longed to box his great,

donkeyish ears ; or, by an emphatic jerk of his

bristly forelock, bring his pork's eyes to bear

in a ditferent direction.

From the huge pinchbeck time keeper which

tenanted his pocket, and which, whenever it ac-

companied its owner, was always consulted with

ridiculous frequency, John finally ascertained

that the hour for closing school was at hand.

Preparations for leaving the hall without loss of

time when the proper moment should arrive,

were accordingly commenced. With no small

ado, he drew forth a showy cotton handkerchief,

spread it upon his knees where its beauty and

dimensions could make themselves fully appar-

ent, and having folded it diagonally with much

precision, formed it into a double circle about

the lower half of his head, fastening in front by

an athletic square knot, upon the construction

of which great pains was bestowed. Then, cap

in hand, and ready to spring to his feet, he im-

patiently awaited the emancipating word.

"Let us close with the sacred melody, Old

Hundred," requested Mr. Huseldorf.

" Good ! I can sing that," remarked Judkins,

in a whisper designed more particularly for the

ear of bis nearest neighbor, but which travelled

even to the ante-room. " What are the words V
continued he. " 1 know well enough, but can't

think jest this minute, if I die."

"Be thou, God, exalted high!" returned

one accommodatingly.

Now our hero made no pretensions to great

musical proficiency, that is, ordinarily ; but when-

ever and wherever this familiar tune was struck

up, he took occasion to branch out unrestrain-

edly ; and thus exhibit to whom it might concern,

an evidence of the genius that lay slumbcrirg

within him. Accordingly, throwing back his

head so as to free his vocal apparatus from the

incumbrance of his mufiler, he came down on

the key-note with indescribable vehemence, and

pressed forward with a velocity which carried

him five times and a half through the words,

" Be thoUj God, exalted high,"—ere the re-

maining performers completed the first stanza.

Suddenly finding himself holding forth singly, he

halted, with assurance for once slightly damped.

Order could not have been maintained longer,

had such been the tutor's wish—instantly the

hall was filled with laughter and laughable com-

ments. Mr. Judkins speedily recovered himself,

re-ensconced the lotver portion of his countenance

behind its ample protector against the chill of

evening; then, while with either hand altern-

ately, his venerable seal-skin was spanked into

its legitimate sphere upon his cranium, mounted

one of the seats, and peered intently over the

heads, in the absorbing endeavor to regain sight

of the young lady who dmiag the evening had

been the focus of his vi^ual rays, and who now

to his utter dismay appeared to have lost her

identity in the crowd. At this juncture, Mr.

Huseldorf approached, knitting his brows, and

bringing the innoctut lacerater of revered Old

Hundred from his perch by force, thus addressed

him

:

*' Mark ras, sir ! Never again attempt to sing

where I exereisc control. You have been a nui-

sance from first to last; and this evening, the

school has been scandalized through your means.

If you cannot do better in future, pray absent

yourself."

"Ha'n't I paid my tuition 1" asked the ac-

cused, between bewilderment and indignation.

" I will freely refund when you promise to

appear here no more."
" Wei!, I guess the old folks '11 have a worde

tu say about that—and I could say something

myself, only the aint time now; for I've got a

girl tu see home tu Mr. Drummoudses—an'

that's a fact, by Jemes Rice, 'tis."

When he had reached the middle of this sen-

tence, John pushed for the door, taking care,

however, to elevate his voice in the same ratio

as the distance between himself and the person

with whom he was conversing increased. Des-

peration ! He was just in season to see the sta-

tion of gallant to Miss Lucia monopolized by

Fred Clifford! And didn't the disappointed

beau utter loud words and long! and didn't he

threaten vengeance on "the master," who, as

he declared, was "tryin' tu ruin him."

When Mr. Huntingford, a couple of hours

afterwards, parted with his affianced Mary, and

stepped into the street, who should he encoun-

ter but Johnny Judkins I The latter's first worc's,

on starting up from the shadow of the wall,

—

where, as he affirmed, he had been secreted since

the breaking up of the school—were framed into

an urgent query as to whether Clifl^ord was in

the house. Being assured that he was not, he

said, shaking his brawny fists and exerting him-

self to look terrible

:

"It's lucky for the scamp if he aint. I'd

wait here till break o' day but what I'd get a

lick at him, by hoky."
" What is the matter? How in the world has

Clifford offended you?" asked Huntingford, af-

fecting wonder.

" Gorry Moses ! aint the sneakin' puppy tryin'

his darnedest to cut me out 1 1 won't bear that

from him nor no other fellow— neither on my
own 'count nor hern neither, I wont."

"John," spoke the other, candidly, "let me
advise you as a friend, to think no more of Miss

Lucia. I tell you plainly that^he likes Clifford

better than any one else."

" You lie ! I mean you 're awfully mistaken.

I'm so excited that I don't know what I be

about, certing. I don't doubt but what there's

a little disunderstanding between she and I jest

now, but I can set it all right as soon as I git a

chance. She took a little huff" because I did n't

wait on her over tu the school to-night, and I '11

be shot if I didn't callate tu, as much as I cal-

lated tu live, an' I shall tell her so. I see jest

how she and Mary felt about it all the evenin'.

And I set an' kept thinkin' over what I should

say tu clear it up a comin' home with her, and

I'd got it all fixt in my mind, an' then that

plaguey master—darn his pictcr—must up an'

hinder me, an' then Fred— a mean dog—must

up an' stick his nose in ; so now the girls think

harder of me than ever. But I aint tu blame,

an' I shall tell 'em so, and set things straight

again.

" The chap I met when I was a comin' over,

must ha' been Fred," pursued the injured bean,

" if I 'd a been certing of it at the time, I do n't

know what I might ha' been left tu du—cer-

tinsly I don't. But here's where I turn oflf.

Well, good night; run over some day an' see

what a prime yoke of steers the old man's got.

But mind ye, Huntingford, I don't follow your

advice about backing out over tu Mr. Drum-

moudses, no more'n you'd du that same thing,

sposin' I should advise you tu."

By this time, the two young men were so far

asunder that these last words of one f II but in-

stinctly on the ear of the other. That they came

forth from the abundance of the heart was soon

verified.

The next day, Mr. Drummond expressed a

desire that his daughters should listen to a sci-

entific discourse to be delivered in the village

that evening in accordance with previous notice,

and promised to be thtir company; Mr. Hunt-

ingford, it happened, was out of town.

However, just before the appointed hour, and

when the youngladies were ncarlyin readiness to

setout,theirfather recalled an engagement which

would detain him for half an hour; so, giving

them the assurance that he would soon follow,

he induced them to go unattended. As they

passed through the hall and were in the act of

opening the street door, the elder cried gayly :

"I wonder what Johnny, poor Johnny Jud-

kins thinks about this timel"

As the last word was leaving her lips, the

door bell rang. Mary, knowing that her obser-

vation must unavoidably have been overheard,

was momentarily in a little world of confusion
;

and at a signal from her, her sister stepped for-

ward and answered the summons. Judge of her

sensations on being promptly met by the gentle-

man C?) whose name had just been pronounced !

" Good evenin'," saluted he, evidently a trifle

embarr.issed. " I 'm jest in season—you 're goiu'

to the lecter, I spose."

" I am, and my sister is going with me," re-

plied Lucia, in a voice that trembled, and she

shrank back to Mary's side.

" The prince of the brimstone realm is never

nearer than when you're talking about him,"

said the latter, in a tone which might or might
not have ente-ed the ear of the personage thus

flatteringly compared. He stood a moment ir-

resolute, then retreated in lobster order down
the steps.

" The pest understands the case at last," ob-

served Mary, in a full voice and with a ringing

laugh ; for the girls did not dream that Iiir. John
Judkins was still within hearing.

" Yes, and I never was so glad," returned

Lucia. " Come !"

The gills skipped down the steps, and, lo ! at

the foot appeared the redundant beau—standing

as immoveable as a lamp-post.

"I have forgotten my pocket-handkerchief,"

cried Lucia, and darted back into the house.

Mary, who knew that the forgotten handker-

chief was alia pretence, after a moment's con-

sideration, turned and followed her sister as far

as the hall, when she was again attracted with-

out by the sound of footsteps beating a rapid

retreat. To her unbounded delight, young Jud-

kins was making through the yard towards the

road. She heard the gate open and close, and
unable to restrain herself any longer, gayly

called out

:

" Come Lu, come Lti—for once the coast is

clear
!"

" Welcome news," was the response ; and

Lucia, making her appearance, caught her sis-

ter's band and hurried her forward.

" Not so fast, or we shall overtake the bump-
kin," cried Mary.

As she spoke, and just as the two were leav-

ing the yard, the "bumpkin" strided up to

Lucia's side, and, with his usual grace of man-
ner, presented that eternal elbow. The young

lady uttered an involuntary exclamation, and

instantly placed Mary between Johnny and her-

self.

" Do n't be skeirt," said John, soothingly, and

once more fetching up beside the smiter of his

heart, " do n't be skeut—it 's me— it aint nobody

else."

" So I thought," returned she, with rousing

spirit, forcibly releasing her arm from his grasp.

"Well, then, don't ye understand if? I'm
a goin' tu be yer company ; or, I '11 go with both

of ye, if it'll be any accommodation." Suiting

the action to the word, the kindly-intentioncd

John planted himself directly in front of the

ladies, and with a view to their joint conveni-

ence, protruded his pair of elbows.

" It is you who fail to comprehend, I think,"

said Lucia. " Plainly, I do not desire your com-

pany, to-night or ever."

"That's smart, anyhow!" remarked the dis-

comfited beau. " Well, ef you 're a mind to get

mad afore you know what you 're mad at, you
may,—I can't help it. I tell you once for all, X

wasn't a speck tu blame. Ef you think of this

5ome day, I sha' n't pity ye much, mebby. I

sha 'n't creep after nobody, that 's certing ; and

I can take a hint without bein' kicked."

The speaker, even as he spoke, struck off fc*

the opposite side of the street at an angle of

ninety degrees
;
gradually accelerating his pace

till he finally disappeared at a round gallop in

the direction of his sire's residence. The pre-

sumption of the deserted young ladies was, that

his sudden haste was occasioned by the recol-

lection of having neglected to furnish the prom-

ising steers with their wonted evening meal,

including the apprehension that the uninten-

tional omission might operate unfavorably in

the matter of taking a premium at the coming

fair.

This was the last time that Mr. John Judkina

offered his services to Miss Lucia Drummond in

the capacity of a gallant. Like the spurious

Townsend, of sarsaparilla notoriety, he "aban-

doned the field." We have only to add, for the

kind reader's gratification, that the station thus

vacated was immediate'y entered upon by Fred

Clifibrd, who still occupies the same to perfect

acceptance.
1—<»*-^»>-t .

[WcUten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LOOK UPWARD.

b; carolike

WlicD all is bright and beautiful around thee,

Aud bBiilth and hippiness are truly thine,

When the best blefsiogs heaven can give surround thee,

Look upward ! still thou necdest light divine.

When the dark v.dley opens wide before thee,

Aud thy henrfc shrinks with fear its depths to try,

When the deep waves of death are rolling o'er thee,

Look upward 1 there is hope for thee on high.
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pavilion wa3 mat^nifi-

cent in the extrumo.

Numerous younjj; lu-

die8, with cheeks rival-

litif^ the bloom on tho

pouches thoy exhibited,

attended upon tho ta-

bles in this tent, and
rendered tho attraotion

doubly great. Ainonj^

the numerous speci-

mens of cattle exhib-

ited, tho finest wo saw
was a short horn bull

—the Earl of Seahara.

This splendid animal
was imported from
England by Col. Sher-

wood and Ambrose
Stevens, Esq., of New
York State, and is one
of tho finest, if not tho

noblest specimen of

tho short-horns in tlita

country. He is four

years old, has a clean

head and limbs, with

an eye like an eagle,

and has all the points

so eagerly sought after

by breeders of stock.

The heifer, a cut of

which we also present,

was imported from
England by Mr. Stev-

ens, and is a splendid

specimen. The city

of Rochester, during

the fair, presented a

scene of the greatest

bustle and confusion,

reminding us of a

fancy fair, in the rural

districts of England.
The hotels were crowd-
ed to such an extent

as to preclude the pos-

sibility of obtaining

accommodations two
or three days previous

to the opening. Under
Buch circumstances the

citizens came forward nobly, and threw open their doors for the

accommodation of iheir numerous guests. The streets, from
early dawn till late at night, were crowded to excess with vehicles

of every description, conveying passengers to and from the fair

grounds. In addition to which, some of the boats on the canal

were fitted up for the same purpose. One was a ship's yawl,

fitted with a small boiler amidships, and a screw at the stern, and
as it ploughed its way along, attracted a great deal of attention

and custom. The road leading to the grounds, for a mile or

more, was lined with booths for the sale of liquors and refresh-

ments, besides many large and spacious tents devoted to the ex-

hibition of learned pigs, giants, dwarfs and monstrosities, and
indeed every possible attraction to draw attention and lighten the

pockets of the country people and boatmen on the canal, to whom
the occasion was a general holiday. Monday and Tuesday were
devoted to the reception and arrangement of articles, during

which time the officers and members of the society, and such

invited guests as had arrived, alone were admitted. Lord Elgin

and suite were shown over the grounds by the president and com-
mittee of arrangements. On Wednesday the judges met, and
after viewing the various contributions, adjudged the premiums
to be awarded, although no announcement was made of such

awaids until Friday. The grounds were thrown open to the pub-

lic, on Thursday, at 12 1-2 cents admission fee, and the jam was
immense. The road leading to the grounds was impassable for

vehicles before 8 o'clock, A. M. Such was the press in that

direction, and being excessively dusty, made the route by the

canal far the most pre-

ferable. The plough-

ing match came off on
' the farm of Jesse Buel,

E-*q., and passed off

with considerable eclat,

and the address of Sen-

ator Douglas was a

masterly cfi^'ort, and
was a credit to the de-

liverer, the Society and
the State. In closing,

we would say, that the

previous exhibitions

held at Poughkecpsie,
Syracuse and Albany,

were certainly exten-

sive and interesting ex-

poj^itions of the agri-

cultural industry of ihe

Empire State, but the

present one transcends

them by far in extent,

number and value of

contributions, and es-

pecially in the number
of specimens of im-

proved breeds of cattle

exhibited. This branch

of agriculture has of

late years attracted a
lively interest through-

out our whole country,

and more particularly

in New York State,

where an immense
amount of capital is

invested in importing
and raising of improv-

ed stock ; and our vari-

ous Staie agricaliural

fai rs—affording a 9

they do incentive to

competition—have the

strongest tendency to

foster and sustain this

emulating interest.

2^^/

SHORT-HORN BULL KNOWN AS THE EARL OF SEAHAM, IMPORTED BY COL SHERWOOD

SANTA ANNA,
There may exist much latitude of opinion with regard to the

bravery, skill, statesmanship and patriotism of Santa Anna. It

may be doubted whether he loves Mexico, and it may be doubted
whether Mexico loves him. Of one thing, however, there can be
no doubt, that the life he has had from the time he first embarked
in a revolution against Iturbide to this present, has been remark-
ably eventful and full of incident. He has seen all social posi-

tions, from the lowest to the highest; all political positions, from
insignificance to practical imperiality ; and all military positions,

from a foot soldier to the commander-in chief. He has climbed
to the topmost heights only to be knocked off and driven out of
the country. He has returned and taken up his old rank as if it

had been resigned by his own volition. He has made revolutions

and crushed revolutions. He has banished and been banished.

In his person, two great extremes of fortune have met and
struggled. As yet, it is undecided which will come off victorious

—it is uncertain whether Santa Anna will die at home or in exile,

on the throne or on the scaffold. We said that his life has been
eventful—and so it has. There are probably few men living whose
histories will exhibit a web of so strikingly varied and contrasted

colors, who have been so high and so low as the ex-President.

Starting in life with a name wholly obscure and unknown, he has
rendered it familiar in all corners of the world. Commencing as

a royalist, he has been a republican, a federalist, a centralist, a
democrat and an aristocrat, as the emergencies of the moment
seemed to require. In 1821, he assisted in expelling the royalists

SHORT-HORN HEIFER OF GREAT BEAUTY, THE PROPERTY OF AMBROSE STEVENS, ESQ.

from Vera Cruz, and
obtained the command
of the city under Itur-

bide. In 1822, he was
deposed, and began
war against his late su-

perior, and succeeded
in overthrowing him.

Foiled in his personal
aims by the final re-

sults of this movement,
he retired, but only to

foment another. In
1828, ho supported
Guerrero against Pc-
draxza, and was made
commander of the
army. In 1830, ho
went over to the side

of Pedrazza, fought
and conquered his for-

mer friends, and in-

trigued for the presi-

dency. In 1833, ho
obtained the office he
sought, and was recog-

nized as the president.

Thus far his life had
been successful—his

objects gained—h i s

ends secured. The
changes he made inva-

riably redounded to his

benefit. The battles

he fought were always
won. The party he
favored were- sure of
success. His political

tergiversations were
inexcusable, but they
were gilded by victory.

His treacheries were
startling, but few cared
to talk about them.
He was the favorite of
the army, and the army
was sovereign. I n
1835, the reform party,

under the leadership of
Lacatecos, proclaimed
against him, and four
provinces joined the

insurrection. Lacatecos was conquered, the reform partv annihi-
lated by death or exile, and Santa Anna became Dictator. His
star was still in the ascendancy, but it soon waned. The adhe-
sion he gave in to the central party, and the subsequent abroga-
tion of the liberal constitution of 1824, induced the American col-

oni:^t3 in Texas to proclaim their independence. Of the results

of that movement we need not speak. The success which had
hitherto invariably attended the military movements of Santa
Anna, failed him in the eflforts he ma':fe for their subjugation.
At San Jacinto he was conquered and captured. Out of the
gloom of defeat and captivity— marvellously preserved from a
death he richly merited—this political changeling emerged only
to recover the supremacy he had lost, and increase the fame he
had won. The mutilaiion he had suffered at Vera Cruz re-

dounded to his good, and has ever since remained the incontes-
table and incontrovertible evidence of a patriotism- that never
existed, and a bravery that was without being. In 1841, after a
series of incidents that would be deemed improbable in Perce
Forest, or the Romance of the Cid, he again reached the presi-

dency, and ruled imperially for four years. The revolution of
Paredes hurled him from power, and the administration of Her-
rera made him a fugitive. The American war recalled him to
rank and importance. Its close drove him once more into exile.

Another revolution has paved the way for another recall, and
Santa Anna may to-morrow sit supreme over the fortunes of
Mexico. Indeed, all the indications tend to give assurance of his
speedy recall. From Chihuahua to Yucatan, the sun shines only

on " the broken and
dishonored fragments
of Union, on States
dissevered, discordant,
belligerent; on a land
rent with civil feuds,"
and distracted with di-

verse councils. The
demand of Guadala-
jara for diminishing
taxation and a removal
of prohibitions has
been made by State
after State, city after

city, regiment after
regiment. Gen. Ura-
ga, the acknowledged
leader and head of the
revolution, is a strong
friend of Santa Anna

;

and Woll, who com-
mands Vera Cruz, is

bis known confidant.

But beyond ail these
things, his return is

rendered probable by
the conviction of tho
Mexicans themselves,
that he is the only man
whose hand can redueo
order fiom out such
chaos, and restore pub-

lic tranqnihty. That
he is loved, we do not
pretend to say. In-

deed, he is feared ; but
the choice of two evils

will reseat him in tho
Halls of the Montezu-
mas. Wemustdohim
the justice to observe
that the Mexicans, be-

ing as yet unqualified

for acting on sound-
ly constitutional princi-

ples, his own inconsis-

tencies seem but triflos.
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MATURIN M. BAUiOU, £a)ITOR.

CONTENTS OF OTTE NEXT NTTMBEE.
" The "Widow Glynn," a tale, by Mrs. E. C. Lovkring.
" The Leadeu Cross, or the jfortunes of an Orphan Girl," a story, by Stl-

VAKU8 COBBj Jr.
" Iniorene, the Spanish Peasant Girl," a tale, by Lieutenant Muebat.
''Flowers from a Grave," verses, by Amanda M. Douglass.
" The U'Liter," in verse.
" My Mary," po«m, by Ellen Alice Moriarty.
"The Bust of ililton," aUinzas, by Uichabd WEionT.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
Wo shall present a fine scene, representing Mr. Macallister, the " Wizaid of

the Agt:," in the niiddt of his magical performances, at the Boston Theatre.

A picture of the United States War-Steamer, San Jacioto.

The celebrated race horse, Lady Suffolk, a jniceful and beautiful animal.

A view of the City of Adelaide, in South Austmlia.

A representation of the far-famed High Itock, at Lynn, Mass.

A picture showing the launch of the Ship George Washington, at Chelsea,
Massachusetts.

A representation of a party engaged in Coot-Shooting, at the Glades, Cohas-
Bett, Massachurtetts.

A fine picture, giving a view of the Tomb of Grace Darling, in Bamborough
Churchyard, Eagland.

An engraving illustrating the Officers of the French National Guard.

AlnO, a representation of the French Republican Flag.

A picturesque view of the celebrated Wissahickon Falls, in Pennsylvania.

A picture representing the little " Bateman Children," as they appeared in

the burlesque of ' Bombastes Furioso."

Also, an accurate representation of that well-known wonder of the ancient
world, ' Cleopatra's Needle."

COMPLI3IENTARY.

From out of the thousands of complimentary notices of the

Companion which are constantly coming to hand, we cannot

help now and then giving a few of them to our readers, that they

may know what our editorial brethren think of us. The follow-

ing are taken quite at random from our exchanges :

—

It is the most interesting weekly we have ever seen.

—

Dernocralic Yeoman,
Sidnei/, Ohin.

Its literary merit is not excelled by any paper published.

—

Pennsylvania
Statesman.

If you want the most beautiful newspaper in the world, send for Qleason's
Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion.— Granville School Clarion.

It is decidedly the handsomest, cheape.it, and best pubhcation in the east,

west, north, or south.— Catoctin tVAig-, MiddUtown, Md.
It is a paper that should be on the parlor-table of every lady throughout the

land ; and, in fact, a room fitted up for a parlor cannot bo complete without
it.

—

News^ Neurporl, Ky.

Actually the cheapest and beftt newspaper in the world is " Gleason'a Pic-
torial Drawiug-iioom Companion," filled with illustratione and choice reading
throughout.

—

Philadelphia Sun.

It is decidedly the richest paper published in tho Union, and the plates and
engraving.^ are worth quadruple the subscription price. Every family should,
take it.

—

American Citizen, Jackson, Mich

It is unquestionably the finest illustrated paper published in the United
States—as this week's issue proves. Its literary contents are chaste and inter-
estiug, agreeably varied with tale.*, sketches and poetry. Its engravings are as
perftct as any we have ever seen given ou wood.— Philadelphia Ledger.

This is an excellent pap^r. The last two numbers are richer than any of
the preceding. Indeed, this is the handsomest and cheapest newspaper in the
Union. We would advise Gleason to send a few thousands to the Fair of the
American Institute.

—

Democratic Banner., Middletown Point, N J.

The number for this week is superb, and .spe;iks volumes for Mr. Gleason's
enterprise. This p;iper mny be spoken of as faultless. It is complete in every
department, preseniiog to the public a weekly array of pictorial and literary
attractions that has never been equalled.— 5w/irf/it/ Dispatch^ Philadelphia.

It is the mo.*t creditable publication of its kind in our country. We take
pleasure in calling the attention of our readers to this admirable work, which
embraces much literary taste and exquisite skill in the fine art,<i, every way
worthy the patronage of the million.— Union Sunday School Visitofj JlilU-
daiij Miciiigaii.

OuE Jubilee Number.—Finding the first edition of our last

paper entirely too small to answer the demand, we put a second

one to press, and can now supply orders promptly. The superb

engravings of the entire doings of the celebration, render this

number of the Companion particularly valuable for preservation,

as a record of the interesting events it depicts to the life. Those
who desire to transmit a pictorial map of the Kailroad Jubilee

to their friends in the country, can procure copies at any of the

periodical depots for six cents each.

Ledgerdemaik.—Mr. Macallister's exhibitions at the Boston

Theatre draw together large audiences nightly, and are really of

the most amusing and entertaining character. Mr. M. is quite a

wizard in his way, but we think he would consort good taste and
the feelings of sensitive persons in his audience, by oraitling the

closing scene, performed by the assistance of his wife.

Another Suspension Bridge.—A bill authorizing the con-

struction of another suspension biidge across the Niagara river

has been unanimously reported in the Canadian Parliameut. No
doubt is entertained of its passage.

A Clipper op the Old School.—The vessel in which Col-

umbus made his first voyage to the New World, was of only

fifteen tons burthen, and without a deck.

3IODERX PLAYS.

There is as much dilYerence between ancient and modern dra-

matic literature, as between old and new wine ; and the comparison.

between the two redounds much to the advantage of the former.

The older English dramatists, those particularly of the reign of

Elizabeth, seem to have reached the acme of excellence. The

history of the modern stage is the history of a decline, varied here

and there by a few brilliant exceptions. In comedy, for instance,

Sheridan's " School for Scandal" is paralleled only by the most

brilliant of Congreve's, whose wit was so copious and lavishly

expended, that even his fools are made to utter bon mots. In

tragedy, Home, the author of " Douglas," Talfourd, the author

of" Ion," and Sheridan Knowles, in some of his pieces, approach

the high standard of their predecessors and teachers.

Still the moderns, if they have fallen below the classic standard,

have produced some very pleasant dramatic entertainments.

Melodrama, farce and operas are purely modern creations. So

are the half pathetic, half comic compositions, termed by the

French, cowiigufl Jai-nwyaute, and the kind of dramas of which Bul-

wer's "Lady of Lyons" is an example. These entertainments

serve very well to amuse the present class of theatre-goers, and

are quite difficult enough to tax the powers of the present race of

actors and actresses; for it cannot be denied that the stage has

degenerated in histrionic as well as in literary talent. While we

sincerely regret this, we are still compelled to admit its truth to

the largest extent.

It is really painful to sit out one of Shakspeare's comedies or

tragedies, as presented now-a-days upon the stage, where the

superior excellence of one actor, and the ability of two or three

satellites, only serve to show in stronger relief the incapacity and

worthiessness of a mass of subordinates. Shakspeare is not

attractive at the theatre—not because the public do not appreciate

him, for they throng in crowds to the reading of his plays by such

interpreters as Mrs. Kemble and Mrs. Mowatt— but because they

cannot submit to see his characters misrepresented and outrage-

crnsiy marred. There is no remedy for this while such sticks, as

now form the stock companies of four-fifths of the theatrical

establishments in the country, are permitted to appear before the

foot-lights.

What will be the future of the stage 1 Will men of genius, in

these days, when more facile literary labor is abundantly

remunerated, slibject themselves to the amount of toil and experi-

ment requisite to the formation of the dramatic author ? Will

the public ever again bestow upon the theatre the amount of

patronage necessary to create a school of histrionic art ? We will

venture to answer the two latter questions in the affirmative—we

are apt to believe what we hope.

A love of the dramatic art is, we think, an instinctive passion.

The stage ministers to the intellectual wants of a highly civilized

state of society. The principle of reaction has caused its neglect

;

the same law will eventually procure its restoration, and men of

genius will once more seek the boards, both as actors and authors,

as the sure pathway to fame and fortune.

THE PORTRAITS.
The portraits on the first page are those of nine of the principal

oflicers attached to the English Exploring Expedition, which

sailed in the Erthus and Terror from Greenhithe, on May 19, 1845.

The originals of these portraits were taken by daguerreotype just

previous to the sailing of the expedition ; and, of course, must be

accurate. Particular interest is felt in these gallant officers and

the crews of the two vessels at this moment, from the fact of the

late return to New York of two American vessels sent to their

relief, but which have been only able to find traces of them with-

out discovering any of the party themselves, or aught of iheir

ships- The constant and never-failing efforts of Lady Fraaklin in

her endeavors to send succor to her distant husband, have clothed

the whole subject in a romantic garb.

No ACCOUNTING FOR Taste.—An exchange puts several

obituaries under the head of "amusements."

EAGLAND AjVD FRANCE.

The French have some amusing hits at the sombre manner in

which Sunday is observed in England, compared with what they

have been accustomed to in France. The Parisians are diverting

themselves with a lively little farce, representing the adventures

of a Frenchman in London during the Great Exhibition. The
disagreeables of tough beef, heavy puddings, sombre skies, and

stiff manners, throw them into convulsions of laughter, when
suddenly the stage is darkened {the scene being a few blank walls),

and music makes tlie heart sink with its plaintive wailing, while a

few individuals in deep mourning, steal about on tiptoe, slowly

repeating in solemn whisper as the curtain falls, "C'tst Sunday!"

Yankee Contriedtigns.—The Americans at the World's

Fair will take, it is said, as many first-class premiums in propor-

tion to the contributions they send, as any other natiou represented

at the Crystal Palace. We should infer so from the tirades daily

indulged by the London Times against American manufactures.

There must be something good which claims so much notice, even

if the notice is abusive in its character.

Boston Line.—The Arabia and Persia, steamships for the

Cunard line, which will be ready soon, are to be about nine

hundred and ninety horse power.

Scandal.—Everybody condemns scandal, yet nothing circu-

lates so readily—even gold itself is less current.

Vert trite.—If we flatter not ourselves, the flattery of others

will not injure us.

In this city, by Kev. Mr. Woart, Mr. W. W. Mair to Mies Ellen D. Gushing.
By Rev. Dr. Neale, Mr. Jonathan Merriam to Miss Anna B. True, of New

Gloucester, Maine.
By Rev. Dr. Sharp, Mr. Michael \V. Colman to Miss Martha Peppitt.

By Rev. Mr. Miner, Mr. Joseph Bursley, Jr., to Miss Emeline Hildretli.

By Rev. Mr. Barrett, Mr. Charles E. Wright, of Marlboro', to Misa Sarah
E. tV'entworth.

By Rev. Mr. Cilley, Mr. Richard E Palmer to Misa Leonora M. Lovejoy.
At I^t Boston, by Kev. Mr. Webster, Mr. Richard W. IlillJard, of Province-

town to Mrs. Caroline French.
At Cbarlestovm, by Rev. Mr. Huntington, Mr. Joseph B. Badger to Miss

Ellen naskell.

At Lynn. Mr. Dwight B. Denslow, of Savannah, Georgia, to Miss Loise A.,

dauRbter of Rev Mr. St;ip!e*i.

At Ijowell, by Ittv. Mr. Cos, Mr. George L. Whitney, of Boston, to Misa
Catharine P- Gosa.

At Newburyport.Mr. John Gunnulson, of this city, to Miss Frances A. March.
At Grafton, Mr. George S. Woodburu to Miss Jane Toung.
At ProTidence, R. t., by IJev. Mr. Breed, Mr. Ward Butler to Miss Lucinda

R. Hawes ; Mr. S. R. Ulmer to Miss Rosanna Dean; all of Rockland, Maine.
At Portland, Maine, by Rev. Mr. Brown, Mr. Jeremiah H. Keuip, of Norway,

to Mrs. Susan Babb.
At Appleton, Maine, Mr. James Smith, of Boston, to Miss Eliza F. Keene.

Connecticut.—The population of this State is 370,791.

In this citv, Mrs. Martha W. Graves, 23; Mr. Sherburne Rowe, 44; Miss
EUzabeth Ba'llard, 79; Mrs. Anne M. Stowe, 28; Mr. William Reynolds, 28 ;

Mrs Anna E. Dexter, 26; Mrs. Abigail W. Leavitt, 50; Mr. Andrew Schaffer,

67; Elizi^bfth M., only daughter of Mr. John A. Plummer, B 1-2.

At South Boston, Mr. John Crain, 26.

At Charlestown, Cupt. James Hunt, 65 ; Mrs. Catharine R. Robinson, 36;
Miss Mary Moulton, 25.

At Somervilte, Mrs. Eliz^ibeth U. Blodgett, 46.

At Cambridge, Miss Elizabeth L. Bond, 22.

At Milton, Mrs. Mindwell Sumner, 87.

At Newton, Mrs. Martha Poole, of Worcester.
At Salem, Mrs. Sarah Mitchell, 46.

At Lowell, Mrs. Hannah Nicholls, of Cohassett,86.
At Newburyport, Mrs. Lydia Hodgbins, GO; Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, 88. >

At FrankliD, Widow Riichel Ballard, 95.

At Worcester, Charles B., son of Hon, Emery Washburn, 17.

At Providence, Rhode Island, Mrs. Martha B. Darling, 23.

At Portland, Maine, Mr. Asaph Kendall, 84
At Washington, D. C, Mr. Mo.'^es Poor, a native of New Hampshire, and

clerk of the Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, 77.

At Columbus, Ohio, Mr. Zechariah ^lills, 81 He was by profession a printer,

and was employed in the office of the Boston Centinel, under Beoj. Russell, Esq.

GLEASON'S PICTOEIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUND.

We have volumes 1st. 2d, and 3d, of the Pictorial Drawinq-Room
CoMPAKioN elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
sides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Hundred Pages, and containing nearly
One Thousand Engravings of Men. Manners, and current Events ail overthe
world; of Scenery In all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Villages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime Tiews ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjncts : with an
Illumined Title-page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future refrrence and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume.

GlEASOX'S PICTORIAL

\ A Record of the beautiful and useful in Art.
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[Written for GlGftSon's Pictorial.]

WHERE I WOULD LIE.

07 ELLEN LODISB CHANDLER.

Whero tho wild birds eing

In tho ourly fiprlng,

And tlio green gniHH growa,

And the bright Htream IIowB,

Lay mo to filcep.

Lot no careleaa ayo

Qi\7.c where I lowly lie,

But wiudf fiweoping by,

And Htiirfi from the sky,

A Htill'watcU keep.

Ti«t no step around

IMinturb with Its sound

My rest HO profound
;

'Neath the fold, cold ground.

Lone, let roe lie.

Lot tho Kqiiirrol roam

O'er my nilent home,

And a rcTel keep

Whero I 'm sluuibcring deep,

Without a Bigh.

Lot the bright eunshino

In the morning fine,

Stream through the trees,

And the tlower-laden breeze

Gently sweep by.

Or the wind and tho storm

In the wild night come,

And fall on the head

Of the leafy bed

"Where I would lie.

Let no voice of earth

Jar with discordant mirth

On my dreamless sleep

In the forest deep,

Where wild birds sing;

And there let me wake,

And my swift flight take

To the land of rest,

The fair land and blest

Land of the spring.

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

OUR GUNNER'S. SHOT.
A THRILLING INCIDENT OF OCEAN LIFE.

BT STLTANTJS COBB, JH.

Our noble ship lay at anchor in the Bay of Tangier, a forti-

fied city in the extreme north-west i)oint of Africa. The day

had been extremely mild, with a gentle breeze sweeping in from

the northward and westward, but towards the close of the after-

noon the sea-breeze died away, and one of those sultry, oven like

atmospheric breathings came up from the great sun-burnt Sahara.

Half an hour before sundown, the captain gave the cheering

order for the boatswain to '* call all hands to go in a swimming,"

'and in less than five minutes the forms of our tardy tars were

seen leaping from the gangways, the ports, the nettings, the bow-

sprit, and some of the more venturesome took their plunge from

the arms of the lower yards.

One of the studding-sails had been lowered into the water,

with its corners suspended from the main yard-arm and the swing-

ing boom, and into this most of the swimmers made their way.

Among those who seemed to be enjoying the sport most highly

were two of the boys, Tim Wallace and Fred Fairbanks, the

latter of whom was the son of our old gunner, and in a laughing

mood they started out from the studding-sail on a race. There

was a loud, ringing shout of joy upon their lips as they put ofi^,

and they darted through the water like fishes. The surface of

the sea was as smooth as glass, though its bosom rose in long,

heavy swells that set in from the broad Atlantic.

The ship was moored wiih a long sweep upon both cables, and

the buoy of the starboard anchor was far away on the starboard

quarter, where it rose and fell with the lazy swells like a drunken

man. Towards this buoy the two lads made their way, Fred

Fairbanks taking the lead; but when they were within about a

dozen fathoms of the buoy, Tim shot ahead and promised to win

the race. The old gunner had watched the progress of his little

son with a vast degree of pride, and when he saw him dropping

behind, he leaped upon the poop and was just upon the point of

urging him on by a shout, when a cry reached his ears that made

him start as though he had been struck by a cannon-ball.

"A shark! a shark!" came from the captain of the forecastle,

and at the sound of these terrible word.-!, the men who were in

the water leaped and plunged towards the ship.

Right abeam, at a distance of three or four cables' length, a

sharp wake was seen in the water where the back fin of the mon--

ster was visible. His course was fur the boys! For a moment

the poor gunner stood like one bereft of sense, but on the next

he shouted at the top of his voice for his boy to turn, but the

little fellow heard him not—stoutly the two swimmers strove for

the goal, all unconscious of the bloody deatli-spirit that hovered

so near them ! Their merry laugh still rang out over the waters,

and at length they both touch<-'d the l)Uoy together.

O, what drops of agony started from the brow of our gunner !

A boat had put off, but Fairljanks knew that it could not reach

his child in season, for the bhark was too near its intended vic-

tims ; and every moment he expected to see the monster sink

from sight—then he knew that all hope would be gone ! At this

moment a cry reached the ship that went through every heart

like a stream of scorching fire—tho boys hud discovered their

enemy I

That cry started old Fairbanks to his senses, and quicker than

thoiiglit he sprang to tlio quarter-deck. The guns were loaded

and fihottcd fore and aft, and none knew their temper better than

he. With a steady hand made strong by a sudden hope, the old

gunner seized a priming-wire and pricked the cartridge of one of

the quarter guns ; then he took from his pocket a percusHion

wafer and set it in its place, and set hack tlie hammer of the

patent lock. With a giant strcngUi the old man swayed the

breech of the heavy gun to its bearing, and then seizing the

string of tho lock, he stood back and watched for the next swell

that should bring the shark within range. He had aimed the

piece some distance ahead of his mark^ hut yet a single moment

would settle liis hopes or his fears.

Every breath was hushed, and every heart in that old ship was

painfully still. The boat was yet some distance from the boys,

while the horrible sea-monster was frightfully near. Suddenly

the air was awoke by the roar of the heavy gun, and as the old

man knew that his shot was gone, he sank back upon the comb-

ings of the hatch and buried his face in his hands, as if afraid to

see the result of his own effort, for if he had failed he knew that

his boy was lost

!

For a moment after the report of the gun had died away upon

the air, tlicre was a dead silence ; but as the dense smoke arose

from the surface of the water, there was, at first, a low murmur

breaking from the lips of the men— that murmur grew louder

and stronger, until it swelled to a joyous, deafening shout. The

old gunner sprang to his feet and gazed off upon the water ; and

the first thing that met his view was the huge carcass of the

shark floating with its white belly uppermost—a mangled, life-

less mass !

In a few moments the boat reached the daring swimmers, and

half dead with fright they were brought on board. The old man
clasped his boy in his arms, and then, overcome by the powerful

excitement, he leaned back upon a gun for support.

I have seen men in all the phases of excitement and suspense;

but never have I seen three hundred human beings more over-

come by thrilling emotion, than on that startling moment when

first we knew the efl'ects of our gunner's shot.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

UNDYING liOVE.

h

Bt FIKLET JOHNSON.

I have stood upon the mountain's brow,

And lingered in the Tale,

And heard the balmy zephyr's sigh,

And roarings of the gale
;

Tet still one im.age filled my mind
And blends ^ith all I see

;

And truth compels my heart to say,

That image is of thee.

And when in fashion's crowded haunts,

With mirth and music near;

When whispered words of flattery

Fall on the listening ear;

The glittering throng beguiles me not,

I care not for their glee
;

For in that hour my chosen dream

Is, dearest love, of thee.

And when the trials of this world

Upon my thoughts intrude,

Until my eoul is taught to wear

Its harshest, sternest mood,

One softening shadow is at hand

My heart from grief to free
;

A vision springs before my sight,

That \hioa is of thee.

And in my heart's remotest cell,

De^pite of grief or eare,

Though sorrow's storms against me beat,

Affection nil! be there
;

Or if in utter sorrow bowed,

By fate's unkind decree,

I in a fond and hopeful faith,

Shall ever think on thee.

THE CATERPILLAR AND THE FLY.

A corpulent caterpillar is stuffing his furred or velvet doublet

wiih the juicy pulp of a young and tender ouklcaf. His thoughts

—at all events his sensations—are completely centered in The

business which he has in hand—more properly in mouth ; and
he dreams as little of approaching danger as an alderman at a

city feast, imbibing the green fat of turtle, while a sparkling

chandelier hangs, perhaps suspended by an all but severed chain,

over his di^voted licad. No chandelier, indeed, but destruction

in a living form as brilliant hangs suspended over the unconscious

glutton of the oak leaf. An ichneumon fly, poised in the air

above him, her irridesccnt wings and black shining body glitter-

ing in the sun, is fearfully vilirating her tail-like piercer, with

intent to plunge it into the fleshy back of her well-fed victim.

She stoops—her weapon enters— is withdrawn, and leaves behind

it, in the wound, a germ of nascent torture a thousand times

more dreadful than a drop of deadly poison—a tiny egg depo-
sited within the warm orifice pierced for its rccrption. In a few
hours this egg becomes a gnawing worm, which thrives and fat-

tens OQ the vital juices, leaving carefully untouched the vital

organs, of the helpless gormandizer tlius compelled to foster it.

Its growth completed, the parasitic grub emerges, and then, in

completion of ics murderous part spins a tilken thread, with

v/liich it proceeds to bind the nearly exhausted body of its suo-

porter (as Gulliver hy Lilliputian cords) to the surface of the oak
leaf. Thus manacled, the shrunken remnant of the once plump
crawler exists yet a few miserahlo days, wliile the young ichneu-

mon, having enclosed itself within a shroud of silk, undergoes

its transformations, and finally emerges into a perfect lite, a

sparkling fly, like its parent, close beside the then dead body of

the creature by which it h^d been nourished to maturity.

—

Epi-

sodes of Insect Lije,

[Written for Gleaaon'H Pietorlal.]

*'1SELVIDERE HALL.

BY KLLIE ALICE SIOIUARTT.

0, 't in bright when tho fiunllKht expands o'er the lawn,

'\S\W\ the pearly fount gemmed by tlie gloriefi of diiwn
;

With the emerald leaveR stirred by the lireiizes of mom,
Whild tJie Bcene teemB each moment with beauties now-born :

May it ever be ho—may no darlt sliadow full,

To dim the bright lustre of" Belvidero lUll."

0, 'tlH fair when the moonlight p.o peacefully bright,

Bathes the niu-nsion and lawn in a silvery light,

And tho fount's dripping waters commingling are heard

With the musical notes of somo nlgbt-warbling bird
;

And that halo of peace seems from heaven to full

Approvingly bright upon " Belvidere Hall."

And its Inmates are happy, for fortune imparts

With itH blififl-glving hand full content to their hearts
;

And the magical charm, like a jewel enshrined,

Is the wealth of the intellect—greatness of mind;

And long may that influence breathe over all

Who gem the bright circle at " Belvidere Hall "

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

THE SMART MAN.
BT MR-S. E. WELLMONT.

Who ever took a journey but the smart man was in the cars,

on hoard the boat, and in the omnibus that conveyed jou to the

hotel % The fact is, he always has business, and always patronizes

the most rapid conveyance. He is the man who built the first

steamboat, run the first locomotive, erected the first magnetic

pole, took the first ride upon "the cheap fare excursions," com-

pounded the first patent medicine, built the first oriental window,

and bought the first ticket, in America, to Jenny Lind's concert.

This man is always ahead of the times ; he introduces the first

fashion, changes the shape of his boot toes, gives an order for a

peculiar travelling cap, puts up his favorite candidate for repre-

sentative, wears a moustache, talks about " Union," visits just

where he chooses, and wears a white hat in mid winter.

The smart man never makes a bad bargain, not he ! He walks

into State Street and consults with his broker, issues his order

for a fresh supply of Canton stock, and v/hen it takes a "down-

ward tendency," and you fear the consequences, he has sold out

long ago ! He buys up house lots, and when they prove a hard

bargain to purchasers, lo ! he has sold his interest some months

ago! And then he is a manccuvering man. He purchases flats,

and gets incorporated by the legislature as the " Smarttown

Alliance Company," makes out a list of half a million of shares,

puts the par value at ten dollars, and when they arc fairly in the

market and sink one half the original value, he is high and dry

above low water mark !

"Who ever caught the smart man in a lie ? Who ever detected

him in a fraud 1 Did you ever know him at a loss for an expla-

nation ? He can tell you every fact, event, circumstance and

date when it happened. Better than all, he is never humbugged.

He knew just how everything was going to terminate, and pro-

phesied it long before it happened. He knew who would fail in

business, and obtained his security long ago. He knew when it

was the best chance to invest, and so he bought in before it rose.

The smart man is no hypocliondriac. He kills the spleen by

rapid exercise, and the " blue devils" by incessant talking.

Hence he is the most amusing man you can find. He never

meddles with petty transactions in family jars, but he knows all

about domestic economy in general, can estimate to a fraction

what it costs his host or landlady to live, knows what part of his

liquors are adulterated and what are just as they were before

tiiey were sent round Cape liorn, can always tell in Match

whether fruits will be abundant, and in June whether Indian com
will fill well in the ears.

The smart man never married. He has had his eye upon a

dozen or more widows and single women, but he never saw one

yet possessing all the qualifications, who was marriageable. He
visits some married ladies who would just hit his fancy, but alas,

their husbands are still hale and hearty. He is no epicure, always

makes himself welcome wherever he goes,^s admired by old folks

and has a wonderful faculty in pleasing the young ones. To
feign himself happy, is an instinct of his nature. He never

grumbles about the money market, nor mumhles about hard

times, nor jumbles good and bad together. Ke winks out of sight

all that is disagreeable, changes the suliject when he does not wish

to talk about unpleasant topics, pnd so no scowl ever sits upon

his brow, and no wrinkles furrow liis high cheek bones.

The smart man is always in a hurry. You never see him
sauntering wiih loafers, never pressed up against a post, hearing

the little minute t'ifles of the hour; he always depends on his

Journal for news, and whnt that don't furnish he never cares to

know. He regards life too precious to spend in idle tittle tattle
;

has so much business on hand it t-huts out all superfluous wants
;

he only wishes time and space were more annihilated, so that

men could be transported by telegraph, and that motion were as

rapid as thought.

Yet after all, the smart man meets with trials. They are not

exactly like other people's, for his affections are not so deep-

channeled as to suffer intensely by the loss of friends; he is

perplexed when steamboats are delayed by fogs', when cars run

off the track, when the wires break and interrupt free communi-
cation, when a steamship is due but is not telegraphed, and when
there is a great uproar and people are regardless of their own
business in looking after other people. These are the troubles of

the smart man.
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LIFE-SA\^XG APPARATUS.

The life-saving apparatus ordered by the Government, consist-

ing of metallic life and surf boats, shot-mortars, rockets, hawsers,

etc., designed for the rescue of life and property, in cases of

shipwreck, on exposed parts of the coast, arc completed. Station

houses containing metallic boats and cars now line the coasts of

Long Island, New Jersey, Florida and Texas, and those already

in use have been instrumental in saving many lives. In one

instance, when the ship Ayrshii-e was wrecked, two hundred and

one passengers were safely transferred from the vessel to the shore

by means of a single car, when no open boat could have lived.

Over eight hundred metal boats have been built, and although

the establishment in New York is extensive, it seems now to be

quite unable to meet the increasing demand.

None are Perfect.—Old Mathew Maule was executed for

the crime of witchcraft. He was one of the martyrs to that

terrible delusion which should teach us among its other morals

that the influential classes, and those who take upon themselves

to be teachers of the people, are fully liable to all the passionate

error that has ever characterized the maddest mob. Clergymen,

judges, statesmen, the wisest, calmest, holiest persons of their

day, stood in the inner circle round about the gallows, loudest to

applaud the work of blood, and generally seem to be the latest

to confess themselves viiserahly deceived.

lUagsitiE ©alljerings.

Chinese in Peru.—Recent accounts from Peru mention that

a new article of merchandise has made its appearance in Callao

and Lima, in the shape of three hundred Chinese, who were

lately landed and sold by the captain or owners of vessels at the

rate of one hundred and seven dollars per head, under engagement

that they should he free after the expiration of three years. It has

now become all the fashion, at Lima particularly, we believe, to

have Chinese servants.

Helps to Memory.— Gillez de Retz, Marshal of France (said

to be the veritable Blue Beard), was sentenced to be burned alive

at the stake. The day appointed was the 23d of October, 1440;

" a date," says the historian, " about which there can be no doubt,

for all the people of Anjou and Maine, by common consent,

whipped their children that morning, so as to impress the precise

date on their memory." This strange mnemonic process is still

a favorite with the peasants of Anjou and Brittany.

A Quaker's Letter.—Friend John, I desire thee to be so

kind as to go to one of those sinful men in the flesh, called attor-

neys, and let him take out an instrument with a seal thereunto,

by means whereof we may seize the outward tabernacle of George

Green, and bring him before the lamb-skin men at Westminster,

and teach him to do, in future, as he would be done by. Thy

fi'iend, R- C.

Increase.—In the summer of 1835, the first year of travel on

the Boston and Lowell Railroad, there were but two trains a day

between Lowell and Boston. Now there are eleven trains a day;

eight trains over the Boston and Lowell, and three trains over

the new route, via Wilmington.

Mortality of the Capital.—The deaths in Washington

during August, numbered S5, of which 18 were by cholera infan-

tum, 8 consumption, 6 dysentery, 3 still born. Of the number 48

were under five years of age, 15 were colored, 41 were females,

and 44 were males.

The Rogues.—The Chinese, in California, are greater wizards

than Prof. Anderson. Linen sheets, which were sent to iheir

laundry, in San Francisco, when returned to their owners, were

found to be cotton, with exactly the same marks upon them.

Adieu.—In using the expression, "adieu," which habit has

rendered trivial, few persons recollect its real origin and meaning,

and that in pronouncing it they recommend their friends, a Dieu,

to the protection of God.

Gleasos'b Pictof-ial.—The progress of this 'briniant and uiarTelloiisly cheap
papor is, we are inforiiied, rapid bejoud all precedent in the history of Amer-
icau illustrated papers. The public are as much astonished as delighted to

obtain a publication, consisting of sixteen pii^es, filled ivith tine engriiviogs,

and original romance?, poems, etc., for six cents per copy.

—

Home Journal.

The Laziest tet.—A member of the Lazy Society,in Lowell,

feeling a fly alight on his jolly red nose, instead of brushing it oflP,

is circulating a petition to Congress to have the insect removed.

Consul at Havana.—Mr. Owen, our consul at Havana,

seems to be universally condemned for the course he pursued in

the late trouble in Cuba.

Abraham—reading the late orders in relation to the bounties

for cod-fishing, to those engaged in the business, asked if it was

of-Jishall (ofiicial).

His TaiAaE.—Man is not life in himself, but a form recipient

of life from God.

Hard Hit.—The Boston Post thinks that some folks' hearts,

in that neighborhood, would make good lapstoues.

Good Idea.—Magnifying glasses, of superior power, to detect

counterfeit bank-notes, are being brought into general use.

James Villely has been arrested in Philadelphia, for sending a

challcngeto fight.

Thus far the colleges in the United States, this year, have con-

ferred the degree of Divinity on foi ty-seven clergymen.

Mr. Peter Palmatier, of Catskill, New York, lately killed

eight large copper-head snakes, in that village.

Day's India Rubber Works, at New Brunswick, New Jersey,

were injured by fire, recently, to the amount of SIOOO.

James Johnson, who killed Mrs. A. G. Wright, near Milledge-

ville, Georgia, in March last, has been sentenced to be hanged.

Youth may sometimes afi'ord a lesson to maturity. All horse-

pistols have been superseded by the revolvers of Colt.

A wealthy gentleman in Scott county, Kentucky, has offered

to furnish the means to equip a companji-of emigrants to Cuba.

The Boston Commonwealth had a verdict of four hundred
dollars damages rendered against it, in the late case of libel, on
trial at Springfield.

Good humor is a state between gaiety and unconcern ; an act

of emanation of a mind at leisure to regard the gratification of

another.

The Yankee yacht "America" has frightened the Engish
yachtmen to a safe distance from her. They don't like the " cut

of her jib."

Mr. Zepbaninh Talbor, a resident of South Scituate, who was
very seriously injured, a short time since, hy an explosion of

camphenc, has since died.

America, North and South, contains 7,000,000 less population

than Africa ; 180,000,000 less than Europe ; and 400,000,000 less

than Asia.

There are at the present time, eleven institutions, located in

different sections of the United States, devoted exclusively to the

education of the deaf and dumb.

The several banks of the State of Ohio have an aggregate

amount of capital of 87,614,756 ; specie, 52,759,743 ; cu-culation,

$13,665,781
i
and discounts, $17,542,112.

John French, of Palermo, Maine, has lately been holden at

Portland, on a charge brought against him of uttering counterfeit

United States, Mexican and Braz^ihan coin.

In Suffield, Connecticut, a young man dived into the water

with his hat on, which forced his head suddenly abide and broke

his neck.

Rev. Mr. Elliot was killed, a short time since, near Manchester,

South Carolina, as he was going to religious services, on Sunday,
by the limb of a tree falling on him.

Judge Foster, about ninety years of age, a highly respected

citizen, was run over hy a train of cars near the city of Cincinnati,

Ohio, recently, and instantly killed.

Oliver E. Tompkins and wife, of West Union, Ohio, have been
arrested for having in their possession $4000 in counterfeit money,
and also the plates for making " more of the same sort."

The Board of Aldermen of New York have voted to give one
hundred dollars a year, for seven years, to the widows and fam-
ilies of police officers Gillespie and Foster, who were killed while

performing their duty.

Saniis of (Soli.

£tsxt\%xi ilTisallanjj.

A Consolation.—He that dies pays all debts.

Venice has lately had her free port privilege restored.

Prince Metternich has invested $40,000 in American stocks.

It is said tliat the population of Kome has been steadily

decreasing since 1848.

The London papers are attacking Sir John Musgrave, lord
mayor, for his inexpensive and niggardly mayoralty.

Martial law, in the Lombardo-Venetian kingdom, is renewed
hy Marshal Radetsky.

The Count de Eocarme, lately executed for murder, in Belgium,
was born in Arkansas. He didn't leave the State any too soon.

In Soulanges, while engaged in hunting bears, Joseph Leroux
shot Vital Lariviere, by mistake, and killed him instantly. They
were neighboring farmers.

Mr. Charles Marc, of Blackwall, London, has offered to build,

within ten weeks, a yacht which shall sail against the "America"
for five hundred pounds.

The Mayflower, with the Pilgrims aboard, made the passage
across the Atlantic in 64 days. The Baltic accomplished it in 9

days, 13 hours and 45 minutes.

It is an extraordinary fact, stated on authority, that there is, at

the present time, a more numerous Irish population in the United
States than there is in Ireland itself.

Mr. Barnard, the American ambassador at Berlin, is upon a
tour in Switzerland. During his absence the American Charge
d' Atfaires, Mr. F.iy, performs his functions.

It is generally believed, at Naples, that the French army will

quit Rome, and leave his Holiness with a mixed garrison of
Austrians and Neapolitans.

The King of Wurtemburg arrived incognifo at Venice, this

summer, under the name of the Count de Tesch, where he intends
to remain some rime, for the purpose of bathing.

Circulars have been sent to the commanding officers of several
legions of the National Guard of Paris, ordering them to return
all cartridges in the possession of their men.

In the House of Commons, a motion for an address to Her
Majesty, praying her to direct that the Crystal Palace be preserved
until the first of May next, was adopted.

The Italian journals announce that a fearful illness, occasioned
by eating blighted grapes, whit-his mentioned by ancient medical
works of Italy, has broken out in Tuscany.

It is said that Louis Napoleon la petit is exerting himself with
praiseworthy energy, to be all things to all men. The end will
be, that he v/ill find himself nothing to any man.
The records of accident and crime, in Great Britain, continue

to be most appalling. Another fearful colliery accident occurred
recently, by which eight lives were lost.

It is esiimated that the Lend.m ExhiMtion will yield a net profit
of $1,000,000. Thu great question.s now are, to whom does this
money belong, and what shall be done with it?

At Havre, a short time since, a most destructive fire occurred
at the shipyard of Mr. Noraand, destroying a large amount of
property, iuL-Iuding a steamship and schooner on the stocks.

The king of Siam died on the third day of April last, and his
throne is now occupied by two of his brothers ; the eldest being
first, and the other second king.

Wisdom is the composure of the soul.

. . . .Politeness, like running water, smoothes the most rugged
stone.

... .In prosperity it is the easiest of all things to find a friend;
in adversity it is of all things the most difficult.

... .A (^ood discourse is that from which one can take nothing
without taking the life.

—

Fendon.

. . . .We would gain more if we left ourselves to appear such
as we are, than by attempting to appear what we are not.

. . . .Many a man saves his life by not fearing to lose it, and
many a man loses his life by being over anxious to save it.

....The powers of the mind, when they are unbound and
expanded by the sunshine of felicity, more frequently luxuriate
into follies than blossom into goodness.

There are many things that are thorns to our hopes until
we have attained them, and envenomed arrows to our hearts
when we have.

....To omit a good deed out of an apprehension of being
discovered, is to strf-tch caution too far, and to keep up one pre-
cept by the breach of another.

The love of the beautiful and true, like the dewdrop in the
heart of the crystal, remains forever clear and liquid in the inmost
shrine of the soul.

He who troubles himself more than he needs, grieves also

more than is necessary, for th*^ same weakness which makes him
anticipate his misery, makes him enlarge it too.

....A woman's friendship borders more closely on love than
a man's. Men afi"ect each other in the reflection of noble or
friendly acts, while women ask fewer proofs, and more signs and
expressions of attachment.

. . . .Let us live, and bud, and blossom, and bear fruit, as best
we may ; but let us yield with a good grace to the general deca-
dence, the inexorable fiat of Nature, and fall as the- leaves fall

when the harvest is over.

Maktvs ®Uo.

Winchell says that A. M. surely means, " After Money."

When should a musician be punished as a counterfeiter'! When
he produces false notes.

Among the latest curiosities is a small wet stone to sharpen the
water's edge.

" I'm off when you talk of working !" as the cork said to the

ginger-pop.

Why should a young lady refuse to marry a Son of Temper-
ance ? Because he might refase to sup-porter.

The Boston Post claims the following ;
—" Why is a wicked

man's conscience like a clock ? Because it has a weight at-

tached to it."

The height of politeness is passing around upon the opposite
side of a lady, when walking with her, in order not to step upon
her shadow.

A western editor, in speaking of a poet out his way, says, he
begins to claim the usual privilege of talent. He has been drunk
as often as four times within the past week.

A member of the " Lazy Club" has just been expelled, for

going at a faster gait than a walk. The recusant offered, in miti-

gation of the sentence, the fact that the sheriff was afcer him, but
the Society was inexorable.

Smithers wants to know why his wife is like a baker who is

making a two-cent pie. Give it up ? Because she is " growing a
little tart." Somebody will have to hold Smithers, or he will

hurt himself, some day, dangerously.

The Detroit Tribune has got off this one :
—" One of the gen-

tlemen who came forward to bail Abel F. Fitch, was questioned
by Couu'^ellor F., whether he had an incumbrance on his farm f

' 0, yes,' he said, ' my old 'oman.' "

The man with the shirt collar appeared in town, creating con-
siderable amusement among the juveniles. This new costume
differs materially from the "Bloomer" style, for while the one
advocates the cutting ofl" the linen, the other recommends the
turning it up.
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EQUESTRIAN STATUE OF FREDERICK THE GREAT, AT BERLIN.

STATUE OF rRE»ERICK THE GREAT.
This splendid statue of Frederifk the Great, at Berlin, just

completed and raised to its position, is very faithfully represented

herewith. It consists of a granite pedestal twenty-five feet in

height, presenting on each face bronze groups of the great military

commanders of the Seven Years' War, on foot and horseback, all

the size of life, ani all portraits in high relief. The most promi-
nent figures are those of his four best generals—the Duke of
Brunswick, afterwards the commander of the allies against Du-
mouriez and the French Convention, Prince Heinrich of Prussia,

General Seydlitz and General Zietben. The standing figures are

not selected wholly according; to their rank, but have been taken

on account of the honorable record of their deeds
or serviics in tlic Icttcrn, dcspatrlKs and works
of the king. Numerous as statues are in Berlin,

this fine ef|ueHtrian group is a great ornament to

that elegant city. The quarter called the new
town (Nc-usfadt) was huilt hy the great elector,

Frederick William (1640-1688), who also plant-

ed the Wider dor Ltudcn Street, and otherwise
greatly enhirged and beautified the city. The
succeeding nionarehs have embellished the city

with many splendid buildings and monuments.
Among the principal of thewe are the royal pal-

ace, the museum, containing a large coUct^tion

of vases and a sculpture and a picture gallery,

the opera house, the theatre roynl, the royal li-

brary, which contains one of the largest and
finest collection of books and manuscripts in the

world, the Joaehimsthal, one of the royal gym-
nasiums, the royal academy, the arsenal, esteem-
ed the finest building in Berlin, the university

buildings, the old palace, formerly belonging to

the Knights of St. John, the Brandenburg gate,

one of the most colossal structures of the kind

in Europe, and a principal ornament of the city,

erected in 171*0, afier the Propyheum at Athens,

but on a much larger scale, the monument to

brave men who fell in the campaigns of 1813,

1814 and 1815, immediately outside the Hallo

gate, the royal guard-house, with statues of

Scarnhorst and Bulow, the monument in honor

of Marshal Blucher, among many others. The
churches, of which there arc thirty-seven, arc

inferior; the principal are the cathedral, St. Ma-
ry's, with a steeple two hundred and ninety-two

feet in height, the church of St. Nicholas, conse-

crated in 1223, the church of the garrison, and
the church of St. Hedewige. The Spree, which
intersects the city, and insulates one of its quar-

ters, is crossed by above forty bridges, princi-

pally of .stone, but partly also of iron. Some of

them are handsome structures. The '* Long
Bridge," of stone, has a fine equestrian statue of

the " Great Elector." The Unter der Lhidm
Street is the finest in Berlin, and one of the finest

in Europe. It is three quarters of a mile in

length, from the Brandenburg gate to the royal

palace ; the five noble avenues in the centre be-

ing composed of chestnuts, lindens, aspen, acacia

and plantain, whose varied foliage contrasts

beautifully with the numerous elegant palaces

and public buildings that line each side of the

street. The utility of the wars of Frederick the Great is diifcr-

ently estimated by his biographers, but the last years of Frederick's

life were earnestly devoted to the encouragement of commerce
and of the arts, justice was administered with impartiality, useful

establishments were created, and the miseries of the indigent and
unfortunate were liberally relieved by the benevolent cares of the

monarch. Frederick died August 17, 1786, aged 75. His works
are numerous and respectable. Four volumes in octavo were

published in his life time, and fifteen since his death. The chief

of these are—Memoirs of the House of Brandenburg, a poem on
the Art of War—a composition of great merit, the History of his

own Time, and the History of the Seven Years' War.

MR. ALFRED C. HOKJtS.
The portrait herewith given is that of Mr. Alfred C. Hobbs,

the Bostonian, who has succeeded in picking the most intricate of
the English Bank Locks at London, and who has himself con-
structed a lock which he defies the world to open without the key
belonging to it. Mr. Hobbs is a real live Yankee, and though
but an humble mechanic, making no extraordinary claim as a
machinist or otherwise, has suddenly become the lion of tho

A. C. nOBB3 PICKING THE ENGLISH BANK LOCK.

metropolis and the puzzle of all workers in locks, throughout tho
British dominions. This little incident shows how much good
may arise from genuine cosmopolitan competition. All nations
are benefited by honorable rivalry in the arts and sciences.

M'YLD'S MODEL OF THE EARTH.
The gigantic globe of Mr. James Wyld, M.P., now opened in

Leicester Square, is modelled on a scale of ten geographical
miles to an inch horizontal, and it is one mile to an inch vertical,

the diameter being sixty feet. By means of a gradual ascent at
different stages, this figure of the earrh, with its mountain and
valley, sea and river, may be viewed from a moderate distance.
The objects just mentioned are represented by numberless raised
blocks and castings in plaster, figured on the interior concave of
the sphere, the fittings up of which must have been both difiicult

and expensive. The president of the Royal Geographical Soci-
ety, in his late address, stated that Mr. Wyld was good enouiih
to show and explain to him the whole of his undertaking, with
which he was both surprised and pleased on examination.

Ma. WYLU'S MODEL OF THE EARTH, FIRST EXHIBITED AT THE WORLD's FAIR, LONDON.
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MR. MACALLISTER.
This so-called " Wizard of the Age," came among us a few

weeks since quite unheralded, and in the most quiet manner put
up his magical apparatus at the Boston Theatre, Federal Street,

where he has ever since been performing, aided by his wife, to a
scries of ihc largest assemblies, probably, that have ever con-
vened within that house. There has been no evening that par-

quet, boxes and galleries have not been filled to overflowing,
and with an audience that has universally retired highly delighted

and amused with the unique and puzzling character of the enter-

tainments. It would be impossible for us to enter into a detailed,

account of the elaborate and amusing experiments that are nightly

performed by Mr. Macallister ; but suffice it to say, that they are

of the most unexceptionable character, and calculated to interest,

amuse and delight, without in any way offending the delicacy of

his audience. Our artist has given us herewith a very excellent

picture of his utensils and automaton figures, as they appear on
the rising of the curtain, to the audience. The immediate feat

represented as bring performed by the wizard is that known as

the shawl trick, wherein he produces a whole brood of hens,

chickens, ducks, pigeons, lap-dogs, etc., from out a shawl bor-

rowed from one of the audience, and this, too, without being

near any place of concealment, or any assistant of his company.
But this is only one of his very curious and unaccountable repre-

sentations, which to be appreciated must be seen. Probably no
artist of this school ever visited Boston, whose mechanical
arrangements were so perfect and pleasing as Mr. Macallister's.j

MACALLISTEB, THE MAGIGIANj PERFORMING HIS CELEBRATED SHAWL TRICK AT THE BQSTQ^ THEATRI^
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BUCCANEER OF THE GULF.

A ROMANTIC STORY OP THE SEA AND SHORE.

BY F. CLINTON BAKRTNGTON.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XL—[coNTiNUKD.]

Her beauty, brief as his glance hatl been of it,

had made an impression on his heart that itre-

sistibly drew him towards her. He, therefore,

pursued, and to Iiii surprise, saw them stop and

enter an ohscure house, fur from her appearance,

he believed her hif^hborn and opulent. His in-

terest was now more vividly awakt-ned, and he

hastened till he reached the door, which he saw,

from a single lamp which lighted it, was the

humble shop of a tobacconist. As he passed

the door, he saw her seated, closely veiled, and

Giberto and Gaspar standiiio;, with the former of

whom she was speaking. But the passing step

caused her to turn her head, and the light falling

full upon the handsome features of the young

man she had left in the chapel, she started visi-

bly ; but whether with pleased emoiion or dis-

pleasure, Guido had no means of divining. He
walked on without stopping or drawing the at-

tention of the two men.
" He will be almost cured by the sight of you,

senora," said Giberto, who was all smiles ; for

he felt justly proud of the honor of receiving so

lovely a guest.

" I don't know that I ought to have come;

but—"
" You have done perfectly right, senora! The

good Book says that we must visit the sick in

their aitiiction."

"I remembered these words in my prayers,

senor Giberto, and therefore did I resolve to

come. So stopping at the gate to bid Caspar

show me the way, I thought I would see that

Captain Clifford was in need of nothing; for I

could not rest in quiet to-nigbt, if I supposed he

w^as enduring any suffering that I might have

relieved." «

"Yon are a true Christian, senora," answered

Giberto, in a tone of positivcness as hearty as if

he would have cheerfully challenged to mortal

combat any one who should presume to ques-

tion it. " I will tell him you have come to see

him—

"

" No, no—not to see him !" interrupted Ger-

trude, quickly, and deeply blushing, " but you,

good Giberto, to see you, and learn how he was
;

and to tell you to take every care of him, and I

will see that you are repaid for any loss that

your business may suffer thereby."

" Thanks, senora, but I am paying a debt that

I can never pay, by anything I do for el Senor

Capitan Clifford. He saved my life in Mexico,

and can I do enough to show my gratitude ?"

" I see you are very kind and good, and that

he could not be in better hands."
" Thank you, noble lady. I can do but little

;

but it has heart in it. I can't smooth a pillow

BO softly as a lady, but I can smooth it kindly.

You must not go away without seeing him !"

"Not tonight. I will call with Don Garcia,

perhaps," she answered ; and then rising, she

extended her hand as if to shake that of tlie ar-

tilleryman, and left a heavy purse in it.

" What is this ? Tut ! no, lady ! I do not need

this ! Don't pay me for doing my duty. I will

not take it. Captain Clilford is as near to me
as he is to anybody, and no one shall give me
gold to take care of him."

" Pardon me, Gibtrto, I did not mean to hurt

your feelings."

" I know it, senora, I know it. I am a poor

man, but gold wont buy my good deeds or love

for my neighbors I Here, take it, senora 1"

Donna Gertrude received the purse, and put-

ting her bmall hand in thatof the honest soldier,

said, wiih tearful emotion :

" I see your hi art is in the right place, good

Giberto. If I had known you so well, I should

not have offered you gold, nor feltaiixious about

the situation of Captain Clitford. Adios !"

"Adios, noble lady," answered the artillery-

man, as he re'-pecifuUy pressed his moustache to

the back of the fair hand, " may all the saints

protect you. Ah, I do not wonder now at Cap-

tain Clifford's attachment to you. The note

and bouquet you sent him almost healed him !

At one time 1 thought he would jump up a well

man and dance a bolero. One such present a

day, in a week he'll be up."

Gertrude smiled, forthis account deepened her

happy consciousness of being loved.

" You may tell him 1 have called, Giberto, if

you think it will gratify him."

" He need not be told it, lady. He is in the

room above, and as there is no door to the stairs,

he has heard every word you have said ; and I

have no doubt is growing better every word that

you speak."

Donna Gertrude looked charmingly confused

and smiling, yet half annoyed she drew her veil

about her face, and took leave without again

opening her lips. Gaspar followed her. It was

now quite dark, and he kept close by her side.

After they had gone one square, seeing that

some one followed, he stopped, and speaking to

a gendarme who was standing on the corner, he

reminded him of the attempted assassination of

the preceding night, and desired him to prevent

the further following of the person behind, lest

he should be an enemy ; informing the gen-

darme that the female he was escorting was his

mistress. Donna Gertrudis de Armas.

" The person was standing near the house out

of whicti we came, as if in waiting," added Gas-

par, " and I know that he was behind us when

we entered it."

" He shall be attended to," answered the guar-

dian of the safety of the city ; and Gaspar and

his lovely charge passed on.

"Dost thou know, sir man-at-arms," said

Guido, appioaching the watchman, "the parties

who stopped and spoke to thee ?'*

Tlie gendarme would have responded roughly,

but struck by his noble appearance and courtesy

in his address, he replied :

" They have desired me to prevent you from

following them, monsieur, which I have prom-

ised to do."

" Then I have annoyed the lady by my idle

curiosity. It is no matter, senor, I merely de-

sired to know the abode of the fair stranger."

" She is of a noble Spanish family, which is

all I can tell thee ; thou hadst best promenade

some other street, monsieur !"

" Very well. I mean no harm, senor. I am
a stranger in your city, and seeing the fair girl

in the chapel, I did but occupy an idle hour in

seeing where so sweet a bird nestles ! Y'ou keep

strict watch on passengers !"

" There is need ! Last night, not far hence,

an officer was well nigh assassinated by two

strangers."

"And were they taken V
"No. They succeeded in escaping in a boat

to the other side, and probably have concealed

themselves in the forests, or bayous."

" This is my uncle and Tito," murmured

Guido to himself, as he tumid back and pursued

liis walk in the direction of Win hotel. "By the

golden rood ! he has made himwulf a good name

in this city, in brief space. If I had no more

conscience than ihin uncle of mine, I would hang

myself! He would as lief cut a man's throat as

Tito ! and Tito has no compunctions that way.

Ah, hero is the cigar shop, out of which came

the lady I I can inquire hero for what news I

need, under the plea of making a purchase of

cigars. This is a happy thought."

CHAPTER XH.

GUIDO'S EFFORTS AT DISCOVERT.

As he spoke, he carelessly entered the little

shop of the artilleryman, and seeing no one, he

surveyed its mean asi)ect, and wondered what a

noble Spanisli lady could be <Ioiiig there at such

an hour with two men, both evidently beneath

her in condition.

" She is a mystery, as well as a beauty," he

said. " But 1 hear a step descending.'*

Uibcrto seeing a fine cavalier in his shop,

bowed civilly, and when he asked in pure Cas-

tilian for a pure Uabanero cigar, he smiled with

sa-iafactiori, for he had confidence in men who

knew a good cigar. It was his maxim, that no

rogue ever hiid a pwo Habana del Isla between

his lips. Tell me what brand of cigars a man
smokes, and I will tell you his character on the

spot. Giberto, therefore regarded tiie handsome

and aristocratic-looking stranger with compla-

cency, and handing him a box of the rare cigar

he called for, he said:

" From the island, senor V
" Yes, we have been there.'*

" Castiliano, I have no doubt ?''

"I have seen Spain," responded Guido, who

was pleased to have those questions put to him,

as it would be an excuse for him to put a few

inquiries also.

" I would like to see it before I die, senor. A
man is happy who sees the land of his fore-

fathers."

" You are an Americano'?"

" A Mexican Americano, senor."

" Your cigars are faultless."

" I am glad they please you !"

" You should have customers of taste."

" Yes, I do not complain."

"Even ladies are tempted to buy of you!"

"No, no, senor, not often."

" I thought I saw one here this evening; as I

was passing."

"Ah, true !" Here Giberto's suspicions were

roused, and he said to himself, " Be discreet,

Giberto ! Blab not too freely. This stranger

is acting the inquisitor. I will not betray la

senora. Who knows what mischief might be

made of her being here."

" Who was the lady—is she known to thee ?"

continued Guido, ignorant of what was passing

in the old soldier's thoughts.

" I don't ask the names of my customers,

senor. Suppose after you left, one should step

in and say, Senor Giberto, canst thou tell me
the name of the young caballero who was but

now in thy shop 1 I could only answer, I know

not; it is not my business to ask the names of

my customers, so that I know the value of the

coin they pay me."

Guido discovered in this reply a caution which

only increased his curiosity touching the name
and condition of the beautiful devotee of the

chapel. But he would not press further inquiry

in this question, but trust to his good fortune to

discover who she might be. He was about leav-

ing the shop, when Giberto asked, in the tone of

a man who has news he would like to impart

:

" Have you heard of the attempt to assassi-

nate Captain Clifford ?"

Guido could not prevent a deep color coming

into his cheeks ; for he well knew who had made

the attempt, and dropping a cigar, he stooped to

pick it up, in order to hide his emotion, which

he feared the tobacconist would interpret into

guilt.

" Yes, I heard something of it, senor," he

replied, recovering his erect attitude. Giberto

noticed the increased flush, but attributed it to

the act of stooping. " I hope that he is not

dead."

" No, but it was not the fault of the assassin.

It happened right here by my door. I ran out

to the aid of the captain, and just in time to turn

a blow aimed at his heart into his ribs. He is

now up stairs on bis cot; and will have to be on

his back a score of days, I fear !"

" Have you any certain idea who the assassin

was V

"There were two of them, senor. I think I

would know them both if I should see them "

"Ah, then there is gomo likelihood of his

arrest."

" I hope so. I am a poor man, but I would

give one hundred silver pesos to have either of

them taken, cspcciitlly the smallest one, who
struck llie blow, and looks for all the world like

a vilano relation of mine, who, I have no doubt,

has been let loose from hell to do this deed. His

name is Tito."

" Wiiut, the name of the assassin?"

" Of niy nephew,"
" By the good mass !" said Guido to hiropclf,

" this man is not wrong in his *<urmi>-es, I must

give Tito warning, or his arrest will lead to that

of Don Conrado. The logue would inform to

save his neck. I hope my uncle will soon get

through with his business, and leave a city where

we may all get into trouble."

" I am glad to hear the officer is doing so well.

Will you permit me to go up and see him!

Tell him I am an artist."

" There can be no harm, tenor. I will ask

him."

Giberto soon returned, and beckoning to Gui-

do, he went up after him. Clifford surveyed the

fine features of the handsome Spanish youth with

admiration, as he saw him approach his cot.

Upon them was an expression of sympathy
; for

Guido by no means approved of all his uncle's

deeds of violence, and tspecially of this, at the

recital of which by Don Cunrado in the cabin of

the vessel, he had been justly indignant, though

he cared not to manifest it to him, whom he did

not care to make his enemy. He was, there-

fore, now gratified at the opportunity of visiting

the couch of the victim and sympathizing with

one who, he felt, had been foully dealt with.

The kind sympathy of his face at once won
Clifford's confidence.

" You are very kind, senor, to take the trouble

to visit me," he said, extending his hand, which

Guido pressed almost fraternally. " Sit down,

senor; the apartment is humble, but a king's

heart dwells here," he added, as he glanced

gratefully at Giberto. " To this brave man I

owe my escape from death ; and to his hospi-

tality my present comfort."

"Tut! not a word, capitano, not any such

talk about me ! I have done my duty. I hear

some one io the shop. This noble gentleman I

can leave with you with safety ; for his heart is

in the right place who knows how to feel and to

show feeling for the sick !"

" You seem to have been severely wounded, sir

captain," said Guido, regarding the resolute and

chivalrous countenance of the cavalry oflicer with

great interest. " J atn sorry foryour accident."

" You are very kind, senor."

" I have no doubt you will soon be up again.

Patience in such cases is a great restorer. Have
you any idea who wounded you V

" None."

Guido felt relieved. He condemned the act

of his uncle, but he did not desire his detection,

which would involve also himself; and he had

no desire to suffer for the crime of another.

" Can you divine a motive, senor V he asked.

"None, unless it may be rivalry," answered

Clifford, slightly smiling ;
" this is Gibetto'a

opinion. But if I have any rival, I never saw
him !"

"A lady, then, in the case," said Guido, plea-

santly. "I dare say. But this was a cowardly

way to attack a rival."

"I will do the cavalier justice," answered

Clifford. " He met me fairly, and, now that I

recollect, he did say that I had crossed his path

in love, and that I must defend myself. I had
forgotten this. Giberto is right. It was a rival,

but who, I know not I He did not strike the

blow, but it was the actof his companion, whom
he would have kept back, in order to have the

duel with me himself. I will do him justice so

far; but he should have been satisfied that I was

armed with a sword, if he intended to give me a

fair combat. As it was, I had but a pistol, which

discharged, left me in their power. He was not

a proper assassin ; but he nevertheless took me
at unfair advantage

; and should have kept his

man off. The cavalier was evidently a gtntle-

man, by his voice and bearing."

" I am in hopes that your wound will prove

less severe than is believed, senor."

" Thanks, sir," answered Clifford, who could

not keep his eyes from the face of the handsome

stranger, which he seemed to regard not only

with admiration, but to study witli a sort of re-

tlective perception, as if reminded by it of some

reriiiniscence too shadovry and indistinct to be
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clearly fastened upon. " Giberto informed me
that you were an artist, senor."

" Yes, captftin, I am rather an amateur than

a professed ariist ; for my skill is not great

enou^rh to rank me with men of genius, who
develop art daily with their pencils. Yet I have

painted portraits.'*

" Senor artist, T have confidence in your skill.

May I ask a favor of you."

" It shall be granted, if in my power."

" I wish you to exercise ynur skill upon a face

that would mock a common pencil. Yet, from

your air and appearance, I fear me that you do

not need to resort to your pencil, and that I am
about to trespass on your courtesy."

"Not in the least, senor. If I can serve you

I will do so."

" Have you an atelier in the city V
" No. I am a stranger here, and have only a

room at the hotel St. Louis. But I have my
pencil and colors. You have only to command
me."

" Then you can do rae a great favor. But I

must first obtain the lady's consent."

"No doubt that will be easy, senor; as ladies

are seldom known to be indiift;rcnt to seeing

their features reproduced on the canvas. But

I only paint on ivory."

"So much the better. I wish a miniature.

Will you call and see me to morrow evening'?"

asked Clitford, afier a few moments* reflection.

" Yes, with pleasure."

" Will you bring your pencils 7"

" I will come prepared to paint the lady's por-

trait, if you desire it."

" I am not certain that I can obtain her con-

sent ; but you may come prepared, senor."

The two young men then continued to con-

verse on various subjects, until they seemed to

have known each other for years ; and when
Guido, after being with him two hours, took his

I:ave, Clifford saw him depart with real regret.

"A proper and generous young man, senor

capitano," said Giberto, after he had shut up

his shop and come up stairs for the night.

" Yes ; he seems to possess every noble quality

that could dwell in the human bosom. I should

love him like a brother did I often see him."

"And he thee ; for I see that thou ha^t taken

his heart, and that you will be great friends."

"I wonder who he is? He seems so ranch

above his position of earning subsistence by his

pencil, that I more than suspected that he was

only an amateur, and constnts to gratify me be-

cause he dislikes to refuse rae."

" His dress is extremely rich, and his appear-

ance above any sort of occupation," said Giberto.

" Nevertheless, we must take his word for it.

Now to obtain Donna Gertrudis's consent.

" That will be easy ! I will go and ask it for

yon."

" Thank you, Giberto. To-morrow her ser-

vant will be here ; and I will try and scribble a

note to her, and solicit the favor."

" She will grant it, senor. No doubt of that

at all ; and so this handsome painter will soon

give you her duplicate ; and I have great hopes

the sight of it all the time in your hands will

help your recovery more than anything else—so

I am for having Donna Gertrude consent. Let

me but have her ear five minutes, and I would

fill it with such arguments that she would even

be willing to come here and sit for it."

" I fear your zeal would overshoot the mark,

good Giberto. To-morrow I will write to her.

If she consents, I will send this youthful artist

to the Casa Granda !"

Captain Clifford, seeing Giberto put his finger

on his lips as a sign that he was talking too

much, ceased, and soon fell asleep, and dreamed

that he was an artist and painting the picture of

Gertrude, which, when he had finished, presented,

instead of her face, the almost equally beautiful

one of the young artist.

Before Guido went to his lodgings, he called

at the cafe of Loupe de Blase. Here he was

told to his surprise, by Tito, that Don Conrado
had gone out at dark, and was not yet returned.

Guido then gave Tito to understand that he had

been recognized by the old tobacconist, and that

it became him to keep as much within the walls

of the cafe as he could conveniently.

" What did the gray moustache say of me?"
demanded Tito, who had gone up to the cigar

shop after his master left, and fiom the opposite

side watched the occupant till he was perfectly

convinced that it was his relation in his own per-

son. This discovery did not contribute to his

satisfaction, and he returned to the cafe, where

Guido joined him, quite disposed to abide by his

advice to keep himself from observation. '

" If ihou art taken, thou wilt betray Don Con-

rado, and also lose thy own life.''

" I have no desire to lose it, be assured, senor

Guido," he answered ; "if el senor capitan will

give me leave, I'll go back to thebrigantineand

remain until he comes."

" Thou canst ask him. Do you know whither

he has gone V
" To the hr.use of Don Garcia de Armas !"

" So I suspected. Tell him I have been here,

and that I have learned that he can be recognized

by the soldier and that he must move with cir-

cura<:pection."

" The sooner we all leave this city the better.

I can't stay in the same place with the artillery-

sergeant, my relative
!"

" Doubtless Don Conrado will complete his

affiir to-night; and if so, you may soon leave."

" The saints grant it. Every time I hear a

step I fancy it is old Giberto's."

" Your conscience has made a coward of you,

at la-t, Tito."

" Thou knowest not all, senor," answered

Tito, with a shake of his head, as he let Guido

out; and having shut the door, he added, " I

must put Giberto Lopedo out of the way, or I

am a dead man if he meets me !"

CPIAPTER Xin.

DON COXRADO'S TIMELY INTEEYEXTION.

We now turn to the captain of the brigan-

tine, whose movements it is our purpose to fol-

low. Upon quitting the cafe of Loupe de Blase,

he took his way, under cover of the dark hour

that intervened between the twilight and the ris-

ing of the moon, in the direction of the Casa

Granda. Wrapped to the eyes in his Italian

cloak, in order that he might not be recognized

by any of the gendarmes who had seen him the

evening before, he threaded the streets at a rapid

step ; but being unfdmiliar with the city, he lost

his way more than once ; but fortunately recol-

lecting the name of the street on which Don
Garcia lived, he was directed aright by the slaves

whom he met ; for he took care not to inquire of

any other persons. As he drew near the man-

sion, which he recognized by the height of its

imposing front, he began to walk slower, delib-

erating in his mind how he should approach the

crisis which his destiny seemed about to bring

about. Thoughtfully he passed along, when he

heard a female shriek not far before him, accom-

panied by voices of men, the clashing of wea-

pons, and tramping of feet as of men engaged in

mortal fray. He at once drew his cutlass, and

hastened to the scene, drawn by the cnntinued

cry of the lady for help. As he drew near, he

saw two men combating with one who was gal-

lantly defending with a dagger a lady who was

clinging to him, hut whom a third ruffian was

endeavoring to drag from his protection. In a

moment Don Conrado was at the spot, and

taking the side of the single man, he made
such good use of his sword that he soon laid

one of the men at his feet, bleeding from a

cloven skull, while the other fled; but the third

still endeavored to obtain possession of the fe-

male. Upon this, Don Conrado attacked him,

but he found he had to do with a person well

skilled in the use of the sword, and who fought

with the courage and coolness of a cavalier.

Victory, however, decided in favor of the cap-

tain of the brigantine, he having maimed the

sword hand of his antagonist so severely, that

with an exclamation of anguish he let his sword

fall, and took to flight.

Donna Gertrude in a voice trembling with

strong emotion, both of gratitude and joy, critd,

" thanks, a thousand thanks, brave sir! I owe
you my life and liberty."

" I am too happy to have served you, senora,"

answered Conrado, who instantly recognized the

voice of Donna Gertrude, though three years had

passed since he had heard it. He also trembled

in his deepest soul with joy at the good fortune

that had made him of such service to her, at a

time when he nreded the gales of his destiny to

blow fuir. But he did not see fit to make him-

self known to her then, lest the cup which was

presented to his lips might be dashed from it ere

he could inhale its fragrance. It was too dark

to recognise features, and only by voices could

they have discovered one another. He, there-

fore, replied in a disguised and subdued manner,
" I trust you are not hurt 1"

" No, senor. My servant, I fear, is wounded,"

she said, with feeling, for he was once stricken

to his knee. "Art thou not hurt, Caspar?"
" It is but a scratch, lady. A plaster will heal

it in a day or two."

" Thanks to thee, also, noble Caspar ! If you

had not combated for rae as bravely as you did,

till this gentleman came up, I should have been

carried off."

"I can never congratulate myself enough in

being at hand, lady," answered Conrado. " Let

us not delay here. Do you dwell far distant

from this place V
" I live but half a square from here, senor !"

"AUow me to escort you safely. The rufiiuns

may return, and you should be sheltered. Have
you any idea who they are ?"

" I have, senor," answered Dona Gcrtrudis,

with a hesitating tone, which faltered as if she

did not care to explain further.

"Ah, ha! A second rival I have," muttered

Conrado to himself! "1 wish I had put my
sword through his heart. By the mass, my lady

is attractive ! But fortune has given me favor.

What shall I do ? Shall I attend her home,

woo her in her house under vantage of rescuing

her, for surely she will not look unkindly on her

preserver ; or shall I attempt to carry her off to

ray boat now ! If I had two of my men here

now, I would make the attempt. But alone,

and this Ga^par to fight for her, it will be im-

possible. So I will banish this wild idea from

my mind !"

These meditations were interrupted by the

voice of Donna Gertrudis, who stopped at the

gate of the Casa Grande.

" Here, senor, is my residence. I am the

daughter of Don Garcia de Armas, and as he

will desire to thank you for the service you

have done this child, you must not refuse to

come in !"

"Indeed, lady, I have done nothing to deserve

your courtesy, or his thanks ; but as it will give

me pleasure to know better so charming a per-

son as I know you must be, from the sound of

your voice, for I cannot see your features, I will

accept your invitation."

By means of a pass key Gaspar opened the

gate, and admitting both, closed it as half a

dozen gendarmes, always too late at an affray,

were hurrying past with iron heels, to the place

whence the sounds of the combat reached their

ears. On the stairs that ascended to the draw-

ing-rooms, Gaspar met another servant, who
told Donna Gertrudis that her father having been

called for by two cavaliers in the uniform of

ofticers, just at dark, had gone with them, saying

that when Donna Gertrude came in from vespers,

she should be told that he would be back before

ten o'clO' k.

At hearing this the heart of the captain of the

brigantine boundi.d with joy. Gertrude expe-

rienced for an instant a brief embarrassment at

the idea of being left to entertain an entire

stranger; but her grateful feelings towards liim

prevented her from wishing that she had not

invited him.

Gaspar led the way to the front drawing room,

upon the pier-table in which a sofdy-shaded solar

light was burning like a silvery veiled moon,

shedding a mild and dreamy radiance around,

revealing and half-concealing the gorgeous fur-

nishing of the apartments.

Donna Gertrude having led the way into this

room, invited Don Conrado to be seated. She

then excused herself for a few moments, till she

could arrange her toilet, which in the rough

handling of the affray had become disordered.

As she removed her veil as she left the room, he

thought she looked more beautiful than he had

ever dreamed she could look. Her escape had

given a flush to her cheek, and splendor of light

to her eyes that heightened her loveliness in his

eyes.

Finding himself alone, he started up and

walked the magnificent room. His eye, accus-

tomed to luxury, was attracted by none of these

baubles of wealth. He paced up and down with

bent brow and thoughtful eyes, communing with

his thoughts.

" The saints deserve my orisons," he mused
within himself. "By the fairest fortune that

ever could happen to a lover, I am placed in the

very boudoir of my proud and beautiful mistress,

her protector, and all her heart warm with grati-

tude towards me! What can I ask more?

Even Don Garcia is spirited out of the way, and

the field is all mine to win, or—yes, there is the

or—or to lose. If I were wholly a stranger, I

have made a beginning that might make me one

of her favored lovers in time, for I begin to per-

ceive she has lovers many ; for I have crossed

with two already. But ray position is worse

than it would be were I a perfect stranger. She

thinks well of me now, but when she returns^

and I suffer her to see my face, which I have so

studiously concealed since I pai^sed through the

gate, she will begin to show me the cloven foot.

I must keep incognito long enough to make a

favorable impression upon her before she recog-

nizes me. I must not hide my face. This wont
do. 1 wid lessen the radiance of this light some-
what till there prevails a twilight in the room,
which will serve to conceal ray features while I

try to soften her heart ! How incomparably

lovely she has become. A little taller and fuller,
'

and with a slower step, but in all, enhanced in

beauty like a youthful goddess in rich maturity.

Ah, it were worth a voyage from the Mediter-

ranean to the Mississippi, to gaze on such a peer-

less creature !"

While he was thus soliloquizing, he ap-

proached the marble table on which the argand

lamp stood. A locket lay upon it. He took it

up, and saw the likeness of Gertrude, looking

as he had last seen her, three years before. He
stood and gazed upon it, holding it in the hollow

of his palm.

" How like her ! The same rich mouth, that

so haughtily forbade rae her presence ! The
same glorious brown eye, that sent forth light-

nings to annihilate me, because I did, in a mo-
ment of too free love, alarm her virgin modesty !

Pure and cold as the polar star ! O, lady, how
can so much scorn find a home in a face so an-

gelic ! Ah, what is this ! a crucifix of gold !

By the cross ! it is one which in my first favored

hours I placed upon her bosom. She has pre-

served it ! She cannot, therefore, wholly hate

the giver !"

He heard a light step, and instantly turning

the lamp down, he said something as if he were

examining it and had turned it by accident, but

he placed himself so that it could not be ap-

proached to he raised, and so that his features

might be thrown into shade. It was Donna Ger-

trudis who entered. There was light enough for

the radiance of her beauty to be seen ; and he

gazed worshipping.

" I will raise the light, senor."

" No—do not take the trouble," he said.

" I am sorry Don Garcia is not at home, sir

;

but I tiust he will not be long absent."

" I should miss no other one, lady, in. your

presence," he answered with gallantry.

Donna Gertrudis slightly started, and bent her

glance earnestly towards the speaker. It was,

however, a scrutiny that revealed nothing; for

his face was shadowy in the twilight he had

created.

" May I know, sir, whom I have the happiness

of thanking for my protection ?" she said, still,

as he saw, trying to make out his features as well

as their relative positions with the lamp behind

him, would let her.

" I am a stranger in the city, lady. It was by

a fortunate accident that I happened to be near

you."
" It was, indeed, senor. It was my own im-

prudence to suffer myself to be exposed to such

an attack, by being abroad so late."

" One of them seemed to be a gentleman."

Donna Gertrude colored slightly, and bit her

pretty lip, but made at first do reply; but she

saw that a frown contracted for an instant one

of his arched eye-brows.

" Yes, sir, perhaps so !" she at length said,

Gaspar at that moment entering the room to

ask her if he should send in refreshments and

coffee, she bade him raise the lamp. Don Con-

rado could show no reason for preventing his

obedience to the command of his mistress, and

as the servant approached, he rose and took his

seat so that the pedestal and statue of a marble

Hebe would cast its shadow directly in a line

with his person. Gaspar raised the lamp to an

exceeding brilliancy, and then left the room with

instructions to bring in coffee in a quarter of an

hour, if Don Garcia did not arrive.

As Conrado rose and walked to the seat by the

statue, the eyes of Gertrude followed him with

curiosity, which was deepened from the certainty

that he was studiously concealing his featurt-s.

She therefore no sooner saw him take a seat on

the fauteuil in the shade of the statue, than she

felt an uneasiness and a faintness at the heart

she could not account for. She seemed to feel

as if her courage was leaving her. A dreadful

darkness seemed to settle upon her soul. She

trembled, and she scarcely knew why. But she

made a strong effort to throw off these feelings,

and succeeded.

"Are you a native of Louisiana, lady ?" care-

lessly asked Don Conrado, who was not insen-

sible to a change in her, and who feared each

moment she would recognize him before the &T-

rival of Don Garcia.
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"No, senor, of Spain."

" Thou hast the noblo Castilian air so strik-

ingly, that I should have guessed this without

asking the question I I have been in Spain, and

I am willing to take oath that its maidens sur-

pass those of all other climes. There is a stately

air, a proud step, a queenly grace about them as

they speak and move, that stamps them witli

Bupcriority !"

" You speak, senor, as if you had been favored

witli the smiles of some one of these noble

dames," said Gertrude, smiling.

"Ah, no, lady!" answered Don Conrado,

throwing into his voice a sadness that he truly

felt, without doubt; "ah, no, lady ; it has been

my lot to love unrequited I To give my heart

and bend my knee where I was proudly dis-

dained !"

" The lady must have been cold, or else her

heart given beforehand, to be wooed by a brave

man and treat him thus !"

" Neither cold nor betrothed, lady. Indeed,

at first she looked not unkindly upon me ; she

loved to hear my stories of adventure on land

and Hood, and she would wcop or laugh, as the

current of my tale ran sorrowful or gay. I fool-

ishly thought that she whom I could move to

tears I could move to love me !"

"And would she not hear thy suit?"

" Nay, lady ; but when I spoke to her of love,

of my deep passion, and told her how my hap-

piness lay in her keeping, and that henceforth I

should live or die, as she gave judgment, she

spoke to me proudly, disdained me as a wooer

;

and when I urged her to relent, she shut herself

up from me ! Her noble father was my friend,

and he did use his parental influence to turn her

heart to pity. But she was firm, and said that

she had of late heard rumor speak my name

coupled with wrong and rapine, and that she

would not be a bandit's or sea-robber's bride."

" But, sir, it could not be true," said Gertrude,

her bosom heaving with some indescribable

emotion.

" True ! It was the foul calumny of hundred-

tongued rumor. But she believed it! and I, no

longer slave enough to bow to the shrine that

mocked my prayers, left her, and went to foreign

lands. But I have not forgotten her! Every

day she has been near my heart, and I have

dreamed of her at night. At length I returned

to seek her and once more plead my suit."

"And I trust she heard it with favor, if, as I

cannot but believe, senor, you showed her that

these rumors were false indeed."

" I found her father had removed and gone to

Cuba, where he held rich lands. Thither I fol-

lowed, and learned that he had been exiled for

his patriotism, and come to New Orleans.

Thither I came, also, and but yesterday arrived,

in hopes that
—

"

Here Donna Gertrude, whose agitation had

been sensibly increasing each moment, started

from her chair, and advanced two steps towards

him.

" I am not mistaken ! Your voice ! your

story !
—

"

"All prove me to be thy friend and constant

lover, as well as recent protector, Conrado de

Beltran," he answered, rising and standing in

the full light of the lamp.

" I recognize thee too well, Don Conrado,"

she answered, after a moment's terrified gaze

upon him, as he stood before her, half a suppli-

ant, half-defiant. *' I had not this foreboding of

woe for nought." As she spoke, she shrunk back

from him ; for he looked as if he were about to

approach her. " Do not come near me ! Go

!

Leave me before I hate you again I Leave me
while there is gratitude in my heart warm to-

wards you for the service you have done for me
this night ! But, O, had I known to whose arm
I was indebted, I would rather have chosen the

fate from which you rescued me ! For I foresee

and feel evil and woe in your presence here
!"

" Nay, lady, nay, you arc too unforgiving I"

" Unforgiving ? I am not thy judge, evil man !

I have nothing to forgive ! I have nothing to do
with thee ! Leave me I You say you have
sought me out ! that you have followed me from
land to land ! Ah, holy Maria ! more's the pity 1

Speak, and tell me why thou art here !"

* To kneel thus to thee, sweet and adorable

Gertrude, and renew to thee the offer of my
heart and hand ! I am rich ; Don Garcia is

impoverished^ I will enrich him, and thou shalt

roll in the wealth of a princess I"

'' Don Conrado de Beltran, you must know
that I detest you I" answered Gertrude, with a
flashing eye, " I can never honor you or endure
your presence. Your wealth is the spoils of

blood ! You degrade mc and insult my noble

father by such base propoaitions I I know your

career ! I know you to be as evil as the world

has given you name for ! 1 know you to bo

disgraced by your queen ; to be exiled from

your paternal shores ; to be a wanderer and an

adventurer, nay, a buccaneer of the ocean, with

your liand against every man !"

" rriihee, how much more hast thou learned,

l^roud hidy 'f"

" That you will never win Gertrude de Armas.

Therefore depart ! If jiossiblo, I detest you more

than ever, since you have lliis night placed mc
under obligation to you. I would rather have

died thau have incurred it!"

CHAPTER XIV.

NEWLT EXCITED HOPE DASHED DOWN.

Don Conkado had all the while preserved

his composure, but evidently with a powerful

effort. But now his eye lighted up like a leop-

ard's, and with a frown darkening above it like

a thunder cloud discharging lightnings, he said,

witheringly :

"Thou art a very pythoness, beautiful and

fierce creature ! I feel like striking thee through

the heart, thou hast so enraged me ; but I love

thee too well, too well ! By the mass, thy beauty

is glorious in the brightness of thy anger. Wo-
man, 1 see you hate me ! But do not insult me

!

There is a point of forbearance beyond which

human nature will not yield
!"

" Then leave me !"

"If I am so hateful to thee, why hast thou

preserved this crucifix V he demanded, as he

snatched from the table the golden gift.

" Thy touch, even, could not pollute this holy

thing ! In it I saw my Saviour in anguish, and

not thy gift ! I would not cast away such a

thing as this ! Its preservation has nought to

do with thy remembrance—but to its sacred

subject
!"

" 1 see you have no heart ! I am an idiot to

have loved thee, ever ! I will try and cure the

madness."

"Thou wouldst be happier."

"But thou hast a heart. It is not all arctic

ice. For thou hast lovers !"

" Gaspar !" called Donna Gertrude, as she saw

that Don Conrado's eye glared furiously upon

her. The Cuban was at the moment approach-

ing the door with coffee on a silver waiter.

" Senora !"

" Serve the gentleman, and when he has re-

freshed himself show him to the gate," she said,

in a commanding tone. Then turning to Don
Conrado, she continued in the same manner,
" You will excuse me, Si;nor de Beltran, from

further duties of hospitality. When my father

returns, he will, no doubt, entertain you more

agreeably than t have done." These final words

were uttered with ineffable scorn ; and the beau-

tiful and incensed girl left the apartment, show-

ing in her step, look, and air, that she felt herself

deeply insulted by the intrusion of one so de-

tested into the house, even under the peculiar

circumstances of which he had availed himself

to obtain admittance.

" An incensed Minerva ! an offended Juno ! a

pouting Hebe ! a vexed Venus I an angry angel,

all in one !" said the captain of the brigantine,

as he followed her retiring figure with his eyes.

He smiled as he spoke, but there were evil

thoughts in the smile. It seemed to express

contemplated and sure revenge for all this.

"It is her hour now! It will, by-and-by, be

mine ! Had she been less haughty, less personal,

I might have forgiven her, and gone away and

tried to forget her ! But she has too deeply in-

sulted me to be pardoned I Revenge shall be

my punishment. She shall be mine ! I will

live only to get posses-sion of her. The sun

shall shine henceforth only to give light to me
to take her! the earth shall roll round only to

create me time
!"

" Senor I"

This was the third time Gaspar had tried to

draw his attention to the cup of coffee that he

was holding at his elbow.

"Well, what is it?"

" Coffee, senor."

" Yes, coffee I need ! Thanks. Are you the

brave fellow who so well defended your mis-

tress'?"

" Si, senor."

" There is a gold onza."

" Thanks, senor."

"Dost thou know the rogues who set upon

you?"

"One of them, senor, I think wasacahallero,"

" He who hud your mistress by the arm ?"

" Si, senor."

" So I 8uj)posed. Dost know his name?"
" I think a Count Lieutenant dc Contelli."

" That is an Italian name,"
" Yes, your worsliip

; he is a count who was

in Cuba, and saw Donna Gertrude and would

marry her ; hut she said no. Then he came

here ; and she said no many times, and now ho

has tried to run off with her."

" Aided by two men I I see now how it is !

And is this the only admirer your mistress has ?"

asked Don Conrado, as he sipped a cup of the

fragrant coffee, standing in thesame place where

Donna Gertrude had left him.

" no, senor," answered Gaspar, who was

ignorant of the scene tliat had passed between

his mistress and her preserver, and who felt dis-

posed to be communicative towards a gentleman

who had so bravely come to the rescue of his

mistress.

" She is never without noble gentlemen who

would seek her hand in marriage. But she loves

her father too well, senor, she always tells them,

to leave him."

"Ah, that is it, is it? Some of her lovers

serenade her, I believe."

" O, yes, all of them ! We have fine music

of nights. Alas, senor, last night a sad accident

happened."

"Nay, what was it? Not to any of Donna
Gertrude's lovers, I trust," he remarked, sarcas-

tically.

" 0, yes, senor. One of the gentlemen, Cap-

itan Clifford, was followed after he left the bal-

cony by two assassins
—

"

" By what, man ?"

"By two ast:assiiis, senor," answered Gaspar,

repeating the word that had so grated on Don
Conrado's ears, with strange emphasis, hut with-

out suspecting the nearness of its application.

The captain of the brigantine winced, but said

no more, and Gaspar continued, "they attacked

him near the shop of a friend of mine, one

Giberto Lopedo, wlio sallied out to his aid, or he

would have been slain ; as it was he got a severe

wound."
" Then he was not killed ?"

"No, senor; but that was no fault of the

assassins. Giberto took him into his house, and

there he lies up stairs, and too ill to be removed,

or he would be brought here."

" Brought here ? By Don Garcia's orders ?"

demanded Conrado, with angry surprise.

" Si, senor. Don Garcia has great love for

the noble young officer. And besides, it is Donna

Gertrude's wish."

"Ah, it is?"

' Si, senor. She was deeply afflicted, as you

must suppose, when she heard of the accident

that happened to him ; and we were returning

from a visit to him when we were set upon by

this Italian, the fierce Count Contelli
!"

" Then Donna Gertrude has even paid the

wounded man a visit?"

" 0, yes, sir ; and found that he was doing

well, which was a great gratification to her."

"By the red cross!" muttered Don Conrado,
" my sword has purchased for him a favor in-

deed ! So she has visited him at this wretched

cabin! goes through the city by night on these

errands of love ! This American, then, is my
true rival ! Tliis Cuban servant's gossip is

worth an onza each word." Resuming his ques-

tions, he asked, " and Don Garcia, does he

approve of the intended nuptials between your

mistress and this wounded officer?"

"O, I can't tell that, senor! I don't know

that they are to be married. They like each

other."

" I have no doubt of it. Does she suspect

who wounded her lover?"

" no, senor, there is no one to suspect, unless

it were Signor Contelli, but it was too tall a

man for him, sir."

" You are an honest fellow, as well as brave,

Gaspar. I have no doubt we shall understand

each other," he added, to himself, as Gaspar

bowed and left him, to go to the gate, where his

quick ear detected his master's step.

" So, Donna Gertrude has more lovers than

one ! But as she favors one, it matters not who

it is, so she favors not Conrado de Beltran. He

who is most honored by her love, is most hated

by me. I hear the voice of Don Garcia. Al-

ready Gaspar is busily relating to him the ad-

venture of his fair daughter, and he hastens with

exclamations of alarm and gratitude. I have

no doubt he will be gratified when he recognizes

who has protected her ; for the father ever fa-

vored my suit."

" Where did you say the brave man was?"

Conrado heard Don Garcia hurriedly ask ;
" I

must not delay to thank him. And Gertrude

—

where is she?"
" She is in her own room, senor," answered

Grf^par. " The cavalier is in the drawing-room."

The next moment Don Garcia appeared at

the entrance of the room. He did not at first

recognize his guest, but advanced towards him

with both hands extended, saying :

"Noble sir, receive a father's grateful thanks.

My daughter was in danger and you protected

her. I heard as I came along of an affray

having taken place, and a man killed, but little

did I dream he was slain by the defender of my
own child."

Don Garcia was about to embrace him, when
he started with pleased surprisf!, and with an

almost incredulous look, exclaimed ;

" Whom do I behold ? Is it indeed Don
Conrado de Beltran?"

"No one else, Senor de Armas," answered

Conrado, embracing him.

" And do I see you in New Orleans ? This is

a surprise," said Don Garcia ;
" but I am over-

joyed to know that I owe my daughter's safety

to an old friend." And he embraced the cap-

tain with warmth. " How long hast thou been

here ?"

"But a day, senor. I was coming to thy

house, when I was so fortunate as to rescue

Donna Gertrude. But I fear she regrets it,

senor."

" It should make her love thee, Don Conrado.

How hast thou been in the three years since we
last met? Sit down, and let us hear about the

past."

" I fear that my remaining will displease thy

daughter."

" Nay, I will send for her. Has she not

thanked thee?"
" Yes, but it was before she recognized me.

No sooner did she discover that I was her old

admirer, than she told me plainly she would

rather have been murdered than be indebted to

me for her life. That is the terms on which we
stand. You will say not much improved from

what they were when we last parted."

" Not much, to be sure," answered Don Garcia,

looking annoyed. " Not much. But I will see

her. She must not treat thee thus. But these

women are so whimsical, Don Conrado. Never-

thelei-s she shall not behave after this sort, if I

have to lock her up."

"No—do not treat her harshly. If she does

not love me, it will not make her love me to be

strict with her. Let it pass. Perhaps, with your

favor, in a day or two she may look more kindly

upon me."
" ril see that she does. And you are really

still enamored of Gertrude? Such love should

be rewarded."

" I have crossed the seas only to lay my heart

at her feet. And it was my singular good for-

tune to be of service to her almost at your very

door. But I will presunie nothing upon this.

If she will love me for myself, well ! If not, I

will try and forget her."

"No, by our lady of Cordova, not so, Don
Conrado. You have my consent. You will

get hers. Gaspar, bid Gertrude to come hither.

Tell her I have returned."

Gaspar departed.

*' She bids me ask you to excuse lier, as she

is not well ; but she will see you at her room,"

answered Gaspar, returning.

"I hope, Don Conrado, you will excuse her

to-night. To-morrow call, and I will by then

have talked with her. She has certain prejudices

that I will remove."
" Yes, she has doubtless heard tales invented

by my foes. But you do not believe them, Don
Garcia."

"No. I have too much confidence in a nobly-

born gentleman like yourself, to believe you ever

did what rumor coupled your name with. The
best men have slanderers."

" Thanks for your confidence, Don Garcia,"

answered Don Conrado, with an air of great

humility, as if he had never committed a worse

murder than the death of a house-fly.

Don Garcia then ordered wine, and the two

gentlemen drank together ; and Don Conrado

remained two full hours, talking of the past, and

playing his best card to secure the confidence of

Don Garcia, and remove all shadows of suspi-

cion from his mind. The result was, that when

he parted from Senor dc Armas, the latter prom-

ised him the hand of his daughter, or else she

should go into a nunnery.

[to be continued.]
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"WAR STEAMER SAN JACINTO, BUILT AT NEW YORK ON IHE SCREW-PROPELLER PKIKCIPLE, FoR THE U. S GOVERNMENT.

UNITED STATES WAR STEAIVIER SAN JACINTO.
This screw propeller, which was begun three years ago, has at

length been completed in the navy yard at Brooklyn. AH her

machinery is on board, and she has left the dry dock. She car-

ries six guns. Her length, on deck, is two hundred and twenty
feet; breadth of beam, thirty seven feet; depth of hold, twenty-

three and a quarter feet ; tonnage, one thousand four hundred and
twenty-six tons. She is provided with two inclined engines; the

diameter of the cylinder is seventy two and one half inches, and
length of stroke fifty inches; diameter of propeller, fourteen and
a half feet; length of do., 4 feet; number of blades, four. Aver-
age number of revolutions in a minute, tliirty ; average pressure

of steam on square inch, fifteen pounds. She has three copper
boilers, containing a fire and fine service of five thoui^and five

hundred square feet. The shaft of her rudder is of wrought iron,

with composition flanges cast on it, and copper plates riveted to

it—its length of blade is twenty-tive feet, and the entire weight

six thousand pounds. This steamship takes the place of the

man-of war Independence in the Mediterranean, and will unques-
tionably do good service in those waters, where much of our com-
merce is concentrated. We need such representatives of our
national strength wherever the white sails of our merchant marinQ
are spread. The San Jacinto will do us credit, in peace or war,
wherever she may carry the stars and stripes. That long gun
seems to be on the look out forward, and quietly awaiting any
event which may arise fur diplomicy or adjustment.

THE LADY SUFFOLK.
"We present our readers this week with an accurate portrait of

the celebrated trotting mare " Lady Suffolk," whose beauty and
exploits have for years excited the admiration of not only the

patrons of the turf, but of all lovers of that noble animal, the

horse. The Lady Suffolk was purchased at the age of three or

four years, by David Bryan, of New York, in whose possession

she remained until Mr. Bryan's decease, which occurred some
months since, at New Orleans. In her symmetrical form are per-

fectly developed o^ery point and line considered n,ecessary to

give speed and endurance ; and for uniform courage and la^iing-

ness, it is confidently believed her equal does not exist. This
noble horse, after her unrivalled feats of speed, was returned to

the late residence of Mr. Bryan, near New York, where she was
to remain till it was determined whether the circumstances of the

family would enable them to alTord for this faithful old servant

quietness and repose for the remainder of her life, which it was
the earnest wish of Mr. Bijan that >be mii^ht enjoy. Since then
she has been sold to Snediker, Thorne & White, of the Vnion
Course, Long Island, for S3200. Lady Suffolk has a reputation

which not only interests sportsmen, but all classes who have read
of hei* wonderful performances on the turf, and descriptions or

likenesses seem always welcomed bv the public mind. We must
admit that she has long occupied a large share of public attention,

and, like her principal owner, may bs said to have done her duty
nohly. She knows as well as any jockey when a race is about to

begin, whicii those who bet against her generally find out sX last.

TROTTING MARE LADY SUfiOLK, OWE OE THE MU-ST CELKURATED KA<;E-U0RSI'.S OF HER l^AV,
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[Written for Gl<;nBon'fl Pictorial.]

DISAPI'OINTMJEMT.

BY OAROLrNB A- UAyDEW.

IIiiH (lisappolntnumt como to cloud

Till) riiaiiinco of thy lot,

With diirk foruboaiiigH—fond hopes crushed !

Look up and heed It not:

She often weaves tli« brightest woof

In human destiny,

And whftt wo deemed fite'B darkcBt hour

I'roves but i)roHpurUy.

0, could they draw the veil risido,

How many heiirtn would Hhrlnk,

And tuvn away wit,h deep didguat,

Though standing on the hrlnk

Of what wftR like a Iiiiry's stream,

Could thoy but look below,

And Bee the dangerH lurking 'neath

Its BOiooth and turbid flow.

Some tempt the fate they fain would aUun,

And boldly stem tlie tide,

BogardlesB of the warning voice

Which seeks their course to guide
;

Pride aud ambition luro them on,

They tread beneath their feet

The humble Uowers that would have made

Life's pitgrimago mo3t sweet.

Others there are with hopes as high,

But hearts more pure and good,

Who, toiling up ambition's steep,

Have all its ills witlistood
;

They seek for fame, but glittering gold

Is not their leading star,

for heaven-born wisdom points their way

To soaifcthing brighter far.

Turn not away in bitterness,

When disappointment tlings

Iler sable pall o'er hopes once prized

Above all earthly things;

It may be that the darkest hour

Fate ever had in store,

Was crustied beneath those very hopes

you now so much deplore.

Then never for one moment yield

To doubt or dark despair,

Remember tie who loves thee well

Is present everywhere
;

And from the earliest dawn of life,

Up to the present hour.

Has shielded thee beneath the folds

Of his protecting power.

Then trust Him still ! His smiles can turn

The darkest hour to day,

And happiness shall still be thine

All through life's checkered way.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE WIDOW GLYNN.

BT MRS E. C. LOVERING.

]VIr. George Noble had paid his addresses to the young; and

beautiful Widow Glynn for the brief, yet delightful period of only

six weeks, when, feeling that he loved her better than any other

beinf in existence, and thinking it useless to look farther for a

wife, he made her an offer of marriage.

Amelia Glynn was only iwenty-two- She had been two years

a wife and two years a widow ; but she still retained all the fresh-

ness and beauty for which she had been distinguished before the

cares and griefs wliich followed marriage interrupted her girlish

dreams. She was changed, however; for, without losing any of

her loveliness, she had gained prudence, depth of tliought and

feeling, and an insi-^ht into the noblest ends of our being.

Amelia led a quiet, retired life, and devoted her.^elf to the hap-

piness of her friends. The small income lefc her by her husband

cniibled her not only to live in a very comfortable stjle, but also

to perform many acts of charity, which required something more

than sympathy with, and attention to, those in distress.

George Noble saw the fair widow as she was, and loved her for

her tine traits of character, no less than for her gentle manners

and engaging beauty. He was not a man of fortune; but hav-

ing a good and promising business, which afforded him a hand-

some income, ho required but little audacity to aspire to the hand

of one who cared so little for riches and grandeur. George had

not judged her without good reason to believe he would be ac-

cepted. She did not disguise from him her esteem, and he be-

lieved he discovered a tender regard for him in her heart.

Well, Amelia did accept his offer
;
and the marriage day was

set; when a dark cloud flew across the sunshine of the flowery

path they trod.

George's partner in business— a man in whom he placed the

utmost confidence—having, unbeknown to him^ contracted heavy

debts for which the firm was liable, absconded with all the funds

he could get into his possession, leaving George crushed by the

ruins he had thrown down upon him.

Amelia was ignorant of this cahimity, until the extent of it was

determined, and her lover knew that he was ruined. After an

absence of three days—an unprecedented instance of neglect in

George—the young man called at the house of his betrothed.

Amelia flew to meet him, and half-seriously, half-playfully re-

proached him fur his neglect; but when she saw how pale and

care-worn he was, she ceased her bantering tone, and begged to

know what had happened.

"My dear Amelia/' said George, with a sad smile, "I know

that I ought to conceal from you nothing. At this time, of all

olhcrH, I fihould he candid with yoii, and show you my heart like

the pages of a book. If we were already married, my regard for

your leelings might tempt me to play the hypocrite with you—

"

" Come I come ! a person would think you was about to com-

mence something terriiic," interruptid Ameha. "Let rao hear

what it is, before I apprelicnd a greater calamity than has really

befallen us,"

" Not Its—hut mc," said George.

"Sir!"
*•

I know you will say what concerns me concerns you ; for you

arc generous. Bui I have come to release you from all participa-

tion in my niisfi)rtunes."

" Then leave mc at once !'* cried Amelia. "Leave me, before

I know what thoie misfortunes are!"

George only took her hand.

Then, in the most delicate terms he could command, he in-

formed her of the loss of his property, and oflered to release her

from her engagement, since it would he madness for her, who

had a small, yet comfortable living, to unite herself with a man

who was penniless.

Amelia listened very attentively. She appeared as calm as

George was agitated. She did not even appear astonished—she

was only tlioughtful.

" Well," said she, when he had finished, and she raised her

pure blue eyes, with a serene expression, to his face, "are you

quite willing to give me up?"
" My beloved Amelia! No ! I am too selfish for that. Death

would be preferable to a last parting."

" Then what is all this nonsense about?"

"Cannot you understand? I release you from your engage-

ment, since my circumstances are altered,—but as I hope and

believe you love me, and 1 know that my soul is hound up in

you—I trust you will still think of me; and if the courage and

resolution of a man can once more bring me into the path of

fortune
—

"

"What then?" '

-

" That you will at once renew the engagement from which I

release you for the present. Yet I make no claim. I only plead

—I pray for a favor."

"My dear George," said Amelia, smiling, "you have singular

notions of a true-hearted woman. But I will not upbraid you.

No— I will indulge you. Perhaps I should not love you so well,

without any property, as I should, if we lived in style; who

knows?—and I shrewdly suspect your affection for mo would be

greatly diminished, if
—

"

" O, Amelia!"
" Well, well !—I will say no more about that. Let roe rather

express my sympathy—that is, the sympathy of a friend—in your

misfortune. I hope, I trust you wdl be able to prove yourself a

phoenix of trade, like so many marvellous birds of your feather,

who arise from their ashes and appear more brilliant than ever!

But, jcsiing aside, is it absolutely necessary that your business

must pass into other hands ?"

" There is no escape. I am sure no one would be so rash as

to make me a loan of five thousand dollars, which alone can

enable me to struggle through the wreck, and save something

from the ruins."

"Alas! then, if all must go, it will be long, long before you

can establish yourself again!"

" 1 shall work hard—since I can feel that I am working for you !"

"And then," said Amelia, sadly, "if you meet with good for-

tune, the excitement of gaining wealth will cause you to forget

me! Yet I promise to keep a place for jou in my heart, and

wait for you to come and claim it
"

" My dearest Amelia! You shall then learn how constant I

am—how entirely you possess my love ! Yet,"—and a shade of

inexpressible sadness crossed the young man's brow—"how long

will be the time, before I can feel that I have a right to claim

you! Give me some consolation—give me some token to cheer

me in the labor I am about to undertake ?"

Amelia stopped— for he was bending before her—and kissed

his brow. His heart bounded with joy. It was the first time he

had ever obtained such a favor from her sweet lips; and to re-

ceive it, thus unexpectedly and at such a time, thrilled his soul

with delight.

" There, there, that will do," she said, softly, as he would have

caught her in his arms. "Remember that we are to be nothing

but friends now, for a long time to come. Good by, come and

see me—as a friend—come often, and I will always be glad to

see you."
" God bless you!" murmured George.

He pressed her hand to his lips; but looking into her eyes and

seeing the tenderness which filled those deep wells of purity, he

caught her in his arms, and imprinted a fervent kiss upon her

lips. Amelia did not resist him much; but although she chided

him in gentle tones for his rudeness, she bade him good-night,

with a sweet, tender smile, which shone like sunlight in the dew

of her soft eyes.

"I will see you to-mon'ow evening, 7";/// /en^/," said the en-

raptured youth, waving his adieus at the door.

George Noble was a man of punctual habits. Accordingly, on

the following evening, he rang early at the abode of the young

widow. Amelia appeared well pleased to see him, and they con-

versed long on a variety of subjects, such as she supposed best

calculated to make him forget his misfurtunes. At length, fear-

ing that she herself was becoming too melancholy for the occa-

sion, she invited the young man to accompany her to the house of

a friend, who resided but a few doors distant, in the same street.

I should not have mentioned this trifling incident, were it not

for an event which followed it, and which proved to be of con-

siderable importance in its influence over their future destiny.

Am Amelia and George were returning to the residence of the

former, a tall, female figure, elegantly dressed but closely veiled,

and accompanied only by a small boy, approached them, paused

a moment, and finally tlirust into the hands of the young man a

small, but compact packflgc.

" What is this V cried George, in some surprise.

The lady made no reply, but waving her hand, drew the boy

to her side, walked rapidly down the street, and entered a car-

riage which appeared to be in waiting for her.

"Yesterday," said Amelia, laughing. "I should have been

jealous of such mysterious dealings with veiled females. To-

night, I have no right to be—yet I have the curiosity of a friend."

" Upon my honor," cried George, in a tone of perplexity, " I

know no more about this strange movement than you do ! I can-

not even confcivc what the package can be."

"Some lovc-prcscnt, I am sure!" said Amelia, gayly.

" If you think so, take it ; it is yours," and George offered lier

the package.

" No ! no ! as I mean lo be a true friend to you, I shall not

countenance any mysterious dealings with unknown ladies I So
put the thing away; I will not touch it."

George placed the package in his pocket, and walked on in

silence. Arrived at Amelia's door, he said :

" I will go in and open the package in your presence."

" Allow me to say you will not do any such thing," replied

Amelia; " for I have a horror of intrigues—besides, it is late, and
I think I ought to bid you good night,"

George was a little surprised, and very much vexed.

"She is a trifle jealous," he said to himself, on his way home.

Arrived at his hotel, George shut himself up in h'n room, and
proceeded to examine the package which had been delivered

to him iu so mysterious a manner. The first thing which met

his eye, on breaking the seal, was a billet. He broke it open

and read

:

" Mr. Noble will please accept the enclosed trifle, as a loan
proffered by a friend, who take^ greater pleasure in doing him a
service than in hoarding up useless riches."

George was stupefied with amazement. He read the note

again, thinking he had misunderstood its contents. Then, with

eagerness, he proceeded to examine the enclosed trifle. To his

still greater astonishment, he found it to conMst of a pile of

bank bills!

George wiped the sweat from bis brow, and began to count

the money.

"Four thousand dollars !" he murmured, a minute after taking

a very long breath.

Once more he read the note.

"A loan!" he exclaimed, a gleam of joy lighting his features
;

" as a loan, I can accept it. Yet—it is from a woman !"

George uttered a groan. He thought of the one mystery of the

veiled female, and of the charming jealousy of Amelia.

"If it is from a woman—and if that woman loves me— I can-

not accept it! Yet with this, I could drive back the storm which

is overwhelming me—I could put myself in the path of fortune

—

I could win Amelia

—

" But would Amelia be won through the benefit bestowed by

a person who may desire to be her rival ?

"How insanely I talk! As if there could be another woman
who loves me besides Amelia! No ! this is from a friend. I can

use it, and return it, when I learn whence it came."

At that moment, the young man's eye fell upon some small

figures and letters written in one corner of the note. Examining

them clo-ely, he discovered them to be a number, and the name
of a street. His countenance brightened with satisfaction.

" It is the address of my unknown friend," he exclaimed. " I

will see the person, and then decide about the use I shall make
of the loan."

Resting his mind upon that resolution, he went to bed and soon

fell asleep.

On the following morning, he might have been seen mounting

the steps of an elegant house, which was indicated by the letters

and figures in the corner of the note.

There was no name on the door; but having no doubt that a

lady was at the bottom of the mystery, he asked to see the lady

of the house; and sending up his card, he was presently admitted

to an interview.

Another person in George's situation, might have experienced

a feeling of disappointment on seeing a woman nearly fifty, and

rather plain at that, make her appearance ; but our hero only

breathed more easily, for he felt there could be no warmer senti-

ment than friendship in the breast of one of her age.

Yet George had doubts. He had never seen this woman be-

fore. He could not tliink the money was from her; and imagin-

ing she might be only a person to whom he was referred for an

explanation of the mystery, he hast-'ued to pay her his compli-

ments, and pointing out the address indicating her house, asked

her if she knew the handwriting.

" I think X have seen something like it before," she said, smiling.

George looked at her again. He was certain it was not her

figure he had seen in the street.

"Some individual," he said, "has thought to do me a favor.

It seems I am referred to you to know who that individual is V
The lady calmly seated herself opposite her visitor, and after

a pause, in which she seemed considering what she should say,

she then replied

:

" The person to whom you refer is my friend. She has

certainly thought to do you a favor, having heard of your lato

misfortunes."

"Well?"
"She is a lady of considerable wealth— unmarried. She has

met you frequently."
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" Madam," interrupted George, " I fear that I shall not be able

to make use of the sum so freely offerLd me. I have come to

you to return it."

He produced the bundle of bills. The lady checked him with

a gesture of disapprobation.

" I know nothing about that sum, sir. If you wish to return

it, you can do so to the lady herself; but I cannot take it."

" But there is no necessity for my seeing her—

"

" She is young—

"

"An interview would be satisfactory to neither
—

"

"Beautiful and amiable."

" I am obliged to her, but
—

"

" You should at least thank her personally."

George bit his lips in perplexity.

" I think I understand you," he said. " When a young, beau-

tiful and amiable woman—unmarried and rich—offers to do a

gentleman such a favor as this
—

"

" Her good intentions should not be despised. I will be frank

with you, sir. The lady of whom we speak is not only wealthy,

but independent. Her position in the world is such that she

claims the right to choo'^e a husband for herself—as men choose

wives. Now, you are a young man ; the report is, that your la'C

misfortune has stripped you of everything. It may be years be-

fore you regain a footing in society, unless you accept the favors

fortune throws in your way; and it will be rash in you to reject,

without reflection, the proposal of a lady, who can raise you

at once— "

" Madam, I assure you—

"

" But hear me a moment. That lady is one whose hand has

been sought by numerous admirers, such as the world considers

good matches. But as I said, she is independent, and having

seen certain merits in you—

"

" I must return her loan as soon as possible," exclaimed George,

nervously. "I could not accept it from the most beautiful and

wealthy woman iu existence, on such conditions. I will not say

that, a fdw months ago, what you have said would not have raised

expectations in me, which might have led me to consider favor-

ably the good opinion of a lady of even inferior beauty. But, at

present my aifections are engaged. No claims of loveliness or

riches can atfect me."

Once more George urged the lady to accept the money he had

brou'^ht with him ; but she insisted so strongly on his seeing the

lady herself, who, she said, would meet him in that same room,

any hour he would appoint ; that, growing desperate, he prom-

ised to call again on the following morning.

Feeling strong in his love for Amelia, George feared no en-

counter with the most brilliant temptations; and exculpating

himself from all blame, in the wounds of pride and love an in-

terview might inflict on her who so fully determined to try the

effect of her charms, he looked forward to the contemplated in-

terview with indifference.

That day, George proceeded as he had previously proposed, in

the winding up of his business; and when evening came, he hast-

ened to Amelia, and told her everything that had taken place.

The youthful widow listened calmly until he related the promise

he had given to see the fair unknown.
" Ah ! you will see her—you will love her," she said, re-

proa'-hfuUy.

George protested.

" I know what temptations riches and beauty are !" she added.

" Yet do not think I shall blame you. It requires more virtne than

men possess to resist the charms of beauty and riches, at once."

"Nothing, nothing," exclaimed George, "can make me forget

you ! I would prefer you in a cottage to any other in a palace.

And I solemnly swear—

"

" I will hear no oaths," interrupted Amelia. "I do not wish

you to bind youself. Be free—and if your fair unknown pleases

you, forget me as soon as possible. I would not have you lose a

fortune through any mistaken notions of an obligation to me."

" Well, well," said George, with a proud smile, " you shall seel"

On the following morning, at the hour appointed, the self-

confident young man went to meet the fair unknown.

" I have no doubt," said his new acquaintance, who received

him with an encouraging smile—" I have no doubt but you have

thought better of your determination. You will meet my amiable

friend with different sentiments from those you entertained yes-

terday, or I greatly misjudge you.""

" Since she is not present," began George

—

" She is there," interrupted the lady, pointing to the folding-

doors, which were closed.

" I was going to say, that after all, it will be better not to see

her. I am only confirmed in my sentiments of yesterday ; and if

I do not see her—

"

" You must
!"

The lady advanced to the folding-doora, and commanded him,

with a dignified gesture, to follow her. George smiled bitterly.

" As you say," he murmured.

She threw open one of the doors.

" You will need no introduction," said she, pushing him into

the room, and shutting the door after him.

" Madam," began George, with a profound bow, gradually

raising his eyes from the carpet to the figures on the dress of the

stranger, and thence to her face. "Madam, I come to express

my obligations to you—to return your loan into your own hands,

and to
"—his eyes opening with astonishment—" Good heavens

!

Am^-lia '."

" Amelia, at your service!" said the widow, approaching the

astonished young man, with a sweet smile and an extended hand.

" I will take the money which you refuse—since with it you refuse

all other favors."

"My own Amelia! my good angel!" exclaimed George,

kissing her hand with rapture, " I

—

I do not refuse anything ijoii

offer VIP,!"

" But last night you would have taken an oath—

"

" Then I had no idea of the beauty, the goodness, the wealth of

affection of my unknown 1 But— explain this mystery 1 How have

I been so blinded as not to suspect
—

"

" It required a woman's ingenuity to blind you," said Amelia,

with a radiant smile. " It was my friend's domestic who placed tlie

monev in your hands. I chose her because she has discretion—and

a good figure. I directed the package to be given you, in ray

presence, so that I could observe your countenance, and in order

that you would never dream of suspecting me. It would have

been easier and more natural to have sent you the money in some

ordinary way ; but I wished to excire your imagination by an air

of mystery and romance. In short, I desired to try you I

wished to know, if in your present circumstances, you had so

large and noble a heari-, that you could, or would, for my sake,

scorn the advantages of a wealthy marriage."

" I excuse you," said Georire, " for you did not know how well

I love you ! But, supposing I had listened to the temptation

—

you, as my romantic unknown, have held out inducements which

you could only have done by exaggerating the story of your

riches
!"

" And of my beauty, too," laughed Amelia.
" O, no ! no !"

"Then I have not told you an untruth about my wealth.

Listen. By the death of a bachelor cousin, with whom I was

once a great favorite, I came into possession, not long since, of a

fortune of twenty thousand dollars. It is not much, to be sure
;

but, well aware that ever so little might collect mercenary lovers

around me, and abhorring that union of large avarice and small

atTt;ction, which is at the foundation of too many marriages, I

formed a determination to keep my wealth a secret until I was

married. But my own stratagem has betrayed it; and now, my
dear George, since I know just how noble and good you are

—

"

" My dearest—wife !"

" Y'es—take me ! I am yours !"

We will not dwell upon what followed, until, on the entrance

of her friend, Amelia, blushing very red, introduced her to Mr.

George Noble, whom she called her noble Gcorgp.

" And this money V suggested Mrs. Derby, indicating the

bundle of bills, which had fallen on the floor.

" Ah !" said George, " I think I will take that ! Wc have come

to ffn understanding."

"I felt sure you could not resist my charming friend, rejoined

Mrs. Derby. "I did well to insist on an interview."

In three weeks there was a marriage; and Amelia was no

longer a widow. She found her husband quite as worthy as in

the moments of her warmest devotion and admiration she had

ever pictured him to be; and George never had reason to regret

his marriage with a woman of fortune.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

BIY MARY.

BT ELLEX ALICE MORIARTT.

Where the night wind sadly sigheth,

"Where the ruined ahbey lieth,

Where the ivy creeps unweary

O'er the ruios lone and dreary

And the moonbeams slumber quietly

Where dim spectres w.indyr nightly,

Where the stars gleam in the river,

Where the leaves with chillf^css shiver,

Lies my Mary, foftly sleepiog,

Still in death my fond heart keeping.

There she lieth, lowly, lowly,

Where her short life passed so holy
;

Gone from earth 8he consecrated,

She is now with angels mated
;

Oq her grave the grass is growing,

O'er her head the wild flower blowing,

O'er her form the worms are creeping,

AH unfelt, for she is sleeping.

On the spot where first T told her

All my hopes, by love made bolder,

Sleeps she now, her last wish djiag,

On that spot is Mary lying.

Sorrow deep my days doth number,

I will soon beside ber slumber,

Where the loved to loved are given,

Ne'er to part, we'll meet io heaven.

< -^m^- >

co^TRABA^J) goods.

Those of our merchant captains who have visited Kio, are well

aware of the prying habits of the custom-house offii ers of that port.

Among those who had been frequ' ntly subjected to annoyance
from this source, was Capt. Scott, of Baltimore, as well known
to ihe mercantile community as was his namesake, Martin K.,. of

coon shooting notoriety, to tiie sporting world. Capt. Scott had
been so often overhauled by the charaftprs referred to that he

determined on revenge, which he a'-compli-^hed in this wi^e :

—

Having donned a sark coat of ample dimeri.^ions, he deposited in

each capacious pocket a snapping-turlle, of his own importa'ion,

and which was not entered upon the manifest. Upon Unding
UL'on the quay, be was soon surrounded by a goup of old asso-

ciates, and while receiving their gree'intrs, did not escape the

observation of two of the lynx-eyed ofBcials, who pressing close

upon either side, soon discovered the ' packages" hard to the

touch, and which, of coarse, were contraban*'. There was a
simultaneous plunee into the pockets, followed by a scream of

delight. The bands were quickly withdrawn, imd hiinsinir to his

fintrer, each held his prize. The surprise of one party and the

mirth of the other were about equal —Journal "/ Commerce.

Let Herculpa, himself, do what he may,
The cat will mew, the dog will have his day.

—

Shakspeare

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO THE hui\garia:v exile.

Weep not, brave exile, though hard thy lot,

And sad thy fate may be,

For sjmp.Tthy, from her inmost heart,

Our country feels for thee.

Hard and long thou 'st struggled on
Sweet freedom's gift to gain,

Yet 'twas not doomed the blessed boon
That thou shouldst e'er obtain.

Despot joined to de.=pot strong,

Thy fairest hope was gone,

And once more upon thy cherished soil

The tyrant placed his throne.

Banished from thy native land,

The world afar to roam,

At last we hope, brave sorrowing man,
Thou hast found a happy home.

And long mayst thou live to bless the day
Which brouaiht thee to our shore

;

Long may it prove a glad abode,

With happiness flowing o'er.

Here we fear no despot's will,

No tyritnt we obey
;

The strong and wu.ik share equally

The boon of liberty.

Fit emblem of thi.s noble gift,

The eagle soars on high,

Free as the air on which he floats,

Touching the farthest sky.

So weep not, brave exile, though ne'er on earth,

Destined thou ma\st be to see

The revered land which gave thee birth,—

The land of Huagary.

4-^a.«»^.>

LIFE AKD DEATH.
He passed on, crossed the road ; the street was thronged ; the

hubbub of the day was at its ht-ight; yet St. Giles saw nothing
hut those pi' ioned men, and the preach^^ of Christ'.-i word, in

the name of his merciful Mister, solacing sinners to be in a mo-
ment strangled by the warrant of a Ch-i-tian king. He paused,

and, with his hand before his eyes, leaned against a wall ; and
piercing words in terrible di'^iinctness fell upon him—" I am the
resurrection and the life." He started, and a few paces from him,
in St. Giles's churchyarH, he beheld ihe parish priest. The holy
man was reading the burial service over pauper clay ;

was sancti-

fying ashes to ashes, dust to dust, amid the whirl of life—the

struggle and the roar of money-clawing London. The ceremony
went on, the t'Olemn sentences tuned with the music of eternal

hopes, titfalty heard through cries of " Chairs to mend," and
" Live Mackerel." T'^c awful voice of Death seemed scoffed,

derided, by the reckless bully, Life. The prayer that embalmed
poor human dust for the judgment, seemed as measured gibber-

i-ih that could never have a meaning for those who hurried to and
fro as thoutih immortality dwelt in their sinews. And that staid

and serious-looking man, with up-turned eyes and sonorous voice,

clad in a robe of white, and hnhling an open book—why, what
was he? Surely, he was playing some strange pari in a piece of

business in which business men could have no interest. The
ceri'mony is not concluded, and now comes an adventurous trader

with a droraedHry and a monkey on its back, the well-taught puEf,

with dofi'ed feathered cap, sagaciously soliciting halfpence. And
there, opposite the churchyard, the prayer of the priest coming
brokenly to his ears, is a tradesman smiling at his counter, ring-

ing tlie coin, and srarcely snutling the Golgotha at his door,

a-king what article he shall next have the happiness to show ?

And thus in London highways do Death and Life shoulder each
other. And Lift heeds not the foul, impertinent warning ; but

at the worst thinks Death, when so very near, a nuisance. It

is made by the familiarity a nasty, vu'gar, unhealthy thing
; it

is too common to become a solemnity.

—

St. Giles and St. Jamt's.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

"SWEET SIXTSEX.»

Have seven years thus passed away t

Yob, seven yearo, I ween,

Since I so joyous, light and gay,

Arrived at ' eweet sixteen."

Then nature wore her fairest dress,

The earth was clothed in green,

I thought of nought but happiness

When I was '' sweet sixteen."

All mortal things looked brighter then,

Alas I how changed the scene!

My heart 's oft filled with sorrow, when

I think of ' sweet sixteen."

For there was one who won my heart,

And never have T seen

A nobler one with whom to part,

Since I was "sweet sixteen."

I still preserve the eable curl,

Undimmed is still its sheen,

He gave to me, his chosen girl,

When I was '-sweet sixteen."

But moss now bides his manly form,

No more his face is eeen,

Yet he is in my memory warm

As when hut " sweet sixteen."

I often think of him I loved,

Though jears do intervene,

And ne'er have I so gayly roved

Since I was " sweet sixteen "

WIT.

Wit, like every other power, has its boundaries. Its success

depends upon the aptitude ol others to receive impressions; and

besifies, some bodies, indissoluble by heat, can set the furnace and

crucihlf at defiance ; there are minds unon which the rays of fancy

may be pointed without etfeci, and which no fire of sentiment can

agitate or exalt.

—

Johnson.
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VIEW OF THE CITY OF ADELAIDE, THE CAPITAL OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA, SITUATED ON THE T^IVER TORRENS.

CITY OF ADELAIDE, IN SOUTH AUSTRALIA,
We present our readers herewith a fine view of the city of Ade-

laide, the capital of South Australia. The land ori^jinally sur-

veyed for the intended city amounted to one thousand arres, of

which seven hundred acres are on the south side of the Torrens
River, and three hundred acres on the north. The streets are

laid out at riijht angles to each other, and, being from one to two
chains in width, are broad enough for all purposes. In the town,
six public squares have been laid out, and twenty-two principal

streets—thu9 allowing plenty of room for increase at a future

day, and making the present city healthy and pleasant. The
.park lands, with environs, is a pleasant scene, and has much the

appearance of the English parks, being adorniid with large native

trees in clumps, and having the river passing through the grounds
for some distance, with trees upon its banks These trees are the
favorite resort of num'ierl"ss parrots, which ke^'p up a constant
chattering amongst the branches, their gav pUimage sparkling in

the sun. The bants of the river, only a few years since, were a
favorite resort for emus, kangaroos and other animals, before the

white man seared them away. In front, and scjiaratcd from its

grounds by only a large sunken ditch, is a promenade, railed from

the road, a favorite resort of the town's-people. Hindley Street,

from which the view is taken, is the principal place of business,

and here is to be observed all the bustle of a flourishing town, the

way being filled with heavy drays loaded with produce, drawn
by four, six, or eight bullocks, also with wagons and carts, drawn
by strong English-looking horses, and mingled with gigs, car-

riages and horsemen, all seemingly eager in business or pleasure,

and taking little notice of the half naked black men, armed with
spears and waddy, accompanied by their luhrus (or w^omen) and
children, and followed by gaunt, lean kangaroo dogs. Eindley
Street is lined on both sides with good stone, brick, or wooden
houses, some few of which are of a superior build, and do credit

to Australian architecture. There are two churches, and two or

three very commodious chapels belonging to diH'creut sects.

HIGH ROCK, AT LYNN, MASS.
Below is a truthful representation of this well-known cliff, as it

appears to one standing near the "Lynn High School." It is

a cliff" of porphyry, one hundred and seventy feet in height, and
commands as fine a view of Lynn, the peninsula of Nahant, the

city of Boston, the harbors of Lynn, Marblehead and Salem, and

the "vast expanse of ocean," as can be obtained anywhere along
the coast. The cottage seen in the picture is built of slone, and
is now occupied by Mr. Jesse Hutchinson, Jr., a member of the

renowned family of singers. At the foot of High Hock is the

Lynn Hi^h 8i-hool ; a little v/ay beyond that and on the slope of
the ro k, we meet with the house of " Moll Pitcher, the fortune-

teller of Lynn." Within a few years past, High Rock has not

been visited by so many as formerly. An observatory has bccu
erected on its summit— but few have ever visi;ed it. The obs' rv-

aiory is of modem construction. Not many years ago, when
under the control of a private tutor in this town, our home was
near its base ; and many a time have we grumbleti over our Litin

and Greek wpon its summit, whither wc had repaired, ostensibly

to study, but in reality to wile away the hours in watching ihe

maritime scene in the distance, or in piercing through the dim
haze that shrouded the city of Boston and the State House in ihe

western board of the scene. Our mind again sees the long string

of vehicles that covered Nahant Beach, the spires of the Salem
churches as they were partially lost in the thick woods some two
leagues to the eastward, the white cottages in the pretty little

town of SaoguSj and the whole extent of L^nn itself.

VIEW OF THE HIGH ROCKj A WELL-KNOWN CLIFF OF PORPH^RYj AT LYNN, MASS.
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LAUNCH OF THL 8II1P GEOKGE WASHrNQTON, FKUM T\lLOKb SHIP-YARD AT CHELSEA, MASS.

SHIP GEORGE WASHINGTON.
This splendid vessel was lately launched from the yard of

John Taylor, Chelsea, and is the largest ever built in that town,

ani one of the lar[j;est that ever floated in our harbor. She is the

property of Messrs. Bramhall & Howe, and is intended for the

cotton trade. She registers one thousand eight hundred tons, is

one hundred and ninety-two feet keel, and two hundred and tan

feet over all; depth of hold, twenty-nine feet. Afcer the launch
of this fine vessel, '^he was towed to the navy yard, Charlestotvn.

The rigger, Mr. Joseph J. McClennen, at Arch Wharf, cotn-

menced work on her Saturday morning with a gang of nineteen
men, and completely masted her in the short space of six hours
actual workini; iim.e. The lime generally consumed in masting a

large ship is about two and a half days. Despatch seems to be the

order of the day, and our mechanics are thoroughly impregnated
with the prevailing spirit. The emulation of honorable rivalry is

an active social princ:iple in a land of freedom, and we may wit-

ness its benehcial efftjcts in our splendid vessels and other superior

means of travel and communication. Wherever the George
Washington may go she will be a moving advertisement of the

efficiency and perfection to which New England mechanics have
helped to bring the art of ship building and famishing.

COOT SHOOTING.
The scene depicted below represents the Glades, Cohassett,

during the sporting season, as seen from the Glades House. The
season for coot shooting commences about the first of September
and continues until the first of December. The Glades is resorted

to by hundreds daily for the purpose of engaging in the sport,

and is considered to be one of the best localities on our coast for

game of the duck kind—sportsmen generally averaging from fif-

teen to twenty coots a day; some have ranged as high as fifty in

a day. The boats maybe seen stretching out from the Glades to

Minot's Ledge light-ship, which appears in our view. The artist

has also given us a representation of the wreck of the barque
Vesta, which was wrecked on Gull Ledge a few weeks since ; in

the far distance, on the left of the view, may be seen Point Alder-

ton, and a little farther to the right, the Boston Light, the Great
Brewster, etc. The rocks, etc., in the neighborhood of the

Glades and Minot's Ledge, are well represented in our sketch,

and will serve to give an idea of this very dangerous part of our

coast—the boats and groups of figures, as represented in our view,

going and returning from the scene of action, are strikingly char-

acteristic of the sporting season at the Glades. The Glades

House, kept by Mr. W. B. Shepard, is open much later in the

season than other houses in that vicinity, for the express purpose
of accommodating the sportsmen who frtqueiit that locality.

The Commercial Coffee-House, kept by Commodoie Perry, in

Cohassett, is mnch patronized. And Mr. Baker's Hotel, where
" Betsy Baker " may be seen in her larder, is also a favorite

resort. Prom whatever quarter the Glides are approached there

will be found good roads, excellent hotels, gentlemanly landlords,

and a land of plenty—not to mention the fish from the sea.

Some sportsmen prefer to stay at Black Rock, usually reached

by the Jerusalem Road which branches out of the turnpike

between Hingham and Cohassett. The whole of the south shore,

around to Scituate Light, affords nooks and bays where coots

may be found. But it is not merely to sportsmen that this neigh-

borhood should be recommended; nor ia it with the rocks and
the sea alone that we should picture the scene. With a degree

and endurance of verdure but rarely seen on the north shore, wo
find the villages near this locality offering inducements nearly all

the year to pleasure-seekers, invalids, and tourists generally.

The scenery is beautifully varied. On one hand we see the sub-

limely terrible grandeur of the ocean and the rock-bound coast;

on the other we find the garden-like beauty of agricultural indus-

try, and houses whose neatness seems to rival the sunshine.

COOT SHOOTING PARTY, WITH THEIR BOATS LlIKb OFF AND ON, NEAR THE GLADEb, AT COHASSETT BEACH, MA=^S
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[TTrltton for Gleason's rictorlal.]

THE LEADEN CROSS:
—on—

THE rOBTUNES OF AN ORPHAN GIKL.

BY SVLVANUS CODB, JR.

"Within the front room of an humblo cottago, enrly on a

pleasant June morning, sat nn elderly huly and a yoiinfj; girl.

The latter had but just closed her sixteenth year, though the deep

though tf'ulncss of her pensive brow might indicate a more

advanced ago. Her eyes dwelt in a halo of liquid light, and

from their dark blue dcpibs shone forth tho'^c lustrous, meaning

beams that can only emanate from a soul of puriry and virlue.

In stature the was small, hut still her form was almost faultless,

and her small hands, though they bore tlie marks of labor and

toil, were yet delicate in their formation, and as they now sup-

ported her pure while brow, half hidden by the dark ringlets that

flowed over them, one would fail to mark the labor-prints that

rested upon them.

Such was Laura Ackerman, a poor orphan, as gentle and

•virtuous as she was patient and enduring, who for eleven years

had been protected beneath the roof of Mrs. Manfred, an aged

widow, who had taken the child when its father died. Little had

Laura known of the joys of home, or of the sweets of social

friendship, but yet in the society of the widow she had received

the example of pure moral excellence, and her heart bad been

schooled to acts of Christian charity and benevolence. Many

a sick chamber in the neighborhood had been lighted by her angel

presence, and many a pain-tossed sufferer had blessed her for her

soothing kindness. The mind which thus labored for the good

of others, was not unmindful of its own cultivation, and by the

dim light of the candle, she often gathered from out such volumes

as she could command, the lessons of wisdom and information

which she naturally craved.

Laura still sat with her head bent forward upon her hands.

Upon the table by her side, lay her bonnet and shawl, and from

the arrangement of her dress, it would be at once concluded that

she was on the eve of departure from the cottage.

"Laura," said Mrs. Maofred, as she drew her easy chair nearer

to the table, and laid her hand upon a small wooden box that

rested thereon, " I know not that I can say ought else to you with

regard to the course that is opening before you. Your own pure

mind must suggest the path in which your feet shall tread,

and you know that God will never forsake the orphan in her

hour of need. You have been with me eleven years, and I

believe that there is not a memory clinging to the past that can

reflect a blemish upon your character. I shall part with you in

sorrow, but the thought that you will be benefited by the change,

and that I shall see you yet again, makes the parting less painful."

Laura Ackerman raised her head as the widow spoke, and

traces of tears were still visible upon her cheeks. There was

a choking sensation about her throat, that for several moments

prevented her utterance, but at length she said in a sweet, can-

did tone

:

"My dear, kind friend—my only earthly guide and protector,

words cannot express my feelings at this moment, and I can only

hope that I may find in my new home friends half as kind as

you have been. I will at least try to deserve them."

"Mrs. Morgan is a good woman," returned the widow, with a

slight hesitation in her manner, " or, at least, she u.=ed to be when

I was intimate with her ; but whether a fashionable life has

altered her, 1 know not. However, be that as it may, she has

offered you a good inducement, and your naturally kind disposi-

tion cannot fail of enlisting her sympathy and regard. Could I

sustain you, or did my home offer opportunities for your advance-

ment in life, you should not leave it, but as it does not, I know

of no one to whom I would rather trust you than to Mrs. Mor-

gan. Her husband was one of your father's friends."

" I shall not fear any ill with the lady," Laura said, " for

surely none will desire to harm me ; but my soul shrinks instinc-

tively from the life of the city. I must give up my quiet, secluded

bowers,—my feet can no more tread in the flowered walks of

Nature's garden, and the vales and wooded nooks, where I have

so often worshipped my God, will beno longer open to my steps."

" You forget, my dear Laura," Mrs. Manfred replied, "that

life is not given for your own enjoyment alone. Heaven only

can see what more exiended duties may devolve upon you in

your nevv sphere ; but of one thing yon must always rest assured
;

that the pure in heart may always draw an almost infinite pleasure

from the fount of peace witliin. Look not too much upon out-

ward things for the true enjoyment of life."

" Forgive me, if I seemed for a moment to forget your wise

teachings," frankly exclaimed the true-hearted girh " I will not

repine."

For some time the two remained silent. Laura again bending

her brow forward into her hands, while the kind-hearted widow

regarded her with the deepest interest and solicitude. At length

the latter lifted the small box upon which her hand had been rest-

ing, and while a peculiar shade passed over her aged features,

she said :

" My child, I have now to place in your hands the last gift of

your father. A few moments before he breathed his last, he

placed in my keeping this box, and bade me give it to you when

you left me. The gift is simple, but in its very simplicity it is

powerful. It is a t^pe of the life he would have you lead, and

now that you are about to leave the guardian under wiiose care

he placed yon, this may often be a remembrancer to you of the

duty you owe his memory."

As Mrs. Manfred spoke, .she placed the box in Laura's band.

A ^^lall key was Hu.spended to the cover by a hilken cord, and

with a trembling hand, the girl placed it in the lock, and threw

back the cover. The box contained nothing but a simple hadim

cross. It was some three indies in length, and bore upon its sur-

face a raised imprint of the Crucified Saviour. As Lnura's eyes

rested upon that sacred emblem, her mind ran back to the lime

where dim recollection still held a picture of her father, and a

starting t'.-ar responded to the fccling3 that were called up.

"And this Ih my father's hist gift," she said, as she placed the

cross to her Hps. "And he would have me live the life that is

shadowed forth upon i's face. But tell me," she continued, as a

sudden thought seemed to flash across her mind, "did he not

tell you anything of its history? for surely about a thing fo

plain and humble, there must be some circumstances, some mem-
ories gathered, that make it valuable."

" He told me nothing of its past history," Mrs. Manfred

replied, witli a slight hesitancy in her manner ;
" but perhaps he

would have done so had be been able. When he gave it to me I

had been away for the doctor, and before he could speak fully

with regard to the cross, the death nngcl came ; but whatever

may have been the memories that it bore to your father, it bears

the most sacred of memories to you. 'Tis your father's last gift."

Again Laura raised the relic to her lip.'', and while yet she

gazed tenderly upon it, the distant rumbling of coach wheels

struck upon her ear. In a few minutes more she had seen her

little store of clothing placed upon the conveyance, and receiving

a parting blessing from her affectionate guardian, she turned

away from the cot that had so long been her home, and entered

the coach. Her heart was heavy and sad, and she dared not trust

herself to look back upon the scene she had left, but leaning back

upon her seat, she hid her face, and uttered a silent prayer to

Hira who is alone the orphan's Father.

The family of Mr. Thomas Morgan consisted of himself, his

wife, a son and three daughters. Winfield, his eldest child,

had just graduated at the Medical College, and though but twenty-

one years of age, had entered upon the opening duties of his

profession, while the three daughters, Mary, Ellen and Lucy,

were still at home, enjoying the luxuries of their papa's wealth.

Mr. Morgan himself was an old jeweller, and though by the

strictest attention to business he had amassed a large fortune, yet

he still superintended his extensive establishment, feeling that an

idle life would find him no satisfaction or pleasure.

A month had passed away since Laura Ackerman entered upon

the duties of a sewing-girl in the family, and during that time

she had learned how much the possession of wealth in fashionable

circles may alter the human impulses. In Mrs. Morgan she had

found the change towards which the widow Manfred had hinted,

and though in all respects she was treated with a kind of conde-

scending liberality, yet she found none of that friendship for

which her soul yearned. The poor orphan girl was alone, even

in the great city, and in the family of the rich jeweller she was a

mere isolated unit, forming no part of the social circle. Once or

twice she had received a kind smile from Mrs. Morgan, and

Winfield had evtn taken kindly notice of her, and though these

circumstances were as shooting beams of starlight in her path,

yet they relieved not the gloom of loneliness that hung o'er her

spirit. One source of pleasure, and only one, was open to her.

Books were plenty in her new home, and to these she flew for

companionship during her leisure hours. One source of pleasure,

sjiidi'? Yes, there was one other;—the leaden cross! and

often did she seek the holy memories which its si^lit called up.

One evening, about five weeks after Laura had entered Mrs.

Morgan's dwelling, the family were collected in one of the par-

lors. Mary, the eldest daughter, sat upon the music-stool near

the piano ; her sisters stood near her, where they had been watch-

ing her fingers as they glided over the keys of the instrument.

Mr. and Mrs. Morgan sat upon one of the sofas, while upon

another, near an alcoved window, sat Winfield, whose attention

at the present moment v/as directed to a young lady by his side.

Louisa Fenning was the daughter of an aristocratic merchant,

whose true amount of wealth was as doubtful as was his amount

of Christian benevolence, but who, nevertheless, carried his head

high in society, and passed for a man.

It would not have taken a very close observer to have seen that

on the present occasion, Miss Fenning was earnestly endeavoring

to render herself agreeable in the eyes of Winfield Morgan, and

as she possessed a good share of personal beauty, the young

doctor was well pleased with the attention, as the occasional soft

glances from his eyes fully afllirmed.

" Wife," said Mr. Morgan, shortly after Mary had ceased play-

ing, as be glanced his eyes around the room, " where is Miss

Ackerman 1"

" I'm sure I don't know," returned the lady, looking into the

face of her husband with an inquisitive glance. "Her day's

icork is done, and I suppose she has gone to her room."
" Miss Ackerman," said Louisa Fenning, while tapping

Winfield upon the shoulder with her bouquet, " who is she?"
" She is a daughter of "

" She is our sewing girl," broke in Mrs. Morgan, ere her son

could conclude his sentence,—" a poor orphan girl whom we
have taken in charge. Perhaps you have some errand for her,"

the lady continued, turning towards her husband.
" No, no errand ; only I thought it strange that I never see

her with tlic rest of the family, after tea. Most girls of her age

are apt lo like social intercourse."

"And I doubt not that Miss Ackerman will, ere long, pick up

some associates," returned Mrs. Morgan. " There are a number

of her equals iu our neighborhood, who might be pleased with

her society."

" Equals," repeated the old jeweller, in a tone of mingled

diNappointmcnt and reproof. "And where shall Laura Acker-

man seek for Iier equals in social intercourse, if she finds them

not here '."

" Why, Mr. Morgan, what do you mean V exclaimed ihe lady,

laying her hands emphatically upon her lap, and gazing with a

sort of inexpressible wonder into her husband's face.

"Our sewing girl associate with us?" cried Mary, turning

further around upon the top of her stool, and adding her look to

that of her motlier's.

"What an idea!" came from the lips of Ellen, the second

daughter.

" Ha, ha," laughed Miss Louisa Fenning, as she daintily ges-

ticulated with her bouquet, " you misunderstand Mr. Morgan's

meaning. Of course he would not have his children associate

with the /((•//); he only meant that the Sfwing girl mighl be allowed

to invite some of her friends to see her."

As Miss Fenning spoke, she looked around with a sort of tri-

umphant air, and having met the approving glance of Mrs. Mor-

gan and her two eldest daughters, she turned towards Winfield

and remarked ;

" You know, doctor, we owe something to our position in

society, and it behoves us to maintain that position unsullied by

baser associations. Is it not so ?"

" Why, really, Miss Fenning," returned Winfield, with an

evident attempt to be as courteous as possible, though he could

not entirely conceal the contempt he felt for such philosophy,

"I know not what others may owe to the peculiar society of

which you speak, but all that our family enjoy above the mere

gifts of life and health, we owe lo my father's monei/
!"

Mr. Thomas Morgan leaped from his seat, and while a ray of

pride lit up his features, he caught his son's hand, exclaiming as

he did so :

" Winfield, you've spoken the truth. 'Tis to my money that

we all owe that station which society has opened to us. We are

surrounded by friends who now court our acquaintance, hut let

the wealth that sustains our house once pass from my hand:?, and

you will see them scatter as if blown by the winds of heaven."

Mr. Morgan had given utterance to this sentiment in a haste

that characterized the generous impulses of his nature, rather

than from any desire to oppose his wife, or to wound the feelings

of any one, and it was not until his eye rested upon the deeply

reddened face of Miss Fenning, that he became aware of the real

elfcct he had produced. In a moment the thought came home

to hira that she might have found an unpleasant " fit," however

unintentional—in the thrust he had given, and desiring to change

the subject, which might be as unprofitable as it was unpleasant

to his wite and her guest, he turned to his youngest child, and

with a happy smile, be said ;

" Come, Lucy, let us hear you sing. It has been a long time

since I have had the pleasure of such a treat from yon."

The fair-haired girl smiled gratefully upon her father, for she

alone of his daughters sympathized with him in his generous feel-

ings and impulses, and as her sister Mary arose from the music-

stool, she took her seat at the piano. Gently she touched the

keys, but how different the sound from that which had flowed

from her sister's touch. Instead of the almost chaotic whirl of

of the fashionable musical furor, there came a soft, sweet, strain

of heart-touching, melting melody, and in a moment more, the

gentle performer's voice mingled in the harmony. The song was

a sweet gem of holy thought and feeling, appealing for sympathy

alone to the heart of love and humanity, and even Mary and

Ellen stood half entranced by the sentiment and the accompany-

ing melody. Winfield instinctively arose from his seat and

approached his young sister, while the old man wiped a happy

tear from his eye, as the song proceeded. At length the music

ceased, and as Lucy turned in her seat, she was met by the ques-

tion from both her sisters and Miss Fenning:
" Where did you get that sweet thing?"

" Tell me, Lucy," said her father, as she hesitated in her

answer, at the same time laying his hand upon her head " where

did you learn that song? I never heard your sisters sing it."

" Perhaps I ought not to tell you," returned Lucy, as she looked

up half blushingly into her father's face.

" You are not bound to secrecy, are you?"
" 0, no."

" Then why not tell us ?"

" Because," returned the fair young girl, casting a meaning

glance at her father, " you might not think so much of it if you

knew the author."

" Never mind that, Lucy," said Winfield, whose curiosity was

fairly excited, and who seemed to hope that he had guessed the

truth ;
" tell me, whose is it?"

" Well," said Lucy, "it is none other than Laura Ackerman's."
" Our stiviiig-girl !" said Mr. Morgan, casting upon his wife a

glance that meant as much as words could have conveyed.

" One that she picked up somewhere," suggested Mary.

" Yes," answered Lucy, with a flash of quick pride, " up from

the fount of her own pure soul
!"

This time, Mrs. Morgan sought to change the current of the

conversation, but the efi'ects of Lucy's information were not so

easily removed, and though Winfield resumed his seat by the side

of Louit-a Fenning, yet he had lost much of the focial freedom

which had characterized his conversation an hour before, and

though the lady redoubled her efforts to please the young doctor,

still she found her arts in vain.

" There," said Mrs. Morgan, as Laura adjusted her shawl and

pressed a wrinkle from the ribbon of htr bonnet, " you can remain

in the parlor till Mr. Morgan comes home, and when he comes,

I wish you to tell him that I shall look for him at Mrs. Fenning's
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by eleven o'clock; tell AVinfield—he will probably come with

his father—tliat we shall look for him as soon as he can make

his appearance."

Laura promised to do as she was bidden, and in a few moments

more the carriage, containing Mrs. Morgan and her two eldest

daughters, rolled away from the door. For some time after her

mistress had gone, the poor orphan girl sat in the splendidly fur-

nished parlor, and though all about her bore the glitter of wealth,

yet her thoughts were far away among the hills of her native vil-

lage. At length her mind seemed to lake a turn nearer to her

present abode, and though a shadow flitted across her brow, yet

there was a gleam of sunlight there, tremulous and fitful in its

beaming, but still relieving the cloud of gloom which sometimes

shadowed the handsome features. Whatever may have been the

varied thoughts that called forth the alternate lights and shades

upon Laura's countenance, they were soon put to flight by the

circling of a small while arm around her neck, and on looking

up she beheld the smiling face of Lucy Morgan.

"Ah, Laura," Lucy said, as she sank upon the sofa by the

orphan's side, and looked earnestly into her face, *' you forget

your promise."
*' And what was that, Lucy V asked Laura, returning her com-

panion's look with one of unfeigned gratitude.

" Why, you promised to come and read to me in my room as

soon as my mother was gone."

" I remember, Lucy, I did; but your mother bade me remain

here til! your father came."

"Bade you remain?" returned the young girl, in a tone of

disappointment. " Why did she not have one of the servants

remain V
"And am not I a servant ?"

As Laura asked this question, the rich blood mantled to her

temples, and a tear stole down her cheek. Lucy noticed it, and

putting her arm again around her companion's neck, she uttered:

" No, no, dear Laura, you are not a sers^ant. You are too

good, too kind, too generous, and too pure for that. There, don't

weep, for I heard papa say that you were the daughter of his old-

est and best friend, and that you should have a home here as long

as you would stay. Come, don 't cry any more."

"I am not crying, Lucy. You are yet too young to know the

fount from whence flow my tears—or, at least, you are young in

experience. You know not what it is to be a friendless orphan."

"Am I not a friend?" asked Lucy, in a half-reproachful and

half hopeful tone.

"Forgive me, forgive me," Laura exclaimed, as she impressed

a warm kiss upon the young girl's fair brow. " Yes, you are

indeed a friend. I spoke from an impulse of sadness."

"And my father," urged Lucy.

" Yes, yes," answered the orphan.

"And Winfield, too."

" Winfield !" uttered Laura.

"Yes," returned Lucy, while her face brightened up, "fpr I

heard him tell mother, that if she would only learn my sisters

—

hut what is the matter 1 What makes you tremble so ?"

"Nothing, nothing," quickly answered Laura, striving hard to

suppress the emotions that raged in her bosom. Then looking

up with a calmer countenance, she added :

" You should not tell all that you hear."

"Surely you are not oflfended, Laura, for I only told you

because I thought It might make you happier," exclaimed the

artless girl.

" Offended V repeated Laura, at the same time laying her

cheek upon her young companion's shoulder. " No, dear Lucy

;

I love you too well to be oflfended. But come, Itt us sit down

at the piano till your father comes."
" Yes, yes," cried the now buoyant-hearted girl. "But tell

me, Laura, where did you learn so much about music?"
" 0, I learned it of an old Italian who lived in our village. I

amused him while he had a slow fever, and as I refused all

pecuniary remuneration, he insisted upon teaching me music." •

However the turn which the conversation had taken had

affected Laura Ackerman, of one thing an observer might have

been sure ; she only proposed the music for the purpose of chang-

ing it, and as Lucy could never tire of listening to her sweet

voice, the plan was a most agreeable one for both parties.

" You must have learned music very quickly," remarked Lucy,

as Laura took her seat upon the music stool, "for you could not

have studied long with your old teacher."

" O, I learned but very little. I could sing ever since I was a

small child, and all I learned upon the piano were some simple

lessons, such as were suited to my musical capacity. I can per-

form none of those difficult lessons such as you and your sisters

have learned."

" Why, what a strange girl you are, Laura," uttered Lucy,

tapping her companion playfully upon the cheek. " You will

never acknowledge your own abilities. Do you remember the

pretty lesson you read to me last evening, where it told how much
better the heart could teach than could the head?"

" Well, Lucy."

"Well, Laura—then I should say that your music was fresh

from the heart, while the exercises that our teacher learns us are

only fit to keep the head in a whirl."

" Every one, if left to their own choice, will choose the music

that suits them best," returned Laura, as she struck a trembling

chord upon the icstrnment before her, and, as if anxious to hush

the artless encomiums of Lucy, she commenced one of her most

enchanting pieces.

The orphan's voice was of that soft melting tone, which seems

to fuse the whole atmosphere into a sea of melodious harmony,

and as its sweetly flowing waves rolled forth, the gentle Lucy was

spell-bound by its power. Neither the performer nor the listener

heard the door as it softly and almost noiselessly opened behind

them, nor dreamed that other ears than their own were drinking

in the sweet sounds.

Winfield Morgan cast a strange look into his father's face as

they both stood in the half-opened door-way, but the old man
noticed it not, for he only knew that he listened to the sewing-

girl's music.

At length Laura raised her fingers from the key-board, and as

she turned towards Lncy, Mr. ^Morgan and his son entered the

room. A blush stole over the fair orphan's cheek, as she thought

the gentlemen mu^^t have heaid part of her performance, but

knowing that no ill could be thought of it, she quickly re-assured

herself, and politely courtesying to Mr. Morgan, she delivered the

message his wife had left. The old gentleman gazed a moment
in the deepest admiration upon the features of Laura, and then,

seeming to repress a remark that had risen to his lips, he said:

" I will obey the lady's orders, but first I have business of my
own to arrange. However, I can finish it by ten o'clock ;" and

as he spoke, he took one of the lamps from the mantel and left

the apartment.

"And for yon, too, I have a message," said Laura, as she

turned towards Winfield. " Your mother wishes you to appear

at Mrs. Fenning's as soon as convenient."

"I suppose I am wanted," uttered the young man, with a

peculiar, meaning emphasis.

" Yes, Winny," said Lucy, while a roguish twinkle played in

her eyes, and a light laugh rang from her lips ; "Miss Louisa

wants you."

"Perhaps she does, sis," replied Winfield, with a smile, into

which was infused a sort of sarcasm, " but she didn't put the right

bait on to her hook for me."
" But you are going, are you not?" asked Lucy.

"Not to-night," answered her brother, and then casting his

eyes upon Laura, he said, in a tone of respectful frankness

:

"Miss Ackerman, I thank you for delivering my mother's

message, but if you will admit a third person to your company, I

shall beg to enjoy the society of yourself and my sister for the

rest of the evening. To tell the truth I am already sick and tired

of the endless twaddle that goes to make up the conversation of

these husband and wife hunting parties, and now while my sisters

are listening to the lisping nonsense of the soidisant gentlemen,

let us see if we cannot find more enjoyment at home."
" 0, what a good brother," cried Lucy, clapping her hands in

delight. "Laura shall read and sing and play."

" And pray, sister, what shall we do ?"

" Do ? Why, listen, to be sure."

The color came and went in Laura's face, and for a moment

she trembled like an aspen, but yet this mark of kindness had

touched the spring of her soul's gratitude, and ere long she com-

posed herself, and by dint of considerable exertion, she succeeded

in persuading Lucy to take her seat at the piano, while she sat

down upon one of the sofas. Several times after his sister had

begun to play did Winfield pace across the room, and at length

with a slight tremulousness in his manner, he took a seat by the

side of Laura. For some lime a strange, wild fluttering of the

heart kept the poor orphan's tongue tied to mere monosyllables,

but after a while, beneath the kind smile and gentle comport of

her companion, her embarrassment wore off, and she entered into

an animated conversation. The comparative merits of country

and city, with their advantages of education and amusement,

were freely discussed, and ere long, Winfitld ventured upon the

customs and habits of foreign nations, but here Laura followed

him with a judicious understanding; and when at length, litera-

ture and music came upon the stand, her eyes brightened up with

a warm fire, and her companion learned to his wonder how
deeply her mind was stored with the gems of noble thought.

Lucy had turned from the piano, and now listened attentively

to the conversation, and the interest with which she regarded the

speakers told how much she was entertained. An hour slipped

by, and—I know not why she did it, unless she thought 'twas

late for her to be up, for certainly she could not have suspected

that her brother desired her absence—Lucy quietly left the room.

The clock struck eleven, but neither Winfield nor Laura heard

it. They still sat together upon the sofa, and—perhaps 'twas

strange, but nevertheless 'tis true—their hands were clasped one

within that of the other. Just as the clock struck the hour of

midnight, Winfield Morgan asked bis orphan companion a simple

question. He bad asked it a dozen times within the last hour,

and he had fortified it by explanations, assurances, protestations

and avowals innumerable. But as he had asked it now, he gently

drew the fair form within his arm, and with a flood of hopeful,

prayerful expression beaming from his large, dark eyes, he

awaired an answer. Laura trembled a moment, and then raising

her tear-wet, but yet happy face to the gaze of her companion,

she said in a sweet, musical whisper :
—" Yes !"

" Father," said Winfield Morgan, as he entered the old man's

counting room on the next morning after the above conversation

look place, " I have entered into an engagement with Vifhich I

deem it proper you should be acquainted."

"Ah," muttered Mr. Morgan, as he laid down the morning

paper, and looked up over his spectacles, "you want my advice."

"Hem—no—not exactly advice, father, bnt I should like your

approval. The fact is, I have chosen a partner."

"Aha—one who has more experience and a wider practice, eh ?"

"No, no," returned Winfield, with ablush, "you misunder-

stand me. To speak plainly, I have chosen for myself a wife."

"A wife!" iterated the old gentleman, dropping his paper upon

the floor, and gazing upon his son in blank amazement, while a

shadow of pain swept across his features. "No, no, Winfield,

you have not done that."

"I have, father; but why should the intelligence trouble you?
Surely I am old enough to marry."

" Yes, yes, my son—you are old enough, but yet I had hoped
that I might have helped you to a wife."

The old gentleman spoke in a mournful, disappointed tone, and
after gazing on his silent son for a moment, he continued

:

" But tell me, Winny, who is she V
" She has not money, father."

" No, I hioio she has not, even though she would make the

world think so," returned Mr. Morgan, with much emphasis.

"She make the world think she bad money?" uttered Winfield

in surprise. " No, she is unknown to the world. She knows not

its vices and follies, nor its demoralizing fashions; but she does

know its virtues, and her heart is overrunning with its best and
holiest affections."

" Then 'tis not Miss Fcnning," ventured the old man, in a tone

of suspense.

" The Lord preserve me from such as her," fervently ejaculated

Winfield. " No, father, 'tis Laura Ackerman."

A strange tremor ran through the old gentleman's frame, and
an explanation was upon his lips, but wiih a visible effort he

repressed it, and in a low, calm tone, he said :

"My son, you had better think well of this. Miss Ackerman
is utterly penniless, while you know that there are hundreds of

heiresses whose hands you might obtain by the mere asking."

" Yes, father," said Winfield in reply, " I might obtain them,

and find myself in possession of a hand without a heart. No,
I would rather labor for an honest livelihood, than to sell myself

to a rich wife. I have made up my mind to possess in the fair

orphan, a treasure which money can never purchase, and I believe

you are too generous to oppose me."
" Oppose you !" exclaimed Mr. Morgan, as he stepped from

his chair and seized his son by the hand. " No, no, Winfield,

you have made my heart glad in your choice, and may God bless

you for the noble and independent spirit that actuated you.

When you first spoke, I feared you had thrown yourself away
among some of the glittering ti-ash that has so long fluttered around

yon. But, Winny, my boy," continued he, in a gay tone, " since

you have founded your choice upon common sense, I will tell

you that Miss Ackerman is not so poor as you suspect. There,

don't ask any questions. She knows nothing of it yet; hut this

evening you shall both know it all."

" Laura," said Mr. Morgan, as the fair orphan entered a

drawing-room where himself and son awaited her, " you must
excuse me if I come rather suddenly upon the business for which

I have called you. There—don't blush, for Winfield has told

me all ; and if you will hut confirm his report, I shall be the hap-

piest of fathers. Tell me, Laura, are you willing to take my son,

and be to him a faithful and loving wife ?"

"Ah, kind sir, I know not what could have recommended me
in my station to such consideration, but if he will take me as I

am— I will be ever true, ever faithful, and ever—ever loving."

" That is enough," exclaimed the delighted old man. " There,

take her, Winfield, and see that you abuse not the trust, for earth

can give you no treasure more valuable than a true and virtu-

ous WIFE."

"And now," said Mr. Morgan, as soon as Laura had recovered

her wonted composure, turning to his intended daughter-in-law,

" Lucy has told me that yon have in your possession a Leaden
Cross, which was the last gift of your father.'^

" Yes, sir, I have," replied the happy girl.

" Will you bring it to me ?"

Laura left the room, and in a few moments she returned with

the cross. Mr. Morgan took the relic, and after examining it for

a minute, he said

:

" Laura, I remember this thing well. I made it for your father

on his return from Bengal shortly before his decease, and had
death not closed his lips so soon, he would certainly have left for

you a secret which I alone can now reveal to you."

As the old gentleman spoke, he took from his pocket a small

knife, and running its point along the edge of the cross where

the upper part had been neatly soldered to the sides, he made an

incision, and removed the upper surface, revealing a hollow inte-

rior from which the beams of the solar lamp were reflected like

so many stars.

" There, Laura," said Mr. Morgan, " is all the wealth your

father left, with the exception of what he bestowed upon Mrs.

Manfred. Why he left it in this manner he never told me
; per-

haps he thought it safer here than in the hands of an inexperi-

enced orphan, whose mind might be warped by its influence.

These are all diamonds which he brought from Bengal, intending

to have turned them into money. I have weighed them once,

and they arc worth, at the lowest estimate, a hundred thousand

dollars. Now, Laura, that you are rich, you may change your

mind in regard to my son."

The fair girl cast a reproachful look on the old gentleman, hut

her heart beat too wildly for utterance, and while a flood of tears

hurst forth from her bliss-laden soul, she pillowed her head upon

the bosom of him who possessed her heart's purest and holiest love.

The enraptured father arose from his seat—he knew his son

and Laura were bound in a love too strong for earth to break,

and while yet they were clasped in each other's arms, he placed

his hands upon their heads and ble^^sed them.

Laura's mild and lovely disposition soon won the hearts of

Mrs. Morgan and her two daughters, and Mr. Thomas Morj an

soon saw that his son's lovely wife was fast disseminating in his

household the pure spirit of Christian excellence.

Brightest in dungeons, Liberty, tbou art,

lor clien thy hubiiiiiion is the he;ut.— Bijrcn.
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TOMli or GKACE DARLING.
This intcrostiti),^ in(;niorial to tlio

intrepidity of woiiiiin in exironio

peril is in the diuichyard of Bam-
borough, Nortliumheihind, wlnro
lie the rcnuiins of Grace Durlini;,

whose exertions at ihc wreck of iho

Forfarslure, m ScptcmbLT, I8;iS,

will lonj; bo remembered arnuni^

many other instances of her heroic

humanity. Klie was a native of

the ancient town of Bamborough;
and was lodged, clothed and edu-

cated at thcHchool in Bamboroiit;h

(.'astlo. The monument is an aliar

tonib,u](U[i which is the rcciiiiibciit

lijjuri; til' ( Irmc Dmiiii^s sen I pi u red

in tine i'orliaiid .slunc, ,sui niouiilcd

by a Gothic canopy, with ,six side

and two end arches. The li^^u^e is

represented lying on a plaited

straw mattress, bearing an oar,

such as is peculiar to the Northum-
berland coast; and beneath the fold

of the mattress, at the head, is in-

troduced a kind of seaweed, very

abundant in that district.

A BANK OF ENGLAND NOTE.
The Bank of England Note is

simple in character, having ahered

very little in appearance sin'-e it

was first issued at the end of the

seventeenth century, but the quality

of the paper and of the engraved
writiuLj have been brought up to a

high degree of excellence. In thus

perfecting their note, the authori-

ties of the hank have had entirely

in view the protection of the public

from fraud and loss. • Instead of

defending themselves, as is the

practice in some other countries,

by secret marks on their ^aper, the

substance and printing of which are

equally ill executed—the Bank of

England accepts no security which
may not be possessed by any one

who will make himself acquainted

with the following characteristics

of the paper, the plate printing,

and the type printing of the note.

The paper is distinguished, 1.—By
its color, a peculiar white, such as

is neither sold in the shops, nor

used for any other purpose. 2.—By its thinness and transparency,
qualities which prevent any of the printed part of the note being
washed out by turpentine, or removed by the knife, unless a hole

is made in the place thus practised on. 3.—By its characteristic

feel. There is a peculiar crispness and toughness in Bank of
England paper, which enables those who are accustomed to han-

dle it to distinguish instantaneously, by the sense of touch alone,

true from false notes. 4.—The wire-mark—or water-mark—is

produced in the paper when in a state of pulp
; consequently, a

forger must procure a mould, and make his own paper. Both
the workmanship of the mould and the nianufjuture of the paper,

from its intricate surface, require the skill of first-rate artizans.

As these arc not found in the haunts of crime, a spurious
imitation of the water-mark has to he affixed by means of a
metallic stamp upon the counterfeit paper, after it has been made.

and that when one grain of size ha
been diffused through it, it then
will lift half a hundred weight.

The bulk of tlie note is printed from
a steel plate, the identity of which
is secured by the process of tranB-

ferrinfi;. The paper is moistened for

printing by water driven through its

pores under the pressure of the at-

mosphere admitted into the ex-

hausted receiver of an air pump.
In the Bank of England, .3u,uOO

double notes are thus moistened in

the space of an hour. The ink

used in plate-printing is made at

the bank from linseed oil and the

charred busks and vines of Jihenish

grapes. This Frankfort Black, as

it is called, affords a charactcrittic

velvety blnck, very distinguishable

in the left-hand corner of the note.

Inks in forgeries have usually a
bluish or brownish hue. The D
cam, invented by Mr. Oldham, per-

fects every impression when once
drawn through the press. The
numbering and cipher-printing are

also executed on one of the presses

in use at the bank. The combina-

tion of plate with type printing is

itself a great security againtt asac-

cessful forgery of a bank note. AH
that now remains is the signature

of tlie clerk. This is chiefly valu-

able as a moral restraint against

counterfeits. At the same time,

the nicety of adjustment in bank
paper manufacture is evinced by its

being suited both to the printer,

who requires the least, and to the

penman, who requires the greatest

quantity of sizing in the paper, to

fit it for their respective purposes.
—London Atlienceum.

<<^;^^f-^'-

MONUMENTAL TOMB OF GRACE PABLING, IW BAMBOROUGH CHURCHTAED.

5.—^he three deckle edges of the bank-note. The mould contains
two notes, placed lengthwise ; these are separated by a knife in a
future stage of the manufacture. The deckle— or wooden frame
of the paper mould—produces that peculiar effect which is seen
on the edges of uncut paper. As it is caused when this substance

is in the state of pulp, it is unlike any imitation attempted upon
paper, as the rent or hemmed edge of linen, etc., differs from the
selvedge. It will be evident from this that any paper purchased
for forgery, inasmuch as it has to be cut info shape, can have but
tii'o natural (or deckle) edges, instead of three, and must bear, in

consequence, a recognizable proof of falsity. 6,—The strength of
the hank note paper. Being made, not from the fibres of old gar-

ments, hut from new cotton pieces, the paper of the bank note is

cxrremely strong. It was seen by trial, that, in its water-leaf (or

unsized) condition, a bank-note will support thirty-six pounds.

FRENCH NATIONAL GUARD,
We give below a picture repre-

senting the various officers of tbo

Ereneh National Guard. They aro

the militia of Paris, like our own
service, except that they approach
more nearly to the footing of a
standing army, or of the regular

troops. The National Guard of the

department of the Seine consists of

twelve legions of infantry for the twelve arrondissements of Paris,

and four legions of the bnnUeue : one legion of cavalry for Paris,

and two squadrons for the first and second, and half a squadron
for the third, of the han^leue. The total force of that single

department is 56,000 men. The government has lately derided

that the commandants of the stationary and movable National

Guards of ihe Seine shall have a voice at each meeting of the

National Defence Commission, whenever that commission shall

deliberate upon questions relative to tlie service of the National

Guard. It is certain that any serious interference with the pre-

vailing usages of the National Guard in the department of tho

Seine would cause a coolness in the other districts. What-
ever relates to this influential portion of the French middle classes

is now viewed with much interest. The National Guaid is, to the

French, what our trial by jury, or municipal charters, arc to us.

UNIFORMS OF THE VARIOUS ORADEb Oa,MPUbir<U TIIL IRENOH NAlIUNrtl, GUAKD OF PARIS AND ITb F^V IRONS.
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FREDERICK GLEASON, PROPRIETOR.
MATURIK M. KALLOU, EDITOR,

CONTENTS OF QVR NEXT NITMBEE.
" The Pale Seamstress, " ii tale, by Geo. Canning Hill.
" Happinesa Equ.ilized," a prose ski't(;h, by Mr3 E. A'ellmont,
" The Masquerade," a story, by Mrs. Caroline Ob>'e.
" Scrubb's Manoeuvre," a leeislutive sketch, by Uncle Tobt.
" The Poet," JiQus, by E. G. Holland.
"The Little Finger," stanzas, by George W. BoNOAr.
" Adieu. Dear Cuba !" in Terse.
" .^lice Grey." stanzas, by W. A. Foca.
*' The Woodman's Daughter," poem, by L, N. BoEDicK.
"Sensibility," lines, by J. Alford.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
We fihall give a very fine and elaborate engraving of the New England Glass

Workfl, at East Cambridge, Masa.

A capital likeness of Mr. Silsbee, in thecharacterof the " Yankee Ploughboy."

A picture of Sir John Koss's beautiful yacht, Felix, of the exploring expe-
dition in search ol Sir John Franklin.

A very artistic series of engravings, giving fir-ft a view of the late Celebratioc
at Acton. Mass.. on the occasion of the dedication of the Monument commem-
orative of the Concord fight, April, 1775.

Second, a fine view of the Monument,
Third, a pair of antique Shoe-Buckles, and a Powder-IIorn of revolutionary

times.

Portraits of two venerable revolutionary soldiers, Dr. Amariah Preston, and
Benjamin Smith, present at the dinner given at the Celebration.

And, lastly, a view of Yale's Pavilion, and the surrounding grounds on the
occasion.

A scene representing the Indian Corn Harvest in our own New England.

A view of Queen Victoria engaged in taking her usual equestrian exercises
In the riding ring.

A fine portrait of Kossuth, the brave and eloquent Hungarian patriot.

A representation of the Woods on fire in Maine.

BLOOMERIS3I.
Any observant person must have long since come to the con-

clusion that this so-called reform is not a fea:^ible fashion. Our
print shops are full of such laughable and ridiculous caricatures,

that these alone would in a short time drive the fasliioa out of

vogue with all decent people. But we see that the fever has

broken out in England, awakening in some parts of the country

not a little interest. In Finsbnry, a party of Bloomers advertised

a meeting and an address, but when the night came, so great was

the crowd and so rough and discourteous the remarks of the mob,

that Mrs. Dexter, the lady who had promised the address, dare

not make her appearance. The meeting was very disorderly, and

threats of violence was made against the persons who advertised

it. The police finally interfered and prevented any untoward

events. The Bloomer interest was not very much promoted by

the meeting, says the account from which we gather these facts.

Kossuth.—A letter published in the Norfolk Argus, from an

officer on board the steamship Mississippi, says that Kossuth's

movements are uncertain, and that there was still doubt whether

he or any of his companions would visit the United States. The
steamer was to wait for him at Gibraltar, fifteen or twenty days,

and nothing could be definitely known about Kossuth's future

movements until the arrival at that place. If he should finally

come to the United States he is not likely to arrive before spring.

OuE Paper —We have some brilliant improvements in store

with which to commence a new volume on the first of January.

Let our friends complete their lists for clubs and send them in

betimes. We can still supply the back numbers from the first.

Miss Davenport.—This young lady, who has just closed a

most successful engagement at the Howard Athenreum, has made
hosts of friends among us. It is a pity she could not have been

better supported in her role of characters, while in Boston.

Ice and Apples for Egypt.—The Bunker Hill Aurora
states that Messrs. Gage, Hittinger &. Co., of Charlestown city,

are now loading a vessel with ice and apples for Alexandria,

Egypt. She is to carry out an ice-house.

Model Papers.—Gleason's "Flag of our Union " and the " Drawjng-Room
Companion," for the present week, are as usual well filled with reading for the
times and pictorials to match, got up in the highest 8t\]e of the .artfl and
without regard to the i.'xpi?nse. The Drawing-Room Companion is pronounced
by the best judges superior to the Eurcpcan pictorials, while it is sold for a
quarter of the uioaey .^ Do?nesuc Advertise), Boston.

Tit for tat.—A-studentof meiiicine out in Michitian, having

courted a girl a year, and got the mitten, has turned around and

sued the father for " the visits " he paid her.

Interesting.—The bones of a mastodon have just been found

in Green township, Sussex County, K. J. The tusk mea'^ures ten

feet in length, and weighs one hundred and sixty-five pounds.

Profitable.—The office of sheriff in New Orleans is said to

yield S25,000 to $30,000 per annum.

CHARACTER OF FALSTAFF.
" Honest Jack ! Eat Jack !" There is no one of Shakspeare's

comic characters that enjoys a greater popularity than the corpu-

lent knight, lately so admirably represented by Mr. Hackett at the

Howard Athcnteum in this city. There is at the onset, something

prepossessing in obesity itself; one connects with amplitude of

person such pleasing associations of good cheer, good humor,

jollity and merriment.

Falstaff is the embodiment of all these, to which is superadded

the flash and sparkle of a never-failing wit. Even his poltroonery,

his sensuality, his vain-glorious boasting, do not repel us; we hate

and condemn his vices, without hating the man ; and this is the

part of true ethical philosophy. Nowhere in the whole range of

dramatic literature of all nations, is there to be found a character

so true to nature in every particular, and so strongly individual-

ized. Even the perusal of the plays in which he figures, impresses

us with a belief in his actual existence ; but when, in addition to

reading his speeches, his sallies, his sentiments, we see him actu-

ally before us, as in the impersonation of Mr. Hackett, he becomes

as one of our acquaintances.

Falstaff is surrounded by a group of rich humor. Bardolph,

Pistol, the landlady, are not to be passed unnoticed. They are

worthy satellites to a central figure. Bardolph's immortal nose !

Ye gods, what a nose ! Pistol's prodigious boastings are admirable

accessaries. The language of the knight and his compeers is so

vivid, that what passes off the stage seems to be present to our

very eyes, and as he addresses them, looking towards the side

wings of the stage, we can distinctly picture the ragged regiment

(so worthy of its leader), that had but a shirt and a half among
them all.

One of the most "telling" scenes, as given by Mr. Hackett, is

that where he relates his encounter with the men of buckram

—

finishing, after the cowardice is fully put upon him, and the trick

that the prince has played upon him is exposed, by the audacious

assertion, " Do you think I did n't know ye !" We follow Falstaff

to the very last in the recital of his end by Mrs. Quickly, and we

inourn over the fate of the singular compound of wit, jollity, good

humor, good sense, folly and vice, that he exhibits, before us, in

contemplating his character.

The character of Falstaff is a severe test of the powers of an

actor. We have seen men personate it who seemed to imagine it

consisted in a stuffed paunch and a husky voice ; but it requires

i^omething more than these to embody the original and inimitable

conception of this philosophical creation.

WHAT A MOUTH OUGHT TO BE.

The mouth, says Leigh Hunt, is the frankest part of the face.

It can the least conceal the feelings. We can neither hide ill

temper with it, nor good. We may affect what we please, but

affectations will not help us. In a wrong cause it will only make
our observers resent the endeavor to impose upon them. * *

A mouth should be of good natural dimensions, as well as plump
in the lips. When the ancients, among their beauties, made
mention of small mouths and lips, they meant small only as

opposed to an excess the other way—a fault very common in the

South. The sayings in favor of small mouths, which have been

the ruin of so many pretty looks, are very absurd. If there must

be an excess either way, it had better be the liberal one. A pretty

pursed-up mouth is fit for nothing but to be left to its compla-

cency. Large mouths are oftener found in union with generous

dispositions than very small ones. Beauty should have neither,

but a reasonable look to openness and delicacy. It is an elegance

in lips, when, instead of making sharp angles at the corners of

the mouth, they retain a certain breadth to the very verge, and

show the red. The corner then looks painted with a free and
liberal pencil. A quiet repose is the finishing grace.

Curious Fact.—A Welsh paper states that one hundred and
fifty thousand watches have been pawned or sold in Wales, for

the purpose of finding funds to pay the expenses of a journey to

and from London to see the Great Exhibition. In some cases

even beds have been disposed of.

Modern Definition.—Philanthropists—gentlemen who think

they atone for a long life of extortion, by leaving a hundred
thousand dollars to buy " moral handkerchiefs " for the use of the

benighted citizens of Timbuctoo. They live by cheating their fel-

low citizens—while they die in the hope that they can cheat God.

Literal Construction.—A chaplain was once preaching to

a class of collegians about the formation of bad habits. " Gentle-

men," said he, " close your ears against bad discourses." The
scholars immediately clapped their hands to their ears.

Complimentary.—An Ohio editor, in speaking of Governor
Wood, says that generosity keeps the door of his heart, while

charity answers the bell-pull. A very nice compliment that,

especially if deserved.

Significant.—Barnum being asked one day the secret of his

success, simply laughed and said : " Printer's ink."

Smart Practice.—It is proved that a pair of sparrows, during

the time they have their young to feed, destroy on an average,

three thousand three hundred and sixty caterpillars.

Atlantic and St. Lawrence Railroad.—Forty-two addi-

tional miles of this road in Canada, from St. Hyacynthe to

Richmond, were open to the public a short time ago.

To CURE Deafness.— Tell a man you're come to pay him
money. It beats acoustic oil, all hollow.

Our Terms.—Read the club prices of the Companion.

In this city, by Rev. Dr. Gannett, Mr. Matthew Gannett to Miss Mary F.
Ilanna
Bv Kev Mr. Fitzaimmons, John Grant, Esq., to Miss Elizabeth A. Nelson,

of Ciimbridce-
By Rev Mr. Hipgins, Mr. Nnthanii?] B.irkor to Mis-i Hannah H. Eaton.
Bv Rev. Mr. Stref'ter, Mr. D. W. Lawrence, of Medford, to Miss Mary E.

Wiley, of South Reading.
By Rev. Mr. Edmunds, Mr. William M. Bellows, of Charlestown, to Miss

Caroline A. Bailey.

.\t Charlestmiin. by Rev. Mr. Ellis, Mr. William Ileath to Miss Charlotte A.
Dunbar, of this city.'

At Brighton, by Rev. Mr. Sw.asey, Mr. J. B. Patten, of this city, to Miss
Lucy P. Smith.
At Bedford, by Rev. Mr Sikes, Mr. Oliver tlouphton to Miss Mary Hyde.
At Marlboro', by Rev. Mr, Denham, Mr. Amo3 Bryant, of this city, to Misa

Mary iFabella Howe.
At Newburyport, by Rev. Mr. Spalding, Mr. Daniel Young to Mies Mary A.

Dearborn.
At Springfield, New Hampshire, by Rev. Dr. Osgood, Mr. Charles Birchard,

of this city, to Miss Sarah A. Elclridge

At Keene, X. H-, by Kev. Mr. Carlton Chase, John Sherwood, Esq., of New
York, to Miss Mary E Wilson.
At Appleton, Maine, Mr James Smith, of this city, to Miss Eliza F. Keene.

In this city, Mrs. Eliza Stodder, 44 ; Mrs. Emily N. Farwell, 23
;
Mi-s. Mary

Bradford, 74 ;
Mrs. Rosannah Valleloy, of St. John, New Brunswick, 57 ; Mr.

ElJon D. Moody, 32; Kev Dr. William Croswell. 47.

At Charlestown, Mary Eliza, daughter of Mr. George E. Famsworth, 1 year.

At Ea.'it Cambridge, Miss Pamelia tlolbrook, 19.

At Cambridge!, David vV. Hill, Epq , 53.

At Jamaica f lain, Edwin, son of Mr. Joel Stevens, 11.

At Heading, Clara Almeda, only daughtt^r of Mr. William T. Temple, 6.

At A,shlaud, Mr?. Aduliue M , wife of Mr. Benjamin C. Pond, 47.

At Newton, Mrs. Maria Marcy, 28.

At South Hiugham, Mr. Jesse Gardner, 71-

At MilUJD, Miss Judith Swift, 6G.

At Salem, Miss Harriet Farley Treadwell, 31; Mrs. Hannah, wife of Capt.
Thomas R I«wis, 30.

At Danvers, Miss Lydia, daughter of the late Gen. Gideon Foster, 71.

At Beverly, Mary Louisa, daughter of Mr. Frederick G. Ward, 10.

At Newburyport, Mr. Richard Smith, 80; Mrs. Ann Ordway, 4S.

At Braintretf, Mr. George 1'
,
sou of Rev. Calvin Wolcott, a graduate of

Browu University, in the class of 1S4S.
At Natick, Mr. Ivittredge Drury, 44.

At Portland, Maine, Miss Julia A. Fo33, 17.

At Panama, Mr. James tl. Oilier, printer, of this city, 56.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUND.

We have Volumes 1st, 2d, and 3d, of The Pictori.\l Drawing-Room
Companion, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
sides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Focr and Five Hdndred Pages, and containing nearly
One Thocsand Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events all over the
world; of Scenery in alt parts of the Globe ; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Villages; of Pageants at home and abroad; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects ; with an
[LLtiMiNED Title Page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether tonning an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

Forsaleatthe Publication Office, by our iVholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Z>(j/^(ir5 per volume.

GLEASON'S PICTOKIAL

e A Eerord of the beautiful and useful in Aji.
^

'' The object of this paper is to present, in the mo.it elegant and avail- \

f-
able form, a weekly literary melange of notable events of tlie day. Itfl i

> columns are devoted to original tales, skotcUea and poems, by the s

j BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS, i

(» and the cream of the domestic and foreign nowi ; the whole well spieed
^

5 with wit and humor. Each paper is
^

I BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
\

? -with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artista, of notable ob- >

"i
jects, current eveutsiu all parts of tlienorld, and ofmen and manners, s

? altogether makingn paper entirely origiualin its design, iu this coun- \

^ try. Its pages contain views of every populous city iu the known >

'^ world, of all buildings of note in the eastern or western liemisphere, s

f" of all the principal nUipa and Fteamers of the navy and mercliant scr-
^

^ vice, witli fine and accurate portraits of every noted character in the i

< world, botii male and female. Sketehes of beautiful scenery, taken <

? from life, will also be given, with numerous specimens from the ani- ?

S mal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish nf the sea. It contains S

f' fifteen hundred and sixty-four square inchci, giving a great amount of <

t reading matter and illustrations—a uiammoth weekly paper of flixtoen ?

< octavo pages. >

e TERMS:—Invariably in Advance. \

'' 1 Subscriber, one year S3 00 s

^ 2 Subscnbera, " " 5 lO >

i i » " " 9 00 i

.8 " " " IG 00 ?

; Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of J?2 00 s

', eacli, per annum, \

' [L^ One copy of the FtAO of our Union, and one copy of the PiCTO- S

'', RIAL Drawikg-Room COMPANION, One year, for S4 00. s

> [^7= The Pictorial Drawing-Hoom Companion may be obtained at
^

^ any of the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen, >

< at S'3: cenis per single copy. \

? Published every Saturday, comer of BromfieUl and Trcmont Streets, >

\ by F. GLEASON, Boston, Mass. >

I WHOLESALE AGENTS. \

< S. FRENCH, 151 Nassau, comer of Spruce Streat, New York. <

\ A. WINCH, 116 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. >

i- W. & H. TAYLOK, 111 Baltimore and 5 South Sta., Baltimore. <

? A. C B.\firvEV, lis Main Street. Cincinnati. ?

', J. A. ROVS, 43 Woodsvard Avenue, Detroit. S

^ E. K. WOODWARD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Louia. >
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IMOKENE:
THE SPANISH PEASANT GIEL.

BY LIKUTENANT MURRAY.

The civil wars -which have distracted Spain so long and oft,

have given rise to some of the most romantic incidents and scenes

in real life that have received the sanction of history. Its sons,,

generally bred to the use of arms, seemed never contented unless

wielding the implements of warfare, and never more happily

situated than when engaged in foreign or civil wars. The events

of our story occurred during this period of Spanish history, while

her people were often arrayed against each other.

It was just nightfall in the district of Arragon, when a wayworn

and weary soldier, with only his good Toledo blade by his side,

sank down before the door of a peasant's cot, roo much exhausted

even to ask for the refreshments which he so much needed.

Scarcely a moment elapsed, however, before the inhabitants of

the cottage, discovering his condition, were busy in administering

to bis wants. The sturdy peasant who was master of the cot,

held a cup of wine to his lips, while a young and tender girl, not

quite bloomed to womanhood, swathed a bandage about bis bleed-

ing arm, and bathed his temples with cool spring water.

The soldier could only look his thanks, smiling languidly upon

those who were tending him. His wound was deep, and it had

bled so profusely that the cottager was obliged to raise him in his

sturdy arms and bear him inside the cottage, for he could no

longer support himself. The little household was all bus'le and

commotion to prepare proper aid and comfort for the wounded

soldier. The matron was busy here, the father there, and the

daughter in another place. He was carefully watched that nigbt,

but ere the next day's sun had set, the soldier had become delir-

ious, and his wound presented to the eyes of the inexperienced

cottagers the most fearful appearance, and reasoning from this

they feared that it must prove fatal. But the truth was that the

fever that now raged in his veins was more from fatigue, loss of

blood and consequent suffering, than from the immediate character

of the sword wound that had disabled his arm.

Day after day passed, and still the soldier lay in a half dormant

state of lethargy, the fever struggling with his constitution, one

day seeming as though it must conquer him, and the next perhaps

growing more feeble in its influence. Imorene, the daughter of

the cottager, was untiring in her delicate attention to the stranger

;

night and day she watched by his side, smoothed his pillow, bathed

his brow or moistened his parched lips. True, he seemed scarcely

to realize these kindnesses, yet a smile sometimes lit up his pale

and haggard features while Imorene was by his side.

A strong constitution and youth at length prevailed over the

fever, and day by day the soldier gradually improved, until at

last he was able to go once more abroad. And now, attended by

that gentle, childlike form, that had watched him through his

tedious fever, the soldier wandered through shady groves, and

over hillside and through dells musical with the bubbling of foun-

tains, and fragrant with flowers ; and here they would sit down

together, and he would tell her of such glorious old legends and

of sucli gallant deeds of arms, and such stories of true love, and

misfortunes, and bliss, that poor Imorene was lost in wilderment

at his eloquence, and dwelt with raptures upon the real melody of

his fine voice.

Through all his character there ran a tender melancholy, and

he half scorned the very words he often himself uttered, but she

knew little of human nature and nothing of the world, and could

not see this. A discriminating observer would have thought him

a man disgusted with the world, and yet he was, seemingly, too

young for such a conclusion. He might be twenty-five or twenty-

six—not older. There was some singular reason why he should

still remain at the cottage, now that he had these six weeks been

well enough to have walked a dozen leagues, if necessary. It

was not love that kept him there, for though Imorene loved him

so dearly that every look and motion betrayed the language of

her heart, yet the soldier, though uniformly most gentle, consid-

erate and attentive to her, never spoke of love.

Months had passed since the wounded soldier first sat himself

down before the peasant's door. His purse had been sufficiently

well filled to enable him amply to pay for the shelter he had

enjoyed, and indeed the cottager thought so agreeable and profit-

able a vi-itor quite a godsend to his house. One day a stranger

passing that way, the soldier accosted him, and was for a long

while alone with him, deeply engaged in conversation ; and when
the traveller had passed on he was moody and thoughtful, until

at last he told Imorene and her father that he must bid them
farewell, anJ once more join in the noise and bustle of the times.

" 0, shall we see you no more ?" asked Imorene, with a heaving

breast and tremulous voice, that startUd the soldier.

" I must go to my fiiends and my home ; I am needed there,"

he answered.

"Perhaps you will sometime return this way," suggested the

cottager, " and then we may sit down once more together?"

"1 trust it may be so," was the calm reply of the now thoughtful

guest.

At that moment his eyes fell upon those of Imorene, and start-

ing as though an arrow had pierced his side, he said :

" Come, gentle one, let us walk once more through these loved

and long to-be remembered scenes, before I bid all farev/eil."

A secret seemed to reveal itself to the soldier as they sat now
together beneath a bank, where oft they had sat before for hours

together. He read now the heart of the gentle one by his side,

and placing an arm about her waist, and looking into her blushing

face, he won fiom her the secret. And then as if hia whole feel-

ings at once changed he told her that he was unworthy, vastly

unworthy of her tender and virtuous allection ; that his had been

a wild and recklcHS life, and his hands in battle had often been

lifted to spill his fellow's blood ; that be had travelled niut.h and

been hardened by contact with the woild, and in short that he

could never make so sweet and gentle a being happy.

She had no reply for his eloquence but a single pearly tear-drop.

The .soldier while at the cot had said little of himself as it

regarded Iiis former life, while Imorene and her parents were too

considerate, humble as they were, to seek for that information

wliich it was evident the soldier did not desire to communicate.

But now as Imorene sat by his side, and realized that he was

about to leave her, perhaps forever, she could not but ask :

"Andwbereis your home, Signor Gopcz ?" for thus he had

given his name to the cottager.

" In Valencia, Imorene—

"

" Ah, Imorene," continued he, pressing her hand within his

own, " I could wish that my life had been differently cast, that I

might dare to love thee and wed thee. But alas ! I am unfit to

do either ; I am unworthy of thy love ; and yet, within this hour,

I realize how sweet has been the brief period I have dwelt with

thee ; and alas, that I do love thee unwittingly."

The following morning, when he left, he gave the cottagers the

contents of bis purse, reserving a mere trifie for his journey, and

pressing a small, but costly ring upon Imorene, as a parting gift,

he pressed his lips to her forehead, and wended his way on the

mountain road towards his distant home at Valencia.

Six months have passed since the wounded soldier left the

hospitable cottagers, when one of those devastating tornadoes,

peculiar to the climate, swept over the spot, and left not one ves-

tige standing of that peaceful habitation. Cattle were destroyed,

vegetation blighted ; everything was a wreck ; and, alas !
with

the rest, was lost Imorene's mother—herself and father alone

escaping. Their home wa** indeed desolate. What should they

do—whither go "? Imorene suggested Valencia ; the father was

half broken-hearted by the loss of bis companion and his all. He
cared not whither they went, and so on foot they turned their

way towards the distant city, which Imorene believed held him

she loved.

She hardly expected to find him, or if she did so, she knew not

that he still loved her ; but then the thought that she was &o near

to him, the idea that possibly she might see him, gave to her

loving heart incitement enough to carry her thither, over mountain

and plain, with willing, though oftentimes weary feet.

At length they came in sight of Valencia, with its Moorish-

looking gates, its many turrets, palaces and public buildings. But

here they were lost in the labyrinth of streets, and the giddy

mazes and turmoil of a large city. They had come hither without

any definite purpose, and were now entirely destitute of means.

AVant stared them in the face, until finally, bysome good fortune,

the father engaged his services to a noble house as gardener, and

so arranged the contract tliat it afforded him good accommodations

for both himself and Imorene.

Time passed on, and the father's skill began to manifest itself

to the lordly owner's eyes. He was pleased, and visited his ser-

vant's cottage at the end of the garden, where Imorene and her

father lived. The owner of these lands and gardens was aston-

ished when he found blooming within his palace walls a flower

so beautiful as the peasant girl. He was spell-bound by her ex-

quisite sweetness of feature, the delicacy of her bearing, and the

sylph-like grace of her form. The father was surprised at the

earnestness of Don Moranzo's questions concerning his child
;

and perhaps a troubled thought crossed his mind when his noble

master turned away from the cottage door, and walked back to

the palace.

Don Moranzo had a bad name in Valencia ; he was a dark and

moody-spirited man ; one whom few liked to cross, still fewer to

be intimate with. His principal claim to the honor in which he

was held in the district and at court, was owing to his immense

wealth, dishonestly enough obtained, no doubt, but oft purchasing

for him what he could not have otherwise acquired. When we

say that Don Moranzo was loved by none, and feared by nearly

all, we have told his character.

The only friend the peasant Gomardo and his daughter had

made in Valencia, was a friar of the convent of Santa Clara,

lie watched over Imorene as carefully as if she had been his own
daughter. A few months after the introduction of Imorene to

Don Moranzo, he hail in his vilencss planned the dishonor of his

beautiful dependant. All bis advances bad been met with such

calm, but firm disregard, that he was at first disconcerted; but

suddenly her father was taken ill, and sickened with fearful rapid-

ity, until death came to the relief of his sufi'erings.

There was something about the sudden death of her father that

struck the priest as mysterious. He had very suddenly sickened,

and died in a manner that to his experienced eye seemed to indi-

cate that he had been poisoned. Whether this was intentionally

done, or otherwise, he knew not, nor could he conjecture, save by

inference ; and yet, there was a lurking suspicion in his mind that

Don Moranzo knew something more of his gardener's decease

than he wished so acknowledge. The priest strongly suspected

foul play, and tliat the unprincipled cavalier had taken summary

means to rid himself of the gardener's picsence, in order to

accomplish bis designs upon the innocent and unprotected girl.

This v/as indeed the case, for she was at once removed to his

own bouse, and placed under the strict guard of domestics who

knew their master's pleasure, and who had been taught to consider

his slightest wish as their law. Here the peasant girl was most

miserable. Though young and confiding, she could not mistake

the fuarl'ul situation in which she found herself. She saw lier

danger, hut, alas ! she knew of no way to avoid it. Even the

priest was no longer permitted to see her, and she felt indeed alone^

Struck with the noble nature of the girl, and subdued by her

quiet firmness, Don Moranzo at last grew to look on her as some-

thing necessary to hi'i existence, and even ofl'crcd her his band

and title, if she would become his wedded wife. But the true-

hearted peaHant saw no temptation in the glitter and rank she

beheld about her. She had loved once ; her young affecions had

been placed on the altar reared in her own heart, and she could

never love again.

Don Moranzo had been drinking deep one day, and at a late

hour came to Imorcnc's apartment. She saw his excited state

and trembled as he came to her side.

" Come, my pretty one, give me a kiss."

" Nay, signer, I pray you respect my lonely situation ; I be-

seech you—

"

" But one, a single kiss, Imorene, for good night."

" Signor, signor 1 I am alone and defencelcis ; a poor weak

girl. You would not strike me dumb with fear?"

" But one—I must and will have one.'*

" Hold \" she cried, raising her outspread hands towards him.

'* You arc strong, and can compel me to this indignity, bat
—

"

" What ring is that?" interrupted the cavalier, as bis eyes by

chance rested on her open hand, where they seemed riveted.

"Alas!" answered Imorene, " it is the gift of one who was

most kind to me."
" Let me see it," said Don Moranzo, half sobered at some

surprise occasioned by the jewel.

After a moment's examination of the ring, the cavalier, with

seeming amazement, returned it, and left Imorene at once alone.

As much surprised as delighted at this, the poor girl soon fell

asleep in innocent repose, but was astir again with the morning

light. By some lucky chance she discovered an open and un-

guarded door, through which she hurried down the garden paths,

and knowing well the grounds, was soon outside the palace walls,

and hastening towards the neighboring convent of Santa Clara,

where she threw herself upon the protection of the good priest

who had so long befriended her.

The enamored cavalier, however, at once suspected whither

Imorene had gone, and soon satisfied himself of the truth of his

suspicions. The priest was summoned and bidden to deliver her

up ; but this he peremptorily refused to do. Nor would he hear

of any bribery, or oflTer as a remuneration, if he would but return

the girl to what the cavalier called her home. At last, finding

that bis mode of attack availed him nothing, the cavalier unmasked

his soul, and told the priest that, unless she was returned to him

before night, he would surely take his life ; that he cared nothing

for his sacred office ; that he defied man and devil, and that he

would not be thwarted.

The priest knew full well the revengeful character of the man,

and though unmoved by his threats, yet he bethought bim that

he might make some arrangement by which he could prevent any

deed of violence, and yet preserve Imorene. He therefore said :

" One way, and one way only, will I deliver up to you this

maid."

"Name it."

" In the presence of the duke.'^

" The duke V
"Ay."
" It is useless to annoy him."

" It is the only way."

" 'Tis well. He will right me, and command that this perverse

girl do give me her hand in marriage."

" Within these two hours, then, we will meet yon at the court."

" 'Tis well. Play me no trick, else thy life shall be the forfeit."

The priest procured proper apparel for Imorene, and in due

time led her towards the ducal palace, where his sacred garb

gave him ready admission and audience with the duke. Already

was Don Moranzo there, and already had he told his story to the

duke, who sat in state with his officers about him. And now,

as they entered, the officer whose duty it was so to do, called upon

the priest to speak for his charge before the duke, and show reason

why she should not consent to a union with one so vastly above

her in fortune and blood, and thus benefit herself.

" May it please you, noble duke, this gentle maid is an orphan

—friendless, but for me—and pure and innocent as the morning

dew. This man—this Don Moranzo is a bold, bad man ; nay, I

care not for the frown of him or any other; the maiden loves

him not. More than this, her young heart loves another devotedly,

my noble duke. And for these plain and simple reasons, I claim

her release from any and all responsibility to this man."
" Where is he whom the maiden loves "?" asked the duke, calmly.

At that moment there ran through the court room of the palace

a scream so shrill and piercing, that every one sprang to his feet,

while Imorene, throwing back the abundance of dark curls that

screened her face, looked towards the chair of state, where stood

the duke, now a picture of amazement.

" It is he ! the Signor Gopez ;"

"Imorene!" ejaculated the duke, springing forward just in

time to support her fainting form. " Imorene, it is indeed thy

friend and lover ; no longer the poor wounded soldier, but if thou

wilt so permit, thy future husband, the Duke of Valencia."

Imorene revived atonce. On that breast she was happy indeed.

She feared nothing now, though she sobbed as though her heart

would break. Turning to Don Moranzo, the duke said :

" Your suit and audience arc ended, and you may retu*e, signor."

To the good priest he presented his warm thanks and a sub-

stantial evidence of his regard ; and leading Imorene to bis cbair

of state, he seated her by his side, and declared her Uie future

Duchess of Valencia.

Trxio courtiorfl should be nindpst, and not nice ;

Bold, but not impudent
;
pleasure love, not vice.— Giapman.
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IMPARTIALITY.

How little of it enters into the heart of men ? Show us a truly

impartial man in any public station, and we will show you one

out of a hundred thousand. People talk of independence with as

little reflection as knowledge, and about as much as a clam is

supposed to possess in high tide. Hear what the great De Foe

says of an independent writer, and then ask how many dare face

the cannon ;
" If I might give a short hint to an impartial writer,

it would be to tell him his fate. If he resolves to venture upon

the dangerous precipice of telling unbiased truth, let him proclaim

war with mankind—neither to give nor take quarter. If he tells

the crimes of great men, they fall upon him with the iron hand of

the law; if he tells them of their virtues, when they have any,

then the mob attacks him with slander. But if he regards truth,

let him expect martyrdom on both sides, aiid then he may go on

fearless; and this is the course I take myself."

Empkess Josephike's Diamonds.—By the death of the

Duchess of Leuchtenberg, who was a Bavarian princess, and the

wife of Eugene Beauharnois, the son of the Empress Josephine

—

the jewels presented to Josephine by the Emperor Napoleon, and

which had since belonged to the Duchess of Leuchtenberg, now

become the property of her son, the Duke of Leuch'enberg,

whose wife is a Russian Imperial Princess—so that poor Jose-

phine's diamonds will in future sparkle on the person of a

Russian Czar. Eotnantic, is it not?

Methodists.—A statistic article on Methodism appears in the

Zion's Herald, which reports, in the six Conferences, 66,206

memberSj and 539 preachers. Vermont has the largest number

of members in proportion to the population, it being one to

twenty-one. The Methodist population of New England, in-

cluding females, is estimated at nearly 400,000, or about equal to

the population of ihe State of Connecticut.

Newspapeks.—There are ten newspapers in Austria, fourteen

in Africa, twenty-four in Spain, twenty in Portugal, thirty in

Asia, sixty-five in Belgium, eighty-Hve in Denmark, ninety in

Russia and Poland, three hundred in Prussia, three hundred and

twenty in other Germanic States, five hundred in Great Britain

and Ireland, and one thousand tiuht hundred in America.

Strange Freak of Nature.— There is a negro boy in Ken-

tucky, about five years old, born in Shelby County, from jet-black

parents, wlio, wliile about one half of his body is as black as the

skin of his parents, the other half is as white and fair as the skin

of any white person. On the white portion there are numerous

small black spots, and on the black portion several white spots.

Summary.—The journeyman bakers of Palermo, having struck

for an increase of wages, were pounced upon by the authorities.

Seventy-four were sent to the prison-fortress of Favigna, while a

sufficient number of country bakers were seized and made to

supply their places. This is the way they transact such business

in the kingdom of Naples. They do it brown.

Gleason's Pictorial Drawikg-Koom Companion is increasing in merit with
every successive number. It is pretty generally admitted that it is not
Buipa.ssed by any of the magazines in tbe country. The pexsevering and
praiseworthy proprietor has secured the services of able and popular writers

;

and the abundance of original matter which every number cont;iins, and its

neatuess of appearance indicate that the day is near at hand when it will

receive an immense circulation. Nothing can delight ua as much as a ptrusal
of tUe CompaiiiOD.— Pennsylnanian, York^ Pa.

Singular.—A French paper mentions the case of a young

man, named Levanie, who, for ten years, entirely lost the use of

speech by illness. A short time since, while in a violent fit of

passion, he suddenly recovered the faculty of talking, and has

ever since continued in the perfect use of his tongue.

Inaiisiin: (fiatljcrings.

Good Idea.—A new system of posting the names of streets

has been patented in London, and is on trial by the authorities.

The name is blown or stamped on the glass on the street lamps,

and is thus seen equally as well by night as by day.

The Yankees Ahead.—American agricultural implements

rank high at the World's Fair. Prouty & Mears, of Boston, have

received a medal for their plough, and McCormiek, of Chicago,

has received the great gold medal for his reaping machine.

Extinct.—Men and women have become extinct; they died

sixty years ago, and left no heirs. Ladies acd gentlemen have
usurped their places. AtFectation yet lives.

Odd Fellows.—The order of Odd Fellows in the United
States numbers 139,000 members and 2000 lodges. The receipts,

last year, were Sl,22o,000, and there were 30,000 initiations.

Land of Wooden Nutmegs —In Connecticut there are, as

appears by the returns of the late census, fifty newspapers, with

an aggregate circulation of 60,000 copies.

Think of it.—A man who U seventy years of age has spent

twenty-three years of his life in bed, and five years at the table.

The Custom.—It is not an uncommon thing in New England
for tables at village hotels to be waited on by pretty girls.

Gleason's Pictorial takes the lead of every paper in the world for beauty
and cheapne8a.— Democratic Banner.

Books were bound in oak boards until the fourteenth century.

Daniel Defoe, author of two hundred and ten pamphlets, died

insolvent.

Ninety students have entered the Brown University for the

new terra.

Kecent advices from New Mexico announce fresh outrages

from the Indians.

Colton, a beneficed clergyman and author of Lacon, was a
professed gamester.

There is a famine at Durango, Mexico, caused by the ravages

of Indians. Corn was selling at one dollar per peck.

Another rpleasod member of the Lopez expedition has arrived

at New Orleans.

The steamer Pampero has been surrendered to the collector,

at Jacksonville, Florida.

Five hundred police oflacers were on duty, in this city, during
the Kadroad Jubilee.

M. Benedict is said to have netted eight thousand pounds hy
the Lind campaign in America.

All the hotels of Oregon City, Oregon, have ceased to sell

spirituous liquors.

The city of Newburyport, with a little over twelve thousand
inhabitants, contains fifteen churches.

Hon. Pobert J. Walker has gone to Europe to raise money for

the Illinois Central Railroad.

The first medical degrees conferred in America, were by King's
College, New York, in 1779.

The steamer S. F. Vinton was burned a short time since, forty

miles above New Orleans ; boat and cargo total loss.

In 1781, the Massachusetts Medical Society was incorporated,

being the first medical society formed in America.

The speed of lightning is so great, that it can go four hundred
and eighty times around the earth in one minute.

The Indians, it is said, are committing dreadful outrages on
the Mexican populatioa of Upper Tamaulipas.

Jerrold says the man who thinks that two "skulls " are not

better than one, never rowed against tide.

A toad covered with horns has been dug up in Burlington,
New Jersey.

To pronounce a man happy merely because he is rich, is just as

absurd as to call a man healthy because he has enough to eat.

Hops are imported into this country from England as a matter
of economy. The price there is thirty-five cents—while here it

is fifty and sixty cents.

Among the guests at the grand State Fair, in Rochester, New
York, were Generals Scott and Wool, and Governors Hunt,
Morton and Seward.

Rev. Mr. Chamberlain, President of Oakland College, Missis-

sippi, was murdered by George A. Brisco, a student, who then
committed suicide.

Mr. Greeley, in his late letters from Lombardy, warmly approves
and recommends the system of irrigation and tree-planiing, uni-

versal in that region of horticultural beauty.

Sanbs of ©oli.

Time is a herb that cures all diseases of the imagination.

J^orcign Ulisallang.

An infernal machine has been discovered by the police at Breslau.

Much disaster is apprehended from the ravages of the potato
rot in Ireland.

There are rumors of a democratic conspiracy having been dis-

covered at Athens, Greece.

Sweden and Switzerland are the only European powers not
owing a public debt.

The Emperor of Russia forbids the return of any paper money
which may have been taken out of the empire.

There is great agitation in Ireland, and a crisis is thought to be
at hand.

Madame Stoltz has been re engaged for the space of eight
months at the Italian Opera, at Lisbon.

Madame Steiner Beauce, a sister of Madame Ugaldo, has been
engaged as prima donna for the next Carnival at Verona.

The 1000th anniversary of the foundation of the Russian Empire
is to be celebrated in 1852, with commemorative ^ete.

The Tuscan journals announce the death of the celebrated
mathematician and astronomer, Giovanni Inghirami,

M. Labocelta, a tenor of some reputation in Italy and Germany,
has been engaged at the opera, in Rio Janeiro.

A hundred tons of pig iron have lately been imported into

Liverpool from Bombay. This is rather a novel article of import.

The order recently issued hy the English Admiralty, that no
contract mail-packet should be built of iron, has been rescinded.

The Emperor of Russia would not permit M'lle Rachel to

play in Warsaw, because she had been guilty of a great crime
against despotism—chanting the Marseilles Hymn.
The Queen was at Edinburgh, a short time since, and stopped

at Holyrood Castle. The people welcomed her hy thousands,
and the papers are full of the rcceptioQ.

Miss Helen Faucit, the celebrated tragedienne, has been mar-
ried to Mr, Martin, of Edinburgh, a writer for the Signet, This
may prevent her intended visit to America,

One of the French journals states that since the first day of
January, of ihe present year, gold pii-ces to the amount of
200,000,000 of francs have been coined at the mint.

The Countess de Bocarme, who was lately tried for the murder
of her brother, has taken up her residence at Konigswater, at the
foot of the Drachenfels, where she lives retired.

Government instructions have been sent from Paris to the com-
mandant of the French squadron at the Antilks, to assist Cuba
in repelling the aggressions of the American pirates.

Anderson, the tragedian, will not visit America this season.
He is at present on a tour through Belgium, Holland, Germany,
and other places, in search of novelties for his contemplated
managerial duties.

_An agent of the French Government is now in Madrid, charged
with the mission of laying down the basis of a treaty between
France and Spain for the suppression of literary pii-acy.

A seizure of from six thousand to ten thousand pounds of
contraband tobacco has been made at Glasgow, on board the
ship Sabbatis from New York. It was enclosed in tin cases placed
in the centre of casks of rosin.

Without friends, the world is but a wilderness.

Some thoughts always find us young, and keep us so.
Such a thought is the love of the universal and eternal beauty.

Teach children to love everything that is beautiful, and
you will teach them to be useful and good,

Thou shalt stumble least in thy judgments, if thou wilt
thyself but continue without stumbling in thy life,

Being positive in judgment to-day is no proof that we shall
not be of a different opinion to-morrow.

....The universe is a hook, and we have only read the first
page, if we have not been out of our own country,

. .
.
,Tt is idle to talk of drowning care; we do but sharpen the

sting of the scorpion we carry within us.

We should often blush at our best actions did the world
but see the motives upon which they are grounded.

... .It is not our criminal actions that we require conrage to
confess, but those which are ridiculous and foolish.

—

Roussmu,

Bashfulness is more frequently connected with good sense,
than we find assurance—and impudence, on the other hand, is

often the effect of downright stupidity.

Every man deems that he has precisely the trials and
temptations which are the hardest of all for him to bear; but
they are so, because they are the very ones he needs.

—

Richta:

These six—the peevish, the niggard, the dissatisfied, the
passionate, the suspicious, and those who live upon others' means—are forever unhappy,

. ,
, .The mass of those by whose efforts an individual is raised

to distinction, forever remain obscure ; as small streams unite to
form the distinguished river, and therein lose their indentity,

.... The Creator does not intend that the greatest part of man-
kind should come into the world with saddles on their backs, and
bridles in their mouths, and a few ready booted and spurred to
ride the rest to death.

loker's <Dl\o.

Wliy is the Waterloo Bridge, at London, like a celebrated one
at Venice? It is a bridge of size (sighs).

"Gentlemen of the jury, have you agreed? What is your
verdict ?" " We find the prisoner not guilty—if he '11 leave town."

A dandy made his appearance in Philadelphia, last week, with
clothes so tight, that his friends feared that his pantaloons would
turn State's evidence, and "split" upon him.

AVe saw a drunkf-n man, lately, trying to get a watchman to
arrest his own shadow. His complaint was that an ill-looking

scoundrel kept following him.

Women are a great deal like French watches—very pretty to
look at, hut very difiicult to regulate when they once take to
going wrong.

" Sammy, my dear boy, what are you crying for V " Bill hove
the Bible at me and hit me on the head." " Well, you are the
first person in my family on whom the Bible ever made the least

impression,"

Favor your horse with a curry as often as possible, but never
curry f-ivors with a man. If plain dealing wont incline a person
to favor your proposals, just take the first inclined plane you
come to, and slide for home.

The most unprofitable improvement we ever heard of, was the
Farmington Canal, which never afforded but one dividend, and
that was one summer when the directors mowed the tow path
and divided the hay.

Sir Walter Scott, in lending a book, one day, to his friend,

cautioned him to he punctual in rtturning it. " This is really

necessary," said the poet, in apology, ' for if many of my friends

are bad arithmeticians, I have found almost all of them good book-

keepers."

" Dear Sir," lisped a great lady in a watered silk, at the Lon-
don Exhibition, " have the goodness to inform me if there are

any noblemen in the United States." " Yes, marm," answered
a full fed Jonathan, who was showing off the beauties of a cream
freezer, "and I am one of them."
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CLEOPATRA S NEEDLE, NEAR ALEXANDRIA, EGYPT.

CLEOPATRA'S KEEDLE.
This famed relic of the antique world has an interest which

bids fair to be as lasting as that oi the Pvramids themselves.
About once in ten years public attention is "called to the point

—

of the Needle, by some mquirj as to its mture destination.

Scarcely a trace of the former greatness of the ancient city of
AlexHndria remains— the seat of empire, the emporium of the

East, the centre of learning. Among the few objects of antiquity

arc Cleopatra's Needles, about one mile distant from the city ; one

of which remainfl Htamliiig, the other Ih partly imbtdilcd in the

sand. Eich is one vast block of granite, measuring in Icngtli

about seventy feet, covered with hieroglyphics. These obelisks

are said to have formed the entrance to a palace of ibe Egypto-

Macedonian kings, and are situated in the midst of the wretched

hovels of the Arab poor, in a dreary waste of sand—a relic of

past ages. Charapollion, who lias de-

cijdicred the hieroglyjjhics with which
the obelisks are inscribed, assigns them
to the age of Mteris, one of the most cel-

ebrated of the Pharaohs, who ilourished

1725 years before Chiist. A proposi-

tion has long been entertained by the

British government to purchase the

principal obelisk, commonly called Clc-

opatra',s Needle, and remove it to Eng-
land. Punch suggests that Queen Vic-

toria might sew with it. The Liverpool

correspondent of the London Times
proposes that Robert Stephenson should
remove it free of expense. Upon which
the London correspondent of the Liver-

pool Albion remarks—"The best mode
to bring this rusty needle to a practical

point would be to refer it to the Semp-
stress' Committee of Mr. Sydney Her-
bert, whose experience in crotchetwork

would devise a case that shoubl servo

as a sampler to those disposed to pin

their faith to the very so-so wrapper of

logic tacked to it in fustian and yarn by
the worsted antiquanans ; for all the

backstitches of these elderly mantua-
makers have not taken up the ravelled

skein of time in respect to the eyelet-

hole the needle was originally employed
upon—whether in a hygienic anti-

whalebone corset for the first Miss
Sphinx, or a vestal petticoat for Mrs.
Potiphar, or a cut-awry Newmarket
jacket for Pharaoh Carabyses Ptolemy
Sesostris Physeon Nebuchadnezzar, Ju-
nior, Esquire, of Thebes-lodge, Mera-
non-road, Tadmorsbire. Moses per-

haps would be the best authority on so

tailorly a topic. But Moses's reverence

for profits would cause bira to regard as

downright worshipping of the golden calf John Bull's anxiety to

compass this magnetic needle for eight thousand pounds in caoh."

the August succeeding their appearance that ihey attempted any-
thing of a higher calibre, when they ai)pOiired as Bombastcs and
Dolabclla iti the burlesque of " Bouibusites Furioso." Thi ir

triumph in this new walk of the drama was complete ; since then
tlicir career as stars has been unprcccdently triumphant. The
success of these children is a proof that all merit in acting arises

from an intuitive perception which experience merely polishes.

THE BATE3IAN CHILDREN.
These little wonders are now performing in London, and elicit

the highest encomiums of praise. Kate was born October, 1843,
and Ellen, December, 1845, in Baltimore. They first appeared
in "The Children in the Wood" on the llth of December, 1848,
in Louisville, Kentucky. They created a great sensation, and
this success determined their future career. On resolving to

to adopt the stage as their future profession, they frequently
appeared in various children's parts, such as the Duke of York,
children in the '* Hunter of the Alps," etc. ; but it was not until

BATEMAN CDILDREN IN THE BVRLESQtIE OF " ROMBASTES FURIOSO

FALLS OF THE mSSAHICKON.
The Wissahickon Creek flows from the Schuylkill Ktver, taking

its name from the Indian tongue. Erora the falls down some
six or eight miles, it is a perfect fairly land. Within fifty feet of
the creek, on each side, is a fine road, with a canopy of trees

;

while ibe winding creek is lined on either side with ibe richest

verdure. The Falls are about eight or ten feet high. Tbey are

located seven miles from Philadelphia, and are resorted to by all

who love nature in its wildness. The scenery in the vicinity is

beyond description. The environs of that city are studded with
all the accessaries of natural beauty which compose a poeiical

landscape; and the waves of the Schuylkill seem to flow from
the regions of enchantment through luxuriance of foliage.

FALLS ON THE WISSAHICKON CREEK, FROM A BRANCH OF THE SCHUYLKILL RIVER, NEAR PHILADELPHIA.
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NEW EA'GLAXD GLASS WORKS.
Your true artist understatifis well how to produce effect in a

picture, and i^ exercised by sound judgment in ths selection of
his subject. Our artist has given us here a fine and accurate pic-

ture of this lars;eand thrifty manufacturing establishment, situated

in East Cambridge. Massachusetts. The subject of the eneraving
is one that cannot faii to interest our readers, as there is hardly a
family, from Maine to Louisiana, who have not more or less of
its excellent ware in domestic use. Every description of glass-

ware, from a simple pressed wine-glass to the most elaborately

cut and rich plated, gilded, silvered or engraved glassware, is

produced here in a style of beauty and excellence unrivalled in

the world, and far surpassing in beauty the finest manufactures of
Biihemia. Itwould be afruitless task for us to attempt a descrip-

tion of the various processes by which these articles are finally

turned out in their perfect form, and must leave the reader suffi-

cienily interested by the scene we present and this brief mention
of the subiect, to induce a personal inspection of the works them-
selves. The New England Glass Company was incorporated in

1S18, by an act of the State Legislature, and is the oldest estab-

lishment of the kind but one in the country, and the largest in

the world. The average number of workmen connected with the

company's works is about four hundred and fifty. The number
of furnaces now in use is five ; and these are in use night and
day, without the least interim. The capital stock of the company
is $400,000, on which a semi-annual dividend is paid, the earn-

ings of the company affording a large per cent, of profits and its

shares are never to be found in the market. The height of the

immense chimney which forms so prominent a part of the picture,

and which looms up so loftily to the eye that regards this part of

Cambridge from a di-tanne, is two hundred and thirty feet actu

ally ten feet hii;her than Hunker Hill Monument Into this lofty

flue all others connected with the mam works centre

even the blacksmith's shop ; and indeed every flue, either

of the large furnaces or the smallest shop ik connected

with this chimney by tubes running un lei ground Tims
all the smoke and gases from the m un works are let otF

at so great a height as to prevent all unpleasant effects to

the surrounding atmosphere. Glassware must soon

cease to be an object of import—and indeed it has long

been so except in fancy articles—now that this exten'^I^e

estahlishment can turn out even the fanc\ descriptions of

the article superior to the manufactures of Euro|)e The
company's ware-room in Boston i& in thu old Sun Tav
era Building, Batterymarch Strtet between Nos 149

ttud 151 Milk Street. The oihceib of the N E Glass

Company are as follows:—Charles W. Cartwright, President;

Joseph N. Howe, Clerk; Andrew T. Hall, Treasurer; Kdraund
Munroe, Daniel Safford, Calvin W. Clark, James Longley,
Directors; Joseph N. Howe, Agent. The directors have full

power to direct all the operations of the company in the manner
they shall deem most expedient, in relation to the management
of their estates and property, the extension or limitation of their

works, the raanufiiciure and sale of articles, the purchase of mate-

rials, and in all things have and exercise the whole power
which the company have, excepting where it is otherwise
provided by the by-laws, or where it may be otherwise
ordered by the company, who reserve to themselves full

power at pleasure to control the doings of the directors.

Persons visiting this section of the country from a distance

rarely fail to make this establishment a subject of careful

study and visitation ; but singularly enough, persons resid-

ing within musket shot of its wails have comparatively
little or no interest in the modus operandi by which the

beautiful ware produced here is brought to the stHte of
perfection it evinces when ready for use. The processes of
plating, gilding, silvering and engraving are of very mod-
ern discovery, and are most curious in detail and general
operation. Apropos of this part of the manufacturing
process, we may add that the company has some of the
most skilful artists in its employ to be found in the world.
The fact is attested by the elegance of the articles produced
here, many of which were exhibited at the last Mechanics'
Fair in this city. It is cheering to observe that American
ingenuity has made such rapid strides in the silvering and
other finishing proce ses for these matters ha\e usually
been regarded heretofore as nation il secrets To this

day, the Chinese ha\ e preserved the art of sawmg, planing,

morticinjj and dovetailing glass, as is proved by the writing desks

and other articles made of this material which they have some-

times presented to foreign ambassadors—Lord Macartney and the

Duke of Devonshire, for example. In Holland, the plating and
engraving are guarded as jealously as State secrets. The peculiar

character of Venice glass for the detection of poison is also buried

in mystery. So is the vitrifying of colors. Our works at Sand-
wich"and at East Cambridge will see to these affairs.

;C

NTIW EKGLAND GLASS COMPANY'S WOKRSj AT EAST CAMBRU GEj ON CHASLES RIVES, MASS,
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CHAPTER XV.

TITO'S NARRO'W ESCAPE. A DEATH SCENE.

Three days have elapsed since the events

reliUcd in the last chapter transpired. During

this period, no one of our characters has been

idle. Don Conrado, as we shall sec, hag been

especially busy in furtlicring liis own views.

Twice each day afier his first interview in the

drawing-room with Donna Gertrude, had he pre-

sented himself at the Casa Grande ; but only in

one instance could Gertrude be prevailed upon

by her father to see him ; and in this interview,

which took place on the evening of the third

day, she gave him particularly to understand,

that she would rather consent to be immured in

the convent v/ith which her father threatened

her, than to unite her destiny with his. Don
Conrado, upon this, bade her a "goodnight,"

and saying that she should not be annoyed by

his, presence again, embraced Don Garcia, and

left the house, taking the direction to his boat at

the quay.
During the three days, also, Captain Clifford

had been rapidly mending ; for he received a

bouquet and a sweet billet every evening from

Donna Gertrude, who always shortened her ves-

per prayers at the chapel, in order to get there

and back again before dark. So rapidly did he

improve under this regimen, that his surgeon

pronounced it possible for him to be removed

the next day.

There had also been a meeting, during the

three days, between Tito and Giberto. It was

accidental. The old artilleryman had gone

down to the fish-market to purchase a fish, when

his eye fell on the diminutive manikin figure of

Conrado's servant. It was broad day, and he

recognized hira at once. Without more ado he

advanced towards him at a military stride. Tito

was the while wholly unconscious of his vicinity,

being engaged in eating a banana, while he kept

his eye on the brig's boat, which its guard had

bribed him to watch while they left it and re-

freshed themselves at an adjacent coffeehouse.

The first salutation of Giberto was a grasp upon

the shoulder like a vice, that caused Tito to

utter a fierce curse, and to turn with flashing

eyes, with his grasp on his dagger-hilt. But no

Gooner did he discover the stern gray eyes of his

relative bent on him with the look of a lion, than

he released his fingers from tlieir clasp on the

handle, became pale, or rather yellowish-white,

and shook, fairly shook in his shoes, so great

was his terror.

"So, then! lam not mistaken! It is you,

maldito! You do well to look fiigbtened ! Do
you remember me, vilano Tito'?"

"I might as well forget el diabolos," answered

Tito. " You hurt me, uncle !"

" I will kill thee ! Thou hast well nigh slain

the best man in the land. Come with me, and

let me give thee to the gendarmes. Thou
hast twice escaped the gallows ; and I believed

thee hanged. But thou v.ilt not escape this

time. The Mexican con-ul shall have thee put

in chains, and sent back to answer for the great

murders thou hast done."

"0, no, no! Don't be cruel, uncle. Thou
hadst a good heart once. If you send me back,

they will burn me alive."

*' No doubt of it. What art thou doing here ?

What crime more art thou ready to commit?"
" O, none, none I I am an honest man as ever

a padre on his knees, uncle. I am innocent of

all wrong."

" Didst thou not, three nights agone, stab a

manV
" Yes, but that was three days ago. I mean I

am innocent to-day, and was yesterday. I have

done nobody any wrong this day. Let me go,

I pray you, for you gripe like a horse's mouth."

" Thou shalt go and he hanged. IIo, gen-

darmes ! hola ! Here is one of the rogues that

did the deed of assassination Tuesday night

!

I'll vouch for him, for I saw him strike the

blow !"

Already a concourse of people had collected,

and upon the cry for the city guard, two or three,

who had been v;alking about the market, came

up. Giberto held him firmly until they extend-ed

their hands to lay hold upon him. But no sooner

did he feci his uncle's hand relax, than he slipped

down like an eel between them, darted like a

hare between the legs of the tallest gendarme,

whom he pitched over so adroitly that he knocked

his comrade fiat upon his back ; and Giberto

was staggered by a blow from the man's arm,

as he threw it out to break his fall. Away went

the escapado like a fox, and after hira in full cry,

a hundred zealous people, who gave utterance,

as they ran, to the alarm cry, of " stop the assas-

sin !" Tito, as we have said, was small and

light, and as wiry as if made of steel. He was

running for his life, and he strained every nerve.

A gendarme stood in his way to stop him, but

he ran against him, with his dagger so fiercely

brandished, that he quickly gave him the path.

But before him t!ie crowd began to condense, as

if to stop his flight, and seeing a small boat

near, he turned aside, and leaping into it, cut

the rope that held it to the shore with his dirk,

and pushed out into the river. Fortunately

there was a paddle in it, which he seized, and

plying it with skill and rapidity, he was in a few

seconds far from the shore, leaving a vast crowd

disappointed and amazed at his escape.

Perceiving that Tito would in all probabil-

ity escape, several of the more active leaped

into boats, and prepared to pursue him. See-

ing this, he sent his skiff down the river with

the speed of an arrow, and was soon lost to the

sight of those whom he had left, by the inter-

vention of the tiers of shipping. Three boats

followed for a short distance, but the pursuers,

seeing that there would be no chance for them

in the race, and there being no reward offered

for the fugitive, they gave up the chase. Tito

did not cease paddling until he had left the city

a full league astern, when, finding that he was

not followed, he ceased his exertions, and let the

current drifc him down to the place where the

brigantine lay, which he reached about mid-

niglit, and from which he no more ventured into

the city, and leaving Don Conrado to find out

as he best could what had become of him. This

his master was not long in doing, for the boat-

men in the cafe had seen the race, and reported

to their captain the mode of hiy escape. Don
Conrado congratulated himself that Tito had

not been secuied by the gendarmes, well assured

that he would not have hesitated to betray him

to gain his own liberation. He, therefore, did

not much regret hia absence, hoping he had

safely regained the brigantiuc.

During these three days, also, the mystery

enveloping the attack upon Donna Gertrude had

been unfolded. The ofiiciating priest of the

chapel, where the maiden went morning and

evening, according to the custom of her country

and faith, to worship, drew nigh to her as she

was crossing her brow with the holy water from

the font at the door, before quitting the cliurch,

and said in a low tone :

" Senora! a few words with you ! I have a

message to your ear
!"

"From whom, holy padre?" she asked, regard-

ing his sorrowing air with some apprchcnMion.

"A penitent, whom I have Icftonly two hours

ago. Ho is near death, and sent for me to con-

fess him. He has informed me that he has done

you a heavy wrong by attempting to carry you

away, a few nights a^o, by violence, and begs to

see you before he dies, that he may acknowledge

his fault, and obtain your forgiveness."

"Is it the Count Contelli, holy father, who

you say is dying's"

" Yes, senora. He will not survive through

the night. He received a wound in the allair

wliich he did not feel at first, but which the last

two days has assumed a fatal character. I am
about to visit him again. What answer shall I

make to him?"
" Tell him I forgive him, as I hope he will be

forgiven by Heaven," she answered, fervently.

" Will you see him ?"

" Nay, I do not wish to be present at such a

death, father. It will do no good. Take him

my forgiveness."

The priest bowed, and Gertrude proceeded

homeward, sad at heart at what she had heard,

and feeling deep pity for the dying count, and

half regretting that she had not gone with the

priest. But it was well that she did not Ut her

feelings of sympathy overcome her discretion, as

we shall see by accompanying the simple, good

priest to the abode of the count.

It was in a quartfr of the city very remote

from the Casa Grande, and at the extremity of

a street that terminated on the canal that led

into the lake. The house was the farthest on

the obscure street, being built half projecting

over the very v/ater, so that a boat could sail

beneath the floor of the rear room. The out-

ward appearance of the building was coarse, and

wholly out of keeping with the domicil of a

nobleman who sought to win the love of such a

bigh-born dame as Donna Gertrude. The front

was of stone, heavy with projecting cornices in

the old French style, and the roof very steep,

and covered witii hollow red tiles. A faint light

gleamed through the shutiers as the priest ap-

proached. He rapped at the door, and a voice

from within demanded who was there.

" A priest of the church," answered the father.

A bar was heard being removed from within,

and after a moment's delay, during which eager

voices and hurried movements were overheard,

he was admitted. There was a large square

apartment, rudely furnished, as if the place were

but a temporary abode. In one corner, shaded

by curtains, lay a man upon a bed. He sesmed

about thirty years of age, with a finely chiselled

profile. His hair, which was jet black, lay di-

shevelled upon his pillow, which was of the finest

linen. His face was as white as wax, and his

eyes looked heavy, and seemed to open with

difficulty. The person who opened the door

was a female, once exceedingly beautiful, as her

rich, soft hair, fine eyes, and handsome mouth

betrayed ; but she was now a wreck, though her

age was not above twenty. A sad, painful look

seemed to be stamped upon her features, a look

of deep humility and consciousness of degrada-

tion. As the priest entered, she dropped her

head upon her bosom, and said reverently, and

with the air of one who felt she was too great a

sinner to raise her eyes to the holy man:
" Thy blessing, holy father !"

"It is thine, daughter," answered the good

priest, laying his hand with a parental air upon

her head. Instantly she fell upon her knees;

tears gushed from her eyes, and her bosom

heaved with deep emotion, as if to be spoken to

so gently was more than her full and relenting

heart could bear. He regarded her an instant

with commiseration, and then said in a low

voice

:

" Though thy sins be as scarlet, they shall be

as white as wool !"
.

There wag no reply. The female still kneeled,

her face buried in her hands ; and the grace of

her unconscious attitude presented a study to a

sculptor, for symmetry and elegance of outline.

The priest drew near the bed, and gazed at the

person thereupon, who breathed heavily, as one

dying. Twice was he spoken to before he turned

his eyes and seemed to recognize who spoke.

"Is it you, father?" he said, with a start.

" What said the lady V
" That she forgave you, signor, and hoped

God would also."

"Thank her—tcU her I shall die happy. I

know God will forgive—it is only difficult to ob-

tain the forgiveness of our fellow-beings. Tell

Iier—tell her—I bless her with my d^ing prayer."

Hero he seemed to be almost overcome by an

attack of pain that gave his countenance an ex-

pression of inilcscribable ancjuish. The priest,

who evidently IjcHcvcd hi.n dying, held a crucifix

to his lips, and knocHng, prayed for the peace-

ful departure of his soul. But he shortly re-

vived, and pressed the hand of the father, and

then glanced towards tlie kneeling girl. IIo

tried to speak, but could not. The priest un-

derstood the eloquent appeal of his glance ; and

rising, drew near the female, and taking her by

the hand, said gently :

" He would say something to thee I He will

soon die!"

She rose quickly and hastened to the bedside.

She knelt by him, and pressed his hand to her

lips.

"Magdelina," he said, with sudden energy,

"life is over! All my—hopes are dead now!

I must go to judgment. I would die at peace

with thee! I have wronged ihce ! Thou hast

loved me through all my scorn and neglect!

When I sought to give to another the heart and

hand that should have been thine, thou didst not

complain beyond reproachful looks and silent

tears ! Thou didst say, that so thou couldst be

suffered by me to be near me, another might be

folded to my heart, so that thou mightest lay at

ray feet 1 Earth hath seen little such love as

thine! Now that I approach the grave I see as

I ought to see. I appreciate thy worth. I am
ashamed of the wrongs 1 have heaped on thee!

But if thou tt ilt now become my bride ! If thou

wilt give thy hand to mine from the grave, it is

thine
!"

"0 happy bride ! 0, joy, joy ! Yet 0, woe,

woe, that I can only be a bride by becoming a

widow \"

" Wilt thou consent, Magdelina? Wilt thou

take at last the only reparation I can make thee

—take what belongs to death! Witt thou bless

and forgive ?"

"Joy and woe! 0, joy and woe!" she said,

hiding her head in his bosom, which she cov-

ered with the bright clofW of her glorious hair,

that mingled with his raven locks upon the same

pillow. "In this hour I forget and forgive all

that is past," she cried, with thrilling pathos.

*' Holy father, unite us in holy matrimony."

Hand in hand, lip to lip, heart to heart, as

they were, the priest solemnly pronounced them

man and wife.

"One kiss, Magdelina!" said the count, in a

scarcely audible voice.

With that kiss departed his soul ! Bride and

widow in the same moment, the lovely and dis-

honored, now full late honored, seeing that he

was dead, uttered a shriek that would have

moved a heart of stone. The priest attempted

to soothe her, and succeeded, at length, in pro-

ducing something like composure. He at length

asked her if the church should undertake the

burial. To this she consented, and promising

to send two of the sisters of mercy to sit up with

the dead, he took his leave, but not before she

had knelt before him and imprinted a kiss of

gratitude upon his hand for the service he had

performed.

CHAPTER XVI.

A. CHAPTER OF VARIED EVENTS.

He had no sooner departed, than a boat was

heard to row almost noiselessly up under the

rear room, and a few moments aftenvards two

men entered the apartment from the rear room,

which they had gained by steps leading from the

water to a trap-door in the room.

"How is this, signora?" said the foremost,

abruptly. "We have waited at the mouth of

the canal three days, and as many nights, in the

barge, till we believed some accident must have

happened, that the count did not bring the la-iy,

and so we have come up to learn what has been

done ]"

The speaker was a frank, bluff looking young

fellow, with the features of an American, and a

face expressive of decided courage. He was

dressed in a blue roundabout, with gilt anchor-

buttons set upon its front and cuff?-, a broad

Panama hat, white duck trowsei's, tucked into

Spanish long boots. A belt was buckled round

his waist, in which was a yatnghan and a pistol.

His comrade was a tall, ungainly built man,

with whitcy-brown hair, cut Quaker fasliion, a

round brimmed felt hat, a long swallow-tailed

brown coat, narrow-legged trousers, woollen

sockfl, and cow-hido shoes. He carried a short
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rifle in his band, and was chewing something

with an incessant cud-like motion of his jaws.

He had a small blue eye, that reminded one of a

gimlet, and a shrewd aspect, that showed know-

ingness and inquisitiveness.

The countess, for such she had now a right to

be called, made no other reply to the words of

the speaker than by pointing to the bed on which

lay the corpse of her husband.

He no sooner discovered that he was dead,

than his face betrayed the strongest surprise.

" Dead as a nail !" sententiously observed his

tall companion, gazing upon the wax-like face.

"How is thisf AVho has done this? Is it

your act, at last, sigrova V
"Mine? 0, no. I loved him too well ! It is

God's decree. He was wounded in the attempt

to bring off the lady, for whom he had a boat

ready here to take her to yours. He has just

expired ; hut not before he gave me the honor-

able title of wife \"

""Wife!" repeated the sailor-looking youth,

with an expression of surprise and pain.

" Yes, Signor Frederick, the priest who shrived

him, by his request united us. It is but justice

to his memory as well as myself, that I speak

of this act at once."

"Married! Thou his wife!" he said, with

passionate feeling, as the other went to call his

men. " Thou art also his widow, and I may
not despair yet ! 0, signora, this news has un-

manned me ! Count Contelli dead, and yet

thou not mine ! Thou didst say once that thou

wert not worthy of me, and now thou wilt say I

am not worthy of the countess. Tell me that

thou dost mock me ! That thou art free to

love me !'*

"I know thy attachment to me, Frederick.

I have esteemed thee, and do now , but if I

would not wed thee while he lived, no wife to

him though I was, I may not wed thee or any

man now. The fragrance of the sweet honor

he hath bequeathed to me shall be fresh about

my heart till I die. These lips, that received his

passing soul, shall never be pressed by another.

Let this be thy answer once for all!"

The young sailor's face expressed deep sor-

row more than anger. He was about to make

some remark, when the other came in, followed

by two seamen, who approached the bed, and

gazed on the body sometime in silence, with

their caps in their hands. The death had evi-

dently made a deep impression upon them all,

but Benson's emotion was overwhelmed by a

greater affliction, the certainty of the loss of one

for whom he entertained a fruitless and romantic

passion.

" Wat is to be done with the body, licften-

anf?" asked the tall man.
" We will take it to the schooner, and give it

a sailor's tomb, beneath the blue wave."

"No, Frederick; the church will bury him

to-morrow in the cemetery. The kind priest has

taken the duty in hand !"

" Be it so, signora. Your wish is law to Fred

Benson."
" And you will stay to the buriall"

" " I would rather not, lady. I cannot leave

the vessel longer, unless you command."
" I will remain, then. Leave one of the boats,

and I will rejoin you in two or three days, so

soon as I obtain and place a suitable monument
for his tomb. To-night two sisters of the church

will remain with me."
" You need us not, then. You will decide on

the future after the funeral, and what is to be

done with the schooner."

"Yes. Now, lean think of no thing but tears."

" Good night, signora. I will at once return

to my vessel, and await thy coming, to convey

thee whither thou wilt go."
" Thanks, Frederick. But do not let thy

thoughts run upon any hopes that my regard

for thee may lead thee to cherish. My future

years will be spent in a convent !"

The young sailor turned away as if he would

not trust himself to speak, and taking a last look

at the face of the dead, he left the room. The
next moment he was heard leaping into his boat.

"Deth is a mighty solemn thing, raarm," ob-

served the till man, as he stood leaning on the

muzzle of his rifle, while he anxiously fixed his

gaze on the cadaverous features of the count;

"especially when a human is struck down in

full life without being wasted by no sickness.

All ilesh is grass, and withereth away !"

" He was a noble man, signor Job."

" Ah, yis, he was a right respectable pusson,

if he had only been raised with different notions

'bout matrimony and sioh like (don't mean to

make no reflexions, marm, especially since he 's

made all strait in the end,) but can't 'xpect a

'Talian count to be civilised like a free and in-

dependent American citizen. I 'm sorry for yer,

marm, and hope it'll be sanctified. Dust we

are, and unto dust we must all return ! So,

marm, you mean to go to a conventicle V
" A convent is my only home now."

"I dare say it's a nice place for a woman.

"Wall, about the schooner—I guess you 're cap-

tain now, since your husband was owner."

"After I rejoin the vessel I will decide what

is to be done. The only further service I want

of her is to convey me to Vera Cruz."

At this moment the " sisters " came in, with-

out knocking. Job Sorril started at their black

hoods and queer black capes, and then, making

a bow, said:

"Your servant, ladies. I'm glad you're come,

coz marm her'd feel lonesome. It's the lone-

somest thing in the world to be in a room with a

dead corpse. It is lonesomer than is if there

want nobody at all! You are right neighborly

to drop in so. It's what is commanded, to visit

the widders in their affliction, and keep them-

selves unspotted from the world. I wish you a

good night, ladies. We'll wait for you on board,

shall we, countess V
" Yes, Senor Job, within three days I will he

on board."

The tall individual then departed, followed

by the two sailors, who both shook hands in

silence with the young widow before going away,

as if out of respect to her grief. In a few min-

utes the boat was heard to pull away ; and as it

was passing down the canal, it was met by

another, which, from the words interchanged,

proved to be the count's own boat—the one he

had come to the city in, and kept for the purpose

of conveying away his expected prize, Donna

Gertrude. The persons in it said they had been

across the canal after a witch or. sorceress, who

had great reputation in healing wounds, hoping

she could restore the wounded count ; hut they

had not found her at her hut. When the boat's

crew were now told of the count's death, they

manifested the deepest grief, showing that the

noble-born Italian, though he had so clandes-

tinely attempted the abduction of the maiden

whom he loved, was not without redeeming

qualities. That he possessed them, was also

singularly exemplified in the profound and un-

flinching aff'ection for him which held place in

the bosom of the beautiful Miigdelina, against

all dishonor, all neglect, all rivalry, all jealousy.

We have now shown that the three days which

have elapsed since Don Conrado rescued Donna
Gertrude, and left her on the third evening, as

he said, for the last time, have been fruitful of

events. We have one more circumstance to

allude to, and then we shall return and follow

Don Conrado's movements after he quitted, as

we have seen, the Casa Grande. The circum-

stance we allude to is connected with the in-

terest Don Garcia took in the invasion of Cuba.

During the three days that elapsed after the

night after which he received his parcel of letters,

he had many interviews, both at home and in

other secret places in the city, with persons

whom he hoped to bring over to his party; but

having on the third day received a package from

Havana, containing a proclamation of pardon to

himself, and the restoration of his estate, with a

friendly letter from the captain-general, his old

opinions of the excellency of the royal govern-

ment returned; and without the counsel ofDonna
Gertrude, he resolved to accept the restoration,

and become loyal to the government and con-

stitution. To this_resolution he was the more

strongly inclined, since he had discovered that

three of the chief American generals, whom he

hoped to have engaged in the invasion, declined

to have anything to do wiih it, especially as the

government had branded as pirates whosoever

should be concerned in it. This defection,

therefore, made Don Garcia less reluctant to

abandon the enterprise ; and he therefore the

same day wrote to the captain-general that he

thanked him for his favor, and would speedily

return to Cuba, delaying only to arrange his

affairs. He also wrote to the junta, declining to

have further to do in the conspirac}', and returned

the official papers which had been received from

their hands. This retrograde measure was all

taken on the afternoon of the third day, and be-

fore night the letters were placed in the post for

Havana. This step he kept from his daughter,

well aware that she was a patriot from principle,

and not from money, as he had been ; for he

forwarded the revolution in his exile only to

retaliate against the authority which had wronged

him.

AYe will now follow Don Conrado on his way

to the quay on that evening of the third day,

when he left the Casa Grande in such an angry

mood, secretly breathing vengeance against "the

proud and insensible girl," as he termed the

lovely Gertrude. Upon reaching the quay it

was quite dark. The moon had not risen ; but

he was guided to his boat by a small lantern,

which he directed should he kept burning for

this purpose. On coming to the waterside, he

saw his men in their places; for he had given

the strictest orders that they should on no ac-

count leave the boat that night, but wait for him

with the expectation of seeing him each moment.
" Rodrigo !" he called, in a low voice.

"Senor, is it you?" answered Rodrigo, and

he replaced the cutlass in the scabbard, which on

seeing the dark form of the captain approach, he

had prepared to use.

" Yes. You are all here?"

" Si, senor, and ready to obey you. Is it

time?"
" Yes. Where is Carlos?"

" Here, senor," answered the lad we have al-

luded to as holding a sort of middy's place in

the brig. " I am holding the lantern !"

" My men, I want you now to go with me on

a perilous service."

" We are ready, sir 1"

" Not so loud ! Remember, we cannot be too

quiet. There is a lady in the city whom I in-

tend to carry off" to-night."

" Si, senor," answered the men readily.

" Two of you will remain here and obey

Rodrigo, who will be on th^watch. Carlos, you

and two men will accompany me, well-armed.

Rodrigo, you will hold the boat to the bank by

hand. Have no fastenings. Be ready to receive

me and my party at a moment's warning, and

push off" the moment I touch the thwarts ; for it

is possible I may come flying from pursuit."

" Si, senor."

" You will have your arms in yonr hands to

aid me on the bank if I should require your

services. Carlos, you will now come with me.

You two men follow at a distance, one of you

on one side, and the other on the other side of

the street. We must not, until I give the signal,

be suspected of belonging to the same party. It

is now eight o'clock ; by nine or ten, at the far-

thest, if I succeed, I shall be here. If I am not

successful, it is because I am a dead man."

In a few minutes Conrado was moving up the

Highest street; and after ten minutes' walk he

came to a fiacre, that stood at the corner of an

orange-garden in the obscurity of the shade of

the overhanging trees.

" Is it thoa, Pierre?" asked Don Conrado, in

French.
" Oui, monsieur," answered the driver, a small

Frenchman, in a glazed cap and blue capote,

holding in his hand an extravagantly long whip.

" Follow me at fifty yards, slowly, as I in-

structed thee when I engaged thee."

" Oui, monsieur," answered the man, gathering

up his reins, and muttering to himself, " I would

follow thee to the pit of le diable for the gold

thou so freely payest. There is some mischief

going on; but, parbleu, what are fiacres for but

to help out mischief! Let me see ! In my day

I have run off* seven couples ! I have escaped

five rogues (two of them paid me not a sous)!

I have carried two runaway wives, and then

two husbands after them ! I have received two

kegs of gold taken from a hank! I have taken

two dead bodies to the doctor's college! Bless

me ! what would this world do without fiacres

—

and accommodating fiacres, that never ask ques-

tions? I have known a score of fiacres ruined

by too much inquisitiveness. As for me, I take

it for granted that I would be asked only to do

honest jobs; and if they turn out the contrary,

that is not Pierre's fault."

Don Conrado soon reached the street on

which lived the old artilleryman. He was now

more cautious in his movements. He stopped

on the corner, and in the darkness surveyed the

house of Giberto as well as he could. A light

burned in the upper window over the door,

which he well knew came from the apartment

of Captain Cliff'ord.

" Carlos," he said, " now the time approaches

for us to act. Take this note. It is in Giberlo's

handwriting, for I imitated his hand from a bill

for cigars I saw from him lying on the table at

the Casa Grande. The note I wrote there to-

night before I left. It is to Donna Gertrude. It

represents Captain Clifford as dying. Say that

she must not delay. There is no doubt that she

will come with you. The note says the fiacre

and you are sent by Giberto I So you kno^

your cue. I shall expect you to succeed ! I

shall meet you on the way."
'• I will do my best, senor," answered Carlos,

as he sprung into the fiacre, the driver of which

already knew where he was expected to drive.

CHAPTER XVIL
A TILLA.NOUS PLAN OF AEDCCTIOlSr.

When Don Conrado had seen the fiacre drive

off" with Carlos, he took the same direction,

slowly followed by his two men, who were both

armed, and had been selected by him for their

courage and implicit obedience to his slightest

wish. They passed in their walk two or three

gendarmes, who supposing them to be quiet

citizens, paid no attention to them. The street

on which the Casa Grande was situated, was one

square and a half in the rear of the place where

Giberto's shop was located, and then three

squares further in a southerly direction. Don
Conrado upon reaching the corner which brought

him to this street, listened attentively.

" The fiacre has stopped. I hear it no longer,"

he said to one of the men, who came up to him.

"Now," he added, "give particular heed to my
instructions. The least deviation from them may
defeat the dearest object I have ever had at heart.

You know that it is my intention to convey a lady

on board the brigantine. Who she is it matters

not to you. All you have to do is to second me.

The fiacre is by this time at the house where she

dwells. In a few minutes, at least within a quar-

ter of an hour—if I know the lady's character

well, she will pass here in it with Carlos. The

signal that he will give us that she is inside the

carriage will be to open and shut the window as

he passes us. He has my orders, as well as the

driver, to drive straight to the boat. If she no-

tices it, he will pretend to be lost, and so reach

the river side. If, however, she suspects any-

thing, as she may—for she has of late been

alarmed by an attack—and attempts to leave the

carriage or give alarm, then we are to make our

appearance. I shall get in, and one of you

mount behind, and the other get on with the

man, and we can thus manage to protect her

from rescue, if not by whipping up the horses,

by fighting, if we are stopped. It is a daring

deed to manage in the heart of the city, but I am.

going through with it."

"And you may depend upon us, captain,"

answered the two men.
" You are to understand that you are to fol-

low the carriage to aid if any attack should be

made, but not make yourselves conspicuous other-

wise. Walk on now slowly in that direction,

for I perceive that two of the city guard are ap-

parently observing us from the opposite side."

The two men indolently lounged up the street,

one of them smoking a cigar, while Conrado

walked in the direction of the Casa Grande, im-

patient to learn the result of the errand upon

which he had sent Carlos.

We will precede the youthful but vice-hardened

messenger of the captain of the brigantine to the

abode of Donna Gertrude. We have already

said that Conrado Ifft the house early in the even-

ing, and with the assurance to her that it would

he the last time she should behold him there

!

His departure in this angry mood did not

alarm her. She did not, however, treat his

emotion with contempt, or smile with triumph.

She was too generous for this ; too benevolent

and noble. She regretted his wrath, but feeling

she could not prevent it, she tried not to give

him a second thought. She had been so pained

by his renewal of addresses to her, that she could

only with the firmest resolution refuse to listen

to them.

" Gertrude," said her father, who had been

some time silent and thoughtful, after the depar-

ture of Don Conrado, "you have displeased me
in this rejection of a man who has twice sought

your hand ; whose ardor not three years has

cooled, and who has crossed the ocean to ask a

second time the love which he hoped time might

have changed in his behalf."

" I am grieved, dearest father, that I have

displeased you," she said, tenderly, "But I

can never consent to be the wife of Conrado de

Beltran."

" There is no fear now, for he has sworn in

the bitterness of his wounded pride he will never

cross ti^ is threshold more !"

" I hope he will not perjure himself," she said,

with sli ht irony.

" How can you reject such a match? He is

noble—a hidalgo! His ancest(jrs -^ere com-

panions for kings.'*

" Were Conrado de Beltrap king of Spain,

and should offer to prown me queen of Spain, I
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would not wed him ! I could not sit upon Ihe

same throne with n man I so detcat—und—

"

" And what?"

*' And /wzr .'"

" Tear ! One would suppose, (Vom your words,

Gertrude, ho were a very Blue Boird I"

" Blue Beard was a generous fellow compared

with him, lor he did not punish his wives save

for disobediL-ncc to liid commands— it was half

their own fault. But Conrado de Beltran would

kill for the wiiim. Do not fiown, dear father!

I know you think well of him !"

" He has satisfactorily explained to me his

innocenco of all the deeds with wliich rumor

charj^ed him. He says he is now in high com-

mand in the Spanish navy ; and being come over

to Cuba ou a mission of vital importanct!, hear-

ing that we were here, he could not resist the

impulse to fly hither to cast himself at your feet.

The very name of his vessel, he says, is 'La

Gertrudis,' for thyself!"

" Thy good heart, dear father, makes thee

credulous. But X have certain knowledge tliat

he is a bad man ; that he has been expelled from

the service of tlie queen; tliat he is now an ad-

venturer, and that, if he is not at present, he has

been a buccaneer !"

" Thou art beside thyself, girl I" answered her

father, rising, and looking greatly displeased.

" This is not true ! If I could believe it, do you

suppose I would wish to sacrifice you to him,'?

Who has told you tlicse things?"

"I will tell you one from whom I had them.

You have frequently sent to the cafe of Senor de

Blase to furnish dinner for extra guests. Yes-

terday he called here to receive your orders for

the dinner you gave Don Conrado and the two

Cuban gentlemen. After he came in, Don Con-

rado entered and passed up to the drawing-room.

He saw him, and turning to Gaspar, asked if he

knew who he was. Gaspar foolishly replied that

he was a cavalier to whom his master's daughter

was betrothed. Tell her, then, said he, I wish

to see her! All this I overheard from my room.

Gaspar brought the message, and de Blase drew

near to the door, and said he had a desire to say

a word to me in particular. Supposing it was

about the viands, I told him to speak where

he was; for you know he has a bad countenance,

and one would not wish to be alone with him.

He then looked carefully around, and said, in a

low, earnest tone

:

'" Senorita, out of regard for thy happiness, T

warn you against that man above stairs. It is

Don Conrado de Beltran, and he is a buccaneer.

I have known him well. I can give you proofs

if you desire it. His piratical vessel is below

the city somewhere. If you would be happy,

rather fly from your father's roof than stay a

moment beneath it while it shelters him. In

order that you may know that I know him, let

Don Garcia send, and he will find that he is a

guest at my house. I was once a buccaneer with

him; but I have repented the past; and because

he recognized me he stays with me. He has not

made me a party to his object in visiting the

city ; but be sure that no good will come of it to

whoever eats salt or crosses hands with him.'

" With these words, father, he bowed and left

me! But I was by no means overwhelmed. I

had heard much like this before. It did not take

me by surprise. Fortunately, as I was not in

love, it did not break my heart."

" This is a strange history ! But de Blase,

having been a pirate, cannot be believed."

" Having been a pirate, he should know. Is

it not surprising that de Beltran should remain

at his house?"
" Yes, I confess—but—but he says he has been

a celebrated, or is now a celebrated pirate ! We
never heard of a buccaneer of the name of Don
Conrado !"

'* True, and I forgot to tell you that de Blase

informed me that the famous buccaneer, Captain

Belt, whom everybody has heard of for his Gulf

exploits, is none other than Senor Capitan de

Beltran."

Don Garcia upon hearing this started with a

loud exclamation of amazement. " Can it—can

it he possible ! Daughter, daughter, if this were

true, what a fate I was preparing for you ! If

it be not true, what a foul wrong has been in-

flicted upon Don Conrado ! I wish I knew the

truth,"

At this moment Gaspar appeared, and an-

nounced the father confessor. Upon hearing

this the face of Donna Gertrude became as pale

9,3 a lily, for it brought before her mind the

dying Italian, whose sad fate she had momen-
tarily forgpUen in the more immediate subject

of which we have just been treating.

Listening to the glowing dictates of pity that

possessed her soul, Gertrude rose and advanced

towards the priest as he entered, and rather with

the eloquent inquiry of her eyes than her lips,

she sought to know the fuio of the penitent,

whoso condition so affected her.

*' lie is at rest, senora !"

"Dead?"
" Not, however, till he had received into his

soul the peace of your forgiveness !"

" Christ have mercy upon him !" she ox-

claimed, looking upward for a moment in prayer.

" Who is dead ?" aoked Don Garcia, with

surprise.

" Tlie Signori Contelli, senor !"

" The young Italian who has been twice here :

How happened it ? It is sudden."

The priest looked at Gertrude, who gave a

sign for him not to reveal the circumstances of

lii'. death ; and then answered .

" He was Iiurt by a sword wound, senor."

"Ah! A hot-headed young man ! Doubtless

a duello ! How many men's lives are cut olf

before they get a gray hair, by being too quick

to resent a wrong, which if they would wait a

while they would forget they had ever received,

and perhaps, when reminded of it, find it difficult

to recall from whom! Time, only let it roll

quietly on, cures all these things. He was a

well-born noble of Milano, they say. What he

did here, I know not. I met him at Havana,

and I have seen him often in Spain. It strikes

me he was something of a wanderer, yet with

much wealth to squander. Dost thou know,

Gertrude, I have half guessed he sought thy

hand ; but then I "^fas never sure, as he did not

seem to be in love when he saw thee ! Good

father, wilt thou sit down and take a glass of

wine ? Thou art fatigued, I know. You good

men are always tramping on errands of mercy

from dawn to dark, ay, and all night, too !"

The priest sat down. He was a thin, dark-

faced man, with a Koman physiognomy ; his

black hair cut close to his head ; no whiskers ; a

black stock, and no collar ; a long surtout, reach-

ing to his ancles, and buttoned to his throat
;

black cloth gaiters, and a broad-brimmed black

felt hat. His eyes were deep set beneath a pair

of thick hairy brows. His face was intelligent,

thoughtful, mild and sagacious, with a pervad-

ing tone of calm and unbending courage. His

age was forty-two or three. His rank in the

church eminent for talents and piety. Such was

Father Clement, the confessor.

He had not long been seated conversing with

Don Garcia, while Gertrude remained pensive,

thinking upon the sudden death of one whom,

though she did never love him, she never hated,

as she did Conrado de Beltran. Her attention

was all at once drawn to the sudden stopping of

carriage wheels at the gate. Their cessation

wa3 followed by a quick, loud rap at the gate.

Don Garcia said

:

" That may be for thee, holy father, for it

seems like a message from one in extremities,

they knock so alarmingly. Hasten, Gaspar, and

open and see who it is !"

CHAPTER XVIII.

GEKTRUDE IN DON CONKADO's POWER.

The Cuban went down, and in a moment
returned with a note. He was closely followed

by Carlos, who had left his weapons in the fiacre,

and being dressed in plain clothes, gave occasion

to no suspicion or curiosity.

" What and who is it ^" demanded Don
Garcia.

" A note, senor, for Donna Gertrude. Here

is the messenger."

She received it from him with trembling fin-

gers, for she had a presentiment that it was ill

tidings.

" It is from old Giberto, lady," said Carlos,

who came boldly into the room, but looked

abashed on seeing a priest. " He says you must

come without an instant's delay, if you would
find him alive !"

"Who? Who alive, lad?" demanded Don
Garcia.

" Captain Clifton, sir !"

"Does he mean Clifford, Gertrude? Why
what is the matter ? You are ill

!"

" No, father ! this note tells me that Edward
is likely to die—that his symptoms have changed

for the worse ! I must go and see him."
" No. It will not do !"

" He has desired to see me, father. I cannot

be kept from complying with his dying wish."

" The fiacre is at the door," said Carlos. " Old

Hubert, I mean Giberto, sent it that you might

not be delayed, or fear to come in the night."

"I will attend you, senor," Hhe answered.
" And you, holy father, you will accompany me !

The bed of the dying is thy familii r place. He
would have absolution from thce_ Wilt thou

go with me?"
" Yen, daughter."

" Tlnmks, father I"

" Curses, father !" repeated Carlos, under his

tongue. "The old cropped head will spoil all

if he goes. There is only room for the lady, I

tliink !" he added.

" I will ride with the coachman," said Father

Clement.

"A fiacre should carry three," said Don Gar-

cia. " 1 will not go, then, if there is want of

room," said Don Garcia; "'besides, I have some

writing to finish to-night. You will see her

safely there and back, and not leave her. Father

Clement, a moment."
" Yes, senor, I will protect her."

"Then I will consent to her going. But it

was very foolish for him to send for her ! They
are not betrothed. But a dying man's wish is

law to the living."

" Good night, dear father !" said Donna Ger-

trude, who had thrown her mantilla and veil

about her, and was ready to follow Carlos. " I

will not be gone very long."

"Adios,,mia cara hija, I will wait for thee

;

and I trust that you will bring back word that

this wounded officer is out of danger, rather than

dying."

"I have no hope, sir. I feel a strange, cold

fear creeping about my heart ! It presages evil

!

He will die, sir ! Adius, padre mio, adios \"

" Why, child, one would think you were tak-

ing leave of me to depart to Spain, you cling

and weep so! If thou hast so much heart in

this young officer's f^te, I pray the saints he may
live for thy sake."

" Heaven bless you, dearfather, for the prayer,"

she answered; and placing her hand on the arm

of Father Clement, she tufi^'ered him to conduct

her down to the court. Carlos preceded them,

trying to inventsome way to get rid of the priest.

But his wits were completely foiled. He had

caught the eye of ihe confessor, and with that

quick and accurate perception of character which

boys always possess, he saw that he was not a

man to be trifled with, or put off with a subter-

fuge, unless of the deepest nature ; and he had

no time to set to work concocting a plot to get

him to remain at home. So when he reached

the fiacre, he had to suffer the padre to get in,

for the priest had entered after Gertrude, on see-

ing that it was empty. To his surprise he found

that he sat down upon a cutlass ; but he made

no remark, presuming it belonged to the owner,

or that he was taking it home for some person.

Carlos instead of getting in, closed the door, and

bidding Pierre drive on, sprang up behind. He
kept a sharp look upon the sidewalk, till he dis-

covered in the obscurity of an angle the form of

Don Conrado on the watch. As the Hacre

passed he leaped lightly down and ran to him.

" The dove is safely caged, but there is a crow

in with her, and the devil can't get rid of him."
" Do you mean to say she is in the carriage?"

demanded Don Conrado, with intense earnest-

ness. " Speak plainly.'*

" Yes, senor ; she is there, and a priest with

her !"

" A priest—a hundred devils ! How happened

that, boy ?"

" He was at the house when I got there, and

offered his services ; and she wanted him to

shrive the dying man !"

" Then my plan has taken, so far as she is

concerned. The priest we must get rid of. Let

us walk on faster, or we lose the carriage !"

Don Conrado now hurried on at long strides

after the fiacre, breathing curses against all father

confessors, and studying how he should manage

to get rid of him.

" We can give him cold steel, senor, if he is

troublesome," said Carlos, in his ear, evidently

divining the thoughts of his master.

" Yes, that we can do ! but it must be resorted

to only in the last extremity. Hasten, boy!

The cai-riage has passed the street leading to the

cigar-maker's. As soon as she discovers this,

will begin our trouble I"

The two hastened onward. As they crossed

the street he had just alluded to, he saw the light

burning in the window of Clifford's room. He
smiled demoniacally in his heart at the contem-

plation of the triumph he was about to achieve

over his rival.

" Farewell, and fair dreams, sir captain," he

said, sarcastically. " Thou wilt miss thy nurse

to-morrow, methinks !"

In the meanv/hile the fiacre drovo on. Ger-

trude passed the lime in listening to the account

which Father Clement was giving her of the last

moments of Signori Contelli, and was so deeply

interested in his touching narration of the cir-

cumstances of the bridal of death, that she was

not aware when the carriage passed the street it

filiould have turned down in order to go to the

shop of the cigar-maker. Father Clement, not

knowing where he dwelt, did not of course ob-

serve the fact. The fiacre, therefore, had gone

two streets farther, and was just turning round

the lower corner of the plaza, when her eye

caught ^ight of the open square and the cathe-

dral towers. She instantly exclaimed :

" We are going wrong, father ! Speak to the

cocher. It is on street."

" Then we arc three streets out of the way !

Cocher! son !" called out the confessor. " You
are wrong. Turn and drive to street.

Where is the lad ?"

" Parbleu ! I think that I am out of the way,

holy father \" answered Pierre ;
" but I can't

turn here without breaking the pole ; so I will

drive round the square and back that way. I

can do it in a minute, my horses are so fast

!

The lad is up behind."

With these words he whipped up his horses,

and pressed them and urged them onward at

their utmost speed. Don Conrado, who kept

near, behind, had heard the priest's voice, and

drew close to ihe carriage. When Pierre whip-

ped up he sprang upon the foot-board, while

Carlos came on at a rapid rate through the cen-

tre of the street.

"It is singular a fiacre should not know the

way about the city," said the priest.

"Perhaps the boy's directions were not under-

stood. But we shall soon reach the place, at

this rate."

Pierre now whirled from the south plaza street

round upon the broad, open levee, and began to

dash across it at a rapid trot. At the sound of

the wheels on the planks, both Father Clement

and Gertrude uttered an exclamation of surprise,

and looked out of their respective windows.
" We are on the levee !" he exclaimed.

"And approaching the river !" she responded.

" What can this mean ? Speak to the man,

father, I beseech you ?"

" What ho ! Cocher I garcon ! stop your

horses I Where are you taking us ? This is not

the way !"

Pierre, instead of replying, laid on his whip

without ceasing. The fiacre in a few seconds

wheeled sharply round a post on wliich was

placed the signal lantern, and drew so suddenly

up on the verge of the pier, that the horses were

nearly thrown down upon their haunches. In

an instant de Beltran was at the door.

" There is mischief here !" said the priest to

Gertrude, as the fiacre stopped, and he saw the

light, the boat and men, and Don Conrado's

hand on the door.

" Heaven protect me ! Another danger!" she

cried. " What can be done?"
" I will defend you, daughter," answered Fa-

ther Clement, seizing the cutlass by the blade

;

but before he could grasp the handle, the door

was opened, and he was seized by de Beltran,

whose iron strength pinioned his arms to his

side, while Carlos, through the forward window

threw a handkerchief over his mouth and adroitly

tied it behind in a sailor's knot; he was thus ia

an instant rendered incapable of calling for aid,

or giving any; with a cord two men tied his

hands and dragged him out, while Don Conrado

sprang into the carriage. But Gertrude, who

did not lose her presence of mind, leaped from

the opposite door as he entered
; for she recog-

nized Don Conrado, and now clearly understood

that she herself, and not Father Clement, was

the destined victim of the assault, or her gener-

ous spirit would have prompted her to. have re-

mained to offer him what aid she could. Like

a deer she started from the carriage in flight,

but, alas, was in ten steps caught in the arms of

the two men who had kept behind, but whom
the speed of the fiacre had outrun.

"Justin season, men," cried de Beltran, as

he took her in his arms, and placing a hand

firmly upon her mouth to prevent her from giv-

ing any alarm. In a moment he had borne her

to the boat.

[to be continued.]

ELOaUENCE.
Power abovG powers 1 0, heavenly «lociuence

!

That, with thu strong reio of oommimiJing words.
Dost munuge, guide, and muetor the cmiueucc
Of men'a ufftictious, more than oil their swords.

Daniel
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NATIONAL FLAG ADOPTED BY TUE FRBNCU.

THE NATIONAL FLAG OF FRANCE.
Here we have the present national flag of France. Its last

adoption was in 1848, by general acclamation, in front of the

Hotel de Ville at Paris, when proposed by Lamartine. A few of

the " red republicans " had advocated the drapeau rouge with much
obstinacy; and when L-Joiartine found their voices yet raised in

opposition, he happily observed: "The red flag has been round

the Cham p-de- Mars, but the tri-color has been round the world !"

The result was an enthusiastic outburst which apparently over-

whelmed all objection to the tri-colored flag. Wben the National

Assembly was formed about the middle of May, and a committee

appointed to draft the plan of a Constitution, the "reds" again

wished for their favorite ; and, during the sanguinary struggles of

the "last days of Jane," red was the distinguishing color of the

insurgents. By the prompt action of Cavaignac, and the adhe-

gion of the National Guards, order was restored, and the National

Assembly resumed its deliberations. On the 7th of November
the Constitution was definitively adopted, and ofBcially promul-

gated in the columns of the Monilenr. By the same authority,

the tri-color has once more become the national flag. Of the pre-

vious triumphs and vicissitudes of this flag, we need not here

speak. They can be found in the pages of history.

THE "FLAG OF OUR UNION."
One thing has been established by Captain Schuyler Hamilton's

recent investig.^tions respecting the national flag, namely, that it

means, and was intended to mean. Union ! It grew out of the

Union Jack. Its star of stars symbolizes union. Its thirteen

stripes are the record of the Union. From len thousand flag-

staffs and mast-heads it is ever keeping alive the spirit of union.

Its history is brief. On the 17th of January, 1776, the captain of

an English transport, then lying in the port of Bosion, wrote

home to his owners: "I can see the rebels' camp very plain,

whose colors a little while ago were entirely red: hut on the

receipt of the king's speech— which they burnt—they hoisted the

Union Flag, which is here supposed to intimate the union of the

provinces." The cnptain could not probably discern the devices

upon the flag, but he noted the change of color from royal red to

union Mue. A \aiiety of flags were used by the continentals in

the early months of the revolutionary struegle. At the taking of

Fort Johnson, September 13, 1775, a peculiar flag was employed,
which Holmes, in his Annals, refers to thus: "A flas: being

thought necessary for the purpose of signals. Col. Moultrie, who
was requested by the Council of Siifety to procure one, had a
large blue flag made, with a crescent in one corner, to be in uni-

form with the troops. This was the first American flag displayed

in South Carolina." The crescent, be it observed, is an emblem
of sovertiqnty. On the twentieth of October, in the same jear,

Colonel John Reed wrote this order to Colonel Glover and Ste-

phen Maylan : "Please to fix upon some particular color for a

flag and a signal, by which our vessels may know one another.

What do you tliink of a flag with a white ground, a tree in the

middle, and the motto, ' Appeal to Heaven !' This is the flag

of our floating batteries." February 9, 1776, Colonel Gadsden
proposed the following design for a naval flag: "A yellow field,

wiiti a lively representation of a rattlesnake in the middle, in the

attitude of going to strike, and the words underneath, 'Don't

tread on me'.' " Many other designs for flags were proposed, and
several, as we have just observed, were in use. It was not till

June 14, 1777, that Congress passed the resolution which gave 'o

the infant nation a national flag. That resolution was in the fol-

lowing words :
" Resolved, That the flag of the Thirteen United

States be thirteen stripes, alternate red and white; that the union
be tfiirteen stars, white, in a blue field, representing a new con-

stellation." This was the flag of the latter triumphs of the Revo-
lution. It remained unaltered till January 13, 1794, when the

admission of two new States added two stars to the "constella-

tion," and two stripes to the "rainbow." This was the flag of
1812—the flag of Lake Erie, New Orleans, and the Atlantic

Ocean. In 1818, the following resolutions were adopted by Con-
gress :

" That from and after the fourth day of July next, the flag

of the United States he thirteen horizontal stripes, alternate red
and white ; that the union be twenty stars, white, in a blue field

;

and that on the admission of a new State into the Union, one
star be added to the union of the flag."

—

Home Joumal.

VIEW OF THE YACHT FELIX.
The picture which we give below represents the yacht Felix,

of the Exploring Expedition in search of Sir John Franklin, at

anchor in Loch Ryan, not far from Northwest Castle, at Stranran,

the seat of Sir John Ross. Leftward of the vessel is seen the

lighthouse and village of Gavin Ryan, and beyond is Feincrest

Point, and to the extreme right is Gavin Hill. Stranran is beau-

tifully situated at the head of Loch Ryan, a noble arm of the sea.

The " ancient mariner," says the London News, who headed this

little expedition, appears not much the worse for all he has under-

gone—a little thinner, perhaps, and perhaps a little more bent,

but sturdy as ever in all other respects. Every true Englishman
must admire the "pluck" of the old admiral, who, having passed

threescore years and ten, and verging on fourscore, went forth

upon a voyage of humanity, necessarily of great hazard, and cer-

tainly, it must be admitted, of considerable discomfort. Nor was
he altogether a quiet looker-on and passive director of operations

;

but, on the contrary, himself took an active part, and we believe

we are correct in asserting, that he was out with the travelling

parties for upwards of fourteen days, traversing Cornwallis island.

YANKEE SiLSEEE.
We herewith present the readers of the Pictorial a'capital like-

ness of this "genuine Yankee," probably one of the cleverest

delineators of tbe species extant. He has won for himself a high

reputation in London, where he is nowperforming.by his entirely
original style of personation and his capital good taste in the
treatment of his role of characters. The irresistible drollery of
his appearance upon the stage is beyond all description, and, as
one of the London critics remarks, must be seen, as no idea can be

conveyed of its drollery by the pen. Silsbee is, of course, himself
a native-born Yankee, and off the stage he is as much a gentle-
man in appt^arance and bearing as he seems green and uncouth
when present-

ing his favorite

character up-

on the stage.

The picture
represents Mr.
Sdsbee in the

character o f

the " Yankee
Ploughhoy."
The London
News says :—
" Some twelve

years since,

the American
comedian, Mr.
Hill, appeared
in similar roles

in London

—

the Haymark-
et and Strand
Theatres fur-

nished the

scene of opera-

tion ; and sub-

sequently, Mr.
H a c k e 1 1 in-

dulged in Ken-
tucky or Ohio
monstrosities.

After these,

came Dan
Marble, but he
made no im-
pression com-
parable with
that now " es-

tablished " by
Mr. Silsbee.
The performer
is not support-

ed by anything
in the part or

in the play of
much excel-

lence. He has

simply to spin

bis yarn, play-

ing his tricks

upon travel-

lers, delaying

his answers to

questions un-

til he can get
well fee'd for

it, and delivering interminable soliloquies, full of droll stories, in

the Yankee dialect, and with quaint peculiarities, that extort the

laughter of a crowded house. The merit of the personation is

probably more apparent from the want of it in the piece. His

manner is for the most part quiet, and there is in his countenance

and eye a roguish cast and twinkle that are very effective."

MR SILSBJii; AS " YAMChE rtOUGfl BOY.

^3^^M^:

ADMIRAL Ross's YACHT FELTX, RETURNED FROM A SEARCH AFT!R SIR Ji^^N FRANKLIN^ AND LYING IN LOCH RYAN.
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[Written for Gleason'B Plctoiinl.]

TilE WOODMAN'S DAUGHTER.

DY L. N. liORDIOK.

Within n pleasant, nlmdy wood,

Neiir by a cooling fountrilD,

A wooJiiKin'fl Immblt) cottngo stood,

Beneath n lofty mountain
;

And thcTo, wboro bubbled forth tiio Hpring

Of puro and limpid w(it«r,

\Vithiu thti cottaKo dwolt a maid,

Tbo woodnian'B lovuly daugUtor.

Her shiniDg trecBi-fl hung In curia

Upon lior nal;i!tl Hhouldor,

Iler beautiful, expressive fftco

Delighted eacb beholder.

She knew not sin—her heart was pure,

Nature alone had taught her
;

Ah ! happy wiva that gentle girl,

Tho woodmiin's lovely daughter.

Her heart was pure, her epirit freo

As the niounUin air she breathed.

And her young brow, so bright and fair.

In innocence wius wreathed.

The cryetal spring from mountiiin side,

In sunbeam sparkling bright.

Was not more lovely than waa ahc,

So buoyant and so light.

And there, within tlic forest wild,

Around she 'd planted flowers
|

And there she often mit and sang

Away the evening hours.

For there she 'd known but innocence,

And few had ever sought her
;

Yet there are few more happy than

The woodman's lovely daughter.

«->«»•<»->

[Written for Gleaaon'a Pictorial.]

THE PALE SEAMSTRESS.

BY GEO. CANNING HILL.

"How have you rested this day, mother?" affectionately

inquired a young female of one whose bedside she approached

with an air of the deepest anxiety. " I fear you have l)een very

lonely."

" Indeed I have so, Ellen/' replied a sick woman, raising her

head as far above the pillow as her feebleness permitted her.

"But I am not disposed to complain, daughter. All my afflic-

tions are visited upon me for my own good. I will not murmur.

I will rather bless God that I am still spared.'*

"Have you wanted me, to-day, mother ?" asked the softly

Bweet voice of the daughter.

" No, child ; but if I had, what then 1"

" That is what I often think of, and it makes me heart-sick

while I am at work. I believe I could do more and do it better,

if I were not so often and so unexpectedly stung with that

thought, which will cross my mind in spite of myself."

"And if you had n't me to think of, then
—

"

" O, do not talk thus, mother! Dearest mother, do not, I

beseech you ! It only grieves mo that I can do no more to make

you comfortable ; no more to make you happy; that I cannot be

at your hand at the very moment when your parching lips would

call on me, mother ! This is what grieves me ! It is no regret

;

no thought of any hardship ; for, be assured, every hour that I

labor for you, is only an hour of blessed happiness to me."
" I meant not to wound jou, my daughter," replied the inva-

lid mother. " Come here ; lean over me, and let me feci the

warm breath from your nostrils once more upon my cheek.

There, it revives me ! I feel warm again ! I feel myself again !

"What news do you bring from out doors, Ellen 1 Anything V
"Alas, mother ! none that you should know."
" You are overmuch sad, to-night, my daughter. Tell me all

you have to tell. Will you refuse to make a confidant of your

own mother—your only parent?"

" But the news will onlyatHlct jou the more, mother," pleaded

the daughter ;
" it can do jou no good."

" Does it concern me at all '?"

" I wish I could say of a certainty that it did not," replied the

daughter.

" Then what is it, child ? Tell me V
A glistening tear, that had been sailing quietly round in the

girl's large and dark eye, now burst over the lid and rolled silently

down her cheek, falling upon the floor. For a second, she could

not meet her mother's glance.

" What is it, Ellen V repeated the sick woman.
" My wages are to bo reduced after next Monday."
" Is that all ? But it is not worth crying for, child. It cannot

take away the lightsoraeness from your heart, can it 1"

" No, mother ; but I must work so much the harder to earn

our support, and of course I cannot be so much by you to do you

all the ser/ice I would besobapp)' to do. Is not that cause enough

for tears, and MUfr ones, too V
" Still we ought not to repine under any trials that may be

imposed on us, my child."

" I feel far from repining, my dear mother. I am only griev-

ing, and grieving at what seems so unnecessary, too. Why
should I be obliged to stay away from you, and you dependent

on the charitable visits of our poor neighbors, all day longV
" It seems hard, Ellen," replied the mother ;

" but all is meant

for the best. Always think of that, child. Nothing can result

to our final injury, in tho direction of the good Being in whose

care we all are—one as much aa another. Come nearer, Ellen,

and kiss me onco more, and take couroge again. I would wil-

lingly help you earn the scanty eupport you uro just able to earn

now, but l^rovidunce has otherwise ordered it. Keep up a stout

heart, child— all will yet he wtU \"

The young scamstru.ss immediately threw her arms about her

mother's neck, and kissed it with alVcctionatc fervor. Then she

roso and went about a few hurried preparations for the evening

meal, v/hich she had so long been obliged to eat alone.

" If you could but procure work enough from private hands to

do, without going to the shop at all," remarked tlic mother,

evidently pursuing a train of thought that was not in the least

forgetful of the joung seamstress.

" But that is imiiossiblc, mother," replied the latter, momen-

tarily pausing in her work.

" Do not say that. Nothing is absolutely impofisiblc, that we
know of; at any rate, nothing of so simple a character as that."

"But how should I procure such work? Where should I

begin, mother ? I am perfectly willing to try, be assured."

" I was thinking. Ilav n't you some cambric kerchiefs, that

you have yet to tinish for Miss Emilia Lewis 7"

" I shall have them done within a half hour after I get through

supper."

" When will you return them V
" I ought this very evening."

" Have you promised ?"

" I said either this.or tomorrowcvcning. If I can carry them

home this evening, it may have a favorable impression of my
promptness."

" I am glad you are so thoughtful, Ellen. I will gladly stay

alone, if by that means you may be at all in the way of promot-

ing our honest interests. Go, by all means, this evening, child.

It may lead to improved prospects ; and even if it does not, why
then
—

"

" I shall try to be just as content, mother," interrupted the

daughter. " It is not for myself that I feel downcast—it is only

for you."

" God bless your kind heart, child, and sanctify it with his

grace ! Let me see your work."

Ellen went to her work-table that stood in a distant corner of

the room—not a very spacious room, however—and took from

one of the drawers of the same several carefully folded pieces of

work, which she placed in the hands of her mother. It was fear-

ful, almost, to contemplate those thin, pale hands of the invalid,

as they passed over the smooth white surface of the cambric, and

looking even whiter than that ! The daughter did not fail to

observe it, but averted her gaze as suddenly as possible, fearing

that the contemplation of so mournful a contrast would oppress

her spirits with an overburdening sadness.

When the mother had drawn them through her hands several

times, as if to enjoy their peculiarly soft texture, she drew a deep

sigh, and handed them back to Ellen, saying :

" By all means, carry them home to-night, if you can finish

them. By all means do it."

"And I can finish all that remains to be done, in a very few

minutes," returned the youthful seamstress.

" It may be to your advantage, child. It may be to your

advantage. Who knows?"

As soon after the evening meal had been finished as was prac-

ticable, Ellen sat down to the completion of her task. The work,

to be sure, was light and comparatively easy ; but she had

already strained her energies for a long day, and she went about

this with a great deal less ardor than if the hour had been at

early morning. It was work, work, work, all day ; it was stitch,

siitch, stitch, for every one of the weary hours ; what wonder,

then, that her sight should have grown dim, and her nerves should

have been sadly worn, and her face should become ashy pale?

What wonder ? asks every one.

In less than an hour's time from the moment she came in from

her day's work, the weary seamstress went out again, to return

the work of which we have spoken, and which she had just com-

pleted. It was not yet more than dark, and she had no fears.

She hoped, too, to be able to complete her errand in time to obvi-

ate the necessity of retuirning home in the dark. So she hunied

on at as brisk a pace as she was able to keep up.

Ere long she arrived at the steps of a fine mansion, up which

she went with a palpitating heart, for she was not used to contact

with such places. She was better acquainted with the close and

stifled air of workshops, and the plain adornments— if only neces-

sities may be called adornments—of a couple of scantily fur-

nished rooms. No wonder, then, that a flight of noble granite

steps should arrest her progress for an instant, and crowd inward

sad and bitter reflections upon her heart.

Timid as a young fawn, she climbed the high flight with her

weary limbs, and then for a few moments paused to take fresh

breath. She was too fatigued with her continued exertions to

ring the bell and enter the hall just at that moment.

While she stood on the top stair, a female suddenly flew up

the whole flight, and, standing by her side, inquired her business

there at that time.

" Do you reside here ?" asked Ellen.

"Suppose I do," answered the female, quite impertinently.

" Does that concern you ?"

Without deigning to notice so rude an assault upon her femi-

nine delicacy, Ellen at once placed her hand upon the bell-pull,

and rang the bell with considerable violence.

" O, wont you go in without ringing ?" spoke up the female,

now opening the door, and herself preceding her into the hall.

" I wish to sec Miss Emilia," said Ellen, just moving over the

threshold.

The female, who was merely a servant, felt not a little startled

at hearing the stranger pronounce the name of her young mistress

with an air of acquaintance, if not po.ssihly of familiarity, and

she hurried away to do the bidding of Ellen, first, liowever, hav-

ing to no purpose urged her to come in and wait until Miss

Emilia could he called.

In a couple of minutes the young lady appeared in the hall,

and seeing Ellen standing there in the open door, she said

;

" So, I'm glad you've come ! I wish to see you very much,

to-night. But why did you not come in ? Why stand in tho

open door ?"

With these kind and sisterly wordt;, the young lady took the

pale seamstress by the hand and led her away affectionately into

the sitting-room. As she turned to leave the hall, Ellen saw the

head of the female domestic peering round one corner of one of

the doors at the farther end of the hall. She had been listening,

evidently, to learn what account Ellen might give Miss Emilia

respecting her treatment of her upon the steps, her own uneasy

conscience leading her to suspect it could be no very flattering one.

When they arrived in the sitting-room, the young lady drew

Ellen to a seat by the side of her upon the lounge, and took from

her the work which the latter assured her was completed.

" You are in good season," said the young lady. " I had no

reason to expect them so soon."

" I have to hurry all I can, for my shop wages are so low that

I can hardly support myself with them. And now that they are

to be still farther reduced next week, I hardly know what we
shall come to."

" How would you like to give up shop-work altogether ?"

asked the young lady, laying the work in her lap after having

given it a close examination ;
" I see that your work is remark-

ably nice, and I have no doubt that I could persuade others to

furnish you with quite enough to supply all you want, irrespec-

tive of what you now are obliged to go out to do."

"But you are too kind! much too kind!" protested Ellen,

though, it must be confessed, but feebly.

"Take this," said Miss Emilia, handing her a coin, which the

latter did not stop to examine. " Come here to-morrow evening

at this time, and you shall have more work. It is plain enough

what you can do. You shall not go destitute, if 7»^ meagre means

can in any wise prevent."

With many thanks, many times repeated, Ellen rose to take

her departure. Bidding her warm-hearted benefactress a good
night, she went out at the door, and was soon out of sight of the

house in which she had just been made, unexpectedly enough, to

see a bright gleam of happiness.

" It's a gold piece ! a five-dollar piece, she gave me !" sur-

prisedly exclaimed the youthful seamstress, as soon as she had

reached home and taken out her money to show her mother.
" You have not been forgotten, then," calmly replied the

mother. " My prayer has been answered."

"But she has paid me too much, mother!" protested the girl,

in all honesty and seriousness.

" Didn't you look at the piece when she handed it to you?"
"No; I supposed it was but a quarter of a dollar. I never

dreamed of its being as much as Jive dollars.'*

" She undoubtedly did it on purpose," said the mother.

"Yet she 77ia>/ have mistaken," said Ellen. " I have known
people often to pay a coin of this value for a quarter of a dollar,

in the night time. At any rate, I small mention it to her to-mor-

row evening."

" Are you going there, then ?" asked her mother.

" She made me promise to return at that time, saying that she

should try in the meantime to engage work enough for me among
her acquaintance, so that I need not return to the shop at all, but

be with you all the time."

" God be praised !" exclaimed the grateful invalid, elevating

her clasped hands above her head, and rollinj her eyes upwards

with devout fervor. " God's will be done—always ! We have

no reason to complain, Nelly, even if we have been sorely tried

with hardships for this many a year. All is coming round for

the best. Can you not see it, Nell ? Can you not see the broad

gleam of sunshine again, child V
" I always had a heart to hope for the best, mother," responded

Ellen.

" And you will live, then, to see the best—or at least, better

days than these. Only place your trust in Providence—all will

come out well. We are short-sighted beings. The most saga-

cious can see but little way. What suffers to-day may revel

to-morrow. Only keep up heart, my sweet child."

And with these words of affectionate cheer, the invalid parent

stretched out her pale hands to invite the embrace of her truly

patient daughter; while tears stood in her eyes, and a flush of

excitement temporarily mantled the cheeks that were usually so

ashy white and colorless.

Next day, just at evening, Nell started again for the residence

of her kind benefactress and friend. Miss Emilia Lewis. She

had no difficulty in reaching the door, and it was with consider-

able addition to her assurance that she placed her hand upon the

bell-pull. The same servant answered her demands that had

treated her with such rudeness the evening before.

This time, however, she was careful to show the young seam-

stress more attention than before, and civilly asked her in, show-

ing her the way to the drawing-room, where Emilia Lewis hap-

pened to he sitting alone. The pleasure of tlie latter at finding

Nell so strictly punctual to her engagement, readily discovered

itself in the many laudatory expressions of which she made use.

She assured Ellen that she had succeeded in procuring quite a

handsome pile of work for her, and upon its faithful performance

was contingent a regular supply thereafter.

All this was received by Ellen with unbounded gratitude, for

which, however, her tongue, little schooled in such matters, could

find scarcely any adequate expression. She felt the tears welling
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up to her eyes, and she was conscious that her lip once or twice

quivered. She thought of the sunshine that would now pour in

through every pans in the windows of her mother's sick chamber.

She thought of the joy that would warm the sorrowing heart of

that mother, and wondered what it was that had all along kept

it palpitating so healthfully. She at once saw bright visions

of pleasant home with her parent—of long and calm evenings

passed by her side—and of warmth, and comfort, and compara-

tive plenty now. Why should not the tears have started to her

eyes 1 Why should not her thin lips have quivered?

"I have felt unhappy since last evening about one thing," said

Nell, recovering her composure.

"And what can that be V asked Miss Lewis, with no feigned

show of interest and sympathy.
" Do you know what you gave me last night ?"

*' Certainly; it was a half eagle," replied the young lady.

"Thank God! I am not suspected, then 1" exclaimed Nell,

lifting her hands from her lap.

" What do you mean V a?ked her friend.

" I feared you mistook that coin for one of much less value."

"And so thought that I suspected you of wilfully suffering me
to be deceived V inquired Miss Emilia.

" Yes. It made me miserable."

"But now I beg you to dismiss all such thoughts, for had I

supposed I could have given you an unhappy feeling by what I

did, I should certainly have told you how much the coin was.

But it is all over now. There has been no mistake made ; and

I beg you to be as happy as you can. I'm sure I will do what is

in ray power to furnish you with work for a long time to come."
" You are very good to me, Miss Lewis," returned Nell, her

voice refusing to belie the emotion she felt; "I do not know
what I am to do to repay all your kindness."

" Say nothing at all of that. Illy desire is to do what little

good I can with my means, and where could I find a worthier

object than you? Now, as I am expecting to be married within

a few weeks, at furthest,—but do not mention this, for I am mak-

ing you a confidant,—I shall be able to give you all the work

you can do. Will you be happy now, Nell?"

Tears—tears of joy were the only response she could make to

this last interrogatory, and Miss Lewis impulsively threw her

arms about her, and embraced her most aflfectionately.

They had sat in this position upon the sofa for not a little time,

when the door was suddenly opened by a servant and a young

man shown in.

" Why, Emilia!" exclaimed he, as he entered ; "you are not

alone, I see. I will go into the library."

Nell, on hearing this, and thinking her presence the great

obstacle at the moment, promptly arose from her seat, adjusting

her dress as if to go.

" Stay !" said Emilia. " Do not go yet, Nell. Mr. Thompson,

this is my friend—Miss Nelly—Miss Nelly Thompson! Eeally,

your own name ! How odd !"

The young man, thus introduced to Nell, instantly bent his full

and piercing gaze upon her countenance, as if he would read

every feature at a single glance.

"Miss Ellen Thompson!" repeated he, after Emilia. "Can
it be

—

"

,

" WhatV asked Emilia. " What is the matterV repeated she,

seeing the embarrassment by which he appeared to be surrounded.

" Have you a mother?" asked the young man.
" Yes," answered Nell, greatly astonished at what she consid-

ered such unaccountable conduct.

"Mary Thompson?" pursued he.

" Yes, sir."

" Great God ! You are my siste}- !'*

" Impossible !"

"Is it so? Can it be so?" broke in Emilia.

" My long-absent sister !" continued he, approaching her and

looking steadily in her face. "0, what a moment! What an

unexpected moment of bliss, Ellen \"

In an instant they were closely enfolded in each other's arms.

Years before, the young boy—Edward Thompson—had left

his country home in a distant State, to seek his fortune. Born

with a seed of energy in his character, quite common to many of

his peculiar race, at the early day when that seed first began to

show its germ he stealthily left home, determined on making a

way for himself in the world.

Since that time, his father had died, and his mother and sister

became destitute. They long ago thought him dead, and those

who early knew him had entinsly given up all thoughts of ever

seeing him again.

His history since that inconsiderate departure, may be tran-

scribed in a few words. He rose from step to step, beginning at

the lowest round of the ladder upon which he had first placed his

confident foot, until he had secured himself an enviable and highly

profitable situation in a shipping-house of wide reputation. Even

with his circumstances thus improved, and still promising more,

his pride refused to allow him to return home, determining that

his situation in life should finally be settled upon before he again

saw any of his early friends.

From point to point he went, until he was sent to a distant

foreign port as supercargo in the vessel in which he sailed.

Making his first voyage under such a complication of propitious

circumstances, his heart became in a measure wedded to the sea,

and he resolved to follow it for a term of years, uniting the qual-

ities of sailor and merchant in every voyage he made.

Emilia's father was one of the firm whose agent he was, and

he it was, to whom she was expecting to be married in a f--w

weeks. He was to be the bridegroom—and his sister was patiently

and silently at work, assisting in the preparation of the bride

—

her own brother's intended I

Edward Thompson had not yet returned to his native home,

nor knew he even of his father's decease. He had never mistrusted

such a thing as the possibility of his mother and sister working

for their livelihood in this ffir-away city, and of course his surprise

was unbounded at here finding them ; more especially, at finding

Ellen under such very peculiar and providential circumstances.

But Nell's heart bounded for joy.

Was not the lone widow's e}e brightened, too, as she saw the

manly form of her son unexpectedly entering the door, in the

company of his own sister? And was not that meeting, while it

was one of gentle remonstrance and affectionate chiding on the

part of the mother, likewise one of unspeakable rejoicing ? Have
words power to paint such scenes?

While the invalid mother embraced both son and daughter as

fervently as possible, slie could not help raising her sunken eyes

to beaven, and saying : "Nell, Nell! did I not tell you that we
should not be forsaken ?"

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

CATHERINE HAYES.

BT ELLEN ALICf: UORIARX?.

0, watch her when she tunes her voice

To Erin's mournful strainB,

And see the curving lashes wet

The forehead's starting veins
;

So deeply feels she, her pure heart

Seems quivering on the air,

Ah I who wont think of Erin while

That angel warbles there 1

Ah ! well we know that God ahove

Has 6ent her here on earth,

To light again with hope and joy

The famine-stricken hearth
;

And with that angel voice of hera

Do more for Ireland's weal.

Than all the eloquence of men
Though deeply strong they feel.

Kind prayers are wafted up to God
For her where'er she goes,

With richest blessings on her head

Old Ireland's heart o'erSows
;

And lips that once did scormng breathe

Her slandered countrj''8 name,

Now utter praises of the land

Whence the sweet songstress oame.

0, angel-gifted Catherine Hayes !

There 's magic in thy voice I

Thy country glories in tby fame,

Thou daughter of her choice
;

And looks with trusting, hopeful heart,

For future, better days.

Which thou, bright star, heraldest,

Sweet songster, Catherine Hayes I

WHAT ARE BIRDS GOOD FOR?
In connection with this subject, we will give an anecdote related

to us last wiuter, by Governor Aiken, of South Carolina, of rice

birds. " These little creatures gather around the rice fields at

harvest time, in countless myriads, and, of course, consume con-

siderable grain. Some years ago, it was determined to make war
upon them, and drive them out of the country ; and the measure
was. in some degree, successful, so far as getting rid of the birds.
' What are birds good for V The rice planters soon found out

;

for, with the decrease of birds, the whole crop was demanded to

till the iusatiable maw of the army-worm, that came to consume
every shoot, as fast as they sprung from the ground. Most un-
doubtedly the birds were invited back again with a hearty welcome.
Kice cannot be cultivated without their assistance.".

A few years ago, the blackbirds in the northern part of In-

diana were considered a grievous nuisance to the farmer. Whole
fields of oats were sometimes destroyed, and the depredations
upon late corn were greater than can be believed, if told. The
farmer sowed, and the birds reaped. He scolded, and they twit-

tered. Occasionally a charge of shot brought down a score, but
made no more impression upon the great sea of birds, than the

removal of a single bucket of water horn the great salt puddle.
A few years later, every areen thing on the land stemed destined
to destruction b}' the army worm. Man was powerless—a worm
of worms. But his best friends, the hated blackbirds, came to

his relief just in time to save when all seemed lost. No human
aid could have helped him. How thankful should man be that

God has given him for his companions and fcUow: laborers in the

cultivation of the earth, these lovely birds. " The laborer is

worthy of his hire." Why should we begrudge the little moiety
claimed by the busy little fellows who followed the plough, and
snatched the worm away from the seed, that it might produce
grain for his and our subsistence ? No honest man would cheat a
bird of his spring and summer's work. To discover the depen-
dent relations of all created beirgs is the true wisdum of philoso-

phy and experience.

—

American Agricuhurist.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

EVERYDAY DELUSIONS,

BT GEO. CANNING HU,L.

Upon a river's bank T lie,

A bubble sails below

;

Adown the stream all silently,

Adown the stream all dreamily,

Alive with many a glow.

A world is painted on its face,

A world the bubble seems
;

As down it sails so silently,

As do\vu it sails ao sluggishly,

Like some midsummer dreams.

I reach to grasp its tempting wealth,

The bubble is no more

!

And all the world I saw—is gone.

And all the wealth within— is not,

And I poor as before I

THE PIN AND THE NEEDLE.
Lem Smith, the cute and philosophical editor of the " Madison

Record," tells the following witty table, which is as good as any-
thing we have seen out of iEsop. A pin and needle, says this
American Fontaine, being neighbors in a work basket, and both
being idle folks, began to quarrel, as idle folks are apt to do :

" I should like to know," said the pin, " what you are good for,
and how do you expect to get through the world without a head V

" What is the use of your head," replied the needle, very
sharplv, "if you have no eye ?"

" What is the use of an eye," said the pin, " if there is always
something in it?"

" I am more active, and go through more work than you can,"
said the needle.

" Yes, but you will not live long." .

" Why not"?"
" Because jou always have a stitch in your side," said the pin.

• " You are a poor, crooked creature," said the needle.
" And yon are so proud that you can't hend without breaking

your hack."
" I'M pull off your head if you insult me again."
" I'll put out your eye if you touch me ; remember, your life

hangs on a single thread," said the pin.

While they were conversing, a little girl entered, and under-
taking to sew, she very soon broke off the needle at the eve. She
then tied the thread round the neck of the pin, and attempted to
sew with it ; she soon pulled its head off, and threw it in the dirt
by the side of the broken needle.

" Well, here we are," said the needle.
" We have nothing to fight about now," said the pin. "It

seems misfortune has brought us to our senses."
" A pity we had not come to them sooner," said the needle.

" How much we resemble human beings who quarrel about their
blessings till they lose them, and never find out that they are
brothers till they lay in the dust together, as we do."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE LITTLE FINGER.

BY GEORGE W. BUNGAY.

I wish that I could write a song,

Not about the stars and rosea,

But about the cursed wrong

That whitens cheeks and reddens noees.

I met a friend the other day,

For aught I know he 's such no longer,

For he left the pump and ran away
From sober friends—for something stronger.

He wore a sheepish, downcast look,

I stared and wondered what the dickens

Had happened to the hand I shook,

It surely bad not stolen chickens I

I kindly asked him how he did,

He saved his answer but grew bolder,

And while his tongue turned bis quid,

I looked for mutton on his shoulder.

He had no sheep upon his back,

His hands held neither hen nor rooster
;

But lol beneath his nose a crack

As waterproof as any coaster!

I looked him once more in the face.

But had not time just then to hngcr,

He s brought upon himself disgrace

By tossing up his little finger.

< — *j^ »

BOOKS.
Books, no less than their authors, are liable to get ragged, and

to experience that neglect and contempt that generally follow the
outward and visible signs of poverty. We do, therefore, most
heartily commend the man, who bestows on a tattered and shiv-
ering volume, such decent and comely apparel, as may protect it

from the insults of the vulgar, and the more cutting slights of the
fair. But if it be a rare book, " the lone survivor of a numerous
race," the one of its family that has escaped the trunk-maker
and pastry cook, we would counsel a little extravagance in
arraying it. Let no book perish, unless it be such a one as is

your duty to throw into the fire. There is no such thing as a
worthless book, though there are some far worse than worthless

;

no book which is not worth preserving if its existence may bo
tolerated : as there are some men whom it may be proper to hang,
but none who should be suffered to starve. To leprint books
that do not rise to a certain pitch of worth, is foolish. It benefits

nobody so much as it injures the possessors of the original copies.

It is like a new coinage of Queen Anne's farthings. That any-
thing ii in being is a presumptive reason that it should remain ia
being, but not that it should be multiplied.

—

Hartley Coleridge.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

LINES FOR AN ALBUM.

BY W. A. FOGG.

Hast seen the sun, at early mom,
In mnjesty arise;

Seen hiiu his trackless course pursue

On through the cloudless skips
;

Ai.d his last soft, effultjent rays

Steal gently from thy fixed gaze?

Thus may thy life, fair maiden, bo

A cloudless summer day
;

May happiness, and peace, and love,

Attend thee on thy way
j

Gsntly as st«al the shades of even,

Thy Hpirit win its way to heaven.

4->a,.«_)

MONARCH OF THE WOODS.
The whiskers of the lion, like those of the common cat, are from

poiot to point equal to the width of the animal's body; from
being connected with the nerves of the lips, they indicate through

the nicest feeling any object wliich may present itself to the pas-

sage of the body; they prevent the rustle of leaves and boughs,

which would give warning to his prey if he were to attempt to

prtss thr-nigh too thick a bush ; and thus, in conjunction with the

soft cushions of his feet, and the fur upon which he treads (the

retractile claws never coming in contact with the ground}, they

enable him to steal towards his victim with a stillness greater even

than thiit of the snake, who creeps along the grass, and is not

perceived till he is coiled round his prey.

—

Scraps ofNatural Hist.
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FUNJ5KAL PiiOCESSIOW DURING THE LATE CELEBRATION AT ACTON, MAPS.

CELEBRATION AT ACTON, MASS.
The town of Acton, Mass., was lately the scene of most solemn

and interesting ceremonies. The dedication of the monument,
bketched for us on the spot, and herewith given—and which has
just been completed to commemorate the " Concord Fight," and
to perpetuate in an especial manner the memories of Capt. Isaac
Davis, and privates Abner Hosmer and James Hayward, of the

company of Acton minute men, wlio fell on the 19th of April,

1775. The monument is of granite, seventy-five feet in height,

fifteen feet square at the base, and four feet square at the top
;

and has cost S2500, of which $2000 were granted by the State,

and the remaining $500 by the town of Acton. The architect

was C. G. Parker, of Boston, and Messrs. Eastman & Hutchinson,
of Manchester, N. H., were the builders. It is a substantial-look-

ing column, and, in this respect, a most befitting memorial. The
following is the inscription engraved on the west face of the base

:

" The Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the town of Acton,
co-operating to perpetuate the fame of their glorious deeds of
patriotism, have erected this monument in honor of Capt. I8,\.A.C

Davis, and Privates Abner Hosmer and James Hayward,
citizen soldiers of Acton, and Provirfcial minute-men, who fell in

Concord Fight, the 19th of April, A. D., 1775. On the morning
of that eventful day, the Provincial otficers held a council of
war near the Old North Bridge, in Concord, and, as they sepa-
rated, Davis exclaimed: 'Ihavn'taman that Is afraid to go,*

and immediately marched his company from the left to the

right of the line, and led in the first organized attack upon
the troops of George III., in that memorable war, which, by
the help of God, made the thirteen colonies independent of
Great Britain ; and gave political being to the United States of
America.

"Acton, April 19th, 1851."

The monument stands in the centre of Acton Green, and from
the four corners, on top lines, flags were extended to the town
hall and other prominent objt-cts, and flags were also stretched
across the square at several other points. Thi^ display, and the
arrival of several military companies from dilferent directions,

gave a verv animated appearance to the usually quiet and
secluded village of Acton Centre. The village was thronged
with strangers. Some reminiscences of the Lexington and Con-
cord fight being shared in by the neighboring towns, large num-
bers from these places attended to swell the procession and witness
the ceremonies. The music and general deportment were suitable

to the occasion. The remains were exhumed a few days prepara-
tory to their removal to the tomb left for their final resting place
in the base of this monument. The graves were then filled up

;

the gravestones being left standing to tell future visitors of the
spot who had formerly occupied them. The bones of all the

CEREMONIES AT THE DEDICATION OP THE MINUTE MEN S MONUMENT IN AOTON. MAS?.
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Joha Wright, of Boston. On the right of

the president were sealed two Revolution-

ary soldiers, who had heen engaged in the
" Concord Fight "—whose portraits are

given by the artist—Dr. Amariah Preston,

of Lexington, 94 years of age, and Benja-
min Smith, of Wayland, aged 85. Prayer
was offered up by Kev. Mr. Frost, of Con-
cord, chaplain of the day ; and then was
sung a portion of a hymn, written for the

occasion, by the Rev. Mr. Durant. Then
followed the address by Governor Bout-
well—a most able and eloquent production,

in which he discussed the causes and con-

sequences of the Revolution in a very

statesmanlike manner, which met the unan-
imous approbation of the audience. Next
followed a poem by the Rev. Mr. Pierpont,

describing the midnight march of the Brit-

ish, the battle, and the hot pursuit of the

retreating British, the whole portrayed with

graphic power. The dinner was now at-

tacked and hurried through on account of

the laieness of the hour, and after thanks

had been returned by the chaplain, the

president proceeded to announce the regu-

lar toasts, nearly all of which had reference

to some incident of the tight, or some brave

officer or minute man who was en,caged in

it. Speeches were made and sentiments

given by Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, Judge
Hoar, of Concord, Hon. Benjamin Thomp-
son, of Charlestown, Hon. Robert Rantoul,

Jr., of Beverly, Gen. Chandler and Col.

Isaac H. Wright, of Lexington, and others.

Rev. Mr. Pierpont, referring to some impa-
tience displayed at the length of his poem,
gave as a sentiment the following couplet

:

*' Poets at dinners must learn to be brief.

Or their tongues -will bo beaten by cold tongues
of beef."

PORTRAITS OF DR. AlIARIAIE PRESTOX AND BENJAMIN SMITH.

bodies were found in a remarkable state of preservation. Hair

as fresh as life was found upon Hayward's skull, and only one
tooth was missing. In the others, the teeth were found complete.

The place where ihe enemy's ball had passed through Hosmer's
cheek bone, under the left eye, as he himself was taking aim,

was distinctly visible. These bones, kept separate, were placed

in a walnut coffin, divided into three compartments, those of Capt.

Davis being in the middle one, those of Hayward on the right,

and Hosmer's on the left. On the coffin lid over each compart-

ment were the respective names of Davis, Hosmer, and Hayward,
engraved on silver plates. The pallbearers were Joseph Herris,

agedS2; Charles Tnttle, 82; Nathan D. Hosmer, 80; John Her-

ris, 76; Daniel Barker, 76 ; James Keyes, 76 ; Jonathan Barker,

74; and Lemuel Hildreth, 70. At 12 o'clock the procession

moved down the road, and halted about halfway to the burying

ground, and there awaited the arrival of ttie hearse and special

escort. The two columns having met at the intersection of two
roads leading back to the square, the Lowell Baud played a dead
march, by Kurek, and the Boston Brass Bund responded with
" Peace, troubled soul !" The entire procession was now formed
and proceeded by the upper road to the square, and halted on the

west side of the monument. The coffin was removed to the

hearse and placed on a rest near the monument, and a guard sta-

tioned round it. The lid was then raised, and all who were in

the procession advanced singly to look upon the remains^nd
then spectators generally. In the meantime, a detachment of the

Concord Artillery were firing minute guns in an adjacent field.

At 1 o'clock the coffin was placed in the tomb prepared in the

base of the monument, ihe aperture left open for its admission
was closed, and the procession was re-formed and marched to

Yale's large pavilion, which was erected in the field below, where

an elegant dinner had been set for twelve hundred pertons, by

This celebration attracted large numbers
from all parts of the State, and caused the

early history of the town, and its important action in the revolu-

tionary struggle, to be revived in the popular memoiy. Concord
is situated on the river of the same name, seventeen miles west-

northwest of Boston, by the old road, fourteen south-southwest

from Lowell, and thirty north-northeast from Worcester. This
town was the first inland settlement in the colony of Massachu-
setts Bay. The township was originally six miles square, and
derives its name from the harmony in which it was purchased of

the natives. Its Indian title was Mvsketaqmd. The Concord and
Assabet Rivers water the town, and afford it some water power.
ThePilchburg Railroad passes by, and afibrds a safe and expedi-

tious conveyance to Boston. Concord took an active part in the

prosecution of the war against King Philip, in 1675-6, and in

April of the latter year, ten or twelve of its citizens were killed in

the attac^k made by the Indians on the neighboring town of Sud-
bury. The general court has frequently held its sessions in Con-
cord, and in the year 1774, the provincial congress selected it as

their place of meeting. On the 19th of April, 1775, a detachment
of British troops, sent out by General Gage, for the purpose of

seizing a quantity of military stores which were deposited here by

the proviuce, were jnet at the North Bridge by the citizens of

Concord and the neighboring towns, and forcibly repulsed.

]t was at this spot that the first regular and effectual resistance

was made, and the first British life was taken, in the war of the

Revolution. A granite monument, about twenty-five feet in

height, was here erected in 1836, with a suitable inscription.

This celebration was also well attended, and the ceremonies
were impo.^ing and interesting. The particular circumstances
which make the present occcasion honorable to the memory of

Davis, Hosmer, and Hayward, are these:—When the detachment
of eight hundred men seat by Gen. Gage arrived, and began to

destroy the military stores of the Provincials, the citizens and
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part of our military men, having secured what articles of public

property they could, were assembling under arms. Besides the

minute men and militia of Concord, the military companies from
the adjoining towns began to assemble; and the number had
increased to about two hundred and fifty or three hundred. Col.

Barrett immediately gave orders to march. Major Buttrick

requested Lieutenant-Colonel Robinson to accompany him, and
led them in double file. The British formed on the east side of

the river, and soon began to take up the bridge. Against this

Major Buttrick remonstrated. The British desisted. Two or

three guns were fired in quick succession into the river, which the

Provincials considered as alarm-guns and not aimed at them.

They had arriv-

ed within ten or

fifceen rods of
the bridge,
when a single

gun was fired by
a British sol-

dier, a ball from
which, passing

under Lieut-Col.

Robinson's arm,
slightly wound-
ed the side of

Luther Blanch-
ard, a fifer in

the Acton com-
pany, and Jo-

seph Brown, one
of the Concord
minute men.
This was follow-

ed by a volley, by which Capt. Isaac Davis and Abner Hosmer,
both belonging to Acton, were killed. On seeing this. Major
Buttrick instantly exclaimed: "J'ire, fellow-soldiers ! for God's
sake, fire !" discharging his own gnn almost in the same instant.

A general discharge from the whole line of the Provincial ranks
took place. Firing on both sides continued a few minutes. The
British began to retreat, and were pursued across the bridge by
many of the Provincials. A portion of them went across the

Great Field to intercept the enemy at Merriam's Corner. Little

or no military order was preserved. Every man chose his own
time and mode of attack. It was between 10 and 11 o'clock

when the firing at the bridge took place. The king's troops

retreated in the same order as they had enteredHown. On arriv-

ing at Merriam's Corner they were attacked by the Provincials.

From this time the road was literally lined with Provincials,

whose accurate aim generally produced the desired effect. Gurs
were fired from every house, barn, wall or covert. An express

had been sent from Lexington in the morning to General Gage
to inform him of

what had hap-

pened there;
and about elev-

en hundred men
marched out

under command
of Earl Percy.

By this rein-
forcement the
British effected

their retreat as

far as Charles-

town. Of th e

Provincials 49 were killed, 36 wounded, and 5 missing. Capt.
Charles Miles, Capt. Nathan Barrett, Jonas Brown, and Abel
Prescott, jr., of Concord, were wounded. Capt. Isaac Davis,
Abner Hosmer and James Hayward, of Acton, were killed, and
Luther Blanchard, wonnded. Capt. Jonathan Wilson, of Bed-
ford, was killed, and Job Lane wounded. Our artist has sketched
for us the shoe-buckles which Davis bad on when shot, and also

the powder-horn through which Hayward was hit. Of the Brit-

ish, 73 were killed, 172 wounded, and 26 missing, including 18
officers, 10 sergeants, 2 drummers, and 240 rank and file.

HAYWAED S POWDER-HORN.

TALES PAVILION TENT^ FITTED UP FOR THE CELEBFtATION DINNER; AND THE CONCORD ARTILLERY FIRING MINUTE GUNS.
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THE POET.

By E. QOtLAH D.

The rountnlo looked up and saw a bright star,

Ita iiiiiigo It drew to itH brmiut

;

And tbo beart looUoth up ou tbo titiar nud ufur,

Olassiug tbu true aod thu bcHt.

The moon, witb hur slHtorn, looked on tho dark flea,

Aod thoj' jovfully dunccd on its brettst

;

And tbe surftice of ocean vfiis bnppy to bo

Thus giiyly and lovingly presHcd.

For tho union of stiirs «itb thu wavea of the sea

WiLS gay and happily bleat.

Thus thoughts of tbo bard, like ntnrs on the pea,

Came down on tho darkness of oarth,

And tbo heart from its woo broke forth in its glee,

Triumphing in beautiful mirth.

Tho rainbow bowod over tho darkest of skies,

It flniiled through the falling of tears,

Thus beauty rose over the sorrows and sigbs,

That mingled our hopeH and our fears
;

The sun then arose in splendor divine,

And the Uowers each opened ita heart,

And they drank of tho soft and the sun-made wine

Till they blushed in hie beautiful art.

Thus nature dotb rise on tho soul as she sings,

She opens to welcome her light,

And she drinks of her joy till tho welkin uprings

And glows liko the marvels of night.

In the soul of the bard the universe blooms,

Its mountains, its stars, and its flowers,

Its lights and its shade:^, its terrible glooms,
,

Its days, its seasons, its bours;

Creation in all comes up to the glaea,

To be shown in every part

;

And the images form as the quick lights pasa,

All clear in the depths of bis heart,

4.^».«^(

nVritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE MASQUERADE.
BY HBS. CAROLINE OBNB.

CHAPTER I.

"I AM tired of everything,—men, women and children,—

poodles, parrots and birds,—music, poetry and flowers,—I want

something new."

The foregoing was addressed to Ann Harland by Mrs. Latimer,

a young and wealthy widow.
" Why, we have something new almost every day," said

Ann, smiling.

" You don't call parties and balls and soirees new, I hope.

They have been repeated so often, with every possible variation,

that they have become to me perfect!}' tiretome, and utterly in-

sipid. I cannot endure them, and it is past my comprehension

how you or any other person can."

"I always find something that is amusing, and not unfrc-

quently, even instructive. I often fall in with people whose char-

acters I like to study, and I contemplate a beautiful face with as

much pleasure as a beautiful picture."

*'How odd. Now I never wish to see a face handsome enough

to throw my own into the shade. I would not even marry a man
so well looking as to attract particular attention. The remark

used to be, ' What a lucky fellow Latimer v.as, to get so hand-

some a wife,' and it would be exceedingly annoying to me to

have the tune changed and have people say, ' I cannot for the

life of me imagine how that elegant, fine-looking man came to

marry the Widow Latimer.'

"

" There would be little danger of that. The remark, far more

likely, would be, ' What a handsome couple,' pronounced with

an emphasis which would require to be marked by at least three

notes of admiration."

"That wouldn't suit me. I choose to be first. But I have

wandered far from what was in my mind, when I first broke the

solemn silence. I was thinking, that as everything in the way of

amusement had been repeated so many times as to be utterly

stale, flat and unprofitable
; lliat a masquerade, such as they used

to have over the sea, in the olden times, would be something so

uni<iue this side of the water, as wjuld make quite a sensation

among our fashionable circles."

** Would it not be much the same as a costume balH"
" By no means—the wearing of masks will give an entirely

new character to the whole afi'air. When persons who undertake

to sustain different characters arc known, they naturally have less

confidence in themselves, and feel too much embarrassed to make
what talent they may possess available. They would also be

more open to criticism, and piquancy might be termed pertness,

and a proper confidence, boldness. At any rate, I am deter-

mined to see what can be done, and if Robert Leeds can possibly

do without his slippers another week, I need not tell you how
glad 1 should be of your assistance."

Ann, while she blushed at this allusion to the slippers, which

she was diligently engaged in embroidering for Robert Leeds, an

estimable young man, to whom she had for sometime been en-

gaged, assurcl Mrs. Latimer that she would gladly render her

all the assistance in her power.

" And I will as gladly accept it," said Mrs. Latimer; "but re-

member you mu-t not put jour heart away with the unfinished

filippers, as I shall expect you to bring all your energy, industry,

taste, skill and invention to bear upon tho grand masquerade

in prospective."

CHAPTER IL

Mrs. Latimer's villa combined the spaciousncHS and splen-

dor of a palace. The saloon, ca])able of accommodating more

than two hundred persons, was lilted up witli a miignificcnce

which might almost have deceived the beholder into imagining

it to have been the work of one of these magicians of the east,

who of old were said to have wrought such wonders by a single

wave of their potcrrt wand.

At a short distance from the mansion there was a beautiful

grove, where were lo ha arranged hundreds of colored lamps, a

circumstance which induced Mis. Latimer to give out word, that

all who chose to attend the m;iscjuerade, if they would go to the

expense and trouble of furnishing themselves with a proper cos-

tume, would be considered as eligible.

Ann Harland ventured to suggest that some awkward if not

rather unpleasant iocidcnts and rencontres might be the conse-

quence of an inviiation so unrestricted, but Mrs. Latimer as-

serted that it would constitute the very pith and marrow of the

whole afi'air, and Mrs. Latimer did not permit her assertions to

be disputed.

The time named for the masquerade was distant enough to give

ample time for all who wished to attend to prepare such costumes

as taste and fancy might suggest.

The very evening Mrs. Latimer decided on giving the mas-

querade, Ann Harland wrote a note to Ella Leeds, the sister of

Robert, so that she might mention the subject to Edgar Clifibrd,

the gentleman to whom Ella was betrothed, and whom, as Ann
knew, she expected to sec in the course of the evening.

The first leisure hour which Ann could find, which was not

for several days, she called on Ella.

"Well, Ella," were her first words, "what docs Edgar say

about the masquerade?"

"At first, he seemed to disapprove of it, but finally decided in

favor of attending, and has already decided on adopting the cos-

tume of a Hungarian nobleman."

" A judicious choice. I can think of nothing which would bet-

ter become his elegant and commanding figure, than the richly

embroidered pelisse, which I doubt not he will wear with all

the grace of a real Hungarian. What character do you think

of assuming?"
" That of a Flower Girl, I believe—what have you decided on 1"

" I shall appear as a Spanish lady. I have already purchased

the materials for my dress. But were I in your place, I would

not be a Elower Girl. I know half a dozen, at least, who intend

to appear in that character."

"What shall 1 be then? My figure, you know, is too petite

to appear as a queen, a princess, or even a Spanish lady; for,

though real queens and princesses may have few pretensions to

either dignity or stateliness, yet there would seem an unfitness

—

an incongruity in a person with such a slight figure, attempting

to personate one."

" What do you say to Nourmahal, the Light of the Harem V
said Ann, taking up a volume of Lalla Rookh, and turning to

the poem in question.

" I should like it of all things, if I thought I could properly

sustain the character,"

" There is not the least fear of that. You are such a proficient

on the harp, that you will soon learn to manage the lute grace-

fully; and, as for your voice, all who have heard it, know that

' Yours is the lay that bghtly floats,

Aod yours are the uiurmuriug, dying notes
That fall as soft as snow on the sea,-

And melt in the beart as instantly.'

And then the black mask, with its prettily ordered clasps, will

' Ijeave one eye free,

To do its beHt of witcliery,'

which I dare say will be quite enough."

" You flatter well by the help of ihe book," said Ella, laugh-

ing. " Nevertheless, Kourmahal it shall be. The character will

please Edgar, I know, for he was not exactly satisfied with the

idea of my appearing as a Flower Girl."

"Come, then," said Ann, "prepare yourself for a shopping

excursion, and you shall have the benefit of my judgment and

taste gratis, with regard to the materials for your costume."

Edgar Clifford, as Ella had imagined, was well pleased with

her intention of assuming the character of Nourmahal, instead of

that of a Flower Girl, and he and Ann predicted that she would

be more graceful and fascinating than any lady present.

CHAPTER in.

It wanted only two hours of the time when Clifford was to

call on Ella to attend her lo the masquerade, when a note was

left at the door, which was handed him by a servant. He turned

pale, and was much agitated while reading it, as well he might

be. It said

:

" Place not too much confidence in the faiih and constancy of
woman,—a piecii of advice, though at present ungrateful, may,
in the end prove salutary, as you will be convirii;ed, if you can
devise some method lo watch the bewitching 'Nourmahal,' with-

out her being aware of your presence."

Clifford attentively perused the note a second time, and then,

entering an adjoining apartment, seated himself at his writing-

desk, and wrote the following note to Ellen

:

"I have, much to my chagrin, this moment received informa-

tion relative to an important iilfuir, which demands my immediate
attention. It will, tlierefore, be impossible for me to attend you
to the masquerade. But you must not, by any means, let this

prev'Ut you fiom going, and that }0u may liave no excuse for

so doing, 1 shall make it in my way to sue your brother, and
request him to call for you."

Ella was deeply disappointed, and, at first, felt determined to

remain at home. The earnestness, however, with which CliflTurd

icquchted her to go, made her, on reflcciion, fear that her non-

compliance might displease him, and ehe proceeded lo finish her

toilet, which the receipt of the noie had interrupted. She had

scarcely completed it, when a carriage drove up to the house,

and the next minute slie heard her brothcr'u voice inquiring fur

her. She met him at the foot of the stairs. He looked remark-

ably well in the coiJtumc which he had clioscn, which was that of

a Tyrolesc hunter, wiih a garland of frueh flowers twined in his

bonnet. lie handed his sister iato the ciirri;ige, and in answer to

her inquiry if he knew what prevented Clifford from attending

the masquerade, he replied that he made no definite explanation,

but merely stated in general terms, when he called to request

him to attend her to Mrs. Latimer's, that some business which

could not be deferred, required his immediate attention.

A ten minutes' drive brought them to the scene of festivity.

At their first entrance into the brilliantly lighted saloon, Ella's

attention was attracted towards a man in the habit of a Monk.
He was of a medium height, stoutly built, and as far as could bo

judged without seeing his face, certainly could lay no claim to

belonging to an order peculiarly ascetic. Surrounded as he was
by persons in various picturesque and glittering costumes, his

dark robe and white mantle rendered him con>-picuous.

It was not long before Ella became aware that she was the

object of his peculiar notice. Wherever slie went, on looking

round, she was sure to see him at no great distance. At last,

she began not only to feel annoyed, but somewhat alarmed at

being thus subjected to his constant scrutiny, and pointed him
out to her brother and Ann Harland, neither of whom could form
the slightest conjecture as to who he was. Ella, in the mean-
time, had not observed a man in a black domino ; for, though he

had watched her quite as narrowly as tiie Monk, he had done it

in a way so as not so openly to challenge observation. It was
not long before her brother and Ann joined a group of dancers.

Ella stood by an open window, and as she watched the graceful

evolutions of the dance, she forgot the Monk who had so con-

stantly hovered near her. All at once she was startled by a deep

voice speaking close by her side. She looked round and beheld

the Monk. His words were :

"Lady, why do you suffer your lute to slumber'?"

Prompted by that vague feeling of alarm with which his pres-

ence had before inspired her, her first impulse was to leave him
without answering his question, more especially as she found,

what she had not before been aware of, that the part of the saloon

where they stood was comparatively deserted. A moment's re

flection, however, showed her that there could be no cause for

fear, and her curiosity being strongly excited concerning him,

she replied

:

"Because I have no heart to wake its voice to-night."

"I am afraid your crown was woven by no enchantress, then,

' Of buds o'er which the moon has breathed ;'

or, has the absence of one you expected here broken the spell '?"

" No one is absent whom I wish to be here," she replied ;
" for

as dt^ should ever be preferred to pleasure, I could have but

liitle esteem for a person who would neglect the one to enjoy

the other."

"In that, you are perfectly right; yet, what if I should tell

you, that if no one be absent whom you wish were here, there is

one present you imagine to be absent."

" May I ask the person's name V said Ella, in a voice slightly

tremulous.

The Monk brought his lips almost close to her ear, and said,

in an emphatic whisper, " Edgar CHft'ord !"

" How do you know that he is here ?"

" No matter hoic I know—it is enough that I tell you the truth."

" Point him out to me."
" There he stands in a black domino. He is, as you perceive,

attentively listening to a lady costumed as Haidee, and who is

more beautiful aud fascinating, if that were possible, than her

lovely prototype, as described by the noble bard."

By some means, just as Ella's attention was fixed on the lady

designated by the Monk, her mask slipped partly aside and gave

her a glimpse of a face which fully realized the encomiums he

had passed on her beauty.

" That cannot be Clifford—I know it cannot," said Ella, speak-

ing to herself rather than to him who stood beside her.

"/know it is Clifford," said he, "and I will tell you how you

may be convinced of the tru'h of what I say. He, not long since,

exchanged rings with you 'V

"He did."

"He wears that ring to-night, as you may have opportunity to

see for yourself, before you leave this place."

Ella now turned away, and hoped that he would no longer

seek to keep near her. She desired this the more earnestly as

she could not help perceiving that he in the black domino was

narrowly watching tliem during the conversation they held to-

gether, notwithstanding the fascinating Haidee, as was clearly

evident, did her best to monopolize his attention. She soon

proved the futility of this hope, for he continued to hover near

her, wherever she went, and often approached her and addressed

her in the easy, familiar manner of a confidential friend. This,

in her present painfully excited state of mind, owing to what

he had told her respecting Clifford, was so vexatious as to ho

scarcely endurable. Her persecutor was perfectly aware of all

this, but he was a skilful plotter, and the object he had at heart,

he thought be had reason to believe, would ultimately be facili-

tated by tills mode of procedure.

Though Ella hud received several invitations to dance, she

had refused them all. She had just been asked by a young gen-

tleman, whom she recognized by his voice to bo one of Edgar
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Clifford's most intimate friends ; and her refusal had been ac-

companied by the assurance that she should not dance at all.

He luid scarcely left her, before she found herself suddenly drawn

towards a party of wahzers by the mask in the habit of a Monk.

It had been his intention to involve her in the mazes of the dance,

before she had the power to resist the impulse by which she was

swayed, and then, he imagined, she would make the best of it,

and continue to dance, for, at least, a few minutes. He soon

found that he had reckoned without his host. There was no

time for expostulation, yet as she attempted to break away from

him, she said

:

" Your rudeness is a proof that what you have told me is false."

"The ring will decide that," he replied, "in a sneering tone of

voice ; and then, having kept a firm grasp upon her arm, he

bowed to those near, and said :
" Please let us pass—the lady

needs air."

"No, DO," she replied, "all I wish is, to find my brother or

Ann Harland. TVhere can they be?"

"Compose yourself, fair lady," he said, "and I will do my
best to assist you to find them."

"I wish for no assistance—I need none," were her words,

while her vexation was raised to the highest pitch by observing

that the mask in the black domino stood with folded arms at*

tentively regarding her.

She could no longer doubt that it was CUflbrd, for there was

something in his figure and air, which could not be concealed by

the folds of his loose robe, which she was persuaded could belong

to no one else. She, moreover, imagined that in his very atti-

tude, there was an expression of disdain, and she pictured to

herself the smile of scorn which curled his lips. Had a doubt

concerning his identity remained, it would have been the next

moment silenced; for, as the Monk continued officiously to at-

tend her, he intentionally passed so near him, that she could not

avoid seeing that a ring which sparkled on his little finger, and

which, through some inadvertency on his part, was conspicuously

displayed, was the one she had given him. A minute afterwards,

she caught sight of Ann Harland. Her persecutor, for some

reason best known to himself, when he found that she saw Ann,

abruptly left her.

" Let me go to your room, Ann," said she, " I cannot remain

here any longer."

Ann, who saw that she was much agitated, hastened to com-

ply with her request. When by themselves, Ella told her that

Clifford was present, and they in vain endeavored to assign some

reason for the deception he had made use of, unless it were for

the sake of enjoying, without fear of interruption, an interview

with her who in the costume of Haidee had kept so constantly

near him.

Ella was most thoroughly miserable, and Ann could not for-

bear censuring with great severity, what appeared to them the

disingenuousness as well as singularity of Clifford's conduct.

CHAPTER IV.

The next day Ella was too unwell to leave her room. She

could not help hoping that Clifford would call, or at any rate,

explain by writing to her the reasons which induced him to feign

being called away on business. She was disappointed. Not a

word did she hear from him during the whole day, which appeared

to her nearly interminable. In the evening, her brother and Ann
Harland called.

" I have ascertained," said Ann, whom Ella desired to come

to her room, "who the lady is Clifford was so devoted to last

night. She is a ^ster of one of your old admirers, Onslow

Becket."

"And have you found out who that hateful Monk was 1" in-

quired Ella.

" No, though I half suspect Mrs. Latimer knows ; but she wont

tell me a word. I should not wonder if it should turn out to be

Becket himself."

" If so, I cannot imagine his object in doing as he did."

" Time may show. I already have a clue in spite of Mrs.

Latimer's mysterious silence, and if I make proper use of it, I

think it will lead to the unravelling of the whole plot—for that

there is a plot, the object of which is to separate you and Clifford,

I don't entertain a doubt. Keep a good heart, therefore, as I am
convinced that all will come out right in the end."

Though enconraged by the words of Ann, it was several days

before she was able to go below. Clifford, in the meantime, had

neither called nor written.

Evening came, and Ella was alone in the drawing-room. All

at once the door-bell rang. " He has como at last," she thought,

as she started nervously from her chair. The next moment un-

deceived her. It was not the voice of Edgar Clifford that in-

quired if she were at home. Yet she was certain that she had

heard it before, and she had, for it was the voice of Onslow

Becket. Her cheeks crimsoned with anger, as with an air of

easy audacity he entered the room—for not three months previous,

she had not only rejected the offer of his hand, but given him to

understand that the no longer wished to consider him as an

acquaintance. This last step she had felt herself compelled to

take, from having heard unfavorable accounts of his conduct, from

a reliable source, rather than from any personal dislike. When,
therefore, he entered the room in the manner described, and held

out his hand as if he expected that as a thing of course she would

welcome him, she drew back with an air of dignity, which Mr.

Onslow Becket did not imagine that one to whom nature had

given a form so slight, and of such airy lightness, was capable of

assuming. He shook his head gently, and with a deprecating

air, evidently intending to appear quite irresistible, saying as he

did so :

" Hard hearted still, I find—hard hearted still—jet you must,

and will relent."

"I know of no must in the case," she replied, "and there

certainly is no will to revoke the answer you received from me
some three months ago, and which I thought was so plain and

decided as to prevent any misconstruction."

" It was—it was," he replied, "most adorable of your sex
;

but when one is driven to despair, the mind is not in a state to

calmly yield to obstacles. Then, too, I had a formidable rival.

That rival I have no longer. Edgar Clifford is caught, I do not

say by a lovelier—for that would be impossible—but by a newer

face. Edgar Clifford— I can say it now without being withheld

by delicacy, as was the case when you turned from me and listened

to him—can alone be satisfied with novelty."

" It may be as you say. I will even admit that there is reason

for believing it true ; but true or false, it can in no way affect

my opinion or sentiments as regards yourself."

" Time, it is said, works wonders."
" It does, but not impossibilities."

" True. Your opinion and mine, however, may differ as to

what constitutes impossibilities."

" Our opinions, I am proui to know, differ also in many other

things."

" You will, at least, agree with me on one point— and that is,

when I assure you that your beauty is quite irresistible, and never

more so than at this moment ; for, to confess the truth, I prefer

eyes that sparkle, even though it be with anger, to those

* Wbose sleepy lids like saow on violets lie.' "

EUa made no reply, except by her looks, wluLh were sufficiently

expressive of disdain ; and he was commencing a fresh eulogy on

her beauty, when the door, which had been slightly ajar, was

thrown open, and Ella's brother and Edgar Clifford entered.

Though at first sight of them Becket was a little disconcerted,

he immediately regained his self-possession, and with a smile of

great apparent suavity, offered Clifford his hand. Clifford, as if

he doubted his power of choice if he suffered his hands to remain

free, resolutely folded his arms across his breast, and answered

the smile with a look of contempt.

" That is but natural, and I trust I have the magnanimity to

forgive it. Were I in his place, I should probably behave in a

manner quite similar," said Becket, addressing Robert Leeds, and

at the same time holding out his band with the same gracious air

with which he had extended it to Clifford.

"Any further attempt at deception," said Kobert, at the game

time drawing back to avoid him, "will be futile. We know all

—that the author of the anonymous note, and he who in the dis-

guise of a monk undertook to awaken the jealousy of Ella Leeds

by means of his own sister, were one and the same person, who
is no other than Onslow Becket."

"I am not to be browbeaten thus," said Becket, exchanging

his smile for a scowl of defiance.

"Nothing has been asserted which cannot be proved," said

Clifford, and he at once entered upon an explanation, which con-

vinced Becket that his assertion was no vain boast. It would

have been amusing to a disinterested looker-on, to mark tlie crest-

fallen air with which Becket listened to details which placed his

character in its true light. He gradually worked his way nearer

and nearer towards the door, and crept noiselessly out, just as

they had bten brought to a close.

The three, thus relieved of his presence, with their confidence

in each other fully restored, were soon joined by Ann Harland.

" Mrs. Latimer," she said, " when she mentioned to her, that

one of the consequences of her masquerade had been a nearly

fatal estrangement between her friend Ella and Edgar Clifford,

made very light of it, saying with a gay laugh that 'life would

lose half its piquancy, if all lovers were allowed to go on turtle-

dove fashion,' as to cause her to suspect that she knew more about

it than she would have been willing to confess."

"Persons fond of intrigue," said Clifford, "could find few

places more favorable to its indulgence than a masquerade ; but

as I have no taste for anything of the kind, I certainly shall never

attend another, even though I should have the opportunity."

"A determination in which I most heartily join," said Robert

Leeds.

" And from which," said Ann, " I think neither Ella nor I will

ever have any inclination to dissent."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

SEIVSIBILITY.

BY J. ALFOED.

May the eye that weeps another's woes,
Never have cause to shed a tear for its oirn.

that I knew what magic art

Would cryst^iUize this sacred treasure
;

1 'd have it glittering near my heart,

A secret source of pensive pleasure.

The lovely brilliant, ere it fell,

Its lustre caught from beauty's eye
;

Then trembling left its diamond cell

—

The gtm of seDSibility.

Thou be-iuteous drop of pearly light,

In thee the rays of virtue shine

More calmly clear, more sweetly bright,

Than any gem that gilds the mine.

Thou blest restorer of the soul,

Who fliest to bring benign relief,

When first we feel the soft control

Of love or pity, joy or grief.

DECISIVE BATTLES OP THE WORLD.
The Decisive Battles of the World, those to which, to use

Hallam's words, " a contrary event would have essentially varied
the drama of the world in all its subsequent scenes," are numbered
as fifteen by Professor Cresay, who fills the chair of Ancient and
Modern History in the University of London. They are the
grand subjects of two volumes by him, just from Bentley's press.

1. The battle of Marathon, fought 490 B. C, in w'hich the
Greeks under Themistocles defeated the Persians under Darius,
thereby turning back a tide of Asiatic invasion, which else would
have swept over Europe.

2. The battle of Syracuse, 413 B. C, in which the Athenian
power was broken, and extension of Greek domination prevented.

3. The battle of Arbella, 331 B. C., in which Alexander, by
the defeat of Darius, established his power in Asia, and by the
hitroduction of European civilization produced an effect which
as yet may be traced there.

4. The battle of Metaurus, fought 207 B. C, in which the
Romans under Consul Nero, defeated the Carthaginians under
Hannibal, and established the supremacy of the great Republic.

5. The victory of Arminius, A. D. 9, over the Roman legions
under Verus, i^hich secured Gaul from Roman domination.

(3. The battle of Chalons, A. D. 451, in which Actius defeated
Attila the Hun, the self-styled " Scourge of God/' and saved
Europe from entire devastation.

7. Tiie batilc of Tours, A. D. 732, in which Charles Martel,
by the defeat of the Saracens, restricted the IVIahomedan yoke.

8. The battle of Hastings, A. D. lOGG, in which William of
Normandy was victorious over the Anglo-Saxon Harold, and the
result of which was the formation of the Anglo-Norman nation,
which now is dominant in the world.

9. The battle of Orleans, A. D. 1429, in which the English
were defeated, and the independent existence of France secured.

10. The defeat of the Spani>h Armada, A. D. 1588, which
crushed the hopes of the papacy in England.

11. The battleof Blenheim, A. D. 1704, in which Marlborough,
by the defeat of Tallard. broke the power and crushed the ambi-
tious schemes of Louis XIV.

12. The defeat of Charles XII. by Peter the Great at Pultowa,
A. D. 1709, which secured the stability of the Muscovite Empire.

13. The battle of Saratoga, A. D. 1777, in which Gen. Gates
defeated Gen. Burgoyne, and which decided the fate of the
American Revolutionists, by making France their ally, and other
European powers friendly to them.

14. The battle of Valniy, A. D. 1792, in which the continental
allies, under the Duke of Brunswick, were defeated by the French
under Dumouriez, without which the French Revolution would
have been stayed.

15. The battle of Waterloo, A. D. 1815, in which the Duke of
Wellington hopelessly defeated Napoleon, and saved Europe
from his grasping ambition.

—

Copway's American Indian.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

FLOWERS FROM A GRAVE.

BT AMANDA M. DOUGLASS.

Sweet flower I 't is strange how dear thou art,

How thou canst wake such thoughts as these;

And memories sweet, yet sad, impart,

As incenee on the wayward breeze.

Love Cometh gushing with a thought

Or glance at tiny thing like thee.

And hours long past with pleasure fraught,

Thou bringest back to time and me.

Though thou art but a wildwood flower,

With little beauty in thy form
;

Thy fate—to wither in an hour,

By scorching sun or blighting storm
;

Yet from the grave of one we love,

Where thou hast spread thy leaves in bloom,

Speaking of hope, with faith inwove,

To light us through its deepest gloom.

I '11 murmur not though loved ones die.

Or flowers fade and pass away
;

There is a rest beyond the aky,

A land of bright eternal day.

And yet to thee, my little flower,

Though withered, still my heart shall cling,

Unheeding every darksome hour

That time may bear upon his wing,

LORD BACON.
Of Lord Bacon's merits as a philosopher, there exists much

difference of opinion among the learned, and far be it from us to
hazard any remarks of our own thereupon, or to criticize the
system of the author of Nouum Organon. But of Baron, the
private individual, the statesman, the judge, it is permitted us to
speak ; and if we refrain from the use of the word humbug, it is

because neither it, nor any other epithet in the English language,
is strong enough to express our disgust and coutempt for the
man who, in an age remaikable for its venality and corruption,
contrived, by the practice of every art of treachery, and mean-
ness, and cruelty, to earn for himself a name and reputation for
vileness more infamous than that of any of his fellows. Through-
out a long and busy public life. Bacon is almost the only man
whom it is impossible to charge with the perpetration of a single
noble or honorable action. Raised to distinction whilst young,
less through the claims of his father than the active exertions of
Essex, he seized the first opportunity that offered itself, of curry-
ing favor with the Queen, by the betrayal of his patron and ben-
efactor ; not content with using all the eloquence with which God
had gifted him to procure the death of one from whose hand he
had received unnumbered benefits, he must needs traduce his
memory, and vilify him after his death

; so unwilling was he to
leave any depth of infamy unexplored. As attorney-general.
Bacon enjoys the disgrace of being one of the last advocates of
the use of the torture, a practice which had, in the preceding
reign, been pronounced illegal by the most eminent lawjers of
the day. Of Bacon as a judge, it is unnecessary to speak ; dis-

honest in every previous condition of life, it was hardly to be
expected that be would improve with age. His character may
be summed up in a few words. A false friend in private life, the
willing tool of despotism as a minister and a corrupt judge—he
never refused a bribe, and was ever open for sale, until he became
too vile for purchase. His great talents, and ihe fai t of having
been an esteemed servant of James ard Elizabeth, the champion
of Protestantism, and of having been the apologist for the
"boweling" of Catholics, may, perhaps, in the eyes of some,
cover, as with a mantle, the loathsomeness of his moral character

;

but it is not likely that Dr. Brown^on should think or speak
respectfully of him, for he, as a Catholic, will have been taught
to judge men by another standard.

—

Montreal True ]Yitness.
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CORN HARVK8T.
The scene represent-

ed herewith is that of

gathering the ripened

corn in harvest time.

In New England, ftlmoKt

immediately subaequcnt

to this event, comes the

celebrated husking
scene, when lads and
lasses meet together to

clear the golden ear

from its husky covering.

It is not requisite for us

to (ittempt to describe

the well-known story of

a husking party. In our
western States the corn

grows in fields of a

hundred acres, on an

average of from seven

to ten feet in height, and
heavy with splendidly

filled ears. Its culture

richly repays the labors

of the husbandman, and
it forms one of the great

staples of the continent.

In New England, al-

though less rank in its

growth, the yield is still

excellent, and the qual-

ity very Hne. This sta-

ple furnishes no small

part of the sustenance

both for man and beast

in our country.

ROMANCE OF LIFE.

It is some time ago

—

the exact date is of no
consequence—s i n c e a

teller in one of the

banks in town found at

the close of the day's

business that his cash

was deficient to the ex-

tent of one thousand

eight hundred pounds.

After much fruitless

search, a reward of fifty pounds was offered for the recovery of

the missing sum, and by-and-by an anonymous letter came, pro-

posing to restore it if the reward were raised to one hundred
pounds. It immediately occurred to the teller to compare the

disguised handwriting with that of each document which had
passed through his hands on the day in question. In the process

of a comparison more than once repeated, he lighted upon a
draft in which he could trace some indication of similarity. His
next step was to have the whole of the drafts of this individual

—

stretching over a considerable period, and written under every
variety of circumstances—sought and carefully scrutinized. His

suspicions were confirmed. Being a resolute fellow, and fearing

that delay might be dangerous, he supplied himself with a brace

of pistols, and with two friends on whom he could rely, took the

bold step of going to the house of the suspected party, which was
reached at a late hour in the evening. On obtaining a private

could test its truth, and
the same time prevent
any escape—it wan that
of locking up hin two
friends along with the

defaulter, while he pro-

ceeded alone to Crook*
8ton. Ue accordingly
set out, and reaching
the old castle about
midnight, <:ommenccd
to remove the fourth

stone from the bottom,
where, between two slips

of wood to protect ihem
from damp, lay the iden-

tical notes which had
caused him so much
anxiety. This incid'-.nt

may have a dawh of the

romantic about it, yet it

is no fiction. In tho
course of daily business
there are sometimes
singularly odd adven-
tures.— Glasgow Citizen.

INDIAN OORN HARVEST, AND USUAL PROCESS OP GATHERING IT IN.

interview, he stated blandly that be believed some mistake had
taken place between them on money matters, which he was desir-

ous should be quietly arranged. In reply, he received a flat

denial of any such mistake ever having occurred. Finding tliat

" soft sawder " would be of no avail, he altered his tactics ; told

him with a determined air that he was in no mood to be trifled

with—that he had indubitable evidence of the money having been
obtained by him ; and, presenting his pistols, threatened to shoot
him on the spot if it were not that instant forthcoming. Thrown
off his guard by this sudden and extraordinary appeal, the poor
man fell into a fit of trembling, admitted that hundred-ponnd
instead of ten-pound notes had been paid to him, and stated that

they were lying concealed in the heart of one of the walls of
Crookston Castle. Suspecting that some plan to escape was
contemplated, the teller was for a while skeptical of the truth of
this statement, but at length he fell upon a method whereby he

EaUESTRIANISBI.
The picture given

below represents tho
Queen of England as

she appears engaged in

equestrian exercises at

her riding ring. It is

very natural that her
people should rejoice to

see ttieir queen so fond
of those social exercises

that cultivate in the
breast a cosmopolitan
spirit. Her decided
fondness for the ."iea,

too, as evinced in yacht-
ing excursions, is also a
subject of much satis-

faction to those about
her person. At Wind-
sor, adjoining the castle,

is the royal riding-house,

and here almost daily,

in proper seasons, is her majesty to be found amusing herself in

making trials of the paces of her favorite steeds. Natural spirit

and good teaching have made her majesty a bold and fearless

rider. In the riding-house a leaping bar is erected, over which
she vaults the animal she sits upon with the grace and coolness

of an experienced hand. As the queen rides over the bar she

passes between two flsgs fixed upon the supports on either hand
;

on one is displayed the royal arms of England, on the other,

those of the ducal house of Saxe Gotha. Every precaution has
been taken to prevent the consequences of any unfortunate acci-

dent. The floor and walls to ^me height have been covered with

the peculiarly elastic composition of gelatine and sawdust, com-
monly called the Indian-rubber pavement. We mnst heartily

wish that our Yankee girls would practise more of this very
agreeable and health imparting exercise. We should have more
rosy cheeks and brighter eyes if it were the case.

QUEEN VICTORIA PRACTISING AT THE LEAPING BAR IN THE ROYAL RIDING-SCHOOL OF WlNiSOR PABK.
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FliEDEUICK OLEASON. PROPRIETOR.
MATURIN M. BALLOU, EDITOIL

CONTENTS OF OUE NEXT NUMBEE.
"Taking Comfort: or, Aunt Betsey's Ksperiences," a tale, by Mrs. S. P,

DoDGQTy.
" The Step-Father : or, The Lady over the Way," a story, by Mrs. E. C.

LOVERINQ.
" A Dor Yarn, with a touch of the Shark," a sketch, by G. S. RAmoND.
" The Two Littles,"' a humorous sketch, by Geo. Oannisq HILL.
" A. SoDg of Autumn," by Ldcv Linwood.
'-Flowers." a puem, by CHASLOTrE Allen.
" Emma M:irsball." verses, by Kic'eARD SS"right.
'• A Birthday," lines, by Owes G. Warren.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
We give a picturesque view of Saratoga Lake, near Saratoga, New York, a

very beautiful sheet of fresh water.

A good representation of that superior model for a ship, the R. B. Forbes,
of Boston.

A view of the ct^lebrated Catacombs at Paris, mth a full description of this

far-famed place of interment.

A characteristic portrait of Baron Gustus Liebig, M. D.

A fine scene, representing one mode of Indians huntiag Buffaloes on the
Western Prairies.

A brace of views of Charlestown Navy Yard—first, a characteristic picture
showing the enTance to the Yard ; and. second, a whole-page picture giring a
good view of the interior arrangements of the Yard.

A grapliic representation of Kossuth and his family on the deck of the
tJ. S Frigate Mississippi at Marseilles.

A picture deliueating the Indian mode of catching Porpoises.

A view of the New Athenjeum, at Cambridge, Mass.

A BOUND VOLUME.

We are having a very beautiful and original illuminated title-

page engraved to go with, the complete volume of the Companion
at the close of the present year, to which will also be added an

index of contents, properly arranged. We will bind, at our own
establishment, and at half the usual cost, in cloth, with gilt, all

such sets as our subscribers will send or hand into our publishing

office. This arrangement the reader will at once perceive will

add immensely to the actual value of the paper, as it will thus form

an elegant, interesting and instructive ornament for the centre table

and the library. Therefore, preserve and keep youi" files perfect.

Nothing is Forgotten.—"It is a terrible thought," says

Cooper, in his Two Admirals, "at an hour like this, to remem-
ber that nothing can be forgotten. I have somewhere read, that

not an oath is uttered that does not continue to vibrate through

all time, in the wide-spreading current of sound—not a prayer

lisped that its record is not to be found stamped on the laws of

nature by the indelible seal of the Almighty's will."

Ignorance Abroad.—A paragraph is going the rounds of

the English press, gravely stating that President Fillmore has

determined to grant a charter to a company to ma steamers from

America to Galway ! Have the English journals yet to learn

that the President of the United States has no more authority to

grant such a charter than any of their own editors^

Bigotry.—Count Guicciardini is among the many foreign

visitors now in Ediuburtfh. The count, who is a descendant of

the well-known Italian historian, was guilty of a crime which is

now unpardonable in luily—that of perusing the Bible—and for

this he is now in exile. So we go.

Qleason'b Pictorial Peawikq-Room Companion is one of the most complete
and Well-sustained papers of the kind ever attempted in this country. The
il lustration 3, the (laper, and the fypography are all admirable, and the con-
teats varied and in.-;tructive. Mr. Glenson, the enterprising publisher of the
*'Compdnion," is determined to make his publication second to none in the
world. He is uiida.untt'd ami seems to spare no expense in his efforts to
achieve that end.

—

American VuUuileer.

Queer.—Tee is produced by steam power at the Great Exhibi-

tion. The apparatus used is capable of freezing more than one

hundred quarts of dessert ices (six different sorts are produced in

one machine) every quarter of an hour, of a very smooth quality.

Forced to it.—In the city of Augusta, Me., not a drop of

intoxicating liquor can now be purchased. All former venders

have abandoned the sale, and the drinkers drink milk, water, tea,

coffee, and so forth. Time to drop it.

Eyes and Heart.—Eyes are the electric telegraph of the heart,

that will send a message any distance in a language only known
to the two souls that are corresponding.

Certainly.—Sir James Emerson Tennant declares " tliat the

Cunard boats are too slow to compete with the American steamers."

Music.—Music reveals to men a past and a future that they
may never experience in real life.

A NEW Synagogue.—The Jews have established a synagogue
in Wheeling, Va., Nothing like free toleration.

BEATING TIME.

For a good many years past, we have all been engaged in the

very laudable amusement of beating time ; and the telegraph folks

may now boast truthfully of having annihilated hira. What a

catastrophe for that sinewy old chap, whom we used to respect so

much, on the covers of the Farmer's Almanac, with his long

beard, scythe and hour-glass, and of whose powers our infant lips

were taught to repeat

:

" Time cuts down all.

Both great and small."

It seems that the poor old gentleman has found his match at

last. " Time is not measured by jears, but events," and we have

managed to crowd as many as possible into the duration of a life.

Once in a while we see some venerable old school gentlemen in

the railroad cars—very respectable people, who have only recently

given up queues and cocked hats—but they seem entirely out of

their element in these flying palaces. Their minds habitually

dwell on the achievements of their early days, journeys of four

hundred miles performed in a fortnight, and they can scarcely be

made to comprehend the dizzy velocity with which they are pro-

pelled from point to point; indeed, they seem to dread that they

may be whirled off the surface of the globe in a tangent, and are

led to forego all confidence in Sir Isaac Newton and the principles

of gravitation.

Could the ghosts of the horses of old times rise from their

graves, they would hardly recognize their descendants as belonging

to the same race. What would the staid old boys, whose top-

speed in their days of colthood amounted to five miles the hour,

say to a flying nag who trots his mile " low down in the thirties,"

and don't think himself " prodigious pumpkins after all?" Or,

what would an old-fashioned skipper of the past century, who
religiously took in all his sails at nightfall, and whose tub-built

crflfc accumplished the voyage from continent to continent in six

months, think, could he clap his eyes on one of CoUins's New
York steamers, rushing it at fourteen knots, or a " Flying Cloud,"

sweeping " like a lightning bolt athwart the dark steel wave."

These things are marvels, even to us who live in their midst,

who are called upon to chronicle each day some miracle of speed.

We have before us the daily spectacle of an inanimate machine

rushing across the country with a train of passengers at whirlwind

speed; of gleaming barks, whose dash towards the horizon resem-

bles the sweep of a swallow on the wing ; of horses, who seem to

fly in the air, so great is the velocity of their gait, and yet we
hardly realize the truth.

At times, when we recall these facts of the present moment, we
seem to be dreaming, and cannot but fear to awake to some

hideous reality of slow coaches, slow cattle and slow ships, to be

plunged from the two-fort} ism of the present into the Rip Van
Winkleism of the past ! Hurry up the next wonder.

*^ Thk Poultry Book."—A Trtatis". on Breeding and general

management of Domestic Fowls, ^y John C. Bennett, M. D.
Phillips & Samp=on, Boston.

We call the attention of our readers to this excellent work
published by the above house. It is acknowledged to be the best

book of the kind in the country, and treats upon every department

of rearing and taking care of all descriptions of poultry, as well

as giving their history, habits and the like. To farmers and bird

fanciers the book is invaluable. Every variety is faithfully

depicted, and their full characteristics given, in the work, which

may be had at any of the bookstores. "The Poultry Book" is

full of excellent engravings, as well as most readable letter-press,

and con tains a deal of useful information even for the casual reader.

Prospectus of the Second Volume.—We are making
some splendid improvements with which to commence the coming
volume of the Companion, on the first of January; these will be

perfected in due season. In a few weeks we shall publish our

prospectus for the same volume, in which we shall fully specify

our plan, and the contemplated improvements.

Back Numbers.—Any or all of the back numbers of the

Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion may be had at our office,

and at all the periodical depots throughout the United States, at

six cents per copy. A few more left.

Exchanges.—Those editors with whom we exchange will

oblige us by sending but one copy of their respective papers for

both the Companion and the Flag.

Hatt.—The York Gazette says that large quantities of hay are

now purchased in York by a Baltiraorean, who i« engaged in

shipping it to California. What next?

Good Reason.—One of our courts decided the other day, that

a man was insane, " because he paid money to a lawyer without

taking a receipt." Evidence enough.

A University in California.—The San Francisco Baptist

Association have taken the preliminary step for establishing a

University in California. A good cause.

Of course.—"I have a great aversion to Auburn locks," as

the criminal said when he took a cell in the Auburn prison.

That 's the Question.—An exchange from|Rhode Island

wants to know if fat men will not be exempt from the " lien " law.

Taxation, in Boston, for 1851, is at the rate of ®7 on SIOCO.

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. Christopher Mann to Miss Eliza
Button.
By Kev. Mr. Worcester, Mr. John Hunt, of Framingham, to Mrs. Rowena

Hathway, of A-^ihland.

By Kev. Mr. Higging, Mr. Isaac Rowe to Miss Mary S. Rayner.
By Rev. Mr Crowell, Mr Seth Copeland, of Chelsea, to Miss Martha-Babbitt.
At Koxbury, by Rev, Dr. Neale, John Duncan, Esq.., of Cambridge, to Miss

Martha A. Little.

At Charlestown, by Rev. Mr. Hempstead, Mr Ira P. Hadley to Misa Harriet
I. Conant.
At Maiden, A. D. Knight, Esq . of Liocolnville^Maine, to Miss JuUa Crehore.
At Dedham, by Rev. Dr. Lamson, Mr. Otis Gray, of Roxbury, to Miss Susan

M. Pierce.

At Salem, by Rev. Dr. Flint. Mr. Manuel Fenelosa to Miss Mary Silsbee.
At Randolph, by Kev. Mr. Russell, Mr. Henry L. Tatbot, of East Machiaa,

Maine, to Miss Elvira A. Conant.
At Newburyport, Mr. Charles M. Noyes, of Newbury (Byfield), to Miss Mary

Ellen Patten.
At Weston, by Rev. Mr. Woods, Mr. Amos H. Blake, of Natick, to Miss

Harriet E. Smith, of this city

At Philadelphia, by Rev, Mr. Fowles, Mr. Atherton T. Brown, of this city,
to Miss Sarah Ann, daughter of the late George Kirtley, Esq, of Matichester,
England.

In this city, Mrs. Mary Ward, 80 ; Mrs. Martha M. Marshall, 71 ; Anna
Elizabeth, daughter of Mr. Henry Chandler, 6 ; Miss Mary A. Carey, 29 j Miss
Sabrina T. Drew, 50.

At East Boston, Miss rrances J. McMay, 15.

At Chtlsea, Mrs. Kbbecca Vinton Bowditch, 85.

At Charlestown, Mrs. Ann. widow of the late Mr Charles K. Foster.
At Cambridge, Miss Elizabeth, daughter of the late Daniel Rogers, of

Littleton. 57.

At Salem, Mrs. Mary Meek. 87; Miss Margaret Gordon, 69.
At Newton Corner, Mrs. Ellen W. Pbelps.
At Danvers, Capt. Johnson Proctor. 86.

At Beverly, Mr. Nathaniel Brown Cox, 79.

At Wrentham, Mrs. Esther, widow of the late Mr. Jag. Dupee, of Walpole, 96.
At Newburyport, Mr. Geotije Ash, 33 ; Miss Hephzibuh S. Tilton, 82.
At Uingbam, Mrs. Jane Lincoln, 90.

At Tauuton, Mrs. Bathsheba Paddleford, 85.
At Ea.ston, Miss Maria Louisa Uurlow, 19.

At Medfield, Mrs. Abigail iS., widow of the late Capt. Edmund Lewis, 76.
At Windsor, Terniont, Capt. Robert Lord, 86.

At Portland, Maine, Mrs. L. Elizabeth Harris, 29.
At Bangor, Maine, Mr. John B. Drew, 53.

At Cusliiug, Maine, Capt. William Parsons, 90.

GLEASON'S PICTOUIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, and 3d, BOUHD.

We h^ve volumes 1st. 2d, and 3d, of the Pictorial Drawino-Room
Companion elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and b.-ick. and illumined
pides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor orniiment in the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Hundred Packs, and containing nearly
One Thousanb Ekgravings of Men. Manners, and current Events all over the
world; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Tillages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime Views

; and, in
short, nf an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjects : with an
Illcuined Title page and Index of great beauty and artistic excelleDce, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales. Sketches. Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Oflice, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Tlir<;e Dollars per volume.

GLEASOXS PICTORIAL i^

A Record of the beautiful and itseful in Aii. i

The object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and avail- ?

able form, a weekly litt-rary melauge of notable events of the day. Its >

columns are devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by the <

BEST AKEERICAN AUTHORS, I

and the cream of the domestic and foreign news j the whole well flpiced $

with wit and humor. Each paper is
^

BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTKATED I

with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of notable ob- 5

jects, current events in all partsof the world, and ofmen and manners, s

altogether making a piipcr entirely original in its design^ in this coun- \

try. Its pages contain views of every populous city in the knowb 5

world, of all buildings of note in the eastern or western hemisphere, s

of all the principal ships and steamers of the navy and merchant ser-
^

vice, with fine and accurate portraits of every noted character in the >

world, both m;ile and female. Sketches of beautiful sceuen,-, taken
^

from life, will also be given, with numerous specimens from the ani-

mal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the sea. It contains
^

fifteen hundred and sixty -four square inches, giving a great amount of <

reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of sixteen
'

octavo pages.

TEEMS:—Invariably in Advance.
1 Subscriber, one year JfS 00

;

2 Subscribers, '' " 5 00 !

4 " " " 9 00
;

8 » " " 16 00
;

Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of S2 00
|

each, per annum. '

0;;^=- One copy of the Flag of our TJnioNj and one copy of the Picto-
|

RIAL DllAWiNG-ltooM COMPANION, oue year, for S4 00.
;

0::7" The Pictorial Drawing-Uoom Companion may be obLiined at i

any of the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen,
J

at six cents per single copy.
;

Published every Satuiidat, comer of Bromfield and Tremont Streets, ,

by F. OLEASON, Boston, Mass.

WHOLESALE AGENTS.
S. FRENCH, 151 Nassau, comer of Spruce Street, New York.

A. ^nNCH, 116 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.

W. & 11. TAYLO 11,111 Baltimore and 5 South Sts., Baltimore.

A. C. BAOLEY, 118 Main Street. Cincinnati.

J. A. ROYS, 43 \Voodward Avenue, Detroit.

E. K. WOODWARD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streeta, St. LouIb.
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[VFrittoa for Oleiujon'H Pictoriiil.]

TO A LADY,

WUO ASKED MK IF I WJiltlO NOT ALWAYS II VI'PY.

DT DR. PniSD£ItICK HOUOC.

Liidy, too oft tho smilo betrays

A hourt of i^rluf and ciirA,

Upon the Rloomy clieok It plays,

KovuallDg durk deupidr.

Like moonliKbt on thu oliurchjurd stono,

Itwido which bloniiiH tho roflu,

Sorrow mid HOlitudo iiInnB

Ita Hicltly mya diHcloao.

Think not bct'au^u I wnko the wire

To plonaure's joyous titriiiu,

Thiit I tho iHDBungo of my lyre

Can over feol agnin,

Born in tho lap of luxury,

Nurwud lit Minerva 'h fuot,

I 've bowed to beauty's shrino the knee,

And owned bcr charms were sweet.

But 0, through life's all-varying occnea,

One sorrow will pursue,

One grief forevHr intervenes,

To blast my hopm anew.

I 've danced in pleasure's flowery fields,

And climbed the hill of f.une;

I 've claimed the wreath that science yields.

And wore it with acclaim.

But 0, 1 'il give the wreath and all

That fame or fortune 'b given,

If one fond ghinco could on mo fall

From her who is iu heaven.

. »-~»»<^ > —

[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

HAPPINESS EQUALIZED.
BY MRS. E. -WELLMONT.

It is mighty discouraging—this drudging toil we arc compelled

to do to save us from starvation. Karning one's bread *' by the

sweat of the brow," is no foolish task ; it's very homespun work,

talk as we will about it. There's a set of poor fi;:llows digging,

digi;dng, digging all day, just to earn a dollar. There's a poor

woman stitching and sewing, and pressing, and button-holing, to

earn herfifty or seventy-five cents ; and at night, in the first case,

the man with the clean, sleek plaited bosomed shirt walks up and

says, " Mike, here's your money ;" and the mistress with flounces

half way up her skirt, holds out the pittance and says, " here,

Mrs. Saveall, is jour money for your day's work," and then the

laborers go home to stow away in an ugly, ill-ventilated, old,

crazy apartment, filled with children—it may be a sick or scolding

wife—who moans over her sad fate, and says she never expected

to come to this
—''cold potatoes and dry bread ; no nur^i^g, and

little to live for."

Now, such a picture makes one side of human life ; but it is

only the shady one. We all have discouraging days—dark days

—cloudy ones'. By-and-by the sun shines. That man who earns

his dollar goes home and tells his wife he has taken a job for

higher pay ; he tosses up the baby, and tells its mother about

the quantity of groceries lie is going to buy, and that she can

have a new bonnet, and "little Mike" a new pair of shoes, and

that they shall all fit out and go into £ome visiting expedition

awhile hence, to see some distant aunt, or cousin, or " very dear

friend." And then, how she sings over her work ! How little

she minds about the baby's fretting, or Tommy's mischievous

ways. Her heart is all turned to that outfit, and the pleasant

ideas keep running through her mind that if she is not as well off

as somebody else, she, to say the least, is happier. She heard the

man with a rulTIed sliirt say in the morning when she took bis

clothes home, that his money did not bring Mm iu any dividends

—that he had notes to pay and did not know how to meet them
;

and then he added, " You people who work for their daily bread

are the happiest in the world." And the adds, " I know it is so ;

for Mr. Fry looked dejected and careworn. His face was sallow,

and his eyes looked as if be had watched all night ; while I feel

as gay as a lark, and would not change situations with Mr. JTry

the merchant, to day, if I could."

And there is the seamstress and her employer in her flounced

dress. " Madam," to be sure, sits on an elegant < ouch, and her

eyes rest on tapestry carpets, and beneath folds of damask, the

light stealthily peeps in, all softened ; but ten chances to one, her

husband was out all night to some gaming-table, or he is a veri-

table Caudle, who gave her a curtain lecture about her extrava-

gance, or some son has vexed her life out about going to Cahfor-

nia, and the seamstress who is plying her needle away in ihe

back nursery has a thousand times as pleasant thoughts coursing

through her braiu. She, perhaps, has a prospect of marriage,

and the work is cheerfully performed, because she has her eye on

some piece of furniture she means to purchase ; and then, too,

she has an idea how happy she shall be, when she inhabits "a
home of her own," and John goes to his work, and she sits and

works for him. Would she change places with her employer,

think you '?

Thus it i3 wc are very apt to t»ke things on tlie surface, and

then come to a concluoion. We envy people in coaches, when
we arc tired with wa-lking

; we dcsiie more sp:ieious dwellings,

when we are pinched for closet-room ; we covet gold chains, and
eilk dresses, and outaido finery, forgetting that away down in

human hearts there are achca and pains, and vexations, and petty

trials, whicli corrode tlio peace and quiet of luxurious people,

varying in kind, hut not in degree with the more humble, toiling,

plo<lding, everyday hort of people.

The man who rides in the coach often has a gouty leg ; and

how ho envies the nimble trip of the mechanic. The lady in

diamonds and gold chains has n deep seated cough, and she covets

the rosy cheeks and merry heart of her waslierwoman ; or tlie

has a little " pindiing " wcird-faccd child, who lias been heated

to death in a nursery, and the ruddy countenance of her cook'a

little boy, who plays out of doors and takes care of him.sclf, is to

her a perfect enigma. She would give all the world if her puny

boy was as robust. And so she feeds him on sweetmeats, and

buys him a nieo t-overcd carriage, and hires a .servant girl to drag

him to the Common, and hopes by these means he will recover;

whereas if she would let him trol about alone, and pick dandelions,

and fall into mud puddles, and eat brown bread and new milk,

no doubt the little fellow would be hale and hearty.

Thus wc see the law of compensation is about cfjually divided.

One lias more money, and the otiier more activiiy ; one has more

luxuries, and the otiier more health ; one frets over a thing

another covets ; and so taking it in the aggregate everything is

about e(jually apportioned. And this should teach us perfect

contentment wiili our lot, unless we are disposed to be idle ; and

a sluggard has no business to live in God's universe, where every-

thing in nature is destined to progress. Therefore, clear away

the wrinkles ; stop fretting because your neighbor is better off

than yourself; keep up a merry heait, and you will find this

world a pretty comfortable place after all.

[Written for Glcason's Pictorial.]

THE BUST OF MILTON,

BY ElCaARD WRIOaT.

Image of one admired throughout the world,

Wherever truth and justice find a place,

Wheiever fliig of freedom is unfurled,

Or genius sheds her bright and glowing grace.

Milton, the poet! eoul of liberty I

Singing ' Creation," and '' A People free I"

Sind, yet endowed with keenest mental sight,

Soaring through realms of pure and living tight.

And what are lords and kings compared with blm?
Their merit, birtk or power Itgifimate

;

He breathing Eden's holy, evening hymn,
They wallowing in the vices of the great;

He advocating human rights and law,

As they oppression's yolte more tightly draw
;

The tyrant, Charles—Charles, hi.s licentious son,

Are but as dross to Eagland's gifted one.

Not for one land alone was Milton bom,
But for the world—for every clime and age

;

His priuciplcs ennoble and adorn,

And beauty stamps his high-toned classic page.

Hail, Milton I— Stiitcs may crumble to decay,

And empires with their glories pass away
;

But names like thine imperishable stand,

While man exists to tread one spot of land.

SCEKE IN PARIS.
A day or two since, an American gentleman, now a planter-at

the South, and formerly Consul- General for the United Slates,

in Africa, was ridiiig in the grand avenue of the Champs E/i/sees,

in an open barouche. He was accompanied by another gentle-

man and two ladies. As they v/erc ascending the hill leading to

the Triumphal Arch, the forty Arabs, who are just now delight-

ing the town at the Hippodrome, were coming down. Tlie gen
tleman told his coachman to drive into the midst of them, and
then stop. This being done, he rose, and with an Arabic salute,

and in the Arabic tongue, comnaenced a courteous conversation.

Tbe astonishment of the swarthy sons of the desert knew no
bounds. They crowded round the carriage, and gazed at the

ladies with the most eager curiosity, knowing that they came
from that distant, and to them, almost mythical land—the New
World. They talked long and familiarly with the American
gentleman, and when they parted it was with deep and reverential

salaams. Among them was one negro, from the interior of Lou
Jan, a country oi' which we have heard, but whcie no traveller

has ever been able to penetrate. The congregation of lookers
on, afoot and in carriage, that co'lected around this unusual
spectacle, threatened at one moment to assume the proponions
of a veritable uVroupement ; but happily ihey dispersed before the

intervention of ilie police became necessary.— Home Joumal.

[^'"ritteo for Glcason's Pictorial.]

IIAPPlNEaS.

Br SUSAN a. BLAISDELL.

0, what is happiness ? A vague, sweet dream,

That leaves a shadow even when 'tis fled
;

A blossom on the bosom of life's stream,

Too often scarcely gained ere it is dead
;

A bright attendant on our hope's success,

Tlie dreamlike, shadow;' form of happiness.

If worldly motives guide our onward way,

Its form is but a traiibient, fleeting shade

;

If others' good, unselfishly, we seek,

A truthful, bright reality 'tis made
;

An ever-beaming star, whose glorious rays

Illuminate our path in after days.

4_at.«.A.^-> —

INDEl'ENDEKCE.
No, my son, a life of independence is genernliy a I'fe of virtue.

It is that which fit^ the soul lor every generous flight of humanity,
freedom and friendthip. To give bhould be our pleasuie, hut to

receive our shame. Sereniiy, health and alflaencc attend the

desire of rising by labor; misery, repentance, and disrespect that

of succeeding by extorted benevolence. The man who can thank
himself alone for the happiness he enjoys, is truly blest; and
lovely, far more lovely, the sturdy gloom of laborious indigence,

than the fawning simper of thriving adulation.— Goldsmith.

[AVrltten for GlciiHon'fl Pictorial.]

THE M'ATEH.

0, how I )ovo th(f water, the briglit and lauKhlng wattr,

Purest viwitaut of earth, the blight and laughing water;

Ah It Hparkleu In the raindrop and gleamK along the atreum,

And resting on the rosebud in the sun'H bright morning beam.

There 'b music In tho water, 0, there 'b a melody dlvloo,

Wherever rwllant wat4jr dotli build Itself a Hhrlnc
;

Tliero 'b joy within the wat«r, in the water evermore,

Bright joy within tho dewdrop, and deep joy upon thoehoro.

I lovo to be upon tho wave, In ghulness bounding free,

Floating In some gallant bark o cr the blue and moonlit sea
;

I do Kver love to bo where tho waters cla«h and dunce,

Singing on right merrily where the moonheamH brightly glance.

I know a lovely gem-lit isle aw.^y out on tho wave,

And never brighter, clearer isle did joyful water lavo
;

And 'tis a thrilling joy to mo from tho wild world awhile,

To rove In ihoughtlews freedom o'er that fair and ilower-gemmed lele,-

To lave among its waters and Its cehocs to awake,

And watch the dancing seas, as swift each other they o'ertake
;

Tbe bright foam-created billows as they bound upon the ohore,

Hymning to the Creator boundless praises evermore.

From the dewdrop to the ocean, wherever water gleams,

Sparkling in the sun ight and where the moonlight Hoftly beams
;

There '9 beauty and there 'a fragrance, and there 'a meloiy divine,

Wherever radiant Avater doth build itself a shtine.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

S C K U B B S'S M A N (E U V K E .

A LEGISLATIVE SCENE.

BY L'NCLE TOBY.

Mr. Scrubbs was a short, tluck-set, and phthisicky old chap,

who had been sent to the legislature for five or six years. But
Scrubbs was some pumpkins, and if there was anything going on

in the House that required tact and cunning to command success,

he was sure to be engaged by the interested parties in their behalf,

by some means or other. Scrubbs had a pair of little twinkling

eyes, that seemed to take turns in the visionary service they ren-

dered, it being a very rare cu'cumstance to find more than one of

them open at a time.

Scrubbs could talk like a hook, and sometimes when it was

highly desirable to gain time by delaying the taking of the ques-

tion, as to a bill before the House, he could make a tremendous

loiKj one, too—bringing in Bunker Hill and Mrs. Kidder's Cordial,

Yorktown and Lee's Pills, Lexington and the Shanghai breed

of fowls. In short, he could puzzle the House and Speaker to

such an extent, that they scarcely knew what the question was

before them, and certainly knew nothing of what Scrubbs was

driving at in his heterogeneous speech and conglomeration of talk.

Once Scrubbs found himself in a minority, and very much
inteiested in the passage of a certain bill ; he had carefully counted

noses, and found that four of his reliable voters were away, and

could not return to their seats before the next day. What was

to be done 1 He had talked for an hour and a half, and from

sheer exhaustion was forced to yield the floor to the other side.

He heard his opponent's argument, and saw its effects upon the

House, and finally observed that the question was about to be put

by the Speaker. His cunning was never at fault
; just as the

Speaker's hammer rattled on his desk, preparatory to his going

through the form, and he had already commenced to speak,

Scrubbs jumped up and said :

" Mr. Speaker!"

But that functionary would not hear him ; indeed it was out

of order for Scrubbs to rise at that moment.

"Mr. Speaker!" reiterated Scru^ibs, peeping first out of one

eye and then the other.

" Sit down, Mr. Scrubbs," at last said the Speaker, rather

sharply.

" But, sir, I must speak—the fact is
—

"

"Order! Order!" shouted the House.

" But, sir
—

" continued the inveterate Scrubbs.

" The gentleman will take his seat," reiterated the Speaker.

" Mr. Speaker, there is danger—

"

"Order! order!" shouted the members.

Scrubbs saw it was of no use to attempt to speak, and so raising

his arm, he pointed calmly to one corner of the ceiling, and

looked as much as to say, "you'd better hear me." The mem-
bers were puz:i!ed, the Speaker paused in amazement. Seizing

upon the opportunity, Scrubbs said :

" Mr. Speaker, I don't wish to speak to the bill, but, sir, there

is imminent danger hanging over us
—

"

" What is ir, what is if?" cried fifty voices, following the still

outstretched arm of Mr. Scrubbs with their eyes.

" I am told, sir, that the roof has partially given way, and you

will see, sir, the big crack yonder."

Here there was a sensible commotion among the members, and

several moved a few steps towards the door.

"J propose, sir, that we adjourn, and that a committee be ap-

pointed to inquire into the state of the ceiling above, for I am
told that it is not safe for us to remain here a minute longei'!"

Some ten or twelve of the oppo5ition here withdrew.

A committee was appointed to report the next morning, as it

was now nearly dinner time. The next day the committee did

report that the roof and ceiling were perftctly safe. Scrubbs's

friends had arrived from the country, tho question was put, and

he carried the day.

Such was one of Scrubbs's legislative manoeuvres to postpone

the question.
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SATTLER'S COSMORAMAS.

The third series of Professor Battler's Cosmoramas, now on

exhibition at the corner of Washington and Summer streets, is,

we think, the most interesting he has yet offered to the public.

Concerning the artistic excellence and striking beauty of these

pictures, there can be but one voice ; they are of the highest order

of art, and beyond the power of the pen to describe. The modest

manner in which they are advertised is not calculated to strike

the eye of the masses, but discriminating judges and true lovers of

art have discovered the treat that is in store for them in each new

series, and fail not to visit them again and again. We rarely take

occasion to recommend any exhibition to our readers in terms

of earnestness, but we would particularly refer them to these

Cosmoramas. All should go.

RATHER QUEER.

A singular hisus natunn has been found growing upon an apple-

tree in the State of Maine. It is described as being on one side,

half of an apple, fair and peifect, and the other side is half a rare-

ripe peach, equally fair and good. It is hard to account for such

a singular production unless the apple, as it did old Adam,

tempted the blushing peach to taste its richness, and then united

as did Adam and Eve. Perhaps others will call it a symbol of

the Union between the hardy North and the sunny South. Indeed,

a host of happy similes may be drawn from this extraordinary

vegetable phenomenon. Well done, Maine

!

Life.—Man has two minutes and a half to live—one to smile

—one to sigh—and a half to love—for in the middle of this

minute he dies. But the grave is not deep—it is the shining

tread of an angel that seeks us. Wheu the unknown hand throws

the last fatal dart at the head of man—then boweth he his head,

and the dart only lifts the crown of thorns from his wounds.

Richter thus describes our human existence.

tUagsiifc ©atljcrin-gs.

A La. Bloomer.—At Monmouth, Illinois, a new style for

gentlemen's dress has made its appearance. It is a sack coat

reaching to the hips, with pants closely Siting the body and limbs,

and fastened at the knee, after the manner of the old s'yle, with

long stockings to match. Tassels are attached to each knee, and

complete the suit. We suppose this to be a set off to the change

in the ladies' costume. Balance of power.

Winter Evenings.—They will soon be here, and now is an

excellent time to subscribe for the Companion aud Flag; obtaining

for four dollars, two papers that would cost, separately, five dol-

lars, and thus having a supply of entertaining and useful reading,

accompanied with engravings, for study during the long winter

evenings. They make a summer of reading.

Queer Custom.—The Egyptians sometimes pledged their

mummies for the repayment of a debt. With that people, a

mumuij was considered among the very best kinds of security.

It is not improbable that on this account, among other rea>ons,

the Hebrews were told, " Ye shall not spend money for the dead."

HoTciiKiss & Co.—This enterprisingperiodical establishment,

in Court Street, is one of the most extensive in the country, and

its proprietors prompt and agreeable men to do bu.'-iness with.

The Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion may always be found

among the papers upon their counter.

Railway Lamps.—The lamps used on railways in England

are of three colors—red, to signify danger
;
green, to denote

caution ;
and white to indicate safety. Applied to trains in motion,

the white implies that full speed may be attained; the green, to

proceed slowly ; and the red, to stop.

Gleasos's Pictori.\l PaAwixo-Ttooji Companion.— This magnifio^ct weekly
is advancing T^ith a rapidity heretofore uuprecedenteti in newspaper publishing
Week after week it increases in interest, until it has now attained a positioo

in public favor impossible to rival by any similar publication. The enterprise

of Mr. Gieason is worthy of the immen.'^e success all his publications meet with.
Nothing that cm in any degree add to its intrest is spared to enrich the pages
of the "Companion," either in the literary or artistic.

—

Spring Garden Advtr-
tiser, Phitadelfihia.

Fatal, Accident.—In Pelham, New Hampshire, Mrs. More-

land was shot and fatally wounded while struggling with her son,

aged sixteen, who had taken his fowling piece to go a gunning,

which his mother forbid until he had drawn her some water.

A Philantrropist.—Hobhs, the famous locksmith who took

the prize at the World's Fair, is a great philanthropist. He has

succeeded in inventing a key which will prevent people from being

" carried off" by the lockjaw !

Pretty.—One of our contemporaries having been presented

with a nosegay of wild flowers by a young lady, prays that the

fair donor may still bloom when the flowers of many seasons

have withered away. Pretty and good.

Sudden Death.—Miss Martha Hibbard, of North Hadley, a

young lady twenty years of age, while singing at the choir iu the

Orthodox Church, dropped down and immediately expired.

Hospitality.—Small cheer and great welcome make a merry
feast, where the heart Is right.

True Reg\rd.—The sweet light of friendship is, like the li^ht

of phosphorus, seen plainly when all around is dark.

The foreign population of Cincinnati is over 40,000.

Mr. Dempster, the ballad singer, is giving concerts in New York.

The sugar crop will fall short in Louisiana this year, it is said.

The agricultural produce of California is almost equal to its

consumption.

A National Geographical and Statistical Society is about to be
formed in New York.

A Catholic priest, 110 years old, preached at Dayton, Ohio, a

short time since.

We sec it mentioned that Georgetown, in the District of Colum-
bia, is about to apply for retrocession lo Maryland.

At a meeting of the Fire Wardens of San Francisco, canvas

roofs were declared unsafe, and were ordered to be removed.

A " yaller gal " hung herself in Virginia, because, as they say,

her sweetheart threw himself away upon a iccnck.

The Old School Presbyterians have their greatest strength in

Pennsylvania, where they number over 50,000 members.

At the late term of the Court in Dover, Almira Nute was sen-

tenced to the State Prison ten years for setting fire to a barn.

In all parts of Canada the crops this season are more plentiful

than any that have been hicherto gathered in that country.

A scarcity of provisions, it is said, exists in portions of Ala-
bama and Blississippi, in consequence of the drought.

John Ross has been re-elected principal chief of the Cherokee
nation, which station he has held since 1828.

Major John P. Heiss was to take charge of the New Orleans

Delta newspaper on the 1st of November, having bought out

Mr. Sigur.

The receipts of admission to the State Fair grounds, at Roches-
ter, N. Y., amounted to the sum of $14,000, and the premiums
to S5000.

The California editors have had a convention at San Francisco,

and made a jolly time of it. Adams &. Co. gave them an elegant
" spread."

The Catholics of Buffalo have made arrangements for building

a church in that city, which is to cost at least $1,000,000. The
bite cost $2=i,000.

The Albany papers announce the decease, at Rochester, of the

Hon. Frederick Whittlesey, one of the most eminent public men
and valued citizens of western New York.

George A. Briscoe, who fled after murdering Mr. Jeremiah
Chamberlain, professor at Oakland College, Pore Gibson, Miss.,

was pursued, and found, next morn ng, with his throat cut.

A New York merchant has engaged Elliott, a New York artist,

to paint portraits of the twenty original settlers of Syracuse, for

$2000. They are to be given to the city.

The " Vigilance Committee" of San Francisco still continue

their organization, although it is done at a monthly expense to

its members of over $3500 in cash.

One of the broadest hints to pop the qnestion which it is pos-

sible for a young lady lo give a young gentleman, is to declare to

him her intention of never marrying.

James Morrison, in a frolic, sprang upon an ox attached to a
heavy wagon, in New Bedford, lately, and was thrown to the

ground. Two wheels pa;ised over him, fracturing a leg and
shoulder.

Qanits of ©oltr.

Virtue, like honesty, has more admirers than true followei

JToreiiCjn iHisccllaun.

The commercial prospect of France continues favorable.

A warlike feeling exists at Madrid, against the United States.

It is thought that the Cuban prisoners, after being sent to

Spain, will be liberated.

The French frigate Mogadore was taken into the U- S. Dry
Dock, at Brooklyn, New York, a short time since.

Cuba has 436,000 slaves, and 205,000 free colored people—total,

641,000. The white population is about 500,000.

In England, when you place yourself under the hands of a
barber, he usually chatters politics ; in the East, he tells you a story.

A tree grows in Japan, the roots of which partake of the quality

of soap, and is used for cleansing purposes.

Late advices from Nicaragua represent matters there as very
serious.

The Queen is enjoying, in short excursions, the scenery of her
Highland home.

The treaty of navigation concluded between Austria and Russia
has been prolonged.

John Bull is quite excited about his gold discoveries in New
South Wales.

A letter from Vienna states that the Austrian government in-

tends to take very severe measures against the press.

The lord bishop of Bath and Wells has not had three fingers

cut off in consequence of mortification, but was "going on fa-

vorably."

Mr. Ball Hughes's famous statue of " Oliver Twist" has been
sent from Boston to the Great Exhibition in London, and it is

highly eulogized by the Englisli press.

Advices from Sc. Petersburg announce the opening of the
railway from that place to Moscow, by the emperor in person, on
the 3Ist day of August.

According to the Lombardo Veneto of the 2d Oct., the ministry
intend to request the British government to recall Mr. Temple,
present minister to that court.

Numerous arrests took place at Pesth on the 3 1 st of August, in
consequence of the exhiliition of a statue of St. Stephen, the fea-

tures of which resembled Kossuth.

A very curious and interesting pamphlet on " Kinesipathy," or
medical gymnastics for the cure of chronic diseases, has just ap-
peared in London, from the pen of Mr. H. Doherty.

A gentleman has made a calculation which shows that if every
article in the Crystal Palace were to be examiut-d for three min-
utes, it would occupy twenty-six years to examine the whole.

The cabmen are making a rich harvest from the visitors to
London at the present season. At Vauxhatl Gardens, it is said,
they refuse all fares at night, unless a party of foreigners hail
them, from whom they manage to exact a good round sum.
From Syria we have accounts of the massacre of fortv five

Christians, in Armenia. A number of the Mus^^ulmcn atcernpted
to pillage the government bank. The banker resisted the as-
sailants, who returned in great numbers, and, it is rcporied,
murdered every Christian they met.

Conversation is the ventilation of the mind.

. . . .Jealousy is always born with love, but does not always die
with it.

Your character cannot be essentially injured except by
your own acts.

To be silent about an injury, makes the doer of it more
uneasy than complaints.

....No man ever did a designed injury to another without
doing a greater to himself.

. . . .Love is of the nature of a burning-glass, which, kept still

in one place, fireth, but changed often it doth nothing.

Never purchase love or friendship by gifts ; when thus ob-
tained, they are lost as soon as you have stopped payments.

. . . .Old men are fond of giving good advice to console them-
selves for being no longer in a position to give bad examples.

.... One effectual method of ruining a young person is to treat

him or her as an alien in the bosom of the family.

If some persons were to bestow one half of their fortune iu
learning how to spend the other half, it would be money ex-
tremely well laid out.

....A remark often strikes, not from its intrinsic merit, but
from its appropriateness on the occasion, and appears flat when
repeated, because the occasion cannot be recalled.

Amidst the most adverse circumstances there are still

reasons for cheerfulness. So long as there are motives to grati-

tude, there is cause for cheerfulness.

There are ihree classes into which all the women past seventy
years of age, that ever I knew, were to be divided. 1, That dear
old soul ; 2, that old woman ; 3, that old witch.— Coleridge.

. . . .Evils in the journey of life are like the hills which alarm
travellers upon their road ; they both appear great at a distance,

but when we approach them we find that they are far less insur-

mountable than we had imagined.

lolfcr's ©lio.

Cobblers are mostly all whole souled fellows, but some of them
come to a bad end at last.

Blacksmiths, it is said, forge and steel nearly every day ; but we
think people speak iron ically of them.

The New York Picayune says carpenters are generally j9?am
men, but do things on the square, and no gouging.

The discovery has been made that without a mouth a man
could neither eat, drink, talk, kiss the girls, nor chew tobacco.

" Mrs. Dobson, where 's your husband V " He 's dying, marm,
and I don't wish anybody to disturb him." A very considerate

woman, that.

A paper wishing to say that many rafts are floating down the
Delaware, leaves out they) and has it, that many rats are floating

down the Delaware.

A friend says the following is good grammar. "That that

'that' that that man uttered was not that * that ' that that other
gentleman referred to."

—

Hartford News.

Do what we can, summer will have its flies. If we walk in the

woods we must expect musquitoes. If we go a fishing we must
expect a wet coat.

"I say, Jim!" "What"?" "Take black Pete's harness and
put it on Jenny Lind—give Napoleon some oats, take Little Nell

to water, and then rub down Fanny Elssler." " Ay, ay, sir."

A Western man says, that on hearing Yankee Doodle per-
formed on an organ, in the Crystal Palace, he felt the Declaration
of Independence and a couple of Bunker Hills rising in his bo§om.

An advertisement appears in one of our western exchanges,
which reads as follows: " Ran away—a hired man named John;
his nose turned up five feet ei^jht inches high, and had on a pair

of corduroy pants, much worn."

The Atlas has a bottle of water from the " torrent of eloquence;"
another from the "fountain of love;" and a third from the "stream
of time." The Bee has a small bottle of water from the " flood

of evidence ;" another from the " wave of a handkerchief," and
a third from the " depth of thought."
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KOSSUTH.
The illustrious KoBsuth is a iiativu of Monolc,

in the ronnty of Zemplin; he was born in Uio

year 1801, and is of an ancient family. Uo
studied at Patak, a Protestant institution, and
obtained his dijjlorria as an advocate. On the

meeting of the second Diet, in \s:i2, fiummoncd
by Austria, after the pcaeo of 1815, Louis Kos-
suth's writin^is began to attract ationtion, and
he was committed to the fortress of Ofcn, on a
charge of high treason. Ho was sentenced to

imprisonment for life, and actually passed four

years in close conlinomcnt, when ho received a

free pardon, such was the force of publie opin-

ion on his behalf. Shortly after he was set at

liberty he muri-ied tiie dauglitcr of his fellow-

prisoner, Meszlcngi, a noble of Stuhlwcisscn-

berg. Kossuth afterwards jiublishcd the PeMh
Ilerlap, and advocated with eloquence and power
the emancipation of the serfs, in order eventually

to secure the independence of the conntry. Of
the failure of this illustrious patriot's design to

free his native land, every one is familiar, and
also of the wandering life he has since led ; being

lately kept as a prisoner in Turkey, until one of

our national ships was despatched to bring him
to a land of freedom. Some interest has lately

been mo4 a^^siduously at work endeavoring to

injure Kossuth's popularity, both in England
and this country. Tlio most foolish and absurd

stories have been promulgated cont'crning bini,

and by many they are believed. We trust the

public will suspend their judgment concerning

one who has really done so much for the cause

of freedom, and not be too ready to believe him
devoid of every sense of propriety, and the true

appreciation of our national hospitality as be-

stowed to him, through Capt. Lon^ and that

noble steamer, the Mississippi, which is to bring

him to this country.

BETTER TO WORK THAN TO BEG.
Let no poor boy, after reading tlie following

interesting fact, ever de'-'i)air of making a com-
fortable living: —A gentleman was once walk-

ing down the streets of P , when a beggar
loudly craved for a few coppers for a night's

lodging. The gentleman looked earnestly at

the poor man and inquired, " Why do you not
work? You should be ashamed of begging.'*
" O, sir, I do not know where to get employ-
ment!" "Nonsense!" replied the gpntlcnian, " yon can work if

you will. Now listen to me. I was once a beggar like you. A
gentleman gave me a crown piece and said to me, * Work, and
don't beg; God helpsthose who help themselves.' I immediately
left P , and got out of the way of my old companions. 1
remembered the advice given me by my mother before she died,

and I began to pray to God lo keep me from sin, and to give me
his help day by day. I went round to the houses in the country
places, and with a part of my five shillings bought old rags.

These I took 10 the paper mills, and sold them at a profit. I

was always willing to give a fair price for the things I bought,
and did not try to sell them for more than they were worth. I

determined to be honest, and God prospered me. My purchases
and profits became larger, and now I have got more than ten
thousand crown pieces that I can call ray own. One great thing

that has contributed to my success is this : I have kept from
drink and tobacco." As the gentleman spoke he took out his

purse, and drew from it a five-shilling piece, and handing it to the
astonished beggar, he said:—" Now, you have the same chance
of getting on in the world as I had. Go and work, and never let

me see you begging again. If I do, I will hand you over to the

police." Yeara passed away. The gentleman had forgotten the
circumstance, until one day, when travelling through P , he
entered a respectable-looking bookseller's shop, in order to pur-

chase some books that he wanted. He had not been many min-

PORTRATT OF LOUIS KOSSUTH, THE HUNGARIAN PATRIOT.

utes in conversation with the bookseller, before the latter eagerly

looked into the face of his customer and inquired :

—
" Sir, are ) ou

not the gentltman, who, a few years ago, gave a five-shilling

piece to a poor beggar at the end of this street!" "Yes, I

remember it well." "Then, sir, this home, this well-stocked

shop is the fruit of that live-shilling piece." Tears of gratitude

trickled down his checks, as he introduced the gentleman to his

happy wife and children. He was regarded as their benefactor.

When gathered round the table to partake of tea, the bookseller

recounted his history from the above eventful day. It was very

similar to that of the welcome visitor. By industry, honesty and
dependence upon God's help, he had risen step by step, from buy-

ing rags to selling papers and tracts in the streets, then to keep-

ing an old-book shop, and ultimately to be owner of one of the

best circulating libraries in the place. Before the happy party

separated, the large old family Bible was brought out, of which a

psalm of thanksgiving was read, and then all bent round the

family altar. Words could not express their feelings.

friend." " Give me all bosom friends like him,"
crii-d Capstick. " For then there 'd be no deceit
in 'em

;
you 'd sec the worst of 'em at the begin-

ning. Now, look at this fine honest fellow.

What plain, straightforward truths he bears
flbout him ! You see at once that he is a living

pincushion with the pins' points upwards, and
instantly you treat him after his own open nature.
You know he's not to be played at ball with

—

you take in with a glance all that his exterior
signifies, and ought to love him for his frankness.
Poor wretch! 'tis a thousand and a thousand
times the ruin of him. He lias, it is true, an
outside of thorns—Heaven made him with them
—but a heart of honey. A meek, patient thing

!

And yet, becau^^e of his covering, the world casts

all sorts of slanders upon him ; accuses him of
wickedness he could not, if he, would, commit.
And so he Js kicked and cudgclh-d, and made
the crudest sport of; his persecutors all the

while thinking themselves the best of people for

their worst of treatment. He hears a plain ex-

terior ; he shows so many prickling truths to the

world, that the world, in revenge, couples every
outside point with an interior devil. He is made
a martyr for this iniquity, he hides nothing.

Poor Velvet!" and then Capsiick very gently

stroked the hedgehog, and proftered it a slice of
apple and a piece of bread. " 'Tis a pity," said

Kingcup, "that all hedgehogs arn't translated

after your fiishion." " What a belter world
't would make of it !" answered the cynic. " But,
no, sir, no; that's the sort of thing ihe world
loves," and Capstick pointed to a handsome
tortoise-shell cat, stretched at her fullest length

upon the hearth. " What a iteek, cosy face she

has; a placid, quiet sort of grandmother look!
—may all grandmothers forgive me ! Then, to

see her lap milk; why, you'd think a drop of
bloodof any sort would poison her. The wretch!
'twas only last week she killed and ate one of
my doves, and afterwards sat wiping her whis-

kers with her left paw, as comfortably as any
dowager at a tea-party. I nursed her before she

had any eyes to look at her benefactor, and she

has sat and purred upon my knee, as though she

knew all she owed me, and was trying to pay
the debt with her best singing. And for all thi-i,

look here—this is what she did only yesterday,"

and Capstick showed three long fine scratches

on his right hand. " That 's nothing," said Mr.
Kingcup. "Yon know that cats will scratch." " To be sure I

do," replied Capstick, " and all the world knows it ; but the world

don't think the worse of them for it, and for this reason ; they can,

when they like, so well hide their claws. Now, poor little Velvet

here, he can't disguise what he has ; and so he's hunted and wor-

ried for being plain spoken ; and puss is petted because she's so

glossy, and looks so innocent. And all the while has she not

murderous teeth and talons 7"

—

St. Giles and St. James.

THE HEDGEHOG AND THE CAT.
Capstick and Kingcup became quite philosophical, using comi-

cal metaphors and illustrative analogies something like a game of
checkers, when Capstick took two steps from his chair, stooped, and
in a moment returning to his seat, placed a hedgehog on his table.

"Humph," said Kingcup, "'tis an odd creature for a bosom

FIRE IN THE MAINE FOREST.
The engraving below represents a scene created by the great con-

flagration in the woods of Maine, during the last summer and
present fall. Many thousand acres were burned over in Maine,
and also in New Brunswick. To give a just idea of its extent

along shore—not to speak of its extent in'and— it may be stated,

with truth, that it burnt for the distance of a hundred and thirty

miles, as near as could be calculated, sailing along the coast of

Maine and New Brunswick. The damage done by this fire is

almost incalculable, especially in the timber regions; and many
families, settled in that region, were obliged to beat a quick retreat

from the advancing and all-devouring enemy. It crossed the

stage roads, and burnt down the telegraph posts, thus interrupting

communication between distant place-;, except by out of way
routes. Nearly every year fires of this kind occur, but not of so

vast extent. In the west they are very extensive.

DEVASTATING CONFLAGRATION, AS LATELY SEEN ON THE FRONTIER LINE BETWEEN MATNE AND NEW BRUNSWICK.
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SARATOGA LAKE, SARATOGA, N. Y.

Herewith is presented by our artist a view of more than com-

mon beauty and romance, and givinjr, beyond a douhf,, a picture

of one of the most beautiful sheets of water in The Union. The
whole region in the vicinity of this beautiful piece of water is full

of historic interest. Once the familiar hunting- ground of the

Indian, passed and repassed by the stately Mohawk, and the

earth, in years agone, tilled by the poor squaw of the Indian,

Here, too, in this immediate vicinity, were the battle-fields of

Saratoga, which, brilliant as they have been, we never regard

without a pang. Gates, vain, doubtfully brave, and foolishly

desirous to suppbmt Washington as commander-in-chief of the

American army, hero superseded the gallant and chivalric Si'huy-

ler upon his own acres. After the latter had prepared the way

for victory, removed all obstacles, and was on the point of retriev-

ing the unfortunate disasters of forts Edward and Ticonderoga,

General Gates whs sent on to take charge of this department of

the army. At this late day, when the facts in the case are clearly

before us, we are able to see the weakness of judgment which

characterized the members of Congress, at that period, in their

military proceedings. Saratoga is now the great matrimonial

mart of the country. Parvenu belles and managing mothers con-

gregate here as the place, of all others, where ready exchange

may be made of money and good looks for old family respecta-

bility and blood. Foreign counts and decayed beaux here specu-

late for republican wives, or repair the dilapidations of time.

Men and women commute air, comfort and exclusiveness for a

" seveu-by nine " bed-room, and the mob of a crowded drawing-

room. It is the fashion, and people must be content. The fine

old times, when the Rchuylers lived here in princely state, enter-

taining Jhe officers of the British army, and giving tone to the

manners of the people for miles around, are now only recalled by

the admirable pages of Mrs. Grant's interesting work.

SARATOGA LAKE, IN THE VICINITY OF THE CELEBRATED BATTLE-QKOUNI), aABATOQA, N. \.
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BUCCANEER OF THE GULF.

A ROMANTIC STORY OF THE SEA AND SHORE.

BY F. CLINTON BAKRINGTON.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XVIII—[CONTINUED.]

"All aboard, and bend to your oars for your

lives, men!" he commundcd, as lie stood upon

the centre thwart. The men obeyed with a will,

and the barge shot out from the pier like an

arrow. Conrado then stepped aft to place his

lovely burden in the stern, when he nearly fell,

by striking the body of the priest.

"Who is this?" he demanded; for in the

darkness it was difficult to distinguish objects.

" The priest, senor," answered Carlos.

" What was he put in here for V
" We tumbled him in, sir, as you didn't tell us

what to do with him," answered one of the men,

who had assisted in binding his arms.

" Overboard with him V he cried, placing

Gertrude upon the seat by his side, with liis arm

about her waist and his hand still upon her

mouth. " Into the water with him !"

"No—no—0, do not do so cruel a deed!"

cried Donna Gertrude, struggling to speak.

" If thou wilt pledge thy word that thou wilt

not call for aid, I will save his life and release

thy lips."

" I promise—only do not murder him !" she

said, with earnestness, as if she forgot her own
situation in the imminent danger thathurig over

the head of the priest, who for her sake had been

thus brought into peril.

" Wilt thou give thy word, father, if I let thee

be unbound, that thou wilt be quiet V continued

Don Conrado, who now that he had Donna Ger-

trude in his power, seemed to betray an unusual

degree of exultation. " I am disposed on such

a happy occasion as this to be merciful.
*

Father Clement knew that there was no other

alternative than to comply, and signiKed his

assent by a muffled afBrmative. Carlos was then

ordered to release his mouih and hands, when

he took a seat, by de Bcltran's order, on the

cross thwart of the stern-sheets.

" Don Conrado de Beltran," said Gertrude,

" I know not why you have done this gross out-

rage. I am in your power ; but, release your

grasp upon my person."

" You will spring overboard."

" No. I will remain in the boat. I commit
myself to the protection of the Virgin."

" Son," Eaid Father Clement, calmly, "why
this violence and wrong? Who art thou, and

what is thy object '?"

" Silence, priest! Thou, fair Gertrude, mayest

talk, and say what thou wilt."

" I will also keep silence," she answered

;

"but first I will ask thee if thou didst form a

plot to get me into thy power; for I see that he

who brought me the message is in the boat, and

one of thy creatures ? Does Captain Clifford

lay at the point of death V
"I will not torture thee, fair Gertrude. He

is doubtless doing as he has done at any time.

The note you received was written by me! the

messenger sent by me! the fiacre engaged by

me! And deeper stratagems than this I would
have resorted to had this failed. One would
risk all, and set all his wits at work to possess

a prize like thee \"

Gertrude's relief at hearing of the welfare of

Clifford produced such a joyful effect upon her

spirits, that for the moment she seemed to for-

get her own condition in the power of a bad
man whom she despised, and, as she had truly

Baid, feared.

" Thou hast confessed to a wicked crime, evil

man," said Father Clement. " How couldst

thou have the heart to do this thing, and tear

this young and trusting maiden from her father's

house, under the cover of so dark a falsehood !"

" If thou speakest again I will have thee

gagged, sir priest," said de Beltran, with anger.

"Give way, men! Let us not be all night in

reaching the brigantine!"

The oarsmen pulled hard and strong, and the

boat, deeply hiden as it was, descended the river

rapidly. The dark outlines of the house tops in

the city, as it was left, gradually disappeared in

open fields, or were changed to forests. The

moon arose about the time the boat left the

quay, and its light revealed the dark shore and

litre and there a vessel at anchor in the river.

But all was silent around them. Swiftly they

passed villa after villa, until they came in sight

of the battle-ground. Here they saw a light on

the shore, and people moving about as if em-

barking. Conrado fancying this might indicate

pursuit, pulled further over towards the opposite

shore, encournging his men with promises of re-

ward. But the people on shore, doubtless, had

other affairs, as they did not give chase to them.

At length, on turning a point, about an hour

after midnight, they came in sight of a round

red light, that seemed to shine fiom the deck of

a vessel.

Upon seeing this, the captain of the brig cried

out with joy:

" There is the vessel! We are safe!"

Gertrude, who had withdrawn as far as she

could from the side of Don Conrado, after he

had released her form from the clasp of his arm,

had sat so silently all the voyage down, with

her eyes upon the water, that he believed she

slept; and, as she made no reply to his ques-

tion up'on this point, his belief was conftrniecl.

Father Clement also sat enveloped in his cowl,

his hand parentally holding that of Gertrude,

who had sought this sign of sympathy in her

woe. So long as she was near this good roan,

she did not feel so desolate. She did not fall

asleep, however. Her thoughts were upon her

situation and its probable issue. That she was

completely in Don Conrado's power, she pain-

fully felt; and she knew that he who had risked

so much to get possession of her would not

lightly resign her. She tried to be calm, and

reflect upon every feature of the circumstances

in which she was placed. But the result of all

was that she was in the power of a bad man,

and had no hope of safety or release but by put-

ting her full trust and confidence in Heaven.

" I will look to God for aid !" she said, reso-

lutely, and with Christian faith. "The wicked

are in his hands, and they can do no more than

he permits ! Sweet Maria, mother ! Holy Vir-

giu, intercede for me. Ave Maria, pray for me !"

With this prayer her soul became calmer. She
felt that Heaven will not forsake those who trust

in it; and this assurance brought a serenity to

her heart that she could have derived from noth-

ing earthly.

The father, meanwhile, was deliberating what
ought to be done for her rescue. He hoped

when they reached the vessel to which the boat

seemed bound, he could there speak with him

alone, and prevail upon him lo release the

maiden. At all issues he determined he would

defend her from wrong with his life, if need

were.

The thoughts of Don Conrado were by no

means agreeable. He wan ulnled at bin success,

but he felt that he had debased himself in the

eyes of the very woman whose esteem he would

give the world to pOHsess, He felt that she de-

spised him, and he thought that if he could sec

lier face, its handsome mouth would be curled

with scorn and derision, rather tlian trembling

with fear. He was, therefore, humbled and dis-

satisfied with himself, yet the thought of revers-

ing his conduct by ever surrendering her, did

not occur to him for an instant. His passion

for her was stronger than his humility or self-

dissatisfaction.

The boat drew near the brigantine, which was

at anchor over her bows, with the topsails loose,

and her jib and spanker set, ready for a run at

a three minutes' notice.

" Boat ahoy !" hailed Lieutenant Randolpho,

from the gangway.

At the hail both the priest and Gertrude

looked up and gazed anxiously at the brig. By
the light of a battle-lantern, held by some one

midships, they beheld several men about the

side-ladder. Conrado had answered the hail

promptly, and as the boat pulled up alongside,

there was a murmur of voices when the rays of

the light fell on a female figure in the boat!

The boat touched the brigantine, and being

secured by ready hands, Don Conrado was about

to take Gertrude in his arms to convey her on

board; for the deck was so low that it was but

a step or two into the vessel from the guns.

"No. I will go on board, if I must, unaided,"

she said, shrinking from his touch. "Father,

your hand !"

The next moment she stood upon the deck of

the brigantine, clinging to the side of Father

Clement, and gazing around her upon the

crowded and armed decks with her first emo-

tions of positive fear.

CHAPTER XIX.

GERTHUDE ON BOAED THE BRIGANTINE.

The captain of the brigantine had no sooner

reached the deck of his vessel, than he gave

orders to weigh anchor and make sail. All was

instantly bustle and noise from stem to stern.

The commands of the lieutenant were heard

above the songs of the men heaving up the

anchor, and amid the rattling of cordage and

the creaking of yards.

"Senora," said Don Conrado, in a somewhat

overbearing manner, approaching her as she

stood clinging to the priest on the very spot

where she had first stepped on the deck.

"Sir, I am in your power," she, answered,

with the most touching helplessness. "I wait

your commands !"

The tone of her voice seemed to move hira.

It did in truth penetrate to his heart. He drew

near to her respectfully, and said in a kinder

voice :

" Do not be alarmed ! I intend you no harm.

This vessel and its commander are all at your

service, save—

"

"Then let my commands be obeyed to take

me back to my father
!"

" Save that, lady ! You may not return un-

less— "

" Go on, sir
!"

" Unless you return the bride of Conrado de

Beltran."

She uttered a slight exclamation of horror,

and seemed to tremble from head to foot. Poor

maiden! she felt like a person in the den of a

lion, where the least false movement may cause

hira to rend her in pieces.

"I know I offend you! But your ears must

familiarize themselves to these words. Senora,

you will descend into the cabin !"

" Yes, I obey ! Father Clement, you will not

leave me !"

"No, daughter!" answered the priest, in a

low voice, the resolute sound of which gave her

courage.

" The father may accompany you. I will

treat him kindly for your sake, senora. Per-

haps his presence on board is a lucky omen!

for when thou shalt consent, there will be no

need to send for a priest!"

These last words were intended for her ear,

but were heard by the father, who felt re-assured

by them, and dismissed in part from his mind

apprehensions that had troubled him of a more

lawless course of conduct on the part of their

captor than these v/ords indicated. Leaning on

the arm of the priest, Gertrude, because she

could not do otherwise, descended to the cabin.

It had been prepared for her reception, being

brilliantly lighted, and refreshments set out upon

the marble sideboard.

The magnificence of the cabin filled the priest

with surpriBC ; but Gertrude seemed to feel that

it was like decking the altar for sacrifice; for

she had resolved, that unless Conrado restored

her to her father, she would take her own life,

and puss pure from this world of vice. The

connciousness that this last resource of inno-

cence in despair remained to her, nerved her to

bear up under her jjresent condition, and to bo

composed. Don Conrado noticed the surprise

with which the priest surveyed the elegance of

the two state-rooms, and smiling, eaid :

" Though I have stolen the bird from its nest,

father, I have prepared a gilded cage ibr her!"

The priest gazed on the tall and truly noblo

figure of the buccaneer, and upon his liandsome,

dark face, shaded by hair slightly sprinkled with

gray, as those features and per&on were revealed

on his removing his cloak and hat, with more

curiosity than alarm.

"Son," he said, "thou hast the appearance of

being a man of rank and influence. How is it

that you have done this outrage? How bath

the maiden harmed thee? Who art thou?"

"The maiden's lover, sir priest. In distant

lands I wooed her, and she treated me with

scorn. I have sought her over the sea, and

again laid my heart at her feet. I humbly sued

for a .smile. She treated me as if I had been a

slave—ay—worse, an outcast ! I have therefore

taken her without her will ! Thou hast now the

whole tale in brief! How dost thou like it?"

" Not at all, my son ! Thou hast done a

grievous wrong. The affections of a woman
are not to be won by violence such as this ! If

thou wouldst do right, ere thy vessel sails, send

her back to her father. I do not plead for my-

self; for so that she is returned I am in thy

hands to do what thou wilt with me."
" Sir priest, Ptop thy prating ! Once for all I

swear to thee by the crucifix on tliy heart, that

I will never release this maiden ! She is in my
power. This vessel, and its crew, only live to

do my bidding. No power on earth can rescue

her ! Yet I am willing to kneel at her feet and

implore her pity upon my love! If she relent

or look kindly on me, I will be her slave ; if she

does not, I will teach her that I am her lord !

As for you, priest, I will let you remain in the

vessel. I may want you, for I seek only hon-

orable love! This room is yours, senora. No
one is to enter it without your permission. This,

sir priest, is your cabin which opens to the left

of the steps. The inner room, senora, is also

yours, which shall be sacred to you ! I will now
leave you to look after the sailing of my vessel

;

and, sir priest, if you would find favor with me,

and consult her peace, you will use the time I

give you, to talk with her and advise her to

yield quietly to the destiny which she cannot

avoid. I have been too deeply wounded by her

pride to show mercy, or flinch from my purpose
;

lady, here are refreshments. You can retire

whensoever you choose. Adios!"

Thus saying, Don Conrado ascended to the

deck. All the while he was speaking Gertrude

moved not a muscle of her face. She sat pale

on the fauteuil, where four days before we in-

trofiuced Guido to the reader. She began to

realize the irresistible fate that was before her.

She began to comprehend the full wretchedness

of her lot. Either she must become the bride of

de Beltran, or die! The nuptial couch of the

man of all men she most detested, or the grave !

She sat immovable with despair. When Don
Conrado had gone on deck, when his form was

no longer before her eyes, she gave utterance to

a low, pitiful cry, and then with a suffocating

gasp she fell insensible into the arms of the com-

passionate priest. He bore her to the ottoman,

supported her head on his shoulder, prayed fer-

vently to Heaven for her, and then tried to re-

store her to consciousness.

"And why should I wish to bring her back

to life?" he said, as he gazed upon the marble

face, as still as if it were the face of the dead.

"Better, if she is to live to be the wife of this

man, who is no doubt a pirate chief, that her

pure spirit should leave the body now. She is

insensible to her woe! Take her. Holy Mary I

take her virgin soul to thy bosom in peace !"

At this moment, as the brigantine swung

round in coming to the wind, a strong breeze

blew in through the stern windows, tossing the

tresses of her hair about her head, and brought

her to animation. She sighed deeply, and open-

ing her eyes, gazed wildly around.

"Where am I? Father, my dear father, what

a dream I have had!" She spoke, as if not yet

fully aware where she was, and as if supposing

herself in her own father's house. "I thought I
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was taken from you by that terrible man in

whom you have so much confidence, and that

he bore me to his pirate ship, and that he fear-

fully swore that I should become his bride,

and—

"

She stopped fuU. She heard the noise of the

rushing keel, tlie clatter of cordage, the voices

on the deck; and one hurried look about her

told her that her supposed dream was not a

dream, but a fearful reality.

"Is it you, Father Clement? 0, I thought,

I thought I was at home ! But I know where I

am now. It is not a dream. Would it were,

would it were,—from which I might never

awake !"

"Be calm, daughter. Heaven will protect

you. I feel it. Try and put your trust in the

holy angels. This bad man's counsel respect-

ing you shall never prosper."

" Your words give me strength."

"I mean they shall. Do not fear. Occupy

the room he has pointed out to you. It has but

this one entrance, before which I will sleep.

Providence has sent me with you to protect

you."

" I do feel it to be so. "Without you—

"

"Ah, my innocent lamb, without me your

fate would have been indeed pitiful. But I am
but one. I can only aid you through my faith.

In this I am strong, and it gives me confidence

that we shall both escape tills man's hand

!

Eat! Here are God's gifts, and do not refuse

them; for you need health and courage to en-

dure. Let mc recommend cheerfulne-s, and

patience, and courtesy towards our captor. On
our side we have right, and tlierefore are his

superiors, and he feels it. Show no fear, but

serene submission to your fate, and I have no

doubt all will be well. We must gain time by

every means in our power. Who knows what

a day may bring forih ! To-morrows ever bring

changes. Let us hope !"

With these words of consolation and courage,

the good priest bade her good night, after bless-

ing her and solemnly committing her to the

protection of Him who never ceases to watch

over those who arc in danger.

" One word, daughter," he added, as she

was about leaving him ; "you have known this

man, and have told mc something of his his-

tory. Have you any idea where this vessel is

bound V
" No—but yes, I recollect hearing him tell my

father that when he left New Orleans he should

go to Alvarado, on the Mexican coast, where he

said he held an estate. But my father supposed

he was in a vcssel-of-war, and had no suspicion

of the truth."

"Then let us keep heart ! Alvarado is not

many days' sail; and if we can keep him in

favor (for it is our duty to mislead him if need

be,) till then we may find means of escape."

Donna Gertrude then retired to the inner

cabin. It was lighted by a soft argand lamp,

and was furnished with a luxuriance that vied

with Oriental voluptuousness. She saw that

across the two cabin-windows iron bars were

placed, which, while they prevented access, pre-

vented egress, should she be tempted to seek a

grave in the sea. A guitar, books, prints, and

elegant bijouterie adorned this boudoir. It also

contained a rich wardiobe, that a princess might

have coveted. But her eye rested upon no ob-

ject with pleasure, but rather with loathing.

Closing the door, she kneeled and committed

herself, in her desolation, to the protection of

the Virgin and Heaven. Overcome with fatigue,

she fell asleep as she was praying, and with her

lovely face laid upon her arm, over which her

abundant dark hair richly flowed, she slept in

holy repose through the watches of the night.

Father Clement finding all quiet within, as-

cended to the deck. The moon and stars were

rivalling each other in the splendor of their

radiance. Orion bore his glittering standard in

mid sky, and the Pleiades were hanging like

golden grapes in the bending west. Aldebaran

burned like a diamond, in his brilliant triangle;

Sirius flashed like a beacon blazing above the

gates of Paradise, and Arcturus, as he rolled

around the pole in solar splendor, blazed like a

lesser sun. The eyes of the father as he cast

them heavenward, on first reaching the deck,

took in all this glory of the night, and he could

not help moving his lips and saying:

" The heavens declare thy glory and the fir-

mament showeth thy wondrous works !"

Don Conrado approached him and said:

"How fares it with thy charge, holy priest?"

" She is calmer, and sleeps !"

" That is good news ! To-morrow, I doubt

not, she will look upon me with a more friendly

eye."

" Son, not while thou art playing the tyrant

towards her," answered Father Clement. " I

know not thy conditiou or pursuit, but it seems

unworthy a gentleman to resort to stratagems

like this to obtain the possession of a lady!

Hast thou no fear of God ?"

"Preach not to me, priest. By the mass!

Thou dost presume on my forbearance too

much. Dost thou know, that I can have thee

killed with a word ?"

" Thou canst kill only the body, and after that

there is no more that thou canst do, son !"

"I will put thee in irons if you speak more

to me. Listen, father! If thou desirest to con-

sole the lady with thy presence, do not anger

rae. If you arc discreet, you shall be free on

board to see her when you will ; but if you in-

terfere with me or my plans, I will have thee

ironed and thrust into the lowest hold of the

brig! A word to a wise man should suffice."

Father Clement, finding that words would

only prevent him from doing service to Ger-

trude, closed bis lips, and resolved to leave

events in the hand of Heaven. He walked to

the side of the vessel and looked around. The
brigantine was under full sail, moving swiftly

down the stream. The watch had been set on

the forecastle, and the officer of the deck paced

up and down the larboard side, amidships, with

his careful glance wandering constantly over the

sails, spars and ropes, or the shores and the

course the vessel was sailing. Nothing escaped

bis vigilance.

Don Conrado, after the conversation he had

held with the priest, leaned moodily over the

stern and gazed down upon the rippling wake
of the gliding vessel, which was lighted up by

the rays of light that came from the cabin-win-

dows which opened into the apartment occupied

by Gertrude. His thoughts were upon her. He
reflected upon the act he was being guilty of.

But he defended it on the plea of his ardent

love for her. "And did he really love Ger-

trudeV asks some fair reader of this tale. Yes,

without doubt, he loved her. From the begin-

ning, four years before, when he first beheld her,

in Spain, a few evenings after she had quitted

the convent in Castile, where she had been edu-

cattd, he had loved her. She was then scarcely

passed fifceen, and he was thirty-seven. But

the sight of her kindled in his heart a passion

which nothing could diminish. It was at a fes-

tival given by Don Garcia on the occasion of

his daughter's introduction to the world, that

he first beheld her.

Conrado at that time was, as we have said,

an oflicer in the Spanish navy, and being of a

noble family, he held a position of influence in

society that his rank as lieutenant alone would

not have confirmed upon him. The vessel which

he was then acting commander of, was lying in

a port two leagues from the abode of Don Gar-

cia, when he received the invitation to be pres-

ent at the fete. When he entered the stately

hall, and beheld the youthful queen of the eve-

ning seated upon a throne, surrounded by lovely

maidens, herself the loveliest of all, like the

moon encircled by stars, he bowed before her in

almost admiring homage. We have said that

he was a handsome man, with a striking and

noble air, which was clouded on a nearer view

only by a cold and sinister light in his eye, and

a scarcely perceptible contraction of the nether

lip, such as unconscientious men often exhibit

to the close observer. But Gertrude was then no

judge of character by expression—no analyzer

of the face, to detect and recognize the well-com-

bined poison from the virtues. He devoted him-

self to her during the evening. He flattered

her ; he caused her to feel tliat he was pleased

with her; he used every means of sagacious and

practised art of courtesy and gentle attentions

to make her pleased with him. In this he was

unconsciously aided by her father and others.

"Look out for thy little heart, daughter,"

smilingly said Don Garcia; "el Senor Lieuten-

ant de Beltran is a dangerous man."
" You have made an easy conquest, senorita,"

said an old baron, patting her on the shoulder

with his little finger, on which blazed a Brazil-

ian diamond; "Don Conrado seems fairly en-

snared."

CHAPTER XX.

i liEMTNISCEKCE OF BY-GONE DATS.

But there was one speaker that made a deeper

impression upon the mind of Donna Gertrude

even, than did these words of approbation.

As she was passing from the hall, after the

festival, to seek her own apartments, out of the

shadows of the passage stepped a female, who
said in a low, but warning tone :

" Maiden I beware of Conrado de Beltran!"

"Why?" she asked, with a sudden coldness

at her heart.

" There is ^uilt in his heart,
There is blood on his blade.
Thy peace will depart
If thou love him, fuir maid;
Woe. woe to thee, lady,

If thou rBmembtir him more."

The woman, in whom Gertrude recognized a

fortune-teller who wandered from castle to castle,

then disappeared, leaving a chill upon the soul

of the lovely girl. Neveriheless, she thought of

the handsome Don Conrado till she fell asleep,

and then dreamed that he was leading her to

the altar, where, instead of a priest, there stood

about the altar seven murdered corpses, each

pointing with skeleton fingers to Don Conrado,

and calling on Heaven to avenge them on their

murderer. Three of these Gertrude saw were

young, and had been lovely. She awoke with

a shriek of horror.

The next day Don Conrado called at the

casile, and though at first she thought of her

dream and the witch's words, and was in great

fi-ar, the fascination and cheerfulness of Don
Conrado, her father's confidence in him, his

efforts to please her, overcame her fears, and

dismissing from her mind these things, she suf

fcred herself to be pleased, as she had been the

evening before, with his attentions. Day after

day these visits were renewed, till closer intimacy

made the pure girl conscious of the wickedness

of his spirit, and the continual impurity of the

thoughts of his heart. Like all bad men, he

believed that returned love in a female is the

challenge to lust; and that love cannot exist

without sensuality. But he had to learn, as

many a lover like him has had to learn since,

ihat love in the heart of woman is a holy and

pure flame; that it is wholly dissociated from

those grosser imaginations which characterize it

in the bosoms of most men ; that it is a senti-

ment horn of the Sjiirit within, and seeks only

the sympathy of a kindred spirit. Such was the

nature of the passion which was being awakened

in the virgin bosom of Donna Gertrude towards

this dangerous and captivating man, and who
was so much her senior, when believing that

requited love is surrender of delicacy and honor,

he took one step too far, and she fled from him

as alarmed a.s an angel would have been to have

found another angel drop the angelic appear-

ance, and disclose the dark form of a devil.

Nay, she was more than alarmed,—her maiden

delicacy had received ashock that deeply wounded

her. She sought the solitude of her room, and

there wept for hours; wept that she could have

been deemed so unworthy as lo be thus insulted

by him whom she supposed the soul of honor;

wept that the noble form on which she was about

to lean, the oak about which she was ready lo

entwine, should turn to a serpent! should seek

to destroy, rather than to honor and protect.

It was in vain Don Conrado sought an inter-

view with the insulted and high-souled girl. His

notes she returned unopened; and when Don
Garcia, to whom Don Conrado made an appeal,

well knowing the daughter had too much pride

to tell the father the real truth, endeavored to

reconcile them, she was firm in refusing ever to

see him again.

At length he departed in his ship. He was

gone a year. During this period the witch wo-

man had seen her and unfolded to her the real

character of Don Conrado, for she had been his

foster-mother. She told her how he had slain

in a quarrel, in boyhood, her own son, his foster-

brother. How, as a young man, he had wronged

the helpless, and tyrannized, as a man, over those

who were in his power. She then alluded to

some stories that had of late got abroad, of his

having replenished his wasted coffers by means

unbecoming an ofliter; and that he had been

arrested after his departure from the castle, after

the fete, by the queen's order. This intelligence

had also been communicated to Don Garcia,

from other sources; but it was also stated that

he had acquitted himself. This, however, was

not the case. The queen, however, out of re-

gard to the reputation of her officers, did not

publicly condemn him; but having admonished

him, suspended him for a year. During this

year, his time was passed chiefly in Turkey,

where it was said, with truth, that he became

partner with a Greek buccaneer. This mode of

fife so chimed with his tastes, that after he re-

turned to Spain and took command of a email '

sloop-of-war, he felt a strong disposition to buc-

caneer in the queen's vessel. But he resisted it

for a time, and sailed to revisit Donna Gertrude.

But he found that time had only served to in-

crease the distance between them. He, there-

fore, reluctantly and angrily took his departure,

and in this mood, after a few weeks, yielded to

the temptation to take the vessel freighted with

silver, we have alieady alluded to. With this

wealth, he resolved to resign the service, in

which, he well knew, be could not remain when
his crime became known. But his resignation

did not shield him from the displeasure of the

crown. He was banished from Spain, and his

estates confiscated, and even the silver he had
captured, seized and taken from him. This step

only was wanted to complete his transformation

into a buccaneer. With a small vessel, manned
by a score or two of those desperadoes that can

always be picked up in the maritime towns of

the Mediterranean, he sailed on adventures at

sea. After making several bold captures in the

vicinity of the Straits, and finding that he was
being noticed by inquisitive cruisers, he took to

the Bay of Biscay, where he captured a French

gun-brig by stratagem, and deserting his smaller

vessel, he hoisted his flag upon her, keeping as

many of her crew as chose to sail under it, and
landing the rest near Bordeaux. He now placed

himself in the track of English vessels, capturing

two brigs, but without much profit. He then

scoured the Irish channel, entered the North Sea,

and after various adventures, and but little gold,

he squared away his yards and steered towards

the equator. Here the idea occurred to him of

capturing slave ships, when near the Brazilian

coast, and disposing of the cargoes himself in

the Rio Janeiro market. He found this a profit-

able speculation for a gentleman in his circum-

stances; and after continuing it a year and a

half, he amassed so much wealth, that he re-

solved to go to the island of Cuba, purchase an
estate, and spend there the rest of his days. But
as they approached Cuba, he was fallen in with

by an English crui^-icr, who gave chase. The
Englishman, coming within gun range, fired a

shot into her, and caused her to leak so badly

that they had to run her ashore on the south

side of the island in the night, which fortunately

came on in time to conceal them from the foe.

The brig had to be burned the next day, but not

before he took from her the most of his money,
some of it not being able to be reached on ac-

count of the depth of water in the hold. With a

part of the money he went to Havana and pur-

chased the beautiful vessel which he named the

brigantine. In her he continued his old bucca-

neering, in order to replace by capture the wealth

he had been compelled to leave in the vessel he

had lo^t.

For more than a year, under the name of Cap-

tain Belt, he cruised a-out the Caribbean Sea,

the Gulf of Mexico, and even once crossed the

ocean, in a long chase of a Mexican silver ship,

and boldly entering the Straits of Gibraltar,

landed near the castle of Don Garcia, with the

daring intention of carrying off Donna Gertrude.

Upon finding she had, with her father, left Spain

to reside on their estates in Cuba, he ouce more
spread his sails for the western world, in the

track of Columbus.

On reaching Cuba, he learned that Don Gar-

cia had been banished on the suspicion of hav-

ing favored the invasion ; and having learned

whither he had gone, he set sail for New Orleans
;

but not until he had landed on the southwestern

shores of the Gulf, in order to look after a de-

posit of gold and silver, which he had placed in

a deserted stone temple of the Aztecs, that stood

romantically situated upon a promontory, and

which few seldom visited, except fishermen from

Alvarado, and these only when compelled by a

storm to put in there ; for there were traditions,

by no means of a pleasant character, connected

with the majestic and hoary ruin. It was from

this place that the brigantine took her departure,

and which she had left five days before the eve-

ning we first discovered her approaching, under

shortened sail, the Balize of the Mississippi.

We have already seen the result of Don Con-

rado's visit to the city, and leaving him, leaning

over the taffrail of his vessel, forming plans of

triumph and of delight in the possession of his

lovely captive, we will let the brigantine go on

her way down the river, and enter upon the open

Gulf, across which, we leave her to steer her

course for the temple of the sun.

The reader will have missed from the vessel

one of the personages of our tale, and has, no

doubt, been expecting him to make his appear-

ance in the preceding scenes. We allude to
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Guido. It will be recollected thnt, havinf^ en-

tered into an en{;:agement to paiut a miniature

of Donna Gertrude, he went to his hotel, intend-

ing, the ensuing day, to call on Captain Cliftbrd.

This call was made, and ClilTbrd received hira

with that warmth of friendship which had sprung

up mutually in their breasts, the day before.

" I have written a note to the lady, senor,"

eaid Clilford, who was on this day so well as to

be able to sit up, supported by pillows. " She

has promised her consent, and you arc to go to

the house this day ; but it must be managed very

privately, as she wishes, when the picture is

completed, to surprise her fuihcr with it. You
will, therefore, at twelve o'clock, follow a ser-

vant, who will be here to guido you to her resi-

dence. Are your pencils ready V
"All ready, senor captain," answered Guido,

who felt no little interest in carrying out an ad-

venture that seemed to promise so much ro-

mance. At twelve o'clock Gaspar arrived from

Donna Gertrude, and Guido, taking leave of his

friend, was conducted by the faithful Cuban ser-

vant to the Casa Grande. He was ushered into

the drawing-room, and after waiting a few mo-

ments, Gaspar showed liim into her boudoir.

Gertrude, on beholding so handsome a young

man, started with some confusion, and seemed

as surprised as if she did not look for his com-

ing. Cliiford had merely said that '* an artist of

merit" was to call to take he; nu t'Te; and her

imagination conjured up a uiidulo-aged, sedate

person, bald-headed, wit^ spectacles. She could

hardly believe Gaspar, until he repeated twice

that it was the painter. She then received him

with charming courtesy, and although still em-

barrassed to see so handsome a youth seat him-

self before her and gaze into her face and into

her eyes, she tried to submit to it with gravity,

for the sake of Clifford.

An hour passed. Don Garcia hitu );;oue out

"with de Beltran to dine, and they were not in-

terrupted. In that hour they became very well

acquainted, and there is no kind of doubt but

they would have fallen in love, if Gertrude's

heart had not been immovably pre-occnpied by

the indelible image, deeper limned than artist's

pencil could paint, of Edward Clifford, and if

his heart also had not months before been taken

captive by a beautiful American girl, whom he

had met at Havana.

Guido, on returning to Cliftbrd, was in rap-

tures at the grace and beauty of his sitter ; and

indeed spoke so enthusiastically, that it all at

once struck bim that Clifford might be inclined

to look upon him in some sort as a rival. He,

therefore, on his next visit, before going to Casa

Grande, took occasion to inform him of his ex-

isting attachment to an almost unknown Ameri-

can girl, whom he had met seven months before

in Cuba, and whose image had never been ab-

sent from his thoughts. Cliliord could not help

congratulating him upon their happiness, and

said that he trusted it would be completed by

his union, some day, with the lovely object of

his attachment.

"Ah, senor captain," sighed Gnido, "I dare

not hope. I am poor. She is an heiress, I have

heard. She was the niece of a commodore, who
was there with his frigate. It was at the opera

I beheld her. I sat in the next box. She let

fall by accident her fan into the box where I

sat. I picked it up, and when I returned it, our

eyes met! During an interlude I noticed she

stole a glance towards me. From some cause

there was an uproar in the vestibule as she was

leaving for the carriage, leaning on her uncle's

arm. She got separated from her protector,

and before he could rescue her, several men had
rushed between them. I drew her arm in mine,

and escorted her to the street, with no little dif-

ficulty. At the carriage I received her's and her

father's thanks. They left Havana the next

day, and I have not seen her since."

" And her nameV
" I only know that it is Mary. But I have

her picture. I took it from memory. I wear it

next my heart !" As he spoke, he took a locket

from his bosom, and showed it to Clifford,

Glancing at the face, he exclaimed :
" It is my

Bister, Guido ! It is my sister Mary. He was my
uncle, the commodore. Let us be brothers I"

CHAPTER XXL
THE EAELT HIBTORT OF GUIDO.

The pleasing discovery with which we have
terminated our last chapter, immediately bound
the two young men to each other in the most
friendly bonds, and if Guido was overjoyed to

find in his new friend the brother of the lovely un-

known, Clifford, on his part, was much gratified

to discover in the handsome young artist, to

whom he had become so much attached, one

who had met his sister, and met her to love her.

They sat and talked over the absent and be-

loved one, and Edward assured Guido that so

far as lie know, she was heart-free. " But," he

added, fixing his eyes upon the noble form of

his friend with a look of reproachful inquiry,

"you have not removed the veil of mystery which

envelopes you. You know all about me—that I

am an oilicer of the United States army, wounded

and in love. Of thyself I know nothing, save

that thou art, as thou sayest, an artist, and a

stranger here."

" Do you doubt whether I am an artist, Senor

Clifford?'* asked Guido, with a smile.

"Not exactly; but I think you have not always

been one !"

" It is true. Listen to me. I feel that I can

confide my story to you. It is not long ; but it

may interest you; and so that it secures your

confidence in me for the future, I shall be re-

warded in telling it."

" I listen with pleasure, senor."

" Know, then, that I am a Castilian by birth.

My father was a nobleman, and a member of

the cortes of the realm. He married a sister of

Count Conrado de Beltran, who was also a noble,

and at one time held high rank in the navy of

Spain. My father died in my infancy; and I

was educated by my mother, who, with the true

devotion of a Spanish mother, devoted to me all

her time, and lavished upon me all her affection.

She dwelt, for ray sake, in my father's secluded

castle, and drew thither for my improvement the

best masters in languages, music, painting, phi-

losophy, sciences, fencing, and arms, that could

be obtained. Thus I grew up skilled in all the

accomplishments becoming a gentleman of my
rank, and the pride and glory of my mother.

My chief taste was in painting and music, and

these I cultivated for my own pleasure, after my
teachers had ceased to give me lessons. The

first picture I painted was the noble face of my
beloved mother. I had hardly completed it

before she became ill, and shortly died on my
bosom, and in the presence ofmy uncle Conrado.

I will not portray to you the anguish of my
emotions in losing this only true friend. She

seemed to me a part of my staple things of the

earth, as if she would ever live and he with me

;

indeed, I could not have been more surprised or

missed it more, if the sun had suddenly gone out.

I had never known life without my mother's

sharing its every moment with me, and without

her it seemed no longer life.

"But time, which heals all wounds, healed the

severity of mine. My uncle, with whose manly

form and warlike profession my youthful imagi-

nation was taken, invited me to accompany him

on a voyage to see the world, in order to remove

from my mind the bitterness of my loss. He
painted in such glowing tints the splendor of

the ocean at sunrise, its silvery radiance by

moonlight, its sublimity in a storm, its terrible-

ness at midnight, when lashed by the wild winds,

the variety of the ever-changing climes and

shores. They captivated me, and I consented to

embark with hira on a voyage ; and more espe-

cially, as it was ascertained that the estate I

inherited was under embarrassments that it would

require something more than its rental to re-

move. As my uncle held out to me, also, the

prospect of gain as well as pleasure, I committed

myself to his direction, and embarked with him.

This was nearly two years ago. I have said

that he had been an officer of rank in the navy.

I supposed him to be so still, and knowing but

little of naval matters, I did not discover any

peculiarity in the vessel which I went On board

of It was small, but elegant, and its cabins

richly furnished. We set sail. He gave to my
use his luxurious state-rooms, and did all in

his power to contribute to my happiness. For

a year we cruised from sea to sea, and land to

land. During this period we attacked and cap-

tured many vessels, and I fought by his side,

zealous for the glory of my country. I believed

then, that these vessels, thus taken, were the

enemies of Spain, and that all these captures

had been made legally by a Spanish naval ship,

under a Spanish naval officer
!"

" And did you discover to the contrary V
asked Clifford, with surprise.

" Yes. And in this way. We had fallen in

with a large vessel which was sailing under the

Spanish flag. To this we gave chase ; when I

pointed out the national colors, my uncle smiled,

and said to me :

" * Guido, it is quite time you understood my
position and your own, too. I have studiously

kept from you the facts ; but you will learn them,

and perhaps not under such favorable circura-

stances as you can hear them now. Know, then,

that I am no longer in the Spanish navy, nor

have I been since you came on board this vessel.

I am not even a Spaniard any longer. Some
thing I chose to do of my own free will dis-

pleased the queen, and I have been dismissed

from the service, and outlawed. This vessel is

a free courser of the dark, blue sea. She owns

no flag, respects no flag ! Vessels of all nations

are alike to her, so that they contain wealth !'

" * In a word,' said I, 'you are a buccaneer,

uncle.*

" ' Exactly, Guido,' he calmly answered.

" It would be impossible. Captain Clifford, to

convey to you my feelings. I did not question

the truth of his statement. Fifty things that had

passed on board, now came rushing to my mind,

conflrraing all. I did not hesitate to make
known to him my sense of the wrong he had

done me, and demanded at once to be left on the

nearest shore. But he laughed, and said that I

was very fastidious, since I had been quite as

active in the captures he had made, and was as

fully committed to a life of piracy as himself. I

plead in excuse that I supposed that I was fight-

ing for my native land against its foes.

" The result was, I felt that I must submit till

a more favorable time, to my fate ; for he threat-

ened that if I attempted to leave without his

consent, he would inform the authorities of the

land where I should debark, that I was a pirate.

I now saw the wicked character of my uncle in

its true light, and finding that discretion dictated

silence and forbearance till a more fitting time

should offer to leave him, I feigned resignation

to my destiny. At length we were chased and

driven on shore on the coast of Cuba. Here I

would have effected my escape, but he now re-

vealed to me that he was the Captain Belt
—

"

" Captain Belt!" exclaimed Clifford, starting

up with surprise. "Is it possible he was that

notorious pirate V*

" Yes, senor. He told me that he saw that I

would leave him if I could ; but that a price was

set on his head, and that if I attempted to

escape, he would give information that would

bring my head to the block, as his accomplice.

He then said that he was going to Havana to

purchase another vessel, and that I might ac-

company him, provided I would take an oath to

return with him, which, if I would do, he would

reward by releasing me at New Orleans, whither

he intended to go, from further companionship

with him. This oath I took, glad even at this

remote prospect of escape. It was while I was

in Havana that I saw your sister at the opera.

" At length we were once more on the sea,

and after visiting a favorite rendezvous on the

coast of Mexico, we sailed for this city, where

we arrived two nights ago."

" This is an extraordinary visit," said Clifford.

" Did he come up to the city with his pirate

ship V
" Not in sight ; but anchored a league below,

whence he came to the town."
" What object could have brought him here?"

"Love !"

"Love?"
" Si, senor. But for one whom I do not know !"

Here Giberto interrupted them by announcing

the surgeon ; and in a few minutes, after waiting

to learn that his friend was belter, Guido took

his leave, promising to resume his history of

Don Conrado on the ensuing day. The next

morning he had a secondinte rview with Donna
Gertrude, and another hour's sitting, varied by

delightful conversation; during which, they

talked mostly of Edward Cliftbrd. In the after-

noon Guido was once more at his friend's bed-

side. He here resumed his narrative, broken off

the day before.

" I do not know the lady, though I think my
uncle gave me a name ; but in such a way, that

I regarded it as fictitious, and paid no heed to

it ; for with all my outward complaisance, he

evidently witheld from me his entire confidence.

He told me, on arriving here, that if he did not

succeed in wooing, he should steal the maiden.

I tried to dissuade him from such a course, but

in vain; and finally seemed to yield; at the

same time I reminded him of his promise to re-

lease me onreaehing this city. This he promised

to do if I would aid him in his object. This I

gave him to believe I would do, on condition he

persecuted me no further, and together we came

to the city. But this was his second visit, for he

had come with his man Tito the previous night,

and had seen you serenading a lady, who, he

saySj was the lady he came to woo. If this be

so, the fair maiden whom you have sent me to

paint her miniature, is the lady !"

"Donna Gertrude ! Is it possible that he can

dare to love her? 0, no, he has deceived you,

Guido !"

"No. He said that he had followed, attacked,

and his servant had wounded the tierenader!"

" Then it was he who assailed me ! Yes, yes

!

It is all clear now ! I was the serenader. He,

then, was the assassin. And has he darcd'to fix

his thoughts on this noble creature? O, that I

had a strong arm to cross blades with him once

more, fairly, on this issue !"

" I have believed, nay, almost surely known
from the first, that you were the rival he had at-

tacked ; and guessed that Donna Gertrude was

the Scnora de Armas (that was the name) of

whom he spoke to me."
" Where is this buccaneer chief now ?"

"I will not betray him. He is my mother's

brother ; he has kept his word with me, for I am
free, and I would rather another hand than mine

should point him out !"

" Nay, if I can find him when I recover, it is

all I ask."

" I will see that you meet, senor, if he be then

in the city
!"

" Donna Gertrude must be put on her guard.

He said he would even carry her off. He is

capable of this wickedness. Guido, thou must

see her and warn her ! I am bed-ridden—totally

helpless ! Thou must watch over her!"

" I will do so, senor ! I will watch mynncle,

also, and I do not think he will take any steps

without ray knowledge; for he expects me to

aid him ; and even to escort him as far as his

brig."

" Guido, I feel uneasy. This man ought to

be surrendered to the police. Are you doing

right in concealing bim ?"

" Yes. He has full knowledge that I could

betray him
;
yet, trusting to my honor, he has

placed himself in my power in the city. Be-

sides, his aiTest would lead to my own ! I could

not hope to escape."

" True. He would compromise you at once.

Will you watch the house, and watch him ?'*

" I will, senor."

" And will yoii warn her ?"

" This very hour, if you say so !"

" Tell her not to trust herself to come here

again without her father and Gaspar ! Nay, tell

her to keep at home; that there is dangerabroad.

Think you she has seen him ?"

"I am not sure about this. I think my uncle

has seen the father."

"Don Garcia?"

" That is the name. He knew him in Spain.

It was in Spain that he first met La Senora."

Clifford appeared much distressed ; and im-

agined a thousand evils as happening to Ger-

trude. When the physician came in, he pro-

nounced an increase of fever, and forbade further

conversation. Guido, promising to protect her,

took his leave. He at once proceeded to the

Casa Grande ; but Gertrude had gone out with

her father to see a Castilian lady who contem-

plated going soon to Spain, and he could not

give her the warning. But he kept much with

his uncle, and tried to occupy all his time in the

day and late at night; and endeavored to learn

from him all that he had accomplished and yet

proposed. But Conrado, who saw in his ques-

tions an eagerness and closeness, as if they con-

cealed a design, began to suspect him, and misled

hira by pretending that he should succeed in

wooing the lady, and that if he didn't, he should

leave her for some more favored suitor, adding,

that he had abandoned all idea of carrying her

off. Guido was completely deceived by this du-

plicity ; and the next day, when he took the sit-

ting, 'he thought it needless to alarm her by a

warning against danger that no longer existed,

[to be continued.]

[Written for Gleaeon'a Pictorial.]

CHILDHOOD.

BT IBABELLA R. BTRNB.

0, how we cling to childhood's dream,

And linger still o'er joys departed,

Kccall each bright and happy scheme

We made when we were free- light-hearted.

We thought life was a brilliant flower,

For it was spring-time with us then
;

Nor dreamed that care, like summer shower,

Would fill the cup and bend the stem.

The flower is withered ; ah ! how soon

The fairy dream of childhood faded,

Lilte naemory of some sanny noon,

That evening clouds too quickly shaded

!
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BARON GUSTUS LIEBIG.

Perhaps no works on chemistry are of such
general application as those of Professor Liebig,

nor have any done such universal good by
removing the scales of prejudice from the eyes of

those most interested in the knowledge of the

truth. Thus it has been acknowledged of late

years that scientific researches are not so dry
and uninteresting as people were wont to believe.

Kcferring simply to chemistry—what trade, man-
ufacture, or what mechanical art can be men-
tioned, which has not been benefited by the

truths taught by that science? The watch or

clock maker well understands the value of the

knowledge of the expansive power of heat, while

engaged in the construction of his delicate ma-
chinery. The baker applies to the chemist to

inquire the nature of fermentation, that his

bread may be properly leavened. The dyer is,

in fact, a practical cheniist, and that of no mean
order; there are, in reality, no callings or trades,

however dissimilar they may appear, or how-
ever independent of science, in which the know-
ledge we have described would not be found
advantageous. For much of the useful know-
ledge on this subject of late years supplied to

the world, Baron Liebig deserves the credit; nor

does he even now rest from his arduous task, but

still works on with unabated vigor, for, like all

true philosophers, he believes that great as our
scientific knowledge may be, we have as yet

scarcely passed the threshold ; and speaking of

his work on the Chemistry of Food—a work
noted for its research and the care with which it

is written—he expresses his opinion that it ought
only to be regarded "as the mere commence-
ment of a more complete work" on the sub-

ject. As regards the philosophy of diet and the

process of digestion, the authority of Jonathan
Pierera has been added, and whatever future

woiks may emanate from these two great minds
upon these subjects must benefit our scientific

acquirements and social happiness. Their writ-

ings are not merely dry statistics, but have a

sort of polytechnic availability about them which interests and in-

structs all classes. One fact, relating to the rudimentary elements,

chemical affinities, and variety of transmutations, connected with

organic matter, when properly stated and illustrated by such
charming writers, in the true spirit of calm inquiry and active

benevolence, produces an illimitable ratiocination of ideas among
all intelligent readers. In agricultural chemistry, for instance,

how often does the American farmer mention the name of Liebig
with honor ! What class, or trade, or occupation, has not been
benefited by his sublime discoveries and untiring research 1 Ho
is one of those who share the results of their exertions with all

nations for the common good of humanity, teaching us to under-
stand the chemical constituents of our own nature, the properties

of the globe we inhabit, and the grand principles of construction

which govern the worlds of the universe. With chemistry, geol-

ogy, and their kindred sciences, the scope of thought is grand.

PORTRAIT OF BARON GUSTUS LIEBIGj PR0FE3F0R OF CHEMISTRY.

CATACOMBS AT PARIS, FRANCE.
The extensive excavations that lie beneath a large portion of

the city of Paris have obtained the name of Catacombs, from their

use being partly the same as that of the catacombs of antiquity,

those of Rome in particular. The people of remote antiquity

used, in many instances, to burn their dead, and bury their ashes

in some solitary spot, far removed from the habitations of man.
The Romans were the first who resorted to the practice of depos-

iting their deceased friends in catacombs near the dwellings of

the living. The Parisians so far adopted the practice of the

Romans, as to bury iheir dead by the side of the public roads

—

not in catacombs prepared for their reception, but in deep pits

;

nor was there any attempt made to embalm the body. The evil

etl^ects of this proceeding were discovered even as early as the

twelfth century, when this mode of interment was prohibited
;

and, to remedy the evil, a public cemetery was established, at

that time, oufiide the walls of the city: this was
the Cimeti'^-e dps Tnn'.'cens. It was enlarged in

1218; but from tbat time until the latter end of
the last century, it was the only extensive burial-

place in Paris. Thus, from generation to gen-
eration, masses of human corruption were piled

upon each other, until, at length, in the middle
of the fifteenth century the evil became unbear-
able. A few temporary measures, however,
were at once resorted to ; and those who lived in

the neighborhood of the cemetery were Imposed
upon by the priests, attributing to the earth of
the cemetery the miraculous power of destroying

a body in the space of nine days. It is true that
every thirty or forty years these public burial-

pits were opened, and the bones were deposited
in an arched gallery surrounding the burial-

ground ; but the time for the entire removal of
this nuisance at length arrived. The last grave-
digger had been in office for thirty years, and
during that time, had deposited more than ninety
thousand bodies in the cemetery. Of these, not
two hundred had separate graves ; the remainder
were laid in the common trenches, made to hold
from twelve to fifteen hundred. It was calcu-

lated, that since the time of Philip Augustus,
1,.200,000 bodies had been interred there. In
1785, It was resolved to remove the contents of
the CimeiieTe des Innocens into these ample recep-

tacles. In 1786, the ceremony of consecrating

the catacombs took place, and from that time
the removal began. The whole business was
carried on with decorum, the leaden coffins were
buried in 8 f^cld set apart for the purpose, and
the tomustunes thut were unclaimed were also

carefully re-erected. But the storm of the Rev-
olution soon afterwards swept over the country,

the field became part of the national property,

the coffins were converted into bullets, and the

tombstones, some of them of great curiosity,

were wantonly broken. The catacombs, how-
ever, still continued to fill. During the progress

of the Revolution, they were a convenient recep-

tacle for those who fell by the hands of the pop-
ulace or the public executioner, among whom were ecclesiastics

and noblemen of the highest rank in the kingdom. In recent

years, these receptacles have been put in proper order, and with

much care and attention are still used for their original design.

About a third of that portion of Paris which lies south of the

Seine stood over these catacombs. This and the Quartier St.

Germaine suffered much by the contiguity, but now Paris has five

large cemeteries—of which Pere-la-Chaise is the principal— out-

side of the city. Their arrangements and regulations are some-

what similar to those near London, Leeds, Liverpool, and other

populous cities in England. Peie-la-Chaise is on the east side,

and maybe considered as the best; its advantageous situation,

the number as well as beauty of its monuments, and the celebrity

of many of those whose remains now tenant the tombs, combine
to render it one of the most interesting sights in Paris. The old

catacombs invariably produce horror in the beholder.

VIEW OF THE CELERRATKD CATACOMliS, SITUATED UNDKR THE CITY OF PARIS, FRANCE, BY TOKCHUGHT.
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[WrltUin for Gloanon'e Pictorial.)

E.U.n.V MAUSIIALL,

The Yanlteo -Liverpool Girl; a wife wortli having.

DY niOUAllD WHIOIIT.

See Si/ivanm Cuhh^Jr.s sea sfcftch of "'Hue Coabt Stoiim," in the

'^Compaulon," i>/ Heplember 20, 1861.

*' I witfl torn on tho Bca, nnU ciin trunt to Its power,

Tlio fierce, drWing Htoriu hriH no terrorB for mo,

And I feci quito au mfu oh in jtHBumlut) bowor,

Jj'or the coast is fnmiliur tbat llod on our Ico.

*' Though till) miiin- top nail 'h gone ! flblTuretl, cruehed by the giilo,

Nuver oiind ; by the couipnss we 'ro heading uor'-west;

Place a lookout aloft to give lands inHtant hail,

Let the ship still stand on ! uiitl to me Iquto tho rcHt.j

" Hark! ' Lnnd ." is Bung out^—wait tho swell of tho wave,

There 's a light-houso to leeward, two points o'er our bow
;

The ' Isle of lifguin ' on one Kido wu have,

* Bantam Ludge ' on the other, and both I well know.

" Now let your fore-topsail be well sheeted home-

Mind the helm, and all hands be attentive and clcTor
;

The old ' Vincent ' Hhall bowl on past rocks and through foam,

And anchor securuly in Kennebec Uiver !"

So Hpoke Emma Marshall! 'twas said and 'twas done!

Collected and cool 'uiidst the hurricane roar,

And in pea jacket dressed, with her gou'-wester on,

She looked lovelier and nobler on deck than ashore.

Such a wife ia worth having ; and proud must he be,

Who can press to his bosom such beauty and worth
;

The sunbeam at home, and the heroine at sea,

For whom a saved crew pour their hearty cheers forth.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TAKING COMFORT:
—OR

—

AUNT BETSEY'S EXPERIENCES.

BT MRS. 3. P. DOOGHTT.

"Taking comfort" is surely one of the most ambiguous

phrases in ouv language, for the meaning of the words depends

so entirely upon the character, occupations and tastes of the per-

son who uses them, that the expression is often made to convey

the most contradictory ideas. The merchant, immersed in the

cares and perplexities attendant on the accumulation of wealth,

rejoices when he can for a few days cast off his burdens, and in

the reiireracnt of the country, expresses his satisfaction that he

can "take a little comfort."

The ambitious clerk, having by untiring industry at length

succeeded in opening business for himself, looks back upon his

former situation with contempt, and says he shall " now take

some comfort."

The poor student, wearied with his unceasing exertions to

obtain the means of gratifying his ardent thirst for knowledge,

forgets the labors of the day and takfs comfort as he pursues his

nightly studies ; while the gay collegian, urged on in the path of

learning by ambitious friends, longs for the time when he can

throw his books to the winds, and says that he shall tlien begin to

" take comfort."

The fasliionable wife and mother hurries her children to the

nurriery, and consigning them to the care of attendants, plunges

into the follies of the day, and there " takes her comfort;" while

in a more humble sphere, we see the busy matron, after the

various household duties are performed, gladly take the babe from

the arms of the weary elder sister, exclaiming, "Now, darling,

my work is done, and we will take a little comfort."

But it would be tedious to enumerate the various ways of taking

comfort ; and, indeed, they are innumerable—extending to ihe

highest and purest pleasures of which the human heart is sus-

ceptible, from the merely animal delight experienced by those

half animated beings whom we sometimes see with their feet upon

the fender, their chairs tipped back to an almost alarmmg degree,

a cigar in their mouths, and a tumbler of brandy at their side,

taking what appears to their unenlightened minds the very essence

ofconifr.rt.

Aunt Betsey's experience may perhaps be the means ofthrowing

a ray of light on the true meaning of the word.

She was one of those quiet, useful beings, who, in the most

gentle and unobtrusive manner, contrive to do a world of good to

their fellow beings. Having never taken the duties of married

life upon herself, she had leisure to attend to the wants of others,

and the whole neighborhood had learned to prize her services.

1^0 one could step so gently in the sick room, arrange the pillows

so skilfully, and soothe the nervous or suffering patient to rest

;

no one had such a remarkable knack of quieting the noisy chil-

dren, and making them good and happy; and when the house

was turned upside down by the arrival of an unexpected troop of

vi!^itors, the perplexed housekeeper thought herself most fortunate

if Aunt Betsey's services could be secured. Then all went

smoothly ; company was no longer a trouble ; and a thousand little

difficulties vanished before her magic smile and busy hands.

No one could be happier than Aunt Betsey. She seemed to

enjoy everybody and everything; but we all tiike strange fancies

sometimes, and the good lady took it into her head that it was

rather a pity, as she had a snug little fortune of her own, that she

should remain all her life at the beck and call of any one who
stood in need of her aid ; and finally declared that she intended

to begin to " take a little comfort,"—she should travel about and

see a little of the world.

At tho time that she made this declaration, Aunt Betsey hud been

passing tlie winter months in the family of htr broihcr, whose

invalid wife, with five children, and Hmtill meaufi, found hcj

tiisti'r in-law perfectly invaluable, and heard her resolution with

tonftternation. But all her enireuties that hhc would remain with

them through the summer, at leiiHt, were unavailing; Aunt Butwey

had steeled her heart against all persuasive arguments, and even

the tearful plctiding.s of her pet and darling, little Willie, were

disregarded.

Her brother, when appealed to, declared that Betsey was right.

She had helped others long enough, and it was but fair that she

should begiu to enjoy HI'o a little.

Tho next question was, " What should she do?" It was some

time before Aunt Beticy could answer this satisfactorily; but it

was at length decided that she should, in the first place, vi'iit

some of her rich relaiions, who resided in one of our largest

cities, and who had occasionally favored their country friends with

a few lines, showing that they still remembered their existence,

and had even expressed a hope that they should one day meet.

" No doubt they will be delighted to see me I" exclaimed Aunt

Betsey; "and it will be such a pleasant surprise, for I will not

let them know I am coming. I shall certainly enjoy my visit

exceedingly, for Mr. Melville is very wealthy, and they live in

such grand style, and Lucy is a fashionable lady now, although

she was brought up like one of us."

The journey seemed a great undertaking for Aunt Betsey, for

she would be obliged to pass one night io a steamboat, and nearly

the whole of the day in the cars; and having passed the greater

part of her long life in her native village, and being quite unac-

quainted with steamboat navigation and railroads, she very natur-

ally felt a kind of dread of these modes of travelling, which

somewhat checked the joy which she would have otherwise have

experienced as the time for her departure drew near.

The important day at length arrived. Each trunk and band-

box, packed with due care, was safely deposited on the rumbling

stage-coach, which was to carry our traveller the first twenty

miles of her destined route.

The driver, with his whip in hand, was impatiently waiting for

Aunt Betsey's final adieus to the numerous friends who had

assembled to witness her departure. Such shaking of hands, and

kissing, and crying, were seldom seen before; and when at last

the good lady broke away from the weeping children, and took

her scat in the coach, the tears were streaming down her own

cheeks, and she exclaimed involuntarily:

"1 declare, children, I shall not take a bit of comfort until I

see you again
!"

But the remembrance that the very object of her journey was

to " take comfort," checked the expression of her feelings, and

smiling through her tears, she endeavored to nod a cheerful

"good-by,"as the impatient coachman applied the whip to his

horses, anxious to make up for lost time. In another moment

the rattling vehicle was moving swiftly along and soon all familiar

faces had passed from view.

There is certainly little comfort in travelling over a rough

road, particularly when the coach contains hut few passengers, as

was the case on the day when Aunt Betsey commenced her travels.

One young girl on her return to boarding-school, and a middle-

aged gentleman of few words and unprepossessing appearance,

were her only companions, and their weight proved quite insuffi-

cient to prevent their feeling sensibly the rude jolts which the

coach received as it passed hastily over the large stones, or

sunk in the deep ruts which we often find in country roads. It

was with a feeling of great relief that they drew near the end of

their journey ; and when their unpleasant mode of travelling

was exchanged for pleasant seats in the easy and swiftly

moving cars, the relief experienced was so great that Aunt

Betsey's exclamation,—" Well, now we shall really take some

comibrt,"—was not at all inappropriate, and received a cordial

assent from the young lady, and even an affirmative nod from the

silent gentleman.

This was Aunt Betsey's first experience of the great moving

power of steam ; and her wonder and delight found vent in sundry

ejaculations, such as, " Well, I never; tfiis beats all. I hope our

heads will stay on our shoulders. The birds are nothing to us,"

etc., expressions of surprise which were very amusing to her

fellow-passengers, to whom such wonders had become familiar.

Her constant anxiety as to the safety of this new conveyance

somewhat abated her delight, however. The shrill whistle 'could

not blow, the cars abate their speed, or the conductor pass hastily

from one car to another, without exciting her fears that the

"locomotive had burst;" and those around her tried in vain to

convince her that there was little danger of such an explosion.

She had read of ^^ terrible accidents on the railroads," and the re-

membrance of them seemed ever present now that she was actually

travelling in this way herself.

But as she became more accustomed to her new situation

she resumed her usual quietness of demeanor, and before they

reached the place where they were to take the boat, no one would

have suspected from her manners that she had never before been

fifty miles from her native home.

The splendor of the ladies' cabin and the saloon did, indeed,

exceed anything which her imagination had portrayed ; but she

contented herself with mental expressions of admiration; and

after a thorough survey of everything that she deemed worth

seeing, she prepared for the night's rest, having satisfied her

appetite with a moderate repast from her carpet-bag which quite

obviated the necessity of paying fifty cents for a supper.

It was pleasant enough to lie in the snug little berth and watch

the various forms that were moving to and fro in the cabin; but

this pleasure could not last long. The night was rough and the

horrors of sea-sickness prevailed, and long before midnight the

cabin presented a find though somewhat ludicrous scene. The
poor chamhcrmairls were Imrrying around endeavoring to aid the

sufferers, and Aunt Betsey felt an almost irresistible impulKC to

oO'i;!' her services to her nearest companions; but the fear tbat if

she left her comfortable berth and attempted to walk around, she

would be attacked in a similar manner, restrained her benevolent

feelings; and for the fir.st time in her life, she allowed a regard

for self to prr dominate, and resolutely closed her eyes, deter-

mined not to forget the objeet of her journey, but to take all tho

comfort she could, without regard to other people.

It was in vain, however. Aunt Betsey was so constituted tbat

she could not remain indifferent to the sufferings of those around

her. True, she could close her eyes, but the sense of hearing

still remained active; and it was not long before sympathy

with her neighbors gave place to sorrow fur herself, for she too

was numbered among the victims of sea thickness ; and all unused

to the horrible sensations wliich assailed her, she really imagined

that her end was approaching.

There was little comfort in this state, it must be confessed, but

fortunately, it could not endure forever; before the dawn of day

the boat was in smoo'her water, and the invalids began gradually

to recover; and by the time they were landed in the busy city,

were for the most part quite convalescent.

With every trunk, band box and basket safe, Aunt Betsey was

at length seated in a convenient little cab, the driver of which had

received from herthemost particular directions as to the number,

name and occupation of the gentleman to whose house she was

going ; and with many inward congratulations that she had passed

safely through the perils of her journey, she now resigned herself

to pleasing anticipations of the joy which would attend her arrival.

Alas! poor Aunt Betsey was doomed to disappointment. She

little knew the effect that riches often have on the human heart;

and in the wealthy and fashionable Mrs. Melville she expected to

find the same affectionate little Lucy whom she had known and

loved years before.

But instead of the cordial welcome which her imagination had

fondly pictured, she received only a slight pressure of the hand,

and the somewhat ungracious greeting of— " Why, Aunt Betsey !

is this you 1 What can have brought you to the city ? I thought

you never left home," etc,—expressions which left the good lady

rather in doubt whether she was not an unwelcome as well as

an unexpected guest.

However, she resolved to make the best of it ; and, as after the

first salutations were over, there was no lack of civility on the

part of her host and hostess, she soon forgot the coldness of her

reception, and prepared to take all the comfort which one might

expect to enjoy when surrounded by luxury and splendor.

It was certainly quite delightful to be freed at once from the

tiresome round of domestic duties which had so long been in-

cumbent upon her. No weary motliers to assist; no peevish

children to soothe; no sick neighbors to nurse. " How comfort-

able !" The only question was. What should she do ? It was

impossible for Aunt Betsey to be wholly idle. It produced an

uneasiness in body and mind, which almost amounted to indis-

position ; and, indeed, she did begin to feel a little alarmed con-

cerning her own health. " She certainly felt different from usual-
hut perhaps it was the city air."

It was, indeed, difficult to find anything to do that would suit a

character like Aunt Betsey's, in a mansion where every depart-

ment was so well filled that the mistress deemed it unnecessary

even to superintend her domestic establishment.

It was long before Aunt Betsey could realize that she had

really become an inmate of a house where there was nothing to

do. On the very day after her arrival, she quite overcame the

gravity of the obsequious waiter by kindly offering to help Mrs.

Mrs. Melville "wash up the breakfast things, if the girl was busy

about something else;" and when assured that it was altogether

unnecessary, she still persevered in gathering up the cups, scrap-

ing the plates, and sundry other preparatory operations, until

Mrs. Melville rose decidedly, and requested her to follow her

to her dressing-room.

" In a few minutes, Lucy," was the reply. " I must first go to

my own room and put it to rights, and then I will come and help

you fix yours."

" The chambermaid will attend to the rooms," replied Mrs.

Melville, half-amused and half annoyed by her visitor's deter-

mined industry. " I want you to come and sit with me and talk

of old times."

"0, very well, dear; I am glad to be with you, only I am
really sorry to give your girl so much trouble, for no doubt she

has enough to do, and I am used to taking care of my own room."

"There are four girls and two men in the kitchen," replied

Mrs. Melville, so you need not be uneasy as to thtir injuring

themselves with hard work."

"Four girls and two men!" reiterated her astonished visitor.

"Why, Lucy, what do they find to do V
" 0, each one attends to some particular department, Aunt

Betsey. Tlie style of living in the city is very different from the

country, you know. It would be impossible for you to judge of

what is necessary for an establishment like ours."

"It would, indeed," was the reply. "Why, Lucy, it seems but

yesterday that you were among us, milking the cows, churnicg

butter, and helping your good mother about house ; and now you
are a real fine lady, with nothing to do but to ride in your car-

riage and enjoy yourself all day. What a pity you have no
children to share your happiness !"

" We do not regret it. Aunt Betsey. Children arc a great

source of care and anxiety even to tho wealthy. I have no doubt
we take mure comfort without them."

"Perhaps so," was the somewhat doubtful reply; for Aunt
Betsey loved children, and her heart already yearned for the
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bright faces and happy voices of her little nieces and nephews.

"But come, Lucy," she continued, "you nust give me some

sewing or knitting work, I cannot talk without something to

keep my hands busy, and I did not bring any work with me."
" You will feel more comfortable wiihout any. The seamstress

attends to all my sewing. I never touch a needle. Just seat

yourself in this easy chair, and I will take the one opposite.

There now, we can have a nice chat without fear of being dis-

turbed for an hour or two, at least."

In vain Aunt Betsey tried to think idleness delightful. There

was a peculiar uneasy sensation at the ends of her fingers, which

prevented her enjoying even the luxurious easy chair in which

she was seated ; and she was reduced to the necessity of twisting

and untwisting a piece of string, which fortunately lay within her

reach. A pleasant ride, and a visit to a gallery of paintings, how-

ever, reconciled her to her new mode of life, and she returned to

the late dinner quite fatigued, but cheerful and contented.

For three or four days all went well. There were many new

sights to be seen, and much to talk about; and though Aunt

Betsey sometimes wearied of the formal grandeur around her, it

was gradually becoming less repugnant to her. She was learning

to restrain her own quick footsteps and allow herself to be waited

upon. She began to accept the services of the waiter at table,

and at Lucy's request, even refrained from setting back her own

chair when they rose from meals—an invariable custom of hers,

from which it was not very easy to abstain.

But Mrs. Melville could not long devote herself to one so en-

tirely uncongenial, and it was quite impossible that Aunt Betsey

should share the pursuits from which she derived pleasure.

Dressing, morning-calls, and evening parties occupied the greater

part of the time ; and in the fashionable circle in which she moved,

her old-fashioned country friend would have been an undesirable

appendage. Aunt Betsey was soon left to seek her own amuse-

ment, and idleness now became doubly wearisome.

Once or twice she broke through the restraints which Lucy had

represented as necessary in her present style of living, and ven-

turing into the kitchen, assisted the cook in shelling peas, stringing

beans, and various other domestic duties ; but the discovery of

these stolen comforts occasioned such warm remonstrances from

both Mr. and Mrs. Melville, that she dared not persist in them.

Reading was some consolation, but Aunt Betsey was not much

of a reader, and, indeed, it seeemed to her a waste of time to

read the frivolous works which composed Mr. Melville's library.

" This is comfortless comfort !" exclaimed the good lady, as.

liucy excused herself as usual, on the plea of necessary visits
;

and after exhorting her guest to keep quiet and take all the com-

fort she could, stepped into the fashionable equipage which await-

her at the door.

" This is comfortless comfort ! hut I will endure it no longer.

There must be something for me to do in this busy city, and I

will no longer remain idle. I will walk out this fine morning,

and I will go by myself, for it is too annoying to have that smart

footman forever at my heels. Lucy says I shall lose my way;

but surely I have an English tongue in my head, and I know the

street and number."

Thus soliloquizing, Aunt Betsey put on her bonnet and shawl,

and left the house. Passing through one of the more unfrequented

streets of the city, her attention was attracted by the busy indus-

try of an elderly woman and a young girl, who were seated at

the open door of a humble dwelling, engaged in binding ladies'

shoes.

" How happy they look," thought Aunt Betsey ; and she sighed

involuntarily as she thought of her own idle hands. "I really

wish I could help them. I mean to ask leave to rest myself for

a few moments."

Permission was cheerfully granted ; and at Aunt Betsey's re-

quest, a chair was placed for her near the door, where the mother

and daughter sat at work.

" Is this a profitable business V she inquired, as she took up

one of the shoes.

"Not very profitable, ma'am. There is enough of it to do,

but the pay is small. Still we earn enough to purchase many
comforts, and if I could get more time to work at it, we should

do well ; but I have a great many other things to do, for my
family is large. Just now I ought to be getting dinner, for my
goodman will soon come from work ; so if your ladjship will

excuse me, I will leave you."

*' Certainly," returned Aunt Betsey ;
" but give mc your work.

I will set a few stitches for you while you are gone."

With many apologies the work was placed in her hands, and

for the next half hour Aunt Betsey really took comfort; but at the

end of that time, she discovered with sorrow that her work bore

but little comparison with that of her more experienced compan-

ion, and she reluctantly relinquished her attempts to be useful in

the shoe business ; and placing a dollar in the hand of the young

girl, begged her to buy herself a keepsake ; and with a kind good

morning, proceeded on her way.

" I feci a little better," she said to herself; "but binding shoes

is not exactly the thing for me now that my eyesight is failing.

I must seek something more suitable."

As Aunt Betsey said this, she saw printed in large letters on a

building which she was passing, " House of Industry."

" The very place 1" she exclaimed, joyfully. " No doubt that

other poor creatures beside myself have felt the need of something

to do, and this place has bct;n devoted to supplying their wants.

I will go in and see what employment I can find."

Nothing was more easy than to gain admittance; but, alas!

Aunt Betsey's hopes were not realized. The institution was cer-

tainly a useful and charitable one, but its object was dilFerent

from what she bad supposed. There was an abundance of ma-

terials for m^ing garments of almost every description, and here

poor women were supplied with work, and received fairer prices

for their labor tlian they could otherwise have gained.

" Then you have no work for those who do not wish to be

paid," rem<irked poor Aunt Betsey, as the above information was

communicated to her by an obliging attendant.

" Certainly not," was the astonished reply. " We are never

applied to by that class," and the girl looked suspiciously at the

inquirer, as if she doubted the sanity of one who could ask so

strange a question.

Aunt Betsey turned sorrowfully away, and pursued her walk.

Her next attempt was more successful. A party of ragged chil-

dren were playing before their mother's door. Aunt Betsey's

sympathy was aroused by their wretched appearance, and she

stopped to speak with them. She found thera more than com-

monly intelligent and respectful; and, in reply to her inquiry,

whether they would not like to have some better clothes and go

to school, the eldest answered eagerly:

" Indeed we should, ma'am ; but poor mother has to work very

hard to get a bit of bread for us ; and we have no kind father to

take care of us now, for he died last winter. I can read a little,

and I have taught the little ones their letters and how to spell

some easy words. Hold up your head and spell ' cat ' to the lady,

Johnny," she continued, addressing the youngest of the group.

Johnny obeyed ; and Aunt Betsey, after patting his head and

praising his performance, turned again to the elder sister, and

asked if her mother was at home.

"No, ma'am, she has got a day's washing, and will not come
home till near night."

" Very well, my good girl ; tell her I will call and see her the

last of the week ; and with her heart filled with kind intentions,

Aunt Betsey hastened on. A bright idea had struck her. Here
was a wide field for employment. No one could object to her

working for the poor. She would go that very moment and pur-

chase some materials, and commence her labors ; and with a

quick step and renewed cheerfulness, she turned in the direction

of the shops.

Another hour found Aunt Betsey once more in her own room
but no longer listless and unemployed. The bed and table were

strewed with various fabrics of coarse but strong texture, and the

good lady stood with her scissors in her hand, deep in thought as

to the best and most economical way of cutting out certain con-

templated garments.

In this position she was surprised by Mrs. Melville, who having

long since returned from her morning drive, felt astonished at

Aunt Betsey's long absence, and on learning that she had returned

and was in her own room, went herself in search of her.

" Why, Aunt Betsey !" was her astonished exclamation, as she

surveyed the coarse garments which the good lady was fashioning.

" What are you making ?"

" 0, Lucy, is it you ?" replied Aunt Betsey, turning around

with a cheerful smile. " I am only cutting out some clothes for

some poor children whom I have discovered in the neighborhood.

They are much in need of assistance, and well worthy of it, I

am convinced."

" Then let them apply to those whose business it is to take care

of the paupers," answered Lucy, indignantly. "I am really

mortified, Aunt Betsey, to think that you have been among such

people. And then to have such a bundle of goods as these sent

to my house. It is really too bad," and with an offended air,

she left the room.
" Well, I declare !" exclaimed Aunt Betsey, " I had just begun

to take a little comfort, and she has spoiled it all. I never thought

that clothing the naked could give offence to anyone. I am sure

it is what we are all commanded to do."

A little reflection, however, somewhat mollified Lucy's resent-

ment ; and after requesting that Aunt Betsey would avoid bring-

ing any of her proteges to the house, she allowed her to pursue

her new employment undisturbed.

It would have done your heart good to have seen the gratitude

of the poor mother and the joyful children, when their anxiously

expected friend again appeared before their humble dwelling,

with a large bundle under her arm, for she had declined all

assistance from Lucy's officious attendants ; and Aunt Betsey

certainly took more comfort in trying on the various garments

and admiring the improved appearance of the children, than she

had experienced since she left home.

On her return she could not forbear describing the joyful scene

;

but Lucy appeared uninterested, and soon changed the conversa-

tion by saying

:

" We should he sorry to shorten your vi?it, Aunt Betsey, but

Mr. Melville thinks that my health needs a change of air and

scene, and we have concluded to visit Saratoga."

" Saratoga !" exclaimed Aunt Betsey ;
" that is the very place

where I intended to go after learing here. I have been told that

people enjoy themselves exceedingly at these watering places.

I will go with you, Lucy."
" As you please," was the cold reply, for, to confess the truth,

Lucy had intended to make the visit to Saratoga a pretext to get

rid of Aunt Betsey.

"What shall I do?" she exclaimed, in a private conversation

with her husband, " It is annoying enough to have the poor lady,

with her ridiculous industry, in our own house, but it would be

unbearable to have her make one of our party to Saratoga. I

presume she would be continually employed in making those

coarse clothes, for she has a perfect mania for helping the poor

just now. How shall I contrive to get rid of her?"
" I will manage it for you, Lucy," was the reply. " I have a

capital plan in my head. Tell her that there is less to do at

Saratoga than there is here."

" Perhaps that may alarm her," replied Lucy, " and it is cer-

tainly the exact truth.
'

Aunt Betsey was accordingly informed of the state of society

at Saratoga Springs, and Lucy did not hesitate to give, at inter-

vals, some lively touches to the description, which exceeded the

real truth.

" You must not think of doing anything there, Aunt Betsey,"
she said

; "you will sec all the ladies perfectly idle, wiih gloved
hands, and always in full dress ; and the gentlemen are sauntering

about as if they scorned to have anything to do. In fact, the

very object of going there is to free ourselves from all the cares

of business and housekeeping. I am a perfect bee here to what
you will see me at Saratoga."

"I am sure you are nothing but a drone at home," responded
Aunt Betsey, almost involuntarily ;

" but is it really true, Lucy,
that it is necessary to live in perfect idleness while residing at

Saratoga ?"

" Certainly. It would be thought quite scandalous to see any
one busy with their needle, or engaged in any of those occupations

which you think so desirable."

" Then it is no place for me," said Aunt Betsey, sighing. " I

had hoped to take a deal of comfort this summer; that was my
object in leaving home ; but I have been sadly disappointed, and
I begin to think I was quite mistaken in coming at all. It seems
to me that the place where we shall take the most comfort is the

one where we can do the most good to others, and that is where
we are placed by Providence. I am resolved to go home to those

who love me and value my services."

Lucy did not attempt to alter Aunt Betsey's decision, and ere

many days, the good old lady was on her return to the home
where she had so long been useful and beloved, and in the per-

formance of her many duties had found true comfort.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

ALICE GREY,

'Tis many a long, long year agone,

When, just at close of day,

Within a green and quiet grove,

I first met Alice Grey.

The glow of health was on her cheek,

Her youthful heart beat high

With hope and love, and happiness

Beamed from her sparkling eye

I left her ; two eventful years

Had sped them on their way,

When once again I sought the spot

Where dwelt sweet Alice Grey.

Thn place had seen no change \ it was

Still beautiful and fair
;

But now it had no charm for me,

For Alice was not there.

She'd gone. The angel band had been

And plucked that lovely flower,

And borne it to the sbies, to deck

Their own celestial bower.

Tis even thus ; the pure and good

Are first to pass away,

And many a heart is called to mourn
A lovedj lost Alice Grey.

< i^-— >

IDLENESS AND ACTIVITY.

It is this energy of will chat is the soul of the intellect ; where-

ever it is, there is life ; where it is not, all is dulness, and despon-

dency, and desolation. People who have no experience of it,

imagine that it is destructive to the nerves, exhau'^tive of the

animal spirits ; that it aggravates the wear and tear of life exces-

sively. But this is an idle notion, as idle as the habits and humors
of those who entertain it. I leave it to any man who knows its

real effect to strike the balance—to compare the exhaustion of an

indolent day with that of an active one ; to say in which of the

two cases the subject is in better heart for work, and fitter to

undergo it. Whatever we may he about, one thing, I believe, is

certain, that, if the spirits are spent by energy, they are utterly

wasted by idleness ; at worst, energy can only end in relaxation,

it is superior to it for a while, and possibly at last may fall into

it ; whereas idleness is actually relaxa'ion from first to last, and
can he nothing else. But even this view, favorable as it is, is yet

not favorable enough to be just. The fact is, that violence is not

necessary to energy any more than tyranny is to kingship ; on
the contrarv, the gentlest energy does the most work. Energy,
literally from the Greek, is inward-workingness ; the blooming
of the flower is energy, tbe increase of fruit is energy, the growth

of the body is energy—yet in all these there is no violence ; the

efficacv is not destructive, but vital ; without it, the whole frame

must fall at once into corruption ; with it, instead of corruption,

we have life. But this, it may be said, is a refinement It may
be so, but it is true in fact, nevertheless. The gainsayer will find

it difficult to produce anything from the subject, of surer or more
essential truth.

—

Stlf-Formaiion.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

*ADIEU, DEAK C U B A I
"—Lopez.

Adieu, dear Cuba I

For theo and liberty I die;

Land of my hopes, farewell

!

For thee, not for myself, I sigh.

Tis hard to part, sweet Isle,

'T is hard to leave thee aq thou art

;

How long, beneath the lash

Of tyrants, wilt thou smart?

Rouse, rouse thee, Cuba

!

Fairest land of earth
;

Shake off thy shackles, sweetest Isle

Of my adopted birth

!

And now we part, farewell

!

Farewell ! for thee I '11 sue

To God above for liberty,—

Adieu, Cuba 1 adieu \
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INDIANS PllGULIAR MODE OF HUNTING THE BUFFALO ON THt: WISTE^N PRAIRIES OF NORTH AMERICA.

INDIANS HUNTING THE BUFFALO.
The prairies west of the Mississippi abound

with vast herds of buffaloes, which form almost
the entire food of many Indian nations, who
have many modes of hunting; them down. One
of the most characteristic is faithfully represent-

ed above. The prairies abound with wolves

;

and of these animals the buffaloes, when herded
together, have very little dread, and allow them
to approach very near. The Indian, knowing
this fact, covers himself with the skin of a wolf,

drawinij the head over his own shoulders, and,
armed with his short, sinewy bow, and a handful
of arrows, crawls towards the herd on his hands
and knees, until he approaches near the unsus-
pecting; group, and easily shoots down the fat-

test of the throng. Another method of killing

the buffalo, is bv riding up to the fattest of the
herd on horseback, and shooting it with an ar-

row. When a large party of hunters are en-
gaged, the spectacle is very imposing. The horses
enjoy the sport as mach as their riders. The most
general plan, however, of shooting the buffalo,

is by crawling towards tbem from leeward ; and
in favorable places, great numbers are taken in

pounds. The herds are usually led by a bull
remarkable for strength and fierceness. While
feeding, they are often scattered over a great ex-
tent of country, but when they move in a mass,
they form a dense column, which, once in mo-
tion, is scarcely to be impeded. Their line of
march is seldom interrupted even by consider-
able rivers, across which they swim without fear
or hesitation, nearly in the order that they trav-
erse the plains. When flying before their pur-
suers, it would be in vain for the foremost to
halt, or attempt to obstruct the progress of the
main body, as the throng in the rear still rush-
ing onward, the leaders must advance, although
destruction awaits the movement. The Indians
take advantage of these circumstances to destroy
great quantities of this game, and no mode could
be resorted to more effectually destructive, than
that of forcing a numerous herd of these large
animals to leap together from the brink of a
dreadful precipice, upon a rocky and broken
surface, a hundred feet below. When the In-
dians determine to destroy them in this way,
one of their swiftest and most active young men
is selected, who is disguised in a buffalo-skin,
having the head, ears and horns adjusted on his
own bend, and thus accoutred, he stations him-
self between the herd and some of the precipices
that often extend for several miles along the
rivers. The Indians surround the herd as near-
ly as possible, when, at a given signal, they
show themselves and rush forward with loud
yells. The animals being alarmed, and seeing
no way open but in the direction of the disguised
Indian, run towards him, and he, taking to
flight, dashes on to the precipice, where he sud-
denly secures himself in some previously ascer-
tained crevice. The foremost of the herd arrives
nt the brink ; there is no possibility of retreat, no
chance of escape ; the terrified crowd behind rush
forward, and the aggregated force hurls them
mcccflsivoly into the "gulf.

CHARLESTOWN NAVY YARD.
An act authorizing the establishment of two

docks for the convenience of repairing the public

ships and vessels, appropriating S50,000 towards
effecting their object, was passed February 25,

1799, and in 1800, the land, which is now the

V^ -

site of the Navy Yard, was purchased of the sev-

eral proprietors. The yard within the walls

covers an area of about seventy acres. The
general form of the yard is a parallelogram of
about three thousand four hundred feet in

length, by one thousand in breadth, and is sur-

BNTRANCl. TO THh. NA\ 1 lAKD

rounded on three sides by a granite wall fourteen

feet in height. The portage on the harbor is

about five thousand feet ; and of this length,

liout two thousand live hundred feet give an

iif-horage ground for seventy-fours at low water,

tnd the largest ships of the line can sail from

the wharves fully fitted for sea. To describe the

^arious buildings, stores, workshops, etc., would
require a volume with illustrations, and we can

only give a very general view of them. There

are three ship-houses and slips for building ves-

sels under cover. Ttf/o large store-houses two

hundred feet by sixty-six, built of Quincy gran-

ite, and other buildings exclusively for stores

and munitions of war. There are four timber

sheds of four hundred and fifty feet in length, in

which there are stowed, at this time, frames of

live oak for sixteen ships of the various rates in

our navy, ships of the line, steamers and frigates.

The most remarkable building, and one which

attracts the attention of all visitors, is the rope-

walk, one thousand three hundred and fifty feet in

length, and having double laying grounds, Tho
spinning is done by machinery, in a room con-
taining eighty machines, and with the laying
grounds and tarring machinery, is capable of
turning out rigging of all sizes, from the largest

cable to the smallest lines used in the navy, to

the amount of five tons daily. This establish-

ment, with the tarring-hoase, hemp-houses and
the machinery complete, with the two steam-
engines by which the whole is put in operation,

cost about $350,000. The blockmakers' shop,
with its improved and beautiful machinery, is

pronounced by the officers of several foreign na-

tions, as well as by many European travellers,

to be the most complete establishment of the

kind to be found anywhere. This shop alone is

worth a visit, and visitors make a point of ex-

amining this excellent establishment. The gun-
carriage shop, saw-mill, and planing-machines;
the smithery, fonndery, etc., are also well adapt-

ed to this great naval depot and workshop ; and
ships can be bnilt, and everything necessary

for their equipment made, in as little time, and
to as great advantage, as at any dock-yard in

the world. The whole yard is laid ont into

streets and avenues, which are either paved or
gravelled, and bordered with elms, maples or
other ornamental trees, affording one of the

most beautiful promenades in this part of the

country. There is a magnificent park for heavy-

cannon ; and at the present time there are seven

or eight hundred pieces of the largest calibre

—

thirty-t^vo, forty-two, and sixty-four pounders.

There is also a shot park, with many thousand
balls piled in the neatest manner, and an anchor
park, in which are the largest anchtrs for men-
of war. The estimated amount invested in this

naval establishment, together with the annual
expenditure on vessels, outfits and labor, and
the average number of men employed daily,

based on ten years operation, is as follows:—In
land, buildings, dry dock, walls, wharves, etc.,

$5,000,000; in materials for naval purposes,

$2,503,000 ; in vessels on the siock-;, $1,000,000;

total, S8,503,000. Average number employed
through the year, 500—sometimes as many as

900; at the average wages per day of $768,
with an annual expenditure of $240,000. Aver-

age amount of manufactured a'ticles shipped

from the yard to other stations, $600,000. There
are at this time three great ships of the line, the

Ohio, the Vermont, and the Virginia—each re-

markable for its model, size, strength and fitness

for battle—at the Navy Yard, in Charlestown.

Of such ample depth is the water at this Navy
Yard, that these immense line-of battle ships can

lay flt its wharves, at low tide, without touching

bottom ; and, indeed, sail directly from them with

all hands on board, and completely armed, pro-

visioned and appointed for any voyage. The
accompanying view was taken from the residence

of John Southwick, Esq., in the Navy Yard;
and the foregoing statementwas kindly furnished

by our friend, J. Crowninshield. Esq., Commo-
dore's Secretary, Charlestown Navy Yard.
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[WrlttoQ for Oleiuion'u PlctoHuI.]

TO AN A 11 S E IVT I' JH E N D

.

DY P. PLOWMAN.

I would I woro a fairy sprite, fliich m dwelt In diiyR of old,

'Neiith tho Runimer foreHt boufiihs, 1q each llowuix-fH leufy fold,

Who could walk (he sunny hallM of ulr, uuHfon by moi-tul ejtH,

Could pliirct', like thought, tho ilopthR of eiirtli, or trend the Bttirry flklcn

;

Whoso pliiythlngB were old ocwin's gcmis, and puarlH of matchlcHH worth,

But who watched with gentle guardianship tho lovely onea of earth.

O, were I only one of thcflo, I 'd come on vlowlcsa wing,

And watoh around thy lonely couch whilst thou wort Blumbering

;

I 'd pour around thy sleeping form the breath of early floworfl,

And lull theo with tho voice of birds, that fling lu Houthern bowors
J

And [ would bring bright dremiiH to thee from tho mystic spirit land]

And music hke tho melody of waves on ocean 's strand.

I would not bring thee fume, 'tis a glittering, ley ^rreatb,

That Bpnrklcs In the sunehino, while the hrow Ih cold beneath;

The breath of envy mars its splendor, and thaws it down to tears,

A bitter draught that haunts the heart through all its coming years.

I would not bring thee gold, though I knew where treasures sleep

'Neath the restless waves of ocean, or in the mountains buried deep
;

To Hfe it brings no happiness, in joy it hath no part,

'Tis but a shining sorrow, and a burden on the heart.

I would not bring thee gems from the dark and humid mine.

To sparkle ou tliy snowy brow, or in thy tresses shine
;

The heart may ache in loneliness, 'neath gems and jewtls rare,

And their brightest radiance oft is seen above a brow of care.

Such fairy gifts were vain for thee : 't is love's undying beam

Can gild thy life with joy, as the sunshine gilds the stream
;

And friendship's gentle influences around thy pathway strown,

—

These outweigh the wealth of nations, and outshine fame's glittering crown.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE STEP-FATHER:
—OR—

THE LADY OVEE THE WAY.

BT MRS. E. C. LOVERING.

" Can you tell me who lives in this little house over the way 1

"

asked Dr. Wilbur's youthful associate, as he sat one evening at

the office window, meditating over a mild cigar.

The old doctor, who had just entered the office, walked to the

window, and having adjusted his glasses and placed his hands

under his coat-tail, in a thoughtful attitude, looked over the young

doctor's shoulder.

" Ah ! ah ! you are interested V
" Why, yes—rather," said Charles Feston, emitting a thin cloud

of smoke from his lips, and looking through it at a female figure

seated at a window opposite. "She is beautiful, or I have not

any eyes."

" A pretty piece of anatomy, I confess !" mused the old doctor.

*' But what is her name V
" Bless you, I don't know !"

" Then who lives with her in the house V
" I don't know that either!"

"Just like an old married man ?" complained Dr. Feston.

" You have never had any curiosity to learn these particulars, I

suppose."

" Why should I have ? Nobody in that house ever required

professional services."

" Well, I must say, doctor, I have more curiosity aside from

my profession than you have. I have been in your office now
only four days, and I am interested in our neighbors already."

" Just like young, rattle-brained fellows, like you, Charles."

" But you can tell me how long these people have lived in

that house V*

" No, I cannot."

" Strange
!"

"No, is is not. The fact is, not a gossip in the street can tell

you more about them than I can. They have been there, nobody

knows how long. They associate with no one; and so nobody

can find out anything about them."

" There arc only two—

"

" A savage-looking man—

"

"And that beautiful, gentle girl," said Feston.

" That is all," rejoined the old docter. " She is always there;

she keeps house for hira."

" She is bis—wife V
"How should I know?"

At that moment a short, stout-built man, carelessly dressed,

and carrying a large cane, opened the gate and entered the front

yard of the little house in question. He was a sallow-looking

person, with a thick neck, heavy brows, black wliiskers, and

restless, fiery eyes—such as never belonged to a frank, generous-

hearted man.
" That is he !" murmured the young doctor, in a whisper.

"Poor child !" said the old doctor.

The girl had hastily arisen from her seat at the window, and

opened the door for her companion ; and it was not }et so dark

that the two professional gentlemen could not see that she changed

color and appeared agitated.

"Poor child, indeed I" muttered Charles. " She is afraid

of him."
" Well she might be 1"

" How so V
" Hang the rascal !" growled the old doctor. "Now I think

of it, people say he beats her !"

" Beats her 1"

" Yes I"

" Good heavens !" exclaimed Charles, indcHcribably shocked.

"Look out !" cried his companion, "you are tearing ihe curtain !"

Charles had done it in the fierceness of his indignation.

" I wish it wtus tho vMlaia'a heart I" ho said, through \m teeth.

" See ! he strikes her !"

Charles boumlcd from his scat and seized the old doctor's cane.

" What are you fjoing to do 1" demanded the latter.

" Break that villain's head I"

" Fudge \"

" Don't stop me I Do you think that I can see a woman struck

by a brute I"

"Nonsense! she is used to it I Sec—she don't appear to

mind it. She has lighted a lamp, as if nothing had hnppened.

They are going to have tea; the table is set, you see—Ha! what

does he say to her V
" He will kill her if he finds her sitting at the window again 1

The brute!" exclaimed the excited Feston.

" He is jealous. Old husbands like to keep their young wives

shut up."

Charles made no reply. He sat with his finely chissellcd chin

resting upon his clenched hand, gazing intently at the occupants

of the old wooden house. The fair hand of the female drew the

curtain ; but the young doctor sat there still.

"It is heating to the blood to see a woman struck, I allow,"

said his companion. " It makes mc savage, old as I am. But

it is not safe to interfere in family matters. Mind your own
business, is my motto."

" I am glad / am not old and experienced," said Charles,

significantly. " / cannot sit still and see a woman struck."

" I could not once. Hear how I was cured of my folly. A
drunken fellow once fell to beating his wife in my presence, and

being young and hot like you, I answered her cry for help, by

knocking him down. He got up ; and it appears both of them

forgot the original quarrel ; for not only the man, but the woman
too, fell upon me tooth and nail ; so that I was obliged to cudgel

the brute pretty soundly, in order to escape from his wife. Now,
would you think, the man entered a complaint against rac for

an assault and battery, and the woman swore that I was a bloody

villain, who can^e to the house and went to knocking her hus-

band down without any provocation. That cured me of interfer-

ing in family quarrels. The assault and battery part is not

romantic. The fine is too heavy a tax on the indulgence of your

gallantry ; and the woman's ingratitude docs abominably take

away the satisfaction of feeling that you have done a good action.

Take my advice, and be not ambitious of my experience, Charles.

For my part," cried the old doctor, angrily, " before I would inter-

fere in another family quarrel, I would see a brute of a husband

cook his wife and eat her for breakfast, and regale himself on his

children at dinner and supper I hang me, if I would n't
!"

The old doctor's chilling experience had little effect in cooling

Fcston's heated indignation. He lighted another cigar, and

watched the wooden house opposite until he saw the brutal fel-

low go out, according to his custom, and saw the girl re-appear

at the interdicted window. She had extinguished the light, and

it was now too dark for Charles to see her plainly; but from her

attitude, her lonely situation, the sadness of the hour, he judged

that she was indulging in melancholy reflections. Already he

felt a strange interest in her, which he himself could not understand.

Charles Feston was an early riser. On the following morning

he was stirring at daylight. A night's sleep had not caused him

to forget the lady over the way. In his little room over the office,

in Dr. Wilbur's house, he had a fine opportunity of peeping

occasionally through the blinds, to see if there was anybody stir-

ring about the old wooden tenement.

As soon as he was dressed, Cliarles flung open the blinds. At
that moment, he saw him of the restless eyes and black whiskers

enter the yard.

" He has been out all night !" thought the young physician.

He watched until he saw the man enter his own door. Then

all was silence. Charles went down into the office and tried to

read ; but his eyes would wander to the old house over the way.

At length the girl appeared at the same window where he had

seen her the evening btfore. She looked beautiful in the fresh-

ness and the brightness of the early morning. She was simply

dressed, and her brown hair hung in natural curls.

" She cannot be that villain's wife !" thought Charles. " That

would be too horrible!"

She went down into the yard, where a few flowers and vegeta-

bles were planted, and for half an hour she worked on the dewy

beds like a fairy. Then she went into the house, and Charles

did not see her again until the baker's cart went along and stop-

ped before the gate. The girl took a loaf, glancing up at the

oflice window as she did so—glancing with soft and tender eyes

of blue, which made the blood mount to Feston's brow. After-

wards he could see her at the window sewing ; but she never

looked at him again that morning.

The man did not make his appearance until near noon, when,

in his shirt sleeves and with his tangled hair— black, sprinkled

with gray— looking like a great brute, he took his seat in the

chair which the girl had long since left vacant,

"He looks ill-natured as a hungry bear!" thought Charles,

who was at the olHce-window again, after the out door duties of

the morning.

The man turned his head, and in a fierce tone said something

to the girl, who was not visible. Charles could not he.ar her

reply, although he listened with intense interest. A moment
after, the man left the v/indow, and Charles could see him sitting

at the table, just as tlic girl appeared and drew the curtain.

At about four o'clock, the man went out with his cane, which

he always carried. Charles was glad to see him go, for now the

girl was more at the window : thistime singing cheerfully.

Charles grew more and more interested in the fair lady over

the way every day he remained wii!i Dr, Wilbur ; and in tho

coursn of one week, he actually be;^un to feel lonely in the office,

when she was not to be seen at the window. The old doc-tor

rallied him, and warned him repeatedly not to interfere, in any

manner, wiih the domestic affairs of their mysterious neighbors.

It BOon became evident that the lady over the way was not an

indifferent observer of the young physician's conduct. She gave

him frequent glances, and often she blushed on looking up, and

finding his admiring ga/e fixed upon her.

At length, Feston, presuming upon the rights of a neighbor,

bowed to her in the morning fiom his window. The lady blushed

and returned an undecided, halfway nod. But Feston waa

encouraged ; and on the following day, he bowed again with bet-

ter success, and from that time frequent smiles and nods passed

between them.

All this time Charles had been nnablo to bring himsfelf to

believe that the lady was the wife of the Bluebeard with whom
she lived ; nor could he imagine her to be the daughter of such a

savage.

" He is an uncle—he is only her guardian," thought he.

Never was his curiosity so powerfully excited. Never before

had he felt the least interest in family relations. But this strange

sympathy with the beautiful companion of the savage, gave him
an earnest desire to learn her history.

One afternoon, as Charles returned home from his out-door

business, he found the lady opposite at work on the flower-beds

in the yard, and as he had never found himself so near her before,

he could not let pass the opportunity of addressing her. He
lifted his hat, and seeing that she smiled, he made some remark,

which I regret being unable to repeat, as it was a rare and import-

ant observation touching the weather. The lady appeared favor-

ably struck with the observation
; she replied falteringly, and

Charles passed into the office. And thus begun an acquaintance

which is not the first for which the weather is responsible ; it

being a melancholy fact—which will be sadly realized if the time

ever arrive when we have no weather at all—that, if it were not

for the weather, some never could or would get acquainted. The
weather, then, obligingly furnished a subject of remark for the

first, second and third meetings of Charles Feston and the lady

over the way. At the fourth health was discussed ; the young
doctor naturally becoming anxious about that of his fair neigh-

bor. On the following day, first the weather, then health, and
finally flowers founded a subject of remark for the young couple.

Ttie ice being now fairly broke, conversation at the sixth inter-

view commenced in a less formal manner.

Now there was not a gossip in the street that did not observe

what was going on between the doctor's office and Bluebeard's

front yard. E\'^rybody remarked that, at just such a time each

day, the fair unknown appeared among her flowers ; that at just

such a time, Dr. Feston might be seen coming down the street,

and that he always stopped to speak with the lady, and sometimes

entered the yard—for some other reason, people said, than simply

to look at the flowers, in which he pretended to take such interest.

It was also remarked that these interviews took place when, Blue-

beard was absent from home.

To say how much Charles admired his new acquaintance

—

whose name, strange to relate, he had not yet learned—how much
he loved her, would require a more powerful pen, and a more
passionate style than I can command. She appeared to him the

most lovely, confiding, innocent creature in the world.

But who was that horrid Bluebeard ?

Charles determined to ask her. A good opportunity occurred

one afternoon, when their interview was prolonged to a later hour

than usual, and the lady delicately hinted that she dared not be

seen talking with him then any longer.

" Ah !" said Charles, " he will be here soon."

" Yes," murmured the lady, blushing.

"And may I ask who this man is—this man who treats you so

cruelly sometimes V
" Cruelly V
" Yes—I have seen—not lately—but I have seen—

"

The lady became deadly pale.

"Forgive me!" cried Charles. " I did not intend to wound
your feelings. I merely wished to learn who he is."

" He is Mr. Hutton !" replied the lady, changing color rapidly.

"Your uncle'?"

" O, no !"

" Your father, perhaps—

"

"No, indeed !"

The lady smiled, her eyes still downcast.

" But he is some blood relation—

"

" None, thank Heaven V
Charles trembled.

" But there is some connection—

"

" To be sure—marriage !"

Charles became white as marble.

" Bat say—he is not your—

"

" O !" shrieked the lady, faintly clasping her hands in terror,

" he is coming !"

" Stay ]" cried Charles, " I will protect you \"

But she hsd already fled into the house.

Charles stooped to pick up a flower; it trembled in his agitated

fingers. He looked up—Bluebeard stood before him ! Charles

bowed stiffly. Never had the savage appeared to liim so hateful

—so ferocious as at that moment I He longed to gripe bis throat

—he would have given a fortune to be allowed to perform a sur-

gical operation on that hated hand which he had seen strike the

lady of his love !

" Who are you ?" growled Bluebeard, grasping tight his cane,

and scowling blackly.
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" My name is coupled with that of Dr. Wilbur—as you can

see from where you stand," coldly replied Feston, poioting to the

doctor's door.

" Well, sir," said the savage, through his closed teeth, " I am

not accustomed to rectiving visits from quacks, except when I

send for them. I never sent for jou, and I never shall—till I am

anxious to quit the world."

And Bluebeard, giving him a parting look of hatred, followed

the lady into the house.

The thought struck Charles that he was going to beat her.

Beside himself with excitement, he sprang after him. Fortu-

nately for all, perhaps, the door was fastened.

Greatly agitated, Dr. Feston listened; but as he heard no

blows—only the angry voice, cursing his fair companion—he

quickly left the premises. The young man's discomfiture had

been witnessed by twenty gossips in the street ; but for these he

cared nothing, all absorbed as he was in the overwhelming reflec-

tions awakened by the lady's last words.

The thought that she was really married to the savage, filled

him with anguish and despair. That night he could not sleep;

and on the morrow he was feverish and nervous. Impatiently

he wailed for the afternoon ; but when it came, Bluebeard's com-

panion did not make her usual appearance in the yard.

A week passed, and the doctor had not another opportunity of

speaking with her. She gave him many a look and smile from

the window, but she never came down into the yard.

One morning, Charles was up early as usual, hut he did not

see Bluebeard come down at his accustomed hour. The young

girl appeared at her window, and he knew from her presence

there at sunrise, that she was alone in the house. He formed a

sudden resolution, and in thiee minutes he was standing in the

yard beneath her window.
" 0, vou must not be here ! if he should come !" exclaimed

the girl, wildly.

" I fear not for myself!" replied Charles. " I love you more

than I do my life. I would rather die than think you are dis-

pleased with me. Tell me if you are really married V
" Here is something which will explain all," she said, hastily

drawing a letter from her bosom. " I had concluded not to give

it to you, but since you desire an explanation, take it—and go !

go!"

Charles pressed the letter to his lips, and giving the girl a

parting look, recrossed the street, and entered the office.

Eagerly he opened the letter, and read as follows

:

"From your manner towards me, when we last met, and from

certain expressions you made use of, I am led to believe that you

already know something of my situation, and are interested to

know more ; and 1 think I owe it to your kind and respectful

treatment of a poor stranger like myself, to make a brief state-

ment of my present unhappy position.

" The man whom {I blush to reveal the shame) you have seen

beat me, is not a relation—but he is my guardian—my keeper

—

my stepfather! I need not tell you he is cruel and brutal some-

times. 1 need not say that I cannot love such a man. I need

not inform you that I am his slave. I have no protector—no

frifnds—and I can do no less than submit with patience to his

tyranny.

*' But he was not always what he is now. I remember him,

gentle, generous, kind. His gentleness, generosity and kindness

might have been assumed to win my mother's heart ; but once,

I feel assured, he did love her and me. But his vice is—gaming!

This makes him a brute ; it is this which killed my poor, broken-

hearted mother— it is this which makes an unhappy slave of me.

"I confess this much to you, in order that you may not deceive

yourself with regard to my position. I have avoided you since

our last meeting, because I felt, on reflection, that knowing my
circumstances, you could not wish me an associate, and because

to continue our acquaintance would, place us both -in danger of

his wrath.
" Forgive my presumption—destroy this—and believe me your

well-wisher, Ada Selwyn."

It would be difficult to describe Charles's emotions on reading

this communication. Joy, indignation, sympathy—his own love,

the step father's craelty, Ada's suffiirings—moved him strangely.

'* She has a protector—she has a friend !" he exclaimed, with all

his heart. " I never loved her so well as at this moment, when

I know all
!"

He glanced from the window for one more view of his fair,

unhappy neighbor. She had gone down into the yard to nurse

her long neglected flowers, as if she felt—poor girl!—as if there

was no longer any danger of the doctor's seeking her society.

At that moment heavy footsteps on the pavement were heard.

Charles saw with rising wrath the brutal step-father approach

;

the old doctor at the same time entering the room.

"Hush!" said the excittd Charles. "Ah! there is fury in

his eye
—

"

" And a cane in his hand," added the doctor.

" If he should strike her
!"

"Don't you meddle! Remember my advice, and do not

inter
—

"

"See—the fiend 1" cried Charles, bounding to his feet, white

with passion.

" Hold—1 say, Charles, don't interfere
—

"

The old doctor paused. His hot-blooded associate had already

rushed from the room. Once more the doctor looked over the way.

" Gad ! I don't blame him ! It is brutal—monstrous ! She

is so young and delicate, and that villain beating her ! Gad ! I'll

go myself and knock him down—Ha ! Charles has him ! Give

it to him ! Break his head !"

All the old doctor's prejudice and experience were forgotten.

Button was beating Ada, who bowed her head meekly to his

blows ; and the old man would have flown to the rescue himself,

had not Charles already reached the spot.

"Unhand her—sir!" commanded the young man, fiercely.

*' Strike another blow at yoiu: peril
!"

The step father's hand was raised ; it was descending, when

swift as lightning Charles's iron fist smote his temple. Hutton

fell to the ground as if he had been shot.

"Ada! dear Ada! you have been hurt !" cried Charles, throw-

ing his protecting arm around her.

"O, no! don't mind me—fly! you do not know his vengeance!"

she shrieked, wildly. " Go ! go !"

"No, he will not !" exclaimed the old doctor, laughing with

the terrible excitement of the scene. " He will stand there and

knock that villain down as fast—Ha ! what is thati"

Hutton had sprung to his feet. Seizing his cane with both his

hands, he jerked it in two pieces—and now his right arm bran-

dished a rapier.

" Take that !" he muttered savagely, thrusting at Charles.

The young man parried the weapon with his arm, receiving a

slight wound ; then he endeavored to grasp it, but Hutton, re-

coiling a step, rushed upon him again with all his might, and

drove it into his side. He drew out the rapier with a jerk, and

Charles fell heavily to the ground.

With a wild cry of distress, Ada threw herself upon the bosom

of the fallen man. Hutton heeded her not, but thrusting his

weapon again into its sheath, ran across the yard, dashed through

the gate and disappeared.

The excited Dr. Wilbur passed near enough to strike him, but

thinking more of saving Charles than of attacking the assassin,

he hurried to the spot.

" 0, save him ! save him !" cried Ada, distracted with terror

—

" save him !"

Charles all this time lay bleeding on the ground and quivering

with agony. As Dr. Wilbur tore open his vest, he turned his

dizzy eyes upon Ada—his lips moved—then all was still.

By this time half a dozen of the early risers in the vicinity had

reached the spot, and the doctor had the young man carried at

once into his own bouse.

Half dead with terror, distracted with what she had witnessed,

Ada fled to her own chamber. Here her strength failed her, as

the excitement subsided, and she fell into a swoon.

Her first thought, on recovering, was of him who had fallen in

her defence. Anxiety for him overcame every other feeling.

She ran wildly across the stieet. Mrs. Wilbur, deeming her

distracted manner the natural result of terror, received her kindly,

and offered her the shelter of her house.

" 0, it is not that—is he alive V* she asked.

" He is yet alive."

" Thank Heaven ! thank Heaven !"

Ada covered her face with her hands and wept.

The poor girl would then have returned to the dreary old house

over the way, but Mrs. Wilbur would not permit her, feeling how
dreadful it must be for the gentle creature to he left alone after

what had happened. And Ada was not sorry to stay, for she

wished to be where she could hear from the wounded man each

minute of the day.

But on the following morning, when assured that the young

physician was out of danger, Ada felt it her duty to return ; and

taking leave of the Wilburs, she once more entered her sad

chamber in the old houpe. It had never appeared to her so dreary

before, and in her loneliness, she thought it would be better to

have even her step father with her, than to live always alone.

But he had made good his escape, and undoubtedly feared to

return; so the days passed, and Ada lived without him, seeing

no one, save the kind Mrs. Wilbur, who now called on her fre-

quently, reporting the state of Feston's health, and doing her

many a kindness, out of the benevolence of her heart.

But Ada would not go back with her, strongly as she urged her

;

for she had not the courage even to go and thank the convalescent

for the danger he had risked in her behalf.

And now, after a week had elapsed, she saw him once more at

his window. They exchanged glances, and the blood rushed to

her brow, suffusing her fair features with a burning glow.

And a few days after, Charles, pale and feeble, made his ap-

pearance in the street. Ada's heart beat tumultuously. He was

crossing—to see her? She trembled, and her color went and

came. Yes ! he entered the gate ; he walked slowly by the beds,

where the neglected flowers looked very dry and wilted ; he

raised his eyes to her window, and saluted her, as he stood on

the ground below.

With indefinable sensations, Ada flew to open the door.

"Ada!" he said, taking both her hands in his.

"0,1 am glad to see you so near well!" she murmured.
" But you are pale yet, and—

"

" You are living here alone!" interrupted Charles. "Ada!
this should not be ! You must he lonely."

He glanced his eye about the neat, but dreary, hollow-sounding

room, and shuddering, pressed the maiden's hand. Then, after

apologizing for his visit, he said :

" Why do you persist in remaining herel"

"My step father
—

" she began.

" You wait for his return!"

" Yes."

"And you will submit again to his cruel treatment? Ada!
Leave—leave this spot before he returns ! Mrs. Wilbur will

gladly receive you. She and the old doctor are alone. They
have no children ; and you would be a companion—

"

"But I cannot go there !" replied Ada, coloring very red.

" You should not urge me—you know I cannot !"

Charles understood her. He did not urge her more.

But two months after, Ada entered Mr. Wilbur's house without

being urged ; and heartily did the old doctor and Mrs. Wilbur

welcome her as the wife of Charles Feston.

Convinced of her worth, and impelled by love, the young man
had made haste to rescue her from her lonely situation by offering

her his hand—and you may be assured she loved him too well to

refuse it. Her stepfather was not heard from again.

"Ah!" cried Dr. Wilbur, on the morning of the marriage,

"I told you, Charles, you would get into serious trouble by

meddling with family matters. Ah ! Charles ! matrimony is a

sad business," he added, chuckling with satisfaction. But Charles

has never yet had reason to regret his interference between Ada
and the unnatural cruelty of her step-father.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A BIRTHDAY,

BY OWEN G. WAREBN.

Thy birt;hday ! on thy life's career

It is a goal eDcbanted
;

And timers proud coursers, that a year

Upon their way have panted,

Seem pausing in their flight to -view

The scene around and o'er them,

And gather courage to renew

The lengthened way before them.

And thou bast paused in thy career,

To look upon the hourp.

When joy baa sped thy journey here,

And strewed the way with flowers
;

Or muse in memory on the way
That thou hast trod in sorrow,

And find in hope's immortal ray

New promise in the morrow.

Then onward— to thy joyous home,

Since that blest lot has found thee,

That like the noblest wife in Rome,

Thou hast tby jewels round thee.

So polish, then, each priceless gem,

That thou shalt see at even,

Thy jewels in the diadem

That crowns the brow of heaven.

LONDON TOTALITY.

But it would never do to attempt to describe London in any
detail. There is but little in it, moreover, that would bear hearing
described, after one has obtained a general idea of the city, as a
whole. It is surprising what a feehnu of indifference about indi-

vidual objects of curiosity you experience there. With most other
cities it is the parts, the particular objects, which excite the chief
interest—ruins, churches, palaces, museums, galleries, and the
like. In London all such things become subordinate. In London
you are satisfied with London. You care little about St. Paul's,
Westminster Abbey, the Parliament Houses, or any other frag-
ment of the great whole. You would rather walk up and down
Picadilly or Regent Street and see the life there than get by heart
the whole of the British Museum. You prefer the crowds in
Pleet Street and the Strand, to seeing the Tower, the crown
jewels, the knights on horseback, and the stairs down which Lady
Jane Grey went to execution. The very thing is the crowd, the
jam, the melee—to miss that would be the great loss. The mul-
titudes abroad are a better comedy or tragedy, according to the
frame of mind of the observer, or the street he may happen to be
in, whether in Regent Street or Wapping, or Rag Fair, than any
he will be likely to witness at the Adelphi, or the Haymarket,
Drury Lane, or Covent Garden. And the heavy rumble of in-

numerable vehicles, along innumerable streets, gives out a grander
sound than the music of Exeter Hall or the Opera House. These
are the objects, the sights and sounds which excite, or engross, or
astonish you in London. Y'"ou are witnessing a flow of human
life which there is nothing resembling anywhere else, and which
is a greater thing to witness than all objects of still life whatsoever.
It is not a stream or flow of life, as we use these figures, but a
torrent of concentrated existence, roaring along with all the
tumult and rage of Niagara.— Ware's European Capitals.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial,]

NIL DESPERANDUM,

BT T. J. GBOTJAN.

Trust in God ; but gain his favor

By submission to thy lot.

Nor let eTil make thee waver,

Though success may crown thee not,

If thou failest do not falter,

But strive harder than before

To attain hopes cherished altar,

Though thou diest at the door.

If by love thy heart be blighted,

Banish every grief and care

;

Let thy troth again be plighted,

Though it be to one less fair.

If, in youth, thy time was wasted,

And thy mind untutored be,

Let pure wisdom's fount be tasted,

Though it bitter prove to be.

Let not fortune's emile beguile thee,

Nor her frown thy spirit quail

;

Onward press, though men revile thee,

And thou shalt at last prevail.

. 4 -^^^ »

FAN M.INUFACTURE.
The manufacture of ladies' fans is a larger department of in-

dustry than many persons would suppose. After a considerable
interval, during which fans were but little used, they have lately

come again in favor, and the manufacture is conducted in Prance
on a considerable scale. The firm of M. Duvelleroy, at Paris,

are preparing some magnificent specimens for the Great Exhibi-
tion. It is said that Duvelleroy employs Two thousand persons

—

a statement scarcely credible. He has made it a point to grasp
the two extremes of the scale in costliness as well as all inter-

mediate degrees—for he makes fans from one halfpenny each to

one thousand guineas. Every halfpenny fan goes through no
fewer than fifteen hands—a proof that the factory system must be
thoroughly carried out in that estHblishment. JDuvel'eroy's fans
arc sent to all parts of the world, and are now competing in the

East with those of China.

—

Knight's Ci/chpcEdia.
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m. LOUIS KOHSUTH.
Tho "lion" of the day, both in Kiiropo and Arnerica, ib Kos-

suth—the man of rai^Iity cner):;ics, and devoted, but un9ueec.';i.srul

?atrioiism. The Hccne which we give below, represents the noblo

lungarian as he appeared on the deck of the United States stcam-

frlf^ate MitisiHsippi, at Murseillea. The fact of our f^ovemment
having sent out one of tlio national whips to bring Kos-suth to

America under the protection of our Hag is well known; but rend-

ers and politicians on this side the Atlantic can hardly estimate

the clfeet of this national American act of generosity in Europe.
Kossuth stopped in England for a brief period, to share tlic gen-

erous hospitality that has been extended to him from the moment
of his landing there, and soon embarks for our shores. In tho

meantime his companions have arrived at New York, and arc
now tho guests of tho eity, sharing it3 liberal hospitality at tho

Irving House. The New Vorkcrs never do thinps by halves ; and
these oppressed people will find themselves at home in America.
The company is composed principally of distinguished military

oniccrs and their families. The following letter from Kossuth to

tho Mayor of Southampton is dated at Marseilles, in the steamer
Mississippi

:

"Sib,—Tho gorernment of the Ottoman Empire gave me asy-

lum and hospitality, and though afterwards it had to yield to tlio

presumptuous arrogance of its mighty enemies, and convert the

asylum into a prison, still it yielded but with regret; it felt deeply

the disgrace, and at the first "favorable moment shook oiF in the

most dignified manner the disgraceful bonds. It was Turkey
that acted so. The people of England raised its powerful voice

TIIK OACTUH.
One of the most singuhir jjlunts in the vegetable kingdom, and

at the same time one of the most unsigluly and repulsive, is the

coctus plant. This curious specinicn of nature's originality,

although so awkward and forbidrling in appearance, and unso-

ciably resisting with its sharp thorns all undue attempts at fami-

liarity, nevertheless possesses many excellent, and perhaps to

Home of oar readers, unknown qualities ; and the rare beauty of

tlie Howers with which many of its varieties arc adorned, assigns

to it a high rank among our parlor and hot-house plants. It ia

of a singular formation, being distinguished by an extraordinary

fleshy stem, elothi^d in a greyish green (mticlc, and beset, in place

of leaves, with tufis of hair and pointed spines—which last some-
times prove exceedingly annoying to the careless handler. Wc
remember a case in point where a gentleman, while making an

evening call upon a young lady in the neighborhood of Boston,

was so much overcome by her charms that he forgot his wherea-

bouts, and carelessly and abruptly seated himself upon the sum-
mit of a large " Turk's Head Cactus," which was thriving in a
flower-pot close at hand, mistaking the same for a cricket or a
stool—and a stool of repentance indeed it proved to the unfortu-

nate gallant. " You are on my cactus, screamed the lady, v

But the poor fellow required no remonstrance from his charmer
to remind him of the painful fact! An excellent article upon the
" Vegetable Kingdom," which appeared in a recent number of

Blackwood's Magazine, contains the following extract from a
new work called " The Plant," concerning the forms, develop-

ment and relations of this family: "To those who have never

a dry sand, scarcely covered by any vegetable mould, where they
are exposed for three fourths of the year to the parching heamH
of an unclouded sun. And here wi- are led to consider one of tho

most remarkable properties of the cactus—the faculty which it

possesses of retaining within its leathery and porclcas cuticle a
vast amount of watery juice, by the aid of which it is enabled to

sustain unflinchingly the terrible heat and dryness of a tropical

summer. "The I'lant" says; ''This peculiarity gives them incs-

limal>Ie value to the fainting traveller; and Bernardin de S(.

Pierre has aptly called them the ' springs of the desert.' The wild

ass of the Llanos, too, knows well how to avail himself of these

plants. In the dry season, when all animal life flees from tho

glowing pampas, when cayman and boa sink into deathlike sleep

in the dried-up mud, the wild ass alone, traversing the steppes,

knows how to guard against thirst; cautiously stripping off the

dangerous spines of the juflorarfua with his hoof, and then in

safely sucking the cooling vegetable juice." In regard to this

property of retaining moisture, the writer in Blackwood's Maga-
zine observes that we have the same wise provibion, although in

a less degree, in our apples and potatoes, which are covered by a

thin layer of almost impervious ^o^^-, that prevents them from dry-

ing up or withering when collected for preservation. Besides

furnishing succulent and refreshing juices in the parched deserts,

nearly all species of the cactus bear edible fruits, among which

may be found some of the most delightful refreshments of the

torrid zone. There are, among others, the larger opuntias, or

Indian figs, which produce in the West Indies and Mexico a
favorite dessert fruit; and even the little roseberries of the mam-

RECEPTION OF LOUIS KOSSUTH AND FAMILY ON BOARD THE U. S. STEAM-FRIGATE '\MIPSISSIPPI, AT MARSEILLES.

to claim the vindication of the rights of humanity, offended in

myself and in my associates ; and the government of Great Brit-

ain proved to be a dignified organ of the people of England's
generous sentiments. In the United States of America the peo-

p'c, the Congress and the government, shared with ctjual gener-
ositv in the high-minded resolution to restore me to freedom, and
by freedono, to activity. They sent over a steam frigate to that

purpose, and most generously offered the protection of their

glorious flag."

We give this letter here to show the spirit of appreciation that

actuates the noble-hearted exile. It is well known that efforts

have been made in a certain quarter to prejudice the public mind
in this country against the exiled hero, and to some extent thoy
have prevailed. But the general impression is that he has been
misap[prehi'nHed or wilfully slandered. A letter has been received

at WaUiington, fioni Kossuth, from which it does not appear
that he has had any difficulty or misunderstanding with the ofii-

cer>i of the Mississippi, of all of whom, and especially of Capt.
Lonj, he speaks in terms of the warmest commendation and
gratitude. He is expected soon to arrive upon our shores. In
America, wherever he goes, his welcome will be as enthusiastic

and general as it is sincere, and every arrangement made to gi^'e

him a ganorous reception. Let us hope that the reaction of pub-
lic sentiment hence to Europe may be such as to advance the pro-
mulgation of correct constitutional principles. At all events, wc
bespeak for the Hungarian patriot a fair hearing. The English
and Am-^rican press, wiih but vcrv few exceptions, seem to take

this view of his intended visit. We long to hear his eloquence.

been accustomed to look through the modes of external appear-

ances into the essential internal connection of the variations of

form, it will indeed seem paradoxical to say, that the globular,

furrowed, fleshy cactus, with its t-plendid blossoms, is properly

nothing but a tropicul gooseberry hush ; that the palm-like stem
of the draexnus, often thirtv feet high, with mighty bnni^hes of

great Hly-flowers, belongs to exactly the same circle of forms and
development as our plain-looking garden asparagus; that the

wild mallow, creeping over and adorning all the banks of our
country lanes, is far more nearly allied to the old giant-stemmed
baobab, which has lived to six thousand years on the west coast

of Africa, than to the wild poppy growing beside it; and yet all

this is undoubtedly true." As an aboriginal production, this

i-trangc family, with its graceless forms, its l>riiliant flowers, and,

in many cases, delicious fruifj, is limited to the continent of

America, and in its geographical range rarely exceeds a distance

of forty degrees from the equator. The long, shapeless arms of
the larger species, branchint! like spectral giants in every direc-

tion, and sometimes rising to a height of forty feet—the oval, flat

branches of the less aspiring Indian fig variety, and the hcdjie-

hog and melon cacti which grow upon the ground—with the pale,

green shading of their stems and the gorgeous coloring of their

blossoms, give a peculiar character to a Mexican or South Amer-
ican landscape. "Linnaeus," says the writer in the magazine,
" was acquainted with only about a dozen species, which he
united together under the name of cactus. We now know more
than four hundred spcrie^, which are distributed into about ten gen-
era.'' Almost all delight in a dry situation, and many of them in

millaries have, beneath the tropics, a pleasant, acidulated taste.
" The Plant" remarks :

" We may say, in general terms, that their

fruit is a nobler form of our native gooseberry aod currant, to

which also they are the nearest allies in a botanical point of view.

Succulent as is the stem of most of the cacti, yet, in the rourpe

of time, they perfect in it a wood as firm as it is light. This is

especially the case in the tall, columnar species of ctrens, the old,

dead stems of which, after the decay of the gray-green rind,

remain erect, their white wood standing ghost-like among the liv-

ing stems, till a benighted traveller seizes it, in that scantily

wooded region, to make a fire to protect him from the musquiioes,
to bake his maize cake, or burns it as a torch to light up the dark
tropical night. It is from the last use that they have obtained
their name of torch thistles." The stems of the ccreti^, on
account of their lightness, are carried on mules up to the hciphis

of the Cordilleras, to serve as beams, posts and door-sills in the

houses. In Mexico, South America, Southern Europe, and the
Canaries, the opuntias are used as hedges, and with great suc-

cess. Their errant branches interweave themselves into a close

barrier, opposirg by their terrible thorns, an insuperable obstacle

to the intruder. The opuntia tuna and the opuniia coccincil-

lifera are of great commercial importance as affording nourish-

ment to the cochineal insect; and are abundantly cultivated for

this purpose in various parts of the world— most successfully in

Mexico. Lastly, among the many benefits which the existence

of this plant confers upon mankind, come those of the medicine
chest ; for physicians make use of its acrid juice for fermentations

in inflammations, and the boiled fi-uit in attectioos of the chest.
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CONTENTS OF OUR NEXT NUMBER.
" Witch of tho Wave," a nautical sketch, hy Liedtenam Muerat.
" The Model Bloomer," a fancy sketch, by The Old 'Un.

"Suuinier-Skv: or. the Indian Beauty." a tale, by Dr. J. H. Robinson.
" Unwritten kistory." a sketch, by Mrs. E. Wellmont
'The Word of Kindnes.'i," lines, by Edward J. IIandiboe.
" Affection's Tribute," stanzas, by 0. C Whittleset.
" Don't you Reuiember,'' poem, by Henry Clay Teedss.
" Cary Lee," lines, by Thomas E. Hill.
" Niagara Falls," stanzas, by Caroline WHiTWiaj,.
" Heart Wishes," in verse
'' Bid me love thee !" poem, by FiNLEY JoHNSOS.
" The Bible." lines, by Kdfus K. Sewall.
" To my Young Wife," poem, by Charles Reese.
" The EreniDg ffind," lines, by Sidnei E. Church.
" A Serenade,'' by Oren Peck.
" Morning," poem, by J. Hdnt, Je.

ILLTTSTRATIONS.
We shall give a fine picture, representing in one group, the E.viled Hunga-

rian Officers, now in the City of New York.

A representation of Koronirika Beach, and two portraits, giving first a
Peace-Maker, and second, a Chief of the Bay of Islands.

A series of views relating to the City of Ilarana—first, a view of the City

itself,—second, an engniving of the famous Tacon Theatre ; third, a view of

the celebrated Cathedral, where the ashes of Christopher Columbus repose ;

fourth, a view of that fine promenade, the Paseo de Isabel ; fifth, a representa-

tion of a Cuban volante party enjoying a leisurely ride in the Paseo; and last,

a curious delineation of a Market Scene in Cuba,

A picture giving a view of a Group of Chinese Officers, and their singular

military costume.

A representation of the Emperor Napoleon's Sword,

A yievr of the Port of Valparaiso, Chili.

A representation of the far-famed " lump of light," the Koh-i-noor Diamond.

A view of the residence of Hon. John Erskine, British Envoy at Khatmandu,
In the province of Nepaul, in India.

A GOOD IDEA.

It has been proposed that the govemmeDt cause envelopes to

be manufactured with the pre-payment stamp engraved on them.

There are but few persons who send letters without pre-payment

now, and those letters which are not pre-paid, ought not to be

taken from the post-oflfice. Therefore, if the envelope could be

purchased with the stamp upon it, a great deal of trouble and

vexation might be saved. This plan would lead to the still more

general pre-payment of all letters—a principle which it is of the

highest importance to establish. Persons who address this office

without pre-paying their letters have learned by experience, that

we take no letters not paid from the post-office.

A New Idea —We understand that Mr. Gleason. publisher of the Drawing-
Poom Companion, is erecting an electrotype foundry, and that this beautiful

illustrated weekly will, after the Ist of January next, be electrotyped mti/e—
letter-press, engravings and all. This is an improvement never before attempted,

and will enable the publisher to produce the " Pictorial" in as beautiful a

manner as could be done from copperplate itself. The paper to be used
throughout the second volume -ftill be of a fine satin surfuce, manufactured
expres.'^lv for the purpose, and altoizether, with these ex't^nsivH and libercl

arrangements, we may look for something elegJint and artistic. Mr. Gleason

seems never tired of adopting every new improvement, cost what it may, and
his paper, already so very excellent and popular, ia destined to be vastly

improved. The services of some of the best European artists have been

secured on the Pictorial, in the illustrated department, and this division of the

paper will be greatly enhanced in value and interest. It is surprising to us

how a paper embracing so much valuable reading matter, and such a vast

number of richly engraved and original pictures can be afforded at so low a

price,^—it is really too cheap. Thus the second volume, which commences on
the Ist of January, must present a work of art and literature unrivalled in

the world.

—

Evening Transcript, Boston.

LucKT Hit.—A Bangor paper tells of workmen who dug a

well in that city, and after descending to the depth of about thirty

feet, struck a cavity between two ledges, and there found a rapid

stream of water passing through tbe channel. The cavity is wider

and deeper toward the north-west, and two or three barrels of wa-

ter pass each minute. Is the well licensed ?

Cheap Postage.—We see that letter-writers state this snbject

will be one of the earliest urged upon the attention of Congress.

We are very glad to hear so, and trust that the present ridiculous

law npon transient newspapers may at once be abolished.

Glcason'S PiCToniAL.—This beautiful illustrated weekly periodical comes to

us as regular as clockwork. It ia decidedly the most popular periodica! of tbe

age. Everj' number cont-iins rich and splendid engraving.t of American
scenery. The reading matter is high-toned, instructive, and appropriate. It

ia decidedly cheap, and will make a splendid volume when hound. Published
by F. Gleason, Esq , Boston, at S3 per annum.

—

Berwick Tulegrapk.

Tky it.—Harmless mirth is the best cordial against the con-

sumption of the spirits ; wherefore jesting is not unlawful, if it

trespasseth not in quantity, quality or season.

Circulation.—The unprecedented demand for our paper has

rendered it necessary for us to duplicate forms, and to print the

Companion on four presses !

Musical.—Jenny Lind is with ns once more. How all minor

stars pale beside this queen of song and angel of charity!

FANCY FARMING.

Ever since Virgil made farming fashionable in Italy, during

the reign of Augustus, and rendered rural avocations immortal

by the splendor and harmony of his verse, it has been the favorite

amusement of gentlemen and distinguished characters. The great

Frederick raised melons at Sans-Souci with his own hands ; the

still greater Washington was proud of his success as a Virginia

farmer, and in our own time, roral pursuits have occupied the

first minds among our countrymen ; Henry Clay and Daniel

Webster being living and familiar illustrations of this fact. These

are practical men, and differ from your fancy farmers.

The latter description of rural gentlemen produce extraordi-

nary results ; they astonish us with improbable pumpkins, gigantic

clusters of grapes, impossible squashes, and prodigious turnips

;

but if inquiry look for the profit of these agricultural speculations,

echo is silent. Mr. Triptrolemus Yellowly, who went to the

Hebrides to reform their agriculture, gave the following as the

result of his experiments ;
" The carles and the cart-avers make

it all, and the carles and the cart-avers eat it all ;" that is, to

translate for the benefit of the unlearned in the Scottish lowland

dialect—the ploughmen and plough-horses make it all, and the

ploughmen and plough horses eat it all.

Fancy farmers pay fancy prices for their stock and material.

While a plodding neighbor thinks forty or fifty dollars a high

figure for a domestic animal, the fancy farmer thinks nothing of

giving three hundred dollars for a Durham bull. When he comes

to sell him again, he sometimes discovers that he has "paid too

dear for the whistle." It is somewhat amusing to listen to a knot

of these rural gentlemen talking over their affairs, getting warm
and red in the face on short-horns and merinos, and perfectly

purple on the subject of Shanghais and Chittagongs!

The professional husbandman tries to get all he can out of the

land ; but the fancy farmer seems to try to see how much he can

sink in it. His pecuniary investments in sand banks are abso-

lutely astounding; the quantity of cash absorbed by bogs and

meadows, appalling; guano appears to be ruinous, and muck
inexpressibly destructive.

But, what cares the fancy farmer for the cost ? He has fruit and

eggs, poultry and cattle ; is invited to make speeches at agricul-

tural dinners, and to contribute to agricultural funds. He gets

premiums and praises, and is happy ; and in the language of the

inspired poet :

—

" What 's the odds, so long as you 're happy ?"

The LAST Eesokt.—The English Government will send a

propeller steamer in search of Sir John Franklin next spring.

VOLUME SECOND.

We shall commence the second volume of the Drawing-Room

Pictorial on the first of January, in a style of beauty and magni-

ficence far beyond anything we have heretofore attempted. We
have been engaged for some months in perfecting our designs,

and have nearly brought theiri to completion. In the first place,

the Companion will be printed on the finest of satin-surface paper

throughout the year, manufactured expressly for ns, and to be

always of the same quality. This will be a most important

improvement. In addition to this we have established our own
electrotype foundry, and shall electrotype every number of our

paper, engravings, letter-press and all, from the first of January

of the coming year—a piece of enterprise never before attempted.

This will give us a copper-plate surface from which to work our

entire paper; and steel engraving itself cannot surpass the fineness

and effect of this beautiful work. It has required some experi-

ment and great outlay to perfect these plans ; but now that we
have the experience, and have obtained the services of some of

the best European and American artists in the various departments

of art, we shall challenge the admiration of the public with the

result in volume second.

We have demonstrated to the public the actual value of a

pictorial sheet, both as a record of current events and a book of

reference, when bound. We have shown them what we could

produce at the outset, and now we shall show them what can be

done, aided by our large experience and the abundant patronage

bestowed upon our efforts. We shall not only continue to give

views of every event and locality of interest, but we have engaged

artists in all parts of Europe and America to transmit to us

designs and drawings of all that can interest, instruct and amuse

;

and our second volume will also contain views of every large

to^vn and city in this country, and European marts of note and

celebrity. In short, the pictorial department of the paper will be

on the same plan as heretofore, save that we shall improve largely

on the past, both in the artistic character of the engravings and

the printing.

We shall continue to give the same large amount of original

matter from the pens of the best American writers; and the same

btrict regard will be had for the high literary tone of the paper,

and the Christian spirit and unexceptionable morals it inculcates.

In short, volume second will be a vast improvement upon what

we have yet accompUshe'd in the Pictorial.

A Clipper indeed.—The new American ship Flying Cloud,

built in this city, has made the quickest passage between any At-

lantic port and San Francisco yet on record. She went out in

eighty-nine days ! Boston runs ahead.

Feuits or Science.—Dr. C. T. Jackson, of Boston, has re-

cently received a package of the real Imperial tea, from China, in

compliment for the Ether discovery.

Soap.—Dan Gardner, the soap man, is lathering the people

down East. Price of admission to one of his lectures, one cake !

In thiB city, by the Rev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. AlonzoP. Dimond to Miss Roansa
F. Swain.
By Kev. Mr. Miner, Mr. George D. Moore to Miss Frances A. Phelps.

By Rev. Dr. Sharp, Mr- James Cofran to Mrs. Ilannah CuUum.
By Rev, Mr. Skinner, Mr. John P. Thayer to Miss Ellen B. Wilson, of

Cambridge.
At Roxbury, by Rev, Dr. Putnam, Mr, Geo. B.Faunce to Mise Abby J. Tren.
At Oharleatown, by Rev. Mr. Tappan, Mr. E. K. Packard to Mies Caroline

M. Carleton.

At Cambridge, by Rev. N. Hopkin, Mr. Francis L. Bachelder to Miss Susan
C. Foster.

At Newburyport, Mr. John C. Smith, of West Newbury, to Miss Lydia
A. Chase.
At Conway, by Rev, Mr. Adams, Mr. Charles H. Forbes, of Boston, to Miss

Ellen A. Field

At New Ipswich, N H , by Rev. Samuel Lee, Mr. Charles W. Tufts, of Dun-
kirk, New York, to Miss Kliza Ann Marshall.

At Portland, Maine, by Rev. Mr. Harrington, Mr. Jonas Hamilton to Miss
Martha J. White.

"

At Townsend, Vermont, by Rev. Mr. Fletcher, Mr. Francis Jones, of Boston,

to M)s.i Julia A. Fletcher
At San francL^co, California, Mr. Llewelyn Thrift, of Virginia, to Mias

Almira T. Porter, of this city.

In this city, Mrs. Jane Erigham, 73; Mrs. Ilannah Brown, 81 ; Miss Sarah
H.. Daughter of Mr. Samuel Knight, of Haverhill, 32, Mr. Thomas Cain, (33.

At Kosbury, Thomas Child, Esq., 70-

At Charlestown, Mrs, Eiizjibefh, wife of Mr. Elbridge Strout, 32.

At East Cambridge, Mr. I^ewis F. Rupp, 67-

At Maiden, Mr. David Glover, 25.

At Melrose, Mr. Jeremiah G. Paine, 17.

At Salem, John, son of Mr, Thomas Ivennedy, 6 mos.
At Beverly, Rev, Ira Washburn, late pastor of the Universalist Church.
At Newburyport, Mr. Richard Smith. 80.

At Newbury, Mrs. Judith D., mfe of >Ir, George Adams, 58.

At West Newbury, Miss Vianna M, flummer, 27.

At New Bedford,' Mr. Philip D., son of the late Philip Hathaway, Esq., of
Ohio.
At East Salisbury, Mr. David Deal, 83-

At Billerica, Mr. Samuel A. Lovejoy, 70.

At Portland, Maine. Mrs. Nancy Russell, 3S.

At Bath, Maine, Mrs. Martha Crooker. 79.

At Rochester, New York, Mrs. Lucy H. Chamberlain, 70.

At \relshfield, Ohio, Miss Elizabeth G., daughter of the late Mr. Jacob
Welsh, formerly of this city, 04,

At Sacramento City, Calit'ornia, Mr. Benjamin Cross, of this city.'

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2a, and 3d, BOUMD.

We have Volumes Ist, 2d, and 3d, of The Pictorial Drawikq-Room
Companion, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
sides, forming a superb and mOHt attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Hundred Pages, and containing nearly
One Ihodsand Engravings of Men, Manners, and current Events all over the
world; ofSceneryin all parts of the Globe ; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Villages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and in.itructive subjects ; with an
ILLDMINED TITLE PAGE AND Ini>es of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Be,sides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

For sale at the Publication Office, by our rt'holesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume.

SiLE.—The manufacture of silk was begun in Paris, in 1536.
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[Written for Gleoson'B IMntorliil,]

S 1> I K I T OF FREEDOM.

BX JOUN E. OOLMRS.

Spirit of frooilom ! hero tbou art;

A litflit to cho^r tho viilloy nod,

AdiI niiKo tho exilti'H ebriukiiig heart

To llfu, to wiuiioin, aod to Qod!

Here have those iihaina Iio, Borrowlog, wore

Through tyrimts' hat« ami frowna unjuat,

Droppeil from hlB limbs, to gull no more,

But lie beneath hia foot in duHt.

Uall, happy light! across tho world

Go on iind Hhed thy rfwliant beam,

Till all that smlt« be buckwurd hurled,

And joy is poured o'er every stream
;

Till cvory mountain pass shall ring

With shoots from freedom's gathering throng,

And thousands by the Tiber spring

To echo loud the gladdening song.

I lore to paint thy blissful form,

O, airy child of peace and love
;

As thou dost guide the thundering storm,

And wave thy olive-branch above.

Soon shall the bmve heart learn how high

Its aim should be on flood or field,

And nations thunder forth their cry,

" We never more to despots yield !"

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE TWO LITTLES.
"Here A. Litile, and there A. Little."— Scripture.

BY GEO. CAKNIKG HILL.

Thet happened to be twins—the two Littles—and their watch-

ful mother,—their father having been previously removed by

death,—gave them the names respeciivcly of Albert and Alfred.

They looked as much alike as two peas, exactly. There was no

telling which was which, whether in a crowd or out of one.

Albert was always thought to be Alfred, and Alfred was always

taken for Albert. One might just as well have had the other's

name as not; or they might both quite as well have been named
Albert as Alfred.

Both had red hair, blue eyes, freckled faces, and short, stumpy

figures. Both were equally devoted and persevering in their

attentions to young ladies, and yet both had become inveterate

bachelors. Both "kept store," and both loved money. In these

respects, at least, they were hugely alike.

But for all their similarity in so many points, they were totally

Ttnable to agree between them'-elves. Tbey quarrelled as savagely

as two dogs about a ragged bone. Years before the date of our

story, they had a violent falling out with each otber, and the feud

had been carefully and bitterly kept alive by them both. There

was no particular in which they did not entertain the most sleep-

less jealousy of each other—whether in matters of business, or

matters of love.

Their places of business happened, too, to be upon opposite

sides of the street. Alfred put his sign out, lettered " A. Little,

Groceky and Provision Store," and Albert likewise put out

his sign, lettered in precisely the same style. So that if Alfred

thought, by any hocus-pocus of fortune, to cut deeply into the

pockets and possessions of his customers, Albert was determined

to avail himself of the same apparent chances—at least, so far as

the lettering of his sign had anything to do with it. Opposition

and jealousy seem to have been earned to their utmost limit, and

that, too, between two persons who were brothers—and twins at that.

Mr. Alfred Little was, in some mysterious way, smitten with

the charms of Miss Seraphina Ruggs, a youthful lady of some
thirty summers, or hard thereupon, and an earnest candidate for

matrimony, too. She was possessed of a little of wealth, as well

as the hand that women ordinarily give away to their persevering

suitors. Perhaps this had its influence with Mr. Alfred Little.

Very likely it did.

No sooner had Mr. Albert Little seen for himself how his

brother was going, than he made up his determination to cheat

him of his prize. He resolved at once to make himself acquainted

with Miss Seraphina Ruggs, and beat bis brother at his own game.

In nothing did he glory so much as this. His attentions to the

lady were set on foot much more by the feeling of rivalry he

entertained toward his brother, than by any real feeling of affec-

tion for the fair lady in the case.

If, therefore, Mr. Alfred Little went to pass an evening with

Miss Fiuggs, Mr. Albert Little was sure to pass the very next one
in her company. All the time Seraphina thought she liad but

one admirer—and he, Alfred. As yet, however, she did not know
the Christian name of her visitor. So that when Mr. Alfred Little

called on her, he invariably received the credit of two calls in

immediate succession. It may well be imagined, then, that Miss

Ruggs soon became impressed with the attention she was so

deeply delighted to receive.

"Miss Seraphina," remarked Mr. Alfred Little, one evening,

after having stayed in her company considerably longer than

usual. "Miss Seraphina, I wish to whisper a secr.-t to you."

"La! What is it, Mr. Little"?" asked she, her maiden heart

bumping loudly against her stiff corsage, just as if she were too

innocent and ignorant a young miss to suspect what the purport
of his communication could be.

"It's on a serious subject, Miss Seraphina," replied he, fetch-

ing a sigh, apparently from tho bottom of his boots.

" Serious ? La, Mr. Little ! What is it, nowV said she.

" I am in lovo," Miss Seraphina, said he, resignedly, as if he

had heroically given himself u[) to his fate.

"In love," Hcrcamcd she, of oourtjc inwardly delighted with the

discovery of such a symptom on the pan of Mr. Little.

" Yes, and wlio do you think it is with?" he asked.

"I'm sure 1 can't tell ! Who is it?—who is it, Mr. Little?"

" Could n't you guess. Miss Scrapliina?" inquired he, one eye

reviving a little from its fishy expression.

" Me guess 1" exclaimed she; " how could /guess, I should

like to know? Who is it, Mr. Little V
" I'll tell you. Miss Seraphina," said he.

"Do, Mr. Little !" replied she, her saffron-colored face glowing

like a sea-coal tire under full headway.
" It 's your own sweet self !" said he, rising from a seat opposite

her, and throwing himself into a strange attitude at her feet.

" La, Mr. Little !" said she, averting her head partially. " Do n't

squat down there, now 1 If anybody should come in ! Just

think of it!"

" I will never get up, Serapliina, until you will say whether

your hand is mine!" exclaimed he, with a lover's true fervor.

" Well, (/ogctup ! You may have my hand, if you'll but get up'"

"And your heart? is that—can that be mine, Seraphina?" he

exclaimed, lifting both hands supplicatingly towards her.

" Yes, it 's all yours !" replied she, hastily, " Now get up ! Be

quick about it ! I would n't have any one catch you in that case

for a five-dollar piece !"

" I am happy !" exclaimed Mr. Alfred Little, resuming his

seat, and venturing to regard with a certain degree of tenderness,

hitherto unknown to him, the person of his betrothed Seraphina.

Punctually, on the very next night, Mr. Alljert Little was at

the house of his Seraphina. As fortune—good or bad—would

have it, he offered himself to Miss Ruggs, and she, thinking it was

but the evidence of the redoubled fervor of Mr. Alfred Little,

quickly accepted his suit, and bestowed on him her hand. She

knew, as yet, but one Little—and he was named in her heart

Mr. A. Little. She cared not to " go behind the record," as the

lawyers say, and institute any inquiries farther. She was now
morally certain that from a Ruggs she should soon become a

Little, and at that point of the investigation her timid, feminine

heart rested satisfied. Mr. Alfred Little had never opened his

head to her concerning Mr. Albert Little, nor did the innocent

maiden dream that two such men existed. She knew no one but

him who was accepted by her on the one night, and him who

was likewise accepted by her on the night subsequent. They

were both one and the same to her—each of them A. Little.

Between her and Mr. Alfred Little it was, one evening, ar-

ranged that the wedding should be celebrated on an evening six

weeks hence. When, too, Mr. Albert Little called on the next

evening, as he did, the same arrangement was likewise entered

upon in his presence, and with his consent. Alfred was entirely

ignorant that Albert ever called on his betrothed, and Albert was

likewise quite as ignorant that Alfred had been accepted by her

as her future husband. Willi this mutual understanding, the day

fixed upon for the marriage festivities came rapidly round.

The guests—what few were invited on the occasion—were all

assembled on the evening of the marriage ceremony, and nothing

was wanting but the presence of the bride and groom. la another

room, however, quite another scene was enacting.

Mr, Albert Little was standing up by the side of his intended

bride, when Mr. Alfred Little entered the apartment. The latter

had never before mistrusted that the former visited Miss Ruggs.
" How is this V he exclaimed, as soon as he entered the room,

and with his own astonished eyes saw his hated brother standing

by the side of his promised wife.

" What are you here for ?" roughly replied Mr. Albert Little.

" Why—why," ejaculated the terror-stricken Seraphina, gazing

from the face and form of one to the other.

"This is TTjj/ bride!" cried out Alfred.

" She is mine!'* cried Alfred, fully as loud.

"Say, Seraphina!" said Alfred, "have you not promised to

marry me ?"

She was about responding in a decided affirmative, when Albert

broke forth with

—

"And didn't you promise to marry meV*

The poor maiden continued looking fearfully, first at one, and

then at the other.

She was quite certain that she had plighted her yearning affec-

tions to Alfred, and quite as certain that she had likewise plighted

them to Albert. She knew not to which of them she had

first given her heart; indeed, she never knew, poor deluded soul!

that she had ever given it away to but one of them ! She never

knew that there was but one Little, and he—Mr. A. Little! An
Albert, or an Alfred, she never knew

!

The matter was never settled. The ceremony was stopped jnst

where it was—Albert swearing to prosecute if she broke her en-

gagement with liim, and Alfred swearing just as positively the

other way. She did not deny having promi.-ied her hand to both

of them ; and as they could never effect any compromise between

themselves in the matter, Miss Seraphina continues a maid until

this day! But she has her revenge; she has sworn, if either

Albert or Alfred marry, to have them mulcted in heavy damages.

[Written for GleoBon's Pictorial.]

KEME3IBER ME.

BT CAROLINE A. HATDEN.

When all ia joy and happiness around thee,

And plt-asure, with her silken chain, ha.s bound thee;

When memory, liltB a dream, steals o'er the heart,

And by-gone hours their liftjlike scenes impart,

O, then remember me !

[\Vritl«n for OleaBon'B Pictorial.]

A DOG YARN:
WITH A TOUCH OF THE SHARK.

BY G. 8. KAYMOND.

Some ^i^w years since, I had occasion to charter a vessel to

take out a cargo from Philadelphia to a port in South America
;

and happening to be in New York one day, about three weeks
before I intended to sail, I accidentally fell in company with a

young Cape Cod captain, who had a barque lying at quarantine,

which, according to his description, would just suit my purpose,

and so I chartered her and ordered her round to Philadelphia.

A few days before we sailed from Philadelphia, the gentleman

with whom I hoarded, made me a present of a beautiful dog of

the water-spaniel breed. Rolla had taken a ]>articular liking to

me, and always accompanied me in my little excursions up and
down the Delaware

;
and whenever I shot a duck, or other water-

fowl, no matter how great the distance was, or how strong the

tide might be, in he would go and bring out the game. But if he

had occasion to hold anything in his teeth, he would never let it go.

When the barque arrived from New York, Rolla went with me
aboard of her, and as soon as he saw the captain he took a liking

to him at once, and before the vessel sailed, they had formed a

lasting and most intimate friendship.

As soon as we got to sea, Rolla stood his watches as regular as

any man in the ship. She was a small vessel of only about two
hundred tons, and carried no second mate, the ctptain standing

his own watch, and, of course, Rolla was in the starboard watch
;

and by the time that we had been a week at sea, he was known
fore and aft, as the second mate.

Every day towards noon, he would take his station near the

companion-way ; and when the captain came up with his quad-

rant to take the sun, he would leap on to one of the water casks,

where he would sit and look very knowingly up at the sun until

the captain sung out eight bells, when he would give a sharp,

quick yelp, and then he would run to the binnacle and have a

look at the compass, after which he was ready for dinner.

The captain had been several years a whaling, and he could

swim like a fish, and liked the water quite as well as the dog did
;

and as soon as we got into a latitude where the water was com-
fortably warm, he would often when it was quite calm, jump
overboard, and away would go the dog after hira. After they

had sported long enough, the captain would climb aboard, and
pass down the bight of a rope for the dog, who would put his fore

paws through it, and the captain would haul him in on deck.

After a while the dog got to like the sport so well, that he
would jump overboard by himself; and sometimes we would be

obliged to haul the main yard aback and heave the ship to, two or

three times in the course of a day, in order to pick up the dog.

Thus it went on until we were somewhere near the latitude of

30 degrees south, when one afternoon near sundown, the captain

shot a huge albatross which had lit in the water close astern of

us. The water, at the time, was as smooth as a pond, and there

was so little wind that the vessel was barely moving through the

water, going just enough to answer her helm. What littli: ^ir

there was, was about south, and the barque was braced up slia.o

on the starboard tack, beading about W. S. W. Our boat w xs

hoisted in on deck, and it would take fully half an hour to get it

over the side
; but the captain was determined to have his bird,

and so he jumped overboard after it. And the dog was deter-

mined to have some fun, and so he jumped overboard after the

captain, and both struck out for the game. I stood on the taffrail

watching them, and when they had got perhaps four rods from

the vessel, I observed the fin of a huge shovel nosed shark pro-

jecting several inches above the water, in a direct line between

them and the albatross. In an instant I shouted :

"Come back here, for God's sake! There's a shark just be-

yond you ! Swim ! swim for your life !"

The captain heard my warning, and turned towards the ship,

and his face was as pale as death. I don't know whether the dog

understood that there was danger near, but he appeared quite as

anxious as the captain to regain the ship ; and they were swim-

ming abrca'it of each other, and about a fathom apart, when

—

O, horror! another monstrous shark sailed slowly out from under

the vessel's lee quarter, and lay directly between them and the

ship as if waiting for them.

Never shall I forget that look of unutterable agony which was

depicted on the young captain's face, when he discovered this

new danger. He threw himself nearly his whole length clear

from the water, and screamed in a voice so wild, so despairing,

that for months afterwards, it haunted me in my dreams.

" O, my God ! my God ! I'm lost
!"

A thought struck me, and I yelled to the dog :

" Seize him, Rolla ! take hold of him !"

The dog uttered a sharp cry—half whine, half bark—and made
a lunge at the monster. The huge fish made a prodigious leap

clear from the water and I saw that Rolla had fastened to him.

On the instant, I shouted to the captain to strike out for the ship,

and in half a minute more we hauled him in on deck in safety.

We now turned our attention to the dog and his enemy, who
were, by this time, close up under the stern. The frightened fish

was lashing the water into a perfect smother of foam, in his vain

efforts to escape from his determined foe.

I made a running bowline in the end of a coil of ratline stuff,

and at the third heave, was lucky enough to noose the shark, and

we roused him in on deck, with the dog hangimj to his tail.

Poor Rolla was half drowned and sadly bruised ; but he lived,

and both he and the captain were thoroughly cured of their

jumping overboard propensities.
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BLOOWER1S3I AT BAFFIN'S I!AY.

The recent Arctic Expedition brought home a number of curi-

osities, one of which is the dress of a married lady, a kind of

Baffin's Bay specimen of Bloomerism, composed of a pair of

short seal-skin pants, fur outside, extending nearly to the knee

joint, where it meets the Ipgs of the boots, made of the same

material, or of deer-skin. The upper part of the person is cov-

ered with a " Jumper," or a kind of sack, with a hood for the

head, and sleeves, made whole, with the exception of a place for

the face and arms. This also is made of seal-skin or deer-skin,

and in the warmer weather is covered with fancy-colored cotton

cloth sack. In the coldest and wet weather the cloth sack is

removed and a sealskin covering, without fur, placed in its stead.

This composes their whole dress. The dress of an unmarried

lady is distinguished by a broad band, of fancy-figured webbing,

about two and a half inches wide, sewed on each side of the front

of their pants extending nearly the whole length of them.

Kesiaekable Despatch.—An extraordinary instance of acti-

vity was displayed, lately, in the manufactory of Mme. Veuve

PhiHippart-Moulin, at Tournay. A sheep was sheared, and the

wool washed, carded, spun, dyed and manufactured into stock-

ings, socks, mittens, etc., between tive o'clock in the moniingand

half-past two in the afternoon, at which houi' the articles were

sent to the provincial exhibition, at Mons.

Bloomers in Paris.—A crowd was collected, in Paris, a

short time since, around some pedestrian, through which it was

impossible to pierce. The rumor was that a joung lady, dressed

in the new American fashion, had excited the curiosity of the

fair sex, and that there was a unanimous vote in favor of the

new attire, which may, therefore, be expected to be brought into

fashion, and to make the European tour.

Something New.—A workman from Picardy, whose skilful-

ness as a machinist is well known at Amiens, has arrived in Paris

in a steam cab, which is a magnificent invention. This new

machine runs about four leagues an hour, and its construction is

not expensive. It is heated by a small quantity of wood, and its

form, like that of a small coupe, is really very elegant.

Natural Cosmetics.—A modern writer says: "7/" ladies

would eat meat but once a day, pickles once a week, and sweet-

meats but once a year—;/ they would take a cold bath every

night and morning, and walk five miles a day, they would have

no need of cosmetics to make them lovely and beautiful."

Contact with Evil.—The curious student of human nature

should be very careful whilst observing vice as it is exhibited in

oihers, that he docs not himself come too near the influence of

its deleterious sphere, and thus suffer his moral vision to be

obscured by the murky vapors that envelop it.

Gleason's Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion, a -weekly illustrated paper,
devoted to literature, arts, aniusemeDtP, news, etc

,
printed on a mammoth

Bbeet of sixteen octavo pages, published by F. Qieason, Boston, at S3 per an-
num ; single copies, six cents We are indebted to Mr. A, rt'incli, periodical

and newspaper agent, 116 Ctiestnut (Street, for a copy of the issue for this

week of this admirable and cheap publication, which is now riding upon the
topmost w.'ive of puhUc favor. Mr Gleason's success in the publication of the
" Companion " has been unprecedented.

—

Philadelphia Cily Item.

Just so.—The heroic soul, says Emerson, does not sell its

justice and its nobleness. It does not ask to dine nicely and sleep

warm. The essence of all true greatness consists in the percep-

tion that virtue is nobility enough.

Regular Tariff.—One of the courts out West, a contem-

porary says, has decided that a man may whip his wife for one

dollar—kiss any girl for five dollars—and bite off his neighbor's

nose or ears for ten dollars. This seems scaly.

tUaiisilic ©atljtrinigs.

Strange Business. — ]n Rock Creek, Ind., Mrs. Drusilla

Owen was holden, in the sum of three hundred dollars, for an

attempt to pour melted lead in her husband's ear while he slept.

He woke up just in season to save himself.

Curiostties. — A. correspondent of the Greenfield Courier

sajs he recenily called on the President of a bank of a river.

He insists that he has the " handle of the cup of atfliction," and

the cover of a " box on the ear." Better hold on. '

Odd Specimen.—The brig Monte Cristo, which recently

arrived at New York from Attakapas, has on board a rattlesnake

nine feet and two inches in length. He has seven rattles, and has

been without food eleven months. Sharp set.

Union forever!—A public meeting, held at Blanton's Cross

Roads, S. C, recently, resolved, ISl to none, that the separate

secession of South Carolina from this Union is a disastrous

policy, and to be resisted by all peaceable measures.

A Truth.—If you harbor malice against any human being,

you cherish a worm in your heart that will in time eat out all

its goodness. Malice is a bad tenant.

A GOOD Sign.—To own yourself in error, is to show that you
are wiser than you were. Some consolation.

Destroyed —Mary Blane took fire at the wharf, St. Louis, late-

ly, and * was burnt to the water's edge." Mary was a steamboat.

The State debt of California exceeds two millions of dollars.

Yale College graduated ninety-one students this year.

Another " bird of song " has been found; Anna Thillon is

called " the ihni^h of Albion."

The potato rot is said to be very general and fatal in many
parts of Connecticut.

Samuel Stackhouse is holden at Doylestown, Pa., for chop-
ping down three telegraph poles, and cutting the wires.

The Odd Fellows of Portland have contributed during the past

year S2297 for benevolent purposes.

Patrick Kenrick, of Philadelphia, has been appointed by the

pope to the vacant archbishopric of Baltimore.

A convention, to take measures for the improvement of the

rapids of the Mississippi, is to be held at Burliugton, Iowa, this

month.

Dr. H. B. Wilbur, of Barre, has accepted an invitation to

take charge of the new asylum for idiots, to be established at

Albany.

The amount of lead produced by the mines of Lafayette
County, Wisconsin, last year, was 7,855,000 lbs., valued at

$306,000.

Mr. Braham, who accompanies Miss Catherine Hayes, is son
of the celebrated tenor, and brother to the Countess of Walde-
grave.

The New York Canal "gineant" recently, in two places, a
short distance above Schenectady. No boats could pass during
the day.

A floating bridge has been completed across Lake Cham-
plain, over which the entire train of cars recently passed in

entire safety.

A massive gold medal, of two hundred dollars value, has been
prepared at San Francisco, for presentation to the New England
Guaids, of this city.

The Mammoth Cave in Kentucky, is now owned by the chil-

dren of the late Gen. Jesup and the children of the late Colonel
Crogan, who received it as a bequest from a wealthy relative.

A sprinkling apparatus has been applied to the trains on the

Hudson Hiver Railroad, making the travel much more pleasant
than before ; and also, it is said, augmenting the speed.

Thirty two steamboats have been built at Pittsburg, Pa., the

present season, with an aggregate tonnage of 5255 tons. There
are besides twenty-four steamers now building.

Saltpetre is brought from Bengal ; the earth from which it is

obtained is a kind of marl found on the sides of hills exposed to

the northern and eastern winds.

An exchange paper says a couple of short drcFses made their

appearance in the streets the day before. One came six inches
below the knee (estimated) of the wearer, and the other about the
same distance below the neck.

Smith announces a new song, with the modest request, *'0,

give me back but yesterday !" A companion to the above, "O,
could you spare to-morrow, love ?" is in preparation ; to be soon
afterwards followed by the sequel lyric of " You havn't got such
a thing as a next week about you, have you V

Misery leads to despair; aggrandizement to presumption.

Jbrxign JUiscEllang.

At the Fejee Islands, July 30th, U. S. ship-of-war St. Mary.
The cholera has been making fearful ravages in Batavia.

Haynau, " the hyena of Prussia," has settled down on an
estate in tlungary.

Mr. Majhew estimates that £125,000 is spent yearly for oysters
in the streets of London.

Mr. Cass, while travelling in Italy recently, discovered and
purchased an original portrait of Columbus.

The supply of guano is nearly exhausted at Ichaboe and other
famous depots on the coast of Africa.

An iron-founder at Glasgow, has patented, ridged and fur-
rowed, cast-iron plates for pavements.

Marriages and deaths are rarely, if ever, published in Italy,

unless the parties concerned be of noble or royal birth.

The Waterford papers state that the tide of emigration from
that port is as brisk as ever.

The Austrian commandant at Imolee, Italy, has forbidden the
women to *' wear red or blue ribbon on their hats ; or any other
sign of anarchy."

A 1000-ton frigate is to be built and stationed on the Seine, at
Neuilly, as a model-ship for the naval school recently established
near Paris.

Hong is the Chinese name for a European factory. The
Hong merchants reside at Canton, and are responsible for the
conduct of the Europeans with whom they deal.

Some of the miraculous darkness that overspread the land of
Egypt, contained in a vial, is shown to travellers at a celebrated
cathedral on the continent.

The brigadier of carabineers who, in 1849, arrested Ugo Bassi
{the priest who acted as chaplain to Garibaldi's troops, and was
shot by the Austrians), has been assassinated at Camarcchio.

Paris and London vie with each other in extraordinary attrac-
tions. Paris possesses a company of Chinese comedians who
perform in their native tongue, whilst London patronizes an
Indian Dramatic Company.

Since the America's triumphs, yacht property is said to have
fallen in England 50 per cent.,—every yacht proprietor who can
afford it, being desirous of building a new one on the principle
of the Yankee schooner.

The agricultural products of Ireland this year exceed those of
the last year by £15,000,000. Farm laborers are becoming
scarce, and wages in the south part of the country have gone up
to 7 and 9s. per week with board.

The London Times propounds a scheme of communication
between London and Calcutta in seven days, without stoppages.
The plan is by railway across Europe and through the valley of
the Euphrates.

A treaty between France and England for the suppression of
literary piracy has been negociated, and will in all probability be
ratified. It mutually affects the interests of authors, publishers,
dramatists, musical composers and artists.

At Sontag's re appearance at Frankfort, after twenty years*
absence, the crowd was so great that several persons, and among
them a woman, were taken out insensible. The fair singer was
called before the curtain seven times.

Smibs of ©olb.

Love and lordship hate companions.

He denies himself who asks what it is impossible to grant.

. . . .Masters are generally the greatest servants in the house.

Injurious reports are no man's lies, but all men's care-
lessness.

....Everyone complains of his memory, and no one com-
plains of his judgment.

He who sa\s there is no such thing as an honest man
judges others by himself.

Ambition is a kind of a dropsy, the more a man drinks the
more he covets.

. . . .What a man has learned is of importance ; but what he
can do, and what he will do, are more significant things.

The best part of beauty is that which a picture cannot
express.

Be not the fourth friend of him, who had three before and
lost them.

He who gives himself airs of importance, exhibits the cre-

dentials of impotence.

. . . .He who is not elated when he is praised, or dejected when
treated with disrespect, is a wise man.

....The more self is indulged, the more it demands, and,
therefore, of all men, the selfish are the most discontented.

.... Some there are who gaze intensely into the well of truth,

but only in hopes of seeing their own image reflected in it.

. .-.
. Have the courage to wear your old garments till you can

pay for new ones.

Time is an old novelist, who takes pleasure in printing his

tales on our countenance. He writes the first chapters with a
swan's down, and graves the last with a steel pen.

....A great many people act like an " independent press
"

which always chimes with their own opinions ; but a truly honest
press must differ from somebody.

Joker's ®Uo.

Extreme delicacy of taste—An earthquake has refused to
swallow the King of Naples !

If Chaucer was the first father of English poetry, was Chau-
cer^s sister poetry's aunf?

An Irishman in Philadelphia has discontinued his newspaper
because he never received it.

November and December are called by the Boston Post, the
" embers " of the dying year.

It is generally conceded, now-a-days, that tin makes the very
best o^ belle metal.

A chap down East has invented a machine to make pumpkin
pics. It is driven by the force of circumstances.

The man that broke his arm in pulling a whiskey punch out of
a tumbler, has taken to a sling.

What plant given by a lady to her suitor would express " leave
of absence V Say go, (Sago.)

A friend of ours thus eulogizes his musical attainments :
—"I

know two tunes, the one is Auld Lang Syne,—the other is n't,—

I

always sing the latter."

The Delphi Times says a Bloomer dress lately made its appear-
ance in that town, and that it ''looked as well as the lady who wore
it." Rather an equivocal compliment.

An Irishman, says the Pittsburg Post, working on the canal,

lately, walked into the water, and coming across a large turtle,

with head and legs extended, retreated under great excitement,
hollaing to his companion that he had found a box full of snakes.

" Many a young lady who objects to be kissed under the mistle-

toe, has no objection to be kissed under the rose." A stupid
compositor once made an error in the above, rendering it so as to

say " has no objection to being kissed under the nose."

A newsboy was heard to say that he had given up selling

newspapers, and gone into the mesmerizing bu--ineps. " I get
five dollars per week," said he, "for playing." "Playing, whaf?"
asked one of his comrades. "Possum," replied the boy.
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INDIAN MODE OF CATCHING PORPOISES IN PASSAMAQUODDY BAY, AND ALONG THE CO \ST OF MAINE.

PORPOISE FISHING.
The engraving illustrates a branch of Indian enterprise in Pas-

samaquoddy Bay, on the coast of Maine. Summer travellers
often see the Indians, in their frail canoes, in pursuit of the por-
poises, which they shoot, and then most dexterously by the use
of their pecaliarly barbed spear, take into the canoe and convey
ashore, wheu they cut them up and try out the oil. Most of the
oil in common use at Eastport and places along that coast, is from
the porpoise, and nets the Indian ahont ei<;hty or ninety cents per
gallon. The picturesque appearance of the Indian fishermaa in
his light canoe, is very striking, and evinces how even uncivilized
man maintains his prerogative as lord of animals. The Indians
flay that Passamaquoddy Bay has never been known to freeze,
although drift ice may be sometimes seen there. It is about
twelve miles long, by six miles wide, and abounds with mackerel,
cod, herring, and other fish, each in their respective season.
The boundary line between Maine and Nevr Brunswick runs by
the west side into St. Croix River, and this circumstance attracts
many fishermen who are not exactly Indians, so that if a porpoise
only shows his gills, his case is attended to immediately.

CAMBRIDGE ATHEN^U3I.
This fine building, lately completed and dedicated at Cam-

bridge, has aflforded our artist a fine subject for the accompanying
picture. The Athena?um is situated on the corner of Main and
Pleasant Streets. It measures sixty-six feet on the former, eighty-

two on the latter, and about fifty feet high. It is built of finished

brick and embraces two stories—the first twelve feet and the sec-

ond twenty-three feet. The hall is in the second story and is fifty

by fixty-one feet in size. Adjoining are reading and library-

rooms. There is another small hall in the building, the size of

which is sixty-two by twenty-one feet. The lower story is divided

into stores, ofiices, etc. The exterior of the building is very neat

in appearance, and is quite creditable to the architect. The
arrangement of the ground floor is such as to render the building

a decided acquisition to the neighborhood on the score of public

utility. Lecturers describe the large hall as weH adapted for the

conveyance of sound; and, when we consider how much the

rules of acoustic propriety have been neglected heretofore, this

circumstance is a great recommendation. This fine building is

located on Main Street, between the Cambridgeport hourly office

and Harvard Square, in Old Cambridge. Distant readers may
require to be informed that what is commonly called *' Cam-
bridge " now comprises three large and very flourishing districts.

1.—The city of Old Cambridge, where the college buildings and
general seat of Harvard University are clustered in picturesque

groups, showing that they were designed when land was plentiful,

and that the founders had enlarged views with their liberality.

2.—East Cambridge, formerly known as Lechmcre Point, is tho

seat of the county courts for Middlesex, and is now filling up
with large manufacturing establishments which will vie in impor-
tance with the long-established New England Glass Works.
3.—Cambridgeport, promiscuou'ily composed of the district

between West Boston Bridge and Old Cambridge, is one of the

most delightful places of residence in New England, and as such
is now being rapidly covered with mansions and cottages.

Among such a community the Cambridge Athenicam may well

be considered a desirable and welcome neighbor. The location is

very good. It is near the well-known " Inman House," so named
after Ralph Inman, a wealthy tory gentleman. Subsequently,
the house was held by Gen. Putnam as his head-quarters.

NL>y ATIIEN^EDM, SITUATED ON THE CORNER OF MAIN AND PLEASANT STRIiiTS, CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
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HUJVGARIAN OFFICERS.

It will be remembered that when Kossuth left the United States

steamer Mississippi, for England, a large number of his brother

exiles remained on board, and came directly to this land in

advance of the eloquent Governor of Hungary. On arriving at

New York, this party was at once claimed by the mayor of the

city as the guesrs of the citizens, and rooms were prepared for

them at the Irving House, where they were made perfectly at

home. Our artist, by the politeness of Meade & Brother, daguer-

reian artists, 233 Broadway, New York, has given us striking

likenesses of eleven of these noble-looking exiles, and we hasten

to give them to our readers, believing that at the present moment
we could hardly have presented any scene of more interest.

Since Kossuth arrived in this country he has joined his brethren

in exile, and together—but mainly through the almost superhu-

human eloquence of Kossuth—they have created an impression

and interest in the citizens of New York that knows no bounds.

It is doubtless the purpose of these leaders to find their way back

again to their native land, and to die for her, or live to see her

freed from Austrian despotism. God speed so good and glorious

a cause ! "Whether America lends Hungary aid to prosecute the

war in Europe or not, every true American heart will continue to

beat with lively emotion of hope and friendship for the cause of

the down-trodden Magyars. We know that there are many peo-

ple who stand ready to pledge money and munitions of war to

this cause ; but whether it is politic or proper for this country, as

a nation, to interfere in European politics, is a question that abler

minds are now discussing at Washington. Many of the papers

of the day seem to desire to give a wrong impression concerning

the object of these Hungarians and Kossuth. The New York

Times says :
" The impression having gone out through some of

the public journals, that the purpose of Gov. Kossuth aims at a

forcible intervention in foreign affairs, we take leave to say, on

authority, that su<h is not the fact. He asks simply that England

and America shall unite in affirming the policy that 'every nation

shall have the right to make and alter its political institutions to

suit its own condition and convenience,' and that the two nations

—England and America—shall not only respect, but cause to be

respected, this doctrine, so as to prevent Russia from again march-

ing her armies into Hungary. He holds that there is a wide dif-

ference between a resolute attitude, powerful enough to prevent

interference, and the going to war to repulse an intervention

already commenced." Success to these "nature's noblemen"

wherever they may go ! The same Austrian influence and gold

that perjured a lot of lying correspondents against Kossuth before

he came to America, have been at work on this continent, since

his arrival. One of the largest of the New York dailies has been

steadily at work in a vain endeavor to write the distinguished

Hungarians down, but its black-hearted servility to despotism is

as apparent as its course is in consonance with its former charac-

ter. Webb, the thing who edits it, is worthy of the cause he has

espoused. Thank God, he is too well known at home and abroad

to exert any decided influence. We rejoice to see that there are

some whole-souled members of the United States Senate, if there

are some grovelling spirits there whose meanness has been made

conspicuous in relation to Kossuth's welcome. The arrival of

these exiles in this country has caused some of the would-be aris-

tocrats of the land to show their colors—men who are republicans

because they cannot be despots; and this class give a "cold

shoulder " to every hearty demonstration which the people mani-

fest for Kossuth and his companions. A gift to be valuable must

be (i»ie/y ,- while a parcel of demagogues are discussing the pro-

priety of giving the Hungarians a national welcome, the people

are taking the business out of their hands, and Kossuth and his

comrades will be met by a noble hospitality and whole-hearted

welcome from the people themselves, wherever they may visit.

Doubtless the tried services and sufferings of such a man as Kos-

suth will enlist sympathy for himself, and such comrades as he

may approve of, in advancing the cause of constitutional liberty.

ARMIN HIKLOSZ.

LIDISLAS BERZE!«GZEY'.

PORTRAITS OF ELEVEN OF THE EXILED HUNGARIAN OFFICERS NOW INTHE CITY OF NEW YORK,

GEOKO GKEOHENCK. ANTON SZEKENTI. CHiRLES LiSZLO

ADOtPH QYTJRMAN. NIOLAS PEKTZEL.

WILIiM WiiaLT.

LEWIS SOPAOSCK. JOHN KALAPSZA.
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BUCCANEER OF THE GULF.

A ROMANTIC STORY OF THE SEA AND SHORE.

BY F. CLINTON BARRINGTON.

[C NTI N UED.]

CHAPTER XXII.

CONSTEHNATION AND FOREBODINGS.

On the next night following the day on whieli

the conversation recorded in the preceding chap-

ter took place, the hapless Donna Gertrude was

taken off in the tiacre, as we have seen ; and,

when it was all too late, Guido had to discover

how painfully he had been duped by his subtle

relative. About an hour after our heroine had

fallen into the trap which had been set for her, and

had been conveyed unrescued on board the boat

that was taking her and Father Clement to the

brigantine, Don Garcia sat alone in his library,

listening to catch the sounds of the carriage, re-

turning with his daughter. But as the hour

grew late, without seeing her, he began to feel

uneasy, recollecting the danger to which she

had once before been exposed in the streets

of the city.

" Gaspar," he called to his servant.
*' Senor."

'* Is it not a little strange they should remain

80 long?"

" It is two hours and a half, senor. The ride

is but a few minutes."

"I bcfiin to feel anxious. You had best go

and see why they stay, and say to Gertrude that

she must return ; that she need not remain with

the d3'ing man all night because the confessor

does so."

" Si, senor," answered Gaspar, and immedi-

ately left the house on his errand.

Upon reaching the street in which Giberto

lived, he was surprised, on approaching the shop,

to see no carriage standing before it; and his

first impression was that they had gone home
by another street. Upon reaching the door, he

found it fast, and all still within, a faint light

only gleaming from an opening in the curtains

of the window over the entrance.

" He must be dead, all is so quiet," said Gas-

par, within himself. " But where can La Senora
be, and Father Clement ? I hear no voices on
the inside. I will e'en knock."

" Hilloh, hola ! Who goes there ?" challenged

the soldierly voice of the old artilleryman, from
within.

" It is I, Gaspar, mi amigo ! How fares the

captain now? Is it all over withhira? And
when did Donna Gertrude and the priest leave?"

While Gaspar was making these inquiries

through the keyhole, the sergeant was unbar-
ring and taking off the chains from the door.

*' What is it, friend Gaspar?" he asked, as he
opened to him. " What is this thou sayest

about Donna Gertrude and some priest '?"

"I say, when did they leave V
" Who leave?"

" My young mistress. Is she np stairs ?"

" La Senora has not been here."

"Kor Father Clement?"
** No, amigo."

" Is Captain Clifford dead ?"

" No, amigo Gaspar. What aileth thee ?"

" Is he dying?"
" By the mass, no ! He was up and took cof-

fee with me and Senor Guido to-night; and now
sleeps soundly. He will be a well man in three
days."

" This ig very strange !"

" What is very strange ?" called out Clifford,

from the room above ; for he had been awakened
by the noise made to admit Gaspar. " What is

thy errand here ?"

Gaspar now advanced to the foot of the stair.i,

and said in no little excitement:
" Why, you see, senor capitan, they started

and came here, as you sent for her, or rather as

Giberto wrote for her to come—

"

"I wrote to her? I have not written to any-

body, not I."

" I did not send fur any one," answered Clif-

ford. " Tell thy tale plainly. What hath hap-

pened V
" Then, if you neither sent, nor Giberto wrote,

mischief hath happened. About three hours

agone a lad came in a fiacre, bearing a note,

which, he said, Giberto had sent him with—

"

" I sent no boy, nor note either."

"This boy said the note was given him by

you, Gibeno, and it bore your name ; and it sta-

ted, for I heard them read it, that Captain Clif-

ford was dying, and that he wished to see Donna
Gertrude, and therefore the fiacre was sent for

her, and that she must not be delayed a minute."
" This is all false!" cried Giberto.

"Do not interrupt him," said Clifford, who
had risen and thrown his dressing-gown around
him and come down the stairs, his bosom agita-

ted with he knew not what pressing weight of

coming ill news. " Speak quickly. What more
hast thou to say, Gaspar ?"

" Donna Gertrude at once went into the fiacre,

accompanied by Father Clement, who being at

the house at that hour, said he would not fail

being at your djing bed, also, he being a con-

fessor. So the fiacre drove off; and the father

promised at the gate he would return in an hour
with Donna Gertrude."

"And?—" gasped Clifford.

" And they had not returned when I left home

;

it is not a quarter of an hour since, though they

had been gone nearly three hours; so Don Gar-

cia sent me hither to see why they delayed ; and
here I find you all abed, Captain Clifford getting

well, instead of dying, and no lady nor priest
!"

"This is unaccountable," said Clifford, pale

as the marble. " Who is this Father Clemeut ?

Is it possible that he has contrived this ? Is he

an evil man ?"

"No, I'll vouch for him," answered Giberto.
" He is a true holy man."

" None more pious in the world," said Gaspar.

"He is fifty years old. He went only to protect

her and confess you, whom he supposed to be

dying."

" Giberto," said Clifford, whose imagination

was at once painfully alive with images of vio-

lence and wrong, of which Gertrude was the

helpless victim, He tried, however, to calm
himself. " Giberto, can you unravel this?"

" I can only guess, senor."

" And what is your guess ?"

" That the whole is a plot which has been suc-

cessful, to carry her off by some rival of yours

;

perhaps by the very raan who attempted your
life, and who is no doubt a rival."

Instantly the conversation which he had had
with Guido flashed upon his mind, and he saw
the truth at a glance.

"You are right. It must be so!" he ex-
claimed, in a voice pitched to the profouudcst
key of anguish. But he was too much of a
man, even in his illness, to yield to despair, or
abandon iiimself to giief.

" Giberto, do you know where Guido lives ?"

" At I'hotel St. Louis, senor."

" Hasten to him and bid him to come and see

i very

mc without delay. You can state to him what

has happened, which will hurry him. And you,

Gaspar," he added, as Gibcrio took up hi* cap

and sword, and btartcd at once on his midnight

mes.Hagc, "you, Ganpar, probably know where

Father Clement lodges?"
" Si, senor. In the chapel chambers, not a

square from our house."

" Go quickly, then, and see if he has returned,

and also call on jour way by, and ascertain if

they have not got back to Casa Grande. Bring

me word directly of what you learn."

Gaspar at once departed, leaving the lover

alone, and a prey to the keenest grief.

"There is no hope," he exclaimed, after trying

to find some excuse to account for all this mys-

tery. " It is a plan ! The note, pretending to

have been written by Giberto, the falsehood re-

specting my condition, these all betray design,

alas, but too successfully accomplished. There

is no doubt but the fiacre was engaged by Gui-

do's uncle, and that she is nov/ in his power

—

now, perhaps, many leagues from the city; lost,

lost, LOST to me forever!"

He buried his face in his hands, and sinking

upon a bench in the shop, he yielded himself up

to the bitterest emotions that the soul of a lover

can feel.

How long he remained in this condition he

knew not, but was roused from it by the return

of Giberto.

" What news ?"

" Guido is not in, senor."

"Not in !"

" The night porter says ho has not been in

since noon."

" He was here and left at dark. This i

strange."

" Perhaps he is the man," said Giberto.

" He—Guido, no ! 1 would hardly believe

it did he tell me so. He is the soul of honor."
" But he is missing—she is miising ! He has

been painting her picture, and seen her every

day; perhaps they have run away wiih each

other!"

" Silence, man ! You wrong both ! Thou art

but a poor comforter. Ha, here is Gaspar ! what
hast thou to say ? I need not ask. I see evil

tidings in thy face."

" Father Clement is not at the chapel dormi-

tory
; nor has the carriage returned to the house.

Here comes Don Garcia whom I have outrun."

"Not been here? Not been here?" he ex-

claimed, out of breath.

" No, senor, nor were they sent for," answered

Clifford. " Your daughter has doubtless been

stolen away by some fiend ! Can you trust

Father Clement?"
" Yes

; he is a pure man. He is with her, and

this is a comfort. He will protect her."

" Yes, if he is with her it will be a comfort;

but they may have slain him. What can be

done ?"

" I know not! Let the alarm be given to the

gendarmes. I will offer a reward of one thou-

sand dollars for the fiacre that came to my hoase,

or for any intelligence of my child. Gaspar,

call the guard !"

In a few minutes there were five policemen at

the door, to whom Don Garcia made known
what had occurred, and doubled his reward for

any intelligence of the fiacre or the party it

contained. The intelligence flew like wildfire

through the city, and in twenty minutes not a

gendarme in the city was ignorant that two
thousand dollars would be paid to him who
should recognize the fiacre that had taken away
Father Clement and the daughter of Don Garcia

from his house. There is nothing like a reward

to give vigilance to the steps and acuteness to

the apprehensions of policemen. In about one

hour a gendarme came to the house of Don
Garcia, to where, from Giberto's, Clifford, under

his excitement, had walked with Don Garcia,

and where Giberto also was. The gendarme

reported that he had seen a fiacre drive rapidly

down one of the streets of the square, and stop

at the river ; that he heard a scuffle there, and

was going to see what it was, when all was quiet

again, and the fiacre drove off up the levee. He
said that he had no doubt that the parties got

into a boat, for he saw no one on the bank after

the fiacre drove off; and that it drove off empty
he knew by the light rattle of it.

" There can be no doubt of it," said Clifford.

"They have taken her down the river."

Don Garcia walked the room a few moments
in deep thought.

" Captain Clifford, I begin to believe with you
that she has been taken off by Don Conrado do

Beltran. What you told me as we came along,

that }0u had Jieard about him, coi. firms me. I

am satisfied I have been deceived in him. He
has carried off my daughter. Is there not a

vcBHol of war in port ?"

" Yes."

"Do you know her commander?"
" Well. I will at once write a note to him to

give ehase down the river."

" It JH the only chance wo have of rescuing

her. Win her, bring her back to my arms once

more, Captain Clifiord, and bhe shall go from

my embrace to yours. You shall have her!"
" These are words enough to make a well man

of me, and give me wings to fly to her rescue,"

exclaimed Clifford, who really seemed to be a

new man, so suddenly had the words endued
him with energy. The note was written, and he

was about to send it by the gendarme to the cap-

tain of the sloop-of-war, when two policemen

entered, leading Pierre, the driver of the fiacre,

between them.

" Here, senor," said one of them, " is the man
who drove the carriage. I know him well. He
keeps his stable near my beat ; and about twenty

minutes to ten o'clock, this night, I saw him
drive fast by me to his stable ; and as I walked
past as he was unhitching, I heard him say to

his comrade who stays there, ' I have made one
hundred dollars by a runaway job to-night.' So
when I heard of the disappearance of Don Gar-

cia's daughter, I was sure of the fiacre which
had taken her away."
" Do you confess this ?" demanded Don Garcia

of Pierre.
" Yes, your honor. It is not my fault. I am

a poor diable of a fiacre man. I must go where
the genilemen bid me ; so they pay, I must trot

!

I was on my stand about dark, when a tall gen-

tleman comes up, and after looking at me hard,

asks me if I could keep a secret. I told him I

could if there was a five-dollar gold piece put on
it to keep it down. He then said, 'you are ray

man,' and placed in my hands fifty dollars in this

purse, and said, ' wait you here till you see me
again, and you shall have fifty more.' So by-

and-by he came again, and I was bid to take up
a boy and drive here. Here I took in a priest

and a lady, and drove to the foot of street,

where the gentleman, who had followed behind,

came up, gave me another purse, and with two
or three men hauled out the priest and tied him,

and then threw him into a boat, full of men, while

the gentleman jumped in to take the lady out

;

but she sprang through the other door, and started

to run, but he caught her and carried her to the

boat, putting his hand on her mouth. The boat

then pulled off as fast as they could row, and I

whipped np and left the place as fast as I could

go, for I did not care to be caught in such extra

business, knowing where there was so much se-

crecy and so much money, there wasn't much
good to come of it."

"It is now all pkiin," said Clifford, wuh a
deep groan. " She is lost! But wc will pursue

and avenge."

The policemen being ordered to call the next

morning and obtain their rewards, one of them,

who left with the rest, hastened to convey Clif-

ford's note to the captain of the sloop-ofwar;

he was also ordered to come for him in a car-

riage, to convey him and Giberto, who refused

to quit him, on board. By this time it was break

of day; and Clifford, exhausted by excitement,

was prevailed upon by Giberto and Don Garcia

to repose upon a lounge, where he soon fell

into a heavy sleep.

The captain of the sloop, in the meanwhile,

returned answer that he would cheerfully comply
with his request, but as the sails of the sloop

were unbent, it would be night before he could

get under weigh. Clifford was not di-turbed by

Giberto to communicate the contents of the note

to him. Don Garcia, in the meanwhile, devoted

time to preparations to accompany Clifford in

the sloop-of-war, when she should be ready.

At length, about eleven o'clock, Guido unex-

pectedly made his appearance at Casa Grande.

CHAPTER XXni.

A. GLEAM OF SUNSHINE AND HOPE.

Upon waking, on hearing the voice of Guido,

Clifford gave utterance to an exclamation of

surprise and joy; and while he warmly pressed

his hand, the blush of ingenuous shame deep-

ened ihe color of his cheek ; for he had fallen

to sleep impressed with ihe suspicion that Guido

had deceived him, and been a party in the ab-

duction of Gertrude. His absence seemed to

confirm this conjecture, which Giberto took good
care to strengthen

; for in the mind of the artil-

leryman, Guido was at tlie bottom of the affair.
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" I have heard, my dear friend, of all that has

happened, end hastened to give you all the con-

solation Iq my power/* said Guido, in accents

of sympathy.
" I regret that I did not know it earlier, but I

have been called a^vay by a strange adventure.

"What in your opinion has become of the lady

Gertrude ?"

Here Clifford related briefly all that had trans-

pired, and how the fiacre had been traced to the

river, where a boat received the party.

" Then there is no doubt at all that Don Con-

rado has taken her," he answered, his eyes fiash-

ing with indignation. " The traitor, thus to

deceive me, and to falsify his word; when, if I

had not believed him, I might yesterday have

given Donna Gertrude warning. But it is not

too late to pursue !"

" Too late—too late, } fear altogether too late,"

answered Clifford, sadly. Here he recollected

his note, and inquired if any answer had been

returned. Upon learning that the sloop could

not sail for some hours, he threw himself upon

his couch, and abandoned himself to his grief

and to his weakness of frame. '* No, no, she

is lost, lost to me forever !" he would murmur

from time to time. Guido knelt by him and

tried to soothe him, and said to him that they

need not wait for the sloop-of-war, but that they

could commence the pursuit at once.

"At once?" repeated Clifford, looking up,

and gazing incredulously in his face.

" Yes. Will you trust me and be guided by

vie ?"

" I will. I sent for you last night, to confide

to you my grief."

" Then hear what I have to say, my brother

and friend," answered Guido, " and you will see

there is a bright ray in all this darkness."

" I will listen to any words of hope."

" I can best tell you what I would relate, by

giving you an account of what happened after I

had left you last night. Listen, also, Giberto,

and Don Garcia. I beg you will give heed, that

you may all understand what I am to propose."

" Who is this gentleman V asked Don Garcia

of Clifford ; for he had never before seen him.

"It is my true friend, sir, El Senor Guido."

" It is enough," answered Don Garcia. " We
need all our friends now."

" After quitting you, yesterday, it was not yet

twilight, and the evening soft, and the light of

the skies bright and cheerful, I sauntered to-

wards the cemetery, and entering it, was en-

gaged at looking at the inscriptions, when a man

passed me, who stopped, and regarded me so

closely, that I fixed my eyes also upon him.

We mutually recognized each other ; he would

have embraced my feet, but I drew him to my
lieart. It was my foster-brother—the son of the

peasant woman whom my mother placed me
with in my infancy. When the boy, who was

as attached to me as if he had been my slave,

grew to be nineteen, he got involved in a broil

with the nephew of the crown oflicer of the reve-

nue, and wounded him, but not mortally. Nev-

ertheless he had to fly, and took to the sea.

From that time, four years ago, I have not seen

him until I met him in the singular manner I

have related. After the first congratulations of

our meeting were over, I asked him to relate

how it was that I had been so fortunate as to

encounter him so far from home. He then in-

formed me that he had become a sailor, and after

various adventures had found himself at Matan-

zas, the third officer of a small, fas^sailing

schooner, that run between Cadiz; and the West

Indies. The schooner was armed, for she some-

times carried contraband freight. She was

manned by a young and daring American by

the name of Frederick Benson, who was idolized

by his men, and who was the soul of courage

and nautical generosity, albeit he would at times

cheat the king's revenue. One day, about three

months ago, said my foster brother, there arrived

at Matanzas a ship, which had sprung aleak;

and being unfit for further service she was con-

demned. On board of her came passenger an

Italian count by the name of Contelli
—

"

" I knew him," said Don Garcia, emphatically.

" He died last night."

" This count," continued Guido, after bowing

politely to Don Garcia, " was accompanied, said

ray foster-brother, by a female of extraordinary

beauty, in whom he recognized the daughter of

an impoverished Spanish hidalgo of our province,

whom I well knew ; and I also remember the

beauty of the daugliter, whose only dowry was

her loveliness. This count entered into an

agreement v^-ith the captain of the American

schooner to charter her for some weeks, or per-

haps months, and paying largely, the captain

concluded the engagement. They came on

board, and the vessel at once set sail for Vera

Cruz. My foster brother did not at first make
himself known to the lady, whom he was not

long in discovering was the unwedded wife of

the count, who was neglectful of her, and some-

times treated her with such rudeness that the

American ofiicer interposed in her behalf; yet,

with all this, she seemed to be attached to the

count with all her being. Oq reaching Vera

Cruz, the count went on shore ; but after a few

hours returned in ill humor, and gave orders for

the vessel to sail for New Orleans. At length

it transpired on board that he was in search of

a lady, whom he had followed from S|)ain, and

whom he believed was in Mexico ; but now
ascertained was in New Orleans. The voyage

was prolonged by head winds, and it w^s three

weeks after leaving the coast of Mexico before

they reached the Balize. The count, all this

while, was indifferent to the lady, and her mis-

fortunes and beauty kindled a passion in the

breast of the youthful officer, which, when the

count discovered it, he was inclined to encourage.

But the lady, while she seemed grateful for his

sympathy, plainly showed him that she had no

heart or thought for any one but him who seemed

to be her only enemy. At length the vessel

reached the entrance to the Lake Pontchartrain,

and drew near to the city by the rear, and an-

chored within two leagues of the town. By
means of the bayou, or canal, the count came to

the city and took up his abode in hired apart-

ments, for he had discovered that the lady of

whom he was in quest was here. The Spanish

female also came with him, refusing to be cast

from him ; and either from indifference, or a

sense of justice, he permitted her to remain with

him, though he made her hold the position rather

of a slave than of a companion
;
yet her love

was strong enough to bear all this ; so that she

could be near him."
" The wretch !" exclaimed Don Garcia.

"In the meanwhile the vessel remained in the

lake, awaiting his orders and movements. But,

continued my foster-brother, his suit with the

lady did not prove so successful as he could

wish, and after consuming some weeks in vain

efforts to overcome her repugnance to him, he

resolved to carry her off bodily. For this pur-

pose he obtained a house on the verge of the

canal, which could be approached by boats from

the schooner. He then fixed a night for the at-

tempt, intending to convey her to this dwelling,

and embark with her in a boat in readiness,

which in two hours would reach the schooner.

But the attack, though made, was defeated, one

of his men was killed, and himself wounded.
" Yes, yes ! I know well who the lady was/

said Don Garcia.

" Can it be possible that the lady was Donna
Gerti'ude V exclaimed Clifford.

" Yes," answered Guido. " You now know
the cause of the attack, and the name of the

person. He was wounded, and with difficulty

was enabled to reach the house where he had

expected to take the captured maiden. There

he grew hourly worse, and, added my foster

brother to me, ' he will die before midnight. I

am here to select a place for the burial, which,

ill this hot climate, will have to take place soon

after sunrise, if he dies tonight.'

" The place having been selected, I accom-

panied my foster-brother out of the cemetery,

and at my request he led me to the house of the

dying count. But as we were both unacquainted

with the city, the streets of which in that quarter

so much resemble each other, we lost our way,

and we went two miles wrong, and had to re-

trace our steps, and then take a different street

for half a mile, before we reached the canal. By
this time it had become not only quite dark,

but late, it being full nine o'clock by the time

we gained the habitation which the count had

hired. Upon entering we found that the tragedy

of his days had closed forever. He was stretched

upon his bed dead. Two sisters of charity were

watching the corpse. In the room was the

countess—

"

" Who ?" asked both Don Garcia and Clifford,

in the same breath.

" The countess. I mean the devoted young
Spanish girl, who had followed him so faithfully

through all. He had sent for a priest, who con-

fessed and married her before his breath left the

body ; thus, though late, rewarding her love, and

repairing, so far as he could do it, her wrong."
" Then he had some courtesy in him at the

last," murmured the old artilleryman, who had

listened to this narrative with deep interest.

"The countess, on being informed by my
foster brother who I was, received me with un-

feigned delight, recognizing me both by name
and person. She was still very handsome, and

I sliould have known her at a glance, though

sorrow had saddened the splendor of her beauty.

The fact that I had known her in her youth, and

that we were from the same province, at once

removed all restraint, and placed us upon the foot-

ing of old friends at once. It was a relief to her

to talk to me of the past ; and I indulged her by

listening. She gave me, gradually led to it by

remarks of my own, the history of her romantic

life. She sincerely mourned the death of the

man who lay dead before her, and at times would

give way to excessive grief. I took a deep in-

terest in her situation ; and as she was so lonely

and desolate, I offered to attend to the burial,

and escort her afterwards to the vessel, which

awaited still her commands. She told me she

should return to Havana in the schooner, and

thence take passage for Spain, and in a convent

there pass the remainder of her days. It was

long after midnight before it occurred to me
that I was an intruder, and that she might wish

to seek repose. But this was absolutely refused,

and at length, by her urgent request, I threw

myself upon the cushions in the boat, which my
foster-brother had the charge of, and which lay

beneath the projecting gallery of the house.

Hera I slept until day. I then accompanied the

widow to the cemetery, and pointed out the

sepulchre ; and went with hrr to purchase a

marble fur the head. Upon it she liad chiselled

only the two initials of his name on cither side

of a simple cross ; and beneath, the words " we
MtiET ABOVE !" We remained in tlie marble

shop until this was done, and saw it despatched

to the cemetery. We then returned lo the house,

where a hearse and a carriage were in waiting.

I accompanied her to the burial, and after it

was over, saw her back to the house, promising

to return at noon to escort her to the vessel

;

for I had not only a desire to see her safely on

board, but to see the vessel and the crew with

whom she was to entrust herself. Now," added

Guido, " you see where I have been, and why I

was absent; and you see more, that there is at

once offered to us a vessel in which we can set

sail without delay in chase of Don Conrado.

The schooner, too, being already on the lake,

will be able to gain the open Gulf sooner than

any craft can reach it by the course of the wind-

ing of the river !"

'' But will this countess consent, Guido V de-

manded Clifford, whose eyes lighted up on hear-

ing this plan proposed.

" Without question. She has confidence in

me, and feels grateful to me. She will not hes-

itate to place her vessel under my control for

this purpose, when I shall make her acquainted

with what has happened. Already she knows

your attachment for Donna Gertrude, for I relat-

ed to her that and mine, as we talked together

during the long watches of the night. Her

sympathies, tender by recent grief, and lively

with present gratitude, will be at once awak-

ened."

" Then let us hasten to embark," said Clifford.

There was no delay in setting forth at once.

Don Garcia, however, said he would remain and

go in the sloop-of-war; for it was not certain

that the schooner could be obtained, or that she

was large and heavily armed enough to cope

with the buccaneer, should it fall in with her.

But Guido assured him that the vessel was

armed, and though small, victory did not always

depend upon size and number of guns. It was

at length decided that Don Garcia should go in

the sloop-of-war, which was busily getting ready,

and that they should go to the lake and take the

schooner. In half an hour after this decision,

Guido and Clifford were set down at the door of

the house on the canal. The latter was already

strong with the supernatural efforts he was

called upon to make. Indeed, he forgot himself

in his anxiety for Gertrude.

The countess, on being told by Guido the cir-

cumstances which had transpired, expressed to

Clifford, in a modest and frank manner, that

greatly pleased him, her readiness to give up the

schooner to his use. The vessel, she said, had

been chartered for six months and paid for, for

that period, by the Count Contelli, and was,

therefore, still for two months to come, under

her control, as his wife. Clitrord thanked her

with tearful gratitude, and the whole party in a

quarter of an hour more were embarked in the

boat, commanded by Guido's foster-brother, who

looked the very personification of happiness

every time he cast his eyes upon the former.

CHAPTER 5XIV.

THE PURSUIT—OLD FRIENDS.

Clear and bright was the day, and the water

sparkled in the sun-beams, as the boat cleft its

way down the canal between low green banks,

and through a flat and diked region. Now they

passed between almost impenetrable forest-

shores, now across meadows, and now traversed

a section of salt marsh. At length, the spires

and towers of the city receded and sunk below
the horizon, and the broad expanse of the lake

opened upon their view. They at length reached

the embouchure of the canal, and were fairly

upon the briny waters of the lake, on the bosom
of which, half a mile from the beach, was visible

the schooner belonging to the American cap-

tain. It was a beautiful spectacle, reposing alone

upon the wide bosom of the water, the only ob-

ject visible- Her shape, the graceful height of

the spars, the symmetry of her whole outline,

strack the artistJcal eye of Guido with pleasure.

As the boat drew nearer, he beheld with still

more satisfaction the muzzles of four large guns,

and as he knew there must be four more on the

starboard side, corresponding to them, he felt a

consciousness of being able to combat on equal

terms with the brigautine, should they fall in

with her. They soon were alongside of the

schooner, and Clifford had no sooner seen the

face of Frederick Benson, than he recognized

him as one whom he had known before ; but the

American was too much interested in receiving

the countess, whose deep passion for whom the

reader is already acquainted with.

When all were on board, and he had leisure

to look at Guido and Clifford, both of whom
"were presented to him bp^ the countess as her

friends, he started with surprise at seeing the

latter.

" Clifford ! Is it possible that this is Lieu'

tenant Chfford?" he asked.

" The same, my dear Fred."
" I would scarcely have known you, you are

so pale ! Welcome on board."

" And how do I find you in command of this

schooner?" asked Clifford.

" It is better than being on land," he answered.

Here the countess laid her hand upon his arm
and drew him aside, and told him in as few
words as she could use, the object of the coming
of the two gentlemen on board, and her wish

that the schooner should at once make sail in

chase, in order to try and cut off the brigantine

which Guido had explained was the vessel in

which Donna Gertrude had been carried off.

When young Captain Benson thus ascertained

that neither of the gentlemen were his rivals,

his brow, which had clouded a little on seeing

her come on board with them, cleared up, and
he promised he would do anything to oblige

her. While he was talking thus apart with her,

Clifford explained to Guido how that Benson
had once been a reefer on board a United States

frigate, and a favorite of his uncle, who com-
manded her; but that he had been dismissed

from the navy for fighting a duel; since which

time he had never heard of him. He expressed,

however, his satisfaction in having met him un-

der the present circumstances, saying that K&'

had the highest confidence in his courage and
friendship.

When Benson had received his commands
from the countess, he at once gave orders to

weigh anchor and make sail. The crew, who
had been laying idle so many weeks, received

the order with a simultaneous shout. In half

an hour the deck awnings were rolled up and

stowed, two of the three anchors aboard, the

sails loosed, and everything ready to trip and
away. The last order to "heave up!" and

"sheet home!" being given, the schooner, fa-

vored by a fair breeze, moved gracefully from

her moorings, and stretched across the lake in

the direction of the narrow strait that gave

egress to the open waters of the Gulf.

[concluded next week.]

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE BIBLE.

BY RUFU3 K. SfiWALL.

Sail not o'er distant seaa,

To setk on Afric's sable shore,

Or in the tjcean's golden store,

Nor (lark olconda's mine

!

Thy wcjilth, tfiy comfort, and thine e

Are in thy God; wek him to please,

And not in peai-ls to shine
;

Nor to thy gold exciting look,

But seek thy treasure in that Book

Whoso wordB are all divine.
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VIEW OF THE BARRACliS >VHE^;E M. LOUIS KOSPUTH WAS IMPKISONED, IN THE TOWN OF KUTAYAj TURICEY.

BARRACKS AT KUTAYA.
Above we present our readers with a view of the place of

iraprisonment—the Barracks at Kuta^'a—where Kossuth was so

long confined. Everything relating to this patriot assumes an
extraordinary depree of interest, and we seize upon every circum-

stance within our reach to present to the readers of the Compan-
ion, knowing the universal curio'^ity and sympathy that exist in

the puhlic mind concerning the Hungarian chief. Kossuth occu-

pied the apartments over the barrack gate; and, with his com-
panions in exile, employed his time in laying out as a garden the

ground allowed them for exercise. There his hours were spent

in study, and with Johnson's Dierionary and Shakspeare for

guides, he taught himself such English as the people have hesird

from him since. In October, 1850, Kossuth was visited, at Ku-
taya, by Mr. David Urquhart, M. P. for Stafford ; Mr. Algernon
Maasenberg; Rigaldi, whom Lamartine calls the greatest impro-

visatore that ever appeared ; and the author of the " Revelations
in Russia," in whose yacht they went. They remained at Kutaya
a month. There were threats from Austria of occupying the

Moldavian provinces of Turkey if the Hungarians were liberated;

but, on the twenty-second of August, SuHman Bey came to Kos-
suth, announced his freedom, kissed his hand, and said: "Go;
you will find friends everywhere now. Do not forget those who
were friends when you had but few." On the first of September,
Kossuth left Kutaya, by way of Spezzia, Marseilles and Lisbon,
and reached England on the twenty-ninth of October. The sym-
pathy of the English people became enlisted, and memorials were
signed calling upon the government to interftre for their libera-

tion. The United States sent their steamer Mississippi to convey
him to America, but desirous of meeting friends there, he availed

himself of a less public demonstration, and preferred to embark
in, the Humboldt for New York.

CLIPPER SHIP R, B. FORBES.
Below we give a very fine and original engraving of this beau-

tiful specimen of naval architecture. This vessel will register

about seven hundred and fifty tons—is one hundred and fifty-six

feet long, ihirty-two feet wide, and nineteen and a half feet deep
—has twenty-one inches dead rise at half floor, six inches round-

ing of sides, and two feet sheer. In model she is a fair medium
between extreme sharp and the general New York packet model,
but in outline she is one of the most beautiful vessels of her size

that anyone could desire. In the Boston Atlas, of a late date,

we find a very excellent and elaborate description of the vessel,

in which she is represented to be built in the very best style and
of the finest material. She bears the name of one of our most
respected and worthy commercial citizens^and is owned by Messrs.

H. A. Pierce, James Hunnewell and Charles Brewer, and is

intended for the Sandwich Islands trade.

CLIPPER KIIIP "r. B. F0RBE8" INTENDED A3 A PACKET BETWEEN BOSTON AND THE SANDWICH ISLANPS.
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BAY OF ISLVNDS.

Tlie large illustration which we present above shows Karora-

rika Beach, the principal residence nf the Europeans at the Bay

of Islands. It was so named bj the brave, hut ill fated, Capt.

A PEAOE-M.UCEK IN THE BAT OE ISLANDS.

Cook, because of the large number of its islands. Ships of the

largest burthen can approach within half a mile of the shore, at

any point, and the water is alwajs smooth. Herewith we also

present a portrait of a Herald, or Peace-Maker, and also a Bay
of Islands Chief, and as specimens of the natives they form a

very dignified sample. The sole occupation of the Peace-Maker,

so called, is to go between hostile chiefs and tribes, to prevent

warlike demonstrations and the resort to arms between them,

and thus to bring about peace. The person of these peace-makers

is ever held sacred under all circumstances, and regarded like a

flag of truce among civilized nations. The natives of these

islands are represented as brave and warlike, and evince much
skill and sagacity in their methods of warfare and defence.

Attempts have heen made to introduce the Christian relieioa

among these idolators, and to a drgree they have been successful.

The savage chief has bowed to its influence, and the lion of can-

nibalism has given place to the lamb of peace and gentleness.

But the influence and untoward example of foreigners have oper-

ated most disastrously, and to an extent retarded the good

design ; and such have been some of the exhibitions of nominally

civilized visitants among the islands of the sea, that very unfa-

vorable impressions have been made respecting the religion of

those who seek to turn them from heathenism. But the human-

izing and ameliorating influences of a better faith will manifest

themselves ; the time will come when the isles shall wait for His

law, and the dwellers at earth's remotest ends shall be gathered

into a common fold of Christianity and civilization. May God

shed the light of his countenance tipon these benighted people,

and hasten the time when all shall know Him even from the least

unto the greatest. It is always interesting to trace the influence

of Christianity upon the darkened idolators of the earth, and to

witness its triumph among them. Much good has unquestionably

been efl'ected ; and civilization has borne along in its train the

comforts and even the luxuries of life to some of the islands of

the sea, where once natural wants were supplied by the rudest

and lowest labors. Whatever the ultimate character of the inhab-

itants who shall liereafier occupy these islands may be, the pres-

ent condition of the natives is bettered by those blessings which

religion and civilization introduce. There is one circumstance,

however, regarding one group of these islands of the sea which

has heen noticed, and that is the gradual depopulation of the

primitive inhabitants. In the Sandwich Islands, the population

of eight of these islands, according to recent official statements,

was 80,641. In a given time, the number of deaths, compared

with the births, has been more than six to one. According to

Capt. Cook's estimate, there were on the islands when he first

discovered them, about 400,000 inhabitants; and if so, in seventy

years there has been the unp.irallelcd mortality of .320,000 out of

400,000 lives. At this rate, another generation will be the last

of the Sandwich Islanders—a melancholy consideration, tempered

onlv by the reflection that so many of this dying race have been

taught' by our missionaries the way of salvation, and have tlms

secured the light of religious hope in their dying hours. What

is true of the Sandwich Islands may hold good of other of the

South Sea Islands ; and affords, perhaps, another illustration of

the idea that the Anglo-Saxon race is destined to bear the final

sway over the tribes and nations of the earth ; to blend in one

language and character, and be the pioneers and perfectors of

civilization and the highest form and idea of human life. Some

of the most important interests of the entire political and social

fabric are in their hands ; the arts and appliances of cultivated

life are only by them employed to subserve the highest moral and

intellectual purposes; and theirs alone are the persevering re-

searches which arrive at the fullest conceptions of true practical

utility ; researches that are yet to develop the inexhaustible re-

sources which the earth holds for the highest good of its inhab

itants.

A CHIEF IN THE BAY OE ISIANDS.
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[Written for OlcuHon'a Pictorial.]

THE WITCH OF THE WAVE.
UV LIEOTKNANT KUUllAY.

At tho time lo which this sketch refers, tlio Hhi,' of St. Clcorgu

floated from every lofty point in and aljout Boston, and tlie

immediate period was that just previous to the outbreak of actual

and open hostilities between tho colonics and the mother country.

A period of time crowded with incident and interest, and tho

records of which would he too numerous I'or faithful preservation.

The port of Boston, ihou^h not yet declared to be in a state of

blockade, was but little belter; for its inhabitants, who endeav-

ored to import morclinndise or provisions, even coastwise, were

subjected to such exorbitant charges and duties, under a tariff

established and enforced by the local authorities of the British

crown, that almost every luxury and many of the necessities of

life became contraband goods, front the fact that no one could

afford to import them and pay the port charges.

This Slate of nH'airs gave rise to the fitting out of three or four

small vessels by the inhabitants, of about a hundred and twenty

or thirty tons burthen, ostensibly as fishermen, but in reality as

smugglers. They were well manned and found in every respect,

and could, if need be, defend themselves when attacked by the

king's cutters, if under such circumstances as to render such a

course tho best policy consistent wiih tlieir owners' interests. In

spite of the eiforts of the revenue officers, there was one of these

crafts that made her regular voyages, and introduced a large

amount of goods upon which the custom-house could levy no

duty, or indeed discover at all.

As we have said, there was one of these skimmers of the sea that

had particularly drawn down upon herself the anathemas of the

revenue ollicers, by the wonderful manner in which she always

escaped- them ; and, indeed, no one of them could actually say

that he had ever really seen her at all. Some talked of a Medi-

terranean-rigged craft, while others designated her as a rakish

fore-and-after, while a third was equally certain that she sailed

with three masts. But at any rate, all agreed that there was

a little fly-away, as they called her, of most singular character

for speed and cunning, which must be leagued with the Old

Nick himself.

It was a New England sunset hour, and the big red luminary,

as it was sinking behind the horizon, gilded the piles of trans-

parent clouds in the western sky with silver and golden colors of

every hue. The green islands that dotted Boston harbor looked

doubly verdant at this sunset hour, while the waters of the bay

•were rippled with here and there a sober coasting eraft that

sought anchorage on its breast.

In the southeastern board there had been gradually growing

larger and larger a neat trim eraft of some two hundred tons

burthen, and as she reached within a mile of the Brewsters, near

the Lower Light, it was evident that she was a king's cutter, and

in chase of a clipper-built craft of about half her own size. While

the former crowded all sail, the latter showed but a part of her

canvas, but yet kept easily the relative distance between them.

The lesser eraft was a kind of three-masted schooner, being

rigged on her fore and mainmasts like an ordinary topsail schooner,

but having a mizzenmast stepped in her quarter deck that carried

a spanker and gaff-topsail. Her hull was low and dark, giving

her ihe appearance of less size than she actually registered, being

painted black, relieved just below the channels with a streak of

white and red, while a couple of painted ports were visible on

either side, represented as open, but which on closer inspection

proved to be for ornament only.

This exquisitely-moulded little craft skimmed along the sur-

face of the water like a sea-gull, wearing only a jib, with her fore

and mainsail ; though the cunning eye of a sailor would have

noticed the ready manner in which her spanker and gaff were

brailed to the mizzenmast, while precaution might be read, too, in

the loosely arranged but well handled topsails. On sped both

vessels by the Brewsters and up the channel way lying between

Hull and what is now Fort George's Island. When directly

opposite the latter island, the smuggler, for such she really was,

tacked boldly to the southwest through the little narrow gut ibat

intersects Hull and Baker's Island, and shooting through this

passage with wind and water in her favor, sbe rounded to under

the lee of Baker's Island and instantly let go her anchor.

As the sun set the wind gradually grew lighter and the king's

cutter came up with less speed, and indeed but crept along now,

while the tide, already at its full, began gradually to turn once

more seaward. By the time the cutter reached the mouth of the

gut, the back-fiowing waters began lo set through this well-known

rapid-flowing piece of channel way at far too strong a rate for her

to attempt its passage with the moderate wind that was blowing.

So nothing was left but for her to bear up for the city, hoping to

intersect the smuggler as she came up towards the main channel,

or else to double the island on the other end, and get in the inner

side and capture her.

The commander of the cutter knew very well that the chase

could not pass again to sea except by the passage through wdiieh

she had entered this land-locked portion of the bay; and leaving

a well-armed boat's crew at this point to intercept the smugglers

if they attempted this passage, he held on towards the town. It

must take the cutter a good half hour to round the western point

of the island against tlie tide, a fact which the smuggler's people

knew very well, and they governed themselves accordingly.

With the most surprising despatch the mizzenmast of the smug-

gler, which seemed as firm as any spar or board, was at once un-

shipped and carefully housed on deck. The flying jib boom was

run inboard; and its hamper and sail unbent and stowed below

;

the light and graceful yards were unrovo and sent down, and the

two tapering topmasts followed, and were snugly stowed on deck.

Suddenly, at a word of command, a canvas covering which hud

been neatly fitted lo the hull of the symmetrical crafi, was drawn

inboard over llic bulwarks, le.~.ving the low dark hull relieved

only by a single striiie of white I One more change and all was

complete. The tag boat lliai bad been towing at the taU'rail dur-

ing the chase was hoisted on hoard, and inverted so as to cover a

long torn, the only gun on board ihe schooner, and she was com-

pletely metamorphosed.

The hands on hoard of the Witch of tho Wave, for such was

tho name that had appeared upon tho canvas covering of the

sicrn, hut which now bore in plain letters, "The Speedwell,"

were no strangers to this sort of business, or they could never

have efl'ected it in the almost incredibly short space of time in

which it was accomplished. The anchor was hoisted, mainsail

and jib set, and just as the smugglers were doubling the island,

they passed a couple of cables' length to leeward of the cutter,

whose captain, leaping into the shiouds with a trumpet in his

hand, hailed them :

" Schooner, ahoy !"

" Av, ay, sir."

" What schooner is that 3"

" The Speedwell, of Boston."

" What 's your freight ?"

*' Been out these ten days fishing."

" Seen anything of a three-masted schooner inside here'!" con-

tinued the captain of the cutter.

" No, sir."

The two vessels were fast separating, and the "Speedwell"

bore up towards the town, quietly hoisiing her foresail when out

of sight of the cutter, which was soon lost among the islands,

looking after the three-masted schooner.

That night there were many "sweethearts and wives" re-

galed with the luxuries brought them in The Witch of the Wave.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorml ]

OARY LEE.

BT THOMAS S- HILL.

In a cemetery, in the State of New Hampshire, there stands in a Becludcd,

delightful spot, a white marble slab, whose only inseriptiou is

—

"OAKY LEE.
Come boon, mothee,—I'm ioseli withodt thee."

At evening time, as the zephyrs blow,

And the air is calm and mild,

Yoa seem to hear, in accents low,

The voice of a tiny child.

" Come, mother, soon—I 'm lonely hore,

I've waited long for thee,

Come, mother, soon, and meet me here,

Thy daughter, Cary Lee."

At moroing time, when the floweret rare

Lends fragrance pure and sweet,

You seem to see on the blossom fair,

The print of childlike feet

;

And you hear in the gale a luring song.

In a voice of cheerless glee,

" Come, mother, soon—I've waited long,

I 'm lonesome without thee."

In summer time or autumn time,

When the leaves are green or sere,

Ton seem to beiir in mystic chime,

"Thy better home is here

;

Come, mother, soon, and join me, then,

Thy daughter, Cary Lee;

I long to he with thee again,

I'm lonely without thee."

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE MODEL BLOOMER.
A FANCY SKETCH.

BY THE OLD 'CN.

To constitute a model bloomer, it is not sufficient for a young

lady to discard the time-honored hal)iliments of her sex, to ab-

breviate her dresses to the ne pins nlfm, to assume the flowing

" continuations," and the broad-leaved hat, she must also abandon

all those vulgar prejudices which are inconsistent with the march

of reason and the progress of independence. The model bloomer

is thoroughly imbued with the idea that woman, from the ante-

diluvian ages to the present times, has been defrauded of her just

and legitimate rights and privileges by the chicanery, selfishness

and impudence of man. She must also have a grudge against

nature for leaving her unprovided with a beard; for which, how-

ever, in many individuals of her sex, nature has made amends by

furnishing them with magnificent moustaches. The cultivation

of these appendages, when thus favored herself, she deems a

sacred duty, and accordingly patronizes Bogle to an unlimited

extent. The social condition of woman in America she regards

as peculiarly intolerable, inasmuch as certain employments are

here entirely monopolized by man. Hence she envies the women
of France and Italy, because, in the former country, they wield

the razor and keep accounts, and in the latter, not only handle

the hoe, but drag the plough. Of heroines, Joan of Arc in an-

cient, and Apollonia Jagello in modern times are her especial

favorites. She thinks side-saddles are a " weak invention of the

enemy," and accordingly rides, as the Peruvian ladies do, a la

fourcJtette. In her equestrian excursions, she sports a spur on each

heel. She makes nothing of leaping a five-barred gate, and thinks

a canter " nlow." Nothing short of a gallop satisfies her locomo-

tive notions. On railroads, she thinks it "fast" to fniokea cigar

with the engine-driver on the tender, and is continually urging

him to run over stray cows, and suppress the bell and whistle

when a man is overtaken walking on the track. She is a con-

stant attendant on race-courses, and licta high on the favorite,

though she has not made up her mind whether the Morgan or

BliU'k Hawk be the superior breed. She is a great dog-fancier,

hut thinks Blenheims and King Charleses " low," preferring setters

and bull-terriers. She in fund of fishing, and always carries with

her a jointed rod and a pocket-hook full of Limericks and arti-

ficial flies. She can snuH' a candle at ten paces with a pistol, and

is death on woodcocks fl}ing, She in an expert Hwimmer, and

boasts that she can " dive deeper, stay under longer, and come

up farther than any live woman in the States." She is very

anxious for an introduction to Lola Montcs, and has a high ojjiii-

ion of her for horsewhipping the emperor's aiddc-camp on the

parade ground at St. l'ctersl)urg. She drives a very creditable

York wagon with a " 2.40 crab," and boasts of " leading the rack "

from Porter's to Elm Cottage. She has horeewhippcd a police

ofliccr, run over an old man, and been fined in the Police Court

for fast driving.

She is not averse to matrimony, but scouts at the idea of wait-

ing to be asked. When her mind is made up, she makes the first

advances to some timid young man who has been corseted by his

mama or grandmother, till he is half a woman. She drops in

to see him of a morning and leaves her card, when he is out;

takes him to ride behind her fast nag, and frightens him to death

by the speed at which she drives. She makes him play on the

piano for her amu.^ement, while she sits by and opens her cigar-

case, " hoping that tobacco-smoke is not offensive to the young

gentleman,—for her part, she can't live without it." When she

thinks she has engaged the affections of the young man, she

gracefully drops on one knee, and asks him to decide her fate.

The young gentleman generally blushes and tells her, "she must

ask his mama." If the mama has no objections, the prelimi-

naries are arrange!, and she walks him up to the altar with all

the nonchalance imaginable, replying to the clergyman's ques-

tion, " Will you take this man to be your husband V—" Of
coarse I will."

If there is a rival bloomer in the way, our model bloomer de-

mands an explanation. If the other fair pretender refuses to

surrender her pretensions, arrangements are immediately made
for deciding the difference by single combat, according to the

rules of ristiana and the Prize-ring. A place of meeting is ap-

pointed, backers and smelling-bottle-holders are on the ground, a

ring is formed, a sharp look-out for the police kept, and the en-

counter commences with an exhortation to our model bloomer

from one of her fair friends to "go in and win." Our model

bloomer knocks her woman over the ropes, she can't come to in

time, and our fair friend washes hands, walking ofl"in triumph.

During the honeymoon, the model bloomer is very attentive to

her husband, treats him with much respect, and even promises to

give np smoking. But alas ! her old habits are not readily re-

linquished. A noisy set of bloomers come to dine with the young

couple, and when the gentleman has retired to the drawing-room,

champagne and cigars are called for, and all her promises forgot-

ten. The model bloomer soon invites young gentlemen to the

theatre and to concerts, and leaves her poor young husband pout-

ing and weeping at home.

If blessed with a fond pledge of conjugal affection, the model

bloomer, if it be a boy, leaves it entirely in charge of her hus-

band, who may be seen dandling the infant on his knee, feeding

it with pap, or rocking it to sleep with some of those poetical

lullabies of the nursery which are supposed to possess such a

mesmeric influence on babes of tender years. If, on the con-

trary, the oflTspring he a girl, the model bloomer devotes a little

more lime to its nurture, fearing that the husband will bring it

up in those effeminate habits which will prevent its following in

the footsteps of its illustrious mother.

The model bloomer patronizes female colleges, female surgeons

and female lecturers. She thinks the pulpit would he better filled

by women than men, that the bench belongs to the fair sex, and

that the government of the United States ought by all means to

be in the hands of the women. She predicts that if a lady were

raised to the presidential chair, it would not be two months, be-

fore she would be " pitching into Cuba like a thousand of bricks,'*

and driving that" old granny," meaning the captain-general, into

the Gulf. In short, the model bloomer is a fast young woman in

every respect, and it will not be for want of strenuous exertion,

that she does not revolutionize the world.

[IVritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

*LET THE LIGHT E]VTER."-GoETnE.

Br ISABELLA R. BYRNE.

" Let the light enter I" draw aside

The veil that shroude my soul,

No longer let the Ppirit ^ait

Its starting for the goal.

It struggles with the darkness round,

A glimmering I can see,

An earnest of the glorious day

That soon will break on me.

" Let the light enter !" open wide

The portals of my soul
;

See 1 see I the waves of glorious light

In gorgeous radiance roll.

Shadows and darkness cease to be,

I bid farewell to night

;

Open the windows of my soul,

And enter, glorious light

!
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[Vfritten for Gleason's Pictorial,]

TO MY WIFE,

ON MY THIRTY -FIRST BIRTHDAY.

BY J. L. HAMELIN.

The form may bow aa the years roll by

On their march to join the past,

And their raven locks, with the flaahing eye,

Become hlanched and dim at last.

On the regal throne—on the palace Tvalla,

On the column's shfift sablime,

Like thtt hand in Belshazzar's banquet halls,

Is seen the print of time.

Ten years have passed swift as mountain flood,

With a speed that never falters,

Since, united in heart and hand, we stood

With God's servant, beside his altars.

Ten years have passed since we breathed the vow.

By loving lips low spoken

;

Would you wish those fetters loosened now,

Or thy maiden promise broken?

Or rather a fabric wouldst thou rear,

Wliere time can have no part ?

Then build thee a shrine with a smile or a tear,

In the depths of the human heart.

To the heart alone it is granted to know
All of bliss to mortals given

;

Then, its mission fulfilled, unchanged to go,

Transferred, like Elijah, to heaven.

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

AN ANGEL'S VISIT.
A SKETCH OF REAL LIFE.

BT STLVANUS COBB, JR.

In a scantily furnished apartment, situated in the upper story

of a rickety old house, lived Albert Wickford, his wife and son.

Mr. Wickford had seen the snows of over forty winters, and for

a considerable portion of the time he had been exceedingly in-

temperate—so much so, that his family had been reduced to the

most abject poverty, and it was only a year previous that he had

resolved, with a firm, unyielding will, to abandon entirely the

nso of the intoxicating cup. But, alas, a constitution so broken

up and enfeebled as was his, gave way beneath the labor neces-

sarily devolved upon him, and at length he was obliged to give it

up. For some time, his wife labored wiih an untiring zeal to

support her husband in his sickness, but she was ere long forced

to submit to the hand of disease, and as we look in upon them

now, they both are sick, though the faithful wife is bending over

the stove, preparing some medicine for her husband, who is con-

fined to his bed.

"Mary," murmured the sick man, as he gazed upon the ema-

ciated form of his wife, "it is cold here. The wind comes

through the cracks and chills me."
" I know it, husband ; but what can we do?" returned Mrs.

Wickford, in a weak tone. " We have nothing with which to

stop up the cracks. I, too, am cold—bitter cold !

'

"Alas, Mary," uttered Mr. Wickford, " we must submit to our

misery. Tliis is a just punishment for my transgressions. But

O, why should yon. suffer for what I have done ? You are already

much too weak to labor thus."

" 0, no, my dear husband, I am not too weak to assist you,"

the wife returned, as she took the medicine from the stove and

carried it to the bedside. " There—drink that, and you will feel

better."

As Mrs. Wickford spoke she placed her arm beneath her hus-

band's head and lifted it from the pillow. The exertion pained

her exceedingly, but she let not a word betray her extreme weak-

ness. Just as the invalid finished the draught the door of the

apartment opened, and a boy, not over twelve years of age, en-

tered. He was poorly clad, and the cold shiver that ran through

his frame plainly showed that his raiment was thin and insuffi-

cient. The moment he entered, the woman started up from her

husband's side and asked :

" George, did you get the bread?"

"No, mother," returned the boy, while a tear rolled down his

cheek. " He said he would trust us no more."

"What!" uttered Mr. Wickford, turning heavily in his bed.

" Does the baker refuse us even a loaf of bread V
" Yes, father. He says that we shall not have another penny's

worth on credit."

" Then may God have mercy on ns !" groaned the sick man in

utter agony. "No food—no clothing—no money! 0, what

misery i? mine
!"

Mrs. Wickford sank into a chair, and though she tried hard to

keep her tears from the sight of her husband, yet her sobs be-

trayed her. The last morsel of food had gone, and since the

previous night she bad not tasted nourishment. Starvation stared

her in the face, and she knew not what to do in order to escape

its devastating influence.

The boy gazed a moment in silence upon the pale, sickly fea-

tures of his weeping mother, and then rising from the low stool

he had taken near the fire, he commenced pacing the room.

There was a strange emotion in his features, and he seemed re-

volving in his young mind some point that dwelt uneasily in his

bosom.
" Mother," he said at length, with a startling energy, " I can

procure bread !'*

" Where, where, my son 1"

" At the baker's on the other street."

" Will he trust us, George?" asked Mr. Wickford, while a ray

of hope illuminated his emaciated features.

"No, not ^((5^ us," answered the boy, with a slight hesitancy

iu his manner.

" But you have not the money, have you ?" asked the sick man,

gazing inquisitively at his son.

"No, father—I have no money; but there is bread upon the

baker's shelves outside of his windows. I stood and looked at

the loaves when I was out."

A strange look came o'er the invalid's face, and painfully

raising himself upon his elbow, he gazed into the face of his son.

" And must we starve when there is bread all about us ?" uttered

Mrs. Wickford, casting a trembling glance towards her husband.

"Did you say this bread was o»fs;'^e of the window ?" asked

Mr. Wickford.

" Yes, father."

" And you think you could get a loaf of it without money ?"

" Yes."

"And not be detected in the act ?"

"I do not think they would see me."

Mr. Wickford sank back upon his pillow and groaned aloud.

" 0, we are hungered—even to the gates of starvation," the

poor man murmured. "Gaunt want, like a spectre of dire de-

struction, stares us in the face, /could starve—butmy poor wife!"

The invalid covered his face with his thin hands and wept;

and while he wept, George started con\Tilsively from the spot

where he had stood, and left the apartment.

" George," said the sick man.
" He has gone, my husband," the wife said.

" Cruel, cruel fate," murmured Mr. Wickford, again covering

his eyes. " Ah ! were it not better to die than thus to live !"

"No, no—not to die, Albert," returned Mi'S. Wickford.

"Surely, 'tis no sin to live, for that is our right."

Mr. Wickford made no reply to this, and ere long, George

returned, bearing beneath his jacket, a loaf of bread. His step

was slow and trembling, his face suffused with a glow of burning

shame, and his eyes were cast furtively about him as though he

heard some one following his steps.

" I have got it, mother," he said, as he laid down the loaf.

" The bread? Have you got the bread?*' asked Mr. Wickford,

again raising himself upon his elbow,

" Yes, father. See—here it is."

" Bring it to me, George. Let me feel of it."

The boy took the loaf from the table, and stepping to the bed-

side, he placed it in his father's extended, trembling hand.
" This is bread," the invalid uttered, as he took the loaf in his

hand and looked upon it. "Raise my head higher, George.

There—this loaf will sustain fife; but to get it we must sacrifice

our kojior. To get it, my boy must be a—a thief V*

" 0, say not so," uttered his poor wife. " There can be no sin

in it."

" No sin iu stealing ?" said the man. " I cannot touch it. Here,

take it, George. If it be God's will that we starve, then His will

be done. I cannot touch that loaf to my lips ! Carry it back,

George, and place it where you found it. We wUl not steaU"

George Wickford took the loaf from his father's hand, and

without a word he left the room. Neither of his parents spoke

till his return. When he came back he looked far happier than

he did when, before, he had returned with the bread.

"Did you place the loaf where you found it?" asked Mr.
Wickford.

" Yes, father."

" And do you not feel happier in yoar unsatisfied hunger than

you would have done with a meal from stolen food ?"

" 0, yes, yes !" exclaimed the boy. " But, fiither, what will

you do ? You and mother must have food ! See, even now my
poor mother is weak and faint

!"

" Wait until the morning, my son, and then— then—you must
go forth and beg for assistance."

" Beg !" uttered the boy, trembling.

"'Tis honest to beg."

"I will go, father. Anything to help my parents."

" God bless you, George," ejaculated the sick man, as he gazed

afl^ectionately upon his son, and then sinking back almost ex-

hausted upon his pillow he closed his eyes.

Cold and dreary sounded the wind from without—all hopeless

and cheerless looked things within. Mrs. Wickford drew her

scanty garments more closely about her, and a fearful shudder

crept through her frame as the thought of her utter destitution

swept o'er her mind. Little George crept up to the small stove,

and after a while he nestled his head upon his mother's lap.

Gently that mother smoothed the brow of her son, and her warm
tears fell upon his cheek.

"Are you weeping, mother?" the boy asked, as he felt the

warm drops upon his face. " O, do not ery ? To morrow I will

go and beg some food for you and father. You shall not starve !"

Mrs. Wickford was upon the point of replying to her son, when
a light footfall upon the stairs arrested her attention, and as

George raised his head from her lap the door was opened, and a

young female entered.

" Is this the residence of Mr. Albert Wickford ?" she asked,

in a soft, sweet tone, while a shadow flitted o'er her handsome
features as her eyes ran over the scene before her.

"It is, madam," returned Mrs. Wickford, rising from her seat.

"Alas !" uttered the fair visitor, speaking in a tone so low that

it might not reach the bed, " I fear you are suffering severely.

0, that the demon, Alcohol, should make such devastation as this !"

" You mistake, fair lady," quickly returned the poor wife.

" For one long year not a drop of the fatal stuff has entered our

dwelling. The cause of all our misery is my husband's sickness.

No, no j
thank God that misery is not ours."

" Do you speak truly ?" uttered the visitor.

" I do," answered Mrs. Wickford, as she gazed in astonishment
upon the form before her.

" 0, great God, I thank thee for this !" the fair stranger mur-
mured, as she fell upon her knees and raised her clasped hands
towards heaven.

" Mary, what voice is that?" feebly asked the sick man, as the
fervent ejaculation struck upon his ear.

The wife returned no answer to her husband's inquiry, but
with her hand half extended, as though she would feel out her
bewildered way, she tottered forward and placed her open palm
upon the fair brow of the still kneeling visitor. She spake not
a word, but only gazed into those upturned eyes. The young
woman rose from her knees, and shaking back the tresses from
her tear-wet Tare, she murmured :

" Eight long years have passed
; and though at times memory

has laid a dark cloud upon my soul, yet by far the greater por-
tion of that time has been a season of sunlight. 0, how often
have I dwelt upon the fearful scenes of that moniing, when, pur-
sued by a maddened, maniac father, X fled from my childhood's
home, never again to reiurn, till the demon of inebrity was ban-
ished from its walls. Mother, dear mother, the sunlight has once
more broken in through the night clouds of our home. The
angel of temperance has spread its wings above you, and from
out my husband's purse I can now supply your wants. 0, this

is a sweet and heavenly moment !"

As the young female spoke, she pillowed her head upon her
mother's bosom and wept such tears of filial joy as washed away
all thoughts of pain from the invalid's soul. With a strength
such as he had not exerted before for weeks, Mr. Wickford started

up in his bed and gazed upon the strange scene.

" Susan ! Susan ! My child, my child !" he exclaimed ; and
then, overcome by the power of his feelings, he sank back once
more upon his pillow. But scarcely had he done so ere the head
of his long-absent daughter was pillowed by the side of his own,
and putting forth his arm he clasped her to his bosom.

Little George comprehended the scene— he remembered the

blue-eyed sister of years ago—and he, too, crept to his father's

bedside, and when the sick man again opened his eyes, they were
all about him—his daughter, his wife and his son. Slowly, yet
firmly, he clasped his thin hands together, and a prayer of thanks-
giving and praise went up from his lips.

It took but a few moments for Susan to explain how, after she
had fled from her home, she had gone as a servant into a wealthy
f.iraily—how she accompanied her mistress to Europe, and how
she had won the affections of a clerk in her master's employ and
married him. She had enough and to spare, and ere the shades

of night had closed about that humble chamber, food and raiment
were there in plenty. The dark clouds had rolled off; and the

sunlight of joy sent his bright beams through the place where,
but a few short hours before, all had been sorrow and suffering.

" 0," murmured Mr. Wickford, as beneath the influence of

healthy and invigorating potions, he began to feel a new strength

coursing through his veins, while he looked a grateful smile upon
his comforting daughter, "thank God that we have been thus

preserved. 0, how nigh did the tempter lead us into the ruin of

sin, but the Almighty has stretched forth his hand and saved us.

Even in our misery and want, we did not steal ! Surely an angel

must have directed us !"

" Yes," uttered the wife and mother, as she put forth her arms
and drew her daughter once more to her bosom, *'a7id an angel

has saved us .'"

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

HEART WISHES.

Give me a life ofsummer weather,

And quiet, pleasant hours,

To full aa lightly as a feather,

Upon a bank of flowers.

Give me a friend who will forever

With heart and hand be mine,

And epeak a word of kindness ever,

Though fortune frown or shine.

Give me a wife who'll love and cheer me,

And with me laugh or weep
;

And happiest be whenever near me,

Or waking or asleep.

Give mo enough of golden treasure

To keep these well and safe,

And out of my abundant measure

Enough to help the waif.

Give me hut these, and let my story

Live with a few like me
;

I'll envy not another's glory.

Whatever it may be.

A GOLDEN THOUGHT.
We know not the aulhor of the following, but it is pretty:

"Nature will be reported. All things are engaged in writing her
history. The planet, the pebble, goes attended by its shadow.
The rolling rock leaves its scratches on the mountain, the river

its channels in the soil, the animal its bores in the stratum, the

fern and leaf their modest epitaph in the coal. The falling drop
makes its sculpture in sand or stone, not a foot steps into the

snow, or along the ground, but prints in characters more or less

lasting a map of its march ; every act of the man inscribes itself

on the memories of its fellows, and its own face. The air is full

of sounds—the sky of tokens; the ground is all memoranda and
signatures, and every object is covered over with hints which
speak to the intelligent."

LIFE.
Catch, then, catch the transient hour.
Improve each moment as it flies ;

Life '8 a short summer—man a flower

—

He dies, alas! how soon he dies!

—

Dr. Johnson.
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VIEW OF THE CITY AND 1IAR130U OF HAVANA, THE CAPITAL OP THE ISLAND OF CUBA.

CITY OF HAVANA, CAPITAL OF CUBA.
We prcst^nt on tliis and the opposite page some very truthful

nnd excellent pictures of Havana. We are indebted to ii h'ufnd

for the oriyinul dcsif^ns tliroutrh the politeness of Dr. Hitchcock,

of thi-s city. The city of Havana is the heart of Cuba, and as

the visitor approaches it, every visible circumstance proclaims the

TACON TIIEATRi:, HAVANA A POPULAU RESORT.

great importance of the city. More Castle frowning over the

narrow entrance of the harbor, the strong battery answering to it

on the opposite point, the lung range of cannon and barracks on
the city side, the powerful and massy fortress of the Cahanas,

crowning the hill behind the Moro, all speak of the immense
importance of the place. The city, with its 200,000 inhabitants,

is a depot of wealth and opulence, with an enormous extent of

public buildings, cathedrals, antique and venerable churches and
convents, with the palaces of nobles and private gentlemen of

wealth, all making this capital of Cuba the richest place for its

number of square feet in the world. The Tacon Theatre is one
of the largest in the world, and is situated just outside the city

walls. You enter the first tier and parquet from the level of the

Btreet, and find the interior twice as large as any house in this

country, except, perhaps, that of Tripler Hall. The house has

five tiers of boxes and a parquet with seats each separate, like ^

narrow chair, for six hundred persons. The lattice work in front
of each box in liglit and graceful, and so open, that the dresses
and pretty feet of the senoras arc seen to the host advantage.
The cathedral, a view of which is here given, is that in which are
contained the ashes of Christopher Columbus, and here, too, are
the chains with which an ungrateful monarch once loaded him.

The church itself, with its frescoes and fine old paintings,
its towers and pillared front of defaced and moss-grown
stone, aside from the prominent item of interest relating
to the fact of its being the burial-place of the great admi-
ral, is vastly attractive, and one lingers with mysterious
delight among its marble aisles and confessionals.

Within its walls all rank is sunk, the proud become
humble, the boisterous silent, and before the altar, the
lowliest slave kneels beside the don as a worshipper.
The Paseo is a beautiful drive just outside the city walls,
where all the beauty and fashion resort for an
afternoon's drive. Here they pass and repass
each other in a sort of circular road, the ladies in

their volantes and the gentlemen onfoot, gayly
saluting—the ladies with a coquettish flourish of
the fan, and the gentlemen with a peculiar motion
of the hand. Now and then may be seen in the

"V^ Paseo a fine American horse with a Yankee rider,

|;
the animal contrasting strongly with the little di-

_v.~":- minutive Cuban poneys, half mule, half horse, but
-/ - which, nevertheless, are capital animals, and ad-

mirably adapted to the service of the inhabitants.

The Pasco is ornamented with some fine tropical

shrubberies, statues, fountains, and the like, form-
ing one of the most beautiful drives we remember
to have seen. It has often been compared to the

Casino of Florence and the Prado of Rome, with
either of which travellers tell us it will compare most
favorably. Here is the Fountain of Havana, surmounted
by an Indian princess with a mural shield, and pouring
forth clear waters from the distant hills through finely-

carved dolphins. This Paseo is a favorite resort of the

Habaneros on Sundays and other " cross days ;'* and there,

towards evening, hundreds assemble daily for recreation.
^'

There may be seen long lines of volantes, often drawn by
blood horses, richly caparisoned with silver' mounted har-

ness, and driven by black mounted caleseros, whose boots
vie in polish with their faces. In each of these two or three
young ladies are usually seated, their heads bare, their hair taste-

fully interwoven with pearls and flowers, their arms and bosoms
sparkling with jewels, and their ever-present fan gracefully aiding
them in bestowing coquettish smiles upon the groups of young
men who crowd the foothpaths of the Paseo. Mingled with this

gay scene are stern-featured mounted lancers, kept there for the
purpose of prcservintr order and decorum, while at the same titne

ihey remind the people, even in the midst of innocent enjoyments,
that in military power they have a lord and master. There is

one matter in which the Paseo must rival all other suburban
drives, and that is in the soft and dream-like fragrance of the
vcfretation and atmosphere that ever evinces itself in the low lat-

itudes. The air is almost dense at times with the fragrance of
orange blossoms, wild heliotrope, honeysuckles, and the si.ft

inland breezes, laden with the sweet odors of the beautiful coffee

plantations. The vegetation of Cuba is so lavishly benuiiful

that the foreigner constantly finds himself pausing to admire its

loveliness. Those of our readers who have ever been upon some
of the narrow rivers of Louisiana, in the season when the magno-
lia is in full blossom, can form some idea of the fragrant sweet-

ness of the floral atmosphere surrounding the Paseo. Cuba is a

HAVANA CATHEDRAL TOMB OF COLUMBUS.

lovely qneen even now, scarred as she is by the implements of
man's avarice; blighted as is her primal beauty by the moral mil-
dew of kingly and priestly despotism, and warted as she is in
every feature by that parasite of civilization in the Western
World, the slavery of mind and muscle, in its worst form. What-
ever political or social changes may be in progress^ our business

4)

PASEO DE ISABEL, WITH IIS PROMENADEHS, VOLANTES, AND EQUESTR'ANS, PASSING NEAR THE GRAND FOUNTAIN OP HAVANA.
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CUBAN VOLANTE5 INTENDED FOR LADIES IN FASHIONABLE DRIVES, SUCH AS THE PASEO DE ISABEL.

is depict exisHnfr scenes. Our artist has rppresfnted here a
volante, the one vehicle of Cuba, and in it the usual freight of

three signorettas. It is difficult without experience to form an
idea of their ease of motion and their peculiar appropriateness to

the country. It makes nothing of the deep mud which the rainy

season creates, but with its enormous wheels, six feet in diameter,

heavy shafts and low hung, chaise-like body, it dashes over and
through every impediment with the utmost facility. It is very
light upon the shaft horse, who is alfo bestrode by the postilion

or calesaro. When travelling any distance upon the road, a sec-

ond horse is added on the left, attached to the volante by an added
whipple-tree and traces. When there are two horses, the calesaro

rides the one to the left. They take great pride in the volanies

in Cuba, and often mount them elaborately with silver and gold
ornamentings. We give also herewith a market scene, which will

tell it-s own story. A Montaro from the country is trading with

a slave, whom her mistrc'-s has sent out to purchase some poultry.

In the management of their horses, the poorer classes use a sim-

ple rope halter, and ride upon saddles made of palm leaves and
straw, until fortune favors them with money sufficient to purchase

» M^ ^\\M'^\

an outfit more stylish. A good saddle, silvermounted bridle, sil-

ver spurs, and a silver-handled machete—a heavy, straight sword
—are prime objects of a guajiro's ambition. Possessing these,

with the addition of gold shirt-buttons and silver buckles for his

pantaloons, he is considered a favored child of fortune, and is

ready to assume ihe grave responsibilities of married life. His
wants are few, and his ambition is easily satisfied. He has no
craving for a fine mansion and costly furniture, but is " as happy
as a lord" beneath his shelter of dried palm-leaves laid over rafters

of bamboo, which scarcely protects him from the heat and rain.

\

CUBAN MONTARO, ARRIVED IN A VILLAGE, AND SELLING PROVISIONS FROM HIS LOCOMOTIVE MARKET.
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[Written for Oloason'a Plctorliil.]

TO H Y YOUNO WIFE.

nir CUARLEH nBEBB.

Do you mlptl of tho morning In May, Jcanotto,

The morning you Btood by my bUo,

Id tho Tillagu church, a frail and weuk,

Ytit gtsntlti and lovuly bridu ?

And don't you remiimber tho smllcfl, Jcanotto,

That you won iia you passed along.

And the birds tliut flat in tho great elm tro«,

And sang you u nuptial song?

Tou trembled, but 'twaa not with fenr, Jcanetto,

As you went to the altflr and knelt,

For I know full well, in your inmoat soul,

That a culm deep joy you felt

;

For I saw the light in your eyo, Jeanotte,

And your hand, as it laid on my arm,

Spoke louder than words of tho hai)py heart

That was beating so quickly and warm.

My love for you then was new, Jeanetto,

And had not been fully tried,

Yet I strongly trusted the blllowB of life

It would safely mount and ride
;

The billows came, but they Bought, Jeanetto,

In vain its course to control

;

And now with a strength that deflctU tho storm,

It comcth to cheer your eoul.

Though many were gathered there, Jeanetto,

I thought, as you passed beneath

Those grand old trees, with your snowy brow

Adorned with tho bridal wreath,

That nature had tried her best, Jeanette,

When to you Bhe had given birth,

And had stamped your smile with her eignet-ring,

As the brightest in all the earth.

Sis summers and winters since then, Jeanette,

Have come and have passed away,

And yet you are e'en more lovely now
Than you were on your bridal day

;

For God has restored your health, Jeanetto,

A color has come to your cheek,

And two little buds have since gro^Tn out,

From the stem that was then so weak.

Although we are prosperous now, Jeanette,

Reverses may come ere Jong
;

For tbey are the lessons that teach the heart

To he manly, and firm, and strong.

Then let us endeavor through Hfe, Jeanetto,

To live as we have begun
;

And thank the Lord for the winter's snow,

As well as the summer's sun.

< .CToa^ >

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

SUMMER-SKY:
— OR—

THE INDIAN BEAUTY.

BY DR. J. H. KOBINSON.

In the year 1707, during the administration of La Salle, in

Louisiana, a -white man, who, for some cause unknown, seemed

to be dissatisfied with the world, took up bis residence among the

Natchez (Indians) at a romantic spot known as White Apple

village. He was hospitably received by the red men, and soon

acquired an enviable reputation among them as a hunter. From
the fact that he carried a rifle of unusual length of barrel, he was

familiarly styled "Long Rifle " by his adopted people, although

his true name was Lebcau.

He adapted himself to the manners and customs of the Indians

with wonderful facility ; and finally fell in love with a Natchez

beauty.

The last step, however, came near proving fatal to Lebeau
;

for she was a near relative of the " Great-Sun," or head chief of

the village, and by the laws of her people was not permitted lo

marry one of inferior rank, although this law was not so rigor-

ously enforced among the red men as it has been among the whites.

Lebeau perceived the difficulties that stood in the way, and

after due reflection upon the subject, resolve^J to lay the matter

before the " Great Sun."

That grave dignitary heard the whole with becoming attention,

and smoked his pipe with a becoming gravity, before giving his

opinion.

" The * Summer-Sky' is of the blood of the suns," said tho

chief, solemnly. " The blood of the descendants of the suns can-

not mix with baser blood."

" All brave men are noble," replied Lebeau ;
" and all cowards

are base."

" Very true," answered the chief. " You have said well. But

there is another obstacle in the way, which you have not spoken

of. Eagle-Eye, the third in the succession of the chiefs, loves the

maiden. What would Long-Rifle do with him, if the GrcatSun

gave his permission 1"

" He would do what the ' Great-Sun * would under similar cir-

cumstances ; wed the maiden, and defy his enemy."
*' Cut you are a stranger among us, and we know not what

your reputation was among your own people ; why then should I

not give the maiden to one of her own race ?"

" Among my own people I was called brave and noble, and no

man dared question my courage. But rank and title are nothing.

The true nobility of the soiil is all. Yet, setting all this aside, I

am equal in rank to the most noble of Natchez maidens. As for

Eagle-Eye, I fear him not !"

"Docs the 'Summer Sky' love you?" asked the chief, ab-

ruptly, after a pause.

" She has sworn it by the sun, and by the moon, and by the

stars," answered Lebcau.

Again tho " GrcatSun" grew thoughtful.

" My pale-faced brother is a brave man," he added, at length
;

"and I will consider his request."

The niglit following this conversation, there was a meeting of

tho principal war chiefs in White Apple village. The council

fire burned long and brightly, and their deliberations were grave.

At length Lebcau and Eagle-Eye were sent for, the latter not

having been admitted to the council. Both reached the lodge of

the " GreatSun " at the same time, and the latter addressed them

as follows :

" It is known unto me, and to my great warriors and friends,

that both of you love the ' Summer-Sky,' a descendant of one

of the suns. You cannot both wed the maiden. We will not show

partiality, though one of you is a pale face, and the other is of

the blood of our own people, and in the succession of the suns.

We have, therefore, resolved that you shall both depart from the

village of the White Apple towards the country of our enemies,

the Choctaws ; and he who shall perform the bravest exploits

among them, and return the greatest number of scalps, shall have

the maiden to his wife. And, moreover, if but one of you live

to return, at the expiration of three months, to the village, that

one shall wed the ' Summer-Sky ' the same as if he had no rival.

Such is the decision of the chiefs of the Natchez. May he who

returns, come back covered with renown, and leave dismay in the

hearts of the Choctaws."

The " Great-Sun " ceased, and the council 6re went out.

With a defiant look at Lebeau, Eagle-Eye strode sullenly to

his lodge to make preparations for his departure; but the former

hastened to a tryst with the Natchez beauty.

It is not necessary to state the particulars of the interview.

The lovers parted with mutual protestations of constancy ; and

with his long and deadly rifle upon his shoulder, Lebeau sat out

for the country of the Choctaws, feeling that he had more to

apprehend from the malice of his red rival, than from any other

source. The " Great-Sun's" words were yet fresh in memory,

for if but one returned alive, that one was to wed the " Summer-
Sky ;" and what was that but implied permission to practise

treachery, and obtain an end without regard to means. So Le-

beau understood it, and the sequel will show whether he was

right, or whether he wronged the wise chiefs.

The moon had climbed far up into the heavens, and shed a

faint and uncertain light on the hunter's way.

Upon parting with the " Summer-Sky," she had placed in his

hand a birchen box of Indian paints, together with various arti-

cles of dress. Before morning, he made a halt, painted his face

and arms, and arrayed himself like a Natchez warrior of distinc-

tion. He was careful that this metamorphosis should be perfect

as possible ; and the time he had been among the red men ena-

bled him to acquit himself of this part of the business with great

credit and precision.

When his toilet was completed, it is doubtful if his Natchez

girl herself would have recognized him.

The clothes which he usually wore he carefully made into a

small bundle and carried with him on his hazardous way, for

purposes yet to be made apparent.

Stopping only to eat, he kept on until the approach of night.

He then halted and built a large fire, and made the usual prepa-

rations for encamping. This part of his task completed, he pro-

ceeded to cut a log about the size of his body, and near his own
length. This piece of wood he dressed in the clothes which he

usually wore, and which composed the bundle.

Various expedients were resorted to in order to make it assume

the appearance of a human figure at rest. When Lebeau had

exhausted all his ingenuity in this respect, he wrapped it in his

blanket, leaving a portion of the head and one arm exposed,

while the feet, encased in his moccasins, were thrust towards the

blazing fire.

The hunter now inspected his work from a distance, and found,

much to his satisfaction, that the illusion was perfect—that a

sleeping hunter was skilfully represented.

" That will do very well," muttered Lebeau to himself. " And
now for the result."

The night had already set in. The moon had not yet risen.

Low and mournful breezes sighed through the dense forests.

Lebcau walked a short distance from the fire, and threw himself

flat upon the ground in such a way as to command a view of the

figure and the trail by which he had come from the village of the

Natchez.

" Now," mused our hero, with a smile of satisfaction, " I will

see whether Eagle-Eye is worthy to be in the succession of the

' suns,' or whether I have wronged him by unjust suspicions.

Perhaps this night will decide who shall wed the ' Summer-Sky,*

the fairest of the Natchez beauties.

" But what a position is this for one who boasts the best blood

of France, and who has moved among the fairest of her gifted

daughters ! Who of my former companions would believe that

to-night I am risking my life for an Indian maiden ! But all

men follow their destiny, and I follow mine. If I am to die by

Indian arrow or bullet, so be it; for thus it was written at the

moment of birth. I confess my weakness ; I love the ' Sun mer-

Sky,* darker though she be than the daughters of my people."

Thus thought Lebeau, as grasping his trusty weapon, he lay

prone upon the earth, more than a hundred weary miles from the

habitations of civilized men, surrounded on all sides by savage

nations who deemed the white men their natural foes.

It is not easy for us who dwell in security, to imagine ourselves

in such a position. True, the idea is wildly romantic, but it has

in it, notwithstanding, too much of cold reality.

Hours glided on. The moon came slowly forth, and star after

star looked faintly down upon the expectant watcher in the for-

est. Hark ) he heard a cry. It was the howl of the wolf. List

again ! That was tho wind shaking the branches of the trees.

And tfiat sound was tho tread of the jackal or the panther.

There is a faint crackling among the withered limbs—a slight

rustling of the dried leaves. Was that the wolf or the wind, tho

jackal or panther? The respiration of Lebeau almost stopped

in the intensity of listening ; and then he held his heart siill, lest

it should heat too loud.

He caught more perfectly the sound— it U the tread of an

Indian's foot. The hunter looks intently, but he cannot discern

the form of the stealthy foe; for he is a warrior, and knows suc-

cess depends upon caution. The minutes pass slowly away, and

as slowly the footsteps approach.

About two rods from the fire was a small spot destitute of trees,

and covered with prairie grass, and in the centre of which grew

a bush of considerable size. Presently a figure arose softly from

the rank weeds and grass, and stood partially protected by the

bush. It was Eagle-Eye—as the reader has already anticipated.

Rising upon tiptoe, he bent his body forward, and looked (as

he supposed) at his sleeping rival—the meddling white man, who
was driving them from ihcir lands, and wooing their fairest maid-

ens. A grim smile distorted the features of the chief. His

enemy—his rival—the man he hated, was in his power.

He raised his gun, took deadly aim, and fired at the uncon-

scious sleeper's head. Lebeau sprang from the place of his con-

cealment, and uttered a frightful Choctaw war-whoop. Eagle-

Eye, supposing that his enemies, the Choctaws, were near, turned

and ran swiftly away, full of the comforting belief that his rival

was shot through the head.

Upon examining the figure which had so successfully repre-

sented himself, Lebeau found that the aim of the chief had been

unerring ; a ball had passed through the hunting cap into the log.

The wooden hunter was instantly committed to the fire, when

Lebeau wrapped himself in bis blanket, and slept calmly till

morning, being well assured that the dread of the Choctaws would

deter Eagle-Eye from returning to triumph over his fallen enemy.

The reader may ask why he did not shoot the Indian after he

had tired at the log.

Such was not the purpose of the hunter, for the deed would

have been discovered in some unlooked for manner, and after

such a discovery, Lebeau could have hoped for no security in the

village of the " White Apple " while any relatives of the deceased

lived.

Much refreshed and hopeful, our hero awoke in the morning,

ate a very hearty breakfast of venison, and pursued his way in

good spirits. By rapid travelling, he reached a populous Choc-

taw village before midnight. But what was he to do next?

Should he wantonly murder those who had done him no wrong,

and who, as a general thing, had been friendly to the French set-

tlement at Biloxi and at New Orleans "? No ; he felt that such a

course would be wrong.

At this juncture fortune favored him again. At daylight, he

observed that there was an unusual bustle at the Choctaw village,

and soon perceived that a strong war party was setting out on an

expedition against some of their enemies.

The warriors left their homes, and Lebeau followed them.

They took their way toward the White Apple village. At night,

they halted, but built no tires, eating their food raw. Two scouts

were then sent forward to reconnoitre the enemy.

Lebeau felt that now was the time to act ; so he tightened his

belt, and followed the spies like a skilful warrior. The sturdy

Frenchman dogged thera until nightfall, when they halted near

the village of his adopted people. One of them lay down and

slept, and the other kept watch by his side.

Lebeau drew near, shot the watcher through the head, and

and tomahawked the other before he had fairly awoke from his

deep sleep. With the reeking scalps of the scouts hanging at

his girdle, he entered the Natchez village, and the lodge of the

" Great- Sun."

" Let the great war-chief awake. His enemies, the Choctaws,

are approaching," said Lebeau, and held up the bloody trophies

of victory he had just won.

"Who are you'^" cried the Great-Sun, not recognizing his

white neighbor through his Indian paint.

" I am the friend of the Natchez," replied Lebeau. "Gather

together your warriors, and make ready to fight for your pleasant

village and your women and children."

" Show me the bodies of the Choctaws," said " Great-Sun,"

incredulously.

"Follow me," answered Lebcau,

The chief called two of his warriors and followed Lebeau.
" There they are, and so perish all the enemies of the Natchez,"

said the hunter, pointing to the stifl^eniog bodies of the scouts.

" You are Lebeau," answered the chief, in a low tone. " I

know the voice. You speak the truth. You. shall lead my war-

riors to meet our enemies, and ma}' the Great Spirit make you

a lion in battle, and cause you to triumph over them."
" Give mc fifty warriors, and I will cause them to turn their

backs upon the 'White Apple' village, and fly like frightened

deers ; for the Natchez are great fighters."

The village was soon in commotion, and while the fifty war-

riors were gathering in front of the lodge of the head chief, Le-

beau enjoyed a tender though stolen meeting with the " Summer-

Sky," to whom he related all that had passed.

" Eagle-Eye is a coward !" she exclaimed disdainfully, " and

the ' Summer- Sky ' cannot be his mate."

"And will my Natchez girl always think so V said Lebeau.

" Until the fire of life goes out !" she answered, proudly.

" What if I should fall in battle ! Can the Indian maiden love

twice ?" asked Lebeau, eagerly.
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*' The ' Summer Sky ' can love but once ; and will renew that

love in the happy hunting-grounds when broken off by death."

Kissing the fair lips of his proud beauty, Ltbcau hastened to

head the fifty warriors who were By this time asstmbled. Divid-

ing the command, as a matter of policy, wiih one of ihe princi-

pal chiefs, he then made them a glowing speech, representing the

wrongs they had suffered from time to time from their enemies,

the Cboctaws, and exhorting them to deeds of valor, etc., and

they left the village, impatient for the coming conflict.

After going forward in the greatest silence for about two hours,

the warriors halted. A few trusty scouts were now sent forward

with instructions to learn the position of the enemy, and return

with the greatest despatch and secrecy.

They returned before noon the following day with intelligence

that the Cboctaws were moving on towards White Apple village,

with all the caution, silence, and cunning characteristic of Indian

warfare.

*' To be a great leader," said Lebeau, addressing his warriors,

" is to defeat the enemy with the smallest possible loss of life.

Our enemies, the Choctaws, are approaching to lay our pleasant

village in ashes, and lo slay our old men and our women and

children ; but we will give them a lesson which they shall long

remember. We will crouch in the tall grass, behind the trees,

and bushes, and logs, and await the approach of the Choctaws.

When they are in our midst and unconscious of danger, we will

fire upon them, rise up with a great shout and slay them as we

would slay a herd of defenceless sheep. What says the war

chief ? Is my counsel good V
This advice was highly approved of by the chief, and was

immediately acted upon. The place was selected where the

enemy would be the most likely to enter the village, and in a few

moments not a red face was to be seen ; they had sank down into

the earth—to use a metaphor.

Thus the Natchez awaited the approach of the Choctaws. The

latter came forward, little suspecting the reception that was in

store for them, with the intention of concealing themselves near

the village until the proper hour for Indian attack and mur-

der—which is near daylight.

On they came to their death. Poor fellows ! few of them

lived to see the village of the White Apple.

Suddenly the dreaded Natchez war-cry arose on all sides, and

the warriors fell before a deadly volley. Lebeau cheered on his

braves, and was the first to strike home to the hearts of the enemy.

Taken completely by surprise, the Choctaws made but faint

and ineffectual resistance. Most of them were slain, and the

few that escaped, bore back to their people desperate wounds and

no scalps.

But how w£is it with the lover of the Natchez beauty ? He dis-

tinguished himself by his daring and prowess, and five more

Choctaw scalps hung at his girdle. When he returned to the

village of the Wiiite Apple, he was received with distinguished

marks of approbation by the " Great-Sun."

A season of general feasting and rejoicing followed, for the

enemy had received a severe chastisement, likely to keep them

peaceable for a long time.

The inhabitants of the village were assembled, and silence en-

joined upon them by the "Great-Sun," in regard to the return of

Lebeau, and the deeds which had characterized the same; and

" we will see," he added, " whether he is worthy to be the husband

of the Summer-Sky."

In a few days Eagle-Eye returned with two scalps, and the

chiefs were assembled again to hear what he would say.

"We are ready to listen to the words of Eagle-Eye," said the

Great-Sun, " and let him be sure that he speak the truth."

The young brave drew himself up proudly, and said ;

"Eagle-Eye scorns to lie. His heart is big. Behold the scalps

of his enemies. He slew them with his own hand. He entered

the village of the Choctaws. He found them sleeping. But two

of the chiefs slept with one eye open. They gave the alarm.

This sharp tomahawk drank their blood, and their scalps are

before the great warriors."

"It is good," said the Great-Sun, gravely. "But can Eagle-

Eye tell us anything of the white man V
Eor a moment the false brave was embarrassed.

" Eao-le-Eye has not seen our white brother. His heart is not

big enough to go among our enemies. He is a coward. He has

gone back to his people—the French dogs—and will stir them up

to fight against the Natchez, that he may take away the Summer-

Sky, and have her to wife."

" How dost thou know all this 1" continued the Great-Sun.

" I saw him go towards the land of the French people, and the

Great Spirit told me the rest in a dream."

" The Great Spirit is good," repHed the venerable chief. " Tou

shall be properly rewarded."

At this instant another figure stood beside the council fire of

the " Suns," with seven scalps at his girdle ; it was Lebeau

himself.

Eagle-Eye started and grew pale; but the chief sternly mo-

tioned him to silence, and rising slowly to his feet, and looking

solemnly around upon his nobles, asked in an impressive voice

:

"What does he merit who attempts the life of his friend, and

comes to the Great-Sun and the 'Little Suns' with a lie in

his mouth V
'* Death !" was the suppressed yet energetic response.

The Great-Sun made a sign to a young warrior near him.

Drawing his scalping-knife from his girdle, he approached the

culprit.

Eagle-Eye arose to his feet, and drew his blanket over his face.

The warrior lifted his knife. A solemn silence reigned in the

lodge of the " Suns." Lebeau sprang forward to save the

doomed but quicker than thought the fatal weapon descended,

and without a groan or a sigh, Eagle-Eye passed to the happy

hunting-grounds of his fathers.

"It is thus that the Great Sun deals out justice to his people,"

said the chief; and the young men carried out the body of Eagle-

Eye, and fresh earth was sprinkled upon the spot reddened by

his life-blood.

''Let our white brother he wedded to the Summer-Sky, and let

there be festivity and dancing in the village of the Natchez,"

added the Great-Sun ; and in obedience to the order, the village

of the White Apple rang with shouts of joy. * * #

Lebeau and the Summer-Sky were together. The Great-Sun

joined their hands.

" My people have built you a lodge, near the lodge of the Great-

Sun. Go and dwell in it. The succession of the ' Suns,' which

was Eagle-Eye's, is yours. Live among us, and be happy and

content. Let our enemies be yours, and yours shall be ours.

May your descendants be wise in council, and mighty in battle."

The Great-Sun ceased, and Lebeau went to dwell in the new
lodge with the Summer-Sky, and thus, we may hope, entered

upon a life of perpetual su7nmer—a summer whose sky was seldom

dark and lowering, and nevei- storm>/.

[Written, for Gleason's Pictorial.]

BID ME LOVE THEE.

ET FIKLET JOHNSON.

0, "bid me still to loTe thee,

And worship at thy shiine
;

And say thy heart will ever throb

In unison with mine.

By all tby hopes of future bliBS,

From coquetry rtfi'ain
;

By all my hopes of happiness,

Say not I love in vain.

0, bid mc still to love thee,

And whisper words of bliss
;

No dearer joy than that 1 crave,

Within a world like this.

0, bid me dip my spirit's wings

In love's pure, holy fount

;

That I may reach thy loving heart,

And dangers all surmount,

0, bid me still to love thee,

With passion strong and deep
;

And say that thou in memory's cpU

Will but my image keep
;

By all thy beauties fiiir to view,

Thy nobleness of soul

;

By all that thou on earth hold'st dear,

Let not thy love grow cold.

CHINESE FU\ER.4X.
A novel and interesting spectacle was presented in our streets

the other afternoon. One of the numerous Chinamen in our
city had, it seems, departed this life, and most of his countrymen
in the city attended his remains to the grave. The procession

was very long, reaching from the Chinese House, at the head of

Sacramento sireet, to the El Dorado. The men were uniformly
dressed in black, and wore on their arms pieces of white cloth

—

the insignia of the mourner in China. Their faces presented

their usual intellectual appearance, and the efforts of many of

them to navigate in miner's boots were rather calculated to impair
the solemnity of the scene. After the hearse, which headed the

procession, came a cart ; but whether this was the result of acci-

dent or design, we were unable to learn—certainly, they followed

it with the greatest gravity. Behind the cart came Norman
Assing, mounted on a splendid charger, looking as though he
would like to attend a funeral every day of the week. After him
came the main body, two by two, their pig-tails well dressed and
reaching nearly to the ground. The procession wound up with
a number of Celestials on horseback, each of whom seemed to

entertain a proper respect for, and dread of, the beast he bestrode.

After passing through several streets, they took their way to the

cemetery, where the departed brother was deposited in his last

home with appropriate ceremonies.

—

San Francisco Dispatch.

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

lilNES TO MISS SMITH,

ET QEORGE W. BUNGiT.

In olden times, 'tis sung or said,

That Copid, with his curly head,

Made targets of our eyes
;

With goldeu bow and silken string,

The love-god came on rosy wing,

Like beauty from the skies.

Now he has thrown aside his dart,

And torn his stringed bow apart.

The sport of winds and waves
;

lie now employs a fair-haired Smith

To Jorge lone-chains to bind us with.

And all mankind are slaves.

REASONING.
Mr. Cunningham, of Dnnse, has a Skye terrier, of noted cat hunt-

ing propensity, and which frequently accompanies its master on
shooting excursions. Some time ago, it treed a cat one fine morn-
ing in the garden, and after yelping and scratching at the foot for

tive minutes, it suddenly turned away and ran into the [house !

Its master soon after heard a noise in the kitchen passage down
stairs, and on going down found that the dog had contrived to

disengage a gun from its nail, and was now eagerly dragging it

by the woollen case up the short ilight of steps leading to the
front of the bouse.

No doubt was entertained that the sanguinary little creature,

remembering the destructive powers of the gun in the field, was
acting under a belief that the same weapon might secure the

death of the treed cat—reason having carried it thus far, but hav-
ing at the same time failed to show how little use it could have
made of the gun after dragging it into the proposed scene of op-
eration.

—

Chambers' Journal.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE ^VORD OF ItlNDNESS.

BT EDWAED J. HANDUJOB.

There 'a a charm more potent than magic
E'er drew from dark, mystic lore;

A jewel more precious than diamonds
Hewn from earth's inmost core.

There 's a sound far sweeter than music,

When borne on the evening breeze,

As it Qoats with delicious aroma
Through the whispering orange-trees.

There 's a theme more fruitful than poet

E'er strung to a tuneful rhyme,

A theme to outlive the boundaries

Cast by the hand of time.

'Tis the soul-gladdening words of kindness,

Spoken in griers dark hour;

White around us the storm is raging,

And the clouds of affliction lower.

Like oil on the rippling waters,

It calms the o'ergushing heart;

And the fragrance which round it scatters.

Doth a balm-like germ impart.

It falls like the straying sunbeams,

On a fountain rich and rare
;

Shadowed hy woods primeval

From PhoebuB's too frequent glare.

And lighting the lurid waters

With chastening breath from above,

It dispels the unwholesome vapors

With dawn from the throne of love.

Then heed ye the word of kindness,

For magic lives in its breath
;

A magic will ease e'en the sickness

That comes as the guide of death.

ORIENTAIi GUIDE-BOOK.
Follow me to the banks of the Senghi and Arascs, rich in

bloom, sacred in tradition
; where I sought for rest, after long

wandering in the mazes of a sft-ange land, until I knew that rest
is nowhere to be found but in one's own bosom ; follow me into
the gardens where Noah once planted the vine for his own enjoy-
ment and heart's delight, and for the gladness of all subsequent
races of toiling men

; follow me through the steep mountain paths
overhung with glaciers, to the arid lable-land.s of Ararat, where,
clad in a garment red as blood, on his steed of nimble thigh, the
wild Kurd springs along, with flashing glance and sunburnt face,
in his broad girdle the sharp dagger and long pistols of Damas-
cus, and in his practised hand the slender death-slinging lance of
Bagdad—where the Normal pitches bis black tent, and with wife
and child cowers round the fire that scares away the beasts of the
wilderness—where caravans and camels and dromedaries wend
their way, laden with the treasures of the Orient, and guided by
watchful leaders in wide, many colored apparel—where the Tartar,
eager for spoil, houses in hidden rocks, or in half-subterranean,
rudely-excavated huts ; follow me into the fruitful valleys, where
the sons of Haighk, like the children of Israel, far from the cor-
ruption of cities, still live in primeval simplicity, plough their
fields and tend their flocks, and practise hospitality in biblical
pureness

; follow me to Ararat, which still bears the diluvian ark
upon his king-like hoary head; follow me into the highlands of
Armenia !

—

Parker's Journal.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

THE GOOD OLD DAYS OF PENN.

BY FRANCIS GETVITTS.

0, for the good old days of Penn,

When the olive-hranch of peace

Waved e'er each happy hill and glen,

And every humble citizen

Enjoyed his corn and fleece.

'Twas then the blessed, sunny time

When the earth again seemed new
j

For little then knew men of crime

In that serene, salubrious climo,

Where love from goodness grew.

Man cursed not then his fellow-man,

And war was a sound unknown
;

The Indian had no need to scan,

With jealous eye, his brother's plan

—

They loved each as their own.

Each bird, and brook, and dripping bud,

Invites at the daj's returning
;

Then let us away in the fluid and wood,

And drink the health of the morning.

» ^*»»- » —
WONDERS IN THE PAPERS.

A bug or insect, resembling a wasp, was found buried for twelve
years in wood in England. The papers have announced this
wonder. But the tact is not uncommon or very wonderful. The
insect is the well known tonthredo, or borer, which deposits its

eggs under the bark of trees or even into the sapwood. The
wood occasionally grows over the egg, and thus remains for suc-
cessive years, before the insect is hatched or eats out. When the
son of Gen. Putnam resided in Williamstown, Mass., he had two
tables made of apple-tree timber from a large tree cut down by
Gen. Putnam, on his farm in Pomfret, Connecticut. Three of
these tonthredoes ate out in two or three year?. It was evident
from the number of consecutive layers of wood, that the ego-s had
been deposited at least seventy i/mrs before the insects came forth
to the light. In the splitting of maple wood, I have known afHll
grown tonthredo lo be brought to li^ht, deep in the wood, where
its egg must have been deposited many years before. The facts
only show the long time in which the egg will retain the principle
of life before the maturing process shall come on. The world is

full of such facts. "Wheat has been known to germinate after
being preserved a thousand years.

—

Rochester De/maat.
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CHINESE nilLlTARV OFl'ICEKS.

Tho picture presented herewith is

too characteristic to rc(iuire much
description from us. It represents a

group of Chinese military oHiiers,

whoso aldermuiiie proportions j^ivo

token of ^ood cheer and little service.

The wetxpons they carry show that

the Asiatic modes of warfare yet pre-

vail, althoui;h tliey are well acquaint-

ed with European modes. The rul-

mf^ dynasty heinj; Tartar princes,

they have gradually introduced tho

Manchoo and Mongolian combina-

tion of a military with a civil admin-

istration, so that the Chinese people

present the anomalous spectacle of

being governed by a military power
which has grown out of their own
distant and tributary provinces. In

Monpolia, for instance, the whole

nation is divided into one hundred

and thirty-five banners, which are

again subdivided into regiments and

companies. EaHi Mopl'oI is bound

to serve as a horseman from his

eighteenth to his sixtieth year. The
property of the soil is in the princes,

to whom their subjects pay a moder-

ate contribution of cattle, supplying

them also with servants and shep-

herds for guarding their flocks and
herds. These princes settle all dis-

putes between their subjects, accord-

ing to the laws established to pre-

serve order in their armies ;
but the

supreme administration is confided

to the tribunal of foreign affairs at

Pekin, which appoints inspectors-

general for the dilferent principali-

ties: these are always chosen from

the Manchoo nation. With respect

to the attachment of the Mongols to

the Manchoo dynasty it is ditKciilt

to speak positively. The Mongols
still maintain their ancient hatred of

the Chinese; and, though the latter

have been enabled to subdue the

warlike spirit of these nomads^and
to declare them tributary, the court

of Pekin sends to Mongolia about

ten times the value of the tribute re-

ceived from it, under the pretext of

rewarding the zeal and fidelity of its

princes and military officers. Thus,
the native Mongol chiefs arc bribed

into subjection and obedience; but

they are, at the same time, vigilantly

watched by the Manchoo inspectors,

and any misconduct, or show of op-

posiiion, is speedily visited by an abridgment or deprivation of
iheir usual presents. Chinese history furnishes instructive study.

the centre of the bay are from twenty-
six to thirty fathoms. The harbor
is defended by the castle, and two
forts at the north end of tho Almcn-
dral, and another fort inland. There
is no mole, nor any facility for land-

ing pood'*, except by launches, across

which all packages are brought on
men's shoulders ; or by boats, which,
however, can land in all weathers, in

lh(! Fisherman's Bay, beiwcen tho

castle and fort St, Antonio. There
arc generally a considerable numhtr
of vessels in the bay, the greater part

British and American; and Valpa-
raiso continues to be the central de-

pot for the trade of Chili. L'irtie

quantities of com are shipped hero

for Callao and Panama, especially

the former. Wheat, tallow, hidep,

copper, the precious metals, indigo,

wood and sarsaparilla are among the

principal exports. The market of
Val paraiso is well supplied with
meat, poultry, fish, bread, fruit and
vegetables, at very moderate prices

and of good quality ; and its climate

is generally agreeable. Unless, how-
ever, it mrty have materially altered of
late years, it would appear, from Mr.
Miers's Report, to be subject to

many drawbacks as a place of resi-

dence :
—" Independent of the want

of society, there exists no public

amusement, no theatre, commercial
reading or news-room, no parade,

not even a single spot to walk upon,
nor any retirement or exit from the

town, but over the barren steep hills,

which renders the exercise more a

toil than a pleasure. In short, in

spite of its matchless and beautiful

climate, I do not know in all ('hili,

a spot presenting a more uncomfort-

able and cheerless place of residence

than Valparaiso."

CHINESE MILITARY OFFICERS, WITH UNIFORMS AND WEAPONS.

^V_

EMPEROR NAPOLEOIV'S SWORD.
This interesting relic of the emperor—a representation of which

is given herewith—is preserved in the magnificent collection of
arms in the north corridor at Windsor Castle. The hilt and
guard of the sword are of or-molu, lieautifully chafed, the style of

ornamentation being in the classic

taste which arose after the first

Revolution—the head of Medusa,
the thunderbolts of Jupiter, fiiiures

of Neptune, etc., being amongst
the enrichments. The blade is en-

graved for a short way below the

hilt, and gilded, and a small shield-

formed part is blue. The scabbard
is of black leather, the chape, etc.,

being of or-molu. A sword simi-

lar m character to this is, we be-

lieve, in the possession of the Duke
of Wellington, and it was taken at

Waterloo. The identification, in

such cases as these, is never very
positive when both the conquering
and the conqut-red belong to highly
civilized nations, because the sub-

ject is one which generous minds

—

such as military men usually pos-

sess—do not wish to discuss. In
llic present cas^e, General Rumor
raises his voice among the other
generals, and it must be admitted
that no reasonable doubt remains.
Such is la fortune de la gueire— the

foituneof war. It is said, that Na-
poleon, after the battle of Auster-
litz-, happening to meet a large de-

tachment of wounded Austrians
under surgical escort, immediaiely
alighted from his carriage, and un-
covering his head, exclaimed:
" Honor to the brave in misfor-
tune 1" His suite followed his ex-
ample. The emperor remained un-
covered in pensive silence, while
the melancholy procession of the
wounded and thedying was passing
by. The human heart is ever re-

sponsive to such appeals. These
men had lavished their blood con-
tending against Napoleon. But
this development of sympathy in

one moment disarmed all enmity,
and irresistibly won their love and
admiration. Afterwards, when De-
non, the artist, was showing him
some designs for a commemorative
medal, " What does this mean V
inquired the emperor. " Sire, it is

a French eagle strangling the leop-
ard, one of the emblems of the
English coat of arms." "Bah ! I
cannot send out to sea the smallest
fishing-boat that the English do not
seize upon. Destroy this, and never

SWORD OF NAPOLEON. present such a design tome again."

VALPARAISO, CHILI.
The picture which we give below is that representing the prin-

cipal seaport of Chili. Its present population will not vary far

from fifteen thousand. It consists principally of a straggling long
street, or rather tt-rrace—for it is built only on one side, with
some narrow and inconvenient thorocghfares leading out of it up
the several ravines. In one of these is the plaza—a small, trian-

gular space, where the market is held
; and near it are the princi-

pal church, the Domincian and Franeiscan chapels, etc. A lit-

tle to the north is the castle of Antonio, mounting about a dozen
guns

;
and between it and the plaza are a number of low build-

ings and sheds, termed the arsenal. In the north quarter of the

town, in a recess larger than ihe other ravines, is a collection of

narrow lanes and mean houses ; and many isolated dwellings are

scattered about among the hills, the only access to which is by
winding footpaths. The suburb, Almendral, on the sandy shore

to the south, is more regularly laid out: the houses here, where
there has been more room to bndd, consist mostly of a ground
floor only ; but in the town of Valparaiso all have stories above
the ground floor. They are in general painted of lively colors.

About 'he middle of the Almendral are the ruins of the church
and convent of La Merced, which, like many other buildings in

Valparaiso, was destroyed by the earthquake of 1822. The Bay
of Valparaiso is open to the north, but sheltered by heights on all

other sides; and the holding ground, being mostly a stiff clay,

offers a secure anchorage, except during northerly gales. Oppo-
site the custom house, one hundred yards from the shore, there

are five fathoms of water, which suddenly deepens to ten and
twenty fathoms, at the distance of three hundred yards, and in

LIBERAL EDUCATION.
Brown is a decent man

;
you will

experience no shock. He is taking

stock of all his information—Greek,

there's a dual number and a ten?e

called aorist, and one verb in the

grammar is called tuptoo ; there's

^schylus, and there's Herodotus,

and there's a war called Peloponne-

sian, and Xerxes. Latin, I know some
—let me see

—
" bis dat qui cito dat,"

" ingenuas didicisse," et<;., and there's

"post hoc non propter hoc," and

there's " sic vos non vobis," which goes on melliki—something,

but it is not usual to quote the rest, so it don't matter my not

knowing it. I know a whole line, by-the-by. " fortunati min-

imum sua si bona norint." Come, that would fftch something

in the House of Commons. I think it's from Ovid. There's

the Augustan Age and Coriolanus. Brutus goes with liberty

and Tarquin's ravishing strides—a verb agrees with its nominative

case. English History— Arthur's table—Alfred burnt oatcakes

—

Henry VIII. had a number of wives, was the son of Queen Eliz-

abeth, who wore a stiif frill and didn't marry. George III. had

two prime ministers. Horace Walpole and Mr. Pitt. The Duke
of Wellington, and Napoleon, and Waterloo, also Trafalgar and

Rule Britannia—O, and there's Aristotle, shone in a number of

things, generally safe to mention. Plato and friendly attachment

—Mem., avoid mention of Plato ; there's something about a repub-

lic, on which I don't feel safe when it's occasionally mentioned.

Botany: sap, the blood of trees—the leaves of flowers are called

petals—also parts are called pistils, which I could make a pun
upon if I knew what they were—cosines in algebra, the same,

which would make play with cousins—plus and minus, more and

less—there's a word rationale, don't know whether French or

Latin, but extremely good to use—foreign politics I don't make
much of, not understanding history of foreign countries. Ger-

mans, I know, dreamy, Klop stock—know his name, and think he

was a drummer. Gerter was great. And I think there's an

Emperor Barbarossa, but Mem., be cautious, for I'm not sure

whether that's not the name of an animal. Understand animals,

having been to the Zoological Gardens. Have read Shakspeare

—not Milton, but it's safe to praise him.^De/mce of Tgnoraucp..

M

VIEW OF THE PORT OF VALPARAlSOj IN CHILI, SOUTH AMERICA,
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COITTEIITS OF OUE NEXT NTTMBEH.
"The White Charger; or, the Smuggler anJ hia Daughter," a tale, by

FaED Hdntee.
" The London Beggar j or, the Caprice of Fortune," a story, by Luct

Li>'wooit.
" itei'onciiiationa." a t,ile, by Geo. Ca>-.\i>'0 Hill.
"Mr. Sycophant; or, the Torchlight Processiou," a humorous sketch, by

D^CLE ToBV.
'•St!iDz;i8 to Effie," by Cbarles IT. Stewart.
" To a Matron," linns, by Owen G. Warren.
"Lines to Annie," by Dr. Frederick Houck.
"Life's darkened Hours." in verse, by Ellen Louise Chandleb.
" To Lile," lines, by C. Carroll Cochran.
" A Good Name," Et4inza.<, by J. Hukt, Jr.
" Liues to ," by John U. Taylor.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
A large engraving of Kossuth, giving a view of the noble Hungarian patriot,

attended by the spirita of freedom and History, and the guardian genius of
Hungary, with his own good angel be;iring him through space to Anmrica.

Also, a portKiit of Madame Kossuth, the wife of the Hungarian leader,

A represents tioD of a HuDgarian Noble and Peasant.

A picture representing the Submarine Railway between England and France.

A series of views of the City of New Haven
;
giving, first, a fine representa-

tion of the city itself, from Ftirry Hill.

Second, a view of what was called the " Arnold House," the residence of the
noted Oenedict Arnold, previous to the Revolution.

Third, an engraving representing Yale College, the second collegiate school
founded in New Kngland.

Fourth, a view of the New York and New Haven Ilailroad Station, New Haven.

A fiue picture of a group of Hungarian Officers and Soldiers, in the mihtary
costume of flungary.

{ Also, a corresponding picture of a group of Austrian Officers and Soldiers, in
the military costume of Aui^tria.

A large whole-page picture emblematic of the good old Festival of Christmas.

A BOUND VOLU:>IE.

One more number of the Companion will complete the volume

for the present year. We have had a very beautiful title page

engraved, and a perfect index prepared of the contents, which

will be added to all bound sets. Those of our subscribers who
have kept ihcir rej^ular files, can have them bound, by handing

them in to our office, for perhaps half what others would charge

them, as we have our own bindery, and shall furnish ihe volume
of the Pictorial in gilt back and edges, with ornamented sides,

and in perfect style. Those persons who wish to complete their

files by supplying missing numbers, can always do so at any of

of the periodical depots throughout the country, at six cents per

number. In- our next week's number we shall be able to state at

what rate we will bind the Pictorial, and more fully explain our

terms of exchange between returned files and the bound sets.

ONE NUMBER MORE.
One number more will end the present volume of the Picto-

rial, and our subscribers are reminded that we discontinue all

papers at the expiration of the time paid for, our terms being

strictly in advance. Our new volume will be a vast improve-

ment on the present one, finer paper, better engravings, new type,

and increased efforts to please. Send in your subscripiions, then,

in Beason for number one, and then keep your files complete.

Our regular volumes will comprise twenty-six numbers, each six

months, to commence on the first of January and first of July.

Facility of Composition.— Sir Walter Scott composed
with great facility, and was so borne or hurried along, that his

brain resembled a high-pressure engine, the steam of which was
perpetually up every time he entered his study, and lifted a pen.

Latterly he dictated, and we have heard his amanuensis say that

he paced the apartment under great emotion, and appeared more
like a rapt seer than an ordinary mortal, while composing the

celebrated dialogue between the Templar and the fair Rebecca.

Gleason's Pictorial Drawisg-Room Companion still continues to greet us
with its weekly vit;its This is the cheapest and most magnificent periodical
In the world. How so much literary and other matter and so many splendid
engravings can be furnished weekly, for the small sum of S3 per annum, is a
.mystery to us, unless the publisher is rewarded by an immense circulation.
A new volume commences on the first of January, when there are .still further
improvements to be made, which the publisher says shall exceed, in beauty
ana magnificence, anything he has heretofore attempted.— Union Co. Star.

Anti Wigs —The Russian Emperor has published a vkase,

ordering the Jewesses to wear their own hair, and prohibiting the

use of wigs. Considering that this race has the finest hair in the
world, the imperial edict would seem scarcely necessary.

< ^mm- t

Specie.—The average stock of bullion held by the Bank of
England, in both departments, during the month ending the

1st of November, was .£15, 156, 7.^6.

Ploughshares—Better than bank or railroad shares the

deeper they go down, the more they bring up.

THE GOVERNOR OF HUNG.^iRY.

The arrival of Kossuth in this country is an event of historical

importance. His reception here is not a mere act of courtesy

and fraternal feeling to an illustrious exile, destined to be remem-

bered only by the parties interchanging the words of welcome

and thanks, and to be forgotten by the rest of the world imme-

diately, as a mere local occurrence ; it is something more than

this ; it is a demonstration affecting the destinies of the world.

Kossuth comes not among us fallen and subdued ; he has been

unfortunate, it is true ; but he has one of those rare minds that

shine the brighter from the darkness that surrounds, as a star is

more brilliant at midnight. The very source of his present trou-

bles arises from a glorious trait of character— the absence of per-

sonal ambition—of all petty jealousy and selfishness. It was this

that induced him to commit the sword to the hands of Georgey

—the Benedict Arnold of Hungary—tiie once-loved and now

accursed of the noble Magyars, whom, like a second Judas Isca-

riot, he sold for thirty pieces of silver to the abhorred enemies

of their race.

It is impossible not to regard Louis Kossuth as the leading

spirit of the age, for he is in every respect a remarkable man.

It was little, comparatively, to become the master spirit of his

native land, but to be recognized as the champion of universal

freedom, to awaken the noblest aspirations of humanity, the most

patriotic enthusiasm, the most fervid sympathy in foreign lands,

in the midst of populations remarkable for coldness of tempera-

ment, is a triumph only reserved for the very highest genius, and

the u:raost purity of soul.

Many persons have viewed the advent of Kossuth upon our

shores with dismay ; and some papers have been over-anxious

and rtady to criticize his every expression, and to impugn his

motives. They seem to fear that his soul-stirring addresses will

awaken among us a fiery and Quixotic spirit that will work for

evil to individuals and the nation. We do not share these fears

;

we know too well that the generous aspirations and the fiery

valor of our countrymen are tempered by sound sense and clear

intelligence ; that they undertake nothing which is not justifiable

by reason and morality, and which they have not the ability to

accomplish.

Kossuth may not accomplish all that he proposes to himself,

in visiting this country ; but we feel satisfied that he will accom-

plish enough to assure the future independence of his native

land. Money, the " sinews of war," will be poured abundantly

into his hands, and if he requires men, that there are enough

generous spirits among us willing to expatriate themselves, if

necessary, for the sake of conveying to the struggling Hungari-

ans the same kind of aid which the noble-hearted sons of Prance

afforded us in the hour of our need, we cannot doubt.

A few regiments of American riflemen, with Colt's formidable

weapons in their hands, might not come amiss in the fierce strug-

gle between despotism and republicanism, which the coming year

is sure to witness on the battle-fields of Europe.

OUR PORTR.4IT G.1LIjERY.

Having received numerous requests from various sources,

among our subscribers at a distance, that we would give the por-

traits of the publisher, editor and contributors to our paper, we
have concluded to comply with this request, that we may please,

as far as in our power, all of our friends. We shall therefore

give in No. 1, of the new volume, accurate likenesses of the pub-

lisher, editor, and of a dozen or twenty of our best contributors.

We are constantly in the receipt of such letters as the following:

Chicopee Falls.

Mr. Editor:—I have been a reader of your excellent paper, entitled the
" Pictoriitl Drawing-Koom Companion," for about five months, and have been
exceedingly amused and iuteresied with its illustrations and reading matter,
and tbiuk it well worthy the patronage of a reading public. Especially am 1

interested with its portraits of eminent and distingui^^hed men— some of whom
I have seen—and know them to be very accurate ; and now, Mr. Editor, I hiive

not a doubt but that the numerous subscribers to this elegant sheet would be
highly gratified to see a portrait of its gentlemanly proprietor, Mr. fc'. Gieason.
I, lor oue, should be pleaded to Bee it. Shall we have it soon in one of the
" Companions^"

Respectfully yours, •"*

East Weare, N. H.

F. Gleabox—Dfar Sir:—Cannot you give us portraito of some of your con-
tributors, in the Companion? You have a "rare galaxy" of authors and
authoresses about you, with whom the many readers and admirers of the
Companion autl the Flag would like to become better acquainted. Wiahing
you mucu success, 1 subscribe myself, with much respect,

Yours, &c. ***

The Soonek the Better.—A correspondent of the Leipzic

Gazette, from Vienna, writes :
" The Austrian Charge d'Afiaires

at Washington is empowered to depart immediately, if, as it is

said, the arrival of Kossuth in America, should be accompanied

by any official participation of the President, or Federal govern-

ment. The passports of the American representative at Vienna

would then also be ready for him."

Hard to feign.—Indifference is, of all dispositions of the

mind, the hardest to feign.

A Relic.—A posthumous penknife is described by the Cin-

cinnati Enquirer. It was made by a Mackinaw Indian. The
bone on one side of the handle was from the thigh of an Indian,

and that on the other from the thigh of an English soldier. The
blade was part of a sword taken from a Frenchman in the French

and Indian war. Will this knife " go backl"

Capitol of Tennessee.—The new Capitol of the State of

Tennessee will be one of the most magnificent buildings of the

kind in the United States. It is built of polished limestone rock,

upon a hill, giving an extensive view of the surrounding country.

Despotism.—A letter from Havana, in the Picayune, says

that the Picayune, Delta, and New York Herald has been inter-

dicted in the island of Cuba.

Very true.—Politeness is oftimes a great tax upon sincerity.

.^_.>

In this city, by Rev. Mr. Stow. Mr John A. Palmer to Misg Phebe Carnes.
By Kev. Mr. Stone, Mr. George P. French to Miss Adelaide E. Demerest.
By Rev. Mr. Streeter, Mr. ft'illiam H Harrington to Miss Ann E. Leonard.
By Rev. Mr. Coolidge. Mr. William E Eastham to Miss Caroline B. Tirrel.

By Rev Dr. Sharp, Mr. John Reed to Miss Amanda M. S. Baker, of Port-
land, Maine.
By Rev Dr. Adams, Mr, Edward P. Sprague, of Hartford, Termont, to Miss

Ellen D. Freeman.
At Roxbury,by Rev. Dr Putnam, Mr. Geo. B. Faunce to Miss Abby J. Tren.
At Charlestown, by Rev. Mr. BurUngton, Mr. S. 0- Wheeler to Miss Jane B.

Gould, of Foxcroft. Maine.
At Salem, Mr. John Penrce to Miss Abigail Brooks; Mr. Thomas Reed to

Miss Kmeline C. York.
At \Ve> mouth, Mr. Philip C. Lewis, of Boston, to Mi.ss Hannah T. Eldredge.
At Newburyport, Mr. John C. Smith, of West Newbury, to Miss Lydia

A. Chase.
At New Bedford, by Rev. Mr. Chase, Mr. James B. Chase to Miss Laura

W. Hammond.
At Portland, Maine, by Rev. Mr. Freeman. Mr. Charles F. Bamett to Miss

Fanny E. Brown, of St. John, New Brunswick.
At Kilmarnock, Maine, Mr. Zachariah J. Snow to Miss M.iry E. Lov<goy.
At Townsend, Vermont, by Rev. Mr. Fletcher, Mr. Francis Jones, of Boston,

to Miss Julia A. Fletcher.

In this city, Mr. Armanda Gilmore. 34; Capt- Jahez Smith, of Newton,
Mrs. Abigail Whippen. 56; Mr. Joseph Dorr, 52; Mr. Sidney S. Harris, 43
Mrs. Betsey Gieason, 78 ; Miss Sarah C. Vilno, 18 ; Mr Nathan T Coolidge, 33
Mrs. Sarah Hooper. 73; Mrs. Ann. H. Fanning, 3G, Mrs. M. C. Kirmas, 22
Mr. Francis l,acompte, 45 ; Mrs. Aves Walcott, 74.

At Eiist Boston, Robert E., eldest child of Mr. Edward Miffim, 5 years.
At South Boston, Mrs. Betsey Howard, 64.

At Charlestown, Mrs. Hannah Corey, 5S ; Mrs. Susan, Kalnar. 27; Mr.
Philip 3. Clement, 37; Lyman W, youngest child of Mr Edward MisseUey,
S months.
At Brookline, Charles L., only child of Mr. Charles E. Elliot, 1 year.
At Jamaica Plain, John, son of Mr. George James, 14.

At Quincy, George W. Beal, Esq., 69.

At Salem, Henry 0., only son of Hon. S. C. Perkins, 5.

At Newburyport, suddenly, Capt. Thomas A- Smith, of brig Corinta, 54.
At Newbury, Mrs. Judith D., wife of Mr. George Adams, 58.

At \VeEt Newbury. Miss Vienna M. Plumnier, 27 ; Mr, Moses A. Emory, 22.
At New Bedford, Mr. Philip D., son of the late P. Hathaway, Esq., of Ohio.
At Dover, New Hampshire, Mr. William B. Brown, 73.

At Portland, Maine, Mr. Charles A. Quinibj , 21.

At VVelshfield, Ohio, Miss Elizabeth G., daughter of the late Mr. Jacob Welsh

,

formerly of Boston, 64.

GLEASON'S PICTOTIIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2a, and 3d, BOUND.

We have volumes Ist. 2d, and 3d, of thf Pictorial Drawing-Room
Companion eleeautly bound in rloth, with pilt edgec and back, and illumined
sides, forming a superb and most attractive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Four and Five Hundred Pages, and cintaining nearly
One Thousand Engravings of Men. Manners, and current Events all ovt-rthe
world; of Scenery In all parts of the Globe; of famous Cities, and beautiful
Villages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of fine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interesting and instructive subjtcte : with an
Tlldmined Title page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, and
forming a very brilliant fr"ntispiece to the volume.

Ee.'iides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pages a vast amount of
original Tales. Sketches. Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the times ; altogether forming an ex-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and prej^ent enjoy-
ment, both in regard to reading matter and illustrations.

Kor sale at the Publication Office, by our Wholesale Agents, and at all the
Periodical Depots throughout the Onion, for Three Dollars per volume.

GLEASO:V'S PICTORIAL

I A Record of the beautiful and useful m Art.

I The object of thig paper is to present, in the most elegant and avall-

^ able form, a weekly literary nielangeof notable events of the day. Iti

^ columns are devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by the

;; BEST AMERICAN AUTHORS,
^ and the cream of the domestic and foreign newa ; the whole well spiced

!

^ with wit and humor. Each paper is
^

^ BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
S with numerous accurateengravings, by eminent artists, of notable ob- )

•' jects, current events in all partsof the world, and of men and manners, s

(' altogether making a paper entirely original in its desigUj in this coun- \

^ try. Its pages contain views of every populous city in the known >

< world, of all buildings of note in the eastern or western hemisphere, s

i of all the principal ships and steamers of thenavy and merchant ser-
\

S vice, witti fine and accurate portraits of every noted character in the >

<" world, both male and female. Sketches of beautiful scenery, taken i

i from life, will also be given, with numerous specimens from the ani-
^

^ mal kingdom, the birds of the air, and the fish of the Bea. Itcontains s

^ fifteen hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount of s

i reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of sixteen }

<; octavo pages. >

^ TERMS:— Invariably in Advance. i

^ 1 Subscriber, one year S3 00 s

? 2 SubscriberB, " " 5 00 >

i ^ u 'a a 9 00 >

^8 " » " 16 00
J

'' Any names may be added to the laat number at the rate of S2 00 s

e each, per annum. ••.

< Q^ One copy of the Flag op our Union, anrl one copy of the Picto-
^

I RIAL Drawing-Room Companion, one year, for !?4 00. s

^ ^^;^ The Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion may be obtained at i

jl any of the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen, S

< at '51'j; c^«(5 per single copy. S

> Published every Saturday, comer of Bromfiekl and Tremont Streeta,
^

> by ^- GLEASON, BoaTON, Masb. >

< WHOLESALE AGENTS. \

^ 3 FRENCH, 151 Nassau, comer of Spruce Street, New York. \

} A. \nNCn, 116 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. >

i W. & H. TAYLOR, 111 Baltimore and 5 South Sta., Baltimore. s

? A. C. BAGLEY, 118 Main Street. Cincinnati. \

^ J. A. ROYS, 43 Woodward Avenue, Detroit. >

^ E. K. WOODWAUD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Loula. 5

<J^ (J ^tJtf\ J,

' ~
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[Written for OloaHou'o Plotorlal.]

MORNING.

Uy J. HUMT, JR.

When Sol cmergoB from IiIr rest,

Aud fioatterB o'er tha othoroiil clime

Iljiys from blH anlmatlug bfoust,

lUinowing lilo til Bluriiborlng time,

'Tis gruDil to wiitcU thoMo luciJ buumfl,

Wblch from his piercing proyeuce lly,

Ami iiiitrk tbc light wliU-b softly glouma

At)iwurt tbo purplu, eastern eky.

Sublime, to see tbe starfi withdmw,

And gontly I'uding, k'live tbo view
;

Tboy fCL-m, Q8 by some feiirful lavT,

To shrink binik in the dt-ptha of blue.

And 0, how frveli the cooling breeze,

How pure tlio funning Kcpbyre pliiy !

Uow sweetly, too, from uit'Jidow-treea,

The lurk poura forth his mutin lay !

More pleuaing still it is to tread

Amid the dewy, moisteued graea
;

Those dropH, like mercy's tears, eeem shed

To think tliat night eo soon ebould pass.

From BUL^h calm Hceuea wha.t man cau turn,

And wholly to himself forget

That morn buyond life's mouldering urn,

Whose suu is never known to set!

Thia change in nature is to me
Tbe most convincing proof the soul

When loosed from clay, mounts o'er life's sea

To an eternal, happy goal

;

For death but serves to lift the clod,

And show the fate to mortals given
;

The body sinks beueatli the sod,

The spirit soars aloft to heaven.

. 4..»»<». >

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

UNWRITTEN HISTORY.
BT MRS. E. WELLMONT.

*'If I had only known" (said Mrs. Gill to her sister, in confi-

dence), "yes, Betsey, if I had only known that Mr. Gill was so

ignorant a man, I would not have married him for a California

mine. But there, I was blinded, just as hundreds have been

before me. I looked upon the man the tailor made—and when

I first began to visit my relatives, I did feel so mortified to intro-

duce him as my husband. To be sure he wore good broadcloth

and a handsome hat, a neat pair of Trench boots made of patent

leather, and his linen was waxed to shine like a glass bottle, bat

it was all outside. You might as well stuff a post into a well-

formed dandy, and Mr. Gill was no better.

" It is true he could bow and say * how are ye, sir,' and a few

common phrases, but beyond them, if he attempted an original

remark, it would be so ungramraatical it would make me blush up

to the eyes. "Why he could not learn to talk as other people, I

never could divine ; but he had a low squeaking voice, and was

always attempting to get out something that struggled and was

not uttered. The first wedding call we made—0, how distinctly

it rises before me ! We went to Squire Sleeper's, a lawyer by

profession and a man who saw everything at a glance. He had

frolicked with me and teased me about Mr. Gill, and begged I

would introduce him. When he called, we were out ; and when

I returned it he was in, which made all the difference in the world.

Hardly were we seated, when Mr.*Gill spoke out in suck a tone,

* Well, Squire, they was well bit, I reckon*—alluding to some

circumstance that had happened. My blood began to tingle
;

Boon after, he made another blunder, showing he did not know

the definition of a word he used. Speaking of a short sermon

and meaning to say it was laconic, he said it was ironic. I did

feel it so sensitively, that I ventured to say, ' a slip of the tongue,

husband '—to which he replied, ' I guess I knows what I mean.'

Now just think of it ! Here he was taking a stand in my society,

and mortifying me to death ! Wherever I went, it seemed to

grow worse and worse. I could not improve Mr. Gill, for like

ignorant people generally, he was self-willed, and did not care to

be taught. ' He had as much money as anybody, and what did

he care for bad grammar, or silly speeches.' He never would

read anything but advertisements, and consequently knew nothing

of public affairs and the adtninistratiou of government; and I

knew everybody said when they left us, ' How in the world did

Sally Hinckley come to marry such a man—so ignorant, so fool-

ish !' Money, dear sister, money without brains, is ten times

worse than the most abject poverty with sense. Yes, I had rather

see a man poor, proud and lazy, than an ignoramus. But mind,

this is said in confidence.' I always try and put the best side on

before folks. I do nearly all the talk, and sometimes gabble

strangely jast for fear Mr. Gill will make some blunder. You
know all vnj friends were well educated, and thought more of

sense than silver. Cut then I tried to comfort myself with think-

ing how well off I was—a nice home, elegant furniture, plenty

of servants, a coach within call, and j'ct I have nearly cried my-
self to death with mortification, because my husband was so

ignorant. If I ever had a dying caution to leave to a daughter,

it would ho, marry a man of sense." Sister Betsey could not

keep a secret ; and so slic wrote the above for the good of posterity.

When old Enoch Dobbs read the above, he exclaimed, " She
that was Sally Hinckley need not have felt so bad ; after all, an

ignorant man is no worse than a silly woman. I know it all by
experience. When I first married my wife, she vexed my life

out. She was terribly vain, and was always showing some new
piece of finery ; and I do believe our new china tea-set really

addled her brain—tho gold band she insigtcd on it was 'half an

inch tho widest she ever saw.' This was displayed for the fortieth

time with the same remark, till I could bear it no longer, and one

day being dreadfully vexed, J told her if fihe ever showed it again

I would break it in a hundred pieces! And then any little piece

of scandal I chanced to reluto, or any remark I uttered in the

privacy of home, it was sure to bo repealed, and in less than a

week, ten clmncea to one, somebody would tell me of it, and end

with *youri('//e says you think tlius and so.' Many a time I

have gnashed my teeth with very spite. AVhcn we had childriin,

all lier entertainment to strangers was relating some cunning

saying of our youngest boy. I had in early life been disgusted

with this sort of talk, and could not endure it, but ala.s ! how
could I prevent it? If I did, why the theme was only changed

to talking about our domestics—Polly was so impudent she did

not think she could keep her; and such a narration was sure to

follow of what she told lier, and how she answered, that I really

wished myself in the Ear Infirmary a tliousand times for deafness.

Once I had a rheumatic dilliculty in my shoulder, which disabled

me from writing. Some private letters were to be answered, and

I said, ' Come, Jinny, sit down and write for me just what I tell

you.* 'La!' said she, 'I promised to go shopping with one of

my neighbors, this morning.' The next morning I urged the

same request, but something again prevented. At length I said

playfully, 'Jinny, I don't believe you know how to write.' 'Why,'

said she, 'I never wrote a letter imny Iifel' This staggered me,

and I resolved to teach her; but, dear me, you can never teach a

married woman—she knows everything already.

" Now these are trials I never told any one before, but I have

merely related them as did Aunt Betsey, for the good of posterity
;

it is poor business to speak of them, however. If you are un-

equally yoked, keep shady ; the more you blazon it abroad, the

less sympathy you get, and the less you dfserve," quoth Uni;le Enoch.
" Who's that you are running on such a rigmarole about?"

inquired the veritable Mrs. Dobbs, as she threw open the door.

" I guess I know enough to come it over you, old fellow. / could

tell what laming has done. What about that mortgage you took
;

and the note, and the affair with the Widow Sly?"
" Tut, tut, shut up," said Enoch, "it is poor business to slander

—especially one's near friends. Come, come, you have made a

pretty good wife, and we will ' bury the hatchet.'

"

" I don't care," said the old lady, *' you had no business to say

what you did to Bets Hinckley ; she'll carry it all over the neigh-

borhood. I'll give you a dose next time, Enoch, you wont find

easy to swallow—

"

'* Hush, wife
—

"

" I don't care
;
you had no business to tell what you did."

Right, Mrs. Dobbs ! Nobody ought to tell the weaknesses of their

other half. I'll maintain your ground—but let it pass this time.

[Written for Qleason's Pictorial.]

NIAGARA TALLS.

BT CAHOLINE WHITWELL.

Ancient and fearful sovereign !

Stern monarch of our land!

In thy dread, awe-atriking presence

Subdued—proud man may stand.

Enduring is thy sceptered reign,

In grandeur falls thy power;

From days unknown thy throne has stood

Till time's late-fleeting hour.

And age on age shall see thy sway
;

For what can stay thy might,

That rushing comes, with force sublime,

And knows no rest at night ?

Gleaming in thy misty robes,

And rapids-.sparkliag crown,

All unapproachable thou sitt'st,

Defying earth around.

And shadowing, yet faintly dim,

The omnipotence of One

Whose voice pronounced that " all was well,"

Creation's task-work done.

4^.n.a-,»„-t

THE MODERN FRENCHMAN.
The present Frenchman is nothing but an old Gaul with a new

name ; as rash as he is, as headstrong, and as hair-brained. A
naiion whom you shall win with a feutber, and lose with a straw

;

upon the first sight of him you shall have him as familiar as your
sleep or the necessity of breathing. In one hour's conference you
may endear him to you ; in the second, unbutton him ; the third

pumps him dry of all his secrets; wlien you have learned this

you may lay him aside, for he is no longer serviceable. Jf you
have any humor for liolding him in a furiber acquaintance (a fa-

vor which he confesseth, and I believe him, he is unworthy of),

himself will make the first separation ; he has said over his les-

son now unto you, and must find out somebody else to whom to

repeat it. He is very kind hearted to himself, and thinketh him-
self as free from wants as he is full ; so much he hath in him the

nature of a Chinese, that he thinketh all men blind but iiimsclf.

In this private self conceitedness, he hateih the Spaniard, loveth

not the English, and contemneth the German ; himself is the

only courtier and complete gentleman ; but it is his own glass

which he seeth in. Out of that conceit of his own excellence,

and partly out of a shallowness of brain, he is very liable to ex-

ceptions ; the least distaste that can be draweth liis sword, and in

a minute's pause sheatbeth it in your hand ; afterwards, if you
beat him into better manners, he shall take it kindly, and cry,
" Serviteur." In this one thing they are wonderfully like the

devil—meekness or submission makes them insolent—a little re-

sistance putieth them to their heels, or makes them your spaniels.

In a word, he (the Frenchman) is a walking vanity in anewfash-
ion. Of their far famed feats in cookery, it has been well said by

another, that they are only *' special fellows in puff pates," and
that the end of their labor is, " not to feed the belly, but the pal-

ate."

—

Pcicr Ucylin.

IN TROURLE.
Although cockroaches abound inconveniently at the Mauritius,

it waM not without pity that I saw them consigned, aa they fre-

quently were, to a living grave, by a v/icked-looking insect, much
reHcmbling a Spanish fly. It was impossible to witness his pro-
ceedings, combined with his glittering blue and green drcbs, with-
out imagining the selfish demon of a pantomime leading an inno-
cent victim 10 perpetual entombment in some haunted cavern.
Let the cockroach be moving never so briskly across the wall, he
has no sooner caught sight of the fatal insect—not a quarter of
his size—than all energy leaves him, and be stands stupidly re-

signed. The fly then walks up to hirn, looks him hard in tho
face, and presently, putting forth some apparatus that stands hirn
in the place of a finger and thumb, gfntly takes tbe cockroach by
the nose, and leads him daintily along for afoot or two. Leaving
him there, he commences a thorough examination of tbe neigh-
borhood, beating the ground up and down like a welt-trained set-

ter, and, not finding what he wants, returns to the cockroach and
leads him on a little f.irther, when the same process is gone through,
sometimes for hours, until the whole wall has been examined.
Chinks there are in plenty, but they do not suit him : he has taken
the measure of the victim's bulk, and means to lodge him com-
modiously. Presently, a suitable hole is found, and the fly, mov-
ing backward, gently pulls the cockroach after him into his last

home. What horrors are perpetrated in this dark recess, cannot
be more than surmised. The object, undoubtedly, is to engage
him as a wet nurse. No doubt the poor cockroach is bored in
some part not vital, and eggs laid in him,—a purpose for which
his succulent, motlierly frame is peculiarly adapted. And, not
improbably, during the vicarious incubation, he is supplied with
food, until the eggs with whieh he is impregnated, being hatched,
commence, in turn, for his services, to " gnaw his bowels, their
receptacle." It is in vain, thatduring the scene above described,
we urge the cockroach to seek safety in fli;;ht. The poke of a
stick is disregarded

; he seems dead to nil hints; nay, move him
to another part of the wall, he waits there with the same stolid
indifierence the return of his tormentor. Probably a sly thrust is

given him in the first meeting of the two, or some " leprous dis-

tilment" dropped into his ear, for he has entirely the air of being
hocused.

—

Fraser's Magazine.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

HOME AiVr> ITS BLESSINGS.

B7 W. CI. DE OARIB.

Ketuming from our daily labor,

IIow sweet to think ofjoys in \iew,

Of home, and every happy favor

That loved ones round our lives will Btrew

!

'T is then we feel that home hag comforts

To cheer the weary and the worn
|

And life in fact and truth, has Eome sporta

To make our troubles thus look shorn.

Tes, borne, thou art the blest receiver,

That fills our nature with all praise;

For oft we'd be an unbeliever,

Were 't not that thou, in many ways,

Ilast taught us that thou art an earnest

Ofjoyful "home above the skiee;"

And thus it is thou to us learnest

The way in which our pathway lies.

Then let our spirits rise in gladness.

For home is here and far above

Where angels have dispelled all sadness

In one united band of love.

0, happy, happy home of mortals

On earth, and even in glad heaven

Whenever thou dost ope thy portals,

May'st be to our souls " a leaven I"

GREENWOOB CE3IETERY.
I must now give a brief account of Greenwood Cemetery,

which we visited the other day in company with Mr. and Miss
Grinnell, who obligingly insisted ou taking'us there, and showing
us the place. It is m tbe south part of Brooklyn, about three
miles from the Pulton Perry (you may also go to Greenwood by
the new ferry, at Whitehall, which lands you in the vicinity of
the Cemetery, on a very long pier.) Greenwood contains two
hundred ana forty-two acres, of which a great part is beautifully

covered with woods of a natural growth ; and I think the sur-

prisingly brilliant colors of autumn are more striking and exqui-
site here than those on Staten Island, or New Haven, or in the
country before we came to New York. These were perfectly

extraordinary—tbe most dazzling scarlet, the most golden and
vivid yellows and Tyrian purples, and rich, deep, velvet like crim-
sons, and delicate pale primrose-tints, and soft surviving greens,

and rose-hues, such as flush the lips of Indian shells—all cast

their sumptuous sbadowings over the quiet graves, like the reflec-

tions I'rom richly-painted windows, " blushing with the blood of
kings and queens," iu some mighty old cathedral. The views
from the heights of the Cemetery were sublime. I admired the

one from Ocean Hill the most. There is a lovely variety of val-

leys, elevations, plaius, groves, and glades, and paths. When
will London have anything even approaching to this magniHcent
Cemetery ? The ocean rolling and moaning, wiih its fine melan-
choly, organ-like sounds, so near, like a mighty mourner, she

cannot have, nor the georgeous pall cast over the tombs by a
western autumn ; but all the rest she could have, and yet has

not.

—

Lady Wortiey's Travels.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

TO LILE. .

BT C. CARROLL COCHRAN.

I never think of those I love,

Of those with whom I fain would be,

Nor do my thoughts to pleasure rove,

Unlesa I turn my mind to thee;

For thoughts of tbee dispel the gloom

Which ever gathers round my heart,

And grief, sad grief, ivhicb would consume

My happiness, is bid depart.

MethinkB I hear thy gentle voice

Essay my drooping soul to cheer,

And tell mo in all things rejoice,

And ne'er despond or yield to fear

;

0, could I only see thy face,

I'd ask no greater boon bolow.

Than give thy form one fond embrace,

And my affection for thee show.
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WHAT THKY SAY OF US.

We cannot refrain fiom now and then showing our readers

what people who should be good judges say of us, and subjoin

herewith a few scraps taken, as usual, quite at random from our

immense exchange list. Speaking of the Drawing-Room Com-

panion, they say:

—

It is the ne plus ultra of cheapness.— Granville Telegraph, Neio York.

A charming and delightful paper for the hoaie circle.— Yeoinan^ Kentucky.

Wo cannot conceive how the ladies get along without it.

—

Democratic
"Yeoman, Ohio.

It embraces much literary taste and exquisite skill in the fine arts.

—

Sun-
day-School Visitor, Michigan.

It is the cheapest paper in the world.

—

Paictucket Directory, R/iode Island.

It is laden with the richest of entertainment.— Weekly Acorn, Connecticut.

It is a companion which will instruct while it entertains.— Lancasterian, Pa.

It should be had and read by every family in the country.

—

Juniata Regis-

ter, Philadelphia.

It is ahead of the famous London News in the beauty of its typography.

—

Literaiy Echo, Rhode Island.

A copy should grace every drawing-room table.

—

Albany Atkis, New York.

We should never weary of speaking well of this splendid pictorial.

—

New-
castle G<»z.eite, Philadelphia.

A. splendid paper, freighted with a full cargo of excellence.

—

Erattleboro^

Eagle, Vrnnont.

It is the best and handsomest publication of the kind ever got up.

—

Demo-
cratic Freeman^ New York.

The wonder is how it can be sold for sis cents.— Christian Observer, Mass.

-Osivega Times,

-Southern

A more beautiful publication to our mind does not exist.

New York.

It is the most attractive weekly that is published in the country.
Star, Louisiana.

It is superior to any other pictorial publication we have ever seen,

—

Athens
Messenger, Ohio.

It is what it purports to be, a companion for the drawing-room.

—

Newcastle
Courier, Indiana.

It is a most tasteful and splendidly illustrated journal.

—

Democratic Banner,
Neio Jersey.

It is a questionable fact if any publication ever started in America has ever
attained as large a circulation in so short time aa the Companion.

—

Fitzgerald^

s

City Item, Philadelphia.

lUaMsibi: ©atljrrings.

SAXE, THE POET.

Prentice, the poet, wit, and editor of the Louisville Journal,

gets off the following epigram on a " vera brither :"

" Whoever the wine of wit would drink,
Oft Saxe's flagon smacks on i

Wherever the Anglo-S;txon think,
Tney think New England Saxe on!

But though with a wine and sparkiing zest,

Ilis nicy words are quaffed at,

I "m sorry the truth must be confessed,

Whatever he writes is laughed at."'

Russia.—Russia is strengthening her armament with much,

care, and it is certain that the order for muskets has been very

large in Belgium, for that government. The cause of these arm-

aments is very likely to be looked for in the recent losses experi-

enced by the Russian troops in the mountains of the Caucasus.

It appears that the province of Konian is entirely lost to Russia,

and that the Circassians are victorious all over the country.

4 —»— »

A New Stimulant.—The spirit which the citizens of Nor-

folk, Va., distil from tomatoes is of a delicate and pleasant fla-

vor, superior to, but strongly resembling in taste the finest Scotch

whiskey ; indeed, a gentleman from Scotland who took a glass of

toddy, without being informed of the material used, did not hesi-

tate in pronouncing it the best " mountain dew."

Of Course.—" Madam, has your piano an ^olian attach-

ment?" asked Sam, the other night, of the wife of a man who
appeared to live fully up to, if not beyond his means.

" Hush !" whispered Seth in his ear, " it has a sheriff's attach-

ment." Sam dropped the subject.

Chauitt.—December's bleak winds remind the destitute, who
have basked in the sheen of a summer sun, that they are not For-

tune's favored children. As nature locks up the music of her

streams, and the germs of next year's beauty, so let the heart be

opened to gentle charity—"the greatest of the three."

A Smart Woman.—Miss Mary Legare, sister of the late

Hugh S. Legare, of South Carolina, formerly attornev-gencral of

the United States, is engaged in the lumber trade at Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, and advertises to supply any amount of building lumber,

boat plank, etc. Give her a call.

« .»*— >

A Bite.—They have caught a fish, off the docks at New Ha-
ven, that has the " head and shoulders of a horse, and the tail of

a mermaid." Such a queer-looking craft was never before seen

in those shallow waters. Where is Barnum ?

Good Idea.—Anderson, "the Wizard," gave the entire re-

ceipts of his entertainment at Tripler Hall, New York, one night

lately, to the Kossuth Fund. All right.

Back Numbers.—Complete sets of the Drawing-Room Com-
panion, or any single number, can be supplied at the depots

throughout the country for six cents each.

Answer to the Enigma in our last Number.—BuJ^alo—
Har-uesf—and—plain—gilt—buttons,

4 .^^aa- > .

The America.—It is said that the yacht America is to be

taken to the Mediterranean by her English owner.

A Hint.—Many do good that they may do evil with impunity
;

bat the head cannot long play the part of the heart.

Bad Crop.—The buckwheat crop of Lycoming county, Penn.,

is not good. Shades of departed 'lasses ! we are sorry to hear it.

The State debt of California exceeds two millions of dollars.

Books were bound in oak boards until the fourteenth century.

There are 5,452,670,000 cubical yards in a cubic mile.

A man in Monson, Massachusetts, of 75 years of age, has a
third set of front teeth growing. Fortunate lad.

Man is at first natural, then he becomes rational, and at length

spiritual.

To hasten a marriage, lock up the girl and show her lover the

door.

Ninety-five thousand dollars have been subscribed, in Ohio, for

a Farmer's College.

Gen. Childs, U. S- A., has been ordered to Florida, to take

command of the forces there.

There has been a famine at Durango, Mexico, caused by the

ravages of the Indians. Corn was selling at Si a peck.

Mrs. Bcthiah Scott, of Peterboro', N. H., has raised from five

trees of moderate size, thirty barrels of Baldwin apples.

The Rev. James G. Leason, of Maryland, formerly a Roman
Catholic priest, has joined the Episcopal Church.

The editor of the International Magazine states that W. Gil"

more Simms has written the best play ever produced in America.

The editor of the Fort Smith (Ark.) Herald, acknowledges the

receipt of a bottle of wine made from grapes raised in the Creek
Nation,

Hadrick Rosenburg, twenty-four years old, living at 226,

William Street, New York, was killed by a flower-pot falling

from a window upon her head.

An Artesian well has been made at Cahawb a, Alabama, three

hundred and fifty feet deep, which discharges eight gallons of

water per minute.

A man in New York has got himself into trouble by marrying
two wives, A man in Massachusetts did a similar thing once,

by marrying one.

At the Democratic Convention of Berks County, Pennsylvania,

resolutions in favor of the nomination of Gen. Cass, for President,

were laid on the table by a decided majority.

This is the season for partridges, quails, woodcock, and like

choice delicacies. Many of our sportsmen are scouring the woods
and wilds in search of these dainties.

Rum sent one Moland and one or two others, with their horse
and wagon, off a bridge at Blackstone, down some forty feet into

the river, where all perished,

A considerable fortune was left to Washington Irving, in 1843,

by one of the Society of Friends, and we believe that he then re-

tired from his Spanish Mission, and Madrid,

Mr. Hill has just succeeded in obtaining the only color he want-

ed—yellow—and will soon begin to dispose of the right to use

his discovery, on liberal terms. Success to the Hillotypes.

A son of George H. Stanton of the city of New York, leaped
overboard from the steamer Julia Morton, on Lake Erie, with the

intention of rescuing a child who had been washed from the deck.

Sad to relate, both were drowned.

Syracuse, New York, contests the right of title of the " City of

Churches" with Brooklyn, or any other city in the United States,

having twenty-five churches with a population of twenty-five

thousand—one church to every thousand inhabitants.

gani-s of ©olb.

True.—No persecutor does as he would be done by.

foreign llliscellanp.

The people of London annually drink 9000 tons of chalk.

An infernal machine has been discovered by the police at Bres-

lau.

There are rumors of a Democratic conspiracy having been dis-

covered at Athens, Greece.

Sweden and Switzerland are the only European powers not
owing a national debt.

The Emperor of Russia forbids the return of any paper money
which may have been taken out of the Empire.

The Turks believe that after Adam was driven out of Paradise,

he di^ penance by standing nine hundred years on one leg.

Napoleon appears to be gradually but firmly consolidating his

power, and the Assembly as rapidly losing ground.

The largest Sea Snake ever known was killed at the Orkney
Isles in 1847. It was 55 feet long, and about as big round as

a half a barrel.

Signora Bosio, the very popular /3ri»ia donna, was born in Tu-
rin, on the 20th of August, 1829. She is married to Signor Xin-
davelonis.

The bullion in the banks at Paris had decreased seven and three-

quarter millions, and increased in branches one and a quarter mil-

lion.

In the reign of King Henry I., about the year 1130, a sheep
could be bouu^ht in England for fourpence, and wheat enough for

feeding one hundred men a whole day cost but a shilling.

An agent of the French Government is now in Madrid, charged
with the mission of laying down the basis of a treaty between
France and Spain for the suppression of literary piracy.

In Hungary, which contains a native population of 7,656,151
souls, there are, at the present moment, 134,1 13 more widows
than bereaved husbands—one sad consequence of war.

The number of patients which the lunatic asylum at Colney-
hatch, Middlesex, England, has been enlarged to hold is really

ticelve thousand. This is a curious and rather alarming fact.

Private letters from Rome say, that the Papal Government has
raised the postage on newspapers from two to twenty cents.

Does such an act show a desire to spread intelligence among the
ptople "?

The Dundee Advertiser says that a blind beggar, who was late-

ly soliciting charity in Perth, was led by a sheep, which guided
him out of the way of carriages with as much sagacity as a dog
would have shown,

A rat-catcher's convention has just concluded its session at
Paris. Last year 1,443,300 rats were killed, and their tails de-
posited at the Hotel de Ville, in proof of the fact.

A model of the Crystal Palace is exhibiting at Munich, by M.
Lipp, an artist. Its lenu;th is 30 feet, its breadth 7 feet, and the
height of transept 5 feet. The number of metal columns is

3482, and that of the smaller supports 2141,

An interesting meeting of archers from Hull, York, Cheetham-
hill (Manchester), Richmond, Wakefield, and Darliugion, assem-
bled recently on the cricket-ground in Darlington, to compete for
the ancient silver aiTOW (contested for prior to the year 1673), and
other prizes.

Politeness, like running water, smooths the most rugged
stone.

. . , ,Men are like words ; when not properly placed they lose

all value.

, . . .The Lord is the light which illumi]:ates the understandings
of angels and men,

,... Wherever the sentiment of right comes in, it takes pre-

cedence of everything else.

.... He that hath slight thoughts of sin, never had great thoughts
of God.

—

Owen.

Love is like a fire in the will, and like a flame in the un-
derstanding.

. . . .We ofcen pardon those who weary us, but we cannot par-

don those whom we weary.

... .It is not so dangerous to do evil to the majority of men as

to do them too much good,

. . . .Every man magnifies the injuries he has received, and les-

sens those he has inflicted.

A man who is proud of small thiogs shows that small
things are great to him,

. . . .What often prevents our abandoning ourselves to a single

vice, is our having more than one.

Never ridicule sacred things, or what others esteem snch,

however absurd they may appear.

. I say to you truly, the heart of him who loves, is a para-
dise on eanh ; he has God himself, for God is love.

—

Lamennais.

... .It is bad to make an unnecessary show of high principles,

but it is worse to have no high principles to show.

. . . .There are many that despise half the world; but if there

be any that despise the whole of it, it is because the other half de-

spise them.

.... Quotation, sir, is a good thing ; there is a community of
mind in it ; classical quotation is the parole of literary men all

over the world,

—

Johnson.

jJokcr's ®Uo.

What ring is not round? The //er-ring.

What kind of tea makes one's head the lightest *? Insanity.

The Frigid Zone—The waist-ribbon that hugs on old maid.

Mr. Benjamin Ginning, of Cincinnati, has presented the poor
of the city with SlOO. A good B. Ginning.

When does a man look like a cannon-ball ? When he looks
round.

Why is a dead dog's tail like a turnpike ? Because it's stopped
a waggin.

Mulloney says, that the people who don't believe in purgatory,
may go further and fare worse.

The " Cash Finding Store" has been overran with customers
during the money pressure.

How did the whale that swallowed Jonah obey the divine law *?

Jonah " was a stranger and he took him in."

A genius has just invented a stove that saves three-quarters of
the wood, while the ashes it makes pay for the remainder

!

" Somehow or other," said Frederick the Great, " Providence
seems to do the most for the best disciplined troops,"

A woman, charged with being drunk and disorderly, denied the

latter offence, saying that " she was too drunk to be disorderly."

A boatman asked his captain what A. M, stood for after a
man's name ? to which the captain answered with a look of great

sagacity, " Why, Anti-Mason, 3'ou darned fool
!"

A little city girl who rode into the country the other day, point-

ed to a field of pumpkins, and exclaimed, " Only look, mama,
what nice great oranges."

" Pa," said a little fellow the other day, " was Job an editor ?'*

" Why, Sammy ?" " Because the Bible says he had much trouble,

and was a man of sorrow all the days of his life."

A little boy going to church for the first time with his mother,
was mightily pleased with the performance on the organ, and cried

out: "Mother, mother, where's the monkey?"
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KOH-I-NOOR DIAMOND IN ITS EXHIBITION CASE, BEING INSPECTED BY QUEEN VICTORIA AND PRINCE ALBERT.

THE MOUNTAIN OF LIGHT.
The engraving which our artist gives us above, represents this

stolen Indian jewel, which British soldiers made booty of for the

English crown. This stone, known as the Ivoh-i-noor Diamondj
is on exhibition at the World's Fair, London. The following
mention of it we cut from the London Times:—"After all the

work which has been made about this celebrated diamond, our
readers will be rather surprised to hear that many people find a
difficulty in bringing themselves to believe, from its external ap-
pearance, that it is anything but a piece of common glass. Amid
all the adventures that have befallen it, there is perhaps none
more odd than that its genuineness should now be doubted. Yet
so it is, that the * Mountain of Light ' has been shockingly ill-used

in the cutting, and that when placed in the open light of day,
without any arrangements to draw forth its brilliancy, it does not

sparkle and gleam like other jewels of the kind. To obviate this

disadvantage, and demonstrate to the world that the Koh-i-noor
is a veritable diamond, it has been surrounded by a canopy or

tent, the interior of which is lighted with gas, to develop its beau-

ties as a gem of the purest water." Our view here represents

Queen Victoria and Prince Albert among the visitors at the Fair.

Besides the arrangement made for exhibiting the diamond by an
artificial light, there is also an ingenious contrivance by which
means the cushion and diamond are lowered into the ground
every evening just before closing the great doors, where they
remain until exhibition hour the next morning. These and sim-

ilar arrangements of mechanism, suggested by necessity or the

desire of security, have often caused the remark that the "fixins"

for the Fair were as wonderful as the Fair itself. After all its

wonderful adventures, this diamond has a "safe" owner now.

ENVOY'S RESIDENCE AT KHATOIANDU.
This is a very interesting picture, furnished by the almost

romantic circumstances connected with the British possession of
Hindostan. The fact that a population of one hundred and
thirty-five millions is thus governed by a power so distant must
lead to singular juxtapositions. In thi3 view of Mr. Erskine's
house we may see a Doric portico, castellated towers, Moorish
arches, wind-sail chimneys, and Venetian blinds, for example.
The English poplar, the American elm, the Scotch fir, the Dutch
oak, and the Spanish larch, seem to stand like a guard of honor on
the lawn in front. The sheep and cattle are European. But in

the rear we find, as if symbolic of immense territory, a glimpse
of the Nepaulese mountains. Nepaul is in Northern Hindostan,
which comprises Cashmere and Lahore on the west, and Bootau
and Nepaul on the east, with smaller intermediate provinces.

RESIDENCE OF HON. JOHN ERSKINE, BRITISH ENVOY, AT ICHATMANDU, PROVINCE OF NEPAUL, INDIA.
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M. LOUIS KOSSUTH.
"We have devoted a large space of this week's paper to the

representation of scenes relating^ to the reception of the Oovernor
of Hungary, by the liberal hearted citizens of New York. The
noble spirit evinced by one and all, in the welcome
that has been tendered to the eloquent Hungarian,
by the authorities of our sister city, is as creditable

to them as it is truthful in the spirit it evinces, aa

felt by every trae-heartod American. The series of
speeches delivered by Kossuth, since he landed on
our shores, are jnst so much embodied eloquence,
prcimant with the soul and fire of true oratory, and
Ruch as no other man could utter. What would
Hungary, down-lrodden and oppressed as she is by
the combined despotism of Kurope, do without a
pleader like this self-devoted exile ? How potent
his words are to move the masses, the lar^e subscrip-

tions of money already made to the so-callod Kos-
suth fund amply show. A fund designed to furnish

Hungary with the '* sinews of war," wherewith to

win and establi^Ii her freedom from oppression.
We honor Kossuth for the plan stra ght forward
manner of his speeches—no flattery no flummery but
downright sterling truth, and su h truth as goes
home to men's hearts and con\jctionR He ha<; no
time to lose, he says ; his days are his country s not
his own ; his life is hers, and to her he w 11 devote
it. Trusting in the noble character of h s cau e he
fears to off'-nd no one, becau e he aims at *^ut one
object, which, rightly understoo 1 all must tomm nd

Our readers will prize the represcntationB which we give them in

this number, relating to the subject above named, as records of
events that will, in time to come, be looked back upon as parts

of history, the influence of which, is not for an hour or a day, bat

for all time. The fine encraving which we present herfwich, is a
design by our artist, emblematical of ihe arrival of Ko^^suth in

this country. It is a picture thiit carries a story upon it^^ face,

and will bear a close and critical examination by the reader.

Kossuth is represented as attended by the Spirits of
Freedom, History, and the Guardian Genius of Hun-
gary, as he is borne through space bj- Neptune to

America. One good angel is there, too, who pre-

serves him from all evil influences. A happier de-

sign could hardly have been conceived of than our
artist has given here, and its timely character will

enhance its value to our readers generally. The
suhject of the Hungarian's noble mission to this

country is one that the pen can hardly exhaust in

its 1 ludntion and the record of its success. The
wings of the wind waft to us the hourly record of his

brilliant career on our shores, and we can almost
seem fo hear, even at this d-stance, the hearty shouts

of the multiturles that wait upon his every move-
ment. Kossuth is brave, noble, eloquent, self-saci-

fieing, and devoted to the cause of freedom ; but it

I not so I u h T^uis Kossuth that the people honor,
as It I e elonous cause he repre>enta. Tlic fund
f r -1 i UL Hu t.ary is swelling every hour ; and gen-
erous spir ts able and willing to give, are, by their

n 1 I ar tv retfi-'tering their names on the scroll

of 1 her.ll and true men. He asks for a fair field and
no fa\or and with these, Kossuth will work out his

^ . „ o vn end i pite of all opposition. May he and his
'^^^ } \ cau e be htld sacred in the eyes of Heaven I

KOSSUTH ATTENDED BY THE SPIRITS OF FREEDOM AND HISTORY, AND THE GUARDIAN GENIUS OF HUNGARY, WITH HIS OWN GOOD A? GEL CALMLY

BEARING HTM THROUGH SPACE TO AMERICA.
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A THRILLING MAFJTIME KOVKLKTTE.

Entered according to Act of Congress, in the year 1851, by F. Gleason, in th'o Clerk's OIBco of

the District Court of MaBsacbueetts.
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BUCCANEER OF THE GULF.

A ROMAI^TIC STORY OF THE SEA AND SHORE.

BY F. CLINTON BARRINGTON.

[continued.]

CHAPTER XXIV.— [continued.]

The sun was just setting when the vessel

cleared the Pass, and Fpread her canvas to the

broad expanse of the sea. There was now a

consultation held between Clifi'ord, Guido, and

the captain, and the result was that they steered

in a southwest direction, so as to fdU in with the

brigantine should she be making for the Mexi-

can course at Vera Cruz. The next morning

they encountered off" the Balize a piiot-boat,

which informed them that the brigantine had

passed out of the river some time before, and

was probably a hundred miles to the south-

ward.
" This intelligence," said Guido, " is decisive.

I know now where to find her."

'* At the temple, no doubt V said Clifford,

interrofcatively.

" Yes. It will be there that we shall first

meet with them !"

"And all this time for Gertrude to be in his

power V
" We have revenge left us, at least," answered

Guido.

All sail was now crowded on the schooner,

and at the rate of nine knots an hour, she took

her way towards the south, in full chase of the

brigantine.

The same evening the sloop- of-war came out

of the river with Don Garcia on hoard, and

gaining the same information from old Roger,

the pilot, respecting the brig which the schooner

had, she also stretched away for the coast of

Vera Cruz.

"We now return to Don Courado and his fair

captive.

It was the second evening after leaving the

Baliiie, that he descended into the cabin to see

Donna Gertrude, having previously sent Father

Clement to ask this favor, which, as it was so-

licited with proper courtesy, and as she was de-

sirous lo come to an understanding with her

captor, she granted.

Donna Gertrude was seated upon an ottoman,

pale, but firm, and, if possible, looking more
lovely than ever. Near her stood Father Clem-
ent, dignified and commanding. A soft light

shed its tempered brilliance over the scene.

Don Conrado paused at the door to gaze upon
her loveliness. He seemed awed by her com-
posure, and the holy firmness of the priest.

" Senora," he said, with as much gentleness

as he could assume, " you will allow that I have
treated you with all the civility and attention

yon could demand ; and that I have respected

your privacy, and even now come rather as a

suppliant than one who holds you in his power."

Gertrude bowed ; but Father Clement an-

swered, "no after kindness or civility can com-

pensate for the first outrage in tearing this

maiden from the presence of her father."

" Sir priest, I wish no counsel nor reproaches.

I sought this interview with the lady, not with

her confessor. Senora," he added, drawing near

and speaking in a low voice of tenderness, " I

beg you will listen to me. For four years I

have loved you with the most ardent passion.

But it has been my misfortune lo receive in re-

turn only jour displeasure. Shall my love be
thus punished ? If you need proof of my devo-

tion, you have it in my long remembrance of

you, in my visit to you, ay, in thus having dared
to obtain possession of your person. You have
sent to me, through the priest, to know whither

I am conveying you, and why I detain you a

prisoner. It is I, lady, who am tlie prisoner.

You have only to speak, to command me and

my vessel; and at a word from your lips it shall

convey you to your friends ! Your destiny is

in your own hands."

" What is the destiny ? What is this word V
she asked, with a deep flush in her cheeks.

" To become my bride ! The word you are

to speak is a word of assent. Nay, do not rise

!

Do not flash upon me with the lightning of

your eye ! You must be mine ! Here is a priest

who will unite our hands, and make me the

happiest of men !"

" And me the most wretched of women ! No,

Don Conrado. You and I must always be sev-

ered in this world and the next. I can never

consent to be your wife !"

*' Then by the holy cross," cried De Beltran,

in a voice of thunder, "you shall be my mis-

tress ! I have oflered you honorable marriage !

Here stands a holy man to whom I am ready to

say that I will honor and protect you as your

lawful husband. Once more, will you accept

my terms V
" Never \"

" Then your fate is sealed !" he answered, and

turning on his heel he left her.

Five more days the bi-igantine held her course

across the waters of the gulf. During all this

time Don Conrado had not approached his cap-

tive, nor given her another word besides those

with which he had taken leave of her. This

silence was suspense most painful. Father

Clement was constantly with her. She had
made up her mind to die, and by her own hand.

From this he tried to dissuade her at first, even,

though reluctantly, recommending that she

should consent to the hateful union.

" Never, never, never !" was her firm response.

He then spent his time alternately in prepar-

ing her for death, and in praying to Heaven to

send them aid. On the evening of the fifth

day she was prepared to die. She had found a

dagger which had belonged to Guido, and kept

it concealed constantly in the folds of her dress.

Father Clement trembled as he admired the

self-sacrificing heroism of the maiden. He no

longer dissuaded her from her purpose ; but he

had told her he would defend her from wrong
to the last with his own arm. The perverse and

continued silence of De Beltran made them feel

uneasy. Gertrude wanted the suspense termi-

nated. She had made up her mind to die, and
she wished the trial of her resolution were passed,

so long as come it m.ust, and could not, as she

believed, be averted.

At length the morning of the sixth day they

passed Vera Cruz, four leagues to the left, and

in the afternoon drew near to the land at the

point oa which stood the ruins of the temple.

The brigantine anchored within a quarter of a

mile of it. Through the cabin windows Ger-

trude beheld the majestic river, lighted up by
the golden splendor of the evening sun. It was
a scene of glory and beauty, with the green en-

circling forests, and the azure waters laving ihe

silvery sands. At length when the brigantine

was anchored, and her sails furled, in the shel-

tered cove that almost concealed her from the

open gulf, Don Courado descended into the

cabin ; but not until he had ordered his boats

alongside.

"Now, lady," he said, "I have reached my
castle. You see the home of Belt, the bucca-

neer. It shall be yours to share with me. You

will be the buccaneer's bride, and your realm

bIuiII be the sea !"

" Evil man I" said the priest, " canst thou

mock the misery of this young maiden ? llust

tliou no fear of man or God V
'"None, prating priest. Now, my bride, we

will go on Hhore! for bride thou shalt be, nor

now shalt thou have the priest's blessing on thy

nuptials. Thou hast mocked me long enough 't

1 will now humble thy haughty pride and have

my revenge. Come to the deck and embark in

the boat with me. Gently if thou wilt, forcibly

if I must !"

Gertrude hirned as pale as death. She placed

her hand in her bosom, and nervously, yet reso-

lutely, caught the dagger by the hilt, as she saw

Conrado ai)proaching her to convey her lo the

deck. He laid his hold at once upon the arm
that held the stetl, as if he suspected her object,

and was about to take her in liis arms to bear

her to the boat, when Father Clement, seizing

his own cutlass, as it hung in its sheath, drew it

and interposed it between him and Gertrude.

Don Conrado released her, not so much through

fear, as to punish him who had dared interfere

wi^h his power, and endeavored to repossess

himself of the weapon. The priest, however,

used it so well that he was compelled to call for

aid ; and it was only after four men had entt-rt d

the cabin and pressed round the confessor, that

he was disarmed.

"Drag him to the deck and cast him into the

boat ; but first put irons on his hands," said

Conrado.

He was obeyed. Gertrude, in the meanwhile,

had been seized again by him ; and she found

herself helpless and completely in his power and

at his mercy. She could only ofl'er up a prayer

for protection, when she was borne to the boat.

The men were ordered to pull towards the land,

where they debarked at the foot of a ruined stair-

case of stone, which led up to a tower. Ger-

trude retained her senses, and was conducted by

him to the tower, where an old greyheaded

man, with one eye, and a hand amputated, re-

ceived them. From the manner in which Con-

rado spoke to him, he had been left in charge

of the premises. He led the way into a suite of

superb apartments, the walls and ceilings of

which were covered with the richest designs in

carved work, intermingled with coloring. The
floors were tesselated with the costliest stones

;

and the furniture was in keeping with the mag-
nificence of this temple of the luxurious and
tasteful Aztecs.

" Welcome, proud lady, to the palace of the

buccaneer of the gulf," said Conrado, as he

placed her upon a sort of divall. "Here you

may reign supreme. Where is the priest 1" he

demanded of Tito.

" He is in the court, senor capitano."

" Send him to the prison, under the tower.

Ah, senora, you need not start! and turn pale!

You will see him no more! Were you to beg

on your bended knees to be wedded to me by the

priest, I would laugh at you. Your pride has

to be humbled ! You are now completely in my
power! This power I shall use for ray own
pleasure, as you have had yours long enough."

" Senor de Beltran," suddenly cried Gertrude,

gifted whh the eloquence of despair, " O, if you

have a human soul! if you know what mercy,

what pity is, spare me! If you fear God, or

hope for heaven, spare me! I kneel to you—

I

implore you have mercy—have pity upon me !"

He stood coldly and haughtily smiling upon

the graceful creature, as she knelt at his feet.

He seemed to enjoy, nay, did enjoy, her hu-

miliation. He triumphed over her helplessness.

A devil seemed to smile through his dark, hand-

some face. He bared his white teeth like a tiger

gloating over his prey.

It was nearly dark when the boat landed with

them, and wax lights were now brought in by

the white-bearded old man.
" Give us supper, Gordas. My bride and I

will sup gorgeously. Let no luxury be spared.

It is not every night a bridal night ! Have the

men brought the packages ashore'?"

" Si, senor, they are all in the room !"

" Very well. Senora, you will find a ward-

robe—the same that was in the brig—awaiting

you in the inner room. And that you may not

say your comfort is not perfectly attended to,

you have an attendant. Is your grand-daughter

here, Gordas V
" There she comes, senor."

"Yes, you see your servant, lady! I hope

you will thank me for this attention I You are

not likely to be rivals in beauty !"

The person he alluded to was a hideous fe-

male dwarf, wiih a hideous tusked mouth. She
approached Gertrude, and in a hoarse masculine
voice told her fllic would lead her to her room.
Gcrlrude did not know whether to go or remain

;

but anything was preferable to the presence of

her tyrant, and she followed the dwaif out of
the room ; but not before Don Conrado had
whispered to the latter to search her at once,
and take from her the dagger he believed the

had.

She was led into an apartment that realized

in its superb arrangements of furniture and dra-

pery the richest creation of the Arabian Nights.

But to Gertrude all seemed the desoluiion of a
sepulchre; for she had resolved that it should

be her tomb. The door had no sooner closed,

than she quickly drew from her bosom the dag-

ger, when the quick eye of the dwarf detected

the motion, and snatched it from her.

" Are you, aUo, my enemy? Will you give

it me? 0, woman, give it to me, if you ha%'c

any pity!"

" No, no ! You are not to die this way ! Why,
you are too young to die. Come, you must not
think of anything but life. This is your bridal

night!"

Gertrude shrieked and fell almost senseless to

the floor.

CHAPTER XXV.
TIMELT ItESCUE FOR GERTRUDE.

After Don Conrado had seen his captive

retire with the dwarf, he gave orders to two of
his men to stand guard before the outer door of
the lower, and for Tito by no means to leave

the apartment, through which only Gertrude
could efi^eet her escape. He then went out to

give. some orders to Lieutenant Randolpho, his

mate, when one came towards him and said the

priest earnestly begged to speak with him.
Thinking he might have something of import-

ance to communicate, he told the man who came
for him to lead the way to the dungeon where
he was confined.

The place was beneath the foundations of the

tower, and the way to it so dark that Conrado
called for a torch. Upon reaching the cell,

Father Clement said :

"I have sent for thee to saj a few words to

thee in private. Wilt thou send the man away
beyond ear-shot?"

" Does thy speech concern me ?"

"Deeply," answered Father Clement.

"Leave me till I call thee," said Conrado to

the seaman. The man departed, leaving his

captain and the priest beneath the tower. The
torch was stuck in a crevice in the wall by the

side of the cell door, and cast its light broadly

upon the face of de Beltran, bringing into relief

his noble features, which were but the mask to a
dark and evil soul.

The cell was secured by a grated door, and
within was Father Clement, in shadow.

" Now say thy say," said Conrado.

"A little nigher. Son, wouldst thou know
before my death where to find buried treasure ?"

"Ay, would I?" answered the pirate, eagerly.

"Draw a little nearer. Art thou willing to

go for it, though it be far, if I tell thee of dia-

monds and casks of silver, and boxes of dust

of gold V
" By the mass, yes, to Norwege or Lapland !

Thy words glitter like precious stones. Out
with thy secret!"

"It should not be overheard, for thymen also

may lurk near. A little nigher, that I may
whisper in thy ear. Now wilt thou pledge thy

honor to release the maiden in truth, if I unfold

to thee this secret?"

"Ay, I'll swear it!" answered Conrado, read-

ily, though without the least intention of per-

forming his vow.

" Then hear me. There lies on the beach,

near

—

" I do not hear thy words, priest
!"

" Put thy ear nigher! There! I have thee!"

The pirate, in his avaricious eagerness, had
placed his face so close to the iron grate that

Father Clement, suddenly thrusting his hand

through, caught him by the throat with a gripe

of iron. We have already said that he was a

man of large frame, cool and courageous. The
hold he had fastened, though quick as lightning,

was like riveis of steel. In vain Don Conrado,

thus caught in the trap so skilfully set for him,

struggled and attempted to get away. In his

struggles he overthrew the torch, and both were

left in the darkness to that fearful and mortal

struggle. Vainly the buccaneer tried to articu-

late ; only a suttocating gurgle came from his

thi'oat. Vainly ho tried to reach his foe through
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the bavs, which were too narrow to admit his

arm, save at the place (a little square opening

to pass in food to the prisoner) out of which

Father Clement thrust his arm, which filled it.

Gradually the efforts of Don Conrado grew

fainter, and the choking sound ceased to issue

from his mouth, and soun Father Clement found

that he supported his whole dead weight, and

unable to sustain it, he let go his grasp from the

throat, and the heavy body fell like lead to tlie

stone floor

" Heaven forgive me ! But I have done it to

save the maiden ! She has no more to fear, at

least from him !" and he sunk exhausted upon

a settle in his dungeon. All was now silence in

the scenes so lately marked by a struggle for

life against death. IIow long Father Clement

remained in a state of half insensibility he knew

not ; but he was roused from it by a sudden

cannonading that shook ihe very foundations of

the tower.

The seaman whom Conrado had dismissed,

on reaching the court found his messmates en-

gaged around a cask of wine in drinking to the

happiness of their captain and his bride. He
joined them, and soon forgot that he might be

called upon to return to the dungeon to guide

his captain out. The carousal continued for two

hours or more, when a light was displayed at

the peak of the brigantine.

" It is a signal for the boats to go on board,"

said Lieutenant Randolpho ;
" and there is

another, which reads, 'a stranger in sight.'"

He at once called all his men together and sent

them to the beach, while he sought his captain
;

but not finding him, he commanded the old

man to tell him that the boats had been signalled

on board, and that a sail, which he could now

make out with his glass, about two miles off,

was in sight. "Tell him," said he, as he de-

scended to the water-side, " that we leave one

of the boats for him, in case, if it should prove

an enemy, he can come on board to help fight

the vessel."

When Randolpho gained the deck of the brig-

antine, he could see distinctly a two-masted

vessel in the offing, standing in under full sail.

He at once called his men tn quarters and made

every preparation to defend the brig, should the

visitor to that remote inlet prove an enemy. As

the stranger drew nearer, he saw, for there was

a moon, that she was an armed schooner, and

he could see lights arranged as if the men on

board were at their quarters. He no sooner

made this discovery, than he signalized for Don
Conrado to come on hoard. But as the bucca-

neer chief was Ijing well nigh dead on the floor

of the dungeon, the signals were unheeded.

" That fellow comes up boldly," said the lieu-

tenant, to his under ofiScers ;
" he must mean to

attack us
!"

" Or else he is ignorant of our metal," re-

sponded the quarter-master, near him.

*' Are all the men at their quarters V he de-

manded.
" All, sir," was the response, fore and aft.

" Then stand by to obey my orders." The

men replied by blowing the lighted ends of the

fuse's, and adjusting the priming on the guns.

" That is the brigantine, my friends," said

Guido, as the schooner came fariher into the

bay, and he was able to make out her spars.

" And those signals are for boats to come on

board. Some of their people are on shore!"
** Shall we run alongside and board her at

once ?" asked Benson, who himself had the

helm of the schooner.

" Do not hesitate," said Clifford, as he handled

his cutlass with impatience ; for the seven days

which had passed since he left New Orleans had

greatly increased his vigor, and he was burning

for the fray. Guido was by his side also armed.
" She is coming aboard !" shouted Randolpho.

" Ho, the schooner
!"

There was no reply, and the schooner kept

steadily on, straight towards the brigantine.

"Fire!" commanded the lieutenant, in a voice

that was heard with equal dislinetness on board

both vessels.

The broadside was so well aimed that the

schooner's foremast was shot away and fell its

whole length over the larboard bow. But she

was under such full headway that it did not

check her in her course, and Benson succeeded

in laying her broadside upon the starboard quar-

ter of the brigantine, while his guns, muzzle to

muzzle, poured into her a terrible and destruc-

tive fire. At the moment the vessels came in

contact, Clifford called out in a thrilling voice

for boarders, and without waiting to see whether

he was followed or not, leaped upon the deck of

the brig. Randolpho met him, cutlass in hand,

but was cloven to the neck by a single blow,

while Clifford, without pausing, pressed towards

the quarter-deck, crying out, " Conrado de Bel-

tran, vengeance to the rescue!"

If de Beltran had been on board, there is no

question but that he would have bounded to

meet the challenge. Guido, unrecognized in the

confusion, fighting his way to the cabin, entered

it ; but found it deserted. Two or three armed

men rushed down after him, but seeing who it

was, they drew bark in surprise.

" Where's Don Conrado ? Where i^ the lady ?"

he demanded, so authoritatively, that they an-

swered promptly

:

" On shore, senor, at the tower."

" If you would save your necks, side with me,

for his day is past." The men, however, showed

a disposition to fight, whtn cutting his way
through them, slaying two, he gained the deck.

Here Clifford was fighting like a lion, every-

where seeking his antagonist. Guido called

aloud on the crew to lay down their arms, saying

they should be unharmed, and as the fight was

going hard against them, the most of them

obeyed, and those who continued to resist were

cut to pieces by the crew of the schooner, which,

headed by Benson, carried death from stem to

stern.

In ten minutes the brigantine was captured,

and the crew disarmed and confined below.

Clifford, who had been made acquainted by

Guido with the fact that Don Conrado was on

shore, was eager to reach the land, and with

twenty men in two boats, they pulled to the

tower. Clifford leaped to the shore, and only

suffering Guido to precede him as a guide,

knowing the place so well, he soon gained the

court. It was deserted. The few of Don Con-

rado's men who had remained, having compre-

hended that the fight had resulted in the capture

of the brigantine, had fled on the landing of the

boats. The old man was encountered near the

outer door, with a torch in his hand. He did

not seem to fear, as he quietly awaited them.

Guido at once approached him and laid his hand

on his shoulder.

" Where is my uncle ?"

"Where is the lady?" demanded Clifford.

" The lady is in there with my grand-daughter

!

I know not where Don Conrado may be."

"Follow me! I will show you the way!"

cried Guido, entering the outer apartment. Here

he beheld Tito asleep on a rug. He awakened

him; and his surprise was only equalled by his

fear, on beholding both Clifford and Guido

standing armed over him.

" Where is thy master ?"

" I know not, senors. He was to have been

married to-night to the lady
—

"

" Married ! Then he has
—

"

Clifford could utter no more for very hope

—

for very fear

!

" Is he not married V demanded Guido, more

cool.

" Not yet, senor. He has treated her like a

lady on the voyage, and hardly spoken to her,

hoping she would relent; but finding she would

not, he was to marry her anyhow."
" Then we are not too late !" said Guido.

"Two hours later and you would have been,"

answered Tito. " Now, senor, as I have been so

frank, I hope jou will treat me civilly."

" That will be as you deserve."

" Thank Heaven ! I breathe again !" ex-

claimed Clifford, with a face radiant with joy.

" Yes, all is not lost ! This way ! We shall

doubtless find Don Conrado here !"

And they pressed forwards to the inner room
;

but as they did to the door was opened by the

dwarf, for the noise of the battle on the water,

and the confusion in the tower, had all reached

the ears of Gertrude ; and she instantly felt that

there were friends coming to her aid. She and

the dwarf had heard the men as they fled away

from the tower on Clifford's approach, say that

their vessel had been captured ; and who, thought

Gertrude, should be its captors but those who
seek for me? But that Clifford should be near,

he whom she believed far away on an invalid's

couch, she did not once dream. When, there-

fore, the dwarf opened the door a little way, to

look out, who can imagine her surprise on dis-

covering first Guido, and then Clifford, advan-

cing towards the room. With one thrilling,

heart-swelling scream of joy, she sprang forward,

and was clasped to her lover's heart.

What pen shall dare attempt to describe the

happiness of that moment of re-union !

A few, brief, hurried, tearful words from her

lips, assured Clifford that she was now perfectly.

perfectly happy. But her next thought was for

Father Clement, to whom, she told her lover,

under Heaven's providence, she owed her pres-

ervation. Guido demanded to know where the

priest was, when the old man told him that he

would lead him to him.

" But where is my uncle V he asked.

But no one could answer this question.

At the door of the dungeon, however, the

question found a response. They discovered

him lying there senseless. It would be vain to

try to express the surprise of Father Clement on

being released by one who told him that he was

the friend of Clifford, who was now holding the

rescued Gertrude to his heart. Guido, being

told by Father Clement the cause of Don Con-

rado's present condition, bent over his uncle to

ascertain if there was life in him. The priest

wiih great anxiety sought the fallen man's pulse.

" He lives to see his discomfiture," said Guido.

"He lives, and his blood is not on my hands,"

said Father Clement.

Raising him up they bore him to the court,

where he was brought to by the application of

cold water to his face. When at length he was

able to rise to his feet and to comprehend all

that had passed, his confusion was indescribable.

Guido took pains to inform him of his defeat in

the dearest object of his wicked purposes, and

that he was a prisoner. Foaming at the mouth
with rage, he endeavored to rush upon Guido

;

but being restrained, the chains which the priest

wore were taken from his hands and placed on

his own. He was then committed to the care of

three of Benson's men, and placed in the dun-

geon from which the priest had been liberated.

Thus was justice meted out to him in the precise

shape in which he had exercised his injustice.

The schooner having been so severely wound-

ed in hull and spars, was the next morning set

on fire and consumed; and Benson, at Guido's

request, took the command of the brigantine, on

board of which, the next day, de Beltran was

removed in chains. Shortly afterwards, the

happy Clifford came on board with the equally

happy maiden and Guido ; and there, in the

presence of the whole crew, and of Don Con-

rado, chained, in full sight, Father Clement

united the lovers in the holy tics of wedlock
;

and thus the dark clouds of their youthful years

were dissipated before the jojous sun of a new

and brighter day.

After the ceremony, at which the lovely widow

of Count Contelli was not the least interested

spectator, the brigantine set sail from the spot,

though not until, by Guido's request, Captain

Benson took possession of the treasures and

costly articles that were found at this rendezvous.

At Vera Cruz they stopped to deliver the

famed Captain Belt up to the authorities ; and

he was conveyed under guard away from the

brigantine, sullen and silent, disdaining to speak,

and lodged in the castle of Ulloa ; whence a few

days afterwards he was taken out and shot

;

and ever thus will end the career of unprincipled

passion, which fears neither God, conscience,

nor human law.

As the brigantine was going out of the harbor,

two American vessels of war entered ; one of

which was recognized by Clifford as the sloop

commanded by his friend ; and the other as the

frigHte which was his uncle the commodore's

flag ship. The brigantine was, therefore, an-

chored, and he went on board of the sloop to

inform the captain of his success, and to thank

him for his friendly alacrity in coming to his

aid, and to send Don Garcia to the embraces of

his daughter ; and from thence, accompanied by

the diffident Guido, whom he insisted should

accompany him, he went on board the frigate.

Here he was warmly received by his uncle, and

embraced by his sister, to whom he no sooner

presented Guido as his dearest friend, than he

observed by the mantling cheek and light of joy

sparkling in her eyes, that Guido had not over-

estimated the impression he had made upon her.

Why should we follow another thread of true

love through all its details to its issue "? Let the

fair reader know that Clifford and his bride.

Father Clement, and Guido, all left the brigan-

tine to become the commodore's guests ;
and as

he promised to take his nephew to New Orleans

in the frigate, they all parted with real regret

from the young American captain, whose cour-

age, frankness and intelligence had commanded

their esteem ; while his deep passion for the

countess .had enlisted their sympathy for him.

Guido, on the voyage, was almost hourly in the

company of the beautiful Mary Clifford ; and

after the frigate reached the capital of the south,

Father Clement officiated at the Casa Granda

in a second bridal, and gave to Guido the hand
of Mary Clifford, the beautiful and rich " belle

of the sea," as she was termed by the numerous
officers who envied Guido his prize.

The brigantine, under the command of Ben-
son, put to sea before the frigate, and sailed for

Havana, and thence to Spain ; for the young
American insisted if the countess was to go
across the ocean, he would take her in his vessel.

It was a perilous consenting, so far as her vows
of taking the veil were concerned ; for when the

brigantine reached Cadiz, the young captain,

smiling like a May morning, landed with fiying

colors, and led the countess to the first cathedral,

where, instead of taking the vows of religion,

she breathed those of love, and became the bride

of the gallant American captain, instead of biide

of the church. Old Giberto has never left the

service of Clifford. Tito has been hanged in

Matanzas for being one of the celebrated Captain

Belt's men ; and Do:i Garcia, pirdoned by the

captain-general, has been restored to hts estates

in the island, where he resides part of the year,

with Clifford and Gertrude his guests, and the

balance of the year with them at their elegant

mansion in New Orleans. Job Sorril is now
captain of a Marblehcad coaster, and getting

rii'h on two hundred a year. Old Roger, with

his young pilot, still boards inward bound vessels,

but is shy of such as come under shortened sail.

Thus, having brought our tale to a happy
conclusion, punishing vice and rewarding virrue,

we take a courteous farewell of our readers, with

many acknowledgements for their attention, and
the interest they have manifested in the fortune

and fate of our heroes and heroines. Though
the " course of true love " seldom runneth

smooth, yet, like those brooks whose currents

are most obstructed by rocks and shoals, it gen-

erally becomes placid near its mouth, and flows

calmly into the sea of life, retaining no trace of

the obstacles which have caused it to fret and

foam, and turn a thousand times out of its on-

ward channel.

THE END.

[Written for Gleason^s Pictorial.]

TO A »L\TRON.

BY OWEN a. W.\RREN.

• I h.ave seen thee in thy girlhood,

In the opening bloom of life
;

As a bride before the altar,

As a mother and a wife
;

And I see thee now as cheerfol

And as sunny all thy hours,

As when in joyous girlhood,

Time only trod in flowers.

Since then new worlds of duty

Have opened on thy heart,

Since then thy lot has called thee

To play a loftier part.

Yet, with a brow unchanging,

Thou mov'st in tby career

Onwards and upwards, calmly,

To some serener sphere.

Now there is many a spirit

Its homage to thee brings,

And many a love around theo

With guardiiiQ-angel wings;

Then be thy step still buojant,

Till life's declining even,

As angels rose, in Jacob's dream,

Be each step nearer heaven.

CONTINENTAL EUROPE.
The Kussian possessions in Europe, Asia and

Am*-rica, cover an area of 262,251 square miles,

with a population of 65.935 000. The annual
expenditure of the Russian States amounts to

20,000,000/., and the public debt i^ 122,000,000/.

Notes to an amount of 62,000,000/. are in circu-

lation. The Russian army numbers 700,000
men, and the fleet consists of 715 vessels, with

5500 guns. The mercanrile marine has 1100
vessels of 100,000 tons. The average value of

annual exports is 28,120,000/.; and of imports,

22,000,000/.

Austria has 12,158 square miles, and 37,900,-

000 inhabitants. The expenditure is 33,000,-

000/, and the public debt is 183,000,000'. Bank
notes in circulation, 42.000,000/. The army
numbers 500 000 men, and the fleet has 156 ves-

sels and 600 guns. There are 560 merchant
ships, with a tonnage of 162,420 tons. Imports,

14,000,000/.; exports, 13,000,000/.

France, minus her colonies, has 9748 square
miles, 35,500,000 inhabitants. Expenditure,
64.000,000/.; debt, 221,000,000/.; notes, 17,000,-

000/. ; army, 265,463 men ; fleet, 328 vessels,

8000 guns ; mercantile marine ships, 4353, joint

tonnage, 613.048 tons; imports, 40,000,000/.;

exports, 47,000,000/.

Prussia—5104 square mih s, and 19,400,000

inhabitants. Expenditure, lf> 000,000/. ; debt,

30,000,000/. ; bank-notes, 9,00(1,000/. ; standing

army (minus the Landwehr), 2.7,200; fleet, 38

vessels, 84 guns ; merchant vessels, 997, jom,t

tonnage, 40,977 tons.

—

Kelnishehe Zeitung.
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PORTRAIT OF MADAME KOSSUTH.
ITercwiOi we givenf^noi} likeness of this heroic and neeom-

plishcd woman, the wife of the Maixyar chief, and the sliarer

of his fallen fortunes. Suoh a wife Is worthy of so illuBtrioua

n hushnnd ; and such a hushand of so nohlc a wife. In hia

Address to the people of the United States, written while an

exile in Turkey, he thus speaks of her:—"At the nioincnt

when I hardly hoped for further consolation on car'h, luliold

the Gnd of mercy freed my wife, and enabled her, throutrh a

thousand dangers, to rcacli me in my place of exile. Like a

hunted deer, she could not for five months find in her own
native land, a place of rest. The executioners of the heart-

less Nero placed a reward upon her head, but she has e^Jcaped

the tyrants. She was to me, and to my exiled countrymen,

like the rainbow to Noah ;
for she hrouRht intelligence of

hope in the unshaken souls of the Ilunyiirian people, and in

the atfeeiionate sympathy of the nciiiliborinf^ naiions who
who had fonj^ht aj^ainst us. They had aidi-d the wife of ihc

much slandered governor of Ilunj^ary." The ftdlowlnp cir-

eumatantittl narrative of the Hifjht of Madame Ko-^suth I'rora

Arad, after her separation from her hushand, will be read

with interest :—Durint^ the month of August, 18'i8, the

President-Governor of Hungary, Louis Kossuth, with the

principal officers of his provisional tjovcrnmcnt, were in the

fortified town of Arad, on the river Mnroseh. Between tliat

place and the town of Zagadin, on the Tisch, in the vicinity

of Arad, Gt^orgey with the Hungarian troops under his com-
mand lay encamped : while behind him, towards the Tisch,

was the Russian army of reserve, under Paskiewitch. Dem-
binski, wiih hi.s men, bet^iej^cd Temswar, and he had already

carried it.s third wall. Between him and the Tiseh lay the _
united Austro-Russian forces. The army of Bem had been "~~

defeated at Hermanstandt by the Rus.sian General Lupers,

and he h -d fled with a small band of faithful followers

towards Temiewar. With this position of the combalants,

the plan of Demhinski was to unite with Georgcy near Arad,
and then attack the Russian force. Before this was etfected,

news reached him of the capitulation of Georgey, and that

Kossuth had been compelled to forsake Arad, and to retire

to the town of Vilagos. Before leaving Arad, Kossuth sep-

arated from his wife and children, and their parting scene is

said to have been one of the most touching nature. Under
the circumstances of the moment, it was a subject of even
more than doubt whether they would ever again meet on
earth. It was only when a young Hungarian nobleman,
named Ashbot, solemnly swore to his wife that he would never

leave her husband, that Madame Kossuth consented to he

separated from him, and seek safety in flight. The children

were confided to the care of a piivate secretary of the gover-

nor, and this individual delivered them up to the tender

mercies of Haynau, for the purpose of securing his own par-

don and safety. The children set out before their mother,
and the latter, in her flight, endeavored to keep at least so

near them as to hear now and then of their safety. Among
the persons who fled with Kossuth was an elderly lady named
Madame L, and who, from being unable to ride as fast and as

long as those who were stronger and younger than herself, soon
became exhausted and was left behind. Unable to proceed longer
with the fugitives, she determined to remain in Hungary, and
devote herself to finding Madame Kossuth, and restoring her to

her husband. For this purpose, she disguised herself as a beg-

gar; and after a long and weary journey, ofcener on foot than in

any conveyance, she crossed the vast sandy plains of Southern
Hungary, and at length reached the place in which Kossuth's
children were, but could hear nothing of their mother. She
learned that the children had been sent soon after their mother
lost sight of them, to the house of General G., to be kept with
his own three children, hoping that they would thus be screened
from those who sought after them. The eldest, named Louis,

after his father, was seven years of age; and all were told that if

they acknowledged they were the children of the governor they

would be imprisoned by the Austrians, and never see their parents

again. So that when an Austrian officer traced them to the house
of General G., he was at a loss to know which of the children

were those of General G., and which those of Kossuth ; and ap-

proaching the eldest of the lat-

ter, he said:—"So, ray little

man, you arc the son of the

governor V To which the

youth replied :
" I am not, sir."

His firmness vexed the officer,

who was certain from the
~

statement of their betrayer, 'Z^'^^
that those before him were the

long lost treasure of his ambi-
tious search. He now endeav-
ored to frighten the children,

and drawing a pistol, directed

it to the breast of the boy, and
said that if he did not at once
acknowledge that he was the

. son of Kossuth, he would put
aballthroughhisheart. Young
Louis replied in a tone equally
firm: "I am not the son of
Kossuth." The officer, baffied

by the child's simplicity of
manner and apparent sincer-

ity, was divested of his convic-

tions, and led to believe that

he had been imposed upon.
But before Madame L could
get near them, other agents of
the Austrian government had
been more successful, and the

three children had been carried

off in secret to Pesth, near the
clutches of the butcher Hay-
nau. The mother and sister

of M. Kossuth had also been
captured, and placed in strict

confinement. It may be here
mentioned that Madame L., on
finding where and how his

children were situated, found
out her own maidservant, and
80 succeeded as to have her en-
gaged at Pesth as their nurse.
This person never left them
until the moment of their final

deliverance from their Aus-
trian jailors. After thus hav-
ing provided for the welfare of
the children of Kossuth, Mad-
ame L. renewed her search for

the suffeTing mother. Finding

PORTRAIT OF MADAME KOSSUTH, OF HUNOARY.

no trace of her, Madame L. determined to follow the fugitives,

and if she reached Widdin, to a.scertain from Kossuth himself

where his wife had gone, and then return in search of her.

Continuing in tho disguise of a beggar, sometimes on foot, at oth-

ers in a farmer's cart, this heroic woman reached the frontiers of

Hungary, and crossed them, entered the town of Widdin, where
Kossuth and his companions then were, under the protection of

the Sultan of Turkey. Madame L. applied to Kossuth, but not

being known to him personally, and the Austrian general having
set a high price on the capture of his wife, he at first regarded her

as an Austrian spy. Having, however, soon found her son, who
had followed Kossuth into Turkey, he readily convinced him of

the identity of his mother. All the information which Kossuth
could give her was, that there was a lady in Hungary in whose
house he believed his wife would seek refuge. Kossuth now fur-

nished Madame L. with a letter to this lady, and another with

his own signet ring for his wife, which would be evidence of her

fidelity. I)evoted to the philanthropic work which she had under-

taken, she wandered over the sandy steeps of Hungary, until she

succeeded in reaching the little town in which the lady resided,

and delivered Kossuth's letter to her. This she read and imme-

MEETING BETWEEN A HUNGARIAN NOBLE AND PEASANT.

dintcly burned, not daring even to allow it to exist in her pos-
session. This lady informed Madiime L. that the wife of
KoHHuth had left her residence in the guise of a mendicant,
and intended assuming the name of Maria F n; feigning
lirrself to he the widow of a soldier who had fallen in battle.

With this information. Madame L, ngain resumed her jour-
ney. She feigned to be an aged grandmother, whose grand-
son was mishmij, and that she was in search of him. Sho
made many narrow escapes while pahsing guards, soldiers

and spicH ; until at length she reached the plains before men-
tioned. She went from house to houMe, as if in search of her
grandson, but in reality to find one who answered the descrip-
tion given to her of poor Maria F n. At length, in a
cabin she heard that name mentioned, and on inquiry who
and what that person was, learned that she was a widow of a
Hungarian soldier who had fallen in battle, and that she had
a child who was with its grandparents. They then descrihed
her person, but added that she hwd suffered so much from ill-

ness and grief, that she was gnatiy changed. " Btfore she
came here," said the wpcaker, " she worked for her bread,
even when ill ; but after her arrival, she became too much
indisposed to labor, on account of which they sent to the Sis-

ters of Charity for a physician, who came, bled and blistered

her; and when she was able to go, she had been conveyed to

the institution of the Sisters where she then was." Madame
L., feeling convinced that the poor sufferer must be none other
than the object of her search, expressed a desire to visit her.

At the Sisters of Charity, Madame L. had much difficulty in
procuring access to Maria, and ihe latter was as much
opposed to receiving her. At length Madame h. told the
Sisters to inform her that she had a message for her from her
husband, and that she would soon convince her, if she would
permit her to enter. Poor Maria, between fear and hope,
gave her consent, and Madame L. handed her the letter of
Governor Kossuth. Sherecognized atoncc the handwriting,
kissed it, pressed it to her heart, devoured its contents, and
immediately destroyed it. Soon a story was made up be-
tween the two females ; they told the Sisters of Charity that
Maria's husband " still lived," and that she would rejoin

them. A little wagon was procured ; as many comforts were
put in it as could be had without sui-picion

; and these two
interesting women set out on their escape from the enemies
of their country. Madame L. had a relative in Hungary
who had been compromised in the war; so this person ar-

ranged to meet the ladies at a given place, and in the char-
acter of a merchant, travel with them. After they had left

the pasture grounds, he passed as the husband of Maria, and
the elder female as his aunt. At night they stopped at a vil-

lage, and were somewhat suspected, on account of the females
occupying the bed while he slept at the door. They started
early in the morning, and the "husband" remained behind
to learn something of the suspicions to which their conduct
had given rise. He again overtook them, as they stopped to
feed their horse, and bade them to be greatly on their guard.

In the evening they stopped at an inn and were again suspected,
but escaped detection. On the next day they again started, but
were not molested until evening, when they were apprehended and
conducted by two policemen before a magistrate. There the for-

mer spoke of them as suspicious characters; but they were not
told of what they were suspected. While the examination was
going on, Madame L. slipped a bank note into the hand of tho
superior of the two policemen. This bribe quite changed the
aft'rtir ; the two men became their friends, and excited the pity of
the magistrate in their favor, and they were allowed to depart.
Thus they went on from station to station, until they reached the
frontiers of Hungary near the Danube. They entered the little

town of Saubin, and asked permission of the head of the police
to pass over the river to Belgrade. This was refused, until they
said they wished to go there for a certain medicine for a daugh-
ter who was ill, and that they would leave their passports as a
security. He then gave his consent, and they crossed the Dan-
ube, and entered the dominion of the Sultan of Turkey, li was
night when they entered Belgrade. They knocked at the door of
the Sardinian consul, who had recently been stationed in that
frontier town by the king, whose whole heart sympathized with

the Hungarian cau.«e, and who
had formed a friendly alliance
with Kossuth for the freedom
of Italy and Hungary. The
consul had been advised by
Kossuth that two females
would probably seek his pro-
tection, hut not knowing them
he inquired what they wished
of him. Madame L. replied :— "Lodging and bread." He in-

vited them in, and Madame L.
introduced him to Madame
Kossuth, the lady of the late

Governor of Hungary. The
consul could scarcely believe

that these two miserable be-

ings were the persons they re-

presented themselves to be.

Madame Kossuth convinced
him by the signet ring of her
hushand. In his house, Mad-
ame Kossuth fell ill, but re-

ceived every possible kindness
from the host. They learned
that all the Hungarians and
Poles had been removed from
Widdin toShumla; and, not-

withstanding it was in the

midst of severe winter, they
decided npon proceeding at

once 10 the latter place. The
Sardinian consul applied to

the generous Prince of Servia,

in whose principality Belgrade
is, for his assistance in bcluilf

of the ladies, and in the most
hospitable manner he provided
them with his own carriage and
four horses, and an escort

;

aud in this way they started

through the snow for Shumla.
Their journey was without
fear of danger, for the British

Consul-General at B<.-lgrade

had provided the party with
passports as British subjects

;

yet the severity of the weather
was such that Madame Kos-
suth suflTered much from the

ill state of her health. A jour-
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SECTIONAL DIAGRAMS OF THE PROPOSED TUBULAR SUBMARINE RAILWAY BErW£EN FRANCE AND ENGLAND.

ney which in snmmer would have required but a few days, now
occupied twenty-eif^ht. At this time a courier was sent in ad-

vance, to inform Kossuth of their approach. He was ill ; and on
accountof the many plans of the Austrians to assassinate him, the

Sultan's authority could not allow him to leave Shumla, and go
to meet his wife. The news of her deliverance and her approach
gave lively satisfartion to all the refugees. At night, when she
entered the city, she found the streets litjhted up with hundreds of
lights, and was welcomed by the whole body of refugees. On
meeting her husband, he was so overcome hy admiration for the

Bufferings she had undergone, and hy gratitude for her devotion to

the cause of her country, that he threw himself at her feet and
kissed them. She endeavored to speak words of consolation,

while her own heart was ready to burst with emotion. Her voice

failed her, and among the shouts of Hungarians and Poles she

was carried to her husband's apartments.

THE SUBMARINE RAILWAY.
The communication between England and France, which is

daily becoming a more and more important object, has just re-

ceived a most valuable acquisition in the laying of the submarine
Electric Telegraph. To consummate the international union,

however, means of conveyance between the opposite shores, so as

to avoid the perils and uncertainties of passage by sea, remain to

be provided. M. Horeau's project consists in crossing the Eng-
lish Channel, twenty-one miles in extent, by means of a tube tun-

nel, made of iron, lined and prepared for that purpose ; and which,

besides the path for the surveyors, contains two lines for the

trains. The slope would admit of a motion sufficiently powerful
to enable the carriages to cross without a steam engine. These
tunnels would not prevent navigation: lighthouses might be erect-

ed at the entrances; also between the lighthouses of France and
England. The probable cost would be about X87,40O,00O.

THE BOSTON CUSTOM HOUSE,
The picture below represents the Boston Custom House at the

time of the great freshet, when the wharves and streets were
overflowed, in this section of the city, by the extraordinary high
tide that prevailed during the strong north-east gale that so tried

the Minot Ledge Lighthouse, and which was eventually destroyed
by the continued force of the storm. Our arti>t has represented

this fine building, as it then appeared, forming a sort of an island

amid the flow of the tide about it. Boats plied hither and thither

in the streets. Empty barrels started off for a voyage of discov-

ery, on their own account, wagon-tops, staves, empty hogsheads
and half filled pipes, after swimming round the comers of the

streets, went to sea without taking out any clearance papers at the

Custom House. Little boys started off upon stray spars, and the

wharf rats were literally drowned out; in short, such a time has

not occurred for many years in the City of Notions.

EAST VIRW OF THE BOSTON CUSTOM HOUSE, TAKEN DURING THE RECENT FRESHET.
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[\Vrlttcn for GJcaBOn'B Pictorial.]

THE EVENING WIND.

DV BIDNEY E. OriURCn.

Tho cfenliig wIdcI. liow It Bwci-pB alorg

Through thu forcMt, at twilight hour
;

llow it uiiiiKl"i8 in with the rlvuh t'B fong,

Or brodtlu-fl ou thu dLMv-luilen llowtr

;

now It cooIb tho brow of its fevured heat,

How It plajfl mid the leafy tretn

;

Or it folIowH }ou on to pome cool retreat,

riayiug round you Ita freshening bretzo.

0, I loTO th« gentle, evening wind,

When fjitigiii'd by tho toilB of tho day
;

Tor It eoniefl Hlft) a filend to cool the brow,

And drive dull caro fur away
;

And 1 think as I sit In the open glado,

And hark to its murmuring song,

What a burden of incense from balmy flowers

It has brought on Ito way along.

< >

[Written for Gleasoo's Pictorial.]

THE AVllITE CUARGER:
—OR—

THE SMUGGLER AND HIS DAUGHTER.

BY FRbD HUNTER,

THE EMBARCATION.
A BRILLIANT dash of sunlight glimrcd across the little bay of

C , one evening in 17-1—, and a cheerful piny of wind just

rippled the otherwise calm waters of the cove and vicinity, while

a pretty craft lay quietly near the shore, as yet motionless— but

soon destined upon a cruise—down the neighboring channel.

It was just before sunset ; and the rays of golden light alluded

to, were quiokly qiunched as the day-god sunk away in the west.

But the night was clear and buautiful, and a smart land breeze

soon sprung up from ihe south-eastward—a most welcome occur-

rence to the occupants of the tuper-masted craft spoken of.

An hour afterwards a six-knot breeze was singing cheerily

through the rigging of the " Ked Bird," and the order came from

the quarter deck to put to sea. As soon as uttered, almost, the

command was obeyed ;
the tiny schooner's sails were spread to

the wind, the pilot's voice was heard clearly and promptly, and

the vessel left her anchorage as blithely as a gull—seaward.

It was a gallant sight ; for the bright full moon was fairly up,

and, as ihe anchor was tripped, the jib and main'^ail went quick-

ly up, and she paid off finely. The fore yard was trimmed, and

as the shore was left behind, the breeze quickened— filling the

schooner's broad sails to the very full, as she wentgayly on—soon

afterwards disappearing in the far oif" distance.

The master of the " Red Bird" was a professional smuggler.

At the moment the stern of the pretty schooner hove round to

the wind, the figure of a young girl might have been seen upon

the summit of a bluff overlooking the little bay we have describ-

ed. She was gazing intently upon the outward-bound vessel, and

at length her small white kerchief was waved over her head tow-

ards the departing craft. This act was recognized on board by

one who loved her—ah ! how fondly—and who willingly sacrificed

health and even honor, to minister to hernecessities and pleasure.

A rough and weather-worn cap was raised from the rough and

weather-worn brow of a man upon that schooner's quarter-deck,

in response to the parting token of the fair Lillie Bertram ; and

though she did not hear it, the words *' God bless you, my daugh-

ter !" fell from the lips of the commander of the Ked Bird, as he

discovered the form of his child, and bade a temporary farewell.

The schooner went on her course, and Lillie turned away, at last,

to deck her cottage home—some four miles in the interior.

To the right— far down in the valley, to the eastward of the

rocky shore—the tramping of feet was soon heard, as the happy

and adventurous maiden glided rapidly along toward her father's

house. In another moment, the figure of a beautiful white horse

was discovered, secured to an almost solitary tree, near the inner

base of the cliff. As soon as Lillie hove in sight, a familiar neigh

echoed along the vale, and Lillie darted qui< kly forward to the

spot where her favorite steed impatiently awaited her coming.

"Now, Blanche," said the fair girl, affectionately, patting her

white beauty's round neck, " now for home, once more !" and

with these words, she mounted at once to the saddle. The faith-

ful charger turned playfully away from the spot with his precious

burthen, and quickly scrambled up the steep side of the bank be-

yond, which lay between him and the narrow path that led to

the residence of his beautiful mistress. As her snow-white steed

pranced easily along, tlie brave girl amused herself with the fol-

lowing carol

:

" They may bind the eagle's pinion,

Check the deer's impetuous course,

Curb the steed to their dominion,

Quell the torrent's headlong force
;

But the spirit, fetters spurning

—

Close, howe'er, may be the strife

—

Bears them, in its joy returning,

To the sweetheart and the wife !

Noah's freed and wandering raven

To tho ark for safety flew
;

Backward to the spotless heaven

Spriugs at morn the vesper dew I

So affection's fond devotion

—

Balm and solace of their life

—

Tliea, like incense, o'er the ocean,

To the sweetheart and the wife!"

The song ceased ; the humble cottage of the smuggler was al-

ready in sight, and a snort of recognition went up from the strong

lung.s of the sturdy borne, as he beheld tho well known habitation

of his niJiKler, with its comfortable little stable near by.

The breize in the bay had inereasid very sensildy in the last

hour, and the Ked Bird, under shorlcncd pail, still stood gallantly

on her course. Lillie dismounted, turned her horse over to the

care of the only nitendant at the little cot, find repaired to the

window with the glass— to catch a parting glimpse of the little

schooner, if pos.sible. But the vessel was not in sight; and the

maiden retired to her couch with a prayer for her father's success

and safety.

A STORM AND A BKIRMISII.

Three weeks had elapsed, and the Ked Bird was now on her

way once more to the little bay where we first saw her. Her

cruise hud been a su<'cessl'ul one, but she bore in her secret lock-

era acju^ntity of eontralmnd articles, which the smuggler intend-

ed to land near by his cot, if possible ; though he was aware that

the lynx-eyed messengers of the customs in his neighborhood had

long suspected him. lie was, therefore, wary in approaching the

coast.

It was the last night prior to his hopeful arrival—when he

should once more embrace his dark-eyed and lovely daughter,

whom he valued above everything else in this world—anil who

was an affectionate and equally loving child to him. The Red

Bird came bounding on, over a rather rough sea, for the wind

blew violently, and as the curtains of night at last fell over them,

the breeze came in short and puffy gusts, at times, that sort of

wind which so surely precedes a southern storm.

It came, at length—even while the pilot of the Ked Bird had

his eye fixed upon tlie well known landmarks by which he hoped

to guide his little vessel to a point of safety. It came—and with

a fearful strength, too ! But the watchful commander had already

caused every inch of canvas to be snugly stowed, in anticipation

of the approaching gale.

The current sit in slioreward strongly, and after an hour or

drifting under bare poles, it was found necessary to their safety

that they thould wear away, or run the hazard of going ashore.

Orders were accordingly given to put out into the channel once

more ; and, though the wind continued to blow with unabated fe-

rocity, the little schooner behaved nobly, under the slightest pos-

sible show of canvas ; and the commander soon had the satisfac-

tion of seeing bis craft claw off from the rude coast in the most

admirable manner—notwithstanding the threatening and violent

storm through which they were passing.

As the Red Bird approached the coast, with the intention at the

proper moment, to come to anchorage in a spot well known to

her captain, where he would find it convenient to discharge the

valuable portion of her smuggled cargo, which still remained in

his vessel—there were anxious eyes on the watch for her move-

ments, and beating hearts throbbed audibly as she came toward

the soore. Friends were there who looked out upon the conduct

of the natty little schooner, with streaming and tearful eyes—and

there were enemies also, who watched her course with the deepest

anxiety.

"The gale is dreadful," said Lillie, who had discovered the ap-

proaching schooner at nightfall ;
" and they may not weather it.

The Red Bird is moving away again! Ah ! me ; nothing but

compulsion could cause that movement, I am certain. Still, it

may be for the best."

As the schooner put about, the voices of a strange trio of men
could be heard at the base of the outer cliff, where the Red Bird

had proposed to land.

' She is clawing off," said one, " as I'm a sinner !"

" You are right, Carlos ; and she does it in gallant style. By
JeronidiO ! There goes her jib, clear out !"

" Can she carry it ?"

" She must, or come ashore."

" I should like the latter."

" So should I. But we shall be disappointed, certainly, this

time."
They continued to watch the beautiful boat, but the Red Bird

put away into deep water, where she could also find plenty of sea-

room, should the gale continue; and after less than two hours

tacking and beating out, she was hull down—entirely out of sight

to all on shore.

The three men near the cliff were the advance of a party of

soldiers and officers of the customs sent down from P y to

look after old Bertram and his clipper schooner, for the captain

had long been an object of suspicion; and the men found the best

shelter that was at hand for the night, determined to await the

schooner's final arrival, which they knew would not be long de-

layed, if the roughness of the gale should subside.

And they were not mistaken in this supposition. Bertram was

always on the alert, but he suspected nothing of this sort, and

was not altogether prepared for any attack. However, we shall

soon see how adroitly the smuggler comported himself in this

emergency.

We have said that the three strange men alluded to were a por-

tion of a detachment of officials sent to watch the smuggler's op-

erations. At the distance of a mile or two below, the remainder

of the company—some twenty in all—were located for the night;

and these three had been sent up the reef to guard another point.

At an hour past midnight, the wind had lulled, an indistinct light

was afforded through the breaking clouds, and the Red Bird had

made the best of her way, before a spanking breeze, to the com-

mander's favorite cove, once more. So sudden had been her prog-

re- s on the return, that the drowsy soldiers were scarcely aware

of her approach, ere her anchor plashed over her fore foot, and

her sharp, low stern had swung round almost within liailing dis-

tance beyond the spot where they had bivouacked for the night.

Her course had not been so overlooked by the sentinels of the

main body of the detachment; who, os she ncared the shore were

on a rapid but quiet march toward the spot where she plainly

proposed to come to anchor. And, at the moment the slcejiy trio

near her had discovered the scljooner, their friends from below

were approaching the spot with all possible despatch.

In a brief space of ti ne, the barge from the schooner, manned
by half a dozen well-armed men, and commanded by the captain

in pert-on, left the vessel's side wiili a valuable quantity of goods,

which he proposed to secrete in a sealed cavern a short distance

above their landing. His surprise may be conceived—as the boat

touched the rock, and his foremost men leaped ashore—to hear a

sudden signal of alarm given!

The little barge had grounded upon the rock, in the midst of

this unexpected confunion, and inconsequence of the still moving
swell—and though old Bertram had no means of knowing how
great was the probal)le force he had to oppose, he sprang instantly

ashore, cutlass in hand, to the aid of his men, and at the same
time blew a silver whistle, which hung from his vest, fiercely and

repeatidly. This t.ignal was heard on board the schooner; and
a score of stalwart fellows sprang to their boats, forthwith, in re-

sponse to it.

Tho "rear guard" of soldiers did not arrive in time! Tho
barge was extricated from her plight, and the skirmish proved a

sharp but brief rencontre. The boat returned to the schooner with

her precious freight, and as the soldiers from below hove in sight,

orders had been given on board the Red Bird to put out into the

channel for the present. Under command of her first officer, she

quickly put away, therefore, while old Bertram, with a well-dress-

ed and comely prisoner in his custody, was moving slowly on
towards his own cottage, three or four miles to the northward.

LILLIE AND HER WHITE CHARGER.

The prisoner in custody of the captain of the Ked Bird proved

to be a young lieutenant in the revenue service. One of hU two

companions had been struck down in the melee, and the other

had escaped, when it was seen that the smugglers were too strong

handed, and that their comrades did not come up to their aid sea-

sonably.

The sturdy Bertram caused him to be pinioned, and then or-

dered him to go forward peacebly at his peril.

" Harry Bertram !" said the young man, boldly, " I hiow you,

mark ! And this night's work will cost you dearly, I fear."

" Move on, sir !" said Bertram. " You have claimed to know
my name, and since you have spoken it, let me tell you, William

Vemet, that / ^vjoit' ^ou ; so we are now on equal terms, except

that I am at this moment your superior officer. Forward, then !"

There was no resisting this command
; and young Vernet put

a firm face upon the dilemma, and did as he was ordered. The
prisoner was conducted to the cottage of the smuggler, where he

was shown into a neatly-furnished sleeping apartment at once

—

and where Bertram, with his own hands, a few minutes after their

arrival, waited upon him with a draught of excellent wine, and a
dish of dried fruit. His manacles were then removed, the guard

sent back to the shore, and the prisoner was locked up for the

night. He found a comfortable mattress in the room, and after

an hour's reflection npon the oddity of his present predicament,

he retired to " sleep upon it
!"

When he woke next morning, the san was already np. He
arose and hastily adjusted his toilette—a brief task under the cir-

cumstances—and then withdrew the clear white curtain, for the

purpose of surveying the neighborhood of his prison house. Ho
found that the vicinity was very sparsely inhabited, but two or

three small hamlets appearing in sight; but the landscape beyond
was leally beautiful.

A wide plain lay spread out before him, and to the eastward

lay a deep and extensive forest. On his right a small stream me-
andered down towards the shore; while at the left, a bold line of

rocky land arose, casting a wide shadow along its base for a mile

or more. As he gazed out upon the fair scene before him, his at-

tention was suddenly ar/ested by the appearance of a splendid

white hoise emerging from the forest at a rapid gallop, mounted
by a beautiful and graceful female, some eighteen years of age

apparently.

" By Jove !" exclaimed the lieutenant, catching his breath

" she rides like a Diana ! Where the deuce can she have acquir-

ed such skill ? Who can she be ? She is coming this way, as I'm

a soldier ! Fair, too, is she, very ! A Venus as well as Diana !

" Hey I But that was a leap, to be sure !" continued the pris-

oner, as he observed the reckless pace at which the bold rider ap-

proached, now urging on her beautful white charger at headlong

speed—now pressing him forward over hillock and mound—and
now darting along at a reckless gait up the halfmade path which

led to the cottage ;
while she sat as easily in the saddle as if she

were but lolling in a cradle.

" Here she comes—here she is!'* continued Vernet more quiet-

ly, but still curiously. And a moment afterward, Lillie Bertram

who had been out for morning exercise, leaped from her horse,

and entered the cottage of her father.

* * * * # # *
The lieutenant had been a prisoner three days ; and upon each

morning, at about the same hour, the fair apparition—that lovely

form, upon the graceful white steed, still came and went before

his window,—Vernet was in love ! But he was still a close pris-

oner, and he had not the slightest idea who was the being he had

so suddenly become enamored of, nor did he know what was to

be his own fate in the future.

On the fourth day, his inamorita did not appear as usual. He
became sad, impatient and inquisitive. His meals had been serv-

ed to him by a person who could not (or would not) speak a word

to him ; and be soon got tired of his quarters—comfortable as

they were. While he sat endeavoring to form a plan for his os-
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cape, the door opened, and old Bertram, the smuggler, entered

his apartment.

" Come, boy V said the latter, instantly, upon being seated

;

" let us have a word of explanation."

" With all ray heart," said Vernet. "But why have you de-

layed your coming so long 1"

** It matters nothing, since I have come at last. Tou were sent

to arrest me, eh V*

" You are rigbt, sir."

" Alive or dead, haply," said the smuggler with a sneer.

*' Here you are wrong, though."

" How so V
*' I will tell you. Our orders were explicit in regard to this lit-

tle expedition. We were detailed to watch for you, and to obtain

possession of any contraband goods wliich we might find you dis-

posed to land along the coast
—

"

'^ And did your authorities expect to effect this without resist-

ance on our part 1"

" No, sir. But our orders were to avoid the shedding of blood,

if possible. As it happened, you did not attempt to land where

we supposed you would, and were taken (I mean our little de-

tachment) at a disadvantage."

" You are now my prisoner," replied the smuggler, coldly.

" I know it, sir, and can only hope that you are disposed to be

liberal."

*' Exactly, but did you calculate upon such lenity when yon

undertook to join in this search for me V
" I did not calculate to be taken, sir," said Vernet, proudly

;

" but better men than myself have found themselves in a worse

plight before this,"

" You are right, young man ; and your manner I like. I have

known you many years, Vernet. I knew your father and your

mother before you. I have now a proposal for you. AYill you

accept if?"

"Let me know what it is, before I can answer."

" Those buttons you wear upon that uniform, believe me, are

no adornment. Will you part with them V
" Yes," said the young lieutenant, " I will, for a consideration."

" I.will make the consideration ample, if you will accept it."

"Proceed, sir—I am listening."

" You have seen my daughter."

" Your daughter, sir—no ! I was not aware you had a dangh-

ter. That is, sir
—

"

" You have seen her, nevertheless. I allude to the young lady

you have watched so attentively, as she went and came upon her

morning rides, for the past three days."

"What, sir! Do you speak of the daring girl who dashes

over the lawn upon the white steed V
" It is her of whom I speak."

" Well, sir, what of her ?" added the youth, as his heart swelled

in his throat.

" She has observed you, she knows your present position, she

has been made acquainted with your history and that of your

family ; and I offer you your liberty and her hand, in exchange

for those buttons."

" I accept it—I accept your offer, sir. I mean—if she—if the

lady
—

"

"Lillie is her name—she is my only child. She will be advised

by me. You must leave your present life, Vernet, and join me
-^^o not start ! From the hour that sees my daughter wedded,

lam no longer a smuggler. I have enough of this world's goods,

and I propose to quit this vicinity forthwith and forever. Will

you accept my proposal and join me V
" I will !" said Vernet, firmly.

"Enough, then. You arc now free," responded old Bertram.

And rising, he opened the door of the room, led in his child, and

presented her formally to.his late prisoner.

" This, Vernet," said he, "is my daughter."

* * * # #

' Just one month afterward, a little party of villagers and wreck-

ers—the friends and acquaintances of Bertram and his daughter

—approached a small church, some three miles up the coast. It

was a bright clear morning, and iheir smiling faces and happy

chat told that a very pleasant scene was about to occur in their

midst.

Vernet had thrown up his commission in the service {none

knew why, for he answered no questions), he fell desperately in

love with the beautiful Lillie at sight, and old Bertram—who had

long known him—believed the match a very good one ; and so

availed himself of the opportunity to dispose of his child in mar-

riage. He had become rich, and he resolved to leave his roving

life, retire with the newly-wedded pair to England and relinquish

further toil and peril.

The bell rang out a merry peal, and a loud and hearty cheer

went up from the lungs of the sturdy company, as there suddenly

came in sight, across the plain, the well-known figure of Lillie

Bertram, the idol of the neighborhood, on her snow-white horse,

accompanied by her lover upon another steed.

They entered the church, the nuptials were performed, and the

happy pair returned, as they came, amid the congratulations of

their happy neighbors. They left the coast, soon afterward, in

company with old Bertram, and subsequently located on a small

estate in B y, England, and where they still reside, amid

pWnty and comfort, and genuine happiness.

A Pretty Thought.—As the ice upon the mountain, when
the warm breath of summer's sun breathes upon it, melts and
divides into drop^, each of which reflects an image of the sun

;

so in life, the smile of God's love divides itself in separate forms,

each bearing in it and reflecting an image of God's pure and
unchanging \o\t.—Longfellow.

[Written for Gleason'3 Pictorial.]

LIFE'S DARKENED HOURS.

BY ELLEN LOUISE CQANBLE3.

Life has enDugh of darkness,

And it has enough of cheer
;

And dim gloom-ciouds are flitting

Round those we hold most dear.

There 's grief In the heart's chambers,

And grief on the sunny hrow
;

But mid the dark outbeameth

A suiUe like sunshine's glow.

And when the gloom is deepening,

And our hearts are dim with fear,

A ray from heaven down gleameth,

And shineth evei near.

And all the gloom is lightened,

And the clouds around us strown,

By this sun-ray, glimmering downward

From our heavenly father's throne.

Life's dark hours are a blessing,

In mercy they are given,

That we may see the love-rays

Aye gleaming doTivn from heaven.

For if the earth were cheery,

And the gloom clouds ne'er should loom,

There were nought to bind our spirits

To the world beyond the tomb.

—^—.»•-—
THE YACHT A3IERICA.

We understand that the sails of the Yacht America, the supe-

rior quality of which so essentially contributed to her unparallel-

ed success in the "World's Kegatta, were made of cotion duck,
from Colt's factory, Patterson, New Jtrsey.

The manufacture of sail cloth from cotton, is one altogether

peculiar to this country. Colt's cotion duck has always ranked
first in public and nautical estimation on this side of the water,

and its superiority over other sail-cloths is as well established as

that of the yacht America over her English competitors.

Repeated experiments upon square-rigf^td, as well as nponfore-
and oft vessels, have long since established the fact that Colt's cot-

ton dutk will propel a vessel one knot, at least, per hour, faster

than hetnp duck. Formerly our coasting craft used Russia, Hol-
land, and English canvas exclusively; but theyhaveall beeulong
since superseded by Americaa cotton canvas.

It is also used almost exclusively upon the new and magnifi-

cent clipper ships of this country, because it best retains the wind,
and is much more durable than any hemp or flax duck.

Some years since a small invoice of American cotton duck was
taken to England, with a view of introducing its use among the

English yachts. The agent to whose care it was intrusted, an
intelligent American shipmaster, offered it togenilemtn interest-

ed in yachts at Liverpool, but failed to induce them to purchase.
He then offered to give ikem sufficient of the canvas for a suit of
sails on condition that they would grant it a fair trial upon one of
their slowest yachts, and ascertain whether it would increase the

speed of the vessel. Strange to relate, he failed to induce either

the yachting gentlemen, or the pilots of Liver|-ool, to give the

duck a trial upon those terms. Their strontr prejudices in favor
of English duck induced them to refuse the Yankee duck as a
gift. We think it would be difficult to find a Yankee " skipper "'

who would refuse a suit of sails upon the conditions as stated

above.

—

Journal of Commerce.

t^Vritten for Gleason's Pictorial.]

lillVES TO AKME.

BY DR. FREDERICK HOUCE.

There 's a brightness in thine eye, Annie,

Like light in summer's hours
;

There 's an odor in thy sigh, Annie,

More sweet than opening flowers.

There 's a ruby on thy lip, Annie,

More brigbt than rosy mne
;

From no other cup I'd sip, Annie,

But the nectar-brim of thine.

Tho music of thy tongue, Annie,

Would still a seraph's voice
;

There 's a sweetness in thy song, Annie,

Like the breeze when flowers rejoice.

A world is in thy kiss, Annie,

And in thy smile I see

Such rapture, I've no wish, Annie,

But for destiny and thee.

JUDGE, TRY THYSELF.

The police court, Paris, was thrown into commotion the other

day. A young boy of sixteen years of age was brought before

the court, charged with stealing and begging in the public streets.

He was a bright, fine-looking btiy, but very poorly clad, and when
brought before the judge, he felt upon his knees, and begged him
not to put him in prison ; that his mother was sick, and starving,

and that alone had driven him to steal ; that he couid not find

work, and if he was imprisoned, the disgrace would kill his poor
mother. The judge seemed somewhat moved by the boy's siory,

but he nevertheless, after hearing the evidence, condemned him
to six weeks' imprisonment. As the boy was being led away, a

poor woman, pale, covered with rags, and her hair all in disorder,

forced her way thiough the crowd, and tottering up lo the boy,

passed one arm around him, and then, turning to the jud^je,

pushed back her long, black hair, and exclaimed—" Do you not
recognize me ? Thirteen years have passed since you deserted

me, leaving me alone with m}' child and my shame ; but I have
not forgotten you, and this boy whom you have just condemned

—

this is your son I" You may imagine the effect this announce-
ment produced on the bystanders. The judge, in a loud voiue,

ordered the woman to be carried from the court, and then left it

himself; but he joined the poor creature in the street, and carried

her and her boy otf in a carriage.

—

Home Journal.

I love, I love to see

Bright steel gleam through the land
;

'T is a goodly eight, but it must be
In the reaper's tawny hand.

—

Eiiza, Cook.

LOVE.
" O, yes," said Marian earnestly, "lam sure ihit the only

happiness worth calling happiness in ilie world must be to find some
one to love with allour heartnnd soul, and bea world tn each other.
If I once found any one who would let me love as I could love,
would it not go on strengthening to our lives' end?—would not
all duties, all employments, follow naturally, as flowers grow
after the seed is sown!" " Your dream is that of all young and
loving natures," said Mr. Cunningham ;

" but you only seek
after emotion, and all the enmii and melancholy you complain of
is nothing but the craving for it. Love is the purification of the
heart from self; it strengthens and ennobles the character, gives a
higher motive and a nobler aim to every action of life, and makes
both men and women strong, noble and courageous ; and the
power to love truly and devotedly is the noblest gift with which
a human being can he endowed—but it is a sacred fire that must
not be burned to idols. You fancy, my dear Marian, that a devoted
passionate love would win, similar devotion in return ; but it is

not so. No human being can bear the weight of an entire and
undivided affection without staggering under the burden. At
first this complete abandonment of yourself to your emotion may
seem grand and devoted ; but the object of it becomes weary';
and when the stimulationof vanity has ceased, you will be thrown
back upon yourself, broken with disappointment and humiliated
to your very soul by finding that all your most ptecious things
have ceased to be of any value. If you will examine thoroughly
into your own heart, you will find that, bitter as this sounds, there
is a reason ; di fact is always true. There is idleness and weak-
ness at the root of this apparent generosity. You are averse
to the discipline of self control, and no human being is, or ever
can be, exonerated from this duty, imposed by nature herself.

You expect another to sustain the full tide of your undisciplined
energies—to guide you to that duty you refuse to do for yourself.

Self-control, self-discipline is the first law for both man and
woman, from which no power can give a dispensation. Your
present suffering arises mainly from having failed in this duty
[Qwards yourself. My dear child, let us remember that it is only
God himself who is entitled to say, ' Give me thine heart'—and
on him alone can we flint: ourselves with ail our weakness and
dependence."

—

Marian Witheis.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

DON'T YOU REMEI1IBER7
ADAPTED TO THE POPULAR AIU OE "BEN BOLT.'

Br HENRY CLAT PRECSS.

O, don't you remember, my Julia, dear,

The wildwood so green where we met,

Where we lingered in bli:^s while the twilipht crept on,

And the sunbeams were glirameriog yet?

We reeked not of time, though the tale-telling moon
Played its " bo-peep " through each creviced vine.

And the young heart that pillowed so soft on my breast.

With its wealth of affection was mine I

But time's growing shadows, ray Julia, dear,

Have shut out the light of those days,

And e'en the green wildwood has passed from our sight,

And the birds sing no more in its sprays
;

A dimness has crept o'er thy sunny blue eye

And thy ringlets of bright golden sheen

;

Ah', it saddens my heart in this twilight of years,

When I think of the times that have been 1

But 0. there are regions, my Julia, dear,

Where the loved ones of youth meet again,

And the voices of old, which have died out on earth,

Shall be tuned to a heavenlier strain.

There our spirits shall mingle forever in love,

As streams that are blended in one
;

O, I almost wish when I think of that time,

That our wearisome journey was done.

PLEASURES or MATRIMONY.
I was married for my money. That was ten years ago, and

they have been ten years of purgatory. I have had bad luck as

a wife, for my husband and 1 have scarcely one taste in common.
He wishes to live in the country, which I hate. I like the ther-

mometer at 75 degrees, which he hates. He likes to have the
clnldren brought up at home instead of at school, which I hate.

I like music, and wish to go to concerts, which he hates. He
likes roast pork, which I hate ; and I like minced veal, which he
hates. There is but one thing we botli like, and that is what we
cannot both have, though we are always trying for it—the last

word. I have had bad luck as a mother, for two such huge, sel-

fish, passionate, unmanageable boys never tormented a feeble

woman since boys began. I wish I had called them both Cain,
At this moment they have just quarrelled over their marbles.

Mortimer has torn off Orvilie's collar, and Orville has applied

his colt-like hand to Mortimer's ribs ; while the baby Zenobia, in

my lap, who never sleeps more than half an hour at a time, and
cries all the time she is awake, has been roused by their din to

scream in chorus. I have had bad luck as a housekeeper, for I

never even kept a chambermaid more than three weeks. And as

to cooks, I look back bewildered on the long phantasmagoria of

faces flitting stormily through my kitchen, as a mariner remem-
bers a rapid succession of thunder gusts and hurricanes in the

Gulf of Mexico. IVIy new chambermaid bounced out of the

room yesterday, flirting her dusters and muttering, "K^alold
maid, after all !" just because I showed her a table on whi* h I

could write "slut" with my tingor in the dust. I never see my
plump, happy sisters, and then glance in the mirror at my own
cadaverous, long, doleful visaj^e, without wi?hing myself an old

maid. I do it every day of my life. Yet half of ray sex marry
US I did—not for love, but for fear—for fear of dying old maids.

Dreadful alternalive!

—

Mrs. E. B. Hall.

CAPTURE OF A SEA-COW.

Messrs. Clark and Burnham lately succeeded in capturing a

sea cow near Jupiter Inlet, Florida. The animal was caught in

a net, and was a male, nine feet three inches in length. They
succeeded in taking it alive, sud shipped it to Charleston for ex-

hihition. It was very wild when first captured, but soon became
quite tame, and ate freely of grass, etc. Its tail is the shape of

a fan, and is two feet five inches broad. It has no hind feet, its

fore feet are similar to those of a cow ; it has teeth on the lower
jaw, but none on the upper. A female was also taken, but it was
so large, and becoming entangled in the net, made such desperate

(xeriions to escape, that the captors were compelled to shoot it.

they preserved the skin, however, which was fifteen feet long.

Whether warm-blooded or not is not stated.

—

Living Age.
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VIEW OF THE CITY OF NEW HAVENj TAKEN FROM FERRY HILL, ON THE QTJINNIPAW RIVER.

NEW HAVEN, CONN.
"VIE"W OF THE CITY, TALE COLLEGE,

K. B, DEPOT, ETC.

I HERE is no one, we feel assured, who
has had occasion to visit—either from
business or pleasure—the " City of

Elms," but will agree with us that it

has not be(n inaptly named. Indeed,
it presents rather the appearance of a
collection of houses built in the prime-

val forest, than of a city laid out

by the hand of man, and with the

utmost regularity, in the midst of

. an artificial grove. It has been

said that a bird flying over it

COL. DIXWELl's monument, would scarcely be aware of its

existence but for the numerous

spires with which—in common with every New England city,

town and village—it abounds. In fact our artist informs us that

he flaw a magnificent bald eagle soaring above 0U\ Yale, looking

for the city, but after an hour's ineffectual attempt he gave it up
in despair, and disappeared in the blue regions of space. Our
readers will excuse the joke, but we think Mr. C. is entitled to it

from the difficulty he found in selecting a spot from whence to

obtain a general view of the city. The city of New Haven offers

to the historian an interesting field of observation and research.

In the spring of the year 1 638, a party of emigrants from Boston
—composed of several wealthy and influential gentlemen, who
had during the year previous left England to locate in this coun-
try—landed on the present site of New Haven, and being pleaded

with the locality, and having purchased the land of the chief

sachem of that region, settled there. This colony, in common
with others, experienced the changes incident

upon the aeitlement of a new country swarming
with hostile Indians. The new city was laid out
in a plot half a mile square, which was subdi-

vided into nine squares, by streets four rods in

width. As the population increased, these

s(|uarea were subdivided into smaller ones, and
other streets were laid out, extending in every
direction fiom the original town plot. The cen-

tral square, usually styled the Green, containing
the State House and three churches, is enclosed
by an iron fence, surrounded on all sides by
rows of stalely elms, and is considered as one of

the most beautiful parks or greens in the United
States. New Haven is noted as the " city of
refuge "for three of the famous English regicide

judges, GotTe, Whalley, and Dixwell, and their

gravestones may yet be seen on College Groen,
back of the Centre Church, where also stands a

new and chaste monument, erected by a lineal

descendant of Col. Dixwell, to his memory.
Fleeing to this country upon the restoration of
Charles II., they were allowed but little peace,

but were pursued from place to place, and at

one time mo near were their pursuers, that they
had barely time to conceal themselves under a
bridge which spanned Mill River, when they
passed over it. At one time they were concealed
in a cavern on West Rock—still called the

Judges' Cave—where they were daily supplied
with food by their fri-^nds. They were much
esteemed by the citizens of New Haven for th'-ir

unnfFricted piety, and were aided and abetted
iti their many narrow escapes by them, and more
particularly by Mr Davenport, the minister, who
publicly preached a sermon, in which he warned
them of their danger, and besought his people
to secrete them. His text was Isaiah 16; 3,4.
Gotfe and Whalley died at Hadley, and their re-

mains were taken to New Haven for interment.
Dixwell died in the latter place, March 16th,

1688-9.* Below we give a view of the Arnold House, which
was the residence of Col. Arnold previous to the Revolution, and
in the garret was found ihe sien which hung over his store door

while an innocent dealer in drugs and books. It is painted alike

on both sides, and bears the following inscription:

B. ARNOLD, Druggist,
J:iooIcf>eller, ^-c,

FliOM LOXDON.
Sibi Totiqiie.\

The house, which has been a handsome frame building, is now
standing in Water Street, near the shipyard, but is rapidly going
to decay. At the Revolution, New Haven early joined her sister

* This monument is interpfltinn aa preservinK a record of one of three indi-

vidualfl who hare been the aubjeot of much comment, and not a little romance.
We therefore pubjoiu the inflcriptionfl engraved on two piden of it. The cot
ffives a south-east view of the monument. On the eastern side is the following

lnpcripti"n :

.lon^M Dixwell, a zealous patriot, a sincere Christian, an honent man; he
wftfl faithful to doty through good and through eTil report, and haviiig lost

fortune, position and home in the cause of his coautry and human right,

found shelter and 8\ mpathy here among the fathers of New Eocland. His
desrendantfl have erected this ninnument, as a tribute of reflpecttn liis memory,
and as a grateful record of the generous protection extended to him by the
early Inhabitants of New IlaTcn.

Ereclrd A. D. 1849.

ON THE WEST SIDE IS INSCRIBED :

Here rest the remains of John Dixwell, Eeq., of the Priory of Folkstflne. In

the county of Kent. Knaland. Of a family long prominent in Kent and War-
wickshire, and himuelf possessing large estates and much intlueiice in his

county, he espou,=ed the popular cause in the revolution of 1040. Between
Iti-lO and IfiSO, he wan rnloncl in the army, an active member of four parlia-

ments, thrice in the council of state, and one of the high rnurt which tried

and condemned (Jharles I At the restoration of the monarchy, he was com-
pelled to leave his country ; and after a brief residence in Germany, came to

New Hnven, and here lived in seclusion, but enjovincr the esteem and friend-

ship of its citizens till the time of hi3 death, in 1688-9.

HOUSE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY BENEDICT ARNOLD.

cities in their resistance to the oppression of the mother country,
and on the receipt of the news of the Battle of Lexington, Bene-
dict Arnold, who was then a captain in the Governor's Guards,
summoned them together, and called for volunteers to go to Lex-
ington. About forty consented to go, and Arnold called upon
the town authorities to furnish them with ammunition, which was
refused ; whereupon Arnold threatened to break into the arsenal
and supply himself, if they were not forthcoming. The authori-
ties fearing his hot-headed enthusiasm, gave him up the keys, and
after obtaining the necessary supplies, they started for Cambridge,
passing through Porafret, on their way, where they were joined
by Col. Israel Putnam. New Haven, among other towns on the
Sound, which offered an easy prey, with little danger, was marked
for vengeance by the British government, and in the summer of
1779 an expedition under Governor Tryon, of New York, and
Brigadier-General Garth, landed in two divisions at East and
West Haven, and after a severe struggle with the handful of mili-

tia who had gathered on the spur of the moment, they entered
the town. Here the soldiers committed the most awful excesses
of murder and bmtality. The town only escaped the torch from
the celerity with which the militia from the surrounding country
collected. Tryon, finding his situation becoming precarious, left

the town in haste, taking with him about forty of the inhabitants.

The view of the city, which ia here given, was taken from Ferry
Hill, nearly opposite the steamboat dock and bridge which spans
the Quinnipaw, and embraces the principal portion of the place.
On the extreme right of the picture is seen the brow of West
Rock, while on the left is a portion of Long Dock. The semi-
circular building with the dome, is the engine house of the New
Haven and New York Railroad, while in close proximity is seen
the magnificent depot, a view of which we have also engraved.
The harbor of New Haven is formed by the confluence of three
rivers—Quinnipaw and Mill Rivers on the east, and West River

on the wen. The most striking objects which
arrest the attention of the traveller in approach-
ing the city from the south are the East snd
West Rocks, two bold, perpendicular precipices
of rude, naked trap rock, the former three hun-
dred and seventy, and the latter four hundred

- feet in height. To remedy some defects, a wharf
has been constructed, extending into the bay
three thousand nine hundred and forty-three feet.

The commercial business of the city is consider-
able, particularly with the West Indies, and by
the recent construction of railroads in various di-

rections its general business has been much ex-
tended. The manufacturing business of the city

is quite important, particularly that of carriage-
making. Besides the twelve college edifices sit-

uated at the west side of the public square, the
city contains twenty-two churches, viz., eight
Congregational, three Episcopal, five Methodist,

three Baptist, two Catholic, and one Universal-
ist; a medical college, State house, custom
house, five banks, a jail, Stat« hospital, etc.

The new green, or Wooster Square, is destined
to be a beautiful place, and the new burying-
ground—Evergreen Cemetery, situated at the
western extremity of the city—is laid ont with
much taste. New Haven covers a great extent
of ground for a city of its population. The
growth of New Haven has not, perhaps, been
quite 80 rapid as that of some other cities. But
it has maintained the even tenorof its way, grad-

ually acquiring a healthy aggregate to its in-

crease, and now ranks in intelligence, moral
power and the weight of social influence with
many whose wealth may give them more prom-
inence. In its situation, its society, and its ap-
pearance it is a gem among the cities of New
England ; and she has sent out over the land a
host of educated minds who have conferred honor
on her, and who will ever cherish her in happy
remembrance as the scene of their Alma Mattr.
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FRONT VIEW OF THE BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS OF YALE COLLEGE, AT NEW HAVEN, CONN.

Tale College, situated just back of and facing the public green,

was founded in the year 1700, by ten of the principal ministers

of the colony, who met in New Haven for the purpose, and who,
nt their next meeting in 1701, each brought a number of books
for the library. In 1702, the Legislature granted them a charter,

and named them " Trustees of a Collegiale School in His Majes-

ty's Colony of Connecticut." The first <ommencement vvas held

at Saybrook ia the same year. The first college building—sev-

enty feet long and twenty wide—was erected at New Haven, in

1717, and it was not until 1750 that the present pile of buildings

was commenced. Additions have been made from time to time,

until it now consists of four large, brick edifices, one hundred and
four feet long by forty feet wide, a chapel, lyceura, atheniBum,
chemical laboratory, dining-hall, and residence of the president.

The library, one of the largest and most valuable in the country,

and the Trumbull gallery, stand just back of the college buildings

shown in the picture. The whole number of volumes belonging

to the former is 53,000. The latter contains the paintings of Col.

John Trumbull, the aid of Washington, and the father of Ameri-
can historical painting. His remains, with those of his wife, are

interred in a vault beneath this building. Besides eight principal

subjects of the American Revolution, there are nearly two hun-

dred and fifty portraits of persons distinguished, during that

period, painted from life.

STATION HOUSE AND DEPOT BUILT FOR THE NEW YORK AND NEW HAVEN RAILROAD, AT NEW HAVEN, CONN.
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[U'ritfon for Glcason'a Pictorial.]

IV E L C O fll K TO KOSSUTH.

BY 0. JiuaoN.

Wolcomu! welcome! gallant hero I

Iloncat heiirta will meet thco here;

And the open arniH of freedom

Shall defend und give thee cheor.

Here no Uussian cziir ahnll Tjind thco,

Ilere no priiion whIIk enshipo
;

But tlio power of truth filmll guard thoo,

And our banners o'er tbee wave.

Here shall woman, kind and gentlo,

Alwaj'fl cheering on the brave,

Banish all thy thoughts of nadneBS,

As u calm subdues the wave.

Hero Hhiill men. both young and aged,

Meet thee while their beart.H rejoice
;

Here ehall bright-eyed children listen,

Willie they hear thy manly voice.

Welcome I welcome I noble hero I

Honest hearts will meet thee hero
;

And the open arms of freedom

Shall defend and give tbes cheer.

(_„»-«•—>— —
[Written for Qleason'a Pictorial.]

THE LONDON BEGGAR:
—OR—

THE CAPEICE OF FORTUNE.

BY LUCY LINWOOD.

In no place on earth are the extremes of wealth and poverty

brought in so close contact, as ia the densely populated city

;

where every grade and condition of man seem, of necessity,

crowded in to make up the grand tableau of city life.

Familiarity begets indifference ; and it is with quite as much

truth as carelessness, that the remark is often repeated :
" one half

the world knows not (and cares less) how the other half exists."

Tales and scenes of misery depicted in the story of fiction are

too often regarded by the reader as mere pictures of the imagina-

tion—too vivid to be true ; while, perchance, within the range of

their daily walks, there exists in the shape of humanity, pictures

of wretchedness to which even the hand of fiction could scarcely

do justice in delineating !

Poverty is a common and oftentimes a hereditary evil ; and

that fact alone frequently serves as a paltry excuse for its suffer-

ance. Among the very last resorts to which the destitute are

driven for sustenance, is that of street-begging. In London, this

branch of " business " is carried on to great extent, and it is now

a vocation which meets with but very little sympathy.

An old man, who, from misfortune and sickness had been com-

pelled for many years to gain his daily bread from the charity of

the world, one day ventured to enter the residence of a gentle-

man of wealth—an unusual thing for a beggar—and one involv-

ing some risk.

The rich man reclined upon the velvet couch before the open

door. It was midday in summer; and the cool shade of the

massive trees which surrounded the mansion, and the degree of

comfort and happiness within, which the lovely exterior seemed

to indicate, tempted the poor man almost to believe that none

bat warm hearts could dwell in such a paradise. He approached

the door with trembling steps ; but before he had time to present

his plea, his ear was greeted with the harsh, but to him, fumiliar

word *' begone!" from the lordly proprietor of the establishrafcnt,

accompanied with a severe rebuke for daring to intrude upon a

rich man's premises.

Without reply, the old man turned and retraced his steps to

the street ; leaning upon his staff for a moment, he raised his

hand to brush a tear from his care-worn cheek ; and then he

wended his way—the distance of half a mile—to a miserable shel-

ter in the rear of an old court.

The circumstance was of common occurrence, and the poor

beggar would probably never have been thought of again, had

not the scene been witnessed by a third person. A young man
in the employ, and resident in the family of the wealthy gentle-

man, chanced to be a looker-on, and he was forcibly impressed

with the idea that that man was no ordinary professional beggar.

Ilis curiosity induced him to follow and ascertain from him, his

true situation.

Passing down a dark and filthy lane, he entered the ruins of a

once habitable dwelling, which now would scarce serve as a com-

fortable lodging for beasts ! Seating himself upon a rude block

—the only article of furniture to be seen—he turned, and with a

look of astonishment, encountered the form of the young man,

Edward, who stood before him.

" What dost thou here, young manl" said he, gruffly. " Even

in tliis forsaken den, may not a poor beggar be allowed to claim

a home—a place to hide himself from the scoffs and jeers of the

wide world V
" Fear not, good sire," answered Edward. " I have not come

to disturb you, but to befriend you."

" Befriend a beggar? You jest, young man! The beggar's

friend dwells not in London."
" It is not strange that you are led to that conclusion, my poor

friend ; but let me assure you that no idle curiosity has brought

me hither. Tell me what means that tear on your cheek ? I

cannot see an old man weep. It bespeaks sorrow that Heaven
never decreed to man. Speak, and tell me frankly why you suf-

fer; and aid shall be provided for you."

" Ah ! my young friend," said he, sadly, " it would tiikc many

words to relate all my fculfcrings ; but it is not that wliicli fiturts

tlie tear. I can bear to Buffer, for I deserve it : but when a rich

man spurns ihc pica of a beggar, / ]iiti/ him. None so rich but

lie mai/ become poor. I once possessed wealth, myself. I know

its value, and I know its frailty, too
!"

" Can it he possible that you were ever rich ? What then has

brought you to this degradation ?"

" I once turned a beggar from my door. If I never live to do

a good deed wgain, let me leave one spark of virtue behind me.

Young man, be kind to the poor I If you die a beggar, have not

the biticr remorse in your dying hour that your sin has recoiled

ujton your own licad \"

The old man ceased speaking, and motioned to Edward to

retreat ; but after much persuasion, and assurances of friendsliip,

the beggar was induced lo continue his history.

" And to that trifling circumstance arc you indebted for this

destitution in your old age f" continued Edward.
" Speak not to me of trifles, young man. There arc no such

things in jiit/ life. But sit here, since you are so kind, and listen,"

said he, widening the rough seat on which he rested. "I will

tell you the tale of a beggar's life, and the lesson may one day

be of use to you."

THE OLD man's story.

" I was reared upon the lap of luxury. My father was pros-

pered in business, and spared no expense in educating myself and

my only brother. He afforded us ample means to establish our-

selves in business when we became of age. My brother chose

the seafaring life, and I the mercantile business. Por many
years, he commanded a fine ship from this port, but he never

returned from his last voyage, to my knowledge. The sliip was

wrecked, and none returned to tell the story. After I was fairly

established in business, my father filled, and became a bankrupt.

The change and disappointment wrought deeply upon his spirits
;

his Iicalth failed gradually from that time, and in two years

afterwards he died. My mother survived him but a few months,

and I was left without a relative in the world, save my wife to

whom I had been married some two jears, and my little son, then

an infant.

" I sat, one day, In my richly-furnished parlor, amusing ray-

self with my prattling boy, when a servant informed me that a

beggar at the door wished to see me. I took no notice of the

request, farther than to order the beggar to be sent iiway. You

may think this a very 'trifling' circumstance; but I would give

worlds to recall that order ! That simple act has been the source

of untold misery to me—misery which will continue to increase

to the hour of my death !"

" It was a cold, dreary night which followed that day ; and on

the following morning, the beggar was found dead at my gate !

But that was not all. An old wallet was found in his possession,

which was once owned by my father, and which bore his name in

his own hand-writing. I have every reason to believe that the

beggar was ini/ brother I I did not see the bo1y. I knew nothing

of it until he was buried ; but the descriptions were in accordance

with what I should have expected him to be, after a toilsome

sailor's life. I shall never know his history ; but it is possible

that he was saved from the wreck, and returned pennyless to his

deserted home. I had removed to a different location in the city

during his absence, and was entirely disconnected with my father's

old associations. I cannot tell you how much I loved my brother,

or the unspeakable happiness of which I deprived myself, by that

single act."

"The result was melancholy, surely," said Edward. "But
what had that to do with the change in your own pecuniary affairs?"

"Perhaps nothing; but I shall ever believe that it was the sole

and immediate cause of my subsequent failure in business. I

was naturally of a very nervous temperament, and often found it

hard to overcome imaginary troubles; while real ones preyed like

a canker upon my mental and physical strength. To the effect

of that event, I attribute a sickness which shortly followed, in

which I suffered a shock of paralysis that deprived me for a time

of my reason ; and forever, of the use of my right arm, which

you sec is entirely helpless. My sickness occurred at a most

unfortunate crisis in my business ; and for want of proper

arrangement, my property was sacrificed, and even my house-

hold furniture was finally claimed by my creditors. From over

exertion and anxiety during my sickness, my wife took a fever

of which she never recovered. After a severe illness of six

months, I arose from my bed to find myself a friendless, penny-

less man. Ill luck and misfurtune continued to follow close upon

my track. Owing to my infirmity, I was unable lo perform any

labor, except to carry small packages about the streets. In this

way, I earned a comfortable living, until decrepid old age ren-

dered me useless to any one ; and since then, this place has been

my home, the ground has been my bed, and my food the scanty

crumbs of charity."

" A tale of woe, truly," sighed Edward, "but you have not

told me what became of your Utile son."

" O, my dear little Edward ! God grant he may never know
that his father lives

—

a beggar ! I gave him to a kind lady, who
promised to protect him and find him a home."

" Edward—did you call his name V
" Yes. We named him for his father, and here are my ini-

tials," said the old man exposing his withered limb, which bore

the letters E. H. M.
" Would you know him now, should you see him V asked

Edward.
" I remember his features well, but he must have changed

greatly in twenty years. His hair and eyebrows were of glossy

black, like yours ; and his countenance bore a similar expression.

He carries but one mark, however, by which I could identify him.

When a mi-rc cliild I foolishly bought him a toy hatclict, with

which lie indicted a severe wound on his right foot. That scar

ho will probably carry to \m grave."

" Was it like this V said Edward, quickly, exposing his foot,

and exhibiting the unquestionable trace of a deep wound

!

" Your name?" said the old man, nervously.

" Edward Herman Mercer."

'^Afi/son!" whispered the beggar, as he fell exhausted to the

ground.

It was a thrilling moment to Edward. His progeniturc had
ever been clouded in mystery. He was taught to believe that

his parents died in his infancy, and the only fnends he ever knew
were his employer's J"amily. Once during his life, however, ho

overheard a suspicion that his father lived, and the thought never

escaped his mind until the hope of once more hearing a parent's

voice vtati realized in the old man's story.

As soon as he had partially recovered from the shock, Edward
provided conveyance and removed his fatlier to his own residence.

" 0, carry me not there !" earnestly spoke the old man, as

they entered the gate, leading to the beautiful residence which

he had entered a few hours ago as a beggar. "Let me entreat

you, my son, not to expose your beggared father here I It will

prove your ruin
!"

" Then so he it \" proudly answered the noble youth. " My
father's lot is 7«/»e, henceforth. There is no danger, however;

my uncle is a good man at heart, though he is not entirely free

from faults."

" Uncle," did you say, Edward?" asked the father, turning

paler as Edward led him forward, and showed him into the ele-

gant parlor where his uncle was sitting.

" Allow me to introduce to you my father, uncle," said Edward,
calmly, as they entered ; and turning to the beggar, he added

;

" This is Mr. James N. Mercer, father."

" Your father, Edward? What docs this mean !" exclaimed

Mr. Mercer. But he had no sooner fixed his eye upon the beg-

gar than he recognized his brother ! The beggar seemed—from
his gestures—to recognize him also, but it was some moments
before either could command his feelings sufficiently to speak.

As soon, however, as the old man recovered somewhat from the

shock, he looked about him in wild astonishment as if awaking

from a dream.

" Tell me, Edward, my son," said he, " where am I ? Am I

dreaming "^ This cannot be real ! My brother alive 1 Impossi-

ble ! Tell mc quietly, and relieve me of this suspense!"

" It is even so," answered Mr. Mercer, as he approached his

unfortunate brother, and clasped both his hands in his own ; while

the tears even of the strong man were hard to suppress.

"And have I the joy to know that I was mistaken in the per-

son whom I supposed to be my deceased brother?"

" I rejoice to know that you were mistaken," warmly replied

Mr. Mercer, " and that a kind Providence has allowed me the

opportunity to atone in some measure for my guilt in not listen-

ing to your plea, this morning. I assure you it was owing to

thoughtlessness, and 7iot that I have ever been a stranger to want,

or that I am destitute of pity for the suffering. I have known
sorrow, and poverty, and distress. I was taken from a wreck at

sea, by some kind hand, and raised from the very verge of death
;

and God forbid that I should ever forget the everlasting debt that

I then assumed ! Fortune has prospered me since, and I returned

to my native city but one year ago, with a handsome fortune
;

which it will give me unspeakable joy to share with you, my
brother ! Comfort yourself now with the best my house affords,

and accept a home under my roof."

The old man could only express his gratitude with tears ofjoy;

and the day was one of general rejoicing to all concerned. Re-

freshments were ordered for the poor man, his beggarly apparel

was soon exchanged for a respectable costume, and he was received

into the family and treated by all the inmates as the relative and

guest of Mr. Mercer. He was in the habit of riding much ; and

in his daily drives around the city, his brother was his constant

companion.
Edward was happy and proud to introduce his father among

his acquaintances, some of whom had often taunted him with the

belief that he was not of honorable descent.

The old man's health soon improved, and the burden of sor-

row being removed from his heart, he no longer leaned upon his

staff in decreptitude and weakness, but was enabled to stand

erect and assume an ah* of dignity becoming his more fortunate

position ; and in his fair, intelligent and manly countenance, none

ever recognized The London Beggar.

Edward was doubly provided for, as his uncle was still the

same father to him as before, and established him in business

when he became of age.

Mr. Mercer had learned a lesson in this occurrence, which

proved salutary in its effects on his after life. He never passed a

poor beggar in the streets, without thinking that "he might be

the unfortunate brother of some one ;" and by his acts of bene-

volence and charity, he was afterwards styled, '' the friend of the

poor."

IDLE WORDS.
Be careful in regard to what you say, while ia conversation

with those you love. Idle words have done much mischief, and
may still do more. Harmless as they may seem, and innocently
as they may be uttered, their efl'ects arc often baneful in the
extreme. By the utterance of a single word, near and dear
friends have been estranged forever; nations that have always
been at peace, and on terms of the most friendly intercourse, are
set at open variance ; and through their influence, the harmony
before existing between families und neighborhoods has been
broken, and fiiendsbip with them exists no longer.

—

Trumpet
and Universalist Magazine.
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RECOIS^ CILIA T ION.

BV GEO. CANNING HILL.

" William ! My dear William ! la mercy to vie! In mercy

to I'll/ child ! Do you hear me this once !"

" I have long ago thought the subject over in all seriousness,

and ray first resolution remains unshaken. I am determined. I

cannot suffer my mind to be changed, Emily, by any consider-

ations of mere affection, propriety, or anything of the kind. In

doing what I have done, I have done my duti/. Do not think to

alter my determination."

" 0, William, William ! You know not but you may this day

be pressing the life from out my poor—poor child ! I beg you to

but think again, before you iinally determine ! Do but remember

that she is yet i/our child—the oftspring of your own loins! Ke-

member that she still loves you—

"

" Loves vie! Her conduct would seem to be an evidence of it."

" Indeed she does. Believe me, William, she still does love

her father ! She has told me so again and again !"

" And you manage to hold meetings with her yet, Emily ?"

" William, do not seek to root out all my natural atlcctions

from my saddened heart! I must obey them!"

" But after what I have said, I should think—

"

"I cannot help still loving my child, William! Say to me
what you will—do with me what seems good to you—but 0, do

not deny me the unspeakable privilege of loving my own child."

The above was part of a conversation Mrs. Emily May held

with her husband, one evening, in his library.

Mr. May was a lawyer of highly respectable standing and at-

tainments. His mind was of that quiet, usual cast, that unites

much sterling common sense and common feeling, with a great

deal more of pride and haughtiness. He was exceedingly sensi-

tive, and withal a man of the strictest sense of honor. On the

evening on which this conversation took place, he was sitting in

his easy chair in his library, engaged only with his varying

thoughts. There brooded a lowering expression upon his coun-

tenance, not absolutely forbidding, yet full of anything but at-

tractiveness. Evidently something deeply engaged him, even if

he were not absolutely troubled.

He continued pacing the room for a long time after bis wife

had left him, ever and anon moving his lips as if he would find

expression for some- troublesome thought or uneasy feeling.

Then he would pause before his hook shelves, and slowly pass

his eyes over them, from the top to the bottom shelf, incoherently

pronouncing the title to some volume, and perhaps taking it

down and mechanically flirting over the leaves.

*' Is there no help for this'f" he said, aloud, replacing his book,

and commencing again to pace the room. " No help "i I would

not be so unhappy for worlds ! Yet how can I avoid it ? I

brought it not on myself; it is all the work of that wilful, head-

strong girl ! She chose to disobey me, and these are the natural

consequences! Yet, God ! would that she had never acted thus !

Would that I had never made the threat !—for I am unhappy !

lam really wretched! I would exchange my present situation

and feelings for those of the meanest man on the face of the

earth !"

At that moment, there came a tap on the door of the apart-

ment, and Mr. May called out for the visitor to come in. The

door at once opened, and a servant thrust in her hand, in which

was held a billet, or note, carefully enveloped and sealed. The

lawyer took it from the girl, asking, as he did so, where she got

the same.

"A woman left it at the front door not a minute ago."

" Some woman's business with me, I warrant," said he to him-

self, as the servant shut the library door.

He drew the light near him, and sat down by the side of a large

table that stood in the middle of the room. First giving the

superscription a careful inspection, and trying to divine whose so

elegant a specimen of chirography could be, he hastily broke the

seal and commenced reading. It began— much to his surprise

—

with " Dear Father !" Heavens ! what a start it gave him !

But his curiosity was too deeply stirred to suffer him to throw

the communication aside, and he read on.

" You will forgive my boldness," the letter continued, " in writ-

ing to you at this juncture,—it makes me weep to think that I

should ever be obliged to crave my father's forgiveness for ad-

dressing him !—because I am circumstanced so peculiarly as to

forbid my entertaining a thought of there being an impropriety

in my doing as 1 am doing. My dear father I 1 long to throw my-
self on my knees in your presence, and to ask you to forgive me
for my great disobedience. I pn'i/ that you may be influenced to

pa^s over my wrong. Already I have suffered as much as mortal
can sufler, and I feel that it has been right for me ! 1 know that

I have brought it all upon myself,— jes, allot' it I 1 wish to

throw no blame on others

—

I am the one who has done wrong, I

disobeyed you, 1 have suffered long and griev^jusly for it, and I

ask— 1 p7-ai/ now to be forgiven ! O, my dear father ! if you will

but send me a single word of assurance that I may again come
into your presence ! I shall bring this to your door ; would that

I might be allowed to come in and throw myself upon your mer-

cy, to which 1 know I have no right whatever ! But 1 have
chosen to wait your good pleasure, rather than to intrude upon
your privacy.

" You cannot know, my father, through what trials I have pass-

ed, through what sufferings—what wrongs! Mine is a sad tale,

yet, I fear, too much like many more that are never told to the

world. God having hereto punished me as mucii as he has seen

fit, I now ask you not to continue the punishment longer. Pray
be lenient to me now ! Suffer me lo come into your presence

once again, and to hear from your lips the words by which my
pardon will be secured to me ! Grant but this single reijuest, my
dear father, and Heaven will abundantly bless you for your kind-

nest! Send mean answer as seon as you can. From your ever

afiectionate Mary."

Crumbling the billet in his hand, he rose hurriedly from his

seat, and paced the apartment more violently than before. His

feet trod softly on a Turkish carpet of the seeming thickness and

softness of a cushion. How knew he but his child's, at that very

moment, went unprotected, not only by a carpet, but even by a

pair of shoes ? The thought started the hot blood quickly to his

temples, while he smote them fiercely with the palm of his hand,

as if he would drive out by violence the thoughts that disturbed

his brain.

" What shall I do 1" asked he of himself, aloud. "If I no-

tice her letter, and promise that all her disobedience shall he for-

given, then people will think, and will soy, that I am no man of

my word ! They will think me weak, and vacillating in my pur-

pose ! They will place no confidence in me in other matters, if

they see me so changeable in this ! Then I cannot forget that

she is still my own child! Would to God that I could but forget

that ! There's something here
"—and he placed his hand instinc-

tively upon his heart—" that tells me I must not turn away—

.

But, faugh ! it's all nonsense—arrant nonsense ! I can conquer

it, it's a weakness ! — a poor weakness, such as all mortals

arc liable to; but I will show them an example of a man who

can manage his own feelings—if they never yet saw the sight!

So be still—be still, turbulent heart ! I am a man once more !

—

A man entered the office of lawyer May, but a few weeks after

this, and asked him to make out for bim a writ of ejectineut, that

he might have it properly signed, issued and served upon a certain

tenant therein named—a Mrs. Margaret Flint.

Mr. May sat down to his table, and busied himself for some

time upon the required document, until he at length completed

it. Then running his eyts over it again, to make sure of its va-

lidity—in /or»(, at least—he folded it carefully and handed it to

his client, at the same time receiving his fee, usual in such cases.

The man turned to go out of doors, while Mr. May set himself

laboriously upon his books again. He seemed to be trying to

drive a load off his mind. Perhaps he was trying to forget that

he had not answered the letter of his repentant child, but had left

her to the charities of the world.

The man who went out with the writ, hurried away after an of-

ficer, into whose hands he at once placed it. That functionary

then started out from his oflice, and proceeded at once to an old-

looking building in a retired quarter of the city. Mounting two

flights of steps, he knocked upon the door of a back room, and

awaited an answer. In a moment, the door was opened, and a

youthful-looking woman, whose countenance bore every mark of

sadness and sorrow, stood before him.

" This is Mrs. Flint, I presume V inqired the officer.

" It is, sir ; will you come in V was the sweet answer of the

woman.
The man instantly stepped in, the better to perform his busi-

ness, and closed the door after him.

" I have come to serve this writ upon you," said he, drawing

the writ of ejectment alluded to from his capacious pocket.

"Upon me/" exclaimed the startled woman.
" Yes, ma'am," said he, as mildly as he could speak, '* By its

authority I am compelled to tell you that you muat go from this

room at once."

" Is there no remedy ?" inquired she, in a mournful tone.

" None, except you consent to pay up your arrears in rent,"

replied he.

" But I have not money ! I am destitute!"

"It only makes it the worse for you, then."

" Have you the heart to turn me out on such an inclement day

as this ? I have no shelter for myself and my child ! Have you

the heart to do it, sir ? Where, where shall I lay my head to-

night^"
'• Madam," he replied, " this is a painful duty for me, but it is

nothing that I can help. It is not my wish thatyou be turned out

from here into the street; I am only doing my duty as an officer;

God knows that I have no disposition to add to your sufferings!"

" They arc almost intolerable, sir. I do not know that I can

bear them all, and live a great while longer. My poor heart is

almost worn out, sir. But is there nothing that you can do for

me at this time ?"

" Nothing, that I can see."

" Have you no influence with my landlord ? Would not a kind

word from you turn him from his cruel purpose V
"1 should dislike to deceive you by making you think that I

had any power to swerve him in bis determination in such a mat-

ter as this. His mind seems to be wholly made up. I see no

further hope for you, unless you can in some way raise money

enough to pay up all arrearages."

" That is at present impossible," replied the woman, sadly.

" You have no furniture to spare ?" said the officer, interroga-

tively, looking around him as he spoke.

She need have made no answer to a question already so obvi-

ously answered as that was, but still she aid reply.

" I have hardly enough for my own need, sir. But it may be

as well that it is so," she continued, " for if I had more, I should

be at a loss where to put it to-night."

The officer regardtd her simple but true philosophy in such an

emergency, with a look of mingled pity and admiration ; feeling,

inwardly, that it is of just such women that heroes are often born.

*' Mast I go to-night, sir?" continued she, after a moment.
" Can you not intercede for me until the morning V
"I will take it upon myself to suffer you to remain here until

to-morrow morning, on one condition," said he.

" What is that '? What is that V
"That you will then have everything in readiness to move

out."

" I will cheerfully comply with your condition," replied she
;

" and I thank you from the depths of my heart for your volimtary

kindness."

Unwilling longer to intrude upon the sacred privacy of her suf-

fering or her grief, the oflicer withdrew, though it was not without

a keen sense of the misery that secretes itself where the glad and
the gay little think to find it, and of the grief that securely preys

upon hearts which but few imagine are other than whole.

Taking her child—a little girl between three and four years^
by the hand, she left her solitude in that dismal chamber, and
saUied forth into the street. The evening breeze revived her.

Reaching, at length, one of the finest residences in a particular

street, she ascended the steps, and rang the bell, with some de-

gree of hesitancy. A servant answered the summons.
" Can I see Mrs. May V asked the woman.
" Walk into the hall," replied the servant.

Mrs. May made her appearance in a moment, and as if by pre-

vious concert, the two women buried themselves in each other's

arms. Their embrace was long and ardent ; and then Mrs. May
took up the little girl, and covered its cheeks and forehead with
kisses.

" In at the library I" said she.

" Has he not come yet V asked the stranger.

"No, but he will be here soon. He is late—uncommonly late

to night."

The two females, accompanied by the child, passed into the li-

brary, where Mrs. Flint took a seat in a chair near the table.

Mrs. May soon retired to another room, her face wet with the

tears she had shed.

It was quite ten o'clock before Mr. May came home from his

office. Business of unusual importance had kept him until that

late hour, and when he had put his night-key into the lock, he
found that no one appeared to have sat up for him. He went in-

to the library at once, and there beheld a light still burning for

him. Looking a little more closely, he saw the woman and the

child patiently sitting there and awaiting his arrival.

With difficulty the lady kept down her emotion, ^^olent as it

had suddenly grown, and while he lost command of his own words
in wonder, she said to him :

" I have been waiting here some time to see you, sir. I came
hither to consult you on a law matter, and was told to wait your
return here."

"But it is late, good madam! It is too late. Suppose you
call again in the morning V

" Then it will be too late for me .'" she replied. " I must have
your opinion to night or not at all."

" Go on, then," said he, while he regarded her with a very pe-

culiar interest. The light stood at such a distance as to render it

impossible for him to read her features ; but he had suddenly be-

come deeply interested in her tones.

" An officer waited upon me this afternoon for the purpose of
ejecting me from the room I now occupy—

"

" Where is it V interrupted Mr. May.

"In one of the buildings owned by Mr. Morton. He is my
landlord."

"And your name is Flint V asked he, with much curiosity.

The woman seemed strangely agitated and confused. She waa
able only to nod an affirmative, while he broke out with,

—

" Why, I made out a writ against you myself, this very after-

noon !"

" You.'" exclaimed she.

" Yes, against Mrs. Flint, the tenant of Mr. Morton," re-

plied he.

" Against your oimi daughter ?"

" Mary !" exclaimed he, in the tumult his astonishment had
suddenly created.

"Father! Z>i'ar father !" exclaimed the fictitious Mrs. Flint

rising suddenly and throwing her arms about his neck.

" My daughter ! My daughter ! Can this be she V said he to

himself, forgetfully and aloud. " How changed since I last saw
her !"

" Will my father forgive me the great wrong I did, in leaving

his roof clandestinely and marrying against his will? Henry is

dead—he has left me but this sweet child ! 0, my father ! For-
give !—forgive ! even as we all hope to be finally forgiven !"

" My child !" replied the hitherto stern man, " my blessed child !

It has been a sore trial, but Heaven send it may have been a use-

ful one !"

The overwhelmed parent could say no more.

The little one, at this juncture, approached her mother, and
clinging to her skirts, joined her in this weeping she had begun.

The unhappy daughter told of her utter destitution, of the way-
ward and ruinous courses of her deceased husband, for whose
sake she had temporarily sacrificed everything, even to the abiding

affection of her parents, of the final extremity to which she had
been driven; and, with her melting words, came tears upon the

cheeks of her proud and tyrannical parent,—tears freshly and
freely.

They were evidence that the erring one had been forgiven!

That night the family was all united again ; father—mother

child. Now received into its bosom, she could not forget the

wrong she had done her parents by her elopement, and her sweet
child served only to remind her of the mis-step she had once so

wilfully taken.

Sensitiveness to Criticism.—I must say I cannot gee
much in Captain B. Hall's account of the Americans hut weak-
neSv--es—some of which make me like the Yankees all the better.

How much more amiable is the American fidgetiveness and anx-
iety about the opinion of oiher nations, and especially of the
English, than the John-Bullism which affects to despise the
sentiments of the rest of the world !

—

Coleridge.
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by J. H. UoBiNaox, will be commenced in the next number, being a deeply

intereetiDg novelette,
" The Husbands I'resent," a story for the new year, by Stlvanos Cobb, Jr.

"A tlappy New Year; or, the Sailor's Keturn," a story, by Mrs. Caro-
line Orxe,
"The Ememld Ring; or, the Midnight Wreck," a 6tory for the nevr year,

by Sarah M. Howe
'' The Runaway Match ; or Overshootiug the Mark," a story, by FasD,

'• A Story for the Glad Xew Tear," by Libdtenant Mdreat.
"The Last Night of the Year," verse.s, by Geo. Canning Hill.
" To the Evening Star.'- lines, by William T. Hilsee.
'' Woman," verses, by Mary vVoodville.
"The Dead Babe," lines, by Henry Proverb.
" A ?onE." verse.<), by Richard Wright.
" April Violets," lines, by Owen G Warren.
" Night Musings," verses, by Abcie C. Klmorb.
" Flowers," stanats, by Sdsan I£. Blaisdell.
" Alone," verses, bv Kenneth Sinclair.
" A Poetic Epistle," by E. Curtiss Hink, U. S. N.
"Life," verses, by T. J Grotjam.
"The Deserted," lines, by G- J. Cartsr.
" The Blttfted Pine," verses, by H W. Ueywood.
"Memories of the Past," lines, by Finlei Jqdkson.
" An Acrostic," by Caroline A. Hatden.
'The New Year," lines, by Francis A. Ddrivage.
" The Parting," verses, by Mrs. M S M. Taylor.

ILLUSTRATIONS.
We ?haU give a fine original, and emblematic de-'ign, represcTiting the

Closing of the Old Y'ear and the Coining in of the New Y'ear. One of the best
designs we have yet issued in the Pictorial.

An engraving illustrating an interesting scene in the new novelette, which
wc shall commence in our next number.

Another of our Kossuth views, sketched by our artist on the spot, repre-
Bentiug the Hungarian exile, as he appeared at the Astor Place Opera House,
when he atteuded the perfonnance of the Italian troupe.

A view of the new Floating Church, for seamen and boatmen, just erected,
and moored at its wharf, in Philadelphia. Aix interesting picture.

A beautiful picture representing the SLitue erected at Mayence, to the
memory of Guttemberg, the inventor of the art of printing.

A spirited maritime picture, faithfully representing the Destruction of the
larboard Boat of the Ann Alexander, of New Bedford, by a whale In the
South Pacific.

We shall also present, by request of numerous subscribers, two entire pages
of the Companion, covered with the portraits of the pubiisiher, editor, and
twelve of the principal contributors to the Pictorial Among them will be
found likeneffies of F. Glea-^on, publisher, M. M. Ballou, editor, Francis A.
Durivage, Fred. Hunter, Sylvauus Cobb, .Ir., Dr. J. H. Robinson, E Curtiss
tline. U. S. N., Geo. Canning Hill. F Clinton Harrington. Mrs. M. E Robiuson,
Caroline A. Hayden, Miss Sarah M. Howe, Mrs. E. Lovering, and Mrs. E .V ell-

mont. These will be presented in a very elaborate and beautiful piece of
Bcroll-work, and will be of no small degree of interest to the readers of the
Pictorial, who will thus be able to make the acquaintance in propria peraonae
of those whose writing.-" they are so familiar with.

A fine picture of the superb State Carriage, just manufactured at Sweden,
for the Peruvian republic.

Still another of the Kossuth series of pictures, by our New Y'ork artist,

representing the Scene at Castle Garden, where Kossuth addressed the assem-
bled military of New York.

A fac-simile of the famous relie, the Harp of Mary Queen of Scots. An
interesting subject.

A picture of the famous little dog " Tiny " (life-f iee), as it appeared at the
Great Exhibition. Its length was but three inches, when alive. The smallest
dog in the world.
A very interesting and perfect representation of the Editorial Banquet, at

the Astor House, iu honor of Louis Kossuth. A faithful engraving, sketched
for us while the noble Hungarian was speaking.

END OF THE VOLUME.

This number of our paper completes the first volume of the

Pictorial, and our subscribers are reminded that we discontinue

all papers at the expiration of the time paid for, our terms being

strictly in advance. Our new volume will be a vast improve-

ment on the present one, finer paper, better engravings, new type,

and increased efforts to please. Send in your subscriptions, then,

in season for number one, and keep your files complete. A
volume of tbe Pictorial will comprise twenty-six numbers, each

six months ; the volumes commencing on the first of January

and the first of July.

Kossuth.—This bright spirit of the age is moving on like a

8t«r steadily in its course. We rejoice to see that the fund, rais-

ing for bim and his cause, is daily augmenting by generous gifts

of SIOOO at a time from rich men. It is a holy cause, that of

the freedom of Hungary, and worthy of our ready charity.

C031PLIMENTAET.—A penny subscription for the purpose of

purchasing a copy of " Shakspeare," to be given to Kossuth, is

now going on in England. Ko.ssuth acquired his command of

the English language from reading " Shakspeare."

Gleason'b Pictorial Drawing-Room Companion is on our table, emhellipbed
with superb engravings, and also aOoundiog in the richest order of reading
matter. This is the gem of Americnn taste and elegance in its line, and far
outstrips all competition in the beauty' and boldness ot'its design.— yVe hope it

is well patronized, for it deserves it.— Washingion Reporter.

Hon. Charles Sumner.—This gentleman has done himself

much credit by the stand he has taken in relation to Kossutb, in

Congress.

Singular.—Suicides in New York average one a day, a cord-

ing to a recent estimate.

COSSACK OR REPUBLICAN.

Napoleon, reviewing the past and presaging the future, on his

lonely rock of exile, predicted, a short time before his death, that

in less than half a century, Europe would be Cossack or repub-

lican. He had himself witnessed the dying throes of the French

republic—that republic on whose ruins he mounted to Europe—
and he saw, far in the north, the growing power of that imperial

potentate, against whose broad shield his own strong lance was

first shivered. He saw that the victory of Waterloo, which pros-

trated the people in the dust, strengthened particularly the arm

of the autocrat of all the Russias. And since Waterloo, the star

of the Cossack has been steadily ascendant.

In the meantime risings and revolutions have taken place

through Europe. In Greece the Ottoman power has been over-

thrown, but a monarchy—not a republic—has risen on its ruins.

France, in 1830, threw off" the yoke of the elder branch of the

Bourbons, but it was only to substitute a throne filled by the

cadet of the family. Poland followed her example, but was

instantaneously and hopelessly crushed. Of ihe French revolution

of 1S48, and tbe revolution of almost the entire continent of that

year, what has been the result ? France became only nominally

a republic ; by her own free will, dazzled by the shadow of a name,

she chose for her chief magistrate a man who has proved false to

every principle of liberty, owing his aggrandizement solely 10 the

prestige of his name. Under his baleful sway the press has been

proscribed, liberty of speech denied, and a system of espionage

and punishment established worthy of the reign of a despot.

Hungary and the other revolutionized states have been sub-

dued, but not without a fearful struggle. Italy has fallen by the

parricidal hands of the chief of a so-called republic. French

bayonets have replaced tbe Pope upon the throne, and French

soldiery still fill the barracks of the capital. Tbe state of things

in republican France has done more for the cause of tyrants than

if Louis Philippe had been maintained upon the throne. The
government of France will soon, we fear, be a monarchy in name,

as it is now in fact. Every fresh arrival from Europe goes to

confirm this, by the news it brings to us of the doings at Paris;

and even those leaders heretofore opposed to such a result, seem

to be gradually yielding their opinions, and are falling, one by

one, into the great stream that sets towards another throne and

another monarchy in France.

Judging upon these evidences and grounds, we think that Eu-

rope will be Cossack. Though kingdoms and states may revolt

against their rulers, still the golden opportunity for a spontaneous

outbreak all over the continent is gone, and, one by one, the

branded despots of the old world have become joined in a league

of interest, and can easily suppress any future revolutions. If

184S was unproductive of permanent success to the friends of

liberty, what can be expected of the coming years f If, at a time

when each power was fully engaged upon its own soil in sup-

pressingrevoluiions, the patriots of Europe were so easily subdued,

we can hope for little or nothing in their success for the future,

when their enemies have been taught by experience to prepare

for the worst.

No! the hope of freedom, we fear, has passed away, and under

a grinding despotism, the nations of Europe will sink, like the

splendid empires of the East, whose ruins alone attest their

former greatness.

THE COMPANION BOUND.

After the first of January we shall be prepared to bind the

volume of the Companion, completed with this number, at a

charge of one dollar each, being less than one half what it would

cost one subscriber to get it bound at any bindery in the country

by the single number. We add to these bound sets a splendid

illumined title-page and index, and bind the paper in cloth, with

gilt edges and back_, and ornamental sides. Those of our sub-

scribers who have preserved their files perfect, can hand ihem in

to our oflioe and receive a bound volume in return, by paying one

dollar, choosing such a colored binding and such style as they

please. We need hardly point out to our readers the value of

such a bound volume as the Companion will thus present, form-

ing an illumined record of the past, interesting and instructive,

and highly ornamental to the centre table. We can supply any

number that may have been destroyed or lost at six cents each,

and they may be found at any of the periodical depots through-

out the country tor the same price.

THE FLAG OF OUR UNION.
We shall commence the Flag of our Union with a very beauti-

ful new heading, from a chaste and original design of our o^vn,

and also with new emblematical headings for tbe various depart-

ments, expressive and appropriate. These improvements, added

to the new and beautiful suit of type that we shall don at the

same time, will render the Flag most elegant and artistic in every

line. We shall spare no pains in introducing a sheet unequalled

in general excelK nee of appearance, and as full of original tales,

sketches, wit, and humor, as heretofore. With the coming in of

the new year, then, we shall present both the Companion and

Flag in greatly improved and new dresses.

Mr. TnRASHEE.—What are our government doing about the

injustice this American citizen has experienced at the hands of

the blood-thirsty Spaniards'? Had Mr. Thrasher been an Eng-

lishman, a British fleet would have bombarded Havana ere this

time. Our govcrument is sadly remiss in these matters.

Ju'iT so.
—

" Dis-cord is horrible," as the negro said, when he

was about to be Imng.

True.—No man needs money so much as he who despises it.

In this city, by Rev Mr. Cilley, Capt. Randall Himes, of New Bedford, to

Miss Mary A. Dale.

By Rev. Mr. Cobbly, Mr. Warren Harris, of New York, to Misa Frances J.

Tainter.
By iiev. Mr. Mason, Rev. Charles W. Homer to Miss Henrietti Tracy

Greenleaf.
By Kev. Dr. Barrett, Mr. George C. Blanchnrd to Miss Anna G. Parshley.

By Kev. Dr. Vinton, Mr. Thomas M. Lay, of Hartford, Connecticut to Mlfii

Anna J. Dunn.
At Charlestown, by Rev. Mr. Townley, Mr. George A. Smith to Miss Cynthls

A. Capron. of Attleboro\
At Uiim bridge, by Rev. Mr. Skinner, Mr. Charles H. Dennie to Miss Maria

P, Wil.=on.

At Reading, by Rev. Mr. Clark. Mr- Arkaid T. Holden to Miss Ellen Carter.

At Dedham, by Rev. Dr. Lamson, Dr C. Kollock, of Cheraw, South Carolina,

to Miss Mary Henrietta Shaw.
At Marlboro', by Rev. Mr. Denham, Mr. Amos Erjant, of this city, to MlsB

Marv I.suibella Howe.
At Redford, by Rev. Mr. Sikes, Mr. Oliver Houghton to Miss Mary Hyde.
At Newhuryport, Mr. George U. Ljford to Miss Harriet E, Tappan.
At Portland, Maine, by Mr. Sanderson, Mr. vFilliam Hancock, to Mias Caro-

line A. Allen.

In this city, Mr. Charles Price, 50; Mr. Oliver H. P. Clough, 32; Joseph
Judkins, R«q., 70; Mrs. Catharine H. Edmand.f, 42; Mrs. Lucretia Gushing,
45; Mrs. Maria M ChainburlaiQ, 38 ; Mr. Alfred Richardson, 58; Mrs. klizn-

beth Gorhani, 78; Mrs. Ann Turner, 56 ;
Misa AbigailJackson, BS; Mr Joseph

Cabot. 43; Mrs. Jane Leavitt, 28.

At Charlestown, Mr. Leonard Sawyer, 32; Daniel, Fon of Mr. Nathan R.
Web.-^ter, 3.

At Cambridgeport, Mrs. Isabella Merrow, 58.

At Medford, John Purdy, Ksq.. 71.

At Danvera, Mrs. Mary T. Wilson, 50.

Ac Salem, Mr. Benjamin Goodhue, 47.

At Hiiigham, Miss Betsey Andrews, (i6.

At Holmes' Hole, Mrs. Charlotte Ililhuan, S4.

At Nenburyport, Mr. David CaTtnder. 66, Jonathan Coolidge, Esq., 65.

At Billerica, Mr. Samuel A. Lovt-joy. 70.

At Northampton, Deacon Israel Clark, 86-

At New Bedford, Mr. Thomas B. White. 49
At IVinchendon, M. G. B. Parker, of U'eathersfield, Termont.
At East Salisbury, Mr David Deal, S3.

At Dover. New Hampshire, Mr William B. Brown, 73.

At Portland, Maine. Miss Sarah A. W- Hanuaford, '^4.

At Stratford, Connecticut, Hon. David Plant, formerly a member of Con-
gress, and two years Lieutenant-Governor of tbe State.

GLEASON'S PICTOllIAL.
VOLUMES 1st, 2d, ajid 3d, BOUND.

We have Volumes 1st, 2d, and 3d, of The PicToai.\L Drawing-Room
Companion, elegantly bound in cloth, with gilt edges and back, and illumined
sides, forming a superb and most attntctive parlor ornament in the shape of a
book of between Poor anb Five Hundred Pages, and containing nearly
One raoDSAND Engbavi.ngs of Men, Manners, and current Events all over the
world ; of Scenery in all parts of the Globe ; of famous Citiei*. and beautiful
"Villages ; of Pageants at home and abroad ; of tine Maritime Views ; and, in
short, of an infinite variety of interestiug and JUPtructive subject-c

;
ttith sn

Illumined Title Page and Index of great beauty and artistic excellence, acd
forming a very brilliant frontispiece to the volume.

Besides the many illustrations, it embraces in its pagepava.<:t amount of
original Tales, Sketches, Poems and Novelettes, from the best American
authors, with a current News Record of the thiies ; altogether toruiii;g s.ti fi-
ceedingly novel and elegant volume, for future reference and present enjoj-
ment, both in regard to reading mutter and illuatrations.

For sale at the Publication Uflice, by our vV'holesale Agents, and at all tha
Periodical Depots throughout the Union, for Three Dollars per volume.

GLEASON'S PICTORIAL ^i

? A Hecord of the heantifid and iiaeftd in Art.
^

: Tlie object of this paper is to present, in the most elegant and avail- \

) able form, a weekly liteniry mclangeof notable event.s of the day. Its S

i columns are devoted to original tales, sketches and poems, by the \

I
BEST ABTERICAN AUTHORS, >

J and the cream of the domestii- and foreign news
;
the whole well spiced 5

5 with wit and humor. Each paper is S

> BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED
\

i with numerous accurate engravings, by eminent artists, of noLible ob- >

\ jects, current cventsiu all parts of tlie world, and ofmen and mannera, s

^ altogether makinga paper entirely originalinits design, io this coun- \

J^
try. It,s pages contain views of every populous city iu tbe known j

' world, of all buildings of note in the eastern or western hemisphere, \

i of all the principalships anilnteameisof thcnavy and merchant scr-
\

Ji vice, with fine and ai'curate portraits of fvery noted character in the >

f" world, both male and female. Sketches of beatitiful scenery, taken \

^ from life, will also be given, with nunieroua specimens from the ani- >

i mal kingdom, tbe birds of the air, and tbe fish of the eea. Itcontaina s

< fifteen hundred and sixty-four square inches, giving a great amount of \

^ reading matter and illustrations—a mammoth weekly paper of liixte^u
^

^ octavo pages. i

^ TEEMS;—Invariahly in Advance. I

'' 1 Subscriber, one year S3 00 \

/ 2 Subscribers, " ' 6 10^
i 4 " " " 9 CO

J
; 8 " " '• 16 CO

^

; Any names may be added to the last number at the rate of S2 00 I

f each, per annum. \

^ {IZF' One copy of the Flao of our Un!o>J, and one copy of the PiCTO-
-* niAL Drawing-Room Companion, one year, for '*4 00.

^ [J3^ The PtCTORiAii Drawing-Room Companion may be ob(.ained at

i any of the periodical depots throughout the country, and of newsmen,
<" at s/z cfuls per single copy.

i Published every Saturday, corner of Bromfield and Ti-emont Streets,

\ by F- GLEASON, Boston, MAHi.

I WHOLESALE AGENTS.
? S. FRENCn, 1.51 Nassau, comer of Ppnice Street, New York.

S A- AVINCII, 116 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia.
! W. & II. TAYLOR. Ill Ealtimore and 5 South Sts., Baltimore.

5 A. C. EAGLEY, llS Main Street, Cincinnati.

< J. A. ROYS, 43 Woodward Avenue. Detroit.

^ E. K. WOODWARD, corner 4th and Chestnut Streets, St. Louis. >
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[Written for QIcobod'h notorial.]

STANZAS TO E F F 1 13.

THE

DY CnARLEB II. BTEWART.

I awake from dreams of thco,

In tho J<;itp watches of tlio night,

\Vhun tho winds ur« breathing low,

And the Ktars aro shining bright;

How liko voicfs zephyrs keep,

When thti Htorni htis ceiisud to be
;

Thy fiiee Hteiils o'er my viuioneil tilet-p,

I awake to ilrouma of thee.

I muHe of thee—I think of thoo

In the stilly midnight time.

And when wild Uowcra piiint the lea,

My Boul rellucts no love but thine.

When winter cold, and white, and mute,

Holds her dread sceptre o'er our mirth,

When the bleuk air the k-aves salute,

I weep to think thou art of earth.

How noiKcleas falls the foot of time,

When tliougUt retreads fond memory's sphere
;

And how like moonlight's beauteous time,

Tliose summer evening dreams appear
;

They tiasli and fade likB all things bright;

Like wandering airs thoy seem to me,

Yet ever still, like stars of llgbt,

£QiQ. I dream of love and theo.

_ <—»*^ >

[Written for Gleason'a Pictorial.]

MR. SYCOPHANT:
—on

—

TOECHLIGHT PEOCESSION,

BY UNCLE TOBT.

Mr. Svcopuant is a queer specimen of liumanity ; but per-

haps you know him, with his round, pursy figure, and eternal

confidential whisper in your ear, at every meeting, while he press-

es your hand, as though you, of all the world, were the friend he

cherished most. But Mr. Sycophant is a trump—a decided

trump—because, in spite of the fact that the shallowest brain is

still deep enough to fathom his toadyism, yet he has the tact to

live on, bringing strong enough influence at every contingency,

to float him high and dry in the political and social cauldron.

With this description the reader will at once surmise that our

hero is an office-holder ; of course he is, and has been from the

memory of the oldest inhabitant, and could we but write out the

canning and adroit manceuvres that he has adopted in order to

hold his place, it would be a rich chapter for perusal. But we

must content us with a brief description of one of this gentleman's

impromptu movements. Mr. Sycophant made it his moral creed,

wherever he was tossed, to come down, cat-like, upon his feet;

and let whatever party turn up that would as the successful one,

in a national election, he was sure to have been a faithful and sac-

rificing member in its ranks.

During the hard-cider campaign of IS-tO, a period that literally

tried men's soids, because they had to walk so much in processions

and the like, Mr. Sycophant resided in one of the extreme south-

ern wards of the City of Notions, and as the prosfect was deci-

dedly in favor of the Democrats as to the final choice of the peo-

ple on the presidential question, until the last moment, Mr. S., as

a matter of course, herded with them.

One evening in ward meeting, all the politicians were gathered,

and among them Mr. S. It was on the evening that important

newa was expected from the south, which would probably decide

the character of the campaign as to a Democratic or Whig presi-

dent. It was proposed that one of the meeting should be depu-

tized to go, as a committee, down to State street, to the Atlas of-

fice, from whence the news would be proclaimed, and return to

the meeting and report the character of the same. The chairman

named Mr, Sycophant as a proper person, and he accordingly

took upon himself the commission and departed. He reached the

outside of the Atlas oflice just in time to hear one of the editors

announcing the reception of the election returns.

"Pennsylvania—majority for Harrison !"

" W-h-ew !" ejaculated Mr. Sycophant, very thoughtfully.

" New Jersey—majority for Harrison !"

" Huzza ! huzza !" screamed the crowd.

" What's to be done 1" asked Mr, Sycophant, to himseX
" New York State—majority for Harrison !"

" Huzza ! huzza ! huzza !" again roared forth the excited crowd.

"A regular Waterloo defeat!" said Mr. S., musing. "Egad,
I'm a goner !"

" Here they come ! here they come !" screamed the crowd, as a

torchlight procession that moment filed, out of Congress into

State street, with transparencies of log cabins, hard-cider barrels,

coons, and the like.

The procession paused before the Atlas office, and one of the

party placed his torch, for a moment, on the sidewalk, while he

rin up stairs. A happy thought seemed to strike Mr. Sycophant's

brain ; how providentially that torch had been left there ! it was

an opportunity not to be lost. He seized the pole with its tiny

but brilliant light, shouldered it, and fell into the ranks, huzzaing

and cheering louder than the loudest, and parading half the city.

But the question naturally arises as to the ward meeting, at the

South End. Did they get a rtpoit from their committee man?
Not exactly ; but they heard the news the next day !

The administration has changed twice since the period referred

to, and yet Mr. Sycophant always comes down on his feet after

every catastrophe, and still feeds at the public crib, going most

enthusiastically for his country—anrf the bread and hutla'l

WOODPECKKR STORES.
In stripping off the Iiark, I observed it perforated with holes

huger than those which a m^^kct bullet would make, spear-

ed with most accurate prcci-sion, as if bored under the guidance

of a rule and compass, and many of them filled most neatly with

acorns. Earlier in the ticason I remarked the holes inmost all

tho softer timber; I)ut, imagining they were caused by wood in-

sects, 1 did not stop to examine or inquire ; butnowfindint^ them
studded with acorns firmly fixed in, which I knew could not have

been driven there by the wind, 1 f-ought for an explanation, wluth

WHS practically given me by Ciiptain S 's pointing out a Mock

of woodpeckers huhily and noisily employed in the provident task

of securing their winter's provi-;ions, for it appears that the uaga-

cious bird is not all the time thriftlessly engaged in " tapping the

hollow beech tree" for the mere idle purpose of empty >ound, but

spends its summer season in picking those holes, in which it lays

its store of food for tlie winter, wliere the elements can neither af-

fect nor place it beyond their reach, and it is considered a sure

omen that the snowy period is approaching when these birds com-
mence stowing away their acorns, which otherwise might be cov-

ered by its fall. I frequently paused from my chopping to watch

them in my neighborhood, with the acorns in tlicii- bills, half

clawing, half Hying round the tree, and admired tho adroiincss

with wliich they tried it at the dilforent holes, until tliey fuund

one of its exact calibre ; when, inserting the pointed end, they

tapped it home most artistically wiih their beaks, and flew down
for another. But their natural instinct is even more remarkable

in the choice of the nuts, which you will invariably find sound;

whereas it is a matter of impossibility, in selecting tliem for roast

ing, to pick up a batch that will not have half of them unfit fur

use, the most safe and polished-looking frequently containing a

large grub generated within. Even the wily Indian, with all his

craft and experience, is unable to arrive at anything like an uner-

ring selection ; while in a large bag full that we took from the

bai'k of our log, there was not one containing the -sliiibtest germ
of decay. They never encroach on their packed stores until all

on the surface arc covered, when they resort to those in the bark,

and peck them of their contents without removing the shell from
the holes.

—

Kell I/*s Excursion to CuHfurnia.

[Written for Gleaaon's Pictorial.]

lilNES TO .

BT JOHN

I gave thee my heart when merely a hoy,

And now that to manhood I've grown,

That sincere love which no time coiild destroy,

Has ever been fondly thine own.

In joys and sorrows through which I have passed,

Of one thing I have never lost sight

;

Since on the ocean of life I've been cast.

That has been my beacon of light.

When tempted to stray from right to do wrong,

Thine image before me has stood,

And with power irresistibly strong.

Led me back to that which was good.

Thou hast been ever that bright, leading star,

Thus guidiog me always aright

;

And 't would be a cruel fate that would mar

All the hope's that /tave been so bright.

Yea. yes, this secret I've kept from my youth,

If to thee 't was not before known
;

Believe now this heart which t^lls thee this truth,

lias ever been fondly thine own.

4-^a.o.<»—>

TERRiriC C03IBAT.

A Brobdinag salmon, which the other day ascended the Shan-

non, fought a fight with three fishers in succession, and worRted

them all. A letter describes the unparalleled combat. " The
first man he battled with for five consecutive hours, and worked

him three miles down the stream, until at last the man combatant

fainted, and a companion look his place. This reserved force

fared but little better ; for althouiih he kept up the conflict with

game, he found himself, after eight hours' fight, seven miles more
down the river, day just breaking upon him—for the conflict

commenced about three in the afternoon—with as little chance

of a triumph as when he began. A gentkman residing near the

river side, hearing of the extraordinary battle that was raging in

the vicinitv, rushed from his bed to the scene, and in the vigor of

replenished strength after sleep, gave the all but-vanqui-hed

an"-lcr a pound note for the hold of bis rod and the chance of his

game ; which was joyfully accepted as a lucky relief from a

shameful discomfiture. Nor was the hoped-for prize unworthy

of the bid; for he had given various plunges out of the water,

during the contest, and he was calculated at seventy pounds

weight. The third hero no sooner went to work than be felt that

he had it to do ; but he manfully tackled to it, and fought with

all his mieht, for four miles farther, and nine hours, until at last

the god of war (Neptune, I suppose, in this case,) took part with

General Salmon, and in one desperate charge he dashed through

all impediments, and carried otf hook, line, and rod, nearly to

the wheel; leaving his opponent to meditate on the remains in

his hand. The whole time occupied in this desperate affair was

twenty-three hours, and the field of battle extended over nearly

twenty miles."

—

Caledonian Mt^rcury.

MIRTH.
It is something even to look upon enjoyment, so that it be free

and wild, and in the face of nature, thout:h it is but the enjoyment
of an idiot. It is something to know that Heaven has left the

capacity of gladness in such a creature's breast; it is some'bing

to be assured that, however lightly men may crush that faculty in

their fellows, the great Creator of mankind imparts it even to his

despised and slighted work. Who would not rather see a poor
idiot bap])y in the sunlii^bt, than a wise man pining in a darkened
jail '? Ye men of gloom and austerity, who paint the face of

Infinite Benevolence with an eternal frown, read in the everlast-

ing book, wide open in your view, the lesson it would teach. Its

pictures arc not in the black and sombre hues but briglit and
glowing tints ; its music, save when je drown it, is not in sighs

and groans, but songs and cheerful sounds. Listen to the million

voices in the summer air, and find one dismal as your own, Re-
member, if ye can, the sense of hope and pleasure which every

grand return of day awakens in the breast of all your kind, wlio

have not changed their nature ; and learn some wisdom even from
the witless, when their hearts are lifted up, they know not why,
by all the mirth and happiness it brings.

—

diaries Dickens.

[Wrlttea for Oleiwon'B Pictorial.]

At'FECTIOK'S TRIUUTE.
TO TIIM MKMORY OF UON. F. WUITTLESEY.

BY 0. WUlTTLESCr.

Tliy heiirt In hurthed ; thou art sleeping

WIkto the wei'iilug willowH wave;

And tho n^qulem wlndn are creeping

Through tho greou grofls o'er thy grave.

Yes, tho cold earth Is thy pillow,

And our Houlfl are nick with HJghing;

" Neur the lake where droops the willow."

Cold uud Hilcnt thou art lying.

Tho tide of time m.iy onward flow,

I'liet and changing us before
;

But thy footstt-prt here hi-low

Will be heard no more—no more.

Yet fond memory will never

Cease to nimble o'er thy resi;

There 'b a monument forever

To thee towering in our breast.

Fare thee well till time is o'er,

Till to our ppirita wings be given
;

Then we'll meet, to part no more,

In tho rainbow eky of heaven.

. ^.-^.m^^,^-^ .

ARREST OF CAPITAL PUIVISHiMENT.
Passing up Orange street, the other day, our attention was at-

tracted to a boy who was climbing up a lamp post, endeavoring
10 pass the end of a rope, which was attached to the neck of a
terrier dog, over the horns on which the lamplighter rests his

ladder when lighting the lamp. There were some half a-dozen
ragged urchins around, cheering him. An old gentleman present,

supposing foul play, asked the little fellow what he was going
to do with the dog.

" Hang the—sucker; he's been a murderin'," said the excited
boy.

" Murdering what ?" asked the old man.
" Why, Jakey Babcock's pet rat, what he cotched ven they tore

down the buildin',"
" O, don't hang him for that,*' pleaded the old man, "it's his

nature to kill rats ; besides, he looks like a good dog. If you
wish to get rid of him, I'll take him along with me."

" O, it can't he did, daddy ; he's an infernal scoundrel, and the
jury brought him in guilty, and he has got his sentence, and you
can bet your life I'll Iiang him."

" Jury ! what jury 1"

" Why, our jury—them fellers there, sitting on that cellar door.

They tried him this mornin', and Bob Linkets sentenced him to

be hung. That's rite, aint it, daddy ? It was all on the square.

I was tlie lawyer agninst the dog, and Joe Beecher was for him,
but his arguments were knocked to thunder when I brought the

murdered body into court. I took 'em all down. They all guv
in that I was rite. He aint worth a rusty nail now, but as soon
as he's dead, he's worth fifty cents, 'cording to law, at the City
Hall, and we want the money for the 4th of July."
The old gent seemed surprised at the logic of the boy, but he

was about entering another plea for the condemned, when the

scene was interrupted by the arrival of the owner of the dog (a

stout Irishman}, who soon dispersed jud2:e, jury, and executioner,

and rescued the trembling culprit.

—

N. 0. Picayune.

[Written for Gleason's Pictorial.]

A GOOD NAME.

BY J. HUNT, JR.

If a good name you wish to gain,

Establish first a steadfast mind

;

An uir of dignity maintain,

And Uve in peace with all mankind.

In no case treat with contempt,

However tiivial it may be.

An act which is from vice exempt,

Or of a selQsh motive free.

'T ia this alone will us secure

A lasting, upright, honest name,

That shall through life's long lapge endure,

And brighter grow amid the same.

With this protecting armor on,

Before ns sinks each foe we meet;

While every arrow at us hurled,

Falls bruised and harmleas at our feet.

WIDOW TACTICS.
In Astoria we saw, one day, when there was quite a large

crowd at the encampmen*, several squaws, all dressed in their

best attire. These were all more than usually attentive to their

personal appearance. The principal one among them was a
widow, whose time of mourning for the death of her husband
had just expired. Her object was to notify her friends that she

was ready to receive the addresses of any one who was in want
of a wife. To give such notification was, I found on inquiry, a
common custom with the Chinooks. The widow was of a mas-
culine make, and wiiat we would call a buxom dame. She was
attended by seven others, of small stature in comparison, who
were her maids, and all evidently accompanied her to do honor
on the occasion. Every half hour they would arrange themselves

in a row, and the widow at their head, affecting a modest, down-
ciist look, would commence a chant, informing the by-standers

that the period of mourning was out, that she had forgotten her

deceased husband, given her grief to the winds, and was now
ready to espouse another. This chant was accompanied by a
small movement of the feet and body, which, with the guttural

song and consequent excitement of such an exhibition, caused the

fair ones to wax so warm that the perspiration rolled down their

painted cbeek.s ; this, with the crimson fiush, all tended to add
brilliancy to their dark eyes, as they were now and then cast

around upon the multitude of Indians, who seemed all admiration.

I did not ascertain whether the fair one succeeded in winning a

second husband, but I am satisfied that her exertions were such as

ought to have obtained her cue.

—

U. States Exploring Expedition.
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AUSTRIAN BARBARITY.

It hardly requires incidents to be cited in order to show the

tyranny and miserable rule in this country. A little incident

which lately took place at Szent Maria, near Gross-Wardien, will

illustrate the present anarchy that rages there. At a peasant's

wedding, when the procession of the betrothed was moving to-

wards the church, the gendarme approached the bride, and sum-

moned her immediately to divest herself of the red, white, and

green ribbons which she had in her dress, according to ihe custom

of the country girls, saying that these colors were revolutionary.

The bridegroom objected, saying that after the ceremony, the

bride would comply with the desire of the gendarme, but that now

they could not keep the priest waiting at the altar. The gendarme

retired, the procession proceeded to the church ; but at the moment

when the bride was kneeling at the steps of the altar to receive

the benediction, the gendarme rushed forward and cut her tresses

and ribbons with scissors from her head. In Hungary it is con-

sidered a great insult to a female to cut her hair—it conveys a

notion of infamy. Naturally an affray took place; the gendarme

was assailed by the bridegroom, other gendarmes arrived in aid of

their fellow-official, the people, tboutrh without arms, rushed upon

them, and the result was- the slaughter of seven men, three gen-

darmes and four peasants, among them the bridegroom and the

brutal assailant of the bride.

lHatjsik ©atljerinjs.

SINGULAR GEOLOGICAL FACT.

At Modena, in Italy, within a circle of four miles around the

city, wherever the earth is dug and the workmen arrive at the

distance of sixty-three feet, they come to a bed of chalk, which

they bore with an auger, five feet deep. They then withdraw

from the pit before the auger is removed, and upon its extraction

the water hursts up with great violence, and quickly fills the well

thus made, the supply of water bting affected neither by rains or

droughts. At the depth of fourteen feet are found the ruins of

an ancient city, bouses, paved streets, and mosaic work. Below

this again is a layer of earth, and at twenty-six feet walnut trees

are found entire, and with leaves and walnuts still upon them.

At twenty eight feet soft chalk is found, and below this, vegetables

and trees as before. What an interesting subject for the study

of the antiquarian

!

A Reptile.— The Springfield Republican tells us of a rattle-

snake, nearly four feet long, and having ten rattles, being killed

a few days since, near Nonesuch Mesdow, in West Springfield,

by a boy. The snake was in the act of striking, when, as the

boy was holding him down with a bar, the reptile perforated his

own body with his venomous fangs.

Peksonal.— Otto Goldsmidt is now said to be the constant

companion of Jenny Lind. Belletti, it seems, once supposed

himself to he the "favored one;" hut, alas! just as he was

dreaming of bliss, Otto—an old acquaintance of Jtnny in her

native land—made his appearance, and then Belletti disappeared.

Profitable.—The clipper ship Surprise, built at East Boston,

by Mr. Hall, is making a profitable voyage. On her arrival at

London, her freight money to San Francisco and Canton, and

thence to England, will have entirely paid her cost and expenses,

besides netting a clear profit of ©50,000 for her owners.

A LONG Story.—The map of France which was begun in 1S17,

is not yet finished. It is to contain 258 sheets, of which 149 are

already published. There yet remains five years work in survey-

ing, and nine years work in engraving to be done. The total

cost of this will exceed £400,000 sterling.

A Reflection.—When we think that every house might be

cheered by intelligence, disinterestedness, and refinement, and

then remember iu how many houses the high powers and aflec-

tions of human nature are buried as in tombs, what a darkness

gathers over it ! Think of that.

Peincflt Income.—The Chamber of Deputies of Gotha, in a

recent sitting, auihori/.ed the government to conclude an arrange-

ment with Piince Albert, fixing his income from the domains at

400,000 florins (about £90,000) a year.

i ^m^ > ;

OuK Minister to England.—Mr. Abbott Lawrence has

been making some capital speeches in Ireland. He has repre-

sented the country handsomely ; and the Irish have treated him
like a prince. Ireland is the home of hospitality.

Gleason'8 Pictokial Drawi>g-Room Cosipaniok.—In the way of an illus-

;rat«d paper, we now have something to tn
- -

>rocluction of Gltascn s I'ictorial n^ust giv
the United Stules — C/munaTigo Phtrnix.

trated paper, we now have something to boast of. Tlie fpiilt displayed in the
production of Gkascn s rictorial n.ust give it a circiilatian in every q.uarter of

Foe Tobaccokists.—One of the most powerful poisons known
is nicotine. Twelve drops applied on the tongue of a dog has

caused dtath in two minutes. It is extracted from tobacco.

Glkasos's Pictorial—This is one of the finest illustrated jouroals pub-
lished, und has bei^oiue permanently established.— iVtw York TravelUr.

Statistical.—It is estimated that the city of New York pays

S10,000 a day for cigars, and only S5000 a day for bread.

A Hi ST.—What is called liberality is most often only the vanity

of giving, which we like better than the thing we give.

Eternal Sunshine.—A loving heart encloses within itself an

unfading and eternal Eden uf happiness.

A Hint.—Look out for the next number of the Pictorial

!

The greatest artificial cold ever produced was ninety-one.

ilan is at first natural, then he becomes rational, and at length

spiritual.

People die at the rate of five a minute, taking the whole world

together.

The earth is said to be 7616 miles in diameter and 24,SS0

miles round.

Thieves and pickpockets are taking advantage of the Kossuth
excitement.

Ninety-five thousand dollars have been subscribed in Ohio, for

a Farmers' College.

The whole Cherokee population is estimated at 16,000, exclu-

sive of whites and blacks.

A Cooperstown, New York paper, says J. Fennimore Cooper's

disease was of the liver.

The amount of Treasury Notes outstanding on the first of

October, amounted to §165,861.

It should be borne in mind by every one that the red, blue, and
green coloring of candy are virulent poisons.

Reid and Clements, condemned pirates, effected their escape in

the night, recently, from the jail at Richmond, Va.

In the town of Alburn, Maine, there are forty-nine persons

beti^etn seventy-three and ninety three years of age.

The Press is well represented in California, at present, having
seven whig, three democratic, and nine neutral papers.

The editor of the International Magazine says that W. Gilmore
Simms has written the best play ever produced in America.

The last total eclipse of the sun took place in April, 1715, and
there will be no other until the morning of August 18, 1887.

A reduction of tolls is proposed on the Pennsylvania canals,

to enable them to compete with the New York Public Works.

The prendent has ofticially recognized Charles Morton Stewart

as consul fur the Argentine confederation for the port of Baltimore.

George Lippard who has recently returned from a tour through
the Western States, intends making Cleveland, Ohio, his future

I'csidcnce.

The New Orleans papers state, that three of the patriot prisoners

had escaped from the prison in Havana, and arrived there in the

Cherokee.

Daniel Webster, in his great speech against Hayne twenty
years ago, declared that " to resist by force the execution of a
law, generally is treason."

It is stated that no less than forty-three witnesses have been
subpcened on the part of the plaintiff in the case of Willis vs.

Forrest, for assault and battery.

The Wild Pigeon, built at Portsmouth, N. H., and the Golden
Gate, built at New York, started together from the Southwest
Spit, Sandy Hook, for San Francisco, to try their speed.

Madame Achille Murat, widow of the Ute Prince of Naples,

(who died in 1847, an exile from his native land, after along
residence in Florida), is at the Irving House, New York.

At Springfield, recently, Richard AValkley, Jr., stabbed his

father wich a knife, and then cut his own throat. He will recover,

but the father is in a criiical condition. Liquor was the cause.

SantJs of ©oIli.

jForcign lUisallanii.

Money appears to be plenty throughout England.

The emigration from Switzerland is about 3000 a year.

The electric telegraph is to be established throughout Turkey.

The Cunard Company are building four iron screw steamships.

Over six hundred female physicians are now licensed in France.

The first public sale of lea grown in England took place last

week.

In the year 1272, the wages of an English laborer, were only a
penny and a half per day.

The king of Naples has appointed a commission for the reform
of the prisons in his kingdom.

Punch thinks that those who wish to purchase waste paper had
better buy the new Austrian loan.

By a decree of the 9th Oct., the king of Sardinia has ordered

a levy of ten thousand recruits for the army.

The directors of the Paris mint have lately received twenty-six
millions of francs iu gold ingots from California.

Madrid is in tears. The animals on the last fete-day refused to

tight. Only one hyena showed pluck. Enlightened country !

We leain that " the Humorist in Vienna, is to sutler three

months' im prison cnent." Hence, in Vienna, humor is no joke.

Turkey has been on the point of a political crisis. Rescind
Pacha's power was tottering, and his successors were already

talked of.

Since the opening of the Nantes Railway, the Paris market
has been supplied with excellent oysters from the coast of
Brittany.

Letters from Prague state that the cholera rages there with
great fury, and that death ensues a few hours after the first

attack.

The wife of Lopez, from whom she had been long since sepa-

rated, is at the present moment resident ia Paris. She belongs
to a wealthy family iu Havana.

Frauds to the amount of £7000 had been discovered in the

opium department in Bombay. An expedition was being fitted

out there against the Arabs around Aden.

A letter Irora Naples, dated 4th of September, says his Nea-
politan Majesty very narrowly escaped death on the Saturday
previous, from a railroad coliiaion. What a pity !

In ISol, there were used in Great Britain 5,838,592 gallons of
wine, agaiust 5,582,385 gallons in 1 841 ; while in Ireland in 1851,
1,038,118 gallons stood against 602,575 in 1841.

According to the ofScial statistics, the number of visitors to

the Crvstal Palace i'rom May 1st to August 30th, was 425,509.
The fullest day was July 15 ; then there were 64,122 persons in
the building.

A manufactory of spurious tea has been detected in Commercial
Road, London. Besides the great quantity of raw and partially

converted material, ninety-eight packages were discovered in a
form ready lor market.

It is reported at Cork that a well-known firm engaged in the

pass- nger trade had failed, having in their hands some £50,000
or £60,000, lodged with them by emigrants for friends and rela-

tives iu Ireland.

1 wept when I was born, and every day shows why.

. . . .Error and repentance are the companions of rashness.

That pleasure only is according to nature which never
cloys.

Envy is destroyed by true friendship, as coquetry is by
true love.

. . . .There is no moral worth in being swept away by a crowd,
even towards the best objects.

.... The fool has one advantage over an educated man—he is

always contented with himself.

. . . .Our enemies come nearer the truth in their judgments of
ns, than we do in our judgments of ourselves.

... .We should take care we do not make our profession of
religion a receipt in full for all other obligations.

. . . .Robert Hall said of family prayers, " It serves as an edge
and border to preserve the web of life from unravelling."

, . . .We must not deck either virtue or learning in false colors,

in order to render them attractive to the youthful eye.

. . . .When the heart is pure, there is hardly anything that can
mislead the understanding in matters of immediate personal con-
cernment.

. . . .You cannot prevent clouds from rising and tempests from
raging out of doors, but within, you may secure unbroken calm
and endless sunshine.

... .Deal gently with those who stray. Draw back by love

and persuasion. A kiss is worth a thousand kicks. A^kjudTvord
is more valuable to the lost than a mine of gold.

... .The tears of beauty are like light clouds floating over a
heaven of stars, bedimming them for a moment that they may
shine with greater lustre than before.

As it never depends on ourselves to love, or to cease to

love, a lover cannot complain with justice of the inconstancy of
his mistress, nor she of her lover's fickleness. <

Sokcx's (DUo.

Homccopathy—small doses and large charges.

The question is, who finds all the umbrellas that are lost?

Where is true happiness to be found ? In the dictionary—per-
haps Walker's.

An editor calls the destruction of human life by railroad acci-

dents, a grave off"ence.

A paper in Ohio heads its telegraph despatches, " Latest Streak
by Lightning!"

To make a man a patriot, all that is required is a pair of cir-

cumstances—a wife and a baby.

Why are ladies' dresses about the waist like a general meeting ?

Because there is a gathering there.

Why is a contented man of great wealth like a ghost? Be-
cause he's a "happy lich 'itn." (Apparition.)

The editor of the Hull Times is so short-sighted that he fre-

quently rubs out with his nose what he writes with his pen.

It is mentioned as a singular fact, that restless as is the ocean,
the path of your ship is the only part of it that is really a icahe.

" Thank God for his mercy," as the deacon said wh<^n he saw
that it was his neighbor's house, and not his own which was on fire.

An exchange paper says that " when David slew Goliah with a
sling, the latter fell stone dead, and of course quite astonished, as

such a thing had never entered his hi-ad before.

An applicant for a custom-house office in urging his claim, said

his grandfather didn't fight in the Revolutionary war, but he
guessed he would have liked to, if he had been in the country.

The Louisville Journal says that " a shoemaker named Daily,

recently eloped with the wife of a brother craftsman." Elope-

ments are something too frequent all over the country, but out

west it seems to be a dailij transaction.

Somebody says, " there is nothing in which the power of art is

shown so much as in playing on a fiddle." That somebody is

mistaken. Getting up a paper and making it jmy, heats the art

of fitidling all hollow.

THE FLAG OF OUE UNION,
AN ELEGANT, MOKAL AND KEEINED

Miscellaneous Family Journal,

Devoted to polite literature, wit and huuior, prose .and poetiti gems, and origi-

nal priw) tales, -WTittttn expressly lor this paper, and at a very great cost. In
politics, and on all sectarian questions, it ia strictly neutral. Nothing of an
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the Union.
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